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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 
ae i eee 

NEW YORK STATE alogue, which will be sent by mail, postage free, 

AGRICULTURAL WORKS, | "Hct teqested. . As we give our entire attention tothe im- 
E BY WHEELER, MELICK & CO., provement and manufacturing of Horse Powers, | 

Alles. WY. ‘Threshing Machines, and a few other articles, 
Pose we feel warranted in assuring the public that| 

- a SI » | they will a0 each of the following Machines | 
ee Sci) | unsurpassed : 

A 4 ie Sy WW WHEELER'S PATENT 
eee el bee. ESS Weal): Railway Chain Herse Powers. 

Saeiese! Se, be CA ay These Powers, (represented in the above cut;)| 
5 pe oh Pe SSH GS Aig] | ore unrivalled for driving all kinds of Harn 
Te Ge ( =e ee wiea | crs’; Planters’, und other Machinery, which 

. pee aq Vea! | admits of being driven by Horse Power. They | 
F aS x es as) | are made for cither one or two horses. and their | 
eee aS 3 Bae superior merits in point of durability, strength 
Ges 1 BSH re a jand ease of running, are fully cotablished ;| 
See Eu: Ze + Si) | while their compactness and simplicity, light-| 

XS =| Rokr = FE | ness and greater length and width of treading | 
eh. Nee Ft} | floor and stall, give them advantages over other | 
Se. | Sg) j | Powers, which are highly appreciated by those 
Hn WN  ReSeek ma who have tried them. " Several thousands of 
i yet oe AY vee ee them are in use, some of which have threshed 
i | ANES fae over 100,000 bushels, and though our present 
Mii SZ tes | Powers are much improved over the old ones 
ie i Ss it jer the same nd yet the Satter are still good. 
HH, RRS eee SY ver 1,000 of them were sold by us and our 
figs i) Ya er i agents the past season, (a larger number than 
HA 3 in any previous year,) thus proving their in- 

ee yt Mae Bf | creasing popularity. ; 
| | ee he ER? ee 3 _ WHEELER’S PATENT 

j EY, Pi ee Combined Thresher and Winnower. 
Dace; | ie lag This Machine, (also represented in the cut,) 

STW A i E ey 4 jisalate invention. It was got out three years 
Maas 3 ‘go, after a long series of experiments, result- 
fa) =) a if Sg; | ing ina machine which perforius the three ope- 

t RNY | Seiya | rations of Threshing, Separating and Winnowing, 
\’ >| Can ‘y | with as much despatch, andas few hands and 

iN EHiks aul Fit, | horses as are required to thresh and separate 
AN Q Le aes ae only with other machines, and although de- 
WSS /) Se ee) Fees | signed for so complicated work, it is yet a mo- 

AVS) eh Smeal | del of simplicity and compactness, The entire 
\) [Rae Bie (| |Tunning parts are driven by the main belts and 
\ (= Se Mig i one small band. We have no doub: it is the 

WIT) nN ce> eets | most perfect machine in use for Threshing and 
Ne Vy) See Nie Mt a Winnowing. Driven by two horses, they 

\ a EE oe thresh and clean from 150 to 200 bushels of ; AY: i ee egal wheat, or twice that quantity of oats per day. 
aS ie SS wy | We give below a notice of it from the Valley 

. TERT Farnay pullished at St. Loni Mo., and also 
“ i two letters from gentlemen who have the ma- 

Wheeler's Horse Power and Combined | chines in use, siverne the estimation in which 
Thresher and Winnower. they are keld, premising that these two are 

— about an average of many other similar letters, 

The subscribers are now making for the | Which we can show. 
trade of 1854, a much larger number of all ar- 
ticles in their line, than they have in any pre- [From the Valley Farmer of August, 18531] 

{ vious year, and have made several improve- | “WueELern’s Compinep Tuxesutrk aNp Win- 
t ments, which wil raise their machines still | nowzr.—We take pleasure in laying before our 

higher in the public estimation. readers the following extract of a letter just re- 
Asthe limits of an advertisement will not | ceived by us from a very respectableindividual 

admit of an explanation of all the advantages |in Gape Girardeau County, Mo., to whom we 
of our Machines, and as most of them are so | soldone of these machines about a week ago, 

: well known asto need no commendation, we | with the understanding that if it did not work 
_ |} will make this statement brief and for more de- | to his satisfaction he could return it to St. 

; daited infiemation we refer to oar paylllee cat. Louis at our expense. It will be recollected 
} ee 

a, ‘ Z
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that themanufacturers warrant these machines | Double Power alone, including belt, 120 00 

to thresh and clean from 150 to 200 bushels of'| Do without belt, 115 00 

wheat per day, or twice that quantity of oats.” | Double Tresher and Separator, alone, 40 00 ‘ 

« - ae | Single or One Horse Power, Thresher 

Ce ee | entsemrtn inoldding! Belts ek 
eae uy ‘ . ans d s, complet 28 00 

“Dear Sir: I have tried my Thresher and| cans and wrenches, complete, 1 Hi 

Winnower, and it has given entire satisfaction. Single Boece, alone, including belt, 90 00 { 

I have moved the machine one mile, set it up, | gi. Th h ee pone ee SS00 fl 

and threshed two hundred and forty-two bu Clee £ alte ai eparator, alone, 38 00 

shels of wheat in one day, and have threshed | Bene a Stalk Cutt for Hi oo i 

forty bushels an hour. 1t works finely, and is} Dee : ae MEE 32 00 i 

eco est machine foitlinea ent sore CireularSaw Mill, with 24 inch Saw, 38 00 4 
5 : ee One Horse Power, without band wheel, 80 00 of 

IT CAN’T GO BACK TO ST.LOUIS. |ChurnGearing, EJs 00 4 

“TI think I shall thresh from 8,000 to 10,000 | Band Wheel, 5 00 f 

bushels of wheat this season. Band for Power, 5 00 

Yours, traly, Double Power, with Combined Thresh- { 

| JAMES F. COLYER.” er and Winnower, including belts, y 

a wrenches, &c., 245 00 

Another gentleman, to whom we-sold our | Combined Thresher and Winnower, © a 

Double Power and Combined Thresher and} lone, 125 00 q 

Winnower, writing to us from Orange county. oO licited. : j 

WY ie dstoct Deedee essen | qucia mame ited, ang eat bea { 
«I have received the Machine, and used it : ‘ i 

and it gives the very best of satisfaction that WHEELER, MELICK & CO, i 

could be expected. Albany, March 6, 1854. Albany, N.Y. | 

ous aly TO PRINTERS / 
HENRY J. HOWE” a . 

Having sold between 300 and 400 of the SS 

Winnowers during the past season, we could, if A NEW Edition of the Specimen Book of 

space permitted. give many other testimonials Bruces NEW YORK TYPE FOUN- ‘ 

|| to their utility, but the above must suflice. DRY will be published in September, 1853, and ; 

ae will be given to those proprietors of Printing i 

WHEELER’S Offices who will send for it, or it will be for- 5 

Overshot Thresher & Separator. warded them by mail on receipt, in advance, of 

This Machine is also our own invention, and any Coos ie the postage: . 1 

has beeu in use 13 or 14 vears, and its many In it are exhibited many articles never before 4 

advantages are appreciated by other Manufactu- shown; there have been added to the Foundry fi 

rers, as Wellas the farming public. Driven by | new varieties of Roman types, from Nine-line i? 

our double Power, it threshes and separates Pica to Pearl, various imitations of writing, a re 

from the straw from 150 to 200 bushels of | great number of Fancy fonts, both plain and 

‘| wheat, or twice as much oats, per day. For illuminated, Labor-saving rules, and a complete 

the Single or One Horse Power, we make a foundry of German. | 

smaller Thresher and Separator, which threshes| The types now manufactured are cast from a if 

from 75 to 100 bushels of Wheat perday. The} new combination of metal of great durability, i 

small Machine is adapted to moderate sized | and are usually kept on hand in large quantities. f 

farms, and as the Single Power is sufficient for Every fancy font is sold by weigbt,and at the { 

sawing wood, churning, cutting stalks, straw, | printed prices, which are from 10 to 26 per cent 

&c., and driving almost every kind of Machine | less than those of other foundries. All other 

used by Farmers, and is capable, by changing | printing meterials are furnished at manufac- 

horses and elevating the power properly, of | turer’s prices, either for cash or credit. 

threshing much faster than we stated above—| Printers wishing to open accounts with me, 

It is a very popular Machine in some sections. | or whose dealings havebeen long suspended, are 

We would also call especial attention to our} requested to accompany their orders with city 

Clover Hullers, Portable Saw Mills, and Stalk | references to prevent delay. ' 

and Straw Cutters, either of which are adapt-|  printersof N whorchocee'téipubs " 

ed to both our Double and Single Powers. li inters of Newapspers. who! coos =e 
i 3 ish this advertisement, including this note, i 

> All our Machines are Warranted to give| three times before the 1st of August, 1854, and 
entire satisfaction, or they may be returned at| send me one of the papers, will be paid for it 

the expiration of a resonable time for trial, in Type when they purchase five times the 

Se amount of their bill from me, of my own man- ‘ 

PRICES. ufacture, selected from my specimens. | 

Fea Double S as Horse Power, GEO. BRUCE. — 
resher and Separator, includin; March, 1854. 13 Chambersst., N. York. 

belts, wrenches, cea cate $160.00 | i; i 

——
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> AZTALAN NURSERY, 

te a : AZTALAN, JEFFERSON 00. WIS. ' = Sa ny aie ———— 
Re £ RS So See PPLE TREES—Fine trees for the Or- aia Sak ae A chard, at from 18 to 22 cents, ae*ording to =e gS do <4 | quantity taken at one time. 2d class trees will Re as Ry Gees: | be sold at lower rates accordtng to their rela- we fg a = |tive-value. Extra sizes at extra prices. 
dee! bet SY mae n= PEAR on Pear stocks, 50 cents. 

Ee be > Bala tee: | PEAR on Axcus Qurxcr (dwarfs)—best 50 eee Snd = ——SS—— * |cents. - 
5 PLUM—Common, 25 cents; best sorts, 50 NURSERY B USINESS. cents; a few extra sizes at from 73 cents ‘SL. 

FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES CHERRY--Common Morello and Mazzard, ; 25 cents; best sorts of thrifty growth, embrac- eo ing Gov. Wood, Cleveland, Bigareau, Burr's JANESVILLE CITY, RACINE CITY, and | Seedling, &c., 50 cents each. 
KOSKONONG NURSERIES, Wis. QUIYCE—20 cents. 

The proprietors are now enabled to offer to RASPBERRY, GOOSEBERRY, CUR- the public, a stock of trees heretofore unequal- RANT, Ornamentai Trees, Evergreens, Flow- ed in the West. Remarkable for their hardi- | ering Shrubs, Plants, &c. ness, vigorous growth, and adapted to our| All articles true to name. western climate; embracing fruit trees of eve- = For particulars, see new Catalogue. ry description—Arrces, Dwarr Prans; Pivxs, eb. 1854. J.C. BRAYTON. Cuenrtes, Frowerinc Surves, Bu.zovs Roots, | $@AARN eee = = most popular sorts now CHARLES ROSS’ IMPROVED in eultivation—and having devoted their per- 7; " V1 sonal attention to their propagation and rear-| CON eS ae ee Ee ing, feel warranted in recommending them to : ; A | the confidence of the public, To which have been awarded 4§ premiums by Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters are re- | ‘ifferent Societies for the best Portable Mills spectfully invited to calland examine for them- |" stinding wheat, rye, buckweat and feed, selves. Mineral paint, dry or in oil or water; also Drugs OF Nonsery S. farnished at 1 Spices &c,and are the best Mills ever invented x Stoces farnished at low rates. |: grinding over Middlings in Flouring Mills. 1 arves eetally packed and sent to any part of They may be propelled by water, wind, steam { ane aired tates and Oregon. or horse-power, doing their work with great #* All pre-paid orders, containing a remit- rapidity and perfection, saving over 30 per cent. : tance or proper reference, will receive prompt |in power and easily kept in perfect order, being attention. Address to the only true milis for Farmers and Planters E. B. & J. F. DRAKE, Janesville. use. Being made of the best French Burr Stone F. DRAKE, Racine. they are little effected by use,and can be re-dress- Janesville, January, 1854. ed, when necessary by any person of ordinary ca- Ca, Res ee eee pacity, plans and full directions being given to nt Ee) use and keep them in goodorder. The smaller 
. oe sizes are admirably adapted to the eae 
es Emigrants and others, being perfect Grist Mills Ax who want AXES of the real Cotes | in miniature; these Mills aes sizes, viz; Hand ; & Co. make should be particular to notice | Milis with crank, 130 Ibs, price $75. Second the stamps, as there are various counterfeits | size 290 lbs$ 100.3d do. 360 Ibs, $140. 4th do, and imitations stamped Collins and labelled | pristing mills, 450 Ibs. $170. Sth do. verticle much like ours, which are fraudulently sold in Hourine mills 900 Ibs, $300. Orders should some parts of the United States as our manu- | state the kind of grinding they are wanted for, facture. ‘They are made in different parts of | or general grinding. For particulars or Mills, the country by Varieus axe-maxers. and are| address Ch: Ross, Rochester, N. Y., or J. generally of very inferior quality. The genu- Sedgebeer, Genet Agt., Ashtabula, Ohio, or ine Collins axes, whieh have acquired such an W. P. Hammond, J. H. Jenkins, and G. W. extensive reputation, are invariably stamped | Taylor, Janesville; ‘Messrs. Purple & Bacon, “COLLINS § CO HARTFORD,’ and cach Woseian Wis Sloe 1853. diy? #102: hasa printed label with my signature. It is} ee q now more than Twenty-Five YEARS since we Lk Moses, commenced the business with the stamp of ANUFACTURER of Cabinet Ware— “Collins & Co. Hartford,” and Ido not know M Ready Made Coffins constantiy on hand. of any other axe-maker by the name of Collins Metalic do. furnished to order Shop on the in the United States. , west side of the River. y Nov., 1853. SAM. W. COLLINS. Janesville. 

: SS eee ene
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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 
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REAPERS & MOWERS | are ground when Mowing, adjusting itself to 
: 1 theinequalities, and perfectly adjustable to 

| For the Coming Harvest of 1854, | any height when Dares by ae a a lever 
| MANUFACTURED BY at peers ha can be Howenms ts eut sc 

inan inch of the ground, or raised to cut to the 

H J. H. MANNY & CO., Rockford, Ii, [height of 1s inches when moving along, excel- 
I . ee a ting every other implement in eatctig lodied 
' ‘ANNY’S IMPROVED PATENT AD-/and tangled grain, and all kinds of grain as 

M JUSTABLE REAPER and MOWER| well as grass, wet or dry, without deere 

combined and SINGLE MOWER.—Sisx First | will cut Flax close to the ground, or gather the 
Premiums awarded this Machine the past year, | Seed, and also Timothy and Clover seed. 

and Medal at the World’s Fair, N.Y. First! T'wo Knives are farnished with each Ma- 

Premium at the Illinois State Fair for reaping | chine, either of which may be used as required 
and mowing, in connection with eight other |—one a Sickle, the other a smooth edge—the 

Machines. First Premium of Silver Cup, at} latter being introduced for cutting very short 

the Indiana State Fair, for mowing. in compe- | ard fine grass, and willavoid the use of the 
tition with six other Machines. First Premi-j Reel in cutting any kind of grass. A Reel is 
um at the Missouri State Fair. ae Premi- | furnished with each Machine. 

um atthe Mclienry County Fair, Hl. First | +. 2 = a 

| Premium at the Patnam County Fair, m—| ithe Na eae care es oF ee ae 

\| First Premium for reaping, in competition with | .yop caiaament bolas = . a6 

Hussey’s and MeCormick’s Machines, at the} +9 the knives a8 well as b one ee Pearcy 

great trial in Mt. Holly, N.J.,in July. In| Byereil os “ty shes shaping 
eres x y -" | sharp edges assisting the cutters materially ; 
1852, awarded at the New York State Fair, . * 

Ba ad an ser rock in the pena’ | BY thelr doublo eaps, and the recesses, togeth- 
; area car g inthe great | oy with my Patent Lozence-Suarep SicKLE 

trial at Geneva, N. Y., in competition with | aiarck a di h . 

Fveilothor Machines” ‘Ab the Ohio Siatd| 200, <n oreoey Wiminons Seren Cole 
Fair, First Prize, a Siver Mepau; and at en aaa a ile oT kee 

Chicago, I1l.,on trial with other Machines, a|Chineig more simple and ‘of less weight than 
2 Gotp Menat, for the best Reaper and Mower. | pan: ee eee ee eee 

eae t s oe any others, yet it comprises greater strength 
This Machine has been subjected to the most | 244 mneans of durability, occupying but littl 

| rigid testa and thorough: trials possible to be|""4. wt ie enciiy stored ivhea etic wos One 
made during the last two years, and in various scutes time is soficient fe coane og oo he 

j| parts of thecountry; and, though all other Ma-| 5,'45-q Mower, and vice Serue, Alhamenmneen ht 
chines of any note, without an exception, have | necessary is to insert oF sa? eo 

endeavored to compete, yet in every trial ma- ge nee eee eee 
; J @8-\ form which holds itself to its place without 

ny have proved worthless, and others very in- | jolts or substi Pe . 
: : ‘ : : = 's or substitutes. The driver is furnished 

terior, while this Machine has triumphed with | ¥3h 9 eood comfortable seat and foot piece, hi 

ees — over all its competition, and the position is nearly over the driving a ee 

indisputable testimony in its favor from more | py placi ight 2 
Gun y placing more weight upon the wheel and. 

bean causing it to run with increased power; his 
EIGHT HUNDRED FARMERS, position is also favorable for ober tog the en- 

who have used the Machine; all fully corrob- | tire operation of the Machine, and seeing the 

orating the high awards made to this Machine | grain Deing cut for the binders and the grass: 

in 1852 and 53: and now what may be ex- et ae scat uniformly over the ground, and. 
ected for 1954? all this at the rate of from ten to fifteen acres 

c Having made valuable improvements the past | per day. The cut grain is delivered sufficient-, 

season, and now with still increased facilities ly far from the standing, so as to leave ample 

for manufacturing, the Machine will Zeep ahead | room for the team in making a succeeding cut, 

and far surpass all others the coming season.— | SO that a whole piece may be cut without tak- 

A large number will be made—probably TWO ing upany The platform is made over four 

THOUSAND—yet it is feared that this num- | feet wide, thereby giving abundance of room 

ber will come short of the demand. The im-| for thegrain. By the use of the New Oxstique 

provements made in the above Machine the Pratrorm great advantage is attained in the 

past year, added to its heretofore valuable con-| discharge of grain, far surpassing all other 

struction. and with its previous good success, | modes heretofore in use; even lodged and tan- 

gives to farmers now the most reliable assur- | gled grain can be delivered in good shape for 
ance of its being the most perfect, practicable | binding. The Machine cen be moved from 

and valuable Machine invented, and it contin-| place to place, upon its own wheels, without 
. ues to stand as it has ever stood, the only com- | having to be loaded upon a wagon or other ve- 

plete and succcessful combination of REAPER | hicle, as is the case with Ketchum’s and some 
‘and MOWER in the world! as well as being| other Machines. The weight of the combined 
the best Since Macurve for either purpose, | Machine is 800 Ibs, single for mowing, 650 Ibs. 

é excelling in simplicity of construction and of The Machines are made under our own su- 

operation, in facility of mene conve- | pervision, of the best materisls and workman- 

nience, in lightness of draft for two horses, in| ship, and WARRANTED to cut all kinds of 

having no side draft, in its adjustability to un-| grass as well as can be done with the Scythe; 

——————



. ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

and to reap all kinds of grainas well as can bq | ; 5 

done with the Cradle, or any other implement. | 
f 

’ ‘TERMS—Same as heretofore. Machines 
2 

delivered where ordered, with transportation 
t 

gdded. Cash price, $125; half cash and the 

‘other half on the ist December following, $155. r } 

I> To meet the wants of those who have <9? i 

on hand certain kinds of Reapers that will not ee 
j 

‘Mow ; or who may only want a Mowinc Ma- 

cave, we Will furnish our Machine adapted 4 

simply and exclusively for Mowing, at a Cash 

price of $120 ; half cash, and the other half on \ 

the ist of December following, $120. : ‘\ i 

Dealers supplied by wholesale. Farmers ' i 

within reach of Waddam’s Grove, Iil. can be é - i 

supplied by P. MANNY, of that: place. aes 3 a ‘ 

ee } HH! MANNY & CO. THE MAY PLOW. 
Rockford, March, 1854. _May:3t (pee will please remember that this 

Scribner's Ready Reckoner, favorite Prow may still be had, cheap for A 

FOR SHIP BUILDERS, BOAT BUILDERS, LUMBER | ©2sh, at the old stand, on Bluff street, in the 
MERCHANTS, FARMERS & MECHANICS. | rearof T. & J. Janes’ Marble Factory: in this | 

Being a correct measurement of Scantling, Boards, | city. Also, at Cxanx’s Fanning Mill Shop, in | | 

Plank, Cubical Contents of Square and Round | Beloit. | 

Timber, Saw Logs, Wood, etc, comprised in a | (F Breakers, Corn Plows, Shovei Plows, | | 

number of Tables ; to which are added Tables Harrows, Horse Rakes, &ec., &c., made to or- 

of Wages by the month, Board or Rent, by the der on short notice, and in the best style. 

Week or Day. Also, Interest Tables, at seven POWELL & CO. | 

per cent. * Janesville, April 1st, 1854. j 

BY J. M. SCRIBNER Se 
ee ' 

Author of Eugen and Mechanic's Com| VALUABLE BLOOD STOCK : 

panion,” “Engineer’s Pocket Table Book, ” ete. : 

Scarcely is it possible to add to the recom: FOR SAL#. { 

mendations of the above book, more than to NE full blood DEVON BULL, 2 years 

give its title page. Every one who is engaged. old, from the herd of George Patterson, of. 

in buying, selling,measuring orinspecting Lum-| Maryland, -the celebrated importer of Devon 

ber of any kind, will at once appreciate a work | Stock. Price, $150. | 

of this kind. No pains or expense has been} Also, one full blood DURHAM BULL 

spared in revising and enlarging this edition, to | CALF, 2 months old. Its pedigree is equal to ‘ 

make it in every respect convenient & accurate. j any inthe U S. Price $100. . 74 

The Log Table was computed by drawing) Theabove Stock will be warranted to be as x 

DIAGRAMS for each and every log, from 12 | represented, and will be sold for Casu, or, if | 

@ se ance inane an oe width ce each | desired, on time, with good security. ‘ 

ig wane edge.— OSIAE ND, 
The sum total of eacn board BUnaS TSS the} January, 1854.—tf on eer Wis. 

amount each log will give, and if there can be eS Sy es Nee a eee eee 

any ependense placed upon such strictly math- Dr. L. ARNOLD, DENTIST, i 

ematical accuracy, no one will hesitate fora 2 = : 

moment to abide the results here “given, as the EXCHANGE BLOCK, MILWAUKEE ST- 

method adopted by the author can result in WEST ENDOF THE UPPER BRIDGE, | 

nothcng else sat sirict honesty and manny Orrice Hours—From 94. m. to 5 P. a. 

ical accuracy, to the parties interested. - * " ae = 

The best evidence of the usefulness and pop- Hea ee AGS ca Ee aon 

ularity of this book is the rapid and extensive | fiatters himself that he has no small share of | 

sale of over seventy-five thousand in a very | ingenuit Richt betel Ge isd with el =f § 

short time. No book of itssize and price con-} yea icrity,) which Deine Cette eT eae 
tains more usefal or correct tables. years practice enables him to feel confident 

In all new and lumber countries the book wil! el gta sie enon hime wie Oe ' 

be found very convenient, asit comprises much The New Edition of - 

merle geet forthe farmer, mechanic! 7 4 p77 AM’S POCKET MAP 

Orders solicited, and a liberal discount made OF WISCONSIN, showing: the surveys of the 

to wholesale purchasers. Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had at 

The book can be had of booksellers general- the bookstores, or by application (accompanied 

ly throughout the United State. Price only by the cash) to the undersigned. It will be 

25cents. Five copies sent for $1, free of post- sent by mailto any address upon the receipt of 

age. Address a GEO. W. FISHER, onedollar. Aliberal TE 

Bookseller & Publisher, Rochester, N. Y. : . ei a 
November, 1853. 2 a8 Milwaukee, January, 1853. 
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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. ee) es eel 
a x AZTALAN NURSERY, 

ee ca : mee ee s MS AZTALAN, JEFFERSON CO. WIS. 
aa: Dome § , =e. no Mek yp 5 Ra 256 Sab. PPLE TREES—Fine trees for the Or- 7 Fr oa oa ee chard, at from 18 to 22 cents, aceording to = aes ae = 3a quantity taken at one time. 2d class trees will 
a | = te Sey ee ece be sold at lower rates accordtng to their rela- a if Bye G pi = |tive value. Extra sizes at extra prices. 
“Meroe ae ee Belen e O58 PEAR on Pear stocks, 50 cents. Sa eS we = ai “| PEAR on Ancus Quince (dwarfs)—best 50 ae as RN i y jamcinige ee es See cents. 

PLUM—Common, 25 cents; best sorts, 50 NURSERY BUSINESS. cents; a few extra sizes at from 75 cents to Si. FRUIT & ORNA MENTAL TREES _CHERRY—Common Morello and Mazzard, 
25 cents; best sorts of thrifty growth, embrac- POe sabe An, ing Gov. Wood, Cleveland, Bigareau, Burr's JANESVILLE CITY, RACINE CITY, and | Seedling, &c., 50 cents each. KOSKONONG NURSERIES, Wis. QUINCE—20 cents. 

The proprietors are now enabled to offer to RASPBERRY, GOOSEBERRY, CUR- the public, a stock of trees heretofore unequal- | RANT, Ornamentai Trees, Evergreens, Flow- ed in the West. Remarkable for their hardi- | ering Shrubs, Planis, &c. ness, vigorous growth, and adapted to our] All articles true to uame. western climate; embracing fruit trees of eve- ¢@™ For particulars, see new Catalogue. ry description—Arries, Dwarr Pears, Puvms,| Feb. 1854. J.C. BRAYTON. | Cuerries, Frowenixc Sueuns, Bu.nous Roors, |< | &c.—comprising all the most popular sorts now CHARLES ROSS’ IMPROVED in cultivation—and having devoted their per- 7 7 R 5 sonal attention to their propagation and rear- Dp a Ce Be aoe ing, feel warranted in recommending them to E : . 
i the confidence of the public, To which have been awarded 48 premiums by 1 Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters are re- different. Societies for the best Portable Milis Spectfully invited to calland examine for them- |r grinding wheat, Tye, buckweat and feed, Mineral paint, dry or in oil or water; also Drugs q oe Spices &e-and are the best Mlle veer fire Fe - = * Spices &c..and are the best Mills ever inventec Too ai pies Sacnushed at low rates |p. cringing over Middlings in Flouring Mills. ara) ly packed and sent to any part of They may be propelled by water, wind, steam the United States and Oregon. ., [or horse-power, doing their work-with great x*, All pre-paid orders, containing a remit- | rapidity and perfection, saving over 30 per cent. meron ai Seats Will receive prompt | jn power and easily kept in perfect order, being attention. ress to u the only true mills for Farmers and Planters | 4 Dae pao Janesville. use. Being made of the best French Burr Stone i ae m, Aacine. _ they are little effected by use,and can be re-dress- i Janesville, January, 1854. ed, when necessary by apy person of ordinary ca- ae Set cee snew cakes te pacity, plans and full directions being given to ea tf et i use and = them in good order. Thesmaller . 3 - Qo sizes are admirably adapted to the wants of Emigrants and others, being perfect Grist Mill, Tecate Mant AXES of the real Cotas lin miniature; these Mills tee 9 eee Pos & Co. make should be particular to notice Mills with crank, 130 Ibs., price $75. Second the stamps, as there are various counterfeits size 290 Tbs$ 100. 3d do. 360 Ibs. $140. 4th do, and imitations stamped Collins and labelled gristing mills, 450 lbs. $170. Sth do. verticle much like ours, which are fraudulently sold in flouring mills 900 Ibs, $300. Orders should some parts of the United States as our manu- state the kind of grinding they are wanted for, facture. They aremade in different parts of | oy general grinding. For particulars or Mills, the country by various axe-maxers. and are address Chs. Ross, Rochester, N. Y., or J. generally of very inferior quality. The genu- | Sedgebeer, General Agt, Ashtabula, Ohio, or ine Collins axes, which have acquired such an | yw. “p. Hammond, J, H. Jenkins, and G. W. extensive reputation, are invariably stamped | ‘Taylor, Janesville: M a le & B pCOLLINS § CO HARTFORD? and each | Waukezan, Wie Spr iad ise” hasa printed label with my signature. It is ce ha now more than Twenry-rive YEARS since we EL Moses, commenced the business with the stamp of ANUFACTURER of Cabinet Ware— “Collins & Co., Hartford,” and Ido not know M Ready Made Coffins constantiy on hand.- of any other axe-maker by the name of Collins Metalic do. furnished to order Shop on the in the United States. west side of the River. Nov., 1853. SAM. W. COLLINS. Janesville. . ; 
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| ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. l ‘ 
|| i 

MILWAUKEE SENTINEL. Premium Shovel Plow Cultivator t | epeen set , - eae —. } t 
Daily, Tri-Weekly and Weekly. re subscriber having been engaged for the i } 
- ae past two years in the manufacture and 

R. KING, W. H. WATSON & J. 8. FILLMORE, | <ie of the two and three Shovel Plows. and 
Proprietors, under the name and firm of | having received the first Premium at the Coun- f 

RUFUS KING & CO. ty Fair of each year, would say tothe Farmers 
SS Se of Rock county and vicinity, that he is manu- 

; RUFUS KING & Wx. H. WATSON, Evrtons.| facturing a large number’ this spring, and, 
; with the fullest confidence, would recommend 5 

Daoge TS yo $6 00 them as being the best kind of Cultivator in 
‘TRI-WEEKLY, eas seo use, being constructed so as to scour and keep f 
Werrty, i Soaks 1 00 perfectly bright in any tillable soil—having i 

The Proprietors of | ihe Sie cuee n Sentr- |£i¥eR entire satisfaction to all who have used ; 
a a eae eT them. 

NEL, grateful for the very large and constantly Ne: 
increasing patronage with which they have been noe oe by ae ae a £2 co Jaueeie i 
favored during the past year, again submit aa aa eae " eadnimeee pe ce i A 
their claims to the support of the Farmers, z B. B. OLDS 1 

Sow Men, and! Crinton, Rock Co, April tst, 1854. i 
The Senrixer is the oldest, largest, and 6 7 al 

CHEAPEST paper published ia theState and eS Peopis’ Eatcat Cae | 

iets Se Sept ot Sc in i raat : - e undersigned, by whom all the necessary | 

SSR Age ete RU deanna ancien, hr 2 % . 3 Spans a h - * y ee eer ine ican alk an | eS we prepared si ihe wampae fidelity and } 
. eee ; E lispatch, on very moderate terms. 
See a eee cane ihe | Persons wishing advice relative to Patents or t 

ter of the Sentinel, as a News-paper, is so well | ENCUOUS, Bere teas a ia sonsule as under 
known throughout the State, as to make it un- Bees hay tian te oe “vite oe fae 

8 ¥ r. a = ‘ 
xan Face eit ely Beet beocment tance, he mond state, a at the nescnel eo i 

semi A ss sys, | necessary to secure a Patent, can be arrange ‘ 
neon ee mae by letter, just as well as if the party were pre- : 

felis Dice es 0k ache, sont, and the expense of a journey be thus sav- i‘) 

The TeeW scary Scarier contains all read- ee rae eet he aes o ‘ sicinawaliaiter andi aacketloe thant the probability of being enabled to obtain Pa- ? 

| ae is sent to subscribers ‘at Taree Dae eee ee Ne neve roe em ae Fe ane by mail a rough outline sketch and description: | § 
ae Sas eee aa conciw evers cuits of the invention. No fee or charge is made for | 

of interest that appears in the Daily, all the tere ee aus Weld date rwitll Gren i 

. aT elsgreeato and sen pee ot he aa fall) tors from 9 a.m. to 5 r. a. ‘AIT weuisaltations ft ga peel propor Review oto eat a nine sey private and coven j 2 
other Markets. It is sent to subscribers at the nie xo Siieewies mere gine eC} Se 
very low price of ONE DOLLAR per year. For fi pane is 

All subscriptions to the Sentinel must be or further information apply to or address, 
paid in advance, and the paper will be stopped | Post paid, ALFRED E. BEACH, 

as soon as the term subscribed for expires. Ad-| Editor and Proprietor of the People’s Journal, 
yertisements in Daily or Weekly at 50 cts. per Solicitor of American & Foreign Patents. 

square of 12 lines for first insertion, and 25] People’s Patent Office, 86 Nassau st., N. York. f 
ets. for every subsequent insertion. Se i 

Connected with the Newspaper Office is the] THE PEOPLE'S JOURNAL, a record of 
Largest Job Office in the State, Science, Mechanics, Invention and Agriculture. 

where every variety of Published Monthly. Every number contains j 
BOOK, HANDBILL, PAMPHLET, CIR-/32 pages, beautifully printed on fine paper, and 

CULAR and CARD PRINTING profusely illustrated with splendid engravings, 

is done at the shortest notice, in the best style, | forming at the end of every year two fine vol- 
and on the cHEarEsT ss umes, comprising nearly 400 pages, with about 
aL porits aun subscriptions respectfully six hundred elegant engravings. Terms only 

ea RUFUS KING & CO Ons Dortar a Year, sent by mail. Specimen 
Sentinel Office, Milwaukee. | Copies 12} cents. Address asabove. 

Milwaukee, May 6, 1854. je:2m May, 1854—3m 
ee
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| ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

a ee 

, phe ES FSS ROLFE, STRONG & CO., 

io =f =~) 2 OPPOSITE BELOIT HOUSE, BELOIT, 

Pe = Aar Dealers in all kinds of Family 

pes “ eee Provisions, Flour, Green 

% G is ies 8 Apples and Dried Fruit, 

N i Elza | beta ahaa: Plums, Peaches; Teas, Coffee and Sugars of 

UL A | eas all grades; Fish of all kinds; Butter, Cheese 

yee SS and Crackers, large and small; Pork by the 

ee P= poundor barrel. All of the above articles of 

SESS s = (ns best sual, and at the lowest prices. 

GREAT ARRIVAL OF FARMER’S PRODUCE received in ex- 

HATS, CAPS, FURS & FINDIVGS|*22_Beloit. Maroh, 1854_ty_ | 

F every style, quality, and material for the| PIE PLANT FOR SALE. ss 

Fall and Winter trade, at the Six or THE Co well known Seedling, superior 

BIG HAT, onthe West side the River, where in quality and size to any of the varieties 

can be found every thing in the line, and at) of Mammoth, Colossal, or Victoria, and contin- 

| prices that defy competition. | ues to produce new leaf stocks until November, 

| GENTS’ FURS.—-Tippets, Fur Gloves, |not being affected by the early frosts. This 

Over-coats, Over-shoes, Buffalo and Fancy | Variety was raised by the subscriber 14 years 

| Sleigh Robes, an extensive assortment. “ago, from seed, and after ae ane cultiva, 

LALIES’ DRESS FURS—Muffs, Victo- tion that length of time hol ds good in size, hav- 

rines, Wristlets and Gauntlets, made of Mar- ag aga stocks weighing FIVE : 

tin, Fitch, Lynx, Ermine Bear,Siberian Squir- |’ Téctimonials from Agricultural and Horti- 

rel, Genet, Russia, and Turkey Fox, Astrican 

Seal, English Coney Furs, and Swan's Down, cultural, and other papers, could be produced 

ssi of le ia shpoiensn coger ee ees 
t's Findings. from a paper published in this city, where the 

Under Garments of all kinds, Stocks, Cravats, | editor has availed himself of opportunities of 

Suspender Braces, Hosiery, and the most ex-| frequently visiting my garden, for the last ten 

tensive assortment of Gloves and Mittens in| years. It isas follows: 

the state, bought direct from the heaviest man-|" “But the most remarkable feature of this 

ufactories at the East for Cash. garden is the Mammoth Pie Plant, and certain- | 

Trunks and Carpet Bags constantly on hand. | ly any person who is curious to know what Pie |} 

| ee = eee to order. Plant IS, and how it may be cultivated aa ! 

anesville, Nov., . developed, would do well to look at it. e |), | 

—______"______________| tate what we witnessed, (and what we should |f 

WATER LIME & QUICK LIME. doubt if we had not witnessed it,) that from |}, 

Ww E, the subscribersare now prepared to] one root was cut a quantity, which, after being 

farnish the above materials in any quan-| trimmed ready for cooking, weighed FORTY- 

tity, and cheaper than can be sold any where| EIGHT POUNDS, and * certainly as much 

inthis vicinity. They manufactureQuick Lime, | more was left on the root, uncut; making the 

and having put in perfect operation their mill | product of one root nearly, if not quite, ONE 

for the manufacture of Water Lime, they offer HUNDRED POUNDS of plant. And we 

superior inducements to builders for the pur-|are not aware that this was a very unusual |} - 

chase of these articles. erowth, for we saw thousands of bunches, which 

Their WATER LIME has beer fully tested seemed quite as large as the one in question ; 

and found to be of an excellent quality, and |and all this, too, young and tender plant, asde- |}. 

they are prepared to warrant it in all cases, and |licions as any raised. Of this plaut, Mr. Ca- 

offer it at a price making it an object to buy. hoon is raising immense quantities, with which 

They also have a mill in operation for grind-|he not only supplies home demand, but ships i 

| ing CORN and COBS. to other piaces, furnishing one house in Chica- 

‘The subscribers have invested a large amount | S° with a thousand pounds per week.”—Tele- 

of capital in their operations, have spared no|& raph _ 2 ei 

expense in perfecting their works, and will give Jam now growing quantities of it for the || 

carefal attention to all orders. California and Oregon market. [Dwarfing the 

CROSBY & DUSTIN. roots] I sent a few roots to Oregon last Jan- 

Janesville, Nov. 1, 1853 . uary, and the growth last een Sates the 

ais eee ae ____ | citizens there, notwithstan ling they seen 

Ee NOTICE TO FARMERS. og |"{"SiSccancty pack inboxes, and forward 
NY one wishing to obtain the Suffolk] according to directions, Ten Roots for$5: Five 

Breed of Hogs, can obtain the same of C | Roots for $3; or One for $1; the Cash to be 

S°BLANCHARD, M. D., of East Troy, Wal|sent with the order. A severe frost does not 

worth County, Wisconsin. injure the roots, and they can be sent with safe- 

Residence half mile West of East Troy. ty to any part of the Union. 

| Troy, March 28, 1853. von5 Kenosha, Feb. 1854. m B.P.CAHOON, 

eee ooo : 
i : 

;
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| ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. | | 

Beloit Nursery and Garden. HORTICULTURAL. | 
HE Proprietor has now on hand a choice eee TREES, Shrubs, Plants, &e.; Dwarf i 

dl collection of FRUIT and ORNANENT-! {' Pears, Plum, Cherry, Quince. Apple, Grape, | 
AL TREES and SHRUBS. Among them are | Gooseberry, Currant, Raspberry,Strawberry,&e. | 
‘Standard and Dwarf Apples, Dwarf Pears, | soe PAE LAE, which has produced sin- | 

Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Quinces, Grapes, e ree over five pounds—price from | 

and a good assortment of Goosenernirs, Rase-| Ormamentai Frees and Shrubs. 
serrizs, Currants, Strawserrtes, &c. Also,! §0 varieties hardy Roses, choice Prize Dah- | 
a good variety of Evergreens, Roses and other lias, Herbaceous Flowering Plants and Bulbs, | « 
Gennaes Trees and Shrubs, all at very rea-| Phloxes, Verbeneas, Petuneas, &c., &c. "| [ 
sonable rates. Wewill fill any order beyond our own choice || 

March, i854. H.T. WOODWARD, Jr. | selection, which a be compte from the yards | i 

AGRIGULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, |fyon'onsig nee ae BF. Coe | 
i RES Scythes, Snaths, Rakes, Scythe] Yard south of R. R. V.U. R. R. Depot, near | 

| Stones, Rifles, Grain Cradles, Plows, Axes, | Monterey, Janesville. | 
| Grind Stones, Cauldron Kettles, Agricultural} March, 1854 Gero. J. & S.H. Kerroce | 
Furnaces, Shovel Plows, Hoes, Hay Knives,}; —————_—___________.___ | j 
Shovels, Spades, Picks, Mattocks, Crowbars, J. M. RIKER, \| j 
Wheelbarrows, HARNESS, SADDLE & TRUNK Manu- |; t 

HORSE RAKES, es opposite the oe Sore House, | | 
x es isconsin street, Janesville. i 

Fatent Steel Cultivator Teeth. Also,a genet-| Every article in his line of business will be j 
manufactured from the best stock,and by ex- t 

Shelf and Heavy Wardvyware, | perienced workmen. } 
Iron, Steel and Nails; Glass, Sash and Patty;| LADIES’ SADDLES and BRIDLES made i } 
Stoves and Tin ware, for saleat wholesale and |in the latest style. Ii { 
retail, by A.P,& D, WATERMAN. Wagonsand Carriages Trimmed according | } 

Beloit, May, 1854—6m ee New York fashions. | 
Se a in Se fine assortment of WHIPS, constantly on 
Wisconsin Garden and Nursery, | hand. Ie a | { 

On Gardner's Prairie, Spring Prairiz, The subscriber flatters himself, from the ex- / 
Walworth County. perience he has had, that he can give general 

HE subscriber takes this method to inform | $4tisfaction to all who may favor him with their i 
T his patrons and the public, that he may still | Ptr onage. March, 1854. 
be found at the old and well known establish- | 23-5 — —— RI j i 

i ment, at which he offers for sale the coming Ay NELSON GILBERT, | 
spring, over Forry Tuousanp Arete Trees of | iicstees) BELOIT BOOK-STORE, | t 
afine size and from five to seven years from|Dealer in Standard, Classical, Theological, a 
the graft. Sound, healthy and stocky trees at| Medical, Law, School, Miscellaneous, Blank 
18 cents each. Also, Pears, Plums, Peaches, | Books, and all the new Publications furnished 
Cherries, Quinces, Grapes, Currants, Gooseber- |S soon as out; Publications of American Tract | 
ries, Strawberries, Raspberries, &c., at prices | Society, American S. S. Union, and Mass. S.S. | 

to correspond with the times. Of the ornamen.-| Society; Stationery, Paper Hangings, Draw- ; 
tal, a large assortment of Shade Trees, Shrubs, |ing Paper, Gold and Steel Pens, Pencils, Inks, 
Flowering Plants, Hardy Roses, Bulbous Roots, Ink Stands, together with a complete assortment 
Dahlias, a choice assortment. Green House ee Musical Instruments, Melodeons, Violins, 
Plants, any quantity. Evergreens, Spruces, | &c., &c. 
Firs, Pines, Cedars, and, in fact, almost every} [3 Paper Rags taken in exchange for Books. 
thing usually to be found in such an establish-| _ Beloit, March. 1954. ly 
ment: RELOIT CLOTHING sToRE’ 

The fruitshave been selected with great care Roce bare as e oe = 
as regards quality of fruit and hardiness of orner of Turile and School Sts. et aTha le tiabes inlocaiad gee onan eae A LARGE assortment of the most fashion- 
rie, with'a northern exposure. The land has able Gentlemen’s apparel, consisting of ) 

never been manured, Sete prcannently the trees | Goats, Overcoats, Pants, Vests, Overhauls, 4 
are perfectly hardy. Trees taken from this Shirts, Cravats,Collars, Suspenders, and Gloves 
Nursery seldom fail to grow in transplanting. —made in the best manner—kept constantly 
Allare invited to call and examine for them-/°" hand. Also, a large assortment of Broad- 
selves, as the subscriber hopes from long ex-/°l0ths, Cassimeres, Vestings, and ee 
perience and Soe personal attention to merit Seeds Aus eee stahews ee 
a continuance of public patronage. ‘ > aoe TeAsdn= 

N. B. All Tete af maa sent to Bur- ane as to command the admiration of custom~ 

lin, Post-office, will receive prompt attenti “ } ‘ Entalogues gratis at the Nursery, aed by| CURING of all kinds doneai the shortest 
mail post-paid. JOHN BELL. ae nd warranted to fit. $ 

Wisconsin Nursery, January, 1854, Br* (jp March, 1854. ly
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MOWING MACHINE. 
; This celebrated machine, which stands unrivaled, is bound to take the lead in the West the 

comingseason. The subscribers, having purchased the right to manufacture and vend the 
aboye machine in this section of country, can, with the utmost confidence, recommend them 
to the public, : 

1st, For their simplicity, strength, and durability. 
2nd, Its ease of action and easiness of draught, the tongue playing perfectly easy and free 

between the horses, it requiring only one span to cut from 10 to 15 acres per day. 
3rd, For its susceptibility of conforming to the unevenness of the ground, cutting the grass 

perfectly clean and even, and spreading it equally over the surface, better than is possible to 
be done by manual labor. 

Ath, The peculiarity of the cutting apparatus, it being so constructed that it renders it 
impossible to clog, whether in wet or dry, heavy or tight, coarse or fine and wiry grass, without 
the aid of the lozenge-shaped, double or back-cut sickle, on which there was so much boasting 
and puffiing the past season by some of our neighbors, who are now obliged to resort to the 
open knife (which is secured by letters patent.) as the only salvation of their machine. 

Sth, For the small space of ground it occupies in turning, either to the right or left, making i 
square corners, while some other machines require as much ground as a lumber wagon to turna 
corner, and in the same way. 

6th, This machine can be used with oxen to good purpose, thereby giving every farmer 
who owns a team, whether oxen or horses, the choice of running his machine without depend- 

] ing upon his neighbors for a team. ; 

7th, For the ease with which it can be moved from place to place without loading it in a 
: ‘wagon. 

Sth, For the readiness with which it can be changed from mowing to reaping, and vice versa 
by the attachment and detatchment of Forbush’s celebrated Reaping Apparatus. 

Hundreds of certificates might be produced, were it necessary, and the premiums of differ- 
ent Institutes and Agricultural Societies might be laid before you, but the machine itself, upon 
examination, whether in operation or not, will at once meet with your most hearty approbation. 
It needs no puffs; it speaks for itself, without deception. We will put this machine against any 
other of a different model, to cut more grass in the same length of time, on low, wet marsh, and 
to do it better and with more ease. It is here where all other machines have failed on account 

; of their clogging, and where the farmers have been deceived by testing their machines on dry 
; meadow, or timothy, (for a common Reaper can cut that.) rather than on the low wet marsh. Be 

cautious, then, the coming season, what you purchase, asa variety of machines will be offered 
you; upon this you may repose the utmost confidence, for we will warrant the machine to do as 

; above described. A number of other machines that are coming into use, orrather that will be 
offered to you,are obliged to adopt many of the improvements that cover this machine by let- 
ters patent. Therefore, every person using such machine will make himself liable, as well as 
the vender, and conseqeeney. will be dealt with as the law directs, for an immense amount of 

; money has heen expended in procuring the patents on this machine, and in experimenting for ‘ 
nearly twenty yearsto make it the only successful Mowing Machine in the world. We there- 
fore solicit your patronage, for we do know that this is the machine our great and growing West 
demands. - LOVE & STONE. 

(All kinds of CASTINGS made to order. Also, HOES for sale by the dozen. 
_ Beloit, Wis, March, 1854. L : . 
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i ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. { | 

Rock County Nursery. SEED POTATOES. i Sisuated in the southern limits of the CITY OF W.= have a few bushels of the genuine JANESVILLE, on the east side of the )Y ASH LEAF KIDNEY POTATOES river, on the Telegraph Road to Beloit. | for sale, selected on purpose for seed. Out of j HE subscriber takes this method of bring. | nine distinct varieties af potatoes raised by us ; Ap ing into notice his fine stock of FRUIT | last season, we consider the above named the TREES which he has the pleasure of offering | bes:. It is a very productive variety, of beau- for the spring trade. tiful form and fine flavor. | 
My trees are grown in an exposed situation s MARK MILLER. | | on the open prairie, which renders them hardy| Janesville, March, 1854. ; ' and adapted to any locality, and of much more | ———————_______ | value than those grown ina protected situa- 

tion. 
| _ The stock embraces the best varieties now 
| in cultiv:isn, that will endure our climate, and } | have received my strict personal attention in 
propagating and rearing, therefore [ feel war- :9 | ranted in recommending them to the public. ere 

Apple trees fromfive to seven feet high, $16 
j | per 100. Dealers and Planters wishing one ! thousand or more trees, can have them from . one hundred and twenty to one hundred and | 
; forty dollars per thousand, Farmers can club 

together and have them at the’same rate. } t Standard Pear trees, from three to six years 2 j old, on pear stocks 50 cents. i Dwarf Pears, large variety, on Angers THE MAY PLOW. | Quince, two tothree years old, farty and fifty 'ARMERS will please remember that this —_— F favorite Prow may still be had, cheap for | Dwarf Apples, 35 cents. 3 cash, at the old stand, on Bluff street, in the oS two and three years old, 45 and | +a. /of T. & J. Janes? Marble Factory. in this . : Tween eat : Cherry trees from five to eight fect high, aa Also, at Cuarx’s Fanning Mill Shop, in 

large variety, 25 to 50 cents. (CF Breakers, Corn Plows, Shovei Plows, | Gooseberries, good variety, 15 to 35 cents. Harrows, Horse Rakes, ke. ke, made to or- | | Raspberries, 12} cents. der on short notice, and in the best style. Quinces, 25 cents. , POWELL & Co. | \ eae Stramberries, &c, at correspond-| J, nosvitle, April Ist, 1854. 
Grape vines, large stock, many of which 264) NELSON GILBERT, fruited last season, 35 to 50 cents. 
Cave taken to furnish articles of the best | S58 LX BELOIT BOOK-STORE, quality and true name Dealer in Standard, Classical, Theological, Ail orders accompanied with cash, or satis- Medical, Law, School, Miscellaneous, Blank factory references, will be promptly attended Books, and all the new Publications furnished 

to, and trees packed and forwarded without de- | as soon as out; Publications of American Tract Pe ‘| lay. Society, American S. 8. Union, and Mass. 8. S. 
Letters of inquiry will receive prompt at-| Society; Stationery, Paper Hangings, Draw- | | tention. CHARLES COLBY. | ing Paper, Gold and Steel Pens, Pencils, Inks, Janesville, March, 1854. ap, |Ink sens feches witha Sper re SSS ee usi nstruments, 201 iolit BELOIT CLOTHING STORE, |. Mg2°" [stoments, : 
Corner of Turde and School Sts. OF Paper Rags taken in exchange for Books. j A, GABGE assortment of the most fashion.| _ Beloit, March, 1854, yi able Gentlemen’s apparel, consisting of ROLFE, STRONG & CO., | 

Shirt, Ceevetgheeln elas Overtauls,! opposiTE BELOIT HOUSE, BELOIT, 
—madein the best manner—kept constantly Dealers in all kinds of Family 
on hand. Also, a large assortment 6f Broad-| gar ==> Provisions, Flour, Green cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, and Trimmings Apples and Dried Fruit, . of all kinds, which will be made up to order in Plums, Peaches; Teas, Coffee and Si of @ manner so becoming, and at a price so reasone | 91) grades; Fish of all kinds; Butter, Cine able, as to command the admiration of custom- and Crackers, large and small; Pork by the = poundor barrel. Allof the above articles of CUTTING of all kinds doneat the shortest | the best jwality, and at the lowest prices. notice, and warranted to fit. FAR MER’ PRODUCE received in ex- Beloit, March, 1854. ly | change. Beloit, March, 1854. ly
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. pS SSS VALUABLE BLOOD STOCK \ 

Ae, & ~Sae FOR SAL#. 

f ee BN. tie full blood DEVON BULL, 2 years 

NS NB cir a old, from the herd of George Patterson, of 

AY Cae mx SRA: | Maryland, the celebrated importer of Devon 

cy eee 4 Stock. Price, $150. 
eA Ee Ps Alco, ieee a blood DURHAM BULL 

er Se "2monthsold. Its pedigree is equal to 

i = Ned ee any inthe 1S. Price, $100. 4 

GREAT “ARR iVAL OF F ansatere Sik be waren to be % 

E % : represented, and will be sold for Cass, or, il 

HATS, CAPS, FURS & FINDINGS | desired, on time, with good security. 3 

¥F every style, qaality, and material for the 7 JOSIAH BOND, 

Fell and Winter trade, at the Sion or THE January, 1854.—tf Kenosha, Wis. 

BIG HAT, onthe West side the River, where} inte Go ae eee 

can be found every thing in the line, and at} J. M. RARER, rt 

prices that defy competition. | HARNESS, SADDLE & TRUNK Manu- 

GENTS FURS.—Tippets, Far Gloves,|  feturer, opposite the Old Stage House, 

| Over-costs, Over-shoes, Buffalo and Faney| 7 isconsin street, Janesville, 

Sleigh Robes, an extensive assortment. Eee eee in He ie cee wil be 

| LALIES’ DRESS FURS.—Muffs, Vieto-, eee Seas p best stock, and by,,ex- | 

| rines, Wristlets and Gauntlets, made of ae LADIES’ SADDLES and BRIDLES made i 

tin, Fitch, Lynx, Ermine Bear,Siberian Squir- | j,, tho latest style. 

| = ee we 7 oer EO eoen, Wagons and Carriages Trimmed according 

| Pealsergal" ae Furs, and Swan's Down, | +, the New York fashions. 

! ° ; ‘A fineassortment of WHIPS, constantly on 

Gent's Findings- hand, 

Under Garments of all kinds, Stocks, Cravats, The subscriber flatters himself, from the ex- 

Suspender Braces, Hosiery, tnd the most ex-| perience he has had, that he can give general 

tensive assortment of Gloves and Mittens in satisfaction toall who may favor him with their 

the state, bought direct oe the heaviest man- | patronage. March, 1854. 

ufactories at the East for ash. eae LUM B ER ae ye 

‘Trank: d Carpet B: tantl, hand. . . 

IG Bate and Caps ads tovortier: at Novae TO FARMERS.—Now receiving 

Janesville, Noy., 1853. « at the Rock County Lumser Yyun, di- 

: Ove est rect from the Michigan Mills, 

WATER LIME & QUICK LIME. 120,000 ft. of Pine Lumber, 

| Ww. the subscribers, are now prepared to] WFLL SEASONED. which will be sold ONE DOL- 

furnish the above materials in any quan- LAR LESS than it can be bought at any oth- 

tity, and cheaper than can be, sold any where er yard in this city. Call immediately. 

in this vicinity. They mannfactureQuick Lime,| {&£> Yard on the west side the river, directly in 

and having put in perfect, operation their mill front of the Academy. f 

for the manufacture of Water Lime, they offer!’ J anesville, Jan., 1854. ROBERT ROSS. 

superior inducements to builders for the pur- —pr L. ARNOLD, DENTIST, _ 

chase of these articles. 
ee J 6 » 

‘Their WATER LIME has beer fully tested) EXCHANGE BLOCK, MILWAUKEE ST. : 

and found to be of an excellent ‘quality, and| WEST END OF THE UPPER BRIDGE 

they are prepared to warrant it in all cases, and O° H F 9 ws a , 

offer it at a price making it an object to buy. wesce Hepes hie? he OR Fry t 

"They algo have a mill in operation for grind- Peegeet ING in the line of Dentistry at- f 

ing CORN and COBS. 1, tended to. All Jobs ease A 

i * fatters himself that he has no small share of ’ 

"The subscribers have invested a large amount | ; 4 > . . 

of capital in their operations, have spared no ingenuity, which being connected with eleven 

* * a - red 20) years practice enables him to feel confident ||, ' 

expense in perfecting their works, and will give | ; . * 

cazefalattention to all orders. in pleasing all who may favor him with a call 

CROSBY & DUSTIN. The New Edition of 

Janesville, Nov. 1, 1858- LAPHAM’S POCKET MAP 

pa NOTICE TO FARMERS. 2g |OF WISCONSIN, showing ee eat 
re? ¥ lenomonee Lands, may now be ha 

AE one wishing to obtain the Suffolk) the bookstores, or by application (accompanied 

Breed of Hogs, can obtain the sameof C|by the cash) to the undersigned. It will be 

EBLANCHARD, M.D. of East Troy, Walleent by mailto any address upon the receipt of 
worth County, Wisconsin. Jonedollar. . Aliberal discount made to dealers. 

Residence half mile West of East Troy. “7. A, LAPHAM. 

- Troy, March 28, 1853. yond Milwaukee, January, 1853.
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AGRICULTURE, HORTICUL- |, i a tzet propriations to Co, Ag. So- Domestic vegetabies and 1. TURE AND MECHANICS. | wlcties, a ak 1 oct! 105 Artesian’ Wells, 281, 258, 291 | December Horticultural work to j A be done, 350 
: B 

othe areo the State Ag. So- cal nas! a E ciet, A. ©. Barry, barn with a ment, Agricultural Soctetien’ 108, 158 | Bark Lice, 262, 920, 251. $21 | Evergreens, transplanting, 264 Constitution, List of Officers & Bees, the management of, 273, 350, 433, Life Members for 1856, of the __| Black Leg in Cattle, 169, 852 EF i Wis. State Ag. Society, 26 | lack Knot, turpentine for, 2 United States, 34) Girds and insects, 85 | Farming thorough and slack, 2 | Washington Co., 110] A Lesson from the Birds, 351 | Care and study in, 295 | Jefferson Co., 120 } Blood-Stock, 419| Farmers future, a | Wisconsin Stito, lst ofpremt- | Iioud-Horses. report of the oom- | A littlo. toy 198 | ums, regulations, &c. for1856, 143] mittee for 1858, 546) Clean your wheat, 410 | Sauk Co., 18)| Black-Berry, the Seacor or Law- | Farm lif make attractive, 38 | Bt. Croix Co., 180! ton, 403 | Laborers why searce, a || > Appropriation to Co. Societies, 185 | Boned fence, 15] Honse, plan of a cheap, 61 | Jefferson Co., 807! Borer, Apple Limb or Aphate Seales, 27 i How to make them pay, 309] Bicandatus, 254] Cottage, B88 | Iowa Co., 851 | Bricks sunburnt, 322| Cost of buying and stocking, 410 i] Dane Co, 363 | Budding, 312| Fair of the Farmers and Me- { State Shows for 1856 367} Roses, 221 chanies club, 488 | | Calumet Co., 419 | Ohio state, 50T Show of Encland, 450! c | Wisconsin’ State, regulations i Dane Co., 225 and list of premiums, ., 509 | | “List of premiams &e., 417 | Cabbages and squashes, 10] Walworth Co., Sit ij Agricultaral clabs, 109 Cur Brake, Longhridge’s Patent, 39! Racine Co, su} i College in New York, 111} Cameliias, how to bloom, 860} Rock .Co., BD Productions of the U: S., 136| Cainwba grape origin of, 40t| New York State, 1856, 336 Meeting, St. Croix Co., 229 | Cheesemsker letter from ‘an old Chit-chat about, 218 Fairs benetits of, 296] Vermont, 271} Dane Co., 302 | College Ohio, 891 | Carriages, an Improvement tn, 931 | Feeding green food for, 1 | | National Department, 485 | Charcoal, its alimentary charue- ¥ | Fence Board, nS ff i] Bureau at Washington, 037] ter, ” 16] Wire, 388 | Btatistics, 55] Chinch Bug, 23) In Ohio, $7 Agriculture, Effects of Citmate on, 6| Churns, 272 | Fire Proof floors, 168 | Instruction in, S| Chemistry, valuable facts in, 253 | Fistula or poll evil, 419 Biatistieal facts im, 296 | Change of food for animals, #10 Flowers; ornamental, 265 | | Interest in, 459 | Cirenlar saws, teeth and manaze- | Fowls to atten, it | i American gun machinery for ment of, 181/ Food for during winter, oT 1 | the English government, _88 Clsterns and Cistern bullding, _491| ‘Tho best layers 496 Wool quality of, 108 | Climate, effects on mage sro; 6,88| Best breed of, 6 Implements adopted in Eng- __| Clover, ‘the stu? of, 10| Forest ‘Trees of Wisconsin, 62, ~ land, 839 | Cows, how much shonid eat, —811| _ 99, 161, 199, 248, 298, 840, '390, 488 Ancient languages, study of, Si] Feeding during winter, 852| Foot rot, 496 Animais, overfed, 218| Garget in, 542/ Fond du Lae, the country about, 183 To remove wens from, 18} Puerperal or milk fever in,  544| Fruit trees, 18 Disorders recipes for, 218| Wintering of, 549| Keep off the rabbits, aT | On ascertaining the age of, 216 | Colts, on the feeding and care of, 14| and Prnit treas, eketches of, 19 Change of toud for, 310} Wintering, 219) “© how they grow Foot rot, 496 | Corn planter, Stoddards, 8 in the west, 42 Heat, loss and supply, 346| Extraordinary yield’ from Profits of, 2 Skin ‘discases of, 352| broadcast. sowing, 292] ‘Troea shelter for, it Culture of doméstic, 400] Snving seed, 456 Grower's convention, 121 Is salt good for? 497 | Cotton, Japan, 35} Culture, 124 Winter care of, 541 | Color, a suggestion about, 104 “ “at the west, 225 Raising lopped horns, 549 | Correspondents to, 246/ ‘Traos and their enemies, 250 | Saving a chocked, 566] of the Farmer, 458) Ovop for 1856, 856 Animaiculne, the wonders of the Answers to, 73| Trees, 858 \ saloroscope, 804 | Corns on Horse's feet, cure for, 269/ /Juiture, Pierce (o., 800 Apple, the Belmont, 21, 74} Cottage, English, 531 «"Aiscot nts of, 402 { forthern Spy, ‘47 | Constitution for Co. Ag. Societies, 204! How to produce large, 404 Westiield Seek-no-farther, 128 | County tairs, time of holding, "421; Fall planting, 452 Fall Wine, 222 Cranberry and its enlture, 122, 260! “Grower's Association, 405 ‘ Vandervere, . 224! Currants, 19, 61} Stealing, sot Bufiingtons Early, 454 Growing at the Pacific, 38 Golden Sweet, 454 D A Breet rat, Bl aan nye : wan's Fayi frying in Cayuga Co, N. ¥, Limb borer of Sphate Bleand- | proaes of 260 | Garden yegetablo and fruit, 14 atus, %54| Donble Giant Mill, 71 | Geologicrl surveys benefit of to Hardy Pyricties, 551, 552} Deep tillage va. drouth, 443) ‘the farmer, 156 
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Shoeing, aut | "The McLanghlin, 293 | Steam Boat, novel method of 
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| NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. 
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i VOL. VIII. MADISON, WIS., JANUARY, 1856. NO. 1. \\ 

\ SUGGESTIONS FOR JANUARY. ! practically paying twenty-five per cent, for the {| Gently as the lillies shed their leaves, privilege of burning green wood. About the | | ‘When summer days are fair, 
H The feathery snow comes floating down, same per cent, that people usually pay for | And ger the wor ite ants wing, being lazy and foolish. Then don’t fear a | | noe ait; cold day—it takes a mighty cold one to freeze it And fills with forms of light, an active, stirring man—but bustle away to i Thlene Wintes holds aetiee cage the work in good season—the long winter 

Mire. Hale. | evenings afford ample time tosit by the fire January opens the door of the new year, and read the papers. 
| and leads the thoughtful man to look back Are the farm stock well provided with 

| serutinizingly upon the past; and forward goed shelters of some kind to lay under, and } anxiously to the future. It is a proper sea- snug racks for feeding. Some good writer son for reflection, and one that should lead | jas said, that twenty tons of hay fed on the us toa careful examination into our person- ground, will not go any further than fifteen 
al affairs, moral, social, pecuniary and oth"| fed in racks, or twelve fed in a warm stable. erwise. Suppose we ask ourselves a few| Here again is a loss of fifty or seventy-five | questions: Have we, during the year that is per cent, for want of proper conveniences, | passed, improved our minds and hearts, with| Unless your cellar is well secured thre cold an additional stock of knowledge and good-| wi}] surely creep in,one of these snug nights, | ness of the right kind? Have we added to| and freeze thé vegetables—a few minutes of the social comforts of our housholds any of timely work, may save hours of after labor the greater or lesser conveniences, that con-| of sorting rotten potatoes, and the loss of tribute to the sum of daily enjoyment? many dollars besides. Nothingis truer than Pecuniarily, the question is not, have we add-| that & stitch in time saves nine—look well to ed eighty acres to our farms? but have we! Jittle things and large ones, too. We knewa farmed all we had before well? Have we man who, for the want of a shilling lateh settled up all our ontstanding accounts to the! upon his stable door, lost his horse, and it close of the year? and have we paid the| cost him twenty dollars to find him; there- ballances due? That is the importaut ques- | fore beware of all these Wastes, such of you : tion. Letall remember that good times lead | as would prosper 

{ men into debt, but bad times bring the pay| When you have got all your crops dispos- | day, and not unfrequently the sheriff. Pay} ed of, your creatures carefully housed and as you go, if you would sleep well. sheltered, your next year’s wood pile in a What looks better aboxt a farm-house than Promising state of forwardness, ’tis well to an ample and well got up wood pile, suffi-| take an early survey of your fenee and field cient to last the whole year. Winter is the] operations for the coming year, calculate time not only to draw it, but to cut it ready | what additional fence you will need to make, for use. The man who chops his wood by| and to overhaul. Whatever new posts or the handful, as he needs touse it through | rails are needed, arrange at once to cut and haying and harvest is, to say the least avery | draw while the sleighing lasts—do not poor manager. Burning green wood is worse | wait for the moon, nor for warmer weather; economy than people generally suppose, say- | the colder the better, for the man who means ing nothing about the discomfort of it. It| to work in earnest, and wants to draw large | undoubtedly takes at least a quarter more to | loads—the sled slips easy when it creaks on | | make the same amount of heat; that is, | the snow. | = ee 
ee ; 
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| Posts and rails should be got ready, if/in years—and even more than pays for the 

| possible, before the opening of a busy spring. | land, the tencing, and the raising. So that 

} When posts are split, they should be hewed | the cultivator absolutely putsmoney into his 

h and straightened atonce, before they get dry | pocket from avails of his first crop, on these 

and hard; the bark should be removed,| Western Prairie lands—unprecedented in 

as it holds moisture, and promotes decay:) older States. 

| and the end that goes in the ground should} How resonable, then that hundreds and 

if be completely charred; as will double its| thousands of those who are delving from 

H durability, and costs but a fraction. There | year to year, on old worn out farms, in the 
q is no doubt but it is much better to set posts old States, for a bare subsistence—or possi- 

i top end down as far as practicable, as it will bly a little more—should at once, come and 

i \ greatly increase their durability. settle upon our western lands—all in readi- 
i For the Farmer. | nes2 for their plow, and drag, drill and reap- 

7 THOROUGH_AND SLACK FARMING. er—rich, fertile, and possessing every capa- 

| Messrs. Eprrors—From time to time I/ city to afford the most remunerating reward 

} propose to discuss appropriate items, or facts, for labor—particularly new, that the means 

} under the above caption, as they may occur | of travel to and fro are so easy, cheap and 

} to my mind. rapid—which also secures ready markets, 

ij When the early pioneers, from the New |°Very where, at the best prices. Many of 

F England States, first settled in Western New | these things seem not to be generally known 

i York, Ohio and Westward, they had to un- —at least, not adequately considered and ap- 

pf ergo severe, toilsome journeys—and after preciated in the old, thickly populous states, 

a they had arrived upon their new lands, to else these advantages would be more gener- 

i make new homes, they were forced to sub- ally embraced. 

i mit to long years of arduous labor and pinch-| But here we come to an important consid- 

! ing privations, before they could have any eration, upon which to make a few sugges- 

thing like comfortable homes; by the har- | tions—that is, the too frequent practice or 

} dest of labor for years they had to delve in | passion of buying and attempting to till too 

f clearing off trees, and then tojl more years | mueh land—thereby doing the work badly, 

Hi among vexatious stumps—while communi- | wasting time, seed, and the outlay of capital, 

pi cation and correspondence between the new | and failing to have proper sheds and build- 

and old States were unfrequent and uncer- | ings for the humane protection of stock, and 

tain—besides the new comers were rare | the tidy, economical preservation of valuable 

i no floods of emigration, as now-a-days. |tools and implements of every description. 

i i and years were required to lay by anything.| It isa lamentable truth that we see, in 

: Not so now—and especially in regard to|these new States, too many far toa large 

the States of Wisconsin, Illinois. and Iowa. )/7™ without barns or sheds, and with but 

Gre the Prairier, skirted by small groves | meagre dwellings even—and this great waste 

if ‘and. meandered by lively streams, present and shiftleseness allowed only that the pro- 

t vast fields and plains, in the most superb | Prietor may simply own large and unculti- 

conditi:20 all ready for the plow, the reap- vated tracts of land—and not being cropped . 

ing and 1 10Wing machine, and all implements | oT fed down, are comparatively useless A 

; —free frou. the breakage and vexation of smaller farm, with the necessary buildings 
bi stumps and .-ocks; in fact, the farmer going | and shelter for every thing, and fields thor- 

| on toa new pi'2ce here will find his fields the oughly cultivated, are certainly far more 

if first time he en,‘ers them more pleasant and profitable, comfortable, and creditable to the 

| easy of plowing 2nd harvesting, than are occeupant, and theneighborhood. Toolstake 

; most of the old far.™s “down East,” which | far more injury, and decay faster by being 

) have been tilled for scores of years, Be-| exposed to weather in the fields during win- 

fi sides, in most instances, the first crop will|ter, than they do by summer usage; and 

| i enable the operator to la,” UP some surplus much extra feed is necessary to keep up stock 

| cash—to be used in furtha” improvements |strong and healthy, when exposed out of 

/ —even more than some tolera ble farmers do | doors, which would more than pay for de- 

| $$ 
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Le 
cent shelter; while the humanity and com-| Thesé are simple facts, and an easy process, 
fort of the matter, would more than com-| which any farmer may perform, Then, the 
pensate for the needfal expense in the mind | following year, I tilled the same field, in a 
of every worthy person. similar manner, with about the same amount 

Itis far more profitable and noble to raise | of labor, and obtained an equal yield of about 
a given amount of produce from five than | one hundred bushels ber acre. But the final 
from ten acres of land; and the writer | result was, that on the fourth of Ji uly, when 
knows, from experiance, that by devoting | the field of corn was growing a gentleman 
twice the care and amount of ladur to one|from another town came to see me—he 
acre, that is usually applied by farmers, twice | walked through the potato and corn fields, 
the amount of crop is obtained—while half) and found my corn then ten feet high—and 
the capital in land, and half the cost in seed | before he left my place, he bought the farm 
is saved, and the beauty of immense yields | of 40 acres (of which the corn field was part) 
is exhibited. at the price of $55 peracre, and all cash 

To illustrate these facts, we will state one} down for it. A small field of Potatoes, 
or two instances of actual occurrence, which | which was also cultivated with an extra 
were done in Ilinois, by the writer’s brother | amount of labor, gave a proportionate in- 
and himself, A field of two acres was pre- | crease of yield. This proves thatthe capital 
pared for corn by the brother, as follows :— | of two acres (at $55) $110, produced for me 
During winter he drew out a fair quantity of | the same or greater gain, as those adjoining 
rranure on the land—spread it in the spring | with equally as good land, obtained from a 
—plowed it about the first of May; then | capital of $275. Larger fields may be culti- 
rowed it both ways about four feet apart | vated in like manner with like results, if the 
with a light plow about four inches deep; | operator will be so minded and strive for 
then he threw a shovel fall of manure into} that end. Previous experience, in other 
each corner where the rows crossed. He | years, proved even more favorable and prof- 
then selected good Mississippi Dent corn, | itable for me, in crops of wheat in which I soaked it in strong warm Tobacco juice 15 | got betwen 60 and 70 fold—that is, over 60 to 20 hours—this soaking helped it forward | pushels for one bushel sowing—while far- early, and was a sure preventive to attacks | mers generally think they do remarkably 
of birds, gophers, or other enemies—he hoed | well to get 40 bushels for two bushels of and cultivated the two acres well. It grew | sowing—which is in fact only 20 fold, and is 14-to 15 feet high—and he harvested two | even better than the majority of cultivators hundread (200) bushels from the two acres. | in our country do, by the present common Full as much as any of his neighbors obtain- | mode of culture. 
ed from four and five acres—while he laid} These suggestions are made to awaken far- 
out about the same amount of labor and mers, to more thought and investigation on 
manure on the two acres that they did on} these subjects. With care and judicious 

. five—and obtained as mucherop. But they, management it is just as sure and easy to during the season, laughed at him for putter-| obtain twice and thrice the amount of yield ihe ing and taking so much pains; but they felt | as is done, and at even a greater proportion 
a differeut sentiment when they saw the har- | of. profit upon the crop; and the whole re- 
vest. He saved over half the capital in land | sult depends principally upon three things, 
—it took him less time and trouble to har- | viz: lay out sufficient care and labor in pre- | vest his two acres than their five—-and then he paring the ground—then properly select and 
enjoyed the further profit and satisfaction of | prepare the seed—put it into the ground 
having people come from different directions | well, and harvest in good season, and with 
to buy his corn for seed at an advanced price | care. F 
of ‘about double. In this manner, there can certeinly be 

Is there not a pleasant and profitable | more than twice the ordinary crop obtained 
economy in this extra exertion to raise large | from the same land, and at full double the 
yield from small fields in the minds of wise | usual profit to the producer—while an other | men This result tells the story. small item of advantage is secured, which is 

.
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if worthy of thought: the reduced surface of /1848—and can cheerfully say and feel that 
Hi crop to suffer waste and damage in gather-|he has derived more pleasure and knowledge 

th ing, etc. And in fact it can be proved, and |in reading them, than from any other works - 
he every intelligent farmer making the experi- | which have come under his reading. They 
1h ment with care and in earnest, can realize|are large books—but every page contains 
i the result—that by this management more | useful facts or information, and may be read 
iy money can be laid up, and more pleasure de- | any leisure hour through the whole year— 
uf rived, in cultivating a farm of 40 acres, than | something appropriate to every day. 
i is usually obtained from any farm of 160] All other professions, as law, medicine 

} acres, in this country. &c., have their standard works, annual re- 
i The writer, with some of his co-laborers, | ports, and sectional decisions, by which to 

tf has derived much advantage and assistance | diffuse as well as concentrate all varied 
i from agricultural Papers and books—as he knowledge of interest to them; they also 
i has not failed a single year of being a read- hove their papers and periodicals, and they 

ing and paying patron of more than one |,eqd them too. Herein we should pattern 
i newspaper and many books on agricultural | spe, them, and can do it with exceeding 

subjects, for the last fifteen years. Not that profit, Let every farmer read his local agri- 
any one paper, or book, or farmer possesses | oujtural paper, let him write for it—let him 
the sum of all wisdom, or even of superior enlist more thought and intellect, and 
knowledge—but each one may be acquainted lessen the anunoular. hear’ tol * + x “ t y toil of his busi 
with some useful fact that is not known to ness. The journal is the friendly, the social 

i others—some experiments and results m8Y! medium of communication between them, 
have been. mado and proved ae and if properly encouraged is eminently ca- 

calities, not developed aa others—and thus, pable of increasing the pleasure, profit, and 1 through the cheap medium of papers and dignity of their calling. Farmers, read and 

} books, (at the expense of a dollar or eae) the study your profession—the theory, the 
eaincnn knowledge and results of different | .ience of it—and be assured that you will 3 
localities and operators are brought together soon find the practice of it to be much more 

i and concentrated upon each place or Person, | sasy and delightfal, and less irksome. 
i _ aed re eowume We have a soil and region of country un- 
ih and pui inte aieusting: a surpassed in all the beautiful and inviting 

F Hence the most useful werk or document |e80urces for remunerating agricultural in- 
i which is published and circulated by our |4ustry—and it should be our pride and aim 

Government, is the Annual Report of the | make all our efforts, in every department, 
: Patent Office, which with great effort and |°'Tespond to the bountiful natural facilities 

i ability, collects facts, and experiments, and | With which we are surrounded—to make 
results, from every part of the nation, on all {0° developments commensurate to our re- 

i subjects interesting to the farmer, in all |S0urces. Let it be our manly ambition to 
Fi branches of his wide and noble profession— | Produce results to our labors every where 

} in fact, it concentrates various knowledge of | #5 far exceeding the older regions, as our 
, seeds, plants, and crops, from all parts of the fresh young soil exceeds theirs. And let us 

1 world, and publishes them in a large valua- also strive to make our journals as sound and 
} ble book, for free circulation by members of | °Tiginal, and profitable, as our lands are rich 
b Congress, And it would be vastly beneficial | 24 Vigorous. 

i to the country, if aJ/ the members would do| In future numbers of this paper I hope to 
) as some few take care to do—send their vol-| hold mutually useful converse with my fel- 
i umes more generally to the actual farmers, | low laborers, on topics interesting to us, by 
hy and less to lawyers, doctors, and politicians, | finding many of them sustaining and extend- 
I} who only suffer the volume to lie idle on |ing my feeble efforts—and let us see to it 
i dusty shelves in offices, where no one derives | that ovr Agricultural Journal attains a char- 
ii any particular benefit from them. The wri-|acter and usefulness as prominent as is our 
Hi, ter of this article has carefully read those | glorious State, among the young sisterhood 
| large volumes, all of them, every year, since | of States. D. 8. Curtiss. 
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GEOLOGY—APPLIED TO AGRICULTURE. | view only where they are cut through by 
Eos. Farmer—It is my purpose in a few | deep ravines or the channels of rivers, or 

brief articles, to appear in successive numbers | Where they stand out, as is not unfrequent, 
to show that a knowledge of some of the | in cliffs, precipices, or escarpments. 
elements of geology is essential to the intel-| As a general truth the quality of soil of 
ligent pursuit of agriculture. It may become | @ country is to be determined by the chemi- 
necessary in their progress to enter some-| cal character of its rock deposits. Almost 
what into details; but especial care will be| ¢very where several feet in depth of the 
taken to exclude mere technical terms, and | under lying rocks have crumbled to dust, 
to come at once to the substance of the mat- | forming the basis of the soil; and every one 
ters under investigation. It is believed | is aware that when rains fall upon mountains 
that the formal terms made use of in the| or hills, the water washes down fine parti- 
various text books of the schools have ren- | cles form their slopes and transports them 
dered this study somewhat unpromising to | to lower levels. It is the composition of the 
our youth, and less popular than its impor- | elevation, then, that determines in general 
tance deserves. If they would but consider terms, the character of contiguoussoil. For- 
that the language of science must be univer- eign causes, however, have modified or 
sal, and that it is not the form but the sub- changed its composition more or less, through 
stance that is to be learned, the study would | out the west. These will be treated of in 
be divested of all its terrors, and it would be | their proper place. 
ae oer — =~ J a —— Some knowledge of the rock deposits of 

18 most interesting department of human a state, then, is essential to intelligent agri- 

Eanes tentee fe, even ta the: most culture—especially to the safe selection of a 

There is not a teacher of acommon schoo! | "°¥ farm. When the cultivator knows the 
‘ but may learn his pupils in an hour’s time character of the deposit pean unde 

the general character of every rock forma- | Ying his fields, or of the hills from which 
tion in the west, so that they will remember they aris the wash, he can form an intel- 
them in after years, if they give the least | ligent opinion as to the chemical quality of 
attention to the subject. It is only necessay | 78 Soil; and he cannot without that knowl- 
that the teacher should know them and ex- edge. 3 A sand and 2 limestone hill farnishes 
hibit the most common specimens, pointing | Ve"Y different materials, as every one knows. 
out the most obvious differences. Then it Fi There ey a general terms, three very 
is as easy for'a child to understand them, as | ‘“istinct lay ers or deposits of limestone, chem- 

= the names of the various species of forest ically considered, largely developed through- trees about them. out Wisconsin and Towa. The most exten- 

There are two great classes or divisions of siveis probably the blue limestone, 3 earbon- rocks—those formed by or through the agen-| ate of lime. The next a magnesian lime- 
cy of heat, and those originating in, or de- | stone, the chief ingredient is, the carbonate 
posited by water. If we except central north- | of Magnesia. Lastly, we have hydraulic or 
ern Wisconsin, there are no rocks of the first | sulphate of lime. We have also two very | 
class found in place, cither in this state or | dissimilar layers of sandstone—the “upper” 
Iowa. They are represented by detached | and “lower.” The upper has iron ore in 
masses, known as boulders or “ hard-heads,” | great abundance disseminated throngh it, and 
whien outside of the lead region, are to be | it is probably cemented exclusively by that 
found generally on the surface of both states. | mineral. The lower is in places, and over 
The second class comprise all the other rocks | ¢xtensive areas, too, composed of particles 
found over this extensive area—forming tlie | of pure limpid quartz, fit to make the best 
hills and solid flooring beneath the surface— | quality of glass, Could there be a greater 
and may be classed as sandstone and lime-| error than the common one of classifying 
stone deposits. They were deposited in | soils as clay, lime, sandy, &., when by these 
water when this country was the bed of an | terms is meant to convey an idea of the gen- 
ocean, and are continuous horizontally, being | eral qualities of soil? 
found in regular layers, and are exposed to} The materials washed from a limestone 

Fa 
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' ledge may be of very different value, agri- For the Wisconsin Farmer. 

L culturally considered—and so of sandstone. | CLIMATE—EFFEOTS ON AGRICULTURE. 
if When agriculturists learn the main ingre- Mapisow, Dec. 10, 1888. 

iH ‘dient of their soils, it will nottake them long] Forrops F ee Sirs: ‘After et 

i to learn the minor, or to restore fertility gratulating you upon your accession to the 

ie where an essential element is found lacking. tn aathaatal sf 5 * | chair editorial in so vital an enterprise as the 
i Fortunately, in the west, generally, these | publication of an agricultural journal in the 
} ! materials are with other necessary ingredi- West, and the public that we are to expect 

' ents, very well diffused and blended together. | regularity in future issues, will you allow 

The exception to this, if at all, will be found | me to have my say about several things of 
if in central Northern Wisconsin, a section | obvious importance to successful agriculture 

i very different in all its elements of soil; but | in this new country. 

‘y een ee ee ae 8 ” . The effects of climate seem not to be suf- 
i eee cea ome ei ete aes ficiently regarded by the mass of cultivators. 

I would however be very unsafe for individual Southern Wisconsin, and Northern Iowa, ap- 

farmers a oe ee auop general dif- parently lie about midway between the limits 
| fusion, that their soil contained all the ele-| ¢¢ -»tain snow, and rain, and winter. We 

} 4 : ‘ 3 5 . 
; ments of an eae prodnetiveness a a have both, or neither, as successive seasons 

they can always plant with success and} joy round. Northern Wisconsin and Minne- 
ig aE ee zs sota have a certainty of winter snow, giving 

P. It will be my purpose in the course of +44 earth a warm covering. Ohio, Indiana, 
: these articles to give an analysis of the gene-| and other States immediately south, have 

1 ral rock deposites, when the same has been | shout the same certainty of copious rains. 
i made—to exhibit by a verticle section the | yy is difference in climate cannot but largely 

order of superposition and relative thickness | ; ,Anence agricultural productions in the in- 

‘ of deposites through both northern and | terior, The successful farmer here must pro- 
j southern Wisconsin, to speak of some of the | Ji46 for both extremes; yet many seasons 

if phenomena of the drift formation and, gene- } scarcely require preparation for either. This 
it rally, to explain as simply as possible, a few | fact has led to much carelessness and lack of 
i of the fandamentals of Geological Science as forethought. Those who run the hazard of 

a applied to agriculture, and the especial Tea- | either wet or snowy winters, without ade- 
E sons which should induce the farming com- quate preparations are sure in the end to pay 

munity to acquaint themselves with this sub- the penalty. Our prevailing wind is north- 

} t Ject, to the extent, at least, of identifying | yost_a very dry wind, which, starting on 
4 the rocks in nat oy Its Jape ae the Pacific ocean, parts with its humidity on 

= —— ar generally conceived its the western slope of the Rocky Mountains, 
iy benefits, immediate as well as perspective. making the rainy seasons in Oregan and 

iu In doing this, the best sources of information Washington Territories. After crossing half 

: will be followed, and the results of such the continent, it reaches us dry and parched-— 
| poatkag Senger has been derived from ex- | 4 gold, but never damp wind. Its character 

fi tensive travel through the state given, as changes as it crosses the great lakes, by the 

E- ae es ” apoaal cats legare™ Hoping absorption of water, and further eastward it 

that the subject may Drove of interest ‘0 | ig doubtless asnow wind. With this fact es- 
| your readers, I subscribe myself, tablished, is it not apparent that a system of 

: Very truly yours, H.A.T. | cultivation adapted to Ohio or Northern 

i . sn Oishan ASSES ce Gerd We EME Wisconsin, would not answer all the neces- 

| ; Baggers Bagley has purchased one hundred sities of this reper. ¢ mW pages eR? 
i and sixty acres of land in Minnesota Terri- | tions, central Wisconsin rarely ee DRS 

lj tory, which he intends settling upon and im- | vailing winds of the great lakes. With us a 

| proving. Mr. Bagley is one hundred and | continuous easterly wind brings drizzling 
i seven years old, and is still an active and in- rain at all seasons. North and North-East 

f dustrious pioneer, in the enjoyment of ex-|_. aa ish oa fon h 
ih cellent health. A patent will shortly be is- | ¥™ furnish our winter snows, when we 
it sued to him from the General Land Office. | have any worth speaking of—but they gen- 
a 
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|| erally expend their force before they reach | saved $25 the past year from some hints I 
us. West-and North-west winds are cool|foundinthe Farmer. Itis high time to 
and dry,—South and South-west moist and | cease starving editors—especially Agricultu- 
warm. The climate of central Wisconsin | ral editors. In no other form can farmers 
differs much from her lake coasts. It is} be as much profited as by such a paper. It 
warmer and dryer on an average; but some-| puts in their hands all the experience and 

i times has greater extremes of cold—never of | knowledge of all their associates in the State, 
moisture, These differences of climate are| and is the greatest labor saying machine of 

often manifest in the crops in the different | the times. Those who do without it are 

sections of the State. Are they sufficiently | blind to every intelligent interest. 
noted or regarded? iv. F- 

Then, as to soil it is a common mistake to Cialis aan alee ae 
suppose it fitted by nature for every product.| Messrs, Eprrors—I have had the reading 
The most that can truthfully be said of itis, | of the last two volumes of the Wisconsin and 
it has every element essertial to our indige- | Iowa Farmer, and have often wondered how 

nous vegetation. But all our grains, grasses | so valuable a publication could be sustained 

and fruits, the subject of care and cultiva-| upon the small pittance of fifty cents a year. 
tion, are foreigners, They may and do thrive | I consider it just what the people of Wis- 
here, but are we, hence, to infer that without | consin all need and want, and, hopefully, in 

proper applications they will do so continu- | my opinion what they al? will have—consid- 
ously? Does our wild vegetation, the decay | ering it a useful, and to many, an almost in- 
of which has formed the surface soil, con-| dispensible branch of literature. The Api- 

tain the perpetual elements of fertility for a| arist and Poulterer, the Merchant and Me- 
vegetation in many respects essentially dif- | chanic, the Priest, Lawyer and the Doctor, 
ferent? Faith in this absurdity, may ruin | and in fact every person who keeps a horse 
hundreds of fine farms yet. or a cow, and superintends the cultivation of 

f The discussion ‘of subjects of this kind, | a small spot of ground for a garden, can not 
|| and the collection and preservation of the | fail to be benefitted by the reading of the 

|| aggregate experience of the farming commu- | Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. The more ex- 

nity of the State, is the proper province| tensive gardner, the Horticulturist and 
of an Agricural Journal. It should be a} Florist, can not easily dispense with it, and 
repository of experimental knowledge, in| no intelligent farmer who intends to keep 

which all may look to see what has been, | pace with the improvements of the day, will 
|| and add from time to time the evidence of | even think of living without the reading of 

|| what should be done, to promote increased | some such valuable publication. In my 

|| -efficieney and success in this primary depart- | opinion the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer has 
|| ment of the wealth of nations. The study} as yet been every way worthy, and if the 

'| of climate and soil are fit subjects for a Uni-| improvement about to take place is worth 
|| versity education. It is my purpose at such | anything it can not fail to be worth at least 

times as may be convenient to ask you to put | fifty cents. For my partI hail the improve- 
on record the resnlt of various experiments | ment. A SupsorreEr. 
Iam making and proposing to make in the} Fond du Lac, Dec., 1855. 

culture of fruit. Articles on that subject in SS ee a 
the present condition of our agriculture are eer. lets Geatral Ralteont oe 

|| of the highest importance. pany have contracted for the planting ef 
| T am pleased to seethe advanced terms for | three rows of locust trees on each side of the 

a year’s subscription to the Farmer, Inde- Ulta Cena Balived, fan the sean af 
| iti un and twenty miles. 

Rensent of pomitive nacledge thas offig ns to be set eight eee and the trees 
cents per year willnot pay for a paper worth | thse feet from each other. In eight years, 
having—printed in the west—it is certait.| it js said, the trees will furnish ties in place 
that no one who would object to paying two | of those which haye become rotten. They 
cents a week for knowledge would profit by it | will also farnish a delightful shade in sum- 
if farnished free. I am certain that I have ee a protection from the snow drits 

winter. 

—— ee
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; a Pghnsd sear: INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURE. 

4 Mee eee The extent of our country and the cheap- 

i The subject of Hedges is b inning to at- ae een ene ee — fe f Hed eg: ig population, have operated to delay th 
ia act the attention it deserves from those | ¢stablishment in the United States of eae 

Hi who desire a substitute for the fences now in | °Wtural Colleges and Schools; while in the 
i use. For this purpose no plant is now so peers ronnie sean eae a 

ni much talked of, and writen about, as the! very ae oe ene we , 

F Osage Orange. Until actual experiment has | said that in thi ee i o : ‘is monarchy alone there 
Ft demonstrated that it possesses those quali- | 20W five Agricultural Colleges, and a sixth 

ities which are essential to its complete suc- is about to be opened, where are taught by 
i comes pia” RUSTE ser chas late ee | and practice, the highest branch- 

tL would recommend our friends not to plantit anions Sore court tetas Pie 

i: extensively. The fact that the seedlings are | Schools Be more — - rd = 
ri frequently killed outright, and that older |#re ten; there are also ae eehcate ie a 

I plants are usually ‘cut back’ during the win- ted to instruction in the culture of flax; ‘two 
ter, ip Series Season oe OS oe especially devoted to instruction in the man- 

’ tion. The Privet is a harder plant than the ee pee wane See 
a Osage Orange. Yetin the vicinity of Alba- | are al per ape — | ones ‘ iso forty-five model farms, intended to 

y, N. Y., long lines of hedges that had|Setve in introducing better modes of agri- 
; stood be many years were destroyed last culture ; in all, seventy-one public establizh= 

i } winter. It is true, that it was an extraordi- mee eel ee tre eee cre 
in nary winter: but a plant that will not stand origi ae a — Reatce ae 

: an “eetraordinary winter,” is unfit for hedg- good farming are taught. abe higeneae 
of Wisconsin. It takes (from the seed) at ae Pennsylvania we have not yet one sim- 

i a seven or eight years of time, and much United Sano ee oe ene 

r,and pains, to grow a first-rate Hedge: | Prussi: sap aa Itural i aot ees 
is and to use (except by way of experiment) a| are in a 2 Gea reuapsernonesrer ming 

} et that is not perfectly reliable, is absurd, | tutions. et oe al ——. ait 
¥ i ; : ‘ © at could match the chagrin of one who, should be universal, so should a Gonateal 

i ving planted and carefully nurtured a mile and Depetinsl Koa miegse at Recicuiates ‘ cc Een Glandecenulit bemes otras pice is the great business of the world, and 
i en es Se a without it allothers would soon perish. "Le 

fi east, and by its lov-| therefore, the sub; Seana . 
b. ing beauty, a source of dsily prideand pleas- | before the one tte a Soci ke 
: ure, should he find that by an “extraordinary constantly deat upon, aa Rete a <4 
: inka” issears of petal eile eal ae ante ourselves to doubt but that the Spek 
‘ Lahm Ree will speedily be inaugurated, and a new gene- 
: a ge Oy gp ate peugeot planners will “take the field,” who 

i stance as that! In concluding this article, | “ter the inflaenee of thelr neg ba 
f° = ad vise every one togive the Osage Orange the length and breadth of the apablic: to 

é a fair trial, We know that it grows rapidly a full developement of her wonderfal ag- 
sit stands th 5 kaif ‘thickens oe ee and te oo as well as to her lasting 

) med wii Orns. ; , The thi P e Ge 
‘ ae = a it we do not know is— _ ack ermentege (Pa) Telnaes Ph 

: ee an “extraordinary winter.” Extraorpinary Wi 
Hi. your next number we propose to say | Telegraph says that Michacl Mant a ieee 

something about the Buckthorn H. E. " | near Reed's Mill, aie. sagen a ti : A 3 , g San Jose rai: 

7 Aw Ohlo dentist, now in Boston, clims to Ae iinited Beas oest ieet to, the cre. 
: have made an important discovery in the | all pete“ gegotehaliayery rr partin 

| dental ar. He bas discarded gold and ot) Thats See! ahely mab wheal a 
tid me ant pted gutta percha as saliads dle this 
1 basis for artificial teeth, which it is sai : — sous pent casoreged oeysuty | as a wn \ i said pos- grains, making in the whole the nad 4 

sesses possi @ present | nary yield of 6,75 i cont 
i method of inserting plate teeth, together with | the produat eee — Vive 
ld many not possible in the present mode. wheat. Sot Se ae : 
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A CHAPTER ON WINDMILLS. 

Wisconsin, is proverbially a windy a 

country. Situated as it is, on an eleva- ; 
tedtable, pouring out the head wa- N 

ters of the great lakes and the Missis- 

sippi, and having no mountain ranges, 
nor heavy forests to break the sweep; 6 => SNe 
hence the air is almost always in motion — Y/ & 
at all seasons, and alternating from = | 
gentle breezes, to driving blasts. 2 / 

Furnishing a sufficient motor, if prop- === === Bi \ ; 
erly applied, to do all themechanical bu- = EN 
siness of thestate. Thenain question is 

can the winds be practically and usefully === 
applied, in a convenient and durable - 7" SS 
manner ? and ata reasonable expense, to === gg Za ' SSS, 

the purposesof pumping, sawing, thresh “= = @feu lin’ HN Syme 
ing, cutting feed, driving the machinery 24 ipa) | Bs — 
of mechanic shops, &c., & Ina word, fea) iia i Dis i & | a 
can the common farmer, manage a wind ||! Ut Seca Poe. i =e 

mill, after it is properly put up, and Se roe ee 
make it answer more cheaply and ad- = == geaiep ps 
vantageously than any other power?— =e eee 
This is the great and main question, Ss 
which we wish to answer, tothe satisfaction | the ordinary ones) forced to resist the wind 
of our numerous farmer and mechanical | when not pumping. 

readers. ; 4 Eee have been one or eae. rind ail 
ed a ts + . lown down in this neighborhood since 2 a tl ting |r ad mie pet ap any ha prea aie . withstood it all without the least injury, 

genuity is being directed to the subject at| and in every respect gives me entire satis- 
the present time ; and almost every agricul-| faction. 
tural paper contains a plan, of some new and| Most of the time it has been thrown in 
improved machine for the purpose. and out of running order by our cook, with- 

Accompanying this, we give a cut of out leaving the kitchen; and we have al- 
Hall : E a e s ways had an ample supply of water. The 

ladays’ Self-Regulating Wind Engine. It| size used is No. 2, 5 fans. 
is highly spoken of bythe eastern press, and| My reservoir holds from five to six hun- 
by some of the most scientific, and mechan-| dred gallons of water, andI have known 
ical men ‘of the country, and is being exten-| it to be pumped full in three hours. I 
sively manufactured, by a Connecticut com- have a double acting pump placed ini 
pany. Tomore fully apprise our readers of ab basin, (come slaty pe pee pe es Ms its character and succes, we insert the fol- this I have done to prevent it from freezing, 
lowing letter in regard to the mill. and am pleased with the arrangement. 

a With my present experiance. I would 
Come le Del., i advise a reservoir to be put in, that would 

Dein Sires = havea! ads be hold at least. ten or fifteen hundred gallons, 

your wind mills in use over four months, | °° #8 t be thoronghly provided against the 
and so far it has not mired the least al-| ong calm weather we sometimes have in 
boosts or oe 1 as withstood all | summer. 

1e severe and winter storms w i i have had, without the least eth “When |, nauaing hie publialiod: » pomphlet-giv- 
it is thrown out of ranning order, there is\ 28 full description of the mill, which nothing exposed to the wind except a post would give you a much clearer idea of it 
aia Giareaad the edges of the wings.|than I can, not knowing the technical 
The faces of the wings are never (as in terms of all the different parts. 

ln ee ee es | $e eee
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i i P. S—The mill, pump, reservoir, (in- | eleven hundred pounds, ora little more than 
Mt cluding the expense of pipe nearly 300 half a ton of clover hay. 
if feet,) and introducing it into the house| From this it would seem that ashes which 
al complete, for did not cost over $400, | contain potash—plaster which contains lime 
i, including hot pad cold water in bath-room. | and sulphuric acid—and salt which contains 
#h In conclusion, I would unhesitatingly | soda and chlorine, would make good. fertil- 
ae recommend it to all who would enjoy |izers for clover, and experience Proves that 

Fy the health giving blessing of pure cold|they are. These are the mineral ingredients, 
Ei water. Yours Sapa 2 but clover also, contains gum and sugar, 

bh Wa.’ Pate, which arate ee Taaen yea ante 
esis In conclusi part, carbonic acid, oxygen and hydrogen, mu 
it ick wre: | A ed as = ah of which it obtains from the atmosphere. 

i = ae oe ny 01 To plowing under clover we return to the 
A) these windmills, and believe they might be | soi] substance of dressigg which has col- 

x extensively and profitably employed, by the | lected and packed away in its systems or or- 
et farmers and mechanics of the West, which | gans, a large proportion of the ingredients 
HY is so abundant in wind and so deficient in pias named, and aie ei the Se J 
je" 2 poses, gi i lable 
hy water power, or fuel, to get up the steam. eecke the oe uk ea oe aa ie 

® We intend to try one on our farm as early | planted in its place and may need them. 
| as practicable, and will duly post our read-| The wheat crop requires most of the same 

i; ers of our success or failure. If we can suc- | ingredients, though in different proportions. 

Et ceed in chaining the winds, and making them | The corn crop (Maize) requires a large pro- 
ie pay tribute as they pass, we consider it will | Po*tion of potash, and would = —— 

ft be a eatin antiseacat by such a dressing. Hence, clover, whi 
i sp eee eae by its broad system of. leary can obtain Som 

4 TUFF the atmosphere many of the gaseous mate- 
} = THRE Ceee [a rials necessary for its formation, and by its 
i The clover plant, when properly cultivated |deep and strong spreading roots can gather 
iff and properly used, may be made one of the | from the soil mineral matters, changing and 
t most valuable aids to the farmers of Maine | elaborating them into different combinations, 
hs that they have. is well fitted to be an agent in a system of 
i It is good for feeding animals, and it is|rotation, and becomes an improver when 
K good for feeding the soil, This makes it| properly used for that purpose, either when 
au very valuable, Let us see what stuff it is | fed to cattle, and then manure used therefor, 
hi made of. Various analysis have been made | or when plowed under as a green crop. 

: by different chemists, and the general results [Maine Farmer. 
4 are very much the same. The variations TER h GE eeT 
a are such as might be expected from the dif- weg tere oid a 

‘, ee Sr ethene of growth, S . - From an address before a Farmer’s Club 
@ most recent analysis, we believe, is |; i i 

i. that of Professor Hovsfora! ” After Barat en a ete eee me 
i) the plant to ashes, he found that one anand think contains some good suggestions: ‘ 

parts of these ashes, contained almost twenty-| One of the advantages we are to derive 
rf three parts of carbonic aeid, and little more | from this society is the classification it will 
eh than one part of coal and sand. afford us of different vegetables. Take for 
q He then examined what was left, after de- | example the Squash. Now to a person but 

i, ducting out the carbonic acid, and the coal | little acquainted with the subject, the num- 
; and sand. He found that 100 parts of this | ber of varieties would appear to be almost 
F last contained 16 parts 1 thousandth of an- | intinite, but a little attention will inform us 
" other part of potash—that is, a hundred |that they may be arranged in three natural 

; pounds would give you over 16 pounds of | Classes: 
Hi potash—soda, over 40 pounds,—magnesia,| First, the Summer, or Gourd Squashes.— 

WP over 8 pounds,—chlorine, 8 pounds,—phos-|These are distinguished by a hard rind, a 
\s4 phoric acid, nearly four pounds—sulphuric | dry, spongy, whitish pulp, and small, thin 
[ acid, over 1 pound, silica, (flint) 2 pounds. | seeds when pes consequently they are suit- 
ie We have stated these things in the rough, | able for the table only in an immature state. , 
he and you snust remember this is one hundred |The variety known as the Canada squash 
FF pounds of ashes, and not of the clover it-|may be easily raised in sufficient quantity for 
(ie! self. It takes 100 pounds of the clover itself |an ordinary family in two or three hills, by 
Wa to make ‘11 pounds of ashes, or eleven hun-| digging a large cavity, filling it with w 
by dred pounds of the clover, to make one hun-| composted manure, placing around it four 
Ve dred pounds of ashes, According to this, the broke’ and over ther a square of glass, and 

| i _ above amount of articles are to be found in |'you may have squashes early in Sate 

iF 
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The second class includes the Pumpkins | engine exhibited in this country which will 
and crook-necked squashes. You may easi- | walk anywhere, and do anything it is re- 
ly recognize this class by its rough and deep | quired to do. It has feet about the size of 
leaves, tue stem five furrowed, tapering at | yours, Sir, and it puts them down upon the 
one end—the fruit of an orange color with- | ground, one after the other, very much in 
in, a circular scar at the blossom end, and | the fashion of a dandy going up Broadway, 
large thin seeds, only the feet of the machine are fixed on 

The third class includes the Valparaiso and | wheels, and revolve regularly, instead of 
Marrow squashes. These have a large rough | moving up and down awkwardly, like his. 
ieaf, not loped, unless hybridized, stem short | This machine will go through a plowed field 
and thick, flesh orange colored, a small tubi- | very comfortably, and rather quicker than a 
cle at the blossom end, and large plump | good hunter will get over it; anc as it will 

seeds. drag a dozen plows after it, I do not see, for 
Now with these characters we are at once | my part, why it should not be made to car- 

enabled to classify all the varieties of the | ry, as part anc parcel of itself, a mechanism 
family, detect cases of hybridization and sup- that will readily convert the untilled ground 

A ply our garden with what we want. I might | into aseed-bed. Well, then as to drainage. 
here add that the whole squash family was | I saw a machine the other day that would 
not known till the discovery of America. | dig, drain, and lay down sixteen and a half 
The same remarks would apply to the almost | feet of piping per minute, the pipes being 
innumerable varieties of the bean among us, | rather more regularly and satisfactorily laid 
which would enable us to reject many kinds | than any skilled workman can lay them. 
in order to give place to better ones. The machine labored under the disadvan- 

For the want of such knowledge thou-| tage of being cumbrous, and of being made 
sands of persons who cultivate a garden| to be worked by a stationary engine. But 
would as readily set out a hundred plants of | having got thus far, it seemed to be only one 
the early York Cabbage as any for winter | step further to give us steam application to 
use, They hardly stop to enquire whether | the soil so as to enable twenty times the 
they would keep till winter. While on this | quantity of land to be put under cultivation 
point let me say a word on the varieties of| by the same amount of labor, and at no 
the cabbage for cultivation. There is the| greater cost than now. Then we may hope 
large drum head, which I presume all know. | for a produce of cheap corn, the great desid- 
This is a winter cabbage. There is next the | eratum in this land of sweat and toil, where 
Savoy with its curly, crispy looking leaves, | it depends upon a shilling or two, more or 
which is good for early winter, and lastly, | less, in the price of food, not only where a 
the early York, which you will recognize by | man can reap the advantages of his labor, 
its smooth leaves and bold appearance. This} but absolutely, too often, whether he can 
is only suitable for fall use. The Savoy is | continue to exist. 
Tein oney our most valuable cabbage,| Yes, to the application of improved ma- 
but it should be planted as early as possible | chinery to the earth must we looked for an 
in the spring if we wish to secure a large | accession of home comforts, of world-wide 
head. A small box set in a window the first | prosperity, of universal happiness! To Thee! 
of April, and sowed with cabbage seed wil| 0, bountiful God of Nature, we offer our 
furnish a fine suply of plants to be trans- | first thanks that Thou hast given us the great 
planted the 20th of May. seed-bed whereon we live and move, and 

[Oxford Democrat. | whence we have our being To Industry be 
Se ge eee nn ae given our next tribute, and then let us 

THE FARMER'S FUTURE. thank Art and Science that teach us how to 

An English correspondent of the N. York | make the best uses of the means so bounti- 
Tribune, expatiates on the prospective intro- | fuily placed at our disposal.” 
duction of steam power as an aid in agri- Ce ica 
cultural operations, as follows:—‘ The Far-| _To Farrmn Fow1s.—Fowls may be fatten- 
mers’ Future will be found in the application | ed in four or five days by the following pro- 
of steam to the cultivation of the soil! We | cess :—Set some rice over the fire with skim- 
are rapidly coming to the conclusion here | ed milk, as much only as will serve one 
that the good old plow isa humbug. We/|day. Let it boil till the rice is swelled out ; 

‘i begin to think that spade-husbandry applied | add a teaspoonful of sugar. Feed the fowls 
by steam is the right thing; indeed, there | four or five times a day in pans, and give 

‘| are some among us of the opinion that a| them as much each time as will fill them. 
machine may be invented which should, in| Great care must be taken that they have 
effect, plow, sow, harrow and roll altogether | nothing sour given them, as that prevents 
—a machine in fact, which should make a | their fattening. Give them clean water or 
seed-bed and sow the seed all at one opera-| milk from rice to drink. By this method 
tion. There has already been one steam- | the flesh will have a clear whiteness.
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Hi reply to a question put to bim, how it hap- i STOCK REGISTER. | oma thal bu tow ringboner were ta 
i r RING BONE OOGURRING IN HORSES. with compared to the number attracted no- 

raat a tice in times past. The reply was: “ Be- 
Hy Ringbone is a form of exostotic disease, | cause no breeder of horses now-a-days, will 
iH the pathology, or nature of which, not differ- | send a mare to a horse having ringbones,” 

ing materially from spavin and splint. Its }| ® very good example for American horse- 
a location is the pastern bone, Most general; men to imitate; fors vast number of our 
ae ly, the joint is involved, so that the final re- | best, as well as inferior horses, are the sub- 
VE sult is anchylosis, (loss of motion) in the joint | jects of this infirmity. 
Bs formed by the os suffragints, and 08 corone,| Of the indigect transmissibility of this dis- 

BS (large and small pastern bones.) ease, we have ample proof. It lurks in 
et Nature of ringbone.—the term ringbone, | breed, just as scrofula and consumtion do 

dit is far behind the times as regards our present | in the human subject. 
\ knowledge of nosology, (which sgnifies the} The author just quoted, remarks that “a 

it doctrine of the names of diseases ;) yet to | coarse, or half breed, fleshy or bony-legged 
is the unprofessional, it is somewhat suggestive, | horse, with short and aie pasterns, is the 
i. and therefore may as well be retained. It| ordinary subject of this disease; and there 

Hy signifies a circular eminence around the pas- | exists satisfactory reasons, why we shonld 
| tern bone, The ring is formed by incrusta-| expect him to beso. The pastern and coffin 
PS tion or osscous deposit around the bone, or | bones constitute the nethermost parts, the 
ia joint, as the case may be; yet in order to | pedestrals—of the colamns of bones com- 
i} make out a case, that comes strictly within | posing the limbs, and being so, they receive 
FS the meaning of the word—that is, as horse-| the entire weight and force transmitted from 

if i men interpret it—there must exist complete | above. The pastern, being long and oblique 
oe anchlosis of the pastern joint. in position, receives the superincumbent 
ie Various osseous deposits are now and then | weight, in such an indirect line, that, bend- | 

xt thrown out on the pastern and coronet|ing towards the ground with the fetlock, 
| bones, varying in shape, size, and seat ; they | nothing like jar or concussions follows. The 
I are often accompanied by lameness, and | very reverse of this, however, happens every 
ie consequently, stable-men have named them | time the foot of a limb, having a short, up- 

“eling-fasts,” or something of the sort.—| right pastern, comesto theground. In such, 
b's They all, however, come under the dis- {instead of the weight desending obliquely 
Di ease known as exostosis, upon the sessamoids (two small bones at the 
i; i A pure case of ringbone—anceylosis—| posterior and inferior part of the fetlock 
He generally has an external origin; we find | joint,) and the fetlock bending therewith, it 
bs that an osseous deposit commences at the | decends directly, or nearly s0, upon the 
om lower margin of the pastern, an upper part | pastern, making this bone entirely dependent 
a of the coronet bones; this spreads so as to|on the bone beneath it—the coronet—for 
By involve both joint and ligamentary tissue ; | counteracting concussion: and should any- 

: and if there be any predisposition in the an- | thing occur to diminish this, or to throw 
i imal, to ossijic fibcassl) the malady may | more weight on the bones beneath than- 
My spread, 80 a3 to involve fetlock, pastern, and | they can counteract, jar of the whole appa- 
? coffin joints. ratus ensues; and an effort of nature to 
e Causes of Ringbone—This disease, in | strengthen the parts by investing them with 

is i many cases, is hereditary, transmitted, either | callus and ossification, is likely to be the ul- 
ea directly or indirectly, through the sexual | timate result. For we would view ringbone, 

Ry congress. We shall not contend that its} disease though it must assuredly be called, 
i direct origin is a settled point, but merely | as frequently in young horses, arecourse of 
i intimate, in support of this opinion, that we | nature to strengthen weak parts—the bones 
i have seen colts of only a fey weeks’ growth | being equa: to the exertions or efforts re- 
a) the subjects of thisdisease. We oncebought | quired of them.” 
ae an unweaned colt, and bronght it up by| From the fact, that horses of the above 
Fi hand, as the saying is. At the age of| peculiar conformation, are most subject to 
Pi four months, we observed tumefaction on } this malady ; and kuowing, as we do, that 
ft . the pastern of both hind legs, which ulti- | defects and faults acquired, become perma- 
ie: mately resulted in stiff joint. The little | nent, in the race! all doubts as to indirect, 

‘* creature had never been subjected to any sort | hereditary origin are set at rest. 
| of labor or exercise to produce lameness, and | The direct causes of ringbone, (and at : 
Fy therefore the disease must have originated | times they are merely exeiting,) are liga- 
( at birth. Mr. Percival, whose opinion on | mentary strains, brought about by overwork, 
HI veterinary matters is unquestioned,—says | extraordinary efforts of speed, pulling up 

i that his attention to the hereditary oigin of | suddenly, &c. In short, either sprain, inju- 
tt ringbone, was first arronsed from _ remark | ry, blow or bruise, likely to produce inflamma- 
rh made by an extensive dealer in horses, in | tory action,in the region of the pastern joint . 
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may result in ringbone. Still, we contend, ; against every species of barbarity practiced 
that aside from such causes, there must be, | on them; and endeavor to aid them who are 
larking in the system of the subject, a pre-| now engaged in the work of reform. We 
disposition, denominated by human practi- | feel assured that ifthe American people were 
tioners, idiosyncrasy,* a weakness in bone, | better informed, as to the mature and treat- 
limb, or ligament, the result of errors in| ment of diseases occurring among live stock, 
breeding, aggravated by a two early use of | these evils would cease to exist. But anew 
the muscular powers, and want of proper at-| era is dawning. America will ere long boast 
tention to food and stable management. of her veterinary schools, and from them 

It appears, therefore, that there is no di-| shall go forth a class of the right kind of 
rect or specific cause for ringbone, and we! men, to illuminate the comparative darkness 
can only regard as indirect, those causes | that now exists. 
which, in a large majority of cases, are inva-| Now as regards the treatment. The idea 
riably present. " of curing ringbone is really absurd, nature 

Treatment of Ringbone—Preliminary Re- | yever intended that it should be cured. The 
marks.—It would be very interesting and | new growths, if we may so call them, and 
funny to notice some of the methods of treat- | the changes that take place in the joint, are 
ing ringbone ; but the subject of this malady | part of nature’s own handiwork, in view 
is a creature whose mental and instinctive | of strengthening a weak bone or joint, and 
capacities combined, far surpass those of any | therefore, there is no need of cure. To at- 
other animal, and indeed, do not differ, in| tempt a cure, can be regarded in no other 
kind, from the mental nature of our species; | light than forcing nature to turn a somerset! 

-in degree, however, there is evidently | Our object in the treatment, is merely to 
some difference. aid nature, (that is, all the assistance she re- 
- There is a common error abroad, and in| gnires of us.) All we have to do is, to ex- 
some of the popular works on farriery, the | cuse the animal from work, and apply rem- 
error is stereotyped, that “ringbone is fed by | edies that are calculated to relieve pain and 
a bladder at the posterior part of the pastern; | lessen lameness, We treat the disease when 
which has just about as much to do with the | first discovered, just as we should a recent 

- disease, as we had with the late victory | spavin, or splint, by cooling lotions, cold 
achieved by the “Know-Nothings.” This | water bandages, &c. If the parts are inac- 
error, however, would not amourt to much, | tive, we apply the usual counter-irritants— 
only that it has led to the infliction of a| blisters, &. In all cases, therefore, of ring- 
cruel operation, without the least advantage. | bone, whether it have a periosteal, bony, 
In short, it tends to make matters worse | cartilaginous, fibrous, or synovial origin, rest, than they were before, for this bladder is in| light diet, and the above Tneans, are most 
reality a barsal sac, the use of which is to| calculated to promote anchylosis of the joint, 
secrete and contain a fluid called synovia,| which is nature's cure. 
(known as joint oil,) used for the purpose of | As regards the bony tumor, that is gener- 
lubricating tendons and their articulating ally nothing morg than an eye-sore, and very surfaces, so as to prevent friction, therefore | seldom causes pain, (that is, after the new its extraction must be disadvantageous to | formations are completed.) There is some 
the limb, stiffness ever after to be observed, but that 

It is not enough, forsooth for the poor | is not due to the tumor, but is the natural 
brute to suffer this excruciating torment, | consequence of stiff joint. 
which benally: attends inflammation and os- ; [American Veterinary Journal. 4 
sification of the parts, but he must, in ad- eg hg ee ee, 
dition, submit to a species of cruelty un-| Towa ror SueEp.—tThe climate of the 
heard of in the annals of human medicine; | Central and Northern parts of Iowa, seems 
and for which, veterinary science furnishes | to be particularly adapted to wool growing. 
no authority. It has been our painful duty | The winters are very dry and free from rainy 
occasionally, to take in charge subjects that | weather, which is indispensable to a wool 
have been most shamefully maltreated in| growing country. The sheep here look very 
this respect, and we have seen others that} healthy and robust, and carry heavy coats 
have been the subjects of cruelties, that.) of wool. Sheep do at least fifty per cent. 
would make a Christian shudder to think of, | better than in the north-eastern part of Ohio. 
(see ‘Modern Horse Doctor,” p. 278;) and| The wolves are somewhat troublesome, but 
we do hope that the reader, if he be in any | can soon be thinned off by using strychnie. 
way interested in horses, will set his face] Wool growers should come to lowa. 

~e{aiosyncrasy—A. peculiarity of constitution, he Cae sy.—A peculiarity of constitution, in ee hos ee ere 
Tpplied a hundred other persons, weld prodace’'ne | TO Remove Wen on Carruz—Mix fine 
ehect; thus uaa persons canuo$ see 8 finger read wich salt and tar, and rub the same on the wen. 

entieshinfsome persons by substances that are fre-| | haveseen very bad ones cured in this way, 
quently innocent to others.—Hooper. in six weeks, 
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Ik ON THE FEEDING AND CARE OF COLTS. This truth may be illustrated by analo- 

it An opinion generally prevails among| y- For example, we desire to raise to per- 
bl farmers, that from the time the foal is taken | fection and fall proportion, any particular 
aft from its dam up to coming maturity, it| vegetable productiod. In order to do so 
i should not be “pushed,” as the saying is,| We may select soil or furnish the same 

Fy nor fed on grain for fear it might injure | With the elements of the organized tissues 
3 r one so young and tender. This accounts for | of such vegetable, or how can we expect it 
i the great nnmber of moping or spiritless | to become perfected. Just so with the colt; 
F and unthrifty colts, that are scarcely able | the elemen‘s of its organized tissues must be 

Hiss to drag one leg after the other. Their very | furnished of proper quality, and in proper 
‘et appearance, cadaverous and pitiful looks, | quantity in its food and constantly during its 

Hs, seem to convey to the mind of every sensi-| season of growth, if symmetry and beauty 
ut ble man that they are the victims of a| of form and strength of muscle is desired. 

wretched system of starvation, which ener-| Colts should be regularly fed and watered, 
te vates the digestive organs, impairs the se- | their food, to consist of ground oats, wheat | 
ht cretions and impoverishes the blood.—| bran and sweet hay, in quantities sufficient 

he Hence the deficiency in the development of | to promote thrir growth. 
“4 bone and muscle. The muscles and ten-| Another bad system is, that of not provi- ' 

b 4 dons being so ill-supplied with material for ding proper shelter for such animals; they 

Ds growth aud development become weak, | 9° often exposed to the vicissitudes of the | 
a and afford but little support to the bones weather, under the false notion of making ; 
i : and joints, so that the former become | them tough and hardy. I know not what 
i crooked and the latter weak—defects which | the benevolence of some men consisst of 

tS no after feeding, no skill in training, can when they suffer a poorjuncomplaining brute 

ne counteract. The digestive organs of these | endure both neglect and hunger without 

i= young animals are not calculated to extract | T™0F*- H 
1 nutriment from such inferior provender as Eqnally Unansqere: those men who confine 
i many of them get; consequently the cra- their colts to close unventillated and filthy 
: i vings of hunger compel thein often to gorge stables, deprived of light, exercise, and pure 

i themselves with the same, merely to keep | > Can we wonder at their wretched ap- 

ft: the vital spark ignited. The résultis that | Berane’ Colts should be groomod every 
Bie they over distend the stomach and bowels | “°Y + 8 “ean skin ercesithe bees B 
a and become “pot bellied.” Such a miserable the) blood.« They ‘should ‘be permitted: to Fi mode of feeding is the principal cause of the gambol about as much as they choose. Ex- 

By generation of intestinal worms; on the dis- | °T°'S® aes ue, tere oh ule a 
ih covery of which the owner cries out worms! See ape cen ene eae, 

; worms! and thinks he has discuvered the ohlangssspa hens By the aporel are i cause of the colt’s unthriftiness, and then and proper attention to the principles of 
a commences drugging the animal for the breeding, the business of raising colts may 

Li same with vermifuges that would oftimes pecuns pow treditable sees rafitable. 
i ; kill seell auical to say the least, many [L. Michener, in Veterinary Jour. 

H of the ru rove more injuri REEN 
Ft to the digestive eine Sa chee ance ? biggie eek 
a And suppose he succeeds in physicing off} On the feeding of cattle which has been 
BY the worms, they appear again, and the case | 80 much discussed of late, Mr. Lawrence, of 
a is as bad, and even worse, than before, be- | Cirencester, has an article in the Journal of 
i cause physic debilitates the animal—| the English Agricultural Society. He says: 

i Whereas, the owner should remove the | —When I commenced teeding bullocks, some 
i i cause, which exists in the form of innutri-| years ago, I depended mainly on the expe- 

tive diet. rience of others, and was in the habit of not- 
a It should be known to breeders that from | ing down the allowances of the different 

it the time of birth up to maturity, colts re- kinds of food recommended in the agricul- 
if, quire food abounding in flesh-making prin- | tural periodicals, and otherwise, by men of 

fl ciple, nitrogenious componnds, oats, corn, | teputed authority in such matters. The quan- 
bE etc.; otherwise they must necessarily be de- | tity of roots usually recommended I have 
ihc: ficient in size and powers of endurance. observed to be from 1 to 1 1-2 cwt. per diem, 
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and for large bullocks even up to 2 cwt., and | mon and very good practice to feed greenish 
that without admixture. Now, what is the | cut oats in the Saat at noon, and give but 
object ave propose to accomplish? It may | two teeds of hay—one at morning and one 
be assumed. for our present purpose, we are | at night. A few feed greenish cut peas in 
dealing with animalsat maturity in point of | the same way. In warm, thawing weather 
growth, that the skeleton is fully developed, | when sheep get te the ground, and refuse dry 

and that we have only to accumulate flesh | hay, a little grain assists materially in keep- 
and fat. It mnst ever be borne in mind thut | ing up their strength and condition, This 
itis not the quantity of food put in the | may furnish a useful hint for many parts of 
stomach of the animal which accomplishes | the South. When the feed is shortest in win- 
the object in view, but that which is thor-|ter;in the South, there are many localities 
oughly digested and assimilated by the | where sheep would get enough grass to take 
healthy action of the viscera. The setting | off their appetite for dry hay, but not quite 
before a bullock half a ewt. of neat roots the | enough to keep them in prime condition. A 
first thing in the morning, some hours after- | moderate daily feed of oats or peas placed in 
wards its allowance of more solid and nutri- | the depository racks would keep them strong, 
tious food, and repeating the feed of roots in | in good plight for the lambing season, and 
the evening, appeared to me an irrational | jncrease their weight of wool. 
proceeding; and, on the other hand, that] Few Northern farmers feed Indian corn to 
due mixture of the solid and fiuid foods store-sheep. It is considered “too hot and 
would probably aid the proper digestion of | stimulating,” and sheep are thought to be 
each. I resolved therefore to diminish the | more liable to become “ cloyed” on it than 

quantity of roots which I had generally | on oats, peas, etc. I never have fed it to 
heard recommended one half, viz, from 70 sheep sufficiently to speak advisedly on this 
pounds to 80 pounds per diem, according to | point. A neighboring flock-master whose 
the size of the animal, and to give a portion | admirable arrangements for keeping sheep 
of these with each feed, as intimately incor- | are only equalled by his usual success, lost 
porated as leat be practicable with the | most of Aha flock of lambs a few winters 
more solid food. With this view I obtained since. They received all they would eat of 

Moody’s cutter, which cuts the roots into | the best hay; and, as the owner supposed, a 
thin ribands; these we turn over amongst | half gill of eorna head per day. They were 
the chaff, so that the animal cannot avoid | jn fine order in the beginning, and for some 
eating them together. I observed that the | time into the winter. During a thaw, when 
animals under the change to which I have they got a little off from their teed, and look- 
adverted throve faster, and were kept equal-| eq ““hollow,” the shepherd, without the 
y clean with one-third less litter, by weight, | knowledge of the owner, increased the feed 
than we had found necessary on the former | of corn. This caused them to eat still less mode of feeding. hay, and the eaters not only continued 

Ser nae ee ace ge but increased the allowance of corn as their 
en ah a appetite for hay diminished. Ina short time 
The expedienoy. of feeding grain to store- | they ate scarcely any hay, and soon after be- 

sheep in winter depends muoh upon circum- | gan to eattheir corn very drregulariy Their 
stances. If in a climate where they can | stomachs were now so completely deranged, 
obtain a proper supply of grass or other | that they would not eat anything, in quanti- green esculents, it would, of course be un- | ties sufficient for their subsistence, and they 
necessary. Neither is it a matter of neces- | perished rapidly and miserably. The same 
sity where the ground is frozen or covered | consequences might doubtles have ensued 
with snow for weeks or months, provided | from feeding other graina, in the same im- 
the sheep be supplied plentifully with good | proper mauner. But I am inclined to think 
dry fodder. Near markets where the coarse | that the evil would have been less rapid and 
grains find a good and ready sale, it is not remediless with some other grains. I do 
usual in the are, to feed grain. Remote | not con-ider yellow corn a very safe feed, at 
from markets, it is generly fed by the hold- | least for lambs and yearlings. From the ob- 
ers of large flocks. Oatsare commonly pre-| viously different character of the large 
ferred, and they are fed at the rate of a gill | Southern varieties, I presume they would be 
ahead per day. Some feed_half the same | less, and very probably not at all, objectiona- 
amount of (yellow) corn. Fewer sheep—| ble for sheep feed. Half a gill of yellow 
particularly lambs, yearlings, and crones— | corn, or a gill of oats per head, is a sufficient 

¢ thin and perish, where they receive a | daily allowance of grain. While there can 
daily feed of grain; they consume less hay ; | be nothing more absurd than the German 
and their fleeces are increased in weight ; | starving system to increase the fineness of 
upon the whole, therefore, it is considered | the wool, excessive fatness is not to beaimed 

‘od economy, Where no grain is fed, three | at, especially in br eeding ewes. Store-sheep daily feeds of hay are given. It is a com- | should be kept in good fair, plump condition. 
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Lambs and yearlings may be as fatas they| “A family being driven from the city of 
will become on proper feeding. New York by the fever, were absent six or 

It will not do to suffer sheep to get thin in | eight weeks berars it was deemed pane 
the winter, with the idea that their condition | to return. A number of fowlsconfined in 
can at any time be readily raised by better | the loft of a workshop, were Sorguisen at the 
feed, as with the horse or ox. It is always | time of leaving, and as it was known. that 
difficult, and unless properly managed, ex- | there was nothing provided tortheir subsist- 
pensive and hazardous, to attempt to raise | ence, it was expected on their return that 
the condition of a poor flock in the winter | they would be found starved to death. To 
—especially if they have reached that point | the astonishment of all, the fowls were found 
where they manifest weakness. If the feed- | alive and fat, though there was nothing upon 
ing of a liberal allowance of grain be sud- | which they could have fed, except a quantity 
denly commenced, fatal diarrhoea will fre- | of charcoal and shavings; water being sup- 
sonny supervene. All extra feeding, there- | pled from the grind stone trough.” 

| fore, must be begun very gradual}y, and it} The following experiment was made by a 
|| does not seem, in any case, to produce pro- gentleman of New York, to whom the fore- 

|| portionable results. : going facts were communicated by a friend: 
T have seen it stated that sheep will eat | ~ “He placed a turkey in a box or enclosure, 

cotton-seed and thrive on it. If this be true, | four feet long, two feet wide, and three 
this must, of course be a far more remuner- | feet high, excluded light as mach as eould be 

|| sting application of that product, than as a| done, and allowed a free circulation of air, 
|| mere manure to soils. and fed the turkey with soft brick broken 
| [Randall's Sheep Husbandry. | fine, pounded charcoal,and six grains of corn 
{ iP ke een a ae per day. The box waskeptlocked. At the 
i OHAROOAL—ITS ALIMENTARY CHARACTER. | end of the month the turkey was large and 
} Some farmers are disposed to ridicule the | heavy, and on being opened was found filled 
| idea that in the simple and hitherto disre-| With fat, Nothing, on dissection, was found 

garded article of charcoal, the agriculturist | in the gizzard and entrails but charcoal and 
| possesses an assistant of great and surprising | brick. Last winter the experiment ‘was re- 
{| energy. Yet such is the - indubitably, | Pented with the same success. 
| unless all science is to be regarded asa mere} A late writer on the subject says :—“When 

house of cards, built up te be thrown down | it is remembered that wood, sugar, and sey- 
| again. But it is not for the purpose of de-| eral other substances, some of which are 
|| fending it against the cavilling and carping | most nutritive, are compounded of nearly 

spirit of such as deny its claims to the thee the same original elements, it would seem 
acter of a manurial agent, that we now take | possible, by animal chemistry, to convert 

{| up the pen, but rather to present a few iso- | them to the purpose of sustaining animal life 
lated facts in reference to its capacity of act-| though all experiments with wood or char- 
ing in some cases, and under somewhat pecu- | coal have failed.” [New England Farmer. 
liar circumstances, as a substitute for the oS oe 

{| food of animals, instead of an aliment of} Do Sommrnrse.—Resolve to dosomething 
{| plants. The incidents given below, in illus- | useful, honorable, dutiful, and to do it heart- 

tration of the truth of the position suggested, | ily, ,Repel the thought that you can, and 
are from the most reliable sources, and may | therefore you may, live above work, and 
be depended upon as strictly rigorous and | without it: Among the most pitiable objects 

correct. f - . in society is the man whose mind has not 
Many sess since, while one of the Liver-| been trained by the discipline of education ; 

pool traders was fitting out in the port of| who has learned how to think, and the value 
New York,.a pig was missing from on board | of his immortal ere and with all these 
and was supposed to be lost. After taking | noble faculties cultivated and prepared for 

in her cargo the vessel put to sea. A few] an honorable activity, pay sits down to 
days after, it was found that the pig sup-| do nothing; with no influence over the pub- 
posed to have been lost, was in the coal-pen, | Jie mind; with no interest in the concerns of 
but as the location of the latter rendered ap- | his country, or ever in his neighborhood ; 
proach somewhat difficult, it was concluded | to be regarded as a drone, object or charac- 
to leave the animal to his fate. At the ter-| ter, with no hands to lift, and no effort to 
mination of the voyage his pig-ship was not | put forth to help the right or defend the 
only found to be alive and well, but very wronged. 
considerably improved in condition, thoug +000 ______ 
with the exception of charcoal, there was| Kyiox xn Tue Stirix.—Pnt in fine salt and 
nothing within his reach which he could nothing else. This is a serious accident, and 
have swallowed, from the commencement to | is supposed by many to be certain death; 
the conclusion of the voyage—a period of] but the above remedy often proves success- 
nearly 80 days. fal. [Exchange paper.
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= BARN WITH A BASEMENT. 

FAs many of our readers are probably plan-) There needs to be a hole from the mow | 
ning to build barns daring the coming sum-| shove, down into the middle of the alley, 
mer, we thought it appropriate to offer a phrough which to pitch the hay. Betweedt 
ay mt nem ee —— gs | the stables and on the back side, is a root 
slope, is its appropriate situation: ; With its cellar, a by ig Seeks = irons obit es ee Sea et as th ee , ef i for cutting, mixing and storing feed, hanging 
¥ pening ov Bal Or 608 harness, &c., &c. Thus the basement makes 

ground size is 80 by 40 feet, besides the lean-| 4 tittle world or room, of just that kind that 
to, or addition, which should be about 12 se good farmer renee i will tin aces ie 
by 30. The posts above the basement wail] .inter and cool in regs 
should be 18 feet high, the beams over the ‘ ; P 
main or threshing floor 14 feet high, in the The upper story may be arranged with . 
clear. The large doors should be 10 feet center floor 12 to14 feet wide, for threshing, 

wide, and twelve feet high. The ground &e., with mows upon each side; on one side, 

plan exhibits the basement. On the right #8 Ligh as the scaffold can be fitted up for a 
hand is the stable, with six stalls for horses, | ST@02Ty, and carriage room. 
on the left are two stables, to aecommodate| The stairs from the main floor into the 

eighteen cattle; their mangers face each| basement, render the whole connected and 

| other, with a three foot alley between, in|convenient. The cattle stables may be fitted 
| which to walk and handle the hay and feed. | with stanchions or ropes to tie with, as best 

suit the taste ot theowner. The same plan 
may be adopted without the basement, where 

} the nature of the ground or the means of the 

~ #} builder, do not warrant it, So with the lean- 
to, it may also be omitted, if so much stab- 

ling is not needed. . The entire plan carried 

out as here presented, would cost from three 
to five hundred dollars, if well done through- 

ont, besides what a farmer could do h imself; 
depending of course, much upon location. 

_——— pS SESE 
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He HORTI CULTURE.|4 not commit ourselves in such a way a 
Hi to bring upon us the assaults of those who 
Me ‘WINTER PROTECTION of TREES and PLANTS. | have certain theories of their own upon the 
fest % cag eee causes of the various maladies to which the: A In a climate with alterations of tempera- % = y 
i ture so sudden and severe that the Oaks and | °° ante a = a oe o eS Ee 
ae Hickories seem hardly edu Muyolame vention. The particular evil to which the 
os : : : s 

la i might be written on thissubject. Although pies eee e Winter, ie the eplit- 
tt : i ting of the trunk, [We choose for the pres- 
g this number of the Farmer will come rather ji 
fe, = ent toignore the fact that they are some- 

ue late to to its readers to serve conipletely the | ,. ; ; 
if 4 = . times killed outright.] This most frequent- 

% of this article, a few hints may be 

Et calieks those who have tried in vain a eo eet ae tere tree and Hi ri . hee be jplahite ‘oni sufficiently indicates that the sun’s rays have 
Ay ee sa Windle posvth something to do with the mischief. And so 

pee ea linge at an | ha res rar i tn 
Has should havéa d of at least twelve | 15 55 ‘hiey azo ot te haiise oi 
; inches high thrown up around the base of | aS: y sulcus oe 

. < c they are liable to a rupture and the tree to Y their stems.. This will help to keep them . — 
: a split, thai, tosay the least of it, will not 

steady in the event of a thaw, and at the|. *) a is iis Ee ped 

out-coming of the frost. in the spring. teen a eee eee tote oe 
H eis ar: dik lataniss igsizat the suggest isa board of si le léngth ect up 

E mice. ‘Thess 1ittie-saeael Le all and secured to the south side of the tree— | 
aa > seem This, 4  shiel 

My | inclined to pursue their course over the bare 0 we . ding —_ a eo eam, 
rr h—particularly not, if it ies them | Y!!! Pro ably prevent the mischief. 

F want Te iPociate dis ences ce sine aot Dwanrr Pzars.—The roots of these favor- 

be tion agsinst them and the rabbits is that re-| #® Srceretonaecaaaeae Win 
Ree ers a renee of circumstances, which the fruit 

es = ph eee a pshingner ss growers of New York experienced last win- 
: sean ats trifle cpm nad is anclieg |‘! The earth, bare of stiow and filled with 
hs ae Sriccks oan 1 6 es f & ei * water, was suddenly frozen hard to a great 
t } nie a aera ig Sebi ai + wnutanibe, depth and thousands of trees were grievons- 

ht Th # rake th Steniey of Sas " ly injured. We have heard of no losses from 
a Dappled ona dey dus. A heey ond re. | this cause in Wisconsin, but it will be well 

ia oad Beer ie ea aes ‘i bid Sela to provide against them. This may be done 
Bats, : by covering the ground over the roots from 
Fe the last winter, (twenty-four'trocs Of ai Tittihy | #7, sy ctx tndbed deep with short manure 

ik dred ruined!) impels us to urge upon those tious the hotec-atabia: 

| ? ‘whose trees. are exposed a Syeyecanti Grape Vises, in situations tvihiers they 
iE cause to attend to them without delay. _ are not perfectly/hardy, should be laid en 

He Pear Trees that have been moved during | the ground. and covered with litter or, what 
fri! the year, are exposed to the “frozen sap | is better, with one or two inches of earth. 
ie blight.” The effect is manifest in the} Eyeneneens, that from any cause are 

| t —— erento _— yok or — very = _ injury.— 
fe usually appears B ose planted last spring sho if the; 
Be of the scion with the stock, anc if neglected | have ae since made Eee Reaey patina 
f 7 apt to = in” a ee the yor haye a covering of straw or of Russia mat- | | 

nat jjoining. ie mound of earth mentioned | ting, 
i above (or, as it sometimes affects the tree a Axp Survsg, not perfectly hardy | 

i higher up on the stem) a hay-band wound | should be'sheathed with straw or bent to the 
nl closely an, will perhaps defend the tree from | sround and covered with two or three inch- 
ay injury from this cause. es of earth. In this last mentioned way Bour- 
nk Cnrrzies.—These are “hard cases” and | bonsand hoisettes may be perfectly protected. 

! iu during winter months are very much inthe} Carnations.—The great beat y, and per- 

A habit of going on a “bust.” Our pen be-| fume of ‘these flowers would amply repay 
i 4 gins to move more cautiously! Wewill try | thrice the trouble involved in the preserva- 

a .
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eee eee 
tion of; the: plants... Layers from. plants of | of thrifty upright growth; fifteen feet high ; | 

| last spring should now be perfectly estab- ' perfectly sound and healthy. The past sea- |} 

| jished in pots, They will not withstand | son it boresome twenty pears; the previous 

| gudden alternations of temperature or of | one only seven; commenced bearing in 1851. jl 

1! moisture. They may be preserved from | The last crop was picked 1st of August, and 

| these evils very conveniently and surely by | ripened in from three to six days thereafter. 

|| plunging the pots half way im earth and cov- ! The fruit is small, but handsome, od when 

ering them with an inverted box, elevated | ripened off the tree, of excellent quality. It 

|| onthe north side, by a couple of bricks un- | left on the tree three days too long, its qual- 

1! deritsedge. If there be mice about, look | ity is very much injured. Should it prove 

sharp! Put into active employment cats, | to be productive, it may be safely recom- 

|| traps and poison. Should they get a taste | mended for general cultivation. » 

of the Carnations they will not leave you a) Brurre Gousavit.—On the Quinee this 

plant. Pear makes a handsome pyramid, if not 

‘Paxstes and many other half-hardy herba- | .uffered to overbear while young. 7 ie 

ceous plants may be kept secure by 2.cover-| very much inclined to this. We have five 

ing of leaves. These shania Ya ppovented trees four years planted. One of them now 

— pean -wood, | ix years old and but four feet high, has 

I ee OO barne for three years, and last season pro- 

{ | SKETCHES OF FRUIT AND FRUIT TREES. | duced thirty-eight pears, in a space that 

4 Under this head we should like to gather | might be included ina cylinder twelve inches 

from al! parts of the country, west of Lake | in diameter and eighteen inches in length. 

Michigan, brief and pointed statements of | We were well enough aware thatit was “had. 

facts concerning fruit and fruit trees. If| practice” to allow such an aggregation of 

those of our readers who have grown 4 vari- | fruit in so emalla space. Our excuse is that 

ety long enough to enable them to form a| we wished to see what thelittle thing could 

judgment concerning its qualities, will de-|do! The fruit is of medium size (frequently 

‘vote alittle time to writing on the subject, | above medium,) sweet, melting, juicy, and 

they will perform an important service to | sufficiently high flavored to rank as “very 

Horticulture, and add greatly, to the inter- good.” Sheuld be taken from the tree about 

est of this department of our paper. The | the Ist of October. * 

results of the experience of fruit over : itn amet a ae 

here do not accord with those published in ia —. : 

the Horticultural Books and Journals of the The fruits of the tropics have a Inscious 

East. While gratefully acknowledging our richness, a superlative sweetness, 8 coneen- 

obligations to the sources of information, tration of deliciousness not found in those of 

wwe must make up our minds to cut loose our. northern climes. Pine Apples, fresh from 

“Jeading strings” and establish ourselves in the summits of the pyramids of massive 

an independent. position. For this we must | 8™e" leaves which ‘bear them ‘up, are glori- 

have a broad and ample basis of facts—facts ous; the memory of figs, just patted from 

f of our own finding—facts acquired! by re- the tree and dropping nectar at the touch, is 

peated experiments and by clbseobsérvation: | Plesstnt to the soul. “Hamburg” grapes, 
: black as ebony, broad-shouldered, a pound 

Ho! ye lovers of fruits of every name— 

whether on the sea-like prairies, among the | to the bunch, are superb; but before these 

| oaks of the “opening,” or dy the shadows of and next to the Apple—that ‘fruit of = 

j the “timber”—plant carefully, observe keen- people—do we exalt the Ovrrants. Don't 

ly, compare thoughtfully, and—WRITE. laugh! We, remember the Strawberries— 

P: jal MeAvoy, Hovey, Boston Pine, British Queen 

re Tanoticos, of frat that ae boon Fepentedy ain or of these a es 

] jah mee vives. within us as!we writo their honore 

ail thate eri new and as “Gybeu euch come Seer names: 'Charge'ts not with forgetting Peach- 

[Beare er bo particalsr enough td please the: mest |... 1" rétiough, good sooth! we might ‘well be 

i Dovanne pe Erki—The tree is a standard, | exercised for “that same,” when the price of 

planted in a stiff clayey loam ; ten years old | these imported from Minois during the past | 

Ds eee 
eee \
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‘ : season is considered.) Melocotons and Rare GRAPE CULTURE AT THE WEST. Ripes, should, it necessary, go to the wall The cultivation of the grape for the pur- to give place to the Currants. Taking (to | pose of converting the juice into wine is Tap- come down from our stilts) all its good qual- | idly extending at the West, particularly in ities into consideration, we are inducded to | the valley of the Ohio. A correspondent of ider thie fruit of more im rtance = ew ee squeal of Commerce, riding, 

_— = 2 from Cincinnati, communicates some inter- than any afforded us during the Summer esting intelligence in regard to this matter. months. Coming just after the Strawberries He says that this has been abad year forthe and containing more acidity and a more | grape, owing to the ene Wet seaaon. abundant juice, it seems precisely adapted | Most of the vineyards suffered from the mil- to that f th ical dew and rot. Some few scape, and pro- to that state of the system occasione y the duced crops of four to sixhundred gallons to . intense heats of July and August. When the acre; but the average for the whole Perfectly ripe they may be used with the country will scarcely exceed one nundred greatest freedom, and are very efficacious in and fifty gallons to the acre. In 1853, some preventing that class of disorders incident to sane ed neo eeu te nine hundred the season of their maturity. Those who i me ia rye a ede . uality of the wine made this year are accustomed to see on their tables, 82! ill be sary good. The usual price of the abundant supply (say a peck per diem !) of juice from the press, is 75 cents to $1 per Strawberries, will not be apt to repine if, as gallon, according to qua.ity ; after the first the season advances, their place is filled by | and second fermentation, $1,00 to $1,50 per enough and to spare of Currants. We write | gallon. ea erent miles ae en Ee : . eft cinnati, some acres are plan witl gh ine of this fruit, in the hope of the vine, of which about 1000 deres are now leading those who have neglected it to pay | in bearing, and may probably produce 150,- Prompt attention to its cultivation. “Oh!” | 000 gallons of wine the present season. This says one having his mind on a row of old Se perro crop pies Ohio rely . ; © gro’ of the wine ess is shown ahaa eae ae e by the fact that in 1845 there were 350 acres oa y ‘Spade for | oF vines in the neighborhood of Cincinnati, years, “I have plenty of Currants.” Well ! and in the year 1852, about 1200. Thc value and of what sort are they? We'll be bound | of the sparkling wine produced in 1851, was they are no larger than pigeon shot, and estimated at $175,000. In Missouri and Illi- with their tough litte skins so full of un-| Dols, about 1100 acres are already wa mitigated “sour,” that pound of Muscovado and the culture is rapidly increasing throug! Z the West and Southwest. Tennessee and would fail to sweeten a quart of them. We Georgia are particularly well adapted to the have entered a hundred gardens in the past growth of the Catawba grape. The Oatawba season, and do not recollect a proper planta- | is our great wine grape, and without a rival. tion of Currants among them all. If the | Nearly aon zyarcs weasel the : - 5 grape, with care! ntion, pro- plants were in sufficient quantity, they were duces a wine fairly comparing with the beat in most instances unpruned bushes filled Up | average Rhenish and French sparkling and with suckers and useless old wood. Most of | still wines. In Oincinnati alone, about us have need to begin again and at the foun- | 200,000 bottles of Sparkling Catawba and dation, i. ©., at the cutting. These should | 3:00 bottles of stil! wines are putup annu- - Ie “obtai hi ally. Of the Isabella, Schuylkill and Her- be made Now. If you can obtain the true beaumont grape, a small quantity of wine is White and Red Dutch, do so by all means;) | made every year, and the wine from the last if not, the (common) sort will, with good | named is growing into favor with many, cultivation, give you fruit nearly as fine, | from ,its resemblance to the Spanish Man- Make the (cuttings from the wood of the | alla. past season) about 12 inches long. Leave Soe ae Cea a four or five buds at the upper end, and cut} A Green Rosr.—At an exhibition of flow- ont all the rest. Thus managed they will] ers, which took place at the beginning of not throw up suckers. Bury the cuttings in | May at Mannheim, a Prize was awarded for the open ground or cover them with earth | very extraordinary floral curiosity—a in the cellar. Goosprrry cutting should be | green rose. The Petals of the flower were treated in the same manner. We shall have | green, andhad somewhat the form of leaves, more to say on this subject when the time [Farmers’ Journal. for planting arrives, “When will wonders cease.” 
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THE BELMONT APPLE. 

The above cut isa correct likeness of a obtuse; faintly ribbed, smooth ; color clear 

Wisconsin grown apple, of goodly propor-| pale yellow, with sometimes a light vermil- 

tions, and tempting appearance. | lion blush i, and rarely with large thinly seat- 

‘The Belmont, or Waxen, 93 it i ti tered carmine dots; stalk varying from half 

3 ‘en, as it 1s sometimes | an inch long and stout, to an inch or more 
called, is a late fall, and early winter apple; | long and slender; basin in conical specimens 
ripening from November to January. |narrow and shallow; in obtuse specimens, 

The above specimen was raised by A. Slo-| arrow and deep, with an obtusely ribbed 

cum, Esq., of Whitewater; and exhibited by | ia a cllowiely pee oe ae | 
3 * . 1 ler, with a mi 

him at ae meeting of the Wisconsin Fruit) sub-acid, fine flavor. Leaves cenate. ‘Early 
Grower’s Association, held at that place on| winter. A profuse bearer. Excellent in 

the 12th and 13th of Dec. They discussed! New York, Michigan, and northern and 

its merits at length, and pronounced it a central Ohio—worthless in Cincinnati.” 

good variety, and recommended it for gene- We purpose from time to time to give ac- 

ral cultivation. curate illustrations of our finest home grown 

It is described as follows, in the American | standatd fruits ; those who wish to select for 

Fruit Book, pages 177 and 178: cultivation, may have the better knowledge 

“Batuonr.—(Syn. Gate, Waxen of Coxe.) of what they choose, as much of the value of 

Rather large, roundish conical or ovate-coni- | 2 orchard depends upon a wise and proven 
cal, apex usually narrow, but sometimes quite | selection.
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HORTICULTURAL CALENDAR. enne or Virgalieu pear have often afforded a j 

Gunes looud—Aduit sir ely in fa) Tn fem alr or moe fie bing 
vorable weather. Watersparingly. Tie up| o¢ such trees, well managed, would far ex- | 

plants and keep them elearfrom. dust, and | ceed in profit a five hundred acre farm. | 
the pots from mould; look sharp for the} But the anxious inquiry is suggested, “Will 
green flies and other inseets. As soon as mot oor any epee aind me sealt f 

they appear ase the fmignte.Replae al] TMs pend on thejadarent end 
old labels with newones. They will greatly | ofthe neaches of Philadelphia and the straw- 

improve the looks of your plants. berries of Cincinnati, a - deficiency is 
Pivs axp Frames.—Give air when the still felt in all our large cities. Of these two | 

weather is suitable. This will keep the Se ee | 

gs oa ae mp eres tock wat quickly Decighee aad cannot be kept a week ; 
for the mice. yet thousands of acres in peach trees, bend- 

Kirosen Garpgy.—While the frost does | ing under their heavy crops, are needed for ~ 
not prevent, every opportunity should be| the consumption of the one city, and broad, 

improved to throw the ground intended for | fifty acre fields, redden with enormous pro- 
5 ins iine En saad to spade up | ducts, send many hundred bushels daily into 

Spring planting In ridges, or to space UP! the other. If, instead of keeping but three | 
roughly. By exposing heavy soils freely to | days, sorts were now added that would keep 
the action of the frost, they are greatly im- | three months, many times the amount would 
proved and thousands of insects, and their | be pete ; But ee market aot not be | 

cont! to large cities. ‘Railroads and steam- | 
paable thcorasce wee Sead ie poles boats would open new channels of distribu- | 
= lis in ghee alereaieendimmngerg | = throughout the country for increased | 
in bundles, Currant, Quince, Gooseberry, | supplies. Nor would the business stop here. 
and other cuttings should now be got ready | Large portionsof the eastern continent would | 
and the soil in readiness for planting early | gladly become purchasers, as soon as suffi- 
in the spring. * | cient quantities should create facilities for a 

ee ee ee reasonable supply. Our best apples are ea- | | 
PROFITS OF FRUIT. gerly bonghtin London and Liverpool, where 

= nine dollars per barrel is not an unusual © 
_ Examples almost without number may be | price for the best Newton Pippins. And by 

given, where single trees have yielded frem being packed in ice, Doyenne pears, gathered 

five to ten dollars a year in fruit, and many early in autumn, have been sold at mid- 
instances in which twenty or thirty dollars | winter in Calcutta, peaches have been safely 

have been obtained. If one tree of the | sont to Jamaica, and strawberries to Barba- 
Rhode Island Greening will afford forty | aoes. The Baldwin apple has been furnished 
bushels of fruit, at a quarter of a dollar per | j,, good condition in the east: Indies, two 

bushel, which has often occurred, forty such | months after it is entirely gone in Boston. 
trees on an acre would yield a crop worth 
four hundred dollars. But taking only one] [yppentme For Buaox Knor.—Mr. A. E. 

quarter of this amount as a low average for| porter, in a communication by him in the 
all seasons, and with imperfect cultivation, | Wey England Farmer, recommends the ap- i 

oe hundred dollars would still be equal to | plication of spirits of ates asa remedy 
the interest on fifteen hundred per acre. | for the Black Knot in plam trees. He says || 
Now, this estimate is based upon the price of | that a friend of his used it in the following 
good winter apples for the past thirty years, | manner :—He was at work in his garden and 
in our most productive districts; let a simi- about to eut down a plum tree that was half 
lar calculation be made with fruits rarer and | goyered with black knot. “Having.” said 
of a more delicate character. Apricots, and | he “some spirits of tu tine’ on Rind he 
the finer varieties of the plum, are often sold bethought himself to gas an experiment on 
for three to six dollars per bushel; the best | this tree before destroying it. He ent the 
early peaches from one to three dollars; and | nots with a sharp ate dewn to.the.wood 
pears, from hardy and productive trees, two | snd made a thorough application of turpen- 

to five bushels per tree, with good manage-| tine, Months es the tree lived, did well 
ment is a frequent crop; and on large pear | and the black knots destroyed. Since then 
trees five times this quantity. An acquaint- | he has been very successful with the remedy 
ance received eight dollars for a crop grown | and so have others who have followed bis 
on two fine young cherry trees, and twenty- | example.” | 
four dollars from four young peach trees, of Bie Wt gy eee at | 
only six: years’ growth from the bud. In} Every day well spentlessens the taskGod | 
Westera New York, single trees of the Doy-' has set us. ’ | 
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TIMBER GROWING. the State, and hope to lay them before our readers early 

a during the coming year. Ins word we do notmean to 

we we Sa ae ae Se teers he drop this subject, until it is thoroughly understood, and 

age cusstantly upon. Si° See rn far- | ot untill it becomes as much the business ofthe farmer 

mers, the indispensable importance of cultivating forests of atimberless farm, as planting corn. 

and timber, for domestic uses. Who, with hslf an eye, en . 

does not see that the scanty supply of timber which at THE OHINCH BUG. 

first existed, in the settled portions of Wisco! — 

say Lai jen ES ager tie The Curxom Bua spoken ofin theDecember number of 

‘Phe demand for fuel, fencing and building, with ‘the | ‘2° ‘Wisconsin Farmer by Mr. A. Beouse is known in the 

wastefal manner of cutting, and stealing usually prac- books under the classical name of Lygaus lencopteris, 

Yiced has made rapid havoc to which is being ex- of Say. Itis one of the small order of insects named 

tenaively added, the all-devouring locomotive; under the | Herminiers: ee ae — 

wasting consumption of all theee destructive cauites, and having oe Die whi < the a page Lege 

ee er ad ae oan ve Ne hor oceans at the extremities; the bedy depressed 
01 efficient 
Hee ee SG Cand ES ee ee ee eae 

Few farmers, or land owners so furas our observation | like the tn eae hmieges ee — 

goes, seem to be sufficlentl sed, scl poing OO i 

the importance of this cubject, this be serge tive (much to active for wheat-growers!) resembling 

owing tothe newness of the country, but more to the the —. aA without ee oe accan 

wantoffoatnongn on th part of iheople, How |e Hermiptes ee cciiswiiasrscs, and ary msneh 
man; rie rs of means, are mn. tw . 

to ee aatleal constantly for every “Slik otviool they in their structure and habits, so that naturalists have di- 

Darn, and every stick with which to drive their cattle; | Vided them into several families; one of these is called 

and paying high for itperhaps at that; sudstill making Eygede or insects resembling oe a ee 

no effort to supply the deficiency. The extra labor, and animal have long sntenne, with four jo! serted on 

expense of those getting timber from a distance; ifem- | 3 line from the eyes to the base of the rostram or beak» 

lo. ed in plariting, and taking care ofthe rapidly grow- the body is narrow; the membranous portion of the 

cee would soon supply any amount es upper wings with about five nervure; and the tarsi 

Kinds of timber; for every farm. We all know from | (feet) threejointed. Most of the insects of this family 

our own observation, that almost every kind oflocust trees | $T° small—some of them are marked with bright colors 

are congenial ‘torthe west, and grow as rapidly as corn la —— Ree eee ee chinch bug = re 

and with as little care. 2 mishie wi This, according : 

‘Any msn wo: take the trouble of gathering the | Bsouse ts only about the eighth of an inch in length, and 

seed, which is so abundant on the shade trees, in almost | whenfally grown of a lead color, In common with ma~ 

every yard, and plant it in the Spring, in nursery rows | ny other Insects of this order it emits disagreeatle 

upon some small corner of ‘his farm, will thenext year, | effluvia; it is active in its habits and ‘appears in great 

have an ample stock of trees to transplant from, for all | numbers. The food of the larve appears to be the juice 

time to come; for each tree that is taken up, will send andinner portions of the wheat stalks and leaves, a8 

up halfadozen new ones, from the roots left in the | onlys thin white skeleton is leftafter they have sat- 

ground. Thus an scre of nursery is ample tostock a isfied their voracious appetite. 

hundred acres of timber lands, in a brief period. ‘The ravages of the Lygeus were first noticed in the 

‘The growth of the locust isso rapid under ordinary Western States about the year 1845, when the insect wa’ 

circumstances, that five years from the seed will render described in the Prairie Farmer. The upper wings are 

it usefulfor many purposes; and seven to ten years, white, marked with an oval black spoton a central line; 

growth will supply every ordinary need of the farmer, | the pody black ard d owny;the Leak legs antenne at the 

We would ask-then, whataman can do toadd so much | base and hinder edge of tho thorax leddish-ye!low 

tothe value, convenience and beautr of his farm? A | length three-twentieths of an inch; the young bright 

hundred dollars {invested in this way, and all in labor, at'| red, changing to brown and then black, but always mark, 

odd timer, is sure! to add at least one thousand dollars to | ed with a white band across the back. It is possible that 

the value of anyfarmin ten years. Here is abundred | there may be eeveralspeces of insects included under 

per cent. per annum snd not cheated out of any | the name of chinch bug-as often happens where 80 little 

poor neighbor either; but actaally added to the rea} | tspositively known of the nature of these little mischive- 

wealth of the world. Who, among the philanthropic, | ougthings. 

Sent loving of our farmers, will] yt seems to be constdered the duty of “someskilled 

oF eo heeean in the future but nextSpring: | entomologist” to furnish information in regard to this 

fe hope thereare a thousand at least,\and all who pro- | new pest. But who is there among us that can afford to 

poset mast Gal avcet Oe the seed'as early as | geyote his time to the investigation of such subjects 

poscible; as it isconstantly rattling off from the trees | without compensation; the p evious study and IsboF 

although some hangs on till Spring. We will give am-] necossary to acquireskill in this department must be very 

ple and minute instruction, as to the best modes of eul- | con siderable, and is therefore deserving of liberal reward 

tare, before the time of planting; and would say toall,} when brought into requisition for the | benefit of 

eollect your seed from the trees abounding in almost | others. Why should the ‘naturalist work for nothing any 

every village, and country honse front yards. more ven the lawyers Coe 0 ——— i far- 

Pe true that Entomologists should mal ¢ known 

‘Weshall in subsequent articles, refer to otherkinds of | t'resuits of their intial peserveing observation 

timber, well worthy of cultivation, and go more fully | and study; but it ts equally true that they should be 

foto detail, than in the present case, which is intended | Paid, fete! Eat the Sista Agricaltaral society oe 
u important matter and a) Intsome su! 

more as an introductory, than a set andseientific article. | Pergon to make thorough Pol aon et invectiaations 

‘We have bespoken a eeries of articles ot the subject, | ofthis kind and report the results from time to time 

from one of the most philosophic and 
reliable pens in and the work will be done. LaL
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{EDUCATIONAL. FEMALE HEALTH AND EDUCATION. 

Under this head, we propose to eccupy some in ing paragra| 
esch number. And as first and Pecen in athebale Pl ie au oe i extracted 

we refer to the State University, as the natural and pro- Miss Beec . 
per head of our Educational System. The work that Providence has appointed 

en re Pees _ eee ee Ms ht for women in the various details of domestic 
Institution, as designed an iy completed, Ifnot | life, is just that which if properly apportion- 
Boe iy Sane ee Siang et ote reedeeain | od, in fitted to. het poe ion If 
oe: oe ee ‘s progress and Pros-) ai] the female members of a family divided 
Pots location is one of the most beautiful and healthyt | all the labors of the cook, the nurse, the 

in America. Situated on an elevated site, just on the | laundress, and the seamstress, so that each 
western border of Madison, it commands a splendid | should have fuur or five hours a day of alter- 
view, of the most varied and charming scenery imagina- | nating light and heavy work, it would ex- 
dle; which to be fully appreciated needs tobe seen. | ercise every muscle in the body, and at 
This institution tsliberally endowed, andisintended to] the same time interest mean cuckeie 
afford so many of the enterprising youth of the State as the - mind Then..the remaining time 
wish it, the oppertunity of a thorough and substantial 3 : 5 ao 
classical and scientific education free of all charge fortu. | COWd be safely given to intellectual, social 
ition. (Pity equal provision was not made for the girlsy | #24 benevolent pursuits and enjoyments. 

It is indeed a noble plan,and is being nobly carried out, | | But no such division is made. One por- 
How many of the parents, or young men of the state | tion of the women have all the exercise of 
appreciate it? The day is not perhaps far distant when | the nervesgf motion, and another have all 

five hundred students will annually tread its ample courts | the brain work, while they thus grow up de- , 
and profit from the instruction of its able faculty ; let | ficient and deformed, either intellectually or 

sitben Bet an aparene in its affvirs, and take a pride in physically, or both. And so American wo- 
its onward progress in usefulness. We have not space inthe present number, to enter tnto the deta oft | Men every year become moro and more ner- 
organization and management, except to say in general | VOUS: Sickly and miserable, while they are 
terms, that its ample and complete, and such as we can | bringing into existense a feeble, delicate or 
cheerfully and fully commend to all who wish to aequire | deformed offspring. 
athorough and complete education for a moderate ex- We are convinced that this statement, ter- 
penditure of money, and under influences of an eleva- | rific as it is, is no exaggeration, and may be 
ting and refining moral tendency. The State University | confirmed by thousands of cases very near 

is of such vital interest to the enterprising farm boys of] ys and not among those who are called ig- 

Wisconsin, that we shall not unfrequently refer to it | norant, or thoughtless, or unkind. It seema hereafter, to the end that its importanes may be fully |? ee th 8 pie © dauhtess t 
appreciated, and its rich benefits enjoyed by the rising} tO me that the education of daughters is 
and toiling youth of this State. more badly managed than anytl.ing in Amer- 
‘We understand that Professor Carr, who Is soon to be | icans society, and insom erespects the posi- 

installed in the chairs of Chemistry and Natural His- | tion that is regarded as the most favored is 
tory, in the State University, is a noted agricu!tural | exactly the opposite. If any enemy of the 

chemist; and will organize a class in Agricultural Chem- | human race who wished to destroy the hope 
“Hetry, at an early day. Thus adding a new, and highly | of the nation could devise any more effectual 

important feature to the instructional agencies at the | method of breaking down the health of girls 
University. We hail this step with more than ordinary | than the method pursued by our current fash- 
satisfaction, as it seems to us astep in the right direction. | h t be gifted with hi 

‘When we reflect that everything in this inland State | }0D8, he mus Bt a a eee 
depends upon the products of the soil for its success, we | l@genuity. 
would naturally conclude that a subject of such fanda- tet cp Lrcatahh ce sarees at taal cs 
mental importance, would be foremust in ourschools,| _TEACHING.—The love of teaching is gener- 
and attract the attention of the best educationists of the | ally associated with the capacity for it, but . 
day. ' the converse does not generally hold true. 

Bach donbiless will be the case, as the practical snd! Won generally teach badly when theyattempt 
utilitarian spirit, of the age progresses; the substantial | ty tench too much, or when they do not 
interests of society will take precedence of matters ob- | 4 cee ea 
solete or fanciful. uly prepare their lessons. Presence of mind 

For more definite information, terms of tuition &e., of | and that self-confidence which is based on 
this institution, see their circular in the advertising pa- | self-knowledge are essential elements in a | 
ges ofthe Farmer. good teacher's character. An earnest man | és § r F : 

A Poor Box Now Govgrnor.—The new Ce aaah ber the: lovee chiiciten:ta<e-aty = 
Governor, of California, S. Neeley Johnson, = ae = 
was born in a squatter’s cabin in Indiana.— | There is a word—the word of words, 
In 1849 he went to California, where his To which a charm is lent, 
first occupation was that of driving a mule | ‘That keeps the universe alive, 
team tothe mines. He next took the prac- This word—EscovsaGamEnr; 
tice of law and hassince then heen a rising ‘Tis like s main-spring to the world, 

A That, with a sovereign sway, 
man. At the age of fhirty years and one ‘Whsne'er the. ball wéabetecsen Sea 
month he is Governor of a large and thriv- Srpekikec Maan ‘i 
ing State. 
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CONSTITUTE on penditares at the annual meeting in Decem- 
r. 

WIScONSN STATE AGRICULTURAL The Executive Committee shall take ch 
i of, and distribute or preserve all Seeds, 

oe Gaanaeltod. £9 Ae BONO, oa Sell se eee ransmi! to the Society; an 
ARTIOLE l.—O¥ THE NAME AND STYLE OF THE hare che charge or aN communications de- 

SOCIETY. sig! or lated for publication, so 

The Style of this Society shall be the | faras they may deem expedient shall collate, 

“ Wisconsin Sratz AGriouLturRArSoo1rry.” | arrange, and publish the same, in such man- 

Its objects shall be to promote and improve | ner and form as they shall deem best calcu- 

the condition of Agriculture, Barcus, lated to promote the objects of the Society. 

and the Mechanical, Manufactaring, an The General Committee are charged with 

Household Arts. the interests of the Society in the counties 

ARTICLE 11.—OF THE MEMBEES. wal inion ey all sapere estes and 

The Society shall consist of such Citizens | potween fa Re aiie Ucauniies “and a 

of this, and other States, as shall signify in| remote members of the Society. 

writing their wish to become Members, and i 
shall pay on subscribing not less than one ARTIOLE V.— OF MEBHINGS ASD, ELECTIONS 

dollar, and annually thereafter one dollar; | __ There shall be an annual meeting of the 

ae also of Honorary and Corresponding ao oe oe in Seto es ie 

. Members. st edni yy of Decem! at 3 0 

The Presidents of County Agricultural | P- M. in each year, and 20 daysnotice thereof 
Societies, or a delegate from each, shall ex shall be given in one or more papers printed 
officio be Members of this Society. The in the city of Madison, at which meeting the 

payment of ten dollars, or :nore, at one time, President and 4 Members of the Executive 
shall constitute a Member for life, and shail | Committee shall be elected by a plurality of 
exempt the donor from annual contribu- | Votes. The General Committee shall Ba: 

tions. pointed by the Exeentive Committee. 6 

ARTICLE IL.—OF THE OFFIOERS. Seon veer ae mils rage barn 

The Officers of the Society shall consist of | the offices of the Society ae 
a President, three Vice Presidents, (one lo-| Special meetings may be:called by the 

cated in each Congressional District,) a Re-| Executive Committee on giving 20 days no- 

cording Secretary, who shall be tke Uorres-| tice in the public papers, which shall state 
ponding Secretary, a Treasurer, an Executive | tho day, hour and place of said meeting. 
Committee to consist of the Officers above} ‘Ten’ Members shall form a for th 

a 0 quorum for the 

named and seven additional Members, to-| transaction of business. The Members of 
gether with the three Ex-Presidents of the | the Executive Committee except the Presi- 
Society whose terms of service last expired, | dent shall be divided into three classes, and 
three of whom shall constitute a quorum, | the terms of service of each class shall expire 

a o General Comme to consist “ one | each year. 
ember from each county, organized for 

judicial purposes. The Ex-Presidents of the SEROEE oe woe adr eater a 

Society not members of the Executive Com- The Society shall hold an Annual Cattle 

mittee shall constitute a Board of Counselors Show and Fair, at such time and place as 

. to whom shall be referred for consultation shall be designated by the Exeentive Con ic 

and advice all questions that may from time | ™ittee, who shall prepare a Premium List, 
to time arise, in the decision of which the sEpeint the Viewing Committees, apd sae 
Society may in any manter be interested. ir Be atetne 

duty of all the Offi ti 
ARTICLE 1V.—-OF THE DUTIES OF THE OFFICERS. Gas Show es Fair do attend the. Athi 

The Recording Secretary shall keep the ARTICLE VII.—OF AMENDMENTS. 
etouay. have charge of the Books of) Thi, Constitution may be amended by & 

The Corresponding Secretary shall carry oe es oreo attending 

on the correspordence with other Societies, y eee 8 

with Individuals, and with the General OFFIOHRS FOR 1856. 

cone: in fartherance of the objects of Brendon HARTEE yEEee Henoshe st 

e Society. ice Presidents, 8. 8. Daaexrr, Milwat 

The Treasurer shall keep: the fands of the Martiy Wenstee, Fox rake 

Society, and disburse the same on the order A. D. Kirxpatriox, Dayton, 

of the President; or a'Vice President, coun- Gieen' Cert 

tersigned by the Recording Secretary, and | Tresenrer, D. J. Powgrs, Madison ; 

shall make @ report of thé reodipts and ex-! Secretary, Gzo. O. Tirrany, Madison ; 

i 
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f| Additional Members of the Executive Com. | Saez, E. ©............ Wauwatosa. ] 

A. F. Oapy, Watertown; Scort, 8. B. ..........Kenosha. 
Ava E. Ray, Little Prairie; ‘| Suarn, J. B...........Milwaukee. j 

Gero. H. Wituston, Janesville; Sarvotarr, J. .........Milwaukee. |} 
G. Dutonar, Madison ; Taxzor, W.R.......... Cottage Grove. 
Gro. Messzrsmirn, Mineral Point ; Tenney, Horace A.....Madison. 
B. R. Hinxrey, Summit; Tuomas, Masor J.......Fond du Lac. 
Gro. H. Staveutsr, Madison ; Towntry, Joun........Moundyille. 

Ex-President, E. W. Drury, Fond du Lac; | Wzssrrr, Martin.....,.Fox Lake. 
7 H. M. Brntines, Highland ; Weep, Cmarres........Madison. 

E. W. Everton, Summit. Ware, Winriam A... i a ae 
—_. ‘Wuirrirszy, Tuomas T. Pheasant Brane! 

LIFE MEMBERS, 1856. 
Asnorr,[Onaunory..... Madison. haieah eis put paahen. 
Arwoop, Dayip........ HONORARY MEMBERS. | 
Ayers, J. V............Kenosha. Cross, J. B................... Milwaukee. 
Briuiyes, Henry M......Highland. ER TIR i Danning vinic oc <civinnains = | 
Birp, Ina W...........-defferson. RATIO OR Eno maiaiaia ning ais = 
Brazea, Beysamin, ..... Wauwatosa. PERO inl sle\cc cin teneicciaaisa > bee 
Oarver, Prinetus §....Delavan. es ] 

Cuase, Exocu......... Milwaukee. . AN ELOQUENT EXTRACT. 
Cocswett, A. W.......Brookfleld. We quote the following paragraph from 

Bepaets, Samm S. -- Mibwankor the address delivered by Hon. J. W. Miller 
Dac AKe, Saduca ‘Syeahen before the New Jersey Agricultural Society, 

Dongs, Jzremian E.. ... Potosi. at Camden: 
Doveman, Tatzor O.... Waterville. “The epochs through which our globe has 
Davey, Erastus W.....Fond du Lac. passed have been characterized by the names 
Durxes, Harver.......Kenosha. of various metals. There has been the gold- |] 
Dorxeg, Onas. ........Kenosha. en age, the silver age, and the iron age— 

Donn, Anprew, ....... Portage City. The era in which we live might be called || 
Engexrroy, Exisua W.. ..Sammit. with propriety the quicksilver age; foreve- |] 
Exaore, Anprew E.....Muckwonago. rything seems to be onthe move. Each in- 
Farpanxs, Erastus....St. Johnsbury, Vt. | dividual particle quivers in trembling haste |} 
Farwett, Lgonarp J....Madison. to run upon its neighbor and thus form a_ || 
Fereusoy, Bensamin....Fox Lake. massive body, which, when once formed, || 

Fietp, Marrin..........Mukwonago. rolls into some crooked direction, which |] 
Gutter, Ronzrr E......Milwaukee. neither mathematics could calculate, nor 
Grant, 8. R...........-Milwaukee. wisdom foretell. Politics, religion, manu- 
Hosxins, J. W..........Milwaukee. factures, navigation, every science, every 
Hetrenstei, J. A. .....Milwaukee. art, seems pregnant with revolution and 
Hour, Davip..........-Madison. heaving into new birth. Even agriculture, 
Ineuam, Atpert 0......  “ the oldest and most universal of human pur- 
Janssen, Epwarp H.....Mequon. suits, seems inspired by the genius of inno- 
Jounson, Joun O.......Leyden. yation. Let not, therefore, the old farmer, 
Jonzav, Pavr, .........Junean. surrounded by his broad acres, suppose that 
Ketroaa, L. H..........Madison. he can entrench himself behind the natural : 
Lawroy, Josera G......Green Bay.} advantages of soil and location, and defy the 
Lapraw, Ivorzase A... . Milwaukee. inroads of modern improvement; for before 
Larxry, Cuartes H..... he is aware some invention of art, or dis- 
Leoxwoon, Joun, ......Milwaukee. covery in science, may deprive him of his 
Lzonarp, J. M. .......-Janesville. natural superiority. Let him remember 
Maoy, Jony B..........Fond du Lac. that in these days of marvelous invention, 
Marsnatt, Sauer. ....Madison. soils may be manufactured, and lands trans- 
Maris, Smmon... ..... muted, that under the influence of new fer- 
Mrronett, ALEXANDER. . Milwaukee. tilizing agents, and an improved mode of 
Neavuam, J. P......... Wauwatosa. cultivation, neglected sand plains and bar- 
Provprir, ANDREW, ....Madison. ren hills are brought.into successful compe- 
Power, D.G..........-Milwaukee. tition with the richest alluvial lands; and 
Parmer, Henry L.......  “ wheat and corn, vegetable and fruits are 
Prnoxney, Bertie... .. Rosendale. made to flourish, where neither grass nor 
Roczrs, James H.......Milwaukee. grain ever grew before!” 
Se ena ia io eae Hisiiseen tude stad oa a 

PWS. Teck cs occ eps ene [agppiness is not promised e learned, 
Ropvis, T.R.'........- Milwaukee. but to the good. , 

8
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M I S G ELL A NE Oo U S ciation and yey of beauty are concern- 
2 *| ed, and he robs himself of one of the pre- 

SS | cious gifta of his being if he fails to fulfill 
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME. this beneficient purpose of his creation, 

Every man — do = oot to own a [Southern Times. 
home. The money t he can spare MEANNESS 
ought to be invested in a dwelling, where his i ee ene 
family can live permanently. Viewed as a There is no greater mistake that a business 

matter of economy, that is important, not | man makes than to be mean in his business. 

only because he can ordinarily build more Always taking the half cent for the dollars 

cheaply than he can rent, but because of the | he has made and is making. Such a policy 
expense caused by frequent change of resi- | is very much Jike the tarmer’s, who sows 

dence. A man who early in life builds a| three pecks of seed when he ought to have 
home for himself and family, will save some | Sown five, and 2s a recompense fur the lean- 
thousands of dollars in the course of twenty | ness of his soul, only gets ten when he ought 
years, besides avoiding the inconvenience and | to have got fifteen bushels of grain. Every- 
trouble of removals. Apart from this, there | body has heard of the proverb of “penny 
is something agreeable to our better nature | Wise and pound fuolish.” A liberal expen- 
in having a home that we can call our own, | diture in the way of business is always sure 
It is a form of property that is more than | to be a capital investment. There are peo- 

property. It speaks to the heart, enlists the | ple inthe world who are short-sighted enough 
sentiments, and ennobles the possessor. The | to believe that their inte: est ean be best pro- 
associations that spring up around it, as the | moved by grasping and clinging to all they 

birthplace of children—as the scene of life's | can get, and never letting a cent slip through 

holiest emotions—as the sanctuary where the | their fingers. As a general thing, it wil! be 
spirit cherishes its purest thoughts, are sure | found, other things being equal, that he who 
as all value; and whenever their inflaence | is mest liberal is most successtul in business. 
is exerted, the moral sensibilities are im- | Of course we do not mean it to be inferred 
proved and exalted. The greater part of| that a man should be a prodigal in his ex- 

our happiness of to-day is increased by the | penditure; but that he should show to his 
place where we were happy on yesterday, | customers, if he is a trader, or those whom 
and that, insensibly, scenes and circumstan- | he may be doing any kind of business gh 
ces gather up a store of blessedness for the | that, in all his transactions, as well as soci; 
weary hours of the future! On this account | relations, he acknowledges the everlasting 
we should do all in our power to make home | fact that there can be no permanent prosper- 

attractive. Not only should we cultivate | ity er good feeling in a community where 
such tempers as serve to render its intercourse | benefits are not reciprocal. 

amiable and affectionate, but we should [Hunt’s Merchant’s Magazine. 

strive to adorn it with those charms which lin eee ee hed eee ieee 

good sence and refinement so easily impart | 4 PETRIFICATION, AND NATURAL DAGUER- 
to it. We say easily, for there are persons REOTYPR ON STONE. 

who think that a home can not be beautified| | The editor of the Oquauka Spectator, Ill, 
without a considerable outlay of money.— | jt is stated, has two remarkable curiosities in 
Such people are inerror. It costs little to | his cabinet. One of them, he says, appears 
have a neat flower-garden, and to surround | to be a petrified ham, so perfect in form that 
your dwelling with those simple beauties | even the skin preserves its distinctness where 
which delight the eye far more than expen-| the knife of the wimmer has rounded the 
sive objects. {f you will let the sunshine | edges. The other specimen is a stone con- 
and dew adorn your yard, they will do more | taining a photographic impress of a beauti- 
for you than any artist. Nature delightsin | fy] landscape. It is about four inches long 
beauty. She loves to brighten the landscape | hy two inches in width; the picture repre- 
and make it agreeable tothe eye. She hangs | sents,in their true colors, a bluff or bank of 
the ivy around the ruin, and over the stump | yellow clay, themeandering course of a creek 
of a withered tree twines the graceful vine. | jined with willows and cotton woods, and a 
A thonsand arts she practices to animate the | spring crowned with a large tree. This 
senses and please the mind. Follow her ex- | Jandscape is the correct representation of a 
ample, and do for yourself what she is al-| view in Warren County, Ill., Mr. Patterson 
ways laboring to do for you. Beauty is a| the editor, attributes the picture to the ac- 
divine instrumentality. “Itis one of God’s | tion of electricity during a thunder storm, 

chosen forms of power. We never see crea- | while the immage had been reflected on the 

‘ tive energy without something beyond mere | surface of the stone. 
existence, and hence the whole universe is a orate epee So eee 

teacher and inspirer of beanty. Everyman] The foundation of all impertinence isa 
was born to be an artist so far as the appre- | bad heart and 9 small judgement. 

EE EE ee 
| penn nnnnnnniaps saan ae
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DON’T DEPEND ON “FATHER.” for it, you will seem to breathe a new at- 
any mosphere, possess a new frame, tread a new 

Stand up here, young man, and let me cath: wake to a new destiny—and then you talk to you; you have trusted alone to the may begin to aspire to enbondt 
contents of “father’s purse,” or his fair fame, —— a taka 
for influence and success in business.— a ; 
Think you that “father” has attained to em-| The following anecdote is related of the inence in his profession, but by unwearied | late excellent J. J. Gurney, by one who, as “ industry? or that he has amassed a fortune | a child, was often one of his family circle : 
Hoses without energy or activity? You One night—I remember it well—I receiv- should know that the faculty requisite for | ed a severe lesson on the sin of evil speak- the acquiring of fame or fortune, is essential} ing. Severe I thought it then, and my to, nay inseparable from the retaining of ei- | heart rose in childish anger against him who ther of these. Suppose “father” has the| gave it; but I had not lived ice enough in “rocks” in abundance, if you have never|the world to know how much mischief a earned anything for him you have no more | child’s thoughtless talk may do, and how of- 
business with these “rocks” than a goslin | ten it happens that great talkers run off the has with a tortise! and if he allows you to| straight line of trath. I was talking very 
meddle with them, to the detriment of your | fast about some female relative, who did not 
own industry, he perpetrates untold mischief. | stand very high in my esteem, and was 
And it the old gentleman is lavish of his | about to speak further of her failings of tem- cash towards you, while he allows you to| per. In a few moments my eyes caught a 
while away your time, you'd better leave | look of such calm and steady displeasure him; yes ran away sooner than be an imbe- | that I stopped short. There was-no mistak- 
cile, or something worse, through so cor-| ing the meaning of that dark, speaking eye. 
rupting an influence. Sooner or later you | It brought the color to my face, and confu- 
must learn to rely on your own resources, or| sion and shame to my heart. T was silent 
you will not be anybody. for a tew moments, when Joseph John Gur- 

If you have become idle, if you have eat- ney asked, very gravely, “Dost thou not 
en father’s bread and butter, and smoked | know any good thing to tell us of her?” father’s cigars, cut a swell in father’s buggy,| I did not answer, and the questien was and tried to put on father’s influence and | more seriously asked, “Think: is there noth- 
reputation, you might far better have been | ing goed thou can’st tell us of her?” 
@ poor canal boy, the son of a chimney| “0, yes; I know some good things, cer- 
sweep, or a boot-black—and, indeed, we | tainly; but—” 
would not swap with you the situation ofa} ‘Would it not have been better, then, to poor, balf-starved, motherless calf! Miser- | relate these good things, than to have told us 
able objects are you that depend aay on | that which must lower her in our esteem?” 
parents, playing . gentlemen (dandy loafers.) | Since there is good to relate, would it not 
What in the name of common sense are you | be kinderto be silent on the evil? ‘Charity 
thinking off Wake up, there! Go to work, | rejoiceth not in iniquity,’ thou knowest.” 
either with your hards or your brains, or} It was our custom every morning, tor 
both, and. be somebody! Don’t merely | Miss Gurney and any little visitor she might 
have itto boast that you have grown up in| have with her, to g0, before breakfast, into “father’s” houss—that you have vegetated | the room next to her father’s dressing room, 
as other green horns? but let folks know | and repeat some portions of the Scripture. 
that you count one! On the following morning I was desired to 

Look about you, you well-dressed, smooth- | read in the 13th chapter of 1st Corinthians, faced, do-nothing drones. Who have worth | and afterwards commit a portion of it to 
and influence in society? Are they those| memory. There was no comment made on 
that have climbed their way to their posi-| what I read; it was not necessary. The 
tion by their own industry and energy ?—| reproof was felt, even to the shedding of 
True, the old gentleman’s funds, or person-| tears; but the kind voice and silent kiss 
al influences may secure the forms of res-| soon spoke love and peace, and I was com- 
-pect, but let him loose his property, or die, | forted. “A word spoken in season, how 
and what are you? A miserable fledgling— | is it !” 
a bunch of flesh and bones that aaa tobe} Every one who visited"his house must 
taken care of! have been impressed with the superior tone 

Again we say, wake up—get up in the| of conversation there, with the absence of 
morning—turn around at least twice before | scandal and small talk; and when persons, 
breakfast—help the old man—give him a| rather than things, were alittle too much in 
generous lift in business—learn how to take | the discourse of the juniors, how ingenious- 
the lead, and not depend forever on being | ly, ace how kindly, has the subject been put 
led, and you have no idea how the discip-| aside, and some other matter of innocent in- 
line will benefit you. “Dothis, and our word | terest introduced in its stead!
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BRIEF HISTORY OF GUANO. period, and proves one, and:perhaps both, of 

Guano, as most people understand, is im- two things—first, that in past ages an infin- 

ported from the Pacific—mostly of the Chin- | itely greater number of these birds hovered 

cha group, off the coast of Peru, and under | Over the islands ; and secondly, that the ma- 

the dominion of that government. terial world existed at a period long anteri- 

Its sale is nade a monopoly, and the | or to its fitness as the abode of man, The 

avails, to a great extent, go to pay the Brit- length of man’s existence is infinitesimal, 

ish holders of Peruvian Government bonds, compared with such a cycle of years; and 

giving to them toall intents and purposes, the facts recorded on every leaf of the ma- 

lien upon the profits of a treasure intrinsi- terial universe, ought, if it does not, to teach 

cally more valuable than the gold mines of | 0S humility. That a little bird, whose indi- 

California. There are deposits of this un- vidual existence is as nothing, should in its 

surpassed fertilizer, in some places, to the united action, produce the means of bring- 

depth of sixty or seventy feet, and over |!"& back to an active fertility, whole provin- 

large extents of surface. The guano fields | ©¢S of waste and barren lands, is one of a 

are generally conceded to be the excrements thousan¢ facts to show how comparatively 

of aquatic fowls, which live and nestle in insignificant agencies in the economy of na- 

great numbers around the islands. They ture, produce momentous results. 

seem designed by nature to rescue, at least _ EVERY FAMILY 

in part, that untold amount of fertilizing ma- SHOULD HAVE AN AGRICULTURAL PAPER. 

terial which every river and brooklet is roll- It is worth more than it costs simply for 

ing into the sea, The wash of alluvial soils, | educational purposes. Parents have hardly 

the floating refuse of the field and forest, and | @ right to deprive their families of its a¢van- 

above all, the wasted materials of great cit- ee a ieee aa ae 
: ‘ . * an m_ schoo! 
ies, are crag 1 amg Hee by the ti- dacathhotwa 40 20; or pick # ied by 

dal currents out to sea. 2 hese, toacertain| the way, if eke observation is quickened 

extent at least, go to nourish, directly or in- | by what they hear their parents read or talk 

directly, submarine vegetable and animal | over from the agricultural papers; and 

life, which in turn goes to feed the birds, mee pasion habits of reading for them- 

whose excrements at our day are brought | F ves, such reading is both safe and usefal, 
5 ‘ds ‘f Cidiska’ 18 Reader, if your neighbor has no agricultural 

away by ship loads from the Chincha Is-| paper, persuade him to take one. Even if 

lands. ' ; he is poor, he can better afford to take one 

The bird is a beautifully arranged chemi- than do withoutit; for if he takes one his 

ical laboratory, .fitted up to perform a sin- children will be likely to be better oft—to 

gle operation, viz: to take the fish as food, — ieee eee onan, at ie 

burn out the carbon by: means of its respira- have farms; but all La neg al ear 

ratory functions, and deposit the remainder think of the garden and orehard at least; and 

in the shape of an incomparable fertilizer.— | we advise no parent, who feels that he may 

But how many ages. have these depositions ee sepensent aapen his apes, 

; in thickn a ring them up without the means o in- 
: ee feet in thickness been accumula. ae dn inka i aticatiodubitio 

regarded as tial i i 
Ehere are at the present day countless | child, male ae the education of any 

ae of veg aig ee Hm the is- [American Cotton Planter. 
at night; but, according Baron RAR AD 

Humbolt, the excrements of the birds for es i 2 en 

for the space of three centuries, would not | Fifteen acres of wood and. timber ‘an 

form a stratum of over one-third of an will furnish a farmer his. ordivary timber 
gar tits n | and wood for two fires. Ten cords of wood 

inch in thickness. By an easy mathemati-| suffice for any man to keeptwo fires the | 

cal calculation, it will be seen, that at this | year round, provided he has tight rooms and | 

rate of deposition, it would take seven thous- good ee pe rare oe two fires since 

tort J of November, in two large rooms 

te ear eae an poetry 4 and have not yet burnt three cords of wood | 
en hundred and fifty-six years, 0 he | and we can assure you that welikea a | 

deepest guano bed, Such a, calculation car-| comfortable:fire. The farmer should com- | 

ries us back well on toa former geological }mence on one side of his lot, and cut the
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wood clean as he goes. In this manner the | November, and was brought to a fins! close young shoots come up alike. Now say there| on the 12th ot the ensuing March. Both are thirty cords of wood to an acre; if he| sets did remarkably well, as indeed might 
cuts ten cords of wood: a year, it will take|be expected from the careful and systema- him three years to cut off the wood of asingle| tie manner in which they were tended and acre, and it will take him forty-five years to| fed; but those kepton carrots, gained each cut the wood off from his lot of fifteen acres.| 8 3-4 pounds more than those kept on ruta- At the end of forty-five years, he may go| bagas. In April the six sheep produced six 
back to the first acre he cut, and cut thity lambs—fine, healthy ones, which have grown cords to the acre. On our ordinary upland, | to maturity, and are by far the most valuable wood will grow to thirty corns to the acre| animals to’ be found in the flocks to which ‘in thirty years, they belong. It the above is worth publish- 

Thirty-four years since we recollect of as- | ing, it is at your service. sisting. in clearing fourteen acres of wood Germantown Telegraph. land, and getting the same into winter rye. Ho 
After the crop of winter rye was taksp, it PLOWING WITH STEAM. , 
was pastured for year or two, and then We find a report in the American Farmer, suffered to grow up. The growth was white| ¢ is cuniiiltsen’ abiinted to teat the merits oak, yellow oak, red oak, chestnut and maple. ofa stean plow, invented by Mr. Onep 
Seven years since, that same rye field was Hussey, who is known to be one of the ori- gut over, and there was not a single acre of ginal inventors of the Mowing Machine. His it but produced thirty cords to the acre!— steam plow is called the “Locomotive Steam And this in twenty-seven y me Plowing Machine”, and was putin opera- 

monymous.- fon, during the a Fair W the Maryland EXPERIMENT IN FEEDING SHEE: State Agricultural iety. It was attacl gare ae Sere to irks Wigs sised hand plows,by log chains, Last winter, having a good assortment and | each plow being managed by 8 separate plow liberal supply of roots on hand, and having|man. The movement was about equal to riarslisicd a flock of long-wooled native|that of a quick walking horse, and—the sheep, I determined on making an experi-| committee say: 
ment for the purpose of testing the relative,| “The ground was thoroughly broken toa - or comparative value of the several kinds of depth varying from seven to fourteen inches, 
vegetables in wintering these animals.— and an average width of fourteen inches to Among the roots there were the rata-baga| each plow. The engine proceeded across turnip, the carrot and the beet, but the latter | the entire length of the area inside the horse was not used in consequence of the ani-| track, being a distanceof about two hundred mals refusing to partake of them, except up- yards, encountering a hard road bed and se- | on the nen yaar of the sharpest hunger.— | Vera] large stones without any diminntion of ; The plan adopted was as follows : speed. The power required to perform the Three sheep were confined in a yard, in| same amount of labor was estimated by the which there was a close shed for feeding, | plowmen to that of sixteen horses. It was with plenty of water supplied from a cistern. | followed bya dense crowd of spectators, who - Three more were placed in a similar enclo-| were attracted from all parts of the grounds sure, the fixtures of which were in every | to witness so novel and interesting an exhi- respect precicely the same, and that there| bition. Three cheors which oS welkin might be no discrepancy whatever in the ring proclaimed the trinmph of this noble ef- management of the two parcels, even their | fert of genius. The crowd were then re- water was supplied from the same source. quested te retire sufficiently to allow the com- - All the animals were of the same age, and | mittee to view the operation, : when the en- nearly of the same weight. In the morning | gine was turned short round and peaed chopped ruta-baga was given to the sheep in| back to the place of beginning; a right hand one pen, and chopped ‘carrots to those in the plow was then substituted for the fett hand other. This feed was regularly repeated atone, and the engine traversed the ground noon, ag at. sundown ; the quantity | a third time, passing along the edge of the allowed animal. being. one peck (by | ground previously weed. It is proper to weight) of each. Salt and common house| remark that the engine was exhibited by ashes were kept constantly in both apart-| the inventor merely to show the, power of ments, mixed in thé proportions of one of draught and the facility of backing and tur- the former to three of the latter. Good ning in any direction. The ground had been clean leaves from the woods were seattered | much trampled during the exhibition, and at aly aves the shed , bottoms, and a few| one end there was a considerable ascent.— handfuls of fine clover hay kept. by them to| The plows were all so far apart,that each supply the end, one had to break a separate furrow.” @ experiment commenced on the 12th of! The committee express, in the most em-
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phatic terms, their unanimous opinion of! and where the youthful mind is awakened 

the importance of this first successful attempt and fed with nutriment suitable to it, where 

to construct a steam plowing engine, and re- | genial beoks are on the table—in such fam- 

gard it as the first step in a great revolution ilies fast young men are not produced. 

in prairie farming. Mr. Hussey is an inge-) Where wo see a man who makes ita sinto 

nious man, and has devoted the greater Por-| dance or to take a walk on Sunday, we see 
tion of his useful life to the promotion of], man whose children are almost sure to | 

agriculture. We hope that his efforts will | wring his heart by their dissipation and dis- 

be fully appreciated, and that he will réap| ohedience. Rowdyism we maintain, is 

that pecuniary reward which is eminently | something unnatural, It is the recoil from 

his due. sanctimony. If there were nomock saints, 

FAST YOUNG MEN. there were no mock “cues, Bigotry and 

— _ | rowdyism are inseparable, for the latter ise— 

We have meditated mach upon this sin-| to adopt a mathematical term—the comple- 

gular class of our fellow-creatures. Their | ment of the former. 

creed js, that it isa sign of superior under-| Know this, O teachers of youth, that if 

standing for amanto make a fool of him-| you persuade a boy that a certain innocent 

self. Hence, though they are bad enough | det is wrong, and that boy goes and does the 

in reality, they effect to bea great deal | act so stigmatized, he is as much demoraliz- 
worse than they are. They assume vices | oq as though the act were really wrong, and 

though they have them not, and toil after | every time he does it, he sinks in the moral 
wickedness and philosophers toil after trath. | scalé. and prepares himself to do the worst 

What throes of anguish they endure in| acts, Thatis the process by which our fast 
childhood in learning to smoke! With | young men are made. 

what fortitude they bear up against the |” 7) these romarks we will add a little per- 

nausea of early drink! What pains they | onal experience. The writer of these para- 
take in acquiring the slang of their set! graphs passed the greater part of his youth 

a laboriously they try experiments in| 5+ grimly sanctimonious boarding school. 
disfiguring their person until they have Tt wae avowedly.a‘sectarian iinctitation;and 

attained the precise ugliness of costume de- |, very effort ae mipcliboy seen aedl eothak 

manded by the public opinion of the body andoctrines. There were long prayers and 

to which they belong! How freely they Bible-readings three ierahes On Son- 
waste in the evening what they have work- days the pupils went to ch auaie ¢uiceshed 

ed all day to earn! How seper’s they | severe drilling in catechism, Bible, and mor- 

deny themselves every rational gratification | 5) philosophy, and in the evening a long 
in order to procure irrational! With what | 7. or from the rincipal of theschool. On 

a fine nonchalance they sacrifice all their y eae aad Soak oa Sisccoswanextciieharsh- 

fatare possibilities of well-doing and well- going, and additi-nal prayers at home. On 

being! All because they think it is some-) Sundays all play was prohibited, and no 

thing great to be a perfect fool. books were ae ai be read except such 

5 eae we have ~— charity a ee as no boy will read voluntarily. The teach- 
eluded creatures. It was not altogether * ah 

their fault that they adopted a faith so ex- ge who worked this system, eta oa 

traordinary. Rowdies, we have observed, | meaning enough, though excessively stupi 

abound most where those sects have most |—partly from nature, and chiefly from col- 

power that forbid or discourage innocent | lege. Well—what moral results were pro- 

pleasures. All the sons of George III | duced? 

were fast young men; for George II. Was| We solemnly aver, that in no communi- 
a narrow-minded bigot, a bigot of routine, ¢ which h oa a fixie) 

who made his palace the abode of dullness ty of which we have since had any knowl- 

and tedium, i wh) kept his children in| edge was there @ 60 smal] moral tone, so 

‘an unnatural condition of restraint. It is | much outrageous wickedness, so little regard 

notorious, also, that the sons of clergymer | for the right of others, such habitual nasti- 

are apt to be of the fast species. And | ness of conversation, such a proclivity for all 
there is a City, not far off, which is cele- thatia 1 hateful icidal h 

brated for two things—quackerism and row- | tut 18 vulgar, Dateln’,, suicidal, such egre- 

dyism. In Germany, where there are no | g10us conceit and gross irreverence as in that 

bigots, there are no fast young men. In| religious boarding-school. In two days we 

France, we believe, there are few. In| Jearned more evil in that school than in all 
American families, where the sportive im-| 9); previous life. The subject of conver- 

ees oe aye eo bees sation was one which cannot here be named. 
ong as they are indulged innocently, and 5 , 2, 

where the young are not nauseated with The vilest books were secretly circulated. 

moral instruction and religions observances, ! The constant source of amusement was to
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burleaque the minister and the individual | the respiratory surface. Every one, then, 
who read prayers. To steal the produce of | who breathes an impure atmosphere two | 
the neighboring pap tte hard-work- | and a half minutes, has every ’ particle of 

Se mart tak was ee | inary cartels beoeveees POs aeteeee e gz ‘y. a v . | very yarticie bas become less vital 88 Ca- 

| miles of that religious institution, was safe. | pable o repairing strictures, or of carrying 
| Every boy above the age of fourteen smoked | on functions; and the longer such air is 
| —not because he liked it, but beeause it | respired, the more impure does it become, 

| was against the rules, and required a great and the blood necessarily becomes more 
| deal of trouble to exeape detection. The | corrupt. 

| delight of the older boys was to go far into ae ee es ees 

| the woods, muke a fire, cook a stolen goose, i eee ee 

| oo 2 SS | = ——— > i on the 
genes GRC LALOR “auch | physical degeneracy of the American peo- 

| glace attempting hw he long re nd. pre 
ea “The childs eé? governs too much. If 

: letters written back to their late companions oS desnane a Care 

ee pried must have themm—parents forgetting that 

young man onbhae of having been, maint 1s — guide ina chil, what- 

The few who escaped from the contagious a Sey, hy ied ‘te eee ane 
~vilemess of this school not wholly debased, them with their delicate organization, keep- 

5 h ad ° y din > | ing late hours, when they should go to bed 
: ey Pees jo Rada > ee with the birds; sleeping often in warm and 
: : who became sincerely tateresied miNer | lishted rooms, when the sleeping room 

_ 7S. e art Not at all should be cool and dark; and eating hot 
: Ww, So Seas peculiar tha | bread and cakes, sweetmeats cake meat. 
i we ave TH he the oe eas | and vegetables, pastry and puddings; drink- 
: AE panels ea at t fe 18 RO schve i | ing tea and coffee, to the infinite detriment 
; this land. conducted on what we may ca | of stomach and nerves. The injury thus 
: sanctimonious principles, in which the tone j early done can never be repaired; as a ma- 

- ee re sa) el chine imperfectly constructed in the begin- 
: Sages a Seditas greatitn to! dinet eo ae re to run faultlessly.” 
; : # * ones is is the secret. ‘arents should know 
: pated, to Soper ee — ao that “instinct is no safe guide to a child,” 
i tec otie undreds 0 fe ee ‘abi : is particularly when a child is surrounded on 
i : al a a See a oe eee os 1 all sides with poisonous delicacies. To ask 
i eee bene vad aie wo ae his a child, seated at a modern table, what it 

= tale to tell of college tricks, ft it occurs to 6 ee om ie a es ee : me! 3 ie dan pesca wwe PO ba Sa ed 
- gues in the students who perform them a 5 % . ' 

- most pit'able poverty of mind, as well as a aie Haye We bisa span sieges ee 

0 low and vulgar tone of feeling. TOTHE RIGHT! 

d But we have wandered somewhat from | . 

ie our original purpose, which was merely to “Served him right,” said the Jury—in 
" remind those who have todo with the other words, verdict for the Defendant— 

: training of boys, that long-faced sanctimony and so it did. The Law of the Road says, 

t and hare-faced rowdyism have the closest “Keep to the Right!” He did not do it. 

5 a relationship—that of Cause and So his near. fore wheel ran erach! into the 
‘i fect, [Life Illustrated. massive tire of a heavy freight wagon, and 

eee aa ee “ ms einen. fiery horses sprang 
r- as ifa demon lashed them; his best atrength 

d. In about two and a half minutes, all the | his best skill, could neither turn nor guide 

d. blood contained in the human system, | the mad creatures; and ‘the trim slender 

to amounting to nearly three gallons, traverses | carriage, shattered and sideling, slinging for
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ra moment hither and yon across the street | him forslander, and kept hanging overhim 
‘beyond the flying beasts; then, as they | by the vindictive Brown, who wickedly 
~swerved from a tree, whirled, as one kicks | swears that poor Green hasn't seen the last 
-over a basket, upside down, a splintery tan- of it yet. Green had better have Kept to | 

|| :gle of sticks and springs into the ditch.— | the Right! 
|| Away went the fleet beasts; plunged head- | So had young Wirgle. He had an over- 

‘Jong over the wharf at the far end of the | weening idea of his personal attractions and 
-street; one was drowned, and one hauled | conversational and intellectual powers.— 
‘out, strangled: and almost dead, scared, ! And like most conceited men—and mon- | 
swounded, lamed and worthless. The fool- | keys—and Oliver Goldsmith—he could not 
‘ish owner was pitched into an area, and | bear to see any body do anything without | 
picked out over the iron railing with a great | trying to do it himself. Therefore, when | 
cut over his ear, his nose broken, his shoul- | he found that Thomas Strong was engaged |‘ 
der dislocated, and a tremenduous contu-| to that pretty little Flora Henning, he 
sion on his side. forthwith undertook to “cut out” the |. 

PROFIT AND LOSS, THEREFORE. Dr. | said Strong; who, being well named, and |. 
ieee #00 0 finding what the little on meant, actually | 
“Rene eae bet, sts wrecks (ou foc aden, as | pulled his nose before Flora’s face when he | 
“ Beauty lost (1 cut, 1 smash, 1 dislocation, 1 bruise) found him in her parlor one evening, and \j 

estimate 100 00 aa = | % Doctor's bill 300 09 | hustled him in a very indecorous manner | | 
“ Wrath ; disgust; loss of self respect; other forth from the dwelling. in 

mental suffering 100 00 ; . \ 
“ Same items consequent on losing lawsuit 10000 People who will run on the wrong side || 
~ Lawyer's fees in same (two years in court) 800 00 | of the road catch abundance of thumps and | | 

| ‘Total 81,500 00 | little pity. Youwill be sure not to bein |! 
| Fifteen Hundred Dollars, dead loss; just | the wrong if you Keep in the Right. {| 
|| because he didn’t Keep to the Right!— pits tv558 i] 

And per oo whatever, nae for money U. S. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. It 

caused to spent by the triumphant, Sane, s is i 
whose very sa ol almost Cae The Fourth Annual Meeting or the Uni- | 
cake ted States Agricultural Society will be held || 

Yes; and if that impudent looking, tight | *¢ Washington, D. C., on Wednesday, Jan- | 
pantaloon wearing, invisible legged, little | “™¥ 9, 1854. : | 

| dandy had kept to the Right, the burly Business of importance will come before \i 
| athlete of a fellow who just passed would the meeting. Reports from its officers will | | 

nothave twirled him round so provokingly be submitted, and a new election be made, | | 
with one hasty knock of his huge shoulder | 7 which it is desirable that every State | 

as he strode down the street on his own | 2% Territory should be represented. j 
side the walk Don’t swear young man!| Lectures and interesting discussions are i 
It won't help you, nor hurt him; and if you | expected on subjects pertaining to the ob- | | 
undertake to punish him he will swallow | jects of the association, by distinguished 
you alive—if he wants to—without salt or scientific and pace! agriculturists. The | | 

|| gravy. Run along; and next time, Keep | transactions of 1855, containing a full ac- | | 
to the Right! count of the late exhibition at Boston, will , || 

And there's a Right in the Path of Life | be distributed tosuch membersasare present. _ || 
too. In business and in pleasure, Keep to; The various Agricultural Societies of the | | 
the Right! Green set up in the dry-goods | country are respectfully requested to send 
line, in the same town with Brown, and un- | delegates to this meeting; and all gentle- i 
dertook to run Brown off. He took pains | men who are interested in the welfare of 
to undersell him; fought against him with | American Agriculture, who would promote | 
advertising light artillery, and the sapping | a more cordial spirit of intercorse ioders 
and mining process of spreading reports | the different sections of our land, and who 
and stories. Before he knew it he was up- | would elevate this most important pursuit | | 
set in aditch. He overtraded, in his furi- | to a position of greater anes and hon- 

;ous zeal, couldn’t meet his notes, “burst | or, are also invited to be present on this 
up,” and is now a salcsinen in the very | occasion. 

‘store he once owned, and labors in the arsHatL P. Wiper, President. * 
shadow of a judgment obtained against! W.S. Kixe, Secretary. 

eee eee ee romonhManammsoheh
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MECHAN TCA I. | A MACHINE FOR CUTTING Woop. 

Do | Frederick Field, of Michigan, has ob- 
STODDARD'S CORN PLANTER. | tained a patent for a wood-cutting machine 

— The annexed cut, gives an ex- which promises to be very profitable, es- 
ternal view of Stoddard’s Pa-| pecially where the wood is required to be ' 

= tent Hand Corn Planter, which | YeTy Short, as for railroads, grates, and | 
E= received the first premium at the | stoves. The cutting apparatus is a double | 
E | New York State Fair. last fall-| circular saw, balanced on acentral pivot, so 
= es ‘ | that one person, with one hand, can cause | 
fa, —‘its superiority over Randall and | it to cut a log which has been rolled on to | 
=| Jones’, and all other hand corn i slide, into wood of any desired length, | | 

fa] Planters, arises from its distrib- | with remarkable rapidity. Its immense | { 
uting the kernels perfectly in | labor saving capacity over the axe may be || . 
each hill,instead of rattling them | inferred from the fact that it has cut a cord | | 
in, all ina pile. There is, un-| of wood from the lox in ten minutes, and |} 

Wj) doubtedly, great advantages in | with help sufficient to Keep it in constant |{ 
FAV? this distribution, as the kernel | operation, with an engine of ten or twelve 

sss Eee will germinate quicker, and bet- | horse power, will cut fifty or more cords of | | 
ter, besides being much less likely to be found | "00d per day. ‘ | 
by worms, or other destroyers, when scat- | , A machine, and the only one yet built, | 
tered in the ground. The final growth is | 'S 20¥ 1 operatoumess Three Oaks, Mich- 
also more natural, and vigorous, when each | Soot ams CULES wood for the Central ae | ’ i z > vn | P0Rd. The parties interested are desirous | | 
seed has a seperate bed ois pe dae a CveN | of disposing of an interest. in the entire pat- |} excels hand planting, in equality of distribu- | ont, or of selling the right fur one or two | 
tion, as well as uniformity of depth. of the States, onsuch terms as will insure the | One of these implements with six tubes, | purchaser a good operation. They are wil- 
by a simple méchanical operation, places six | ling to guarantee to any capitalist or vom | 
kernels in each hill, and these at equal dis- | pany engaged in the wood business all the || 
tances apart, and at an equal depth through- | suecess they claim for the invention. Fur- || 
out the field. 5 [ther information may be obtained of Fow- | 

It is used by a person planting, the same | ler & Wells, New York. i 
as ifhe were walking through the field, with —_——_____+eee> | 
a walking cane; it making the holes, when IMPROVED WASHING MACHINE. | 

set down, and covering theseed when rased.| oy 5 B alley, Eiki Grove. Wis, having 
An active man is said to easily plant from | vented an improved washing machine and 

six to ten acres per day. Thus the price oH taken measures to secure a patent for it.— the machine is saved in a single day, over | Ty jg seemingly well adapted to the pur- | 
hand planting; and if properly taken care of, pose. The clothes are laid upon a fluted 
it will last a lifetime. All such machines | platform, which is placed horizontally in a | 
cheapen the expense of farming, thereby en- | tight box or vat, and a large roller, also | 
riching the farmer. having a fluted surface similar to the wash 

SiS, oan nee boards in common use, is hung in a sort of 
sAbemicotsom: light frame. Of this frame the operator 1] : 

Samples of Japan cotton recently re- lays hold, pushing it back and fourth, turn- 
ceived in New York, have a fine color, and ing the clothes at intervals as the roller pas- 
the fibre has a greater number of barbs, so lee over them till they are completely puri- 
that it will draw with proper handling itno | fied. The power required to operate it is 
avery fine thread. It has apparently aj not great, and a large house dog, or per- 
great many natural crooks in each fibre, | haps better, a small windmill, would work 
(this “appearance may be given to it in| one of them very well. We welcome all 
ditakhigt } which renders it easier to spin, | efforts in this line as tending to relieve the 
and makes a bat of it very elastic. From large amount of household drudgery; this 
this cause, and a natural harshness, owing | branch in particular being rendered all the 
to the number of barbs in the fibre, it feels | more unweleome by its periodie occurrence, 
to the touch very much like wool. monotony, and fatigue.
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WHAT PEOPLE DRINE. | LIFE AT WEST POINT. 

A very large portion of liquid is needed te se sate sleep sees bere ake room 

supply the demands of the hu nan trame, -o | ies ‘1 one eae a te ae pee a vai saiy 

that, besides the liquid contained in or min pe Aca e me = bl ake e 1 Bt ately 
gled with our articles of diet, we find nant ae dou! ples up a ran’ a bat = 

prepared from vegetable substances in use iy taal as Se eee a isk let that 
all quarters of the world. These, drink~. | TC™'3 Te * 4 SEN PaO Cees 

. cet not deviid of ussfainess, belong ras | OU" the drum beats for breakfast, and the 

ther to the luxuries than to the necessities o vadets fall into rank and proceed to the mess 
life; they consist of infused beverages, whicl wall, wendy) an a the usual time spent 

are drank hot, and fermented liquors, whieh os Dyes pac: margin hed 

re usually taken cold. The love of sue! | 4 at Serene oe 

oes drink prevails almost universally, in eee ae ener a oe mete can. 
tropical equally as in arctic regions ; so that | [MS Ougte Age Se ea eae ae — 

the eatin evidently meets somg universal | MEBCE- atone ts clock the: bugle = 

warit of our poor humar nature. In Central <ounds, the professors dismiss their respective 

America the Indian ot native blood, and the ) tens, the cadets form ranks opposite the 

Creole of mixed European race. indulge in varracks, and march to dinner. Between 

their ancient chocolate. In Southern Amer- es and one a part of the cadets ph ae 
ica the tea of Paraguay is an almost univer- | SUPI&t lin ee ma nen sonetne ce: 
sal beverage. The native North American | After dinner, they have until two o'clock for 

tribes have their Appalachian tea, their O>- Ses and from two oe er ae 
wego tea, their Labrador tea, ad many oth- | (UPS Ee. At four o'clock the 
ers. From Florida to Georgia in the United bugle soands, and they go either to battalion 

States, and over all the West India Islands, |“ light artillery drill. 
the naturalized European races sip their fa- This exercise lasts an hour and a half.— 

vorite coffee ; while over the Northern State- | After that, they devote the same time to 
of the Union, and the British provinces, the | "ecreation until parade, which takes place at 

tea of China is in constant and daily use— | ee ae arate, Hey oem into anki 

All Europe, too, has chosen its prevailing | front of the barracks, and the names of the 

beverage. Spain and Italy delight'in cite | delinquents are read by an officer of the ca- 
late; France and Germany, Sweden and dets, Supper comes next ; and, after supper, 

Turkey, in coffee; Russia, Holland and Eng- | Ste et eke o'clock, a the Tagie 

Innd in tea; while poor Ireland makes a | Sounds to call to quarters, and every cadel 
warm drink from the see of the cocoa, the must be quan in ee room, within an mie 

refuse of the chocolate mills of Italy and | Utes, at study, and mnst remain there thus 
Spain. All Asia feels the same want, and in | employed until half-past nine, At half-past 

different ways has long gratified it. Coffee, | "ne the bugle sounds—this is called tattoo ; 

indigenous in Arabia or the adjoining coun- | #nd at ten the drum taps, and at ten every 
tries, has followed the banner of the Prophet | cadet must be in bed, having his light extin- 
wherever his false faith has triumphed. Tea, | guished, and must remain there till morning. 
anatlve of China, has spread spontaneously | If, during the night, the cadet is found to be 
over the hill-conntry of the Himalayas, the | #bsent from his room more than thirty min- 
tablelands of Tartary and Thibet, and the | utes, and does not give a satisfactory account 
plains of Siberia—has climbed the Altix, | of himself, charges are preferred against him, 
overspread all Russia, and is equally despotic | and he is courtmartialed. 

in Moscow as in St. Petersburg. In Sumatra} The use of intoxicating drinksand tobacco 

the coffee-leaf yields the favorite tea of the | is strongly repudiated; so are playing at 

dark skinned population, while central Afri- | chess, wearing whiskers, and a great many 

en boasts of the Abyssinian chaat as the in- | other things. The punishmentsto which the 
Aigenous warm drink of its Ethiopian peoples. | cadets are liable, are privation of recreation, 

Zvery where, un-intoxicating and non-nar- | &e., extra hours of duty, reprimands, arrests, 
cotic beverages are in general use—among | confinement to his room or tent; confine- 
tribes of every color, beneath every sun, and | ment in prison, confinement in dark prison, 

in every condition of life. The tea of China | dismission with the privilege of resigning, 
forms the daily drink of a larger number of | and public dismission. 
men than all the rest of these beverages put ++ 02+—____. 

together. [Edinburgh Review. Tne Erie Canal Enlargement when com- 
a pleted, will be of capacity sufficient to admit 

Goon Apvicr.—The learned and pious | the use of steam propellers of limited size, 

Bishop Horner says: “Only take a nespaper | and we shall then be permitted to test the 

and consider it well, pay for it, and it will | comparative economy of horse and steam 
nstruct thee.” power in propelling canal boats.
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BRILLIANT WHITEWASH. | Savsacz Meat is best preserved in new 
Many have heard of the brilliant stneeo | cotton bags a foot long and two or three 

whitewash on the eastend of the President's | inches in diameter, which are dipped in and house = essagtoe: ihe following is «| coated with melted lard. When used the recipe for it as gleaned from the Nati is sli i iti rake gummed, fh, ational lg ald of with the meat ait mh 
ments learned by experiments. Take half a eager 0 taake new sents “cra 40 Preserve 

bushel of nice unslacked lime, slack it with the old. 
boiling water, cover it during the process to | Parstrse Houses.—The paint will hard- 
keep in the steam. Strain the liquid through | en better and last twice as long by bein, 
a fine sieve or strainer and add to it a peck ‘as lied late in aut fan dutt y heh g 
of salt, previously well dissolved in warm Pr ee etnaeni ea lhe Si naa 
water; three pounds of ground rice, boiled | °°? 
toathin paste, and stirred in boiling hot; i Waren-proor Giuz.—Render glue per- 
half a pound of powdered Spanish whiting, | fectly soft, but not liquid, in cold water; and a pound of clean glue, which has been | hen dissolve it t in linsee i 
previously dissolved by soaking it well, and i Tea, ve = a gentle hes ned 

. then hanging it over a slow fire, ina small Ou es ae arnt immediately, and wa- 
kettle within a large one filled with water. | will not affect it. 
ae are eilous ee water to the mix- Carpets last longest by being often sha- 

pasties (Pht “a ee it stand a few days | ken, preventing the dirt under and in them 

It should be pnt on right hot; for this oa grinding out the texture; and by be- i 
purpose it can be kept in a kettle on a por- | ing swept too frequently, 
table furnace. It is said that about a pint ot | Preserves.—If fermenting, boil them, 
ie pe will cover a square yard upon j and add a little saleratus, say size ofa pea the outside of a house if properly ay ied. | r ; 
Brnshes more or less small may AY ea ac- a " aire Pe ce aia aca or 
cording to the neatness of the job required. | = 
It answers as well as oil paint for wood,| | Wovnns 1x Carrie are quickly cured by 

or stone, and is cheaper, It retains its | washing several times a day witha mixture 
brilliancy for many years. There is nothing | of . f iri 
of the kind that will compare with it, either | . ek CEE an ariel oe i ara 
for inside or outside walls, ee : 

Qoloring matter may be put in and made | Mince Pre Meat will keep well fur seve- of any shade you like. Spanish brown stir- | ral months, boiled, chopped, and packed 
red in will make red pink, more or less deep | down in a stone jar covered with molasses, 
according to the quantity. A delicate tinge | ~ 002 | 
of this is very pretty for inside walls. Fine- | ; 
ly pulverized common clay, well mixed with | oo Renee eed 
Spanish brown makes a reddish stone color, | HUY Of Young men and yon depends 1 
Yellow-ochre stirred in makes yellow wash, | mainly on themselves, of course bow thrifty 
but chrome goes iurther, and makes a color | their growth or dwarfed their stature de- 
generally esteemed prettier. In all these | pends mainly on their own exertions. If 
cases the darkness of the shades of course is, then, at forty, you occupy a lew or poor | 
preanes y the quent a coloring used. | place, the fault is mainly your own “But 

is dificult to make a rule becanse tastes | cirenmstances prevented and kept medown, | are different: it would he best to try experi- | Sce this trouble and th: ” | 
ments on a shingle and let it dry. We have | ce a Ue anne dr.whack, But 
been told that green must not be mixed with | yonder pia pane dean had still greater in | 
lime. The lime destroys the color, and the | the start. The difference was, he dashed | 
color has an effect on the whitewash, which | through his, you succumbed to yours, His | 
makes it crack and pecl. When walls have | difficulties only accelerated his progress by 
been bail. emake ane zon ra to have st'mulating his energies to overcome them, 

clean white, it is well to squeeze in- | while y ved y: s \ 
digo plentifnliy through a bag into the wa-| uve ate — oe eo ereet AY Uae 

ter )01 use, before it is stirred in the whole } 6 aoe ee y Dany. effort, * Away j satciare.” Ifa lisadr quantity than Gve gal | with aniveling! Pining gains nothing, but | 
lons be wanted, the same proportion should | loses all, Courage—energy—these are the | he maintained. igrand instrumentalities to success. The | 
aaa San [sso winds which blow down weak trees, | 

| Gupte Caxrs.—To prevent them from ) only drive the sap along up strong ones.— | 
sticking, rub salt over the griddle with a | Then turn these very adversities to account. \ 

piece of bread before greasinz, { | Phrenological Journal, \] 
i a
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i| n interesting trial of this highly i NOVEL METHOD 

i aie —- took cheba highly oye 
OF PROPELLING STEAM. 

i udson River Railroad, bet on| Mr. ©. McCord, of Si 

u York and Sing Sing. wok between New | invented
 oe of Sing Sing, N. ¥., has 

{| attached toa special tie apparatus was boats, which enti ing method of ropellin 

| cars; the ordinary b in of five passenger wheels or sh rely dispenses with S
addle 

eae Aa ee | shafts of any kind fe 

Hogs rise ependent. The inv alo tn place ert je-wheels or propellers, atm cee 

| eee chain runnin en 
consists | ef forms the business of seller jospheric air 

| — length of = 
the cars | | eae the alawioe ppell ne

e one 

i » the engine be 
in, Attached large bellows or air-pu 

r: Eight 

| | winds, The reel ee - which the chain ve eo ee eet, ce ckcor win
e sets, 

j| engineer, who : in motion by the | the tw worked by the en 
in the 

3) es against i 
he two alt 

= ine, each 

1|-o8m aco
 Gace cue ‘by ineans | Pipes or peace vest oo 

i | ley, and rotated by the Fons friction pul- oe unite each ea ae each bellows or 

jj. seit winds up, opera’ me. ‘Tho chain | poe ot of the boa’ are carried to th 

|| altaneously. Te tes all the brakes sim- from the bellows. t for a discharge of the ae 

| y e engineer hi lows: Air i The operati 
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A CURIOSITY. MRS. PARTINGTON AT THE CATTLE sHOW. | 

We saw on Wednesduy with a great deal| This isa very beautiful sight fora person || ; of wonder, at the store of Mr. W. T. Cannon | with a retined beastly taste,” said Mrs. Par- |) 8 couple of bottles, each of which would hold | tingten at the agriculinral show, looking at [| over a quart, and in one was a saw mill in| the big sheep, and addressing a tall young |! operation and in the other atlour mill, also! man by her side. He responded “yes’m,.” | in vperation. Both mills were moved by al “Is that a hydraulic ram{” she asked with — |! erank in the neck of each bottle. The bet great simplicity, provoking a smile on the \ i tles and machinery are in the possession of} young man’s face, and a loud laugh from ont- | Mr. A. HH. Packinghain, who is in the em-; Siders, who were attracted by the black bon- 
ploy of Mr.Cannon. Mr. P. says the ma- | net. ‘The young man informed uer that this chinery was built within their covering 35 | was along wooled slieep, from which very 
years ago, by a person then a resident of| long yarn was spun, “Ah!” said she “you New York but now deceased. Ie did it on jare very kind; but can you tell me ifthe a wager of $5,000, which he won in less than Pope has sent any of his bulls over here to three years, which was the time allowed for | this show?” “No,” said he, smiling tremen- | the work. It has been suggested that the | donsty, “but among the swine is a deseend- 
glass must have been blown over the ma-| ant of the great Boanerges.” Neither Mrs. 
chinery ; but it is also said that such a thing| Partington nor any one near knew what he would be impossible, with sich kind of bot- meant, but he laughed Jondly, and those ont | tles. They are filled full with the machinery | side laughed londer than he, much to his which is braced and pinned, and otherwise | satisfaction. They laughed even louder when made strong. The neck of each bottle is! he found swinging from his button behind, 
filled with a plug, which is keyed close up to | a tag bearing the inscription “Vermont Boy” the neck. The mystery of getting in the key | with age and weight given, but he didn’t— when there is hardly room between the plug! And Ike was looking so innocently all the and the neck of the bottle to get in a tool as | while, trying to make the ram sneeze by tick- 
big as shingle nail, is as great as any other | ling his nose with a straw. [Boston Post. mystery about the ingenious atfair.” These ———__—_—_+e,_..___. 

an, ae ae ee by anybody fora few Let Her Be.—A Detroit mereantite gen- 
days, without any Nowe ti Palladi tleman who was traveling eastward a short 

[New Haven Palladium. time since went to the clerk of one of the 
‘THE MEADOWS OF AMSRICA. pnieee boats to be shown to his room— 

— he clerk handed the applicant a key at the 
Gov. Wright of Indiana, says that our! same time pointing to a door at some little grass crop is not properly appreciated. No | distance, marked B. 

crop, he says, approaches so near a sponta-| Our friend went in the direction indicated neons yield, and none yields co large a profit. | but ope ed the door next to his own, marked The hay crop of the United States, in 1850, A, where he discoved a lady passenger ma- : he estimates at 13,000,000 tons; that for king her toilet, who upon the stranger's ap- ! 1855 he estimates at 15,000,000 tons, which ; pearance uttered a low seraam, is worth $15,000,0' 0; while the wholecotton! “Go away! “go away!” screamed the ’ crop is valued at only $128,000,000. Of this lady. 
crop more than half is produced by the four! “ Letter B,” yelled the clerk. 
States—New York (which yields one fourth! “fam not touching her at all!” shouted of the whole) Ohio, Indiana, and Ilinois.—| the indignant merchant. 
The grass crop which is used for pasturaze ++ ee+-____ 
is at least as valuable; so that this single Nay = 3 herb is worth annually over $300,000,000,— | _ CAUSE ae Errect.—The Empress Eu- = a Bk genie expects to present the Freneh nation Few people will believe that the grass erop | &° ge: ae epic ‘ . . - with an heir to the throne; so. the ladies of || of the State of New York is worth tore ho Rrench Gourt went seieo she ilconcl than its wheat yet statistics show that such |e french Cour WER OURS 10? we renee | is the fact j Aout ton wear hoops; so the American ladies 

ne wear hoops. It is hoped they will enjoy 
When will our western Farmers become this conrenient and grand contour until the sufficiently aroused to the cultivation of tame event takes place, when the Indies of the | 

grasses? How many of you are going to sow | French Court will subside, the ladies of the 
next spring, and have got your seed already? | F1 oe Son eee : | Eds, of the Farmer, | 162 ladies will subside. [Evening Post. | | ich ———__++0e+—_____ 

i | A Wnrrer has compared frendship to our! Tre SraTEMeEnt that the ladies of the first : shadow—while we walk in sunshine it sticks! families employ a cooper to hoop them, on 
to us; but the moment we enter the shade it | great occasions, proves unfounded. 

| | deserts us. | [N. Y: Times, 

e
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| | A PICRLES. | WHY FARM LABORERS ARB SCARCE. ti 

i In the process of pickling, brass vessel-.| A correspondent in reply to a communi- + 
| properly cleansed, are preferable iv iron. j cation from Mr. Buckley, published in this |} 
| No vinegar should be allowed to cool inj paper some time sires, contends that the di 1] 

|| them as this woald tend to the formation of teulty in procuring intelligent, honest and | | 
| Virdigris, which is an active poison, Ve-~/industrions native-born men to labor on the |) 

\| sels that have any gtease or fatty substance fro, aries from the fact “that men who | | 
i about them, should also be rejected as un- | fabor for Wages upon the farm, are used with | | 

if suitable, and in fact none shodld he ned that | very little respect by their employers, who, ‘ 

| are not perfectly sweet and clean. Having |insiead of treating them like men who are {| 
prepared your receptacle, make a liquor by | de-erving respect, treat them more like slaves | ; 
boiling alum and salt in. vinegar, in the pro-| who are devoid of all these noble feelings || 
portion of two-thirds of a teacepcal of pure | that prompt men to be honest and faithful, | 

{ salt, to a table--poonful of alum in three gal- td by this means excite in them feelings | 
lons of vinegar. Ifany seum rises, boiling | eal sequen in eppeeition HG the interes j | 

‘| should be resorted to, and all the extraneous | of their employers, and: cause them to seek |) 
| matter taken off till the liquor is reduced to geuployinent a he cities and villages, or in 

a state of perfect purity. Moderately strong ; seme less arduous labor. 
| vinegar is the best for pickles. If it should Hers: The fact is, that most farmers, when they 

lose its strength, it may be drawn off, and | have once hired a man, think that henceforth 
fresh vinegar substituted. The best enenm-| ‘ie is their slave to work trom sunrise till 
bers for pickles are those that are small and | dark, and that no matter how faithful he may 
green, and of tolorably rapid growth. | be, or how mueh he may do, he is nothing 

When you have dove pickling for the sea- | but a hired man, and is therefore not entitled 
son decant the liquor, and scald and_ skim it | to one stile of approval or one word of com- 
as above directed, until it is freed from all jeations Becamse he Is eee | 
extraneous matter, and rendered perfectly tis Is a& great nustake, fariners 
pure and clear; then putin the cucumbers | show their tet men ent Tenet shem 

ii iling : five minutes, , #3 nen—treat them as such, and manifest an and scald without boiling for five minutes, 48 men— ; ah ee a 
return them to the jars while hot. Cucum-} Resa In them, iw Sein very soon bs 
bers preserved in saturated brine may be | that they can easily obtain men to work— 
prepared for pickling, simply by soaking and | men too who are intelligent, honest, indus- 
scalding. When this pracess is adopted, no | ttious and faithful, and who will manifest 
salt need be added to the vinegar. If pep-| 2" interest in advancing the work of 

pers or spice are deemed advisable they their employers, who are well qualified to 
should be added to the liquor while hot, and |cury on the work of the farm in the ab- | 
before it ix introduced to the pickles. A few | sence of their employers, and who will in 
bell peppers added to the mass will tend to the end prove themeelves worthy of the res- 
impart agood flavor, and give a pungent | Pect and confidence oe cn sent 
taste to the vinegar. The long prickly en- ountry Gentleman, 
cumber is perhaps the most elegant for pick- nn San eR En Se 
ling, although the green cluster is a variety A Brave Orp Lapy.—A Mr. Loyd, living 
forthis purpose. [N. Y. Northern Farmer.” at the San Jose Mission, recently sent a sum 

Eee ne See *  jof money to his mother, in the Eastern 

EATING AND DRINKING. States, an old lady eighty years of age, with 
‘ i Ty a: the remark that she might use it for her own | 

Tf you wish,” said Sydney Smith, “ for | private purse or for her pussage to Califor- | 
anything like —— in the fifth actof/uia, Nothing daunted by the formidable | 

Hi life, eat. and drink about one-half what you journey, the brave old heart took passage for | 
| could eat and drink. Did [ tell vou my | California, on the steamer, entirely unattend- | 
| calculation about eating and drinking? jed, and arrived safely at her destination, | 

| . * oe Z at eee i | i torts : ead | <—- | = ae os rtained the weight & me "i 1 | Spvriovs Inpice is said to be very com- | 
| could live upon, so as to preserve health | ion in the commercial markets. The test | 

and strength, and what I did live upon, [of genuineness is to rub its surfice with the | 
|| found that, between ten and seventy years jfinger vail or any hard substance, when a | 
}| of age, I had eaten and drunk forty-four geunine article will show a coppery or bronze | 

horse wagon loads of meat and drink more Color, varying in brightness aecording to the | 
than would have preserved me in life and pyuallty of he article—the spurious article is / 
health! The value of this mass of nour-|C°Vldet this. aoe | 

| ishment I considered to be worth £7,000.; Frowenxe P1ayts, expecially in the win- 
It occurred to me that L must, by my vo-| tery should have but little: water, and the 
racity, have starved to death fully a hun-/ round should not be very rich—otherwise, 
dred persons ‘they will run to stalks instead of flowers. | 

 ——
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i ’ / this ety a new birth, and her progress hereafter must be 
EDITOR’S TAB LE. | rapid. ‘The population is of superior character, the 
_—____ | situation healthy, and there is every inducement for bus!- 

How Frorr axp Frurr Trees Grow rx rie Wesr. | ness men who are looking to the West to settle there. 

—3o small amount of surprise snd admiration kas been | Whstlntecested me most was the orchards ad gardons; 
A by eavtera horticulturists, who have attended | 7° ‘ill aay, “Of course.” I'have never been taken so 

the western exhibitions of fruit during the past eesson, | ™c by surprise as I was in visiting some ofthe gardens 
‘The slee and. beauty of our apples, pears and peaches | 0nd Burlington. My curlosity was awakened by some 

| seem to take them cll aback; and to impress them, per- | *Peclimens sent Into the exhibition roomsof the Fruit 
hapa, for the fst thme, with 8 consclousness of the supe- | GTOWer'sSoclety. Beurre Diels welghing » pound and 
riority of the western soil and climate, for the growth of ahulf; Stan's Orange about as large; Lowise Bonne 

fruit: especially all those kinds that require a rich soil, | 4¢ Jersey, and Vicar of Winkfield, enormous, Some 
‘The same superiority also exists in the growth of west. | Muster Bartletts had been preserved in ice. Such s 

ern nursery trees, as compared with eastern. With equal sight in the way of pears I have never seen, and Ist once 

| Cultivation, our new and vigorous soll will grow them as | Peeolved to visit the trees and know all nbont them. Dr. 
large in three years, asin four at the east, ‘This isa clr- | TALLAMT, to whom I feel greatly indebted for many kind 
cunstance that ougnt to be considered by those who are | Sttentions, immediately conducted me to the garden of 
buying trees from the east for orchards; stunted trees | W- F. Coolbaugh, Esq. the well known Banker of Bur- 
come slow to bearing. We copy the remarks of P. Bar- | !ington. 
ry, late editor of the Horticulturist in acommunication | _““Hisresidence is on the top of the bluff and his gar- 
te that paper, headed “A Short Gossip about the West, | 4¢m containsscareely an acre—there I found the pear trees 

snd the Prait Grower's Meeting at Burlington.” —beautiful pyramids, all on quince plants about seven or 
“Ihave been much away from home of late, and now | ight years, now Sto 10 feet, or 12 feet high. The early 

that Lam athome I find myself too busy to indulge in | Tarletles were of course gone, but found on the trees 

writing, yet Iranst give yous few notes concerning the | 2ew’re Dict, Bourret Anjou, Vicar of Wiakfeld, 
‘Westand Western fruits and fruit xrowers First allow | “out Morceau, Beurre @ Aremberg, and others, all 

me to congratalate you that you have traveled the coun- | Resrly twiceas large as good specimens grown in New 
try between the Lakes and the Mississippi. Iam sure | York. 
that you have enjoyed your journey to Chicago, and re- | “The trees were remarkably vigorous, and hung full 
tara home, as I have done, thankful that you had lived to | Of frults—whatasicht! And all this without any special 
tee the Garden of America, those vast prairies, the valley | ™anures or culture of any kind—the ground was merely 
of the Missiesippi—where natare has prepared a toll of | Kept clean. One tree of Gloué Morceau was blighted, 

the most wonderful fertility—the deepest and richest that “ Dr. TALLANT took us next to his own garden, which is 

| the plow or the spade ever entered. All this you will situated in that partof the city which Ihave described 

> || readily assent to now that you have visited this wonder. | ®*belng in abasin. The garden ts small, but filed to 
fal country, and seen for yourself the growth of the | °Verflowing with the chotcest fruits and flowers, aud all 
teisaahiao des of Goats in the finest possible condition, 

| “From Chicago to Burlington on the Mississippi isa |“ Hils pear trees are still finer than at Mr. Coolbaugh’s, 
|| aetightfai day's ride. You leave Chicago at 9 o'clock in | 94 the specimens still larger. Brandywine I observed 

the morning and reach Burlington in the evening about | # BOble tree, and the Doctor told me that it bore specl- 
& having had ample time to discuss a good dinner at Men- | ™eB8 that weighed aponnd! The trees were the sume 

; @ota. The road isin excellent order, fine coaches, polite | 88° and the varieties much the same us at Mr. Coul- 
condactorsandeverythingin excellent trim, The coun- | PaUgh's. Quite near to Dr. Tallant’s we were shown » 

|| _ try tsprairie nearly all the way; butdo not suppose it is | Serden which was formerly owned and planted by tie 
monotonous, for on either side, villages, bran new and Excellency Gov, Grimes; planted at the same time as 

prosperous looking, enclosed farms with {immense corn | the others. The trees looked well, but had not recetved 
ficlds like forests of poplars, great herds of cattle on the | PPoper care latterly. ; 
open prairies, luxuriating among the richest pasture, bits | “The Governor has new residence on one of the 
of woodland looming up here and there like islands in the | bighest points of ground, commanding an extensive and 
ocean--these all invest the landseape with sutficient varie- | beautiful view of the river and surrounding country. 
ty. Tt wasall new to meand I enjoyed it right well, as1 | His garden contains alarge and fine collection of fruits, 
also did the prodigious stories which were related by | butthe trees are young and not yet in full bearing — 

|| every mew passenger we picked up, concerning the | These which I have mentioned are all town gardens, and 
|| growth of towns, prices of land, &e., io. Sometimes 1 | 1 assure you I do not know anything here in our famons 
|| lay ups stock of reading material when starting on a | Valley that ean equal them. “What do you think of this? 

: | journey, but here I had no desire to rend except inthe | _“ The nurseries are no less wonderful. I observed ap- 
|| book of mature, A new field of study was spread be- | Ple trees one season's growth from the root graft, nearly 

, 11) eames, 6 fect high and stout in proportion. 
* Burlington, Towa, is pleasantly situated on the west | “Messrs. Comstock & Avery have, in various stages of 

bank of the Mississippi, and contains at this time some | growth, some six hundred thousand apple trees! Messrs. 
! 9 or 10,000 inhabitants. Part of the city is ina sort of | Neely and Brother have also a fine nursery of some 3) 

|| asin, some 8 or 10 feet above the level of the river, with | acres, with a fair proportion uf the various fruits and 
|| a bluff im the rear over 100 feet hgh. In other places | ornamental articles, In tn series I observed that 

i || the ground rises gradually from the river to the top ot | the Pear, Quince and Fiam do not flourish on the deep 
|| the blutf, As we crossed the river in the evening we | prairle loam as they do on the bluffs, where the clay and 

were reminded of Newburg onthe Hudson. The broken | limestone are nearer the surface. I was much surprised 

i. character of the ground renders the grading of streets | to see the Quince do sv poorly; the shoots were slender 
i a work of considerable labor but it is going on vigor- | as needles and had no leaves on. The Pears had been 

| ously. Spfacious stores and comfortable dwellings are in | leafless nearly a couple of months, There is something 

process of erection on all sides, and there is every indi- | to study here, and I wished for a month of time to look | 
: cation of substantial prosperity. Railrouds have given | into the matter thoroughly.
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“You will see this matter touched upon in the proceed- | weath of the nation. Its mines of copper and fron are 
ings of the Fruit Growers. The exhibition of fruits | unsurpassed by any in the world, and it is destined to he | | 
made by the soclety was a splendid one. I really mean | one of the most interesting, wealthy and important por- | | 
aplendid, especially in apples. About 800 feet of tables | tions of the Union.—Zx. Puper. Hi 
were loaded with heaped-up dishes of monstrous fruit. | Let vs hope our own legislature will second this move- | | 
You must pardon a free use of adjectives. ment as the making a new State of the most unnatural | | 
“In one collection, that of Mr. A. Hillery, I should | portion of Michigan, and a portion of our Northern Ter- 

think that the specimens ranged between 18 and 25 | ritory, will be a bencfit to all parties, as it will bring | | 
ounces, and fair as wax work. contiguous Territory together, and for the material for | 

“ Yellow Belle-flowers,Ortleys, Maiden’s Blush, Rambo, | an additional and first class State, without any damage 
Fall Pippin, Vanderveer, &c., so large that I barely re- | whatever, either to Wisconsin or Michigan. | 

comntsed hom. Tue A: Wisco Surv a aes | “The large hall was most tastefully and conveniently we ANTIQUITIES oF Wiscoxstx.—Surveyed and des- | | 
arranged. There were between 40 and 50 contributors | CTibed by L.A. Laviras, Esq. and recently published by | | from Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, and New York. 1 have | the Smithsonian Institute, is one of the new and notable | | 
never before seen so large # collection of fruits gathered baat of the season. Woweresmangthe few whe were | | 
together from so wide an arca; from this you may judge | frtunateenough to getacopy and have been highly | 
haw moval aud instructive terwaa” interested in examining its contents. It evinces a || 

= world of patient labor as well.as high artistie skill, in sur- | | 
Propvctioxs or Wiscoxsts.—In an ae of the | veying and preparing its numerous plans and illustra- 

probable amount of wheat grown in the United States, | tions. It accurately illustrates all the prominent earth 
during the past year, the New York Semi-Weekly Tri- | works extant of the aboriginal tribes in the various por- - 
bune of the 3th of October, estimates Wisconsin at | tions of our State, quaint, curious and numerous as they 

4,000,000 bushels if the balance oF THC"estimates are | are. Iere, collected within the lids ofa book, the antiqua- 
as wide of the mark as this, thgir conclusions cannot be | rian or the curious, may contemplate all that remains of 
very reliable data, on which to base transactions in pro- | the bygone races who have inhabited this beautiful 
diWe—Lt.is the opinth of those who profess to be judges, | prairie land, during the long lapse of ages. Multitudes 
that we have raised about 12,000,000 bushels—and shall | have come and gone in successive generations, each ful- 
sell more than eight millions of bushels to eastern buyers, | filling their mission in their accustomed and chosen way | 

fora sum not less than $10,010,000, ‘This is certainly | and these earth marks and symbols, made from thelr | | 
pretty well forso new astate, and asingle article of pro- | dust, are the only written books or lanzuage that they | | 
duction, When we add the additional products of the | have left us from which to decipher their history and | 
soil—the vast products of our extensive pineries and lead | character: and how soon this earthly written record will 
mines—it will make up a total that has never before been | be out of print. The plow-share of the white man is 

equalled in so new astate, It will not soon be beat, ex- | traversing its pages on all hands and but for this copying } 
cept by Wisconsin herself. of itby our industrious artistic and philosophic Larnam, | | 
Much of our progress, and large production, is owing to | how soon it would haye been among the things that were i 

the introduction of agricultural machinery, into almost | «both substance and shadow,” and as oblivious te the | 
every process of farming, But for the timely, and ex- | quture as are the hands that made it, This book isa || 
tensive introduction of the reaper how could our vast | valuable addition tw history, and {ts authorship a credit 
wheat fields have been harvested’? The eradle, with the | ry Wiscun:in. \ 
scantiness of hands that know huw to tse it, would have | — 
been almost as insufficient as the sickle of our fathers. | Baker's Srir-Actixc Puwr.—There is no doubt, bnt | 
So, everything seems to come in good time; the sickle | Barker's Self-Acting Lifting and Force Pump, isthe best | 
answered for the acre fields wf our New England fathers, | thing yet tn its line, it 
The cradle followed in the train of progress westward, | _ It seems to combine all the requisite advantages and = | | 
and answered all purposes, until the vast Prairie flelds | Ssubject to the fewest possible objections. Beings | | 
were brought to bear upon production: these called for | Double Acting, Forcing and Lifting Pump, with no more \| 
something new, and brought forth the Reaper—a tri- | liability to get out of order, than the old fashioned lifting | | 
umph in labor saving, equal to the Cotton Gin, An es- | Pump; and it may be as easily taken apart for repairs, it 
tablishment like Manny & Co., at Rockford, II]. which | By its reciprocating action, of foreing and lifting, ft | 
makes and sells its 3,00 reapers per annuz, adds a work- | maintains a continued and powerfal eurrent, by the ap- 

ing force to our harvest ficlds, equal to about 80,000 men; | Pication of the least possible foree—throwing about t 
or 50,000, even, of such as they work at the South. This twice as much water ina given time as the best lifting ' 

shows the triumph of Northern ingenuity over Southern | Pump. Again, it fs just the thing for wells thatare too 
bratality; and tells why, and how the working Yankee | deep for a lifting pump, (80 feet.) as it will work just as {| 

beats the idle son of chivalry, in products and progress, | well in deep as in shallow wells, requiring merely the ad- 
‘Whilst the reaper is doing so much, it is not alone; mul- | ‘litional power, for the additional depth, This isagreat | 
titudes of other labor-saving machines are doing their | desideratum to Prairie Farmers, having deep wells, trom 
work in every department. And multitudes of ingen- | which they wish to raise water, by wind, horse, or hand | | 
fous men are cunstantly inventing, improving, and mul- | Power, for their stock. Then, its capabilitiesas.a fireen- | 
tiplying their aids to labor. To recommend such, from | ine, for common farmers, and small villages, isan im- | | 
time to time, and exhibit cuts of them in our columns, | Pertant consideration, We have space to set forth but H ' 
as our farmers and business men need, will be our con- | few of its many advantages; but we would recommend to | | 
stant aim and pleasure. all needing puinps, to examine Barker's before buying. 

= A good pump is invaluable, but a poor one isa nuisance. | | 
A New Stare.—“A new state Is likely soon to be ad- | Messrs, Trparts & Gorpon are making éxtensive sales | | 

mitted to the American installation, The Legislature | of these Pumps, and are also agents to sell the right to) 
of Michigan has passed an act for the formation of the | manufucture and vend the sume, in the different Counties © | ; 
new State or Territory of Superior. Michigan gives | in the State. Those who wish to engage in their manu- | i 

Part and Wisognsin another part to form the new Com- | facture, or sale, will be furnished by them with cireulars | 
monwealth, which is the seat of the great mineral | tastrating all their advantages. Sec theiradvertisement: 

aa = | SSS eases e a
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| 13 Finan Awann og te deny ros tas Ber Reavex | Wrscoysix Svate Jovenat.—Daily, Tri-Weekly, and | 
' i { axy Mowss!—tiswith pol teas aa American an tasa! Weekly, —By Rvaten & Gany—The Weekly State | 

{1 edilzen of the elty of Rockforthat we ‘oun by yete:- | doar isof the largest size published in the State; Is 
(| day'sinail that Fows 1. Massy. of this city, has receive | | devoted to po'iteal and general intelligence; Is the only 
i 1 the above Gran] First Pylze (or bis cotebrate | Re qping | repabliean paper published at the Capital and is an ex- 

| and Mowing Machine at the Pacis World's Fair Exti- | cellent advertidnz medium. ‘The State Jonrnal, during {| 
1 Vition, | the session of Lexi lature, will contain in addition to the |! 

j i! Phe machine was manafteturel by Manny & Co. of! cencisl news of the day, fail and reliable reportsof the || 
L | thiscity,aa tsent to Pasislast sping, Upon the close of procvedings of the Legislature, with all debates of gene- | 
[| the Exhibition it wasparehacet by Peinse Napoleon in| ral interest, Supreme Court dechiony synopsis of the | 
i | preference to ald uther Reapers aml Mowers, His own | reports of the general State Departments, and in general || 
|| language, as fullows, fn reference to the machine is of | all the various matters of interest transpiting at the Cap | | 
{ itself a prite, cominzas it does fromaman of eon i lent | ital.” See Prospeetus in our advertising department, | 
} Die agricattural experience, ani after witnessing and | for terms, ce, | 
| exrefully observing the workings of the many’ tmachines = 

; on exhibition. This we say isa prize of itself to Mr,|  Mitwarser Sextivrt.—The prospectus of this paper 
Manny greater than the greatest. [isto be found in our advertising department. Itis the j 
We cannot but congratulate Mr. M. upon thts g-an1|ede-tant most reliable commercial and newspaper in | 

‘i achievement, ant are prowdof the honer he has con- | the State.an Lail buriness men who desive to keep © post if 
ferred upon our city an | country. | ed” cannot fail to fin! it greatly to thelr advantage to | 

| The following is trandateit from a Paris paper: | take the daily—and the weekly particularly recommends 

| “The Prince Napoleon wishes to sanction by his an- | itse!f to the patronage of tho-e who desire a cheap news- | 
i gust patronage the general employment of this machine | P8Pet, #1. ing as it does, from three to four day’s later news i 

by the French people, and in two successful trials maite | than eastern papers, reaching us at the same time. t 

at Trappes he has inaugurated the introduction of this), S Ses 
Mackie isis wien Nedsolry. Satecquenily ingle | Hom 50 (Ria eae Ne ene | 
ing 0 cendld account of the trial mate unter is saper- | “eTtsement of C. 5. Anust, sf Sanecille, in reward 40 bis 
widdn,beiddclaseh the Mahny aushine thelboit’ ‘Pitase | discovery of un improved mode of rising metonswith = | 
Napoloos hes purchased the rmachine placed on exhtus | 22.2 Mision the-eto, reserving the rlzht to return the dol- | 
Gide bs agraseat nis fotaction! weckines uu Sil ecieis “ lar te each person who may sent him the same, provided — | 

Villeroy. Ho says in the most explicit manner that | 0° 200% Bvt procare eomust applicants to well: repey | 
! Manny's Reaper and Mower is the moxt perfect in me- | him for communicating blsnew: process, | 

cay ‘eorket, sn tn cane frm a Tonge 0 Everat Pvsuications.—The Country Gentleman, | 
<A aatndisted sre as eine [itockfod Dem. | Seeklys The Cultivator, monthly; and the Illustrated | 

= | Annaal Regi-ter, are publications of rare merit, issued by 
{ We raxe pleasure in referring to the Dagterrean Gal- | Lutunn Token & Sox, Aibany, N. ¥., prospectuses for 

lery of Messrs, Jonvsox & FuLune, whese eand may be| Which may be found in the appropriate place in the | 
\ found in our advertising columns. They are artists of| Farmer. To those who wish eastern rugal publications 

the first order of ability and do everything in their line | We ¢an recominend these works as among the best. 
as well, or better, than aay other establishment west of Be 

i New York. Thelr instruments and apparatus are of the | ARGUS AND Dewocrat—By Prouprrr d& Caxrxs, 
mest improved and perfect stamp, an: everything abont | “#llson, Wis—4s published Weekly, Tri-Weekly and 

; their establishment bespeaks a superior artistic skill not | Diily—is the official paper of the state, and publishes all 
often found. Those wisking pictures just right should official documents, reports, laws, &c. For terms, &e., see 

- give them an early call. prospectus in our advertising columns, 

} Our beantiful title page which waz designed by Mr. altace 
Schinion lak Ae/Be dere in ted way, axl bespeskian [CO ee e  ke eee : artists Wii oF the Lighest order. pecuniary interest in this paper to Mewrs, Burnert & 

ah {Laut by whom its publication will be continued and the 
Sweer Potators, &o.—We take pleasure in referring | ~ize of the paper increased. Mr. Baxzxineompany with 

to the advertisement of B. C. Cucecn, of Wyoming. | 4. F. Witicow, continues in chage of the editorial de- 
Towa Co., Wis, offering sweet potatoes an-l melon see is | partment of the Press, 

F for planting for sul, and aso instructions in rezard to . Ove 
: the manner of cultivating the sweet potato an lof keap.| TEPPER County Keerniicax.—We have recetved 

; ing them through the winter, This vexetable, we think, | 22 #hlition te our exch inze It of a neat spley paper of 
: tight with profit be more extensively cultivated in this | Hie above name, published by CE. Horr amt A. Sax- 

state and Lowa, and weare gial to ser Mr. Cutgcit, wiys | #0E% at eiferwn, Wis, A lonzand useful life to It and 
has met with su good success in raising them, offer to | MS PUbit hers fs our earnest wink, : | 

: assist others in doing the same, Mr. C. received the first | Osnxoant Drwoceat—Joxarmax Dovenzrry, late ed- | 
Premium at the State Fair last fali for the best lot of| itor an 1 proprivtor of this paper has disposed of is in- 
sweet potatoes on exhibition: and his “better ha'f,” as | terest in the same to Mantis Miter, who continues 
will be seen by reference to the November n:mber of the | its publication. 
Farmer, farnished the editots with a lot of the first qua'i- | - j 

i ty, raised from seed which she preserved in this state | G#AEVA Expnes’—The citizens of the beautiful vil- | 
; through the winter, [tage of Geneva antof the rich ant ferti'e portion of | 

_ | Walworth County ajviniag, have long desired a paper — | 
i Tux Famtiy Messexcrn—Is the name of a now paper | in their mitst to assist in devel ping their natural re= | 
if recently started at Janesville, Wis, by Messrs, Dory, | sources.an | in izorate and publi h their local aftatiny | | 
i Besuxet, & Co. [tis edited hy Wa. M. Doty, and its | and new that they are supped with an intepenient, 

| few first numbers indicate that it will always be a profit- | enterprising sheet we ops they wil seathat it is well 
4 able and welcome visitor to the family flreside. | supported. . 

ee
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_ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. | s7sits,vi te ferntted inthe tal a the toy taeg | cone order to carry out this plan with econo Asafety, it | | ia BOARD OF REGENTS. has been ordered by tht Enceutive Committee tat ho || | student, on entering the hall, shall deposit with th hx Weare Treasurer $25 for the term of thirteen weeks oF pre i, SOM MUNTER Latin | rate forany less time;, the proper drawback tebe ott 1 ALONZO WING, “20000000000 deernmsox.t | Er tiene Come J.D. RUGGLES. 0000000000. Mapisox. 50 aerate fainities in town ranges from $2 to : |) CHARLES DUNN, Beuwosr, | #359 per week. Some of the students board themselves | NELSON DEWEY: —— vives gbaxoasren i ince lodgings in College, at rates varying from $75 || F ELEAZER WAKELY,..... ............ WHITEWATER eben | JOHN K. WILLIAMS, 000000000000 snunisners. EXPENSES. 4 DIRE T. GRAN os MOR. Turtios Fre, per term of thirteen weeks,...$4,00 LEVIB, VILAS OI Mapisox, | Roow Renz, Ixcuupixe Heat, do. 2 3:00 1 AE GASTEEMAN 000 cest sees cee eeees DELAFIELD, Contingencies, .... oo... cel cc ke eee sence 0,00 | N.W. DEAN, .....00..00.c0sscsseeee ses, MADIBON, =... | ae BLN es eave Dake Total for the year, (three terms),.........  $21,00 | ; A.C, BARRY, 2... ... ccccece ces MADISON. It is believed that the } SIMEON MILLS. 5 regaarey:o0+ 2000.2. MADMON. | in thus completing ceases ae Toieaer . CLA jecretary,...........MADISON. an ling greatly to its educational capabilities, as well j . | as their further endeavors to render membership both {| ZACURTY GP SCIRMUE, LITERATURE ® ARTS. | eee eeka ant Se ene bya just. publi confi- - |; 3. LATHROP, LL. D., Chancellor, and Profossor of | dence, and a corressoniems orient ae 
j Ethics, Civil Polity and Political Economy. Additional information, relative to the University, may | DANIEL READ, LL. D., Professor of Mental Philoso- | pe obtained by addressing any member of the Board of 1) sity keels, Ebctoric and English Literature: anat- | Begents, or a ae Faculty. 
|} “tes Materal Phileopty aadcomemy. | atatuca Sen er garage ea tes {| EZRA S$. CARR, M Db. Professor of Chemistry and mee 

j OM CONOVER, M., Profe f Ancient Lan Shits nas = . NOVER, A. M. Professor of Ancien’ - * | Fagen and Liveature Fairbank’s Patent Scales, {| 2 FE RUOHS, MD. Professor of Modern Langosges, | Tacso Scales have been long known; aml have stood and Lecturer on Physiology. the severest test, and are always right. Judicial deci: || AUGUSTUS L. SMITH, A.B, Tutor, 2 ate On ei od | sions have been made in several of the States, within the |} FAOULTY OF MEDICINE. last few years, where a diserepancy in weights was the || ALFRED L. CASTLEMAN, M. D., Professor of Theory | matter in controversy, and in every case has been de- j| pnd Practice of Medicine, chemia 4 | Sided in favor of the party using. Fairbank's Seales, and | ZRA 8. CARR, M. D., Professor of emistry and | upon the grounds that they are the standai le. 4 “tion . gf The genuine Fairbank’ Sesies eve en tee cod by D.C AYERS, M. D., Professor of Obstetrics and Dis- | E.€T Famuareee Geconer ne supervision of the | | i eases of Women and Children. original Patentee, at St. Johnsbury, Vermont, and at no | | || GEO. D. WILBUR, M.D. Professor of Materia Medica. | other place Ball Track Railroad -Depot— Warehouse | ———__ ——_., Professor of Surgery. Miller—Hay—Coal—Farmer’s-—Catt! rin an | 5 weed cece ee Profesor of Anat. Counter Scales, of every wie ‘and moication, for sale at | _ Professor of Jurisprudence, manufacturer's prices, and warranted, both for accuracy The vacant chairs of Medicine will, provabis. be filled | and durability, by CL. Hanwos & Co. 19r, South Wace || at the annual meeting of the Board of Regents, in Jan- | St., Chicago; LaNstxo Boxnrt, 8° & 91, East Water St, i || uary, and the Department: will be opened as soon there- Milveaukecy and by 5 H Cuapsours, General Agent, | || after as shall jleemed advisable. 7, Sout ‘ater St, 50. 
1} The First Department of the University, namely, that | Jun’y. 1, 1856. So tt t || of “Sctexce, Lavra Se  ——————— 

garded as completely organi 3. thoug! ‘rofessors, 
i | elect, of Sautel Pitionspy wei of Gneastry, eile RURAL PUBLICATIONS. 

| enter upon the duties of the Chairs, till the first of Jan- Zs 
| wary, 1a36—tho begianing of the ‘socond term of the {THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN.—A Quarto Weekly te year, Journal of 16 pages, embracing every subject of practical | | Papas ter of ntsdlets cGnitout mn tastactreotiens (Steere he Farmer and Conntry Resident: Ueber in . | of the year just closed, (July 25, 1355), has been ninety- | the Field or at the Fireside. New’ volumes tommenes || two; anda large increase is looked for under the newand | Ist of January and July in each year. Price $2.0 year.— , || full organization of the Collegiate Faculty. ar Sen ra Spectinen copy. 3 { INS’ CUI = © Monthly Journal of afin Pon en hae hes regular terms | 32 Page exclustrely devoted to Practical “Agriculture 

ij = ccna annually, of thirteen weeks each, begin- che PP4r, ries Pity conte commence its Twenty 
. E ILLUSTRATED ANNUAL REGISTER of Ru- 1, On the third Wednesday of September; El Agee a k i On the first Wednesday of January; : Ao eared “Macyctouetia af Bare 1. 223% ohay faa Matters, issued in Yearly numbers, copiously illustrated, 

Commexcemenr, on the fourth Wervenlay of July. on eee eP fp cst Style. | Price 25 cents—Bound, . i] oe ‘will 1 ai easkinat & Fifty cents—Sent hy mail post puid. j sr es arene om aaneety Aer Woctine treo The attention of all persons interested in Rural Par- . || Professor Read, of the Chatr of English Literature, "| Suits Is invited to the niet ep ope ; Classes in Agricultural Chemistry will be formed each prone an LUTHER T, ea a to r |, year, and receive instructions froin Profeseor Carr, during ‘Sais Saree || our socond term, and simultaneously with the sessionof | 9"™ Albany, NY 14 ee cepekerere ee i ACCOMMODATIONS. c 
Y 1! Te second College edifice has just been completed, H. FRIEND & BROTHERS, || and will be open for the accommodation of students in HANT s) || Scptomper: “Es the ewe batines there are fortranears | MCLESERC, TAILORS, i. || saidies and sbout double that number of Joxging rooms; DRALTES IN 
i 1] ‘ides amy ublic rooms for recitation and lecture. x 5 = H 6) tucson ‘wing of the new bitlding are apartments | READY-MADE CLOTHING, © OTHS,CASSIMERS, 
- | | for the residence of some of the families of the Fuculty, VESTINGS, TRIMMINGS, &e,, &c. 
te 1 i BOARD. MILL'S NEW BLOCK, KING STREETS, |. "The large dining hall in the new building will be open MADISON, WISCONSIN. || for the scsommodstionof stadents, tn connection saan FA Allonlers will meet with prompt attention || the families of the resident Faculty. Board of good | Sune, 1868-1y. 
, il 
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3 | “You seem to us, Doctor, like a providential blessing | 
aT 6 | to our family, and you may well suppoee we are not un- 
Y, mindful of it. Yours respectfully, | 

ak t 1 LEAVITT THAXTER” i 
. a =f “Sevate Camper, April 5th, 1854. | 

ech m y I - Dr. J. C. Aver—Honored Sir: Ihave made a thor- 
a C~ i Je 7 ough trial of the Cathartie Pills, left me by your agent, | 

ome ho} = Q<Miieeees. | and have been cured by them of the dren Rhesma. 
re ee) a ae =F rat BQ | tism under which he found me suffering. - The first dose | 

x: E ict fees =! Nes Be | relieved me, auda few subsequent doses have entirely | 
A —Seatet removed the disease. I feelin better health now than 

tor some years before. which I attribute entirely to the | 
CHERRY PEC effects of ‘your Cathartic Pills, Yourswith great respect, | 

| The above are all from persons whoare ‘publicly kuown | 
AND | where they reside. and who would not make these state- | 

CATEHARTIC PILELs | ments without thorough conviction that they were true, | 
Are Curing the Sick to an extent n } EEEEANED DY {? before known of any Medicines: | Dr. JAMES C. AYER, 
Invalids, Read and judge for Yourselves ! | BE ROT eee OWEEL MEAD ie ee i 
JULES HAUL, Esa, the well known perfumer of | Sold by Carey & Gordon, Beloit; Holden, Kemp&Co., | | 

oJ, Chestnut street, Philadelphia, whose eek peeice| Janesville; ik Eilers, Monroe: John Wright, Maat | 
are found at almost every toilet, says: son; he . A. Utter, orn; T.Mason, Dubuque, | | 

“T am happy to say od sean Deri aete Pris, that T Towa; E. E. Gay, Burlington, lowa; azd by all Drug: it 
have found them a better family medicine for common | gists everywhere. vind: 6m. \} tee, than suy other within my Knowledge, Many of xy | << | | 

iends have realized mar nefits from them and co- | inclde with me in believing that they posses extraor- LAKE MILL’S NURSERY. i 
inary virtues for driving out diseases and curing the | pritE undersigned ed to furnish, at j sick. They are not only effectual but safe and pl end ecstenedare prepared ere ee | 

to be taken, qualities which must make them valued by Tite pricey Sraxpan Tunes of the leading varie- | | 
the paltierwhan the are knewa® ¥ | ties of | 
- The venerable Chancellor Wardlaw, writes from Bal- APPLE, PEAR, CHERRY, PLUM, APRICOT, | A 
more, | 1854: CURRANT, GOOSEBERRY. f 
“Dr. J.C, irae Bin Thave taken your Pills with Also a fine ee of Evergreens and Ornamental 

great benefit, for the listlessness, languor, loss of appe- | shrubbery, Flowering Bulbs; three of the best. varle- } 
tite, and Bilfous headache, which has of late years over- | ties of Pie. Plant and Aspa Plantes Acacte ands» || 
taken me in the spring. A few doses of your Pills cured | Qease Orange Trees. a : 
me. | Thave used your Cherry Pectoral ‘many years in| “We would call special attention to our fine lot of 
my family for conghs and colds, with unfailing ‘success. | DWARF PEAR EES, bearing size; also, twent 
You make medicines which cure, and I feel it a pleasure | host varieties choice PLUM tree, larae size, propagatet | | 
to recommend you fur the good you have done and are | on Eyelish stocks We think we bare the boxe the St ' doing.” cae sh stocks. We think we have the best the State | | 

wale widely renowned S. 8. Srevess, M. D., of Went- | "Please call and examine, at PLUMB & Co.'s Nursery, | | | 
1 cling tsed your Carmanato Praia in my practio, Take Milt, deaetnon CORES” 5g eeu | 

certify from experience, that they are an invaluabl “ c ATWOC . 
purgative. In eases of disordered fuznctions of the liven, | Ot ee AN | | | 

coming headache, Indigestion. costiveness, and the great | = — Sear if 
variety of diseases that follow, they are a 8 emed: Ij irate aap enact weet | REAPERS AND MOWERS, | 

is required, I confidently Tecommend these Pills to the WITH ADDITIONAL i] 
public, as superior to any other I have ever found. Th -EMENTS i are cure tn thelr operation. ial perfectly sno. a alitice | IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE HARVEST OF 1956 || 
which make them an invaluable article for public use. i i | iiave frinany yeas Enews your Gerry Bewratss| First Grand Silver Medal = 

the best Cough medicine in the world, and these Pills | [OR the best Reaper & Mower at the Paris World's | | 
srotning wine tatizicc to that. admirable preperation for e Fats Exhibition, 1583. Awarded to John Il, Manny, | | 

a and the machine pure! y Prince Napoleon for : 
Bie FORE Paar. of the ship Mariou, writes from | estate tn eeceeeces taal cies 4 eapecalt thousand of | 
“Your Pills. have cured me from a Bilions attack, | ‘Tso fumrnns for the next harvest: and warranted our || 

which arose from n derangement of the Liver, which had | peor to any other harvesting implement, all orders 
become very serious. I had failed of any relief by my | Promptly attended to, Address | Physician, ad from every remedy I could try, bt afew | POMPEY MANNY & CO., j loses of your we completely restored me tu bea tare ieee Geom Woy ain waren | et Rett Ee | 
Teeommended them toa fiend freokiverees which had | FARMER DANE COUNTY, || mended them to a friend for costiveness, whic! ‘ARMERS i{ froubled him for nee ee told me in a few days they F OF 7 

eu im. You mal t . | 

Se eee | | eae eT ECTS || this from the distinguish icitor of the Su- FULLER, 
preme Court, whose brilliant abilities have made him ss li ‘well knewn, not only in this but the neighboring States. | | Take this method of informing you ald, that you are | 

Nrw Orteans, 5th April, 1854. | abundantly able to come up to the Excelsior a 
Sir: Ihave great satisfaction in assuring you that | Gallery with your families, young and old,and be either 

myself and family have been very much benefitted by | Daguerreotyped, Photographed.or Ambrotyped, which 
your medicines. My wife was cured, two years since, | ever suits you best, either of which will be done in the 
of asevere and dangerous cough, by your Cierny Pxo- | highest style of art, and warranted to give satisfactionor — | 
ToRaL, and since then has enjoyed perfect health. My | no sale. ii 
children have several times been cured from attacks of} Those who desire Photographic views of their farm- | | 
the Influenza and Croup by it. Itis an invaluable reme- | houses, and yards, be they log eabins, or gilded palaces, 
dy for these complainst. Your CatHantio Pia have ; can have thei done on short notice, either plain or beau- 
entirely cured me from a dyspepsia and costiveness | tifully colored in oil colors, at a trifling expense. | 
whieh has grown upon me for some years—indeed, this | Fine gold lockets, pins and rings for sale. | 
cure is much more Tenportant, from the fact that [had | Don't miss the place. 
falled to get relief from the best Physicians this country | Enquire for the Bizcelsior Gallery and for your hhum- 
affords, and from any of the numerous remedies I had | ble servants, JOHNSON & FULLER. 

taken. Madison, Jan. Ist, 1556. 
See
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= ss — oa Sn tone tee i 
a . a 1 west.—an 1 willevery where yield to this newly diacov- | 

§ i! il TY ji 4 Ml ered ANTIDOTE, which neutralizes the polsun,eom- | 
Wllgy fdt lib GLY. | plesey purities the system, and thus entirely removes | 

| _———_—_ ail the cause of disease. 
| MInawacoHtrE The proprietor distinctly claims these extraordinary | 
| Dauy, Tre Weezy & Weeay tee ts Ses its use: 7 fi is | 

t will protect any resident or traveller, even in the = | 
7 ry 1 2 most sickly,or swaimpy localities from any ague or bii- | 

Ss E INS [INEL 9 | ios al cace whatever Scany Injury fnmweansiney ti 
os. 205 & 207 Bra" Water S:. | ha iag Malazia or Miasma. 

eee It will Instantly cheex the ague In persons who have 
| THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE | suffered for aay length of time, from ox# DAY te TWAN- 
tt . TY Yeads, So Unit they need never have ANOTHER OMILL, | 
i; Commercial and Newspaper oy,conisiine tts use according to directions 
|| x Resa le {ore Will immediately relieve all the distressing results 

IN THE NORTHWEST. | of bitious or ague discases, such as general deblitty, night 
CIRCULATION - - - - 20,000 PAR WHEX.! sweats etc. The patient at once begins to recover appe- 

——-—. | tite an | strength, and continues until a permanent and | 

i TT! PROPRIETORS would tenter to the public | rudical cure is effected. And as a proof that It fs aleo j 
i} thetr gratefal acknowledginents for the liberat an | WORTHY OF PUBLIC CONFIDENCE, 
| unwavering support exten Jed to them in the past, which | Beeanse of its { 
|| himsenabled the u to increaw their establishment to Its} SINGULAR AND ENTIRE HARMLESSNESS, i 
|} present mammoth proportions. Anl would ald, that} The following certitieate from one of the most eele- | 
{no efforts will be spared in the fature, as none have been | brated cheinists in the United States is attached toevery | 

in the past, to make it worthy of the confhlence of the | bottle: | 
Ddusiness community. One of the firm has just returned | Naw York, June 11, 1835, | 
from the East, where he has purchased un entire “TL have made a chemical exumnination of Rhodes’ Fe- 

NEW JOB OEFICE, evan Ague Cure, or Antidote to Malaria, amd, bave | 
i i : tested it for Arsenic, Mereury, Quinine and Strychnin 

i Sclegte’ under his personal superviston. and with esPe- | but have not fount a particle of either in it, nor haved | 
Also, a new STEAM PRINTING PRESS, (Hoe’s found any substance in its composition that would prove 

Large Cylinder), Stied up with all the recent linprove- PLAINES tO eT cTON: MD). Chemiet” 
ments for speed an‘ perfection of workmanship, together Tuas EAGT 

: with other and recently invented steam machinery, FREE USE AS 8 PREVENTIVE 
our business having increased to such an extent, thit| 4 enich alll ee csbunareel sarcateed 
with our Four Steain Presses an.1 other apparatus, we | DY Shich all pervons may thus be sure of entire Hreedare 
Bave heretofore been unable, without extraordinary ex-| fom the above name disedaes no matter monsicny the 

f ertion, to accommodate the business exten led to us. en een riers 
‘Our ruaning stock naw con-sts of the following Ma-|__ PROOFS OF EFFICACY are iteahetly.pantenet, 

ebdacs sith the watewof apaed auncund: an | the con‘lenve of the pablic Isasked only in propor- 
RIGHT-HORSE o = tioa to Its actuot me ity wherever introduced and used. 

1 EIGHT-HORSE POWER STEAM ENGINE, | Those on'y are relie upon to prove its worth. | 
Milwaukee manafacture, capable ot making 310 revolu-| One or two bottles will answer for ordinary cases; | 

tions per minute with eafety, and driving the following | some may requive more, Directions printed in German, 
machinery : French an 1 Spanish, accompany «ach bottle. Price One 

1 Dbl Medium Large Cylinder Hoe Press, 2,590 per h. | Dollar. | 
1 Medium - + oe ee = Prepared an‘ sold by the pops, | 
1 Imperial No. 4 Taylor Press, Cyliender, 1,500“ JAMES A. RHODES, Providence,RI | 
1 Euggles Job Press, 200 “ | Sratwm & Cooren, Agent, Madison, Wis, | 
1 Hoe Card Press, 40 An: for sale by drugyists generally. (Jan. | 
1 Folding Machine, will fold Bes | —— et Fo 

‘aper- Wetting Machine, will wet anno 
Also, 2 Washinzion Presses, Stan'ling Presses, Paper & | BARKER'S PATENT. | 

: Card-Cutting Machines, &c., ac. t fl ? \ 
i With these increased facilities for 1 ASLE y 4 q | 

JOB PRINTING . ‘i at 
Wa cenbleny antcloate betngaile to eatisly ay Ge] eee Beer eer 
mands which may be male npon us, from city or coun- | “PUIS being the ony Powr now inuse which will dis- | 
try, én @ atyle unequalled, and with adespateh un- charge a Continual Stream of Water, makes it the 
surpassed in the West. most desizable article known for elther | 

 B—Wedlling ant Visting Cards printed in the MINING, STEAM ENGINES, MILLING, OR FOR | 
neatest an] most Fashionable Style. DOMESTIC USE, | 

TERMS OF THE MILWAUKEE SENTINEL. ae ovary warhety Of sein, Sister Gener, Wel, Engine, | 
- e ‘ = ine or Rallroad Pump can be changed in a minute to 

Das, $7.00 | Tay, $0 | Weer Sume|eacapees | 
BUFUS KING & CO, FARE ENGINE. 

f Jan. tf. Prorrierons, In places where large quantities of Water are required | 
i | in a short space of tine, its ca sucity has been fully and 
4 ————  —a——rv—aoeeaeea—— | satisfactorily tested ay dozens of letters will prove, fromm | 

i New Principle! No Poison! the most erninent Rai!roa:l Superinten lentsin New York 
< State, which letters assert that it is the most powerfal | 

? ) qty an simple | 
te 5 a Railroai Station Pam> 

* | ever be‘ore invented an used in that State. 
OR ANTIDOTE TO MALARIA, ‘The subscribers having becomes Agents for the sale of 

YOR THE PRETENTION AND CURE OF RIGHTS TO MANUFACTURE OR VEND in all the 
Fever ant Agie, or Chill Fever: Dumb Agae, and| Counties of this State worl respe-tfully in tte the ate 

. other Intermittent an Remittent Fevers: also of | tention of Steam Suv o~ Grist Mill Proprictors, Minern, 

Bilious Fevers. aceompanted by Typhoi! Symp- Minujactures, and Railroad Supertntendents, tox 
: toms; Typholl, Fever, Yellow Fever, thorouzh investigation of the merits of this Pamp: Sam- 

Shipan | Jail Faver, Genera! Debility, ple: of which can be seen at their store In Madison, and | 
i Night Sweats, ‘ani all other any information given In regard to them. | 

forms ef disease Jan, TIBBITS & GORDON. 
rt Mar aia a rie ety = ea ——— 
rr ALARIA O) ASMA, ND IN’ vi 

t ‘This subtle atmospheric poison, which at certain sen- BOOK AND JOB PRINTING, 
sous is unavollably inhale! at every breath, is the same | Of all kinds neatly ani prompt'y exeented, at low prices, 

ia charscter wherever it existe,—north. south, east, or| AT THE OFFICE OF THE WISOONSIN FARMER. 

Se ee
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ee inquire into the condition of the books, black- 
“Now Zembla's rocks, (the beauteous work of frost,) | boards, and apparatus for instruction; are 

j — wie eeu cecee they well chosen, ample, and in good condi- 
| And on th’ impassive ice the lightnings play.” tion? in a word, dear friend, as before asked, 
j Reader, are you a parent? and have you| have you visited the school at all during this 

| children attending the district school? If] winter, to learn the facts in the case, or to 
| 80, we would ask if you have visited thatin-| cheer the scholars and teacher with your 
| stitution during the winter which is now| presence and counsel? If you have not, is 

| more than half gone? Yes, the district| there not yet time? and ought, and will you 
i school, of which we all talk so much and so} not do it? 

patriotically, and upon which we usually be- So much for the district school. Let each 

stow so little real attention and thought! | parer ask and answer to himself the fore- 
What proportion of the thousands of school-| g°ing questions ; for if the school-honse lies 
houses of the west, or east even, are what| at the foundation of our intelligence, virtue, 

| they ought to be? How many of them are and liberty, it will not do to neglect it. But, 

| insignificant and shabby in their appearance, | 02 the other hand, let us pay our money 
(I even when new—standing at some dirty four-| cheerfully for its proper fitting-up, and look 
i corners of the public highway, solitary and] Well to it that good teachers are employed, 
| alone, without enclosure, out-buildings, shade | Well paid and fully encouraged by the exam- 
| tree, or shelter—with the green wood pile in| Ple and friendly countenance of parents. 

| the snow, and often scanty at that; witha] Are all the readers of the Farmer insured 
| poor slippery door-step, and the house un-| against loss by fire? If not, why delay at 
| banked—perhaps not under-pinned. Let us| this risky season of the year? A few dollars 
| look inside, and see if that is any improve-| Paid in to a good company, will shield you 
| ment upon its external appeatance. Orowd-| Safely for years. Mind FPUy Wo say. 6 good 
! ed, dim and smoky; close, unventilated and | COMPany; BEWARE of transient agents and 
| sickening in its atmosphere ;. with the smaller | COMPanles of which you know nothing! The 
|B scholars huddled together on the low, hard| country is full of them, and they cannot 
| seats, so near the hot stove as to muddle and | usually be depended upon ; but that is ne ob- 
| stupefy their intellects—not to speak of head- | jection to good companies, (all good things 

aches, sweats and consequent colds—while | ate counterfeited,) and we have such in our 
| the larger scholars, on the back seats, keep| 0W2 state. Next in importance to insuring 
| up a cofitinual clatter of boots and shoes, to| is to be careful, each for himself. A large 

avoid freezing their feet. In the midst of the | Share of our accidents arise from one of two 
scene, moves the “School Master,” (that once | C@US€S: First, from carelessly arranged stoves 

| great man in every little town, but like Pres-| #24 pipes; and secondly, from an improper 
| idents and Governors, now, wonderfully | bandling of ashes. All who would not burn, 
| dwindled in stature.) Is ho what he ought | Should look well to these seemingly little 

to be? has he been selected with discrimina-| things. You will not deem them small, 
| tion and care, for his high-toned sentiments, | When your house, or barn is enwrapt in 
| learning, and zeal in the cause of popular ed- flames; which may be the case at. any time 
| ucation ?—or has the low standard of dollars| = @ Moment. — We sey then toall, insure, 
| and,cents determined the district committee | Without delay, in some good responsi ble com- 
| in their choice? But, supposing the teacher ache, pees! a ee ee oa 

‘ ich i 7 ferable for farm 5 | all right, which is to be hoped, we will next lepeienecty: 

i
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ee 

Those who aro taking care of stock, as the | have one, and if you have not, it may pay to | 

winter wears on, should carefully watch each | make one even yet, as they are very easily | 

creature, and notice ifany are falling away. | gotten up, sufficiently capacious for a com- 

Calves and underlings need extra care, or the | mon family, and contributing es much, per- 

crows will have them before grass grows. | haps, to the comfort and Tuxuries of a family, 

: Too little pains is ‘usually taken to salt crea- | 2s anything else of the same expense. It is 

tures, in winter, and nothing is more common | well, when convenient, to connect! them 

than allowing thom to suffer for water; coni- | handily with the cellar, as they in that case 

pelling them to eat snow, or go without, | make an excellent depository for all articles 

though eating nothing but dry hay or straw. | that require to be kept cool. . Great care 

It is like a person eating a dry crust of bread | should be taken in packing in the ice, to put 

; without drink. Now, any man who has any | in none that is partially thawed, nor to leave 

| humanity about him, should look well to | open spaces for the air. All such spaces as 

these things, and if he has no humanity, his | cannot be filled with ice, should bo filled with 

| interest ought to prompt him atleast. Cows saw-dust or chaff; and pains should also be 

that are forward with calf, also, need special | taken to interpose saw-dust or straw in. all 

t care and feed, 2s they have two lives instead | places between the ice and the wall of the 

i of one to support. house. 

it Working oxen, also, that are depended up-| Look over the farming tools and imple- 

on for spring’s work, should be kept if good | nents,andsee what needs repairing forspring’s 

condition, even if grain has to be bonght to | use. Attend to them while there is leisure; 
+ do it, as so much depends on their vigor in | it will save a deal. of trouble and delay when 

+ the plow field. The task of an ox is a slavish | busy times come. Five minutes’ attention 

one at best, and if Old Broad is thin and poor, | when you are going to the shop, will supply 

, ten to one if he don’t lie down in the furrow, | @ bolt in the plow, and save perhaps a day’s 

during the first hot, faint days of spring. | delay of men and teams in wheat sowing. 

; Keep your stock well, if possible. If you are | Think of these things, ye who would be smart 
short, be sure and feed the creatures well, | and prosperous farmers. . 

and pinch yourself, whatever is necessary to| Are all your arrangements made for seed 

make up the difference; this is the best way, | to sow, and plant, the coming spring? Are 

as you will know how much you can‘stand, | you going to sow any grass sced—Red Top, 
[ without winter-killing or getting the black- | perchance, in your meadows and marshes? 

leg. To take good care of stock, requires a | If so, you wilP.nced it early in March. Do 
great deal of attention and Inbor; and the | it, if you possibly can, that you may improve 

: more care they get the better. It will more | the quality of your hay, and haye better 
{ than pay to card all creatures daily. spring and fall feed for your creainres. 

| The Norwegians are among the best com- It. is a well established fact, that Red Top 

mon herdsmen of the west.’ They ‘think and Timothy will catch well onthe meadows 

a great deal of their cattle, and bestow | and marshes, by being sown as. carly as the 

: that kind of care which makes them thrive | frost is coming out, and thoroughly scratched 

t and do well. We have no doubt that, a few in with a sharp tootheddrag, . Jt istertainly 

i years hence, some of them will rank among | 4 Very cheap and simple method of gettingin 

d our best, and most extensive herdsmen, | tame grass, and well worth trying by every- 
7 | Stock raising is bound’ to be a paying busi- body who has such lands, and has not, time 

* ness in this country fora long time to come— | t drain, plow, andlay them down in a more 

for oxen, the dairy, or the market. The vast, | thorough manner. It is high time that our 

unlimited West, that lies beyond us, and is farmers adopt some course to make butter 

going to continually and rapidly séttle, will | 24 cheese, as cheap on our cheap lands as in 

i constantly draw a heavy draft upon us, while the city of New York. i 

i the East, with its great and growing cities, { Tame grass and good dairymen and maids, 
consumes whole hecatombs of oxen at évery | 27 what we want to doit. How long shall 

" meal, © Thus'all causes combine to maintain | We have,to wait for them? ‘ 
i good prices and current sales . tla. +05 aside obama SAS lala 

: It is time your ice-house was filled, if you Soe tiny ae wn eee
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5 ¥or the Wisconsin Farmer. There was a lamentable neglect on the part 
Pera et a eee ence! of the earlier settlers of this region, in that |] 
Messrs. Eprrors—In Southern Wisconsin, | they did not sooner and more generally plant | 

Nortkern Minois, and most of Iowa, there is | orchards upon their new homes; and the |} 
avery notable scarceness of Timber; and un- | evils of this palpable neglect are now the || 
der the present management of affairs in this | more plain and deeply regretted, in noticing | | 

region, the quantity is being still further re- | the pleasant luxury of those few who gave || 
duced, while very little thought or effort is | ¢imely care to this matter contrasted with the 

given to replace or supply this invaluable ar- | sorry destitution of those who, with equal 
ticle; so that it has, or is becoming, a subject | opportunities, shiftlessly neglected the little 
second to no other in importance and consid- | early pains which would have likewise se- 

eration to the welfare and prospority of our pee te them similar sumptuous enjoyment 
otherwise so highly favored country; and yet {et neglected to their loss. 

with timely and appropriate exertions, the| But, in the beautiful economy of the whole 

present occupants may prevent this matter | system of true nature and Providence, noth- 
from becoming any more alarming—may re- | ingis truer than that the thoughtful and hon- 
move all serious apprehensions in regard to | est may reap blessings and be benefitted by 

future supply; and to point out, in some de- | appropriately regarding the errors of himself 
gree, the mode while stimulating to itsearnest | and others. In this light, or view of princi- 

adoption, is the design and wish of this arti- | ples, the new settler may derive wisdom and 

cle, Some may say—-“We can do well improvement from the error of his predeces- || 

enough at present for ow own necessities, | sors, by not doing likewise, but by early plant- |} 

without concerning ourselves for those that | ing erchards; and both old and new emi- || 
come after us; our progeny may look out for | grants may also read a wise, useful lesson, and | 

themselves as we have done for ourselyes"”— | greatly profit themselves by at once taking |} 
and so on—but there is no more justice than | steps efficiently to grow, not only fruit or- } 

paternal magnanimity in such sentiments, | chards, but groves and forests for their wood | 
because, with our present system of opera- ! and timber—the neglect to properly attend 

tions, we are ‘not only robbing mother | to the latter, will be as much more calami- 

Earth of the present supply of timber, but we | tous than neglecting the former, as the whole 
are yerily cutting away or eradicating the | scope and necessity of ¢imber is more vast 

very germs and nucleus which naturally are | and essential than that of the orchard; and, 
designed to propagate and continue a reason- | doubiless, it is safe to say, that none will dis- 

able supply fo our suécessors—we otight at | pute that the full importance of timber is par- 
least to be just, if not magnanimous. ) That | amount to that cf orchards; and therefore, 
was 4 beautiful paternal regard manifested in | every one who is any way interested in the 
the old Greek father, Laertes, when, in ad- | tillage of the Jand should at once as earnestly 
vaneed age, he was planting hedges and ma- | put forth ‘the proper exertions for Forest cul- 

king improvements in the country, as he | gure, as for fruit—yea, more, a3 the body is 
answered the astonished qnetist, “why he | before the meat. 

was thus laboring in his old age?” that “he There are two aspects in which the matter 
was building against his son returned from | isto be viewed—namely, the present scarcity 

Troy?” This reply is worthy of consideration | of timber; and the numerous, increasing, and 
and emulation by us of the present tine, in devouring objects which are constantly con- 

regard to the growing of timber; itis both our | suming it. This view of the matter calls for 
duty and interest to devise and put into live- | an adequate two-fuld provision or action'to 
ly operation some scheme of producing &| meet the contingency—namely, to devisa 

necessary supply of wood for various pur-| some efficient means of supplying, as far as 

poses, “against the coming of our sons,” while | may be, the demand; and te discover and 
the ‘additional pleasure may accrue to many | provide suitable substitutes, to every reason- | 
of us, of sitting under our own shade, eating | able extent, so as to limit the consumptiom. * ' 
of our own vine, and bountifully enjoying} At the time—several years ago—of the 
the fruits of our timely labor in planting | earliest settlements in this section, this sub- 

trees, and carefully tending them. ject did not appear or present itself in that
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alarming aspect which it now bears, for two|aim at—is to convince the farmer of the 
| reasons: Ist. the ordinary demands of the | deep, undeferrable importance of taking sure 

. occupants were not nearly as numerous or |steps for growing trees; to show him that it 
great in extent, which, of course, left in their |is both his interest and duty to do it; that he 

minds no great fear of want; and, 2d, the|cando it; and to persuade him at once to 

monstrous cormorant devourer of forest and | take hold, with zeal and ambition to do it— 

fountain—the Railroad Engine—had not | with as much hope, earnestness, and pleasure 
commenced burning and smoking among|as he now manifests in raising grain and fruit 
them, nor set up his insatiable and continual |—and it can be—will be—shown, that the 
demand for ties and timbers to lay his iron | operation may be more profitable and less 

track upon; this circumstance was not even| vexatious than those pursuits—and with 
thought of by the generality of settlers, and | much less risk, and with enduring remunera- 

not more than half dreamed of, even by the | tion. 
most imaginative speculator upon progress-| This first article is designed particularly to 

ive splendor—nor did any anticipate to an|awaken those who should be interested in 

adequate degree the magnificent extent to |the matter, and to direct their thoughts and 

which towns and cities would be every where | feelings actively to it;—for, when adequate- 
and continually built upon our rich and fer-|ly realized, no branch of their operations is 
tile soil—none seemed able to calculate the | more surely important;—and then in a suc- 
immence capacity of the Prairie Lands for | ceeding article, some suggestions will be 
sustaining population and improvements—| made upon the best, most suitable varieties 

and of course, could not be expected to esti- | of trees and shrubs to be introduced and‘cul- 
mate or properly appreciate the approaching | tivated upon the Prairies, together with the 
demands for wood and timber. manner of raising them. It is certain that 

But, to us—in whose sight the “Star of|several kinds of trees can be successfully 
Empire already holds its Westward way”— | grown here, and with a profit to the operator 
the importance of this matter is more plain; | of from twenty-five to one hundred per cent. 

‘we can see, if we will, in some measure, the}upon the whole cost or investment. The 

magnitude of this demand—to us, very clear- | growing of trees on the prairies can be made 
ly, “coming events cast their demands be- | to yield a greater profit than the growing of 
fore;” our privileges are rich, and our re-|grain. A variety of facts and observations 

sponsibilities are correspondingly great; the|can be adduced to prove this—it can be 

obligations upon farmers, and all lovers of|made as clear as is the fact, that something 

our beautiful country, are sacred and press-| efficient must speedily be done to“increase the 
ing, to see to it that it be not wasted and des-| quantity and supply the continual and in- 
titute of wood and timber forever. creasing demand for timber here. 

And I am glad that you, Mr. Senior Ed-| Let Agricultural Societies think well on 

itor, are Lamp-Lighter to this Light-House | this subject. 

of Scienee—the printed paper—this farmer’s| This fact becomes the more grave ‘and 

oracle—you are right from among the people | startling, as we contemplate the vastly in- 
—you have observed, experienced, and do|creasing demand for Railroads in this coun- 

know their wants—the sacred demands of| try, and the certainty that they will be con- 
our agricultural country—in this particular | structed; and added to this fact, in fact, grow- 

direction;—you are a farmer of practice and | ing out of it, principally, the equal certainty 

understanding, and of course know whereof of an overwhelming increase to the popula- 

we speak—therefore, I rejoice, that you are | tion and building operations of our Prairie 

at the head, and have taken hold, in good | States, induced by the additional facilities for 
earnest, of several vital and primary subjects, | migration and market, so extensively afford- 
eminently interesting to the farmer especial-| ed by these additional Railroads—which be- 

: : «ly, and to the country generally. Such men|come incalculable blessings, or depressing 
are needed at the Head of our Agricultural | evils—just in proportion to the manner in 
Journals—men of practice as well as read- | which we meet, improve, and use them—pow- 

ing. erful for good or evil, as we shall ordain. 

But to the previous question—what we D.S. 6.
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For the Farmer. | woodlands, pastures, meadows, hills and 

a dells, and brooks, and lakes, and caves, and 

We talk of the pleasures of rural life and | allthe enchanting scenery which the buoyant 

paint its charms in all the gorgeous hues of| heart may find in rustic rambles;—we love 
fancy, but after all the real merits and true | to chat of Spring time, when sportive lambs, 
advantages of living in the country, and away | and joyful kine, and long-housed steeds are 

from the bustle of the town, are not fully es- | cropping the first shoots of the tender grass 
timated. They seem to be understood, but | —when the wild birds are merry, and fresh 
entirely overlooked. Still hundreds and | buds and flowers are smiling in the morn of 
thousands of men and women, young and old, | prophecy;—we love to dream of shady re- 
cling to the dull haunts of city life, and never | treats, green hill-sides and groves, to hide us 

taste the sweets of a natural, unrestrained | from the sultriness of Summer’s noon-tide, | 
and vital existence. Even in the United | and think how full of joy the task of watch- 

States wherein there is boundless extent of | ing the young fruit and grain develope in the 

territory, and such soil as gives the husband- | rays of the life-giving sun;—we love to wor- 
man the richest remuneration for his toil, we | ship at the shrine of. golden Autumn—to 

see humanity the wretched minion of want| paint in imagination the ample returns of 
and poverty, in crowded towns—whereas, it | nature’s general harvest—its multifarious 
should be the lord of abundance in the West- | and choice bounties;—we love to dwell upon 
ern vineyards of plenty. According to the | the farmer’s fireside when the unwritten » s 
census of 1850, one-eighth o' fifion's prophecies of Spring have been fulfilled— 
entire populittorritve in cities of upwards of | when the torrid sun of Summer has wrought 
Ce eand HMtabitants, and; of-towns and | his blessed mission—when the bounty of 

viltiges, Irewhich life is moulded after the | Autumn is garnered up, and its many-hued 
cramping and cffeminating forms of the | leaves have been swept by wild frolicking 

: greater metropolis, there are still hundreds} winds, and dispersed among the avenues of 

and thousands not noticed in this reckoning. | deeay—to think of enjoying with him his Pe 

Probably, more than one-sixth of all, the | lucious feasting, and cozily imbibe the nectar 
people ef the Unfon live in tities and villa- | of the grape and apple, while the storm is 
ges, and know of real, untratmeted hature, riotous without, and old Winter has usurped 

only by repute. In many older countries the | his icy throne above the repose of vegeta- 

proportion of city denizens is still greater, | tion: but it is all a work of mere fancy, and 

and as ageneral rule, the more densely pop- | despite our knowledge we still delve and 
ulated a country becomes, the more its ratio | scheme for the pleasures of true life in 

of city inhabitants is increased above that of | cramped and motley communities. ‘ 

its rural districts. How many thousands there are now starv- 

In the state of New York, centralization is | ing in eastern cities, who, were they once 

rapidly increasing the population of its cities, | scattered, no matter how carelessly, over the 

at the expense of the rural portion of the uncultivated lands of the West, would be at 

country, and in some others of the more | once upon the high-road to plenty and pros- ’ 

eastern states the same principle is at work, | perity! A simple exertion of philanthropy, 

though not as visibly and powerfully. to inform, encourage, and stimulate them to 

The charms and virtues of rural life are | exertion, would seem to be all that is neces- 

talked of —applanded to conviction—but the | sary to the improvement of their conditions. 

country still does not draw the one who ad- | It has sometimes occurred to us that moral 

mires and praises it from the strong lure of | reformers could not better direct their efforts 
the smoky town, to inhale its purer air, for the good of universal humanity, than by 

breathe in its congenial fragrance, quaff from driving, with moral force, the useless pover- 

its limpid and unadulterated fountains, taste | ty from our larger towns, and thus banishing 
its wholesome fruitage, fresh from the laden | it entirely. In rural pursuits the unhallowed 

bough and clustered vine, or recreate among influence of vice would melt away before the 

scenes where Nature is the implicitly-confi- | quiet and simple pleasures of useful life, and 
ded-in and only worshipped divinity. - We | many fruitless persuasions and oaths of ab- 

love to talk about the country—to tell of stinence would be rendered useless, or pre-
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: served inviolate. Many—thousands—are | publisher ! There is agreat work for some 

ignorant of the glowing inducements held out | one to do, to clevate farming from the mud 

by the far West to those who can labor, and and mire of ignorance and superstition in 

, are without sufficient means to start them at | which it has been’ stock for thousands of 

the East, and what a world of good might | years. Agriculture will yet be reduoad to 

: be accomplished by giving them barely trae | a science, SO that success or failure will not 

information, and a few words of persuasion | be laid to luck or to the Lord. : 

to quit their dens of misery, and fiee to this If any one will undertake the authorship 

“and of milk and honey.” Persuasion of the book, 2 neighbor of mine can give 

would make many of them come, and great-| him an item, This neighbor of mine en- 

ly lessen the weight of human suffering; but | tered forty-acres of school land, two years 

‘Aura ee + etin33 OU" ago last May, at $7,50 per acre—paid. ten 
many would be pleased with tales of raral t.down. He had only $500. $200 

life, and believe even the ideal portraiture | P° ee Tes net 
y sa RE EM w~ | went for household traps and furniture ;.the 

i which the warm philanthropist would sive | ost for improvements. He, now has an 

them, without putting forth one exertion to orchard of 2,000 trees, (many of which 

‘ secure the blessings of independent life. | have fruit buds on,) and a nursery of 10, 

There is no need of want or woe in this land | 990, and a house that has cost him $1,000 

> fours. There is room enough, and there ; —all debts paid but $271, due to the State 

F are homes enough for all. If these facts | in 1863. 

ar * could bé but strongly enough impressed upon |- He has been offered $3,000 for his farm 

the cramped masses of humanity we have | and personal. property, but would probably 

F roferred to, we should find many a new gar- | refuse $5,000. Of course he has not heen 

r den and plantation in the West, and many a/ idle for the last two and a half years. 

woe-worn visage would be wreathed in | Curxtox, Wis., Jan., 1856. an 

sunny smiles. A. J. —— Sipe 

fi TF dati, LAAate tt ok Gang Nae euro: | WATER FOR OUR PRAIRIE REGION. 

wi SING 
z 

Se aa ee | Messrs. Evrrors—It is well known that 

: aes in some portions of our prairie country— 

: _ Mxssrs. — —. —_ pee — are broad —— 

in some eastern or paper about a|and suffering is cause e scarcity ol 

eee ora — practi “high _ water, and x difficulty pe fem: Pi 80 

i ing,” that is, they expend thousands of dol- | much so, that it is the main reason why 

a in building en for irrigation, and in | large tracts remain uninhabited. This fac, 

: || manuring, é&c., &c. Now, this may all be | together with the apparent absence of 

q }| very well for those who have the money to building and fencing materials, constantly 

spare for that purpose. But the world | deters many people from settling upon and 

wants to know what can be done in the tilling those rich and productive fields—so 

; || west with a small capital, say from $500 to | extensive and in such perfect readiness for 

$1000. Such is the nature of the letter | the plow, already clear of all stumps, roots, 

| that every man receives from his eastern | and stones, for the beautiful working of the 

; friends. best reaping and mowing machines. 

% If some of our literary pioncers who are| Now those circnmstances are entirely 

. | competent to the task would write a small | harmless, useless bug-bears—or rather dis- 

a work =. mee Fano ce. wae cobras. 7 most easily obviated—and_ not 

can do with a Capital of $500 on a West-| worthy of a moment’s consideration, com 

- ern Prairie,” I think it would meet with an pated with the task and vexation of clear- 

H ample sale, and be the means of converting | ing and working heavy timbered lands; and 

i many “fast young men” of Atlantic cities with a few paragraphs I propose to show 

i? into useful and honest farmers—into men | the facts clearly. And first—for a eupply 

i: who would rather dance to the tune of a| of water. 

- breaking plow than that of “Old Dan Tuck- Nature operates upon a system of equir- 

7 er,” and into men whose souls would goin- | alents; and is far more equal and bountiful 

i to cestacies at the hum of aten-horse thresh- | in her distribution of blessings and facilities 

: |} ing machine. —the common wants of particular sections 

| { But suppose the book did not pay the —than most of us are apt to think without 

aes ee eRe ate
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some investigation. These reflections arise ) constantly used out, can be constructed at 

in viewing the vast prairies, with climate | the barn, for the cost of digging and stoning 

and soil of unsurpassed fertility and health-}a good, well—and even for less than half 

falness, capable of feeding and clothing and | the price of the deep ones on many of the 

sustaining an immense population—only | high prairies, as “Rock,” “Grand,” and oth- 
for the coramon want of water and timber. | ers—while the supply is also more sure, 

This. would seem to bo an oversight in} ‘Then, for the house and ewinary pur- 

Providence, in having spread out to a ad-| poses, rain water, for several reasons, is in- 

miraiion of man so inviting a fabric, yet | finitely preferable to well-or brook water. 

leaving it unsuitable for appropriation. |The roof of an ordmary farn dwelling- 
But the thoughtful and intelligent see far-| house, is sufficient to. conduct from seven | 

ther—they have discovered and realize the | hundred to a thousand barrels of soft water || 

equivalent or substitute—and see in them | into the eisterns annually; while the neces- 

great gain. sary cisterns to secure it, as it is daily used, | 

On the score of water it is not. generally | out, need not cost as much as the usual | 
known what. a large quantity of the pure | house wells now do. 
article falls annually upon the whole surface | _ Thus, with reasonable and timely care, | 
of our country; nor how easily and cheaply, families and farms, in all locations, may, 

in every place, au abundance of the very | have ample and convenient supplies of pure, 

best water may be obtained, for ald pur-| soft water, at the same, or less cost, as 
poses, by a judicious system of cisterns.) many now obtain water from wells and 
The amount of rain and snow water which | brooks, And what is of still more impor- 
annually falls in this latitude is very large, | tance, in favor of using rain-water, is the 
and did it not readily flow off to the great | matter of health; and herein lies the greatest 
rivers and lakes, or/arise by evaporation, | argument, as I will show by the highest au- 
much of the surface of our country would | thority and facts—considerations which 
be flooded, very often. Therefore, this in- | ought not to be unheeded, or losé sight of 

teresting fact should be taken into active | by enlightened or judicious householders, 

consideration by the oceupants, and others, | The fact is established by different proofs, 

of the splendid but almost brookless prairic- | that the stomach and bowels are greatly 

districts—as a matter of immanent impor- | less liable to derangement, disease, or to be 

tance to them—and which may be con- | affected with miasmas, under the use of 

verted into one of their richest blessings. cistern water, than from that taken direetly 

And now for the figures: by various | from the earth. 
gauges and observations of the rain, insey-| During one of the late cholera seasons, 

eral locations, it is ascertained that from 22 | the writer had an opportunity of seeing this 7 
to 28 inches depth of water falls annually | principle admirably demonstrated. He 
on the whole surfaco of the earth in this lat- | was spending the summer and fall in one of 

itude—an everage of over two fect deep on | those cities near the Misissippi river, where 
every farm in the whole prairie country—|one portion of the town lies on the flat 
an amount of water which would be fright-| along the river, and the other portion is 
fal, and would soon drown us all out, if it | built on an exceedingly high bluff, where it 
remained long on the farms. is very difficult to obtain any earth water; 

From these facts, it may be seen by aj 2nd little or none but cistern water is used; 

little calculation, that the annual amount | it was almost exclusively used in every de- 

of water which may be collected by the | partment of household business—drinking, 

roof of a 39 by 40 foot barn will be about | cooking, and bathing; the result was, that 

800 barrels, or 400 hogsheads—enough to | scarcely a caso of cholera, or other sickness 

supply drink toa goodly lot of stock and occurred on the bluff, while cholera, fevers, 

horses most of the year—more, even, than | and diarrhea, é&e., were very frequent and 

is needed, when we remember that there fatal in the lower town, where well and riv- 

are always many weeks—after showers, | er water was generally used, 

thaws, &.—when there is plenty of drink| And within a few jyears past, we havo 

for stock in the fields, even in the dryest lo- | read several well accredited statements in 

cations, where there is no living or running | connection with medical Cholera Reports, 

water. And sufficient, substantial cisferns | suowing that in the most afflicted localities, 

to preserve this large amount of water, while | in both Europe and America, with persons
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i or families where only rain-water was used | And sosays Prof. Dewey, and mary others, 
} for drinking and culinary, and bathing pur-| —_ Facts and authorities,showing the health- 
| poses, scarcely a fatal case of cholera occur- | fulness of rain-water, and rightly filtered 
4 red; although that frightful diseaso pre | water, over that which is taken directly 

vailed malignantly in the vicinity among | from the earth, might be multiplied tomany 
- those who used the earth water ew. pages; but, unlodbendiy, what is said above 

Some months ago I prepared, by request, | is enough to direct the farmers and others 
a short essay on this subject—of securing | to their best interests; for it wes my object 
rain-water on the prairies—with a view of| in writing this article, to remind the occu- 
directing the attention and securing the | pants, especially of the prairies, that it is 
action of the farmers, to this most judicious | much easier and cheaper than many seem 
mode of obtaining water for all uses on their | to know, to get a plenty of the best water 
premises, equally healthy to man and beast. | on their premises, where they are now al- 
Since writing that article I have ae hold of | most destitute, or at least much stinted. 
a small pamphlet on the subject, from which | And now that cisterns and filtering ap- 

, I here extract, briefly, a few authorities for | paratus are brought to a goodly degree of 
7 the consideration of those interested. A | perfection, any one having a farm may have 

: French Commissioner, writing on the sub-| them, so far as they are needed. In short, 
ject, says : cistern water, is proved to possess all the 

; “It has been fully ascertained, both at | advantages of cheapness, convenience, and 
Paris and elsewhere, that rain-water is a | healthfulness over well-water—and may be 

{ prophylactic (or preventive ) of cholera, and | equally sure, with proper care. : 
; that the disease has never proved an epi-| In another number I propose to show to 

| demic in any-city where rain-water is ex-| the prairie farmer, equal advantages or sub- 
clusively used.” stitutes, for the absence of building and 

: A physician writing in an English paper, | fencing material—as we hope your paper 
says: “Hard water for cooking is objection- | may become peculiarly serviceable to prai- 
able; many vegetables are nearly spoiled | rie farmers. Yours, D.S. C. 

; in it; and it is difficult to get a good infu-| _ . ssacumvaRY INCREASES BENEFICIAL 
sion of tea or coffee in it; the water of the ‘LABOR. aS 
city of London requires full one fifth more Absetive cat eal ten eino aa 

to obtain an infusion of equal strength, as chines were beginning to be introduced into 
that obtained by soft water. this city, some furious attacks were made up- 

: And all apothecaries know that they | on them by ignorant and mock philanthro- 
cannot make as good decoctions, tinctures, | pists, who pretended to be anxiously con- 
or compounds of any kind with hard as with | cerned for poor seamstresses. They pictured 

soft water; they alwaysrequire rain, or dis- | the sad fate which awaited those persons ; 
| tilled water, for their mixtures. le Ree eS cate ee 

. * . a el] ys sl 

i Dr. Hobbs, of Memphis, writes that “by as could purchase and use such ie 
the exclusive use of cistern igen cholera thereby dispensing with the labor of needle- 

f will disappear and never return.” This is] women, and thus bring them to want for 
known to him by analysis and an experience | lack of employment. Have such predictions 
of twenty-four years. He says, “it should | been fulfilled? We who have for years care- 

: be used for all personal purposes.” fully watched the effects of labor-saving ma- 
44 Poof. Lea, of Cincinnati, says, “it is a |:chinery of every kind upon society, knew 

verified fact, which will stand the test. of| that such ideas, when uttered, were no better } < ¢ Boas: = - |than the emanations of an idiot’s dream, 
: the strictest investigation and obtain uni- trusted to a few years’ experience to prove 

; versal credence, that rain water used for] the benefits of such machines to every class 
drinking, instead of the hard water of wells, | in the community. Thonsands of such ma- 

4 acts as a preventive of cases in cholera, No | chines are now in operation in our country, 
! city exclusively supplied with rain or soft | and if we are rightly informed, more than a 
F water ever suffers from epidemic cholera.” j thousand of them are in operation in New 
; Dr. Biegler, of Rochester, N. Y., says i pate City alone i a instead of these hav- 
y ficcesider bard or iajare water danroroist ing thrown any industrious females out of 

_—. date | employment, they have rather increased the 
: to health, and a pre-indueing cause of dis- quantity of work for them to do. We were 
: ease. The purest water is that which falls | told a few days since, by one engaged some- 

. from the clouds—or is distilled, or filtered.” ' what extensively in providing needle work,
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that twenty stitches are now made on some } or seven million bushels, and Italy—from 
garments, for one that was made five years | which the exportation of bread-stuffs has, 
ago—in short, that sewing machines had | in fact, been prohibited—together with Spain greatly increased the demand for sewed | Portugal, Egypt, and the provinces of the work. Thus coat linings, which used to be | Danube, can seareely do more than furnish 
made plain, are now mostly elaborately | the balance of thirteen or fourteen millions, 
worked, and finely stitched, and it is the | of the deficit in France. Hence, giving the same with almost evéry kindof sewed work. | surplus from these sources to France, there 
The amount of such work, he stated, had in- | still remains the vacuum in England, ranging 
ereased even in a greater ratio than the ma-| from a capacity of thirty to fifty millions of 

|| chines to execute it. A higher taste is now | bushels to fill. For this supply the English 
{| being gratified, and hundreds of women who | importers can only look to the Uuited States; 

used to ply the needle early and late with | and if the supply say forty million bushels, 
their fingers, for a mere pittance, are now | be obtained from this country, we shall send 
better remunerated for their labor in attend- | more grain to England than was exported in 
ing sewing machines, while, at the same | wheat and flour to all parts of the world du- 
time, their hours of toil have been measura- | ring the year 1855. Our exportations for 
bly reduced. It is our opinion that the very | that year, according to the New York Econo- 
class—needlewomen—respecting whom so mist, amounted to less than twenty-nine mil- much was at one time said about being in- | lion bushels. The quota exported to Eng- 
jured by sewing machines, will be the most | land, according to the English Board of benefitted. In many, if not in almost every | Trade returns, was an average of 976,930 
instance, this has been felt to be the case al- quarters, or less than eight million bushels 
ready. Sewing machines, therefore, which | per annum for the eight years from 1845 to 
are but a recent invention, atiurd abundant | 1853, inclusive. 
examples “how machinery increases bene- “Tf, then, as has been assumed, the whole ficial labor.” [Scientific American. | available surplus exported last year from the Se United States to every part of the world 

THE PROSPECT FOR PRICES IN 1856. should be supplied to England, there of 
The Baltimore American says: “Some of | CU"S® will still remain a deficit. : And even 

the Southern papers are ego the facet should we be able to export this required to put as much of their land as. possible to amount, we shall be, as last year, without a 
wheat seed. The Lynchburg Virginian holds surplus for home consumption at the close of 
that wheat seeding in that state may be con- | the season, and paying for that purpose 
tinued as late as the middle of December, as | Pti¢es as high as in Liverpool. In conclusion 
excellent wheat has often been mado east | ¥° will merely add the following important 
of the Blue Ridge, from December seed- fact, a stated by, ‘the v ees Our har- | ing. That high and remunerating prices in ose = ees aS “— . oo mroestce 
grain will prevail next year, the Virginian | ° sf ‘tl peeves ERS one ~ Dat 
considers beyond a contingency, and yet, it | (@e@tly come os next season just a = 
adds, we do- not believe from information | Petiod when a deficiency will be most sensi- 
received that an increased breadth of land, bly felt abroad, and, in fact, when pce 
at all commensurate with the prospective ruled by actual — Tust_be Tereepocti¥e 
demand for and price of breadstutis, has been o the ECs Pecks from English or continental 
put to seed in this portion of the State— Neng : i 
Taking the lowest estimate of the deficiency It is now quite too late in the season to of grain in England and France, the deficit | talk about increasing the wheat crop of 1856. 
for the two countries may be put down at | The extent of that matter was determined fifty-two million bushels. As this deficiency weeks, ago. But the corn crop of the United must be made up before the next harvest. States is more important than that of wheat. 
the question arises, whence are these sup- Besides the corn and meal exported, we put plies to come? It has been ascertained that | the worth of a few millions of dollars into the crops of wheat and rye throughout the | Pork, beef, lard, ete., much of which comes 
whole of North Europe also are deficient, | from corn. 
and especially in the Baltie provinces and| Between this and planting time next spring 
the interior of Germany where flour is at | our farmers may calculate their chances for 
this moment selling at 70s. per sack. In | prices, and plant accordingly. There can be fact, the importations of breadstuffs from | little doubt however, but what every species 
these sources and all others, except the Uni- | of grain and other agricultural produce will 
ted States, including Denmark, Sweden, | bring high prices for at least two or three Spain, Portugal, Italy, Egypt, will hardly be | years to come, and how much longer no one sufficient to meet the deficiency of 20,000,000 | can predict with any degree of certainty. It 
bushels in France. Canada and the Baltic | will be perfectly safe for farmers to put in Provinces are not relied on for more than six | the coming spring all the corn they can man-
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age. Spring wheat for home consumption MARE FARM LIFE ATTRACTIVE. ; 

may also be grown ltt profit. ape “Why do your young men run as by some 

i oats, peas, beans, ete., will also insure good | universal instinct, from the farm where they 

1 returns, and will supply the place of winter) were born to the city, where they so often 

i ‘wheat in, many Seu. sens ud ed learn to wish they had not been born any- 
farmers are vigilant, and got things ready | here? Chiefly—-whatever _ explanation 

for ¢xtensive spring and summer crops, the | they may put forward as having a hand- 
t whole country will be greatly benefitted, and | somer look—chiefly becanse on the farm 

the Old World supplied with Broad. there is supposed to be an inevitable doom 

{ TT a a ~~ a p to hard, monotonous, wearing bodily toil. 

i » few es. from daylight tosundowa, life through, with 

It seems, from the subjoined article, which | 20 room for intellectual expansion or gene- 

appeared in a late number of the Portland a tastes, oan moore and oot 

spaced a pre i nail re 2 ceaetg orga a Maed ae faith 
ine F: plowing by steam has ai a ey. 

lest proved entirely pee Tielmnay not | in young men’s natures suffer me to believe 

+ be extensively used at present, as a means of this is always .a sordid calculation with them. 

4 mellowing the earth but, “wait a little lon- | For, in thinking of money they think of it 

4 ger” and plowing engineers will take the noes iefioreeae poeta eee wei 

||) eal oan ea esta | room ost hook, wale 
i ie be hea Instead 01 he whoa haw. Yo in a A Sy 

4 “A reporter in the Baltimre Commercial piovaney anances without grace, clothes 

; Advertiser, of Nov. 8, 1855, says: ‘After test- without fitness, and gr munis without shaping 

t ing the speed of yet ce the ar . bs Pes were on is msc as 

t she ri vas cleared for a trial of the rch y! v 

t oie ae Fon as turf plows were | sends his ‘children to school where they learn 

it attached to it, and it moved off, throwing up | to move with elegance as Pel as to cipher 

f furrows each abet ee Se ae ane ead (pees incinerate or clea age" 

; The work was well done, and it was the | Hier, y 

i opinion of many farmers present tliat it was | nightfall as 2 prefer seep to any company 

admirably adapted to the breaking up of | 2 Poe outa beautiful estate, eometimes 
2 i . .¢ machine is too heavy for | © ys 

(! Sis landia this section of the country, but | With statlier animals ant zits select ae 

t the principle is a good one, and will lead to and tidy fences and hedges, and more bloom- 

r peneecente which will make tho steam | ing fences on it than his neighbor, who has 

~— the means for tilling the soil with profit ons sve be eye eae a mats 

: to the farmer. . farming SS fe. 

; «Awarded to Obed. Hussey for steam | Would be a hard task in persuasion to con- 

; plow, the highest premium and a diploma. vince most young men that these things are 

“Mr. Hussey, the inventor, is a native of | not good, nor desirable, and that the dollars 

j Maine, and formerly resided st Port'and. which command them are not of the nature 

4 “He was a irst vee ef memes = A oo arene i ae 2 ae ie 

: ing machines, an‘ of several other | bad subject for suc! Zi : ! 

Sanactt Sveaiiona: . sides, these things are all of the nature of |! 

4 “From a private letter of Mr. Hussey’s to pictare work; the boy cannot help seeing 

a friend - his ca this city, we learn that ane a 5 oh oa pon aba He oe 

power of his latest invention was severely | 0M bis W: TK fragrant 

tested, aud pronounced completely successful | shrubbery, or peeps through the pickets at 

4 and practicable. He says: ‘One farmer de- | the mellow peaches and pears. — ; 

a4 clared that forty horses could not have drawn I know perfectly how apt his sanguine 

Ht the four plows so deep through such soil at | blood, and his ignorance of the ninety odd 

i such a rate; another, that it would have re- | failures ina city for every single success, are 

i quired four yoke of oxen to draw one plow, ; to pat a llbey an ne plans aad shen tea 

r but the committes have kept within bounds | choice. “But none the less is it true, that he 

: in their report, in which they called the | goes. to the city for a chance, though but a 

f draught equal to that of sixteen horses.— | chance, for certain means of refinement, lib- 

4 The machine steamed out to the show ground erality, and width in the whole style of life, 

{ a distance of two and a half miles over a road | such 23 scarcely a mere farmer about, in the 

A| somewhat: rough and hilly, It was generally | old way of farming, sg Ceara Shooter 

predicted that the experiment would prove | knew a confident and chivalous youth to 

f ancntire failure; but its final suecess was doubt he should be one of the five to suc- 

i greeted by the assembled crowd with a| ceed though five hundred fail? And, more- 

Mt hearty enthusiasm and loud and prolonged | over, many young men at that spring pe- 

nh chee. ing.’” {Portland Advertiser. | riod of life, before the charm and glory of 

|e
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early ideals have faded off, thirst honestly for; In order to test the matter in the fairest 
more stimulous to mental action, more en- | possible way,'it was resolved to mark a por- 

larging kaiasrieg {0 thought, than they have | tion of thesmelts in sucha manner that they 
found in rural places. This they dream of| might easily be detected when returning as 
finding in the presence of crowds and the grilse. A temporary tank, into which the 

i} sharp collisions of traffic. Perhaps they, } fish musi necessarily descend, was constract- 
dream delusions,—but this is the fecling, | ed at the junction of the sluice-with the Tay; 
Depend upon it, if you would hold your sons } and as the shoals successively left the pond, 
and brothers back from roaming away into | about’one in every hundred was marked by 
the perilous centres, you must steadily make | the abscission of the second dorsal fin. A 

|| three attempts—to abate the task-work of! greater number were marked on the 29th of 
|| farming, to raise maximum crops and profits, |} May than on any other day, in all about 1200 
!| and to surround your work with tho exhil-| or 1300. The result as proved highly sat- 

erations of intellectual progress. You must} isfactory and curious. Within two ‘months 
elevate the whole spirit of your vocation for | of their liberation, twenty-two of the young || 
your voeation’s sake, till no other can out-| fish so marked when! in the state of smelts 

- strip it in that which most adorns a civilized | on their way to the ’sea, have been, on their 
State.” [Address of D. F. Huntington. | returning migration up the river, recaptured 

a cee, and carefully examined; the conclusions ar- 
PROPAGATION OF FISH. rived at are most gratifying, and proved what 

Information of the highest importauce on | 8s heretofore appeared almost. incredible, 
the artificial propagation of fish a laid be- Gis Ee oone ve fish coene wee 

aan of ritish Associ. | S2ort sojournin the salt water. Those taken 
iho boeiinenae sof eee Le rad first weighed 5 to 5 1-2 1bs.,then inoreasing 

. rogressively to 7 and 8 Ibs.,whilst the one Perth, Scotland, have been extremely suc- | Prostessively wr 
5 ei a E, aid | Capturedon the dist of July weighed no less 

Sake setter ee maine 7% ‘ak a than 9 1-2 Ibs. Inall these fish the wound | | 
artly filled Roa hisioan gravel ‘and pebbles. caused by marking was covered with askin, | 

be the 23d of December, 1858, 300,000 ova| 224 in some acoating of scales had formed | | 

were deposited in the boxes. On the 31st of | OVC ee part. ESecsoew eae has afforded | 
March, 1854, the first ovum was observed to toety cf aes en ee | Pyaa tae - e fry ofthe salmon assume th 
Be Seanedy en Chin cal eae a dress and descend to the sea shortly after the 

ti the boxes; in June they were admitted ae of the first year of their existence; ae | 
i ir average size being a t | Whatis far more important in a practical 

ano 8 Bond, oe a emenas Froe ora point of view, it has demonstrated the prac- 
adinission to the pond the fry were fed daily ticability of rearing salmon of marketable 
with boiled liver, rubbed small by the hand value within twenty months of the deposi- 

By spring of the present year they had in- | tion of the ova. - 
s iin chs t ths average of three and There can be no doubt that the quantity | 

four inches in length. On the second of| Salmon (as well as other fish.) may be || 
May a meeting of the Committee was held enormously increased by the artificial breed- 

at the pond, to consider the expediency of ae, an and we ee ae Saas 
ane er aliow- | Of great importance. At Clevelan io, 

sayy — sae ER AGSE andl success has attended the first experiments of 
ad aniascaraealtie migratory dress till the | Pr. Garlick and his coadjator, who may do 

19th, when the sluice communicating with ane deal for shee dellow a by Say as Z ‘lity | ulating our western lakes. In the salmon 
we cece eae Mee ae regions, east. and west, the subject deserves 
in. neteor dw fry manifested any inclina- attention. And there is little doubt that in 

> ; Rope pe rae ‘Goutoileave, tel acmd antl thoish lot neighboring rivers, where salmon are “now 

May, when the larger and more mature of euknoya, they mgt, be thus pucoosn uly 
the emelts, after having held themsclves de- introduced. How much more useful would 
tached from the others for several days, went it be if some of our sportsmen would tak 
off ina body. A ‘dete of diiilar emigra- up the subject, instead of devoting their 

tions took place until full half tho fry had hea, bodies , and hie se BOGE) SAOy- 
left the pond, and descended the sluice to} MOBY Of Showing uselul bites soothe 
the Tay. Tt has long been asubject of con- “a +oce,lHorticalturalist. 
troversy whether the fry of the salmon as-} Tye Frurvioy or Linerauiry.—lt goss a 
sume the migratory dress in the second or | great way toward making a man faithful to 
third year of their existence. So favorable | jet him understand that you think him so; 
an opportunity of deciding the question as | and he that does but suspect that I will de- 
tags SEC Ea SE BY: this experiment, was not to | ceive him, gives me a kind of aright tocozen | 

overlooked, him.
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hi i TURKISH WHEAT. friends; but this subject deserves more ex- 

There have been received at the Patent- | tended treatment in connection with the tra- 
+ office one hundred bushels of Turkish flint netooap ch ari eae People and ae 
+ wheat, procured by the United States drag- — ee 

f oman of Vonstantinople from the foot of Mount eaiaay ea swore a 
: Olympus. This wheat has already beentest- | “OVIDS sami thee tants Poe a 
e ed in Virginia and Maryland, and has prov- tables of facts—the first of which I gather 

ed both hardy and productive Tt possesses from reliable financial authority in this city, 
in a remarkable degree the quality of long and the second taken from Well’s Year Book: 

Y keeping, as was indicated by a sample shown I.—Sratistics or Catirornta Gorp. 

f us which was bronght to this country by | gigevious the discoveries the gold in the, United 
if Captain Porter, of the navy, four years ago. | From California in the years 184954 291,000,000 

We learn that the Sultan takes a lively in-] Todatein iss | dxon000 
mit terest in the affairs of this eoualey, and has Protal zi $455,000,000 

t intimated that there are other wheats in his | Remitted abroad in six years and ten months 241,000,000 

: dominions which would be highly desirable Left in the country $214,000,000 

ce for our government to obtain. II.—Estimate or THE Harvest or 1855. 
i A plan has been suggested—which would | Wheat, bu., from 168,000,000 to 185,000,000 

undoubtedly prove highly advantageous to | Indian Corn, coe 1.000, 000,000 
rk the agricultural interests of this country— | QO, "400° 
ot of importing large quantities of wheat from oe cairns 

id the shores of the Mediterranean and Black | Rye, from 16,000,000 to 18,000,000 
at Seas for supplying our farmers with seed at | Rare ar 7'500.000 

f about the cost of the original purchase, Phtabon 115°000,000 
a freight, etc. It has been proposed that the | Beans and Peas 9.400,000 

fi storeships of the navy, which usnally return Sugar, * Tbs., 545,000,000 

rr from the Mediterranean in ballast, be freight- | Gotton, bales, from 3,200,000 to 3.500.000 
a ed with seed-wheat, purchased by govern-} Hay, = > : “tons, 15,000,000 

rt ment, and sold to agriculturists at a nominal “Now, comparing the bocce! produets of 

Eh rate, on condition that they shall cultivate | the soil with the yield of California gold, 
ys the same, and report the re salt to some prop- | above presented, the result is not a little re- 
u} sae ne the exeess of cost may | markable. It willbe seen that our crop of ; . ai iP wovaiie | 
ot We understand that wheat of an excellent Pn caked ak bat eae 

Ai quality can be purchased at Constantinople, all the gold from California; and that our 
under ordinary circumstances, for less than | wheat crop, at the most. moderate estimate, 

R sepa a eee Sea eoenvos nae ae is worth as much as all the gold now in the 
: a 2 Pe a » 1! country; while the moderate growth of oats 

would be reaper and his profitable to the | with all reasonable allowance for exaggera- 
FE ee eae europe - ee ie tion, more than equals any two years’ pro- 

|-wheat fro a seatite wntned? 
4 change of soil and climate would often cause Pico ct She CR oe es: . 

ff his crop to mature eurlier, and give an in- WHY BUTTER IS DEAR. 

creased yield. oo 

. —__——_—_+o0e-2______ Is the following from a New York city 
GOLD AND AGEIOULTURE. paper, true or fabulous? 

In the course of a speech recently madeby |“ There is a fine pasture all over the 

E the Hon. Edward Everett, he made a bean-| country now, and the priceof butter ought 

a tiful allusion to the value of the corn crop of | to be down to a shilling a pound. Why 

ch the country as compared with the products | isn’t it? Because the women and girls 

rr of the gold mines of California. The idea don’t know how to make it. For twent) 

Ae has cen carried out still more practically by . tothe girls a ee ki ai y 
i the Rev. Samnel Osgood, the Correspond- | Ye#"8 past the gins utter-making educa- 

i ing Secretary of the New York Historical | #0" has been sadly neglected. They can 
1 Society. At the last monthly meeting, he play the piano, but cannot churn; can dance 

‘ presented a copy of the New Year Book of | but cannot skim milk; can talk a_ little 
1] Agriculture for 1855 and 1856, as prepared | French. but don’t know how vo work out 

} ” an eevee > wells, and he accompanied | the buttermilk. The women who made 
it, with this statement : i = 

Mt “T might remark upon the cheering views oe — eer and 

{ of the festive life now connecting itself with pa aati teal z oe a Ee nue 

i agriculture, and making the Autnmn season 2 > - joke 

rt a time of great intellectual, as well. as_so- take their places. That's why butter is 

re cial interest among our farmers and their ' high.” 
‘ eo a ee eh A pe eet tle 

Hi :
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POEMS OS, 
PLAN OF A CHEAP FARM HOUSE—COSTING FROM $800 TO $1000. 

In treating on thesubject of farm buildings, | and the requisite closets, and pantries— 

and domestic architecture generally, we shall | making up just what is actually needed in 

aim to be as practical as possible; and in| the living story of every house, and nothing 
presenting plans for houses, barns and other | more. There is no extra parlor, calling for 

buildings, make it a point to adapt ourselves | expensive furniture and fitting, to be shut up 

to the circumstances of a new country. dark and useless—for three hundred and six- 
Instead of parading fancy plans of houses, | ty-four, out of the three hundred and sixty- 

with Gothic towers, swelling fronts, and or-| five, days of the year—simply to gratify 
namental windows, merely for the sake of a| female vanity. 
fine picture, and costing from five to twenty} Such parlors can better be afforded, (if 
th8usand dollars, it shall be our aim to offer | they must be had,) by and by, than at pres- 
such plans as come within the scope and| et. We also dispense with a main hall, in 
means of common farmers, mechanics, and | # Small house, as they take up a deal of room, 
business men. Houses, for instance, costing and are inconvenient to cross in going from 
from $500 to $5,000, and combining all the | °2¢ part of the house to another. The por- 

conveniences practicable with a sufficient | tico makes a good front entrance in summer, 
atnount of ornamental, for their style and | 80d can be fitted with shutters, so as to be 
circumstances, We consider most works on closed in cold weather, and thus answer all 

architecture liable to the above objection ; | the necessary purposes of a hall. It will be 
their plans are apt to be altogether too fine, | Seen that the chamber can be approached 
and consequently too expensive. from the parlor or sitting room. Also, the 

The plan herewith presented is intended family bed-room, from either parlor or sit- 
fora cheap farm or village house—without ting room. In the chamber, there are five 
‘any pretensions to elegance—aiming merely good sleeping rooms—two of them parlor 

|| at neatness, economy, and convenience, | 512¢- We think it will be hard to devise a 
and being such an one as any farmer who is small house more connected, convenient and 

comfortably started can afford to build. In| Tomy, and costing no more than this. 
|] itsground plar are embraced aparlor, a dining| _ We shall, from time to time, present addi- 
| || orsitting room, a kitchen, a family bed-room, tional plans of houses and buildings, ranging 

: ——
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| THE OAK TREES OF WISCONSIN. ~~ 

i | = . eS 7 . | ea : i a | BY I. A. LAPHAM, OF MILWAUKEE. 

+ {i ‘se | i! a The forest trees of gur country are worthy 

~ } < ie a . Dp | of much more attention than ‘they usually re- 

ij joes cg ceive, not only from the cultivator but the 
bal ih i ys, artizan and statesman. Your remarks in the 
oF. i y F Ww W Wisconsin Farmer on this subject are very 

F | os zi 3 important; and if you succeed in awakening 

rh i D a general interest in the subject you will sure- 
Ble {| . | ly have “done the state same service.” Our 

fi memes Oy successors at least, will haye cause to honor || 
aA MW, GROUND PLAN. and respect the forethought that preserved || 

r from low to high prices, and in the variety, | and handed down to them théir’full share of || 
| so far as We can, fit all tastes. Among oth-| this great source of national *wealth—the |! 

Ht \ ers, we propose té offer a plan of a school} forests, “The dense forests have a decided || 
~ || house, at an early day} with such suggestions | effect upon the climate of the country, in va- i 

eh || as seem appropriate on that subject. rious ways. They protect our houses, and = |, 
ve i Description—Front room in the main | our cattle from the rigors of the north winds _|! 

1 | | story, for parlor. Family bed room, imme-| jn winter, and from the fiertenessof the burn- | 
np | diately inthe rear of parlor. Dining-room,| ing sun in summer. They preserve the |; 
i || in the wing. Kitchen, atthe end of the| miosture of the ground, and by the annual 
i i dining-room. Pantry, in the kitchen, and | fall of their leaves, they restore to the soil 

rt dish closet opening into the dining-room. | those elements of vegetable life that would, 
a Chamber, divided into two parlor bed-rooms | without this natural process, soon become 

Ee | in front building, and three bed-rooms in| exhausted, leaving the soil barren and unpro- 

uh, || the wing. ductive./ ‘Trees, besides being useful, are 
bi | . parece ey ornamental—they enter largely into the ma- 
at forme ey i terial of the landscape-gardener.  Desolate 

EE | f 1 | | indeed would be our dwellings were their 
bi : = f f environs entirely treeless.. They are assoei- 
be : i ? ated with our early recollections, and/become 
#1 5 5 || in a great’ degree companions of our lives; 

a amawsesess'! and we unconsciously form strong attach- 
i ee ments for such’as grow near our homes—thus 

| increasing our love of home, and improving 
4 our hearts. The various uses of wood, in the 

; form of fuel, timber, lumber, rails, &c., are so 

| : CMAMBER PLAN. numerons, and so well known tovevery body, 
i a i aiid -tTiaNshy = that it would be useless to enumerate them 

RNSTLVANTA COAL.—-Phe whole amount | here. “The quantity of wood annually :con- 
i} msm ae stimed in the United States must be enormous. 

i over 1854 of 700,000 tons... It is believed | Few ‘persons can realize its extent or the 
f that Pennsylvania has realized about $19,-| amotnt we owe to the native forests for the 
iE 000,000 for these black diamonds. In the | capital and wealth our people are now en- 

fe || Soest ge, toe in ori ! 
i money than eae was obtained an etels it us theit take a stady’of:these»eble 

+ year from the golden fields of California. | Specimens’ of vegetable growth; let us’ see 
_ [Scientific American, | what trees we have in Wisconsin worthy’ of 
( x CRIA LTR RATE CT pT : our attention, and which are deserving of 

; ‘ormon Grassuoprer.—s sshop- 
v from Utah was exhibited in New Youk a . a * tit ly a 
iF last wreak! which measured five inches in ea 5 eens oe igen 
ty length!” No wonder they had short crops | *'"mer strives to supply annually to the soil 
ie in that Territory. (vy manures or otherwise) the exhausted ele- 

a me i.
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ments, so he should provide for an annual 
growth of wood that shall be at least equal 
to the amount consumed. t 

In giving some few details in regard to the 
forest trees of Wisconsin, we propose to begin < — 2 i 
with the most important—the Oaxs, of which \ = } 
eight species have been observed, We give se x \ \ 977) 
below the characters by which they may be if NY = Vi ‘ 
distinguisked from another. A TN x ! 

GarsssA| NYAS f 77M - t 
; | 

NE ZZ Lé 

p 

s IW, 4 9 

. { 
: t 2. Q. OBTUSILOBA—POST OAK. 

\ 7 4. Quercus bicolor, Willdenco—Swamp Wurre 
\ Crracarsrd Oax.—Resembles the white oak, but is only 
\ RY found along the borders of marshes or wet 

1. Q. ALBA—WHITE OAK. grounds. It may always be known by its ob- 
1. Quercus alba, Linneus—Tux Wurre Oak. 
—This species is known from the others by its a 
light colored bark, (whence the name 3) the i 

|| leaves are smooth, pale or glaucus below, CX 
||| bright-green ‘above, obliquely and deeply cut X \ { 

into (from three to five) oblong-linear entire = : = 
||| obtuse lobes; the acorns are oblong, much — iy! \ ye 
|| longer than the hemispherical cup. This is = Ss ae | 

the most valuable of our oaks, and at the same Sky \ | YE 
|| time one of the most abundant. = ra LL | 
|| 2 Quercus obtusiloba, Michauz—PosrOax.| (>> AN NE | 
|| —The leaves of the post oak are downy be- 7 a ] 

low, pale and rough above; sinuately.cutinto ae MN 
|| five to seven roundish divergent lobes; the j 

| upper lobes much the largest; andi often with 3 i fi 
one, two, or three notches. The acora is : \ Wey 
ovoid, about: twice the length of the hemi- } 7 { 
spherical cup. This treeis rare in Wisconsin.| 7 
8. Quercus macrocarpa, Michauz-—Burr Oak. \ 
—Readily known from all other species in the | é 

State by the mossy-fringe around’ the border Vy j ‘ 
of theacorn cup. The leaves'much resemble 
thelast, though usually narrower, and of a : 
much brighter and more silvery color below. 
A very common tree in the woods, and form- 

ing most of the “openings.” . & Q. WACROGARPA-BURR OAK.
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' cup. This is quite a rare tree in Wisconsin. 
+ 6. Quercus coccinea, Wangenheim—Soartet 

| Oax.—So named on account of the beautiful 
searlet color the leaves assume in autumn. 

* The gencral outline of the leaf is oval, deeply 
sinuate-pinnatifid, with broad and open sinu- 

na ses, reaching two-thirds the depth to the 
: mid-rib, smooth bright green and shining on | 

k both sides, broad and truncate at the base. | 

x 
N y 

bi yy) 
; y) = 

: FN st . SN EF 
r 4 Q. BICOLOR-SWAMP WHITE OAK. = Le | 

, long or obovate leaves, coarsely and irregu- oe YZ 
, larly sinuate-toothed but not lobed; they are : 

f wedge-shaped below, and on short stalks. Ni 7 

R This species is not very abundant in the Xv N V4 

State. A TNE" 

NN 6 Q. COCCINEA—SCARLET OAK. 

Vi \ The acorn is globular-ovoid, about one-third 
OP hidin the very scaly cup. This fine tree is 

: rare in Wisconsin. First detected near the 
; farm of Mr. Huntineron, in the eastern part 

i of Dane County. 
; GB T. Quercus rubra, Linneus—Rep Oax.—The 

leaves of the red oak are obovate in outline, 
NY smooth, pale below, sinuately cut, with rather 

i S narrow sinuses into short, acute, spreading 
“f / lobes. The acorn is oblong-ovoid, much 
. longer than the flat, saucer-shaped cup. 
hs \ Probably the most abundant species, especial- 

\ ly in the thickly wooded districts of our State. 
; 8. Quercus palustris, Du Roy—Pix Oax.— 

} ®. @ PRIVOS-SWAMP CHESTNUT OAK. | This is our most beautiful and graceful oak 
j 5° Quercus prinos, Willdenow—Swamp Ourst-| tree; the leaves are oblong, smooth, shining, 
qi wut Oax.—The leaves resemble those of the | pright green on both sides, standing on long 

i chestnut tree, (whence the name,) being obo-| petioles, so that they are wafted about by 
i vate, acute, downy beneath, coarsely serrate | every wind that blows. The sinusses of the 
: with nearly uniform rounded teeth; not lobed. | leaves are very broad, deep and rounded, the 

i I The acorn is large, in a somewhat wp-shaped! Jobes divergent, acute, cut-lobed and often 

eee ee ee ee en ee ee ee SS ee eee
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toothed. The acorns are small, nearly globu- | the Farmer within our borders, and if so, I 
lar, about half covered by the cups. The | should be glad to have for examination afew bark is black and much cracked into little ir- specimens of the full grown leaves, and the 

acorns, as they grow on the stem, plucked 
Kh) when fully ripe. The leaves should be placed 

< between some old newspapers, and subjected 
toa moderate weight or pressure, to prevent 
wrinkling. Ifthe weather be damp, the pa- 

N ‘ pers should be changed two or three times 
until the leaves are perfectly dry. Any of 

q our wild plants and flowers may be preserved 
y in the same way. The following species of XI f oak are found in neighboring States, and YN some of them may therefore be looked for in 

Wisconsin: . 
| 

Quercus olivaformis, Michz,—Mossy over 
o cup oak; 

i ! Q. castanea, Willd,—Chestnut oak; 
} L7 * Q. prinoides, Willd,—Dwarf oak; 

} Q. imbricaria, Michz,—Laurel oak; } s Q. nigra, Linn,—Black Jack oak; 
Q. tinetoria, Bart,—Black oak; 

C/ Q. Leana, Nuttall,—Lea’s oak. 
4 . The oaks are not only among the most use- 

f ful, but they are also among the most orna- ' 
QRay mental of the native forest trees. In their ' 
= young state they have the properties of light- | | % Q. RUBRA—RED OAK. ness and elegance; at greater maturity they Tegular squares. The pin oak (often improp- | possess majesty and even grandeur. In the erly called black oak) is quite common, espe- | close woods they do not naturally show their j cially in the borders of prairie openings. full and proper developement, on account of By aid of these distinguishing characters | their crowded condition. But inthe oak and the accompanying figures, any intelligent openings we see them with spreading arms, Person can readily make out any of the oaks shading a large extent of ground and present- of Wisconsin. It is probable that there are ing beautifully rounded forms to the eye. The other species known to some of the readers of | foliage of the pin-oak is peculiarly light, beanti- 

ful, and ever moving. The silvery under 
surface of the large leaves of the burr-oak is 
turned up by a gentle wind, and gives its 

r i brilliant hues to the landscape. 
j It has been recently stated (with how much 

truth I know not) that acorns should be plant- 
y ed on the surface of the ground. They 
S should be covered with leaves, held down by 3 small stones. The oak trees cannot be trans- 

. planted without great care and skill 3 but 
their growth from the seed is quite rapid. 
They spring up naturally whenever the an- 
nual fires are kept from spreading over our 
prairies and openings, and soon form dense 
woods, 

: The accompanying illustrations are one 
half the natural size, and are from actual 

@. PALUSTRIS—PIN OAK. specimens in my Herbarium.
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‘ GEOLOGY.---APPLIED TO AGRICULTURE. found the granites, shists, porphyrys, and | 

Messrs. Eprrors—It was a purpose in my | raps of the far north—with fragments of | 

+ | last to show some of the natural processes to their metalic lodes—iron, copper, &e., ina | 

r, which soil owes its origin. As communica- condition more or less comminuted or pow- | 

tions have to be brief, I purposely omitted dered. | 

1 noticing the great rock-crushing, or soil-pro- We find almost everywhere the rocks | 

; ducing epoch—the drift. It will be the pur- crumbling into soil, and a chemical analysis | 

5 pose of this article to point out some of its would doubtless show that our soilsare com- 

k peculiarities, and obvions effects in fitting a posed generally of the same materials, in 

. large portion of this continent for the suste- | about the same proportion as they are found 

1 nance of vegetable and animal life—as well | in the rocks. The drift epoch, in bringirg 

is as of alluvial agencies in modifying and fin- together, pulverizing, and intermingling the 

i ishing the process. ingredients of the most distant and opposite 

ti The most striking features of the drift de- formations, rendered possible those affinities 

Y posits are the hills of sand and gravel found and. chemical changes essential to an agri- 

K over the whole eastern slope of Wisconsin— cultural soil, and without which it would 

ES and the numerous erratic bowlders, or hard- | h€ver have acquired its present capacity for 

‘ heads, so commo:ly met with. On the west- productiveness. 

f ern side or slope of the state, and doubtless * In using the term soil in these articles, I 

‘- over much of Iowa, it is found developed in ought perhaps to say here the word must be 

re vast beds of clay, gravel and sand being of taken, generally, in its larger and more com- 

bh rare occurrence. The origin of this forma- prehensive sense. An agricultural soil, prop- 

re: tion is very properly referred to the action of erly, is the product of a series of endless 

t oceanic currents, ice-floes, icebergs, &e. It chemical combinations and re-combinations 

i was a recent event in Geology—the last of the materials upon the earth’s surface. It 

great change which rendered the earth fit | i§ the province of chemistry, not geology, to 

e? for the habitation of man—an apparent pre- analyze and explain these. 

afis paration for his coming. It happened after Witi: the close of the drift period, and the 

; the continent had taken its present general gradual elevation of the surface above the 

7 form, and its great rivers had marked out | waters of the ocean which submerged it, a 

a their present valleys. condition was reached, fitting it for the abode 

o ° Passing over the causes of this general of vegetable and animal life. Of what forms 

r disruption, let it suffice to glance at some of | OF species the first flora consisted we are left 

re its effects in this westera country. All the insome doubt, That they differed materially 

te stratified deposits in Wisconsin have a slight from the present, is well established. The 

: inclination to the south and east, and some altitude of the surface at first, was little 

i towards the west The primary or igneous above the surrounding waters, and, asa con- 

; rocks are developed in place at the north, sequence, enjoyed a climate nearly tropical. 

5 more especially about Lake Superior—that With each subsequent elevation came new 

re great seat of ancient volcanic disturbance— | conditions; and we are bound to presume, & 

+ rising even into mountainous slopes. Dilu- vegetation fitted to the existing climate. A 

, vial forces swept over the state from the higher altitude, and a temperature perma- 

- north-east, as is abundantly evident. It nently lower, would necessarily dwarf or de- 

ib broke up, to a greater or less extent, all the stroy a tropical flora. Our present indige- 

ie - yock formations over which it passed, bear- | 20US vegetable forms could only have pos- 

: ing along the fragments, which were worn | sessed the country when it had obtained its 

Ht and ground together, and thoroughly ineor- present altitude, and general conditions of 

ke porated and intermixed, as wenow find them. climate.* 

; All the mineral elements in Nature’s great |~+Few, unacquainted with the proof, will be prepared 

Be store-house were thus brought into intimate Soba eat mort western con ee = 

if connection, and each has contributedin some atral nporag® Pte is Re eoipreteless or New 

res 
gan y 

: if way to form the existing soil. Mixed with | warm. ieee ges sd ciepnat and ey 

ip the preeitng Hine and sandstones vast af Wan hae!’ ky an 
t areas of which were ground to dust, are now | It would form a curious and attractive chapter, if these 

i |e 
SSS
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~ Alluvial agencies have done most to cre- THE POTATO OF THE FUTURE. 

ate and enrich the surface soil. These agen- A correspondent of the New York Tribune 

fi cies are understood to be those whieh have | makes the following announcement: 
fim operated since the drift, or during the present |__ “Sir: about year ago I conceived the 

period. In a general sense, all soils are re- ius Se pene pe ameamngtls os of the 
ferred to this cause, since they have been ee fe a stay oo elon berceen _ 

fm changed, moved and modified more orlessby | excess in supply of carbonic acid. I con- 
them. Thus the deposits of our rivers—the | structed an iron vessel, in which I genera- 

wash from higher to lower levels—the de- va carbonic oat gas by meee oe drenching 
sta in I ds shes. limestone with vinegar. is I infused into 

ponte pa demi.s ounces end anarsies/ are, all the soil in a flower-pot in which I planted a 
alluvial. Throughout the north-west, a very potato. I did this daily; also I put the 

important result of these changes to the agri- | flower pot into an iron vessel filled with the 
culturist have been the extensive deposits of | carbonic acid, and covered to prevent diffu- 
marl, peat, &c. Our marshes are the great sion. Attheend of about six months the 

reservoirs of these fertilizing substances. pint reaéhed the height ot four fost snd 

The decay of molareous animals and the de. Ror Snake Boson pus eee ae aE oo “ ~ | pot was split. Itook out the plant, anda 
position of carbonate of lime, in these num- | single potato (beside the remains of that I 
berless natural reservoirs or basins, mixed | planted,) of about eight inches in diameter, 
with fine black mud and clay found beneath | W4S at the root. By planting this and treat- 
the surface sod, (the decomposition of which | ™& 1 the same manner, I hope to obtain 

i Bee potatoes of the size of a barrel. 
has produced it,) has placed within the reach “Tremain very truly, yours, 

of every farmer, the means of restoring his “Dr. A. Arysworrn, 
fields when they shall have become exhaust-| _“P. S—Until now I never ventured to lay 
ed; or, what is better, preventing that ex- this matter before the public, but I am now 

haustion by timely applications, with an in- tally sonmnced the: soil may ve cena 
creased product for his Inbor. This “muck” | ata Sah eee ae ee 

is Nature’s manure heap. | “Haverford, Penn., Nov. 28, 1855.” —_ 
As these articles can only treat in general ——_—_——_+re>_____—_ 

terms of the subject to which they relate,| Foo ror Fowrs Durie Wrxter.—Fowls 4 y > : : 5 
and it is but a step from geology to the kin- a Here a vey crore: RL oe 

i Eaaed if «a1. | mashed up with corn and oat meal, and 
cred Kenge oad ew o chamsity warm, make a healthy and nutritious food. 
oeeasions will often arise where they will be | Unground oats, especially poor, light. oats, 
somewhat confounded together After no- | are almost worthless as food for all kinds of 
ticing briedly the origin of soils—unsatisfac- | poultry except geese. Fowls will eat them 

torily to myself from the necessity of brevi- coly Whew they can get nadie wees atleast 
ae P + this is our experience. uckwheatthis year 

ee he reader must not feel SurEoee at the is a cheap food for fowls, and may be fed to 
heading, if subjects it would not indicate are | them without grinding. “If you live in the 

frequently introduced. Agriculture may em- ‘city, buckwheat and corn, with a few scraps 

phatically be said to embrace within itself | of meat, cabbage, &c., will be your cheapest ae : 
the fundamental principles of every natural food, unless you can get light or damaged 
science. In the main, however, the subject heey ony tacreesinaiiysrom: tha auitisice 

will be adhered to. Yours, 4H. A.T. ——_____+++e+-_____ 1 
a E LONDON THE GREATEST CITY. 
gridences ere collected and arranged, 60 as to be readl- — ray ag eas 

SEE tte sss | TH now tho ret ie vernents progress. a 
——+ore+______— tiquity. According to Gibbon, the popula- 

Maine now boasts of owning a fleet of mer- | tion of ancient Rome, in the_hight of its 
chant vessels valued at fifty millions of dol- | magnificence, was 1,200,000; Nineveh is es- 
lars, and greater than the commercial ma- | timated to have had 600,000; and Dr. Med- 
rine of any European power, Great Britain | hurst supposes that the population of Pekin iy pean pr > PP : 
alone excepted. is about 2,000,000. The population of Lon- 
Se don, according to recent statistics, amounts Ny s 

oe Illustrated London News says that | to 2,500,000, 414,722 having been added to 
Nebraska Territory is a tract of several mil-| it during the last ten years. The census li gs y ‘ 
a a ao ey purchased by the Ameri- | shows that it contains 307,722 inhabited, and 

m the Musquito King. 16,889 uninhabited houses. 

e 
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i For the Farmer. . For tho Farmer. 

: Wromrxc, Iowa Oo., Wis., Jan., 1856. Portace, Jan. 9, 1856. 

j Messrs, Powers & Sxrsner—Sirs—The| Messrs. Eprrors—Allow me to express 

a mail leaves Madison Tuesdays for this office | mY sincere thanks to you for the publica. 

, and stops until Wednesday morning at Arena | tlon of the Wisconsin Farmer, and also to 

rc and reaches this place about noon Wednesday. solicit from you some information as to the 

. Last Wednesday, Jan.2, I sent to the office | Proper cultivation of a garden, The soil is 

F with considerable expectation of seeing the about three inches deep, of vegetable sandy 

. Wisconsin Farmer. I watched the post boy loam, underlying which is a bed of sand 

e with considerable interest in anticipating a more than twenty feet deep, of a quality #0 

# real feast. But he returned with the sad sharp as to be used for building purposes. 
Bie * os Red and black currants, the last season, 

© intelligence, that no paper had arrived. Well ni i ae 1 li 

A I can wait one week more thought I. Yes- are complete failure; apple trees) Lvs) 
, i but do not thrive. Good stable manure 

3 terday I sent again, with like result. NowT| ¥.3 used pretty freely. Potatoes wen 

feel quite sure, Messrs. Publishers, that the small, corn, pumpkins, tomatoes, and water 

e fault is in Uncle Sam, and I de think, that he | melons grew tolerably. I should like to 

; ha _ Ts of gate of ~ Uncle | raise fruit trees if possible; failing in which, 

: e people ever had. He proposes to carry | a knowledge of whav is most suitable would 

. letters, papers and money, for which we pay | greatly a Yours, &c. 

; him a reasonable sum. He must have his A Svupscripgr. 

ae pay in advance. After he gets our money, he == 

f does just as he pleases. I have known him| , To make a good garden, under the above 

to be six months in delivering one of my let- | cireumstances, It will be necessary to draw 

et ters. Last mail we received one from Rock | °? muck, and clay, in quantities sufficient 

Re co., by way of Madison, in the short space of | to make a soil at least a foot deep—putting} 

i three weeks. ow long he will be in deliver- the clay on “ey teat first ingots, os 

cp ing the Farmer, I can’t say. If we can’t do i ee i ie ney o iba as Pe 

be anything with our Uncle, can we not do hi oe i y >a my One he % 

something with our cousins, who stop our aoe you cele SAGE a eo 

’ Seep oe kas ten a ee 
a quite a notion Be making them a visit, one of | to dig pits for each, from two to three feet 

b these days, when they will have such a deep, and fill them with good soil, or some 

P cousining as they won't like very well. thing equivalent to make it. It will be 

ft Very truly yours, some labor and expense to make up a gar 

5 B.C. Cnurcn. | den in this way, but still it will be better to 

We would say: to our friend Cuvron, that | 8° to this expense, than to do without one. 

i the Farmer was duly mailed, but probably anes Eps. 

took awrong road. If anybody stole it, we| Tarzworm.—The Gazette Medical asserts 

i hope they will read it; being sure that its that the Hebrews are never troubled with it, 

i tone and spirit will be calculated to reform that Rene butchers are particularly Tiable ty 

b and make good men of them, after which 2 aft Sa eee ore a suena 

; they will be apt to become subscribers; and] site worm called crystice reus, (eines 
i perchance get us up a good club in their} words signifying a small sack and a tail) 

Ee neighborhoods. Rogues will find the Far- which much affects pork, no sooner reache! 

He mer a dangerous thing to steal. Eps, | the stomach than, from the change of die 

—_____—_+-0+—_______ and provision, it is metamorphosed into the 

r. Waste no Tare. Enjoy life moment by well known tapeworm; and the experiment 

moment. Let not an hour passin which you | of M. Kuchenmeister, of Zittora, upon a com 
i do not catch one pleasing impression. See | demned criminal, have established the fact 

' the sunlight lying in golden shafts upon the | beyond all contradiction. 
a, carpet at your feet. Enjoy its splendor.— —_—___—_+oses—___— 
A Let your mind revert to the wonder that Lrykep Sweetness Lone Drawn Ovr.—A 
i the ‘sun performs on its ceaseless round—| sweet potato has been raised in Bottetout 
EY this movement warming the heart of the} County, Va., this season, which is said t 
es shrouded vegetation that shall spring up to | measure five feet eight inches in length, and 
f life, giving joy in its turn to others. nine inches in diameter. 

ie
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PROTECTING BUILDINGS PROM LIGHTNENG. | not until the month of June, 1752, that man- 
; els 2 A | kind knew what lightning really was. Then 

“If there be one time more than another,” | ¢ was that Dr. Franklin first. drew lightning 
saysa late writer on electricity, “in which) som the clouds by means of a kite, and 
man feels that he is entirely in the hands of proved its entire identity with electricity, 
One mightier than himself, in which all his| which discovery led him to the construction 

personal pride sinks in ihe e nyiction of his | o¢ lightning conductors. But beiore treat- 
utter helplessness, it is when the forked bolts | ing of these, perhaps it may be interesting to 
ot heaven glare about him with frightful] ive some of the precautions adopted by the 
brightness, and the dread artillery of the! Sneients, in order to protect themselves 
skies stuns him with its deafening peals, and Rene bn Chief ocercal epee eNeaordaneate 

shakes the very earth on which he treads.— Herodotus, the Thracians, in times of light- 
Then, I say, itis that his conscience tells) ying, were in the habit of shooting arrows 
him how entirely dependent he is; and how | aguinst the sky, to repel it from the earth — 
in a moment, the next flash might be to him | Mhoustus meddn to native tania Gace during 

the instrument of death, without his having thunder storms, under the strength of an 
the sligatest power to arrest his fate. In opinion then prevalent, that lightning never 
respect to the other great and irresistable penetrated into the ground more than five 
powers of nature, man, an eS seeks | foot deep. The emperors of Japan, it is said, » 
them out—the lightning’s flash seeks out possessed a refinement on thismode, by build- 
him. | Itis true, he may go to shores where ing reservoirs above the caves, into which 
thunderstorms are less_viclent, or to others | they retired, and kept them constantly filled 
where they are much more violent than in raaitl mater aitordan aa thee thought, to put 

his own land; but, regarding it generally, | out the fire of the lightning. Augustus, who 
lightning is no respector of time or place; it appears to have been terribly alarmed at this 
(hes a! much known to the ancients as to element, used, also, to wearla seal skin cloak 
ourselves; it comes to us, ro to speak, ‘in during storms, on account of its assumed pro- 
season and out of season’—its geographical tecting efficacy. The Romans used to build 
distribntion is less restricted than that ofany seal-skin tents, into which the timid retired ; 
other of Nature’s great phenomena—tempest | and the shepherds of Cevennes, even at the 
perhaps, excepted. present day, wear hat bands of serpent-skins 

With this startling admonition before him] for the same purpose. Tiberius wore a chap- 

let any one of the readers of these observa-| let of laurel, whenever he dreaded danger 
tions pause for a moment and count the num-| from a storm, with a belief that lightning 
ber of lightning rods in his own neighbor-/ never touched that foliage. And it is a well 
hood. Does he hesitate? He thinks there} known fact, that American Indians, when- 
may be one on the village sp‘re, and perhaps | ever the sky wears the appearance of astorm 
another on yon tall chimney ; but where else, quit their pursuits and take refuge under the 
he knows not. Now he is led to ask, what} nearest beech, with the full assurance that 
is the cause of this appa@put neglect? Why | the electric bolts never scathe that tree. 
this consummate audacity in trifling with} Ifthe ancients were thus industrious to ‘ 
the eternal laws of nature by erecting monu-| yse what, in their ignorance, they thought 
ments and inviting down the fire of heaven, |to be the means of safety against an agent, 
and providing no means of conducting it) the nature of which they knew little or noth 
sately away? The leading Teasons for this ing, and the action of which they knew still 
are, first, the comparatively few accidents by | Jess, how much more does it seem to be the 
lightning; second, the very recent adoption duty of the present generation who both un- 

of lightning protocols; third, the want of} derstand it, and the means of averting its : 

confidence in the efficacy of the latter; and| cffects to avail themselves of the advanta- . 
fourth, their cost. ges of their knowledge, and employ the rem- 

Although the extreme magnitude of acci-| edies they have at their command? Not a 
dents by lightning cannot be otherwise than | year passes without numerous cases of build- 
recognised by all, and the almost certainty | ings being struck by lightning for want of 
of some one or more buildings being the| proper protection, particularly barns, which, 
marked victims at every season, yet each | in consequence of the humid gasses ascend- 
man builds with the chance of his edifice not | ing from the newly-gathered crops, are pecu- | 
being the fatal one. Amongst so many, the] liarly liable to this injury. The neccessity 
chances are so much in his favor that he| and the value of lightning rods are obvious, 
will run the risk ; or else he comes to the still} and need no further comment. 
more unphilosophical conclusion that, as| As scientific knowledge has now obtained 
storm After storm has left him unscathed, so| its proper rank in our schools, but few can 
will he forever be safe. be ignorant of the fact that all matter is di- 

With regard to the comparatively recent | vided into two general classes—conductors 
discovery of means of averting the effects of! and non-condudtors of electricity. These 
lightning, it will be remembered that it was! names, however, are only comparative, for 

- .
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the two classes gradually emerge into each | at Rome all other methods having previous- 

other, leaving the distinctive term merely } ly failed. 

; an expression of degree. For instance, cop- | Of all considerations, the most important 

Ns per ranks very high in the scale of conduct- is a good connexion with the earth, which is 

i ors, and air occupies a very low rank among | So very essential, that without this, all other 

; insulators; yet an electric shock will sooner | precautions will be in vain. It is not enough 

¥ pass through a short interval of air than that the conductor enter the earth; for it 

over a long copper wire. This fact is depend- | must penetrate it to some depth, in fact till 

ent on a law, the due observance of which | it reaches the subsoil, where it is well im- 

can alone insure the efficacy of any protect-| pregnated with water. In order to rednee 

ing apparatus. Another modification in a) the destructive action of this moisture, (the 

h conducting body, of a comparatively high | oxydation of the metal,) and at the same 

rank in its capacity, which exercises an im-| time to give the buried portion of the con- 

portant influence over its conducting power. ductor every facility for dissipating its charge 

i Thus, an electrie charge which will pass | it is better that the rod should terminate by 

safely and quietly along an ordinary copper | several branches in a sunken bed of well 

wire, will deflagrate and burn up entirely | burnt charcoal, wood-ashes, or spent tan 

an extremely fine wire of the same kind of | bark. 

n metal. | Another important point to be considered 

The most important things to be consid-| is the situation and position in which the 

ered in the choice of lightning rods, are, | rods are to be placed after they are put up.— 

that they should consist of good conducting | In all cases, they should be elevated above 

materials; good capacity; and should have a | every other point of attraction, at least four 

! good connexion with moisture in the earth. | times the diameter of the area to be protected; 

In addition to these, the area of their pro-| say, in a common sized house, from 10 to 

tecting influence should be regarded; the | 15 feet above the top of the highest chimney 

number of rods required for each building; | or other object extending above the roof.— 

i their position in special cases ; and the modes | And, as before intimated, the inten and 

= of arranging them. | upright position of the rods shou id be 

. With regard to the conducting materials | maintained, as far as practicable, avoiding, 

Ey employed in their construction, metal is un- | also, all abrupt angles and short turns. Ifa 

* doubtedly the best, and the choice would | house, barn, church, factory, &c., be located 

i seem to lie between copper and iron, M. | in the immediate neighborhood, of each other 

} Pouillet makes the conducting power of cop- | and only one of them be protected, the dan- 

fl pe from 5 1-2 to 6 1-2 times that of iron; | ger of all the other will thereby be increased. 

a r. Priestly makes it 5 times as much; and | The remedy jn such case, is so obvious, that 

a Professor Faraday 6 2-5 times as much; so | nothing is necessary to be added on that 

i that after having determined the sectional | score. 

" area of an efficient copper rod, an iron one| The question now presents itself, How are 

oe of about six times that area will possess the | the rods to be affixed to the building by con- 

et same conducting power. Iron, however, | ducting or by insulating staples?. The une- 

will not make durable and efficient conduct- | quivocal reply would be, by conducting—not 

ors, unless they are entirely coated with sil- | those covered with copal varnish, nor insu- 

i ver, copper, tin, palladium, (which possesses | lated by necks of glass bottles, as has often 

9 times the conducting power of iron,) or | been recommended by writers on this sub- 

: gold, in consequence of their liability to rust ject ; for, let it be remembered that the flash 

r or oxidate, by the action of the weather. which may have forced its way. through 

. As to the capacity to be given to a rod, it | many yards of air, would find no difficulty 

. has been decided by common consent, that | in passing so slight obstacles as these, ifsuch 

{| the sectional area of one composed of copper | a direction formed part of the lightning’s path 

2 should vary from a circle one half of an inch | previously prepared, or “felt out.” It isa 

ty to three-fourths of an inch in diameter, the | well established truth, that if a conductor 

FR larger area being for very tall conductors, | pass near a mass of metal in tolerable con- 

- and the smaller for shorter ones. And now | nexion with the earth, the flash will some- 

: in respect to the form of the rods, it is quite times divide itself between the two channels 

‘ immaterial whether they besquare, round, or | one portion of it continuing itscourse down 

BY flat; but let it be remembered that, in all | the rod, and the other portion leaving it to 

cases, each conductor should be as entire and | pursue the side path. Therefore, in order 

a as straight as possible, presenting a single | to alleviate this “lateral discharge,” or de- 

Hi point to the clouds, with the apex tipped | viation from the main channel, all suspected 

itt with palladium, the most powerful of all con- | vicinal electrified bodies should be united to 

fn ductors of electricity known. ~A bundle or | the conductor itself, by means of metallic 

: rope of copper wire has beer found to’ be a| wires or bands. Then, if the building is pre- 

kl very efficient protection against lightning, as disposed, by the antecedent inductive action 

at has been fully tested on St. Peter’s chure’! to share with the rod in conveying away the
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fluid, let it be done in good sooth, without HEDGES.---THE BUCKTHORN. 

= ay allie afracas,asthe French | Very jittle is known of this plant, at the 

Gonductors should neither be painted nor most, except that itis perfectly hardy. There 

varnished, as that would diminish their con- | 2t¢ said to be some first rate hedges of it in | 

ducting power. If made of iron, they should | Massachusetts. We have seen a great deal 

be oe with metal as abelore sue in the vicinity of Boston; but it was usually 
and may be erected at either, on oth sides ee S 

or ends of a building, at a distance of about jomehomen 2 pw oS Bors ee 

four inches from the walls, supported by iron covered with trees and shrabs, that it had = 

staples or wooden supports. —D. J.B. | chance to develope what good qualities it 

oe really possessed. A correspondent of the 

HORSES’ FEET CRIPPLED BY BAD SHOEBING. = Co. as Agricultural — says: | 

— aq. | {1 do not hesitate to pronounce the Buck- . 

i = - _ — —_ of the | thorn the most suitable plant for hedges I 

center of the foot, is caleulated to compress | jaye ever met with. Being a native pl: see sae eI : Y 2 plant, 

- heel — re : a. will | it is never injured: by the intense cold; it 

me pa a — ae seh never sends up suckers, nor is disfigured with ‘ 

ee h ee Sacer aes dead wood; it needs no interlacing, and is 

oe s i : Ee avait Dr dall never cankered by unskillful pruning.” ’ 

ae ae ee a ay ways bad, am We may add to the abovetestimony,(which | 
eh 2 S 

2 is confirmed by the experience of : 

T have cured several crippled horses simply | jaye given it a fair vial) — — 

o LF 3] ra Y a ‘ : 

a = re quality which repel :t'1e attacks ofall insects, 

auall thing to many, but let pied man crowd = be nos ae ey eS thes casts | 
is Ys 3 will not touch them. he seed ma; 

his own heel into a narrow shoe and try to | ¢ from seventy-five ae to pee — 

wall i 
: . 3 

Ky and he will then exactly understand quart. They should be sown in drills from 

the difficulty. A proper regard to it on the | 1g to 90 inches apart, and stand in the seed 

ee of — _— = great humanity | hed two years. The first year’s growth is | 

to horses, and bene’ ae .. . small. I planted 80 rods hedge two years 

a a We - Lex, Farrier. | ago, The plants grow rapidly, and the 

regon, Dane Co., WIS. hedge promises well. For this climate, I 

Tre Dovne Grant Mixt.—The mill named consider the Buckthorn much superior to the 

above isa late invention of Messrs. 5. & S. M. Osage Orange. 0. G. on 

Colburn, of Ansonia, Ct., and is designed for | MILWAUKEE, Jan. 15, 1856. 

grinding corn into meal, and for grinding ee RSE 

corn and cobs into feed. it js an improve- aS aoe = 

| mentona millalled the Little Giant, which | Wehave noticed that many persons in our 
is made with a cone inside a shell, andis turn- | city wear india rubber overshoes in cold dry 

ed by Se ta the cone, an a ea weather to keep hate feet a : This isan 

ving wt at power in nniform rotation. | injurious and evil practice. fia rubber 

In the Double Giant the cone is made in two snes are very comfortable and valuable for 

ae her i a here [Sti carer wnat] y re | but they should never be worn on any other 

tarns round the lever; and the lower section | ocasion ; their sole use should be to keep out 

of = ou ef to aus ee i one water. They should therefore be put off . 

co) ee Tis ' the Tou erg) a He whenever the wearer enters a house, and be 

one rm fw on Y oe ane eat © | worn as little as possible, because they are air 

eae Bee ia gue Gant ae ae Hehe and boil retain pene restrain ae per- 

secti ue CO! S oe spiration of the fect. [he air cannot ex- / 

a the Double Giant eo eluded from them or from any other portion . 

+ the very lowest calcu! ation, ¢ mill will | of the body, for any length of time, without 

do three times more work in the same time | sensibly affecting the health. It is our opin- 

than the Little Giant. We have seen it in| jon that no habit tends more to good health 

operation, and know that one horse #8s | than clean feet and clean dry stockings, so 

ground a bushel of corn in twelve minutes. | as to allow the free perspiration of the neth- 

It : a great larennon, a must meet an im- | er extremities [Scientific American. 

mediate and extensive sale. —__—_+ ro | 

[The Plough, L. & A. One to-day is worth two to-morrows. 

eS 
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¢ TI WINTER MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP. : STOCK REGISTER. ee 
* —————————————— Much of the success of the wool-grower 
s WINTER LAMBS AND THEIR MANAGEMENT. | depends upon the winter management of his 

: . SS Shee : «| flock. Sheep are animals which pay their 
r There is no difficulty in rearing lambs in | owners better for good care and keeping 

% the winter season, provided the ewes are | than any other stock usually kept on a farm; 
well kept, and have a warm, convenient | put if fed with a stingy hand, or neglected, 

* place for their acco:nmodation, and are prop- | i¢ suitable conveniences are wanting, they 
; erly fed while suckling. There should be pay perhaps as poorly as any. The annual prepared, previcus to the lambing period, | joss to the United States, resulting from a 

ae sinall abet ee three feet square, | want of suitable sheds and other convenien- a with a eee pom = peta AS ces for the winter accommodation of sheep is 
soon as the lamb is, ropped, it should be immense. The promptings of self’ initerest 
placed with its dam in one of these pensand | would seem suficient to induce our farmers : there allowed to remain until it is suflicient- to adopt a better system of winter manage- 

th ly strong to be removed toa larger apart- | ment. No intelligent farmer at this day will . ment, which will usually be at the aze of attempt io deny the principle that warm en- } ae days; pat Drerions 2 s removal, the | closures are an equivalent, to a certain ex- 
: lamb ney th anen oe eon ones tent, fur food; a variety of well conducted 

to the dam, as the writer believes all good experiments have conclusively demonstrated * shepherds will have their flocks permanently the fact. A large proportion of food con- 
numnbered. This being done, several sheep | sumed in winter is required for keeping up and their lambs may be allowed to run to- the animal heat, and consequently, in pro- 

: gether, and the small pens apain oooapiod bY | portion as the apartments are warm, within 
sheep having young lambs. At the ageoftwo | Certain limits, the less amount of food will 

* or three weeks, the lambs will need to be | he required. The other extreme, too close 
: fed eee ces wheat Bee for sy apartments, would be objectionable from.the 

i Purpose it will be novessary ~ five asm”) impurity of the air, and should be avoided. 
: . pen, adjoining their dains’, where they can Sheep have very little reason to fear injury i be kept by themselves, and their fuod placed from this cause. The majority of those in 
iy in small = orghs easy of access and protected | our State suffer for the want of shelter, and a 
rs s0 as to keep their food clean, and there will | suitable quantity and variety in their winter . be no further trouble, aside from the annoy- food. Many flocks are brought to their win- 
: ance of their bleating for the first few days. | ta, quarters in fair condition, but are fed so 

They should be allowed the teat three times sparingly that the growth of their wool is 
| a day until they are about six weeks old, almost wholly arrettad during the winter i) after which twice is sufficient, and near the season, the fodder given them being only 
i: Hme of weaning oncsa day 35 all thas is| oficient: to, sustain the vital fmotions—- 
ft . Tho: e al eitvant iti Bi Under such cireumstances the food con- 

- eee ae yenee  eane F010 | sumed by them is in fact nearly lost. The E separating the lambs from their mothers owner has received no return in the increase 
+ while quite young; first, they will grow fast- of wool nor in bodily weight; and he will 
- eras they learn to eat much sooner, and can suffer farther from a large per cent. of actual 
if always have a supply of oats, bran, &c., kept | deaths before the time of shearing. ; by them, which could not well be done if With such a course of management the 
‘ allowed to remain with their dams; Second, profits of wool growing will necessarily be 

F the lambs are prevented from getting into | small. If neither self-interest nor the feel- 
the racks mad Cenae oe ee hay, as Hees ings of humanity will induce the farmer to 

: ways the case if permitted to remain together provide properly for his dependent flock he 
: the whole time; third, it. is not uncommon | yin find it for his advantage to keep some i for the lambs to acquire the habit of picking other domestic animal, and I know of noth- 
E and eating small locks of wool from the legs ing more suitable ie ech men than the 
: and thighs of their dams, which is avoided hardy goat. While I protest against the 
q by making the separation. Aside from the starving system, it would seem hardly nec- 

above considerations, the lambs soon become essary to caution farmers against the oppo- 
Hq gentle, which is of some importance to the | cite extreme, too high feeding, which is also i flock master. we men eoctee similar | detrimental to the health and long life of 

4 the avers, oe wad 4 Poses = an the animal. While preparing sheep for the 
i. a ee re il an a Y as those | butcher, high feeding is necessary and proper 

pped in April or May. but gor store sheep and breeding ewes an 
A : over amount of fat, produced by high keep- . | Se re Soe ee a years ago, and of a quality that compares fa- the attending expense to produce this state . : : : vorably with it. of things, it has a tendency to shorten the 

: 
4
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lives of the sheep and enfeeble the offspring. “SAULING" IN OXEN. 

The forcing system of feeding brings animals Having dealt in and used oxen for the last 

to maturity early, but is productive of pre-| twenty years, I have frequently purchased 
mature death. those that had become addicted to the vi- 

The proper and the most profitable mode| gious habit of “hauling.” The cause of this 
of feeding, for breeding and store sheep, is} j perfectly simple, and the remedy equally 

that which will develop in them the highest | .4° ‘The cause of oxen hauling is attributed 
degree of bodily vigor. Sheep fed in this} qniformly to their having been worked in 
manner would endure the fat'gne of along} to short a yoke. Henee, the proper reme- 
journey, while those high fed would fail dy is to put ona longer yoke—say, for large 
from the excess of fat, and the scantily fed oxen, two feet between the inside bow holes, 
from muscular debility. Every wool grower | aya (ny word for it, your oxen will not 
will find it for his interest to provide warm, | «haal.? worked in such a yoke. And here { 
eapacious, and well ventilated sheds for his | peg ne add, that it is a great error among 

flocks, with a convenient access to pure W-8 | many of our best farmers, particularly in the 
ter. The feeding racks should be made with | wostern and more level portions of our State, 
good tight bottoms, in order that the chaff! t) work their oxen in too short a yoke. It 
and seed, the most valuable part of the hay, } must be apparent to every observer, that | 

may not be lost. Such racks will also an-} they will work much easier in a long than j 
swer for feeding out rvots and grain, and | chor yoke. [have purchased a great many { 
will avoid the necessity of having an extra} cattle of the very best farmers in Monroe | 
lot of tronghs for that purpose. county, and in the Genesee Valley, and have } 

The different ages and classes of sheep always noticed this defect in their yokes, : j 

should be properly assorted. This classifi-) while in the central and more easter por- | 
cation, however, must be left to the jndg-! tions of the State, they ara obliged to_use { 
ment of the breeder. The size of his flock | jonger ones. Indeed, how would our East- | 
and his conveniences for keeping will deter- | ern or New England farmers plow on their | 
mine the extent of the classification, __It will | pin) sides with a Monroe or Livingston coun- 
be necessary, in all flocks of considerable ty yoke on their oxen? If oxenare addicted i 
size to place the strong and the feeble | ¢;, ““erowding,” apply the short yoke—E. { 

in separate flocks. Tho breeding ewes! Teeny, Waterville, N. Y., in Wool Grower. i 
should constitute another division, and so on ‘ ¥ ai Ye ‘ 
with the lambs, keeping each class and age HORSE SHOES BY MACHINERY. | 
by themselves. ey | 

In regard to the question, How often{ On the 19th of December last year, a pa- . 
should sheep be fed? a difference of opinion | tent was granted to Robert Griffiths, of Al- 

among good managers exists. While one | leghany, Pa., for an improved machine for 
believes that twice a day is sufficient, anoth- | making horse shoes. Previous to this time, . 
er thinks it desirable to feed three or four} we have had no opportunity of examining | 
times; but the most important point, I ap- | into the nature of its action, and the princi- 
prehend, is to feed regularly, whether twice | ples of its construction, but during the past 
three, or four times a day. The writer feeds | week the inventor has been exhibiting a 
at present, hay twice one day ; the next, hay | model of it at the Johnson House, Warren 
inthe mon fag and straw at night, and 80 | street, this city, (where he may be found dai- 

on, giving hay and straw alternately instead | ly this week,) has explained its operations to 
of hay, and aside from the above, a feed of | us, and shown us specimens of its work. The 
roots and grain is allowed at mid-day, allow- | jron bar of which the shoes are made is fed 
ing’a half bushel of corn and cob, or oatmeal | red hot into the machine, and is then cut off 
mixed with two bushels of roots to the one] the required length, bent by levers, and 
hundred head. As sheep are fond of a va- | formed upon dies, swedged and punched at 
riety of food it is desirable to make as many | one continuous operation. A working ma- 
changes as practicable. If allowed constant | chine in Allegheny, we are informed, makes 

access to pine or hemlock boughs through | ten horse shoes, with ease, per minute, and 
the winter, it will be conducive to their | judging from the specimen we saw, these re- 
health. Salt is also equally as essential in | quire very little to be done to them after- 
winter as in summer, and should be kept con- | wards to fit them for use. The shoes are 
stantly by them. Rock salt, which is im- | well formed, and exhibit no straining of the 
ported in large lumps, weighing from 20 to} fiber of the metal. This machine accom- 
50 pounds each, is the cheapest and best.— | plishes at one continuous operation that 
Sheep are not liable to eat it in snfficient) which requires three and four different ope- 
quantities as to ever injure chem, as they can | rations, on other horse shoe machines. 
only get it by licking. [Scientific American. 

Soa ites gieee watias Sc Lk is —_—_—__+-0o>-_____. 
es netting of which we are so libe-] one drop of oil will stop a hideous noise.
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; a 2) , cultivation, grow as reluctantly as though 

j HO RTI C ULTUR EK. 1 it were bent on defeating our expectations. 

ty Z =. ¢#@&@&;« ; The tree, doubtless, does its best, but how |) 

“s Jat ; can it grow sapidly while half its-forees are || 

; The first business of one about to plant ‘expended in defending itself against the 

a garden or an orchard in this State, should power of the wind 2 | 

i be to provide his trees and plants with | “But.” say some faithle:s soulswho would _ || 

“ shelter from the winds. The mercury at, grow panalces ae ‘their wives and chil- | 

: 20° below 0, indicates a temperature that i dren and friends, or for the love of bringing || 

may well enough render a Horticulturist them to perfection, but simply on specula-, 

’ nervous, He may bear it without flinching, | );5, and for the money they will bring— 

: however, if his trees and plants are s>shelter- | “have we not ‘trouble enough. with he | 

f ed, a8 not to be hustled to death by the | light, and the ‘bark louse, and the |j 

; Lsaeteen blasts which usually accompany /idorer? Must we go to the expense of | 

such extremes. Bie rasa eee of sight, | building walls and fences and planting || 

sh with a still atmosphere is preferable to the | screens to defend our trees from the winds?” Hi 

+4 ee : me with a keen wind from | No, gentlemen, you need do no such thing. | 

: The d as 3 i. . | There are crab apples, and choke cherries, || 

i e difference in the hardiness of plants in and wild plums in abundance; they are 

2 a garden completely protected and in one | perfectly adapted to resist the fiercest wind, || 

rf —— expe ae is =—_ = ie | and in alll respects are perfectly hardy. It || 

it considerable; and just this difference, De! i, true that the wild plum is not equal in | 

‘ the same more or less, is probably suf-| gavor to the Green Gage, nor is the crab 

hs ficient to assure success or failure in the | apple to be ranked as “best,” nevertheless, 

cultivation of many of our finest fruits and | ihe will do well enou h for those who, 

iH plants. Our readers cannot have failed to neces vei: otic: to the expense | 

4 notice the striking difference in the acl aa eet required to bring the finest fruits || 

a perature of a road:side sheltered by the | tg perfection, and who deem the pains and | 

i persistent foliage of the White Oak thick- | labor expended for any other purpose than | 

? ets and that of the open. prarie. “Trees | that they may pocket the proceeds, a8 ab- || 

i set in motion when the sap in the trunk solutely lost and thrown away 

ae and branches is frozen solid are almost sure) yy the next number we soe to say || 

i to be injured by the rupture of their |. mething about plants and trees suitable } 
i tissues, whereas, if. they remained at rest) +. .reens * \ 

F no such mischiet would ensue. A climb-| Z ‘seee% wt | 

Et ing rose fastened securely against the north | For the Farmer. | 

Ee side of a house will resist the cold that wo BELMONT APPLE—GREAT GROWTH: 

43 kill to the ground a much hardier variety| 47, Ep. Wis. Fanwer-—Dzar Sre:— | 

ae moved about by the wind. A chilling win | co conenitiaie with you request, I proceed i 

i. from the north-east, occurring at the time | to give you a history of the Belmont apple | 

when the blossoms are falling from the fruit) trees you saw at my place last summer— 

i trees and the young fruit is “setting,” isfre-) bending to the ground by the weight of 
; quently the ‘cause of the loss of almost the| their prodigeous crops. ‘The trees, five in || 

i whole crop. The winds of summer, if not | pumber, were planted in the spring of 1848. || 

FE so injurious, are. vexatious and_ provoking | The soil was a strong loam, with a marl || 

i enough, to one who is at, all particular as to | sub-soil. A crop of potatoes had been ta- | 

L the form of his trees. Those who have at- | ken off the ground the previous year. No 

re tempted to grow pyramidal trees in exposed | manure or compost wasused at the planting | 

iH situations, will appreciate oneof the advan-| of the trees, but the holes were made large 

: tages of shelter. The _slow and stunted | and deep. The trees were alike in all re- | 

is growth of many a favorite tree is due to! gnocts, except that two of them were bud- | 

ay the almost constant pressure of the summer | ded at the surface and three of them at 3} 

it winds. _It is most vexatious that some rare | feet from the ground. I donot knowhow | 

it: tree, which we have procured with diffieul- this circumstance can account for the dis- |) 

ing ty and have set our heart on growing, t0| crepancy of their after career, but in every 

t perfection, in the shortest possible time | other particular 

e should, in spite of our efforts in the way of “These hands were not more like.” | 

; i: ee 

i
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The three trees budded standard high oor ee to Cop EEeronaEas= 
began to bear in the summer of 1849, and| J. yy, Casepeer, Cepar Co. Iowa.—Of ; 
have borne regularly every season since. | g north-eastern or south-western exposure t 
The two budded at the surface of the ground, | we should prefer the first for peaches and ‘ 
though growing near the others and receiv- plums, and the latter for grapes. For a 
ing the ‘same care, bore no fruit until 1854. good article on grape culture, see the forth- 4 
These facts furnish an interesting question | Coming “Transactions of the Wisconsin i 
to vegetable physiologists. Could the| Fruit Grower's Association.” j 
slight dissimilarity in the structure of these CORR any Hae ure nae Dhes heat ; 

| trees have been the cause of so marked a Moss Rice < ihe old Blush Mae. Of the ’ 
{ difference in their fruitfulness ? or must we Maren eietcn) satu cel anni The bene P 

attribute it to some otherand unscen cause ? Pacpetual..or Reenter “Grant dad j 
If this slight odds did make the “differ- Batuilles 2 Fp form, elbe dat Gh Hi fre ’ ar « . X ‘ 
EOS fact of cone apa blooming qualities, it is, in our opinion, un- 4 

aaa re yer aa ec Ore equalled. The ‘best Prairie or Running j 
This year the five trees (seven years Rose, is “Prairie Queen.” The best Sum- ' 

planted,) ripened thirty bushels of superb | 116. Rose is “Goupe d Habe” — Ammons 3 
fruit. One of the hitherto barren treessup-| the striped or ae aiad roses “a tae 4 
ported aload of ten and a haif bushels, and | soon nobe sunerior ten “Villawe Mard.” j 
appeared mn its bright appendages like a HB. VY = he So the ee 5 
mass of 20! iS . - ny .USHARA.— 3 

My ae has been cultivated with | profitable full and carly winter apples is the ' 
hoed crops, and care has been used that no| Belmont. As to pears, we are of opinion i 
noxious insects have lived -to their detri-| that more money can be made from an or- ‘ 

ment. Notwithstanding the large crops| Chard of the White Doyenna than from j 
these trees have ripened, they have, for| ny other variety. The best compost for é 
their age, attained a fine size, being now | pear trees Is made from muck and ashes. i 
some fourteen feet high, with proportionate | ‘The muck should be reduced by exposure to ; 
diameters. They have produced, altogether, | frost and air, and the ashes should be thor- ° 
some fifty bushels of fruit. oughly mixed with it, if unleached, in the : 

Yours, truly, Axprew Camp. | proportion of about one to nine. If the ’ 
— soil is poor, add old mannre from the horse : 

The product of the above trees was ob-| stable. F 
tained, without extra manuring, on a soil —The “ . j 
which had beensomewhat a by the Fle ester trata Spal ae as : 
successive crops of grain which had been| }6 the carpocapsa pomonana, which. in. tha pf 
taken off by the former proprietor. The} fm of a brownish gray - moth, ace : 

superior growth of Mr. Cum’s trees and months of June and July deposits eggs in ‘ 
tha superior quality of his trees, is due| the calyx of the fruit. It soon hatches into ‘ 
simply to the intelligent cultivation he has] . reddish white grub, and penetrating to % 

oer them. AtMilwaukee, thefruit would| th, core, causes the fruit to ripen prema- i 
ve brought, readily,two dollars per bushel. turely, and drop from the tree, The grub ; 

At this rate of price and production, one | pow “leaves,” and making its way to some E 

ners of Belmonts would have brought to the crevice in the bark of the trunk or branches, 
proprietor, in the course of only seven years spins a cocoon, from which, emerging in — 
from planting, ome $700. Tosay nothing the following spring, it renews its depreda- e 
of the difference in the cost of cultivation, | tions The remedy is to pick up, as they é 
wheat crops, at 30 bushels to the acre, and fall, and feed to the swine the fruit contain- : 
selling at $1,50 per bushel, would not have ing the grubs, and when the leaves are off h 

brought half that sum. We hope to pre-| the trees to seek for and destroy the co- : 
sent in the next number some account of coons. If the bark of your trees is kept ' 
Mr. Cao's Vanderver, a notable specimen | smooth and bright by frequent washings : 

of which, from his orchard, is now betors with strong soap suds, the grubs will find it 4 
= difficult to make a lodgment. You will a 

Faruers, make a proper use of your time, | find an answer to your questions about the e 

and remember that when itis once gone it | “tree lice” (bark louse, ) in the number for ' § 
can never be recalled. . | March, in which we propose to communi- ' 

nh ; 

3 
iy
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i cate what information we have on the sub-|_ | Wisrzr Apetzs—Belmont, Rambo, R. 

i ject. Write us more particularly about the | J. Greening, Vandmere, Westfield Seek- 

i plums which “after maturing present the | uo-further, Talman’s Sweet, Rawle’s 

ie appearance of having been stung—having | Janet, English Russett 

Be a line from the surface to the stone of the} Get “The Fruit Garden,” by Carry—eve- 

ie fruit, causing it to decay rapidly.” Are | ry fruit grower should have that book. 
% your plums generally affected in this way? J.B. D., Puover, Portage Co.—“When 

le if not, what varieties are most subject to|is the best time to prune fruit trees 2” 

if this disorder? “ What is the character “ Pruning young trees ek reference to pro- 

your soil? : _ | moting their growth, and the form of their 
4 Scroxs AND Currixes—Should in this heads, showld, in this climate, be performed 

i climate, be made in the fall or early win-| about the 20th of June, or when the leaves 

eS ter, If left later, they are Gable to injury | are all expanded and the trees are growing 
‘| from intense cold. ‘Those who have neg- | with the greatest rapidity. 

i lected this matter should attend to it on oe 

nie the recurrence of mild weather. Grape THE PEACH CROP. 

a vines not pruned in the fall, should be} Last yes San pidenoeste 

i pruned befor the 20th of February. Those | that ee — means — ee 

Es eo attr rage a ofa quality not inferior to those of a more 
i ne tqcatawa® eae : cn bpd = = parr _ 

: OS vho are admirers 0: hat most de- 

a A New Beoryer, Mr. Preasant.— | licions fruit (and where is the person who is 

+ “Low flat land’ is generally the worst situ- | not?) would be anxious to know if the ex- 
te ation on which an orchard ay be — treme cold weather of January 8 & 9hasnot 
of Fruit blossoms will be liable to injury from destroyed the peach buds. To such we 

% late frosts, and the trees by water itr excess lanes Gt es : 
wa . i = would say, it is our opinion the peach buds 
5 at the roots, Your high flat land will be nave ticl asxet bean Guinea ana may 

a well-enough provided the sub-soil will per-| a fou hats aa pes ki = . 

it i mit the water to pass off freely, The “roll- ae ro RaSh eS winter-kalling, 

i ing land” is unexceptionable, if the soil be ya little care. Take coarse manure, chaff, 
i. good. The “openings” are preferable to or straw, and cover the ground around the 

if “prair‘e.” Other things being equal, we tranks of the trees, se as to prevent its thaw- 

o should prefer a “slope to the east.” Thir- | Ng until April, and the work is done. 

Sy ty to thirty-five feet is a proper distagce at Proof is not wanting to establish the fact 

a which to plant apple trees. ‘A calearious | that peaches are produced where the cold is 

= loam—i. e. a soil composed of about equal | often intense. In the valley of the Conhoc- 

AE parts of sand, clay, and vegetable matter, | ton peach trees are often killed to the ground, 

i with an admixture of lime, is the best soil | while on a neighboring hill, 500 feet above 

> for the apple. We have, however, seen no | the valley and 1200 above the level of the 

soil in Wisconsin (not too low or wet) in| sea, there is an orchard which yields regular 
ue which the apple would not flourish. Seed-| grops, BP. Marne. 

ii lings, budded or grafted above the Gollar, |" Qregon, Jan. 24, 1856. 

are the best. If you want an orchard for OT 

ft your own use, pleasure, or profit, do not| | Women Suourp Lrarn To Swr.—Lloyd’s 

E plant trees made by grafting on pieces of | forthcoming “ Steamboat Directory ” gives a 
- roots. For varieties particularly adapted thrilling instance of | the necessity for women 

we to this state, see forthcoming “Proceedings ee how toswim. When the ill-fated 
; 3 : . ¢ n Sherrod was in flames on the Mississip- 

Wy of the Wisconsin Fruit grower’s Associa- pi River, and the lady passengers who had 

te tion.” We name a few sorts that, with thrown themselyes into the water were 

good cultivation, are sure to give satisfac- | drowning around the boat, the wife of Capt. 

Hi tion -— Castleman jumped into the river, with her 

: Sumer Appies—American Summer | infant a Se estes a dis- 
i . 71h am tance of half a mile, being the only woman 

if cae ay incweet, Walnant Ea7r saved out of sixteen. She had learned to 

Se Autumn Apries—Fall Pippin, Cooper zien eee eee ee i 
it Gravenstien, Spice Sweet. One bad novel wastes reams of good paper. 

tf
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NORTHERN SPY. § 

Above we give an outline ofthe Northern{ Ase S.ocus—lIt is best to work this va- i 
Spy, from a specimen exhibited by Mr. Ane] riety on strong stocks, has fruited it at 2, 3, 
Stooum, at the meeting of the Wisconsin] and 4 years from grafts inserted in standard 

Fruit Grower's Association, held at White-| trees. 3 

water, December, 12th and 13th. Hanrorp—Moved to recommend for gen- H i 
We give a description by Barry and the] eral cultivation. q 

remarks made on the fruit at the meeting of} Brarroy—Moved to amend by adding the # 
the F. G. A. words “to those who can afford to wait for 5 

Large, striped, quite covered on the sunny | the frait.” Amendment lost. : 

side, with dark crimson, and delicately coat-} Original motion carried. " 

ed with bloom. Flesh, juicy, rich, highly BINT TOTHE ADE. f ¥ 
aromatic, retaining its freshness of flavor ik aS } 
and appearance till July. The tree isa re-|, The following paragraph; which we cut 5 

Abi fas, fine erent a from an exchange, is local in its application: J & 
TEKAD IY: rapid, © Crect grower, and 2) “Among all the ‘accomplishments’ which ff i 
great bearer; like all trees of the same habit, | our young ladies are expected to acquire, it f 3 

}| it requires good culture and an occasional]is to be regretted that the art of conversa- i 
thinning out of the branches, to admit the| tion is not included. No grace of person or ff “ 
sun and air fully to the fruit. It is one of] MA0ners can compensate fora lack of this. " i 
thet + beantifaliand ent 1 Tn youth the conversation of our women is} 

es arg ee one oxce! ent NS | apt to be trifling and insipid, and in middle i 8 
keeping apples yet known. Originated in| age is too often confined to complaints of 4 
Ontario Co., N. Y. Mr. Cole says it is found] health and the scandal of the day. _ Lively i 
to be very hardy as far north as Maine. conversation, upon instructive and elevating 

From the notes of the discussion at meet-| tPics, is but little practiced, but whenever ‘ 
= f the F. G. A. it is found, it gives a charm to the society of 
Bee Omens ss ‘ i females which nothing else can. It triumphs ¥ 
- J. O. Brayron.—Quality “best,” unpro-| over deformities and old age, and makes ug- 
ductive while young, tree hardy. liness itself agreeable. .Curran, speaking of x 

A. G, lanrorp—Trees disposed to bear a pean oo Bae ee add by no deme 5 
‘ i + handsome, but a splendid conversatiot 

: Se ete gr eyonneyaoety x one said that she ‘had the power of talking her- # 
|| eventually prove to be very productive, will} aifinto a beauty.’ Ladies should think of F 

do well root grafted. this. q 
ee ee N A i 

k
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0 | VSSETABLE PHYSIOLOGY—PRACTICAL | consequently the tops of the trees should not 
i a * | be entirely cut off, and left mere bean poles. 
; “fessrs. “prrors—Much has beedsaidand| Not only must the nutricions juices of the 

ie 2M iil be said of the relation of cli-| earth readily enter the plant through an 
coat hoc.) cusinistry, and of geology to agri-| abundance of fibrous roots, and have plenty 
7 culture ; but ‘hore is still another branch of|of leaves for elaborating them; but there 

-". science which both shows the wisdom of| must be ready and proper communication be- 
a; Practices that have already obtained and pro- | tween roots and leaves. Now, Nature pro- 

rs vides hints for experiments. I mean vegeta-| vides that the sap shall flow first through the 
es 1 physiology. No modern student of bota-| wood, especially the tender part of the wood, 
i; uy is satisfied swith mere classification of| namely, that most lately formed—the albu- 

’ plants, but he enters npon the philosophical | mum—and that in its descent, after circula- 
i part of the study, and inquires into their in-| ting through the leaves, it shall pass between 
i ternal structure, and thus elicits some practi-| the bark and the wood, depositing at the 
i cal suggestions. Thus, instead of merely ar-| same time a new layer of wood, and a new 

? ranging plants in a vocabulary, according to layer of bark. And this process goes on 
of some resemblance, or some supposed resem-| through the whole length of the tree, and 
“ blance, he seeks their hidden parts, and en-} even throughout the roots. Such being the 

i deavors to learn the whole process of growth, case, it is obvious that if it is desirable to 
Pe of fructification and of decay. He observes | force any portion of a tree, it can be done by 
a in every plant a process similar to that of the | intercepting the course of the descending 
2 animal economy. The plant, like the creature | sap. This may be done by a ligature, or by 
ac of higher grade, eats, drinks, breathes, exer-| ringing—that is, by taking out a complete 
4 cises, digests, assimilates, secretes, and ex-|ring of the bark fairly into the wood. Du- 
fd eretes. _ Very curious, and very beautiful, | ring the first season the portion above the 
ot “too, are all the processes by which the tree, |Jigature or ring grows very vigorously, 
By ‘the maize stalk, the blade of grass lives, | spending much sap uponits branches, leaves, 
a) -grows, thrives—and very important too, may | and fruit. 
Si, a knowledge of it be to the grower of trees,| This mode of treatment will only answer 

* -of maize, and of grass, occasionally, as little fluid will descend thro’ 
ia At the extremities of the small fibrous |the solid wood, and the tree or portion of 
abe ‘roots are the mouths, or as botanists term | tree thus operated upon will die the follow- 
- them, the spongioles, (from the power they |ing season. A more useful suggestion from 

| have, like sponges, to suck up all moisture |the physiological structure of the tree is a — 
t that comes in contact with them.) Without | mode of healing trees the bark of which has 
A these the tree cannot feed. Hence their im-| been gnawed off by horses, or mice, or other 
1. .portance. Hence the importance of pre-| animals, or been peeled off by accident. It 

if, serving them with special care in transplant- | is found, as might be expected, that a ring of 
t ing. Hence, also, the importance of multi- | fresh bark fitted into the excoriated portron, 
fi: plying them by cutting off the tap-root at|or even a twig, or twigs, so inserted as to 
it ‘such times. The leaves serve as lungs, and|keep up the communication between the 
ih = all over them are nostrils (stomata,) through | tree’s extremities, will save it from death. 
a ‘which they breathe. The sap passes from | The writer knew of an apple-tree of 15 or 20 
: the extremities of the roots to the extremi-| years’ growth accidentally injured, as above, 
ret ties of the branches, becomes elaborated at | Which was saved by the insertion of a fresh 
if the leaves, and descends into the wood a| piece of twig, bark and all, no larger than 
= new substance. Much of the watery portion | his little finger, It continued to thrive and 
iy evaporates. Therefore, the leaves must bear | bear fruit. 
ti proper proportion to the roots—evaporation | It is obvious from the mode of growth 

ie -may b> too great or too little. Therefore, | above described, that wherever a branch is 
fd if the roots are reduced or injured in trans- | cut off, the habit of sending sap to that part 
i planting, the taps must be proportionately | of the tree must have become such, that a 

‘reduced. But the roots need the breathing mew channel will be sought for it. We 
ie ‘and evaporating process to some extent, and shuld naturally expect to find latent buds 

. ; 

i 4 ; 
ei
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putting forth, or the alternative of a plant— HOW TO MAKE A HOT-BED. 
{| bleeding todeath. For fearof the latter evil,| To write of this may seem to write of 

we will not try the experiment during the | what it is supposed every one knows, but the 
| spring of the year when the sap flows most | Past week’s enquiries have convinced us that f 

freely ; but at other times we may trast to | Very body does not know, or if they knew j 
| ae x «4. . | once, have forgotten how to make a hot-bed, 
|| the restorative powers of nature to cicatrize for growing early vegetables. We presume, ; 

| the wound. The experiment succeeds—the | therefore, to give the following, as simple, 
|} ,branches are both multiplied and made to | plain directions for forming a small foreing ; 
|| grow vigorously. More concerning this pro- | frame for the purpose above named :—Select ‘ 

|| .cess at some other time, when we willspeak | a dry place, i. ¢., where the water drains off i 
gis 2 readily after, or during rain—dig out one § t length of physiological : 3 ° : '| ‘more ab lengt’ of physiological suggestions | foot deep of soil from a space five by seven q 

\ in respect to pruning. Weseereason for an- | fect, have ready some fresh, horse stable i 
other process adopted by trec-growers— | manure, which has been kept from the rains | P i iy $s > t Pt i 

i namely, that of trimming roots, not only to | 2nd turned over twice during say ten days § 
|| keep up the balance between roots and leaves, —take this manure and with a fork shake it 7 

a : carefully and evenly into the five by seven { 
“but be oceasion the putting forth of Young | space, being cautious not to tread, or in any i 
and vigorous rootlets. There is nothing ap-| way to press upon it more than merely a 

|| parent in the roots corresponding with buds | light tap with the fork, very evenly over the 
| in the branch, but fibres are found to put whole, while putting in sayea depth of two 
|| forth most readily just where the root is| ‘eet of it, then havea box made of inch uated” Ta acoordancs with all hate boards, four by six fect, fourteen inches high 5 
| Tere : fz z 2 on. one side, and ten on the other; or in i 

said is the curious practice which has been | other words have that which is to be the 4 
| followed in some countries for forcing plants | back of the same four inches higher than the { 
|| of succulant roots, in order that good seed | front. Set this box upon the bed of the 4 

\ and an abundance of it may be obtained— | @82Ure, leaving six inches all around un- s 
Z a | covered. Now carefully shake into the bed | such plants as the carrot, the radish, and the | four inches deep more of the manure, and 3 

|| Parsnip. An interesting eecoint of it isgiven | outside, bank up the manure to a level with ' 
| in Lindley’s Horticulture. I present it in as | the edge of the box, and about an average of : 

|| few words as possible to conclude the pres- | sty ene foot wide. Now place your sash of a 

ss cater feorelt Eecire bate on, ere GH ' | zs ae F eave elve hours : ; The extremity of the root is cut, straight | close again. After about forty to forty-eight 4 
|| Off, so as to leave nearly all the edible por-} jours, you may venture to put on the soil, f 

tion. With a sharp knife it is then slit from | which should be of a light, loamy nature, 4 P 1 ig 'y i 
| the bottom nearly to the crown. It is then | entirely free from stones, &c. ‘This should 

a quarter round and slit again, so that it is | stand about twenty-four hours, when zn 
relied lenethwiae Suto narts, | MAY sive air, end if clear and suns! niny, it is 

nearly divided lengthwise into four parts. | perhaps best to sprinkle lightly with water, 
Afterwards it is dipped into a rich compost | and after, say ten or twelve hours more, you 
and set out in the bed somewhat deeper than | may venture to sow seeds. e 

usual. If seeds are sown at once, when the earth i 

Inrumerable roots are thrown out from a put on the ae sone to d 
the cut edges of the plants, the consequence ee euets Soe i 

is a rapid and luxuriant growth, and @/\ After about ten days it is generally found i 
speedy accomplishment of the object. necessary to renew thie outside banking with 5 

U.F.B. | fresh manure. The object of having the i 
i -y | Manure turned over before using, is to assist 4 

Cee ae eee es ae torn fermentation, in destroying the rank and 5 go about the streets hunting up their cus- atk Fabors injavions to Shat-lend-eee- 
tomers. They carry with them a stool a} § ee Gail : dae the dann ss oe 
towel, and a pot containing fire. When any AI ht acai be oa di alawn avalon 4 
person calls them, they run to him, and plant- |, “0 48° tele zs ye z : aa . ; being sown, and it is always best to avoid ¥ 
ing their stool in a convenient place in the tok wo aipom ia Uitennen aiiie hie 
street shave the head, clean the ears, and Tae waite ea 
dress the eyebrows, brush the shoulders ; all | ? SEO LUGO Ca as tent new ¥ 
for the value of a little more than a half pen- A man may have a thousand acquaintan- i 
ny. Then they ring their bell again, and| ces and not a friend among them. Ifyou 

start in pursuit of another customer. What! have one true friend, then you may think 
would our barbers say to this custom? yourself happy. ¥ 

s Pn ee ee
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ae eases cece eee 

; J child to thinking for himself, and developin, 

q E D U C A r I O N A L “| the faculties of his own mince, as soon a 

it ——=<=_ao_—"[€—_——_—=—— ~~ | his school days have begun, and in a sys- 

na eee tem of this kind, fly perfected, lig, the 
% = .,- | whole -ground we have gained from 

. : Messrs. Ep rrors—Your avowed inten- the pan’ ee bots why, or pecmaitent 

jt tion of devoting a portion of your sterling |) feature in the organization of intelligent 
periodical to educational matters I hail with | .yi1qhood, is no longer hushed or stifled, 

m pleasure. You will certainly not, find the | nut encouraged eal strengthened. 

mn people of the west slack in apy reciating the Step by step old prejudices are dispelled, 

ae of the undertaking. To the farming | and that which gives elevation and refine- 

ir portion of community the means and meth- | ment to society acknowledged and prefer- 

i ods of procuring a thorough education, and | oq, Old truths are constantly presenting 

r discussions upon the gross and detail .of | themselves in a new light, and principles as 
< practical and comparatively useless knowl- | 91d as the creation gather from new relation 

| edge, cannot fail to be of more interest than | now impetus. I can see and approve of 

# mere political fume, or some other of the these things, Messrs. Evrrors; but is Ge ie 

4 feudal topics of the day; and while this is | relation to what I consider would be a posi- 

i] borne in mind, thero is room for wide hope | tive improvement still further in our pro- 
‘ that you will be followed with plaudits. gression that I have commenced this com- 

Hy The sons and daughters of our farmersdo | mynication. The male and female minds 

it not always rest satisfied with the opportu-|—the two grand component elements of 

ie nities afforded by the common school, society—I would see equally dealt with, in 

ait o— the common school of the present | as far as educational advantages are con- 

7°, as all the ability possessed by the “high | cerned. I would not only sce them equally 

7 school” of the past,) but are looking up | dealt with, but also associated and trained 
* more and more to the facilities afforded by | together—subjected to the same influences, 

At our many institutions for the attainment of taught in the same schools, by the same in- 

‘ higher knowledge. There is no stand-point | structors, while they vie with each other in 

nas now between the “four simple rules” and the | the extent of their attainments. There is 

a “rule of three” for them in mathematics; something more than theory invclved in 

it and in all the sciences, polite and profound, | this, for the principle relates to practical 
+} there are found attractions strong enough | Jife; yet it seems to have been over-looked, 

it to give charm to that which once seemed a | in a manner, by that praise-worthy embodi- 

i drudgery. The school-room has divested | ment of enterprise which gave Madison its 

ti itself of many of its rigors, and much of | State University. That noble institution is 

ot that sameness so repugnant to the youthful | worthy of patronage and confidence; but 

1 mind, Old forms are disappearing, and the | how much greater would have been its ca- 

ie “old routine” has become an ever varying; | pacity had it been a school in which the 

ts ever pleasing pastime among experiments | sexes were taught together. 

ay and inventions, Reason has taken the | We have our colleges, and our boarding- 

place of brute force in the government of | schools, springing up in every portion of the 
i: students, and the consequence is apparent | country, for the exclusive education of males 

—inelination leads where necessity would | or of females; but what is their productive 

i. have driven, Emulation has taken the | faculty, or their sterling worth, in compari- 
he Jace of stubborn will, and the dolt is made | son with what they might produce or pos- 

ey . it a proficient in literature or in science, sess, if established upon more liberal and 

i. simply by applying moral stimulent to his | rational principles. The boarding-schools, 

th ambition. These improvements in educa-| which particularly I protest against, are 

ahi tional matters are proudly apparent, and | nurtured, however, by parents; and with 

he others are daily supplanting some feature | them only rests the power to overcome 

i more or less illogical or umbrageous. ' ‘Text | their faulty effects. 

ii, books are becoming codes from which to| Jt always didseem tome that the method 

it reason, and not mere abstract rules estab- | usually adopted by liberal parents for the 

i. lished by the ipse dizit of an author so pro- | education of their daughters was of tho 

ie found as not to imagine an explanation | most illiberal nature, and such, frequently, 

i necessary. Plans are adopted to set the ' as serves only to unfit them for the duties 
te 

rt ;
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and associations of afterlife. In all candor, | guarded against, but it has become a part 
T believe that it would be better for society |of boarding-school education to instruct |} 
and the world, if the education of woman | young ladies in all those nice technicalities 
were such as to prepare het for that assvci-}of etiquette, which make a farce of social é 
ation which by nature must necessarily be | bearing, while the rules of fashionable affect- ; 
her lot; but I could willingly forego this|ation which are learned in these exclusive { 
proclivity of mine for the necessity of an | institutions too frequently turn modesty in- 1 
education of some kind. Mental training,|to a “refined maudlin,” and true purity 4 
on any enlightened plan, will seldom prove |of mind into nocent lunacy. Every day j 
injurious, at least to the mind, and yet with | gives evidence of these facts; but there are } 
exclusive institutions of learning I have some | yet a few schools for the education of the i 
little fault to find—for I must consider that | female mind that may be relied on, as in- 4 
within their pale some important qualities | culeating sound morality and healthy deco- i 
of mind are neglected and left undeveloped. |rura. We must look to the future. i 
There are many parents prejudiced against} You may rely upon it, Messrs. Eprrors, 4 
institutions of learning in which both male | that these principles will sooner or later be j 
and female are taught, and which thus rep- | recognized throughout the land ; and then, | 
resent the society of the world they are fit- | our young men and young women will com- ! 
ing for—as if the associations of youth | pete with each other in the ample fields of j 
were unfit to be woven into the firm com-|science, while they learn, also, profitable q 
pact of social familiarity. This prejudice | and useful lessons in human nature. i 

is certainly erroneous, and cannot be handled A.J, M. j 
too severely. The actual virtue of colleges SENG LARE HR Sues ON RET ESS 4 
ei catdalode we fe eeemn Sel eee on bert } 
merits of those schools in which boys and| Some one has made the remark in favor 4 
girls—-young men and women—are taught of the classics, that they are easily compre- ; 

together, their relation to each other, the | hended by tke young, and at the same time 
parts they are to play in the drama of ex-| accustom them to dilligence and patience 4 
istence, and their true moral and intellectual | —qualities essential to every man, whatev- j 
companionship as human beings. er be his vocation in future life. Without ; 

Too much cannot be said against the |goinginto a discussion as to the truth of ‘ 
evils of college life, where man shuts him-| these statements, (which in many cases I 
self up from the refining companionship of | at very much inclined to doubt,) I would 
woman, and from the practical knowledge merely as® whether there are no modern ' 
of every-day life, to fit himself only for a|!anguages much more easily comprehend- : 
life of theory; for in such ease his education |ed, or whether there are no mathematical 
is of no practical utility—it comes not from studies far better calculated to call into play | 

| the passingalities of every day—and all the | the faculties of the young mind, and to in- . 
polish that can be extracted from _ books, | fuse into it all the excellent qualities which 4 

without the influence of the female mind, | it is supposed to acquire from the study of 
and the society of woman, will only serve|the Greek and Latin. It should be borne 
toshow a want of polish, when the world }in mind that the mere study of language is 
calls the student from his books to fill a|nothing but that of abstractions,—of de- 
place in the ranks of practical and useful |clining and deriving,—and tosurmount the 
men. The success of college graduates is a | obstacles of a language for the little amount 

monumental warning of this tone. of knowledge derived by the generality of | 

And so, on the other hand, with the |students from its literature, may be com- 

boarding-school education of woman. ‘The | pared to the effort of that student who en- 

female mind is more susceptible and yet|deavored to state the propositions of Ge- 
more tenacious of bias than the mind of|ometry in metaphorical language. Class- j 
man; and, debarred the society of the|ical teachers may uphold the ancient lan- 
sterner sex, young women but too often | guages to any coeennee extent they 

form habits of thought and deportment in-|please; but when they would have all, 
consistent with the true order of nature, and | Without discrimination, make it one of their 

the true relationship of woman to man and |chief studies, we cannot butexclaim:—How 
to society. And A al facts are, in many | absurd it is for the generality of students to 

eases, not only unprovided for, and not spend one-third of their educational course
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i - Pa ich | we should remember that though the posi- |! 
ae in, apgniring the Sead lang: ie Tbs tive value of the productions ‘of Greek and 

‘3 Spegienem 10 the end bak tc ee he Roman genius remains the same, their rela- | 
ae as oe eet languages, of which they tive value when compared with the vastness i 
if SER MOEN: of our treasures, is constantly falling— {| 

Pee With megane to the refinement 1 taniey The “stock” bequeathed to us by the an- 
bye and the culture of the imagination, hee cieuts has been so carefully improved, that | 

ea Sviniessics are supposed to produce, 1. gon, the accumulated “interest” hasalready more | 
ba fyeaithat ino ons, without sen Soa RMnERBOO FSA che “principal.” When, there- || Bae with such authors as would offer him these fore) in the pursuit of knowledge) we enter: 

advantages, could be reckoned a polished Gin grateful feclings for the ancients, it 

aang and well educated ets But these refine- should be nothing but feeling, and should not 
f mageis one Retent epee Dyithe Sei) -- ea ar tiNiGay odiGt “Nothing,” says | Hie of the English Classics, Whocanestimate Syxay Surrs, (and with his words I will 

i; the treasures we possers in the mine of Eng- close this essay,) “nothing will do in the 

R lish pocky, 1 Where ny the whole range pursuit of knowledge but the blackest in- *\# of Grecian and Roman literature, can you gratitude; the moment we have gotup thé 

i show mea Pors,.a Taowpson, a Cour ladder, oe must kick it down; as soon as 
Wi muneet e Rieaan Be pecsmmng haze opane we have passed over the bridge, we must’ Ee the school of nature, and taught us the lan- lett r6ke_cachaal ed “HANS got upon the 

ie guages of the seasons, of the flower; the shoulders of the ancients, we must look 
i beovks; the winds, and of almost every ap- over their heads, The man who forgets 

s, pearance innature. | Shall we then be re-| 6 friend of his childhood in real life, is | if Pas to explore the depths of ancient base; but he who clings to the props of his 

Ge ioe, alinnares masy Sheet nt them, ‘when childhood in literature, must be content to 
oF we'can eatily drink of the:xicher-and more remain as ignorant as he was when a child. ” abundant fountains of -modern literature? His business is to forget, disown, and den 
a Miron equals Homer in sublimity, aut to think himeclf above every thing whieh 

ay aeepeeee enon ania cinnepe sok somig ety a a citeara cease eS past—and 
ye ee ee ss to cultivate that exclusively from which he a the moral of their works, the Paradise Lost expects fature advantages in ‘short, ‘to do 

he far‘excels the Hind. | Saaxsrnann alone is everything for the advancement of his 
: Reed ae Enea ayn irameceis knowledge which it would be infamous to 

a Souiiseneds for tusiwyoeis en teen Siebipre: do for the advancement of his fortune.— 
9 Fnecre par rithirlrnectigguceivericteesbambaen Plane ny pece yee yee 
Re need ee neces ciel pee, Pre | elassical literature proportionate to the la- 
x“ sents every quality and excellence of which bor they bestow upon it, let their labor and 

. sy maitre mies yda a asaisioneenoie | Ao study proceed; but\the moment we 
i Serta of veneibationxslopth!loc:sanstyiot cease tote Latin and Greek for the solid 
i sooling, ‘beauty of imagery, or-range:of dare utility we derive from them it would be a 

3 rey i . yery romantic application of human talents 
ind I may, perhaps, seem guilty of irrever- |, 9 so from any feeling of gratitude, and 
i ence toward those great authors to whom | -ooollection of past serviee.” 3. T. 
He we owe the wonderful productions of genius} University of Rochester, 1855. 
i and of art, when I declare that the ancient series soe ee empsate ost 
i: classics take up the place of more useful! Tye Mesrua Varrey.—A letter from if studies. We call to mind the multitude of Washington saye—“The reports from the Ss benefits which the classics once conferred | Mesilla valley are exceedingly sae 

i on the human race. We are led to an im-| and the private notes of the U. 8. official 
he plicit veneration of the classical writers by | are worth their public reports twice over. 

1 @ sort of delusive splendor, in seeing a vast | The whole country is a vast ore field, silver, 
} : number of learnedscholars within and with- copper, iron, platina, gypsum, and coal, in i, out colleges cherishing and defending the | vast beds, abound in every direction, and 
i cultivation of Latin and Greek. But while | aro in the richest quantities in the region |}. 

we feel sentiments of gratitude and obliga-| alone the Pecos, and up to the 33d — 
iq tion to those works upon which our men, which had been thought the poorest section 
i have reared their palaces of genius and art, | of the Rio Bravo valley. ;
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| M E Cc HA N I Cc AC. tor of the power loom, was an Episcopalian 
} . if clergyman. Forsyth, the inventor of the 
a || pereussion lock for fire-arms, was a Presby- 
| - OPPOSITION TO INVENTIONS & DISCOVERIES. | eerian minister; and the Rev. E. Burt, = 

We live inbetter times than our forefa- Manchester, Conn., was the inventor of the | 

|| ters; times of ‘moro enlightenment, and |S Tong lst of inveutors who have made | 
| yeptip nando aa rantic s oe a ane valuable rear oben on machines entirely 

Inventions, and in reward- e . . . . : 

1" ing their authors that ‘honor and remunera- ene os Cae oan oe wn 

|| Siprowfal to reflct upon the sufferings which | ¥°°¥ thought of prejudice against any new | 
ae = ae endured, for those Reaves paves ee TRE eee — 
mn gifts, which now command so muc! ey : oe i 

admiration. Roger Bacon was forbidden to Ee eee he ans sect ? so me ceretolly 9 
| lecture; and when sixty-four years of age, } 90° tren candidy juego of its mer and: 

was imprisoned in his cell for ten years, for demerits—judge it on its own account alone, 
the offence of making concave and convex for many good improvements have been pre- 3 

| glasses, the camera obscura, and burning vented, for years, from finding their way into 
glasses. Galileo was also imprisoned for his general use, ais peas of prejudice in 

| discoveries in astronomy, and good evidence | &*27771NE IntO their ‘Seier ti8 ‘Kecoet ' 
|| of his being put to the torture secretly, for [Scientific American. 

publishing his opinions, is not wanting.— —_—_____++e+_____— 
H| Guttemberg and Faust, the inventors of | AMERICAN GUN MACHINERY FOR THE EN- 
|| printing, were looked upon as having sold GLISE GOVEENMENT. 

|| themselves to Satan, and were regarded with| The English government haying determin- 

a) Saaperon. We might present a long list of | ed upon a grand National Armory near Lon- q 
|| martyrs to science, discovery, and invention, | don, and finding that the machinery for the 
| but time and space would fail us. We re-| manufacture of guns was superior in this . 
|| joico that the days of such persecutions and | country to that in England, have had built : 
|| trials are gone past forever. Still there may | here a complete set of machinery in use at 

be many persons living in our day, who are | our armory. The Springfield Republican 
|| imbued with prejudices against new projects | says: : 

|| and new discoveries, and may be giventothe| “Robbins & Lawrence, of Windsor, Vt., : 

habit of sneering at new improvements in| were employed to build some 100 ‘milling { 

}| machinery, especially if made by inventors | machines,’ used to cut the gun locks, and ex- 
| not engaged in the line of business which the | ecute the other iron parts of the gun. These / 
}| machinery is designed to improve and ad-|are a common machine, in this country at : 

vance. It is our opinion that such proju- | jeast, and were some months since completed ; 
}| dices are not uncommon in factory and} and sent abroad. This branch of the con- ; 
|| workshop, but they are wrong—very wrong. | tract amounted to some thirty or forty thou- ; 
j| A machinist is liable to sneer at an inven- | sand dollars. q 

|| tion made by a weaver if it relates to a tool;| “But the more important and intricate } 

and a weaver to sneer at that of an engineer | machinery—that for the manufacture of the 
if it relates toa loom. These trade preju- | gun stock—was entrusted to the AmesMan- |! : 
dices are perfectly natural, for the machinist | yfacturing Company of Chicopee. This has F 
may well consider that 4 weaver cannot be | been just ted: and was dispatched to 
very conyersant with lathes and drills; and} England in the steamer of this week. Its : 
the weaver may well exclaim, “ what does | cost was $50,000.” ‘ 

an engineer know about a loom?” This is} — Seyeral American mechanics have left for ’ 
astural, we say, but not always correct. The | England, to take prominent positions in the 
man who is accustomed to work at one/ English Armory; where it is intended to 
branch of business, becomes habituated to its turn out five Rp ed muskets day. : 

very defects, and, ina measure, insensible or | Messrs. Robbins & Lawrence, at Windsor, : 
blind to them. On the other hand, stran-| Vt. and at Hartford, Ct. are completing J 

ger to that business, if of an ingenious turn | twenty-five thousand rifles, for which they : 
of mind, is more ready to notice such de-|haye a contract with the same government. : 
fects, and to plan and labor to make im- [exchange. ; 

provements. This is perhaps not a general Young America, will yet pay back to the ; 

tule, but it has happened in very many in-| , “Ola Co D deck Ee ae E 

stances. Arkwright was a barber, yet he untry rrowed of her. % 

invented a most valuable improvement in [Ed. Farmer. ¢ 

cotton spinning iachinety. Ee, was eee eer 

not a maker of cotton machines when hein-} Byron says of Jack Bunting “he knew : 

vented the saw-gin. Cartwright, the inven- | not ‘what to do and so he swore.” ; 

| | 
: 4
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Hl Pe] a 
i | MI S CBRL ANEO U S i straight back to the merchant. Said he, 
RY j : s “Sir, you very properly sent me away this 
# 1 THE BOY WHO CONQUERED: _| Momning for habits that I have been guilty 
Sa ane ss f : ce ; Pa e Ihave neither father nor mo- 
py me few years ago, a who was left | ther, and though I have. occasionally done 
my without father or mother, of good natural what I ought not to do, and have not follow. 
3 abilities, went to New York, alone and|edthe good advice of my poor mother on 
ak friendless, to get a situation in a store as er- | her death-bed, nor done as I promised her I 
fi rand boy, or otherwise, till he could command | would do, yet I have xow made a solemn 
La a higher position; but this boy had got in | vow never to drink another drop of liquor, 
re. bad company, and had got in the habit of | nor smoke another cigar; and if you, sir, 
i calling for his “ bitters” occasionally, because | will only try me, it is all I ask.” 
oo - thought . looked manly. He smoked The een was struck with the deci- 

aia cheap cigars also. sion and energy of the boy, and at once em- 
a He had a pretty good education, and onj| ployed him, At the expiration of five years 
i looking over the papers, he noticed that a| this lad was a partner in the business, and is 
: merchant in Pearl street wanted a lad of his} now worth ten thousand dollars. He has 

a age, ae he called there, and made his busi- ny kept his pledge, to which he owes 
3 ness known. his elevation. 

es: “Walk into the office my lad,” said the} Boys, think of this circumstance, as you 
te merchant, “I'll attend to you soon.” enter upon the duties of life, and remember 

Ce on he had one = his customer, he | upon what points of character your destiny 
bai} a seat near the and he espied a| for good or evil depends. 
nai | cigar in his hat. This was enough. “My é ig [Northern Farmer. 
eh | boy,” said he, “I want a smart, honest, faith- ——______++e+______ 
ae fal lad; but I see that you emis SER and| SALT MANUFACTURE AT SYRACUSE, N.¥. 

vg in my experience of many years I have ever ere 
ams found cigar smoking lads to be connected| _ The amount of salt manufactured at the 
nf with various other evil habits, and if I am | teat salt works of Syracuse, Onondaga Co., 
cot not mistaken, your breath isan evidence that | 8 somewhat over one million of barrels annu- 
“iy you are not an exception. You can leave; ally. It is thought the amount for this year 

aH you will not suit me.” ’ | will exceed that of former years by nearly 
Py John—for this was his name—held down | 0ne half million bushels. About seven 
vat his head and left the store; and as he walk- months in the year isall that can be devoted 

lias ed along the street, a stranger and friendless, | t° the manufacture. Ifa person owns a ‘block’ 
jue the counsel of his poor mother came forcibly | OF “vats,” as the works are called, he may 
i: to his mind, who upon her death-bed, called | Teceive # sufficient amount of salt water for 

on him to her side, and placing her emaciated | 0n¢ bushel of salt, for one cent, which also 
cl hand upon his head, said, “Johnny, my dear includes the cost of inspection. To prevent 

7g boy, I’m going to leave you. You well | @2 undue competition, low prices, ete., cer- 
pe know what disgrace and misery your father | t#in rules have been established and must be 

me brought on us before his death, and I want | Observed by all engaged in the manufacture. 
ha you to promise me before I die that you will 1st, No manufacturer is allowed to make more 

Be never taste one drop of the nceeaa poison | than 20,000 bushels per annum, and the low- 
Bat that killed your father. Promise me this, n abe een ee ane et prokgie 
f d be boy, Ji d I shall di Per S = 
fl Seat a) aie . _ — at $1 87 1-2 to —— ¥ 
i The scalding tears trickled down Johny’s|A special committee are selected by the 
He cheeks, and he promised ever to remember | manufacturers to effect sales, which is gene- 

mn the dying words of his mother, and never to | Tally made with shies profit for those con- 
i drink any spirituous liquors; but he soon cerned. The whole business is conducted 

H forgot his promise, and aie he received the | Upon & eee which has been strict- 

te rebuke from the merchant, he remembered | ly adhered to for a long time past. All other 
ps what his mother said, and what he had | parts of the United States taken together do 
oy promised her, and he cried aloud, and peo- | not furnish so much pure, wholesome salt as 
1s ple gazed at him ashe passed along, and boys the springs in question. The wells in many 
i railed at him. He went to his lodgings, and | cases are sunk through bodies of fresh water. 

i! throwing himself upon the bed, gave vent to | Most of the springs however are upon the 
- his feelings in sobs that were heard all over | lake eae beeecr prea ame in any 

; the house. part e world, and ou; e supply 
But John had moral courage. He had | 18 eae? the demand is still almost unre- 

+ energy and determination, and ere an hour | mitted. ‘ 
ne had passed he made w his mind never to ee 4 es ea 
on taste another drop of ieee or.smoke an-| _ Make not your opinions the criterions of 
cy other cigar as long as he lived. He went! right and wrong. 
F ia 
1 —
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A LAKE OF PITOH. BIRDS AND INSECTS. 

A late number of Silliman’s Journal con-| _ Wilson Flagg, in a late number of Hovey’s : 
tains an account of thatremarkable curiosity, | Magazine, makes five classes of insects, and j 
“the pitch lake of Trinidad,” W. I. It is sit-) as many of Birds, acting as natural checks 
uated on the western shore of the Island, | upon the increase of insects. 
near the village of La Braye, which is built! The swallows are the natural enemies of 
on a foundation of hard pitch. The lake| the swarming insects, living almost entirely : 
stands about 90 feet on a plateau above this | upon them, taking their food upon the wing. 
village, is circular, and half a mile in diame-| The common martin devours great quantities | 
ter, surrounded on all sides with a dense| of wasps, beetles and goldsmiths. A single : 
forest. Its face is intersected with anetwork | bird will devour five thousand butterflies in ' 
of water channels, which gives it theappear-|a week. The moral of this is, that the hus- : 
ance of marbled paper. The surface of the}bandman should cultivate the society of s 

. pitch is pretty hard, ahd when the water) swallows and martins about his land and 4 
| channels are dry it can be passed over on foot. | outbuildings. ' j 
) In the centre of the lake the pitch appearsto| The sparrows and wrens feed upon the 
) be constantly and silently rising up en masse, | crawling insects that lurk within the buds, 1 

.| and what is very singular, numerous pieces| foliage and flowers of plants. The wrens i 
of wood are constantly coming up to thesur-| are pugnacious, and a little box ina cherry j 
face from below. These are from one to sev-| tree will soon be appropriated by them, and ; 
eral feet in length, and are forced by the pe-| they will drive away other birds that feed j 
culiar pressure to assume an upright position, | upon the fruit, a hint that cherry growers q 
so as to appear all over the lake like stumps| should remember this spring and act upon. q 
of trees protruding through. It is believed} The thrushes, blue-birds, jays and ‘crows, 4 
that this pitch lake is boiling slowly below. prey upon butterfles, grass-hoppers, crickets, 3 

Streams of sulphur etted hydrogen ‘gas fre- locusts, and the larger beetles. A single s 
quently issue from beneath, the temperature family of jays will consume 20,000 of these i 
of which is 97 deg. Fah. The centre of the} jn a season of three months. 
lake is somewhat plastic, but around the sides! The woodpeckers are armed with a stout 

the pitch is very hard. The water inthe} jong bill, to penetrate the wood of trees, 4 
streams and small pools is pure and soft; fish | where the borers deposit their larve. They 3 
are numerous in them, and aligators make live almost entirely upon these worms. 4 
them their habitation. Large springs of pe- ee aes ey h 
troleum are in its vicinity, and about a mile HUSES FOR BEDS. 
northward there is a bed of brown coal crop- — 3 

ping out upon the sea shore; it is about 20] No one who has not tried them knows the q 
feet thick, and appears from its dip as if it| value of husk beds. Certainly mattresses q 
passed under the lake. The pitch is of great | would not be used if husk beds were tried. j 
depth, for it has been dug into 18 feet in] They are not only more pliable than mat- ; 
many places. It is believed to be a sub-| tresses, but aremore durable. The first cost i 
merged bed of vegetable matter, undergoing | is but trifling. To have husks nice they may 
slow distillation by volcanic action under-| be split after the manner of splitting straw § 
neath. This store of bitumen appears to be| for braiding. The finer they are split the & 
inexhaustible. It is used with wood for fuel} softer will be the bed, although they will not 4 
by the American steamers plying on the Ori-| be likely to last as long as when they are put i 
noco river. Mixed with pebbles and sand it/in whole. Three barrels full, well stowed a 
makes excellent pavements, and ground floors | in, will fill a good-sized tick, that is, after 4 
of houses. With ten per cent. of rosin oil, it| they have been split. The bed will always y 
makes good pitch for ships. The Earl of be light, the husks do not become matted % 
Dundonald has purchased a tract of 26 acres] down like feathers, and they are certainly a 
of it, and has instituted experiments to dis-} more healthy to sleep on. Feather beds > 
cover, if possible, some means of making it a] ought to be done away. with, especially in i 
sudstitute for india rubber and gutta percha] warm weather. For spring, summer, and 4 
water-proof or vulcanized fabrics; and he} fall, husk beds ought to be “all the go.” and = || g 
has already made some vulcanized cloth, such undoubtedly will be the case when they 
which, from appearance, bids fair of future} are once brought into use. There is no bet- a 
success. If such a result crown his efforts—| ter time to procure husks than when corn is 
and every person must wish him success—| being harvested, and the husks will be much a 
such an inexhaustible supply of cheap mate-| nicer and cleaner when corn is cut up at the 3 
rial as this lake furnishes will soon bring} bottom and put in stacks. ,They do not be- FS 
down the price of such goods in our country, | come so dry and weather-beaten. It is cal- g 
and thus confer unspeakable benefits upon| culated that a good husk bed will last from R 
our people. twenty-five to thirty years. # 

H Sen ak eee a ae [N. E. Farmer. ¥ 
Worth makes the man—pride, the fellow. i 
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i 1 j ena ae eres ks Aa 8 i era a ree 

i i A YOUNG MAN’S CHARACTER. “My support,” said the oak, “is meetaly 
soar se js | Yours, and you may depend upon all my 4): Ho eae ‘ills ma a0 ern oa aaa to ieee you up, but I am too large ; cima salen, ‘will sport wi to his character 44 | 4nd too solid to bend. Put your arms around 

ria ter. wyotin regard -- ain nee me, my pretty vine, if you have any ambition Yh Br en ene ae neenentesiia wale to | Te chs wie aout Wa Teas 
Maat him in. all a Saevints Bact aes hold you up you will ornament my rough 
Aca When tempted to deviate from stric hice bark with your pretty green leaves and shi- 

me y i aay pe aw ar eumee ; | ning scarlet berries. ‘They will be as a front- : See nto dial (end mils dhecdatier | 206) oo aided aul anal andl tne seas ta Sa ae. like a glorious warrior with all his plumes. 
er pee eee ween ase FOUR Tae We were made by the Master of Life to grow 
Mt to have a pure mind; for this is the soe a | together, that by our union the weak may be i tion of apure character. The mind, in order made strong, and the strong render aid to ne? to be kept pure, must be eaployed se tie weak) 
" of thonght which are themselves lovely, “But L wish to x patties! zs 5 grow independently,” said i! chastened, and elevating. Thus the mind has the vine; “why cannot you twine around me, ‘2 in its own power the selection of its themes and let me grow up siraight and not bea id of meditation. If youth only knew how du- mere dependent upon yout” 

i: rable and how dismal is the injury produced | “Nature,” answered the oak, “did not de- 
aft by the indulgence - Se aaen Monkey eS sign it. It is impossible that you shonld hy they only realized how frightful were the grow to any great height alone, and if you at moral depravities which a cherished habit of try it. the wind and rain, if not your own 
re loose nae neon eeodnces, on eve So | weight, would bring you to the ground. aie they would shun them as the ao i Ser | Neither is it proper for you to run your arms z pent. The power of books to excite the im- |hither and thither among the trees. The 
7 aqmationis i fearful element of moral death trees will begin to say it is not my vine=it 

ne when employed in the service se q, | is astranger, get thee gone; I will not cher- 
af The cultivation ohan oat a aoe >| ish thee. By this time you will be so entan- 
Hat and glowing heart, alive to all the beauties gled among the different branches that you iat of nature and all the sublimities of truth, in- cannot get back to the oak; and nobody will a vigorates the intellect, gives to the will inde- thea admire sha pity you.” 
mh pendence of baser passions, and to the affec- |“ % ‘Ah, me!” said tie vine, “let _me escape 
ay tions that power of adhesion, to whatever 18} orn chek a destiny;” and with this she 

e: pure and good, and grand, Sach is adapted | ined Her arms "aroend the oak, and they ae to lead out the whole nature of man into | 11h grew and flourished happily together. mai those scenes of action and impression by A 
at which its energies may be most oppropriate-| sow ro RUINA NEIGHBOR'S BUSINESS, ¢3 ly employed, and by which its high destina- i y es 
n tion may be most. effectually reached. _ Sometime since, so runs the current narra- 
a The opportunities for exciting these facul- | tive. the owner of a thriving mutton-pie con- 
hs ties in benevolent and self-denying efforts for | cern, which after much difficulty he had 
a. the welfare of our fellow men, are so many | succeeded in establishing with borrowed cap- 
Hi and great that it really is worth while to | ital, died before he had well extricated him- 
By live. The heart which is truly evangelically | self from the responsibilities of debt. The 
ed) benevolent, may luxuriate in an age like | widow carried on the business after his de- 
art this. The promises of God are inexpressibly | cease, and throve so well that a speculating 
t rich, the main tendancies of things so mani- | baker, on the opposite side of the way, made 

| festly in accordance with them, the extent; her the offer of his hand. The lady refused, 
4 of moral influence is so great, and the effects | and the enraged suitor, determined on re- 
~ of its employment so visible, that whoever | venge, immediately converted his baking in- 

i } aspires after benevolent action and reaches to an opposition pie shop; and actingon the 
mie forth for things that remain for us, to the principle, universal among London bakers, of 
iat true dignity of his nature, can find free scope | doing business for the first month or two at 
th for his intellect, and all-inspiring themes for | a loss, made his pies twice as big as he could 
i i the heart. honestly afford ee ahem ie conse- 

iB GREELEY ON WOMANS RIGHTS. juence was that the widow lost her custom, 
i - SN ee a was hastening fast to ruin, when afriend 
Ht Here is Horace Greeley’s opinion of the Wo- | of her late husband, who was also & small 
i man’s Rights doctrine: creditor, paid her avisit. She detailed her 

Re A vine was growing beside a thrifty oak, | grievance to him, and lamented her lost 
Kt and had reached that ‘height at which it re-' trade and fearful prospects. “Ho! ho!” 
i) quired support. said her friend, “that ere’s the move, is it? 
a! “Oak,” said the vine, “bend your trunk} never you mind, my dear. If I don't git 
Ee so that you may be asupport to me.” your trade agin, there ain’t no snakes, mark
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ae eal 
me—that’s all.” So saying he took his) hood, and guided our youth. Has it not 
leave. About eight o’clock the same even- | been your fortune to see and compare the 

ing, when the baker’s new pie-shop was | two, and has it never oceurred to you what {| 

crammed to overflowing, and the principal | gave to the one its charming, attractive, 

was below superintending the production of | homelike appearance,—and the want of 

anew batch, in walks the widow’s friend | which in the other, rendered it thus repulsive 

in the costume of a kennel-raker, and elbow- | and uninviting? If not, look at the picture 

ing his way to the counter, dabs down upon | again, study it more closely, and you willsee |, 

it a brace of huge dead cats, vociferating at | that the tree, the shrub, and the vine, taste- |} 
the same time to the astonished damsel in | fully arranged and cared for, have far more | 

attendance, “Tell your master, my dear, | to do with the beauty of home, than all else 

as how them two makes six-and-thirty this | that science and architicture, aided by wealth, 

week, and say I'll bring the t’other four to- | can bring. The cottage thus adorned, how- 

morror afternoon!” With that he swaggered | ever humble, is far more attractive and beau- 

out and went his way. : fl tifnl, than the most stately mansion in its : 

So powerful was the prejudice against | coldness and grandeur, where these are want- 

cat-mutton among the population of that | ing. [The Country Gentleman. 

neighborhood. that the shop was clear in an +e o-—__ 

instant, and the floor was covered with every EFFECT OF LIGHT UPON PLANTS. 

variety of segments of acircle. It is averred i aie Z 

. that the ingenious expedient of the widow’s A plant will only grow under the influence 

| friend, founded as it was upon a profound of light. The plant is placed in the soil in 

knowledge of human prejudices, had the de- darkness, when a chemical change takes 

sired effect of restoring the “balance of place. Ifa plant is deprived of light, it no 

trade.” The widow recovered her com- | !onger forms wood. The quantity of light 

merce; the resentful baker was done as | regulates the growth of the plant. Each : 

brown as if he had been shut up in his own | Years growth of a tree is indicated by a 

oven: and the friend who brought about this | STS of fibrous rings, from which we can de- 

measure of justice received the hand of the termine for every year the quantity of sun- 

lady as a reward for his interference. shine to which the tree has been exposed ; 

[Curiosities of Life in London. also, which has been the sunny side. For 

+0 the production of every cubic inch of wood § 

PLANT A TREE! a certain degree of the chemical influence of ‘ 

There is no way a man can so effectually the sunlight and calorific power, is essential. ; 

rear a monument to posterity, and one for Timber is produced by the treo absorbing i 

‘which heshall receive their Blessing, as by | ‘trough the bark and leaves the carbomic 
planting a tree; no matter whether a shade acid (carbon and oxygen) from the atmos- 

tree that shall protect from the scorching phere. Under the influence of light, the j 

heat of the midsummer’s sun, or one that | Plant by its own vital forces decomposes the 

shall yield a luxury in its wealth of delicious | Carbonic acid. In virtue of the vital foree 
golden fruit. From the window by which I excited by solar influence the carbonic acid j 

am sitting, I see a row of maples planted by is decomposed, and the oxyeep is set free for ‘ 

my father twenty years since, that suggested the use of the animal kingdom generally, and a 

this word to you, kind reader; and that row carbon goes to construct the woody structure : 

of maples, that cost but a few hours labor of the plant. If we ignite wood it gives out ‘ 

then, is now the admiration of all who see it, light and heat, from which we can produce : 

and an ornament to that old homestead, that | % certain amount of chemical effect, the same z 

is valued above price. : elements as from sunshine. The quantity of é 

Have you never in riding over the country, light and chemical forces arising from com- i 

passed a house entirely destitute of trees and | bustion, represent exactly that quantity ; 

shrubbery? and has not tts dreary’ forsaken, which is necessary to occa-ion the plant to Z 

uninviting appearance, painfully impressed | STOW. The coal fields are formed by the % 

itself upon your remembrance? And then chemical decomposition of fern-like flora of : 

again have you not passed another in drrect a peculiar kind. — Vegetable life rapidly de- i 

contrast wtth it? here and there scattered composed under the conditions of a tropical y 

around it a flowering shrub, or a climbing | S¥8™P—our coal is the produce of tropical x 

vine; if a rustic cot, a honeystckly or grape forests. We employ coal in our domestic ; 

protecting its porch, and yielding sweet in- operations; we subject it to distillation, ob- 

cense or delicious fruit; just back of it a ven- tain from it a flnid which circulates through 7 

erable orchard, fit retreat forthe gambols of | Our streets and dwellings. We ignite it, and 
joyous, merry, laughing childhood, while to obtain that light which was once derived % 

‘complete the picture there were scattered | from sunlight and solar heat, which in count- 5 

around, a few be trees that one could love | !¢ss rays has fullen upon thego lands ere yet 4 

and venerate with a reverence akin to that | 8° had set his foot upon them, in ages é 
we feel for those who nurtured our child- long past and gone, [Scientific American. 4
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Hf CLIMATE. covered during the winter months. That ‘a ‘An erroneous idea generally prevails re- there is any virtue in the remark, “snow is 
ie specting climate as affecting personal comfort we Poor man’s manure,” I don’t believe — 
+ The dwellers in the sunny South pity the | But certain itis, that grasses and grains, are 
a New Englanders, because doomed to shiver Poueditted. by being thus protected. an ag in so cold a climate. They, in turn, bless now is an imperfect conductor of caloric 
iad their stars that they are not wading in the|C°™Sequently the surface being protected nl 1 undWe-of Newfoundland. from the cold of mid-winter, the heat from 
Anat Ihave been led, by observation and ex-| Within dissolves the frost, and when the 
ei perience, to doubt whether the people of any | S20W disappears in spring, the. frost is gone ke one country have much, if any advantage, in from the soil. It is not uncommon to find 
Hae the matter of climate, over others. the grass growing before the snow is off— 
id Our ideas of pleasure and pain are inti-| Fields are ready for plowing soon after they 

ni mately connected with, if not based upon the | 2P¢ bare; so that stock will live and seed 
Hel principle of contrast. In our idea of tem-|™@Y be gotten into the ground nearly as soon v perature, we have less regard to the actual in V ermont as in Connecticut. if Then for 
ei than to the comparative degree of warmth. doing business, the snowy regions have 
me In the report of one of the exploring ex- greatly the advantage. Lumbering is with 
ae peditions in the Northern Seas, it is said that | 8reat difficulty carried on where there is no 
oF, on a certain occasion the crew were greatly |Snow. The lumber lands In Maryland and ati elated with signs of a thaw, the mercury Virginia would be worth twice as much as 

ibe having risen to 40 deg. below zero. Hay-| they now are with northern winters for the 
pe ing been subject to a much intenser degree | temoval of the lumber. 
fist of cold, they felt, as did the boy, whose fath-| But I will say no more lest I get up an 
ait er had administered to him a severe flagel-| emigration fever towards Greenland. 
He lation, “greatly refreshed.” CURE FOR WARTS ON ANIMALS. 
i It may Prat he doubted whether the peo- eee Sane, 
ot) ple of Mane suffer more from cold than do| Mxssrs. Eprrors—In answer to the inqui- 
ah: they of Virginia. ry of T. N. Smith of Quebec, fora cure for | 

set Touching the weather, it is as much as it | wartson horses. Corrosive sublimate and |} 
Rite is with the tariff—all that the people want | red precipitate, powdered and mixed, equal |! 
ie is to have the line of governmental policy | parts, will cure the worst wart in the world 
mt settled—to know what can be depended | on horses or cattle. If the wart is large and 
ai upon. So of the weather. The down-easter | loose, tie a fine strong cord around it close to 
ant knowing that from the middle of November | the skin. In a short time the wart will come 
i; to the middle of April the ground is to be|off. Then apply the powder until the wart 
set covered with snow, and uninterrupted cold | is eaten down below the skin; then wash off, 
of weather is Be pevall he wraps his fur coat | and rub on a little sweet oil, and it will soon 
ea about him, inflates his lungs, braces up his|heal over. If the wart is dry, scratch with 
og nerves, and thinks no more of the cold than |a pin or point of a knife until it bleeds; then [| 

iM the “rugged Russian bear.” rub on the powder. It will make a dry 
he The dweller in the Old Dominion, on the | scab; pick off the scab and put on the pow- | 
we other hand, regarding warm weather as the | der again, until it is all eaten off. I have 
ape rule, and cold as the exception, makes no/ used this in hundreds of cases, and it never 
in provision for the latter. But when the nor-| failed of a cure. Asa Bartuotomew, Jr. 
it thern blasts come as they will, he wraps his Bristol, Ct. 

es fig-leaf coat about him, and seeks shelter} Mxssrs. Eprrors—I see that a great many 
i within the enclosure of his airy mansion, so | inquiries are made in the Cultivator, in re- |} 

constructed as to exclude heat rather than| gard to a method of cure of warts on ani- 
“ig cold. mals, For their benefit, I will state what 

Fe Then there is another consideration which | has proved in my hands an effectual and an 
er greatly favors the dwellers in cold latitudes. | easy remedy, both for man and beast. 
on While the earth is covered with snow, there} R. Muriated Tincture of Iron one part, 
iat is but little evaporation. The atmosphere Muriatic Acid two parts. 
ey is consequently dry, and storms are unfre-| Mix them together, and apply by means of 

ai t quent. When there is no snow it is far oth-| camel’s hait pencil directly to the warts. 
‘hie erwise. The whole surface being covered | This to be done twice daily. The warts will 
mt with water, evaporation is rapid, and the at-|soon crumble away leaving the parts sound 

{ mosphere is surcharged with vapor, and the | and smooth; sometimes it may be necessary 
} peculiar chillings which characterize a March | to cut large warts on the feet of horses be- 
Bis | wind in New England, prevail during the | fore its application. i 

if A eet h 5 ade sleaenintteaan . nr ict ly, the snowy region has many | my ostau B. Gar, ish’ry, Mass, Le siivanteget. Tels beltet tox ‘the ssh bo fAlbeny Ould tasers 
i i 
urs t 

wat 4
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MARCH. which are seldom or never found ina cere. | i 
Time in. ite onward. march, brings us again | ful man’s dictionary; but always in the }, 

to the March of Spring-time. The elevation | Mouths of fools, who charge all their small 
of old Sol in his daily orbit, is rapidly un-| mishaps to “bad luck,” and their large ones | 
loosing the terrible grasp of the coldest win-| t0 “Providence!” But, enough in relation | 
ter that many of us have ever seen—a winter | to the past; we, will simply repeat the pro- | 
that has-frazen over the lakes of Florida, | Verb, that Experience keeps a dear school— i 
bridged ‘the Mississippi five hundred miles| but thore is a large class in tho world thet |: 
lower down than common ; and. is.even sup-| Wil learn in no other, despite allthe Farmer 
posed to have bridged Lake Michigan from | Cn say. { 
Milwaukee to Grand Haven, ,All, all. won-| As the warm days of early spring betoken | 
derfal in its way ; but not half,so important, | the near approach of the busy season of field | | 
practically, to the farmers of Wisconsin, as | Jabor, it will be well to prepare for the cam- | 
how. their own animals, roots, fruit trees, Paign by carefully inspecting the accoutre- | 
&o., have fared. Such a cold winter should| ents, not of war, but of the farm—the | 
teach us practical lessons, and not a few.| Waggous, plows, drags, horse gear, chains, 
First, it should teach us, always to expect} and all the lesser paraphernalia of every day 
the worst when winter sets in, and prompt| Use. Now is the time to have them all put | 
us to provide for it. No half-way rigging} in perfect order, and set in their places ready | 
of houses, cellars, barns or stables—with the | for use... Who can fully calculate tho differ- | 
hope that the winter will be favorable—will i ence between having everything in the right | 1 

answer. . | shape, and always ready for each day’s busi» {/ | 
We cautioned all the readers of tho Far-/ pess—or having everything disjointed, and | : 

age, in early winter, to bank and plaster up | Scattered, perhaps Tent to some equally neg- i i 
carefully, and be on the safe side; those who| ligent neighbor, and, to cap the climax, all { ; 
did so. saved their potatoes, those who did| out of repair when the time comes for action? 
not, lost them—when they were worth from | Unthrifty starts a boy to the neighbor’safter | > j 

six shillings to,one dollar per bushel.. Those {| hoe, axe, or plow, when wanted—endthe |; ; 
who sheltered and took. good care of their| hired man stands idle—or next thing to it— ! : 
animals, find them coming ont, well-eyen this | tntil it comes; thenit has'tobe fixed, which | ' q 
spring ;, but those who sat by the. fire, when | takes another half hour, and at nine or ten | \ : 

othey,ought to have been rigging stables and | 0’clock, the man, who ought, to have eom- | : 
sheds for them, and lay in, bed mornings, }menced early, with . good tool, beging his : 
when they onght to have been feeding, card-| day's work with a poor one. Wo repeat, | : 

ing and tending them, will. be exceedingly | Who can. calculate the difference in. tha re- | § 
likely to pay a large.crow tax, before grass | sults, between good and bad management ? ee 
grows. | Next in order, after getting the tools al? ' * 

Those who let their young orchard trees! ready for work, is to examine into the seed | ; 
0 into winter quarters without being care-| department, and sce if that is all right. | i 
fully banked up, and secured from rabbits| Have you got your seed wheat and oats on | ; 
and vermin, will also be likely, to pay a large} hand?—and are they of fine quality} Aro | 
fool (not poll) tax., , > 1m going to sow any grass or clover seed? | | ; 

All of the aforesaid slack and easy sort of} We hope so, for a great deal of it should be j 
People will be heard: sentimentally talking, | sown, throughout the state, and must be, bee | 4 
and sighing over their bad Tuck /—words| ‘fore we make. much butter and cheese, or rt 
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|| grow a great deal of wool or fine stock. | it will more than pay, especially at the pres 
‘| Farmers ought at least|to commenee on a | ent high prices of butter and cheese. | Pineh- 

| scale sufficient.to raise their own seed, for | ingcowsinspring, isthe worst possible policy. 

{ subsequent and more extensive sowing; as} If the wood pile is not, eut up and ready 

| clover seed, at $8,00 and $10,00 per bushel, | for summer use, get about it if possible, and 

:| and Timothy seed at $2,00 are rather ex- have it eutof the way. We. have told you 

|) pensive for-any considerable amount of sow- | before, what bad policy it is to cut wood by 

, ‘| ing. We have the promise of an articlé from | the handful, through the hurry of summer 

| i | an experienced hand, on stocking down | with a dull axe. Avoid it, by all means.— 

'| grass and clover fields, and hoped to have | Make up your minds each of you, that have 
|| presented it in this number. We shall prob- | not wood land enough on'your farms, where 
{ | ably receive it in season for April. It is a | you will’plant your timber nursery’ this 
'| highly important subject, and one to which | spring. Select a patch in some corner, of 

: | our farmers must pay more attention,ere long. | good, dry, well tilled land, and sow the Lo- 

i Among other things, don’t forget the gar- | Cust, without fail, and when they come up, 
‘| den—that all-important appendage to every weed them out and take as good care’ of 
|| well provided househcld. Those who wish | them as'you do of your corn. The conse- 
j | to have early lettuce, peas and radishes, | quence will be, that they will be large enongh 
'| should sow them the first opportunity. Such | to set in field rows by another year, and the 
{| as have a taste and fancy for still nicer, and | forest will then have been begun in good 
| early “ fixins,” such as cabbages, cucumbers, earnest. 

melons, tomatoes, cauliflowers, squashes, &c.,} Let not any man think it unworthy of his 
| should rig themselves hot-beds without delay, | notice, or an idle experiment. If he: will 

'| and have the plants coming forward. only plant and grow a forest of five, ten’ or 
i é 

A hot-bed, good enongh for all common twenty acres, accerding to the size of the 
|| purposes, is a simple and. easy enough thing farm, in five years it will’be considered the 

‘| tomake, All that is necessary is, to rig a | finest thing entirely and worth the most 

i} box or curb, two.or three by four or five | MOPEY: 1D proportion to what it cost. 

{| feet dimensions, with the top a littlo slant-| You who have not theseed, wilt Aad Ries | 
i] ing, and fitted with a glazed sash. Fill this advertised in this number by Mr. H. F. Bond 

1} box with coarse horse manure, partly fall, on of the Mendota Nursery, and H. D. Emery 

the tep of which put six inches of good mel- & o., Ohicago. A few shillings will buy 
2 a6 fi enough for a whole forest. We hope to see 

Jow soil, and plant your seed in it. The fer- e es 
‘ : such forests coming up all over the: prairies, 

mentation of the manure will soon cause the |... . ‘ x a 
‘ 4 within ‘the next “five years ‘and looking’as 

seed to germinate, if the earth is kept prop- se er pres fain 3 ap 
neat, and ornamental as” 8 ‘well “kept ‘mous- 

erly moistened. The sash can be left open taché, upon a dandy’s fice.” “We say to all 

| in pleasant weather, and closed when it is iio’ stbeahTben: nt th forest 

cold or frosty. Another plan may be found eae ata ethaealee ee a ibageirene 

on page 79, of the February number. Teey ‘ng a8 patted “tnt toae ho 

Whether you make a hot bed or not, don’t | more time. | You’ cannot afford to wait— 

| fail te make all the requisite provisions for |-You had better defer the orchard, if you 

i as a good farmer's garden, for if we should | wait for either. ny 

| _ happen along to take dinner with you, some ep 
| fine day, we would give you due notice, we Atichigan) ep Ramble eee 

sey 7 in) ican says':—' iyvisit- || 
| are very fond of egetables. $d our family a few days since, and stated | 

Take good care of your milch cows, 95} that her hter had the erysipelas yery || 

they are coming in, if you would have them | had. We called to mind the remedy recom- | 

| do well, and give a good mess of milk, du- | mended = a re — ee “a | 

' - bei turning home in the evening she eo 
ring the summer. Don’t begrudge & good ine serbia had “es 

; slop of bran and meal, twice a day, -to all pane rpm ote ten oe ap 

| se Ss eee ee | 
| don’t happen to have it, but we assnre you | poultice effected a complete cure.” 

Bisse ee or or ae a
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THE MAPLE ‘THEDS OF WISCONSIN. ‘The Mountain, Maple is found jn the forests 
BY 1.’A) LAPHAM, OF SiWAUKEE, throughout this|state; vbut as it has not been 

We eontinue the brief notiees of our forest hashes pag _— — ane 

rants commenced in the last number of the | eastward to Maine, but its western limitsare _ | 
. AEM US on the | not known.» “The leaves, assume a yellowish i 

subject of the maples. Plants are arranged redeoler in.autnmn, adding much to. the 

injalt resent botanical ory pinto. mae beauty and interest of the species for orna- 
STOR galled Haptisessinywhioh thogespedes mental, purposes... The. young twigs are 

monk eeeRNG 909) rie iPeceatial char. | bright green:the bark of, the tronk, bright, 
f a oe ay ee ah af + |gray. \° The, flowers.appear in. May, and the 

wasioe to the artificial cles cad. crloce up| Seediaripein August... Theseed with light. 
beat j und orders oO! lly diverging wings.resemble those of the 
Linngus, where the number, situation, &., snepla idefeiriaabusiacn,taneh, ler, 

a the stamens in the flowers were slone on more delicate, and.of a very. different color... 

sidered: 995, Pen. 08,¢R° Most opposite | oe ccieiob the leet ie half, thenatunal size: 
characters were brought together into the and of the fruit, the full ei * 

same class. One of thesé natural families is een il 
called. AcrRaczs, or the Maple family. This oe 
isa small family, consisting of only two or i} 
three genera, and it is quite distinct from all f - 
other groups of plants. _ So close are the dif- Pre : 
ferent genera related, that some botanists ci ; : 
still doubt..whether they, shonkt not all be \ 
united into one. —— we 

i or ne y 
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; 7 ; 10. AOBR SACCHARINUM-SUGAR MAPLE. 
Acér saccharinum, \ of Wangenheim, 

t ’ the Shgar Maple. This’ well known’ and 
; ANY highly yaluable.troe forms dense groves in 
3 ‘ 1 i many plaees,-but-more. es jially in the’east- 

| 9, AQER SPICATUM—MOUNTAIN MAPLE. | ern and ern pay ld fe statey Some e 

| Acer spicatum, 30 Tomasi: the Motin- ao called/“naple openings,” are 
If tain Maple, is so’ small as’ hardly'to” deserve | among the most béautiful and interesting of 
I the name of tree. It grows about: wet, | our fo, ery. These groves often occu- 

springy places on hill’sides, near rocks; é&e. | py ea jeserted Indian villages, being 
It makes rather an ornamental appearatics, | the first to take possession of the abandoned 

|B the numerous racemes of flowers’ standing | grounds, The wood is in great demand for 
i crect above the leaves, ‘aré oon followed! by various uséful and ornamental purposes ; and 
iff the bright red frit: °T ain not awardof any | thousands of the trees are annually “tapped” 

‘Usefil purpose'th whieli“it has been’applied.! to draw.sap for the manufacture of “maple
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| sugar.” | Over six hundred thotsand pounds [enly a variety of fie Sugar Maple;‘nothaving || 

| aré‘anntally made in Wisconsin. permanent characters to, distinguish it from | 

| "Phe Bngar Maple is often,-and very de-4 that species. The flowers of the Sugar Ma- || 

i setvedly employed as an’ ornamental tree ple appear in May; and the seeds are ripe in | 

|| about the streets of’ towns and cities; its}September. Figure 10 represents a leafand || 

|. beauty of form, bright green foliage, and the} the ripe fruit, both reduced to one half the ' || 

brilliant autiiinnal tints assumed by tho}mataral size. { } 

leaves,'ate so'many ‘very desirable qualities}| Acer rubrum, of Linnats, the Red 

| tn this finé’traé ‘for such purposes. But the Maple, ts also too well’ known to need de- 

| slowneds of its growth is quite an objection | scription here, It prefers low damp situa- 

in this “fast age;” hence, the Sugar Maple | tions along the margins of rivers, &¢., but 

should be planted alternately with some flourishes very well in the higher lands. 

more rapidly growing spécies that can be cut | The Drilliant ‘searlet flowers are among the 

away when the maple has attained a suffi- | earliest to appear in the spring, preceeding 

cient kize to ‘answer the purposes of ornament | the Jeaves and covering the tree as with a 

{| and shade. ‘Another very serious objection }beantifal mantle. The young shoots are also | 

| to this tree is, the temptation reeurting every | red, contrasting finely with the green leaves. 

spring to tap it for the sweet sap it then con- | It is therefore one of our most ornamental 

tains—thus materially injuring the tree and | trees, and is often transplanted to the streets 

| retarding its growth. It isa prineiple laid | and yards of our towns and cities. The Red 

down in the books on ornamental and land- | Maple is a moderate sized tree, seldom at- 

scape gardening, that all trees haying useful | taining the beight of the sugar tree; it has a 

qualities should be avoided in making selec- | rapid growth ; and the wood, though very 

tions for these purposes; thus removing all | yaluable, 18 inferior to that species. Tho 

temptation to destroy the ornamental by | flowers appear in April or May—semetimes 

converting ‘them into the useful. Though | even in March—and the fruit ripens in Au- 

the sajof all the maple family contains sugar, | gust or about the first of September. Figure 

this is the only species that affords it in such } 11 represents a small leaf, and the fruit, both 

abundance as to be.of much practical value. { of the full size of nature. 

The Black Maple, (Acer nigrum Micha) is| Negundo aceroides, of Moench, the Box 

pee This tree was placed: by Linne- 
. ’ |us under the genus Acer, but later botanists 

io if ' | have constructed for it a new genus, (Negun- 

tere 2 I et fr} )do,) on account, ¢! ly, of the’pinnate leaves, 

pte 88 | ry y land the wantof-petals in the flowers. It is 
Hee Soe HH 3 < : |quite common alot ne ile river in 

we sf this state, and extends. ‘as far as tho 

ie wil ‘ ‘ , / Rock river valley. In the Atlantio states 

boat | : ) f it does not reacli north of Pennsylvania ; but 

et : WSR A at the west it is found on the Saskatchawan 

; i N br ; river, as far as the 54th og a of north lati- 

Ri: | ay /. tude. Here, according to Sir John Richard- 

"wi | wo yg bi “Zig |son, the natives make.a very dark colored 

| ® i sugar from the sap of this tree. The Bor 

Elder is asmall tree; the foliage and young 

twigs light green, The growth is quite rapid 

5 ‘ —fifteen.or twenty years being sufficient to 

, Ti -». |) bring.the; tree to maturity. . It'is deemed 

os ‘iff \. | auite.sn omamental and desirable tree in Eo 
nba « ‘ MWD gland, where. it..was. introduced from this 

4 RE | . \country asearly a81618. 

; AN ZZ .. |. Tike thered maple, this tree grows mot 

Sg «| naturally. in, the low rich, grounds slong th? 

1. ACER RUBRUM-RED MAPLE’ margins of rivers; and in sph. situations it
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Pe at oe ; Acer dasycarpum, Ebrhart, the Silver Ma- 

i : ple, which very much resembles the red ma- 

ple in habit and growth, is found fn Minois, 

peers: cose and doubtless extends ‘along the Higcissippt ‘ 

; 4 oa “if hte Wisconsin, Where it may be confotinded j 

: with that species. It is distinguished” from i 

2 4 the other species of maple, by the flowers 4 

. : being on short pedicels, appearing Before the | ‘ 

ss - 2 _. .. leaves, the small number of stamens (Sto 6); | 

\ J ow the notches of the leaves are rather acute, | 

MY SF deeply cut, and toothed; the Ieaves downy | 

ia WY? beneath whem young, and of a bright silvery 

j ‘color; fruit targe, divergent, of a greenish || ! 

e i color, and weody in its young, state, 

‘ ] The six species noticed above are all that , 3 

; Z are known % the northern United States. i\ i 

i) “| There are five other species west ofthe Rocky | | : 

Ay , Mountains, end one in Louisiana. | : 

' Pr ae t While on this subject of the forest trees, 7 

s Carty Be T cannot kelp thinking what a finc thing it 
fey Ea : would be#f those who have charge of public 

Ris wee ‘ea grounds or “squares”in eur villages, and es- 

: we pecially if the “corporations” of our several | 

Za oolleges would secure apon their grounds at ' 

‘ZZ least one geod specrmen of each tree and [| 

diab that grows nsturally in Wisconsin. | | 

“13 WME TWO ULBROIDES—BOK ELD ER. | Hen the rows of trees along the streets of || 

might perhaps ‘be cultivated with ‘prof it, on | our towns and cities might be made to rep- 

accdunt fof its rapid and vigorons gr owth. | resent the iindientt forest, now rapiilly being 

Fignre'lz shows “a'leaf which‘iscomy ound, } defaced amd'sweptnway by the all-devonring 

-or prinnate, of one‘fourth: the “natura | size. | axe. Waat'lasting beauty and variety would | | 

* Very éften, and especially in specimen s from} thms‘be sécured for those grounds and streets! 

farther south, there ate five leaflets, f stead } A public-square filled mostly with trees of | 

of three, as here tepresénted. ‘Thé f ruit is'| any siglo species, is a beautiful object; but || 

shown of the size 6f life.’ The flowers: ippear'| how much ‘more beaufiful and interesting it j 

‘in Aprilor Mey; and the fruit ripens early:| would ‘be if' it eontainell fifty different trees, | | 

‘in the-season. and ‘ai-under-growth ef an hundred land- | i 

‘The'species of the Maple Family found {m} some ‘anf Orwamental shrubs. Such places || 

“the “north-west bat not yet Sbeerved {in thie} would atonoe give chstacter to the locality, |) s 

retate,are:— Acer’ Penneyloomioum, Linn +—the } and attract to it people of taste and réfine- | 

“Btriped*Maple, so called on ‘necount «9 the} ment. ‘I will venture to predict’ that the i 
“dark stripes or ines “onthe "bright green university or college that shall first sutrbund | | 
"bark: “Fhe racemes of flowets‘are dro oping, |itedif with such an “Arboretum” will first || i 
atid loose. in‘titer respeets;*this sma Il and} secure the patronage and ‘good opinion of te 1] 

slender trod’ resenibles the mountain n taple. | people; and Will thus outstrip those inétity- | | 

||": ibis found in the-vicinity of Tatke Gup érior, | tions thtt-chow lack of ‘taste and"téfine- || 
|| rand viileandoubtdlly be detected withi 0 our} ment, by-oinitting to plant trees. | 

| caine Saar prietone-of thet sacri ome en mae | 
He Horthern counties come to be} i A ke te ed | 

F SSetant onmaort caaancriovied eaeie oy erento t 
| oowrood-—theryoung” branches ‘being eate: 2 (im |e 1thi-et Marek: and wae. therefore nins: monthe and 

owner the mooen won| SaaS ee OA tome tat | 
“make-a most beantifel -ornansent in any’ of ‘Dubhas- dat became tod old to fatten pork'that it will : 

seurvyaides andgardens. - spertile sea aise romans. rapes ta eth daden | 

aera eT
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J . Pet the Farmer. Planted at the above distances, two ina 

, ‘Tike SCETORE it | place, an acre will contain over five thousand 

Messrs. Evrrors—There are, three modes | trees—a pretty dense Jittle forest; and by 
‘by which Trees and Forests 2nay be propaga-| the fifth spring from tho nursery, if well 

ted.or increased in thisregion of goin De tended and manured each summer, the trees 
—by planting the seed—by sticking the dut- | will attain g size of from three to five inches 
tings or branches.into the earth—by preserv- | in diameter., This acré of trees will cost, al- 

ing and protecting the sprouts and. young | lowing for interest'on land, scoding tilling, 
shoots which start up, indiginously in various | &c., for- first year, net above about $8,00, 

places where the fire is kept off. and for each of the succeeding four years 
4 By the first mode nearly all. kinds of trees |.$5,00, in-all making $28,00 as the expense of 

and shrubs can be propagated, with more | cultivating one acre of locust trees, for five 
; or less rapidity... By the: second mode many | years. At the.énd of that_period, ore half 
kinds, (particularly. poft §f00d. on, mbist | of them—one from each hill—may be cut out 

| » lands) of trees can be ee such as,Cofton | for any desired use+worth an average of at 
wood, Poplar, some. varieties of Elm, the | least eight cents each, for fencing or wood— 

|. Willow, and others, And by.the latter, new yieldingsthe nice little sum of two hundred 

|! forests in the place of old, ones cut away, dollars, and still leaving an equal amount of 

may be repeated from the former stumps. / the Gfop on:the.ground, to be increased in 

The most profitable and ayailable varieties | growth and profit:still more rapidly for the 
of trees for general uses, which farmers can | sucoceding years,’ hayiiig, more room and 

||, grow, undoubtedly are the Yellow Locust, | rootsto start with.’ 
||. Butternut, and Black Walnut, and in the| And, in consequence of the wonderful pro- 

| order which they are here named. peniity of tho locust to throw out sprouts, 
| From somewhat extended observation, to- | when thé sapling is cut down, the ground 

| | gether with some personal experience, it is | may *bekept always and handsomely seeded, 
; ; safe to make the following’ statements in re- | or stocked, with @; rapidly growing forest; 

| gard to this general subject: for if these young. trees be cut,down in win- 
ij Oulticating. Locust.—In early spring, at | ter-or. spring, the.gtumps. will throw, out sev- 

thetime of commencing thegarden, plow aud-| eral thrifty sprouts, two .of which may be 
prepare rich ground well, as it should be for }.leftto. grow, and. they, .will increase, much 
& root bed, for your locnst nursery ; put the }more..rapidly, than the. original, stocks, as 

|| seed into boiling hot water, and let it soak | they slready have.censiderable, roots well 
; for at least twenty-four shours, in, the same | grounded to sustain. them... By this. it may 

water, (thongh not re-heated,) then rab the,|-be seen that. no crop which the farmer can 
| | » seed in plaster; or guano, or old slaked lime, | put.on.« given amount of ground, for con- 
{ for the double purpose..of drying it, and of | tinuous growth will yield as, great return for 

causing it to sprout and grow more rapidly }the labor and outlay as s.locust grove, if it 
in the start, Sow it about as thick as beet’| is properly tended; though. if left to. grow 7 
er onion seed; in drills far enough apart to} wild and. uneared for; they will grow. up 7 

» tilk with a broad hoe, and cover them from: scrubby.and unprofitable—useless.;,. Besides, 

one to twe inches deep, according to the}on field-lines|and.road-sides, the young.trees 
lightness of the soil. If well tended, some- may. be.early,setsout .at suitable distances— 
thing like corn or cabbage, the young treos | say six or seven--feet. apart—for, fence, posts 

will grow from two to four feet high the first] when: present fences, have-failed,..and,after 
year. . The, next spring, early, prepare: your | five er sixyears’)growth, thay: may:be cut of 
field, of any desired sizeyiby deep. plowing as high sbove the ground.as.the fence should 
and suitable manuring, as you would a corn'| be—and still. they. will, (live;grow. and 

| field for & large yield; then ‘mar¥it’ ont in | strengthen, while theipart cut down. will 
- four feet squares each way—and ateach maké -handsome, durable rails or stakes. 

[] “Ber (like corr four feet ) rtra: Another item which ;has-not; often been 
“plant tis young thes fh ip reer teat taken into account in‘estimating the value of 

» oT¥--and tend it well with.hoe and cultivator, | loonst'trees, isthe barkyswhich furnishes. one fi] 
_vkeeping down -weeds"atd other Obstructions, | of tho finest and strongest; texilo fibers ofny, |
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known tree; besides being valuable for cord- | during this first season of their sprouting in i 

age, on account of its strength and pliability, | the nursery. They may be planted two or: |; 

' itis a. beautiful article for being made into | three inches apart, in’ drills wide apart | 

» fine and printing paper: Let the tree be cut | enongl'to work with a broad hoe; and un- 

| im the spring, when the bark will strip off, | der this treatment, I have known the young | 

| (which is also a benefit to the timber) and it | trees’ to grow to a hight of two to three || 

| will make very close and -strong ropes, as I | feet, and tho thickness of a whip-stock, du- |! 

have seen; and it is worthy the attention of | ring the first year—and may romain another | 

ingenious mechanics to contrive cheap and | yearin the nursery. After this theymay be \ 

handy machinery for its) manufacture into | transplanted into the field; in a similarmode | | 

different fabrics, a8 there’is little doubt but | to that suggested for the locust, where they | 

that in a very short time a fieid ot the locust | will grow nearly as fast if wel dressed out. ' 

| will be as generally. cultivated on all the| And where a forest’has been’ cut’ down, in | } 

prairie farms as is the corn field. A few | the winter or spring, it is known that the || 

pounds of locust seed properly planted and | stumps throw out numerous thrifty sprouts, | { 

tended, will prove alittle mine of wealth and | two or three of which at cach stumpmay be | | 

beauty to every prairie farmer who, will. be | nicely trimmed up ‘and left to grow, and if | | 

rational enough to cultivate it—besides se-| all other bushes and briars are out away, 

caring the blessing.and gratitude of his pro-'| and the fires kept out, they will increase in i 

geny. Locustisa hard, tight, durable timber. | size very rapidly, as they already have’ plenty | | 

Young Butternut and Blackwoalnut trees | of air and large ‘well grounded roots to | | 

are also rapid growers, though somewhat less | nourish and sustain them. Several such | 

so than the locust; and they also have con- | groves in Illinois are knownto the writer | 

siderable propensity to sprout and continue | where the young shoots have grown to the | i 

their growth, when {cut in'the spring; and, | size of a large walking cane during’ the first || 

as is generally known, the timber is durable, | season, and at the end of five or six years, | | 

and valuable for fencing and many other pur- | have attained the size of three to fiveinches | | 
poses—and may be grown with little more | in diameter, and twelve to fifteen feet high | 

expense than the locust—in fact, the only | —in fact, a size large enough to be useful for | 

additional cost’ being for the. first.seeding of | many purposes. But if the saplings are | | 

the ground. For these as well as other trees, | cut down at a later period in the season than { 

the best mode of enriching the ground, to | the forepart of June, they aro not likely to | 

keep up thrifty .growth, is to. mix a large | throw out any new sprouts, but soon die. i 

amount of swamp or “Slue” muck with| In this manner very beautiful and useful 

a, little well rotted barn-yard,manuce and | groves of several kinds of oak, hickory, elm, 

leached ashes or old -lime—throwing 4 | ash, and other varieties of trees, can be prop- 

few shovels full every fall about each hill | agated with no preparation ef the soil, more 

—to an extent not’ oxeceding what ‘is ne- | than little time spent in keeping away ob- 

cessary for a thrifty yield of corn or wheat. | structions and plants which would exhaust 

The best time and mode of planting these | the soil; while cattle must bé kept out and 

nuts, in the nursery, is the latter .part of | not allowed to pasture among them, for sev- 

autumn, putting them sbont. an inch under | eral years while the young’ trees are small 

the surface of the’ ground, where they may | and tender. Sao 
freeze, and be’ cracked, 80 that’ tho little; Then, no doubt most of us have observed 

sprout may spring out; but a serious objec- | in very many localities throughout the: prai- 
tion to this is, that they are liable to be found | rie district, where the fires have been’ kept 

and destroyed by:mice, moles, or other ver-| out for several years, and) the ground tn- 

min ; to prevent this, I have known them to | broken by the plow;'that several varieties of 
be planted or stuck into the soft ground du- | young oak and hickory treeshave made their 

ring a slight thaw in late winter or carly | appearance, starting-forth» with s thrifty 

spring, when.thera will yet be some freezing | growth; and” frequently accompanied with 

weather; enough:.to:\crack them and bring | occasional elm, white-ash, ‘basswood, thorn 

_ forth the young tréé’y and it-is well to cover | and crab-apple trees. ‘This is found'to bo 

them lightly with old forest leaves or straw, | the fact in» most) portions of the prairie re-
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ls bY a cessenntan!s hotter ter aT 

i gions—as we have all noticed, to a greater or 4 SUGGESTION ABOUT COLOR. 

’ : ' ess extent’; so that it really isnot a very la-| Having got safely through the tribulations 

a || horiohs or difficnlt task to supply the tim-| which attend the building of a dwelling, what 

3 ‘| berless sections with. all needful groves and | perplexing doubt and hesitation preceeds the 

Hy || wood, for faeland fencing; it is only a mat- | choice of an appropriate color.for the saine. 

i | ter of snoderate-care.and.:time—if we will | Whaat consultations ‘are now held with the 

a \| ‘pmtlexercise a little reasonable patience and | jadies of the household !—how those friends 

L i] exertion—which the benefits in quick coming of the family, supposed to have a correct 

t || yeas will richly: compensate for—in both | taste in such @ matter, are bored for their 

3 | profit and pleasure. { opinions! With what anxious and bewilder- 

% i It may be safely said, that the miserable | ing uncertainty are the stranger combina- 

fe | \paneto the wise improvement and fullest | tions presented by the painter regarded—and 

t | prosperity of this bountifal country in past | what inevitable disappointment waits upon 

Hy | time has been the eager and avaricious pas-| tho result! The selection of just the right 

* | sion for sudden and unearned wealth—which | color for a dwelling house, is indeed a matter | 

it | in tts haste for present and. gloated acquisi- jofno small consequence, and he is to be re- | 

a _| on,has overlooked or disregarded many of | garded a fortunate man, who obtains one 

{ ‘| the sicher comforts, and the permanent en- | that suits his entire approbation. For a 

i || joyments and.advantages of the operators; | site among the trees in the couatry, we con- 

‘“hepinit has woefally prevailed much akin to | feseto « weakness for “white with green 
; :) thet which actuated former silly ones to “kill | plinds.” We are wrong here, doubtless, for 

* the goose which layed the golden egg,” that | ‘the books” all condemn white as “unhar- 

LY ‘| they might gloat on instant treasure—or the | monious,”and-all thzt. Although we regard 

4 | Vandals, who:were traveling through anew | jt with a certain bashful favor, we do not 

| t ! country where they found various rich fruit | esteem it as the best color, and should rather 

iS | trees, anf in order to monopolize the whole | choose one that would harmonize better with 

F ‘ofthe sich product at once, cut down the | surrounding objects, of all colors. For this 

fe treed and laid. them waste, thereby cutting | purpose, commend us to the Autumn and 

e off all fature supply. Winter tints on the leaves of the White Oak. 

i a Now, neither of theseacts savor any worse | Minwauxes, Jan. 15, 56 0. G. 

E :| of destruction and folly and lack of common Te 

|| pradenoe, than is displayed by those vias THE WYANDOTTE CORN: 

; i} waste the timber where it is sparse in gro : a < 7 

‘ H while they also neglect. to provide for the Sear saree baie bangs an 

* :| growth. of a new supply; @ judgment in oe appear that something more ought to 

¢ ‘| which, we aye no doubt, all judicious per-,| be'said on the subject. 

” i sons who.Jook abont this.country will acqui-|  “ Th ipenioel go a ge po 

* ii naw is One 0! ose varieties 0! 

i || Secoeoneabane nen Agete Shite corn in imvch favor with the Indians 
t } : : : . for home consumption, as it is easily mado 

* | and.increasing devouring demands, together So, aotoe ase without the aid of mill. In- 

je || with the present, inadequate efforts to in- | deed, it is more than probable that it can not 

} ‘| crease a corresponding supply of timber and.| be kept long, if reduced to meal; and it is 

| ‘| wood,» bias become a subject of, grave and equally certain that it will not do for ship- 

* | alarming moment, which calls loudly for the ee Sete pote. 

fi | earnest thonght.and action ofall the well oetrarion i bulk, "There ean be n0 doubt, 

Bb | wishers of qur,country ; and we may safely | however, that’as far south as Morgan county, 

i | Saypmovone subject is more worthy than this | in this State, the variety will ripen reason- 

Li | ofthe attention ‘and. encouragement. of our | ably well, though protettr mot much if any, 

. || Agricultural Sosietioe—and it should com- both fe at when ripened, it is fit 
th . ore "| only for distilling, or for starch ; it can not be 

f | mand the highest premium’ among their.) ,ept in bulk, and is too tasteless for broad ; 

i ‘prizes! offered-for the best crops. Let us| though for making whiskey it may prove 

at ‘| earnestly hope and ‘confidently believe that:| valuable, and yet we doubt evep that, and 

¢ | wiser poliey will soon be. practiced, and a hres our vavars Anil BOR ENG oer 

| E | better state of resulta speedily exist, D,8, 0, | 80 experment. ie Farmer. 

aaa ———w—sm
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For the Farmer. The Tomato, new eo mueh used and so 

ead aaa atin Eaeasie is highly prized fer soups and sauces, is.a native 

The history, of many of our cultivated yeg- | of South America, where it was found and 

etables is fraught with peculiarities which | named by the Portnguese colonists. For a 
may not be wholly uninteresting te our agri- | long time.it was cultivated in gardens, asa 
cultural; friends, and we have attempted to | rarity, and no use was made of it ‘whatsoever. 
present them here with @ few facts concern-| It was called .love-apple, trom its peculiar 

ing the more domestic class, and such as | beauty of appearance; but cousidered disa- 

from their use may be styled culinary plaais. | greeable in flavor, and very unwholesome. 

Among garden vegetables, the Cabbage is | Since its use has. become known, it is very 

highly esteemed, and much cultivated; but, | generally esteemed. It contains a very 

like lettuce, its real value as food is mueh | agreeable acid, and some of the qualities of 

less than the general estimate. Much, how-| calomel. As a plant, it is easily affected by 

ever, depends upon the method of preparing | cold weather and frest, but its vines grow 

| it for the table. All its nutriment may be | rankly in rich seil, and, where they do not 

if boiled away, or it may be eaten in. its crude | grow at the expense of the fruit, as is some 

state, as it frequently is, with vinegar, eic., times the eage,-there.are but few plants of 

and its nutrition is then as little known. It | its size that yield more abundautly. 

should be boiled in soft water until itis thor- | The Egg-plant is allied to the tomato, and 

oughly cooked—net distilled—and then with | is similarly used. It possesses less flavor, 

condiments it may be presented to the palate. | but the fruit grows to a much greater size. 

Cabbage may be found growing wild on the | Great care, is required for its cultivation in 

cliffs in various parts of the south coast of| this climate; but we have seen some rare 

England, a very small plant of scanty leaves, | specimens’ produeed in this section, during 

called by the inhabitants sea-colewort. . Ne | the past season. 

one would suspect that it was the parent of| . Of the Beet root there are now many vari- 

the numerous tribe now known as cabbages; | eties. It is a native of Southern Eurepe, and 

for, while the original plant does not weigh | is found growing wild upon the coast of the 

an ounce, its progeny sometimes grow to the | Mediterranean Sea, It is cooked and.eaten 

weight of from twenty to thirty pounds, | in a multitnde ef ways, and possesses & con- 

Sea-colewort is salt in its flavor, and not very | siderable amount of saccharine matter. In 

tender, while the productions from it, by the | France, sugar is, manufactured from some of 

cultivation of many centuries, are sweet, ten- | its peculiarly sweet varieties. Some kinds 

der and wholesome. It was wellknown to| of the best plant do not form an eatable root, 

the ancient Romans, and was with them a | but are eultivated fer. their tender leaves, 

choice article of food, long before the present | which are boiled and eaten as pottage. Beets 

gra. Oultivation has run it into many vari- | have been raised on our prairies to the weight 

eties, and each of these can be materially | of twenty-two pounds, 

changed by the new-soil of the west! “Few|  Turnéps grow wild in England and Hano- 

plants partake more of the atmospheré they | ver, but they are there, in their primitive 

breathe. The Cauliflower and Broccoli are | state, small, worthless, and almost. rootless 

of the cabbage tribe, but require aricher soil | weeds, contrasting ‘wonderfully with their 

and greater eare than the common cabbage. kindred in the fields of culture. This root is 

Lettuce is also a plant which has been pro- | also raised to the weight of several pounds, 

duced from an inferior weed.» “As ‘a weed, it | and is much employed as food for milch cows, 

is strongly scented and so bitter as to be en- | by the dairymen whose profit lies not so.much 

tirely uneatable. Even the cultivated lettuce, | in the quality, as in the quantity of milk it is 

of which there are several varicties, if fully | known to prodnee, 3 

exposed to the sun, soon becomes. strongly The Carrot was probably. brought first 

bitter. . It possesses to # corisiderable extent | from Spain, where, as in England for a long 

the properties of opium, and is said to induos | time, ladies used its beautiful green ‘Teaves 

sleep and soothe the nerves without the evil | for head-dresges, while its use, for food re-- 

effects of that filthy drug. Lettuee is a na-| mained unknown. ‘We.admire the simplici- }} 

tive of the isles of the Grecian Archipelago. | ty and natural taste of these ancient ladies, ;
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and wish most heartily that they had handed | contains a very little stimulant, but no par- 

down to modern belles and dames ‘a little of| ticular nutriment, as it is mostly composed 
their rural pride, to contrast ‘with ungainly | of water, woody fibre and acrid matter. Its 

ribbons, laces, and brocades; but since their | varieties differ in’ shape and color, but: are 
day another use has been found for this life-| much the same in substance. Its growth is 
giving root, and pride is no longer a rustic] very rapid in warm and moist soils. 
pet, but a dictatorial Nero. ‘This root is} The Onionis a very ancient plant, ithaving’ 
probably capable of yielding more’ to a given | been known to the Egyptians two thousand 
quantity of land than any other now oulti-| years before the Ohristian era. The ancient 
vated. As a food for cattle, it has no supe-| Egyptians worshipped it as one of their gods. | 

rior. ‘There are several varieties. Its flavor varies with the climate and soil | 

Cultivation has not dune as much for the} —becoming milder as the soil is rich’ or the 
Parsnip as for the carrot, but they both de-| climate warm. It contains much nutritive 
light in the rich soil of this region. Parsnips| mucilage, and is very useful for its soothing 

are found to partake much of the soil in which | and healing properties. When analyzed, it 
they are grown—having a more rank taste | is found to contain water,sulphur, phosphoric 
asthe soil is richer—and they sometimes| and acetic acids, somo vegeto-animal matter, 
possess all the nutritive qualities of the po-| and alittle manna. When its acrimony has 
tato. They will sometimes grow to the} been extracted by vinegar, it possesses a very’ 
dimensions of four feet‘in length and three| agreeable, sweet, and delicate flavor. The 

or four inches in diameter. onion grows in many different forms—some- 
‘The Potato when first found, in the state| times multiplying by numerous bulbs beneath’ | 

of Virginia, was inuch inferior to the un-| one blade, like the potato, and again forming 
cultivated Jerusalem artichoke, and was cul-| bulbs, with the same essential appearance 

tivated many years, in England, Ireland, and | and properties, at the top of the blade. By 
this country, before its alimentary ‘value was | planting it in ‘soil perfectly adapted to’ its’ 
acknowledged. It was first taken to Ireland | proper culture, the onion maybe changed 

{| by Sir Walter Raleigh. Onultivation has pro-| from a mere condiment'to'a nutritious food. 

Anced ‘and is still producing countless varie-| But it is now considered a vulgar’plant by 
ties of this roet, which now ranks next in| many of “the elite,” whose affectation might 
importance to corn as vegetable food. When | use it for the production of tears, but thatits 
first found, it was small in size and of no! breath “‘is 90 offensive.” ACT. Me 

. et agreeable taste, but cultivation has 80 én- Gauge ae eS a 6k 
hanced its valué that in some countries it Raosaiarel Hi Tibia, = = i ko —— oe 
supercedes wheaten bread, and becomes itself’ 1 ee are eee of direct informa- 

the “staff of life.” The native place of the pone: some of the most intelligent men 
potato was fora long time in dispute; but it] of the state, and from Sra every county 

has Iately been found growing ‘wild in the| in it, on which we venture the following es- 
South American States, Chili and Pern. “Po-| timate: : 
tatoes have been raised on our prairies in oo barhela: ee 790,000;000 
such perfection as that a single root would] Oats, Barley and Rye, - - - 50,000,000 
weigh from five to nine pounds. “The potato é ciciaaiah 

| tearm ihren ievartane parts (in every aaa ‘otal, saehinebei bosetegan 
pure starch. estimates believ rather 

The Artichoke is a native of Europe and| tat overs the actnal result. ; Pe Doubtful! we think. © -[Eds, Farmer. 
Asia,-and also of both North and South 
America—being found growing wild in Pal- vas $s: not ofa day, or a 

| cating, Greeoe, Brazil and the United States.| week, or a year_—but of a whole ts. "Come 
It is a maritime plant, and grows best among} menced ‘in’ the oe it any ee i the 

sea weeds, or in very moist soil. There are; g™@¥e—nor even lor tae ‘80 ‘malt 
several varicties of the artichoke, some of| must eee eh taoe, Wenaie ages 
which very nearly resemble the sunflower. | of the eee of the universe, and to won- 
The Radish is a native of Eastern Asia, | der and admire still more, as it beholds the 

} snd was firet onitivated by the'Obinese. Tt wisdom of its Divine Avchiteot.
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: For the Farmer. The Composition of the Lower Deposite ~ 
GEOLOGY---APPLIED TO AGRICULTURE. | aiffors from this but slightly, as sm roa 
Messrs. Eprrors—Unfortunately for the| ion of the following will show: i 

agricultural interests of the state, the public | Carbonate of Time............ 2.2.22. 522.002- B00 

thus far are wholly in the dark as to the| “siter 1... / Merce ta : 
chémical composition of its soils. No effort, | Alumina, with trace of Trom..:2---.+-enase+~ 180 eres as Bon taBte'ts lod “eis analy: Bets TATRA EE OF Bee aH ae 

2 6 act providing for a Geological Sur- “ i ” 4 
vey, may have contemplated something of gurrhi paar an eae, * 
the kind, but the means to accomplish it | ) ae H'tkelie” Dos Watts: 
Hote carefully withiel@! "THs 'Biats Glow! | 25 ep: Mele, Ous Upper Pandgione js 
sib ts tequirod © tcivéebe all iets oF WK: strongly impregnated with iron; our Lower 

consin, to examine its several deposits of Sondstone _ nearly begs Biss, AB io: FOCI del collet sBbatinediv Ot spection of tho scientific reports upon the 

each, and to make a report shewing the or- poe f ithe Pee formsion SUR as 
dér aiid position of ‘the same. ” He is also to me oF, especially shat. class having au Alp 
employ a practical chemist to aceompany pags pr all epreconted Here. by the es Binh, anid’ vidako"thi sitalyats of the loes not give ground for belief that our soils 

eivecd Hadkertate kes ae at is piped contain a sufficiency of soda, potash, &e., for 

total of $2,500 per annum is provided. fie Det tc supply of those fertilizers. 

Whed 10% cbuniderea thav'ihe Goilogue Mab |g ie ne ee eee eee sotribel cciitiitadlly for mollis tigettien? is a positive deficiency. Let any one com- 

hire his own conveyance, to employ anil: a ie analyais of He wood eae pany 
siita; ob tekiveiss woods nd Instatied' to el68) of frui tree, or of the stalks of our grain 

tides thos: GF ii thotopen pnaiite; ds nigttt crops, with the results above given, or any 

rosy ovuttaK hich; atid to fnioa all expense analysis of soil even, ifsuch have been made, 
pr throm tm aah sheannbgieciowde and the capacities of the soil to meet the 

slim the chance is for any adequate investi- te oe a Pye aeeee a ia ie 

gaiscrlot-thd tpg theleitad sagiatition etear | Port eo ra eM cane epee sila: Wy aiemioal probbas 6:Whatie wantéd parent, aro to be ranked among the most im- 

is a practical chemist, adequately remunera- ioe ee rails OF aly eo ted hhgrtbve Blidte) ochtrally locatellpte swim crops, as also soda, in one form or another, 

farmers may transmit samples of soils for SC tk doe ae ad Bt ae ie 
analysis, free of charge. “By this means, and ead Bey BA oF 5 eae s 
this alolis? Will Cid PUIG WoSbiNS Bailar | wit'ie dinate ee tne ee seitlthia,sghfeotsis The aécent appointaithts at of others to which they have not been, 

in the’ University lead to the’ hope tliat some taebinare” a rs 
thing: of the Kind will. be undertaken. |” Upon all the chemical qualities of Wiscon- 
pense, would undoubtedly seonre this im- Sin soils, we need light—the light of scieny 
a aid to —_ eee oo : — a Are we to have it, or 

nm made of a few of ont | will our agricul 
rock ficraidicas, They throw but little | interest pandel eee sana Coda 
light however, upon the absolute qualities of) .o+) the whole publi 
th "sof! and’ até "applicable “only tothe i pny Teron omerenn en 
southern portion of ‘State. The follow- | ¢X¢lusion from all direct and immediate 

itig shows the composition of thd Lead bear- | benefits therein? On no:subject’ have the 
ee t Magnesian.” sen Also the farmers in onr state legislature been ‘so re- 

dinates Magnosian, Keck in | orpakene most ex-| miss in duty—so small in conception as in 
ep surface On iPad ieReakatas dor: what related to, and would benefit them- 

@arbonabe of Lime. ....c. ecivedeosss.-sssse.aT96 | Selves. 
Guinot inate ete reeare aan; [2 Hamm aware thet) this artigle isia ramble 

Biller sosseseecse Si setecsesceessecticsts cote BY from the original purpose, ‘but'haste must 

| Gatbonate of Sods. ....:..s:0-irsrcscesvceee- 10 | ©XCuse much, and the subject is larger than 
(Mol ccceeserrraneneteerscesesscetresseceees, GF |'the room allotted to it, Yours, 

; 19.0 HLA. T. 
ca a a oe Ee a Se
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. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES. For the Farmer. 

Gentlemen Farmers of Wisconsin, and in- ae 
dustrious Lady Housewives, are youall plan- Messrs. Eprrors—Your. article in the 

ning to get up something nice, for exhibition | January Famer on “Timber Growing” 
at the State and County Fairs next fall; or | needs a caution, or disappointment may en- 
do you purpose to go simply to see, and erit- | Sue. It is true the locust in variety is at 

ictse what others show—perhaps to find | home in the west and will grow well with 

fault with, and eneer at it—not yet having | ordinary cnlture. It is equally true that the 

realized perhaps, that it is always a great | “black locust” which is most common here, 

deal easier to find fault than to do better. | is of but little value as timber; lasting in 
To all such, and to all others, we would say, | exposed situations but a few years, while the 
not even excepting that class (a few of whom | yellow will endure a long time. For rails, 

may be found in every community, who are | fence posts, mill works, building timber, 

so good that they are good for nothing) | rail-road ties, and indeed any purpose re- 
Lay aside your predjadices, whims, laziness, | quiring strength and durability—the yellow 
pride, conceit, or what not, and conclude te | locust is vastly superior. Procnre only the 
do something for your county and state, that | seed or plants of the yellow variety. The 

is not purely and individually selfish. Make | seeds are enveloped in a hard shell, and.to 

sure st least of one tear of regret at your | induce prompt germination it is necessary to 

foneral, because a good and useful man or | cover with scalding water—soak oyer night, 

woman has passed away. The Programme | and sow in drills covering about half-inch 

and Premium List of the State Agricultural | deep, at one or two years, old, transplant.in 
Society for the next fall’s fair will soon be | dry light soil, 4ft. 6in. or 8ft. apart each 

spread before you. It will be ateractive and} way. Cultivate for a few years, when you 

ample, and if the weather is favorable, and | will have a grove of great beauty and value, 

wo mean to have it so, it is hoped and ex- | There is an increasing demand in our eastern 

pected to eventunte ina much finer display | ship building towns, for yellow locust timber 

and larger attendance than has ever yet been | —8t 50 cents per cubic foot—the usual price 
seen together on any occasion on Wisconsin | there I apprehend will afford a: greater net 

soil. We wish to settle the point, whether | profit than any other purpose to,which land 
Tlinois with less than twice our population | can be used. A. G. Haxrorn, 

is able to rally five times as many at her Waukesha, Wis. 

fairs as Wisconsin, If so, then we wish to HST PHT et ear TT Cer at 
find out the cause, and if practicable remove QUALITY: OF AMBRIGAN WOOT, i 
it. We repeat, Farmers, be making up your| The statement has been’ :propagated far 
plans for the fair, and concluding what you me ae naneee te weal neni to give 

6) . at it will exhibit. We will probably, publish the Peiheten aoatice, eee tated that 
premium list, and place of holding the fair | our wools were longer in the Senta than the 
in the April number of the Fanmmr. Mean- | foreign kinds, and were exoellent for making 
time we-would advise all expecting to want | strong warps, bnt did not fees the; neces- 
tickets at the fair, to read the advertisements | S87 felting property requisite or. Ane cloth, 
of the society, on the last page of the cover, for this posson,a little foreign ,wool . was 
endinend te taheir necessary. H. C, Merriam, in a late num- 

orders early for member- | ber of the Country Gentleman,, scatters all 
ship before the seeds and volumes of trane- | such one winds, and proves con- 
actions are all bespoke. clusively that, American. wool Surpasses al} 
—— 8 foreign wools for its felting and 

Cororep Dacuerrzorrrss.—It is_ stated | fer a. beauti browidahe tian or 
in the Saugortios (N. Y.) Telegraph that the | heavy. He states that American, grown 
Rev. L. L. Hill, of that “lace hes at length | Wool and fine wool from Saxony have been 
perfected his discovery for fixing the colors of | tested, and the palm awardedto the former. 
the and that he has been | The finest Saxony wool obtained from Hun- 
offered $80,000 for his right in it. He val- fet. contained only 2,400 serrations to the 
ues it, however, at ten times that amount, while wool obtained from samples ‘of 
and not too. highly, if he has actually suo- | American flocks contained 2,52 serrations to 
oedeed in 60 great an achievement of science. | theinch. [Scientific American.
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AGRIOULTURAL CLUBS. Y dent of each succeeding meeting should de- 

We would commend the following article to _ an —- —— subject named * 
theattention of every community that would, evening's topic of conversation—thereby 
be posted up and progressing with the speed | throwing out any suggestions which might 

of the times. How can the people of a rural be made subjects of a general exchange of 

5 ps eda ea one evening a ye 80 Ses anaes = ane ap seins ef ot 
wi uring the winter season, as by meet- mgenng oe x 

Sema cetren cates sip cminh settee Ge | 6 numerous an important subjects ; : =f 
which relate to their vocation? Such meet- | subject was, “The most expedient and eco- 

ia comet 188 Pte it Sea ecg lhe indts tase day ; fail to be of great value, as well as highly — os a. . ; 
interesting, to all who take a part in them; | Every thing went off harmoniously, and it 
and, eventually, of important service to the | Was @ late hour before we thought of time. 
public. _ We, would urgently recommend After having spent the evening merrily and 

every neighborhood to follow the suggestions oe we ae usefully, we determined to have 
here thrown out by our friend Dow who, by “Plowing as our next subject, and adjourned 

the way, is a practical man‘and a good far- | —going’ to our homes quite refreshed, and 

mer—and let those’ who have agriculturat| Prepared for joyous dreams. Our last meet- 

peemaryarsanleapterptrsg ta bir k as where som mor a and references. is course ereherpe 
| pursued for the next five years, in every | although the subject of plowing was not en- 

neighborhood of the west, and its effect will | tirely exhausted, I think all felt somewhat 
‘be to add millions to the value of the pro- | benefitted by the mutual interchange of 

| ducts of the soil; and greatly to the FE el ; 

and knowledge of the people. We hopeour| Such a meeting seems like a school—it is 

friends will always inquire at their meetings | * school in which we may advance in our 
whether the Farmer is mig a as i social, intellectual, and especially our agri- ||. 
as it should be—and if not, take prompt and ; cultural eduction. It seems to me that ev- 

|| effectual steps to remedy. all such sins of ery town and school ‘district, while’ benefit- 
| omission, as wo mean to meke, and keep it, ting themselves particularly, might advance 

the best agricultural paper in the west, and | the great cause of agriculture, by forming 
always worth at least tom times as much to | agricultural societies peculiar to thémselves. 

| every subscriber as it costs him.—Eps. ne at eae ym to eat thing a fair 
\ —- ; , aN e the benefit of the great privi- 

! ~. UNION, AGRIOULTURAE OLUD. lege which we have of conversation and ex- 
||. dizssrs. Epirors—Such is the title of a! change of ideas, and hereby be ‘benefitted— 

|} small band of brother-farmers who, believing } not forgetting to assemble ourselves together 

in improvement — — ~ agricul- | in the name of Agriculture. : 
tural pursuits, ‘and hoping to nefitted } Tho Farmer is generally taken in this 
‘thereby, met at the school-house, in district } neighborhood, and meets with ‘a high ap- 

{| No. 2, Palmyra and ‘Eagle, Jan. 34, for the | proval. The style in which it is gotten up, 
purpose of organizing themselyes into a far-} the amount of good reading matter which it 
mer’s club, the object. of which was the ex- } contains, and the good time in which the last 
change of opinions, and finally, advancement | umber reached our post-office, seein to give 

Jin agricultural knowledge. The few organ- | universal satisfactian. 0.P.D. 
|} ized themselves into'a club, by electing the} Pararra, Jan. 21,56. 

-proper officers, &c. A committee was ap- | $e eons 

‘pointed to draft afew rules by which this! Horse Saow.—There is ‘to be a grand 
society might be governed, and necessary ar- } Horse Show at Louisville, Kentucky, next 

fi rangements made for weekly evening mect- | spring, under the auspices of the South West- 
ings. f The next business was “ selection of | em Agriculturaland Mechanical Association. 

i a@ subject) for the next exening’s:considera- | The exhibition to commence on Tuesday, 
tion. Itewas also determined that the presi- | May 13, 1856, and will continue three days. 

fy ; }
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. For the Farmer. ) MATRIMONIAL OLUB OF ALABAMA---THE 

WASHINGTON 00. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. .WAYS OF THE SOUTH. 
4 eer —- 

‘Harrrorp, Feb. 21, 1856. Tuscavoosa; ALABAMA. 
Misses’ Epirons=T encloed herewith a |. MB. Eprron—I beg, leave to call. your a- 

a tention to the follo advertisement which 
list of the officers of the Washington Oo. }T clip from the \Treeelooss Monitor.” Mar- 

Agricultural Society, organized at this place | riage has generally been considered a lottery, 
in November last, which, if agreeable, you and this communication, if it has none other, 

can give a place in your journal. certainly possesses the merit of presenting 
to the public a “grand scheme” for matrimo- 

Very Respectfully, _ ny. The society, from what I can learn, 
Guo. ©. WitttaMs. | as formed in good faith ; for the rest, the 

Atthe Annual Meeting of the Washington | Sévertisement must speak for itself 
County Agricultural Society, held at the vil- et oe 
lage of Hartford, on the first of November, | MATRIMONIAL, CLUB, | 

1855, the following officers were elected for | _ Certain gentlemen, fourteen in number, 
the ensuing viz: despairing of getting wives by any ordinary 

: ne: means, and weary of the vexations, doubts, 

po co a Coxg, ones and anxieties of courtship, have formed: an 
ice-President—Jonn Kxssr1, of Rich-| organization for the! purpose of marrying 

field. themselves off without any difficulty. The 

Treasurer—Wituam Roux, of Jackson. bosnont of the club will be conducted as 

Recording Ba follows :— 
of Hartford. Bes. Gennes... Wamae, Any lady who is desirous of marrying, and 

r willing to take a husband from the club, is 
Corresponding Sec.—Parrick ToLanp, of nested to make known the fact by letter, 

Erin, en upon its reception her merits will, un- 

Committee of Arrangements — Pamur age an sraminston, yherecpay the ip 

Due, rman! : y will determine ot whether or not she 

ae of Aermentonn: -Taomae Tiare, of may be dope tel: ‘A vote of two thirds will 
Richfield; and D, W.. Maxon, of Polk. be required ‘to carry the affirmative, and 

; The next Annual Meeting to be held at | without the vote her application will be re- 

the Gourt House, in the village of West |jected. If accepted, however, the club will 
Bend, on the first Monday of November, | proceed to draw lots, and he upon whom the 
AD.. 1856. lot falls is bound to marry the lady or pay & 

ar eRe ee Ne heavy fine to the club, and subject himself to 

MILE PAINT. the chances of a suit, and each member isso 
— bound by obligatory writings, that his refusal 

A paint has been used on the continentof | to take faa will be in law a breach of prom- 
Europe, with success, made from milk and | ise, for which damages can be recovered in |) 

lime, that dries quicker than paint, and has | any of the courts of the country. ol! 
no smell. It is thus made: Take fresh The advantage of this Matrinonal Latary 
curds, and bruise the lumps on a grinding |to the ladies is unquestionable, All the 
stone, or in an earthen pan or mortar, to |} members ofthe club are educated gentlemen 
make it just thick enough to be kneaded. Se i 
Stir this mixture without adding more water, | ingin society. majority of them are 
and a white colored fluid will soon be ob- | considered handsome men, and in fact there 
eal which will serve as a paint. It may | is only one of them biwy'§ downright ugly 

be laid on with a brush with as much ease | and uninteresting, and he has some recom- 
as varnish, and it dries very speedily. It | mendations ofasterlingnature. All of them 
must however, be used the same day it is | are sober industrious men, and some of them 
made, for if kept till next day it will be too | are not only good: looking, but. intellectual, 
thick; consequently no more must be made | and amiable. «It is plain, then, that no ay f 
at one time than can be laid on in a day. | whose offer is favorably riceived by the ! 
Any color, red or yellow ochre, may be | can draw a blank ace whereas there are 
mixed with it inany proportion. russian | in ‘the elab four capital prizes—one more 
Hine is-chanaed by bee lime... Two coats of |than a hundred thousand;\ two over fifty | 
this paint are. sufficient, and when dry, it thowend, ani one of Seely Shemmand aallarn; 

may Pe pone witha pieceof woolen cloth, | nor, don’t. be alarmed. ladies, is either of 
or si substance, and it will become j these prizes centered in the aforesaid vely 
bright as varnish. It is only forinside work, | individual. Now, every accepted lady wi 
but it will last very long if varnished over | have four chances in fourteen of winning 
with the white of an egg after it has been | one of these prizes. The subjoined scheme 

polished. [Me. Farmer. | is accurate in the main:— H
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Prize No. 1.—$100,000. Plantation and | short time, whereupon all the weddings will 
sas es in possession. Fj take place simultaneously. 

ize ie. 268,000: Plantation and _ Pome bys a of the Olub. 
negroes in possession. 'USCALOOSA, Jan. . 
Prize alt 3.—$50,000. Plantation and [N- Y. Spirit of the Times. 

negroes in possession. . ; eS 
jini No. —ee Partin possession, | aGRICTLTURAL COLLEGE IN NEW YORK. 

in expectancy. — 
Prize No. 510,000. Allinexpectancy | Gov. Clark, of New York, in his message 

and a long time off. to the Legislature, refers to the Agrecultural 
Prize No. 6.—One negro, a mule, and a| College organized in that state in 1853, and 

forty acre tract of land. now a petitioner fora grant of $40,000 from 
Prizes Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10—An unknown ae state. are aera is located in Ovid, 

nantity invested in merchandize. Seneca county. | ie sum eee to 
= Prize No, 11.—A baieflesslawyer who ney- | commence operations, $80,000 have been 
er had a case. subscribed in the county, and it is expected | | 

Prize No. 12.—Briefly, a lawyer who nev- | $10,000 will be added from the eae ay 
er will have a case. and now the trustees have wee to the 

Prize No. 18.—A poor gentleman of a lit-| state for a grant of $40,000. ut even this 
erary turn. sum will not be deemed a sufficient endow- 

Prize No. 14.—A professed poct—the a At least $200,000, it is thought, wil {| 
aforesaid ugly—penniless. necessary: ss 3 2 

Note the following instrnetions. Any lady | 5 ae eee this college, according to ae 
who chooses to make an offer, will please di- snd Satiirebionatte A ote: My oa eaanee . 

See are of Editor of ‘The | f#r™ of 800 acres, and a course of instruction 
Monitor,’ ‘Dusbaloesh.” which shall embrace acs, ee 

The lady may write over a fictitious signa- agente: oaline ‘ond Teac. So ‘the 
ture if she chooses with the understanding - E; Boo > r that if her real t be di practical application of the knowledge de- 
tlased ate re n Sate: hi eS al rived from these studies, in the management 

names of the canals of the ane will be vl eon pek. ee eee ec 
transmitted to her, but she will not know rey Meter ah awa ena 

the name or description of the member who | for experimenting on. stock. 8 seinen of 
has fallen to herlot until he appears with| sit che beet reed in, the. World are to be 
his license and his parson ready far the cere- procured, and their peculiarities developed 

ee ates nooessary, lest any lady | and their value determined. ‘The impor- 
retieaiatse: decline ty falfl Ebecigademnents tance of this to the state will aad from 

Every correspondent must give her pict carkan ooh tas eae 000 of the 
office and address, genuine or fictitious, in or- | property ofthis oaks consists of live stock, of 

STanrwers propery | blot over yee by ents oti sld 5 is every year 3 and it 
In her communication to the club, the lady | that there te not in the whole country ‘a 

ie in good fn give an a ceak her cae mae el veterinary surgeon. 

character and disposition, the manner of her| “Incident to this purpose, experiments in 
raising, the characteristics of her parents, | the various kinds of grasses will be proseou- 
thes sane pivanease she ee enjoyed, ete Rome Ee Se 
and her age, must care: given. | and it ed which can be cul- 
Any attempt at deception will of Boeri: if| tivated with the greatest return to the far- 
discovered, put a stop at once to all proceed-| mer. Likes conn will be conducted 

ings, and in order to gnard against fraud the | in respect to the different kinds of grain, to 
club will, so soon as any lady is accepted, | ascertain which are best adapted to the cli- 
despatch a confidential and secret agent to| mate of the north. The ravages of insects 
her vicinity to ascertain the De iitesaes of| have béen so great, at certain seasons, and 

her staternents, and in case of suspicion, to | in some sections of the country, that it is es- 
meer back to the club for further action. _| timated that ten millions worth of property 

it may be remarked in conclusion in re-} was destroyed in that way in the year 1854 
gard to the members of the club, that all are | alone, in the state of New York. 
over twenty-three and under thirty-five| It is ascertained by a series of observa- 
years of age. ; tions, not only that some descriptions of 

Those interested will please apply early, | grain are less liable than others to injury 
as all the chances will be taken in a very! from this souree; but that certain seasons,
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which exhibit timely indications of their | place where the ties of nature had bound her 

peculiar character, are more likely than oth- | affection, she left thescene. She never after- 

ers to produce these insects and encourage | wards took any notice of her nest, or exhib- | 

their destructiveness.. This fact’ renders a | ited any regal fon Sie ohne y | 

knowledge of meteorology of peculiar ser-| She appeared conscious.of her approaching 

vice to the ‘agriculturist, not less than the | end, and taking her)station near where'she |! 

consideration of mildew and rust, which | received her food, she never left the spot but | 

every one knows are also rompdevtrective at | remained there'a few days, and expired. 1! 

times, when not averted be e adoption of | The stepmother reared the chicks, with i} 

proper precautions.” [Boston Journal. | all: the attention and) affection. of an own \ 
pet 8 odd ot peas sutyloinn | « | mother.  Prmanper Prenoz, Marquette, | 

) (SINGULAR SAGACITY OF A HEN. | Wis., in the Country Gentleman. ii 
— } 

Eprrors Country GenturMax—A case a a — UPEBI iH 

animal instinct came — my ohaeczanan, (oe WHOSE Lee vs ae | 

of so singular a nat am inclined to} : — 

give it publicity. ms The mining business has been very pros- i 

A few years since I purchased,a hen of Mr. | perous dnring the past season ; and upto the | 
Odell, (cow a resident. of our village,) who close of the navigation, the total product for | 

informed me that she was one ofthe first | the year was 4,855 1-2 tons. The valueof |, 

settlers of Wisconsin, and having a particular | tke coppér at the wharves was $140 per ton, || 
regard for old age, I concluded to keep Mrs. making the money value $679,770.: The in- || 

Biddy, and witness the effect of age in her | Ore of Se shipments over last was |! 
declining years. ; 1800 tons, and it is estimated that those of | 

Whetha. there is @ natural respect for. age | the ensting year over the present one will | 

among certain animals, I will not attempt to | be about double. The Lake Superior copper || 

decide, but certain it is, that not a biped up- | Contains silver, some having produced. es |! 
on the farm, ever attempted to cross her in- much as ned treat tothe ton. Of the | 

clination, or dispute her authority; and if| copper shipped from Lake Supetior,1600 |, 

there was a fowl whoso organ of self-csteem | tons go to Pittsburg, 2000 tons to. Detroit, || 
was prominently developed, it was her. and the remainder to Cleveland and Boston. |! 

Nothing remarkable occurred aside from | The Minnesots Mining Somnany. sold acon- |) 
her haughty deportment, until the last of her | siderable portion of last year’s Sopher to |} 

life, which was in 1851; when she became | Rothschild’s house. It wassmelted in Paris, || 

extremely decrepid, and was unable to walk and found to contain, besides the usual alloy i 

but.a few steps without stopping to rest, and | of silver, a trace of gold. I 

if by sny mishap she was thrown upon her [Scientific American. j 

side, she was unable to regain her feet until — tee 

some one came to her assistance. Decrepid| Dermsa Porosrawi—At a recent meeting || 

as she was, however, she laid a litter of eggs, | of the Burslem School of ee in Stafford- |, 

and commenced the process of inoubation. | shire, England, H. Minton @ speech, in 

Her health. failing rapidly, it soon became | which he stated that in the manufacture of 

evident. that she could not survive long; china and earthenware England surpassed 

enough to. finish her task. z France, but great :efforts more sequtred jo 
One morning Lobserved her leaving her | maintain their presentposiege- It isa sin- 

nest, and direoting her course towards the } gular-fact that, the British porcelain manu- | 

pice where she reesiyed her daily food. | tacture may be said to be the product of one i 

@ proceeded a little distance .when she | ingenious OPEN Haas and he lame’and en- | 

came in- company with another hen who was | feebled—the well known “Wedgewood,” |} 
walking leisurely through the yard. Both | who, from a journeyman potter, elevated the | 
stopped, and putting their heads together as | porcelain manufactures of England from a i 

if in close confidential conversation, remain- {rude to a most elegant art, was elected a || 

ed so for some minutes... After the conver-} member of the Royal Society, and died | 
sation was ended, the old hen, ee to re- | wealthy and in the esteem of his countrymen. | 

trace her steps back to her nest, fo) wed by a ia 
her younger and more vigorous companion,| _Frozex Firan—Mr, A. Bronson, of: ‘Mead- | 

stopping occasionally to renew the conversa- | ville, Pa, says,from fifteen years’ experience, | tion. Having arrived hte Oe Along oun he finds that Indian meal gprs covered | 
versation apparently ensued, after which the | with penne _Hyson tea, softened ma hot | 

young hen, cooly placing herself upon the | water, and laid over burns or, frozen flesh, as 

nest, took charge of the eggs as if they had | hot as can be borne, will relieve the pain in | 
been her own, while the aa hen, as if con- | five minutes. Ifblisters have not arisen be- | 

__scious of her inability to, proceed with her } fore, thoy will net, after it is puton, and that || 
task, had provided a mother for her expect- | onc poultice is gencrally sufficient, to. effect i 
ed offspring, and bidding a final adieu to the ‘a cure. : i
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For the Farmer. | regular and uncertain. It, to be beneficial’ 

pee On: | should be certain and regular and can only 

Messrs. Eprrors—It affords me pleasure} be so by being se/fregulating. Children 

to comply with your request to furnish you | near windows opened to ventilate are ex- ‘ 

with a few “plain practical views on venti- | posed to a dangerous draught of cool air— 

lation,” and you are welcome to any aid I | and moreover the carbonic acid gas evolved 

may te enabled to afford you in the future, | from the lungs sinks to the floor and will 
to disseminate usefulinformation. The term | not be disturbed by a draught from a win- 
ventilation has been misapplied. It is used | dow. If you would remove this the draught 

to describe draughts of air through rooms to | must be long and strong, and thus danger- 
relieve the oppressive heats of summer.— | ous and objectionable. We are aware of the 
This is wrong, as a cireulation of air may | recent discoveries of the diffusion of this 
be secured without ventilation. By the term | dangerous gas, and believe the truth of 

we mean a supply of five cubic feet of fresh | these theories—yet in efiect it is equally 
air per minute to every occupant of a room, | true will collect on or near the floor of the 

and the discharge of the egfete or respired | room—because air from the lungs being 

air. Thissubject should challenge the atten- | warm will ascend to the ceiling—in its aseent 

tion of all persons, inconstructing dwellings, | it cools and is forced along the ceiling by 

and is one that can no longer be dispensed | other currents and descends by the walls to 
with in the construction of churches, school | the floor and there is restored to an equil- 

houses, and public halls. The architect can | jbrium. Place a candle near the wall and 

in no way avoid its responsibility. We can | you perceive a motion in the flame. Any 

readily warm an apartment, our furnaces | of our churches or lecture rooms will attest 

and stoves are ample, yet—warmth is not | the difference in temperature—the person 

the only requisite. Is five cubic feet of air | may be comfortable while the feet are cold. 
per minute necessary for the well-being of | Some years since a committee was appoint- 

every person? Physiologists and chemists | ed toexamine the common schools of Bos- 

assert this fact, and if any one dispute it—|ton, and ventilation of these apartments 
let him procure a gum elastic bag—measure | was reported on in these words: “Your 

its contents, and test the fact by breathing | committee found in their visits to the school 
therein. The effect on the feelings by the | houses, during the severest days of last win- 
superinduction or fulness of the head—and | ter, that no school room had less than three, 
quick breathing—acconipanied with a sense | and that more than half of them had at 

of suffocation, will prove painfully the | least seven windows, open for the admission 
truth. of pure air. Yet this dangerous and injuri- 

The admission of a free circulation of air | ous practice only mitigates the evil of bad 

in all dwellings is taken for granted—and | air—by creating others. It produces colds 
the mode of its introduction is the proper | and inflamatory complaints, and the air still 

question for discussion. Let us take a school | remains impure, oppressive and highly dele- 

room; for example—filled with active, grow- | terious, sufficiently so to affect the delicate 

ing beings; on whose health is as much de- organization of children, to blight their elas- 

pendendant as upon the knowledge to be | ticity, and destroy the healthful physical ac- 

there acquired. This house can have no | tion on which depends the vigor of maturer | 

ventilators as modernly constructed—at least | years.” These facts are sufficient to close 

none that are  self-acting——and conse- | window ventilation and demand a resort to | 

‘quently self regulating. Windows are the | other modes less objectionable. If we can 

only ventilators—or more properly refriger- | warm and ventilate a house by the same 

ators—as cold air in draughts may be thus | process, we have all that is demanded.— 

designated. Are these sufficient? We as- | There can be no question, if you can eject 

sert they are not on principles of philosophy | warmair, but that you can favor theentrance 

and. hygean. The feelings of the teacher | of fresh cool air—and there can be as little 

whose position is generally central regulates | question that if you have no escape you can 

‘the warmth and ventilation of the house.—| have no supply. Air will not crowd itself | 

These are fitful and thus ventilation is ir- | inté a room, which has no provision for the | 

I
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escape of that which already occupies it—| Wesee this illustrated in parts of the coun- 

nor will the atmosphere of aroom leave ic— | try where the grates and fire places are | 

unless,other air be admitted to supply its place. sufficient to heat rooms and dwellings. Here | 

Stoves and furnaces in the basement of a | we feel unable to listen to the most: profound | 

building will supply heated air, and flues in discourse in our crowded houses and lecture 

a ceiling will carry it off—but the effete air | rooms—cold feet, hot heads, and sleep are 

remains and produces effects quite as delete- natural results—and we feel unable to sup- |) 

rious in consequences as the effects of cold | press a drowsiness not present in properly 

draughts from windows. A stranger is sur- | ventilated apartments. 

prised that in the construction of our dwell-}| One word more to teachers. The tem- 

|| ings, halls and churches, we have no fire-| perature of our climate changes, in spring 

places. He is suprised that our greatest de- | and fall, unless you have systematic rules 

sire is to save heat—regardless of ventilation. for lighting fires at those periods and cold 

If we can combine the two, we reach the rainy days intervene, you have serious 

desired point. We want a simple ventilator, results to the health of the children. They 

| certain and self-acting, and we have it in the [nee come to school with wet or damp 

i| open hearth—or a fire place constructed as if | clothes, frequently with wet feet and must 

for constant use. Place your large stove | thus remain until dismissed or dried. In 

near the centre of the room, this will diffuse clear weather the chilliness of the air re- 

heat equally—have the pipe to penetrate the | quires your attention in the supply of regu- 

chimney near the ceiling above the fire-place | lar and necessary warmth. I have known 

—the air in the chimney becomes heated, | illness result from cnildren overheated in 

is rarified and ascends—the open fire-place | walking to school, then suddenly dispensing 

supplies cold air from the floor. This air is | with overcoats or cloaks—in a roomin which 

cold and vitiated from causes already men- | there is no fire or in one in which a fire has 

tioned and will in accordance with natural | been recently built. Three periods require 

laws find its escape through the fire place | your attention—morning, after recess, and || 

and open throat of the chimney. The heat-| the time of dismission. The warmth of the 

ed air in the room will go to the ceiling and | room should be greater at the first two pe- 

perform a circle already described and when | riods, and diminished at the latter. A child 

cooled, near the floor and mixed with the | after passing into a room after exercising is 

exhalation from the lungs will ascend the | liable to take cold—and one from a heated 

chimney and will be thus removed. Why | room to the cold chilly air is also liable to ill- 

should we not have chimney places in every | ness. You should depend on thermometers 

house and several of them in every church, | to regulate the temperature of your rooms 

school house, and public hall? They are out | and not on your own sensations—as your 

of the way, may be made ornamental, and | temperament, health, and clothing, are no eri- 

in spring and and fall supply the place of | terion by which to judge of the comforts of 

stoves. The air heated in the chimney by | others. If by any means] can call theattention 

the smoke from the stove pipe, and its con- | of those who may have the construction of 

sequentascension, gave Emerson his idea of | fature school houses under their charge, or 

ventilation. His whole theory is to burn in | may desire the alteration of those now con- 

a flue, a gas or lamp burner—in large bulld- | structed, I shall have accomplished all I de- 

ings he requires a furnace to rarify the air in | sire. The plan proposed for ventilation is 

them, and from the openings near or on the | cheap—is as effectual as Emerson’s patent. 

floor supplies cold air and thus ventilates the | [¢ will ventilate, and will do so at the ex- 

apartment. This is eminently successful | pense of neither time—money—nor heat. } 

and proves the mode we propose as true— ' ‘Meprevs. | 

The common large stove will supply enough ———————+0e--—_______ 

heat, This with any mode of ventilation | To Prevext Morns.—In the month of May 

t be excessive as yentilation being de- beat your furs with an elastic stick, then 
— ae ee wrap them in linen with pieces of camphor 

pendent upon heat will be proportionable— | gum, box them up, and put ina dark ae 

and a fire on the hearth will ventilate pro- | Woolen goods should be preserved in the 

portionate to its warmth. same way. or at 

— SE
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BOARD FENCE. 

The subject of board fences may be con-| ning under, but a little ditch, thus made, be- 
|| sidered a very simple matter by most of our | side a fence prevents all creatures from jump- 

readers ; and one that many will think they |ing over. It is worth more than the addi- 
already understand as well, or better than | tional fifth board on a fence, and does not 

almost any editor. Well perhaps they do ;| cost a tenth part as much. On the furrows 

|| and if so, no matter, we will offer a few sug- | thus turned up it is well to sow tame grass 

{| gestions for the balance. seed, which will soon grow and crowd out 
In the first place, the amount of board | wild grass; the creatures will feed down the 

fence being built in this country, is im- | tame grass, and in that way remove all ma- 

mense; (and still, not half so much as ought | terial, that the fire can catch at, to destroy 
to be) probably a million of dollars, = fence. 
may be more, will be thus invested in Wis-| We break joints, in putting on the boards 

consin, Iowa and Minesota, the present year. | and always put the best board at the top, as 
Hence the importance of the best possible | it is most exposed. We char the ends of 
plan. An aditional board more or less will| the posts, before putting them in the ground 
make a difference of some hunéreds of|and place them top downwards as mach as 
thousands of dollars. A simpler, or easier| possible, both of which precautions will 
mode, of making the fence, a saving of many | doubtless greatly improve their durability. 

thousands of days labor. We also take pains to heat our nails, by put- 
We have been making some miles of ting them in anold pan and burying them in 

board fence, on our own farm during the|/a mound of chips on fire, where they are 
last two years; and have had occasion to|sure to heat red hot, and cool gradually ; it 
study out what we deemed the most eco-|is but the work of afew moments, and will 
nomical style, and easiest mode of construc-| double their strength and durability. We 
tion. The plan we herewith present, is the|set all our posts exactly the same distance 

result of our experience, and our present] apart, and cut all our boards to the same 
| mode of building. The main feature in it,is|length, before distributing them. We 

the using of four boards, instead of five, and | make our posts six and a half feet long, and 
j the distance at which we put them on. We|set them two feet in the ground. We have 

| use all six inch boards, we place the first one | little choice between a post augur or a good 
up seveninches in the clear, from the ground; | long handled spade; but think a good hand 
and between the first and second boards, we | will dig full as fast and well with the latter. 
leave a space of fiveinches; between thesec-| When the posts are set, we proceed to put 

}| ond and third, eight inches; and between/on the boards as follows: Take a common 
{| the third and fourth, ten inches. This| cotton packing twine, such as merchants use 

makes a fence of the legal height, of four and | to tie up goods; (it is better than a chalk 

a half feet, and close enough in all places, to | line, because it is lighter) and stretch it on 
turn everything but pigs; who may go un-|the top of the post, where the top of the 
der the bottom ; to prevent which, we turn | first board is to come, the object in this, is 

up 8 couple of furrows with the plow, on |to get a straight line for the boards, or such 

each side. It is but the work of a few mo- | curve over a swell, or through a hollow, as 
ments, and not only keeps the pigs from run- | will look graceful, and neat. After getting 

a a i a
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the line to look to suit us, on a long stretch | HEDGES—No. 3—OUR NATIVE THORNS. | | 

of twenty or thirty rods, (and by the way | Daring the past fifteen years we have read | i 

we do all we can toavoid short and abrupt | with attention everything we have seen in | 

crooks.) We then put the tup board on, t0|.4he horticnltural journals relating to hedges, | 

correspond to the line; not nailing very | and hedge-plants. We cannot, however, | 
tight at first, lest we might want to move it Sesolisot more thantGwour timearncesin || 

a little again. When the top board is thus | 1ich our native thorns have received even || 

ee okee roo hook, that sppears a“favorable allusion.” Much has been writ- |, 
in the cut, and hang it on the top board, on <ensabout the Enna hawthors: and we 

the sume side with the post, with the hooks rene eran ae cater eden his | | 

towards us. On these hooks we rest one end dean. end Gute th “Old Cou = 5 for s(t 

of the board, while we nail the other; thus pres fe ees OF || 

we but on the balance of the boards, and the seed, when bushels of fruit, of a 20% Syery | | 

hook not only holds them while we nail, | way superior for his gg tee) might have \| 

| but holds each one, in just the right place, pean es almost at his door. Of the i 

| so thatif the top board is right, all the oth- as of Care thorns, Sroyngs | | 

ers must of course come so. We claim that the Northern States, at least Ae viz: @. |! 

one man will put on as many boards ina day Lae and C. Lee tone na indigenous to || 

with this hook (which we can make in half| Wisconsin and are found in abundance over | 

an hour) as two men can without, and do/ nearly all parts of the state. C. punctata, | 

it better also. We might go on, with a | @otted Thorn,) may be easily distinguished | 

much longer chapter on fence making, gnd from the last, by its ner wedge-shaped || 

still not half exhaust the subject; but we leaf, its more slender habit, and the dusky | 

leave it with the hope that those who have jon and red color of its fruit. The growth j 

fences to make, will carefully weigh what | is compact, and its numerous branches be- |) 

we have said, and that when we travel | come, under the knife, almost impervious to | 

through the country next summer, we will | the birds. (We have in our own groundsa |) 

not see as many horrid looking fences, and | row, consisting of some half a dozen plants, || 

as much waste of lumber, as we often have | transplanted from the woods six years ago, || 

in times past. and, headed back, through which, although | 

: We shall be well paid if we impress even | they have not since been pruned, no fruit- |, 

upon a few minds, the important fact that a| stealing biped would attempt a passage.) | 

good board fence, cannot be made by every | As a hedge-plant it is to this country what || 

bungler, and that a poor one, is not worth | the hawthorn, 0. orycantha, is to England. 

as much as the lumber, before it‘was put on. | (, coccinea (Scarlet Fruited Thorn,) is of a ; | 

SEEDING DOWN LAND. more robust and upright growth, with bright || 
as red fruit, and a leaf resembling somewhat |) 

— sees ee te much | that of - maple. Where a a streng and | 

pa Ba ae = ovina Noe very close hedge is required, this is | 
7 to meadow. What kind of seed is best, and perhgps to be preferred to the other. The 

#{ how much of each kind to the acre? What only objection we have heard against the uso 

is the best kind of grain to seed with, &c. | o¢ ‘these thorns for the purpose under, oon- | 

‘What is the best time to'seed down. sideration, is that they are liable to the at- 

3 Yours, J. B.D oe Plover, Wis. tacks of the borer. We know that this ob- | 

, In answer to the above, we would say, | jection is true in regard to the English haw- 

i that we will publish an article in the April | thorn at the east, and that Downing enforced 

4| . number, giving full instructions, and sugges- | it against C. crus-galli, and, (, cordata; but 

‘|| ° tions, on. the highly important subject of | we believe that the harder bark, and hardier 

seeding grass land, under all the modes and | natures of our “ natives,” will withstand its 

ciccumstances practised in this country. | assaults, if indeed, in this state they are lia- 

That will be soon enough for sowing, the | ble thereto. : 

coming spring. Your question in relation} In order to graw plants for hedges,.the || 

to pruning orchards, were answered; last | fruit should be gathered. when: ripe, mixed | 

| month, ander our Horticultural head.—Ens. | with three times its bulk of sand, (to pre- 

5 ——
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vent fermentation.) and buried in the earth | frosts if permitted to remain in the ground. | 
until one year from the following spring. | Among the sterling peculiarities of the plant | 
The seed should then (by means ofa seive) | #8 the following: that the rots, if suffered | 

= ¥ . | to remain undisturbed in the ground, con- | be separated from the sand and the Temains | tinne to grow and enlarge for two or three | | 
of the fruit, and sown thinly in drills. At | years, remaining equally nutritious and equal- 
the expiration of two years they will, with | ly excellent in flavor. The growth of the 
good cultivation, be ready tor the hedge-row, | Plant is very rapid. In middle and northern 
Miwavrer, Feb. 1, 1856 Cc. G._ | France, single roots have been dug in Octo- 

| i J 7 a a ber weighing two to two and a lialf pounds, 
SUPPOSED SUBSTITUTE FOR THE POTATO ae tubers planted the previous April. The 

aan | plant, at present, is not known to be affected 
Some time ago two French periodicals, | ty any disease, and the roots are said to con- 

j{ connected with agricultural pursuits, (the | tinue fit for use though kept out of the ground, 
Revue Horticale and the Bon Jurdinier.) | in a cool cellar, for a year—not sprouting, or 
made mention of a new esculent root, intro- | losing any of their nutritive properties. 
duced into France in the year 1850, irom | The Dioscorea Batatas is allied to several 
Northern China, which it was supposed | plants in North America, among which is 
would prove a good substitute for the com- | the D. Villosa, (wild yam.) found frequently 
mon potato, and supply the place which the | in hedgerows, and growing on the borders of 
diseased condition of that vegetable through- ravines, from Canada to the Carolinas. Con- 
out Europe and the United States threatened | current testimony induces us to think very 
to leave vacant. More recently, English ag- | highly of this plant, as a probable valuable } 
ricultural journals have spoken in terms of | addition to our table vegetables, but the ac- 
great encouragement with reference to this | count given of it by Mr. Prince, in his com- 
new esculent, about which still further in- | munication to the Tribune, smacks so much | 
formation is given in the last United States | of the marvelous as to create an unwilling | 
Patent Office Report. | suspicion as to the truth of any of the stories | | 

This plant is called variously Dioscorea | told witl: reference to its many very remark- | 
Batatas, D’ Japanica, and Ignam de la Chine. | able qualities. [Louisville Comercial Rev. | 
It was introduced into the United States a Nae ee | ! 
about a year ago,and Mr. William R. Prince, |_ Ixeroveweyt i Reapive Macnives— | 
of Flushing, L. I., has had one season’s ex- | By Alexander H. Caryl, of Sandusky, Ohio. 

rience in its cultivation, of which he pub- | —This improvement relates to the raking 
line an interesting account in a late num- | apparatus of reaping machines. The plat- | 
ber of the N. Y. Tribune. Mr. P. says that | form is composed of wooden slats slight- | 
the manner in which it may be planted and | ly separated. The rake teeth project up 
grown is very simple, and recommendsiden- | through the slats, and the head to which the 
tically the system now generally pursued in | teeth are attached is moved back and forth 
cultivating the sweet potato. He describes | beneath the platform, by means of peculiar \ 
the, roots as being from fifteen to twenty-| mechanism. The teeth in their forward 
fiveinches long and two inches in diameter, | movement project through the slats and 
tapering from the head; the outward ap- | sweep the straw that may have accumulated 
pearance being similar to the white variety | on the platform off on to the ground. On 
of the sweet potato; skin thin, readily peel- | their return movement the rake teeth turn | 
ing off when cooked. This root is cookedin | down below the slats so as not to touch the 
precisely the several methods in which the | straw, but they suddenly rise again, when 
sweet and the common potato are cooked, | the forward movement commences. This 
and its flesh Mr. Prince describes as “snow | sudden rise and fall of the rake teeth is ac- 
white, delicately farinaceous, with a slight | complished by means of a weight which is 
almond. flavor, exceedingly. grateful when | alternately wound up and discharged by 

used in the same manner as the ordinary po- | the movement of the machine. This is a 
tato, and deemed both richer in nutrition and | good improvement. [Scientific American. 
superior in quality.” ——____—+00e- 

The root of this Chinese “potato” grows | Frozen Prants,—If taken at once and 
perpendicularly down into the ground, the | thawed out in cold water, plants will not be 
same.as the parsnip of our gardens, while its | injured, but if left to thaw by atmospheric 
top, like. that of the sweet potato, is a trail- | heat, they will be destroyed. Do not give 
ing:yine. Of its productive qualities all the | much water to plants at this season of the 
authorities speak in the very highest terms ; | year, and keep them as far as possible in a 
in addition to.which, it is supposed that the | temperature of 40 deg. to 50 deg., as by so 

plant, will.prove hardy. almost anywhere in | doing you render them capable of enduring 
_ the.Qnited States; while its tubers will keep | more éxtremes; and the plant will be much 
| through the-winter, not suffering from hard! more strong and stocky in the spring.
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STOCK REGISTER. eee pe 
—— Farmers are not generally careful enough 

HORSE PROVENDER. in Troe for their cattle and horses warm 

ee and comfortable stables, for winter. It was 

The old custom of feeding corn and oats | said by a wise man, many centuries ago, that 

to horses without grinding, is now rapidly |“\ merciful man regardeth the life of his 
going inte disuse among the more discrimin- | peast.” It may be thus paraphrased: A 

ating of our farmers. Probably the most| merciful or provident man regardeth. the 

economical provender that can be given to | comfort of his cattle and horses during the 
horses, while at work, is a mixture of two- | inclement season. 2 

thirds oat-meal, and one-third corn-meal| The farmer who has, out of regard to the 

ground fine. Chemists assure us that oat- | comfort of his beasts, prepared for them warm 

meal contains much muscle, or flesh-forming | stables, has shown himself economical as well | | 

matter, and corn meal much fat-forming ma- | as merciful; for it requires much less feed to 
terial, and therefore when these two articles | winter a stock in a warm barn, than in 

| are fed in union, we get both these princi-| one that is open and cold; besides, his cat- 

ples combined, and realize the benefits re-| tle retain their flesh better and look much 
sulting from both. My own practice proves | sleeker. Hence the labor of tending them | 

this theory correct. A late writer recom-| becomes a pleasure when compared with 

mends a mixture of oats and rye for horses. | feeding a rough set of “scrubs” in an open, 

The plan he recommends of raising these | eold barn. ‘iz 2 

two grains together, strikes us favorably. | Cattle that are turned out to drinkin win- |} 

This practice is termed muzzlin by the Ger- | ter, should, if the weather be cold and stormy, 

mans, and is adopted by them in the cultiva- | he put into stables soon after, unless the yard 
tion of most cereals. The writer alluded to, } he protected from the uncomfortable severity 

says -— : : of the weather. 
“[ had a conversation, recently, with an) “During the icy state of the ground last 

experienced farmer, having farmed both in | winter, many farmers came to the conclusion 
this state, (N. Y.) and in Ohio, and his man- | that it is very necessary to have water in the 
ner of raising horse food was this: ‘I take,’ | parn-yard, and some remarked that it ought 
said he, ‘about 2 1-2 bushels of oats, and mix | to be in the barn. Running water is prefer- 

them with about one bushel of rye, and sow | able when it can be had; but if such cannot 

this quantity to the acre. The rye will sup- | be obtained, it is better to dig a well in the 
port the oats, in case of a heavy growth, | yard and put ina pump, than that your herd 

and prevent lodging. In this way I have | should go any considerable distance for wa- 

raised sixty, seventy, and even eighty bushels | ter, Much manure is saved by having water 

to theacre.’” The soil must have been re-| in the yard or barn, and besides this, the 

markably fertile, and well worked to pro-| comfort of the cattle in bad weather is great- 
duce such a crop, and we are inclined to | }y increased and hay saved. 

suspect some typographical error; but be] ” It isa good time for farmers to reflect on 

this as it may, the relative proportions of the | these things, and plan such improvements as 
two grains is about right, and there is no | will enhance, not only the comfort of the 
doubt that a greater acreable product beasts, but will also greatly increase the 

wi Reiger ed ee Soe pleasure and the economy of taking care of 
itself. a : . 

mance roe es to a the case, although it — eee 

failed to be generally appreciated. The ? 

rationale is not, however, clearly obvious, Aliant se kee testasenn 

= ee subject, therefore, of much traveling in Australia and the Sandwich 
angry disputation. : . . 

rman! Islands, gives the following account of how 

iss Creme Po) Teena. an editor in Sydney values his time : 

Unser the head of the fossils discovered,| “A few days after my arrival, paid a visit 

one of the San Francisco city papers says:— | to the different editors of Sydney, At my 

“A curious article of the veal soap has also | first call I came to a palace-like house, the 

been discovered, which closely resembles ground floor being occupied by the printing || 

castile soap, and moreover answers an excel- | Office. On the first floor, among other ad- | | 

lent purpose for washing, Specimens have yertisements, I found atablet, informing vis- 

been exhibited all over the state, and it is a | itors that, the editor cannot be spoken with 

fixed fact that a mountain of soap exists in | unless paid for his valuable time ; according- 

California; and in a different locality, at the | ly everybody, without exception is advised 

depth of 159 feet, decomposed oyster shells to buy a ticket at the door of the waiting- 

have been found in Table mountain.” room, one hour costing 10s.; half an hour, 

ee ee ccor—————_- | 68,5 fifteen minutes, 8s. Such were the con- 

‘The unconscious is the alone complete, _| tents of this singular price current of time.” 

ag 
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For tho Farmer. PARSNIPS FOR MILCH COWS. 
INFLAMATION OF THE LUNGS. a 

re 2 Parsnips are very highly esteemed as food 

Messers. Eprrors:—It is the time of year| for milch cows, as well as for pigs and poul- 

when many horses by being over-drove, are | try, in the Island of Jersey, where they are 

taken sick with inflamation on the lungs.— extensively grown for this purpose. We 

The symptoms—the horse will appear dump- ian from the Cyclop edie o Agr icullure > 

See ee cute pulse. often! carn iiie head When parsnips are given to milk cows with 

sh Have 8 pe 2 head | little hay, in the winter season, the butter 

to his side as though he had the cholic.—] is found to be of as fine a color and excellent 

Give him 8 grains of white antlmony, called flavor as when the animals are feeding in the 

i| by druggists tartaremetic) three times a day, | best pastures. As parsnips contain six per 

| | morning, noon and night, in water. The near mucilage thau carrots, the differ- 
L il drink freely, and give light feed ence may be suilicient to account for the su- 

{ Costas y, auc & S ‘C) perior fattening, as well as butter-making 

twice aday. In three days you willsee it| quality of parsnip. Don observes, that “in 

| has the desired effect. If the horse ia very | the fattening of cattle the parsnip is found |} 

violently taken with the intlamation, give equal if not superior to the carrot, perform- || 

him 10 té 12 grains of antimony the first ing the business with as much expedition, 

davlat cach ti a aifording meat of exquisite flavor, and 

Sy eee Ci . of ahighly juicy quality; the animals eat 

} From a person who has often tried it and | it with mach greediness. The parsnips are 

| never failed of curing the horse. N.P.P. given in the proportion of about 30 Ibs, 

-——TARTER SHEEP. weight, morning, noon and night; the large 

poe ° ones being split into three or four pieces, aud 

In & communication, originally published | little hay supplied in the intervals of these 

in the Progressive Farmer, Dr, Emerson, of periods. The result of experiment has shown; 

Philadelphia, gives some interesting infor- that only in neat cattle, but in the fattening 

mation relative to this new breed of sheep, | of hogs and poultry, the animals become tat 

lately introduced into the United States from much sooner, and are more healthy than 

China. Ile describes them as of good size, | When fed with any other root or vegetable ; 

with prominent or Roman noses, ears droop- and that, besides, the meat is more sweet and 

ang prea, and parenntly expressive faces, | delicious.” [Country Gentleman. 

which are covered with fine glossy hair. ———|fiL SOnTS OF MINDS 

The fleece is unshrinkable, and wet Distt ane Sous oe 

for felting purposes and the coarser fabrics. A strong disposition is in men of opposite 

The value of the breed, he thinks, consists | minds to despise each other. A grave man 

mainly in the remarkable facility it offers to | cannot conceive of the use of wit in society ; 

supply animal food of the most excellent | a person who takes a strong common-sense 

quality, almost at pleasure, the ewes having | view of the subject, is for pushing out, by 

lambs twice a year, and from two to four at | the head and shoulders an ingenious theorist, 

atime. An ewe belonging to him brought | who catches at the slightest and faintest an- 

three lambs in February, 1855, all of which | alogies; and an other man, who scents the 

were raised to maturity. Early in Novem-| ridiculous from afar, will hold no commerce 

ber she had two lambs more, whilst her| with him who tests exquisitely the tine feel- | 

two February ewe-lambs each brought aj ings of the heart, and is alive to nothing |} 

lamb at the same time, making her a grand- | else; whereas talent is talent, and mind is 

mother in nine months, and her progeny | mind, in all its branches! Wit gives to life 

within that time no less than seven! one of its best flavors; common-sense leads 

With respect to the quality of the meat, | to immediate action, and gives society its 

the Doctor states that when in China several | daily motion; large and comprehensive views | 

years ago, he was not little surprised to ob- | cause its annual rotation; ridicule chastises 

serve the eagerness manifested for mutton. folly and imprudences, and keeps men in 

Although capons, game and other luxuries their proper sphere; subtlety seizes hold of 

were common upon the tables, he never saw | the fine threads of truth ; analogy darts away 

a leg of Tartar mutton introduced where any in the most sublime discoveries; feeling 

thing was left but bones. He at first attrib- | paints all the exquisite passions of man’s soul, 

uted this relish of mutton to its high price, | and rewards him, by & thousand inward vis- 

ordinarily about 50 cents per pound. But itations, for the sorrows that come from 

he was afterwards convinced, that, after| without. God made itall! It is all good! 

making due allowance for the cost, there We must despise no sort of talent; they ell 

was still more due to the intrinsic good qual- | have their separate duties and uses—all the 

ities of the meat, which is entirely free from | happiness of man for their object; they all 

any ooly or other disagreeable taste, and| improve, exalt and gladden life. 

remarkably delicate. [Phil. Ledger. Siwver Sante. 
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CURB OR CHECK REIN ON HORSES. | When the horse goes into harness, again | 

One day last fall we were sitting in the | COM the abominable curb, to make him | 

store dobeat our fiend! Nelson, of Urbaga: | 200 up Ws head. As belare remarked, ina || 
it was the day of the County Fair, and as | little horse, with all his muscles in action, a 1} 

Nelson’s store is forenenst the public square, moderate carb a Ee Le ae vi As 1] 

the rural equestrians came in and soon filled on een ste taed ae a i “had ae et 

the rails with their saddle nags. The riders ae ; Bi . Sas a thet i i. -” | 
as usual hitched up the bridle rein over the this respect. But to hitch up the team to a 

horn of the saddle, and went to see the | pent, leaving the carbs tightly drawn, is an | 

sighin. ” Welmetiond ont oalt, 0 opirited icon | “amuested abuse. Every uy Ts er || 

gray, trussed up in this way, which soon be-| 41, te “The noble beast first ae out lis |! 
gan to show signs of intense torture. Our eae Pics dhen cathers acae ena his cock | 

ee ae ee eld oe iO | quite to one side then to the other side, to | 
re colt riled at the rail, and we hitched | 7)... aditan, a ae j 

about as uneasily in our seat, and finally 2s | Se ee LS ae ete me | 

we were abont going to the rescue, after | check reins out of tl nooks or for fear his || 
saying - Se that a man fret ie, be | raaniteild ab uate heads aneal C08 Satis | 

—- who wonld truss up a horse in that). ore Sipe ee . 

way, the gray luckily slipped the rein off the | fave orp deruuons ae ee ‘very ranch ote: | | 

rome; on eed wee ae noe; ae panne are trussed up for two none at ihe church 
colt on the public square; and we were |4 0 0 Benge ee 

about to take off our hat and give three | pana heynnerner ane ai a oe fom | 

cheers, when we bethought it might com- | of ata: ei ce cieadacetaiee with Racer | 

str the ene, of the Cultivator, so we | are ‘auptae a ahele ate and inci toretact | 
7 ands, 2 ea ree ging S 

eee oasis banda and! -gsre tree ie the frozen slush of the gutter. In such | 

But this is only one phase in the abzse aera paar my Sanday ante at rete | 

of the check rein. Farmers are not the only | ld lik = aes f x a anEP he | 

sinners in this respect; in fact, they are least bite x i eda se Seae al eat | 

guilty, and it is because theit horses are so |” ‘de owne i woe ie aM out hi 

seldom subjected to check that they suffer ja oa Sars Reece yi ed sina 

most intensely when it is imposed. Our ea he re ee ae a ae es 

town and city folks have most to answer for. that way. (ohio ealiyetar 

Here we see even the cart-boys, with a ton of ia itp Lath ae eR eae 

sand in their cart, and the poor horse—| Jerrerson County AGRICULTURAL Soci- 

which is generally a cast-off omnibus or | Ety.—This association met at the Green 

livery horse—checked up most unmercifully, | Mountain House, Fort Atkinson, on the 5th 

because the ragged driver takes as much | inst., and elected the following officers for 

pride in having his team Jook well, as his | the ensuing year: 
more aristocratic predecessor; and at every President, Justus Carpenter, Palmyra; 
jar of the cart, or misstep of the poor dam- | Vice Presidents, N. P. Parsons, Cold Spring, 

aged brute that hauls it, the latter gets the | and E. D. Masters, Jefferson ; Secretary and 

full benefit of the jolt upon his jaws, which | Treasurer, Milton Snell, Fort Atkinson. An 

ao mate time providentially pretty well | executive committee, consisting of a mem- 

dened. ber from each township, was also elected. 

The evil begins much fartherback. The The society is in a flourishing condition, 

colt in the barn-yard, that has never known | and has adopted energetic plans for the fu- 

restraint until now he is some three years | ture. Its vitality is of great consequence to 

old, is roughly caught, and a bit forced in | Jefferson County, and we doubt not that 
his mouth, a crupper put over his tail, anda | they will sustain it liberally. 

belt around hisbody, and then his nose drawn [Whitewater Gazette. 

down in half way to his breast, when he is oo ee eee 
left to suffer and sulk, sometimes for half a THE FATE OF MUMMIES. 
ae When this editor was a lad, he was — 
guilty of just such enormities, but these are| The mummies of Egypt are sometimes 

among the original sins of which he has | quarried by the Arabs for fuel, and, whether 

most heartily repented. In breaking a colt | those of the Pharaohs, their wives, their 

to bit, the rain should never be drawn so as | priests, or their slaves, are split open with 

to cause positive pain in the muscles of the | the same indifference as so many pine logs. 

neck; for besides the inhumanity and use- |The gums and balsams used in embalming 

lessness of such a course, the horse’s mouth is them, have made them a good substitute for 

irretrievably damaged by it for all further | bituminous coal ; and thus the very means 

use; a good mouth is indispensable for a good | employed to preserve them have become the 

saddle horse. active agents of their dissipation.
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H O R ie TE GC ae L i, U R ie. | range'l that those of one row will stand op- 
=a “7 "| posite the spaces of the other. The Privet 

~~ PLANTS FOR SHELTER—No.2. | stands the shears perfectly well, and may be 
eras made and kept in any shape that seems de- 

| Let not those who consider evergreens be- sirable to the planter. 
| yond their reach, suppose that they must The Scarlet fruited Thorn is a robust and 

| therefore be without the benefit and the | rapid grower, and by the moderate use of 

pkasure of the shelter we write of. Decidu- | the knife or shears, may be made into an 
|| ous trees, though more pervious to the wind | ..ceNent screen. For this purpose it may 

| than those we have considered, do neverthe- | )¢ raised from the seed, in the manner rec- 

less, so sift and break a6 force, as to render | gymended in an article on hedges, in this 
itcomparatively pes In this class we | number, or if plants in the neighborhood are 

| ar inclined to give the eet S the abundant enough to admit of a goodselection, 
Ev-opean Larch. It grows with rapidity; is they may be taken from the woods and the 

| pefectly hardy, while its form, andthe char- | gelds. Those should be chosen that are of 

| acer of the tree make ea nec ken | uniform strength, and not over an inch in di- 
|. er denuded of foliage. The peculiar, | ameter. At the time of transplanting, (Do 

dilzcate tint of its leaves in early spring, and | it carefully and don’t let the roots get dry!) 
| it multitudinous crimson blossoms, are very | thin out one half of the wood of the tops, and 

| bautiful. Plants of 18 to 24 inches high | early the next spring, cut all the plants down 
| nay be had at the eastern nurseries, at from | within six or eight inches of the ground. 

| $.00 to $10.00 per hundred. They should | Two feet apart is about the right distance at 
| Te planted two and a half feet apart. | which to plant. 

The Mahaleb Cherry, in its natural state,| The Lombardy Poplar will be found very 

makes a handsome t.ee, something over 30 | useful and convenient, where it is desirable 
feet high. The branches are numerous, and | to grow a screen as soon as possible. Cut- 

' the leaves bright, glossy, and beautiful in col- | tings of uniform size should, in the spring, be 

_or. In rich, heavy soils, it grows so luxuri- | planted 12 inches apart, where the screen is 
antly that the ends of the wood are liable to | to be made. Cunt them back in the manner 

injury by the winter; we do not however | of a hedge for two years, and then top them 

regard this as an objection, as any slight | and keep them at the hight they are wished 

damage of the sort is quickly covered by | to remain. 
the new growth. The Mahaleb is extensive- | Many other plants might be named which 

ly used as a stock for dwarfing the cherry, | would in some circumstances be of value for 
and may be had for $20.00 per thousand. | screens. We have suggested those which in 

Plants of one year old are the best. These | our opinion are best, and most easily obtain- 
should be planted about two feetapart. By |ed. As it is quite possible that we have in 

shortening in the strongest shoots in June | this, and in the preceeding article, omitted to 

and in August, the screen may be made quite | say something which ought to have been 

close and compact. said, and which some of our readers would 

The Privot is an excellent plant for the | like to know, we will cheerfully respond to 

purpose under consideration. It is slower in | 2", inquiries that they may make on ie 
its growth, and more compact in its habit, STUNG oe kone tal 
than either of the preceeding, and it may be | Coxvention of Frurr Growers.—The an- 

| grown from cuttings or from seeds. If from | nual meeting of the Association of Fruit — 

the former, make the cuttings in the fall, | Growers of Western New York wesne at 

bury them in the earth, and plant them the | Boch) oa er Seite aeceen nat 

next spring, in rows 12 to 18 inches apart, | yorsal testimony that the product of apples is 
and cultivate thoronghly. At one year old,| more remunerative than any other crop 

transfer to the’ border, and plant 18 inches | raised in this section. Several’ testified to ; 

apart. This will do very well, but a better | the realization of from $100 to $150 per acre 

way wonld be to plant a double row with an for apples. A gentleman aa prisiy said 
intervalof two feet and at th re that it was the estimate of the it com~ 

: al of two feet and at the same distance | mittee in that county, that oneacre devoted to 
in tlie'rows. The plants should be so ar-| fruit was equal to twelve with any other crop. 
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j { THE EFFECTS OF THE EXTREME COLD. | CULTIVATION OF CRANBERRIES. {| 

| ; The disastrous effects’ of the present win-| Atthe New Hampshire State Fair, Rich- | 

‘|| ter upon fruit trees in the nursery, the or- | ard Hall of Aubnrn, exhibited some cuJti- |} 

| | chard, and the garden, will not fully appear | vated cranberries raised in a run not very | 

|| until the spring. Enough, however, is now wet, but bordering upon-the high land.— 

‘| apparent, to check the hopes of the sanguiue, His process of cultivation he stated to be 

i and discourage the faint-hearted cultivator. this: to remove the surface of the ground 

\| Peaches are, in many localities, hurt beyond some three inches in depth, which in this || 

|} remedy. The young wood of plums is badly | case wax carted to the pig. sty; he then | 

| injured, and in some varieties, that of three | took = — shore of a pond, = | 

|| or four years oldis dead. Cherries have also | eae plenti ully upon the ground, an | 

‘| been severely dealt with. Apples in the | &°* his pine, feet apart; the second 

{| ear ee ; | year after this he had a plentiful crop.— || 

\| si re bably safe enongh 5 but - ot: ‘This was done three years ago, and the |) 

i} anor in the ae have suffered | vines now cover the ground completely, n¢ |) 

| some, “if not more!” Pears have by 20 | grass or weeds being present. He has done 

means escaped. We have examined a score | nothing to the vines since, and says that 

of trees in various situations, and find that in | the average yield will be, the present year, 

very many cases the inner bark of the young | two bushels of cranberries to every ten feet || 

wood is more or less discolored, and in some | square. He esteems this the most profit-| || 

instances the wood itself is quite black, and | able crop he can cultivate. He has five) 

its tissues disorganized. In these circum- | acres of this land which he intends to ap- 

stances we recommend our friends to get | propriate to this use. 

their knives ready, and at the first opening | When it is considered that fruit is now 

of spring to cut completely and thoroughly, | sold at not less than two dollars a bushel | 

|| back to the sound wood. Cut without com- | in our markets, this may be considered as | 

punction and as remorselessly as a surgeon in farming to some purpose and profit— | 

the Crimea. | There are thousands of acres in New En- 

P.S.—Onr article on the Bark Louse, gland — undergo the faa 

; js ; ; treatment. such a course a great deal 
= for this number, will appear in the of wealth wos be ad ded'to thie comunity | 

; : 2 annually from the investment of a sma’ 

arcane er ings amount of capital. Mr. Hall also stated 

Se aes ee i that some cranberries in the immediate 

ENOCROACHMENTS OF THE OCEAN. vicinity, growing naturally, had been de- 

The New Jersey Geological Report shows stroyed by the frosts.while those cultivated 

| that the Atlantic is steadily, and rather ra- | ¥¢T° not injured in the least. [Me. Farmer. 

pidly, encroaching upon the land on its eae a eee 

| coast.—At Cape Island the surf has eaten} . Tne Grass Cror.—Among all the statis- 

inwards full a mile since the revolution. | tics with reference to the agricultural pro- 

‘Along the Bay Shore in Cape May the marsh ducts of our country, which have been given 

wears away at the rate of a rod in two to the public, those setting forth the quan- 

years. One of the beaches upon the coast is tity of grass yearly cut and put into market, 

vventioned as having moved inward one hun- | have been entirely overlooked. In attending 

dred yards in the last twenty years. It is to this omission, Gov. Wright of Indiana, 

also the opinion of the oldest observers that says that: “ our grass crop is not properly 

the tides rise higher upon the eastern New appreciated. No crop approaches so nearly 

Jersey uplands than formerly. Prof. Cook, | # Spontaneous yield, and none affords so 

of the Geological Survey, is confident that | large @ profit.” “The hay crop of the United 

the shore is now settling at the rate of two | States in 1850 he estimates at 13,000,000 

feet in a hundred years. The sand beaches tons; that for 1855 he estimates at 15,000- 

on the coast are drifting inward every year. | 000, tons, which is worth $150,000,000 ; 

Egg Island, the western point of ah ass while the whole cotton crop 18 valued at 

: River Cove, which in the year 1694, covered only $128,000,000. Of this oe more than 

' three hundred acres, now contains at low | half is pedooe by the four States, New 

| water from a half to three fourths of an | York, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. ee 

| acre, and at high water it is submerged. crop, which is used for ee is at least 

} —<———_+o0 o> —__— as valuable, so that single herb is worth an- 

. At Lake Superior flour sells at $22 per bbl. nually, over $800,000,000. i 

———
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APPLES—WESTFIBLD SEEK-NO-FARTHER 

Synonyms.—Conectieut Seek-no-farther— | Wat Lazor Dors.—To. show the effects. 

New England Scek-no-farther—Red Winter | of mechanical labor in advancing the price 

Pearmain—ot some Western grower, This | of iron, the North British Quarterly Review || 

old and popular fruit deserves a place in ev- | presents the following caleutation :-—“A bar | 

ery collection. Grown in rich alluvial soil of iron valued at $5, worked into: horse shoes | 

of the south, it dose not keep as long as | is worth $10,50; needles, $355; penknife 

when grown on poorer soils at the North; blades, $3285; shirt buttons, $29,480; balance 

but it looses none of its peculiar flavor or | springs of watches, $250,000. Thirty-one 

good qualities as a table fruit. pounds of iron have been made into wire 

Size, medium.—Form, regular, roundish, upwards of one hundred and elever: miles in 

conical, broadest at the base or stem end.— | length, and so fine was the fabric that a part 

Color, light yellow ground, sunny side strip- of it was converted, in lieu of horse-hair, in- 

ae splashed with red ; small russet dots to a barrister’s wig. 

shaded around with light russet yellow ; Tek oe ate eee 

often considerable of rasset about both f Tre te Unit of Indian Corn tGrest en 
stem and calyx; grown South, itis very from the nited States, from 1840 to 

much russetted, and about the stem the rus- anal) regnoe r sane ee cole 

set has appearance of rich bronze; progress- | | Wa aoe SS 

ing northward, it gradually losses its russet, | 2Ver@g° annual export is nearly 6,000,000 i 
‘ < 14 + ht . bushels. The export of Flour from this coun- 

until on light, sandy soil in Michigan, it be- . cee i 
comes a pale yellow ground, with * stripes | %Y t° Great Britain, from 1840 to 1854, 

and splashes of clear red and minute date averaged 225,000 barrels per annum. | From 

Stem, long and slender.—Cavity, open and Bie to 1854, the eytee has xeachied Can 

Pepe usually small, closed, some- | af cor oid barrels per annum.—Phil. Gorn 

imes half open, with snort segments.—Ba- ie 

sin, medium depth, regular form.—Flesh,| Epucatiox ww New Yorx.—There are one 

yellowish, tender, sub-acid, with a rich pear- | hundred and twenty-five thousand children 

imain flavor.—Season, November and March. | of the proper age for schooling in New York, 
[Eliot. | and they are educated at the public; cost the 

- SOnGnIR DA oes mc annual expenditure of the city for that pur- 

_Emrsox, in a lecture on the Anglo-Ame- | pose being $917,853—almost one million of 

rican, says :—‘“Americans would ride in| dollars. This is a much larger sum than is 
steamers made of lucifer matches, if they | expended in ay other city of the Union, 

sone thereby save one hour in crossing the | and perhaps of the world. In addition to 

tlantic. the amount named, it is believed that not 

Sree Shasta ss less than $500,000 is annually spent for the 

on to those who hold ceren suppert of private schools. 

opinions from you. [Scientific American. { 

Ee
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“ | FRUIT CULTURE. | Among other thing we would now recom- 
: | We have received a copy of the Transac- | mend to all who conveniently can, to pur- | 

| tions of the Ohio Pomological Society;eon-| chase some good work on Fruit growing — i 
i | taining the proceedings of the Society at|The*book-steres are fall of them, and you i| 

their recent session, at Cleveland, on the 8th, | can buy for a dollar, or ten shillings, what | 
if | 9th, and 10th of January last. It was at-| is worth fifty times the money to you, every | 

| tended by the best pomologists and fruit | year. Downing’s, Allen’s, Elliot’s, and all | 
: | culturists, of the northern and western states. | good standard works ; buy and read some || 

F Such men as Prince, Elwhanger, Barry, | one of them, and start right. It is all im- | 
vai Kirtland, Elliot, Kennicott, &e. Hence their | portant. | 
* : discussions and doings are of the highest in- ‘PLANT LIOR ON GRAPE VINES. | 

is terest. But unfortunately, like all councils a | 
= of doctors, and learned men, there was a|,, We make an extract from a paper by Mr. | l eal ick Hisabes 1 Townsend Glover on the Plant Louse, pub- || : great deal of disagreement, on almost. every | tished in the Agricultural Report of the Pa- || iat subject, or fruit presented. But like the con- | tent Office: | 

% flicting testimony in a law suit, we must| The Plant Louse (Aphis) is very destruc- | 
cross examine for ourselves, and deduce con-| tive to young shoots and leaves of grape || 

: clusions, each for his own location, and cir- | Vines, as they suck out the sap by means of || 
se cumstances. They endorse most of the | # Pier¢er or trunk, and thus enfeeble the sys- I 
be tandard apples, pears and plums, that are in | &™ of he Diane The Datars encuiieg alco | tay. . a ares peaks E ie) the same, as they are destroyed by the lady | {es b! the highest favor with the best of our own bird, the lace-wing fly and syrphus. I must, || 
s e fruit growers. however, remark that the minute ichneu- || 
ee We have been looking long and anxionsly | mon By -wnich cary een on ope | 

3 Seyi) Wisi 5 it | Vines, differs essentially m that of the 
: a pees one ve ee seni Cotton Louse, although its general form and : Growers Association, for last year, but still habi : : A abits are the same. 
: they linger. It seems to be one great mis-| “When the vines are in small gardens the | 
+ || fortune with most such associations, that | best remedy to destroy this pect would be to 

i || they are late in giving the results of their | syringe the plants thoroughly, both on the | 
e t counsels to the public ‘ arn and pn sides of the es with a 
a 3 sons | Solution of whale oil soap. Dusting the 
a Many of our a correspondents = anxious leaves with lime has also been recommended; ce for alist of desirable fruit trees, and instruc- | and in a green house these lice can be de- 

FS tion as to the best modes of planting. We | stroyed by a thorough fumigation with the 
se had intended to have furnished the fallest | smoke of tobacco.” ; 

ig instructions on all these heads in the March ~2F? 2 s a ete z Every Trine depends on certain rules. or P number; but ae have to defer it until the causes. Take sheep. to Central, Africa, and 
. next; as we wish to avail ourselves of the} their wool becomes hair; carry goats to the 
t conclusions of the said F.G.A., that the} Arctie Sea, and their hair runs into furs. 

? listmay be as perfect and reliable as possible. | Place a man on a farm in the State of Massa- 
= We will not fail to furnish full, and relia- owe and set ne; to ae ae, ha Pe: oe : : . r os com penurion an old maid. ¥ able ‘instructions, in = o = a him to Wisconsin, with his plows and ener- 

; || only as to varieties and kinds of fruit, and 5¥ and he becomes as generous as a drunken 
|| fruit trees of all kins, adapted to our climate: | groceryman. Now why this difference ? It . 

‘ || but also the best modes of planting and cul- | all depends on certain causes. In Massachu- 
ke tivation; together with full illustrations of | setts, farmers grow twenty bushels of corn | 
if the processes. of grafting, budding, &., &c. to the acre, and Bed Miteonin, they grow | iy Wede not ‘pre $ Salataeiek hd aimeseen = sixty or seventy-five. In such instances it 

uy Rate "3" | would seem that the dispositions of men are fe, men, but will do what we can for all new be- | like potatoes—they spring from the soil. 
ee ginners. In other words, man’s nature and disposition 

‘3 We want to see everything done that can|is governed. by. circumstances, and that 
4 be, in the way-of fruit and orchard growing, | therefore there must bea cause for the many and, as far:as possibledone right. peculiarities of persons of different localities ‘ i 7 in the world. There never was an effect if While we-shall be forward in recommends without a cause, [Sparta Watchman, at 

Fe ing action, we shall be careful what: ae ee : 
fe commend. Prepare four implements for spring work. 
iy ‘ a fs ——————————— eS 4 a a gS a EB Re MUNI TG Ti
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THE Ivy IN THE DUNGEON, WINE MAKING IN MISSOURI. | 

BY CHARLES MACKAY, Information bronglit out at the dinner of | / 
Thelvy ina dungeon grew, the Horticultural Society of St. Louis, gives 
Unfed by rain, uncheered by dew; a higher estimate of the progress made in 
Its pallid leaftets only drank wine making in Missouri than we had any 
Cave moistures foul and odors dank. idea of. It appears that at Herman alone, a 

small German village in Gasconade county, 
But throngh the dungeon grating high, on the Missouri river, there are four hundred 
There fell asun-beam from the sky ; acres in vines. All around Hermanare hills, 
It slept upon the grateful floor and nothing but hills—the village being built 
NSE CO epmmana in the only plain to be found. These hills 
‘The ivy felt a tremor shoot are covered and crowned by fresh and Juxu- 
Through all its fibres to the root; riant young vineyards, and from them will 
It felt the light, it saw the ray, be produced this year from thirty to forty 
It strove to blossom into day. thousand gallons of wine, which is sold at 

the press at from $1 to $1 50 per gallon.— 
It grew, it crept, it pushed, it clomb— The business of wine making at Herman is 
Tang =“ ene a hemos; already carried on under the division of la- 
a ste s a ie xe night, bor necessary for the attainment of the 

greatest success, There are three classes, 
Its clinging roots grew deep and strong; altogether distinct, now engaged in it—the 
Its stem expanded firm and long; grape growers, the wine pressers, and the 
And in the currents of the air wine merchant. 
Its tender branches flourished fair. ee 

It reached thebeam ; it thrilled, it eurled, ie meee onl Gee 
It blessed the warmth that cheers the world, An agricultural show has lately been held 

It rose toward the dungeon bars, at Sacramento, at which the productions of 
It looked upon the sun and stars; the country were exhibited for prizes. The 
It felt the life of bursting spring, show of animals was remarkable only as 
It heard the happy sky lark sing; giving evidence of considerable improve- 
It caught the breath of morns and eves, ment in the breed of horses since the Amer- 
And wooed the swallow to its leaves. cans have been in possession of the State — 

The former from their variety and precoeity, 
By ~ laste na ‘Sod aunahine fod, and the latter from their gigantic size— ones yeas See ee Pumpkins weighing 129 pounds, beet-root 
Jecgrow into astendfant tree, 7 1-2 feet Jong, and a stalk of Indian corn 

34 teet high, were among the “monsters” of 
Moa that solitary place _ the exhibition. The vegetables of Califor- 
ee nia grow with a luxuriance unequalled else- 

Si aay guia tmiecinta Sous deleusete: where, but they are deficient in flavor. It 
appears that peach and pear trees frequently 

Would’st know the moral of the rhyme? produce a double crop in the same seasen.— 
Behold the heavenly light and limb; The productiveness of the strawberry plant 
meres =— Sopa ny is also very remarkable. 

<0 _______ +200 - 
Yankee ManaGement.—The sugar crop paws fg 

on the Island of Jamaica this season is 50,-} The fuel required to cook a dinner in Pa- 
000 hhds. greater than ever before. This is | ris costs nearly as much as the dinner itself. 
“attributed to the “Yankees” having taken | Fuel is very scarce, and the American is sur- 
the management of several of the largest su- | prised to find oe all over the city, fitted 
»gariestates. In working, they employ the | up with shelves like those in shoe stores, up- 
vmegroes at so much per day, paying in cash | on which is stored wood, split up into pieces 
vevery week. The cash wakes up the best | about the size of a man’s finger, and done up 
energies of the sable laborers and gives a life, | in bundles, as matches were in the days of 
never before seen or heard of, to the sugar | the tinder box, steel, and flint; they are about 
making business. Cuba and our Southern | the size of a bunch of asparagus. These lit- 
States are likely to have, in a few years, an | tle bundles seli at from two to six sous. 
opportunity to compare, side by side, on eve- | Larger sticks are bundled upin the same a 
ry: ‘way equal terms, the advantages of free-| and sell at a frightful price. Charcoalissold 

- peteiare labor! Our Southern planters will | by the weight, and hard coal being nearly as 
~ dowell to study this ‘Yankee management” | expensive as wood, can be bought in the 
plogely. . They might find its adoption profit- | smallest quantity at any of these fuel shops. 
able to themselves. (Maine Farmer. (Scientific American. 
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; ’ S ALY .| Wnoorrse Coven.—The best kind of | 

| DOMESTIC ECONOMY. coffee prepared as for the table, and given as 

| ies D. ANGER IN USING LEAD PIPE. a common drink to the child, as warm as it 

\ ees € can be drunk; and a piece of alum for the | 

i The following instance of the injurious ef- patient to lick as often as itmay wish. Most | 

|| fects of lead pipes occurred inthe family of a| children are fond of alum, and will get all | 

gentleman residing in the country. On his | they need without being urged, but if they || 

premises, about a quarter of a mile from his | dislike it, they must be made to taste of it I 

cae is a spring, noted for its excellence. eight or ten times in the course of the day. | 

From this spring he brought water to his It will effectually break up the worst case of | 

| house in lead pipes, and all went on well, ex- whooping cough in a very short time. To | 

cept in the health of his household. Before adults or children in the habit of taking | 

| long, however, his wife was taken sick and | coffee, the remedy is good for nothing. | 

| lingered for months, then died. He was ——__—_____+200+-_____—_ | 

also complaining, his whole system seeming To-Remove Creases From VELVET.—Pass 

deranged, as though dyspeptic. lis sister the under side of the velvet gently over a | 

was also strangely affected. Iowever, no | warm smoothing-iron. Let one person hold 

thought was given to the water, until a paint- the velvet tight, and another pass the iron; | 

er, who was employed for afew days, refused then spread out the garment, and brush gen- | 

to drink it, on account of its being brought | tly yet briskly with a velvet brush. | 

in lead pipes, saying that he had been sick- ——_—_——_+-ro > { 

ened by so doing. Camprior A REMEDY FoR Micr.—Any one | 

Before he left, he concluded to try the wa- | desirous of keeping seeds from the depreda- | 

ter, and as a consequence he was quite ill for tions of mice, can do so by mixing Ganet of || 

some time ; this opened the eyes of the pro- camphor gum in with the seeds. | jamphor | 

prietor, and he took a bottle to a chemist, | Placed in drawers or trunks will prevent || 

who pronounced it poisonous. Since that | mice from doing them injury. The little an- || 

timo dt has not been. used for cooking or |imal objects to the odor, and keeps a good | 
drinking by his family, who have, since its distance from it; he will seek food elsewhere. 

abandonment, regained their usual health. a eee Lr } 

One fact connected with it might be of use To Taxe Grease UT OF Cxorn.—The fol- | 

to others in testing their water when con- lowing = cheap, simple, and efficacious re- | 

ducted through lead.. It had been noticed |C*iPt for taking grease ont of cloth :—A fluid | 
that when turnips were boiled, they were af- made of an ounce of liquid ammonia and four || 

terwards very much discolored and quite | OURC% of alchohol mixed with an equal — 

dark; after an analysis had been made, a quantity of water. There is no better pre- i 

pail of water was taken — the spring, = paration. i 

fore entering the pipes, and the turnips boiled ae Se Se 

in this eine in all ates they Masric.—A cement which gradually indn- | 

should be. A statement of these facts may |T#tes to & stony consistence, may be made by 

serve a good end, and by noticing them may mixing 20 parts of clean river sand, two of | 

save much sickness, and even worse calami- neo ore ce ations sn 
a Se Mince’ ; s i e 

ee _O, W. HL, in Miner’s Rural American. replaced with litharge. When this fecha 

Mx. Mecut, the distinguished agriculturist, |is applied to mend broken pieces of stone, a8 

affirms that every farmer Who cultivates | steps of stairs, it acquires after some time 6 

two or three hundred acres, without a steam | stony hardness. A similar composition has 

engine, has a great lesson to learn, since an | been applied to coat over brick walls under 

efficient engine of four horse power will tire the name of mastic. 

any sixteen real horses, the comparative cost ee } 

being £150 against £600, besides eating To Maxe Yetrow Burrer 1 WintEr.— 

~ nothing when not at work, and economising Put in yolk of eggs just before the butter 

‘an immense amount in various ways, in cas- | Comes, near the termination of the churning. 

ualties, disease, attendance and food. This has been repeatedly tried, and makes | 

ee very fine sweet butter. It is xo bymany | 

‘Warrs ox Cows’ Tzars.—A correspond- | as a great secret, but its great value requires 

ent writing to the Rural New-Yorker, some publicity. H 

time since, in answer to an as red upon this + | 

subject, says:—“I have cured my cows of| Crovr.—A piece of fresh lard, as large as | 

warty teats with the following :—Neat’s foot |a butternut, rubbed up with sugar, in the | 

oil, beef’s gall, spirits of turpentine, and old |same way that butter and sugar are prepared | 

brandy, equal parts of each, Shake well be- | for the dressing of puddings, divided in three | 

fore using. It is an excellent liniment, and | parts, and given at intervals of twenty min- || 

will take off callouses of long standing. Ap-|utes, will relieve any one of croup not al- 

! ply it ence a day. ready allowed to progress to the fatal point. | 

}
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SCHOOL HOUSES. | 

We once heard a distinguisned traveling | oO i| 
lecturer on education, assert that he could at R = R | | 
once tell a district school house from any SS 
other building, by its being the worst-looking sees ee 
house in the neighborhood. Broken win- 
dows and broken walls, and a general air of | ag eee Ss j 
desolation, have in many cases been the lead- KS SS SS) 
ing features. If children are to be oes Leet kes = KOS } 

the knowledge of order and comfort, these kee kee = | 
are miserable examples to set before them— ee ios | 
In strong contrast with such pictures is one Rwy SN LK { 

described by Downing, a building erected for pois Spee fa! Bier j 
|| a free scaool, ‘by a private gentleman, in EW GG AMS | 

Dutchess county, as an example for a district riety a il { 
school. “It was a building simple enough af- SSS Gs | 
ter all. A projecting roof, with slightly or- Lammy | 
namented brackets, a pretty porch, neat a a | 
chimney tops; its culor a soft, neutral tint; 
these were its leading features. But a sin- 
gle glance at it, told in a moment that the wee | | 
evil spirit had been cast out, and the good 
spirit had taken its place. The utmost Fig, 1,—Ground Plan. 
neatness and cleanliness in every part— % : 
Beautilul vines and creepers climbed upon | desks, foe the emailer chlirens, sro ce 

ae pwals snag a Eee ce ae nine inches in width, and ten and a half high, 
e 1 Lat ithin i 1 ering | with desks twelve inches wide, and twenty- 

renee Ae pee we ub eh Wallac: lone high. The larger seats are eleven and 
a: ase ai ae surrounded the bullcing, | a half inches wide, and fourteen inches high, 

iar paige apgayccnc gt object of 7 and res- | ith desks fifteen inches wide and twenty- pect with the pupils themselves.”| Such an| van hich. Every desk should be number- 
example before children could hardly fail to | 27 Th, eve is place datS. RRare the 

sala h conallne influence, to continue | recitation rooms, one of which may be used 
It . nated eof keeni 1 for the smaller children and the other for 
Reta ctrntins Fy aietion thectereine more advanced classes. If the teachcr has 

= , one or more assistants, these rooms may be 
great improvement. Thousands of dollars | . * > ae 

So nse say loner gery | PRS Psoned oo hn, prions 
fata 7” te recon of musmstaDl | ealioo! but shut off from the rest of the school, or 

nes we pone ae y aan er the | with sliding doors, so that he may hear one 
purpose but very imperfetcly,and are not un- | oF the classes from his seat. Or if only one 
frequently a great waste of money by bad | teacher is employed, there need be no par- ——. Luanda ~ ae | titions, and the same places occupied by 

ing asmall, well prepared pamphlet on the | cereun oe ockeagi iligse Tom 

erection, arrangement, and furnishing of the | J.onid be furnished with blackboards, and 
cheaper district school houses, and sending a | now that clocks are so cheap, no school 
oy to every district. __ | should be without one, to be placed over the 

e internal structure of a small house lf here deck | Oui tek 
is exhibited in the accompanying plan. The | eae ter S Coes. Ct me maps may oe nuns 

> iS SQCOMpan ye pian: © | on the partitions of the recitation rooms.— enone on a, is on a raised platform ; the | ‘phe entrance-porch, P, may be used for hang- 

poe a lesk are in front of this, and 0c-| ing up caps, &e., and it should, if practica- 
oy the center of the room. The principal | ble, be large enough to contain wood. 
bo a3 aaa eae ae mle oe eae | If a good well of water and pump could girls. sl ‘our fee : - 
wiles the two smaller on either side need | Pe scien, a would be a great ee 
not be more than twenty incheswide. Each | Il be i pisces convenience Pe wees 
pupil is provided with a seat and desk, two | WH - e Important. 
paris occupying, side by side, the same, The windows are placed on the two op- 
louble seat—a greater number should never | posite sides—this arrangement lights a school 

be placed together, for several reasons, one | Toom to the best advantage, and cpreeens 
of which is, the inner ones cannot leave | that confusion of light where windows are 
their seats without disturbing their neigh- | 0” three sides. a 
bors. The smaller or narrower seats and ‘For children who are compelled to sit
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Fis. 3.—ELEVATION OF SCHOOL HOUSE. { 

several hours during a day, (which is suf- | tricts that purpose building school houses | 

ficiently irksome and unnatural,’ to say the | for the education and comfort of their ehil- | 

best) easy and comfortable seats ie be | dren, not to feel too poor nor afraid of a little | 

Siang inne | additional tax to builda decent house. Tax- 

is harder for | 8 Well laid out in school houses, will never | 

childrenthan injure the inhabitants of a school district; | 

for adults; | and how often a little additional expense in 

toe of be the commencement, will save the outlay for 

be yilling pe ater coe as building a new house again for many years, 
sit § > ays 5. ° thi 5 i 

to say nothing of repeating it for months. | ¥ hereas, a poor thing has soon to be rebuilt 
Fig. 2 represents the simplest mode of | at greatly enhanced expense and trouble. 

making seats and desksks, yet has an im-| We say to all, do what you do (even for the 
portant improvement, by giving a slope to | public) well—Eps. Farmer. 
the back of the seats. | ce e 

A eeat eens Found the soon oa Gawain | The School-house says to the poorest child 

next the walls, not commonly, but sometimes | You are rich in this one endowment, 

needed. The other seats connected with the | pee all external possessions grow 
desks are sufficient, in the plan, for 52 pu- dim, No piied up wealth, no social station, 

pils, and may be increased oF. diminished | 2° throne reaches as high as that spiritual 

without altering the general arrangement — | plane upon which every human being stands ) 
A house 24 by 28 feet. will esntan tas bee by virtue of humanity ; and from that plane 

commodations here represented and if built | mingle now in the common sehool with the 

only one high story with arched ceiling, with | low! fe and a ah reece the cpporet 
vertical boarding and battens, need not cost | zaty 2 = a 1th nigh = you may: ue 
more than four or five hundred dollars. It | Oy cae eee know ledge; isay- 
should have something of a tasteful exterior, ing your religious convictions, with which 

orth elk, le ke Re ta is | we care not to interfere, to your chosen 
, sessons Ss, taste, | Guides. So fur as : 9 

\ &c., are quite as important, even in an eco- | guides a __ 50 far as the intellectual path may 

nomical and practical point of view, as chem- | 24s It 3 open to you. So roe trend whet 
istry and algebra TAuncal Resistar (00 consider the great principles which are 

‘Astin 8 1 . a 1 1s ao 1 * | thus practically confessed; when we con- 
imple, cheap, and handsome style is sider the vast consequences which grow out | 

shown in Fig. 3. Its semi-gothic style costs | of this; I think that the little village School- | 

but little, and has quite a neat effect as a con- | house dilates, grows splendid, makes our | 
trast, among the green trees and rural sce- aoe beat ee ee ng preninde, | 

A makes us resolve that at all events, that must 
ay ees ee cal . _ |Stand: for indeed it is one of the noblest 

Oro vise all well established dis-! symbols of the Republic [Cuarm. =
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VanTiLATION oF THE soHOOL-ROOM. HOME INSTRUCTION. 

People are quite ready to acknowledge the | Sound sentiments are expressed in the fol- 
necessity of an abundant and pure supply of | lowing passages from the address of His Ex- 
ait, but they recognize the abstract principle | cellency, Joseph A. Wright, Governor of In- 
far more readily than they act upon it. In | diana, delivered at the recent State Fair, held 
former times, when buildings were much | at Elmira, New York: oe 
more open than at present—when the broad “At the base of the prosperity of any peo- 
throats of huge fire-~places yawned across half | ple lies this great panchie = Make labor Jash- 
the side of a room, and received within their | tonable at home. Educate, instruct, encour- 
jaws, for asingle fire, a pile of wood sufficient | age, and offer all the incentives you can offer, 
te supply a stove for a week—when every | to give interest and dignity to labor at home. 
window and door clattered in its frame, and Enlist the heart and the intellect of the fam- 
admitted tic Gatsidectsosnhere in quantities bps the support of a domestic system that 
ample enough to make up for the draft of make labor attractive at the homestead. 
the chimney and the breathings of the in- | By means of the powerful influences of early 
mates, there was no necessity for entering | home education, endeavor to invest practical 

into Say ietennto arrangements for ventila- | labor with an interest that will cheer the 
tion. very absence of science in con-| heart of each member of the family; and 
struction obviated its necessity, and made up | thereby you will give to your household the 
for all deficiencies. But at the present day, | grace, peace, refinement, and attraction 
when brick and stone are constructed into | which God designed a home should possess. 
air-proof walls—when doors fit their casings,| “The training and improvement of the 
and windows their frames, in perfect joints | physical, intellectual, social, and moral pow- 
—when roof, and ceiling, and partition, al- | ers and sentiments of the youth of our coun- 
low neither of admission nor exit for a breath | try, requires something more than the school- 
of air, it is all important that the attention of | house, aes college, and univgsity. The 
the builder be called to the subject of ven- | young mind should receive judicious train- 
tilstion. Eapecially should this be the caso | ing in the field, in the garden, in the barn, 
in school-houses and churches, where large | in the work-shop, in the parlor, in the kitch- 
numbers of — are congregated. en—in a word, around the hearth-stone, at 

Put one hundred peoue im any school-| home. ~ 
room, and let the ventilators be closed for| “Whatever intellectual attainments ao 
half a day, and a person entering it from the | son may have acquired, he is unfit to go forth 
fresh free sir of the street, will perceive in- | into society if he has not had thrown around 
stantly a very offensive and depressing at-| him the genial and purifying influences of 
eee: It contains all the elements of a | parents, sisters, brothers, and the man-saving 

subtle poison, and one, which carried to a | influence of the family government. The na- 
higher degree of concentration, would pro-| tion must look for virtue, wisdom, and 
duce almost instantaneous death. strength to the education that controls and 

Bad ventilation produces ill consequences | shapes the home noe of the family circle. 
in two ways; first, by depriving the respi- | There can be no love of country wherethere |} 
ratory 01 of the necessary supply of ox-| is no love of home. Patriotism, true and | | 

ygen, caieacusidly. by substituting a poison | genuine, the ay kind worthy of the name, | 
in the shape of carbonic acid in its stead. | derives its mighty strength from fountains 
The former gas, inhaled in the air, supports | that gush out around the hearth-stone; and 
in the animal ae a slow combustion of | those who forget to cherish the household 
the carbon elaborated from the food, and | interests, will soon learn to look with indif- [| 
carried into the circulation. _ The result of | ference upon the interests of their common || 
this combustion in the animal economy, as | country. i 
in a fire-place, is carbonic acid accompanied | ‘We must cultivate the roots—not the | 
by the evolution of heat; and the new gas | tops. We must maketlie family gorernment, || . 
is then exhaled in the place of the exhausted | the school, the farm, the church, the shop,. | | 
oxygen. Provision must be made for its re- | the agricultural fairs, the laboratories-of our | | 
moval, and for a fresh supply of oxygen, or | future greatness. We must educate our sons | | 
disease and death will ensue, There are | to be farmers, artisans, architects, engineers, | 
more scholars, twice told, injured, we ven- | geologists, botanists, chemists—in a word, | 
ture to say, by sitting in ill-ventilated school- | practical men. Their eyes must be turned | | 
rooms, than by over mental or deficient} from: Washington to their states, counties, _| | 
physical exertion. {Rural New-Yorker. | townships, districts, Aomes. This is true pa- | | 
tee ie Gk om triotism; and the only patriotism that will | 

(OHBEOK AL e 5 tion.” 
one Regee Piaatbaceys ooekvaied ace. | oe ee | 
nomical and musical clock maker. “He lived} Ixy vue great work of self-improvement, 
about the year 1705. - the first step is to study ourselves. 

SSS
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GOOD ADVICE FOR GIRLS. live to see he Saioerbie a alt die 

Mr. Weaver's new work, “Aims and Aids aroundher. ‘Thekitchen-maid ts eurty and 

for Girls and Young Women,” will be found Srangi and her lady has‘to be nursed like a 

s ‘ ; sick baby. It is a sad truth that fashion- 

not less valuable than his former produc- oat almost-worthless f 

tions. As the publishers of the work, we pampered women are almost, wor) oss oF 

prefer to show its quality by extracts Roni all the great ends of human life. They have 

its pages rather than by remarks of our own, bas little sore fee 3 ee Bare 

We: select, therefore, a few short passages less; power of moral We,» 3% ule, ee. 

almost at random: physical Sa ry They live tars great Be 

THE UNWISE SEPARATION OF THE SEXES. ee Tne are sly doll-forms oy eet ae. 

“Jt is a well settled conviction of my mind | of milliners and servants, to be dressed and 

that society separates too much its male and }fed to order. They dress nobody ; they feed 

fase youth. In Lou abenls ou boys and {nobody ; they instruet nobody; they_ bless 

girls are separated. ost. e entire | nobod: ds body. They write no 

course of education is pursued in sexual iso- eke shy wt Daal U taore of virtue 

lation. The girls are taught that it is not}and womanly life. Hf they rear children, 

pretty to be with the boys, and the boys that | servants and nurses do it all, save to eonceive 

it is not manly to be with’ the girls; and yet |and give them Dirth. And when reared 

eg are ae for enh —. ennlery: In| what are they? What fo they ever amount 

this unnatural and unhappy state their im-|to, but weak scions of the old stock? Who 

aginations are left to fill up the void made ever heard of a fashionable ‘woman’s child 

by the separation. Imagination seldom does | exhibiting any virtue or power of mind for 

such work well. I believe it is the grand | which it became eminent? Read the biog 

corrupter of youth. The brother and sister |raphies of our great and good men and Wo- 

should grow up together in the same family,|men. Not one of them had a fashionable 

be educat@ at the same school, engage in|/mother. They nearly all sprang from plain, 

the same sports, and so far as practical, in | strong-minded women, who had about as lit- 

the same labors. Their joys and sorrows, tle to do with Fashion as with the changing 

tastes ses aims, should be mutual so far as | clouds.” 

possible. The same mora’ lessons, the same 

Foral obligations and duties should bear up-| «7 ee SBD CERORTE ATE 

on them. The moral standard for the girl a ies ld have cs homers sabe the 

should be the moral standard for the boy. in _— ome rest a ne oye 

ag he shouhi be made to feel that, the mo- |": themsclve ee meee 
ment he falls below it he is unworthy, and oe ‘al rh he, ae a a fal aon | sm 

must not expect her confidence and society. |}, oa ibd PL = atimot cre tbes 

It is a sad error that the youths of our towns | +, trad aoa fai aude Sheth a 

and country are separated in so many of the | sna os uae ab . i? h et 

most important duties of life. They are per- , and fold up the girls’ hands am 

mitted to come together only for sport sea lay them away in the drawer or shut them 

nonsence. Their study and work are sepa- ae = rs parlor, aro a make the 

rate. Hence the good influence which they oe - Seu athe ake es 

ought to have upon each other is in a great a ee = ete y pany, 

measure lost. They are unacquainted with lependant by idleness or folly. 1 would not 

each other. They know not each other's 28 she me ce pt their 

natures. They have but little interest in ON _ ear ‘all es poeeegd avi crs 

each other’s business and duties. They meet aol oy th Sonne Pri ea 

only to cajole and deceive each other. - They | 4 aaa - ee 8 S eorth avenues to 

wear masks in each other's presence. For - ee th, am oh ta theboye.ane 

this state of things no one in particular is to Se eel as pes a vm ne fiel rs oF iif 

blame, but every one in general, It is the |}, vely to see ~ liv a a 
faikt of society ravely to earn their own living, and grow 

"FASHIONABLE WOMEN. aoa cone SS and hegre ont ei 
ns . eir living e and grow weak an‘ 

“Fashion kills more women than toil and | worthless in their Senden’ beggary. Ilike 

crow: Ondine io un Hs el Oe aera go sce | 
io) , I would give them as a ce | 

a greater injury to her physical and mental | as the boys have. ‘They should not be de- 

eaeation, Sa te oan ob har abs [wags ee ee ieee | wel 

will live and grow old and see two or three made to oe aechenrt [Life Tilustrated. j 

generations of her mistresses fade and pass $$ —e1rcer—__— 

away. The washerwoman, with scarce a In CONVERSATION an old man should not | 

ray of hope to cheer her in her toils, will | use his wit till his wisdom fails him.
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should be filed from the back of a tooth 
MECHANICAL. than is necessary, to prevent it from rub- 

——______________——— | bing the log, and all the metal which is not 
THE TEETH AND MANAGEMENT OF CIR- / required to strengthen the tooth should be 

CULAR SAWS. filed from the front of ie tooth, a order to 

Maéses, Eprrors—The number of teeth a|S¥° it a8 much pitch as possible—J. W. 
saw should ate varies under different cir- Gangr; in Scientific American. 
cumstances. In most mills they have thirty,| nyyEnTIONS IN THE LONDON ORY: 
wel penerally, is too many, as the feed ome TN aLaGs, ON Seda 

lom ex Is 1 1-4inches to each revolu- : eres 
tion of the saw, which gives each tooth but| Jt is well known that the Orystal Palace 1-24 of an inch to cut. A saw tooth, when which stood in Hyde Park in 1851, still exists, 
properly dressed, will cut 1-8 of an inch at| #4 in far greater splendor than when it at- once, in most. timber, requiring but a little | tracted tens of thousands within its walls in 
more power than to cut 1-24, because the ad- | tat year. It was removed from London 
ditional power is only required to split the a re-erected at Sy: denham—a few miles 
saw-dust from the log, in lengths of 1-8 in- | {0m the metropolis—on a bold hight, where 
stead of 1-24 of an inch, an operation which | #* 0Verlooks the adjacent country. It is di- + is easily formed, as the fibers of timber vided into different apartments or’courts, for 
offer but Fitle resistance to their separation, | the apes ee pes and modern art, and 
There is a limit, however, to the amount ean ey spo arenes by 
each tooth will cut out advantageously, and ao A Seen bemaanie, tapns al pants of 
it varies in different kinds of timber. The ‘We he ee ceeias th 
fibres of such timber as is difficult to split re- Se 7 sy epee = ee th from the | 
quire to be cut in shorter lengths than that | \ es * th ra Keo : e-moriey 4 
which splits easily. My opinion is, that a Ls ies a . has —_—e ¥ ae 
saw-tooth should cut at least 1-16 of an inch | YS that the directors ay sro - in tf worst, and about 1-4 in the best tim- | Portion of the Palace for a “Court of Inven- 
ber; and where there is not sufficient power | ns,” in which it is proposed to receive and 

to secure this result every alternate tooth | “*bibit free of rent, specimens, models, and 
should be broken out; for 12-horse power, drawings of newly invented and patented ar- 
fifteen teeth in a saw are sufficient. Where Holes: sie ‘he + oy. eee ene pe 
less than 12+horse power is employed, the aise with the Institution, and may be. of 
diameter of the saw should not exceed 48 | #dvantage to American inventors who visit 
inehes. Indeed, the employment of two|=2gland with inventions for public exhibi- 
saws of small diameter, one mlnoad above the | tion and sale. [Scientific American. 
other, results in a considerable saving of| ow sHOBING HORSES THAT OVER-REACE. power, in someinstances. In cases where — 
the majority of lines do notexceed 12 inches| Mr. Eprror:—I was bred from my youth 

in aaa, toe saws, each thirty-two inches | a blacksmith and farmer, and whether a na- 
in diameter should be employed. They cost | tural mechanic or not, I was always anxious 
$33, and cut a line of the same depth that a|te know the whys and the wherefores of 
58 inch saw cuts, which costs $170. The | things, or more properly speaking, the casu- 
small saws, being thinner, cut a smaller kerf, | alities and preventives. 1 was also fond of 

and consequently consume less power. The | trying experiments upon such things as ap- 
saving of power is manifest, because the| peared capable of improvements. I was 
tooth is much nearer the center of the saw, | generally in the shop with my father eve- 
and therefore exerts less leverage against the nings; rainy days and such other times as I 
engine. The greatest objection to the em-| could be spared from farm or school. By 

Digyment of two saws lies in the difficulty | being in the shop so much I obtained the 
of keeping them in line; but as the upper| views of the farmers generally, and by that 
saw is chiefly used in reducing the log to the | was enabled to make many improvements 
proper size for making plank; the seam|on thefarm. I learned also that many farm- 
comes off on the edge of one plank, and does| ers entertain vy. eroneous views about * 
not materially injure the lumber; A small | blacksmithing ar Imight add blacksmiths 
saw is also easier kept in line than a large too ;) still they were bound to dictate ac- 
one, and the saving in cost, power, and tim-| cording to their predjudices ; as, for instance, 
ber, amply repays for what little additional | one says: “This-horse over-reaches, I want 
attention is Sree you to put the forward shoes as far forward 
The shape of the tooth is a matter of great| as ible, and set the hind shoes as far importance. It should have as much pitch rae he will tear them off.” I would 

as possible, so as to cut, instead of scrape out | sometimes try to reason the case by saying 
the oe yet care should be taken that the way to prevent a horse from over-reach- it is not so as to break. No more ing, is to augment the speed of the forward
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feet, and retard:the motion of the hind ones; RAILROADS OF THE UNITED STATES. 
but in order to accomplish that, I shall have | Vitncssore’s oxealicek: Reitenad Geile doe 

to reverse your directions. Some who had | February contains a-summary of the num- 
little or no mechanical genius, would cut) ter of miles of railroad now in operation in 

short all arguments, and say, “follow my di-| +14 United States, from which we learn that 
rections or else not shoe the horse.” Of). have more railroads than all ‘other 
course, a mechanic must obey orders, if he countries put together. 
breaks owners; so the horse would go out | The total amount of railroads is 19,664, 
of the shop, nicely fettered, with his shoes jmiles. Great Britain and Ireland have only 
clicking at every step; while perhaps the} shout 8,500 miles in operation, while those 

man of enquiry would desire a full explana-| on the continent of Europe donot amount | 
tion. _ My way is, to make the toe-caulks | +, 6,000 miles. In 1828 there were only 3 
very low, and standing a little under, and | mites of railroad in our country; in 1888, 
the shoes set as far back as convenient on | jg43 miles; in 1848, 5682 miles; conse- 

ths forward feet, with high heeled caulks, | quently 13,162 miles have been built during 
so as to let them roll over as soon as possi- | the past seven years. This is a most aston- 
ble. On the hind feet, t have the heel- ishing and rapid increase, being nearly dou- 

caulk low, and the toc-caulk high, and pro-| ble those that were built. during the pre- 
jecting forward, thus keeping back the hina | yions twenty years. 

foot, while coming up over a high toe-eaulk, | “New York hss the greatest number of 
giving time for the forward foot to come out | mijes in operation, nzmely, 2692; Ohio is 

of the way. If thus shod the horse will | next, having 2497; Illinois comes next, hav- 
travel clean, without a click, and his speed jng ig92; Pennsylvania next, having 1627; 
will be increased on 4 trot, fifteen or twenty | Tndiana next, having. 1482; and Massaciiv- 
seconds ina mile. If acceptable, I may say’ setts has 1817. No oneof the other States 
something about shoeing foundered horses | (ome up to a thousand aniles, and Ark 

hereafter. Dux. as = E. Farmer. California, and Iowa, have none. S 
COMPOSITION OF GUNPOWDER. There are now 6000 miles more under con- 

aise : . 1° *,} struction—as much as there is in continental 
Gunpowder is composed principally of| Kurope—and these it is caleulated, will be 

saltpeter about 75 per cent., combined with completed and in operation in two y 
charcoal about 15 per cent., and sulphur! ‘The total value of completed railwa neat 
about 12 percent. Each of these ingredients, $30,000 per mile is $589,920,000. We an 
as articles of merchandise and commerce, | not know the exact cost of constructing rail- 
have advanced in their respective markets, ways per mile in Illinois and Indiana, but 

in some instances upwards of 100 and even | we have been informed that it does not 
150 per cent. _Saltpeter principally comes | amount to one-third that of Massachusetts, 
from Bengal and the peninsula of British) which cost over $40,000 per mile, owing to 

India. These circumstances have directed | numerous deep cuttings, and heavy embank- 
the attention of the scientific world towards | ments being required. The w ro 

the application of some other explosive pow- being scenes ails betear! eeeeeae the 
der or medium, which would be equally effi-| Eastern States for building eee Spoeda; 

cacious as gunpowder, and less costly. Gun|‘The railroad interests are now 8 mighty 
cotton and fulminating silver have been the | power in the Federal Commonwealth. 
subject of experiment. a —iayepeeanesTpre 

fy ee ea ee eres t HEEP SHEARING Maonrves are now coming 
Tae Larczsr Mit ry tHe Worpp.—The into general use. Tho apparatus is a 

largest and most comprehensive mill in the about the size and something of the shape 

world is the Pacific, at Lawrence, Mass.| 5 common brick. It is fastened to the arm 
The floor surface of this immense ee of the shearer, who works the outing part by 

rd a OR lb a Sige Eo goed moving a lever with his hand so as to pro- 
111-2 acres. There are ‘now in_ operation | ance a rapid oscillating mation of the knives. 40,000 cotton spindles and 10,000 worsted The knives are shielded by cf imilar in 

spindles ; and these are to be increased to pri iale:tat disiee sich tive: one 

80,000 and 20,000 respectively. There are es * aa ee ‘can be 
1200 looms in operation to be increased to eee —— 
2,400. These, with 2,000 persons, produce icin te-cot dhe a ee The oe fpr 
300,000 pieces of cloth per annum—one half rapidly ond<cite 

ae woot eee ion = cot- = 2H than shears, wey 
ton is 20, yunds or pounds per —___—_—_+22+-—_______ 
annum, and 200,000 pounds of wool. Once Toe THayEr Ruriz.—Mr. Thayer, the 

a month, the two thousand a assemble | originator of the Emigrant Aid Society, has 
at the cashiers office, where he pays out $50,- | commenced at Worcester, on his own ac- 
000 to them for wages, appropriating teach count the manufacture of a rifle said to be 
one the exact amount she has earns far superior even to Sharp’s rifles. 

ees
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AGRICULTURAL ODE. The young man thanked the sire for his 
BY WM. C. BRYANT. gentle reproof, and heeded the lesson. What 

— he spent before in luxury he now held as a 
singin ~ ee eae sacred trust, either to benefit the present 

ues scare oe mad weer generation, or to bea ae to those who 
Entwined the seaclot creek. came after him. He died, and a large proper- - 

Till men of spoil ty was given to benevolent purposes ; so that 
Disdsined the toil to this day many'bless his memory... - 

By which the world was nourished, Is not this a rebuke to those who selfishly 
And blood and pillage were the soil expend in personal gratification the wealth of 

in which their laurels flourished ; which they are stewards? Let each one 
Now the world her fault despairs— ask himself, “What have I done to benefit 

‘The guilt that stains her story. my fellow men?” 
And weeps her crimes amid the cares (0 0 

That formed her earliest glory. FROZEN TO DEATH BY LAZINESS. 

fegechenpa socked paw) Under this head the Courrier des Etats 
‘The tribes of earth shall humble Unis republishes from a French journal an 

‘The pride of those who reign, - account of the death of a woman named La- 
And war shall lay pine, of Plessier Hulen, in the Canton d’ Oul- 
‘His pomp aways - chy. The family of the deceased, composed 

‘The fame that heroes cherish, of three persons, never worked. anonge 
‘The glory earned in deadly fray they owned a little garden, they carefully al 
saree Ter stained from cultivating it. During the ex- 
a < = esi nonindid tremely cold weather of the past month, 
eet ees eee a they were in want of fuel. There were 
And feeds the expectant nations. woods hard by, where dry sticks could be 

ee epee eee picked up. But not one of the family had 
ee the energy to go there. = avoid penis, 

: eo van 5 they began to burn their house. 1 TOO! 
Mork by ye peat Scetape dias a wea an detail, then the rafters, then the 

ee ee °tY- | doors, and finaly the window sashes. The 
satiated, Oe ere ee woman froze to death in the corner of the 

“What are you planting those trees for?” ee She pe ue be 

oxen oe ae ling af = ean a side at night, and crawled into the ashes for 
saan ot to cue thom bine ont the fruit, | Varmth. He called when he missed her, bat 
wie di ee sich Bae ld ct would not get up to see what had become of 

: Cpa an nobods wie > her. In the morning he descried her, but 
ey aa : ae hens gt to oe 3 “"“| laid still and shouted to a neighbor. “This 
Or noel BARS SP DONETEY one came, and ‘lifted for the eared hus- love my ease too well,” remarked the bond th J of his slaggard ‘wife from 
young man, “to work for unknown beings.” | band, the on. 

“Poor fellow,” petorted the aged man, “I| ut of the cinders. 
pity you, and if the fruit of my labor should Naporron.—Napier, in his History of the 
come to maturity in, my lifetime, ‘you shall | peningular War, makes the following, excel- 
have a portion of it. ath lent and just remarks on Napoleon ;-~“ Self 

The youth was so struek at this picture of | has ‘no place in his policy save as his per- 
disinterestsdness, that he became ever after-| . ona] glory was identified with France and 

ward, a cheerful worker for posterity. her prosperity. . Neyer before did the world 
The old man lived. Age neither bowed see @ man soaring so high and devoid of all 

his frame nor “abated his natural force,” and selfish ambition. Let those who, honestly 

the trees he planted flourished and brought | <coking truth, doubt this, study Napoleon 
forth fruit. True. to his promise, when he carefully ; let them read the record of his 
first gathered the fruit, he took a’ portion of | second abdication, published by his brother 
the ripest and the best to his friend, whe | Tocien, that stern republican who refused 
lived at some distance from his dwelling, and | ji, ¢doms.at the price of his principles, and 
thus addressed him : Soe they will doubt no longer.” This is.a Brit- 

“Young man, the first, gatherings of ‘he lish writer who studied the affairs of the 
trees T planted for posterity I have brought | times in which Napoleon fiurished with 

~ to your table; and with jt I have brought | more than ordinary fidelity and intelligence, 
an old man’s counsej. To not hesitate to | and who, withal, is as regular a specimen of 
work at any period of life. It may be that John Bull as ever put pen on paper. 
the benefit will come to thyself; buat ve 2 ne 
remember that the fruits of thy labor will Tuner 1s but one step from the heights of 
a blessing to posterity.” philosophy to the shallows of quibble.
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GROWING TIMBER ON RAILROADS. EDITOR’S TABLE. no 
"| Why do not our Rail Road companies, through this 

ae open western prairie country, plant and grow their own 
. PER TEEe Tae ee AeD ee, saber and fuel¥ What objection could there be to 

lanting a belt on each side of their track, as wide as 
Sint Se rea hope ces Peace, without being in the way; and for this pur- 

Printer’s types and ink, are observable on all hands; by | 1.0 it would be well for them to secure a tract of at 
ae ; ged fatto aaa a oe least eight rods wide—especially through regions of 
{a now spread broadcast, like sow flakes over the nation, | UDtY where the land is not particularly valuable, In and world: almost as fully and promptly in the cot of | *ddition to this, they often acquire small corners, and 
the bores as fi the patios: See pees ph, and Rail- | ets, in obtaining the right of way, all of which might 

secede tnoll disdebions: with the rapidity of | Pe Used for the same purpose. It would be a much bet- 
toch; fia iettine typia, tty, village, and hamlet, | teF use than growing weeds and foul stuff, to at length 
lay it at once before the eye of every reader. What one pecan ‘overran the: aijolning lands, 96.18. too often 

Naan each anation we asus, The proce Ike, ag | _ The cost of tting the ground, and planting the timber 
perry tye, watches every movement, advises and | WWd be but a few dollars per acre. ‘The best way, 
Gireots leads, and misleads, makes, and unmakes, fulmi. | TOU be, to sow the seed In nurseries frst, and then 
nates war, and counsels peace, in a word, shapes, and fol- transplant the trees, at one year old. The care of attend- 
jows public opinion. It bas in fact, become the real | 10 t them, after planting, would be but trifling; and it 
Herculean Lever, that moves tho world. The orator, | locust and the quick growing kinds of timber were used, 
Instead of being heard by a few hundred perzons, merely, | the sP¢ed with which they would come forward to a use- 
fs echoed through the public press, and speaks, to mil, | size would besurprising. In from seven to ten years, 
ons; the next throe of the press, re-echoes back the | theY Would supply the locomotives with fuel, and in from 
verdict of the public, on the sentiments or principles ad- | tWel¥e to fifteen years, with cross ties, in the utmost 
vanced; thus the world is enlightened and quickened in | Profusion and of the finest quality—suflicteit for re-lay- 
{ts onward. progress, more perhaps, by types and ink, | 8 the old, or building new roads. What could be more 
Glen many alhasc of Gas grect Weccua'er tis Gy? fudiclous or economical, than to cut their own wood, | 

ve fence posts, and cross ties, right on their very track— 
Musrxe Noxnuzs ror 1555.—We are frequently re- | Where they can be loaded, and used, without the inter- 

cetving letters from last year’s subscribers to the Farmer, | ¥eBtion of a team, or any extra expense whatever ? 
inquiring for missing numbers, which they never re. | _ Furthermore, it would be a complete protection from 
celved. ‘Toall such we would cay, that in buying the | tHe €un in summer, and the winds of winter; and what 
Farmer from its former proprietor, and publisher, Mark | Y°U!d be more important still, a perfect shield against 
Miller, we did not receive any surplus copies of him, for | S2°W-drifts—saving serious delays of trains, and vast ex- 
last year, except perhaps a few scattering, Irregular num- | Pense in removing the snow. To offset against all of 
bers; hence we have no means whatever of supplying | these benefits, we see no objections whatever, (although 
them. Weare aware that many of said subscribers did | ™0Fe experienced rail-road men may). Why then should 
not receive the January and some other numbers at all, | 2° Rail Road companies turn their attention at once to 
and have understood, that there were not enongh pub- | te subject? If it would be as economical as it seems, 
lished into a thousand or more, for all the subscribers. | ‘hey certainly ought, as a duty to themselves, to embark 
‘Weregret that we cannot supply them. ‘We intend to | 12 it; nor are they under any less obligation to the pub- 
haves thousand extra copies, at the end of the year, | eto doit; for, with cheaper fuel they could do business 
for that portion of our next years subscribers, who will | #t @ cheaper rate for the public; and, what would be bet- 
wish to commence with the first volume of our series. | ‘et ee they — —_ ee forests 

‘We shall always be glad to supply missing numbers to | °f the country—like hydra-| pos, threaten- 
our subseribers, gratis, as we wish all to. preserve and | iM #0 — ae apes ee Se oe ae 
bind them for thelr libraries. We will wiley ex- oe Se ee caren 
change the curreat volume " i " 

pe ee oF ures ee ricucsee panies some reascn, if any can be urged, why the forego- 
may wish s0 to do, as we would like a few more full sets i ee Se ne 3 a is, we ae ae a 

eer an aka Mave * MIMI Sos snaptetinen. It secre 65" Gs m0 lees demanded by 
BS z the interests of the Rail Road companies, than by cum- 

Joux H. Mawwr, of Rockford, Illinois, extensively | unity at large. rk ‘ 
_ known’ as the inyentor and manufacturer of Manny's a Matoura—A great. many serious accidents 

ieee soe ee, bs in Rockford on Thursday; 7th | nave been occasioned by these inflaminable little articles, 
se Sinsy aseae oe eee Teas only itrty years of age. | But by an improvement which was exhibited at the 
Last fully one fifth arom ion etan French Industrial Exhibition, accidents may hereafter, 

tng M eranas ta ee’ camiatanert eke in a great degree, be prevented. The two inflamable 
‘& Co's cal Caeee eae ‘at | ingredients reguired to insure the ighition of matches 

ar pir em ; —— Sato re ee sparetaligied Wille Gian’ GA PORE catatsia ta the 
ete dolla Peres foreach upward of ball | match, the other was lodged in the sand-paper upon 
_ Gollaze. 9 which it was to be rubbed. 
Curer Justice Taxzy.—The whole country willbe | Lax Surenton WeatTmer,—An exchange says that at mn 

rejoiced to learn that the venerable Chief Justice of the | Ontonagon the lowest temperature indicated by the 
Supreme Court of the United States has so far recovered | thermometer, up to January 11th was 16 deg. below zero 
from his late severe and protracted {llnesa as to be able not so cold by-several degrees as it had been here to 

‘0 resume his high oicial duties. thesame date.
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0. — St 
| AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS OF THE Immense as is the Corn crop, there is no doubt, but | | 1| UNITED STATES-FOR 1855. iS if more intelligent and thorough system of cultiva- | | 

1] io baz ae tion, were practiced throughout the nation, the quantity | 
| one have been oblizinsly furnished, from the Patent might be nearly or quite doubled, without any material j ice, with the subjoined interesting approximate esti- Anepannn Sn tuaseiicenn ence. Notwithstanding the | mate of the Agricultural Products of the United States | crease in the outlay or exp . for the year 1855, maile up from the most authentic ac- | Yt !mpertance of this crop, in a national potnt of view, | | z: - it can hardly be denied, but that individuals, except cessible data, by D. J. Brown Esq. the efficient superin- haps in a few of the best corn wing States, con- it |  tendent of the Agricultural Division of the Bureau. It | BUT a oson er asunder hones mee | | tay bo hore stated that if there ts any error in the esti- | Oo or oye Ge tt aden te gan eden ah pee votes | | mate, it is In falling below rather than above the truth, nai 3 cither in the quantity or value of the products. chore ae = 

| | VEGETABLE rRopucTS, A Discracervt Arram—We take the following ac- 
|| Yndtan Oora..:... -699,090,000 bu @ 69e —_-$369,000,000 | count of an affray between two young men at Johnson's || Wheat.............165.000,000 bu @ 1 50 - "247,500,000 | Centre, in Rock Co. from the Janesville Daily Free ||  Bye....--.-++..++--14,000,000 bu @ 1 00 14,000,000 | Press, of Friday, Feb, 15:—A difficulty occurred at a 
| Barley... .....-..-+-6,600,000 bu @ 90¢ 5,940,000 | spelling school at Johnstown, on the evening of the 12th, 
|| Oats.....--+..+-.+-170,000,000 bu @ 40e 68,000,000 | between Milo Keech and James Riddle, in reference to. ||  Buckwheat.........10,000,000 bu @ 50¢ 5,000,000 | some pereusston caps which had been put into the stove. 
|| Potatoes...........110,000,000°bn @ 87¢ 41,250,000 | Riddte collared Keech, and threatened to “knock him || Flaxseed...............58,000 bu @ 1 25 72,500 | if he df not shut his head,” &c. The brofl was hushed 
|| Beans and Peas... ..9,500,000 bu @ 200 19,000,000 | gor the present, when Milo and hfs cousin, William H- | | Seeds ....40+++-++---1,000,000 bu @ 8 00 3,000,000 | Keech, Ieft the house, followed by a number of persons, _| | Bice. .+-++++.+++++-250,000,000 Ibs @ de 10,000,000 | who it appears, expected a row. After they left the 

| | Sugar (cane)... .. 505,000,000 Ibs @ Te 85,850,000 | outer door Milo asked his cousin for “the pistol,” which | Sugar (maple)-.......84,000,000 hs @ Se 2,720,000 | was handed to him. They had proceeded but a few [| Selaseee --nnexcer- Pear ae 4,200,000 | steps from the school-house when some farther alterca- || Wine...-+.-+++-+-+--2/500,000 gis @1 00 2,500,000 | tom took place between Milo Keech and Riddle. ‘Rid- | | Hops....-+++++++-++» 8)500,000 Is @ 150 525.000 | ate took Keech by the collar and threatened farther vio- || Orchard Products ............ 35,000,000 | jence, when the latter drew the pistol and shot the || Garden Products............. 50,000,000 | former in the lower part of the breast, inflicting a dan- ||  Tobaceo........+-.-190,000,000Ibs@ 100 19,000,000 | corous and probebly mortal wound. Keech fmmedi- 
|| Gottom.......+.+» 1,700,000,000 Ibs @ Se 186,000,000 | Seeiy fied, but was promptly pursued and apprehended. 
l| Homp....---+-+++-++3 84500 tns@ $100 8,450,000! Toon béing canght he drew a knifi, and was proceeding 
} | Flax ....:-.++++++-+-800,000 Bs @ 100 50,000 | to opemit, whem the arrival of more assistance prevented || Hay and Fodder. ....16,000,000tns@ $10 160,000,000 | nts attempting to use ft. Both be and bis cousin were || PAStBERBO----20er-eeernne vere 143,000,000 | retained in the hands of proper officers until noon of the 

Total....................1,855,587,500 | thirteenth, when their examination was commenced be- 
: fore Mr. Justice Kinmey, upon a charge of assaulting 

a ee ee ee eevee: with intent to murder. They were both held to Bail fm Sornel evttie...-:---SPUMVe@ O00.” OOOO,000 | ca Viallinad ditiais Se hall Soubaanaacat Horees, Asese, Muleo,-€,100,000 @® 990 506,500,000 | the next tormr of the Cirenit Court. ‘The required bail 
SReeD eon nnrrc7-7 Ne a a 47,000,000 | ras procared and the prisoners rélessed from custody. 
i a ala caxohanee “Biddle was stil alive on the 18th, at 5 o'clock P. M., 

Slaughtered animals........... Sennen | Ses ee ee ae tane ee eerety: 
Batter and Cheese. 500,000,000 bs @ 150 70,000,000! 1.» Waxeamzs.—Thompson's Reporter quotes prices 
MIIK- ««-+~++-++~+-1,000,000,000 gis @ 10¢ 100,000,000 | 55 ¢otiows in New York, on the 9th ult.: Wool .....+..------ 60,000,000 Ths @-85c 21,000,000 : Buying. Belling. 
Beeswax and Honey.16,000,000 Bs @ 5c 2,400,000 | 1694 $1,05 # sere, $1,05 @ aera. Silk Cocoons.............5,000 bs @ 1 00 5,000 | "S05 1056 Los 

Total..........2e0+++++1/852,005,000 | 1208 1,004 1084 
Grand Total.............9,707,502,500 | 60s aot aeeelee 

By an examination and comparison, in the foregoing es-| ae 115 
timate, it will be seen that the corn crop of the United)  Fesrryat or rae WiS00NSIN FARMER'S CLUB.—The fes- 
States, exceeds in value all the other grain creps put to- | tival given by the ladies of Whitewater in ald of the Wis 
gether, by about $20,000,500; and equals into s trifle, the | consin Farmer's and Mechanic's Club, a short time since, 

| aggregate of all the other grain crops, and the entire | was well attended. The affair was a lively one and gave 
wool crop put together. general satisfaction, and we regret very much that we 

The corn crop of the North and Middle States, is worth were ngt able to accept the invitation from the managers 
almost three times as much as the cotton Crop of the| to attend. The net proceeds amounted to abont $300, South, and between two and three timés as much a8] which goos towards buying a tent for the soclety. - 

the three great staples of the South put together, of Cot-| > a6: Sssiesaapacteh cua 
ee weet td ideration of all| the western district of Wisconsin, died at his residence 
thinking men, and suggestive of various ideas; among] in Platteville, Saturday morning, Feb. 9. Mr. E. was a 

| which, is why Cotton shonld be called King? Like many | man of ability, and a faithful representative. ‘When the 
: other earthly Kings, it sits upon a comparatively dimin- | repeal of the Missouri Compromise was proposed; he : 

i utive throne, and wields its dominion more on account | abandoned the Administration, and was against the bill 
of established prejudices, than any extraordinary actual | first, last, and all the time.—His remains were ‘brought 
superiority, as the leading commercial production. to this City, and interred in the Madison burying ground- 

q 
i
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Sac aE Re 
WIND MILLS, ON THE PRAIRIES. ny to endorse and accept for them to the amount of ona 

= = hundred and ten thousand dollars. The notes and ac- 

= panier tet acct tga pont oc menany | ceptances endorsed by him were generally left blank as 

Weiva Flour Mills, on the prairies ; and that they intend | T°e*raed he tine they Hsditorus, with’ the anderstend- 
Sy SaeseeiaTac Gitnrcutwocalttea, aurig <iavoming | See they Were tobe used mainly in renewals. He 

séason. They represent that they can build, and ‘put finds at last that the paper out, with bis name on it, is 

ee avait oth tre wot Mice ent bom Nee Neate ace ity ‘oumanl Gelees TE oom 
eee Se raat cho requis soparaton oe alte ats Qos | Cece eae eh weeed Toten meee of nearly 
Sere ess eo ae bans eee eccaading | ae ioe, Sate oes Se he owns 
gio00. And thet they will do ‘nearly or quite as good to accomplish it. Leaving the sum in the notes to be 

eee gsitd ck ach tan ca | Rimes ae toe Soares ad eco Ganee 
asc tee latter! thing. Itis very easy to write ten thousand instead of 
a than the Ist sesmua, whan tis hovieat | Sg EaRtiraleey. % the. wetter bank $0;pay the nite 

part rot milling is névessarily dotie, ate usually abundant | bself 2 a 
in wind power, in all elevated prairie locations. Con- 
sidering that Wind Mills have probably been so much oe enna se cat or. 

improved in this latter day, we see no reason why they Jaeibhs Ons Ghorapeska of last salutation by the min- 
may not be made to do good work, and prove a great | strels of the night in his new Jocatlon -— 
blessing oe on nee remote from water] How enchanting in the “stilly night,” roaming far, 

power, or ite of wood for steam. 

Tink pus Becmecs out to guind core of Giatsloueree | caster anes oa wees tees eae 
grain, and will, when they have more conveniences for | jeyuty to beauty, and the soothing strains of music 

it, we have no doubt. We never shall be good and eco- | sory a haatenty; tie th our souls, and 

nomical pork and beef makers without ground feed. oa ee sea 
‘Then again, what would be a more commanding and ee apron os 

finer ornament for the magnificent swelling prairie sum- selesnte Tene th eae sles WE Det ot 

Re ag. ie aotaceas' calling | 24 me ee eer ee 
profiled in the sky, it would not only grind the farmer's ee Ps cakuaee teniendaanies 
grain, bat swaken and callforth to utterance the poetry | raed our head" Who, who art then, thou ghost of 

Fa ina Fc SR igen ea ee agen eee 
winds Mela grudge, Sor thelr’ unmanverly froaks, and | <u,'a2 cal ce eae Se Scat 
. ee euler = aks and | upon an oak that overhangs our dwelling, and evidently 

Soares aa tase wine cides of the seats’ Wo| @ttecsaains copy We Oh Dee an saves * Ant 
would Iike to see them sobered down to steady and use-| ie t So ae rio 

bh Le ete as te all he turned away, bawling louder than before— 
gs) pale Whoo—Whoo-00-o0!” We told him if such eyes as his 

= couldn't read our name, he might ery “whoo” forever 
We notice with pleasure the meet and proceed- serenad 

ings of the different County Apis societies about Lopsitaraer Semeosaits raicwes ere Bet . 

the state, The¥ speak well for the counties wherin they we 
are located, and speak emphatically, also to those counties | Ox op the best corn growers in the state, In # recent 

Sates Sayin, nnd dng wien weet Seen Oe | omreceatiod uteri us ste oll Se aie 

acs Lali Gy seats ws ace wise sbeve whet. wrlltes, | er ans rob, from four fo yous, at ex Capes 
CE eee re ee ter ce ae over fifteen cents per bushel, besides the rent of the land. 
orice ak Eo Fan paren > | Bot whee ets ed cae oot Toe will find a dozen 
ee te aes | ee ee thirty, forty, and even fifty cents 
eet eat Se eae thont them | per bushel—and all entirely en account of the difference 

zn ae —s sia eti a cpr rrp inmanagement. We have the promise of an article from 

es [Bato Se eagtiegee | 2 aforesaid good corn grower—detailing just the way 

pa a illiarl ho does it, and in time for next season's planting. We 
OTT caay s Get taiaget mals =| ee farmers will read and heed it carefully, and 

mSAeA EG. col Gtk and cate te belt eoeaeeaa oa: | Teen ees 
com tice. ts ax’ sahict of. cousparntive: testa, ingaadly, | <i ttee imetn Tannen ene hc oP fo. bee 
‘and skill? What would do more to advance them in common notion with mary, that the kind of seed—so 

their respective and high vocations? ‘The same question that it be some kind of dent, or flint corn—is not at all 

Ser ced cia seker pe elety or alt iar counter | Moment Ths s, uadoabaily, seach mistake; as 
ee reeakaeoe mags casepe teats neabece wi | S25 eaboremen in coral of Canon guneral varieties 5 
aera camer ois attte Gente do. tek nn tnjeotion | Hctne cans os.the, GiMhrensa tn, wheel. . Coes kinds, 
He cibes nore tastroa soecunny ata bttocaty sociation, | Pomme stasied OWA © 8 AADYEN. SAT. TT, whilst ethers 
Se raat rer caeeh Yeas Wist, and. tus | ECT Sgt bape. Toor tifersnest have a deal 
Secs Walid teaizs ar4°athug oc, Ke'a Yeeticnent tnd | £0.00. Wiss kee anon produced per acre. Doubtless 

ran seediaa pote. snd | jn occastonal change of seed, however good, is as im- 
ae portant as achange in wheat, or any other kind of grain 

Bazwox’s Foxancrat Dirricutties.—Tho N. Y. Tri- | yet, farmers seldom or never ‘think of such a thing. But 

Dune says: As we understand the facts in regard to the | enough for the present—it is a subject which we shall re- 

unfortunate entangling alliance, between the Jerome | sume again. bs * 

Clock Company and Mr. Barnum, the latter for the pur- - 

pose, among other inducements of establishing a branch | _O11o Paize Cous.—The prize crop of Indian corn, in 
of the manufactory at East Bridgeport, where he_was | the Stato of Ohio, for 1853, was 162 bushels per sere. 
laregly interested in land, agreed with the Cigck Compa- | Can not Wisconsin come up to this in "56 ?
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Prosrsct ror Contixven Ficnttnc.—The Paris cor- | granates, sea grapes, cocoa, eschew, ground nuts. &¢. The 

respondent of the National Intelligencer writes: “Thirty | apple, pear, quinee and cherry also thrive here, butare | 
years of warand the utmost efforts of France and In- | little cared for or cultivated. Besides this, itis one of the 
gland, with Sardinia and such other secondary powers | finest grazing countries in the world. Gold, silver, quick- | 
as they might be able to riuster in their train, would | silver, copper, lead, iron, lithrage, and most ether miner- | 
fail to force such a result. Moscow is less accessible | als that are in use, only await Yankee Ingenuity to ex: 

|| than Paris; and France would be made to sign a treaty | tract them from the bowels of the earth. Such is the 
for the re-cession of Alsace on the Rhine, and for the | nature of the soil that the exuberance of that wealth 
neutralization of the Mediterranean sooner than Russia | which’rots upon the surface, in the less populous parts 

to sign one for the re-cession of Bessarabia and the neu- | of this country, yould amply clothe and satisfy with 
tralization of the Black Sea. Every sentiment of pride, | bread thousands of the sons of want, who fill your streets 
dignity, and patriotism as a Sovereign and a Russian, | every winter.” 
compels the Czar to spurn a peace uffered on these oner- - 
ous conditions. Ifthe Danube ever ceases to be 2 | Omcaco Sexp Store, AND AGricunronaL Wanz- 
southern boundary of Russia, it will be, depend upon it, | nouss.—The advertisement of H. D. Exxry & Co. will 
by virtue of her advance to the Balkan rather than of | be found in our advertising pages, and they speak for 

her retreat tothe mountain range that separates the | themselves. We have received a catalogue of garden 
Pruth from the Dniester.” and field seeds for sale by this house, and find that it is 

= afull and complete list. . 
‘Tue Pare Piaxt.—For the last few months there has ae 

‘been much talk about a plant, discovered by Mrs. Beau- | 'Trrz Droscorra Bararas, or Japan Potato, a reference 
mont, of Grant county, Wis., which ts claimed to yield | te which will be seen on another page of this number, 

twe fibreus products—one resembling cotton, the other | seems to be attracting a great_deal of attention. If it 

fiax—that are particularly well adapted for the use of pa- | comes up to the expectation of some who are speculating 
per makers. The Buffalo Daily Express says that it | on the subject, it will soon supercede the common pota- 
has “given this matter some attention, having submitted | to, and greatly cheapen human, as well as animal sub- 
specimens of the flax of the paper plant to the inspection | sistence. The length of time they have been grown in 
and opinion of practical and experienced paper manufac- | France ought, it would seem, to establish their charaeter 
turers, There is no humbug, but much money in this | beyond peradventure. Still, we would advise people to 
discevery. The plant grows readily, is easy of culture, | embark moderately in all new things at first—there is so 
and yields of the flax abundantly, say, from three to five | much Robanism in the world, and especially in potatoes. 
tons tothe aere. The product ready for the miil is worth = 

at least $109 per ton. There is already a ficld of this| ys, pys0n Sream PLANING Mrut.—We would éall the 
ee ee | attention of all intending to build, anywhere within the | 

ears he aaa es fe oe “s ttle | scope of the trade of Madison, to the establishment of 
Suit mend ant action into | Messrs. Sr.vens &e Dowxeut. They have one of the | 

ae ee: Present exorbitant | finest steam Planing Mills, for House building, Sash, | 
Paper. BS Door and Blind making, in the Western States. Their | 

Arxrxe’ Szur Raxixc Ruaren.—The reader will find | oPerating machinery is ample, and all of the newest aud | 
the advertisement, and illustration of this celebrated | ™St approved eastern patterns. It is well worth the || 

reaper, inthe present number. We have never had the | ousle, toany ingenlons man th visitthelr works simply |} 
pleasure of seeing one of them, in the harvest field; but | t Seethelr machinery operate, and to notice the per- || 
have heard them highly extolled by those who haye | fection of thelr work, in all its muultitudinous branches— 
used them, and doubt not they are entitled to the world | fucluding everything requisite in building a house, from || 
wide fame, which they enjoy. the most delicate mouldings, to the most massy struc-  |/ 

= tures—a'l, all equally perfect, and shaming the most || 
We occasionally hear of fruit trees being girdled, and | Ct®Bing productions of thehnman hand. We would ad- i 

destroyed by malicious persons, out of spite to some one | Viseall about to build, either in the elty or country, to | 
with whom differences exist. It is an offence of a most | ‘all and examine their stock before bargaining elsewhere. | 
scandalous nature, and deserves a severe punishment; | All who examine will find their works as much superior | 
none but the most mean and contemptable spirits would | t0 the old Jack Plane, and Hand Saw, as the Reaper is 
be guilty of such an offence against private property, and | head of the Sickle. | 
«public utility. ‘The lesser offence of pilfering fruit from im : | 
the trees is bad enough, and both together ought to be | OSAGE Onaxcr Hxpexs—In a former number, we | 
scouted by every honorable minded man, or boy, as be- | made urgent inquiriesamongall the readers of the Faru- | 
neath the dignity of human nature. En, for some one who had been successful in cultivating |, 

- the above hedges, to maturity any where in this latitude. i 
Nicaracva.—Fillibuster Kinney’s new colony in Cen- | As yet we have not received a single favorable reply, | 

tral America is attreting considerable attention, for the | from a living soul. Instead thereof, we have received | 
richness of soil and mineral wealth. An enthusiastic cor- | divers windy articles, from those who believe ét can be || 
respondent at Nicaragua writes:—“The land is cheap | done; all very well in their way, but not to the puint || 
and the soil very prolific. Indian corn, rice and frijoles, | Again we renew the inquiry, is there a man in Wiscon- 
a nutritious article much used, yield, with scarcely any | sin who has succeeded in growing fifty rods of good and 
cultivation, three and often four crops a year. The plan- | sufficient Osage Orange Hedge, for # farm fence? and if 
tain and farinaceous yam, the bread fruit and bread nut | so, has it probably stood the past winter? ‘These:are 

trees thrive amazingly. Whest, barley, green peas, cau- | the facts we wish to know, that we may lay them before 

liflower, cos-lettuce, the avocate pear, sweet potatoes, | our fifty thousand readers, early enough to instruct them | 

okre and capsicum are all grown here. Soare the banana, | as to their best course, in hedge operations the present ||| 
pine-apples, oranges, sweet lemons, limes, chaddocks, | spring. In conclusion, we say to all experimentors,send 

watermelons, muskmelons, guava, figs, tsmarinds, pome- | us the facts, not the theories. 
pec na N ate erieceral A
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Of which the above is fac-simile of the cluster, ripens by | 
TEE 15th OF SEPTEMEER, | 

Light amber color, medium size, delicions and unsurpassed flavor, of which thousands who have tasted the fruit 

are ready now to attest. The Subscribers, after having tried, within fifteen years, over forty native varieties of 

cay to find one that would compare with the above, either in point-of profit to the grower, richness of flavor, 

¥ jnetiveness, hardiness of vine, earliness in ripening, and in fine, one in which all the desirable qnalities, seem- 

ng wa nature combined, to richly load evers farmer's garden in this rigorous climate with the most delicious 

of all Fruits, either as a desert for the table, or for. producing the most pleasant of all liquids, fully equal in point { 
of flavor to the best French Cordial, are now compelled to say they liave utcerly failed in the attempt, up to the 
Present time. They are not afraid to challenge any one in this climate to produce its equal, and possessing all 

Of those desirable qualities as a hardy Grape. . 

PRICES OF ROOTS vary from one to five dollars, according to their size, This Grape is an entirely | 

new variety, produced by thesubscribers from the seed of the white native grape. | 

J : een CSO et Ee
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: As there has been abroad many attempts to counterfeit the genuine Museadino Grape, the Public are cautton- 
i ed against procuring any grape for the Northern Muscadine only of the Subscribers, as they will hold themselves 

A responsible only for the cope! vf such roots as are ordered to their personal address, or of their legally ap- 
; pointed Agents, who will be able to show proper reference 3. D. HAWKINS. 
y P, STEWART. 
+ New saben, Shaker ae Columbia Co. N. Y. 

Fe N. B.—This Grape has often ripened by the first of t September, ‘and always a month earlier than the Isabella, 
i nd six weeks earlier than the Catawba; and is by hun pronounced quite soe ee a Table Grape. 
s ISAAC ATWOOD, Agent, Lake Mills, Jefferson County. Allo rders directed to him will receive attention. 

. The Subscriber has also for sale most of the varieties of Native Grapes that will stand this climate. Also, 
i; Standard and Dwarf Pear, Apple, Plum, Cherry Trees—Currants, Raspberries, and six of the best varietics of the 

i Strawberry—at Rock Lake Vineyard and Nursery, in the village of Lake Mills. 
‘March, 8m. ISAAC ATWOOD. .- 

i a a 
t SEYMOUR & MORGAN’S 7 i ATKINS AUTOMATON, 

: SELF-RAKING REAPER 
VJ f AND MOWBR, _ 

3 7 ie i oa On BEST MACHINE IN USE. 
eg Oa! .e THERE ARE SIX GOOD REASONS FOR THIS 

5 é unparalled increase and great popularity: Ist, Iti 
* RE ae strong and reliable, and easily 2d. Itsaves the 
% SSS Sees: bard of Raking, Sd. It saves at least another hand 

: NESS Se — | Hailing Wh raking; besiden the straw being lid straight, ; \ ss 5 ee in ; o straw be sl 
€ 3 =a = HER eh secre inthe sheaf and ce not drop. Inthe 
3 AN A ——_ === | after handling, and the heads are not in the 

= ee stack, 60 that the Guar saving even exceeds the Lazon 
f SS ee { saving. Sek. Te 560 geod Maine See ee of the best 
t ~ ——— gonvertable machines in use, 6th. It has a Knife that 
Ss = ae 2 a not 

. ; . — cece ponte too numerous to mention hero, 
3 are ven’ in e circulars. trinsic worth a SELF-RA KING REAPER, |iiso sttensa by the award (nostly in only 8 years) of 

‘ . OVER SEVENTY FIRST PREMIUMS! i ° 
: With Mower Attached, | xc:—nures cx wowss t909—¥75 on itascosnt, 
E A WHO HAVE used a Reaper know something | Seur-Raxine REAPER, aati. Considerable saving ; Of the labor and skill requisite to.rake offthe grain |in freight to. those at & distance who order prior to 1st 

in good bundles, and a ee should | March; also liberal discount for advance payment. 
F besimple in its construction, and durable—performing| To secure a Machine, order immediately. Thong 80 
$ the work better than the best hand raking machine—| little known the past season, and none ready for delivery || 

i has been considered as a great desideratum by all intelli-| till ist May, yet not two-thirds the customers could be | | 
. o— Such a machine is now offered to the | supplied. ite reputation of the Machine is now widely | | 

5 rs of Wisconsin, represented in the above cut. cotebliahed, so that THREE THOUSAND will not as nearly | | 
5 THE RAKE IS NOTLIABLE TO GET OUT OF | supply the demand, as twelve hundred did last year,and | 
5 order, (like those of some other machines offered to the | W@ a ee 4 pe A eer a ek eplparatwneergh ys pepo P27, Order early, if'you would not be disappointed, 
3 bike Reaper. “Made in New Fork, of the best of castorn | PAMPuuers giving Irrantratuy the OPINIONS OF 
£ timber, this reaper cannot fail to give satisfaction. FARMERS, together with orders, notes, &c., mailed to 
+ IP xrice—Delivered in Madison, $150, and eae Waite tee at Curcaco, (Hl.,) Darrox, (Ohio, 
* the transportation, which is guaranteed not to. exceed | or Hasmuonn. (Md.) whichever is nearest toyeae ‘ ten dollars-$60 paid on delivering. and note given for TS WRIGHT & Co. 

4 $100 and interest due Ist of December, 1856, which can) « Prarie Farmer” Works, Chieaga, Dee. ist, 1855. 
: be taken up for $96, if desired afters fair tral in the| March, 4m. 

; For Circulars, descriptions, &c., apply to ae ee aE) le) weeenatee 
K mi SHELDON, Agent Madison, Wis. | Madison Steam Planing Mill, 
4 March, 

i FRUIT TREE SASH, RANDB } .. MANUFACTORY, 
A CHOICE collection of Fruit Trees, Shrnbs, Vines, ee Bd 

: Prants, Hoses, de. cultivated and for sale by A.G.| CORNER OF WILSON & LIVINGSTON STREETS, 
% HANFORD, st tis Nurseries, Waukesha, Wavkeshs) © NORTHEAST SIDE OF TOWN, NEAR THE 
= sin. GAS WORKS—MADISON, WIS. 
i pees sed cam ren ee eee ice aan TE ABOVE ESTABLISHMENT was erected last 
i pee 4 warlety_—Pie Plant and ‘Asparagus— Spring, although laboring under many difficulties, | 

5 Honghten's Seodling Gsossberry (tres) North Hivseri 0s 1 coed $y maadndtare extensively: Gal ae abeet 
i Methane orice mk hee notice, wwe will have on hand for Spring” Business One 

¢ ousand well seasoned Doors, m 1] ‘ ne Te Peer ot Sak, We a pai ee oes organ | : onan nilbe made by the ropricee when degra |p MenO—eah ofa ie fo Hone Thou Wing 
be ee 8 eee orders Aled on short notice, “We also maka a great varl- 
“ = ety of louldings—ranging in pri ‘om. cent r | 
4 CHOICE SEEDS. hundred fest length to ten doliars per undred fet. \| i i] 
i BOO PUPRELS of Clover and Timothy —One Hun-| We keap alae seortnemt of Heraiis aanesten at | |e 
2 dred Bushels Superior Millet Seed—Five Han- | Cabinet turning always en hand, and do Planing, Saw- i 
= dred Bushels assorted Spring Wheat—One Hundred Bu. | ing. and in fact. make almost any thing of Wood. -| 
# Peas—Osage Orange Seeds, and Plants—with a full stock cae wiskinerae in our line, can do as well as | | 

tS sis ae4@ Franklin Ste, Onengy Hake" | atcada cade AGENENS SDONNEL ” || “Feb, 1896—2m. PD. EMERY & C0. | “Maceh om - |i | 
‘* | ee Se oe ate fee | . eel 9 
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VOL. VIII. MADISON, WIS., APRIL, 1856. NO. 4. 
en 

SUGGESTIONS FOR APRIL. ly dragged in; which by the way, is too fre 
I mark’d the Spring as she pase’d along, quently the case particularly on sod ground. 
‘With her eye nee ee of pane ok We believe that cross plowing, or back sett- 

Soimrcmtn wre ss senate: |e Sha del nam ean peoy on sion 
The buds bent low to the breeze's sigh, breaking, especially if, as is often the case it 
An ph enna een hoe moma ot a is broken early the year before, and more or 

And the ae cot slept on the new-born iy less grown up to weeds, merely cross plow- 
Willis Gaylord Clark. |ing in many such cases, will nearly double 

| April, like a coquette, smiles and frowns, |the crop, besides keeping the field much 
alternately throngh the clouds, and usually |clearer of weeds. Then we say begin your 

| dispenses about equal installments, of sun- | Spring work as early as possible, so as to have 
shine and rain. It is a busy season of pre- | time to do all those things as they should be. 
paration and labor, for farmers and horticul-| Let not wheat sowing, nor anything else, 
turists. The earlier the spring wheat is got | prevent 2 proper and seasonable arrange- 
in the better, and the better it is done, the |ment of the orchard. Secure your trees at 
larger and surer will be the crop. No mis-|once if you have not already, and be careful 
take about that. to get none but those you have every rea- 
We have before adverted to the importance |son to believe are good ones. We repeat, 

of clean seed, and would advise all to wash | don’t let anything put you off another year, , 
and lime their wheat, before sowing, it is| with the orchard; you cannot afford it, the 
but a small job ; and if brine is used instead | growth of the trees is worth more than one 
of water, all the oats, and foul seed, can | hundred per eent. a year, if they are well 
be easily skimmed off. The lime, if of| attended to. 
no other service, dries the grains for sowing,} For the best mode of planting and cultl- 
and probably protects it somewhat, from in- | vation, see the article on that subject, in the 
sects, birds, &c. Then again, lime is con- | Horticultural department. 

| genial to wheat generally. We washed our| If you can hous get time, even by rising 
own seed last spring, with our own hands, | an hour earlier, clean up neatly and promptly 

| for about forty acres; and the consequence | about your building. Remove the accumu- 
|| Was we raised a fine crop, clear of oats and |lated dirt and-filth of winter, before it be- 

smut; and run it through one of Ely & Co’s. | gets—contagion, or fleas; or proves a trail 
| premium Fanning mills (and there never |to the prairie fires, to burn you out. When 
|| was a prettier, or better one) besides, before | the cleaning is done, then set out the shrub- 

carrying it to market. And here we would | bery and ornamental trees about your dwell- 
| digress to s@y, that we utterly disapprove of ing; don’t begrudge it, nor neglect it, until 

the systsm, too common among many west-| the season is past. A house yard and home- 
| ern farmers, of carrying dirty wheat to mar-| stead, well adorned with shrubbery, shade 

ket, because it can be cheated on to careless, | and fruit trees, casts a halo of beauty and 
or ignorant buyers, at the same price. Like | cheerfulness over a whole farm, and often 
many other cheats, it works well for the | adds from five to ten dollars per acre, to the . 
time, but ruins the character of Wisconsin | value of the whole, in the estimation of a 
wheat, in the end. buyer. Then put inthe shrubbery and 

Don’t sow less than one and three-fourths | trees, they will grow to bless and perpetu- 
bushels of seed to the acre, xnd two bushels | ate yourmemory, may belong after you are 
is often better still, especially when it is poor- | gone torest. : 

——— 

a &
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Look well to your new milch cows, es- For the Farmer. 
pecially if they have been starved through is peep ease fei oan 
the winter, they ought to be carefully nursed BY DR. E. 8, CARR, 

until they get well to grass, to insure a good The Arum Family, like that of which the 
yield of milk through the season. It is 8| potato is now the most important member, 
thousand pities, that nearly all the bran and] 5, , very numerous one, and interesting alike 

shorts, of the millions of bushels of Wiscon-| +, ing Botanist, the Horticulturist, and the 

sin grown wheat, should be sent out of the] pojitical Economist. Itembraces twenty-six 
state for nothing; cheating the cows out of genera, and nearly two hundred species, all 

their best food for milk. Until we keep our| o¢ which are valuable either for their medic- 
cows’ feed at home and cultivate a tame grass] +14) or esculent qualities. 
field for spring and fall feed, good butter and ‘Thres| oautivdes "awe no oud foresaw, Eat 

choke wall See BANE ees gre ee an acrid, ill shaped American tuber would 
article. Tame grass fields, by the way, are add saitttoms to the population of Europe, 

one GF sie Snines ‘every Seciier ness 22 and aid anahe ciyilicstitn of thie woddnt 
see elo oes ne eae ee we look into the causes of national prosper- 

ores ae = foe ee ity, we shall not unfrequently find them in 

= en eee ee Sk some new discovery or development of the 
eee eee ete ss ae national agriculture. Had not our forefathers 

7 o a pgscorteted oD Bn — found the golden stores of maize in the rude 
will shorten it up to five months, which ee eerie oes 

ee dtiecbase eee slow must have been their conquest of the 

Sinok sence ay ar a tend soil of the new world! It is scarcely possi- || 

gabe eee ba ee eae Ey ble to over estimate the influence of maize 
grass, the coming spring, should look up their ccltars cmon Aanevisan eieiliac tits 

seed and have it early; and also provide What Je as to tho abas! re nase 

themselves with a roller, if they have not PS ES Pe ‘i : 
es : early white settlers, what the potato in the 

Blrebdy ees eee eben e ney most productive years is to Ireland, is the 
down land well, without one. They are al- Touro glant io the inhabitants of tha. South 
most equally important in putting in wheat, 4 a Se 

and other grain; anda great benefit even the Sea ee ae ea | 
in corn planting. No good farmer should do host groduotive and oy aicanie einai ania { 
without one, in the prairie or open country. a family of one hundred and seventyapecies... | 

Exerer, March 5, ’56. The Taro is of about the same height, and _ || 
Messrs. Eprrors—If there is any one| occupies about the same amount of space as 

among your many subscribers who would| the common cabbage. Where itis cultivated | 
communicate through the columns of your| to a considerable extent, it is not raised from || 

paper, any information concerning the util-| seed, but is propagated by sections of the | 
ity of making use of water-lime pipes, for] root in the same way that the acorus cala- || 

conveying water from springs to dwellings, | mys, or “sweet flag” is in countries where it || 
barn yards, &c., and instructions for making] js not indigenous. The “corms” or roots are 
the same, it would be valuable information} much larger than potatoes,and rival the sweet | 

to me, and I doubt not to many others. potato in sweetness and delicacy#of flavor, 
Yours Truly, A. M. Parxrr. | while it is only equalled by the yam in pro- 

eae saPk ductiveness. Itismuch more nutricious than 
Enterprisine.—Roswell L. Colt, of Pat-|. ie oS 

terson, New Jersey, states in a letter to the| either, Boiled = baked it is one of the 
commissioner of patents, that he has ordered| most delicious substitutes for bread, and it || 
from Scotland, the spawn of the trout, carp,|is believed that if the starch with which it || 

and salmon, with the view of propagating] abounds was carefully separated and dried, |! 
them in the waters of New Jersey. He sug- it would exceed all other farinacious substan-_| | gests that the patent office should import for . 
distribution, the spawn of the red mullet of| ©¢S ™ value. . 
Europe, as well as that of sardines for bree- Boiled. and mashed to a thick pulp, the 
ding in the middle and Southern States. | Taro is allowed to ferment, when it forms
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the famous intoxicating drink Poe, the most | ten found fine specimens growing on rich 
common and popular beverage of the Sand- } uplands, among stumps, fences, and in moist, 
wich Islanders. loamy soils. 

Ordinarily, the plant is grown in very wet | No plant in the North American flora, ex- 
soil, the hollows or trenches in which it is | ceeds this in elegance of form, but the dull 
planted being so deep, that when fully grown | colors of the blossoms only render them re- 
the tops shall be even with the surface of | markable for their singularity. Tho calla 

| the ground, and so arranged as to allow of the | Hthiopica, pet of our green-houses, and love- 
| sbundant irrigation essential to their most | liest ornament of many a cottage window, is 
| luxuriant devolopment. very much like the Taro, in its general ap- 
| A variety of it, however, with smaller tu- | pearance and manner of growth. 

bers, ané these of stronger taste, is success-| The precious stores treasured in the vege- 
fully grown on high lands, even at an eleva- | table world for the use of man, are only be- 
tion of eight hundred and a thousand feet | ginning to be opened to him. We have 
above the level of the sea. Every where, | lately seen how the wild cranberry, creeping 
and with all the varieties of the arum, the } about in swamps, over bogs and marshes at 
size of the tuber and its delicacy, seem to be | some seasons of the year almost inaccessible 
in direct proportion to the amount of water | to human foot, has been tamed and trained, 
with which it is supplied. and made to flourish on hill sides, and to be- 

Other species of arum are highly esteemed | come one of the most productive and desir- 
as articles of food in the East Indies. The| able of crops. Let equal pains be taken with 
“Telinga potato,” (arum campanulatum), | those members of the arum family to which 
yields a heavy crop of nourishing roots to | we have briefly alluded, and we doubt not a 
the Bengalese husbandman ; the “Kutchoo” | far more important result would ensue. Who 
and “Gaglee” of India, is identical with the | knows but this very plant, fresh from the 
arum maculatum of the isle of Portland, the} hand of Nature, may yet take the place of 
powder of which, as Portland sago, is so| the potato, which in America and Europe is 
eagerly sought in the markets of Europe. It | now so degenerated and diseased ? 
is the daily food of thousands of Hindoo and 7 BS tae RE een 
Siamese families, and in the inhospitable REPARING “USAGE i ree 

i ea hi, L. Stanley, of Rensalaer, Indiana, says, to 
Aunalayes, oo erp op ccatee pee prepare this seed for planting, « Te ia in | 
alayensis, hoards its annual crop of generous | bag and sink it in running water three or 
tubers for the hardy peasantry. four weeks; if you have no running water, | 

There is little doubt that a portion of the | deposit in any vessel filled with cold water j 

United States is admirably adapted to the|every day to prevent fermentation.” He 
culture of the wet arums, such as the Taro of | thinks this is not generally known, and im- 
the Sandwich Islands, and the Kutchoo of party jt, selene been Ls ore tor bea good | e Sandwie , plan, by two years’ experience. 
India. Probably with little trouble the rice es 
lands of Carolina, and swamps of Florida| [8 The Wool Growers’ Association of 
and Louisiana, might be made to produce Western New York are to hold their second j 
cae, CeWe do aot now that aul Annual “Exhibition at Penn Yan, commen- } ense crops. : “any | cing on the 27th day of May next. A pre- 
attempt has been made to acclimate either | minum list of $1,000 has been made up, 
this or the more hardy species which flourish | which will be increased if a state appropria- 
in higher latitudes, and on a comparatively | tion is obtained. [Weekly Visitor. | 
ary soil. +202 

_ We have in the northern States only one Raat ioe 8 Sees 

| ices =e of this food bearing fami- Secure, small quantities ae time, are the | 
¥ Seldom noticed except by the botanist, | great essentials in feeding all animals, and | 
and esteemed only for its medicinal qualities. | a strict attention to these principles would | 
This is the arum triphyllum, the “wild tur- | save an immense quantity of valuable food.” { 
nip” or “Indian turnip” of popular parlance, [Weekly Visitor. 
and declared by De Candolle to be a specific {557 In the Marine Court at New York I} 
for consumption. It has the family trait of | on Tuesday, a man was mulcted $75 for }] 
thriving best in wet places, but we have of- | malpractice in horse shoeing. 2
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE * f _ THE SUPERINTENDENTS OF DISFERENT. © | 28 O06 great object of the Society is to col- DEPARTMENTS. lect valuable information upon subjects con- 

The Judges are requested to report them- | nected with Agriculture, the several viewing selyes on their arrival to the Secretary, at | Committees are requested to gather all the the business office on the show grounds. information possible from exhibitors, in their 
They are desired to meet at the Secreta- | Tespective departments, and make their re- ry’s offiec, Thursday morniny, at nine o'clock, | Ports as full as circumstances will permit. men bare wu be beset wale the Books COMPENSATION TO JUDGES. Entries, and proceed to decide upon th reasol i i i merits of the different articles and jadtivals | the yeaa ea laienitia pg dread submitted to them, reference being made to departments, to/all those who report them- the number affixed to each. selves at the place and hour specified, and The Judges will report not only the ani- | perform the duties assigned them. : mals entitled to premiums, but also those DISCRETIONARY P: 

next in merit in each class to meet the con- Wolves eae tingency of any objection which may arise | 4.” the Mis oe eer eee eee 
to the awards. Any animals which, in the ‘tt ae peacoat Beek ee opinion of the Judges, deserve a special com- pol ee ay crest ea mendation, will be so reported to the Exee- Sey Oe Peeteas Dereetsioy ah fan Rete iilave Cominnitice. nee expressly geen through the 

The Judges on animals will h: retary. Whenever articles of merit, su- 
to the symetry, early MeGaitaead perior in their character, are presented, and 
general chacteristics of the breeds which pelt Sis alec tc npenanl ooratncn tant they judge. They will make neers the Judges are requested to notice them par- 
ances for age, feeding and other cireumstan. ticularly, and refer them to the consideration 
ces on the character and conditi f th ee tee taents cnr toe animal. They are expressly rapiiivad oa : a The Judges on Discretionary Premiumsin 
give encouragement to over-fed animals a ee eee a ad pecially in the breed! ¢ no promi. | mam Silver ertificntes, and ‘Trans. tae ae to ke ae rete cit ates actions or money as the merits of the articles 
heifers, which shall appear to have been fat- | ye dp dee aul ia cl cae ty Deen 
tened for the butcher; the object of the ones soety, tt be en ee Society being to have superior animals of Chane if 
this deseription for breeding purposes. COMPETITION FROM WITHOUT THE STATE. The Judges on stock, if not satisfied as to | __ The premiums for Agricultural Implements 
the regularity of the entries on their respec- Manufactures other than domestic, Machin- 
tive classes, will apply to the Secretary for | €T¥; Miscellaneous and Discretionary articles, 
information; and should there be any doubt | Will be open to competition from without the after examination, of their coming’ within | State. 
the regulations, or if any animal is of such ANNUAL ADDRESS, 
a character as not to be entitled to exhibition || The annual address before the Society will 
in competition, they will report the facts to | be pronounced on Friday afternoon, at 2 
the Secretary for the consideration of the | °’elock, under the Society’s large tent on the 

Executive Committee, that such course may grounds. 
be adopted as the case may require. AWARD AND PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. 

No person will be allowed to interfere with | _The award of premiums will be read by 
the Judges during their adjudications, and | the Secretary immediately after the close of 
any person, who by letter or otherwise, at-| the address, after which the Treasurer will 
tempts an interference with the Judges will | pay them at the business office till the close 
"be excluded from competition. of the day, and on Saturday at the rooms of 

The Judges are requested to hand in their | the Society. The reports of the Judges will 
es to the Secretary on Thursday even- | be published in the Transactions of the So- 
g- ciety. 
en is expecied that the Superintendents |__It is specially desired that the premiums 

ll take the supervision of all articles in| be called for at the Fair. All cash premiums 
their respective departments, and see that | Will be paid and delivered at the Fair if all such articles are arranged, as near as may | Called for. The Medals and Diplomas will 

bem numerical order, for their easy approach | be delivered at the Society’s Rooms, at Mad- 
examination. ison, as soon as they can be engraved or pre- 

‘The Judges, especially those on animals, parcdvand will be forwarded vs directo to 
ie be expected to give the reasons for their | the person entitled to them. 
See the valuable and desir- | Persons to whom premiums may be awar- 
om qual ities of the animals and articles | ded, are informed that unless they call for 
pon which premiums are awarded. And | their premiums at the Fair, application must 

Jl ————— 
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be made at the rooms of th i Soci i aaa nb she Sone, where | to the premiums, or on business connected 

oe eT ae ay with the objects of the Society, will nt 

that may not be received at the heat ey en te pasty ithe 

a 3 = ier lat directed by the person | to Seaton ee cages tea 

oe ma ee ited and any aid he can ou fa come 

Tha ic a DOSER or choice seeds, valuable Gniarovenriniba’ deat 

ee in their power for the aie. — > eer Deefomed ie 
ee Le eile © pr open a correspondence with 

eee — on exhibition | who may wish to d i ra 

re tae at ae ae zeae upon the | in forwarding the preter ti fortettont 

ene anti pee ak ee any | and Mechanical pursuits. ae ie 

ane - give attention to their eseinian| Arran; ots ‘neler 

nia e close of the Fair, to attend to their atic nal eat Gon ee ee 

Exhibitors must . __ | passengers will be i Sihreckoe cot 
ariiles Ce tee as eh aeons es oe back aoe the Sree nar 

= i s r- | price, and arti i ibiti is aden heap pi te artnet om Lees icles and animals for exhibition 

in for their transportation, or be Pe cn crepe ‘cont 

any expense therefor, eitherin their d li mee aan me i 

ery at, or return from the grounds ; bat all PREMIUMS, 
ape connected therewith, must, as here- aia 

fore, be provided by the exhibitor. SIXTH ANNU: 
eat FORAGE FOR STOCK. x In forming a P: se ae 
ahi ‘ OK. forming a remium Li Anni 

sie natin og | area ra ot ears one ry =a for | wri -om the custom of former years, 

eee ee ae ap upon the | im making the premiums payable i 7 h. 

raged dargaed eee ro so that animals on | The amount in most cases is also ahr la 
3 h = 

SF oie eee ac | Gamera oan a 
x ion is closed. Grain will also i oeatat A OEE: ens be far- | ing of the caraBmary f i aE 

oa — ane eer The Executive | Which it is believed Tan fully soset ae 

sr tin aa | ani hat ean interest 
y the exhibitors who have bi ji g| mi rs ae by ae era ave been subjected mium at any former fair i ea 

oe poner in procuring cash premium but will romive the corto = 

ae haa aa o hen eegriggi of the society, if the best on exhibition, uae 

stock kept upon the grounds, eae eras TTLE. 

COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE Gourpeniaeaiie “al reaaee to fil 
eae ; call cases to file with the 

Stu § Daggett, od 6. [Sent pa eos 
GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT OF GROUNDS, pete peatgres ve. ~ er = 

Harvey Durkee. sane oe D108, : 

Fe SUPERINTEND ville; Harws SE 

Gattte Department Wiliam A White, | Cooma, Weapon. peoetien 
forse Depariment—B. R. Hi 1 ; 

‘Sheep Department—E. M. Danforth Sgt Dl yu ga oe 
pmene ene Poultry—A. D. Kirkpatrick, aa E as Sa 

Hi Farming Implements md aahnayae | se Bull 2 years a2 anaes Ae 
? a = osbessesestenseen 

Dairy Hall—M.'L. Burdick. Bes re ot ees s 

gt Hall and sd opie H. J. a ne ‘e ad on pices Es lr He 2 2 sesseseseeesenences 

Noga ae thst Cow 8 years old and over .222octe ni I Va 

Miscellaneous and Discreti a Bes ry se eS bine Aden Ke tiey onary Depart- a Heifer 2 years old and under ,.......ccssssss 5 

Gate Superintendent—A. F. Cady. 2 ‘ fs cae 4 Gote Superintendent AF; Caly. gt Mates yer og ender Cent 

STATE AGRICULTURAL ROOMS. — = % is ame 

The Society has spacious rooms in Madi Pere aa cere ees ne : 

son. Every informatian requested in elasitn en 4 SSIES oe ; 
i.e ie ee oe 1O eee ccees 2S ees pe ae Oi Be I eons 8 

(2 Se a fk Se aoa
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; No. 2. Devons. Bost Helfer Gall essreey septate grtnestterteeassececserceed % 
, iat neere OAT SOM CL sec F ics cence esi ea eaten ete eee tacos 
i te rn Bint cde teosaastcett 19 Bost Bull Calf w-vvvnnrnenstnenennntnsnnnstne 8 ] ny 
= 2 cee ae fad Eaiciaokee tere toieeerenseecee 
eee ee 10 No. 6. Orossrs or Boop Oartriz. ; 
‘2d lo do stesseeeecseseeees 7] Best Bull 3 years old and OVGr,....ssvseseessssseesseseesoeeee $15 3 
8d do do stteteerreeeeeeee B] od do do eer 
Best Bull tye old and under 2, .........s.s.000-- 7] 3d do do (ETA TORRE t 

a ae steeeeeeeeeeeeeeee : Bost Boll 9 years old snd AUINDSE scsi dceataccastoncsansacs 10 ; 

Bost Cow 8 years old and over, . sieades stock acddc3S.| aay Ps a Leen eee 
2a do = stresesececescceseee 10 Best Bull 1 Year old and under 9 vwseowennwnnnes 

Sreeeeeeerrrer rr rrres Aeeeeeceneenscssecseceseeee, \ 
Best Heifer 2 years old and under 8, 122.220222.22.2 10] 8a ian ie Le : 

. = 2 = staeteeeeeeeees ie Best Cow 8 years old and OVE; x scssarcasssenaressnsvecoecess A 

Best Helfer 1 year old and under .20.0000000000.. T| $4 2 Bee g i 
a 2 a seeeeeee sere eee e Best Helfer 9 years oland qRIGMEIR feces 19 

eee ear ete Sr ee etree . 8d dah do ee ee : ip 

maet bal aye eee a ee Shae ee ae ale 5 
e* 9a GO se eeeeeeeeeeeeeeceeeseeesereeceeee 8] 8d do do Setimateneted 3 

No. 8. Hererorps. \xo Best Helfer Cally nnvreneenensnnnnrrrnnne 5 : 
Best eal Svea old and over, .....+.+++++4P++++-815 | Bost Bull O If SET Te NY METI 6 § 
ms Pe ns Seis an ea ie ee a ig f 
Best Bull 9 years old and under 8 ......-ss+00.ss++- 10 | NATIVE AND GRADE CATTLE, WORKING OX- ¢e F 
2a do do settee T e EN, ean oe iii i % 

ees esbiienanipaiseaasan upGEs—JosEPH Gooprion, Ch’n, Milton; . 

Mat allt yor old dundee 9 000000000°°"°" Tl pear Goan, La Grange; TaowasP. Tus | 17 6: 
8d do do seesecceseeseeeees 31NER, Palmyra. ¥ ; 
ee en ee ee No. 7. Native anp Grape. t ; 
8a do do TIINTIIIIIIIIIN “5 | Best Native or Grade Cow 8 years old and over, .....$10-—- 3 
Best Heifer 2 years old and under 8, .............-. 10| 24 do do do we Te 1Re : od as ab ee ae do do do eee 2 
8d ap do TITIEIIIEIE, 5 | Best Heifer 2 years old and under 8, ..-cccsscsssseesssscesse SO 4 
Best Heifer 1 year old and under 2, 0.000200... 7] 2d do do permet pen Seat 
2d ae o serteteeseereeee 5 No. 8. Worxine Oxen. 5 

, Best Hetter Galt, 2 sevtttecssser= 8 (Rest Yoke, crssnennennn serene eneenn SLOT 

3d Noite tees See eee tee 8) eng ee eg 
Mer Penh inca: 8] Bastveke s year old Steers, nn WO | SU 

No. 4. Ayrsnrzs. we Best 2 year ala Rigeta ee ee oe f 

SS ee a a Oe ana eS mek Yom, OM Ste cee ee : 
Ba = 4 ee LS iaale Ne 2a do Siena aicinerses, 

Best Bull 2 yours old and under 8, ..-cecosssccceensresescene I No. 9. Far Srocx. ; 
_ <a as ssssesesecnsensesesnsessees ie pair _ oxen 4 ve old ane Overs arene o 5 

io lo eerie 0 0 Ip AN oe cranes 
oe Bull 1 Pal old ae UNET 2, vreververereseerersereeeeee To] Best lot grass fed Cattle not less than 4 in number, ... 20 > t 

ysiuee ian SRIIIIN 84 __ For the Best Thorough-Bred Foreign Stock 
Best Cow 8 years old and over, wwnsenennn-ne- LOA discretionary premiums will be awarded. : 
2a lo do cae aaah : ; 
3d do do Senate a . HORSES. ; 
Best Heifer 2 years old and under 8, .......cesssssseeeeeee 1 No. 10. Trorrme anp Roap Horses. § 
= a oe sesesane svseeecnnnee . Jupers—E. B. Wotcorr, Ch’n, Milwaukee; ‘ ‘ is s : 

soc 7 Guo. Gates, Madison; W. H. Howard, Beloit. 
‘ aaa Pa old snd under, --—vwonew-w-wme= TY oe tho Beat Trdtting Btalllon-which has been keptes 

Bd do do Pea as a Stock Horse within this State the past season, a | 1° 
Seat LRT et ar nc etcenceece pesntes Of esssesessreneneseesnnnnnnnnsnnnnnnsssnsesensssssnes ee L00 ‘ 

f gt ae apse a ae 3 aa do enc tea ou esse 0 : 

ei WO esessersenneeeeennnsnmenereeereenerenneeeere 81 Owners of horses contending for this pre- 
No. 5. ALpERNEY. us o mium to furnish the Judges with their season ; 

Best Bull 3 oars old and over, s..ssssssesee Moe seeeeees-$15 | book, or other satisfactory evidence that the r 
oe < ao srmsermeemeerrneees 19 horse has been kept as a stock horse, and + 

fest Bull 2 years old and under & v.22... 10 | has served not less than 15 mares; owners : 
\ a do ao seteneneeeneencennceneenees x not complying with the above requisition : 

Best Bull year old and under, vac. 7} Will not be allowed to contend for this pre- 
= fo a ee ance e mium. All horses entered for this premium j 

do do Beer ce 8 sarantenee fee of $10, and to trot , Bi - a) yg | tO pay an entrance fee 0! , L 

BN NG IIIS 18 one mile in harness, alones to be timed by |} § 6 
do do sree 5 | the Judges and their assistant time-keepers. £ ig 

Rest Helter 2 years old and under 8, «--uere-nenwrrr 10 | 0, the host Trotting Stallion, five years old or under, 
# ay on sri 5 | theispring of 1666, -a:scconscceocavecacoosoooeesoooscoones QM ‘ 
Best Heifer 1 year old and under % wevswrwreee Be oe secereeomegereermee renner a f 

8a do do ITI 8! Entrance fee, $2.50. k 

; 

t
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is ie! - 
Ve —-[{44 
a” . . (yr? 

f ie Owners of all stallions contending for ei- No. 14. Mares anp Corts. My 

a. 2 ther of the above premiums to furnish the} _Jupgzs—H. M. Buruines, Oh’n, Highland; 

aa pedigree, age; color, size, (and weight if pos- | War. Kissan, Berlin; Jas. OLarK, Summit. 

Aa sible,) of their respective horses at the time Spee ae 

a of paying their entrance fee. Best Mare Colt 8 years old and under 4 sworn 19 
7a For th Matched Trotting Horses or Mares, lo lo onda 

ee Fated in the tater erences nveneee $50 | Best Mare Colt 2 years old and under 8, Swucnnonen 8 
ak: 2a do ie ace | do do PRO eeccees cece 

i 8d do Speyer ee 15 oi Mare oe lyear an and aaa Dy seeeseeeenennnneee e 
aa Entrance fe 00. lo nenenees sees enenee 

hed For the best single Trotting Gelding or Mare owned __ | Rost Gelding Colt 8 years old amd'under 4) ———---—--- — 
on in the Btate,....escssssseceeesssesrsvseeessenessesnessnseseeesnereee 20 | Bost Geli Colt 2 years old and under 8, veevseeseees & 

= yl “ye ee ee She a 20 nacteng ee 

i anaes fee, $2.50. 9 ae Jobs = af = sree 8 
aM Stallions to go Thursday, 2 P. M.—Geld- | To the owner of any Stallion exhibiting 7 of the 

eh ings, Mares and Matched Horses, 9 A. M., Se eee oe 
|B) —- No. 15. Jacks anp MuLEs. 

aa I 18 Atinak pietk being elisa dN 
ate, contending for any of the premiums of the aA DOF icc cece eeeve sess ass soeescre se 

Bl » society, must be the bona-jide property of the ce ee 
5 - exhibitor — otherwise the premium will be | Best Pair of Work Mules,...-+++++0+ee+++++++ 10 

=e, * withheld. wt soe @b 500s Suse ceaee ese $ 

a 34 zl Horses entered to > #0 as single or in double | Se ne ar 8 
me. “ teams will not be allowed to change after SHEEP. sey 

na hi, they are entered. All Sheep must be sheared within the sea- 

a 73 All Horses competing for premiums under | son, and a sample of the Wool filed at the 
tt the class of Trotting and Road Horses must | time of entry. 
fi ‘ ,be on the ground designated by the Judges | No.16. Lone Woot, Mippte Woot, Lxtozs- 

a et: for the trial of speed by 10 o’clock A. M., on TER AND THEIR GRADES. 
ie Thursday, the 9th of October ; and allentries|_Junces—B. Fxrrauson, Chairman, Fox 

‘aa must be made the day previous, and sooner | Lake; Josern Spautpine, Janesville ; Frep, Pe 

‘- Bo. if possible. The Judges will select three or | Layron, Milwaukee. ¢ 7 

ra a more competent Time-Keepers as assistants, Best Mook 3 yours old amt CVEtyeocecwrtrensrerene= OD | 

i and every precaution will be taken to ensure | 3a do Wi eeeyD |i 
perfect accuracy, and the time of the differ- | Best Bypig} year old end Guder @--.-cpccera-ss-s.. 6 | 

Fe al ent horses will be published, together with 4 a. ae Soe ace B | 

ie ie pedigree, &c. Best pen of 8 Ewes 2 years old and over,--es+ee-e-++ 10 |! 

‘ i; No. 11. Broop Horses. e | ao “ ao sreseeseeeee . | 

1 a _ Jupers—Anprew Provprir, Ch’n, Mad- | pest pen of 3 Ewes, 1 year old and under 9.-..c-0. 
te ef ison; Wm. Hosxiex, Waupun; SreruenIves,| 24 do do do streetscene 5 
i Racine. 3d do do do egektbetesea® 

dl #{ + Best Blood Stallion 4 years eld and over, having been Allsheep must be shorn during theseason. || 
La oePt for stock the past season in this State, -..-..880 | No. 17. Frencu SHEEP ‘AND THEIR GRADES. || 

fat Pedigree and satisfactory evidegce to be JupeEs—Srrmovr Broors, Chairman, East || 

ia furnished the Judges. ‘Troy; Horatio Hinz, Milwaukee; J. E. || 

he No. 12. Morean Horses. Dover, Potosi. a4 
i; ¥ For the best Stallion kept for stock the past season _ | ‘Best Buck 2 years Old and OVCT,..--cceseceescessee Gl 

ia Within this State, 4 years old and over, «vee $20 |+ - = as tetteseeeeeeeeeens +5) 
‘a RaRbiesyeuM awe, 45 | Best Buck 1 year old end under Bo Be 
Sie 2d do do ee ae io do Sccsocecesccesess: oak sil 
a 3d do do beeen cee | 

hs Brack Hawx. Best ponof Suck mieevvestsinseneenn MQ) 
Wied For the best Stallion kept for stock the past season 2d do DO rocesosnsnteeenenneacenns 
ha within this state, 4 years old und VET, .ssees-s.-00--.820 | _ 3d do Ma eRe tccatecceccte)? 
sy * 24 do do G0 wessssssssseseveee 15 | Best pen of 8 Ewes 2 years and over,...sscesecees-- 10" | 
et Best Stallion 3 years old and under 4, ....0--ese0-------- 10 | 2d do G0. seeesereeececeerersereres To | 

i 2d do do BOs eS bias ee eects | 
ay No. 13. Carrracr Horses. pen of wes Lycarand under 2,..++sseseeee 

i. Best Pair Matched Carriage Horsey nrnnone $35 oe 2 2 SS | 
Hs esensbsasconasnmoeseeebs UD Ewe See 1 

oe Best Single Horse, waetarwnnnrsoncnsnnnsnnan | Bg PO” OL Tod conn peewee eeu) I) 
i) To be. Mita teat eae 5) 3a do WO. seeveeerereeeereeceseeees 2 | 

i eees secu: “We ats All Sheep must be in condition as above. | 
iy 4 ror ALL RK. _ So 2 . - | i For. the best GiaMtion kept for stick the past sarin No. 18. Spanisn MErmos anp THEIR GRADES. 

ti i within this State, 4 years old and over, ...-..-.-+..-.$20 | Best Buck a Old and OVer,..2..220e..seeeeeeee $10 
a 2d do do do ele ae ta io Mo Ge scare eee se oh 
ta Best Mare 4 years old and Over....ssssssesssseswsneseseee 10] 80 do SSE 

Hah 2d do do SII 5 | Best Buck 1 year old and under 2......seceseesroeee ? 
me. Best pair Matched Horses for all Work,-scs--sssssccseee 15 | 2d % do Senet ete eceee 

: A) 2a do do See eect teen Ono U8 Ee do do Bees ns eeerene ee: 

mie eee eee 
Brae ; 

‘i I 
ei 

i te
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____ WISCONSIN FARMER. 8 
Best pen of 8 Buck Lambs, 

Sena 
praesent eee reed * 

4 do & ey ere Ss. ¥ Newooms, Whitewater; J. A. Frxron- 

Dokpen ceeelnbes 9 oni IOUS, Se 2| ER, Johnstown. 

2a do do ee 10 | Best farm wagon,. . 2. + .++2 see 

3d do do So vsienraeg Hest hanlag mall. USasgases ocala 5 

Bast penof won 1 year and under 0000000000 7 Best iraw eutton horsepower vo0c000lu | 
- sear ae 

= = = & RSTRNT TS ig. Het cee leak POWs ccccsieccssctl. OF ' 

Bat pen of owe Lets, veccieeat ene Se a Sn Ragen esi sn ; 

net 8 Bwo Lambs.....ssseee00001 200002 8 | Best horse ear... RRGAIOE: IN Sceis atccn taba, 

8d do Gye eT Reng Best ox cart, Voie = 

No. 19. Saxons aNp Grapes. Bet onyekens sie SAEED 9 

oo SRA ONER cao. hoes SG Raparciecta gucerkien ee ae ee 

ee Ee ec E 
est ck 1 year old and under 0.000. 0000000. T Bast clover machine, baller and veparatir eee esta 

3d 2 ibssgeciees ccccsc 08 | yee Geen Roteene anor Peete ccaeet 

Best stetteseeesseeeeee B Gree ee gate 
est pen of three buck lambs,.....« CIIEIIVIDVI g | Best carriage harness, single, . . ro Sines new 

Bie Mel G0 cca ceisst es see Mpeg eo oracresnisc oa ads 3 

en ee ne ane Sie Ln aca dake a ee eae ere nee ee 3 

- ee do SOLEIL 3] Mest breakingplow, (000 ? 
Best pen 8 ewes, 1 year la na under 2 OER a Beat ee ee 3 

2a pee Bee es Tl aa OWyerersssseesssessecescesssnssaeeerees B 

tesa ag hie Beets Baisuitierne akan 
8 

2a do Sees ees ee do ge at stare 
aa do TISUEILILSIULELE 2] Bast oom Blows eseeses 2 etesscecenecaese & 

Stchee Swcaesier semen oe as Seen eres stars 

No. 20. . i mecosseedaatesncate rennet a a 

toe Suzsian SuEep. Best dix hand saps oo panos caseuecaacate eam 

AMON soe Wide Bae «$10 | Best six hay forks,........----ssscssssoorsssssccsssasssssvesecnees 1 

BA do Meee eect eee T ee oe ee care S 

Be tase ee Best six cradle scythes,.......-sscswessseesssscseeeeeensee 2 
= 22 Steed eta neces joy fabassemiaeboocancdeereres eaamierenteecec oi 

a cS eSSrenie tan +12 coy © | Ramee OME meee EIONS Sains CORRTE g 
Seis eel eae | eee Semen heen oe oe e ee aoa 1 

Nodin | Bis Gaver Best ee I renner 1 

Best pen of 8fat Sheep, . .... i Sal evi ee eet 

2d do hacnceroneeceeunsiae ee | Reet Baek, Soci on eee cae 2 

NOke caine et ee | ee DMN Sea et 

Larce Breep or Swine—-Leroxsrer, Wo- sees eee eer greet i 

ee BURN, Beprorp or Sussex. Best horse ae one eee No. 3. 
EX. vi ene! f 

a vus—A. H. Arware, Chairman, Oak Bost horse power fe cele Ete ene ee 

ve; H. H. Jounson, Kenosha; §, est thrasher and separator. - pet 
Po. ee 5 sha; 8, B. | Bost seed Mace 5 

alee. Sealer eB ne ees Eo i sce 
a : elther the above breeds, 2: years ola. orover,$10 i om seller, bore Bawa ceee 2 

a 0 7 ler, hand POWeY:..--ssssccscssssseeeeceeceesssnes 

cee Best vegetable cleric 3 

Se eae a eee ee eee 
Best b ae Bele eee ecto Pump for farm USC, ---sscscscocesseecceeersesseseeeceecceeees 

Me raninker Beet pores ye age ee. & 

Gea get | Rr ta § 
Best breeding Sow, with lit sittiriticr: P| Best and most numerous collection of agricultural 

+ ter of impl mn of agricultural 

Bader 9 months ole. everest eseseresens? 10 ne 
peisciesa netstat oe = noes 

RdRp nn ae implements manghstured tn the Stato of Wiscon- 

Juvers—C. §. Os : sin by or under the supervisior : = 
1. S. Oswin. ae AN = te m_ of the exhibitor, 

Ga On Gee Chairman, Middle- materia, "workmanship utility, durability and 

Milvvankes aitn, Waupun; L. Kennepy, Second arcane oe eerie 
Milwankee. 

ee 

Best and greatest variety Poultry owned by exhibitor,8 5 egg sim gt eeeremmeemor ne 

Beat lot Chitieong Powis ao Pose ca? § | Bet per sa owes ecini ainoe 
t 3 ee ees oie 

Best lot Cochin ‘hina Poni do a In these last cases, a catalogue of the im- 

Best lot Bramah Pootras, ag go $|plements, and the price of each must be 

et = po Greys, oa oR 3 oan and a certificate as to the manufacture. 

Best lot Spang] 0 do 2 ersons presenting agricultural i 

Be st tot ‘lack Spa Beat: He a 2 | or articles of mechanical rile re nti 

Best lot Bolan do 2 3 ity, are requested to furnish the Secretary 

Bess lot Tarkeys, © a 2 ve a particular description of the article, 

01 0 3| the price, and place where i 

Teton so ee ae e a the price, cand place where it can be pro- 

Best lot Geese, wis, - do 9 | cured, which will be published for the bene- 

Best lot Pea Fovwls oo do 3 | fit of the maunfacturers and purchasers. 

ore ie a ap 3! ‘ NO. 23. DAIRY. 

LASS B. Jupars—F. D. We Chai 3 

-NO. 24, FARM IMPL ENT: = ie eLp, Chairman, Green- 

Jupexs , FARM IMPLEMENTS. field; Gro. C. Gunn», Beaver Ds s 

_— S—S.S. Case, Chairman, Waukesha; ' Brown, 
Fond du Zac. er Dam; L. J.
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Borrer. Best sample broom cOrn,. ~+....ssseses-sssesesesessssessoeeee sin 2 
Best 25s butter ste n June, sot ef poons worth so Best and grearest variety of Potatoes -cncennninm 

3A do eo do ’ | Pian nae SORE VaR CC arta vegeta bOs ac -ot 
Tew Debuts made atany time do y Best and greatest variety of garden pessyeweenewe 3 

3a a 5 ao 3 See cet 
: : «| Best and est varlrty of SqUAEhES.sewwerrenee 2 

Competitors for premiums must state in} 24 mee Sn eT 
writing where the butter was made ; the | Best and greatest variety of pumpkins, ..mewernerene 2 
number of cows kept on the farm; the mode | Best and greatest variety of seed corny sen 2 
of keeping; the treatment of the cream and ae twelve ears of teed corn, one varleiyy owes 1 
milk before churning, winter and summer; Manion ee : | 

the mode of freeing the butter from the | Best 3 heads cabbage,..c.--.sccssssssssssssneesessescereccceee 1 ' 
milk; the quantity and kind of salt used; Beat 3 eer 1 

whether saltpeter or other substance has | Best pec weet polaioes. nono 2 Potatoes, 
been used; also, whether in the ua of any Bost peck onlomsyavwvsssevestveeetenrnsnernn snes 1 

variety of salt,injurious results have ; | Bost bushslratebeges,.1 ease 
and if so, state variety, and where manufac- | Best sample of ccnenmber Pick }06,-wnmeitmmm rn 4 
tured ; and make certificate of the process. | Best sample of mixed pickles,...........-++-+--+-++ 1 

Butter offered for premiums must be pre- No.29. Frerp Orors. 
sented in butter tubs, jars or firkins. The Executive Committee will award the 

Currsr. premiums under this head at their meeting 
Best three cheeses, ........-sseovsssvesesssssessneemerseesseesneens$10 | In December. 

= Se 4 Best one nacre winter Wheat, ...ssssssewssssseseessseessessee T 
B cheer rma | St do 2. servenennneinenenons B 

Klingle chh000, nvennverevnneoevnnessenecersveornreeneoore one acre Spring WhEAt.....s1s.-s+ssssssnseesenvessorseneee 2d GO vrerserernenernnne s ssenninimennees 1] 9g ie primis satan aetonseaaeecenee | 
Those who present cheese for the premi- | Best ae (OBE test cesses otc ersasaapctsceeoapeeee seein 7 

ums offered, must state, in writing, the time Beet Gen Sane ees 
it was made; the number of cows kept;| 24 BOs yectarettiabeti tats ceossesteelecetceSeeeSr ea 
whether the cheese was made from one, two | Best ome acre barleyy.-vweevnenenseenseseneeeweneeree 7 
or more milkings; whether any addition is | Best acre potatoes....-scoccceee coc TF 
made of cream, the quantity of rennet used; | _ 24 nth oon enamine evemnns & 

the mode of preparing it; the mode of pres- | Py “ehh aire cartettywnnrwrewernnnnrnnrnn f 
sure; and the treatment of cheese afterwards, Best one ETO BODE acne meenenon ecsecicglcctaieieg 7 

i lo seessesenseseesessseenssseesesccscessescessess oe 
and the kind of salt used. Best one acre timothy seed,........seccseeee cececee T 

No. 27. SuGar anp Honey. 2a do ea eee 8 
Best 25 pounds of maple sugar... . . ...rseccsscaee eeseerees $ B = ———- Woven ee ae 

24 do Se ee Sea ee 
The process of manufacturing and clarify- Accompanying the above, a detailed des- 

ing must accompany the sample offered, and | “Tiption of the soil, manure, apd culture, 
must be filed at the time of making the entry, |224 ¢xpense, must be presented in writing. 

The land must be accurately measured; also Best 10 Ds of honey,....ss.scveeesssssseseesesseessssseesesene B : 
24 G0 ees sssssesssesesssssessseeeneeeee 2} the grain and roots. Proof of the accuracy 

Best ee hive,..wrneesesemenersssnenseees 21Of the statement must be presented to the 
c eee eae 

No. 28. Farm anp Garvey Propvcrs. | satisfaction of the awarding committee. 
Jupers—A. G. Hanronp, Chairnian, Wau-| Competitors for any of the above premi- 

kesha; S. L. Suetpox, Burke, Dane Co. ; | ums must file with the Secretary, by the 15th 
Mio Jonzs, Fort Atkinson. of June, notice that they will enter for com- 

Best sample winter wheat, not less than one bushel,..$ 8 | petition, and specify the crop or crops. 
2a do do do 3 

Best sample spring wheat,notless than one bushel... 3 OLASS C. 
e. ~ e are Jupees—Dernnis Worruineton, Chair- Best samp] less th: bushel,,ww0.. 2 : ? 

a ae = Gaines an Pe ‘ews 1)/mMan, Summit; Mrs. James Davis, Wauke- 
ae ase — om ae 7|sha; Mrs. H. J. Starr, Whitewater. 0 lo io seme ls 

Best sample barley, net less than one bushel,............ 2 NO. 80. DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES. 
2a do do do sesssesseeee 1 | Best 12 skeins of sewing silk,.........-+.+02-.e000-.8 2 
Best sample buckwheat, notlessthan one bushel,..... 2 | Best specimen of manufactured sili, woven into cloth 
2d do io do SL 1] “or ribbons, not less than 5 yards,..-.-ses..e-eos-. D 

Best sample flax seed, not less than one bushel,........._ 2 | Best pair of woolen blankets.......00...c0ssseeesee & 
2d do do do eee aa eae do een eee eS a 

Best sample hops, not less than 25 1s,............ 8} Bestten yards of flannel,...0000000 IIIT 4 
2a do do OD erence | do ERE ADR ied hk aldo 
Best sample timothy, not less than one bushel,........... 8 | Best ten yards of woolen cloth,...............2..... 4 
2d do de do Sacco do sdetaste ess criey a 
Best sample clover seed, not less than one bushel,...... 8 | Best eighteen yards of woolen carpet,.......ss..s00. 4 
2d do do do noes a do do secs un ee uealy | 
Best sample millet, not less than one bushel,............. 2| Best hearth rug,......2...2.-eeeeeeeeeeseeeseceeas 4 
2d do do do sors WO ee ee 
Best sample peas, not less than one bushel,............... 2] Best ten yards rag carpet,....-.s.scssccsssscceeeeeee 4 
2d do do do Some aad do escheat cre 
Best sample beans, not less than one bushel,..............2| Best pair woolen stockings,........sccsssssscsssseee 
2d do do do Seo St do Reestspesseceeuseeeseen D |
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a 

Best Dale wooley miding --cccuuiimitrhd| ‘The articles in this department must be Beat ten Knots woolen yariy. 00000000000 9 | manufactured a 388 State, and within the 
sttsssetesessseeeeeeeeees 1] present year, evidence of which must be filed 

Ge i a nr 2 at the time of making the entry. 
Best ten yards linen diaper,................eeeeeeeee 4 No. 83. P. ma a HN a ter o. 83. Parntines, AmBrorypss, Dacuzr- 
Best ten yards tow oloth,..22 2s 4 REOTYPES AND PHorogRaus 
2d do LEU Ns yao i ih Best pair cotton stockings, 1200000020220. a], Jupezs—Brooxs, Chairman, Milwaukee ; 
2d do tsssssescsesassesceeceseee 1] LOND, Milwaukee; Bronson, Madison. 

Bact pale of tinue stockings. ---5:<,<ob----ccooeee= : ae sera of Delatings in olle---e—--—OD, anES 5 
Settee tee eeeeeeeeer eens 1o seeeaeeneeeeeees cesees eneees, 

Best of Tinen sewing thread,.............+-+0+++++ 2 | Best specimen of painting feat IED precast 5 

Articles in this class to be manufactured ze Cra ding: + Spocverreernn 
within the year; and in all cases the exhib-| 2d Tae eee a ee 
itors must furnish evidence that the articles | Best exhibition of daguertedtypesyn sense 5 
are so manufactured. And no article manu- | Best exhibition of ni eS 
fanfuredl in fistories Or'out of the fimily| oat ae te 
will be received in this or either of the class- — ssitonit Photographig..-.-.2s0-2<---01<0=0 : 
es of domestic goods. Exhibitors must pe 
accompany their articles with a certificate of No: 26 ook anne aa B me rife in the family, and within the Jupexs—O. JL. Suoxzs, Chairman, Keno- 

year. Discretionary premiums will be awar- sha; Onartes Weuts, Berlin; Onanzes 
ded on articles of merit not included in the es. evil os 

above. Best specimen of Book peatisgeeo 
No. 81. Neepiz, Ser anp Wax Work. | ,,2¢ do do ewnsreseeernseeeseressserenee B Bett Bay Bae ae ceneerneneneesene 3 | Bast exhibition of book bindIngywscvmemmnnnren 5 

jong WI, wa cecrccccccccccccccccccccccccsecess B poe Tigges ae eee 
Best ottoman cover, .-0.00000000 000 3 No. 35. Sroves, Curtery anp Strver Ware. 

Best table cover,. «0.2000 2ITCUIIIIIIIUIIIII 5 |, J/@p@e8_—Faepertox Warpyge, Chairman, 
Adhe2. 4 do tesceccucccesecsccssccecccsssseesece, 8 | MalWwaukee ; FG. ‘Tinzrrs, Madison > E. 

a lety {worsted work,...---.-2.--.-+20-0-0- : Barn, Kenosha. 

Best faney work with re pO SEE [pr at tS tees nt eee 
Bast worked cushion and beat. 22200000 070207 | Begtornamental pao ove 

Best worked lis ee eee ea | Best al store, ew em eer see : paren eee 
Best worked hardk: sraeotisrcriiite; tsntere Gi] Best enmpls of hollawiwarest cc. ..-02..cc2 0 ce 
Mr ae ee eee aa | Hee exhibition of table cullery,. es c1cliclisee 8 

Best patch qUlltywnennntnoseresesnsnnnnnrncees 8 Best exhibition of pocket eutlery,.- +. se. ..2 5 

Best white gut ncnnnnmns 1 | Best exhibition of slver ware,.. 0. e000 02.000 10 
ip Sees. own te te ae ee ID wan oornso cows eccus T od eee a ae * | Best exhibition of brittania and argentine ware,... 5 

Bese pikno ipread, none cneccccteese ST Me do do do 722. 8 
2d 6 cane aeecnarmeni a as] No, 86. Masomigk: aa enna . 36. NEOUS AND DiscRETIONARY 
a ber ror ear e eea DEPARTMENT. 

Wiimnarmicceee eee Sh) JUbaES LAG Chai i 2d Go eee, bs a eee eats 
Let molche My i| Waukee; Axoxzo Wino, Jefferson ; P. R. 
oe scabies of wax flowers. Coweeorreneresemreermeececes 2] ELON AURGING. 

Best specimen of artificial flowers other than wax... 3|__ For improvements in machinery useful to 
2d do do do +» 2|the farmer, and having valuable properties, er, ig properties, 

Lace Work anp Fiowers. and not included under any head of any of 
Best exhibition ea 3|the regular premiums, discretionary premi- 
Bake ficeal obamsed 10 servers seseeseranserereereeeene 2 ums will be awarded. 

2 do war "3] | Under this general head, premiums will 
The articles in this department must be be awarded upon articles. of ingenuity, use manufactured by the exhibitors and within fulness and merit, which may be exhibited, 

the year, and a certificate to that effect filed which are not provided for in the foregoing 
at the time of making the entry. list ct premiums, among which may be 

No. 32. M ae are i tbe aero. OTHER (THAN Agestel implements or machinery for 
ce agricult - name. i. Wired SORA ne ; ural purposes not heretofore enumer- 

cine; Rurus Cuenry, Whitewater; G. M. i f a iti Hager mates, > 3 i peiery of metal composition for gene- 

ererioes onetime tan i8 yards, de ques o Articles constructed of wood. 

Best Pleoe satinet, do dip.and 5} NO. 87. FRUITS. 
jan! | Best piece flannel, 2 ae 5! Jupazs—A. L. Casrremay, Chairman,
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a allio tee SS i poaany Q. 8. Rarusoms, Brookfield; H; | THE BENEFITS Pex reeage™ SURVEYS 

ae. Competitors to name and label all fruits. Prorgssor G. 0. Swatrow, in his annual 
Bok. APPLES. report of the Geological Survey of Missouri, 

Fai Ties wpe er nee en ne |S work whichis ‘vary thorough, and wih my f = = oe : reflects much credit on the people of that ee: Best ten varletles,..0..e eevee eee IIIT 5] state, makes some very judicious remarks, 
et 3a do she steps Seo ae showing what advantage their surveys are et le —_ ima ee nitittttt: 2] to the farming interests of our country. 

eu. Faut ax Winter a s We propose to make a few extracts: 
| Fo 2 Best show of autumn apples,.......++.-.- +++. 10| “How shall we preserve and increase the 

oan 8d do DIIIILTIUIT, 5 [fertility of our soils? has become the great 
Ba bi Fig at eaten apie ses ioe ++: 2] question in our political economy. <Agri- 

aie 8 do - vrttrrssersesseeeee 5 | cultural science alone can answer this ques- 
Bute EARS. tion; and the Geological survey is the best 
3 | if ot ae ery Ma & possible arrangement ‘to ascertain the facts 

ny ant bev badetiat poate) wD ILI 3 | and principles to be considered and adopted. nie: - oe TI Lttttin 3 | Let us make careful examinations of the sub- 
S33 hy Graves.” ~=*d Soils, and underlaying strata; let us thor- 
fe le: Best and greatest varity of grapes, not less than five oughly analyse the soils; let us‘ examine all 
i : Seg greece 3 | the mineral deposits suited to sustain or im- 

me i a do = do ++++ 2| prove the fertility of their soils, such as = 
ae LUMB. mas, n sand, and marl, and we shall 

F es 2 an Cte oe pen an ety 3 eager such a report, as would enable 
‘ea. = * me - do 8 | every farmer, not only to preserve but even 

4 i is gree coum ceseesesee., 7} 10 increase the productive energies of his eh > 24 Wo seectreseenccccrcrescae 5} lands, This will greatly increase the profits 
5 vie Beste spariniens of ‘one or more varielies..."7. 3] of agriculture, and preserve and increase the 
eS . ifs Pracurs. intrinsic value of cultivated lands. Should 

a. fi Beg tbow of peaches, fittttttssssseseseeeess T{we be able to make such improvements as 
a be 3d ao STITT LIIVI a | would increase the products of cultivated Me i Best single variety, Seeman ma $}land of the state one dollar per acre, as | Vea 3d do do seal 1| many of our farmers have done the two past 

iW I? ou WATERMELONS, years, that would give us an annual return 
fies ~ fakes Fo enrieeth sone aon nae 8 | of $3,000,000, equal in all beneficial results a I 8d do 2 setteesecsssesscsees ? 1 to individuals and the state, to an invest- ; RESERVE! illions i 4 i; Bast eed preserved frat nat os han 1 auarteach, § ea = fifty millions of dollars in new | 

{ y " = mS = °| New York is an old state; large portions | 
1 Ame Deke eG ee Jig! of her soil were much exhausted; and she 
cae canary bird was singing in a cage which | 2ad comparatively little new land to come 

it ea was hanging inside of a window, at the re- | into cultivation; so that nearly all increase 
eat sidence of Ebenezer Roger, Esq., of Beverly, | of products must arise from improved cul- 

Nd ae wes a sparrow hawk pounced | ture. She spent $130,000 in a most thor- A |] een Sarton thing te else wih ough survey. The reports which ren ry i was so frightened that it fluttered two or|i™perishable monument to her far-sighted | 
aa three times round the cage, and dropped | liberality, gave every department of business ‘ He: dead. [Boston Traveller. | a fresh impulse. Her agriculturalists com- 
ae +220 menced an improved system of culture, i ta: Wei. Tavenr Cipren!—Parents should | which has resulted in increasing the annual BA |] ows its ar Tae ter tae products of er farms some $50000000 t a; upon them either comfort and rest, or unea- | Provided that only one-tenth of this increase 

a A siness and sleepless anxiety, according to | was the result of the Geological Survey, still, 
Pi i the way in which they have been filled. it has annually repaic the whole outlay for 

ule 
— ; iy 5 er je 

a 
i i i
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the most” liberal survey ever made in this For the Farmer. 
country, with an ample margin left. We Se Soe es OOH STATE: 
have proof of similar results in Massachu-| Mrssrs. Eprrors—We all feel more or less 
setts, North and South Carolina, and other | ambition to have our young and favored 
States. | State of Wisconsin appreciated and honora- 

But there are more general advantages to | bly distinguished abroad, in the estimation 
the farmer from this survey. If properly | of-the older states—from which most of us 
conducted it cannot fail to develope the min- | emigrated, for its intelligence, improvement, 
eral resources of our state, and place our | and wealth ; and this desire is not less lively 
mining interests on a more permanent basis, } among farmers, than other classes of our 
by inviting capital, and by securing system-| population; it is as eminently our interest 
atic and profitable operations. as it is that of any other class. 

It will increase our mechanical and man-| The advancing intelligence and prosperity 
ufacturing interests, by pointing out the| of Wisconsin in the estimation of this and 
raw materials and the facilities for convert-| other nations is eminently to be desired by 
ing them into articles of domestic and foreign | us all, for two principal reasons, besides other 

trade. minor ones. First—it will proportionably 
Agriculture will be advanced by investi-| increase our individual wealth and enjoy- 

gating the structure and the chemical pro-| ments, and also, the honor of those who in- 
perties of the soils, as the results will enable | telligently contribute to promote the honor- 
us to determine the modes of culture neces-| able character of the State; Secondly—the 
sary to sustain and even increase their pro-| more we increase the profitable growth of 
ductive energies. the State, and extend the knowledge of the 
Commerce will also receive a new im-| fact abroad, the more shall we induce the 

pulse from the increased products of the | refined and wealthy of our own friends and 
farm, the mine, and the workshop. acquaintances to come and reside among us, 

Should the survey be made with suffi-| whose society and means will tend to pro- 
cient minuteness to point out the soils of each | mote our own happiness, 
township, the facilities for settling, and the| And these ends cannot be better attained 
great prosperity of our agricultural commu- | —cannot be so surely attained—in any other 
nities, the reports would attract thousands of | manner as by convincing other portions of 
those who are yearly seeking homes in this | the country that our State contains a wise 
great valley. and prosperous yeomanry—an intelligent, 

The development of the mineral and ag- | thrifty community of farmers. 
ricultural resources, will so enhance the| We have no doubt—and believe there is 
value of land in the state, as to make an ag- | no reason for doubt—that our State possesses 
gregate increase of a vast amount. a class of farmers whose probity and under- ° 

The survey will in no small degree pro- | standing will compare favorably with that 
mote the interests of our rail roads, by | of any state in the Union; for a moment’s 
shewing the existance of vast mineral depo- | reflection on the subject, will convince us 
sits along their lines, awaiting the means of | that it is not, generally, the least substantial 
transportation to some good market. and enterprising portion of the population 

What Missouri*has done and is doing, let | who have left the older states to remove to ~ 
us hope all the other western states will do. | the new ones—energy was necessary for the 
They will certainly find it much to their in- | task in earlier times. 
terest to havo their resources ascertained| Now, we say to the Farmers, let this in- 
and made known to the world through the } teresting and important fact be evinced by 
agency of Geological Surveys.” yourselves in coming forward nobly to sub- 

———_—__+02e+_____ scribe and write for the Wisconsin Farmer, 
§37~ An imaginative Irishman gave utter-| which you are all more or less able to do— ance to this lamentation: ‘I returned to as is the habit in the more eastern states— the halls of my father by night, I found Eatin wis ae sally aio peed them in ruins! "I cried aloud, * My Fathers, t this wiso practice be generally adopte where are they? and echo responded, ‘Is | through the state, and what a vast volume 

that you Patrick M’Carthy ? of interesting and varied facts, arguments ' 

ig 

a
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and suggestions would be presented, and | ative healthiness and deaths of the several 
what a convincing and commanding reputa- | states, we find—that the number of deaths 
tion would it give our state abroad—to be-| in ratio to the number of living, is—in the 
hold the vast body of thinking farmers. state of Maine, 1 to 77; Vermont, 1 to 100; 

Wisconsin is pre-eminently an Agricul-|Oonnecticut 1 to 64; Illinois, 1 to 78; Iowa 

tural state, and is capable of becoming as|1 to 94; and Wisconsin, 1 to 105; which 
wealthy as any one of the western sister- | shows the least number of deaths in propor- 
hood. By the late census and other data, | tion to the whole pepulation of any state in . 
it may be safe and fair to calculate that there |the Union. This certainly isa fact worthy of 
are about one and a half millions acres of cul- | the first consideration with eastern farmers 
tivated land in the state ; which as now occu-| who contemplate moving west. Health is 
pied constitutes about 50,000 farms, more or | the first consideration. 
less tilled. In regard to the value of improved lands 

This number of farms will require at least |in the new states, the same report shows 
50,000 farmers, who are proprietors or man- | that the average value is—in Illinois, $7,99 ; 
agers, besides the hired workmen. At least,|in Iowa, $6,09; in Texas, $1,09; and in 
one half or three fourths of these ought to | Wisconsin, it is $9,58—a very fair show for 
subscribe and pay for the Farmer, and most | young state. 

of them also write for it, giving statements] And by looking carefully through the ta- 
of the operations and results in their own | bles we find that the average value of pro- 
localities—which could be compared by each | ducts per acre, exceeds that of the other 
reader and writer with his own operations; | states named, in about the same proportion 
and thus extensive instruction and benefits | that the land exceeds that per acre in value. 
accrue to all; and I am satisfied, that with | Read the documents—then think and write 
alittle thought devoted to the matter, the |—and operate. Yours, D.S. 0. 
farmers of the state will see very readily, i=, Uibw. Obnct a) =a tiem mene 
that they ought, can, and will, farnish to the AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, 7 
Farmer that number—say 20,000 to 25,000 M Ep = 36h that i 
—of paying and writing subscribers before ce sian wares da nae eee, 
the present year expires. This result is per- avals Ne ene ie be al eomedune 
fectly reasonable and practicable; and when thi a ote aie aes ae Sea a 
accomplished would exhibit a nobler patron- ae vee o f issn ai West 
age than is extended by any other state to os ing Ee or oe a ees 
its agricultural newspaper, and would effect ae ea pov! epee) Cena ae 
more for the glory and honor of the state co must have its toys and plays adapted 
than any other one enterprize which a single oe be tender age.” The school boy, 000; Te 
class can do; and in proportion as the Jour- | Wires his joyons sports; hilarity and glee 
nal is rendered efficient by such support will | ™US* be mingled with his BUIUBEMn ONES, to 
its usefulness and ability for doing good be | ive # healthy tone to his physical being — 
increased among us. If his exercises be of an inoffensive charac- 

Besides this one and a half million acres of | tet and properly conducted, they may be the 
improved land, there is within the area of | Means of preparing his mind fgr rigid strides 
the state above 31,000,000 acres of land, of] in intellectual attainments. And the young 
which at least 20,000,000 is suitable to be | man who has passed his days of school books 
converted into productive and pleasant}and formal study, (though still a scholar), 
farms—enough land to make two million ad- | and left the old school room, around and in 
ditional farms—waiting for occupants; and| which happy hours of pleasure glided swiftly 
may may be purchased at low prices, rang-| by, and perhaps distant from the many smil- 
ing from $1,25 to $10 per acre. ing faces of the old home,—although his boy- 

In this connection, it may not be out of|ish days are past, the family circle broken 
place to state a few important relevent facts, | up—still it appears to be his nature, aye, it 
from the last U.S. census reports, which is|is man’s true nature to be social, and he 
an impartial reporter, of course, and may | clings to society as to life itself. And I am 
be relied upon. In a table showing the rel-! inclined to believe that this love of associa- &
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tion becomes stronger as age advances.—| “you're a know nothing,” so often spoken 
How necessary that this inclination be right-| by the acts of the would-be great, and who 
ly directed, and how essential that these be | are ever ready, and do manage many of our 
proper regulations and balance wheels, in | should-be reform societies. I repeat, that if 
this great machinery of associations, and | anything is done in the way of improvement 
that it be so conducted as to meet the very | in our agricultural associations, farmers must. 
end and purpose for which it was intended! | enter upon the work with energy and resolu- 
If this were the case, our societies would be | tion, and dispense with lawyers, doctors and 
the very sources of wonderful reformation | merchants in this particular business of agri- 
and improvement. culture. If agriculturalists are not capable 

I do really believe that agricultural socie- | of doing the business pertaining to their own 
ties and fairs may be so conducted and man- | particular avocation, it is high time that they 
aged as to be of great use to the farming| were fitting a recruit for the coming genera- 
community, consequently to society in gene- | tion. 
ral. It is certainly encourageing to meet| Indeed, it is full time that farmers were 
with brother farmers (brother I say, for | instilling into the minds of their sons and 
where can the word be more appropriately | daughters the practical sciences. Who more 
used,) for an interesting exchange of ideas | than the farmer needs intellectual training 
and relation of experiments. It is indeed | and practical science? who better than he 
social to meet at county and State fairs, there | can turn scientific knowledge to practical 
to behold the products of every kind pro-| account? It is absolutely necessary that the 
duced from the various soils of our young | agriculturalist be educated, that he may the 
and growing State. Here the farmer may, | better be prepared to profitably attend to ev- 
in a great measure, be able to judge for him-| ery portion of his domestic affairs; that he 
self whether there has been any real im-| may be capable of instructing and benefiting 
provement in agriculture for the last year. | others by his timely advices, during the an- 

Our fairs are places where the farmer may | nual and semi-annual associations gotten up 
be benefitted by exchange—exchange of| for his particular advancement. We hope 
stock and produce of every kind—where he | and believe that the time is fast approaching 
may buy and sell if disposed. Here he may | when farmers as a class will be practically 
see what may be done, and induced to extra | educated—with an intellectual and moral 
exertion for agricultural advancement.— | training, and possessing enough of natural 
Some fault has been found in the management | tact and ability, so as not to be necessitated 
of our fairs—that there are privileged ones | to call upon broken down merchants and 
who receive favor at the expense of the | penitent politicians to fill offices of trust in 
many, &c. How this is, I shall not pretend | their associations for improvement and pro- 
to decide; but this much has been noticed, | gression in agricultural pursuits. 
that in almost every society there are a cer- Agriculturalists must attend to and man- 
tain few that wish to rule the roost, and have nge agricultural societies and fairs, in order 
their own nests nicely feathered, and such, | that they meet the design for which they 
in general, are the most unworthy to be no- | were intended, for none but they have the 
ticed when the good of the society is con-| necessary interest to warrant beneficial re- 
sidered. There is one thing which I am led | sults. Who would think of calling upon a 
to believe, (judging from observation) that | lawyer to pyescribe in a case of cholera, or 
is, our fairs are thought of too much as pla-| an M. D. to construct a corn cultivator? All 
ces for speculation. I hope that they will | wrong moves in agricultural societies are on- 

not be converted into political pack-horses, | ly dampers on agricultural progression. If 
to be rode to death by political demagogues, | there is humbug, deception, partiality, specu- 
nor popular baggage-wagons, to groan under | lation and all these sort of things carried on, 
the burden of style and fashion, But may | in the management of our State and county 
they meet the necessities of the truly honest | fairs, there is certainly a cause for it, and the 
and progressive farmer. If this is done, the | fault must be in the managers, the principal 
farmers must take right hold of the work, | officers of the society; they have other than 
and not be bluffed with that great humbug, | deep interest in the cause. Hence the neces-
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i lf sity of selecting interested farmers to man-) meet the eye of either of the gentlemen, I 

ape age and direct in matters pertaining to our | should be glad to have them answer it thro’ 
cig State and county agricultural societies. If} the Farmer. Now I intend to try some ex- 
fel farmers select humbugs to govern and man- | periments this spring, after this fashion—I 

ie: age, they must expect “humbug” to be the | shall go to the wheat field as soon as the 
fe. ie result. If they promote mere political office snow is off, select a good, thrifty bunch of 

ia ie seekers, they on but look for the damning | wheat, and start it from the roots enough to 
tg ae influence of political preference and partisl-| break the main root, mark the place, and see 

oth ity and soon to the end of the chapter. If| what it will come to. If this meets your 

ms ! our societies flourish, if they meet the wants | approval, I will let you know the result of 
ee of the farmer, they must be conducted by | my experiments in due time. 

i iy shrewd, intelligent and honest agriculturists. | T like the new style of the FARMER very 
i Pe Parmyra, March, ’56. O0.P.D. | much, and think it well pays for the price. 

Ps ae 2 For the Farmer. | Farmers, how can you better invest a dollar 

E I # WiLL WHEAT TURN TO) CHESS? than by subscribing for the Wisconsin Farm- 
a Messrs. Eprrors—If you think the follow- | En? Anner K. Haron. 

it) ing is worth any thing, you may give it to| Apprsox, March 9, 1856. 

eH ie your readers: The location was Triangle, Remarxs.—We hope to live long enongh 
ce ig e e as 7 Z 
ee: 38." Oo., a Be ) a a be haces to see that eternally vexed question of wheat 

cM = low and wet; the ah black loam, Dae ai’ | vs, chess settled conclusively, but do not ex- 
he ! i with hard pan. My father nae adie at pect to, unless we eclipse Methusaleh. 
Her ie a heavy growth of timber in the summer} ” J}; would scem te be one of the simplest 
Se and burned the brush all over the ground, so things in the world to determine the matter 

‘ if f eat ae he aye a a ae we ce by experiment in two or three years, but | 
- Py ies it we er, b . me b : tae ag .°" | still it goes on from generation to generation. | 

5 Yh one of Sle meigupars the Mfootly clean: the| We Would like to hear it discussed by the 
eat ter wheat, which was perfectly clean; the| totent and experience of the State; and if 
ie: ae man of whom he bought it said if he would i 
ae 5 by any chance the question should come to a 

im : find the least seed but wheat, he would give finality: i would: certainly: Deva vaablest of 
ie 3a) it tohim. This he sowed at the rate of,| Ben to Sane outs ay 

1 ie I think, 11-2 bushels to the acre. In the ees et ig RO acter 
Hd fe spring he found the ground had hove, and! g3y- Many Teachers fail to accomplish 
held He under it was like honeyeomb—and what | what they wish, because they do not under- 
fli! i was the sequel: he harvested three bushels | stand the difference between teaching and 

TH || fete tone rn.” Now 5 the wheat ting, tech fo, commie i 
By did not turn to chess how came it there ie exercise, a wobaimpliate to teach, AR aon 

lle Can you or some of your readers give a rea-| py practice,” says Webster. With those 
td Kl son; for my part I cannot. I see in the| who are already educated measurably, mere 
{ es April No., 1855, page 100, Mr. Horace Cle- | teaching or precept may suffice; but for 
Se mans says: “I am satisfied that chess pro-| YOU"S Persons, those whio'are fo be ‘educa- 

5 He a oes oak Jd ted, training and practice must be superad- 
qk; nces chess, the same as wheat produces | ded, or much of our labor will be lost. 
Pr wheat, I am satisfied that chess can be pro- So ee ee 

Hf ze cured in no other way. * * *, Ihave] Some or the Chicago papers, speaking of 
ae ‘ had wheat winter killed, but never had chess e ser) neon of he Peach buds, - 
\fagtes ; ee 2 | the west and south, express the opinion that Pees come from it.” Again, in May No., page . 9 : “ 
a 130, Mr. John Townley, says—"As regards | Se mete ne winds, teay have 
ey HS the much vexed origin of chess, Mr. Peffer | preserved them on the east side, in Michi- 
bad! and I differ, he has been trying how to] gan. We had indulged a hope from the 

Pa grow chess,I have been trying how to get | same cause; but on examination our expec- 
am > rid of it. * * Mr. Peffer’s experiments tations have been blasted. The peach tree 

at convince him to believe that chess is degen- is dead, bud and branch. 

hii K erate wheat, mine that chess plants oe ee SaeS = Seon ot : aa, te % ane 

i aM ! i, from chess seeds, and are produced naturally, An agricultural college is to be established 
he and in no other way.” Now if this should | in Pennsylvania. 

ei 

ii ea ne Sgt a ee ee, ee en ed ae Laie. ee eee oe) 
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THE FOREST TREES OF WISCONSIN. _ thematerial for carving and for wooden shoes. 
BY L A. LAPHAM. As an ornamental tree it has few superi- 

The trees now to be considered belong to] TS; especially where regularity of form, 
two very different families; the first is the| density of shade, &c., are desirable. This 
TILIACE— The Linden or Basswood Fam-_| is the case along the side walks in our cities, 

ily. towns, and villages, where, however we but 

too seldom see this tree. The fine fragrance 

of the flowers and great rapidity of growth 
are other recommendations of this tree for 

~ |such purposes. The very curious contrivance 
by which the seeds are held up in the air so 
as to afford the wind an opportunity to waft 

(i them a considerable distance before they 
()\ reach the ground is worthy of notice. The 

fruit-stalk hangs from the middle of a long 
\ narrow leaf which has a kind of spiral twist, 

\\ like a plow-share; so that in falling, this 

leaf is constantly whirling round and round 
\ like the arms of a boy’s windmill, which 

very much retards the fall to the ground.— 

This is another of those beautiful contrivanc- 

es by which the great Creator accomplishes 
eS | his all-wise purposes. Such contrivances 

Ss might be found every where in nature, if 

> we would take the trouble to look for them. 
ae When the eastern counties of Wisconsin be- 

gan to be settled twenty years ago, and 
when of course the resources of the country 

had been but very little developed, resoré 

was had to the basswood trees to sustain the 

stock through the long winter months 
nica ee oe Great numbers of fine large trees were cut 

= = 9 ? 

the common Basswood, (Fig. 18) ithe only| 40 forthe ows and oxen, ‘The feeder 
ae ia ae. bined oe ook branches and the mucilaginous buds are ex- 
wooded parts of the state eepeuially ers cellent for this purpose. Itis said that in 

the soil is a little moist and rich. Where | °™°, Cuties the leaves are annually gath- the t ood is found growing plentifully ered for fodder, as regularly as we makehay 

inthe woods the farmer need not hesitate fas Sie seras Pano : 
to make his “location” for the tree is a sure aero = cues eoeen oe sais bene’ 
indication of a good soil. It shows a strong = cases —— = ue deny nee disposition to grow in little peat ia is the only genus found in our climate 
ormore together. This may be accounted and latitude; all the other belong to the 

for on the supposition that a former tree has| 7°°° southern Sunes —s ae SpE 
been destroyed, and that the present clump | “8S of; once soy uaied ert, - 
is the grown up sprouts that always succeed eens een Kash) ie tocest such destruction. growing naturally in the rich bottom lands 

Although the wood is soft, destitute of|im the Ohio river valley. This species, 
strength and durability, and has but little| With the .eaye. white and downy beneath, 

| Value as fuel, it is well suited for many use- is larger and more ornamental than the com- 
| fal purposes. It splits easily into rails, and|™on Basswood, and should be introduced 
| Will last along time if not used for those| mong our ornamental trees. As it grows 

that lie on or very near the ground. Bass-| 80 near us it would doubtless do very well 
Wood is extensively used for laths—and it is! in Wisconsin. i a ee |
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We come next tothe family called LE§| fication is highly interesting in the neighbor- 
GUMINOSEZ. The family with legumin- | hood of other full-sprayed species, where the 
ose pods, like the pea, bean, &c. The com-| curiosity which it excites willfadd greatly to 

: mon locust may be taken as a type of the} its value as an interesting tree at that season 
family. of the year.”—Landscape Gardning, p. 117. 

| No§14.—Gymnocladus Canadensis. Lin- | The Coffee tree flowers in June, and the 
nmus—The Coffee Tree. pods are ripe for gathering in October. The 

{ Ihave never seen this tree growing in| seeds are very hard, and should be immersed 
i Wisconsin, but Dr. P. R. Hoy, of Racine, has| for a few minutes in boiling water. Thus 
; detected it on the bottom lands in Green | freated they vegetate freely Our Wiscon- | 
: county. This may therefore be deemed to| sin people would do well to obtain a supply 

be its extreme northern limit. The ceffee| Of these seeds—and cultivate this valuable 

: tree may be known by the very large, twice- | tree. 
: pinnate leaves, sometimes two to three feet} No. 15.—G@leditschia triacanthus, of Lin- 

' in length, though the leafets are only from |neus, the Honey Locust. According to the 
: one to two inches long. The bark is very | observations of the late much lamented Prof. 

rough, and the branches stout, and abruptly |S. P. Lathrop, this tree grows as far north 
terminated, giving theftree in winter the ap- | as the vicinity of Beloit in the valley of Rock 

pearance of adead stump. From this cir-|river. It may be known by its numerous 
cumstance the early French settlers called it|large thorns, its delicate doubly pinnate 
chicot, or the stump tree. leaves and its long brownish pods. In the 

Michaux says “the wood is very compact | valley of the Ohio it attains its greatest per- 
and of arosy hue. The fineness and close-| fection. Though not a very important tree 

ness of its grain fit it for cabinet making, | for any useful qualities, it is well worthy of 
and its strength renders it proper for build-| cultivation on account of its beauty. 

ing. Like the locust it has the valuable pro-| Mr. Downing in his standard work on 
perty of rapidly converting its sap into per-| Landscape Gardening, speaks of it as “much 
fect wood, so that a trunk six inches in di-| finer in appearance than the common locust, 
ameter has only six lines of sap, and may be | (Hobinia pseudo accacia) although the flow- 

employed almost entire. (N. Am. Sylva,|ers are greenish and inconspicuous, instead 

vol. 1, p. 122.) It usually grows with a slen-| of possessing the beauty and fragrance of 
der trunk, a tree fifty or sixty feet high be-| the latter. There is however a peculiar ele- 

ing only twelve to fifteen inches in diameter. | gance about its light green and beautiful fo- 
But if separated from the dense forests in|liage, which wafts so gracefully in the sum- 

which it usually is found, it grows with a|mer breeze, and folds up on the slightest 
spreading head, affording ample shade for a| shower, that it stands far above that tree in 

large space of ground, and being altogether |our estimation, for the embellishment of 
a very beautiful object. scenery. The branches spread out rather 

, Downing considers this tree very impor-| horizontally in a fine broad and lofty head; _ || 
tant as an ornament about our houses, and| there are none of the dead and unsightly | 
yards, where it is well entitled to a place.—| branches so common on the locust, and the |) 
“In summer, its charming foliage and agree- | light feathery foliage, lit up in the sunshine, | 

able flowers render it a highly beautful lawn | has an airy and transparent look rarely seen || 
tree; and in winter, it is certainly one of|inso large a tree, which sometimes produces | 

the strangest trees in appearance in our] very happy effects in comparison with other 

whole native sylva. Like the Ailantus it is} trees. The bark is of a pleasing brown, 
entirely destitute of small spray, but it also | smooth in surface; the branches are studded 
adds to this the additional singularity of thick} over with curious, long triply-pointed | 
blunt, terminal branches without any per-|thorns, which also often jut out in clusters || 
ceptible buds. Altogether it more resem-jin every direction from the trunk of the || ; 
bles a dry, dead, and withered combination | tree, to the length of four or five inches, | 
of sticks, than a living and thrifty tree—| giving ita most singular and forbiddinglook || 

This rare and very unique exception to the | In winter, these and the long red pods which | i 

veq [ensuutiful diversity of spray and rami~ hang upon the boughs at that season, give | 1 

I a
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the whole tree a very distinct character.—| ent kinds of trees should be selected to suit Another recomendation of this tree is the | the different qualities of soil. What a beau- variety of picturesque shapes which it as-| tiful feature this would give to the land- sumes in growing up; sometimes forming aj scape! It would afford sheltor and shade to tall pyramidal head of fifty or sixty feet,|the trains. The trees and hedges might be sometimes a low, horizontally branched tree, | so disposed as to keep off the bleak winds in and at others it expands into a wide irregu-| winter and prevent in a great degree those lar head, quite flattened at the summit.— accumulations of snow that now so often When but a limited extent is devoted toa stop the trains. 
lawn or garden, this tree should be among} Large numbers of evergreen trees are an- the first to obtain a place; as one or two, | nually brought from the northern part of mingled with other larger and heavier foliage | this state, from Mackinac, &c., but not one will at once produce a charming variety.” | in ten of such trees usually survive the care- There are some specimens of this fine|less proeess of removal. The Proper way to tree in the vicinity of Milwaukee, having | remove trees from their native places in the been introduced as early as 1837, by W.P.| wood is to cover the roots as soon as taken Proudfit. It has been recommended, among | from the ground with damp—(not Wet) moss many other plants as a substitute for the| which can be secured with twine. By English hawthorn for hedges; but does not adopting this course nearly every tree, with seem to be mach employed for that purpose. | careful management after planting, will live. It might be made to answer for such de-| It would be well for every one about to pro- fences as are only intended to guard against | Ure trees from the north to remember this cattle, &c., as along the lines of railroads—| hint. The trees can be packed in open boxes and on stock farms. and thus éasily transported. Every raft , * ing | 20ating down our rivers, at the proper The trees with leguminose pods win, ae naturally in the north ‘wile ates: ta ae Ge ee cnanee Panay it not yet detected growing naturally in Wis- dental expenses by taking « supply of young consin, are trees properly prepared in the manner above 
1. TheLocust Robinca psudacacia Linn., mM tr tee sad ao eo sate extensively cultivated throughout Wiscon- FIRE PROOF FLOORS. sin—and deservedly so—on account of the Alluding to this subjec Mr. E. Conkili: value of the wood and the beauty of the tree | of Cincinnati, cust ae kyanising of at |} for purposes of @rnament, &e. timber to be used for buildings, so as to ren- 

2. Cercis Canadensis, Linn., Red Bud, or | 4et them more fire proof. He believes that Judas tree. A small ornamental tree com- the extra cost of preparing building timber, - r joists, plank, boards, &c., by kyanising them, pletely covered with bright red flowers early |Wwould soon be saved, in decreased expenses in the spring. It should be introdueed into | for insurance. The suggestion is a good oné. all ornamental grounds and would doubtless | A good fire proofing solution for timber is, withstand the rigors of our climate. It| equal parts of alum and sulphate of copper z iS Sie dissolved in water, at the rate of 2 lbs. of Srows naturally in middle Illinois. these substances to the forty cubic feet of 8. @leditchia monosperma, the honey lo- water. 
cust with pods bearing only one seed, was| Mr. L. V. Bievie, of Akron, Ohio, states‘ * found in southern Illinois by Michaux; but that the et eae ce tespen ten front — later botanists have not been able to find it eon e ae abe Tie says, Shae 
there. tifnl floor, becomes as hard as marble, and is If our several rail road companies could | both fire and water proof.” 
be made to see their true interest and to act ioe Sora ee oe Upon it, they would immediately plant rows| Ops on Suaneuais.—Cover, of the Grant of trees and a hedge along both sides of their | Co. Herald, has been writing an. “Ode to Toads. These by their growth would save eee epee The following. is the first the cost of fencing and supply the ties and Feathered giraffe! Who lent you wings? timber that will very soon be wanted to re- we puaithed ron thane legs? » pair and to renew their structure. Differ- es ena iene ack of aa ® a
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ee ene Farmer. | well to state my objections to the other 
aes grasses, The Pennsylvania clover I consider 

Mussrs. Eprrors—As the enquiry is often } makes a very inferior quality of hay; alarge 
made through your valuable journal, as to | proportion of it a mere coarse stalk, no bet- 

, the best mode of seeding down land, the | than pea vines. It will produce but one crop 
kind and quantity of seed used per acre, and | in a season (if cut in the blossom), the second 

the best crop to seed with, &c., I will ven- | growth being too late in this latitude to seed 

ture to give my experience, which has been | well. The first crop if saved for seed is very 
derived from practical demonstrations in | uncertain in its yield; as a green crop it is 

farming in this State, during the past eigh-| good, but no better than the June clover. 
teen years, Timothy I have utterly condemned as a 

For meadow, or a hay crop, I have tried | hay er rotating crop in this section of coun- 

the various grasses usually cultivated in this| try. For hay the quality is quite inferior to | 
latitude, such as the large or Pennsylvania | clover, being mostly coarse stalks and very 
Clover, Timothy, Red Top, and June Clover. | little blade; produces very sparingly in after 

Ihave seeded separately and mixed the dif- | feed in the fall; and but a poor yield of hay 
ferent varieties, and have become thoroughly | per acre—one to one and a half tons per acre 

convinced, that the June cloyer alone is the} I consider a good average. But the worst 
best and most valuable of all varieties. Ij feature of Timothy is its deleterious effects 
have practiced under the conviction for the { upon our soil. The chemical reasons I can- 
last six years, and every years’ experience | not assign; but practical demonstrations with 

has but added firmness to my convictions. | me go agreat ways. I have never produced, 

I prefer the June clover for the reason that | neither have I seen produced, a good crop of 

it will produce more tons of good hay per | spring or winter wheat on a Timothy sod, 
acre than any of the other varieties. I con-| plowed at anyseason of the year. It seems 
sider three tons of hay per acre no more than | to be more exhausting to the soil than any 
the average yield, where the first and second | grain crop we produce, and I fancy I have 

crops are cut for hay; but my practice has | seen its deliterious effects fora series of years. 
been to save the second growth for seed. I} Red Top produces a good quality of hay, 
consider three bushels per acre an average | but the yield per acre is very light. I con- 

yield. In this way I make clover the most sider it out of its element on our grain lands. 
yaluable of all my field crops. A mizture of clover and timothy produces 

I estimate the first growth at twotons per}a very good quality of hay,—clover with 
acre, and at six dollars per ton in the stack; } tho timothy improving its quality, but the 
and it is richly worth that to any farmer who | quantity per acre will be reduced one-third 
has the sheep or other stock to consume it. } at least by the mixture of timothy. The 

The seed crop I value at six dollars per bush- | second growth will be valueless for seed, and | 
el, (whick is below the average for the past} as a green crop, will be worthless to follow | 

six years), making in the aggregate, thirty | with wheat. d 
dollars per acre. Iam assure of producing] I have tried seeding at various seasons of | 

, the above result from the first and second | the year with various crops, and the results r 

season, as I am of producing twenty bushels | have been various. I have sown clover seed 
of wheat per acre on the general average. |in the fall with winter wheat, and dragged 

The third season, the crop should be turned | it in, and failed twice out of three times. I 
‘| under when in the first blossom, and the | have sown Timothy in the fall with wheat, 

growth of one acre will produce more of the | and found the stock to very materially in- 
necessary food for the perfection of the wheat | jure the wheat crop the following season, 
plant, than is taken off in two crops; and} by coming forward so fast as to choke the 
hence it is that land upon which clover can | wheat, 
be grown well, has within itself as it were,} I have stocked on winter wheat in the 
the means of its own perpetual fertility. spring of the year, sowing my seed as s00D 

Having stated my preferences, it may be { as the ground was well settled, and dragging 

|
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in the seed with a light drag, and rolling | and would not feed it to their stock if it waS 

down with a heavy roller; in this way I| given them. This grows more out of preju- 

have had very good success. It will succeed | dice than from practice. It is “old fogy-ism.” } 

twice out of three times. I have fed for the past four years, from fifty 

I have tried seeding with oats, but have | to seventy-five tons a year of it, and I am 

never been successful. The crop is too sha- | satisfied that to feed sheep, it, alone, will keep 

dy. The young clover grows very weakly, | sheep in better condition and produce more 

andwhen the oat crop is removed, the parch- | wool, than straw or wild hay will, with all 

ing sun of our August is sure to kill it all| the grain you can coax them to eat; and for 

out. I have seeded late years with spring | cattle or horses it is equally as good. To 

wheat, and uniformly with good success, when | make beef, one half the meal fed with clover 

sown in good season, and the land duly pre- | hay, is better than double the quantity with 

pared. I found in my experience, two very | most of the other kinds of hay. 

essential points to be observed, in seeding] [To seed for permanent pasture, I should 
for a meadow with clover: clean lands, and | yecommend sowing not less than sixteen 

early sowing. Seeding with spring wheat, | quarts per acre of Timothy, clover, Red Top, 
after corn or any hard crop, I consider the | Kentucky, blue grass, (which is nothing more 

Sone nor less than our June grass), and add at 
Seeding in the spring of the year on Win- | jeast one pound per acre to the mixture of 

ter wheat, on land that has been well sum-| white clover. These varieties will give a 

mer fallowed, will generally succeed if drag- | oonstant succession of green food throughout 
ged in. The drag and roller will not injure | the season, and if plaster is used on the field, 
the wheat crop, but will materially benefit it. | three years’ time will give the white clover 

The one great cause of failure in seeding | almost the entire possession. 

generally with our farmers, is that they crop | | intended when I commenced this article 
} their lands until they get so foul that it will | tg have given my experience in the use of 

not produce a grain crop; and then to sow | plaster on clover and other crops, but am 
on a few pounds of grass seed with their already occupying too much valuable space, 

thumb and Jinger, and then look on with per- | and I fear wearying the patience of your read- 

fect astonishment if the few kernels of grass | ers, To those who now have a field (wheth- 
seed does not obtain the mastery over tke | er well or poorly) stocked with clover, I will 

noxious weeds left in full possession. say, use plaster by all means, and sow it ear- 
To sum up this article, I will say from my | ly as you can after the ground settles; it will 

personal experience: The best kind of grass | pay on the investment from one to two hun- 
seed to sow for meadow is June clover—one | dred per cent. It can be obtained in Mil- 
peck to the acre. The best season in the] waukee by the quantity at $1,75 per bbl. 

year to sow it, isin the month of April, or | contaming three bushels,—sufficient for six 

earlier if the land is in good order. The | acres. E. W. Epeerroy. 
best crop to stock with is spring wheat, and| Sumamr, Waukesha Co., March 26, "56. 
do not fail to cover the seed with a light har- Se SS 
row or brush. a ee Men ive panes a 

tam: aware that with many farmers there ae eerie mecnntiies at the English lan- 
are three kinds of clover : the larger, June, | guage. Yet it seems but acknowledging that 
and medium. With me, the seed for the} we are vane cue before tes 
June and medium all come out of yp], | our error, and humbler than we were before 

Tf sown on poor, worn at lands it wit {*® 21” it. But soit is; and Goldsmith ob- 
betes 2 7 serves, that Frederick the Great did himself 

early June and small at that. If sown | more honor by his letter to his Senate, stat- 
on good land and in good condition, and half | ing that he had just lost a great battle by 
8 bushel of Grand River Plaster sown on it | his own fault, than by all the victories he 

aires 5 ad won. Perhaps o st perfection 
a sah ee ide ee here is not to cane Se reeions but to 

+ am also aware that a great many farmers | see and acknowledge and lament and correct 
will say that clover hay is worthless stuff, | them. Day. ‘
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GEOLOGY OF WISCONSIN. posit is to be met with in place, east of the 

The agricultural capacities of the state of| Rocky mountains. This central primary se 
Wisconsin as a whole, may be inferred gen-| gion is, however, unlike New England in 
erally from its surface rock deposits. These, | Most of its physical outlines. It is generally 

i with exceptions to be noted, differ from|level, or nearly so, without mountains or 
those of every other western state. Let me| great elevations. Examination shows it to 
try to illustrate this difference to the reader. | have been the seat of volcanic seer 

If, for example, a traveler were to start| remote periods, of which no conception can 
from Madison on a direct route northward, | #t present be formed. Its surface is seamed 
for Lake Superior, he would find the follow-| With numerous trap dikes, which divide it 
ing order of geological deposits: At the|into ridges and depressions; and the falls 
place of starting, a surface layer of Mag- of the rivers finding a head here, are mostly 
nesian Limestone, worn and broken into | the result of these ancient firey floods, across 
rounded hills, with occasional mural es-|theirchannels. One of these ridges or dykes 
carpments or abrupt precipices. On near-| ¢xtends from Kewaunee to the falls of St. 

ing the Wisconsin River, the Limestone ap-| Croix, more than a hundred miles, and is 
pears to run out; or if afterwards met with | from five to twelve miles in breadth. All 
in masses, it is found as outliers, capping the these eruptions took place under the waters 

tops of the highest hills. A Sandstone is|0f ® primeval ocean of great depth; and || 
there first found in place, or in regular layers. hence, we see the hard and flinty trap, in- | 

These are the upper layers of the Lower | Stead of light scoris and lava, as would || 
Sandstone of Owen, though differently have been the product had the liquid not , || 

named in the New York Reports. Follow- cooled under an enormous pressure. | 

ing up the Wisconsin rivér over lengthy] But it is of the surface of this extensive || 
plains of sandy soil, with numerous hills of| region I wish to speak, as it is now found. |} 
drift and sandstone scattered at intervals, to| The drift has covered it more or less, leaving | 

Grand Rapids, and the bed of the stream| its characteristic monuments. The material 
will be found resting upon gneiss, or a cor-|0f the drift is coarser than further south. || 

responding granitic or primary deposit. | Where the rock has decomposed, it has left | 

This will also be found at Stevens’ Point, |® coarse angular sand, if ‘that term is appli- 
Wausau, and upward to the extreme head | cable to quartz in an unground state. The 
waters of theriver. The slope of Lake Supe- | dykés, which often have considerable width, 
rior has deposits in some respects peculiar | are covered generally, with a fine growth of || 
to its own basin, not necessary to consider | maple, forming what are called maple ridges, || 
here. Thus the traveler will have touched | With a very passable quality of soil. The 
bottom—that is reached the lowest or pri-| intervals between these ridges however, are | 
mary deposits, composed of quartz, feldspar, | largely covered with small lakes, and exten- 
mica, and the other classes of rocks having sive marshes, it is a lacustrine region, the 
a general origin in and through the agency | Source of numerous streams. Its nameless 

of heat. lakes may be counted by hundreds. On the 

A person crossing the state east and west, | ry and sandy grounds adjacent the ever- 
would find these primary rocks in place on| gteen flora, with anintermixture of oak, and 

. the Menomonee, and probably other streams | Some other varieties of trees, cover most of 
flowing into Green Bay, and westward at|the surface. There are not lacking, in 
the falls of Chippewa, St. Croix, and the up- places, many square miles of dreary sand, 
per waters of the Black River. Thus, the| ver which vegetation as yet has scarcely 
interior of what is generally called “North-| obtained a foot hold. 
ern Wisconsin” is of primary formation, and On both sides of this region, margining 
more nearly corresponds with New England the Mississippi and Lake Michigan, and des- 

in this respect than any other western state. | cending towards either, the traveler would 

Wisconsin has a central axis, or back bone| find a marked change as he progressed. 
of granite, so to speak, in places more than| The sand stones and lime stones re-appear, 

one hundred miles in width, and is alone| apd an improving soil as a consequence. _, 
the only western state where this lowest deg A geological map, showing the boundaries 
eee}
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of the several great deposits of primary rock, VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY 

sandstone, and Timestone in this state,;has PRAOTIOAL HINTB—NO. 2. 
been published by IAT Capnam, Esq. of = 

whe Messrs. Eprrors—In the February num- Milwaukee. [It exhibits at a glance, more Z 
than any written description can convey, " of = Farmer — ape —— 
and is-one of the very many contributions | “P!®S Of Pruning. Aluch more may be sai 
of that gentleman to accurate, scientific|"P0™ this matter. f i 
knowledge of the physical capacities and ee for various eae 
productions of Wisconsin. He is entitled to] —*° Promote fruitfulness—to quicken the 
all honor and lasting public thanks for his — pi = & — 

le and disinterested efforts. Pha NON a DECLINE 
meee ee stees a mere mechanical operation, but must be 
‘It is no disparagement to central northern performed upon certain principles, derived 
Wisconsin, to ae is not adapted to raising erate iter nal nck ce uk ae ce 
grain, or, generally to productive farming. 

a z sa growth of the plants. 
Nature os wee oe poe’ of vast: Gur If a tree becomes stunted, and its pores 
rounding prairiés, accessible by numerous become filled or clogged, or from any other 
water courses, established the pinery of the cause fhe sap seems a oe singaishiy, and 
west—has stored up the material through we wish to effect a vigorous growth ana ea 
which the settlement and civilization of new the tree, physiology oe that wa 

these fertile wastes is rendered possible. It neovideté wi th Boe axteicc mn Awetan ak 

ae ee os HEE ame rugged aap lungs, i.e. with new branches and new leaves 
and flinty granites are the matrix, concealing The physiological fact that there are not on- 

ue eed atte leo rea tition, Te Sige Say | ee rrr radia bat bude letenalllGcen the 
zation, and especially to the people of Wis- teen rariohes Sica ureecon aon ncde 

ee oe erent =o a TGS any diseased or ema portion of trees in 

Sa eg bee bees eu net creuyaucs, the confidence that new branches will put 
ment, a division of industrial pursuits, which forth, The whole foree of the sap entering 
must ever place them in advance of their Riss, new branches, they will grow ae 
neighbors. We have in measureless abun- fnxariantly. 

dance, metalic, SHE eae and Many trees, peach trees for instance, are 

eee prosperity, ee apt to grow stragglingly if left to themselves, 
mutually act upon, and sustain each other. —some portions very'thriftily at the expense 

20 pay aa Dorey th Our stale 8 nok #1 of others. Out back the thrifty limbs con- 
ore countrys eS tee asc a eey ante siderably, and others very little, if at all— 
someting ea a < e This must be done not only for the actual 

This general review will throw some light reduction of the parts that grow too much, 

upon a subject little understood; would that but also to give the feeble portions the ad- 

a a eee Z a eer en sore vantage of a larger proportion of leaves.— 
BUREN [SSSR CE T The same object may be offected, though not 

| eee so satisfactorily perhaps, by partially strip- 
Srnautar Discovery uv ArtecHany Co.| Ping the thriftier limbs of their leaves— 

—On the 20th ult., a band of laborers on the | Where there is a preponderance of leaves 
Central Railroad, in “Alleghany Co., on Mr.|there the sap will go, and there wood will 
Cady’s section, penetrated into a cave, the | he formed. 

mouth of which was about 800 feet from| Jp pruning to open fruit to the rays of the 

oe hosts = . sun, it is not safe to reduce the leaves very 
passed under the river and came out on the | @xtensively, lest the tree or vine be injured 
other side of it. In the cave was found the | for the next season. 
body of a hunter, with all the equipments| Pruning is very often practiced te induce 
ieee re een bonds fruitfulness. There is a process of pruning 
ieee ares aS the body, aa aa apy the roots sometimes called foreshortening — 
derful state of preservation. The bonds are | It is practiced upon the principle that check- 
signed by many of the oldest citizens. ing growth causes fruit-buds instead of lea-
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buds to be formed. It brings trees into early | are produced by checking the growth of a 
bearing, and the fruit is generally of extra | plant. The reverse is also true, namely, that 
size. A sharp spade is sometimes thrust into | the formation of fruit buds is deferred, and 

the ground a foot, more or less, from the | not always entirely prevented by quickening 
trunk of the tree; a trench is dug, the roots| the growth. Hence by cutting down the 
exposed, and more carefully cut off with a] strong canes of the Raspberry to two or 
sharp knife. Upon the same principle and | three buds, the laterals thus produced grow 
for the same purpose, the tops are cut’ back, | very exuberantly, and the fruit is formed 
or more generally, the extremities of young | several weeks later. A late crop of straw- 
shoots are pinched off between the thumb | berries is sometimes effected by the destruc- 

and finger. Fruit-growers deem this process | tion of the usual crop. By the same method 
very important. Pinching is practiced both | late crop of roses and other flowers may 

for regulating the growth and for fruitfulness. | be obtained. 
It is better than clean cutting, as it impedes | It is well known that early kinds of apples 

growth more effectually. have time after yielding their fruit to form 
Even when pruning is resorted to in order | fruit buds for the ensuing year, and therefore 

to accomplish some simple purpose, such as | bear good. crops annually, while trees like 
making the tree symmetrical, or trimming | the baldwin, which do not bring their fruit 
out interfering branches, regard must be had | to maturity till late in the fall, yield abund- 
to physiological principles. antly only alternate years. It is also known 

The season of the year at which pruning | that the bearing year of the whole or por- 
should be done is a very important point— | tions of such trees can be changed by pluck- 
Early in spring, before the buds expand, is | ing the fruit soon after it is formed. 
regarded the best time,—neither so late that | The object of the writer in these articles 
the wound will bleed severely, nor so early | is not only to make some important practical 

that the terminal bud will be injured. The | suggestions, but also to make apparent the 
rapid spring growth soon after pruning is | reasons for the processes he recommends.— 

desirable that the wounds may heal. Farmers and horticulturists cannot perfect 
Generally, in this latitude, the month of | themselves in their arts till they study, ac- 

March will be found a favorable time for knowledge and act upon scientific principles. 

pruning fruit trees and bushes. Grape vines | At a future time something will be said upon 

had better be done earlier and later,—once | the training of trees, vines, &c. H. F. B. 
thoroughly during the winter, and many x a ei te 2 omer ea a tea 

i ii XTRAORDINARY Eaa.—We were presen’ 
are aoe So ip) uenvent Gren this morning, by Mr. Shirley, (of Bairfield), 

x a . a remarkable curiosity in the shape of an egg. 
If the object of pruning be to check the The egg is a regular Shanghai, and is an egg 

growth of a tree, it may be most effectually | within an egg. The shell of the outside one 
accomplished just after it has leaved out.— | is of such a size that we will not risk our 

Then, channels for the sap have already been | ¥°™ ‘acity by giving its dimensions. The in- 
. ‘ ner egg is completely formed, and is a re- opened and are in free operation, and the spectable egg. Although we have been 

tree must take a little time to rally its strength Secretary of a Shanghai Lodge, and have 
and put forth new buds, and open a new |seen many queer and mysterious sights, we 

course for the circulation of its vital fluid. | must say that never have we beheld such an 
In pruning to induce fruitfulness, it is nec- | 88 [Ohio State Journal. 

essary to observe the peculiar physiological Deatn From SwatLowrne A BEan.—The 
= of different kinds of plants. The Sterling (Ill.) Times of the 15th ult. says: 

it of the walnut and the fig is borne by Mr. 8. W. Cook, residing across the river, 
the wood of the same season; grapes grow | Jost a child on Thursday, about eighteen 
on wood of the last season, and pears, apples, | months old, in the following painful manner. 
plums, &c., on wood of several years’ growth, | The little one had been given some beans to 

Not only the degree of fruitfulness may | Play with, and in attempting to swallow one 
be affected by pruning, but also the season ae lodged oe a ee pugs san wes aaa called immediately, but all attempts to relieve 
of the year for bearing. It is a well estab- | the little sufferer proved fruitless, and it died 
fished fact, already alluded to, that fruit buds | in a few hours.
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STO CK RE GI STER symptoms. as I have seen no case of Black- 
* | Leg its West, and possibly might have 

i TTLE. been a different disease.” 
ie eee 7 Another informs us that “he found a yel- 

he American Veterinary Journal copies | low sediment settling under the skin, which, 
several communications which appeared in | When tapped on with the end of the finger, 
this Journal before the present publishers pee we eee of peng os ‘I ee h fit aiid ‘comments ane eien: the skin and let it discharge all it would; 

|| took charge o ie = ie then bathed the parts affeeted with Davis’ 
in a manner which cannot fail to be instrue-| Pain Killer and liniment combined. After 
tive and interesting tothe most of the readers | repeating this once—she having previously 

|| of the Farmer, and therefore we copy them | commenced to swell and bloat—found it ne- 
| at fall length. The Veterinary Journal is | CSS@'Y. to let out the air, she commenced to 

lished at B Mis ited by G get well, and in eight hours would eat some. 
published at oston, 1 sais ited by Gzo.| ‘After the medicine* operates, there is no 
H. Dapp, M.D. It is a journal we would danger, only keep them dry. I have pur- 

|| like to see more generally circulated through- | sued the same course since, with others— 
out the west, as it disseminates knowledge, | except letting out the air—with good suc- 
yaluable—becanse reliable—wherever it cir- | C&S% and lost AER under it. bri 
lates. It costs but one dollar per year, Guided by the’ above symptoms, Bee = 2 Per year, | they are, we understand that three different 

and any one extensively engaged in stock | forms of’ disease are represented. The first 
|| raising cannot make a better investment of seems to be of an inflammable type—proba- 

| that amount, (provided, @f course, he already | bly inflammatory fever. The second is a 
takes the Fax } than by enclosing a dol- feature of emphysema—a collection of gas 

: 3 y ea S beneath the skin, and if fluid was found in 
lar bill, forthwith, to the publisher, 8. N.| the same situation, we should call it edema, 

|| Tuompsoy, 97 Union Street, Boston. Let | local dropsy. 

I us here add that we have received several The latter feature, (@loating) indicates 
|| “cures,” from correspondents from different rene: waey een sue bowee | per of tho stat similar othe nee quoted | a8, he Tel of Indigestion, theres 
i] below ; but we did not consider it proper to same is true of emphysema, and edema, these 
|| give them a place in our pages, as we do | states do not constitute the primary disease, 

| not sanctlon such barbarous treatment in} but are merely symptoms, which may pre- 
any case, nor consider it beneficial in its ef- | Sent none cure Pain teee 2 Bins 

:. many diseases. e LK oO 

es Me el bs alle nie jh miaciatores more information regarding the above di- ceive communications from those who have | ceases, There are certainly some medical 
watched the symptoms or effects of any of | men in the vicinity of Wisconsin that might 
these diseases, together with any other sug-| be induced to investigate the matter, and 
gestions, for publication: Eps. Farmer, {sive the farmers of that locality and us 

oe = a more definate information regarding the na- 
In the “ Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer,” are | ture and symptoms of “a disease that is said found several articles under the above cap- to destroy in the course of a year many val- 

tion, and we feel disposed to attempt to uable animals.” 
throw some light on the nature of the We want to know something about the disease, but the symptoms as recorded by state of the pulse, and respirations, the con- 
the contributors are so indefinate that we} dition of the bowels—whether they be lax, 
dare not risk more than mere opinion. One| oy constipated, the character of both fecal 
ae eas alludes to them :— and urinary discharges, both as regards 

The first symptoms we observed were, quantity and quality. The condition of the 
that the victim commenced kicking with the | snimal must also be known, for should the . 
leg affected, ina manner that showed that} victim prove to be fat, we then have a key its pain was excruciating, with a peculiar | to unravel the cause of the malady. 
Wildness that was not to be mistaken. A! We should like to know what kind of valuable cow of my father’s was taken, and | food such animals are kept on, and also 
he tried all the means he could think of what care is bestowed on them, with such such as cutting open her flank and washing] data we will undertake to enlighten our it with every cooling application he could | ——___ ps. a“ 
think of, ending with cutting a gash to the | , * One teaspoonful of Davis? Killer, one 
bone and filling it with salt. On the second owes Sai aioe oflartaes mate eaae coe 
day she died, and on opening her was found | aoap-suds. If the poor brutes ever got well after the ad= 

| to be mortified, even to the spine and kid- | ministration of such an hotch Bee eas tot eee 
| neys. I am thus particular in describing the ! which resisted both the disease and treatment. : | ; 

f 
‘a 7
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western friends on the subjects, of both pre-| It will be seen that the vein is nothing 
yention and cure: for we are perfectly satis- | more than an elastic hollow tube, a mere 

_ fied that if the nature, symptoms and treat- | vehicle through which the blood courses, 
ment of the diseases peculiar to Western re- | therefore cannot be supposed to have any 
gions, were properly understood, much val- | specific power over other parts of the organ- 
uable property might be saved. ization in warding off disease. re 

On perusing the following paragraph,|_ We have neither time nor disposition to 
which appears in the above periodical, over | lengthen this article in exposing the above 
the signature of Matthew Towers, the rea- | fallacy; we feel that the mere mention of 
der, if he have any correct ideas of the prin- | the matter will suffice for its suppression, at 
ciples of veterinary medicine, will set his | the same time let it be understood that we | 
face against any such barbarous and un-| are not given to fault finding, but only de- | necessary treatment. The remedy is offered | Sire to correct errors that have too long ex- || 
in view of preventing black-leg :— isted. | 

“Preventire.—Take spring calves in the Worthe Herusc 
. month of October; cut a small incision in WATER FOR OUR PRAIRIE REGIONS. 
, the hollow above the foot—on the top of =e x 

the flesh a small blue vein appears; take a| _ Messrs. Enrrors—I noticed a communica- 
crooked instrument, the shape of an awl, | tion in the Feb. No. of your excellent Farm- 
and put the point under the vein, raise it up | zr from D. S. C., recommending very highly 
so that it can be cut, and take about an} cisterns under buildings, by which prairie eighth of an inch out of the vein. Don’t f be ied ‘ith t | 
sew up the incision. It must be done on all s aed a e ne ao et oe | 
the four feet. also by reading a traveler’s notes in a 

Ihave cut many hundreds, and know of | Boston paper, learn that there are being sunk 
thousands being cut, and never knew of one} in the Sanjose valley, (Cal.), Artesian wells, 

dy fed Bre eho bo ye divease Valier beau from 300 to 600 feet deep, throwing out a cut. 
We are not disposed to question the good column of water from 4 to 6 inches in diam- 

intentions of men wko practice barbarities | eter, and from five to eight feet above the 
of this or any other kind, on the bodies of | surface, at an expense of two dollars per foot. 
anieige amine oes Ge a: eenouny urge | Now, Messrs. Editors, I wish to enquire 
oma eridiaeolas weenie earaitinns paid through your journal, how deep a well of | 
we are, therefore, all unnecessary operations, | this kind must be sunk, after striking water, | 
even should they have received the seal of | in order to bring the water to the surface?— || 
antiquity, ought to be avoided. This is the| Is there a man in this State who is accus- 
ssvot progression. The lamp of Veterinary.|4 med ito, and! has the appasntes for sinking science is illuminating the mistified halo, 2 erareets AGE see 
which has hitherto surrounded our barn-| them? If so, what size bore he could sink, 
yard practice ; and before the barbarities of | who the man is, where he is, and what will 
by-gone days are practiced on our domestic | be the expense per foot for sinking ? 
animals, let us be satisfied that we are using Please give us this information, and all 
rational means for the recovery of the sick, Sas Chuo 1 a nild 
such as science and common sense confirms, | ™@Y Judge of the propriety of locating build- 
Just as rational would it be, if it were at all | ings near a low, marshy place to secure stock 
rational, to take an infant and divide one of water, or of building cisterns or sinking wells. 
the posterior veins of both feet, in view of J.B. Carre. 
preventing disease common to adult life; JANESVILLE, Feb. 18, 1856. 
which, after all, might never occur, the ? “ove r F 
little creature not being predisposed to the| | Who can answer the above eee 
same. - 

Let any one just study the an atomical Pn ee 
“See tie foot of an ox, and he will] _G=NTmrx is neitherin birth, wealth, man- learn that the vein which we aref recom- | He? nor fashion—but in the mind. <A high 
mended to sever and amputate rom, is| SDS? of honor, a determination never to take 
called the coronary, and is engaged n retur-| # Mean advantage of another, an adherence 
ning blood from the vast venous plexuses of | t0 truth, delicacy and palitancee towards 
the foot, which requires to come in contact those with whom wwe have dealings, are its 

: with the lungs for purification and oxygeni-| €S8ential characteristics. 
zation. Any impediment, such as severing foe Soe Stee ae ain ge 
a vein, which interrupts the free circulation,| You may GAIN knowledge by reading, but 
or return, of blood to the heart and lunge, | you must separate the chaff from the wheat 
cannot be beneficial, but otherwise. by thinking. 

2S ee PaeaOE OGRE PMA AVENUE SR AODY SREY YO TAN ST aed ce ene es
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HORTIC ULTURE (fig. 2), in which the trees of one row are 
'—_* | opposite the spaces in the next. Jn this way, 

ORCHARD PLANTING. ail although the trees are at eqre! distances, 
i —— there is a larger clear area: ‘1 each tive. 

The first thing to be done is to select a % Fig. 2, Quineunx p!:.uting. 

suitable site, convenient to the house if prac- \ e i 
ticable, and not immediately on the highway 

| if avoidable, as it is not well to tempt peo- e - 5 

ple unnecessarily, with what even mother 
Eve could not withstand. A dry, rich, fria-}  * * S 
ble soil is preferable, and if sheltered from 
the west winds, all the better. * * * 

The land should be thoroughly and deeply 

plowed, especially if it has a hard sub-soil| d*\_ * + 
near the surface; the roots should find a BS 
mellow, penetrable soil, from twelve to eigh- = Sb * * 

teen inches below the surface. raat 

Next, after the ground is plowed and a® = * 
dragged, comes the staking out process, | In fig. 1, the square form, every tree stands 
which, by the way, is no bungler’s job, par- in the corner of a square, in the centre of, 

ticularly if the guinewne mode is adopted and equally distant from four others. Inthe 
“| quincunx, every tree stands in the angle 

We present a plan of both, the rectangular, | of 9 triangle of equal sides, and in the 
or square, and also of the guinewnx mode, | center of, and equally distant from siz others. 
together with the remarks of Barry on the | Thus, in the latter, there is a greater space 
subject : left for the admission of light and air, and 

“The ordinary arrangement of orchard trees so planted may be at less distances than 

trees, is the square or regular form, in rows |‘ the other. The operation of planting is 
the same distance apart, usually 80 feet, and | "Te complicated than that of the square, 
an equal distance between each tree. Thus, | the Tows not being the same distance apart 
in planting a square of 100 feet, for example as the trees are in the row. The first thing 
the trees to be 25 feet apart, we anerice to be done is to find the two measures. Sup- 2 

on one side, laying a line the whole length. | POS® for instance, we propose to plant a plot 
On this line we measure off the distances for of ground iene! trondrots feet ednarey Sue 
the trees, and place a stake indicating the pare shes trees twenty ie ee ee BD 

Poiae son she free, limsyin Hes psy ean ide of whi hh re nty-five feet ; we 
live rows of five trees each, making twenty we fhe Sea dees ceort the cate 
five in all, and all twenty-five feet apart. This B to the center of the opposite side at 0, ha 

Fig. 1, square planting. this gives us the distance between the rows, 
* + * * * | which will be about twenty-one feet. This 

will be called the smald measure; and with 
this we measure off on two sides the distan- 
ces for the rows, and put down a stake at 

- < * * * |each. We then commence on the first row, 
and with the long (twenty-five feet) measure 
mark off the places for the trees, and put 
down a stake to each. The measurements 

* * : a » | must be made with exactness, in order to 
have the plantation present a regular appear- 
ance, as in fig. 2.” 
When the ground is staked out, the next 

* * ~ e ¥ thing is to dig the pits; which, if the ground 

‘| has been plowed 18 inches deep, will only Pp. 
need to be deep enough to properly receive P 7 

< the roots of the tree. But if not subsoil 

* * * * » | Plowed, the pits should be three feet wide, 

is the simplest, and probably the best for | 824 twenty inches deep, and the larger the 
very small orchards. The better plan for | better. Now everything is ready to set the 

very large orchards is what is called guinewna | orchard, the next thing is the orchard to set.
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: Y The best way to get that isto go personally] Autumn Strawberry—Medium size; sub 

: i to the best nursery you know of within fifty | acid; Oct. 
ip. miles, and select scr own trees. Iwould| Autumn Swaar—Rich, spicy; Oct. | 
ar al.aust as suon sca for a wife, or buy one of | Maidens Blush—Large; tender, acid ; Oct. 
ip an itinerant pedlar, unsight, unseen, as an| Hawley and Jersey Sweet. | 

i B orchard. They are both articles that it takes WINTER AND SPRING APPLES. — | 
ie years to prove, and that money cannot make| Belmont—Large; pale yellow, with red | 
iB good if found wanting. We repeat then, if| cheek; tender, crisp and of fine flavor; rip- i 
i you want cither of the foregoing articles, | ens from Oct. to Jan. | ; 
i and especially the latter, go yourself, if pos-| | -Peck’s Pleasant—Large size; yellow, with || 
! sible and make the selection. a brown blush; mild sub acid; tree a fast |) 

a In making a selection of trees, reference | STOWEr early winter. r | 

> must of course be had to the size and nature| 2ambo—Medium size; dull, yellowish red; 
{ of the orchard intended to be grown, If| Mid, fine flavored; tree a fast grower, and | 
fs simply for farm use, and the farm of mode- productive; early winter. : | 

BS rate size, 100 to 150 apple trees is about the} Se¢ek~ no-further—Medium ees dull red, 
i! ce thing. About one tenth of them summer, russetty ; tender, rich, and spicy; tree good |, 

' three tenths fall, and the remaining six tenths | STW? Dee, to April. 1 
‘ winter and spring varieties. We append a Yellow Belleflewr——Large ; yellow; red on } 

list of varieties most proved and preferred | SY22Y side; tender, juicy, and rather acid ; i 

by our best cultivators in the west. tree rather slow grower ; good all winter. : | 

ae eeuttiog tateei. Golden Russet—Medium size; greenish | 

ie Early Harvest—Ripens first of August; | Yow russet; high flavored and juicy; tree | 
a: Jarge ais: ecb acid. *| a fast grower; Dec. to April. | 

‘ A 2 Early Strawberry—Small, medium size; eee ae a oe ad \ 
nt sub acid; striped. russett; high flavored and juicy ; tree a vig- i 

iy Bed. Astrachan—Large ; color, deep crim- | TUS Bowers keeps till July. ; | 

es son; acid; good for cooking. Dominic—Medium size; greenish yellow 

2 Summer Rose—Medium size; pale yellow, with stripes of red; resembles the rambo, | 

ie with red cheek. but et. later; — ‘ fast grower and great || 

RS aera este bearer; Dec. to April. i PD peg Queen—Large, conical; striped Exopua Spitzenburg —Large and excellent; || 

fy Early Joc—Medium size; deep red in the resembling Newtown Pippin; flesh, yellow | 

1 ae sun. and juicy; Jan. : jf | 

Hee Sweet Jane—Ripens in Aug. and Sept. Feavole’s Jannet—Medium size; pale red; 

hs Sweet Bough—Large ; pale yellow; sweet | *°ePs till May. Rik ake 2 | 
ay and juicey. _ Wine Apple—Large medium size; vinous, | 

i ie * Spice Sweet—Large yellow; brie nT good for cooking; Oct. 

is ; ae ae ae - seen mate —Medinm Vandervere~Medium size; yellow, streaked | 

a size; juicy eae = with red; rich and juicy; grows best on 
bia - ‘ ES. sandy soil; early winter. 
re 3 ® eee size; yellow; sub acid;| We offera greater variety in the foregoing 

‘ee Fall Pi Ce ‘ 9 list than we would recommend people ordin- 

‘ee: Oct. to Ree n—Large; yellow ; delicious ; arily to buy, as too great a variety is no object. 

| ot Gravensi tei 5 eae e But it often happens that every kind 

me: : n—Large; striped; juicy, sub} cannot be found in a nursery ; hence it is an 
f 8Cid; Sept, to Oe object to have a few extra varieties to swing 

| ; a Sweet—Excellent sweet apple; Oct.| on. So much for the orchard, next for the 
a ‘an. EZ 

wa Rigeston Pippin—Large ;fstriped ; acid ; oe a foregoing list, are more or 

| j e° Oct. to Nov. less objected to by different parties, but on 
é i Fameuse—Medium size; red out side ; Nov. | the whole, we deem them all safe for western 

} te Fali Wine—An early bearer: Sept. to Oct. | cultivation. 
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APPLES—THE SWAAR. 

We have aimed as far as possible to avoid | well as a tree; and if you cannot get the 

recommending those kinds that are under- | one don’t take the other; for it is a well 

stood not to do well root grafted, because it | settled fact that apple trees will not grow, 

|| is next to impossible at the present, to get | like willows, from cuttings. 

|| standard grafted trees at the nurseries. Nur-} Ifyou have any considerable distance to 

serymen, many of them, like “sale” boot and | take the trees the roots should be puddled 

shoe makers, get up work to sell, and conse- | and well packed in wet straw, or moss when 

quently many of their trees often prove a| obtainable. When at their destination the 

“sell” to those who buy them, in more ways | roots should be covered with moist earth un- 

than one. We repeat, go to the nursery j till they are planted, and the sooner that is 

yourself if possible, and select trees not only | done the better. 

of the right varieties, but of the proper size, | | Piantrxe—The roots that have been mar- 

and good, compact, regular form. For thrifty, | ed in taking up should be pared smooth, and 

fast growing, fall and winter kinds, four year | the tops shortened off about the same as the 

old trees are about the thing; but the sum- | roots to preserve a proper equilibrium. The 

mer varieties are nearly all slow growers, | holes should be filled up to the proper depth 

hence five year olds may be preferable— | with mixed mellow soil, intermixed with 

We don’t like too small a tree, nor yet too | fine manure if the soil is poor. Then place 

large; about an inch in diameter is the best | the tree in its proper position, putting the } 

size. heaviest side of the top, or any lean in the 

See that they are carefully taken up with | body, towards the south-west, as the prevail- 

a good supply of roots. It is too common | ing winds from that direction will eventually 

among some nursery butchers to spade so | ballance it the other way. Spread out all 

close as to leave nothing but a grub of the j the roots in as natural a manner as possible, 

tree; and what is worse, they know so much | and fill and work the fine soil among and 

usually, that they cannot be told anything. | around them, packing the whole about as 

Half of the trees that are taken up in the | firm as the natural earth. When the roots 

nurseries are spoiled to start with, and the | are well covered it is well to pour in a part 

other half are checked badly in their growth. | of a pail of water, to settle the earth more 

Look well to this then, and get a root as | compactly about the roots. After an hour 

ee thee le i int il a ee ieee
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i or two the earth should be leveled up around |of the orchard, and hope they will be 
5 the tree about as much higher than it stood | heeded. 

. in the nursery as it will naturally settle, so —— 
f that the tree will stand the same depth that Eee 

PE it naturally grew. If the top of the tree is} Under this head we would place all the 

large, or the situation bleak, it is well to put |S™aller fruits such as pears, plums, cherries, 
down a stake, when the tree is set, to which | Peaches, &e., &c. As they all need special 

3 to fasten it with a soft string for support. i _ is a = plant — = yard 

Crooked trees may be easily straightened = = ys ermal ye, ee astely er 

when small, by a proper staking and tying; a nel sorte aia ne 

i ee i ae — ae on mS The standard and larger trees should be 
t way they should go.” placed outside, being careful not to put them 

= It is well to wax over all considerable cus |°? 7€*" ae pence ate Soe cone aeP 
or bruises, as they will heal as much betser the wrong side when the tree becomes large. 

; for it, as a sore finger for being done up and Be eae eee a a ae caer 
. cared for. ples, don’ t hang the tempting ripening clus- 

c ae che ters of fruit over the highway unless you 
| e trees have been planted a few | wish to “Jead others into temptation” and 
: days, and the earth is properly settled and | te in constant hot water yourself about your 

warm, then apply the mulching; a simple, fruit. If the farm buildings can be used as 

| but very essential part of the operation—| shelter from the bleak west winds it will 
i Ooarse straw manure is the best material, and save the necessity of anything got up on 
i a circle of it, four feet in diameter and four purpése. = 

ry inches deep, around the tree will keep the Wo chal cack aise - 

i earth moist and light for the whole season, S . eee es ae ae ba ee ees 

lig through any kind of weather. No drought tone Sey eu {Pears aa epealy 
fl can affect it, nor will any watering be neces- cual, Pie eeeenesue pein enegnue eae 
: sary. A good mulching will save the loss of = about them, mostly by pag who ery 

, three-fourths of the trees that ordinarily die |°" ® Kind of morus multicanlis speculation 
the first season. It is an excellent plan to = them. They are an incomparably fine 

i mulch youngerly trees, during the drought fruit when successfully grown, but it Tequires 

of summer, for two or three years, until they considerable knowledge and nice cultivation 
are well: rodied. . to ensure success. 

Now the orchard is planted, the next and _A few of the hardy well proved standard 
not the least important thing, is a fence|inds anda very few dwarfs will make up > s s : 
around it; that will at all times exclude|°" lists. Amateurs and professional fruit 

t cattle and sheep and all the larger animals, | 8TOWer= will of course select for themselves 

If this last safeguard is omitted, and the or- | #24 on & much larger scale. 
chard lies in common with all the rest of SURES Ean. 

: the farm, the chance for a fair reward for Blodgood—Ripens in August. 
the expense and labor it cost is rather small.| Bartlett—September. 

nm But selected, planted, fenced and properly| sband’s Summer—Early in August. 
’ taken care of, fora few years, and we will| -Dearborn’s Seedling—August. 

i} warrant it to pay one hundred per cent.| Ananas’d Ete—September. 
r upon the outlay, from first to last, for a gen- AUTUMN PEARS. 

F, eration. Who, that has a rood of ground,| White Doyenne—October. 

; would not plant and orchard? Flemish Beauty—September, October. 

| Root crops are the only kind that should] Zowis Bonne ’d Jersey—Sept., Oct. 
: be grown in a young orchard, and seeding it| Maria Lowisa—Oct. 
i down to grass is as bad for the trees as tak-| Oswego Beurre—Oct., Nov. 
i” ing their bark off. In succeeding numbers| Seckel—Sept., Oct. 

from month to month we will give the re-| Stevens’ Géennessee—Sept., Oct. ) 

: quisite hints and instructions for taking care| Swan’s Orange—Oct., Nov. | 

i 
i 
: 
i.
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LAWRENOE. PRIMORDIAN, WHITE DAMSON. 

\ | [ Ml, f st 2 on — 4 \ 

2 | I 
BLEEKER’S GAGE. OOE’s GOLDEN DROP. HULING’S SUPERB. 

PLU MS—SIx OHOICE VARIETIES. 

WINTER PEARS. said to be shy, and often frightened away by 
Vicar of Winkjield—Nov., Jan. people passing and repassing. Besides, the 
Passe Colimar—Dec. chickens and pigs are apt to destroy them or Glout-Morceau—Dec. their eggs. ; 
Easter Deere ‘eb. to May. We have before recommended grafting in 
Beurre ’d Aremberg—Dec., Jan. the root of the wild plum, as the best way 
The foregoing varieties are all recommend-| o¢ getting good and cheap trees. They often 

ed as Sreme well as standard trees, oF 83! come into bearing in four to five years, and dwarfs on quince. Therefore it will be safe | A : io orden stands divarfs +, Sometimes in three. 
th a —s prnee) OF) CW A sh ius yaette Or this page we present some fine out- 

oP os cor aeeanOes of the buyer. line illustrations, of the leading plums, and we 
Tt may be worth while to plant some will present others in the May number. dwarf trees between the standards in every Gemiines 

garden, as they will take up but little room, i 
and may come into bearing before the stand- We would not a es ve es 
ards. Twenty feet apart is a good distance Duke and Morello varieties. The Hearts oe for standard pear treas, and dwarfs may be Bigarreaus, are too tender for our severe cli- 
filled in between them, within six or eight | mate. 
feet, if desired. : . The first named aes a — with 

: PLUMS. proper cultivation and care. em in 
Bleeker’s Gage, Ooe’s Golden Drop, Green | sheltered places, and where the birds can 

Gage, Imperial Gage, Jefferson, Magnum Bo-| best be kept away. 
num, Washington, Smith’s Orleans, Lombard, SSS ee 
Red Gage, McLaughlin, are all good varie- THE TILLERS OF THE SOIL. 
ties, and numbers of them are said not to be ‘Who makes the barron_earth 
attacked by the curculio. oe ee 
Plums should be set near the frequented OM ee ‘ 

Portions of the house and yards, where fowls eee a ee 
and pigs run if practicable, as the curculio is The tillers of the soil. 

eee SRE So Bees noua, Det ee ee
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r * For the Farmer. | beds 3 feet wide. If kept clean of weeds 

ie 4 OHAPTER ON SMALL FRUIT. and grass, the runners often stopped, with 
i. BY A. G, HANFORD, OF WAUKESHA. moderate space between the plants, fine 

a. : : crops may be expected from either of these 
‘ a ee ~ Se a at = modes of culture. A neighbor gathered one 
{Be Se eee oe eee season, five bushels of fine large berries, 
te opniicss exmuner variones, comes is Snr Foon. boil 0 seset wills, by 100 fect long. 
39 tant class. But a short period is required “Anothec aold'fon70 se fifty bushels, oe 

19 to bring them into a bearing state, when an dos a family athpl ie y pee i 
1 crop may be expected as surely as lla 2 a eee ees 

‘ Seah Sop a de . y S| well proven here, are “Early Scarlet,” Ho- 
i? fromany other. These considerations should ‘yay’s Geodiina?” “Burr's New Pine,” “ Hud- 
i enhance their value, and commend them, bed ee ea Pine.” « Ganon Coon.” 
ne especially to the resident of a newly settled | ;, Will - * : 

ae country. Fruit being no longer regarded as 7 ie isdn Gane meepecatire: | 

ss a mere luxury but an indispensible and frslle io Ee Shathe y re ee 
nay healthful article of regular diet—the small] ~. ds paciifal et th a5 | 

i fruit should not be overlooked. Yet how| 2S 8r€ 80 Barmin" as to ee | 
i = ae ees « |avoid the Strawberry, to such, the Rasp- 

ie few know them in the perfection of their hess Hard teful and healthful. || 

iF best varieties under the best culture. Look ae A we ane ie comes a a the ] 
i at our gardens as a general thing. A neg- se aus j | 
i* lected patch of Strawberry vines in some oS e ee _ = | 

ei out of the way place, over grown with grass too, eo: sue iE bubeopenc cule irtty eal 
ai . tion, know not the deliciousness of the rasp. 
Bs and weeds. A row of straggling Currant emer aa found in tic finer acre wall cald: | 

es bushes, in a stiff sod, left to take care of ‘ 4 een ah : in a light 
i themselves, receiving no care in the way of oe Dee oa a cee ceeed gpaese 
AS . . i. loam, which can hardly be made too rich. || 
ie, manuring and pruning—producing small, e sn. pa || 
a. ‘ 5 ‘ They should be planted in hills or stools, 
a seedy, exceedingly acid fruit, scarcely worth Sone at arnart deastiiecey eante ieilaneaitats | 

ke i. ee King. h a Se ag a hill—keep clean from ae and weeds. In \ 
2: where they stand unmolested by tillage | 

4 year after year, ot small crops of at ng rina | 

; poor fruit How seldom do we meet the z iad 
a large luscious fruits of the best sorts, the oe sae pricier eae = a 

a product of thorough cultivation. Who has . Se alf, oo tie az by to me es 2 | 

Ff a plenty of fine Strawberries, or Gooseber- ed noe ae i ss A eeNGe | 
i ries, or Raspberries to supply their tables in a a ve y th shed . 7 ¢ | 
Rt any sort of abundance? The sauces upon ae ae nathgiet we ss hk Ea 
Re our hotel and tavern tables are of wild or|°#™™ °F oe = ie pee eee eee a 2 
te % some other foreign dried fruits. The larger ey l } d deli am as eee oy | 
8 prices obtained by those who have turned =< ae ae Fo ai y ‘a sents, aby Eat i] 

Fs s = — ais ee = al “White Antwerp,” “North River Ant- || i - lence of the pro: leness of their cul- werp,” “Franconia,” “Fastolf” “Ohio i 
fe e. + aring,” “Black” and i i | 
i Tue SrrawBERRy, so easy of cultiva- — Several yaar let awa ae 
a 4 tion, so delicious, and withal so healthfula ted as “Antwerps,” which are much inferior | 

RS F should be found in the smallest garden. A|+, the genuine. The “North River Ant- | 
Br small bed of good sorts well cared for, will yorp,” is a distinct sort of large size, fine | 
ie $ afford a family supply for several weeks, dave and firm flesh, bearing teat. lt 
i +) .. carria ig - 

hy a the Fp may ps ove Place. | This is a variety cultivated so extensively 
S a 2 bed, choose a good lig! ‘oam— | slong the Hudson River for the New York 1 

ee not too rich—work deeply (two feet will not «lai . 1 
Y - markets—often yielding from five to eight || 
ee” be too deep)—plant at any time when most | hundred dollars per acre. The “Franconia” | 

5 convenient, from early spring to October—|;, -ather more acid, canes stronger, is com- 
. as ees | Pe the best time perhaps is just after fruiting. paratively hardy, producing crops in shel- || 

a Cultivate in hills 12 to 18 in. apart, or in| j.704 situations, three out of four years, | 

iS 
a.
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without protection—is exceedingiy produc- | most abundant crops. "The approved English 
tive, and has thus far proved with us the } varieties, owing to-our hot and dry summers, 
most at home here; an admirable market} are here subject to mildew, which renders 
variety. The “Fastolf” produces.@ large them less valuable and requires more care 
handsome berry of excellent flavor, but ten-|in cultivating. Plant in a deep, Tich soil ; 
der, and will not bear handling. The | fork in a good dressing of decomposed ma- 
“Black American” or “Black Cap” is ajnure every fall; mulch in the spring with 
valuable sort, hardy, uniformly productive, | coarse manure; prune in the winter, cutting 
excellent for drying; should be in every | out all superfluous cross shoots, and prune 
garden. There is a difference in this variety | long ramblers and straggling shoots to some 
as found growing wild, some being much |-wellplaced eye. “ Roaring Lion,” “Orown 
larger and finer than others. The “ White | Rob,” “White ‘Smith,” “Red Warrington,” 
American,” cultivated sometimes as the | “ Tronmonger,” “ White Amber,” “Green 
“White English,” resembles the Black, has | Ocean,” “Bank of England,” and “London,” 
a pine apple or perfumed flavor, much ad- | are good sorts. But for this climate, none 
mired by many—canes not quite as hardy as | equal “ Houghton’s Seedling,” which is said 
the black. The “Ohio everbearing ” resem-| to be a cross between the native wild goose- 
bles the “Black American,” continues to |/berry of New England anda foreign variety, 
produce fruit until frost. and was originated at Lynn, Mass., by Able 

The Ovrranr in its perfection is one of | Houghton, Esq. Houghton’s Seedling is de- 
the most valuable in this class; hardy, pro- | serving of extended cultivation ; it is worth 
ductive, of a plesant, acid flavor, and con- | more in this latitude, with its hot, dry sum- . 
tinting in use a long time. This being a | mers, than all other sorts together. It is of . 
hardy shrub, cultivators too often content | rapid growth, perfectly hardy, and wonder- : 
themselves with common sorts, and leave | fully productive; its long shoots are annually 
them to take care of themselves. They be-|laden with fruit. Of medium size; dull 
come overrun with weeds and grass, make | brownish red in the sun, pale green in the 
poor, weak, straggling shoots, with small, | shade; skin thin ; flavor peculiarly rich and 
uninviting fruit. Few know what fine fruit agreeable. Its crowning excellence is its 
may be enjoyed by obtaining the large, fine | perfect exemption from mildew. This vari- 
varieties, and then carefully pruning and cul- | ety should be trained to a frame or trellis, j 
tivating them; plant in good soil and work | otherwise its long, slender shoots will trail j 
deeply. In early spring prune the bushes, | on the ground, and the bushes will thus be- 
cutting out all superfluous shoots, and old, | come unsightly, the fruit imperfect in flavor : 
unproductive branches, shorten last summer's | and difficult to gather. Several spurious 
growth one half, give a dressing of manure | varieties are somewhat widely disseminated 5 j 
every fall and mulch around the bushes in the | for this variety ; some of them strongly re- ‘ 
spring. The result will be an abundance of | semble the true, but are much inferior; none | 
fine large fruit ‘of improved flavor. The | but the ¢rue should be cultivated. j 
best sorts for general culture are the “Red” dies, coc i 
and “White Dutch,” “Champagne” and Prayer is the soul's sincere desire, j 
“Black English” or “Naples.” The “white” The mation zo 2 hidden fre ; 
is less acid than the “red;” the “champagne” t trembles in the breast. 2 
isa light, delicate pink, less acid than the "iene eee ' 
“red,” more acid than the “white.” The The pyar glancing few axe i 
“cherry,” “Prince Albert,” “ Victoria.” Se See | 

“Knight’s'Sweet Red,” “ White Grape,” are Steen ae Fone 3 
among the new sorts which promise to be How sweet when labors close, ’ 

valuable. Sokeoceis ot eres, cee 
The Goosxserry is a favorite and more Srctah the dred nba Taye the head : 

extensively cultivated in England than in Nights the time for dreams; “| 
any other country. There every cottager When Con at na eie Riekeceus ; 

has his gooseberry patch, and emulate each Blend in fantastic strife; , } 
other A ndiding the largest, finest and pi eer Be ttightace. i 

j
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. Fig. 1 Fis. 2. Fic. 6. Fra. & Fie. 7. Fo.& © Fic 4 
r GRAFTING —WHIP OR TONGUE AND CLEFT GRAFTING. 

The annexed figures represent the two] pliance with your request, in regard to heat 
most common methods of grafting fruit trees; | ing Gown and grafting orchard trees. 

figs. 1 to 4 represent successive stages of whip} The leading upright branches only shouli 

; or tongue grafting, from the sloping cut of] be removed this season; if more than one 
the scion and stock, to the completion of the] half the leq7-bearing capacity of the whole 

operation by the covering with the wax] tree is removed, blight is quite sure to follow 
Z plaster. Fig. 5 shows a stock cut off for] during the first or second season following 

cleft-grafting with the upright cleft separa-| the severe check thus given. By engrafting 
ted by an iron or steel wedge, ready for thejonly the leading uprights this season, the 
graft; fig. 6, cut wedge-form-to fit it; and} vigor of the side branches will be increased, 

fig. 7, the graft in its place after the wedge} and will prepare them to sustain and nourish 

has been withdrawn, the projecting angle of|a vigorous growth of the scion inserted the 

the stock sloped off with a knife, and the} following spring. 
whole ready for the application of the wax.f As a general rule, all branches over an 

Whip grafting is particularly applicable to}inch in diameter should have two scions in- 

small stocks, or where the graft and stock|serted in the cleft ; all under an inch, one: 

i are nearly of an equal size; and cleft-graft-/and if any require working to maintain the 

ing to stocks considerably larger than the] balance of the head, which are less than five- 
: scion. In all cases where the stock is in any | eighths of an inch, whip grafting is the best. 

degree larger, the graft must be placed to-} The scions should not be less than one 

wards one side, so that the line between the} fourth of an inch in diameter, and should be 
bark and wood may exactly coincide at one} sharpened two inches or more of their length, 
point at least in both, as in the cross section | according to the size of the stock to be used 

F of cleft grafting, fig. 8. for their insertion. A large stock will be 

‘ The erticle that follows, from the pen of found in practice to require a long, attenua- 
: J. O. Brayroy, is just to the point in this} ted Slope, or the faces of the cleft will only 

connection, and will be of service to those | bear upon it — the upper portion. A lit 
who have spring pruning or grafting to per- tle practice will enable the operator to gouge 

form. Eps, | the point of the scion to meet the require- 

+000 ments of the stock in hand. The inner bark 
For the Farmer. ot ck 5 incide. SEEADING DOWsrlamD GHAPieac nea of scion and stock should perfectly coincide, 

TREES. and the pressure should be as nearly uniform 
——— as possible, the whole length of the parts 

Horr. Ep. Wis. Farwen—Dear Sir—I have | united. 
me only to furnish a few brief hints in com-|_ Rosin 6 pounds, bees wax 1 pond, and
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linseed oil 1 pint, melted together, form a PLANTS POR SHELTEE-HO. 2 

good wax; with this every wounded part} The particular end to be accomplished by 
should be covered, and all cracks should be} a screen, and the particular place to be plant- 

| mended once in two weeks until midsummer. } ed, ought of course be well considered, and 

|| The sprouts from the stock should not be | should in every case determine the choice of 
| rubbed off as fast as they appear, unless the | the plant to be used. We name those which, 

wish is to kill the stock before the scion can | in our opinion, are well adapted to the de- 

- farnish sufficient Jungs (leaves) to ensure | fense of the fruit or flower garden, and the 

continued health and vigor. They should | grounds in the vicinity of the dwelling. 
be stopped by pinching where they intrude} Zhe American Arbor Vitae is, for this pur- 

on the air room of the growing scion. “"“&| pose, unexceptionable. Bushy plants from 

Very;truly'yours, “—~*"| the nursery, from 18 to 24 inches high, are 
J. 0. Brayrox. | the best. If planted in a good soil, and well 

Azratan, Feb’y 24, 1856. cultivated, they will in eight or ten years 
Se make a screen ten feet high, impervious to 

colli Suzsoreay, March 1, 1856._ | the wind, and beautiful to look upon. They 
Horr. Ep. Wis. Farwer: Dear Si8—| should be planted 2 1-2 to 8 feet apart, and 

Without much experience in grafting large} « border at least five feat wide. If the acd 

/ trees, we attempted last ee to change | i; heavy er poor, dig in s thoroughly rotted 
eprodnct of a tree labeled Green Ever- compost of muck and manure. Mulch the 
lasting.” It had been planted eight years. | } order with short, half rotted litter from the 
Tt was a good tree; a handsome tree; and} parn yard. Use just enough to keep the 

nothing short of an inexorable hatred for ground shaded and cool, and not so much as 

poor fruit enabled me, without compunc-/ to render it sodden and unwholesome. If 
tion to bring its head to the ground. With | the expense can be afforded, by all means 

a sharp back saw, I cut off all the limbs, | trench the border. The plants, such as we 
and in their places inserted some twenty | have described, may be had in the nurseries 

scions. The work was done in my best! in western New York; cost, from $10 to $15 
style, and the scions all lived and grew—] per hundred. 

from three to ten inches! Why, Iexpected} Tye Red Cedar will shield a plantation 
the least of them to attain a length of three | from the wind as effectually as a brick wall. 

feet or more. ‘ Phansy my pheelings!” I) J¢ is generally considered a slow grower, but 
cannot pass that tree without a shiver. It} with good soil and good culture, it gets up 
isa standing reproach to my heedless haste. | about as fast as any evergreen we know. It 

Now, Mr. Editor, I have another fine tree | will not stand the knife as well as the Arbor 
which is down in my book as “Swazey.”| Vitae, but it is only necessary to take the 

It comes from Ohio. In Ohio it may be a| points off some of the leading shoots to keep 

very nice apple. I won't dispute the fact; | the screen of uniform height, and this may 
but I do say that it is a misérable fruit in| be done without harm. Plants of 12 inches 

Wisconsin. It must be grafted over, so pray | high are the best; these should be planted 

tell me how to proceed. Shall I take off| from 2 to 2 1-2 feet apart, and in other re- 

oily half the top this season? Had I better | spects treated as the Arbor Vitae. The sort 

graft the upper or the lower branches first, of cedar we have “in our eye,” is one upright 

or—how ? Yours truly, M. L. and pyramidal in its habit, and common on 

There are thousands of trees in the orch- | the banks of the Hudson River. There is a 
ards of Wisconsin, which, like the “Green | variety growing in this State, with branches 
Everlasting” and the “Swazey” should be spreading and nearly horizontal, which may 

headed down and grafted with sorts of the| Properly be planted 4 feet apart. Very 
best quality. We aro happy to refer our handsome plants from the seed, and of a 
correspondent and others to an excellent | suitable size, are occasionally met with in the 

article on another page of this number, on | eastern nurseries, but it has not yet received 
Orchard Grafting, from the pen of our friend | ® tithe of tae attention it deserves. 
Mr. J. O. Brayton. * | The Hemlock would make a magnificent
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: is wall of foliage. We can think of nothing|  7reaswrer—Richard H. Davis, of Baraboo- 

ieee finer in the way of a screen than this. We Seeretary—Warren O. Waite, of Baraboo. 

nie have seen very beautiful hedges of the Hem-| And an Executive Committee consisting of || 

Ka lock, but, out of the woods, have met with | one member from each town. | Soa | 

Bes | no specimens over seven or eight feet high, | The Society is in a flourishing condition, || 

ihe and cannot say how long it would take, with | With a surplus fund of $135. They have || 

eet plant of a given size, (18 to 24 inches is the | adopted energetic plans for the future, and | 

ha best), to grow a screen to the height of ten | hope to set an example worthy of imitation | 

4 4 fect. The hemlock is more common in Eu- | by older counties in the State. 
a ; i ; W. ©. Warrs, See’y. | 

ropean than in American nurseries. The Baranoo, March 25, 1856 | 

{ia best plants we have seen were at “Hough-| , a | 

i ton’s,” near Cleveland, and if we mistake ST, GROIK!00. AGRIGULTORAL SOOTY. i 

7 not, he informed us that they were “import- Hunson, March 8, 1856. | 

re ed [ *—Where the grounds to be sheltered are Pursuant to a call published in the North | 

| Be ; Star of Feb. 27, a large numberof the citizens | 
: pretty extensive, the St roi: £ tedin Mi ay 

Nora i telintabedi XW purtioss of St. Croix County interested in Mechanical | 

€ yy Spruce : purpose | and Agricultural purstits, met at Hendec’s i] 
ine under consideration admirably. Well fur-| Hall, for the purpose of taking the prelimin- | 

> nished plants of 18 to 24 inches should be | ary steps towards organizing a society. @ 

: chosen and planted four feet apart. These| The meeting was called to order by J. D. @ 

; may be had at the nurseries at from $15 to Henning Esq.,and on his motion Alfred Day | 
: was appointed Chairman, and T. Dwight | 

e 20 per hundred, and with good treatment | 774)) Secretary. 
Bi ethas x 5 * j 

te they may be grown in six or eight yearsto| After a statement of the object of the Ti 
ae ; the height of ten feet. When well estab- | meeting by the Chairman, it was on motion— | 

A. lished, they will grow two or three feet ina Resolved, That a Committee be appointed | 

1S . single season. The subject will be continued consisting of ‘two from each town in the | 
a in the next ‘No. of the Famirr * county, to prepare such a constitution and 

be = : es as by-laws as they may deem necessary for the | 

os PREPARING WHEAT FOR SOWING. purposes of the contemplated organization, 

ge — and submit the same to the next meeting. | 

j i, Messrs, Eprrors—As it is near the time| The following gentlemen were chosen such 

5 for sowing wheat, and thinking all farmers| committee: ) 

© - ought to know how to prevent it from smut- Miles H. Lewis, t Rush River. 
[iy . : : Daniel M’Cartney, 
r S ting, I send you the following recipe: Take} J owis Perrin. ane he | 

pe 2 oz. sulphate of copper, and dissolve it in} Wm. A. Tozer, Kinnickinnic. HW 

i | i 2 quarts hot water, for one bushel of wheat. Oo. B. praae Gian Prato: | 

Be A less quantity of sulphate of copper will James Crowns, | 

ie @ not prevent smut in all seasons. The wheat ape Waiter Hudson. | 

( ie : should be wet with cold water, and drained} Remarks were then made by several gex- [ill 
hey off; then pour on the vitriol water while hot, | tlemen, recommending that the three coun- i 
Fi and stir briskly; then it should be poured | ties of the St. Croix valley unite their efforts ij} 

at into a box that will contain 8 or 10 bushels, | 22d" form a single society; whereupon 00 Hi] 

re 3 and allowed to stand about 10 hours, but six ate pea eC etek ba: awe 

He hours will do when the farmer is in a hurry. | thorized to confer with the farmers and me- 
D Try it, farmers, and I will warrant you no | chanics of the counties of Polk and Pierce, 

bs Fs smut. J. Ivcatis, | and endeavor to ony their co-operation in 

ar Suw Pram, March 80, 1856. this enterprise; and also that an invitation 

i peg te a acer oy oa be and is hereby extended to them, to appoint 

Fie For the Farmer, | committees to act with the one appointed for 

i SAUK CO. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. this county in drafting a eee Ga 

ba GP Aomaton tae by-laws. On motion, the meeting then ad- 

ie we penton nee 2h the office of the journed for three weeks to such a as the 
es Olerk of the Board of Supervisors, in Bara-|‘committee may appoint by notice in the 

i F boo, on the 15th ult., and elected the follow- | country papers. _T. Dwieut Hatt, See’y. 

i ing officers for the ensuing year : {@™ A ‘German on Pittsburgh Street, 
* g) 

bes President—Ralph G. Camp, of Baraboo. | wishes that he can supply buttermilk alte 

bss Vice-President—Isaac W. Morley, of Free-|and shews his sign thus :—“ Butte 

dom. every time. 

is 
fa =
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t STATE UNIVERSITY. to be its friends, if they really wish to do it 
The report of the Board of Regents, and | g004 service, to look well to the filling of its 

accompanying documents, of this Institution } board of Regents, from year to year. Leave 
is before us. It shows the University to be | Out men who have no business capabilities, 

in @ prosperous condition, financially and | 8nd put in those who have; drop the mere 
otherwise. Financially, we consider their | Politician or old fogy, and replace him with a 
affairs have been infinitely better managed, | thorough-going, reliable, business man, who 
than any other public institution in the State, | has no local antagonistic schemes of his own. 
—especially any one with which the State | Under a board of Regents thus made up, we 
government has anything to do. So far, the | Will warrant the University to prosper ; for 
endowment seems to have been kept clear of } Whatever errors there might be in its man- 
political swindling, or individual speculation. | agement, would soon be corrected. If more 
But onthe other hand, by a judicious and j Steam was wanted to keep up with these 
prudent policy, looking to the permanent | fast times, it would soon be applied. The 
interests of the institution, the value of its | Board of Regents, we repeat, are the foun- 

property has been vastly increased. Had the tain source of the University ; and if they 
|| common school fund of the State been man-| are men of straw, the’ products of the insti- 

aged equally honestly and capably, who | tution will be chaff; here and here alone 
doubts but its present value would have been | lies the remedy, if a remedy is needed. 
at least twice what it now is. We have long GCaS Raat: Fs cane eae 

|| been of the opinion that less complaints in TO THE WISCONSIN GIRLS. s 
|| relation to University management would be “ ae 
1| heard if its affairs aa a available for pene oe a ees 

‘ subject of “female vanity,” that you all ought 
|} the ends of demagogueism. But let that zx heat to/di th ss i 
|| part of the subject pass for the present. Spectoy yout eae ey ciet avout ee 

Its educational facilities have been greatly onan comes ao Sees ——— a 
|| increased by the installation of its new pro- cousee a friends, ‘without, forsodi; aie i 

fessors, and the completion of its Laboratory, vain! she will ruin her husband! This has 
|| and chemical apparatus. Under the man- | been the talk of so many that the press has 

agement of Dr. Oarr, distinguished as an | 892° after them ; some silly, puerile par rem 
agricultural chemist, we may look for valua- in the city have spent their all on a magnfii- 

|| ble practical results to the farming interests | Cent room, and too many others have tried 
|| of the State. The class in Agricultural | to do the same, till the quiet old “best room” 
|| Chemistry, to be formed for the summer | has been confounded with the splendid noth- 

|| term, must bea special attraction that will | ings of the city. Are they not wrong? j 
add many students to its lists. We purpose| J have not said this because I wish you to ; 
to be a listener to the course, and hope to | Spend everything on fitting up a room, with j 
see many of our young prospective farmers | Soft, flowery carpet, astral; piano, mirrors, ' 
also present. sofa and chandeliers. I despise those things ; 

The establishment of a permanent depart- | When obtained at the cost of necessaries, or ’ 
ment, to promote the practical science of | comforts for other rooms. When a parlor i 
agriculture, is of great importance, and we | is to be had at the expense of fruit or grapes, t 
hope to see it appreciated and prospered, and | it is, to say the least, a poor bargain. : 
doubt not we shall. But must a parlor be so elegantly furnished, ; 

The arrangements for boarding students in | so expensively fiitted up, as to be useless, or : 
the institation at the common table with the | sinvolve other things moreneedful? Cannot i 

Faculty, at the remarkably low price of $1,75 | a room be set apart for the farmer to meet 
per week, is a desideratam of great impor- | the railroad agents or collectors or nursery- ! 

tance, and will have a favorable influence in | men in—for the farmer’s wife to hold sewing 
filling up the institution and classes. We are | societies in—where Jennie and Carrie can i 
among those who hope and expect to see the | sit hand in hand with Oharley Pratt and f 
State University prosper, until it becomes{ Allie Lindon, their old playfellows, to B 
the pride of the State and west. answer the question of all others—where t 

And we would say to these who profess!Tom and Fred and Jimmy can hold read_ £ 
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er ing societies and practise on the flute, with- | Girls, one more suggestion. How many of 
ty out this extravagant outlay of time and mon-| you could take charge of a household ?— 

at ey? Itcan be done, and I have written this | Could yon make the good butter, nice cheese, 
of to tell you how it may be done,—how every | and white, light bread? You could if told 
et Wisconsin girl can make a pleasant, taste-| when to press, how long, how hot the milk 
a fal, yet simple looking and cheap parlor, of | should be; if told how inuch salt and yeast 

a five dollar bill. to put in, when to put in the oven, when to | 
Sy Save your rags, your old pants, coats and | take out. The parlor is for recreation, for || 
1h dresess, for carpet rags. When a sufficient | rest, not for an abiding place. Iwould make || 
a number are collected, make them into balls, } rule not to enter the parlor till I could || 

i and have them woven—a dark ground, with | make a cheese alone,—till I could make good | | 
i stripes of red, yellow and blue at intervals. | bread ald alone. Then, and not till then, || 

oe I have seen rag carpets look nicer than many | should I cross the threshold. | 
ms an ingrain. Don’t turn up your noses; your} I have told you how to furnish a parlor || 
¢ friends come to seo you, not your carpet. If} simply yet tastefully; but do not center your 
rel it is kept clean and free from grease Spots, it} thoughts on it. One may be a usefal and || 
z! will do plenty well enough. If in the course | honorable member of society, without even | 

ai of time you get a nice Brussels, Wilson or | a parlor. I only showed one way of furnish- 
r three-ply, I dare say you will feel no better ing a room; I did not say it is an absolute || et than when you trod on rags. The chairs necessity, but a pardonable luxury. It is the | 

may be either cane-seat, splint or flag bot- | fault of American women to be extravagant, 
tomed. A little toilet stand, with a red] but it is possible to be elegant without 

t*) woolen cover, or blue cotten, or white netted } this extravagance. 
ey one, might be, placed cat-a-cornered, in one Hirprep, tne Hovsewire. | 44 corner of the room. A lounge may be made Sige aes eae aati | i} easily thus: Have a frame three feet wide Dh gir say Massa ooo ch Tne 

Dh Seen cet ae cone ; 01 e twenty inches high from the ER 
tet floor. Nail a eee sacking of sufficient Tourmeninaaueyiltse ste | fe size round the edges. Fold an old quilt up Satine Pasa bea dance ie begining 

to make it soft. Cover this with red, un- pean bas goes fom, but the full harvest moon + . . . ly cool on the dew-whitened valley, ‘ glazed curtain calico, with yellow, green or} While all the airrings with soft loving things, fe { brown figures. A pillow, stuffed with straw | Esch little bird sings in the green-shaded alley. 
i or feathers may be added at each end; these} witha blushanda smile Kitty Tose up the while. t should be tacked down to the frame. A| Her tyein the glass 1s she bound her hair glancing; 

i‘ lamp may stand in the centre of the table, on Te maiere ant tet eases oP oe so tie dancing; 
tf a little mat. Shells, dauguerreotypes and} Each gy hearted lad with the lage of his chooaing, 
“ books may be ranged about it, A vase or} dndsomshow when aiket choses tea Fat lag, 4 glass cup on each end of the mantle-piece 

i make s pretty ornament; they should be] a1'with motish ou fee sob coat orp ie tmotion; 
ia Shed with Gower in gucing, with guy, with-|, i.e Soe mas eean tees aoa, 4 ered leaves in autumn. Dried grasses will] Cheeks bright as the rose--feet Tight aa the doe's 

fill them in winter. A shell, crystals, snail | Search tos world slasund toe sn tho ground, shells, and curious pebbles gathered in a walk, | Ne such sight can be found as an Trish ass dancing. 
¥ will look well in white saucers. A pair of root Rate wie could view your erosafdeap bins, brass candlesticks, polished nicely, will prove Torun cena ae ke on 
a & pretty ornament. Brick covered with cloth | Nor feel his heart warm, and fis pulses throb wiidly ? 

for footstools will be convenient. The walls Bude by the ws tavot end ‘painful ee ave: 
will look rather baré till a picture or two} The sight leaves his eyes as he erles with a sigh— 
can be added. Ourtains of white muslin Danae fry hatter ner Yor ov 
and red chintz for the windows will cost but} Mex orren blush to hear what they are 

= two or three dollars. They should be draped | 2°t ashamed to act. 
with vines in summer. Tue worsr feature of a man’s face is his 

Oould not every one have such a parlor? | nose—when stuck in other people’s business. 
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pe DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
fieee oa oe a eek ee Ce al Same ee 

Eoon ny thes eyes thelr trembling lustre close, Sorentiric Move or Maxine Excrttent 
ee, Soe a Hit sbe the bosen Lieut Breav.—To make eight loaves the 

‘Where, lull'd to slumber, grief forgets to mourn ! size of baker’s bread: Take a pint of baker’s 
Campdetl. | yeast, or good home-made yeast, made by 

ec SPE eee on cui ot the, boiling a handfull of hops in three pints wa- 
0 thon true comforter, the friend of all ter, strain hot on two spoonfulls flour, two 
‘Who have no ieee beale ; Southey. | of sugar, a teaspoon of salt and one of gin- 

‘appy they: ger, and a tincupfull finely mashed and 
eS re rein recmulata strained of Irish potatoes. When cool, add 

Break with She frat a they a ee your yeast, and let it set till it rises; then 

slag omg nai neerzdavon deri, | have éwo or threo pints of mashed. potatoes 
Byron. | made thin with hot water; stir in it a little 

Great God! how could thy vengeance light flour while hot ; when it cools, add a teacup- 

eae eed the hand, epee such charms, full of yeast, set it to rise over night, and if 
Blast them again ? Moore. | it is kept a ba will be all of a light foam 

See on these ruby lips the trembling breath, in ten or twelve hours; this forms the sponge 
Thee checks now fading the last of dest too for the bread; now have ready some 
And those love-darting eyes must roll no more. lime water, made by pouring three pints wa- 

Pope. | ter on one pint lime; take of this lime water 
ee eee : and add to your sponge to make as much 
Teare not, so my spirit last bread as you wish; add more salt, and work 

- Long after Es rs Hiss Landon. | the dough well half an hour; set it to rise; 

Wise aoe horn; | When. it cracks open, knead it well again, 
In Death my soul anticipates form into loaves, let it rise, and if you wish 

The rising veil that Life discovers. Mt Meno the crust tender, rub the loaves with butter, 
eel vw Mackey. | just as you would rub the outside of cheese, 

THE COUNTRY ABOUT FOND DU LAC. and if you want, you ean put in a spoonfull 
a oat f of lard ; it will rise in the pans in about half 

Our tate Ohio friend, S. H. Grennell, who | an hour, then bake; when done, roll it up 

moved two years ago from near Cardington, | in a damp cloth, and set it up till wanted; if 
ae of the Country about Fond du Lae, | the flour is good, and these directions follow- 
OT thi ie ed, you will have beautiful, white and healthy 

ink we have as good a country as/ bread; sugar and eggs worked in the sponge 
Wa ss caally tound of itsage. It is as thick- | wi]] make nice rusk; if you have more dough 
ao led as it is in Morrow Oo., Oat than you want to make, cover it with flour, 

ois 2 “ peye teenie thirty-one dollars | and set in a cool place, and it is always ready 
a. the yi imself. I never saw | to have hot rolls. If you fear it is sour, put 

uch crops of wheat, potatoes, oats and gar-| in more lime water. © Mrs. 0. H. Prrox, in 
den vegetables during the 18 years I lived in| Ohio Farmer . 
Ohio, I raised about 10,000 Osage Orange fda Re 
eee the quart of ee bought of you.} A “Farmer’s Wife” communicates the fol- 
twould make your mouth water tp see the i i i i 

nice pickerel we catch in Lake Horicon, oe 2 “SS —— — . 
‘ome as heavy as 20 Ibs., and if I did not | ™™8™*— rsihy , 
Suppose your sporting days were over, I| these recipes and warrant them good : 
would invite you to give us a call and hel For an Excerrent Inpian Poppine.— { 
yourself, now that we are connected with Take a pint and a half of sweet milk; put , 
the rest of the world by Railroad.” it on the fire; when it boils, stir in a pint of ] 
Ha! Grennell! our “sporting days over,” | meal; then take it off; put in a teacupfull 

eh?’ You should see us in the saddle for a] of sour cream, with half a teaspoonfull of 
bender, with one of our troops; and as for | soda, (saleratus will do); beat three eggs; 
fishing, many is the time we have cruised all | when it is cool enough not to cook the eggs, 
night with torch and spear, picking up pick- | put them in; put in a handfull of ripe fruit, ° | 
erel. They are a mighty shy bird, and not | (currants, cherries, plums or something else); | 
half so easily taken as a mullet. It’s more | then stir in flour enough for a thick batter, ' 
than half likely we'll put an oar in Lake | and bake it three-quarter’s of an hour; either 
Horicon some day. [Ohio Cultivator. | put in three tablespoonfulls of sugar, or eat _ 

or  —_—___ with sweetened cream—the former is pref- 

Cooxtes.—One teacup of butter, two of | erable. f 
sugar, two eggs, four tablespoonsfull of sour| Mrxurz Pupprve.—If you have some stale t 
milk, one teaspoonful of pearlash put into | bréad on hand, you can make a cheap, quick ; 
the milk with spices. [Ohio Farmer. pudding before breakfast, thus: Put a pint ! 
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me eee 
Re of sweet milk in thi i 
He an | the frying-pan‘ cut th i 

Hs bread api patna alepcnl of agar | wf vry hard ater nl iced Thes 
as : 5 of allspice; a little nut r it is all mixed. Th 

ta will help it; let it boi oes nutmeg | butter some muffin-ri insi “de 

ih | : ) it; let it boil; as soon as th z Tings on the inside. 

| it is eof, stir in an egg, Sti = bred sg in a hot oven, or on a heated made, | 

ee you don’t find it excellent, tell me so. The Satie of the batter into each; and bake 

| Ve Sab ‘0 = v gry Quiox Dryer, and a good pant eS roe Sead thom obit table, 

Be a ies som ie wuhios days, when | Wanted. Pull radi coe ecco is | 

Bi pail ptuert ct ewect alk fo tacheee to a ae with butter, to which you me 

he tps = three landiells jaf flour ta a ieh, iia ees : 

er k enough to wet it : ae cee a 

at nash; moka stepoecth nies percattien ticle. ofdwoa wiei hac aang 
: at there will be no lumps in it Span pe mole of food which has for many vis | 

ae | boils, stir this in; 3 n the mi een confined to the d ; i 

tI a 2 in beat three e i i E lescendants of & sin i 

i them in, and two tabl ggs, and stir|family. Its excellence will commend i || 

ees Fey 
* end i 

a saat i dese wee een sugar, oe penton of those housewives who wish | 

BS choose. , if you} to make a good display of culinary skill u i 

F oy = tee their tables, at the same time having ace: } 

as 10 ee Se eee 80 Ibs. meat, add gard to economy. The lady who furnishes | 

Pe Sox e © salt, 3 oz. sage, 1 1-2 oz. pepper, the receipt has given frequent opporti ities | 

= || Hetttton tir gait: oC Gating te ions arn af | 
chs aia othe ore chopping. ae inquisitive, perhaps she might be induced 1 

I ” . s another dish, ‘whi (o inform them how the cakes obtai i 

DW gamers ei mea ema ar eee | 
ait s. or two of thick milk ; ilk, add three tabl nfuls ff } 

Bh mentees oes is oes eee weer, Si | 
we a oft arm, and no warmer ; take | 2 four until it is of the consiste f H 

a and pour it into a thi 3 take | for doughnuts. ; ney of paste 

ret} up five or six h in bag; hang it | fast olve amd Roll out size of a large break- || 

ae et Six hours, so that the whey will ae. pinteyene sy an ise S08 | 

| Rest epri ed eerie nat fom 
ma: it i make it qui Ver with appli : ’ 

i. it is good, and certainly ete te soft, and | sweetened apr eee aon aa 
or apples 

| ea Sk ee or cinnamon, and continue th ithe | 

; ly stews celery. Cut —_—___——+-e--______ 
| 

fe , in aes pdt nie portion of the celery Eu Use or Sarr 1x Cooxine VGEras es. | 

ee Gian tn acme: an inch in length, and put | Here is something everybody out to have | 

Hei) past Sti nobis nf Abeta che afta known long ago, and that everybody should | 

ae and water, in equal proportions, barely suf-| D2W chad anil sede bers Hf ane 4 shonld | 

ai ficient to cover them; add a little salt and| °F veeetables be DGLGH inpuve Blallled or 

Red) let them stew gently, until perfectly tender vain eater! dad ahother inawatse eee 

ie it Zhen take out the celery, add a piece of but- | little salt Rhea waned saeaacdGimeenss | 

ae at slightly re was boiled in, thicken it | 8 perceptible in the Se ee | 

' F i enka o! ur, pour it over the celery, Vegetables boiled in pure water are saat i 

oi = inferior. This inferiority may go so far, 2 | 

7 ie hi givens Sages Srasoners.—Parsley, celery the case of onions, that they are almost ‘en- 

a oe aaa oe onions, garlic, and other season. tirely destitute of either taste or color, though || 

fy + rs, should ‘not be’ put into 60 fvheaeookeil Si aciiaisagee in addices“ta'-| 
eo! hantslithn goun de gibach ups or stews | th, ater, in addition to || 

ne peri ive unaion Goiay theta kan Se vein ae re. | 
i Poethetien. s before the soup is taken andastrongaroma. They also contam more 

aa x rs sable ater than when cooked in pure | 

HS IAN Murrms.—A pi water. ater which contains 1-420: 

[; 
int and = 3 - th of |) 

ee a Sibel eiftad'” A caer 2 salt is far better for cooking vegetables than 

a ene jour. A quarter of a pound of fresh pep water, because the salt hinders the so- 

| Es Ee A quart of milk. Four fresh eggs ae and evaporation of the soluble and 

P ‘Tety small teaspoonful of’salt. “Put the erering Dene ot Aner 

ie Set over ih fire andl Out the butter into it. see shame aoe Pee | 

Be ter te pa an ao st andl the bat] * a Eas: aa) : 

BY] SEUSS ta Ges o's Frenne | 
Z se ; ant i itis 

; st aay top ost fog yak Soares Toco pe 
i into i milk is cold, stir the i * ee pre- 

: aera can ae Sees varios oof at ig Se- 

A =
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9 Bxo. 6. When it shall be made to appear to the satis- 
E D ITOR Ss TAB LE. faction of the Secretary of the State, that »ny such socie- 
—_—_—_—__——————————— ]} ty is duly organized in any county according to the pro- 

Srare Acnicutronax Socrerr.—On another page will | visions of this act, it shall be the dnty of t said Secre- 
beseen the Premium List, and Regulations for the sixth | tary of State to issue an order to ©). tat: Tressirci ss | | 
‘Annual Fair of this Society, to be held at Milwaukee on | pay annually to the Treasurer ofan)... suciay #0 «1 
the Sth, 9th and 10th of October next. Upwards of | ganized, as aforesaid, on pplication made therefor, tue ‘ 
$4,000 of cash premiums are offered, which is certainly | sum er rel nevertheless, that e 
very handsome for so young a State. The number of | no such fety 6) .w any money out of the Treasu- 

railroads centering into Milwaukee, and the well known | ry of this State, as aforesaid, in any year until it shall also 
liberality of their able managers in aiding these great | be further made to appear to the satisfaction of the Treas- 
popular, and truly democratic gatherings of the people, | urer thereof, that there shall have been, cubsecbedant 
together with the proverbially liberal spirit of the Mil- | paid into the treasury of such society ¢ sole use and 
waukeeans themselves in all such public doings, seems | benefit thereof, for the year in question, a sum not less 

still to mark that city as the place at which to rally for | than one hundred-doljars-~— - 
these great annual agricultural jubilees. Though geo-}~ Sec. T. All moneys so subscribed or received from the 
graphically at one side, practically, it is central andcon- | State as aforesaid, sha'l after paying the necessary inci- yenient; more especially so from its ample capacity to } dental expenses of such societies, respectively, be annu- 
secommodate a crowd, which, by the way, is a highly | ally paid out for premiums.awarded by such soci¢ties, in 
important matter on such occasions. such sums and in such way and manner as they several- 

‘We hope the liberal Premium list, with ether favora- | ly, under their by-laws, rules and regulations shall direct, 
ble attendant circumstances, will draw togethcr a com- | on such live animals, articles of production and agricul- 
pany more numerous and respectable than has ever be: | tural implements and tools, domestic manufactures, me- 
fore beon seen in the State, and a show of animals, arts, | chanical improvements and productions as are of the 
and manufactures, that will do the Badger State credit, | growth and manufacture of the county; and also on such 

In this connection we would also refer to the law re- | ¢xperimentsand discoveries, or attainments in scientific 
cently passed for aiding County Agricultural Societies, | OF Practical agriculture as are made within the county 
SG at etch wa hacenil oatiian: where such societies are respectively organized. 

Sxc. 8. Each county agricultural society entitled to 
“Ax Acr For THE EXCOURAGEMENT AxD PROMOTION } receive money from the State Treasury, shall through its 

or Aczicuttuns. The People of the State of Wis- | ‘Treasurer transmit to the Treasurer of the State, in the 
consin, represented in Senate and Assembly, do en-} menth of November, annually, statement of the money 
act as follows: so received from the State, together with the amount 

*Sno. 1. Itshall be lawful for any number of persons, | received from the members of said society, for the pre- A 
in any county in this State to associate together and form | ceding year, a statement of the expenditures of all such 

8 county society, to encourage and promote agriculture, | sums, and the number of members of such society. 

domestic manufactures and the mechanic arts therein; | Sxc. 9. Each county agricultural society receiving 
and any such society, when organized according to the { money from the State, as aforesaid, shall publish in the 
Provisions of this act, shall have all the powers of a cor- | month of January of each year, at their own expense, a 
poration or body politic, and may sue and be sued, im- | statement of the experiments and improvements, and the \ 
plead and be impleaded, prosecute and defend to final | reports of commitlees-I Oe oF More newspapers in the } 
jndgment and execution, in any court of law or equity; | county where such society is located, or in an adjoining 
and may purchase and hold all the real and personal es- | county when no paper is published in the county wherg 
tate which shall be necessary to best promote the object | such society is located, and evidence that the require- 

of such association, and which estate shall be exclusively | ments of this act shall have been complied with, shall be 
devoted to such object. furnished to the State Treasurer before he shall pay over 

Szc. 2. Such societies shall be formed by written ar- | to any county society the sum appropriated by the State 
ticles of association, subscribed by the members thereof, | for the benefit of said society. 3 j 
specifying the objects of the society and the conditions| Sxc. 10. Live animals, the growth of any foreign ' 
on which subscribers shall become members thereof; and | State or country, which have been owned and kept in 
the first meeting shall be notified and held in the manner | any county in this State for the term of six months, pre- f 
Prescribed in the articles of association. They may adopt | yioys to its annual agricultural fair, are hereby placed on j 
& corporate name, either in the original articles of asso- | the same footing, and may receive the same premiums F 
ciation, or by vote at the first meeting thereof, in which | thereon, as live animals which aro the growth of such 
such society shall be organized, and may at any meeting county. 

adopt a corporate seal and alter the same at pleasure. Sxo. 11. This act shall take efect from and after its j 
Sze. 8 Such societies, not exceeding one in each | Passage. 

county; shall be organized by appointing s President, | ‘This act is another step in the right direction, and will } 
Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer, and such other | undoubtedly inspire the spirit, and prompt the organiza- ; 
Officers as they may deem proper, to be chosen annually, | tien of Societies in all the thriving counties of the State. j 
and to hold their places until others are appointed. The hundred dollars received from the State will essen- i 

Sxo. 4. When any such societies are organized as afore- | tially aid the weaker counties, and prompt all to re- i 
said, they shall haye power to adopt all such by-laws, | newed effort. We aro not among those who think that fi 
Tales and regulations as they shall judge necessary ahd | money judiciously paid for the encouragement of agri- a 
expedient, to promote the objects thereof, not incon- j culture is thrown away. On the other hand, we believe t 
sistent with the constitution and laws of this State. that a great deal more ef it ought to be used for such 

Sxc. 5. It shall be the duty of every such society, to purposes, and less fer many other things of far less con- 

keep correct records of all the proceedings of the same in } sequence. ‘ 
‘& boek provided for that purpose, and such records may ‘We would say to every partially settled county, organ- 
be read in evidence in any court where the interest of | ize your County Agricultural Society as early as may be 1 

Sach society is concerned. the present ceason—so that your Farmers and handicraft 
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' 4] men and women may be laying their plans, and getting | Tue Disconza Bararas, Japan Pototo, or Chineso Hela up animals »nd articles for exhibition. ‘Yam, which certain widely known gentlemen have been iG! When vou inve ori ed send us in your list of offi- | taking s0 much pains to blow‘up of late to speculative os cer’, aud impo: sot p..veedings, and we will publish | dimensions, bids fair to have a shorter run than did the ot them as far as }0- ‘ble in the Farmer, “free gratis"—or, | Rohan, or Moras Multicaulis, in its day. It is just as we Bit the only pay we ask is that such of you as take the Fan- | expected—articles that are recommended so remarkably en ur will show it about at your conventions, fairs, and | high generally prove to need it in the end. In a recent He ae “public doings,” and get everybody to subscribe for it that | number of the New York Tribune we notice a reference the dee ought to. And farther, that you make Fair Premtums | to this remarkable new esculent, by the American In- ta ea of it as far as possible—and what can you give aman that | stitute Farmer's Club. A letter was read before them aes will do him so rch good (If he does not already take it) | from a gentleman who had resided in China many years, H SB. for six shillings, us a copy of a good agricultural paper? | showing that it is not extensively raised inChina, After Bo Don't fail then to organize the County Agricultural | various remarks in relation to the climate, &c., of China, ; Society early, and to sustain it well when organized. It | it concludes as follows: “From all this it will also ap- Be will add more to the general prosperity and welfare of | pear that the Yam, however valuable in an appropriate a the county than anything else you well can do. climate, is not probably adapted to the temperature of our ee i - country north of central Virginia, since nearly all of Chi- pe Patent-Orrice Szeps—In reply to numerous ingui- na, where the Yam is asserted to be cultivated freely, is es ries in relation to Patent Office Seeds, we would say that | south of that point.” Solon Robinson fully concurred in Be they have not yet come, although we are lookiug for | this opinion; he thought it might be a valuable plant 1 Es them every mail, and have been for three‘weeks, Afterre- | for Florida but not for New York. Under all the cir- Pe ceiving assurance from the Department that an ample | cumstances of the ease, we would advise people to hold : stock would be forwarded early, we wrote to our mem- | on a year or so before buying many Batatas tubers at Hae & bers to see to it—since which we have heard nothing | $1,00 apiece. 
ee from the seeds, or them, except the following letters from = ok the Hon. Cuantes Durxer and the Patent Cflice : Uorncurrvne and Horticultural illustrations rather Le Wasmrxarox, March 12,1856. | predominate in this number, for the reason that we con- 5 ‘ Dear Srr—Yours of the 22d ult. was duly received. I | sider it the season when that class of subjects ought aye called at the PatentOffice and made known your re- | most to engage the attention of our readers, Everything BB quests in regard to sending seeds to the “State Agricul- | hould come in its season. We shall soon be presenting ba tural Society of Wisconsin.” Assurance was given that | Some fine illustrations of the premium animals of the 3 ty gt a) seeds and books would be forwarded as desired. State, including its best horses, cattle, &c. We hope me i Respectfully Yours, Cuantes Durken | hereafter to present all the first class premium animals, i . Gro. 0. Trrraxy, Esq. exhibited at the fuirs, in successive numbers—as models Pha) U.8. Parenr Orrice, March 8 1 to be studied by our young farmers. In this and in divers ia | Daas Sim—Senstor Duns has handed your ieter of | He? Ways, we hope to make our new relation with the a | the 294 ult. into the off In reply I have to say that State Agricultural Society an interesting and profitable ere Agricultural Sosieties will be supplied with every thing | B¢ to onr readers. We shall not aim at any time, to 

PB (atitude, &c., considered), that the office receives for ex- | S¢t UP illustrations simply for the sake of pictorial orna- c Periment. Only shallots and Haws have been sent as yet, | Ments, as we do not suppose many of our readers to be Be Owing to the lateness of the orders sent abroad, and the | “llldren who wish to be amused with unmeaning pic- Fy badness of the season, we have only received about a | ‘tres. But, on the other hand, we shall spare no reason- te quarter of the supplies expected. When bundles are | *ble pains, or expense, to illustrate everything that is He sent, circulars will accompany them, stating contents, ete. | M#de more clear and comprehensible thereby. Among net Very respectfully, C. Mason, Commissioner. other things we present part of the Plum family, this e @xo. 0. Trrraxy, Esq. fe "| month, including some of the most popular varieties. The 
" i ‘We think they must be alongsoon, and had hoped they | Palance.will appear in the May number. Inthe May number we intend to illustrate the Strawberry family—a would have been in time to haye been forwarded to vari- es 

family, by the way, for which we have a very affectionate ‘ee ous individuals by the returning Members of the Legis- i ally when in the fond SE acd lature. We will forward them when they arrive, in any ee Seng bailing will caurtkert cone e way that members of tho Society wishing them may di- as meee f a rect us, ti Wascxxsrx Frurr Grower's Assoctation.—The trans- a ‘Tar Axxvat Reroxr of the Madison Mutual Insu- | *¢tons of this Association are received, and have" been et tance Company, for 1855 will be found in this number of | Perused with interest. The Association has gone pros- ey the Fazurz. It shows the company to be in ahealthy ae, ae ee a a . ea a ek and highly prosperous condition, with a large actual waa eee ee ney a balance on hand to meet occurring losses. We have for | of the fruits adapted to our soil and climate is what we oh some time past deemed it the best farmer's company in | @0Stneed, and there is no school in which this can so a the State, and have had our own house insured in it for | Wel! be learned as by the exhibition and comparison of al thesum of $2,000, for nearly two years, during which time | Cbelce fruits, and the free discussion of thelr various i) we have been {called on for no assessment whatever, | Merits and successes by those who actually cultivate a which is better than we ever fured in any other company’ | With theit own — ‘The Association embodies much S| Infact, this company has never yet made an ascessonent | Of the best horticultural talent of the State—men who a daring its whole five years of business, which to eay the | 8T¢ 7eslousin the work in which they are engaged. The ec Jeast is highly creditable toits management. We have | “*: - A.” will ever have our best wishes and earnest ie .. ' said before to all to insure, and we now say we don't be. | SUPPOrt em ie Neve there is a better company than this for farmers to| Locust SEED.—We refer all wishing this article to the aM go into. We speak with the more assurance because wa | advertisement of H, F. Boxp, wno is supplying all appli- ei are well acquainted witn tne officers and business of this | cants, not only with this, but with many other choice and’ mei company, and know it to be reliable and right. | rare kinds enumerated. 
et i 
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“A Sunsorrsee, who wishes to be informed whatarethe | Tus Rearer Fever seems to be prevailing extensive- 
requisite rules, in writing for the Farwee, is informed | ly the present winter. Agents for their sale are plenty 
that nothing more is necessary than to write plain, with | and urgent. Probably the different manufacturers of ‘ 

or without punctuation, and always as directly to the | the Northern and Western States will make and sell at 
point as possible, and with as few surplus words. least 10,000 the present year; equivalent in the harvest 

As to the other question, we would say that a light, } fields toat least 75,000 men. With such an addition to 
sandy soil, with loose, sandy subsoil, is not just the thing | the working force of the nation, annually, our progress 

, for an apple or pear orchard, but may do with a good deal | in productiveness and wealth cannot be slow. The per- 
of manure, It will be good for peaches perhaps. fection to which Self Raking Reapers are being brought 

a -,, | 18a great desideratum in the aforesaid economy—making 
F. W. Js Exquiniss will be answernd in the May No. i 
L, of Sun Prairie, will find his queries in regard ea Se gee SUSE ag Peering CE Sass labios ta the 

chard planting, and the best kind of fruits for our State, | MArvest: We were recently examining one of Seymour sieieon te cris denieetas Denar lorgan's last improved Self-Rakers, and were so well 
. pleased with its simplicity, certainty of operation, and 

J. Mo's Exqurex will be answered in May No. apparent durability, that we bargained for one of them 
B. P. enquires how to cook the purple egg plant. Per- ao 7 hi ed niptsnuieniar et the Caius arses: for our own use, although we already had a machine that 

_ had done us good service except that {t needed a Raker 
Notice To Fanwers.—Bowew & Cuvxon advertise in | —8 work, by-the-by, that it fs difficult for a green hand 

this number a supply of clover, timothy and garden seeds | to perform. We believe the time is not far distant when 
—which those in this vicinity, in want of any thing in | Reapers without Rakes will be as uncommon as thresh- : 

their line, will do well to notice. ing machines without separators. We can see nothing in 

i = the Rake of thts Seymour & Morgan machine thats not 
Gover's Lapr's Boox.—This old and excellent maga- | just as simple and dufable as any other part of it, and just 

zine, as usual, is ahead of any of its competitors. - The | ‘as easily managed by any man of ordinary ingenuity. If, 
April number reached us about the 15th of last month, | however, we find on trial that it is not as simple and 
and its contents and illustrations are as attractive as ever. | goodas we are led to believe, we shall duly apprise our 
The charge of light reading against some of the eastern | readers, 
magazines will hardly stand against this. We notice sey- = eral articles of sterling merit, from the pens of its regular | T#NNesse Farwen axp Mzcuanio, is the name of a 

correspondents, = new publication, the three first numbers of which we 
Corrzz TrEE—We would call the attention of those | have received. It is well printed, on beautiful paper, and 

who purpose cultivating timber, to the description of the | the contents of the numbers’before us is unsurpassed 
coffee tree, by I. A. Lapham, under the head of “Forest | by any exchange we receive from the Eastor West. We 
‘Trees of Wisconsin.” It strikes us as a variety well | hope that the publishers do not rely in vain on “the dis- 
worth cultivation for timber and fuel; quite equal, per- | Position of Tennessée farmers and mechanics to sustain 
haps, in most respects, to the Eocust, and not subject to | hotse journal, devoted exclusively to the interests of their 

Dping destroyed by the Borer, which is rather an objec- occupations,” for ifsuch journale as this are sustained and 
tion to the Locust. mee encouraged, the obstacles to agricultnral improvement, 

€avriox.—We would caution those buying fruit trees | 924 Progress in general, will rapidly diminish. The 
to examine them with extra care, to see that they are not | “Farmer and Mechanic” is published at Nashville, Tenn., 
Injured by the winter. That its severity has killed great | PY Boswell &sWilliams. Terms, $2 per year. 
quantities of youngerly trees in the nurseries is certain. | atiiwauxex Nuzseey.—See advertisement of St1cK- 

Cherry and Pears, and especially Dwarf pears will need | xey & LovenaNp in this number, all you that want 
lose examination. We recently examined about 1,000 | gnything in thelt line. 
of our own young trees from four to five years old, which — we thought had been well protected against the winter,| _Frva Tuovsaxp Dottazs is offered by J. Hxnva 
Dutfind at least one half of them dead, and we are hear- | Jonzs to any person who will produces planting machine 

ing the same complaint froma others, : | superior to the one of which he is the inventor, as will be 
= seen by reference to hisadvertisement. Randall & Jones’ 

Acuicutrorat, Warenovse—We would briefly call | planter has quite a reputation, but we have never seen 
the attention of farmers to the advertisement of 8. B. | one in operatien. ‘ So is dealing extensively in Agricultural Imple- | emer SS 

machinery, embracing almost everything in . 4 
that important branch of business. He will be meats Eee 

first rate man to deal with, always uniform and low in| PATENT DOUBLE HAND 
’ Ten Ww re PLANTING MACHENES. 

TSOONSIN JOURNAL OF Epucatron.—The first | 5 'ES, Inventor and Proprietor of the 
number of this Jonrnal is on our table. It is edited by: oo eeeae eer’ York, Michigan, Wisconsin, 
an association of the prominent eiucationists and teach- Minnnesota, and Northern Lilinois. 
i Sis bon and can hardly fail to be characterized by oz THIETY Fist Premiums Gee Eee = 

ant tation Thousa’ eres of Land. em f Sat ‘its intended trea hen rnin wo | SES ne no er arom ad | 
Would suggest that some little embelishments and addi- | srr itr ang” implement whatever, to. a. trial teat. man, with any implement whatever, to a trial test— 
tional sprightliness of character will be found requisite; | either on time, quadity or expense of planting. I will 
for nothing is more true, than that the masees insist on give any person Fre Thousand Dollars who will pro- 
being emusadianaiswhat. oven in comection with in-} “Mon mewmerier: 1 have cats anit teperiptions ofS 
struction—especially the younger portion. We doubt NEW MARKER, ‘ 
not that the Journal will prove a valuable acquisition te | my own invention, which will save much labor in culti- 
iy Sealy, and worth much more than ft will cost. We | ating, and which T will mail froo to all who purchaso 
Would advise all who can to subscribe for it. Terms, $1 | ™}i a ers 
Peryear, in advance. Address—Journal of Education, eights and Machines for ste Ben ONES. 
Racine, Wis Rocxtox, Winnnebazo Co. Illinois. “Apr. tf.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MAY. the mulching. Everything else done ever so 
“Fled now the sullen murmurs of the north, well, and this part omitted, and it will be 
The ee raiment © oe Seees veteeenins good luck if one third, or one half of the 
Peed ee na Ss ee on trees, are not lost beyond hope the first sea- 

Bloompela,_ | son. Such at least has been our experience ; 
Spring is now fairly upon us, and fast therefore we advise all to be thorough, and 

merging into Summer. May, that loveliest finish up their tree planting completely be- 

of all seasons, with its soft smiles makes fore leaving it. 7 
everything glad and every heart rejoice.| "The field sowing is undoubtedly all finished 
The Siberian fierceness of winter, with its|up before this; and the fields all rolled 
howling blasts, and adamantine, frosts, with | Smooth and ready for the reaper. Ifo, “’tis 
its devastation and death in the farm yard| well.” How many farmers would dispense 
and the orchard, is fast fading in its intensity | with the roller, if they were satisfied its use 

of recollection ; and in the soft embrace of} Would pay them five hundred per cent. on 
summer, will soon be numbered with the | the labor it cost to use it? We have little 
past, and its sorrows forgotten. How typic-| doubt of the fact, especially on all light soils. 

al of the regeneration of a fallen world is the} Any man who can make a sled can make a 
Tejuvenation of nature, in the opening of| roller, at an expense of from $5 to $10, but 
Spring. How ethereal are all its aspirations, | those who feel able will do better to invest 
how heaven-like and inexpressibly delicious | more money and buy a good one, of the most 
toramble amid its green fields, and quiet| approved model. 

sunny places, of a bright balmy morning.} ‘The sowed crops out of the way, next 
Who that has a soul has not been lifted ap on| comes the Cornriep—a better field, by the 
such occasions, to a partial foretaste of that way, for modern youthful chivalry than 

better ideal country, that is the hope of all] Buena Vista, or Sevastopol—altogether less 
hearts? Who has not had his faith in im- dangerous, considerably more remunerative, 
mortality strengthened by this great annu-} and quite as honorable, if not more so. 

ally recurring demonstration of nature? The] first then, is-your seed on hand, and of 
soul that is not touched and lifted up by the| the right kind?—of that kind which will 
opening youthful charms of @ northern] yield you from 50 to.75 bushels to the acre, 
Spring, is but an ossified heart, merely, on a with good cultivation? If not, look up such 
level with the “brute that perisheth.” as is right, remembering that a frequent 

But-we must step down from the sublime] change of seed is just as useful with corn as 
musings of a Spring morning, to the common | with wheat. 
affairs of every-day life; for it is a welles-| Before planting seed, always test it—which 
tablished fact that. all the glimpses of ethe-| is but the labor of a few moments, and often 
real life will not prevent our poor bodies] will saye a great deal of replanting, and what 
from getting hungry, naked and cold, Then| is still more important, loss of time for the 
let us. turn our thoughts to these present growing crop. To test it, nothing more is 

necessities. . necessary than to puta small parcel of it in- 
The orchard, we suppose, is already set ;| to a dish, and pour on warm water; set it in 

but if it is not, we would only refer the read-| a warm place, and if the seed is good it will 
er to the very full instructions on that sub-| germinate in two or three days, at farthest. 
Ject in our issue of last month, and urge all| If it does not, you may rest assured that its 
to carefully and fully observe them—even to! vitality is gone; and you may as well plan’
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i gravel stones. No careful man should plant | our Mashanocks and Pinkeyes, whilst some 
seed corn before testing it, any more than he) of the hardier old fashioned kinds withstood || 

j shonld trust.a stranger at sight. The germ-| it very well. \ 

} inating principle in corn is very delicate, and} We would recommend planting on warm, 

easily destroyed. It sometimes fails even,] dry soil, and in tolerably good season—ot | 

; when gathered carefally and triced and hung | such seed as each man has found safest. Till | 

; up in a dry place—thongh not often. Still, | well and dig early, before the heavy, cold fall | 

t all seed should be tested before planting. rains. Don’t be fooled into buying Discorea , 

. Onur theory about the ground is, not to| Batatas or Chinese Yams, until the specula- | 

: plow it until you are all ready to plant it.| tors who have them in hand have proved | 

: Plow well and deep, in long uniform lands, | their worth, which we think will not be fast, | 

. calculating every land accurately, so that no | nor high. 

row will come in the dead furrows; when| Carrots are a valuable and profitable | 

thus plowod, apply the roller at once in a| crop to raise, for feeding stock, sheep and 

lengthwise direction, until the surface is uni- | horses, as a change with grain. They can | 

| form andsmooth. Itis better than dragging, | be produced in large quantitics, with no ex- | 

as it does not uncover the weeds. Then, | traordinary amount of expense if properly | 

with a good marker row both ways, as| managed; but it is folly to undertake to 

| straight asa line, four feet each way. Put | grow them on poor soil, or with negligent | 

i the seed in two inches deep, at the angles, | culture. j 
leaving the ground as smooth as possible af- For carrots the soil should be plowed deep 

; terallis done. If the soil is particularly | and thoroughly—not less than sixteen inches. 
warm and dry, soak the seed twenty-four | This may be done, in the absence of a sub- 

f | hours before planting, especially if the sea-| soil plow, with a common one, by going 
f son is a little late; but if in good season, | twice ina place. The soil should be of the 

and the soil ordinarily moist, plant without | first quality—no matter how good ; and good 

soaking. well rotted manure will even help that... As 

From the first to the tenth of May is the | we said in relation to corn, we would not 
: proper time to plant corn, and if the course | plow for carrots until all ready to sow ; and 

| is pursued that we have marked out, 1t will | the last of May or the first of June is soon 

usually be an easy matter to keep the corn| enough. Prepare the land the same as for 

i ahead of the weeds, especially if the weeding | corn, except the extra depth of plowing; sow 

i is promptly attended to, just when the corn} from eighteen inches to two feet apart in 
if is of the right size. A few days too late, will | drills; the latter distance will be preferable 

make all the difference imaginable ; you may | if you are not crowded for room, as it ad- 

t as Well neglect a house on fire, as a thrifty | mits of cultivation with a horse and shovel 

| crop of weeds. plow, or cultivator. Don’t defer weeding a 
} Next in order of field planting, come Po-| day after the right time, as everything de- 

; tatoes—which, by the way, have become| pends on doing these things in season. At 
rather a doubtful article, to say the least.| the first or second weeding thin out the 

, The rot seems yet to baffle all enquiry as to | plants to from six to nine inches apart; this 
q its exact origen or nature. Theories are as | precaution will contribute as much as any q 

abundant on the subject as on the matter of| other one thing to the growth of a good 

wheat’s turning to chess, and thus far, one is | crop. q 
| just abont as satisfactory as another. Ai the foregoing directions pursued with ] 

j A few things, however, in relation to the | care, and such other things as will suggest | 

| rot, seem pretty certain—among which is | themselves to every good cultivator, and we j 
; the fact that seme kinds are more inclined to | will warrant a good c1op—say of from three i 

| rot than others. For instance, the Pinkeye | to eight hundred bushels per acre. We pre- | 

! and Mashanock families seem almost sure to | fer the orange colored to the white. We 
| rot, upon moist rich soils. We raised a fine | would recommend to every farmer and gar- | 

| crop of White Mercers last year, but they | dener, to raise enough carrots for a change | 
i were all struck with the dry rot after being | of feed for his animals at least, and more if | 
| dug: and"proved a total loss. Thesamewith | he pleases. Still we do not believe that 2 | 
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bushel of carrots contains more than half the | over; but en the other hand secure your 

substantial nutriment of a bushel of oats, or | seeds in season, and make the garden in its 

more than from one fourth to one third of a| time, as punctually as you should sow your 

| bushel of corn; yet after all they make an| wheat. Such is our advice, and we believe 

| excellent change, which is just as acceptable | every one will find it profitable to follow it. 

|| to animals as to men. If the chickens make you trouble by scratch- 

| Passing over divers other field crops, for | ing, feed them well until the plants are out 

|| want of space, we would come to the garden; | of the way. Most seeds are much hastened 

and say as formerly, that it is of the first im- | in germination by being soaked, from one to 

portance to every one who has ground | two days in warm water, and then rolled in 

enough on which to make it. It pays an air-slaked lime, or dry leached ashes, before 

abundant and profitable crop for all labor be- | planting. They will be hastened one half in 

stowed upon it, and what is more important | that way, and are less likely to be disturbed 

still, it furnishes what every family needs, | by worms. If worms or bugs cut off your 

and what cannot usually be bought, except | cucumbers or melons, keep planting more. 

in and about large towns. Who has not re-| and trnst to a favorable season to give you 

marked the difference between a dinner got- | plenty. 

ten up by a good efficient housewife, with If you have a strawberry bed, (and if you 

the aid of an abundant garden, and the have not it is a pity,) it will pay to top dress 

product of a poor house-keeper, and no gar- | it with well rotted manure, after thinning it 

den? It is as great at least as the difference | out sufficiently; and the plants, to do well, 
between day and night. A garden is more should not be nearer than a foot apart in the 

especially important to common farmers, be- | TOW, and the rows two feet apart. Be care- 

cause they are usually so short of any con- | ful and put up good substantial supports for 

siderable variety of meats. An ample supply | steen peas and tomatoes. They will bear as 

of vegetables not only contributes to our | much again and better fruit, for being well 

comfort, but it is equally certain that they supported. Spend as much time as possible 

are great promoters of health, when used | in the garden, if you would have it thrive. 

with discretion. _—___*****— “For the Farmer. 
There are hosts of semi-invalid ladies who THE MARSHES OP WISCONSIN. 

would find moderate garden labor their best} But little has been written in our western 

medicine, if pursued with regularity and per- | agricultural papers on the improvement of 
severence. No matter if delicate hands are | oyrnatural meadows,commonly called marsh- 

ungloved, and even occasionally mingled in| es. Haye they not been a source of wealth 

that mother earth, whither the whole body | to our farmers? Is there not a large amount 
of many a pale invalid house-plant is so rap-| of wealth-creating material in them now? 
idly tending. Close, warm rooms, ¢@sy| Do they not rise in value and estimation as 
chairs, high living, not much work, paper-| we become better acquainted with them? 
soled shoes, and gently sprung carriages to| Tyo not the majority of our farmers depend 
ride to the nearest neighbor’s in, instead of | oy them more or less for pasturage and hay? 

walking, are very nice in their way, but are | They suffer but little in times of drouth. Is 

more rapid passports to the grave than is| jt not injurious to pasture them in spring? 

generally supposed. That medium poverty | ]; jt not best to know the growth of a sea- 

which begets industry and simplicity of} son at once? Is it not injurious to cut the 
1B habits, is often a blessing in disguise that will | grass when it is rapidly growing? Can their 

J bring with it health, happiness aud length of | yield be increased? Does ditching help them? 
Be cays. Farmers have tried the ditch to drain the 
| Then fit up the garden, as surely as the| marsh, and answer fora fence. A ditch is a 

'@ farm; no matter if you are not an adept in | poor substitute for a fence; where the land 

| the business. It requires no particular skill | descends, the current keeps the ditch. open 

ig plant early potatoes, peas, corn, cucumbers, | at the bottom of the descent, it soon drifts 

“fi &c.; the main thing is to get about it. It full. No man will put in covered drains 30 

| will not do to put off the garden work until | feet apast and 2 1-2 feet deep, at an expense 

|) arainy day, or until the hurry of things is | of $40 per acre, to make land worth $20
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: per acre. Is not a piece of good marsh as For the Farmer. 

valuable as any part of the farm’ It may Nh aed eat 

} be cut before harvest, and suffers fur lessthan | Musses. Eprrors—In previous articles I 

} cultivated grasses if it stands till after har- | have thrown out some crude suggestions in || 

vest. If well stacked, it will shed rain like | regard to supplying the Prairie regions with 

ashingle roof. A good quality of it brings | water and wood; and now propose some di- 

: about two-thirds as muchas Timothy. Can- | rections for procuring cheap and durable || 

} not some ingenious Yankee invent # machine building materials. | 

5 to cut off the hammocks easier than plow-| Almost every mile square of the prairies | 

i, ing, so as to make a smooth surface ¢ | possesses beds and knolls of gravel and peb- |, 

. Stock don’t thrive well if confined to a/| bles, or quarries of rock, which is finely bro- 

. marsh all the time. Some upland ought to | ken up on the top and outer edges; so that | 

[ be enclosed with marsh to make good pas-| it requires but little trouble to excavate or || 

ture. Several years ago the Messrs. Wright | shovel it out; and, at small expense, all of i 

built a saw mill on a small stream emptying | this may be converted into advantageous and | 

f into the Fox River. They built a low dam | pleasant building material. Besides, in most | 

and turned the water into a race. The dam | locations, this excavation may be made at 

raised the water level with the banks of the | the very site where the house isto be placed; | 

creek. The race was filled in the winter. | so that the substance for the walls may be | 

i In the spring the man who owned the land | obtained from the cellar, and thus the walls | 

adjoining went to the mill with a doleful be constructed at a much cheaper rate, than | 

: countenance, and said, “Your dam must | any other description of walls can be made; | 

i come down it is spoiling my marsh.” being also better than wooden houses, and | 

, The mill was doing a good business, and | equal to brick or stone. | 

: the owners were satisfied that it would pay| This kind of wall is known by the various | 

for itself in a single year—hence they an-| names of grout, gravel, and conerete ; and | 

swered that they would buy the land; but needs only to be properly prepared to become 

i the owner declined selling. ‘Then they of-| firm and durable. I have seen many build- | 

; fered to pay all damages, and to convince ings—some of them very large ones, which | 

i the owner, paid him ten dollars. The dam | have stood for years as firmly as the best 

i was not taken down, and the heaviest crop | mason-work; while others have cracked and | 

; of grass that was evercut there, was that sea-| tumbled down in a short time; and these | 

son. After that they were even requested | different results were owing entirely to the 

toleave the dam. different manner in which the material was | 

! I have a marsh that is ditched to let off | prepared and laid up. 

: the surface water, and a part of it has been} There are four essential principles to be 

pastured for several years with sheep. The | kept strictly in view, which if carefully re- | 

rk grass annually grows shorter and finer, and | garded will ensure substantial, and not very | 

i the sod more level and firm. Would not the | costly buildings: jirst, prepare the founda- | 

plowing of meadow lands, when it is practi- | tion by setting it below the frost mark, lay- | 

cable, be of great utility in increasing their | ing it in mason-work for two feet above the 

i, productiveness? My experience leads me to | surface of the earth, or make the grout for 

; think so. Respectfully Yours, that part of the wall with water-lime, as | 

} Jos. A. Carpenter. | proof against moisture in the earth. Second, 

; Wavxgsna, April, 1856. good lime should be slaked in the mortar- 

j — a ee bed, and well stirred with water enough to 

i ane ae Sanuanrwaie make a thin paste, about the consistency of | 

2 mason’s “putty coat,” and left to cool for # 

thy is the same through poverty and wealth | aay or night, till all the steam and air have 
i when the pride of enjoyment has been hum- . se i ee ee 

passed out or evaporated ; for this purpose 

bled by it. sieal! it is best to have two beds, that one batch 

E GrariropE is the fairest blossom which | ™Y be made and cool while the other is be- 

. springs from the soul; and the heart of man | ing used—so that none of the concrete need | 

: knoweth none more fragrant. be put into the walls in a hurry, before it is 

; De ee a
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properly seasoned; and quite enough to fill a) the boards are set up edgewise between these 

fall course clear around the building should | upright studs, when the concrete is shoveled 

be made at once, so there will be an even | in till the box thus formed is full, and left to ' 

temperature thronghout the work, in all the | dry or “set,” which takes 15 to 20 hours in 

layers of concrete. dry weather: in very warm weather, a 

‘When the lime paste is made, then comes | course of a foot depth (with boards a foot 

the third, and very important operation— | wide) clear round the building, may be laid 

that is to stir in the sand, gravel and broken | up each day; only two sets of boards being 

stone, and thoroughly mix it, with hoe and | neceseary—one set remaining on the last 

shovel, so that the entire surface of all stones | course, while the succeeding one is filled up. 

will be completely covered with the lime; in | This same lumber is good for roofing, inside 

fact. here lies the most essential part of the | partitions, &c., after having served for wall- 

whole work—to have lime and stone fairly | boxes. 

mixed and cooled till the whole will be of| In a two story building it is safe to make 

uniform temperature. Any hard substance | these walls, the first story one foot thick, 

to which lime will stick, is good to stir in, | and the second story eight inches thick; 

such as sand, gravel, broken stone and brick, though many persons have made substantial 

or pebble stones, from the size of gravel up walls, some inches thinner. It is necessary 

to six or eight inches through—anything not | of course, in this manner of building as well 

larger than the walls are thick. as others, to tie or stay the cross and floor 

The fourth, though not equally essential | timbers firmly to the walls. 

care to be taken is, that all the timber or| In this vicinity, with the present prices of 

sticks used in the walls should be green or | lime, labor and other things, it is safe to say 

wet wood, that it may not absorb an undue that good durable walls can be put up at a 

degree of moisture from the concrete, and | cost of 10 to 12 cents per cubic foot. 

afterwards leave cracks by shrinking away In addition to the above which I have 

when all becomes dry—neglect of this may learned from observation and experience, the 

cause cracks in the walls. following remarks on concrete and mortars, 

The proportion of lime to be used, should | is from a work written by Lieut. Wrient, 

yary somewhat according to the coarseness who was for a long time employed by the 

of the other materials; if the stone and other Government on public works, making sea- 

filling be coarse, less lime will be needed, as wall, fortifications, &c., making and proving 

there will be less surface to be covered ; but | M@ny experiments, and had perhaps as much 

as a general rule, where I have seen good knowledge, and is as good authority on that 

durable work, the proportions have been 9 subject as can be found—so that it can be 

to 12 of gravel and stone to one of good lime. relied upon. 

For cellar walls, hydraulic lime should be He says that “clean sand, gravel, broken 

used; and even for the first story through- stones, cinders and oyster shells, may be 

ont, it is better, if to be had. | mixed with lime paste, tempered with sand 

When this concrete or mortar, well mixed, somewhat thicker than common mortar, say 

| has lain 12 to 15 hours in the bed, it is to be | about twelve parts of sand to five of lime, 

shoveled into the walls, as it would be | before putting in the coarser materials. 

shoveled into a cart or wheel-barrow. “A cask of stone lime weighing 240 pounds 

The common mode of laying up the con- | net will make eight cubic feet of stiff paste, 

crete is in rough board boxes placed where which will admit the mixture of sixteen 

the walls are wanted. This is done by set- bushels of loose sand; the paste should be- 

ting up studding or scantling at the corners | come cold before the gravel or broken stone 

of the building, inside and outside of the | is added to it. 

walls, taking care to have them plumb, fast-| “As a small quantity of the carbonic acid 

ening the bottom, and stay-lathing the top, | of the atmosphere is confined in the inter- 

to keep themin place—intermediate ones be- | stices or spaces of the concrete, the bad effects 

ing stationed at every 8 or 10 feet between | of it may be avoided by drawing tubes or 

corners, to keep the boards from springing | rods every few feet upward through the wall, 

i and making the walls thicker in the middle; | as the work progresses, which gives vent to
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this acid, at the same time these small flues) ations which he has directed, at Fort War- 

or openings up and down the walls, serve| ren: 4tubbied masonry, dry, costs per cubic 

the further purpose of good ventilators to the| yard, $3,00 ; Facing stone—sea-wall—ham- 

rooms by byinn opened at the bottom, out-| mered joints, &c., $9,00; Concrete—costly 

side, and at the top, inside, while they also| kind—per cubic yard, $8,50; Concrete— 

conduct off the little moisture which may be | least costly kind, $2,12 per cubic yard. And 

collected from outside exposure and damp-_| it is believed that good concrete walls can be 

: ness, and tend partially to serengthen the| built in most parts of Wisconsin, at a cost 

' walls, as the concrete hardens more and| not exceeding two dollars and fifty cents per 

: quicker around these perforations.” cubic yard; as the work can nearly all be 

; He cautions that the foundations must be| done by common laborers, with a man of | 

; good mason-work, or hydraulic lime for| good judgment and fair skill to superintend |) 

: some feet above the surface, that moisture| the operation, and see that the concrete is || 

might not be imbibed to soften the concrete; | well mixed, and the walls kept plumb. | 

and also that the whole should be thoroughly Yours, D. 8. C. | 

. stirred and mixed, so that the surface of eve- a ie rsa eee | 

ry pebble and stone be well coated with the cae 4 | 

cement, and they will then stick firmly, and es rapt La I 

the whole mass become hard and consoli-| Mzssrs. Epirors—If you wish to raise po- | 

dated. to endure time and weather. tatoes, and preserve them from the rot, plant 

For wall against the sea or water, Mr, W.| them early on dry ground, that they may get 

made a batch of concrete, prepared with| ripe before the fall rains, and frosty and 

eight cubic feet of lime paste, eleven cubic| freezing nights, and warm, sunny days. Af- 

feet of stiff water-lime paste, and thirty-two] ter a cold, frosty night, the sun comes up 

cubic feet of clear dense sand, the product of| warm, melts the frost, thaws the ground, 

which was about forty cubic feet of close,| creates a’steam in the ground, and causes a 

stiff mortar. This mortar was then made| fog to rise which is unhealthy to the potatoes; || 

into concrete, by first putting one-third of it | and after a fall rain, the sun comes up, and || 

into a bed, and adding twenty-two cubic feet | soon the fog and steam rises again, sours the | 
of broken stone end twelve cubic feet of| potato tops, which causes the rust to strike 

gravel, making thirty-four cubic feet of stony | them; then they will soon wilt and wither | 

matter, which was well stirred and mixed ;| down; then the tops will keep the ground || 

then the balance—two thirds—of the mortar | moist, they will soon commence roting, sour | 

was spread into the bed, and the whole thor-| the ground, which soon creates the rot in the | 

oughly mixed and incorporated, so that the] potatoes. If your potato tops strike with 

entire surface of all the stony matter was] the rust before the potatoes are ripe, mow 

coated and the gravel completely mixed with | them off and take them away, or burn them | 

| the paste—and produced, when thus finished | up, that they may not lay on the ground top {| 

ready for the walls, about thirty-nine cubic| of the potatoes; and when you dig the po- |) 

feet of close and most durable concrete ; and | tatoes, if they are affected by the rot, sort {| 

in the vicinity of Boston, at a cost of only | out the sound ones, and lay them on the dry | 

two dollars and sixty-three cents per cubic] ground or a floor, and let them thoroughly 

yard—iess than ten cents per cubic foot. dry in the sun. Make your bin of seasoned 

And walls of this description are warrant- | boards; put in a thin laying of dry, prairie |/ 

ed to stand for ages against floods and | hay, a laying of potatoes, then a laying of | 

weather. But for walls above ground, and hay, then of potatoes, and so continue till |} 

in dry places, as dwellings, barns, &c., the | your potatoes are in. I have proved this to 

water-lime may safely be dispensed with, | my satisfaction. I will say further, if your 
and the expense considerable lessened | cellar is damp, the hay will gather the moist- | 

thereby. ure, and the potato remain dry. Raise your |) 

From various thorough and critical exp er- | bin 4 or 6 inehes from the ground to let the 

iments, Lieut. Wricut gives the following | air go under, and instead of a tight floor, lay | 

statement of the comparative costs of ma-| round poles or narrow boards 2 inches apart, 
onry and concrete works, in different oper-| to let air circulate through the potatoes; this 

SSS See
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keeps a circulation of air through the bin,| | THE FOREST TREES OF WISCONSIN, 
prevents heating, and if one is affected when | Belonging to the ROSACEAE or Rose Family. 
they are put in the bin, it will dry and rot ate Se 

no more ; or if a potato is frozen when meal This large family of plants includes not 
in, the hay will gather the juice of the po- | only the true roses, but, underitsseveral sub- 
tato, without affecting the rest of them. By | divisions, the Plum, Cherry, Spirea; the 

rot, and hard winters freezing potatoes, they | Geums, Potentillas; the Strawberry, Black- 
have become very scarce, and demand high | berry, Raspberry; and the Thorns, Apples 
prices, and when you have but few, or can | and Pears. Many of the most valuable fruits 
get but few, and wish to plant considerable | peculiar to this latitude and climate belong 
ground, cut them into small pieces, leaving |to the Rosacew. A large share of the 
an eye oneach piece. Be sure to have each | species are herbaceous, or shrubs, and there- ' 
piece run to the center of the potato. I/ fore do not fall under our notice at present. 
think they will do full as well as to plant the | There are nine, mostly small trees, in Wis- 
whole potato. For an experiment, I picked | consin belonging to the family under consid- 
out some large ones, took one half of them, | eration -being one-sixth of the whole num- 
cut them into very small pieces; I quartered | ber; and the proportion of plants of this 

the eyes; was careful to have each piece go | family to the whole number of Wisconsin 
to the center of the potato. I planted them | flowering plants, is as one to twenty-five. 
where the ground was no better than the 

rest of the field. I planted one row of the 
pieces, and one row of the whole ones. I 
planted one row of each in this way, and 
both at one time—cultivated and harvested i 
them at one time. When I planted, in the ve 
first row I put in one large potato, and in s. 
the second, three small pieces, to a hill. f Ty 

Each small piece would have one large main “, 
stalk, and there would be but one large main \ u 
stalk to the whole potato. When I harvest- 
ed them, some of my neighbor farmers came 
for their own curiosity and satisfaction to / 1 
witness the crop. The small pieces proved J b 

the best for three years’ experience. 4 

Tf you wish to raise early potatoes in your ‘ I 
gardens, put the seed end of your potato 4 

down next to the solid earth. Then, soon 1. 4 

as the root starts, it enters the ground, draws % * 

nourishment, and sends the stalks quickly up. Xai 
If you lay the seed end of the potatoes up, 
the stalk first starts, then stops growing till Ls 

the roots start and grow round the potato, pe 
gets into the ground, and draws nourishment = ie 

for the stalk; then it commences growing . ? . et 

again. There is a week in which there is no 
Progress made with the stalk. 

©. S. Warp. 
Epey, Fayette Co., Iowa. 

ee 
Warre nair is the chalk with which Time 

keeps his score—two, three, or four score, 23 
the case may be—on a man’s head. ‘ 

00 e-_______ 
Never take pride in your wealth until you| 16. PRUNUS AMERICANA—THE WILD PLUM. 

have lost confidence in your manly virtues. No. 16.—Prunus Americana, of Marshal) {
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—the Wild Plum.—This small tree with its; work of Loudon, it is placed under the name 

rich red-or'yellowish fruit, grows very plen-| of Cerasus nigra—theblack cherry! There 

tifully in every part of the State where there | can be no doubt the name given by Marshall, 

are low, damp, rich grounds, especially along and adopted by all American authors, is the 

the margins of tivers and swamps. The | proper one—having been first applied. 

flowers appear-in May, before the leaves are Figure 16 represents the leaf and fruit of 

fally expanded, and the fruit is ripe in Au-| the full size of nature, 

gust. The tree is much branched, and beset} There. are in the United States four dif- 

with \strong’thorn-like stubs, forming a| ferent species of native or Wild Plum; one 

strong protection to the fruit, and causing | of them (P. maritima, Wang.) is confined to 

much trouble in gathering it. ‘The wood is} the Atlantic States; another, (P. glandulosa, 

hard, of a dark reddish color, resembling the | Hooker,) has only been found in Texas; and 

wild:cherry.: If it could be obtained in suffi- | the last, (P. chicasa, Michx.,) the Chickasaw 

cient» quantity, it might be substituted for} plum, grows as near to us as the southern 

that wood in cabinet making, &e. part of Ilinois and the adjacent parts of 

The Wild Plum ‘natnrally rans‘into nu-| Missouri. 

merous varieties; Mr. Nuttall counte1 no} No. 17°-—Cerasus Pennsyloanica, of Loi- 

less than a dozen different kinds ‘in one or-|sel—the Bird Cherry——The genus Cerasns, 

chard examined by hita, in Canada. This}or the true Cherry, is represented in the 

natural tendency shows that differences of} United States by ten native species, of which 

soil and culture have decided effects on this| six are trees and@ four shrubs; in Wisconsin, 

wild fruit, and may be a hint to fruit-grow-| by four species, of which one (@. pumila, 

ers to make experiments with a view to its| Michx.,) is a very small, low shrub, and con- 

improvement. Dr. Darlington informs us| sequently omitted here. The Bird Cherry is 

that it has been improved by long culture in| not very common with us. It has been de- 

east.rn Pennsylvania, both in size and flavor, | tected in the vicinity of Milwaukee; Mr. 

the fruit sometimes attaining the size of a| John Townley has found it in the interior of 

common apricot; though it is not probable| the State, and Professor Agassiz carried it 

that any very special efforts Were made to/| from the shores of Lake Superior. 

produce this result. With the skill of mod-| The bark of this tree is, like that of most 

ein fruit culturists, it might, without doubt, | of the cherries, smooth and brown, detach- 

be greatly improved. It has the! decided | ing itself laterally ; the wood is fine grained, 

advantage over the garden varieties, of not | of a reddish hue; the inferior size of the tree 

* being attacked by the curculio—the pest that | only forbids its use in the mechanical arts. 

destroys the fruit of our finest kinds without | Of all the American species this one bears || 

mercy. the greatest analogy to the cultivated cherry 

The Wild Plum appears to have been | tree imported from Europe. 

formerly much cultivated in our country;| In Professor Emmons’ very valuable Re- 
and from seme indications it is probable that | port on the Trees and Shrubs of Massachu- 

several of the Indian tribes may heye planted | setts, we find it stated that this tree grows 

this tree near their villages. The thickets | in the most exposed situations; insome parts 

of wild plum trees are usually allowed to re-| of Maine and New Hampshire it springs up 

main by the first occupants of our new lands; | abundwntly on soil which has been recently 
but the introduction of better kinds soon | |gid open to the sun in clearing, and especial- 

cause them to be abandoned. } ly after it has been burnt over. There is a 
This speeies was first described Very-fully | common opinion among the ignorant that it 

and accurately by Humphry Marshall .of| springs up without seed, in consequence of 

Pennsyl,ania, in-1785, but has been con-|some action of heat upon the soil. If they 

- founded with others by some writers. The | would take the pains to examine, they would, 

errors were detected as early as 1829, and | however, find great quantities of the seed (or 

} pointed out by Dr. Darlington, in the An-|stones as they are called,) just beneath the 

nals of the New York Lyceum of Natnral| surface of the ground. This excellent ad- 

; History; yet we find English- botanists still | vice of Prof. Emmons—to examine—if car- 

copying the old blunders. Even nthe last! ried out, would save us from many false 

}
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theories and incorrect conclusions in ee It is almost equal to theimported mahogany, 

to similar cases—not excepting the vexed | and is preferred to the blaek-w.inut, on ac- 

questions about the equivocal nature of| count of its lighter and less sombre appear- 

chess. ance. The tree is also qnite ornamental in 

The small red fruit, (about the size of a| its growth and appearance, and besides has 

pea) ripens in July. The tree can be distin-| the merit of attracting to it a constant 

guished from the common wild cherry by | throng of singing birds. A few trees should 

the growth of the flowers and fruit, which is | be preserved in the vicinity of every home- 

jn clusters in the axils of the leaves, like the | stead in Wisconsin, if for no other purpose, 

garden cherry. In both of the following | for that of attracting the feathered songsters 

species the flowers and fruit grow inracimes | near our premises. Besides feeding on the 

(ike a bunch of grapes or currants,) at the | wild cherries, they will destroy for us im- 

ends of the branches. Michaux describes | mense numbers of insects, and thus prevent 

this species under the name of Cerasus bore- | their depredations. ; 

alis, or the Red Oherry. The flowers appear in May, and the fruit 

ripens early in the summer. Figure 18 

fj shows the form and general character of the 

leaf and fruit, both of the natural size. 

No. 19.—@rasus Virginiana, of De Can- 

f ul dole—the Choke Cherry.—The Choke Cher- 

: ry may be distinguished from the last species 

by its much smaller growth ; its broader, ob- 

j ovate, sharply serrated leaves ; the short and 

° close racimes; the lighter color of the fruit, 

; , &c. It would make a handsome ornament 

‘ ‘ in our pleasure grounds, on account of its 

bright shining foliage, and the numerous 

. ; spikes of white flowers. It does not attain 
sufficient size to be of any use in the arts of 

i fife. The flowers appear in May, and the 

5 fruit ripens in July aud August. 

ee 9 tw / 
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18 CERASUS SEROTINA--WILD BLACK CHEERY. 

No. 18.—Oerasus serotina, of De Candole 

—Wild black Cherry.—This species, too well % 

known to need description here, is found 

very commonly in the timbered parts of the 

State, where the trees are cut into logs and : 

used for cabinet work. Forthispurposethe| 9 graragus COCCINEA—THE SCARLFT 

wood of the wild cherry is a great favorite. FRUITED THORN. 

Lit eeent Bivyliat <font oeyelt gy) yp et 

a
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; No. 20.—Crategus coccinea, of linneus| No. 21.—Orategus punetata, of fJacques q —the Scarlet Fruited Thorn.—This thorn, of | —the Dotied Fruted ‘thorn. This is usual- ; which there are many varieties, may ve iy smaller than the last, the rmtauu rea, or F known from te other species by the large| yellowish, and dotted; the leaves will at bright red gloLular fruit; or, in its younger| once distinguish the species, being wedge- ; state, by the leaves, which are roundish, shaped, and tapering below into a slender ; ovate, thin, lobed, sharply toothed, and ab- petiole, Like most of the thorns, it preters B rupt or heart-shaped at the base. Some bot-| to grow along the borders of rivers, &., anists have ranked the varieties as distinct flowering in May and ripening its fruit in : species. It prefers rich bottom lands, but} September. For its varie as u neuge plant, grows well in almost any kind of soil. It is| seo the articles already referred to. 

the most abundant species of thorn in Wis- Figure 21 represents the formZof the leaf 
consin. The flowers appear early in May, | and fruit, of the natural size. 

5 and the fruit is ripe in September. It is a Vi 
? small tree, usually with a regular roundish a 
; head, making a very handsome appearance. \ 

The Scarlet Fruited Thorn has been rec- 
; ommended very strongly for hedges; but for 
i information on this head we must refer the \ / reader to the article signed “G.,” in this t 
, volume of the Wisconsin Farmer, page 116. f\ 
i The fruit is edible; and but for the small- 
: ness of size and the hard stony seeds, would ( 4 be a useful article of food. It resists the 
: action of the severest frosts—remaining 
: sound after the extremely hard winter just 
3 past. The flowers emit a very strong and 5 
F rather disagreeahle odor when fully out, and 5 
E the tree is then a very beautiful object. 

Figure 20 shows the charactez of the leaf 
and fruit of the natural size. 4 r 

wf : : ey \\ , é a 1 
: x i 4 \ 
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22. PYRUS CORONARIA—THE CRAB APPLE.> 
; 20. 2z.—sryrus coronaria, of Linnwus— 

the Orab Apple.—This well known tree is 
~ quite common in Wisconsin, presenting its 

7 large, fragrant flowers in great profusion in 

May, and its rich fruit is ripe in September. 
: Were it not so common, it would be highly 

prized as an ornamental tree, on account of 
“f ‘ its beauty of form, fine foliage, large, rose- 

: chs like flowers, &c. A hedge made of it must 
{ SS = samen sao gr be one of the finest kind; especially if trees 4 | ea RB EN SPE Sarees er cao ae ooo 
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at each angle, and at regular distances on the | time is not far distant when a scarcity will 

straight lines are allowed to grow and assume | be felt; and should Illinois adopt the wise 

their beautiful rounded heads. It would be | policy recommended in this essay, the time 

worth our while to form such a hedge on ac- | may come when she will be called upon to 

count of the fragrance of the flowers in the | return to us a portion of the supply of lum- 

spring. ber she is now drawing so freely from our 

The fruit of the crab-apple has been used | Pineries. We cannot forbear to copy a few 

for preserves, but it soon gives way to the | of Mr. Harkness’ closing remarks: 

cultivated apple. It has also been used to| “One great inducement for entering upon 

make cider, for which purpose it is said to|the general cultivation of evergreen trees 

be well adapted. Fig. 22 shows the outline | upon the prairies, is found in the protection 

of the frait, and a section of the apple, both | they must afford from the severe winds of 

of the size of nature. winter. A belt of cedars, pines or firs, only 

No. 28.—P. yrus Americana of De Can-| two rods wide, on the north and west sides 

dole—Mountain Ash.—This small, but very | of a quarter section farm, would, even at 

ornamental tree, grows abundantly in the | twenty feet high, materially lessen the force 
northern parts of the State, and is occasion- | of the winter plast—would pay as 2 protec- 

ally found = for south as the latitude of Mil- tion to domestic animals, and to the growing 

waukee, which is its extreme southern limit of crops; and, with all, give a snugness and 

n that direction in Wisconsin. It is chiefly | 5 giviau: ality to the farm which must be 

= Eocae er cee aa pace highly ornamental, leaving out of the ac- 

e foliage, bright green twigs, large clust- e a 
: x ** | count the great beauty of the trees. A dis 

ers of white flowers, and especially for bril- teiee or auact tion fi th Csstea 

liant bunches of scarlet fruit. nce aces es SF on farms ee eo? 

The flowers appear in June, and the fruit, with good buildings, shade trees, orchards, 

which is ripe in September, remains on the and well cultivated fields, would render our 

tree during the winter. prairie couutry one of the most charming 

No. 24,—Amalanchier canadensis, Torrey portions of the globe. It will take time, 

& Gray—the June Berry. This small tree is labor, wealth and intelligence to bring about 

known by different names in different parts these things ; but they will iP . coned het 

of the country. Some know it under the is wealth enough stored up in the soil itself, 

name of Service Berry, and some of our to render the whole cornea) S gardens and 

friends down east call 1t shad-bush, because there is industry and intelligence enough in 

its flowers appear simultaneously with the our people to accomplish it. 

shad! Its abundant white flowers enliven] “! this ‘fast age,’ when most people ex- 

the forests early in the spring, and its berries pect to realize a fortune ina few months a 

afford an agreeable repast for many of its Reeds by the rapid growth of ney ests 

feathered denizens. There are half a dozen | ™°Pease >> the value of lands, it may seem 

different varieties, some of which have been | YoY foolish to engage in the cultivation = 

ranked as species, but they are all now deemed forest. trees, which the planter a i 

only varieties of one species. I know of no expecl toisce coms ge a ee 
: i time. Still there is a feeling in the 

useful purpose to which this small tree has Sutin ae = s, 
: heart of many that it is not right to live ex- 

een pEpled, clusively for ourselves or for the present time 

In the first and only volume of Transac- | __that it is right to look a little to the inter- 

tions of the Illinois State Agricultural Soci- | ests of those who shall come after us—that 

ety, there are a number of valuable essays | when we are about to leave the world it 

on various subjects connected with the agri-| would be quite comfortable to reflect that 

cultural interests of the “Prairie State,” and | things are, by our feeble efforts, in a better 

among them is one by Edson Harkness on | condition than we found them when we en- 

Tree Culture. The arguments used apply | tered it. There are some so fanciful as to 

with almost equal force to Wisconsin, for | suppose that in a future state of existence, 

although we have at present in most parts of | the memory of what they have done in this 

the State an abundant supply of timber, the world may, possibly, have something: to do
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. with their condition—that their good or evil | take charge of and distribute and preserve | 
: deeds will follow them. There are others | all seeds, plants, books, models, &c., which 
‘ who go so far as to say that we can in a fu- | ™y be transmitted to the society, and shall tare stake lock a t have charge also of all the communications | , y Sate ook Gown upon our past career, | designed or calculated for publication, and 
a and see all the consequences of each and ey- so far as they may deem expedient, shall col- | ie ery act of the present life. If such should | lect, arrange and publish the same in such 

y prove to be the case, the man who plants a| manner and form as they shall deem best | forest can enjoy its grandeur and beauty in at to premote the objects of this 
5 : z society. 
. all subsequent time. Every one will form Bei 6. The general committee are charged | 
5 his own opinion as to how these things may | with the interest of the society in towns or - be. It is, perhaps, enough for as to know precincts in which they shall respectively | 
. that it is a part of our duty to provide for | reside, and will constitute a medium of com- ‘ the wants of our children, and not to confine | ™unication between the executive committee 
4 our efforts exclusively to the things which cP te ae “tee iar tle A i ” EC. 7. here s) an et | : Gee — the present, and to ourselves. of the society on the first Wednesday of De- | F Iam indebted to Dr. John A. Kennicott, | cember, at the village of ———, at which |! 
B the able and efficient corresponding secretary | time all the officers shall be elected by ma- || 
* of the Society, for a copy of this volume. _ | jority and by ballot, with. the exception of 4 Sk es Bh itis SedeSTHG the general committee for the precincts, || . FORM OF A CONSTITUTION FOR COUNTY | which may be appointed by the executive |; 
a AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES. committee, who shall have power to fill any |, 

a vacancies which may occur in the offices of || The gl ee Boy ao be; “The | the society during the interval. \| | ee: 0 ric! ciety.” ; 3 7 - Its object shall be to improve the condi-| , 28 Paget ar mpene seat ey by hee | tion of agriculture, horticulture, and the me- | SV°CUNYe Committee, by no eels sage at || r chanical and household arts. all the papers of the ee which will in- || 
: Section 1. The society shall consist of pee a ie aaa i. for th : such citizens of the county as shall signify, | ¢, Sonar ba i Se ee ae eae by writing, their wishes to become members, | oe | | | and shall pay, on subscribing, not less than| S80. 8. The society shall hold an annual S one dollar, and one dollar annually thereaf- cae or ‘and fair, at such time and place || ; ter; also of honorary and corresponding | ®. shalf be designated by the executive com- 
- members. The payment of ten (10) dollars | Mittee, and also a meeting at the village of 

'@ or more shall constitute a member for life, | 7+ 0” the first Tuesday of each month, || i and shall exempt the donor from annual con- | 2uring the months of June, July and August, | 5 tributions, for the purpose of examining, comparing and || 
Sxo. 2. The officers of the society shall naming such specimens of fruits, flowers, | 

: consist of a president, three vice-presidents, | &¢-) 28 may be offered for such purpose. | ; —to be located in various parts of the coun-| _ Src. 9. No person shall be an officer of E ty, 4 recording secretary, a corresponding | this society, other than treasurer, unless he | 
iP secretary, a treasurer, ana an executive com- | Shall be at the time of his election, or fora || a mittee—to consist of the officers above named, | period not less than three years, at some || 3 and the ex-presidents of the society, and a | time previously, actively engaged in some of | i general committee—one of the members of | the pursuits whose interest it is the object of 

: which shall be located in each of the towns | the society to foster; and as far as practica- ' ‘3 <r precints of the county. Three shall con- | ble, in the opinion of the executive commit- stitute a quorum of the executive committee. | tee, the same restriction shall apply to the = : Sec. 83. The recording secretary shall | selection of the orator to deliver the annual 
ta keep the minutes of the society. The cor- | address, ' a respo::cing secretary shall carry on the cor-| Sec. 10. Immediately upon the adjourn- respondence with other societies, with indi- | ment of the annual meeting it shall be the 3 . viduals, and with the general committees, in | duty of the corresponding secretary to trans- ‘ . the furtherance of the objects of the society. | mit to the corresponding secretary of the 4 : Szo. 4. The treasurer shall keep the funds | State agricultural society, an official report 

of the society, and disburse them on the or- | of the doings of this society, properly attest- | ; der of the president or the executive com-| ed by the signatures of the president, secre- : mittee, countersigned by the recording sec-| tary and treasurer, each to their own de- 1 i retary, and shall imake their reports of | partment. ‘ 5 receipts and expenditures at the annual meet- Seo.11. This constitution may beamended 1 : ings. by a vote of the members attending any an- ; Sec. 5. The executive committee shall! nual meeting. 
— : eee : Fa eR ES a eee —= E EE
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For the Farmer. | latitude here yield in the greatest abundance. WESTERN VEGETABLES. Cucumbers grew to the magnitude of melons; 6 onesie hes bechlengancd iniapcionl. melons are expanded to the dimensions of 
tural pursuits in either or the Eastern or | St" pray kins; pamp kins and squashes Middle States, and has removed thence ost. |92e swelled in their proportions until they ward, can have failed to notice the marked | S¢¢™ 2° longer the vegetables designated by 
difference between the vegetable productions | the names assigned them, but are mammoth of the West and those of the East. This | PT0ductions deserving to be classed as of dif- 
difference exists, not so much in the variety ferent species. ee i as in the qualities of one and the same species | _ /t would be a dificult matter to classify of plants. It is a fact well known to bota- the plants of the West with those of the East, 
nists, that generations of vegetables differing | if one were to attempt the tracing out of any . in appearance and in actual properties, are peculiar crosses in either place on this ac- originated from the same source, by the | Count. The Early York cabbage, which at ' 
peculiarities of soil and climate, and to this | ‘te East seldom weighs more than two or principle is, undoubtedly, owing the material three pounds, here becomes an old fashioned . change produced in many of our domestic drum head, ” often weighing more than . plants, when brought forward in the rich | double that number, while it at the same | soil of the West. There are a multitude of | time adapts itself to the climate, and becomes 
plants which have been so much improved |/ater yearly. The Drum-head cabbage, by culture, even among the rugged hills znd | Which at the East rarely weighs more than | on the arid plains of the East, that it seems | ten or eleven pounds, is here brought fre- 
almost impossible they should be advanced | quently to twenty pounds. And so with | toward perfection by a removal to the West; | everything else in the vegetable kingdom but after all, the change produced is too ap- | that has been cultivated upon the same par- ; parent not to be noticed and commented | allels of latitude elsewhere. There is no fall- é upon. Corn stretches up more stalwart | ing off in any plant subjected to our soil if it i and stately, and becomes, in fact, a different | belong to our climate. It is evident, more- ‘ grain from that raised in Eastern States. Its over, that many other varieties of plants, of : Properties of gluten, starch, and animal nn- | even inter-tropical nature, not at present 
trition are in different proportions, while the | cultivated thus far north, might be acclima- ; size of the stalk, the leaf, and the ear are en- | ted gradually, and produced here, while a j larged, and the whole made of coarser tex- | great variety of fruits not at present known i ture. Winter wheat is operated upon in the | here, if once introduceé to this region, would y same manner, though its nature seems to | yield bountifully. 4 
demand a more stern and stony soil than that | All kinds of plants adapt themselves to i of most prairie lands. Yet it gives ample | the soil and climate to which they are sub- 3 increase to repay the farmer, and while it | jected and by which they are nourished ; and 
may not possess the delicate whiteness of | to this faculty of gradual adaptation is owing 4 eastern wheat, it is possibly full as life-giving many of our vegetable luxuries. Byit, if the 4 and nutritive. Spring wheat, rye, oats, bar- | principle were thoroughly acted upon, we 3 ley, buckwheat, millet, and all other grains | would become possessed of many more choice 3 raised at the north, are here produced in vegetable, productions now considered be- 4 quality much superior to the same vegetables | yond our reach. Vegetables no doubt grow 3 of the East, and in the deep vegetable mould | the most luxuriantly in the soil and under 4 found here as in no other country, all kinds | the climate to which they are indigenous, if 
of garden roots and vines grow to enormous | they receive the same amount of culture that 
dimensions, They also are sometimes sin- | is given them elsewhere ; but like animals, 5 - gularly changed in their natures. Potatoes, | and like man himself, they will become ac. q carrots, beets, turnips, and the like, are ex- | climated and inured to a very great extent, 3 panded by its genial nourishment until they | and more wonderfully changed in nature by ss seem hardly to be of the same class of vege- | these influences and by cultivation than any 4 tables as those from which they spring. All| order of the animal kingdom. The deep ‘ he varions kinds of vines cultivated in this | strata offvegetable mould, to be found every- 

|
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i; where upon our wide stretching prairies, is a | bordering on the Baltic and Mediterranean 

4 powerful operative in changing the qualities | Seas, in Europe; but the original plant is 
. and adding to the perfection of such plants | found growing wild in Afghanistan, Beloo- 

as man has chosen for his food and suste-|chistan, on the shores of the Black Sea, and 
fi nanee. in other parts of Asia. Cultivation, soils and 

; It has been found by experiment that the | climates, have produced the many varieties 
same kinds of corn frequently kept for gar-| now cultivated in almost every country in 

: den use, the “Early Canada,” and other vari-| which it can be raised with profit. Wheat 

. eties, will become later and larger every year | is a costly grain to produce, but the people 
they are cultivated in this region, and that, | of many lands will not deny themselves its 

- too, where not permitted to mix or cross| luxuries on that account. It can be raised 
“ with any other. It is at first early,from the | in this latitude and on this soil as well, un- 
i fact that it has been raised for successive | doubtedly, as in any other part of the world; 

\ years in the northern parts of Canada, where | but the land needs subduing, and freeing || 

4 the growing season is short, and being hasti- | from the remains of its wilderness of prairie 

G ly matured, it is small and inferior. On be-| grass, before it can be raised with the great- 
4 | ing removed to this country—the true native | est success. 

: | place of Indian corn—it does not at first} Barley may be cultivated here with suc- 

4 grow during the whole season, but again} cess. It does not require a long season so 
e | adapts itself to it, growing more stalky,|much as it requires a wholesome soil, but 

rs larger, and gradually later. And on the| here it can have both. In Spain two crops 

H other hand, the reverse of this when the|of barley are harvested ina year. In Lap- 
, mammoth “dent” of the West is transferred | land, it is frequently harvested six weeks 

: to Canada and the Eastern States. At first | after it issown. Its use with us, however, 
: it will not well mature, owing to the short-|is only nominal. It was once the chief bread || 

: ness of the season; but if enough ripen the| grain of Southern Europe and the British | 
first year for seed the next, in the next it will | Isles; but it has fallen into disuse. Its na- |) 

# have more nearly conformed, and so on un- | tive country is not definitely known, but itis || 
= til it has become genuine eastern and Canada| of great antiquity, having been known to | 

5 cern, without the dent in the kernel, and| the ancient Romans and Egyptians. 
P presenting a very different appearance, inthe| Oats are found growing wild in some of | 

} field and in the measure, from the parent|the Western States, and of course can be |! 

: stalk and ear whence it started. Canada| produced here in great perfection. The oat : 
; corn is transformed by this soil and climate | plant is hardy and delights in a cold frosty 

f until it becomes mammoth dent, growing ten | climate. In some parts of Canada the land 
ie or twelve feet in hight; and the soil and cli-|is fitted for the seed in the fall, and it is 
la mate of the north and east may again dwarf} sown in the spring while the frost is yet in 

ie it back to its former proportions. The cli- | the ground, so that the harrow can scarcely : 
ig mate of the south-western States, however, | cover it with loose dirt. In Scotland this 7 

1 presents a still wider contrast and the oppo-| grain is raised in its greatest perfection, and 1 
Ps site transformations are there more speedy | oat-meal is much used for cake and porridge. 1 

iz and discernible than at the north-west. | This grain is found also, as a wild weed, on t 
p- These facts known of corn are also true of| the island of Juan Fernandez, and there is a 5 
ie most vegetables, as can be traced in the his- | kind of wild oat very troublesome asa weed ’ 

5 tory of cultivation, which has made nutritive |in England. 1 
E food of weeds, and choice fruit bearing trees| Rye is very little cultivated in this coun- t 
a of very inferior shrubs. try at present, except for its beautiful straw. i 

Wheat is now considered the best grain of | The failure of the wheat crop at the East, 8 
; which bread can be made. It contains the | however, threatens to bring it back into use c 

r greatest quantity of gluten and starch, and| there, and the real old-fashioned “rye-and- f 
: these are the most essential qualities required | Indian,” may again become a popular diet in 1 
E to render vegetable food of this kind choice | that region. It ranks next to wheat as a I 

i and wholesome. It is probably raised with | bread grain, and is used for food to some ex- I 
r most success in Belgium, and in the countries! tent in Russia, Germany and France. It to. 
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luxuriates in this soil, but the soil isrich be-| Peas and Beans, though they do not both yond its demands, for it will grow full-eared require the same kind of soil, find each and of the brightest straw in lighter and| abundant sustenance in a soil as well stored | more sandy places. All its varieties, like! with all kinds of vegetable aliment as is ours. those of wheat, barley and oats, have been| They are not much cultivated here at present produced from an inferior kind of grass, by| as a field crop, but from their culture in the cultivation. West we must expect a numerous progeny Millet is a grass the seed of which has} of variations and improvements upon the ' been improved by cultivation. It has been | same vegetables as raised at the East. There long cultivated, and used for food, in various | are man y kinds of peas and beans, early and parts of Africa and Southern Asia. In late, and there are numerons instances of Egypt and Nubia it is used for human food| their changing in size, season and substance, and for the fermentation of beer; but in| as they have been changed in place. Both general it is cultivated more for animal fod- grow wild in America. der than for the sustenance of man. Culti- Each succeeding year must furnish new | vation and difference of climate have Pro-| proofs of Western fruitfulness. Mammoth j duced several varieties, some of which will squashes, gigantic corn, monstrous pumpkins, | grow to the height of six or seven feet. Our melons, cucumbers and cabbages, will not be ; western soil is most admirably adapted to its the only astounding vegetables on exhibition nurture, and cannot fail to effect the pro-| at our agricultural fairs. Choice fruits will duction of new varieties, or some change in| come teeming in from new orchards of im- it for the better. provement, and every branch of our Western t Buckwheat flourishes here and gives most agriculture will rejoice in success and abun- ' abundant returns. As a general thing, this! dance. A.J. M. : grain is much neglected in older countries— + ¢o-5 | being carelessly cast upon fallow lands, to A VOICETFROM THE WILDERNESS. j Kill out weeds and fit them for the after| The following letter smacks so heartily of ; wheat crop, or it is sown upon poor sandy} the new country, with its rustling leaves ground, which serves to degenerate it and] and fragrant pines, and calls back so vividly keep it but little superior to the original | to memory our own Pioneering in the east- weed that grows wild in many parts of] ern portion of the State, nearly twenty years ; America. Its qualities may be much im-| ago, that we are constrained to give it to i proved upon here at the West, and its nature our readers, notwithstanding its length. It § and analysis rendered quite different. This| js well for the people in the older portions : grain is not apt to run into varieties, and| of the State to know how rapidly the new § seems to partake of the nature of the soil country is being conquered. We think the i only in as far as its growth is concerned. writer draws somewhat upon imagination ; As a grain it but very little resembles wheat, | for uis facts—still, we know from a brief in- although its name would indicate that it terview, that he is one of the real Boone does. The name is from the German beech- stamp, and will make his mark, though al- 4 toaizen, (beech-wheat,) from the resemblance ready turned of three score years. Success ; between the seeds and beech-mast. Its nu- to him: 
: tritive properties are far inferior to those of VALLEY or Canaan, : wheat. It contains but little gluten and ee oe ese 5, 185.) ; 3 i if fot ere in my lon ‘omfortable lo; i starch, but has a bloating quality, which is cabin, 1,500 miles fron’the city of New Yore very deceiving and one eee No and seven from my nearest neighbor, I sit j 

thorough-bred jockey is unacquainted with down, after perusing a package of twelve its effect upon horses, and it is the same upon | copies of your useful paper, of which, after 3 all other domestic animals. It is most ex-| the Ist van oa ee on oF in ‘ cellent for speedy fattening purposes; but the| ¢very cabin in this thriving township—t say, 2 . sas T have been led to write to you and add m. 3 a Created by it possesses little Vitality, and voice to your so oft repeat aavicd to ihe ? 
ess solid substance. Its effect upon man is citizens of fluctuating New York, to go West, 4 nearly the same—often injuring the purity of| and there for a trifle procure a home that | his blood, and making him doltish_and sleepy. | hard times or depression cannot rob them of,
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and to confirm your judgment, I shall cite a | early in the spring. The remainder are still 

little of my own experience. in market, and many of them I consider are 

In consequence of the derangement of busi- | 98 valuable farms as can be found in the 

ness and the severe pressure of the times, Western country. There is a home here for 

; about fourteen months since I left your city | enterprise, a home for industry, and soon 

; in search of a farm, for a permanent resi-| there will be an opening for intellect and 

; dence for my family and myself. Since that talent, and Chippewa county will stand up 

: time I have journeyed far and wide through | to many of her sister counties that are at 
: many of the Western States, but could not | Present somewhat. more advanced. It is 

; get hold of anything to suit me until I was destined to take the lead; for my word for 

| Jed into Northwestern Wisconsin. I landed | it as a gentleman, when we visited this town 
at La Crosse, a flourishing place on the Mis-|last summer, it was a perfect “Garden of 
sissippi river, and, through the gentlemanly | Eden.” Flowers grew in great profusion, 

; Kindness of ‘Mr. Lord, the Register of the | deer bounded through the wood, as they still 
Land office there, I was persuaded to visit do, and prairie hens were almost as plenty as 

; this town. On the 27th of July last not a| dirds, and speckled trout abounded in the 
, foot of land was as yet entered init. He in- brooks and streams; we also have a great | 

7 formed me that it was as good prairie land | Many grouse and other game. Wheatbrings 
as there is in the world, well watered, tim-|tWo dollars per bushel, and everything else | 

: ber on or adjacent to it. He also furnished | proportion. 

; me with plots of the four adjoining towns, Yes, sir, soon such a farming country as | 

; and told me to go and take my choice; that | this, and such a class of enterprising people || 

. it was in the immediate neighborhood of a | as are now settling it, will support a village, 

very extensive pinery, that would furnisi. une | or even a city, and next year this time I ex- 

; | with a market at his own door, better than | pect to hear on the ground on which I am 

; New York market, and where a man’s pro- | now writing, the merry peals of a West Troy | 

} | duce would bring him more than it would | bell, calling together this prosperous and hap- | 

: | in New York city. py people to return thanks to the Almighty | 

; j Well, I came here in company with two for the blessings He has so profusely show- || 

gentlemen from New York, and I had got ered down upon them. \| 

: but two miles and a half into the town be-| I am possessed of 420 acres of prairie land, | 

; fore I was satisfied, and remarked to the | and 80 acres of timber—160 acres of which | 

; gentlemen that the land suited me, and fixed | I received from the United States govern- ll 

4 upon a quarter section. They both located | ment for my services in the war of 1812, on | 

; alongside of me. On the way to La Crosse | Brooklyn Heights. Besides this, in con- 
to enter the land, they bought a mill site on | nection with a gentleman from Albany, N. | 

: the line of the adjoining town; it had a few | Y., I have 1,000 acres more, which we expect | 

: days before been entered at the Land office | to convert into a mammoth farm this spring, \ 

4 for $100. They paid a trifle over $100 to | and, at the present prices of produce here, we |, 

3 the party. Last month it changed hands | can clear the price of the land, stock, build- 

E again, and was sold for $3,500 in gold. Itis | ings and all improvements, in three years; | 

: one of the best sites in the State, or in the | then the improved farms will sell for $25 to || 

; world, and could not be bought to-day from | $80 per acre. | 

: the parties now in possession of it for $20,-| This beautiful valley is located on the 
q 000. They have appointed me their agent | O’Clare river and Bridge creek, with many 

: to lay out a town in its immediate vicinity, | beautiful streams of clear cold water running 
: erect a saw mill planing mill, sash and blind | to them. The springs are all soft water; 

factory, and all necessary buildings to im-|there is no limestone here, and a more 
. prove the placeforthwith. The mill is to | healthy country there is not on the globe. || 

: cat 80,000 feet per day of timber, as good as |There never has been a case of fever and 
can be; the land produces from 25,000 to |ague here; we are about half way between 

: 30,000 feet per aere, (cost here $1,25 per | Black river falls and Chippewa falls, and 50 
i acre, in New York, $1,00,) and the lumber | miles from the Mississippi river. Some of 

when sawed is worth $18 per 1000 feet. | your very best families haye had the wisdom | 
5 Beat this at the Kast if you can. Iam an | to break loose from a vaccillating, precari- |) 

: old and experienced lumberman, and am | ous city life, (and becoming more so every | 

i convinced that this is the greatest lumber | day,) and through me have located and en- | 
country on this continent. tered farms in this valley. May God grant 

j We have four towns adjoining us, that will | that this may meet the eye of many of your 
; make five hundred rich prairie farms, and | good people that will do the same thing be- 

timber within a short distance, that will give | fore it is too late, and secure to themselves 

E to each farm forty acres. ‘There is now |a beautiful farm, which with prudence and 
* about one half of them taken up by actual | economy, will be worth iu three years seve- 
: settlers, that move their families on here | ral thousand dollars, with an abundance of 

a en et 

.
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all that mortal man can wish for, for do} G&aVBL, GROUT, OR CONCRETE BUILDING. 
not think that in this immediate vglley, eer 
where as will sogn be a vases pe city, In relation to the above mentioned kind of ; 
mills, churches and. schools, there be 8) building, we would that we have had 
good farm to at ‘after the first of May canes celine jn it ourselves—hav- 

next, at'government'prices.. When I sit‘here | . 4 . 
and réflect'what my situation has been, ‘and |iMg put up some half dozen such buildings, 
what,the gitnation is. of many, very many, | of different dimensions, first and last, among 
in gey city, it: reminds me of the advice} which was a barn—8: by 40, and 18 feet 
that Mr. Secretary Oorwin gave to a young| high above the floor—built late last season. : 
main that was applying for a clerkship... He 
said,“Yohng man, go West—squst, build We dug our sand and gravel out of the 

you’ a ‘cabin—live like a freeman—I’ may | cellar, in abundance, notwithstanding we did 
givovyou a clerkship to-day—you may not| not strike gravel until we had dug four feet u 

have it to-morrow; but if yon own an acre; deep—and the cellar was only a little wider 
of land, it is your kingdom ; your cabir. is than the barn floor. It took about 150 bush- 
your castle; you are a sovereign, and you r i 
will feel it in'every throbbing of your pulse, | &S of lime for the gravel portion of the wall ; 
and yon will thank me forthus advising you.” | which, by the way, we set ona good stone 

Labor is eae aa - ceee ke ms foundation, sink below the frost and laid up 
masons get from $3 to $2,50 per day and fin ji . We h lank fe ‘ 
wea Gin itined keri EPR or ee onc nate sateen 
in fact it ishard to get labor at any price. cuuetiing; snd ee a ee eee 

* Land is s® easily obtained, that almost every | We also made it a point to work our gravel 
man is asovereign; he may go and pre-empt| mortar pretty thin, and in putting it in the 

_ land,and if he can manage to get in a crop,| moulds, spread it in layers of about three 
pe are Fam Teepe Syringes ae PSY] inches deep, into which we bedded thin 9 

Int rn 

world—no longer ago ‘aah two or three | TFT stones, as ee Se 
years—that came hers without asecond gar- possible, making it thereby an almost entire 

ment to their backs, and scaroely a dollar in| svlid stone wall. We were careful to have 
their pockets, who now are able and wealthy | the mortar cover the stone, on the out sides, 

pega and Sones oe their broad acres, | so'as to leave a sinooth even surface to the 
nstry. FES ‘ 

Thave already mado this communication wall. To tie it lengthwise, and at the cor- 
too Iengthy; but, in conclusion, through | 2@"S) Ve pat in an occasional small fence rail; 

your-extensive: medium, I would say to the these we locked, or nailed together at the 
good people of New York that none need} corners. That prevented cracks, which are : 

separ, ie sha rerien of nis has sine fas a little apt to open over the windows and ’ 
ve at his sixtiet irth day, an 28 ba A ‘ %, 

you and them that he intends to open 1,420 pe Se ee = ee ee ae leant j 
acres of this virgin soil the next season. I] Sie to the foundation. It is an indispensa- : 

would also add that about three months since] ble safeguard, as experience has fully taught ; 
I located a 169, acre warrant within halfalus. Good bridge timbers must be put over ' 

mile of the village site, for Mr S., an en-} all the windows and doors, as much as in i 
graver, in Fulton. street; New York, and I) irigk or stone building; as the least give in . 

| have just been offered $5 per acre (in gold) h pl ‘ll ty k e 
forit, and have,vritten to him to that effect. “RY Sto Place wil! make a crack. It is also ! 

| The warrant cost hiin abont $1 per ac-e in important in making the mortar, to strain 

New York, and he would thereby make|the lime through a box a; carefully as in 
_ $540 offof one quarter seotion of land. Eve-} making plaster mortar; as any Jumps that 
pees EN SEIS, CIaOP. fa go into the wall will slake and crumble out : 
think that soine of the very best are yet to} ® Pieces if near the outside. ; 
be taken up. aaeke should meet the eye of| It is also a nioe, particular job to placethe 
any that. would desire more information from | enrbing or Id 2 make them fast, s i 
thid land of plenty, difeot to “J. @.¥-, Black | that they will not move when the momar : 
River Falls, Jack<on Ov., Wisconsin,” and 1] 19 st, “4 cei Wa . ee I 
will cheerfully give it, and locate their land SS packed eS ae have done it, 
for the: too. Varenan or tug Wak or} nd have seen it done in dilterent ways; but ; 

1812, in the N. Y. Herald. on the whole, prefer to set up tempora : 
—————_——$+20-0--—______—_ . . * > U ry : 

} Tw You would test the fidelity of your standards, outside and in, using the rafter or ' 

friends, show them only the reverses of your scantling timber for the purpose. These § 
_ fortune. standards can be stay lathed to their proper 5 

eee sane 3 Sa ae ee ee j 

4 
7 ; 
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places, and strips nailed across occasionally, | walls of a building in this way, for about one 
tg stiffen them. Inside of these, the plank | half the cost ot common brick, or stone work, 
can be slipped up and down at pleasure, and| and about two-thirds the cost of wooden 

| all the time kept in their proper places. It | walls. 
is well to put bits of shingle between the| The barn of which we speak has proved 
planks and thestandards, which can be taken very warm and good during the past cold 
eut and leave the plank loose, when neces- | winter—the cellar not having frozen at all, 
sary to raise them up. whilst almost every house cellar in the State 

We have said thus much, in the way of/has frozen more or less. It will be equally 
items of our own experience, and observa- | coo] and pleasant in the summer. Thus far, 
tions, in gravel or concrete building. They | there is not a crack m it, rather to our sur- 
may appear trifling to the new beginner, and | prise, as some of it was put up so late in the 
hardly worth notice: but their value will Be | fall as to have frozen before it was half dry. 
better appreciated before one gets a great| It is important to put up such walls early in 
way in a job of the kind. We will conclude | the season, that they may get as dry and 
by adding further, that our own experience | solid as possible before frost. 
hastanght us to think well of this kind of| Our barn wall, above the foundation, of 
building, when materials are convenient. | the size before stated, cost us from $200 to 
We consider the great objection that has | $250, including lime. To all appearance, it 
been raised against it in many quarters, has] is a great deal better than wood—needing no 
almost wholly arisen from the promulgation painting. We doubt not that it will grow 
of the common error—that it was a kind of| harder and better from year to year, and |} 
building that any common farmer could | long outlast its builder. It is a little rough 
carry on and manage, &s well as 4 mason or | in spots, owing to want of experience in the 
an experienced builder. Now, this isa great}man who attended to a part of the work; 
mistake, and any body of common sense can | but on the whole it is a credjtable enough 
see it. To build even a log honse, fit to be| job, and a good standing argument in favor || 
eceupied, requires considerable practical | of gravel building. Anybody curious to in- 
skill and experience. How can a common spect it, can do so by calling at our farm, 
farmer square the foundation of a building,|four miles north-east of Madison, on the 
or level it?—how can he carry up a corner Portage and Columbus road, at the well | 
true and plumb, without first learning how, | known and time honored sign of °76. 
and having tools to do it with? No more Any one wishing to make farther in- || 
than an unpracticed hand can make a good | quiries on the subject, is at liberty to do so, 
boot or burean, the first time. We repeat | and we will answer in the next number of 
emphatically, that what is wanting in this}the Farmer. 
kind of building, is a good skillful foreman. Ki ahonieeT Of AY tan as 
Common laborers can do all the work of passed both branches of the Maryland Legis- || 
compounding, and putting up the wall, when | lature to establish and endow a State Agri- |) 
shown how and constantly watched over, pie College. . The ut pe Ae i 
but nototherwise: annual appropriation s e made by the 

Theft th exprenn, rate ene dal nse a | have often been induced by the advice of} in aid of the enterprise by individuals, In || 
mere theorists, or their own over confidence, | addition to the teaching of agriculture asa |{/ 
to undertake this kind of building, resulting | science to ie punts ae act nals ae obliga- 
as might naturally be expected, in ungainly, | tory upon the instructor in Chemis ‘Y_care- 
crooked, whopper-jawed, and cracked walls, Bed oo al o ha on share 
is no evidence whatever against the system, | tp State, free of charge, and furnish the ap- 
but only an evidence of the folly of men, in plicant with a selene of the result. 
undertaking what they don’t understand. Gta 
We do not hesitate to say, and we believe we Bie is the necessary evil with which {| 2 ae ‘ature fills up the waste places of the | understand the subject pretty well, that un-}) 31, The less she gives of mental ma- 
der ordinary circumstances, and at the pres- chinery, the more she supplies this airy sub- | 
ent prices of lumber, we can construct the’! stitute. 
eR Eo ae ek Vee sere Nepstar ae
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For the Farmer. {as outliers, or in layers too thin for perma- 
GEOLOGY—MINERAL WEALTH OF =| nent mining operations. It thickens towards 

encneee f the south and southwest, and a few miles 
Messrs. Eprrors—In continuation of these | from the State line, south and west, is cov- 

random sketches, it may not be out of place | ered by superior deposits; An important 
to notice here some of the more important | problem to be solved in the mines, is the 
minerals and metals of the State. Of the | depth to which they can be worked, since 

ores, the most important because most sought | generally, the deeper the mine the heavier 
after, is the lead. The “region” proper, oc- | and more valuable the deposits. One infer- 
cupies most of the surface of three counties | ence seems unavoidable—that no digging 
in the south-west corner of the State. Sev-| will ever exceed 500 feet. The lead rock 
eral thousand of our citizens are employed in | rests upon a stratum of blue fossiliferous 
the several avocations of prospecting, mining, limestone, of variable thickness. That, upon 
raising, smelting, &c. The yield for many | a yellow, somewhat porous limestone. Un- 
years, has varied from 30,000,000 to 70,000,- | derneath this is a ferruginous sandstone, 
000 Ibs. per annum. about forty feet invertical depth The “low- 

The lead rock, proper, is a magnesian lime- | er magnesian”—nearly identical with the 
stone—a hard, rough appearing, gray rock, | “upper”—succeeds, when we reach the low- 
filled with flint nodules, and abounding in | er sandstone, which, further north, is found 
cavities, fissures and caves. The surface has | resting directly upon the granitic or primary 
been denuded of several hundred feet of'| deposits. It is inferred that the granite would 
original superincumbent deposits, of which | be reached by about 2,000 feet digging in 
the only remaining monuments are the | any part of the mines. The blue and yellow 
mounds. The manner in which the mineral | limestones can scarcely be considered as lead- 

is found deposited, affords abundant room | bearing, although mineral in certain locali- 
for the speculations of the scientific who ad- | ties is found in them. There is, however, 
here to any one theory of the origin or re- | abundant reason for hope that when shafts 
Pletion of mineral veins. Accordingly we | shall penetrate to the lower magnesian de- 
find in the published works of such gentle- | posit, in the south part of the mining district, 
men, that one assigns the whole deposits to | immense treasures will be found. As com- 
an unquestioned origin in an aqueous solu-| pared with foreign mining, however, ours 
tion, while another is quite ascertain that they | must ever be shallow. This ought not to be 
are wholly to be referred to internal heat, and | taken as an evidence of lack of permanence. 
injection from beneath. Each side may be | No equal surface in the world is as rich in 
correet in particular cases—but a personal | mineral as this. If the mines have not depth, 
inspection of hundreds of diggings, satisfies they have breadth. The diffusion is general, 
the writer hereof that no one theory will | so much so, that it is doubtful if there is a 
suffice to account for the origin of our lead single section in which it has not been, or | 
deposits—that while injection and sublima- | may not be found in some-quantity. 
tion can alone account for immense masses, Connected with the lead, most generally 
and “cog” or cave mineral, itis entirely cer- | in the same lode, are found the ores of zine 
tain that water has played an important} —the « black Jack” and “dry-bone” of Part, and many deposits must be referred to | miners—in immense quantities. The “dry- 
its agency. It is probable, also, and appa- | bone” is one of the richest ores in the world, 
Tently certain, that the agency of electricity | yielding on analysis, from 20 to 40 per cent. 

can only account for the deposit in certain | In any other country but this, millions of locations. Any one, we think, making a | tons of this ore would not be suffered to lie careful examination of the whole country, | useless upon the surface, regarded as a pos- 
and having no pre-conceived theory to sus- | itive nuisance. “Black Jack” is even richer, tain, will arrive at this conclusion. But not but more difficult of reduction. Where is | to extend this notice of theories, Yankeedom, that these treasures still remain 

This layer of lead rock runs out northward, | worthless for every useful purpose ?—that 
: near the Wisconsin, and eastward along the | we buy zine, when we ought to import it? 

Sugar river valley. If found elsewhere, itis! Iron ore is extensively diffused over Wis-
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eonsin, The mine near Mayville, in Dodge | ported; while to make the balance equal, our 

Go., is adequate to build all our railroads, if} sand is shipped a thousand miles to the fac- 

fally worked. On the head waters of the La| tory. There is no better glass sand in the 

Orosse, the writer found, some eight years| world than in this State. We buy water- 

since, a layer or sheet of this mineral, which | lime for cisterns which has been brought a 
measured over eleven feet in thickness. It} thousand milea, and not unfrequently plaster 
is also very largely developed on Black river. | it on to walls built of the rock of which this 

In both cases the ore in arenaceous. Over | cement is composed, taken from the excava- 
whole sections and townships, even in the | tion itself. We are equally shrewd in buy- 
southwest counties, iron ore is found, in| ing mineral paint, beds of which abound in 

places entirely covering the surface soil, Ex-| numerous localities. It is not necessary to 
tensive deposits have also been found upon | enlarge this list. The time must come when 

the Baraboo river. In the country margin-| Wisconsin sportsmen will not shoot Wiscon- 

ing Lake Superior, this mineral exists in | sin birds, on the surface of Wisconsin lead 
mountainous masses. mines, with balls or shot made from Wiscon- 

The copper mines near Mineral Point, have } sin lead which has traveled one or two thou- 

turned out already 15 or 20,000,000 Ibs. of } sand miles from the State, and back again, 

this metal. Like a great many other impor-| at a large advance on original cost. We 

tant interests in that section, this one had to | have even some hopes that a time will arrive 

succumb to the Oalifurnia gold fever, and | when we shall not be importing Spanish 

the mines are unworked. A similar mine | whiting, which costs the bare shoveling 

has been opened at Mt. Sterling, in Oraw- | where it is found, and putting the miserable 

ford'Qo., of great promise, but as yet it re-| caricatare.as real paint on our dwellings, un- 

mains useless. It has also been found upon | der the head of “ Extra,” “ No, 1,” “No. 2,” 

the Baraboo. The ore is a green carbonate. | &c. And who knows but our lager and 

In all parts of the State covered by drift, | whiskey would be just as conducive to bodi- 

masses of pure native copper are from time | ly excitement and mental dullness, if drank 

to time.foand. As this drift came from the | from Wisconsin glass waret Every light in 

northward, we have to look there for the | our windows, is a reflection upon our folly in 

parent bed. Every indication, independent | buying our own products in an altered form, 

of actnal discovery, seems to render certain | and paying away our millions to Eastern en- 

the existence of an unlimited store of this | terprise, when that enterprise should be here. 

metalin Northern Wisconsin. Wisconsin must manufacture or bleed, for all 
Not to enlarge too much upon these differ- | time to come. In the progress of manufac- 

ent mineral ores, each one of which might | tures, every industrial pursuit has a deep 
ocoupy the space of this article, advantage- aud abiding interest—but none more than 

ously, let us look for a moment at the pecu- | the agricalturist. 

niary results to our people from the almost} In closing this rambling article let me de- 

total neglect of manufacturing interests. We | fine, what I had intended in another place, 
send millions of pounds of lead East’every | the meaning of certain terms. A “lead- 
season, a part of which is cast into small bars | bearing,” or “copper bearing rock,” or other 
and shot, and sent back to us fur sale, at a/ rock deposit holding metalic veins, means 
moderateprofit. A large portion is worked | simply, that certain rocks have a capacity, 
up into paint, but manufacturers cannot af-| from peculiarity of structure, to hold and 

ford to send us much of that—they substi-| retain certain metalic substances. It is the 
tate kegs of ground whiting and powdered | structure of the rock, and not always its 

soap-stone, to be daubed on, and deface our | chemical composition that determines this. 
buildings. The miners, whose villages are | So uniform are the laws of Nature, that a 
paved with zinc ore, a3 well as the balance } person acquainted with any given layer, and 

of us, get zine mainly from Germany. The} its peculiar structure, can at once decide, 
copper used in the State, is almost all} what, if any, are its metalic veins. Hence 
brought to us acrossthe Atlantic. Foriron, { the folly of many who dig for metals in de- 
we look to England mainly, aud to Eastern { posits which a practical knowledge of the 
States for the bulance. Our glass is ull im- { elements of geology would at once show to 
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be utterly futile. A great deal of such work | article of manufacture, no matter what it is Bees 

has been done in this State. Even sandstone | in the line of utility or taste. Let the stock By 

has been mined for lead ! breeder bring his fine animals, and the man- oa 

Yours, &c., H.A.T. | ufacturer his cloth, flour, agricultural imple- Bes 

—GHIT-OHAT ABOUT FAIRS. ments and machines, or wooden ware. Let i, Ss 

ee the inventive mechanic bring his handiwork, 5 

The Premium List and Regulations for the | and take his place among the first ranks in Fae 

next annual State Fair, published in the | the crowd—being conscious that to his inge- ass 

April number of the Farser, has undeubt- nuity the world owes a great dealof its pres- ( x 

edly been carefully examined ere this by our | ent rapid advancement. oe 

numerous readers. How many have deter- Then, the Ladies—where are they and tre 

mined on getting up something appropriate | what are they planning for the fair? Cer- fe 

for the occasion? How many of our farmers | tainly they will all want to go for a ride when B 

are arranging to compete for the premiums | the time comes round. Then plan up some- i 

on field crops? How many mean to raise] thing for the show. No matter for a patch- 4 

ao aed eee a corn on an acre of) work quilt; that shows a world of labor RB 

their best land, tilled just the best they know | town away: See how neat a gentleman’s t 

how? How many will Eee, 50 bushels of) shirt you can exhibit of your own make, or e 

wheat per acre? We think the time has}, syit of children’s clothes, all complete, . 

come when some of our best farmers can af- having reference more to comfort and health rea 

ford to test our soil in this way and see] than Dy naked neck and arms. The best a 

ce place to exhibit the children’s clothes is on ‘ed 
Michigan, Illinois, and other Western | the children themselves, especially if they if 

States outdo each other in these things, and} aye Jarge cnough to enjoy and profit from } 

report surprising crops. It is high time} the fair, Let the dairy woman bring her He 

Wisconsin was heard from in the same way. | products—her butter and cheese. Certainly 3 

Where are our men who have pluck, perse-| the present high prices ought to prompt j 

verefice and energy, to try it? Where among | their manufacture nice enotgh for exhibition. ‘ 

our 75,000 farmers have we a dozen or We think it will be well one of these 

twenty men who will measure off their acres, | times to offer premiums on model House- i 

and see what they can do? The careful} ;oeping as well as model farming, and ar- 1 

study and observation necessary to accom- | range to have the visiting committee drop in a 

plish the best results will be a good school to | unexpectedly some Monday, washing-day, 4 * 

any man, in the way of perfecting his agri-| and give the premium to the lady who can if 

cultural knowledge. Those who undertake glide through ‘its innumerable annoyances f 

and accomplish anything extraordinary, may | nd unpleasantness in the most quiet and 4 

perhaps have an opportunity of getting their | good natured manner. \ 

soils analized by the State agriculturalchem-} Aj] that we have said applies with equal i 

ist, in addition to their premiums. force to County Fairs, which, under the new i 

Ronse up, then, we say, ye young and | law encouraging them, must spring up on i 

middle aged farmers! Send in your notices | every hand. Success to them all, wo say; ¥ 

according to the rule, by the 15th of June, | they are the schools in which to perfect our 7 

and put yourselves on the record. If you] knowledge in our great main avocations of #4 

win, it may be the stepping stone to the] life. Let the County Societies and fairs be 

Governorship of the State—who knows? | the academies in which material is prepared, 

We hope erelong to see an occasional farmer | and the State Society and fair the college of i 

Governor, when the mere politicians and| final study and graduation, turning out fin- 7 

tricksters are killed off, or banished up “Salt | ished scholars who can creditably represent 

River,” whither let us hope they will all emi-| our young State in the great fairs of the na- 3 

grate and settle permanently, “leaving their | tion. Such is our favorite theory of agricul- ; 

country for their country’s good!” tural societies and fairs,; they should inter- i 

Those who do not go into premium field | lock and co-operate from the lowest walks rf 

¢rops, should as far as practicable go in for | of rural life to the highest, calling out every ° 

something else—a fine animal product, or ' element in its turn, and making them all sub- : 

ar je 
a
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serve one common end—progress and im-| compressed in narrow limits between the 

provement. West India astents a the aan end, and 

j s,.| passing over the low sandy peninsula of 

ti Se owaeies es ceed oe Yucatan, is poured into the Gulf of Mexico, 

ies are all we need, and they are the same | when it forces out the waters of the gulf 

class who consider everything above | stream eastwardly, around the capes of Flor- 

district school to be useless and aristocratic | ida. While the current of air passes north 

—minds that have but one idea, and that|up the delta of the Mississppi, whence it 

limited to their own county. It will not do | branches off like a fan up the various valleys | 
Sor this fast business railroad it eanat and tributaries ot this great water* course, | 

~ bs. id and mingling in its course with the cooler 

post upon a larger scale. A Western State | ourrents that it meets in its progress north- || 
now-a-days that should not hold a State Fair, | ward, modifies the climate, and thus givesto || 

and that a good one, would be as much be- the Cis-Alpine states a continual season of 

hind the tines as was New Hampshire when | #!most intertropical climate during the con- 
. 3 tinuance of the eastern trade winds. But as 

she would not have any railroads. . 2 these continue in the same direction only 

In conclusion we say, success to Fairs, high | half the year, consequently this immense 

and low; let us all plan to attend them. current of heaven air is mamoreten and the 

aT pe colder currents from the north are drawn in 

eee sy tosupply itsplace. This change generaly oc- 

‘The farmer, residing upon the rich prai-| Urs during the month of December, when 

ries of our noble state, feels little surprise | We ¢xperience our sharpest frosts, and which 

that his soil yields products that can enly be | Prove 80 disastrous to peach, nectarine, ap- 
grown several degrees of latitude south jof ricot, and other tender fruits, to which the 
him on the Atlantic slope of the Allegha- more favorable climate of summer had given 

nies; and without further inquiry he attri- | promise of success. When from any cause 

putes to his rich soil this wonderful differ- | the cold winds of the north have been kept 

ence. When the northwest wind sweeps in check until the first of January we may | 

down upon him with all its force, he adverts not expect our sharpest frost until some time 

to the long sweep of prairie, where his hyp- | in February. | 

erborean majesty gathers such headway that The January thaw is as fixed and immu- 

his touch becomes irresistable, for a solution | table as the Indian Summer, and equally as 

of this apparent discrepency between the | silent and mysterious in its course and pro- 

heat of summer and the cold of winter. gress. Each is ushered in amid the quiet of | 

In’ these views he labors under a slight er- | nature ;_ the former coming from the south- || 

ror, for while the soil of the state is rich, it east giving strong suspicion of its connection 

is not natuarally a guick one. Those soils | with the African Simoon, and its tropical 
termed warm, quick lands, contain an excess | Origin. It seems to permeate and seek the 

of sand, and the best of these are the deepest recesses of frost, and as the phrase 

black sandy loams; while on the contrary, is, breaks up his hold from the very bottom. 

the lands of this state have a liberal base of| This wind, first striking the Atlantic slope, 

clay, which gives them great durability, and | is slightly turned from its course by the 

renders them valuable for the staple cereals | mountainous ridge before mentioned, over 

and grasses. which it passes and spreads itself thorough 

We must then look to some other natural | the great northwest, melting the snow and 

cause than this to explain this difference, | ice before it like the “gentle breath of sum- 

which is not only rea] but permanent. mer.” A peculiarity of this wind, and which 

When we come to a careful examination | fastens suspicion of its relation to the si- 

of the subject, and institute comparison, we | 790%, 1S the effect it has on all fresh meats, 

find here a climate in many respects distinct | which are tainted under its influence in 
from that of the Atlantic slope, with a sys- | about the same length of time as though ex- 

tem of air currents peculiar to the valley of posed in the same manner during the heat 

the Mississippi, and to which we must attri- | of summer. 
bute the marked difference of climate be- This wind continues from a few days to 

tween the two sections. as many weeks, when its force and power 

When we cast our eyes over the maps of | no longer holds in check the accumulation 

the western world and examine its air cur-| of arctic cold, which then sweep down upon 

rents, we find the trade winds setting in from | us with unrestrained severity. 

the coast of Africa, and passing west until) Thus it will be seen that we have the win, 

they meet an impassable barrier, in the An- | ters naturally belonging to our latitude- |]. 

des or Cordillery Ee of mountains, which, | while our summers are two or three degrees 

running northwesterly, turns this immense | of latitude warmer than our neighbors on 

stream of heated air northward, which is! the same parallels. When we know this to 
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be constant and among the fixed laws of na-| the wayward air current may inflict upon & 

ture, not more subject to change than other | them. Our state, on the whole, is notso de- ¢ 

ordinary vicissitudes of climate, we should | ficient in timber, Re its unequal distribution $ 

be admonished to take advantage of the one | is the great cause of complaint. That more & 

and to guard against the ill effects of the | rain falls in the vicinity of our large bodies 5 

other. With all annual plants the severity | of timber than on the prairies is evident to i 

of the winter is of little or no consequence, | any meron of ordinary observation, who has 

and with them we have only to use the same | observe: the thunder showers of summer : i 

care as if eras in similar soil on the same | burst over some grove, or attractec by some : 

isothermal parallel. But with biennial or | jutting point of timber, or pursuing @ belt } 

perennial plants and trees the matter is a| of wood as it follows the winding of some i 

yery different EDs for in this ee they axe | petty stream ; for such is the common, almost ; 

grown in one climate or parallel of latitude, | invariable course of local showers. Not so a 

and wintered, to all iutents and purposes, in | those storms that originate beyond our state * 

another. This will fully explain why so | and pass over it on their mission of moisture ‘ D ly exp y P ‘ 
many varieties of fruit trees and shrubs, | eastward. } 

whicih appear to flourish so bountifully, are | Yet how many of these pass over us “dry,” ‘ 

ruined by the severity of our winters. for the want of the wood-crowned hill or ; 

That in the progress of settlement and| belts of timber, whose numerous spires 
cultivation of this state, timbe- will become | would draw the electricity, and thereby in- : 
am Stet or at sae maare senerally dice ee passing clouds to yield the much ; 

fased, must be apparent to any casual ob- | n rain. i 

server, And that this is to be the equalizer! 4, the railroads are crossing our large 

Shade moisture, is also another self ev- prairies in various directions, and thereby 

Let us for a moment look at the effect of — tcp sors See See ee 

the forests in the eastern states upon the | oujtivation y Pas thee ttenti 
climate, and consequnt fertility of the soil— | which thei hs walled ay ee hi aly 

The wood-land held a reserve ef moisture, ee SEE eae Fat aed 
not only to supply the springs, but loaded see 
the night air with dew, with which every |, With an abundance of coal for fuel—for 

tra ani lao of gras ws, RE a an elas 
@ morning sun “came up with his floods | /. 9 s 

of light. ties; hedges and extensive orchards ‘must 

West a change has beenwrought by clear- follow. These will make a change in our 
ing off those immense forests, The trees no climate, easily perceptible in a few short 

longer draw the lightning from the clouds to | Y°4"s- Let locust and other timber ‘be 
oH i i induce them to give down the gentle rain, le i bells around the farm and fields to 

int floods and dronths follow each other in | Wa? off the bleak winds, and in sufficient 
almost uninterrupted succession. | quantity to supply the use of the same, and 

The same phenomenon has existed here tem eerie as cee, 
for centuries, that now obtains with our | ¥. eS 
eastern friends, and drouth and flood alter- ding at the bottom as now. — 
nately have been, with few exceptions, the Wind like water seeks its level, and is 

order of the day. The hot current of air checked in its course by the roughness of the 

from the south has met the cold of the north | surface over which it passes,—timber and 
and the clouds from the two sections have | mountain ridges aro the most efficient in 
herent the age teste anes =" been | this Tespects barring is EEpereet, ae and 

nt to ur down their floo of rain, | Moun ins we cannot make. ut we can 

not in the Sean shower, but in pale clothe a part of our farms’ with nature’s 

No gentle difusion of electricity, no wood- stately covering, and thus give to our homes — 
crowned hills, no belts of timber, with their | ¢ comfort and attraction that will always 
Sot pent, ovabiered over oar wit S us a higher opinion of our frail human- 

prairies, to silently form an electri equil- | ity. 
ibrium between the earth and the clouds, to| We hope this subject will attract the at- 

induce the gentle shower; had we not a soil | tention of the dwellers on our large prairies, 

of unsurpassed fertility and power of reten- | and induce them to protect their homes and 

tion, this, instead of its wondrous products, | fields, so as to reap the full advening® to be 

would be one wild field of desolation. No | derived from nature’s law, which sends them, 
one of the eastern states would produce ajso constantly during summer, the bland 

aoe wah the unequal ee Uaee, of mois- | breeze from the sunny south. [M. L. Don- 
which we receive; and yet they are on | rap, in Ill. State A. S. Transactions. 

the downward road, eepping hill ater hill ee ee 
of its woody covering, and calling down Memory and Forecast just returns engage, 

upon themselves all the fickle changes which _—This points to youth, that on to age.—Pors,
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os A ee a ne 

STOCK REGI STER xe aes but in this ouiniot i bogota: Meet | 

je oat Bras e, an inspection of the mouth of an ight- | 

| Sa PR OM ete | 
: ‘A correct method of ascertaining the age ‘A Horse of three years old will have the | 

: of animals is a matter of so much impor- central permanent nippers growing, the oth- | 

: tance to the public, that a portion of time two pairs declining, six grinders in each jaw, 

, and space may be well occupied by this in- the first and fifth grinders level with each | 

. i teresting subject. other, and the sixth protruding ; the sharp 

. In the following article, the opinions of edges of the new nippers will be easily dis- 

J the best authorities are combined and con- tinguished. 

e densed, and presented in a manner that I| At 3 1-2 to 4, the mouth cannot be mista- 

E ‘ hope will prove acceptable to your readers; | ken; the central nippers will have nearly at- 

=? in it I mention the more accurate methods tained their full size. A space will be left 

‘ of judging the age of the horse, the cow, the where the second pair stood, or the new ones 

‘ sheep, and the deer. will have begun to appear above the gum. | 

- Animals are said to live about seven or The corner nippers will be considerably di- 

4 eight times the length of the period which | minislied, and the mark within will havebe- | 

{ they take in arriving at maturity. come small and faint. At this period the | 

3 By observing the growth and decay of the | Second pair of grinders will be shed. | 

teeth of some annimals, and by certain At4 years the central nippers will have | 

= marks on the horns of others, we are ena- attained full size; the sharp edges will bea | 

bled to ascertain their ages, with a tolerable | little worn, the marks will be shorter, wider 

’ degee of certainty. a and more indistinct. The next pair of nip- | 

| The age of the horse is best known by the | pers will be up, but they will be small and | 

ae area - - aero teeth, o nippers, | deeply pores TB corner nippers although 

Be as they are ca ; there are six © these in | reduced, are sti larger than the inside ones; 

s each jaw. : in them the mark is nearly effaced. The | 

{ In fifteen days after birth, the foal, or | sixth grinder will have attained nearly full 

p milk teeth appear; these are rounded in | size, and the tushes will have begun to pro- 

4 front, and present a surface with the outer | trude. 

i aie? rising in a slanting direction above the} At 5 years, the mouth of the horse is | 

F sets a crema enon begins to wear | nearly perfect; the exterior nippers are \ ‘ 

ig id the mark in the center of the| quite up, and the mark in them is long and 

ie oth. which was at. first long and narrow, |irregular. The other nippers are beginning 

ir ‘i 7 epee and fainter. ‘At six months | to wear; the tushes are considerably grown, 

a Shee nippers are worn nearly to a| the siath grinder is up, and the third 48 wan- 

i - bs ting. 

fs At 1 1-2 years old, the mark in th et . 7 

H ; tral nippers will be short A) oe: mats aes pears auemage 7 hohe 

i others it Will present a considerable change, ee nearky WOE OT ava there tela Git 

i and all will be flat. ee; ence in color in the center of the tooth, with 

i At 2 1-2 years old the central pair of nip- alight depres ie: the eae place. It 

rr pers or milk teeth fall out, and are re laced the corner teeth the edges are mers Glut, 

h. by two permenant teeth. m p and Sheers somewhat worn. The tush 

ia At $1-2 years, one on each side of the has attained full size; the third grinders is 

MS permanent nippers falls ont and is replaced up, and the grinders are all level. : 

b= by a permanent tooth. ‘At 7 years, the mark is worn out of the 

ia ‘At 4 1-2 years, the two exterior teoth of four central teeth, and is also beginning to 

; the'first set fall out and are permanently re- wear away in the corner ones. The tushes 

4 placed. 
- are altered in appearance; they have become 

es All the permanent nippers are marked in rounded. 

i: their crowns with circular pits or furrow, At 8 years old, the mark is worn from all 

i which is gradually effaced as the tooth wears the nippers of the lower jaw, with the ex- 

ri down. The size and shape of the marks ception of the two exterior ones, as has bee 

Hi: being a very correct means of ascertaining remarked before ; in these teeth a ery faint 

ibe the age of the horse up to the eighth year, mark still remains. 

es but at this time the marks are worn Pa of| The nippers of the upper jaw do not wear 

ie all the nippers, with the exception of the |so soon as thgse in the lower, for they are 

& two exterior ones, these having appeared a | not exposed {0 as much work, consequently 

| year later than the others, preserve these | the marks in them do not disappear 60 soon 

e marks in proportion. Ke as in the lower teeth, and a good judge may 

g Some of the best authorities state that alZ| form a correct opinion of a horse’s age by 

x the marks are completely worn out, at eight observing the marks in the nippers of the 

a 

esi 
i
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upper jaw, when they have been obliterated | ceeding year adds a ring to the root of the : 

jn the lower teeth. horn; so as the age of the bull, ur cow can 1 

Some distinguished veterinarians state, | be easily ascertained by counting the first 

that after eight years, a horse’s age may be | ring four, and adding the remaining ones. $ 

known by the shape of the nippers; they| The ages of.cattle may also be known by i 

say that at eight, the nippers are all oval ; the shedding of the teeth. 
rs 

the length of the oval running across from| In Seer anv Goats thenumber of the ies 

tooth to tooth; but as the horse increases in | knobs on the horns indicate the age of the Yes 

age, the teeth diminish in size ; they become animal. 
Ho 

a little apart from each other, ‘and their sur-| The ages of sheep up to a certain period, wt 

face becomes a little rounded. may also be known by the teeth. ie 

‘At nine, the central pair of nippers are) At one year old, sheep lose the two front 3 

rounded. At ten, the others begin to have | teeth of the lower jaw; six months after- } 

the oval shortened. At eleven, the second | jerwards the two adjoining teeth also fall £ 

pair of nippers are quite 7 ‘ound, At thir-| ont, and are slowly replaced by others. i 

teen, the corner ones are rounded. __ | Young sheep are easily known by the une- & 

‘At fourteen, the faces of the central nip-| ven appearance of the teeth, and the exact t 

pers become triangular. 3 age is ascertained by the particular stage of te 

nee seventeen, all the nippers are triangu- | growth in which the teeth appear, as they { 

Brae: = progress to maturity. At three years old, g 

At nineteen, the angles are worn off, and | the teeth of the aia have aria at full 

the central nippers are again oval, but in @| size; they are all even and very white, and : 

re direction, or from outward to in-| the Animal is said to have a full parry ts 

ward. 
s the s advances i f 

‘At twenty-one, they are all. oval, in the se Say Se ae ee i 
o eae eee soantianet a ad ored—and afterwards blunt and uneven. © 

fae act ae May gone oy als Saaiea ‘ Insome [ote ot oe aa sud Heels f 

their teeth, and lose their marks, in propor- farmers resort to the cruel method OF rene’ ig 

Gon to den age ug the teeth of old ewes, when they wish 

ee ig them to feed in turnip fields, without injur- S 

‘After the eighth year, the age may still be | « aE 

3 és ing the bulbs of the turnips. 

ascertained by the state of the canine teeth 

3 or tushes, These are sometimes wanting es- In such cases the front teeth are puched or 

pecially in the lower Jaw, and ave rarely to chiseled out, and the sheep pick off the tur- f 

be found in mares. Between the tushes | Bip tops but cannot injure the bulbs. 

and the first grinders there is a large open Deer shed their horns annually, and in 3 

space. The grinders are six on each side of | this class of animals, horns are, with a few : 

both jaws. They have their crowns squar- exceptions, peculiar to the males. The fe- 

ed, and are crossed with lamina of enamel. | male Reindeer has horns, and they are sub- { 

The freshness of this enamel shows the youth | ject to ‘annual shedcing like those of the male. i! 

of the horse, and vice versa. ‘The horns of the deer are at first s pear-shap- a 

The canine teeth or tushes of the lower | ed, without antlers or branches, but each 4 

jaw, appear at three and a half years, those succeeding year of their hives, adds one or 

‘of the upper jaw at four years. Till six, they | more branches until a certain number are : 

are sharp pointed, and at ten quite blunt produced, afterwards the age can be ascer- ' 

and long ; at that time the gums begin to tained by the thickness of the horns, and the : 

recede from their roots. ‘ size of the knobs which connect them with ‘ 

‘After a horse is ten years old, the teeth can- the skull. 
i 

not be relied on, as a correct method of as-| _In the stag, the young horns, or spears fall ; 

certaining his age. Yet a good judge may | off in the second ‘year of the animal's life, | 

form a tolerably accurate opinion by the size, | and are replaced by others having a single : 

plnntness and discoloration of the tushes. antler called a fork. This falls during the ; 

The eye-pits of horses of from ten to | third, and is replaced by one bearing three 

fourteen years of age, become gradually | antlers. In the succeeding year these too 

more hollow, and their eyebrows grayer, year fall off, and are replaced by others which 

by year. The bars or ridges of the palate bear jour antlers, and these on the fifth 

are effaced in proportion as the horse advan- | year, are replaced by other which bear five, | 

ces in years. 
and so on till the eigth year. Some assert 

Ix Hornep Carrie the age is more visibly that the number ‘of branches continue to in- 

apparent, and more readily discovered by crease until the tenth or twelfth year. 

means of certain marks on the horns than In the song of Blanche, the “ crazed and 

by the appearance of the teeth. The horns | captive Lowland maid,” Sir Walter Scott al- 

of the cow appear to grow uniformly for | ludes to the horns of the stag in the follow- 

} _ the first three years, after this, each suc- ing lines : 

ee 
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Dn nnn ec ene 

For Bruises aNp Sorrs.—1 pt. alcohol; 4) Luymment ror SpRarns, &c.—Three oz. oil 

oz. origunum ; 2 oz. oil hemlock; 2 oz. am-|origanum, four oz. aqua ammonia, two oz. 

monia; 4 oz. castile soap; 2 oz. gum cam-|iincture of opium, one-half pint spirits of 

phor. Mix and shake well before using. camphor, and alcohol enough to fill a snare 

Horse, Disremrer.—When the horse has bottle. To be well rubbed in when applied. 

the appearance of coming down with this} For Haves m1 Horses.—Take smart 

disease, put a teaspoonful of spirits of tur-| weed, steep it in boiling water till the strength 

pentine on the top of his head, between the |is all out; give one quart every day for eight 

ears. It may be repeated after three days if| or ten days. Or, mix it with beans or ee 

necessary. Give him green or cut up feed, wet up witl 

eee Woe uy Horszs, &0.—Take one | water, during the operation—and it will cure. 

Ib. of sal. ammonia, one qt. high wines or 4 i = 

whiskey; put together and dissolve. Apply sere Hone ae ond ailLe Hr 

to the wounds several times a day, and a F the st and aid is three to; aa: 

cure will be effected speedily. eat SHS ee el a eal geet 
x eee: er. It should be applied with a feather twice 

Waxrs on Cows’ Teats.—Wash with alum | day. It keeps the wound healthy, and 
water, or a strong decoction of black oak | prevents its healing too rapidly. 

bark. Apply twice a day, after milking, for 
two or thrce weeks; this is an effectual P eee = Pont a aoe 

remedy. umpkin seeds are said to act as ¢ 
— i i f urine, 

INFLAMATION on SweLtED Upper 1 Cows. |°” cattle—augmenting the secretion of urine, 
—Take equal parts, in weight, of hogs? lard, and thus they decrease the lacteal secretion. 

> : Hence if an animal be fed on the same, a 
and the leaves of henbane, when in bloom. dimunition in the daily quantity of milk 

Cut very fine, and simmer together over a Canine toa 

fire until crisp. Strain out with a smart|‘°<° P = 

cg ieuivedl to obtain all the substance} Pye Sree oF A pas Horses The, ee 

: brated animal painter, Herring, states that a 

Crono rx Suezr.—Half ounce epsom | race horse will clear from twenty to twen- 

salts, one dramch ginger, six drops essence | ty-four feet at a bound, and from the impres- 

i. peepee Oe a dose of linseed oil, or | sion left on the tars he —— that a horseat 

logs’ lard. fall gallop places only one foot at a time upon 

Cerramy Cure ror a Rarriesnaxe Brre,|the ground. This, he says, is more convinc- 

—Take the yolk of a good egg, put it in a] ing to the ear than to the eye. Tn listening 

teacup, and stir in as much salt as will make | to a horse galloping on a hard road it me 

itthick enough not to run off. Spread a found accurately exhibited by placing the lit- 

plaster and apply it to the wound, and we tle finger on a table ora pane of glass, and 

will insure your life for a sixpence. causing the other three fingers to flow a 

To Promore Heatrn ix Carrie.—Mix | Totation; by so cous ieee Seiad 

four to six parts of wood ashes, with one that of a horse ga ora ‘a eae the'aie, 

part of salt, and give to different kinds of Then follows the bound, a =. 7 

stock, summer and winter. It is said to be two, three, four, in regular succession. 

good against bots in horses, murrin in cattle, Ww zprxe Cors.—When taken from the 

and rot in sheep. SENS aa 
d fall, I consider the best f0d for them 

Orytment For Sores AND Spraivs.—Take Saks se ad sweet apples, about three pints 

ahandful of wormwood, one of camomile, | of the former and four quarts of the latter, 
one of the root of Solomon’s seal, and a half ire times a day. They eat both readily. 

handfal of English garlic. Stew them in oil| Don’t know as it matters what kind of a 

till the herbs are cripsed. Then strain it off, | pack they eat from, but it should be pretty 

and it is prepared for use. First wash the | wel] clevated—about as high as they natu- 

oleae Ap pee 
pi stand on a floor at all; have a stable wi 

Perera Baga oy ee as an ak Nl naa 
—Take a pan with lig! and | chaff, or leaves. t them rut out during 

place it under the branches of the tree or eat days, or in fact a portion of every 

bush. Throw a little brimstone on the coal;|day. Continue the same feed through the 
the vapor arising will be mortal to these in- | winter, or two quarts of soaked oats three 

sects, and destroy all on the tree. times a day in its place. Try this method 

‘Axorar To Curr Warts ox Cows’ Tzata. | and you will be pleased with the appearance 

—Neats foot oil, beef gall, spirits of turpen- | of your colts in the spring. [A. B. ©. in 

oa oe heeds aay parts of each. | Moore's Rural New-Yorker. ; 

re using. Apply it once a eT aaa 

day. BE at True has no patience, and no retraction. 

\
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H Oo R T I C ULT U RE J Tree peddler, even though we set them out 
——_——_—— fin the prairie grass, or bur oak openings, 

‘ . & . | without fence, stakes, or mulching. This is 
ae pera eae > pomecersbly conned alla delusion, and i sooner Seale get over 

mn Romane a AEN gh it the better. We go in, heart and soul for 

pome St mich (we,;Weep gompalled, 0 iy, an orchard on every farm, as early as possi- 
Serr: Aes maori 23 vant eRe ae of ble; but trying te get it earlier will be likely 

ries wu be neckers = anso nin feu Desay to prove a failure. Therefore, don’t buy any 
ee ee trees or shrubs that you are not fairly ready 

wield for. What you cannot do well this spring, 
We are sorry to find the former fears of} )4¢ go over to the next. 

aioe en cs Snore eee at eee We give outline illustrations of half a doz- 
pie Pine, ey, seelze ne pee ee en oe of the leading plums this month, 
=e — nell Hanis yea pean iar including a fine cut of the McLaughlin, drawn 

patie cogeige rae ae ey sop fat by our friend Peffer—who, by the way, is 

eee have Uses tet yawared; = ee ae well posted on the subject of plums, as well 
ae ee ae pea) Bees ies an to; areas on many other things. Those who do 
eee eo =e eee not get all the plums grafted that they wish, 

fared in our more northern latitude is not i a ee eienca ane 

open Le ane he Peay LIP EnaTS a Mr. Peffer could furnish = who de- 
eareae me, Eeysoaes Ee = —— sire them, with buds of most of the choice 

See ee ere ee ay varieties for a fair consideration, and what 

pele bare eater pe he does furnish can undoubtedly be relied 
would, at the best, be very unsafe in this re- 

i f the country. Then forthe pears—| "PO": 
ween Bee 4 Pe It is well to give apple trees a thorough 
where are the big prospective profits that aad early weshiig with eirone coap side or 

ae witscigce ae ee eae? by ley, especially if they have hitherto been in- 
Fancy Horticulturists and speculative Nurse- feste awwith. the Api des, or green lonse, or 

symen¥ Considerably reduoed, to say the | en the bark louse. ‘Tho alkali will greatly 
least, as such things are always likely to be, benefit the trees in any event. . 

se Seal eae We gladly give place to the letter of our 
The observations of Jeffries, which we} 9)q friend H., of Windsor, Vt., and only wish 

copy from the Horticulturist, on this subject, | ng was a resident of the West, instead of the 
are just to the point, in our way of thinking. | .ta1e, superannuated East, where everything 
Still, we would advise no one to be discour- stands still, or goes a little backward. 

aged in their fruit growing efforts, from the +0 > 
experience of last winter; but simply to be = ARK Lif cb 

instructed in their subsequent operations, so| For some time past we have been posting 
far as not to venture largely into those things | up our memorandums in relation to this little 

that are not already well proved. On all| nuisance, the Bark Louse, and in the persua- 
doubtful ground venture carefully ; and es-| sion that we had the materials for an article 
pecially always receive every project with|on the subject that would be entirely satis- 

distrast that holds out the prospect of large | factory to our readers, was very complacent- 
profits, with little labor and pains. All such|ly putting it together, when we had the 
prospects are delusions, at least nine times| pleasure of a call from Mr. A. G. Hanford. 
in ten, and always will be, as much so as|The conversation naturally enongh turned 
“perpetual motions,” Itis one of the unmis- | upon the subject in hand, and knowing that 
takable laws of nature, that everything costs { Mr. H. had taken no little time and pains to 

about what it is worth. We say this much | investigate and ascertain the merits of the 

as pertinent, and bearing upon the notion | “Tar and Oil Remedy,” and that he was not 
latterly embraced by not a few of all pro-|in the habit of jumping to a conclusion, the 
fessions, that great fortunes can be made out| opportunity of profiting by his experience 
of Fruit, and Fruit Trees, growing in ashort] was gladly improved. The result of our 
time, if we only order liberally of the Fancy | questioning is given below.. In common
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with many others who have not tried the tar paid expenses. Many tell of pears selling 

and oil, we had some prejudices against its for sixpence, a Shilling, even two shillings a 

application ; but the facts communicated by piece tere and af . ies sree, 

Mr. H in our judgment, so conclusivel eae insuch ue's gan ee cain 
r. H. are, } Jueg) sively | ally yield their owners scores of dollars in 

in its favor that we have put them aside—|their fruits. All this may be so. But, 

with the “article” afore-mentioned. We about the orchards of such trees! where are 

have made the prescription as exact as possi- they? ate Uae - a Fageeed OF yeh = 
me : -7,{emies. The blight runs with a zigzag, k- 

ble, and penta those who use it to “stick ed, and sinuous course, through the orchard 

to the text. _ lone year. The slug, and the curled and 

The Remedy—Cormon Tar and Raw Lin- | spotted leaf, like the leprosy, hit them in an- 

seed oil. other. The pestilent field mouse girdles 

The Proportions—Equal measures of the | them at the roots in the third; and calami- 

e "| ty, in general, is after them in the fourth. 

tar and oil. 2 ag the tar be old; s larger pro I have had a little experiance in this line 

portion of oil is to be used: enough of the | myself, and the upshot of success ia extended 

latter should be added to make the mixture | pear culture, either dwarf or standard, I re- 

—when merely warm—of the consistence of | ceive with grest allowance. I hope Doctor 

common varnish.) Ward will be successful, for if any man 

The Mizture—Stir the ingredients over a oreo do ae ching A aoe — s 
s i 1¢ is so close ess! es 

moderate fire until they are thoroughly in- | syperphosphates, and the poudrette factories 

corporated. ‘and if he gives his trees the very best of 

The Time to Use it—On some warm sun- garden culture, manuring them like cabba- 

ny day after the Ist of March, and before the | ges, trimming and cutting back to order, 

swelling of the buds on the trees. | thinning out his fruit with scissors, and all 

: ‘ Tr Pr that sort of thing, and don’t loose them by 

The Preparation of the Trees—Prune | disease or casuality, and then can get ten 

thoroughly by cutting away all the superflu- | dollars a barrel for his pears, or sixpence @ 

ous wood. piece for them in market, he’ll do. His ar- 

How to Apply Jt—A paint brush of medi- ticle is interesting, and I hope he will con- 

um size is the best implement. The remedy tinus the subject. [Horticnlturist. 

should be slightly warmed, and applied, as ; Mrkteneor 1s, Minn., Feb. 29., 56 

thinly as possible, to all parts of the tree,|  yfecaps, Eprro! 5 1 wish i “a ay ao 

eacept that part of the wood of the preceed- | a f adi 1 a és 

ing year’s growth on which no lice are found. | PYoPer time for budding roses. T understand 

The Hyfect—With the first flow of the sap, ee method, but have forgotten the proper 
pg eis s 

the expansion of the bark will cause the var- eee oe pero e ee sf ee, 
Nish to orack><an the oourse/of the ake thrifty blackberry bushes growing in our 

will peel ae Gaus dhestressaeryins with garden, and I had thought of budding on 

k s : zs them some of the native roses of the prairies. 

—— —— seer haty Tenet All our fruit trees brought from Wisconsin 

i ye have done well so far. Even our grape 

bem — aati — a, RA vines, without any protection, are occupying 

diatel a Ae FE tho frames they were fastened to in the sum- 

eae DS. FAR. | mer. If they come ont well next. spring, we 

GULTIVATION OF THH PEAR TREE shall have no fears but that we can raise 

a hope Doctor Ward is going to do some- frit in Minnesota. M. 

ing clever; and more, that he means to 5 ; : 

let the world know it though the Horticul- | __ We think oe good friend M. will find itas 

turist, as he progresses. It is now more difficult to cultivate Roses on Blackberries, as 

than a dozen years since culture on the | to gather Grapes from Thorns, or Figs from 
: yoars 1 pear 0 g Pp 

quince has been vigorously started in our} Thistles. July and August are the right 

country. Many a nurseryman has got rich | onfhs to bud in. We shall be happy to 
out of them; and, by calling conventions ] that sh : i ae 

ne joeming societies, they intend not to learn that she succeeds. 

: eep their lights di bushel. Ni Sse an a 

cau the millions ‘of qdiet Ae the ne Contes ruent.—Svcrates ae GOLDS through 

serymen have sold, I would like to hear of the market-place said, “How many things 

the very firat dwarf pear orchard that has! are here that I do not want!” 

Rieieecujilieeee ae ee ee
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; THE FALL WINE APPLE. 

An apple of unmatched beauty and true] ware. Notwithstanding some discrepancy 
excellence is the Wine Apple. The tree is) between Elliott’s description of the Fall 

| hardy, a handsome grower, and a constant} Wine and the one we have given, and a very 
and abundant bearer. The fruit is exceed-| decided difference in his notice of the habit 

' ingly beautiful and tempting in appearance, | of the tree, and that given by Mr. C., we be- 
which is a fit index to its character. For} lieve that both descriptions refer to the same 
the desert during October and November, it| variety. The apple is in its prime during 
has—shall I say no equal ? : a months of October and November, but 

Awarding positively to any variety the su- | the fruit now (Feb. 27,) before us is as fresh 
perlative rank is a bold step, when a count-| and fair as ever, and still retains much of its 
less list of fruits are cultivated, and opinions} peculiar brisk vinous flavor. 
80 conflict as to their merits; yet in view of . i all this, the Wine Apple es the iw of Size, fall medium. Form, round, flattened 

4 : © take the cules’ ae os jat both ends. Skin, very smooth and re- named, must take the palm. no| kably thi Ool al I hi t { 
equal. Gainsay it who can by producing a ee Det PR ene tie fal rival y °" {entirely clouded over with shaded red, | 

This frnit is described by Elliott as the|*P/ashed —_ mziped sgh ee es | : “Fall Wine Apple,” and he asserts its non- crimson, on thesunny side, distinctly marked 
identity with the Wine ‘Apple of Delaware with not very numerousfawn colored specks. 

“This distinction, I think—from somewhat|5t¢™ small, rarely rising above the cavity. ; § Cavity, broad, smooth, nearly regular, varia- extended observation—is erroneous, and , Cal if ; 
' should not be followed, as tending to confu- nib tn depths w% = ee Bane a . moderate depth, slightly irregular, but well 

| Planters of fruit, write on your tablets the et : = ie oe iota? ate aoe 
: name of this unsurpassable variety, and have jow: ee ae ae Been etre it well represented on your grounds! with a peculiar brisk vinous flavor. Season, 

Daiacian Wis AO Oct. to Dec.; may be kept until March. 
' es : ““" |'Tree, a vigorous upright grower, and a great 
| Remarxs.—From some specimens of fruit| bearer. Soil, a stiff clayey loam. = 

which accompanied the above, we have care- +00 
fully made a drawing, and the description SPRING. 

' given on a preceding page. We do not} Now do the choir of chirping minstrels bring 
: agree with our correspondent in regarding | In triumph to the world, the youthful spring. 

: the variety which is the subject of his article, | Sha vale” casing Cabieesca: 
- as identical with the Wine Apple of Dela-| Now all things smile. Carew, 

:
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THE McLAUGHLIN PLUM. 

Masszs. Eprrors—I herewith send you a | shoots, smooth—somewhat resembling the 
drawing of the Mc Laughlin Plum. As I| Washington. Succeeds well on the wild 
have seen it recommended for general culti-| plum stock, and is one of the hardy kinds 
vation in the Transactions of the Wisconsin | for the West, as it withstands the winters 

; Fruit Grower’s Association for the year 1855, | well, and has proved with me a good bearer. 
| but not described, I will therefore give the| ‘ Also the Columbia is a very large and pro- 

general outlines, and hope it will be to some | ductive plum, and I have not as yet found 
advantage and benefit to your numerous} them to rot on the trees, though they are 
readers, viz: somewhat rejected at the East on this ac- 

It is rather a large plum, roundish, oblate, | count. While I have fruited them for three 
much flattened at the ends, suture obscure, years, none have appeared to rot. 
stock three-fourths of an inch long, scarcely Gxo. P. PEFFER. 

| sunk, skin thin and tender, russet yellow} Pewauxer, March, ’56. 
sprinkled with thin red, purplish at the base, Bring flowers to crown the cup and lute— 
flesh rather firm, juicy, sweet, luscious, ‘Bring flowers—the bride fs near; . 

Ripe, ‘with us, about the 15th of September; pee apadefprentieh sae 
growth, vigorous; leaves, large and glossy ; Mrs, Homans.
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| GREEN GAGE. IMPERIAL GAGE. 

: PLU MS-—FIVE OHOICE VARIETIES. 

THE WASHINGTON PLUM not the Washington would hold its fruit in & 

Perhaps no other variety of the cultivated similar situation. This tel ~ ainoe eee 

; plums makes so ornamental a tree as this well known to need a description. aime 

: fine American sort. Its symmetrical pyra- | 13S of the largest size—often six mohes. in 

| midal form, with its large, glossy, crumpled circumference ; skin, a clear yellow flesh, 

; foliage, unmistakably distinguishes this tree ery owes — Sem. ee By see hee es 

| from all others, and entitles it toa prominent classed as * 2d re but ‘whoever, akes = 

place in the garden, or the grounds about sweet and lucious plum will be content with || 

: the house. It thrives admirably upon the the Washington. 3 A. @. | 

; Canada plum stock, (the wild plum of our Dararretp. Feb’y 1, 1856. 

{ woods and thickets,) provided it be worked | qEE VANDERVERE. ; 

, at the surface, and transplanted so as to cov- — 

; er the point of union. I have three such} As one of our unexceptionable winter ap- 

; trees now eight years transplanted, and ten ples, exceedingly beautiful and no less excel- 

1 years from the bud. They are nearly ofa}lent. I havespecimens of this variety before 

sizo—the largest eighteen feet high, and a| me, sound and in their prime, (Feb. 18,) and 

} pictare of thrift and luxuriance. In favora- | as beautiful as wax work. In a dry cellar 

ble situations it is a productive variety, but | they remain firm and excellent until the 

f unfor unately it is a bright mark for the cur- middle of March, and are fine for eating after 

i culio, who has proved himself its uncompro- the first of December. Tree, a good bearer 

mising foe. He appropriated my entire crop and great grower, forming & spreading and 

last season, which promised me bushels. On | rather open head. It will probably thrive 

this account the Washingtox plum should | on any Wisconsin soil that is quitedry. The 

not be planted on a sandy boil, or, I might | outline of this fruit shows @ rather conical 

* say, on any other thana stubborn clay—not, | figure, from which shape it varies somewhat 

at least, until the $10,000 Essay on the Car- —being more or less flattened. Fruit of 

; culio appears! I have many other varieties | medium size; on young trees not over-load- 

growing on a clayey soil, and have not on ed, quite large. Stem, short, inserted in 8 

ghese seen the curculio’s mark, and I doubt! deep, even cavity. Qalyx, closed; basiD, 

q
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regular in form, broad, moderately deep.| Srrawserry plants, of desirable varieties, 
Color, bright red, striped and splashed with | can be found in almost any neighborhood 
dark red on a clear yellow ground. The| when beds need thinning out; they can be 
lines of red radiate with remarkable distinct- | had as a gift. In all such cases, it pays for 
ness and regularity from the stem. Flesh, | every one, who has the time and taste, to 
yellowish white, mild, juicy and excellent, | try their hands at getting up a bed; a little 
slightly sub-acid—inclining to sweet. pains is often rewarded in the most satisfac- 

7 WS ae tory manner. 
THE STRAWBERRY. 

me alte ce ena: oes antic We did intend to furnish an elaborate ar- 
is early and delicious } 4; ‘ fruit 60 uiiversally esteemed: ts mudh neg ticle on the culture of strawberries for the 

lected through the country at large. Failure April number, but being disappointed in 
from bad management has doubtless contri- getting the requisite cuts to fully illustrate it, 
buted to this neglect. we thought it advisable to let it go over till 

The requisites for success, are chiefly, summer. It will probably appear in season 
1. A good ,deep, rich soil ; for fall planting. It is a subj Il worth 2. Clean cultivation between the rows ; Bee 3 seule well yes 8. A renewal by planting as often as once | the attention of all, as it is a fruit that comes 

in three years. early and abundantly into bearing, and is 
= aon of milable aes) mie not liable to injury from the winter. We 

. Any deep, rich soil, which will af- i 
on Bn orons Ge ‘corn and potatoes, is well pial sayomore arog hereateery 

lapted to the cultivation of the strawberry. ' vt 
To be uniformly productive, it must be dear Nicaea renee aa BSG: 
ly trenched, either by the spade or double| D4® Fruxp Powers—Though not an 
plowing, and well enriched with manure. | agriculturist, the ennobling avocation of 
Fine crops, it is true, may be obtained with-| the nurseryman often arrests my attention, 
— a anna .eraellenes, and I as often find myself longing to enter 

rarely, Buticomatines Kir pens) that the soil into his work. I have long believed that the 

is made too rich. The usual error is the re- | Phenomena of nature, carefully observed, 

verse, would oftener make the efforts and the suc- 
Clean Cultivation is a most essential re-| cess of nurserymen commensurate. Observa- 
se ot be ee es at may Be ta tions in your young and attractive State, in 

‘'y orse and cuiti- i 

vator, the rows being about two feet apart, September lets hare enly, confemetis10e tt 
and the plants afoot to a foot and a half in| ™Y belief. The Wisconsin Farwer, I am 
the rows. The runners must be kept down | sure, will, ere long, dispel all the mist that 
by_hoeing, or treated precisely as weeds ;| enshrouds this very useful department of 
and unless the soil is already quite fertile, a | agriculture, and to this end suffer me to make 
dressing of manure should be applied each fe ae a es : 
autumn, which will protect the roots, soak é oy sugges te 1 none Pais eo 
into the soil, and may be turued under in | ed Im several places in your State, thai 
spring. A light top-dressing of leached ash- | very exposed sites had been chosen for ap- 
es is highly beneficial to stawberry beds. ple orchards. This is all wrong; for, ex- 
forme casietios sothe Len ge Hany Bearlet posed to winds as much of your State truly | 
u often bear profusely for a |; ‘ . single sean: even when the plai a tf ay there are plenty of beautiful seclusions for | 
thickly together; others, and more particu- all such purposes. Place in your orchard a 

larly the largest sorts, must be cleared of | number of bearing apple trees, and an expe- . 
aes snd kept well cultivated, or they | rienced eye will tell you what was the degree 

ways bear poorly. i ' 
A renewal of the eae by transplanting, is ——* roa _= nae — 

performed most successfully in spring. The 7 ee cee 
new plants, formed by the rooting of the | PoPlar shaped, it denotes exposure, and I 
Tunners, are always the best. Planting in| Would as soon think to gatuer “grapes of 
aa Taaares much a and pane in | thorns,” as to find many apples on such a 

ring ; and autumn, the plants r: be- in, i i joi 
come so well rooted as imitated Sie ol — = ee eae cee =m ar lythe frosts of winter. In all cases, the roots, | * gel elect nt Maas att before set out, should be immersed in mud, timber, it denotes deleterious exposure. But 
and the plants watered aft.rwards. the most apparent evil presents itself in the 

[American Fruit Culturist. | fruit. You cannot have failed to notice j 

ae =
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|| some apple trees, vigorous in growth, the | little of the earth, pour in a sufficient quan- | 
fruit of which is found cleaving to the lesser | tity of water to make a thin mortar, and || 

'| limbs near the trunk, and consequently in the | lift the tree gently up and down until the 
: || shady part of the tree. Now if your atten- | root is fairly imbeded; then fill up and care- 

|| tion has been called to the fact, you will | fully press the soil around the tree, leaving 
i|; Have noticed that the position of the tree | it tunnel-shaped, or concave. The ground 
||, was such that the rade winds would not suf- | should often be made light about the tree by | 
}|' fer the blushing fruit to mature, (where the | the hoe or otherwise, and at least once ina |) 

best fruit always does mature,) on the outer | season thoroughly manured. All this is || 
|| limbs. All these appearances I noticed in | known to every one, but knowing it will not i 

i i } your vicinity, but the opposite was most | suffice if it is not done. Gop has been boun- | 

|| beautifully presented in some places not | tiful in providing places, and recreant to your || 
; ' many miles from Galena, Ill., though in La-| trust and your posterity will you prove, if || 
4 ;|, fayette Co., Wis., vigorous trees, large fruit, | ten years more shall find no “blushing fruit” |, 

| and good bearers, the result of judicious se- | intermixed with the golden grain that eve- || 
lections for planting the orchards, were ob- | rywhere greets the eye in its season. Plant | 

i ||) served in abundance. A well protected tree | the trees, nurse them, fence them if need | 
? || will oftener present such a display of fruit | be, prune and otherwise care for them, and |] 
i || that the foliage will almost be obscured, | in due time, eat of the fruit. You will grow || 

1 || while the opposite phenomena is sure to pre- | wiser in the employment—confer a blessing | 
|, sent itself in an exposed place. An apple | on posterity—while they in turn will “rise | 

} !| tree;‘of the Spitzenburg variety, in the gar- up and call you blessed.” Gro. P. Hayes. | 
! den I’ occupy, bore the last season twenty- J ns gee gt ool Eady | 

éight bushels of assorted apples, and the For the Farmer. | 

tritik' ef the tree is only thirteen inches in RAGE /CRABGE: | 
diantetet. You may be sure there was less} Mxssrs. Epirors—Since I have been a | 
folihge'than fruit to be seen in September. | resident of Wisconsin, owing to the scarcity | 

|| The’ Black Earth valley, in Dane Oo., pre-| of timber in many parts of the State, I have | 
|| setits sémé Sf the finest places for fruit grow- | taken a lively interest in everything pertain- | 
} t ing’ that'I ever beheld. Here again Nature | ing to the subject of fencing, and when you, | 

7 || tiakes*ler‘own suggestions. I could hardly | a few months since, appealed to the farmers _ 
|| persnadé mysélf that the cultivating hand of | of Wisconsin for their experience in raising 
1 tho:nurserymrah had not been there. Those | Osage Orange hedges, I expected to have | 
1 beautifil:slopes ‘between the bluffs that head | seen several communications before this, and _| 

i ||, dut to the-valley, with their stately oaks at| felt assured that I should be benefitted and | 
| regular intervals, all growing less in size as| profited by the experience of my brother | 
||, yow ascend:the ‘bluff, are constantly making | farmers on this subject. I have closely i 
‘|| such’ suggestions’ as will soon be heeded by | watched each number of the Farmer ever | 
} | the: thrifty-husbandman. I saw nice fruits | since for information, but in vain; and when i 
| atethe Rock Oounty-fair, such as might dis-| you made your second appeal to the farmers i 

q | pelall doubts; if any existed, as to the adapt-| for “ facts instead of theories,” it occurred 
|, atiomof'soiloorclimaté.! Care and protec-| to me that perhaps the reason of their silence || 

F tion from animals: are:‘tequisite to the suc-| on this subject was that no Osage Orange || 
cesg-of thé uyoung: 'friittree, and you will | hedge had as yet been brought to maturity in ! 

; pardon me’ if I mention the hog. He has| this State. I confess for one that Iam buta || 
great liberties:in the west, but is not gene-| mere novice in the business, but as far as my | 
rally appreciated hérevasnurseryman. He | experience goes, I cheerfully submit it to the || 
may figure among the) windfalls in a later | numerous readers of the Farmer, trusting | 
period of:your fruit history, but I detest his | that others will do the same. i 

}, Snoubas an agricultural implement altogeth-| In the spring of ’68, I planted sufficient | 
} ers» Much difference of opinion‘exists as to | Osage Orange seed in my nursery to grow 8 
; the setting of young trees, but I never found | hedge of about 70 or 80 rods. I soaked the | 

aibetter way than to sink, 'the'hole in pro-| seed in warm water 24 hours previous to | 
pettion to the root, place the tree, put on a| planting. I judged they nearly all germin- || 

+. Seamer eee casroae enter ae aR
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ated, and by autumn they had grown about Saaron, Watworts Oo., mt 
‘|| 20 inches, and some over 2 ft. Just before March 81, 1855. 
|| Winter set in, I took up about two-thirds of} Mxssrs. Eprrore—At the risk of being 

them and carried them into my cellar, and | °onsidered obtrusive, I wish to express to 
slightly buried the roots. The one-third left | You the satisfaction I derive from the peru- 
in the nursery, I divided into three equal sal of your valuable journal, whenever it 
parts. I dug a trench sufficiently deep to|™akes its appearance, and to compliment take in the roots and about one-third of the | YoU upon its neat appearance, well timed 
body; in this trench I deposited one portion | Suggestions, and other valuable articles. In 
of the remainder and covered with earth, | Wishing you all possible success, I trust to leaving the tops out of the ground. I bent | 8e¢ the Farmer in the hands of all cultiva- 
down another portion, and covered the whole | tors of the soil, who as a'class have too long 
with straw; then shoveled on about four | Reglected to support an agricultural paper 
inches of earth. The other portion I left |i our own State, or at any rate have de- 
standing as they grew in the nursery. In the | Tived little benefit from the perusal of pages 
spring of "64, on examining my thorn bush- | devoted *o the great interests of our State, | es, I found that those which I had left ex-|@24 who are too prone to pore over the 
posed in the nursery were nearly all dead. | Political sheets of the day. 
Of those that were bent down and covered, | The way you admonish the lazy and in- 
many were moulded and spoiled. Those in | different in your monthly Editorial Sugges- 
the trench were in a much better condition ; | tions has particularly pleased me, and I 
a very few only were injured. Those in hope you will let no chance slip by to con- 
my cellar were in a perfect state of preser-| tinue your judicieyy remarks. What we 
vation. As soon as the weather would per- | Want is, that the pyess shall speak the truth 
mit, I selected those I thought would grow, | With trumpet tones through the length and 
and after eutting off the tops so as to leave | breadth of the land, and rouse the farming 
them standing about 8 or 10 inches above | Community to a full sense of its responsibili- 
the ground, set out, at the distance of 10 | ties and importance. inches apart, about 50 rods on the south and For the edification of some of your readers, 
west sides of my orchard. At the same permit me to relate to you in as few words 
time I set about 20 rods upon the top of a | 2% Possible, what I saw a short time ago at sod fence. The season, however, proved too | the house of a farmer of this town, and I 

| dry for the latter, and the winter entirely | hope that it may be the means of correcting | killed ont the few puny shrabs that stood the abuse of that, which tomany old persons 
the drouth of thesummer. The ones around | iS ® great comfort. In conversation with 
my orchard thrive remarkably well, consid- | the old gray haired _man, the head of a.nu- ering they were much neglected, and also | merous family, I noticed a young and rather 
shaded by a board and rail fence. They | Pretty girl approaching the stove, holding 
grew about three feet this season. In the | Something, of a dingy, yellowish black color spring of °5, I cut them down till within | 2 her slender fingers, which, on her lighting 
ten or twelve inches of the ground. This | it, proved to be, as I thought, her Papa’s Season they were nearly or quite overrun { pipe, and I thought, “What ‘an attentive 
with weeds, yet they attained a growth of daughter the old man possesses!” Judge 

mn three cae one-half to six feet. I think | then of my surprise, when, with all the grav- ea a ae a neg ag GFT: ofa earn, she atone make a substantial and permanent fence. and coolly inserted the disgusting old stump Very respectfully yours, ©. B. Hawzs. | between her lips. Think of that, young East Ranpotpu, April 16, 1856. poets, when you write of nectar and ambro- ' 
Tae mind of a great and good man lives | Sia, ruby lips and honied breath! Could she ; 

and breathes through the world, long after | have been aware of the impression I received, | merely physical existence is extinct. This | and the thoughts it suggested—it might have | oa sromce. cof shetoal } that like the fra-| cured her of the evil habit, | 
Se Tee orms | | AiEhamh ee have minds conaileesbls pro- 

of Te forth holy ihearise upon the altar gress in civilization, and it is not more than 

ii Ae as
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: f fifteen years ago that ladies could hardly en- DANE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

aH ter a railroad ‘car without soiling their robes | At a meeting of the citizens of Dane Coun- 

B \ ‘in tobacco jaice, and men seemed to consider | ty, held pursuant to notice at the Agrienl- 

4 cushioned seats as resting places for their | tural Rooms, Madison, March 29th, Wm. A. 

H boot heels, it seems there is yet room for im- hie, re ppppinted Chama aS D. J. 

provement. Look in, for example, at one of fie catacuink eajoained de iaeet ‘again 2 

our country stores. There is quite a motley Saturday, April 5th, 2 P. M. 

crowd, seated for want of chairs or benches, hat obs Je Powers, See’y pro tem. 

5 in long “ie upon the counters on each side; Sa ax, April 5,1856. 

men and boys, young and old—yes, someare | The Convention met according to adjonrn- 

even lying at fall length upon them, using | ment, Wm. A. White presiding. The Com- 

the factory goods for pillows. How few of mittee to report a Constitution for the 

; these idlers do you think, will get up and County Agricultural Society submitted 2 

| Ink oom fora eatome, and what lady | TAL WLGL Tas aon Phe 
likes to trade at a place crowded with men, ead 1 

f chewing and smoking tobacco? P. W. Marts was elected President. 

Farmers should not permit theirsons to}. Wa. A.WuiTz, ) 

4 lounge away their time thus, and they are} T. T. Wurrrresey, ‘ Vice Presidents. 

OY themselves partly to blame. At the present N. P. Spavrpixe, ’ ‘ 

ca age of cheap publications every well to do a a Pow Corresponding Seo J: 

: -F. , Recording ry. 
i farmer ought to have a small but well select-| Hy; Wa. H. Fox, Treasurer 

; 2 z . Wu. H. n 

is ed library of good books, for the mental im- Gentes Golem: 

3 provement of his a. In fact, he J. HB. Matts, ivacana 

f ought to do everything ityhis power to make Gabriel Bijornson, Perry. ; 

i, home attractive to them. If he does this, B. R. Colvin, Madison. i 

© fs, the boys will stay at home, and thus avoid J. A. Paine, Fitchburg. 

i many opportunities for temptation. W. R, Taylor, Cottage Grove. | 

ee I have run this longer than I intended, J. Heistand, Bloom’g Grove. 

tees = aba §. L. Sheldon, Burke. H 

i but I hope you will take up the subject in a Judge Dow, Ohristiana. } 

i future number, and keep it before the people, Adin Burdick, Albion. 

i as your pen is more competent than mine to H. H. Giles, Dunkirk. 

F do it justice. I remain, Gentlemen, . ae qaNe rem 

: ses) Ses Varnum Parkhurst, Montrose. 

: TERA ; Joel Britz, Primrose. 

Be ADT Ebenezer Brigham, Blue Mounds. | 

; The Dublin Medical Press, referring to the J. P. McPherson, Springdale. 

~& Parlimentary committee to investigate the John Gammon, Middleton. 

3 adulteration of food and medicines, says :— Wm. Showers, Cross Plains. 

Ce “One manufacturer produces twenty-one Hobart. 

2 tons of rhubarb per annum. It is inferior Wm. Powell, Black Earth. 

i to the Turkey rhubarb, as fetching 4p per J. W. Ford, Berry. . 

pound, while Turkey is 11s. 6p. Cod liver oil Abram Smith, Springfield. 

Pe is immensely adulterated ; only five per cent. Warren, Roxbury. , 

2 of genuine cod liver oil will answer all the G. Martin, Dane, 

F chemical tests. Mustard has thirty percent, Ole Johnson, Vienna, 

‘ of lime or chalk as adulteration. Chloro- John Collings, Wi rt. 

. form undergoes decomposition, but it is not Elias Combs, . Windsor, 

: much adulterated; quinine is very much Wm. H. Clark, Bristol. 

eh adulterated with starch and manna. A. Huntington, York, 

= | Eee a Cha’s Lum, :, Medina. 

_ ALUMINUM. Major Anderson, Sun Prairie. : 

3 French chemists are devoting themselves athe ot Deerfield. | 
Hf with energy, to discover if possible. cheap J. W. Sharp. Pleas’t Springs 

oe and improved processes for obtaining the , ’ “HLF. Bown, Secretary. 

E above named valuable metal. We hope their eae, wee 1 

oe efforts will soon be crowned with complete| *See Constitution adopted by the Society, | 

BI success. on page 204. a :
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| PATERNAL DUTY, AGRICULTURAL MEETING. a . 

The ‘father who pine into business so| Pursuant to notice, the following county 
deeply that he has no leisure for domestic} commitees assembled at. .the .Greenwoad 
duties and Pleas, and whose only inter- | House, in River Falls, on Saturday the 23d 
course with his children consists in a brief} ult., at 10 o'clock A.M, to confer on the 
word of authority, or a surly lamentation sales of forming an agricultural society, 
over their intolerable expensiveness, is opel and transacting other business entrusted: to 
ly to be pitied and to be blamed. What} their charge: 
right has he to devote to other pursuits the} St. Crotz—P.D. Aldrich, James Walstow, 
time which God has alloted to his children? | of Hudson; W: A. Tozer, W. L. Perrin, -of 
Nor is it any excuse to say that he cannot | Kinnickinnie. 
support his family in present style of living} Pierce—Smith R. Gunn, of Clifton Mills ; 
without this effort. I ask, by what right ean }S. M. Davis, of River Falls; Oliver Gibbs, 
his family demand to live in a manner which | Jr., of Prescott. 
requires him to neglect jhis most solemn and} W. A. Tozer was chosen Chairman, and 
important duties? Nor is it an excuse to} O. Gibbs, Jr., Seeretary. uA 
say that he wishes to leave them a compe-| On motion of 5. R. Gunn the following 
tence. Is he under obligation to leave them | resolution was adopted : 
that competenc which fe desires? Isitan}| Resorvep, That the: best interests of St. 
advantage to them to be relieved from the | Oroix and Pierce counties require that the 
necessity of labor? Besides, is money the} people of both should unite in forming and 
only desirable bequest that a father can leave | sustaining an agricultural society. 

ae children ? ery pee cultivated in-} On motion of oe Gibbs, Jr., it was 
tellects, hearts sensible to domestic affection;} Rxsoxven, t the citizens of St. Croix 

| the love of parents, and brethren, and sisters; and Pierce counties, be requested to assemble 
a taste for home pleasures; habits of order, | in mass convention, at River Falls, on Mon- 
regularity, and industry; a hatred of vice} day the 14th day of April next, at 10 o’clock 
and vicious men; and a lively sensibility to] A. M., for the purpose of forming a union 
the excellence of virtue—are as valuable a| agricultural society. 
legacy as an inheritance of property—simple} A draft of a constitution was then pre- 
property purchased by the loss of every hab-}sented by Mr. Aldrich, amended slightly, 
it which could render that property a bless- | and adopted for reference to the mass meet- 

ing. (Wayland. | ing. 
os os 

TREATMENT OF SCARLET FEVER. WINDS OF THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. 

; Professor Ooffin, of Lafayette. College, 
ee sgatlet Sever. Bi Y ne ee PE uae Pennsylvania, in an elaborate scientific pa- 

preset tb Tey US Ou ereey enele tO Any per, says that there exists in the Northern 
= publieh tw 2 ptople ak oe en Hemisphere three great zones of wind, ex- for the e, in its earlie ‘ : - . 
is to rub the entire body of the sick with soft pending Sree around Salip insets anes 

Tnbriesting ai besa Bioce oot pone the configuration and character of the surface. 
Pees PAG ese WS BUFD OSB. oe 3 CoN The first of these is the trade wind, near thatit softens the skin, opens its pores, and th Rate hie h intareantad 

produces a soothing influence on the patient. | ¢ a elon: ora woe his belt ie 2 
The other plan is to dissolve some salera-| jo Se ee eee tte oe m Pp . terrupted, however, in the Atlantic Ocean 

tus in warm water, (about one-fourth of an| near the cnast of Africa, upon the Mediter- 

bodes 2 atone and an ne pean ranean sea, and also in Barbary by the ac- 
eh Hs ab a mk Neat. +A solt! sions of the Great Desert. Thesecond is a 

sees ras erenlsed in bathing the body, and) helt of westerly wind nearly 200 miles in 
fhe 1 oe uses for nelny te as eee breadth, between latitude 85 and 60 degrees 

‘ould be done rapidly in comfortably warm | North, and encircling the earth, the wester- 
aparatient, eh the patient placed in bed as} jy direction being clearly defined in the mid- soon as possib le afterwards. dle of the belt, but gradually disappearing 

The alkaline solution, itis stated, removes|as we approach the limits on either side. 
oe from the oe Eee is es pro- Noetiirat this —_ is enollinicassters = 

perspiration. Both methods, our } winds blowing southwardly, from high north- 
knowledge, have been tried with good re-| ern latitudes, and gradually inclining to- 
sults; but we do not present them as sub-|,wards the West as it moves into a latitude 
stitutes for any method of treatment practic-| of greater eastern velocity. 
ed by pee The throat affection—the ei oak eta at eee - 
most dangerous connected with this disease e shortest and surest way to live wit 
—tnust be treated locally for itself. honor in the world, is to be in reality what 

| [Scientific American. {we would appear to be. 
| 
eee ee 

ae La
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. + OUR FARMER GIRLS. tant benefit, that of ere the character of 

i rina doun aieetz: ibe mechanical arts, and those who practice 

> a Somme may talk of girls tn the ctrales OF uy: leas Sill ia lo SN nhl 

Bp But give = the form ff thofarmer gi,” ba FOR WASHING DAY. 
, breezes: through curl ees : 

qi ‘While over the meadows they tripalong, The following Washing Preparation is cop- 

scipesuis ademas mania Soci ied by the Ohio Cultivator from the Ameri- 

. No midnight revels have invaded their cheek, can Agriculturist, It is cheap, simple, and 

| me ile Roe Sa cae teneet nat healthy, we have tried it, and can recommerd it to 

| Bi Soares by Pu Chen the koe eee our prairie sisters, as a great help in the 
| . And wearily treasure the princeless pearl. rubbing department of washing: 

To each pound of common hard soap, add | No fancies engendered by wild romance, ) 
. wil steal from her eye iis trathfal pee 1-2 to 8-4 oz. common borax, pulverized, 

| aad Seeecieeieed: iniputaae Stain yoursky— | and 1 qt. water. Put the water into a tin 
| Still forever the same all loving and true, hi ient vessel, and place on 4 She'll kastae 35400. pan or other convenient Pp 

ee eae Rte the stove; put in the borax, and then add 

E 2s the Riteas dicts tessrteg cir: the soap, cut in small thin pieces. Keep 
s 9, thei irthonghts sre all pare as the sephyr that fioats | them hot, but not boiling, several hours, or 

F Sant acink Ghats oe ee eon ay: until the soap is dissolved. When cool, it 
34 And merily list tothe bird-like Jay. will be double the quantity, and thus save at 
i THEORY AND PRACTICE IN MECHANTIos, | least one half. Rub the dirtiest parts of the || 

=eaa clothes with this compound, and soak them || 
f wW. J. worn Rankine, O. E., on hi E s ji 2 ] 

i ounk: cand to the hae of Gheil: Basin over night, if convenient, or an hour or two | 

‘i eers and Mechanics, in the University of | it the morning. This mixture does not cut || 

c é Glasgow, chose the above subject for his in-| the hands, and is adapted to all sorts of || 

: pod ee ee clothes—calicoes, flannels, &c.,, as well as |, 
ee e commen y showing that in geom- ; ji 

; etry, in rhetoric, and in the fine*arts, the rae cotton ne aoe a eee ll 
i a Greeks are our masters ; but that in physics washed, boiled and rinsed, as usual, but the || 

and mechanics their notions were pervaded labor of rubbing is greatly lessened. | 
| by a great fallacy—a double system of natu- Hitprep THE Housewire. | 

ie ral laws ; and that this fallacy of 2 supposed | -———___+++0+____—— | 
. ees between rational and practical, PRACTICAL EDUCATION. | 

tii d tial i i Srey 
; ng acaaiou aceon: nee othe The intelligent educator of youth will con- 

strength, and to have attained its full vigor | Sider the mere acquisition of information by 
during the middle ages. In the 15th, 16th his pupils as a secondary thing. The train- 

Pe and 17th centuries, the system falsely term- | iS of the intellectual faculties is best secur- 
ed Aristotelian was overthrown, and the ed by the pure exercise of mind. A compre- 

° truth began to be duly appreciated, that hensiveness of grasp, a clearness of percep- 

; sound theory in physical science consists | ion, power of command of language, and || 
a. simply of facts, and the deduction of com-|?e®diness in expression, are qualities the |) 

mon sence from them, reduced to a system- most valuable inmen. A teacher's greatest | 

 ¥ atic form. The science of motion was found- | °X¢™tions, therefore, should be directed to 
ded by Galileo, and perfected by Newton; developing and fostering them in children. 

Pp and it was established that celestial and ter- |“ ™20 may possess much information, and 
Pe restrial machines are branches of one science, | Yet be wanting in the power of concisely and : 

that they depend on one and the same comprehensively answering a question, of 
system of clear and simple first prineiples ; | S°#ng on the cardinal points of a subject, 

a # that those very laws which regulate the mo- ped ny eet cay ee . 
tions and stability of bodies on earth, govern cernment. The end of education is to refine 

a4 also the revolutions of the stars, and extend and elevate—to train the whole. man. No 
j their dominions throughout immensity of | 92° faculty should be unduly worked and 

3 space. He then proceeded to show the evils loaded, but all the mental powers must work 
4 which arise from ingenious and practical men together, one bringing another into exercise, 

He not being acquainted with scientific princi- | ®S wheel acts upon wheel in a piece of well 
uy ples, and how often timeand money are ex- | "dered machinery. [Ottawa Citizen. 

Be pended in visionary inventions, particularly Se To ee nee a 
7 perpetual motion. The harmony between| A man who tells nothing, or who tells all, 
ae theory and practice confers another impor- | Will equally have nothing told him. 

a 
a
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ee es eg ye 
For the Farmer. New Rorz Moume.—aA rope machine, an 

ARTESIAN WELLS. interesting and curious specimen of mechan- 
Massrs. Eprrors—I see that J. B. Carte, | 8% pas Teceney eet eens an a SD 

of Janesville, makes enquiries for informa- Bee awe of fe. feet a 
tion about artesian wells, in your April | makes ropes of every kind and ee 
number. I'am not a master of the science, | bed-cords to man-of-war cables, ie of 
but will give you what I know on the sub-| these machines, attended by a boy, turns 

j| dec At San Francisoo and San Jose, Cal., oe os aie ia bes ea of prs fone 
|| they succeed well. At ghe former place, | cohds of feet per diem, accomplishing the 100 feet give asupply of water; atthe latter, | labor of seven or eight operatives. The qual- 

from 200 to300 ft. depthis necessary. Both | ity of the article produced is superior to the 
these places have mountains several thou- hand-made, since the tension of each thread 
sand feet high within five miles of them. and strand is more even. F 3 +o -___ 

I was at Stockton, Cal., in 1850, while a} [yyenrion oF Boots anp Sxoxs.—Boots 
company bored 500 feet without any pros-| are said to have been invented by the Oar- 
pects of success and gave upthe job. There|rans. They were at first made of leather, 
are not any hills within forty miles of Stock- seen rare OF Denes and ron, ane were Brg . 4 again: cu rust. as fro 
ton. The geological formation of the valley this that Homer called the Greeks brazen- 
is the same as that of San J ee footed. Formerly, in France, a great foot And now comes the long disputed ques-| was much esteemed, and the length of the 
tion, “Are artesian wells governed by the | shoe in the fourteenth century was a mark of 
common principles of hydraulics only, or are cen} ane oe of a dpe babs Dek . and-a-half feet tong, those of a baron two fee 
they governed by naa puleonal or external and those of a knight eighteen inches. pressure of the earth, similar to volcanoes ?” ore 
My opinion is that both are right. That is,| True Happrvess is found, and sensible 
you may get an artesian well in one place | philosophy displayed, in making one’s home 
upon the common principles of hydraulics, | Comfortable, and in providing what will grat- 
and in another from volcanic action. I un- af, Bg a Inert fal ib 

Ss, irres e 
derstand that they succeed well at Fond du| around us with false ideas of our munificence Lac, and that there is one at or neat Wauke-| in expenditure or of our capacity for display. 
sha; also one at Elgin, Ill. To do or to desire more than this is not 

Mr. Hoar, of this town, superintended the | erely foolish, but is criminal; and the his- 
drilling of a well in Chicago, for the G. & O. tory of our country will show that our pros- 
URR. Oo. Hh ;, | perity asa nation depends upon our obser- 
-.R. Co. He went 500 feet, and gave it| vance of propriety in our personal expendi- up. The only water he struck was at 160] tures, (Louisville Com. Review. 

feet, which rose within one foot of the sur- TE PL 
face. Mr. Wm. Hoar of Clinton, Wisconsin There at Pittsburgh an establishment call- 
has th 1 ere *}ed the “Eagle Steel Works,” manufacturing 

fas the necessary tools and experience for | cast steel of all varieties, bar, shear, and 
going any depth. The cost cannot be esti-| sheet. They have three converting furnaces, 
mated before the work is done; as it will] five heating furnaces, and eighteen melting 
vary from the mere cost of tubing to many | furnaces. They employ about sixty hands, 

| dollars per foot, according to the material to |™@2Y of them imported from England, and 
t SGaae Sei oos aie consume annually seven hundred and fifty 

ei seb ape er charges for drilling a tons of iron, one-thire of which is Swedish. 
four inch hole in limestone rock $1,50 per} The steel produced by these works has been 
foot, and for a six inch hole, $3,00—that is, | repeatedly tested, and is found fully equal to 
if the well is not more than 100 feet deep. | the best English imported. 

Our Rail i : ome ¥ a rs Ares enous sould pee Ce Mr. Mixxer, inspector of forests, who has 
Seiateen oo CPermcDE than any private | greatly distinguished himself by his experi- individual. Some of our cities might under-| ments in the artificial breeding of fish in 
take a well for the benefit of the city. OrI| France, has caused several millions of gold 
will go into a joint stock company, and in fish to be hatched in the Seine at Choisy-le- 
case of success, let the benefitted parties re- ee +o >—______ 
fand a portion of the money. Joun Tixxer.| The wealth of mind and heart, of faith 
Cuton, Wis., April 26, °56. and love no change can take from us. 
eee ln seein reser ee ee ease 

|
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iy 1 9 Wisconsin a Prosperous State— 

ee EDITOR’S TABLE. There is probably no surer indication 
f ————_—__—___— ——— | to the traveler of the prosperous growth of 
ho ‘To Coxasmtroxpenrs—Perhaps among our numerons | snv section of country, fran the success which 

L- ‘correspondents, there may be those who will think they ttends the labor f its rincipal business 
have to wait unreasonably long for answers to their va- | “tends the labors of its pring 
rious enquiries and communications. ‘The only apology | Men, and the steady increase in the demand 

that we can offer is, that we are usually pretty full of | for staple articles of merchandize. A a 
Dusiness, and all matters not of a very especially pressing | 80n visiting our commercial metropolis, Mil- 
nature have to lie until we can get to them. We cannot | waukee, from time to time, is struck with 
afford to keep many clerks to attend to outside, acciden- | the rapid and steady increase in the size and 

f tal business, although we are glad to do everything we | number of its mercantile and manufucturing 
E an to oblige our friends, as fast as we can do it. houses. The gréatest earnest that can be 

‘The uninitiated may suppose the matter of getting up | siven to a visitor to our State, of its rapid 
; monthly agricultural Pape not much but a pastime, growth and development, short of a tour | 

ejay Se say gen ere rae through the rural districts, is to take him to 
; ‘We hope our numerous occasional correspondents will | Nazro’s establishment, at No. 123, East Wa- 

continue to write for the Fanuxz with unabated vigor, | ter St. When Wisconsin was new, Henry | 
4 even though their communications do not always appear | J. Nazro and brother opened a medium sized || 

in the next succeeding number. It sometimes so hap- | hardware store in Milwaukee. By fair deal- || 
i pens that we have more material than we have room for. | ing and judicious advertising they called to- || 
. In that case we have to let such lie overas will keep best. ther customers from every portion of the 
; All article of importance will appear as ealys posible. | State, As the State increased in population 

f Such articlesas are intended for the current month should . . ; i i 
s al their business has increased in magnitude, || fi ways be in by the 10th of the month to be in season, | 1143) st ‘a in the West’ Thi 
‘ and earlier if practicable—espectally as we intend here- | “til it is second tonone in the West. They 
x after to be a little ahead of time if possible. have, during the two past seasons, built a 
e Nothing suits us better than toreceive communications | block of stores unsurpassed by any establish- 
ae direct from our sterling, practical, experienced farmers. | ment west of New York—a correct likeness 

i ‘Three-fourths of all articles written are mere theories, or | of Which will be found on the last page of 
ike opinions of somebody, instead of actual facts, and exper- | the cover. The four stories and basement of 
; rs {mental observations, which is really the only kind of | this mammoth building are filled with every 
| aoe sevens i“ re give us ran) thing in the hardware line, from a cambric 
} ie fe or ie not so especial: i i 
; That part we anata tit necessary. idcaed nee no eee saree ai en 

One great object of the Faner is to interchange the | 22020 mul saws, agricultural tmp’ ae 
{deas and knowledge of its different readers. One man | OT #0Y thing else in their line that can 

i often finds ont, or knows a fact, that would be worth | found in an American or European market. || 
ie | thousands to the balance of community if they knew it | We Say, success to this and all similar estab- | 

ag well. The Fanuez is the proper vehicle for commun- | lishments. They help to make Wisconsin | 
; feating such knowledge. what she is rapidly becoming—rnz Empire || 

; Patent Office Seeds. Srare. 
Except a few packages of Spanish | Dane County icultural Society.— } 

} Spring Wheat and English Early Pea have The ofictal organization of this Society || | 
Si not yet arrived, much to our regret, as it is | Will be found in this number, and we think || 

3 getting so late inthe season. We have writ- | it will be such as will commend itself to the || 
f ten the most urgent letters in relation to | farmers and business men of the county. Its | 

i them, but as yet have nothing satisfactory officers are mainly from the thorough, prac- i 
t in return. - tical working men, and hence we may ex- 

hh What have come we have distributed to | pect to see a lively interest taken in its || 
H the best of our ability, and shall do the affairs. We see no reason why Dane County 
| same with any that may arrive hereafter. should not have the best Society, and the 

Those well-paid government officials seem | finest Fairs in the State. Such a state of 
i to prove rather slow coaches in everything | things would benefit the County more than 

they undertake to do. any other one thing. 
oe The Columbus Republican— An Extensive New Jewely Store— 
‘. _ Is one of the best weekly family papers Loomis & Hors have recently opened a || 

in the State. Its enterprising and liberal | first class Jewelry Store, in Martin’s Block, | 
minded publishers, Messrs. Malo and Thayer, | southwest corner of East. Water and Wiscon- 

| show good taste in getting up their paper, | sin Streets, Milwaukee. Their signs, on en- |) 
i and always contrive to have something in it | tering the business portion of Milwaukee 

; that 4nterests all members of the family, | from the west, are the first to attract the || 
4 from blooming youth to hoary age. We un- | eye, and all in want of Jewelry, Clocks, or 
ae. derstand it has a good subscription list, which | anything else in their line, cannot fail to 

i i is rapidly increasing. It is as it should be. | profit by dropping in, as their stock is com- 
ej 4 Friend Thayer is an unfortunate, but worthy | plete, and they are reliable men to deal 
4 man. with. See their card on another page.
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The Farmer for Premiums.— arate record of the same, and must be ac 
The following is certainly a very liberal | companied with the cash at our regular sub- 

offer, and ought to prompt every enterpris- | scription price. 
ing neighborhood, within the proper circuit |. “A ‘free fight’ then for the Premiums! 
of the Times, to send in large lists. They | How many are in? 
are safe in doing so in any event, as the| ‘ Smrsoycax, April 5, 1856.” * 
Times is extremely well worth the cost to| natge Bggs—'It Takes Wisconsin,” — 

any one, and if perchance they also get a While at Mukwonago, in Waukesha Co., 
copy of the Farwer in the bargain, it cer-| 9 short time since, we were informed by & 
tainly is a first rate investment. We hope | farmer whose. veracity we were assured 
the patrons of the Evrrerzen Orry Tnves| could be relied on, that he had a hen’s egg 
will appreciate the liberality of its publish- | that measured eight inches in circumference 
ers, and show that appreciation by sending | one way, and six the other. We thoght 
them in prompt and large lists of subscrib-| when we returned home we would publish 
ers. No money is better invested than for | that story; but we found going the rounds 
a good, thorough news or agricultural paper. | of the papers stories that so far eclipsed it, 

We would suggest to all such as fail to} that we concluded our informant would hard- 
get the Farmer as a premium, to send to us ly wish hisname given. Below we copy two 

ect for it, and it will be promptly for-| éxtracts as specimens: ‘ 
warded at our lowest prices. g “Snancnar Vicrory.—Last week a man 

We hope all the other papers in the State brought into our office a monster shanghai 
that wish to increase their circulation, will egg-shell, which he said was sent us bee 
follow the pattern set by the Times. We! Rich, the Postmaster at Dell Prairie. It 
will warrant it to do us all good, beyond | measured 7 1-8 inches.in circumference one 

peradventure. way, and 10 3-8 the other! But this is not 
“Premiums! Premivums!—The perusal of | the largest part of the story :—The man who 

the Wisconsin Farer for March—which, | brought it, also brought another, common 
by the way, has been some two weeks on| sized egg, which with another nearly as 
our table-—and its increasing excellence, | large, he says, Mr. Rich informed him was 
palpably superior to that of any other agri-| found in the largest egg on breaking it!!! j 
cultural periodical of the West of which we| The smallest egg, he says, had a very thin 
have any knowledge, has excited in us a de-| shell, and was broken in taking it out; but 
sire to assist in extending its circulation | the middling sized ogg is sound, and has the 
among the farmers of the county, and at the | appearance of an ordinary hen’s egg. Were 
same time to increase our own circulation. | it not “All Fools Day,” we should be unwil- 
To this end we propose to offer the Farmer | ling to vouch for the truth of the last part of 
—the subscription price of which is ONE} this story; but we give our authority. But 
DOLLAR, and richly worth it—as a premi-| in regard to the size of the large shell, we 
um for the competition of new subscribers, | speak from knowledge; and we are sure it 
as follows: cannot be a goose egg, for it was laid the 

! “To the largest list of new subscribers to | same day that Barstow resigned his office, 
the ‘ Evergreen City Times,’ to be served at | which, (lay such an egg at such a time,) 
any one post office in or out of this county, | nothing but a Shanghai would do.” 
which may be procured between this date [Wisconsin Mirror. 
and the first day of July next, and forward-| “ Larez Eees—Wuo can Beat Toem?— 
ed to us with the money, at $1,50 each, we | Col. D. W. Jones left with us, a few days 
will farnish as many copies of the Wiscon- | since, three hen’s eggs, each of which meas- 
sin Farner for the year 1856 !—thus giving | ures fully 7 1-2 by 6 1-2 inches round. They 
to each member of said list a premium oF | are not a select trio, but only a specimen of 
ONE DOLLAR! ! those produced by a peculiar variety of hens, 

“ We venture the assertion that the above | (not Shanghais) raised by Mr. Jones. If any 
is the most liberal offer ever made by aby | Of our patrons can show larger eggs than 
publisher of a local paper, but we make it in | these, we would like to see them. As yet 

good faith, with the intention of religiously | We have seen no hen’s egg tiat can compare 

fulfiilling on our part, be the number of said | With these in size.” [Mineral Pt. Tribune. 
largest list five or five hundred. Therefore | Members of the State Agricultural Society— 
let those who wish the Farmer one year Holding the same kind of tickets as last 
“free gratis, for nothing,” begin at once to | year, except re-dating to 1856 instead of 
make up their lists, as the third volume of} 1855, will receive new ones instead, per 
the Times has just commenced, and now is | mail or otherwise. We have got up a new 
the best time to subscribe. style altogether, to cut off all chance of 

“All subscriptions sent in with the view of | fraud or mistake atthe Fair gate. We make 
competing for the above premium, must be | this explanation that those who receive new 
So stated, in order that we may keep a sep-! new tickets may understand it. 

ae enn oy one MIAN ey UT ate
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Dane County Agricultural Society— The Bee Hive 

The Executive and General Committee Is the name selected by Jaoxson & Lux- of this Society held a meeting on the 25th of | ron for their splendid store at No. 146, East April, pursnaut to notice, President P. W. | Water St., Milwaukee—and an appeopriate Matts in the chair, The Secretary being ab- | name we think it; for it is filled with the 

Soorstary pre fam Dr, Wor tendered ts | Seaea esaee any 8 iy, and the ry pre tem. Dr. ni his | sweets m many a fiower, an resignation as Treasurer of the Society, which | its occupants are as busy as bees serving its 

Gist world s Gounsy Fas the coming fll | anee aed eee momar, om ote mn evening. ere the Wiscons' 
which motion was carried. Moved that the | belle can deck herself in the most gorgeous Sonn cae he peta on Diner. the a aay and fashionable array ; a milliners country of October next; motion carried. Moved | merchants, or any body else, can buy laces. that the Secretary furnish each of the Gen- | silks, Guibsoidecies: sloweers and iG ary we pone ince, wet ih copy. of ae Honsdin: ques in oe ceca ee ae New 

exe! m- | York prices. eir card for the comin; eel and obtain ea re the eu in | year will be found on the last page of the obtaining members to the Society, and re- | cover of the Farmer. all and see the Bee ae the ak ee Moret fhe anes Hive, reader, when you visit Milwaukee. ing do now adjourn to the last Saturday in | pana and Collecting Agency— 
June next, at 10 Pw Mere, Proaient. It will be seen by reference to our ad- 

ao vertising pages that Joun S. Frrtaore; for a Ph ahr ting er endo ntnommeae, he ee . . = e entine: aS Openes genera an 

ering ofthe best men isthe Connie hy | etng agency in Juneau, Block, hac h oe * 4 y: r. Fillmore is so wel own throughout 
et exaoiiaral Wisconsin, as an active, energetic business || 

rial faisice GEA Pr a. sen ee man, that we need hardly recommend him 
ya catia Ss We hk es, and cannot be | to those having any property for sale or col- 
he Ge TG, Ye hope the members of | jeetions to make. He advertises all real es- 
= it gh ee ae pak town, will tate left with him for sale in several papers 

" y are electad for the important | haying the largest circulation of any in the | purpose of Fase the interests of the State, and if any one can look up purchasers | eae ~ Sti Gone The | he is the man. As to collecting, we will on- | 
average, to furnish at least irentig oneal Je) a by pope = a Suehaead | apiece, which with the $100 from the State, ee ion frome! rit eater ee and the amount that will be reeived at the : i | gates of the Fair ground, would bring up the | 4 ¥#¢ Farm for Sale— 4 : | receipts of the Society to at least $1,000, The Pine Lake Farm, situated in the three-fourths of which, at least, should be | town of Hartland, Waukesha Co., is offered paid for premiuns. This wonld certainly for sale. It has the reputation of being one 
make a handsome programme for a start in | Of the best farms in Waukesha Co., and as Dane County, and offeran inducement worth | for beauty of location it has no superior any | while to the farmers. Let every officer and | Where. Read the advertisement, and if you citizen do his duty, and the result will be | Want such a piece of property as is described, right and creditable to all parties, go and see it. | 
Wheelex, Melick & Co.'s aaa Sean ee | Advertisement, on another page, is well | CURTIS’ ONE PRICE STORE, | | worth the perusal of all who wart a good Will Remove, Rail Road Horse Power Thresher, or any-| @N OR ABOUT THE FIRST OF MAY NEXT, thing else in their line—Machinery, Imple-|  # TO WELLS’ BLOCK, ments, &c. Their Horse Power, is among (Near Fox's Hardware Store.) | the most simple and durable that can be R. T. CURTIS & CO. found. it has no gearing whatever—the | Madison, April 15, 1856. mytf 
chain passing directly over the shaft of . 
driving pulley—so that there is but little B ds 0 ODED 5 t 0 C K ' machinery to get out of order, or to repair. HE UNDERSIGNED offers for Sale3 or4 head of | We think them much the best tread power 7, Fall Blooded, Short Horned Durham. Bolle—-4e0, we have ever seen, and purpose to have one Soe yecte—ell capable of aine bartnces the for our own farm use. The above, Stock was purchased of the Best Cattle 

The inhabitants along the line of the pro- aSSid Bench wil re cata on renbdabs terms, and satis- jected railroad between Milwaukee and Beloit | fsetory Pedigree will be given. C.S. BLANCHARD. are taking measures for its early completion. | kasr Troy, Wis, April 14,56. my. 1y. =
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SUGGESTIONS FOR JUNE. crack like a rifle, and a cut like a sabre, to- 

“The season now is all delight, gether with the Hoosier that wields it, is 
sbreeaaledie taming’ iver, rapidly passing away in “these diggins,” and 

Are sweet as are her flowers; the time will soon eome, when their mighty The purple morning wakened soon, a : 3 
‘The mid-day’s gleaming din, prairie rooters, and all their accompani- 

es eee ae mom Cuare. |tments, will be banished to some newer, and 

Summer, with its bland breezes and sunny less civilized western region.“ "Tis well!” 

skies, has again returned. The swift revoly-| June is the month for breaking prairie 
ing cycles of time have again spread its dewy | that you would have well settled for a fall 
carpets, and blossomed its many flowers. |or spring crop. ‘The fore part of July may 

The prairies, the most beautiful of all land- | do, and the latter part often has to do, but it 
scapes, are decked again in their gayest|is bad policy. Good June breaking will 

robes; surely, Solomon in all his glory of|cross-plow in October like an ash-heap ; 
purple silk and gold, “was not arrayed like | whilst August-broken turf will often with- 

one of these!” But alas and alack, looking |stand the action of the plow and drag for 

upon them a hundred times a day will not |years. It is hard to make new comers and 

fence nor break them ready for a crop of {inexperienced men believe this; still it is 

wheat. No, Sirs, it takes a plow and oxen, | none the less true for that. Therefore we 
or horses, to do that, and our experience has | say, hurry up your breaking, and do all you 

taught us, under all reasonable circumstances, | can before wheat harvest, and none after. 

to prefer the latter. Yes, give us four good,| Those who are not breaking, are of course 

well trained horses, and a 15 or 16 inch | attending to weeding out the corn, carrots, 
cast steel breaker, made light, but stout, and | and other hoed crops. Those who read our 

ground and polished as neat as a razor, es- | last number, will recollect how much we said 
pecially if there is any clay in the soil; that | about keeping ahead of the weeds. Weshall 
is the breaking team for us, or rather for the | take nothing of that back, but renew the ad- 

man who knows how to handle four horses|monition. Weeds, like bad habits, cannot . 

and a plow. We had such a man and team | be conquered unless they are attended to in ' 

on our farm last summer, who broke two|season, A single stock of weeds reproduces 

acres per day with ease, and turned over | thousands, hence how foolish to allow whole 
every furrow, which is more than is usually | fields of them to go to seed. 
done by those we hire to do such jobs. A single mullen stalk is said often to pro- 

Three good heavy horses, side by side,|duce 60,000 seeds; a full grown thistle as 
make a good breaking team; but the plow | many more; still we often see them allowed 

should not cut more than 14 inches wide.|to go to seed undisturbed, in the fields and 
With such a plow of the right kind, the team | angles of the rail fences, among ourneigh- 
can travel right along, and do half an acre to} bors, We do not commend the policy, or | 

ahorse, easily enongh. It is a mistaken no- | rather shiftlessness, of the practice. In all 

tion, that a plow must be large and wide to| these matters, “a stitch in time saves nine,” 

do a good day’s work. The big plow issim-| and oftentimes nine times nine. Weeds at : 
ply to make up for the slow motion of the| pest are a nuisance, and like some earthly ' 

oxen, which at best are usually slow enough, | friends will ride us, just in proportion to the 

even with a power of whipping and shouting. | extent we indulge them. An extra day to 
The genuine Hoosier whip, with a stalk |each acre of corn, will often add five or ten 

like a hop pole, and a Zash to match, with a! bushels to the crop; how then could it be 
NR cen oh et SSS |
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E better spent, saying nothing about the credit | too many shoots at once, lest it kill the root, 

and satisfaction always arising from a con- Cabbages thrive all the better for frequent 
! sciousness of a duty well done. hoeing when the dew is on. 
; Carrots, in particular, will do nothing un-} The best preventive we know of for keep- 
| less they are kept clean, and properly thinned ing hens from doing mischief in the garden, 
| out. Eighteen inches one way, and twelve | is to feed them well with what they are fond 
' the other, is near enough for a good crop, | of, in which case they will usually be quiet 
3 and the oftener the soil is stirred among them | and peacable. Almost all depredations on 
; the better. It is but nonsense to talk of big | the part of animals, large and small, arise 
: crops of carrots, unless the soil is good, and | from neglect or starvation; creatures, even 
; well manured at that; and withal tilled just children, well cared for, are usually well be- 

as it should be. This—not accident—is | haved. 
what brings the premium crops of carrots. If you keep sheep—and you ought to have 

We raised a fine crop of both rutabagas | a snug flock, if well situated for it, especially 
: and flat turnips last year, by simply sowing | as grain bids fair to go down a peg, and more 
; the seed upon new breaking, and dragging it especially as sheep are such an excellent ani- : in. Ready to dig, they did not cost us more | mal to keep a farm in proper condition—we 
, than two cents per bushel; which was cer- | advise you to wash and shear your wool nice- 

tainly cheap enough for as handsome turnips | ly, and put it up for market just as it should 
; as they were. Still we do not consider the | be: don’t do it slovenly and dirtily because 
: common flat turnip of much account as an your neighbor does, nor because you think 
: article of food; it being above 90 per cent. | you can cheat the buyer by so doing. Re 
; water. It may be well enough for a change, | member that your character asa fair and 
; but to really fatten a creature, of any sort, | honorable man will depend on your general 

even a sheep, it is little better than fog. | practices; and if you are found to be little : They are said.to be excellent to bring sheep | and mean in such things, you will be ad- 
to their milk, when lambing before grass judged to be so in all things. Every good 

“comes. We do not think very highly of any | citizen should be too proud of the character ; root crop for feed, except merely asa change. | of the State to send dirty wool or wheat to 
They are bulky and unhandy, and not un-} market; for, by such things we shall be : frequently dirty and frozen. Give us the judged. 
bran, shorts and meal, for milk or fattening. When shearing your sheep, examine their 

The garden comes in for a good share of | hoofs and pare them up short, unless you } attention during tie month of June. If it have arough stony pasture to turn them in- 
: has been well planted that is the main point, {to. This timely care will prevent the rot. 

but to keep it perfectly clean from weeds, is | Salt them often, and tar the troughs a little | the next essential. And the easiest way to| every week, to keep them healthy and to 
do it, is to follow it up close and seasonably. | drive off the maggot fly. If any signs of the 
Everything will thrive twice as fast for being | scab appear, apply the tobacco water with- 
kept clean, and having the earth kept light | out stint; it is the best and cheapest remedy, 
and fresh about it. Peas, beans, and toma-| and a sure cure, if used seasonably and toes should be bushed in season. Tomatoes, thoroughly. 

especially, are the better for having alight} We have often thought the onlylegitimate frame work put up to support them; made Seer ee 7 Bee i. use of tobacco, was killing ticks and lice on 
by simply driving down stakes 18 inches animals; and still continue of pretty much high, and nailing small strips on top of them, | the came opinion. Still, we suppose that 
with an occasional cross strip to support the amount now smoked, chewed, and spit 

them. . E ‘i oftentimes upon decent people’s floors and Flat or English turnips for winter use, carpets, costs more money every year than should be sown the latter partof this month, all the wool crop of America is worth. 
and if the young plant is troubled with the What an evidence of high civilization! 
fiy, sprinkle dry unleached ashes over them i coe nnd ge rare shah 
while the dew is on. Especial pains should] Or two Evizs choose neither. You may 
be taken in cutting pie-plant not to take off { always avoid the choice of a positive evil. a
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THE FOREST TREES OF WISCONSIN, takes its name of White Ash from the light 

ayy. A LAPHAM. color of the wood. From the rapidity of its 

The Ash trees have been referred to the growth the annual rings or layers of wood 

same natural family as the Olive of the south, | 97° of unusual thickness, i he trea ergws 

(Oliacea,) though they differ so much in their straight and fall, tho grain. oven, 80:68 i 

botanical characters from the type of the split readily into straight rails. 
i A It is reported that an Ash leaf rubbed upon 

family that many have doubted the proprie- i od by the bite of ie 

ty of the reference. Only two species are swellings canses Oy me 2 G5 au aregery 

known in Wisconsin, though several others, removes the itching and soreness immedi- 

Scares + ately. The same effect is produced on the 

of inferior value, grow in the north-western}. : i 

Se Phacmnad af dicihiic-ak- inthe eens ree of the honey 
| ae bee. It is also stated that the rattle snake 

| same general qualities of toughness, strength}. 
3 

ae will not approach the place where the White 

and elasticity, as the common Ash of Europe, ‘Aeh Beles branch wih teal 

which has been esteemed for these qualities } . Bhi Oe ee een weir 

since the remotest times. is aaure protection against that poisoneus 

reptile; and that weeds and grain will scarce- 

8 ly grow inits shade. But these assertions 

yy Y require confirmation. 

oe ™~ The flowers of the White Ash come out 

ba in May, and the curious looking fruit is ripe 

in July. For ornamental purposes the Ash 

A is not a favorite; for though when young it 

[ assumes a beautiful form, age will soon break 

its charms; and one writer recommends 

‘ L] that it be planted only in some inconspicuous 

. i) eA corner among other trees. 

<sSyyy 7 Downing considered the highest and most 

QPISDs ye, Le characteristic beauty of the White Ash to be 

(LE the coloring which its leaves put on in au- 

SD — tumn, when it can often be distinguished 

Ce from the surrounding trees for four or five 

<Sy LEXY miles, by the peculiar and beautiful deep 

ZrTly brownish-purple of its fine mass of foliage. 

aT The color, though not lively, is so full and 

rich as to produce the most pleasing harmo- 

ny with the bright yellows and reds of the 

other deciduous trees, and the deep green of 

2, FRAXINUS AMERICANA--WHITE ASH. | the pines and cedars. 

No. 25.—Frazinus Americana, of Linn.— The figure (25) represeets a leaf of one- 

The following enumeration of some of the | fourth the size of nature, and the fruit of the 

principal uses to which this wood is applied, fall size. 

will indicate its value in the arts. It is used No. 26.—Fravinus sambucifolia, of La- 

for the tongues, and other parts of waggons, marck—the Black Ash.—The Black Ash 

j sled-runners, handles for wheel-barrows, usually grows in swamps or very wet places. 

a scythes, rakes, hoes, pitch-forks, &c., for It may be distinguished from the White Ash 

| chairs, wooden bowls, hoops, staves, sap- by the greater number of pairs of leaflets, 

troughs, blocks, pins, pump-boxes, hand- which are sessile, with an obtuse base, and 

spikes, &c., for ship building, and especial- | by the absence of a calyx in the flowers. It 

ly for oars. No other wood is so valuable | is sometimes very difficult to distinguish the 

for oars, large numbers of which are annual- | species by the bark alone The Black Ash 

ly made and sent down to the sea from the | is much the most abundant kind in Wiscon- 

r forests in the interior. The wood is quite | sin, finding many places suited to its growth 

soft when first cut, and easily worked, but|in the eastern and northern parts of the 

Wf becomes hard when dry and seasoned. It! State. Itisa smaller and much less valua-
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ble tree, thoagh it is applied to many useful} The “Great Elm Tree” on Boston Common 
purposes. The wood is tougher and more | attracts the attention of every one who visits 
flexible than that of the White Ash, quali- | that delightful spot in the midst of a dense 

ties that render it more valuable for hoops. } population. It is cherished as a sacred relic 
The thin layers of wood are easily separated | by all true-hearted Bostonians—an iron fence 

into long narrow strips, or splints, formerly | protects it from all others. It has recently 

much used for baskets and for chuir-bottoms. | been figured and fully described by Dr. John | 

The large knots are used for wooden bowls, | O. Warren, whose residence on Park street | 

not being liable to crack. The flowers ap- | fronts directly towards the tree. His little | 
pear and the fruit ripens about the sametime | work on the subject is full of interest. Many | 

as the White Ash. historical associations are connected with the 
The Blue Ash (F. guadrangulata, Michx.,) | “great tree ;” and its age is ascertained to be | 

is found in Ohio and in Illinois. It is said} such that it is supposed to have been in ex- | 

to be found also about Lake Superior in up- | istence longer than Boston itself. Of all the | 

: per Michigan. If so, it undoubtedly exists | native trees that witnessed the first settle- | 
: in Wisconsin, altho’ I have never seen it here. | ment of the city, this one alone remains. At 

' The Red Ash (F. pubesceus, Waltr.—F. | one foot above the ground it is 22 1-2 feet in | 
; someutosa, Michx.,) is a native of Ohio and } circumference; the first branch is 16 1-2 feet | 

; Michigan; and the Green Ash (F. jaglandi- | above the ground ; the whole heirht is 721-2 | 
: Jfolia, Lam.,) is also an Ohio species. These | feet; and the extremities of its branches cov- | 

are all inferior in useful qualities to the | er an average diameter of over 100 feet. But | 
White Ash, and are not very abundant in | this is not the largest Elm tree known in the 

| the places where they are found. country. Let us reflect, when transplanting 
; No. 27.—Ulmus Americana, of Linneus, | to our public and private grounds the small | 

; —the American or White Elm.—Though the | sapling, bereft of its beautiful head and 
American Elm is inferior to the European | robbed of its life-giving roots, that if we 

: species in hardness, strength, and other use- | succeed in making the bare pole grow at all, 
: fal qualities, yet it has its uses; and those | it may have a history as interesting and may 

; who have seen it in its fall growth under fa- | attain an age and dimensions equal to the 
vorable circumstances, will readily agree | Great Tree on Boston Common. 
with Michaux in ranking it as “the most} Fortunately the Elm is very tenacious of ] 

magnificent vegetable of the temperate zone.” | life, and will in most cases withstand the 

It is therefore for its elegant and stately | cateless mode of transplanting usually adopt- 

! qualities as an ornamental tree that this spe-}ed. When its branches are shortened it 
cies of Elm demands our care and attention. | sends forth long and vigorous shoots, lined 
No one can visit New Haven, in Connecti- | with dense rows of leaves. It is also of rapid 
cut, without being fully impressed with the growth—assuming when quite young its 
grandeur of this noble forest tree, nor with- | characteristic li ghtness, elegance, and grace- 

out 2 degree of thankfulness and gratitude | ful beauty. The comparative uselessness of 

Hl to those high-minded and generous men who, | the Elm is in its favor as an ornamental tree, 

long ago, by their care and forethought have | and often causes it to be preserved, when 
secured for us the means of enjoying its deep | farms are cleared, for the purposes of shade, 
and grateful shade, and its magnificent ap- | being, as one is often told, “good for nothing 
pearance to the eye. else.” | 

t What these men have done for New Ha-| The flowers appear in May and the seeds 
ven, let us hope the people of our State will are ripe early in June; they may be thea 

} do for the hundreds of towns and villages |immediately planted. But the tree is £0 
now just springing, as if by magic, into | commonin our forests, of all stages of growth, 
healthful and vigorous existence. Much of | that abundant supplies of young, healthy and 
the interest we feel on visiting the old New | vigorous trees may always beobtained with- 

q England towns, is derived from the rows and | out resort to the seed, or any other mode of 
} groups of fine large Elms, with their light | propagation. The growth, under favorable 
; and graceful, often drooping branches, circumstances, will be about half an inch in 
i spreading to a great distance from the trunk. | diameter each year. 

; 

; ‘ -
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28, ULMUS FULVA—SLIPPERY ELM. 1 is usually confounded with the other kinds, 
a but may always be known by the flowers, 

which are on pedicels arranged in the form 

df ofa compound raceme. The branches are 
: mostly covered, or winged, with a corky ex- 

I erescence. In other species the flowers are 

I in small clusters, and nearly sessile. 

} ~ 
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No. 28.—U Imus fulva, of Michaux—Slip- E | \ \ 

pery Elm.—This Elm is less common than \y es \ 
the last, in Wisconsin. It has a more rapid fey / \ 
and vigorous growth, and coarser foliage. yf / AN \ 
It is wanting in the beauty and graceful form \4 a N \ 

of the common Elm, and is therefore much \ , / \ 

less valuable as an ornamental tree. An- yi / \ 
other serious objection to the tree for pur- \ f N \ 

poses uf ornament, is thé mucilage of the in- \ / \ : 
ner bark, which from its valuable medicinal \ F \ 

qualities, tempts us to destroy the tree for A : 
the sake of the bark! The wood is general- i 
ly used for the same purposes as that of the \ 
White or common Elm; but neither of them 

possess any great value. The flowers are ex- 
panded before the leaves, in April, and by 
the end of May, or early in June, the fruit is 
ripe. The above figure (28) shows the flat, & 
winged fruit, of the natural size; and a leaf 
reduced to one-fourth the natural size. 

There is one other species of Elm, first no-| °°. OZ£778 OCOIDENTALIS—HACK-BERRY. 
ticed and described by Mr. David Thomas,} No. 29.—Celtis occidentalis, of Linnssus— ’ 
of New York, and hence named Thomas’ | the Hack-berry.—This tree belongs to the 
Elm, (Uimus racemosa, Thomas,) which may | south and occurs so rarely in Wisconsin as to 
probably hereafter be foundin Wisconsin. It'be but seldom noticed. I have found it, 

ae
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however, at Milwaukee; on Rock river ; and | 60 to 75 per cent., so deduct 1-8 or 1-4; Hor- 

at Fond du Lac; always on low bottom | izontal or Turbine wheels, from 70 to 80 per 

lands along the margin of the streams. In | cent., deduct 1-4 or 1-5. 

general appearance it much resembles the Exampres:—Required the Horse Power 

Elm, and is often doubtless mistaken for that | of a good Breast wheel, using 500 inches of 

tree by casual observers. The least examin- | water, under a head of 8 feet? 

ation, however, will show marked differences | 0 .086x500—43. 1-4 deducted, leaves 

—especially in the fruit, which is a drupe or | 82 1-4 Horse Power. 

berry, that may be eaten. ‘There is some} Required the Horse Power of a good Hor- 

confusion in the books in regard to the dif- | izontal or Turbine wheel, using 400 inches 

ferent species of Celtis growing in this coun- | of water, under a 5 foot head {— 

try; but there are probably five species. Aj 0 .0425>400—17; deduct 1-5 and 13 6-10 | 

farther examination and comparison of spec- | Horse Power is the result. E. J. | 

imens is needed to clear up the difficulties. eS 

There is a species in Europe, said to be my 

very usefal, the wood being only surpassed In answer to “F. M.’s” inquiries about clay 

by the ebony and box in durability, strength and gravel building, we would say that we 

and beauty. But the American kinds do not | 2¢VeT have had any experience in clay build- 

appear to possess those desirable qualities. | 98 except that we once pointed a cellar 

Very little however is certainly known in wall with clay and sand, mixed ready for 

regard to the value of the Hack-berry of this brick making. We thought it very nice and 

country. Its scarcity may be the only rea- cheap until it come to thoroughly ary, when, 

, son why it is not applied to many useful pur- to our sorrow, it cracked all to pieces, ren- 

poses, for which upon trial it might be found dering it necessary to be dug out and re- 
well adapted. It is said to grow rapidly; to placed with lime mortar. We learned from 

form a handsome tree; and that it might be that and all subsequent experience that clay 

used as a shade treein many situations where has a great deal of shrinkage when it dries. 

variety is desirable. Further, we think our moist climate would 

Figure 29 shows the leaf and berry, both make such walls damp and disagreeable, and 
of the full size of nature. probably not durable. * | 

The Elins and Hack-berries belong to the Gravel or concrete, on the other hand, is 

same Natural Family, called Ulmacea, or the not materially liable to any of the foregoing 

; Elm Family. objections, and in our way of thinking is by 

; aT Soot ay eee cone eat far the cheapest mode of building for those 

: ie elitr For the Farmer. | who go the right way about it, and are in 
Showing the Power of Water Wheels under a head the neighborhood of gravel and lime. The 

or fall of from Two to Ten Feet: processes will be found well explained in the 

—————————— | May number, and we shall always cheerfully 

=e) i zene = Factor_| render any further information we can on 
2 0.0107] 33g 0.0276] 7 0.0704 
a4 0.0128] 4 020804) 734 9.073 | Tequest. 
if oan se 0-33 os aoe As to paper and gravel roofs, when com- 

8 0.0197 5% oa 9 6.1026 | pared with good shingle, we readily say we 

= ° ey i Sol o% i te should much prefer the latter, but think the 

= |] formera very good substitute, when from lo- 

Expranation.—Multiply the area of the | cal circumstances it is desirable to use it. 
1 sluice gate, in square inches, by the Factor] Jp answer to R. F. Moore, we extract the 

F set ee the hight of the Fall, and deduct | folowing from the Country Gentleman :— 
! from oft-fifth to one half of the product, and} «With regard to killing crows bystrychnia, 

the balance will show the Horse Power of | I also doubt, though I have never tried it; 
the wheel. but I have coon doen Sorts in a field 

The Undershot wheel usually gives from |S°W9 Over with wheat steeped in arsenica, 
| 40 to 50 per cent. of the power, consequent- i peepee 42 Se eee ae 

| ly one half should be deducted from the pro- | wheat has killed a chicken that was foolish 
dact. Overshot or Breast wheels give from! enough to eat it. Orows will not touch 

|
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tarred corn, beyond a hill or so. I also} large enough for most farmers. Now what 

think it protects it a little from insects, but | say you and the rest of the farmers of Wis- 

ee # sae eae consin? If it was made known through the 

s0 with the bulk of my crop, but the weather Farwer that such a scale was wanted, I 

being so wet I was not ready to plant these think we could have them at a small cost 

four acres until the first of June, andin order | above the common one, and it would be 

to gain sue = er ae about as portable. O. G. Ewxes. 

Hanted again, strung twine Soa and La Granez, Wal. Co., Wis. . 

across the lot, but it fared no better, andl) We think the foregoing an excellent sug- 

lost my crop on avirginsoil. The other was | gestion, and shall send a copy of this num- 

never touched, scarce a hill being missed at S PY 2 ss 
hoeing time. H.H.B., NorrnEvans, N.Y. ber to the scale makers, with this article 

D.§. C., in the January No. of the Fara- marked. Eps. FARMER. 

zr, speaks of soaking corn in tobacco juice For the Farmer. 

15 or 20 hours, as a preventive against the cozslonaxe =e teeta cS. 

incursions of birds, gophers, &c. “Cousin Jenny, won’t you impart to me 

In answer to friend Lybrand, of St. Nicho- | your secret of managing some things ?” 

las, Min. Ter., we would say, that red-top “Why, Carry, I’m not a Free Mason, or 

is considered the most desirable grass for | an Odd Fellow, and have no secrets of which 

meadow land that is too wet for timothy; | I am aware.” 

and it is often sown on the natural meadow, “Well, Coz., I must tell you that I'm a spy 

without plowing. But in such a case, it| amongmy married friends, appropriating all 

should be sown early. Burn off the old} the information I can pick up behind the 

grass, and just as the frost is coming out sow | curtain which screens the internal family ar- 

on the seed, say from eight to twelve quarts | rangement from the public gaze. I shall 

to the acre; then with a sharp harrow | soon have practical need of all the knowledge 

scratch the surface as thoroughly as possible. | of this kind, that I can from careful observa- 

As the frost is coming out of the soil, it is | tion scrape together—at least this is my 

very tender and admits of getting in the seed | hope.” 

very well; and unless thawed too much,| “Why, Carry, are you going to marry and 

there is no difficulty about the teams miring | leave that elegant home of yours, and the 

onthe wettest land. This grass is worth | father who dotes on you and lavishes every 

fifty per cent. more than marsh hay, and will | luxury upon you? Yet he isn’t able to set 

usually grow about twice as much to the } you up in an establishment of similar style, 

sere, besides not winter killing early. | and you must be extremely lucky if you have 

Every farmer owning wet land should treat | found any young man able to do it!” 

it in this way as early as possible. Baby’s shoes were tied, and it set down 

ari peepee et ene with unceremonious haste, and Mrs. Brooks 

‘or the Farmer. | caught up her work. 

[eS “Come, Carry, I'm all ears—I’ve said to 

Messrs, Eprrors—You ask in the Februa- | husband a dozen times, ‘Carry has changed 

ry number of the Farmer if we farmers have | she never used to be so thoughtful. Whois 

each a platform scale. For one I can answer he ?—where did you find him ?—when will it 

no, but I should like one if I could get one to be? and where will you go?” 

uitme, I think thatif the manufacturers of | “My question comes first—I claim the 

seales would get up one expressly for farm- | right of priority—answer me ; afterward I'll 

er’s use, it would finda ready sale. We want tell youalong story. With all your large 

one, the platform to be2 1-2 or 8 feet by 4 1-2 family, Jenny, you are never in a Slurry with 

lor five feet, with the weighing beam low | your work. Your husband never comes to 

| fond a little further back than usual. We | you with, ‘My dear, will you just sew a but- 

could then weigh stock or hay by making a | ton on here ? or ‘mend this rip? —or ‘find 

rack to set on it. The main object with me | me a pair of whole hose?’ The children’s 

would be for weighing stock—one that would | chothes are always in readiness, and with 

weigh about 2,500. This I think would be such a host of them, how can you keep their 

—— SSS
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‘i ili For the Farmer. || wardrobes all right? I know of families ged ae aR oie | 

where the mending is considered a —— stacey ae 

able duty, or one that can be easily put off— oa | 
ill it’ 5 : i Messrs. Eprrors—The purpose of these || 

— ; Sesesl inal any one eet 2 communications was explained at the com- ] 

eae dle i 4. ©: mencement of the series. It was thought 

' Berea ee ees Bee your readers might be benefitted by calling } 

: = hs mena 2 One thing. ‘A stitch‘), cir attention to some of the more promi- 

ee arid = pesos enon ye nent geological formations of the State—the 

a fone annie conerand ee | general facts relating to the origin of soils, 

' Beal to posan sian eo pase: SAPEE as. and adaptation to agricultural purposes—and _|| 

Banos: sist sep int this closet. h sky to mines, minerals, and other matters of gen- 

pal largo menting a eed “ © was! | oral interest. How far the end has been | 
every article is examined before distribution : Sues eieaaliaieachwansietn) {niece ls | 

if a stitch is ania’ it is laid here. Jn my speaking lof): depesitstoovering euch Trosd | 

' pessoialeso apoce the none peering into | eas as some of our rock formations, it has | 

eee eee es ifI i nes er not been intimated that there were not, or | 

t wants eter oe nee pans oeaaee might not be, local exceptions. either of fer- | 
or half sleeves, or knees, or elbows—it is laid tility or barremness—the result of eanses not || 

here. "Those three bagsone labelled ‘eolor-| within the scope of such brief articles. | Itis | 
t Pret —another, ‘white,’ and another, | the State as a whole, and not toneighbor- | 
‘ ‘woolen’—contain only pieces of garments iboiis iat uigylare dasened waaugly, i 

?, in present wear, or such as I am constantly Notnitheianding dhisvpoecaation a per 

liable to need; so that I need not defer till] “*° a na P ee 

: I have time to go up stairs and get materials ean: pate a ie | 

ries Sey ese bags; eer eae a noring both data and fact—and what is of | 
ly at hand. This small basket is for hosiery Joss consequence; clesaing the writer in quite 

aa ee e Pee at nee a low scale in point of experience or intel- | 

seems ik A ee Ls ch ee us ligence. I trust you will excuse me in this, | 

Doreen ote z an ae oa! once noticing statements conflicting with the 

~~ oar ven one ee ne poe mate truths of geological science. It may be the 

SE een ee eee shortest means of disposing of mere caviling. | 
y ular werk-basket. I make it a striving point Rant eas | 
o to vacate these baskets every week, and en- I sta a iS ame ae se eal 

‘ 1 deavor on Saturday afternoon to repair col- central es eee 5 ey g10 : | 

: ored and white starched clothes—it is easier nd eT the soil and —— | 

rf and prevents their being rumpled after = leposits resting japon} granit re 

} ironing. There, now! say thank you, and wee statement, at — the iy | 
t tell me—hark! sleigh bells in the lane, and| Personal inspection of the » Dy any Pi 

i there comes dear Mrs. Merton! Carry dear, | S°0 in that portion of the State, is substan- 

ly draw the large rocker out of the parlor, while tially oo by the editor of the Pinerg, . 
i I replenish the fire. Now, Carry, consider Steven's —— ee 

j your ‘brain panan empty hull’—you'll learn | @V@ 12 a ‘au a oe es ae ree 

ret rn nina mew ome sof apne din Om 
: ternoon visit, than from a whole month of| #24 other geologists ( ee 

YY your ordinary calls—I mean of things that Wuitxey, WuitTLesky, &ec.,) have been = | 

c relate to internal life, and the practical du-| bugged by agents, assistants and aa | 

! ties of outer life. She has a vast store of| #2ts—and that T have been worse DW 
long life experience and observation stored | bugged by believing their reports, me 
in her well trained, well balanced and well| Hever, a5 he thinks, seen anything of a 
informed mind—and you may be sure I draw section under review. In proof of oye 

: all I can therefrom. I call her mother in| Cites the rapid growth and settlement o! 
this my adopted state.” : north as evidence conclusive. Yet if the 

Exsm. | editor would but take the trouble to look at 

Wavxesna, Wis. the bed of the Wisconsin, perhaps visible 

a : 
‘ ,
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from his office window, he would have seen | at ten shillings an acre, without the pay- 

in its granitic composition the proof that | ment of any portion of the principal, and 
there is no humbug so far. He will find the | held for sale, may possibly have biased the 
same true from Grand Rapids to Little Bull, | editor’s geological judgment in the premises. 

and all the rest of the Bulls—and at the rap-| Having thus disposed of this matter, let 
ids of nearly every stream flowing either | me say, my sole object has been to call at- 
east or west from the center of the State. | tention to the capacities of the State, for ag- 
With such evidence before his eyes, what | ricultural and other purposes. In classing 

oceasion has he to dispute a plain and palpa- | the northern central portion as Primary, (as . 
ble fact? So of the country considered as a | every geologist has and does,) no more was 
water-shed or the source of streams. I was | intended than was exactly true. A large 
unfortunate enough to speak of it as abound- | area of New England may be thus classed. 
ing in lakes, marshes, &c., as might have | Some of us have reason to remember that 

been inferred without the stating. The evi-| that portion of the Union is settled—that 
dence of geologists, of travelers, of plats in] men actually live and flourish there; and 
the Land Office, and of all the latest maps, | why not in asimilar geological section of the 
proves this. The streams have generally | West? To say that a country is not fitted 

quite low banks, and in seasons of high wa- | for extensive and permanent grain growing 
ter considerable areas are 0, erflowed, taking | that it is a pinery, and sandy, is in no 

the country as awhole. Why should this be | sense to disparage it. The geologist in call- 
denied? So the water fromall thesestreams | ing attention to the subject was to show 

is soft, indicating the absence of limestones. | that Wisconsin had three great internal 

Would he have us believe in the existence of | sources of wealth—agriculture, mining, and 
extensive deposits of this rock in that sec- | lumbering, or manufacturing—elements pos- 
tion? Again, what is the generally under- | sessed by no other Western State—that these 

stood character of a pinery soil? Is it a | elements mutually aided and acted upon each 

rich black loam, or isit sand? Having nev- | other to the benefit of all—and hence that 
er seen an evergreen forest growing upon | our future was full of hope of becoming a 
rich bottom er upland, I hope to be pardoned | great and wealthy member of the Republic. 
for having inferred that a pine country was} I trust not again to occupy your space 

asandyone. Butomitting all such evidence, | with explanations, but with some more 
derived to some extent from other sources, | practical matters Yours, &c., H.A.T. 

es ne eae » te oa PE ae Remarxs.—With regard to the personali- 

ing his he ee oy » Thave wirt- ties that seem to have arisen between the au- 

ten little in thes jeractioles mot the result of | thor of the foregoing article and the editor 
personal experience and oheervation. Hav- of the Pinery, we feel called upon to say that 

ing passed many weary weeks in the wilds | ;¢ i » matter in which we propose to take 
of the north and north-west, and having no part whatever. We regret the feeling 

traveled many on miles over the | that seems to have been stirred up—a flurry 

surface of Wisconsin, I am not often com-| that would scarcely be noticed in a political 

pelled to refer to Ows, or any other writer, paper, but altogether unlooked for on our 
for the correctness of my statements on this part, and out of place in the Farmer. 
subject. It is not probable that assertion or |" We give place to the foregoing article, not- 

ridicule will affect the correctness of these | withsfanding its not veryscientific character, 
observations. but do not propose to be the medium of any 

The Nes at Milwaukee takes occasion to | further sparring between parties, all of whom 
garble and pervert the communication in| we have occasion to regard as particular 

controversy, making me say things never | friends to oursslves and the Farmer. 
said; and having thus succeeded in making} The legitimate province of the Farmer is 

out a case, falls to and takes a tilt at my in-|not to disparage any portion of the State, 

itials, giving vent to much distressing wit, | (for we have no doubt that each section has 

the while. Ihave a faint suspicion that the | nearly equal advantages, all considered,) but 

contemplation of a few thousand acres of | to upbuild and develope alike the reseurces 

Pine lands, bought on a thirty years’ credit, ' of every district. 

Spee ei 
° 
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Such will be our unvarying and steady |into the hills. The higher the hill, the i purpese, and none other; and whilst we so- longer the potato, at the expense of the di- P licit contributions from all, to carry on this | ameter. A large hill does not heat through j laudable undertaking, we particularly hope | as well asa small one. I tried both ways : to avoid all of that grating and rasping of | last year; 4 rods of large hills yielded eight 
feeling, that seem to be wearing away even | bushels of long potatoes, and 4 rods of small 

- the solid foundations of the political world, | hills yielded ten and a half bushels of better 
2 and all good fellowship between men polit- | potatoes. There were more of the small 

; ically opposed. Our mission is especially | hills. Perhaps if we had had as warma 
one of “Peace and good will to men,” of fine |summer as the year previous, the result 

§ farms and farmers, fat cattle, and lusty pro- | would have been different. 
ductions generally. Ens. Farmer. lam sorry to say that I have not succeed- 

: oc ed well in wintering my potatoes. I put up 
For the Farmer. | 75 bushels; all rotted but about 6 or 8 bush- 

, eee els. I cannot say that I am much disap- 
‘ Messrs. Eprrors—Can I afford to stop | pointed in this; it is more a wonder that I + this busy time to write for the Farmer? kept any. My faith in wintering them is i Well, so be it. Facts and experiences are | not shaken in the least. Indeed, I feel more 5 worth a thousand theories. My experience | assured than ever that it can be done easily. z in Sweet Potato raising commenced two | Those I have are now all in the hot-bed, and -- years ago this spring. I got my potatoes | the sprouts of some are now (Apr. 17th,) 5 between the 20th and 80th of May. My hot- | above the ground. I should have divided 
“ bed was drowned out with rains, so that I | with my friends if they had been sufficiently 

only had the heat of the sun to sprout them. | sound to bear a journey. To prevent disap- 
: The last of June the sprouts were large | pointment, I have ordered 10 bushels. They 

7 enough to set; but it was so late that I gave may not be on hand till the 10th or 20th of 
up all hope. I set 500 hills, however, with- May. They may be here by the Ist of May. 

a out faith, and harvested better potatoes than | I intend tosell sprouts to all who want them. 
i Iraised last year. It was a very fine sum- {I forgot to say in the proper place that we 
B mer. Last year, I sprouted some potatoes in | put two sprouts in a hill. With the hand 

} the house, and commenced setting the first | level a spot about 6 or 8 inches across; then 
i of May. The heavy frost that we had the | thrust the whole hand into the hill near one 
. last of May, or the first of June, did not kill | side, and set the sprout pretty deep. If the as but a few hills. I set some as late as the | ground is dry, put in half a pint of water to a middle and last of July, that grew to the size | each sprout. B, 0. Ouvren. 
i of my thumb, on an average. These kept _ P.S—TIn looking over the Premium List . best; it may be owing, however, to the fact for °56, I do not notice the Parsnip among if that the gentle fingers of my nearest friend | the vegetables. Was it intentionally or not ; harvested and packed them for winter keep- | that it was omitted? The Parsnip is rising ; 

Lf ing. in reputation very fast. I think it superior 
f To raise the Sweet Potato, make a hot-bed | to the Carrot. I intended to compete for j and lay them in half an inch apart. A bed | premiums on all garden and some field cvops. 
; 7 feet 9 inches by 5 feet 8 inches, will do for Wecuue ae B.0.0. 1 1 two bushels. Cover them with fine loose fee eee ] ’ dirt, lightly put on, about 2 inches deep.| We hope our friend Cuurcn will compete 
i They will bear 90 degrees of heat. The extensively for premiums, and doubt not ; 
" sprouts will appear in about 15 days. When | that he will be successful, from his system- 1 j they are three inches high you can pull them | atic way of doing things generally. In re- 

off with the left hand, laying the right over | lation to Parsnips, or anything else that may fe fo the potato to prevent it from rising. Make | be omitted in the Premium List, we would ] - 3 the hills before you set the plants; this may | say that they would probably come in under re be done with the hoe, or you may back-fur- | the discretionary and miscellaneous Gepart- 1 a .Tow with the plow, thus making ridges 3 1-2 j ment, if of merit sufficient to warrant it. ] a or 4 feet apart. Then with the hoe put them ! Eps. FARMER. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT GRAVEL| 4 _—No,tnot without extraordinary pains. 
SULDINS Q. 8.—Will the different layers cement 

Messrs. Eprrors—If you think any or all | tegether, so as to make the division imper- 
ef the following queries of importance enough } ceptible? 
to warrant an answer in your columns, [| -4A.—Yes; the joining will be perfect and 
should be glad to see it. strong, but will show unless great pains is 

Very respectfully, taken. 
Joun Hottinesneap. Q. 9.—Would it be practicable to mix a 

Minera Pr., May 7th, ’56. cheap coloring material with the mortar, to 
al improve the outside appearance? 

Cae aa A—No; it would take too much :nate- 

F Ques. 1.—Is concrete made with ‘water rials. It is better to hard-finish outside, and 
lime as — the foundation of a building | p19¢k off, like stone work, to make a fine job. 

1g Seni ore . 10.—Whatis the werk of Lieut. Wrigh 
Ans.—We think os nor is anything else S to in your May number, and = 

as good as stone. Still, concrete of water | there any others of use to one embarking in 
lime and sand, or gravel, packed as full as | tp. kind of building? 

possible with stones of all sizes and shapes, | 4 owners & Werrs have just publish- 
makes a good enough foundation for any | 44 4 work entitled “Home for All,” that is 

eee “ suggestive. Lieut. Wright appears in some 

@. 2.—How are the boxes, or curbing | Governmental Report, but we do not re- 
plank kept from slipping down ? member what volume. 
A.—Onr usual way is to nail bits of board Q. 11.—How is it determined when the 

on the upright standards, letting them pro-| concrete is dry enough to remove the 
ject in enough to catch the edge of thecurb- |. oujas? 
ing plank. z c . 
o 3.—Are the broken stones, and other —— = — eee 

broken materials of any advantage to the a other euings, about this Doe 
wall, except to lessen the expense? - 

A.—Yes; we consider flat stones packed P @. cnetigr i 7 : cS eS. 
in so as to over-lay each other, calculated to eae te eons = 

en ae men 2 en eames A.—Probably of Cia’s Grrrorp, Esq., of 
rials. Still a sufficiently strong wall can | ,,. - Saas 

beuande sithont diem Milwaukee, President of the Association. 

. e = If we have not answered the foregoing 
Q. 4.—Is it as well to lay the stone in the . la be wish: 

mortar after it isin the box or curb, as to ee ates es - as ee = 
mix them thoronghly before? still we hope we ave made ovrsel es intel- 

yen eh bette, Pabin thinks ligible. For want of space we have been as 

z ; YS | brief as possible. Eps. Farmer. 
of mortar at a time, and pack full of stone, pe ie Py ‘gegee Se 
the closer the better; they will dry the wall For the Farmer. 
all the better: TO DESTROY BARK LICE. 

Q. 5.—If lime is used, will not the wall be GentTLEMEN—I notice several references 

damp ?—would not water-lime be better? in the Farer to Bark Lice on apple trees, 

A.—Yes, undoubtedly, water-lime would | and also several suggestions respecting the 

be the best, were it not for the extra ex- | means of destroying them. Please state the 
pense, but common lime is good enough. following, and leave any of your subseribers 

Q. 6.—What would be the advantage or | to try the experiment for himself: Where 
disadvantage of making the concrete into | the Bark lice have been very numerous, I 

blocks or adobes ? have whitewashed the tree about the first of : 
A—No advantage whatever; they wonld | June, with salted whitewash (about as much 

crumble too easy in handling, unless they | salt as lime,) with penfect success. The last 

lay a long time to harden. trial was in this (Grant Co.,) two years ago, 
Q. 7—COould the walls of a building be | and Ihave not seen the sign of a louse after 

made smooth enough on the inside to dis- | six weeks from the whitewashing till now. 

Pense with plastering ? I have a chapter in store for you at some 

ee a ee ee
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* future day, respecting Potato Rot, which I| been taken to procure from every quarter 

: want to be inserted in the August number, | Of the globe, such seeds, plants, roots and 
the proper time for making the observations Saas Rees end aosber thea i a ; s : 3 1 
a which I desire to call attention. Mean- hands of persons one eae the most likely 

4 while, let every potato grower stop theo- | to test their adaptation to our climate and 
rizing, (leaving that to fops who neither | soil. As a matter of course, many of the 

é know how to plow or hoe,) and use their | experiments thus made unavoidably prove 
z eyes, and the mystery of the potato rot will abortive ; but in numerous cases, they were 
’ ponniennen es attended with the most signal success, and 
. P, 5 F i t., °°’ | single product, in the opinion of compe- 
2 LaTre Scmur Farm, Wis., May ‘56. tent judges, has added millions to our re- 
t i js arnjch | Sources. For instance, a variety of wheat 

ae = paige Ey re “ ase known as the “ Mediterranean,” which was 
j “pod caph eareseasecanere potato rot for the July brought to this country a few years ago, 
& number, that it may be well before the pub-| has proved highly productive, hardy and 
‘ lic in season to make all the observa‘ions? | maturing several days earlier than other va- 
‘ Eps. Farmer. rieties, thereby escaping the ravages of in- 

§ Sa ae ge = sects and rust, besides being sooner ready 

7 PATENT OFFICE SEEDS. for market. 
pe aa crane A Within the last year not less than seven- 

; Our receipts in this line have been consid-| teen varieties of wheat have been introduced 
5 erably smaller than we had reason to expect, | from distant parts of the globe, and distrib- 
4 from the assurances received from the Pa-| uted in various sections of the Union, most 
* tent Office Department. But such as we| of which promise to be attended with good 

: have had the fortune to get, we have dis-| SUCCSS- ne » 
. tributed among the members of the State} ,The “Indian mixed” or “Dourah corn 

Agricultural Society, to the best of our abili- oh A Boke Ouse hee ao eet snisedugeds:: || : 8 oa aoe abli-! and it constitutes a valuable crop in the 
z ty. We publish in connection herewith a} South. 

; communication from D.S. Brown, of the| The “Japan pea,” unsurpassed by all the 

5 Agricultural Bureau, to the Chairman of the | others in its yield, believed to be of Eastern 
5 Committee on Agriculture, of the House of origin has been cultivated in various parts 
& : : z ~ | of the country with remarkable results. y ; Representatives, setting forth the past action The “Chinese yam,” origionally from 

i of the Department, in distributing seeds} China, but more recently trom France, 
° cuttings, roots, &c., and also suggestions for] which promises to serve as an excelent 

! the future. The policy proposed to be pur- | Substitute both for the sweet and common 

sued in this important department, strikesus | Potato, has been, sufficiently tested to prove 
: ’ its value in the Southern as well as in the 

ie as eminently sound, and worthy of a gov- Middle States | 

ernment and people like ours. Dollars|" ‘The “chufa” or “earth a mond,” a small | 
ought, and will hereafter be spent in this | tuberous esculent, from the south of Spain, 

2 way, where cents are now. The fellowing | which has naturalized itseif to our soil and 

iF article will explain why our supply was so | limate, bas proved prolitiic in its yield 
short and late this year: . when grown in light sandy soils, as well as 

: : those which are rich, and bids fair to be- 
D. J. Powzrs, Act. Sec'y. | come a valuable forage crop for cattle and 

Unirep States Patent Orrice, ewe: aaa é 
March 31, 1856. i | At least thirty varieties of turnip 

Agreeably to request, herewith I furnish seed, including the best cultivated in Eng- 
you with some of the principal reasons why | !and, as well as on the continent in Europe, 

ie Congress should increase the agricultural have imported and disseminated in every 
e appropriations hereafter to be expended by | State. and Territory of the Union. The 

this office with some of the benefits to the | benefits are already apparent. Similar exper- 
country which have already resulted from | iments are now being instituted with all the 

is the appropriations made years past. leading varieties of grasses, cabbages and 
q One of the prime objects of these appro- | Peas of Europe, the result of which will 

bi priations has been the introduction of new | S002 be made known, 
: and useful vegetable producis hitherto un- Among the forage crops it may be men- 

: known in the United States, and the in-| tioned that the Chinese sugar cane (So gho 
e crease and dissemination of those of superi- | Suche,) a new gramineous plant, of Chinese 
$ or qualities which had already been cultiva-| origin, but more recently trom France, has 
‘ ted or otherwise known. Measures have! been introduced and has proved itself well 

4
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adapted to the geographical range of Indian |ed the seeds, roots and cuttings of all the 
corn, The amount of fodder which it will | principal economical plants and trees known, 
produce to the acre is estimated to be twen- | and experimented upon in a similar manner. 
ty-live tons; the stalks of which are filied| In connection with the subject 1 would 
with a rich saccharine juice, the whole plant | suggest the expediency of Congress making 
being devoured with avidity by cattle, hor-| the annual appropriations for the purpose of 
ses and swine. It is of easy cultivation, be- | agriculture sufficiently early in the season to 
ing similar to that of maize or broom corn; | order most of the seed to be grown the ap- 
and it the seeds are sown early in May inj proaching season, so that they may be re- 
the Middle States, two crops of fodder can | ceived in time for distribution by the first of 
be raised trom the sume roots in the season | January or before. For it has been found 
—one about the first of August, and the|by experience that when large orders for 1 
other in Cctober. seeds have been made after the month of 

Another valuable forage crop, the “Ger- | April or May, it was impracticable for the 
man millet” (Mohn de Hongrie) has been |seedsman to furnish an adequate supply 
introduced from France, which is very pro- without procuring them from various sources 
duc.ive, of quick growth, resists drought, | and this teo often requiring several months. 

and flourishes well in dry soils. Hence most of the seeds would arrive too 
Among the cuttings of fruit trees and late for the southern and middle sections of 

vines which have been introduced may be | te Union; or if they were attempted to be 
mentioned the “ Prune d’ Agen,” the kept over till the next fall they would be 
Prune Sainte Cathirine,” and the“ Vigne | ¢ither devoured by vermin or insects, or ren- 
Corinth.” ‘The two tormer have been graf- dered worthless by age. I 
ted on the cummon plum in all the States} Another feature connected with these ap- 
north of Penusylvauia, aud on the moun- | Prepriations which appears to need simplifi- 
tainous districts of that State, Maryland and | Cation or reform, is some more feasible and 
Virginia. From the succes which has at-|equitable plan of disposing of these seeds 
tended this experiment, there is every rea- | tan has been adopted heretofore. 
son to hope that there willsoon be produced | I would therefore suggest that, instead of 
suthiicient dried prunes in those regious tc | distribating them promiscuously, through 
supply the wants of the whole Union. | members of Congress, societies or individuals, 
Among theseeds of indiginous growth, which | who may apply directly for them at the Pa- 
have been selected and distributed, in reter- | tent Oitice, suitable arrangements be madé 
euce to their superior qualities, as well as to | by said members for them to be sent, in bun- 
their probable adapteduess to certain paral-|dles not exceeding four pounds weight, 
lels and localities, and which have proved | tranked by the Commissioner of Patents, to 
highly productive, there may be noted sey-| the Stase, Territorial, or County agricultural 
eral varieties of Indian corn, societies, or to the Secretaries of States or 

Among these are the “improved King| lerritories, or County Clerks, where there 
Philip,” or brown corn obtained from an {are no such societies, to be distributed by 
Island in a lake in New-Hainpshire, which | mail or otherwise, to proper individuals re- 
Was extensively distributed in all che States | siding in each State, Territory or County, 
north of New-Jersey, and the mountainous | for trial or special experiment, with a re- 
districts of Peunsylvauia, Maryland and Vir- | quest that each recipient shall report the re- 
ginia. The result has been that it matured | sult for the use of the Patent Office. 
in less thau ninety days from the time of} To insure the free and speedy transport of 
planting, (about the middle of June,) and} each small packet of cuttiugs or seeds, an 
yielded, in oue instance 134 bushels ot snell-| appropriate stamp might be placed upon it, 
edcorn tu theacre. Another superior variety, | bearing the imprint of the name of the mem- 
from New-Mexico, the ‘* New-Mexico White | ber of Congress or Territorial delegate in 
Flint,” has been distributed, which appears | whose district or Territory any such society 
to be adapted to the entire corn region south | may be located, or in which any Secretary 
of Massachusetts, For ordinary use, either | of State or Territory, or County Olerk may 
green or dry, its quality of excellence is un- | reside. 
surpassed. The apportionment of the packets sent to 
Among the products which it has been | the State societies might bear a stamp con- 

Propusd to intrudace fro.n abroad, with a] taining the name of the Senators of each of 
view of making special experiments, to be} the States respectively. This change can 
conducted by agricultural societies or by in-]only be effected by an amendment in the 
dividuals in the several States and Territo- | .ostal law, and necessarily would come be- 
ries of the Uuion, may be named considera-} fore the Committee on Post Offices. 
ble qualities of all the very best varicties} Very respectfully, your ob’t servant, 

of wheat aud of other cereals of the globe. D. J. Brown. 
In addition to these there might be import-! Hon. Davin P. Hortoway, Chairman, &c. 
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: A PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY. APHATE BICAUDATUS, OR APPLE LIMB 

The editor of the Wisconsin Mirror (known = 
* throughout the Union as “the paper pub-| Wac. Owen, Esq., of Portage City, sends 

lished in the woods,”) is rejoicing over the ; i | J ig us a specimen of the above insect, or bug, 

ae F os Snape goal ae a — together with a specimen of his work in 

: it will be so large we can’t. We ee acces boring into the small limbs of apple trees. 

& married men, five married women, and one He states that they have made extensive ray- 

. ‘aunty;’ four yeung men, four young women, | 4ges ina fine orchard belonging to Judge 
é and a very big half dozen children ; and lots} Guppey. Their mode of operation is to en- 

& of workmen brought here every morning | ter the small limbs at the bud, or just below 
t and taken away every evening by Ager’s om-| . d f 1 he pith f a a 
; nibus. We have one engineer, and dam- Ba te reece sco 
z builder, one boarding-house keeper, two| own the stalk. They seldom attack 
? joiners, one secretary, three printers, one | branches of any size. They are a small 

devil, and one editor—the last two being | brown or black bug, about three-eights of an 

Seti or ‘whom bn piven owuars teas nana ce| Dn nes San se snow © cabbaasiogies 
fr us can have a heart to rebel; the colonel is an ee ee ea ehe an | 
i the happiest creature that ever lived—away | C22 be thrown upon their character, habits, 
: from his wife so long; the captain amuses | and the best mode of avoiding their mischief, 
* aoe ay pane how full ae can_ stuff | by those who are acquainted with them, will 
- the stomachs of his guests without splittin; i a 
& them; the chief builder talks as datiicestaly prrcanragerc! ects coterie te our oe 

of architraves, balusters, columns—Ionic, oe 
° Doric, and Tuscan—as a successful politician | We doubt not that we will hear of their 

; alee - _the ae see a es depredations from not a few. They were 
S makes himself merry telling these drolleries. i i 
% The women wash Mondays (and if the Col. si = 2 = fe worse a ne ae i 

: don’t send ice, the men bring water fifty rods © Went arom tree 40 Stee, om, oew & a 
. with neck-yokes, without grambling,) iron them we could find, and that is the last we 

‘ Tuesdays, or Wednesdays, visit Thursdays, | have seen of them. 
iq Fridays, or Saturdays, receive calls, and get ee 
d nice meals every day, and keep so busy and Sethe emer: 

cheerful doing their own work and minding TP BEN, Cena 
their own business, that they have no time : 
to scandal each other. They and the girls Mussrs. Eprrors—Presuming that wouae 
have finished up their calls upon each other, | 8S ready to assist the farmer in cultivating 

5 and commenced visiting; and the husbands | his mind as you are to aid him in tilling his 

; rae to “go = tea” ey ae whether | soil, and that you feel as much interested in 
they are invited or not. @ superintend- i i cess i 
ent is hurrying up matters to get fis family pees eee eeys oe 

E among us; and two old bach’s stand shiver- former case as in the latter, I yonture to of- 
ie ing outside, agitated witk hope and fear—| fer you afew remarks upon a subject closely 

hope that they may yet be admitted to the | connected with mental culture. That sub- 
joys of our circle, and fear that if they should ject is the new orthography. It has been 
be they would have to build houses and get | Gemonstrated that the reform ed i 
married! We have one piano, two melo- ho Kabliah slphab: ST ean 

Y deons, one drum, and two home-made four- = . ni glish alphabet very much abridges and 
legged stools, because there were’nt chairs | Simplifies the labor of learning to read and 
enough ; one flute, one flageolet, one fiddle, | write. The greatest, and perhaps the only 

> and sometime’s Ager’s tin horn. We have} real objection to the phonetic alphabet is, ; 
e two horses, one cow, and one calf; four ca-} that it is not yet introduced into general use, 

nary birds, two cats, no dogs, twelve hens, hich objectii lies, fi th . 
three owls, and twenty-five partridges; be-| VUC7 ©¥ec#0n applies, trom the auataro of 

; sides Col. Anderson’s mules over the river | things, to all reforms before their common 
; —and when we get a railroad, school-house, | adoption. This, like other true reforms, 

y and te re fat be the happiest communi- | needs assistance in its infancy, and who can 
y in Christendom. i i 

. P. S.—Since the above was written, oth- mee ec —_ - cP CS a 
: ers have moved in, but they are so unsettled | "7° ™9 Poe cine eee 
‘ that it would be as dificult to describe them | #imed at then, your humble correspondent 
; as it was for the Irishman to count his pig, | asks the proprietors of the Farmer that they 
: it frisked about so.” will, if convenient with their interests, giv, = 
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the phonetic alphabet a trial. By laying be- | years—never having a bit of smut when 
fore your readers once a menth a few para- | following the course given below: 
graphs in the new method of spelling—a] Just before sowing wet the seed thorugh- 
task to which you will be equal when sup-|ly with weak ley, then roll in dry ashes 
plied with a tew of the types, and Mr. Smal- | and sow immediatly. 
ey’s Phonetic Dictionary—you will no doubt} Care must be taken not to have the ley 
highly gratify many who are now phoneti- | too strong or the germ of the seed will be 
cians, and many more who will speedily be- | injured. 

come such by reading those paragraphs,| Inthe Farmer's Dictionary we find smut 
without, I think, displeasing any reader.|in wheat spoken of as follows: 
And while thus supporting a worthy cause, pee best prsveneires poor ae keep ss the lands occasionally limed or salted, never a hieines te ge sanee conan upon sou atie using too much rank stable manure without gratitude “Of nations yet to be. some saline matters ; and, secondly, steep- Truly yours, A Junior. ing oe seed before sowing in solution of . —— . sulphate of copper (blue vitriol.) One ounce In relation to the foregoing subject We | and a quarter of oe salt is = to a bushel would say, that it is one which we do not| of wheat: it is dissolved in just enough wa- very well understand, but will consider it, | ter to wet the grain, which is steeped for 
and if desired by enough of our readers to | three ae ot re pow, Sa coe Ee te . = . {ing spread out. strong brine and milk o: make a pores etules Pethiep Se nonpoon re lime are also used with good success ; but nient will adopt the suggestion. the copper solution is very superior.” Eps. Farmer. ————_—_+-ce0--——____ 

VALUABLE FACTS IN OHEMISTRY. 
SMUT IN WHE. ane on Acids and alkalies are to each other like = negative and positive, and when mixed in 

Messrs. Epirors—I notice in the April | equal proportions neutralize each other, and number of the Farmer, 1855, on page 100, when neutralized are in equal proportions, 
an article on Smut in Wheat, in which the] Acids change blue, purple and green colors iter, Horace Olamens, recommends vitriol of vegetables into red; and neutralize alka- writer, a , lies andearth. The elementary principle is asaremedy. I shall not attempt to dispute oxygen. There are eighteen mineral acids, 
the point that smut in wheat is a disease, as | nine vegetable, and five animal. 
T believe the same to be an acknowledged} Alkalies have the power of changing the 
fact. But as I have ever, in regard to all| blue vegetable juices to green, the green to diseases, considered an ounce of preventive | Yellow, the yellow to orange, the orange to 1 3 dof I have therefore |"¢4, 20d red to purple. Acids change vege- equal tos pont One 2 table blue to red. Chlorine destroys all from careful investigation become satisfied colors. 
that the most fruitful source of smut isthe} Alkalies consist of ammonia, potash, soda, heating of the seed in the mow. With this |and lithia. The alkaline earths are lime, 
view, my preventive for some years past has | Magnesia, barytes, and strontian. The neu- 
been, to let my wheat for seed stand until Le caret are silica, alumnia, ytria, glucina, se a .__ | and zirconia, 
quite ripe before cutting, and then I Advise | "100 of pure potash are equal to 70 of con- to put the same on a scaffold until fully | centrated sulphuric acid, and thus they are cured, mutual tests, 

é . A . Ammonia is a compound of hydrogen and TTL ee ae mods < Le nitrogen, and usually called volatile alkali. seed, I have ee oo anal Inmy: wheat, slay. after galvanizing soda and potash, though my neighbors complain of their wheat made an experiment to prove that there was smutting. Yours truly, oxygen in ammonia. 
Lrman Darron. ae Fey compennaine eee s + p ments wi ese alkaline earths, made sub- Daxrox, Wavraca Co., Wis.,May 5, ’O6. stances which he called metals, as calcium, 

2 ing in|{te™ lime, magnium, barium, and strontium. Anorner Remzpy.—While traveling in : ’ E 
Waukesha County a short time since, Mr. a ioe eae caren Date oye ee 
Ws. Gravus, of Lisbon, gave us the follow- Bone in its solid parts is phosphate of 
ing preventive or remedy, which he said he | lime organized by membranes, arteries, veins, 
had tried with entire snccess for several lymphatics, and nerves, and ina state of
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; constant change, like the rest of the body. ; chureh, in his usual health. On his return 

Madder in food stains bones, and abstinence | home he was seized with apoplexy—the sec- 

: restores them, and the vessels so rapidly | ond attack—and he expired after an illness 

. convey the matter of the bone, that in cases of six hours. 

of necrosis or death of a bone, a new bone is} _ “These (many) sudden deaths from apo- 

: formed as a case to the dead one, which may | plexy among business men, forcibly admon- 

be taken away when the case becomes a per- | ish us all that we must take more time for 

; fect bone in all its functions. leisure, recreation, and enjoyment of some 

. Chlorine gas destroys the volatile effluvia | kind or other. Mind cannot stand the con- 

of putrefaction and infection ; and a solution stant stretch of the street, and breaks down 

; of the chloride of lime is bleaching powder, under it, and crushes the whole system with 

: and employed for that purpose. A table it. The brain is over-worked, and the phys- 

; spoonfal, in a wine glass of water, spread on | ique under-worked. ‘rhere is not enough 

, a plate, destroys all infection, and purifies physical to counterbalance the intense intel- 

the air of sick chambers, infected houses, lectual activity of the city. Play more and 

and removes smells from drains, privies, &c. | work less.” 

; —_—_____+202-+-____—_ Here was a gentleman in the prime of life 

THE INSANITY OF WEALTH. —only forty-eight years old—with an income 

. Every century of the world’s progress has of $50,000 a year for the last ten years prob- 

had its foible and its predominant character- ably, living in grand style, with a loving 

istic. One was measured by barbarian con- | wife and family, who committed suicide just | 

mest, another witnessed the spread of | 23 much as Sadlier did on Hampstead Heath, 

: Ghristianity, a third was memorable for the through the insanity for wealth—only the 

, crusades, a fourth for its feudal sway, an- insanity of one ended in misfortune and that 

; other for its spread of superstition, another of the other in lucky turns. He retired in 

. was an era of conquest, another of discovery, 1854, and _ was then told by his medical 

another of settlement, ete. We have had friend: “Stop business, or you will die! 

the iron, brazen, silver, and golden ages ; but, He obeyed for a short time, and was renew- 

beyond all question, the mark of this nine- |!98 his youth and life; but yielding to the 

; teenth century is expressed by its pursuit of insanity of Wall Street, he re-entered the 

wealth more than by any other of its great race for wealth, and died. . | 

} characteristics. The pursuit in England and It was the insanity for wealth which drove | 

: in the United States has been to a great de- Robert Seuyler and James O. Forsyth to the 

7 gree an insanity. Previous to 1895 men la- miserable deaths of skulking exiles; and it || 

bored for competencies—from then to 1885 is the same which has brought Phineas T. 

for furtunes—ever since fur the love of mon- Barnum to the mortification of a public 

nyed power and pecuniary despotism; and bankruptcy, and an examination -in open 

despite all the dreadful lessons we have from court about his his daily bread. 

: day to day, and year to year, regarding this These are lessons which men grasping for 

insanity, the pursuit continues and increases | wealth may profit by; but the probability is | 

its tenacity of purpose and scope and sway. that they will be scorned. It is the proper- 

Suicides, bankrupteies, disgraces, sudden | ty of insanity to believe its possessor sane, 

: deaths—one and all preach awful sermons cool, and steady, and in no need of reforma- 

to the votaries of wealth, yet how pointless | tion in mind or body ; bat the humble arti- 

of effect! -Men make steain-engines of them- | san, the merchant of sung means, the happy 

selves, and from morning until night—even literateur, the merry miller, the little laborer, 

half through the night—work and dream of | the hearty farmer—one and all, who ever 

gold. sigh for wealth, and often fain would essay 

“Gold! Gold! Gold! Gold! to try for the gigantic fortunes that they 

; ee and yellow, hard and cold— hear about, will take heed of these teachings 
Molten, graven, hammered, and rolled, : : 
Heavy to get and light to hold— and ask only for competency—remain con- 

Hoarded, bartered, bought and euld— tented with competency when it is acquired. 

8 Se eee erat wet tiedea ty Ose oa | For them, the warnings of suicide, bankrupt 

: To the very verge of the ae mould— | cy, disgrace, and sudden death will not be 

Eee Guid? Gold! Goldy thrown away. [N. Y. Sunday Times. 
Good or bad a thousand fold!” +e — 

; A Wall Street. cotemporaty actually finds | | Corns.—If you don’t want corns on your 

room right under its ‘stock column” for feet, don’t wear tight boots. If you don't 

. this paragraph : ‘ want te be ‘corned’ all over, don’t get ‘tight’ 

“Tue Suppex Drara or Netson Rosr- | yourself. 

: son, Esg., who is well known to New York —_——_\_+ooor—_ —_ 

city as one of the leading minds of Wall St., Wuy had a man better loose an arm than 

- forcibly arrests the public attention. Twelve aleg? Because in losing his leg he loses 

, o’clock Sunday, we understand, he was at something “to boot.” 

' 
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For the Farmer. | pare them for the farmer, as all the resinous 
THERE GEowane. trees require to be bedded out from the seed 

Messrs. Eprrors—I had hoped before this| box, bed, or pot in which they have been 
to have sent you a few thoughts on timber | raised, when very small, and must be trans- 
growing, but hitherto have been hindered. | planted every yer, or two at most, until 
Iam glad that ethers are attending to the} sold from the nursery, or else the buyer will ~ 
subject, yet there is one part of the business, | Jose his labor and his money. 
to my mind, overlooked, It is this—most} as shade and ornamental tree, I know 

men are unacquainted with nursery work, of none that surpasses the Horse Chestnut, 

pra tically; and the seasons hurry farmers 80 | (4scalus Hippocastanum,) and Paria Discol- 
much in this country, that I fear but little| 5. one growing 50 feet high, the other 
will be done in timber raising until practical from 5 to 10 feet. A. G. Hanford will con- 

nurserymen set about the business in earnest, | fer benefit on the readers of the FARMER 
and raise and advertise timber trees as abun-| if he can tell them how readily to distinguish 
dantly and cheaply as they now do apple} hetween the Black and Yellow Locusts, and 

trees. give the botanical name of the species as 
I have observed here that young oaks! there are many varieties. 

mostly lose their leading shoot in the winter, Joun W. Forp. 
and start another in the spring; (this I sup- 

pose to be occasionnd by a late fall eae Ee a eee 
and the hard frost,) and it is very detrimen- For the Farmer. 
tal to the growth of the tree, and also to the Waseh 28D CEeee 

| timber, causing many more knots andcrooks.|_ Mxssrs. Eprrors—Your remarks in the 

Great difficulty was experienced in England, | April number, upon the communication of 
} some years ago, in raising clean, straight oak | Mr. Hatch, in relation to the transmutation 

timber in many parts, until a plan was adopt-| of wheat to chess, are indicative of a slight 
ed to plant amongst the oaks about an equal | degree of impatience with those who find 
number of selected Scotch fir trees, or rather} faith a shorter road than reason, even in 

pines, (Pinus Sylvestris,) which grows 80} physics. In this matter you can say with 
feet high. and will keep above the oaks, and| more prepriety than did the prophet in a 

protect them, thus facilitating their growth. | different case, “I do well to be angry.” It 
As they progress they require thinning out] appears to me that no evidence, short of 
—first in the branches, and when they have | that which is “strong as proofs of holy writ,” 
attained 15 or 20 feet hight, an annual thin-| should be accepted in favor of a proposition 
ning is necessary, which will furnish a great} which has no analogy in nature, and no 

deal of useful stuff. Finally the pine trees! plausibility in reason. I am aware that one 
may all be cut ont, excepting a few on the} well proved fact is worth a score of argu- 

outside of the copse or plantation, which | ments, but in this case the fact is always as- 

will help to break the wind, and make a|sumed, and never proved but by hypothesis 
Pleasing variety of foliage. Some of the| orsecond hand testimony. 

- Most valuable forests of oak timber owned} Jt is true that many credible men tell us 
by Queen Victoria, have been raised and of sowing wheat and reaping chess, bus who 

nursed in this way, as I am witness. of all these trust-worthy believers has ever 
Larvix Europea has also been cultiva-| made such an experiment as a scientific man 

ted to great advantage in England, ior va-| would demand, and found his theory justi- 
rious in-door uses, and has been found very | fied by the fact? Or, who has sown wheat 
durable and strong. It 1s sometimes raised] where no other seed could possibly have 
for hop poles; for this use they need to be| been in the soil, and after subjecting it to all 
planted almost as thick together as is possi-| the conditions favorable to transmutation 
ble. No doubt a selection from 20 or more| has found chess where wheat should have 
American varieties of Pinus, Abies, and] been? 
Larvix, might be made which would at once] I have said that this process of transmu- 
beantify and enrich our Wisconsin; but the] tation has no analogy in nature. Wheat, 
nurseryman must make the choice, and pre | (Z'riticum eativvm,) and chess, or cheat, 
ee
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(Bromus secalimus.) are both perfect plants, For the Farmer. 
capable of re-producing their kind, and hav- Sete Wau: 
ing no other resemblance than is common to| Messrs, Eprrors—In looking over your 

; all plants of the same general family, but | valnable publication, my attention was ar- 
differing in species and varictes. The Lima|rested by a communication asking for in- 
bean of our gardens, the red clover of our |fermation in relation to Artesian Wells. I 
fields, and the yellow locust of our forests, }am engaged in that business, and will give 

; are more nearly allied than wheat and chess. | you all the information in my power. Wells 
; The potato, the egg-plant and the tomato, jof four or six inches diameter can be sunk 

are nearer congenus than these cereals, and | for from one to three dollars per foot. If 
: yet who would credit the story that either |in earth, you will need a pipe of iron, and 

of these edibles had grown from the seed or |then your well will average about three dol- 
: root of the other? Admit the possibility of |lars per foot; if in rock, the cost per foot 

such a change as this, and the integrity of | will not exceed $1.50—if in lime or sand- 
nature is Cestroyed, and the whole animal }stone; harder rock will cost more. Water 
and vegetable kingdoms would long ere this | can be brought to the surface of the earth in 
have been in a state of hopeless confusion. |any part of the country, by going deep 

If chess is degenerate wheat, as some con-|enough; but there has as yet been no rule | 
tend, the infallible law of nature must apply | discovered by which to determine the depth 

to this as to all hybrids, forbidding its re-|you must go to accomplish this object. I 
: production, and yet chess will produce chess | can sink 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 inch wells to any 

as certainly as like produces like in any |depth required. I will furnish a set of tools 
other case. capable of sinking wells 800 feet deep, and 

; In short, I am more inclined to the opin- | men to work said tools, for $12 per day, and 
ion that, if transmutation is ever possible, | found; or sell a set of tools that will work 
our wheat has for years past been turning to|300 feet, with derrick, gearing, drills, and 
Pigeon grass, as that enterprising cereal has | augers suitable for earth or stone, for $850, 
multiplied mysteriously in our lands. and give all neeessary instruction how to 

\ : ds D. Worrueron. | work them. I shall be happy at any time to 
Summit, April 25, °56. oe give you any information in my power, and 

For the Farmer | subscribe myself, very trnly 
PLOWING WITH THREE HORSES. Yours, Epwm RB. Przror. 

Few farmers are aware of the advantage| Wvyocsna, Columbia Co., Wis. | 
of plowing with three horses, instead of Se ee 
using only two, as is the common method. orzo cae oeeeeEes eee 
For breaking in colts, particularly, this is} |The Paris correspondent of the London || 
avery practicable method. A colt may be Fae Sure aniacnay bs * egearery aa er 
placed ” she near side of a span of horses, phonse Karr, hie is nothing less te the || making him pull on the end of a sweep, | nanufacture of silk from the mulberry tree. 
against the span—on the principle of asteel- | This tree furnishes the food of the silk worm, 
yard, the length to be proportioned accord-|and this discovery is intended to take the 
ing to the strength and endurance of the| entire business out of the hands of this crea- 
colt. The team moves steadily along in ture. It is stated that the mulberry leaves 

= are boiled first intoa thick paste, trom which spite of the unsteady movement of the colt. the silk threads are made. The correspond- 
To prevent the plow from running too much | ent alluded to states that he has seen several 
to land, the clevy will have to be placed | yards of excellent silk, made in this manner, 
far to the near side—or, better yet, a plow | aud that its price is twenty-five times cheap- 
beam sprung sufficiently to the near side | ‘T than silk made in the common way. We 7 = are inclined to doubt the truth of this story; substituted for the old one. In harrowing, but we hope it may be true. 
also, 4 much greater amount of work may [Scientific American. 
be done than with only two horses. The ————+-eee-.—___ 
three horse team gives a power and steadi-| “Ican hardly think that man to be in his 
ness of movement truly surprising to those | right mind,” said Cicero, “who is destitute 
who have never tried such a team before. | of religion.”
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H O R T I C U L r U R E ‘J dead hickory, about our erchards, and would P 
——____________ | advise o hers to be. 
FRUIT TREES AND THEIR ENEMIES. The Aphis Mali Fabriciues, or Plant b 

June, though not so busy a planting sea- Louse, is one of the next plagues in order, 

sonas April and May, yet affords plenty of Pay ia —— ihey a cece a 
employment, both in the fruit and vegetable 2 pas *) = a ie tascece! Romiencs 
garden. Trees of last spring’s planting need sine zw canun of Honest ora ‘a many 5 s, Which are so denom- 
looking carefully over, to see that they alll inated from the plants they infest. The 
stand firm and erect in their places; and | males are winged, and the females without 
also that the mulching is properly placed | wings ; they are viviparous, producing their 
about them, before the setting in of the dry | young alive, in the spring; and also ovipa- 
Rok season, rous, laying eggs in autumn.” 

| Look sharply for Borers in the bodies of} A writer for “The New England Farmer,” 
your apple trees. Whenever you see dark, (Vol. II. p. 9, ater stating a number of 

| Te. dead Looking apts on the bark. Gk experiments wit soap-suds, for detsroying 
scabby, gS Spr fe Dark, take | aphides, which were unsuccessful, or but 

| your knife and carefully examine for the | partially succeeded, says, “1 was led to con- 
| cause. You will frequently find it the local- clude, that it is not sufficient to wet the up- 

| ity of the Borer. Underneath the bark, in- Ber Ride Otis leaves, boas ee ask tens eye so : . sagreen ble or polsonuus the Insect, bu 
sidiously, but rapidly, he puree) his de- that they must i well drenched eau 
structive work. He is but an insignificant | eq jn the suds. I therefore applied again 
white grub, yet armed with a rasp upon his | the same remedy ; but with this ditference— 
head, that readily reduces the hardest apple- | instead of sprinkling the upper side of the 
tree wood to powder. We set a fine garden branches, I carried a pailtul of suds from tree, 
orchard, two years ago the past spring, of ee) and, bending the tops of small trees, 
it sci ghd Gece. Chak wo wee area; and the branches of larger ones, immersed 
Tge se : 8 ore tan | all the parts infested with lice, holding them 

a hundred miles to get. For a while they | in the liquor for a moment, that none might 
seemed to grow well, but about mid-summer, | esczpe being well wet. On examining the 

we discovered some of them beginning to | tees, the next day, the greater part of the 
wilt, and look sickly; on a little examina- Be were destroyed. It was found necessary 4 Z _ © repeat the same process once 0: twice, 
tion we found them badly infested with | with suds not too weak, say about two or 
Borers—some of them even entirely girdled, | three ounces of soap to a gallon of water.” 
and dying, others scarred and partly girdled. | Another writer in the same paper, (p. 10,) 

We immediately set to work with a slim | Sys, “I have applied soap--uds to my apple- 
pointed knife, and dug the rascals out; but ae in order to kill the lice. It will be thopahadtaot oo iwelliainctaal Gist ce tent | een for me to say, that just sprinkling 

y) gol sa 5 them with suds will not kill them; neither 
one half of the trees were entirely spoiled. | will dipping the branches which are infested 

The only remedy we know of, is to watch | With them kill them. But dipping and hol- 
for, and slay them when they appear. And ding them in, as long as I can conveniently 

the earlier the examination in the spring the gale thy oEeatas peoeoy crerone The side pring suds do not appear to injure the leaves. I 
better. Digging round the trees, as soon | tried suds made on purpose, and suds which 
as the frost is out of the ground, and mixing | had been used for family washing. The lat- 

in plenty of unleached ashes, or air slaked | ter answers the purpose much the best.” It 
lime, to kill or drive away the insect trom | }8 possible to make soap-suds so strong as to 
Raat ws i so kill the tender branches, as well as the in- 

which the Borer originates, is also recom-| sects which infest them. The proportion 
mended as an excellent preventive of the | above mentioned, of two or three ounces of 
evil in the premises. Hickory, cut at cer- | soap to a gallon of water, is probably most 
tain seasons of the year, is much infested | auVisable. 
With the borer; and we are inclined to be-| The Caterpillar is also a great nuisance, if 
lieve that they went from hickory stumps | allowed to multiply and mature on orchard 
standing near, into our trees, especially as | trees. We never see worms’ nests upon a 
they were brought and set there, upon an | ucighbor’s trees, remaining perhaps for 
entirely new patch of ground, but a few | weeks, without concluding that he is too 
weeks before. We have since been shy of | uegligent and careless to have an orchard 

! 

a leh
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under his charge. The following remarks For the Farmer. 
from Coxe are in point: es PEaIny AND eos 

“ This is one of the worst enemies toan or-|  Mxssrs, Eprrors—Why do we see so little 
a peeren oe eeuy emer attention given to small fruit and the luxu- , yy alittle attention. In the spring, when |. _ 2 i 
the nests are small and the insects young and | "°s of the garden? We ee send you ff tender, they never venture abroad in the | # Statement of our past et ee 

, early part of the day, when the dew is on | strawberries, copied from a previously pre- 
the — c in bad weather ; they may en pared journal : | 5 be effectually destroyed by crushing them Re OES ee el | P in the nest. This attention, continued a oo a ee re eee EERE | ( short time every spring, will destroy those in we have picked and sold at home market, ‘ existence, and will prevent their increase in | 287 qts. of strawberries, clear fruit, at 2s, || 

; fature years : if left till grown strong, they per gt.; also 150 qts. in the calyx. at 1s. 6d. 5 wander from their nests, and cannot be a per qt.—used 88 gqts. at 2s per qt., making in 
; ectually overcome without great trouble all, 425 qts,, amounting to $94.88. At the 

and expense. : ; same rate, one acre would produce over 75 : We shall make a more extended reference bushels, amounting to nearly $600. | 
; to ee ef fruit = = The kinds cultivated in these beds are the | 

ma Beans, the season, sooamipanie) a Willey, and Large Early Scarlet. Some | 
‘ * ap oairations; eget nda i ae square rods of our beds yielded more than | 
: ae ae to'be well studied and | icons much as ethers, giving some ideaof | 

2 saersord. the amount that may be grown on an acre | 
; THE WINTER AND ITS EFFECTS. of ground. The mode of culture is well } 

Ss describea in the April number of the Farm- | 
The effects of the cold winter upon fruit | ER, in “a Chapter on Small Fruit.” | 

; trees, are at length fully determined and un-| We have one-fourth of an acre of Pie | 
: derstood, and we think will be remembered Plant, (Cahoon’s Seedling) which has yield- 
] for some time by not afew. The peach | ed and we have suld $200 worth of the stalk | 

trees seem to have been nearly all destroyed, | for pies, in this market, this season. | 
q throughout the State, and all the more ten-| ‘These items may encourage others to try | 

der kinds of cherry trees are killed down, the “no-matter luxuries” of the garden. 
; partially or wholly. Young apple trees, in Gzo.J. & 8. H. Kurioac. 
! many instances, have fared but little better. JANEsVILLE, May, 1856 ] 

Of a lot of about six hundred which we had d 5 ee i 
set in nursery rows, coming five years old, THE CRANBERRY AND ITS CULTURE; | 
we have lost about one third, outright, while The shove se the Ullel ot aligdieratannal | s rr = is > nT many of the cues have had all the etn th from ©. M. Saxton & Co., New York, written | of last year killed. We attribute itin part | by B. Eastwood, very well illustrated, and | to their being imported trees,» having been | full of information. The culture of this fruit } 
bronght up from Rochester, N. Y.,last spring. | is of great importance ; it will pay well in | 
They were ascurvy lot of trees, like most soils eieele for aiele else. A large oan 
that come up from those eastern nurseries ; ieee aE aka ae a ay 

, and being out of the ground so long, as they profitable. ‘The expernence dethiled in this 
| must necessarily be on so long a journey, | work cannot be dispensed with by those in- } 
; they were partially stunted in their growth, | tending to plant the cranberry. From tento | 
; and consequently wero as illy able to stand | fifteen dollars a barrel is the price now ob- f ; a very cold winter as a consumptive patient | ‘ined id the Boston market; Ee ie | ld be been sold in London for nearly a dollar; all J : wen F that can be raised will find a market. In | : We fared about the same with our pears, | the appendix, there is an estimate of the | 

* especially those dwarfed on quince. The | profit of the culture, by Mr. A. Flint, as fol- Bartlett variety, both on pear and quince, | !0WS? In 1853, he sold fifty barrels, at thir- | killed ont bad. Still, all trees that lived | 2" dollars a barrel, making siz hundred and | : eae : ’ ees that lived | Arty dollars. as the product of two acres of through, although: pretty black inside for a |‘what was quite recently an almost worthless : time, are now growing well. bog meadow. [Hoi ticulturist. . 

:
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CULTIVATION OF PLUMS. and has only been sonstnne? of late years, 
In most sections the cultivation of plums | When it is thought that the forcing prinei- has been greatly abridged by the ravages of ple, so perniciously applied in our human 

the curculio, and indeed the injurious conse- | Urseries of knowledge,” is equally desira- 
quences resulting from its insidious attacks, | ble in accelerating the maturation of vege- 
have been so great, that very many who had | tables, and pushing “Dame Nature, ahead 
entered quite extensively into the enrerprise | Of herself, to the detriment of her more im- 
have been compelled to abandon it altogeth- | PoTtant characteristics and powers. 
er. Whether there exists, at present, any J. B.B. in the Germantown Telegraph. 
efficient and reliable remedy for this evil, is SS at 0 Oe 
a question admitting, partinns of some doubt. So See 
Still, by a proper system of cultivation, its! The “Victoria” is a great improvement up- 
effects may be greatly mitigated, certainly, |on the old Red Dutch; bears profusely— 
and the farmer who is the possessor of suita- | bunches long, and berries large, and a robust 
ble soil, and who can affurd the requisite grower; it should be in every garden. The 
amount of attention, may derive no small | Cherry Currant has shorter bunches than the 
profit from the cultivation of any or all the Victoria, but much larger berries, and is a 
numerous varieties ordinarily grown upon | little more acid. The size of its berry is re- 
our farms. The soil which appears to be | marked by all who see it. The Red Grape 
most genial to these fruits, is a light, deep gis also a very productive variety, the bunehes 
and warm loam, approaching to sand, and J are very numerons, and berries not so large 
Teposing upon a porous substance of sand or | as those of the Cherry or Victoria. 
gravel. It should be worked carefully, and Long Bunched Red is a very desirable va- 
enriched by durable manure, but never with riety, and is remarkable for the length of the such matters as will ferment strongly. A | bunches. 
compost of forest leaves, clay and rotten) Prince Albert is a very light colored red 
wood, chip manure from the wood shed, | currant, a very choice variety, but as yet not 
Teached ashes, lime, ‘gypsum, and salt, is | so extensively cultivated as the sorts above much better than animal excrement, and if'| noted. 
thrown into a heap the year previous to its Among the white currants, the White 
application, and occasionally wet down with Grape is becoming the general favorite. 
soap suds and urine, with a turning now and | Those who compare it with the White Dutch then during the season, to mix the materials | are obliged to acknowledge its superiority, 
thoroughly, it will operate with great effi- | both in size of berry, productiveness and fla- 
ciency, and induce a rapid and healthy vor; it is much sweeter than the other, and 

growth. is peculiarly adapted to making wine. The 
Salt is perhaps one of the best of all known | Currant requires little special attention, a 

fertilizers for the plum. In its native state | few bushes will not eecupy much space along 
that of the beach plum—it is always found | the walk in a vegetable garden, while their 
in situations where it is copiously irrigated | fruit is very grateful in the sultry weather of 
by salt-water, and is there never infested by | Argist. Let all who own even a sinall gar- 
the evils which so greatly lessen its value in | den, procure a few of these improved varie- 
acultivated state. Probably an_ occasional | ties of Currants. [Rural New-Yorker. 

| sprinkling of salt and water, made about as a 
strong as the sea water is, and applied by an| Busn your Tomarors.—It is just as sensi- 
ordinary garden syringe, to the limbs ‘and | ble to grow peas without bushing them as it 
leaves, would tend somewhat to mitigate the | is tomatoes. You may grow both in a slov- 
evils resulting from the curculio, if it did not enly sort of way, if you have plenty of room 
wholly prevent them. Washing the bark |on the ground; but you can grow either 
frequently with soap suds, urine, or weak | twice as well upon something to support 
lye, and splitting the bark from the roots up-|them, and tomatoes are decidedly better 
ward to the junction of the larger limbs, | grown up in the air than near the ground, 
have a good effect. Allgreen andimmature | under the shade of a mass of vines. The 
fruit should be carefully destroyed as soon | best support fora tomato vine is a short bush 
as it falls. It contains the egg of the fly i firmly in the ground. The branches 
Which produces the curculio, as may beseen | have room to spread among the limbs and 
by inspecting it as it comes from the tree. support the fruit. The plan is much better 

I think that very many who attempt the | than tying@o stakes and trimming, according 
cultivation of plums, are enforcing them too|to our experience. We have tried both 
Yigorously. The pear blight, in my opinien, | ways. [Agricultural Exchange. 

is attributable to the same course. In old eee ay 
times, when pears were set in apple orchards, | Punom thinks that carriage drivers would there was no complaint as to their blighting. | make the best soldiers in the world, as no The disease Was, indeed, wholly unknown, | troops could stand their charges. 

————————————————— ————
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$ PEARS—FLEMISH BEAUTY. The Wisconsin Fruit Grower's Association 
a We give two outlines of Pears—the Flem- | recommended it for general cultivation, at 
2 ish Beauty, and the Beurre d’ Anjou—the | their late convention. The other is alsohigh- 
‘I first of which we deem one of the very best | !y spoken of, although not so well known 
2 for western cultivation, as a standard tree. { and proved as the first. 
. “The Flemish Beauty seems par- 
2 ticularly well adapted to the rich 
2 warm soils of the West, producirg 
: fruit with only ordinary care, equal- 
<: ling specimens grown East by means 
‘ of special nurture and extra atten- 
4 f tion. The best specimens we have 
>, 7 ‘% ever seen were grown in Wiscon- 
4 :) sin. ‘The tree is very luxumant, 
& / \ \\ and bears early and abundantly; 
a 7, 7 young shoots upright, dark brown. 
4 3 The fruit requires to be gathered 
a o sooner than most pears, even be- 
: ii fore it parts readily from the tree. 
2 / }] \ If it is then ripened in the house it 
‘ / L \ is always fine, while, if allowed to 
= | Fi i \ mature on the tree, it usually be- 
; | /! x ‘\ comes soft, flavorless, and soon de- 
4 ( ; cays. 

| % \ j Fruit, large, oblong, obovate— 
+ RN 5 / Skin, a little rough, ground pale 

: 7 / yellow, mostly covered with mar- 
, a blings and patches of light ruseet, 

\ } becoming reddish brown at maturi- 
NS 2 ty on the sunny side. Stalk, rath- 

. er short, from an inch to an inch 
ai and a half long, pretty deeply 

planted in a peculiar, narrow, round cavity. Calyz, short, open, placed in a small round 
basin. Flesh, yellowish white, not very fine grained, but juicy, melting, very saccharine 
and rich, with aslight musky flavor. Season, 20th September to 15th October.” 

We had selected a somewhat lengthy arti- Se 
ole for this number, bearing upon Dwarf| Som ror Frurr Trexs—Fine fruit can 
Pears, and calculated to establish some things | Oly be grown upon a soil naturally or arti- hi idvebout ‘then hesciotee at ficially dry and firm. A wet soil, or a very 
ee see eaten HOR CUOTODes loose, peaty ore, never produces fine fruit. want of space forbids it for the present. It Sandy soils, gravelly soils or clayey soils, as will make no particular difference just at the | well as what are called loamy soils, can be 
Present, as the Pear speculation must be | made to grow fire fruit, if properly cultiva- 

; nearly over, for the season, before the ap- ted, pro aed the subsoil is — enone 2 
f thisnumber. We think the sub- De oe PeBrenhe Ot te : wards a sufficient depth to allow the roots of ject will be likely to be pretty well under- | trees at least three teet of soil which is never 

: stood, by many, after the experience of the | filled with stagnant moisture—and the great- 2 ast winter. er the depth of perfectly drained aa the Pi ter. ] y 1 —————+e+—______@ greater the certainty of success. 
To Destroy Barx Lioz.—Take strong lye, [Moore’s Rural New-Yorker. 4 and put in it as much salt as will dissolve, ——+ooo>—_____ 

. and wash the bark of the trees with it by| Narvurz makes us poor only when we want ; means of a brush or swab. Apply in spring | necessaries, but custoin gives the name of i> before the buds start. poverty to the want of superfluities. b : a eee eee : Ss OOoOoDauaoanaooe_  eooO
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PRBARS—BRUREE D’ ANJOU. | fruiting, we think warrants its extended oul- 
“This variety was imported from France, | ture. The wood is stout and of a pale dull 

and is eomparatively new at the West. The | yellow. 
vigorous and healthy character of the tree,| Size, large. orm, oblong-obovate, full at 
together with its habit of early and abundant | the crown, tapering to an obtuse point at 

the stem. Color, pale yellow, dull 
red on the sunny side, much russet- 

ed around the eye, and regularly 

covered with minute russet specks. 

7 Stem, short, thick, curved and ob- 

‘ , liquely inserted in a shallow cavity, 

= formed by uneven swellings and 
J projections of the fruit. Calyz, me- 

5 dium sized, open with stout seg- 

ye ments reflexed. Basin, regularly 
a) formed, round. Flesh, yellowish 

f white, melting juicy, rich, sprightly 
/ | and delicions. Core. small. Seeds, 

RA long, pointed. Season, October and 

| November.” 

h \ The Benrre d’ Anjou is sometimes 

i Pr} \ confounded with the Beurre Brown. 

Whe AE Downing describes the latter variety 
: il hy as follows: 

WEA “Tne Bevrre Brows, almost too 
‘ \ Y Uj well known to need description, was 

\ } for a long time considered the prince 

: i f of pears in France, its native coun- 
~~ try, and for those who are partial to 

the high vinous flavor—a rich min- 

gling of sweet and acid—it has, still, few competitors. It is, however, quite variable in 
different soils, and its variety of appearance in different gardens, has given rise to the many 

names, gray, brown, red and golden, under which it is known. 

“Kenrick calls it “an outcast,” but our greenish white, melting, buttery, extremely 

readers will pardon our dissent from this |juicy, with a rich sub-acid flavor. Season, 
opinion, while we have the fact in mind, of September.” 

its general excellence in this region; and es- Te id iis Sa) ee aan SET Bh, 

Tecially that of a noble tree, now in view | prove derive their eaghon fromenrbont acid 
from the library where we write, which isin | most of which they oe from the air thro’ 
luxuriant vigor, and gives us, annually, from | the medium of the leaves. It also comes in 
five to eight bushels of superb fruit. Thej through the medium of the roots dissolved 

truth is, this pear is rather tender for New | in water. It was long suppesed to be de- 
England, and requires a warm climate and rived from the vegetable mould (humus) of 

Saks the soil, which got into the plant before com. 
strong soil. Shoots diverging, dark brown. plete decomposition ; but this opinion is now 

“Fruit large, oblong-obovate, tapering con- | mostly abandoned. 

vexly quite to the stalk. Skin slightly rough, | 4 Sretzz.—Day begins in darkness, grows 
yellowish-green, but nearly covered with | bright, strong and glorious, and in darkness 
thin russet, often a little reddish brown on] closes; and so man commences life in weak 

one side. Stalk from one to one and a half| childhood, attains the meridian of manhood, 
inches lon, g, stout at its junction with the and in second childhood ends his day career. 

tree, and thickening obliquely into the fruit.| As rx small planets are nearest the sun, 
Calyx nearly closed in ashallow basin. Flesh ' so are little children nearest to God. 
eee MEM NET ee ee ee ee al —————————————— 
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TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS. seeing away, from ce ees in Tea : It 

; ey are removed early, they lose eir foli- 

ses paores eae Bee oe recently age in the spring months; and when so re- | 

published volume of Transactions of the Illi- | moved it is all lost at one time, in conse- | 

nois State Agricultural Society, from the | quence of the check given to the une 

pen of J. O. Brayroy, Esq., strikes us as and is not often renewed. The same diffi- | 

particularly sound and practical in its char- culty is experienced in removing in ne fall, 

acter, and seasonable at this time for the and heeling in for the winter, the foliage all | 
: s . x shells off in the spring in handling, and can-_ | 

. lovers of evergreens, in Wisconsin as well as | not, except rarely, be coaxed into a renewal. 

: Illinois. We commend it to the careful peru-| The smallest plants are best for removal; 

' ' sal of those who would add this most beauti- | though we have planted those averaging 

: fal of ail contrasting ornaments to their land- | eighteen inches, the 10th of July, which were 
scape scenery. His Ppaneneidnlionof nA- nob carefully selected—being nearly all lay- 

: ee Ss ers—of which the loss was fifty per cent; 

tive varieties in the main, in preference to | another lot the last week in July, and a bet- 

those of foreign growth and doubtful hardi- | ter selection, loss forty per cent. 

: hood, is in exact accordance with our own Seeds do not often germinate the first year. 

] judgment and experience. Time of gathering them, September. 

Then, again, the peculiar and delicate char- | parsam—sarsam sPRucE, (Abies Balsamea.) 

, acter of evergreens under removal and do- Re-produces itself mostly fromseed. Very 

. mestication, should fully admonish all not to | small plants of, these may be obtained far | 

throw away their money upon uncertain north, in this State and in Michigan. And | 

trees, at uncertain seasons of the year, and these small plants are best for removal, as || 

2 5 : well as safest. Are best, because when |} 

in uncertain hands, when the only probable | transplanted they produce branches from the | 

q certainty is that they will die out on your | ground; and the same is true of all varieties | 

% hands. Our own advice to all who can is io | taken from the forest, or from any shaded | 

J cultivate evergreens, s, situation. 
2 fan the aw. = = ns he Growth commences about the same time 

Yq . z 2 as deciduous trees, and continues about six 

a “Dear Docror—In looking for a subject | weeks: from the 20th of May to the last of | 

: with which to comply with your invitation | June here. It may be successfully removed || 

to write an article for your forthcoming vol. | at the time of the commencement, thongh 

of Transactions, I could think of none more | safer after growth is closed—from the first of | 

ie likely to be of use to the cultivators of the | July to the middle of August—later, they do | 

soil of your beautiful prairie State, than that | not get sufficiently established before winter, © 

; of successfully removing evergreens to it, | unless very deeply and thoronghly mulched. | 

where I know they appear more in place, | During this period scarcely avy losses oceur, | 

5 and are more attractive than anywhere else | except a portion of those deficient in roots. || 

. perhaps. Our native species have proved | We do not shade the balsam here; butmulch || 

: not only more hardy, but more attractive | thoroughly. Shading may however be well |! 

. than a majority of those introduced from | south. a 

ts foreign lands. My own experience being Seed is apt to be blasted, if it is not, it ger- 

1 principally with these, 1 shall embody the | minates the first year. Time of gathering, 

i results of my own experiments, in removing | August; later, the opened cones will have || 

f and transplanting them, in the shape of di-| parted with all of it; when it is not easily 

rections for the guidance of others. | gathered up. 
‘ Here I feel inclined to add «hit our native mS 

r spruce (Abies Nigra) is n cre ornamental | WHITE PINE--WEYMOUTH PINE, (Pinus Strobus.) 

Z than the famed Norway, and tuis opinion is | With the pines, we have had no success 

shared by other cultivators, who have both |in spring planting ; but the best success with 

in this State. a small lot planted the last half of Ji ae 

~ ae though the growth had not entirely closed” 

BIARE PRDOUELE BEDE Ons (Abies Nigra.) | for the season. From present Eapeccre we 

f This tree closes its growth here, and in its | would choose the month of August for their 

. natural situation north, before the 10th of| removal. They are more irregular in the 

a July. It may rarely make a second growth, | time of closing their growth than the balsam 

( but if it does, we have not detected it. | or spruce; but generally stop growing about 

A: Young trees from the forest should be re- | or before the first of August, here. 
ae. moved the last twenty days of July. Care| Cones should be gathered early in Septem- 

B must be taken in selecting, as nine-tenths of | ber, when the squirrels begin to drop them 

tt those found growing are natural layers; and | eff, to carry away to winter quarters. Then 

‘ not more than one in five of these is worth | the gatherer, by approaching those trees 

aa ee
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where the red squirrel is engaged in drop-|sand seedlings may be raised, until trans- 
ping, may pick them up as fast as dropped ; | planting time the second year. 
and $y withdrawing when the squirrel isob- | For mulching, saw-dust is perhaps prefer- 
served to be coming down, can use him the | able to any other substance, if attainable. 
second or third time, if he finds no cones to} We use about three-fourths of an inch in 
ar away on ae pee as he will imme- | depth, on newly transplanted trees, and do 
Stl uo peariyige a Sanka Pas not renew it the second year, though the 

‘ will, until the thief is | plants would not be injured thereby. Chaff 
discovered. b would doubtless be good, if not in too ex- 

We have planted the conesin June; part | posed a situation, where the wind would 
of the seed germinating in about two weeks. | take it away. Straw and other coarse litter 

anpor vira, (Thuja Occidentalis.) does not lie sufficiently close to the plants, 
These may be successfully removed in July without much care in placing and confining 

or August. And we have been successful A toitsplace. Chopped straw would doubt- in October, heeling in and planting out in less prove unexceptionable, if not too ex- 

the spring. They do not become defoliated ES R ‘ 3 ciel 
like the foregoing. Is mostly re-produced Me ut no care in planting out is sufficient, if 

from seed, although natural layers are by no the taking from the forest and packing for 
means rare; but are worthless for removal, removal have been carelessly performed, as 
having but few side roots. is too apt to be the case with those who go 

The seeds must be gathered early in Au- to the pineries to obtain plants for the south- 

gust. ones very small are obtained by } > market. A small rate per thousand be- 
climbing the trees. They germinate soon ing anticipated, the scraddle is rather to 

after planting, without any preparation, and | C7TY &Way & large number than to pack only 
are much more easily raised from seed than ee as will be sure to grow. ones any other variety which we have tried. object prevails, more than half of those taken 

pe ee op wil be rejected, for want of roots. Those 
RED CEDAR, (Juniperus Virginiana.) taken up must from the moment be shielded 

Of this variety we shall not say much, not from the sun and drying. otherwise ever- 

having noticed particularly its season of | Seen roots are hopelessly done for, almost 
growth, and knowing it also to be a native | 12 & moment.” 
of Illinois. We have not succeeded well in ae pa ENTA el 
transplanting except early in May. When EROWERS,/ Ce 
received among four lots of arbor vitw and| Should the agriculturist have no taste for 
balsam, in summer, it seemed to bein a state | ornamental gardening, yet such is the lauda- 
of growth in mid-summer, and did not suc- | ble taste of the fair daughters of America, at 
oa to enGacHOr oe oa the present day, that there are but compara- 
ee eae = ate ie re he | tively few, that do not take an interest in a 

Dente cited cists te OctoBer! (Eater coe oe a ge eee ee atl '. Later, | reason for the publication of these remarks. 
=n bird. wil tate BEE roiaee ae Horticulture, as it respects ornamental 

‘Op. he pistillate trees, only, produce | gardening, is one of the most innocent the 
berries; mix them with sand and bury until ee heathy: and, to sone: 7G most pleas- 
ee 5 a [wt employment in life. The rural scenes 

‘or a seed bed for any kind of evergreen | which it affords are instructive lessons, tend- 
tree, shelter must be prepared for the first ing to moral and social viriue; teaching us 
season. We make a shelter over the bed by | to “look through nature up to nature’s God.” 

driving crotches three feet above the ground | Flower aie were pea held in high es- 

aa ee aes roles, wa are posed timation by persons of taste. _ Emperors and 

iC yer of branches, with t he foli- | kings have been delighted with the expan- 

age adhering. But where a thicket is not | sion of flowers. “Oonsider the lilies of the 
ccnyecos a cloth tent, with the eaves | field,” said an exalted personage. “how they 
raierd = ee seuye une eroane, grow;” fer Solomon, when clothed in the 

: e my other mode of | purple of royalty, “was not arrayed like one 
sheltering; the sun’s rays being intercepted, | ef these.” Nature, in her gay attire, unfolds 
uate aoe entirely reflected, by thin cotton | to view a vast variety, which is pleasing to 

oT . _ |the human mind; and consequently has a 
ten watering should be done by hand, in tendency to tranquilize the agitated passions, 

| pre’ ee depending on showers, drip | and exhilarate the man, nerve the imagina- 
| ping com ards, or any other mediam. A | tion, and render all around him delightful. 
{38 ee io a watering-pot, twice a week,| The cultivation of flowers is an employ- 
{ 38 = cient during the early part of summer; | ment adapted to every grade, the high and 
| and once a week later. the low, the rich and the poor; but especial- 

Tn a bed twelve feet square several thou-! ly to those who have retired from the busy
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scenes of active life. Man was never made jevery year. A compost made of decayed 

to rust out in idleness. A degree of exer-| vegetables, yard manure, rotten leaves, ashes 

cise is as necessary for the preservation of | and mould trom any place, where it can be 

health, both of body and mind, as food. And had, is properfor a garden. A garden should 

what exercise is more fit for him who is in| be well defended, by a high, tight fence, es- 

the decline of life, than that of superintend- pecially on the north and west. 

ing a well ordered garden? What moreen-| Sowing and Planting.—In the first place, 

livens the sinking mind? What more en-| the ground must be imade fine, as well as 

vigorates the feeble frame? What is more|rich. It should be moderately moist, not 
conducive to a long life? too wet nor too dry. The beds should be 

Floriculture is peculiarly calculated for | raised three or four inches above the level of 

theamnusement of youth. 1t may teach them | the walks ; and the seeds ought, by all means, 

many important lessons. Let a piece of/to be sown in rows, ten or twelve inches 

ground be appropriated to their use—to im-| apart; and the earth should be moderately 

prove in such a manner as their inclinations | pressed upon them. The time for sowing 

shall dictate—to cultivate such plants as are | either annual, biennial, or perennial flower- 

pleasing to their taste; and let them receive | seeds, is in the months of April poe ac- 

the proceeds. Let order and neatness per-| cording to the state of the season. e 

vade their little plantations. Let them be| small seeds may be covered with fine eee 

instrucied, that nothing valuable is to be ob- | nearly half an inch; larger ones in propor- 

tained or preserved without labor, care and | tion to their size; and those as large as a 

attention—that as every valuable plant must | pea, to the depth of an inch, or a little more. 

be defended, and every noxious weed re-| Seeds of delicate plants should be planted in 

moved, so every moral Virtue must be pro-| flower-pots, and the earth kept moderately 

tected, and every corrupt passion and pro-| moist, by watering with a watering-pot, that 

pensity subdued. is finely pierced, and does not pour heavily; 

The cultivation of flowers is an appropri- | OT the pot may be placed in the pan, and wa- 

ate amusement for young ladies. It teaches | ter supplied at the bottom. The pots should 

neatness, cultivates a correct taste, and fur- be exposed to the sun, except from eleven, 

nishes the mind with many pleasing ideas. | A. M., to two, P. M., when a powerful sun 

The delicate form and features, the mildness| might scorch the vegetating seed. The 

and sympathy of disposition, render them fit mould for pots should be rich, and sifted 

subjects to raise those transcendent beauties through a coarse sieve, made for that pur- 
of nature, which declare the “perfections of | Pose. 
the Creator's power.” The splendid lustre| Zransplanting—The best time, perhaps, 

and variegated hues (which bid defiance to | for transplanting annual plants is in June, 

the pencil) of the rose, the lily, the tulip, | and for biennial and perennial plants in Sep- 

and a thousand others, harmonize with the | tember or the beginning of October, remein- 

fair, fostering hand that tends them—with | bering, in all cases, to take a sufficient quan- 

the heart susceptible to the noblest impres-| tity of earth, with the roots, where it can be 

sions—and with spotless innocence. done with propriety. Scoop trowels will be 

Situation.—As to the proper situation for found useful implements in this operation, 

a garden, it 1s not always in our power to which ought not to be done when the ground 

choose. A level plat, however, is to be pre-| is very wet, but when it is only moderately 

ferred; for, if there be considerable descent, | moist, and in a cloudy day, or a little before 

the heavy rains will wash away the soil. A the evening, or previous toa shower. Ifthe 

. southern aspect, sheltered from the north ground be dry, shading the plants, and a 

and north-west winds, is a proper situation | little water, may be necessary, for a short 

for most plants. An inclination towards the | time. _In case the roots should be small, or 

north, or west, or any point between them, | injured, or destitute of earth, when taken up, 

: should, if possible be avoided. they must be shaded during the day, until 

Soil.—The natural soil should be a deep| they have gained strength. In placing a 
loam, which is easily made rich, by old rot- | Plant where it is to stand, great care is nec- 

ten manure. But here, again, it is not al-| essary to place the roots in their proper po- 

ways in our power to choose sucha soil. In| sition, to bring the earth in contact with 

; puch oases we must endeavor to imitate—we | them, and press the earth moderately about 

X must dig and carry off—and bring on loam, | them. 
; &c., ane make a rich soil. The ground| If the plant is to be planted in a pot, place 

: ought to be well pulverized with the plow or | a piece of earthen ware over the aperture in 

> the spade. In a word, what is wanted is a| the bottom, that the superabundant water 

: deep, rich soil, natural or artificial, not too| may drain off, which would otherwise satu- 

F wet, nor too dry. rate ard rot the roots. The pots should be 

4 The ground in a garden must be kept rich, nearly filled with rich ea:th, and the plant 

4 and often stirred.. It ought to be manured ' carefully placed in the center, and the mould 

BY 

of 
<<
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brought tate eontact with the roots, and THE UNSOLD LAND. 
moderately pressed. am 

Qultivation.—The plants must be proper- a scanicn te pisces 
ly thinned while they are small; for, if left ae cae ates orth rg = 
too near each other, they interfere, grow Oh! tell me, Jooons of Amorion, 
slender and weakly. As the plants increase How much mon's lives are worth! 
in size, remove the weakest, and so continue 004, 
to do until they stand at a ‘proper distance. P reaczera Ease pence: 
All plants of every description should stand And asian of sons, (9 cay gocdly lend, 
at such distance one from the other,.as that acaeouantate eee for Dread this day, 
the air may ciroulate freely about them, and And widows in misery bow. 
that the sun may have its proper influence 

| in bringing them to perfection. The air rand wy de ee teriniens ie ? can 
and sun are absolutely necessary in perfect- Andiwiny is the witause niet aabeers— 
ing the growth of plants, which never ought iaety ee te Seat jail so fall— 

io ee sO near as to interfere with each And the gallows-tree built eo high? 
other. 

The earth ought to be kept loose about the at Sere nee rate 
plants, and for this purpose a prong-hoe is a And his title is sealed by the hand of God— 

useful inste ument. Moving the earth should sever iee oor ee iste’ man 
be done in dry weather; as plowing, digging At the throne of justice pleads! 
and hoeing in wet weather, leaves the ground Elis Sik tices it yo Reughte smn 
in a bad, clammy state. In a dry season, Whosahcariasereckesrecsdt 

stir ae earth about plants, and spread old Ste ee Wa cone neha eee atom 
coarse hay or straw about them. Old hay Fer es rake cane 
spread about the plants keeps the earth cool, STuse “the and aball sot be soldt™ = 
and retains the moisture, and is very useful SS Se ee 
to vines. 

Weeds of every species must be removed. Johnny Wils ton th i i 
and the sooncr the better after their appear- as anguse his See eset Sais 
ance. No weed should be suffered to flower | took him on my lap, and told him te tell me 
in a garden, nor in its border. The beauty} why he was crying. 
of a garden depends very much on orderand{ “Billy Johnson was just above me in the 
eee place for everything, andevery-| spelling class, and because I turned Lim 
thing in its place—keeping out the weeds, | down, he got angry. At noon I was flying 
and removing everything when decayed.| my new kite on the plain: he came up, ask- 
No garden can show to advantage, where ing me to let him fly it. Thinking it would 
weeds are permitted to usurp the place of| make us good friends, [ Jet him, but on pur- 
useful plants. pose he let it go into a tree, and tore it, Pil 

[Fessenden’s Com’t Farmer & Gardener. | be revenged, yos, Ill be revenged !” 
oe “ < a” cai 

ABUSRIOE TS LENGE. : “ry Taos ake from Jobnny’s 
Miss ©. E. Beecher, in a recent book, says: | Jips. : 

“It is the universally acknowledged fact, that! That evening, as Johnny was engaged in 
the present generation of men and women|® “famous” gate of ball, Billy came up, and 
are inferior in health and in powers of en-| Wished to play, but could not, as he was 
durance to their immediate ancestors, And] odd. ‘ 
in all quarters the cause is sought, while} ‘Here, Billy, you can have my place,” 
many varying answers are given. said Johnny. Z 

_ It is probable that no one cause can be as- Billy looked at Johnny a moment in si- 
signed as the sole reason. But it can be| lence, and then said, “Johnny, I tore your 
made to appear probable that the abuse of| Kite; I am sorry; mine is behind that tree, 
the lungs, by supplies of impure air, has had | it is yours; and after this we shall be good 
more influence than any one thing in the gen-| friends.” _ E 
eral decay of health. Our ancestors always| That night, as Johnny knelt, and said, 
slept in cold and well ventilated chambers.| “Forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive 
And in the family by day, the broad-|those that trespass against us,” he felt he 
mouthed chimney and uncorked doors and/} had forgiven one who had trespassed against 
Windows secured a constant flow of cool and | him. 
pure air, while daily exercise in family work, Shit Lae ee ae 
by women and children, and out-door work| A new method has been invented for heat- 

by men and boys, secured the cheerful spirits | ing rooms, gas being used forfuel. A room 
| and healthful exercise most favorable to| 15 feet square is heated for one and a half 

body and mind.” cents per hour. 
Fe Re ree ee ee ee 2nd
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STO CK REGI STE R, | merits of their respective animals, to com- 
[SSS | pare their skill in the graceful but sometimes 
SHEAP SHEARING FESTIVAL AT MIDDLB- | dangerous equestrian exercise; the whole to BURY, VERMONT. wind off with feasting and dancing. What 
Messrs. Eprrors—Having seen a notice ae ee ee gre pe —— a in the Ohio Farmer, from a gentleman in ‘Wolce an De glad over the progress o! a Jefferson county, that he would shear the Si-|#ge? It strikes us as a modern tournament lesian Sheep for dollars and cents against | of the true nobility, and of the right kind. any breed in the United States, I was in- May the-weather be auspicious, and all duced to advertise through the Agricultural hearts glad. We approve of such social apers West, that I would shear thirty ewe . . ae Bone dropped last March, against an equal | Parties and should like to be a participant. 

number of any one man’s raising in the ae Sem cee 
world, for quantity and quality, unwashed = SOR OR Owe: 
or cleansed, or for dollars and cents, accor- Frrenp Hormes :—I have for some years 
ding to live weight, every man keeping his been experimenting in roots for cows in milk. sheep as well as he pleases. Now I propose, | have tried the Evglish flat turnip, which I in compliance with what [I have published, found of litte benefit. Potatoes are good, to hold this Sheep Shearing Festival at Mid- and a cow fed half a bushel of potatoes each dlebury, on the 17th and 18th of June next, day will gain in flesh and give a larger quan- commencing at 10 o’clock in the morning of tity of milk. Rutabaga turnips I have tried, the 17th. The first day will be devoted to and consider them nearly equal to potatoes, a general exhibition of horses; also, there Carrots I have fed to my cows for some will be purses oftered for the fastest time years. While fed upon them at the rate of made by trotting horses. Also, there will onefourth “or a bushel per day, I found be an exhibition of ladies and gentleman’s they did as well as when I gave thom double horsemanship, to be held on the Fair ground the quantity of potatoes 
near the village. Also, at the close, a Sheep The lo a is th ioty that Shearing Festival Ball, to be held at the Ad- lester es zo : eee cultivate. I consider then far superior dison House, Middlebury. to the white field carrot. But this season I Now, one and all are invited to attend, have been feeding my eae upon beets at the and have a good time. All papers will rate of half a peck to the cow per day. I please confer the favor to give notice thro’- find they gain in flesh, give a greater out the land, and oblige A. L. He eee | quantity of milk, and the quality of the | 

(Country Gentleman. | hin richly pays for the beets given. About The foregoing notice from friend Bin, ham, | one half the quantity of milk will make a going s q sen one of the great Sheep men of our native pound of butter, that it will take when cows 
Green Mountain State, shows how things voir See nT eee 
are beginning to be done among the true spring | planted four square rods of ground 
nobility of the land. well pulverized, manured with about two 

Instead of a tawdry array of red cloth and thirds of a common cart full of muck mixed 
yellow quality gentlemen, dignified with ae eee vel ne a | 
military titles, as of yore—instead of the sitar Dhaest tat seh atiackelinai: a braying of horns of divers crooks and cury- [should judge destroyed one half of them, 
atures, and the din of drums—instead of the | so that I ‘did not harvest but about twenty- 

| explosion of gunpowder, and the imbibing of | five bushels. But I considered them worth 
ram, and whiskey, to inspire patriotism, of erase ce ae § 
of yore, on all public occasions—we see the been experimenting in roots. If so, 1 should 
sterling yeomanry of the country, the men | ike to see the result, [Maine Farmer. 
who till the soil, the men who turn their at- +202 ______, 
tention from year to year to the improye-| RELATIVE PROFITS OF MILK AND BUTTER. ment and propagation of domestic animals,| Warren S. Judd, of South Hadley Falls, the men who do the real business of the| informs us that during the past winter he 
country—who coin its wealth and make up {sold milk, at_his door, for four cents per the whole sum of its actual useful produc-|@@4" a which rate his cows averaged ‘ : i - twenty-three and a half cents a day each. tion, coming soberly but intelligently to- He tried making butter, and found that the gether to witness the ultimated results of same quantity of milk produced a pound of well directed and judicious effort to test the! butter a day, which sold at twenty-eight
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cents a day, making a gain of four anda me CURE FOR CORNS ON HORSES FEET. 
cents a day in favor of butter making, at the Musszs. Eprrons—In one oe yout ines 
pee Seats Cn 8 trial of three oye ae numbers, a correspondent ponies ea best 
Gua ee coon Boston vee ced 81 cure fer corns in horses. I have a very val- 
pound of butter. [Boston Cultivator. uable horse, that, from carelessness and in- See ee en ee attention, was corned in his fourth year. 
eres On ee aos CRSUGACO, HF: My blacksmith wished to cut it out, ane my 

L. Tucker & Son—Having noticed of late, | own judgment said no. I had his shoes pull- 
several aricles in the Cultivtor, relative to | ed off, took him home and turned him out. 
the profits of dairies, I take the liberty ofsen- | This was in May ; in October I took him to 
ding the report of a dairy in this town.|the same blacksmith, and he declared his 
And, as it belongs to a neighbor in whose | hoof to be sound and without blemish. I business I have no interest, I suppose I may | have seen it tried several times—always with 
be pardoned if I brag a little. success. I never saw case where the knife 

The dairy belongs to William White, | Was used that did not ‘materially injure the 
and is managed by himself and wife. It | value of the animal. We all know that an 
foots up thus: From 14 cows, all of native | easy shoo will cure corns on our own feet 
breed, and managed in the ordinary way, he | quicker than any other remedy. The two sold 2,920 Ibs. of butter at 25 ‘cents per | cases are parallel. A Supscrper in 
pound, which amounts to $730.00. Country Gentleman. 

From the buttermilk, after deducting the PREMIUMS TO FARMERS, 
the value of grain fed, he made pork enough “i —_ 
at $8 per 100, to come to $163,00—14 calf | The New York State Agricltural Society off- 
skins, at 63 1-4 cents, $,72—Making a total | ers a premium of $75 for the most satisfacto- 
of $901.75, or an average of $64.41 per cow. | ry experiments in the application of all the 

This we claim as ahead of anything yet | recognized Fertilizers to five acres of Indian 
published in the Cultivator for last year, | Corn, each specified fertilizer being applied 
and we challenge the state of New-York to | to a careful measured rood of land, and a 
beat it. The farm of Mr. White consists of | full record of the tillage and its results sub- 
110 acres, which cost, two or three years ago, | mitted to the Secretary before the first of 
$25 per acre. He sold from it last year over | February next. i i 
$1900, worth of produce, the result of the| Also, $50 for a more limited series of ex- 
labor of himself and wife’ alone. Consider- periments on three acres of land. 
ing the amount of capital, and the labor, | Likewise, a premium of $50 to the New where can it be beat? H. H. Turn, in | York boy, under eighteen years of age, who 
Country Gentleman. shall grow the best acre of Indian Corn du- 

— ring 1856. 
We insert the foregoing article, simply to Likewise, $50 to the New York boy, un- 

call anew the attention of our dairy farmers | der eighteen, who shall, in 1856, grow the to what can be done by well directed etfort | beSt acre of Carrots. {Horace Greely agrees 
<i : to pay the two last premiums ] 

and good management, and with the hope Also, $50 for the best and $30 for the see- 
that it may meet the eye of some who need | ond best cultivated Farms of not less than 50 
encouraging to do likewise. Who doubts acres (excluding wood and waste,) devoted 
that Wisconsin soil will produce just as large mainly to Grain growing. 
results, with equally good management ? Also, $50 for the best and $30 for the sec- a s ee ond best Farm of like dimensions, devoted E It is certainly singular that the most fer- mainly to Grazing and the Dairy. 
tile of lands should have its herbage burnt eee a 
up from year to year, or, what is worse, be Commies AND: Disoretioy.—A courageous allowed ‘to rot and send forth its noxious | 72 tek it into his head to resist a loeomo- = A s z tive. The brave old sheep heard the miasina—while butter continues worth from whistle, the roar and the ruiuble; he saw the 25 to 30 cents per pound, and cheese as much | shower of fire and glaring eye-balls of the 
in proportion. Where are our dairymen and | monster; he curled up his majestic head, 
dairy-maids? Echo answers where? and he battered his brow into the foe. Alas! 

Eps. F, poor ram! not a lock of wool nor a piece of 
D8. FARMER. horn could be found. The owner in lamen- 

ieee Set st rT ting the loss of poor rammy, said :—*I ad- A Wetis on riz Amrutoan Deserr—The | ee 5 i aaa So he eae 38 Secretary of War by actual experiment has sig is Musk, bat eon fiat its. di- cram proved the entire success of Artesian wells In tre Lunatic Asylum at Utien, N. Y., is on the plains of the Mesilla Valley. One {a female who talks about becoming empress Well seven hundred feet deep; supplies an} of the world and using the rainbow for a abundance of good water, waist ribbon. This is uhe poetry ot madness, ee a es es ee see 

ae
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY. ty-four to thirty-six hours, or as a general 
rale till it sours. It should occupy a cool 

| place secured from flies and insects, and 
MAKING BUTTER. should be undisturbed till it is skimmed. It 

isi 7" is necessary to have it in a cool place, in or- 
is ieee had Tee ed atk der that it shall not sour before the cream all 

two things are absolutely essential, good | ses. When skimmed some of the milk 
cows and good keeping. _ Care must be ta- should be taken off with the cream, other- 

ken that cows have good food and that they | Wise it will be too thick for churning. The 
do not eat things that taint the milk, as cab- | ream should be kept in a cool place free 
bage stumps, garlicand other strong aromatic | ‘fom every impurity. 
vegetables. The best food for milk in ae OHURNING. 
mer is good tame grass, as timothy, blue- x * 
grass, red-top or clover.” The white clover | _Churning should be done as often as twice 
is the best. Admixture of white clover with | °° three times * week, expecially in warm 

, any or all of the other grasses, is doubtless | Wether. Many Jet their cream stand too 
preferable. Having from good cows and Boe ee an ner Heel be Some 
good keeping obtained good milk, the next | Churn the mil while itis fresh’ but expert- 
essential thing is ence, we believe, has generally decided in 

favor of churning the cream as often as 
CLEANLINESS. twice a week. Somesuppose that the better 

It is in vain to expect good butter from | quality of butter is obtained by churning 
dirty pans, crocks, pails, churns, rooms or | the creain before it sours, but nearly all good 
place. There is nothing more easily tainted | dairymen, so far as we are acquainted, let 
than milk; and butter is next to it for this | the cream sour before it is churned, but take 
peculiar infectious quality. Any impurity, | good care that it dues not get too sour. To 
bad smell, decomposing substances about | obtain the very best article of butter it is 
milk will harm it. It must be set in and | probably best to skim the milk after it has 
surrounded with pure atmosphere. Where | set some twelve or eighteen hours, and use 

| there is filth there is generally a process of | only that; letting the milk stand for a sec- 
. decomposition going on, which throws out | oud rising. Some skim every morning, and 

bad gases and a disagreeable odor. Milk | for the best butter use only the first morn- 
absorbs these when they come in contact | ing’s skimming. The temperature of the 
with it. Decaying vegetables, wood and | cream for churning should be about 55 de- 
everything that can engender filth or musti- | grees, Fah., when itis put in. It will rise 
hess or sourness must be carefully removed. | from five to ten degrees while churning, ow- 
To avoid sourness, all the vessels, such as | ing to the chemical changes during the pro- 
pails, pans, crocks, churns, &c., should be | cess. If the temperature is much higher 
thoroughly scalded with boiling water before | than this the butter will be too soft and 
used. They must be sweet, and kept sweet, | white. If it is much lower the butter will 
to be sure of good butter. A failure here, is | not come readily, nor be easily gathered, nor 
the cause of an immense amount of bad but- | yield so large a quantity. The cream should 
ter. The milk room and things must be not | be churned rather slowly, but steadily, and 
only tolerably clean and sweet, but absolute- | butter should not be expected under forty or 
ly so. Absolute purity is necessary. forty-five minutes. If it comes sooner than 

2 this it will not be of the best quality. The 
a ee ane time requived for churning is much moditied 

| The milk should be set in broad, shallow by the temperature of the cream, But it 
vessels, Broad, shallow, earthen, stone, or | should not be so warm as to produce butter 
tin pans are best. The milk should never be | under 85 minutes churning, nor so cold as to 
over aninch or an inch and a half deep. | require over 50 minutes; 40 to 45 minutes 
The ee fe to have en oer rise | is the best period. 

| nickly. he cream or butter is held in very 
se rareseles all through the milk. It is tee nen oe 
lighter than the milk, and if left to stand in When the butter has come it should be 
perfect quietness will rise to the top. But it | slowly churned or paddled with the dasher 

| is so little lighter that it rises very slowly. | till it is gathered. This done, it must be 
If the milk is deep, as in a deep crock or | takentrom the churn and thoi oughly worked, 
pail, the butter or creain from the bottom | or washed until it is entirely iree trom but- 
does not have time to rise to the tap before | termilk. The first thing aud great thing is 
the mi'k sours. Let any one try the experi- | to clear it of all buttermilk ; nota part only, 
ment of setting the milk in shallow and deep | but all. Jt may be done by working it wih 
vessels and they will soon have a practical | the hand or paddle, or washing it. It may 
demonstration of the propriety oi our rec- | not be the best way. li wasted, very cold 
ommendation. Milk should set trom twen-! aud pure water sLuuld be used. if worked 

ee hte. cae ep aa meg See oka al le
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with the hand it should be quicklydone, that} Cracks IN stoves may be effectuall 
the warmth of the hand may not soften or | stopped by a paste made of ashes and salt 
melt the butter. The hands should be well} and water Iron filings and sal ammoniae 
cvoled in cold water, and cooled often while | make a still harder and firmer cement. 
working, by holding them in the water. It i 
is well to work the butter twice or three ut saat See ihc ees 
times to be sure that all the buttermilk is| them by applying a transparent varnish. out; once at the time it is churned, again 
the next day, and again the second morning.| Bre sttnas may be quickly cured by ap- 

PACKING DOWN. plying repeatedly a soft paste made of saler- 
‘When the buttermilk is all ont and the but- ea ee the potash neutralizes’ the 

ter is cold and hard, it should be well salted e i 
and solidly packed in stone jars or good| ADHESIVE Pasrz, made of rye fleur, with 
wooden firkins, and covered over with } @ little alum added while it is boiling, is al- 
clean wet linen or muslin cloth, and then | Most as strong as glue. 
covered with a layer of salt half an inch Cazrers last lon ‘ : t 2 gest by being often shaken, 
thick. To be kept it should be set in a cold, preventing the dirt under and in them from 
dry, clean cellar. } grinding out the texture; and by not being An experienced writer sums the whole up | swept too frequently. 
thus: “The chief points besides cleanliness, [Tucker’s Rural Register for 1856. 
in making good butter, are these: To milk <n RED TSS ee etna UTA) SEIS 
at regular hours; to place the milk in shal-| nETTER FROM AN OLD CHEESEMAKER IN 
low vessels; to have a perfectly clean cellar, VERMONT. 
with a hard brick or flagstone bottom, and cea . with shutters and wire screen windows to| Es. Pram Farmer—I saw in the Far- admit air and exclude insects; to skim the | Mer an inquiry about making cheese. As I milk the moment it coagulates or ‘obbers,’ | have had some twenty years’ experience, I which will be in 30 or 48 hours; to churn | 82 you my method." To make good cheese the cream at a temperature between 60° and | there are several rules to be vbserved: first, 65° (in hot weather 559 to 609 is better) by everything used in the business should be 
the thermometer ; to free the butter as mneh | Kept as sweet and clean as possible. The as possible from the buttermilk, and then add | Bight’s milk should be strained in tin or asixteenth part of the purest salt; to work | brass kettles, and hung in a sweet, cool out the remaining buttermilk in 12 hours af- | Place, as milk will absorb impurities. __ ia terward, and again in 24 hours, being careful | the morning it should be warmed and mixed not to work it too much at a time; to pack | With the morning’s milk, in your tub or it closely in stone jars, till nearly full and | Whatever vou make your cheese in. When then spread clean, White muslin cloth over | Te#dy for the runnet the temperature should 
the top, pack closely a layer one inch thick | be from 80° to 84°. Putin sufficient runnet of fine aie upon the muslin, and finally cover | t@ come in 40 or 50 minutes; cover warm to the jar with a neatly fitting cover. “Butter | Preveut the cream from rising. When the thus made will keep a year, if placed on the curd will not adhere to your finger, then cut bottom of a cool cellar.” it with a long knife several uimes across ; 

[Valley Farmer. let it stand fifteen minutes; then take your 
Se A aa dipper and turn the curd gently from top to 

DOMESTIC RECIPES. the bottom; let it remain fifteen minutes 
— longer, and break carefully with your hands, 

Wasnine Fraxner.—To prevent flannel | Place the strainer over, and let the curd set- 
from shrinking and turning yellow, wash | tle; then dip off some to warm natural heat. 
them in hot suds, and rinse them in clear, | Dip off also some of the cold whey; turn on soft, bviling water—standing until cool | the warm and stir with your dipper slowly. 
enough to wring out. Repeat this several times. 

Inx spots may be removed from linen by| _ To prevent the curd settling together, it dropping melted tallow on them and then | should be stirred and broken carefully and 
washing. cet eae eee eo should ve from 1008 

* to 110°. In the course of two hours from ene — 2 So mained ths time youcommenced ware the were 
Be yee . . when you can squeeze some of the curd in ee foe ee ee your hand, and is seems cooked and dry, 

er, it is best to take'all Sibtligg Gut'Gmee 0 it willdo to dip into your strainer. Itshould 
month. sdiaieaudahike th then be stirred carefully, to prevent adhering 

» aud ar and shake them. together, but should not be squeezed or To prevent colors fading, dip new calico, | handled roughly. The whey should work 
Pocket-haudkerchiets, d&c., in salt water. off clean, as it is very easy to waste the best oe rae Las “$i inital) via vs! 1. ' otbiee sia y | Unis wv eats oat
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fe part of the cheese by being ina hurry. It | It is not an easy matter to obtain either pure 
a; should strain very dry and get cool; then | olive oil or French brandy, to prepare such 
| add five tea-cups of Liverpool salt to one | a mixture, but we suppose that the above re- 

‘ hundred pounds of curds, stirring well in. 1| ceipt refers to the common articles sold by 
_ always sift my salt before using it. It isnow | druggists. [Scientifie American. 

3: ready to be put into the poe Let i ee a eset Se 
et 2 ; an hour before pressing. hen press lightly 5 

. e at first, adding to the pressure to make it CHUREE, TES MANAGEMENT CESSES. 
4 firm and solid. After pressing 4 or 5 hours,/ Mrssrs. Eprrors—There has been so much 
8 it should be turned and closed; then press | written about churns and churnings, in the 
S ue next day’s cheese is ready for the pacioes aecentarallpapersahe istiwinten 

‘ 3 T get my cheese into the hoop about noon, | that I feel inclined to give my opinion, also, 
sr allowing half a day to make a cheese. If|on the subject. Some writers greatly rec- 

3. the weather is cold, the cheese should be set | ommend “Crowell’s Thermometer Churn,” 

by a fire to cure, as it will grow bitterstand- | but three years’ faithful trial of one, which 
‘ : ing inacold room. There is no need of 4.50. 5 to differ fi : 1 

4 greasing the outside of a cheese which is | °°8t $4.50, causes me to differ from them. 
{3 cased. Here in Vermont we use dairy- There are several objections to this churn. 

eB stoves for making cheese; they are more | Tue turning of the crank is much more fa- 

ie convenient and save much labor. tiguing than the raising of the dasher in the 

ba I will make a few remarks on preparing | eommon Dutch churn; the iron work about 
rennets for mild cheese. The rennet should grea e am 

; be one year old, as it will fetch more cheese the crank invariably eves disagreeable fla- 
> atthat age. Dairying people here kill their | vor to the butter—unless it comes, asin the 

‘ calves at four days old; drain ont the whey | spring it frequently will, in ten minutes or |} 
7? from the curd, then add as much salt as} Jess, It is also very clumsy to handle, and 

2. aoe is curd; put it back into the rennet, difficult to clean; I can truly say that not 
Bs put them into little bags made of cotton 4 1 * 
af cloth, each one separate; tie them tight and | OP of several girls I have employed has ever 
$ae hang them in a dry place to cure. The bag | cleaned it as a churn should be cleaned ; that 
Fu prevents insects working in the rennets and | duty I have always myself performed. I 
y injuring them. When wanted for use, steep | discarded mine this winter, and bought a 

a three rennets in two pails of cold water ten $1.75 dasher churn—and I really think the | 
a or twelve days; then strain it off into a jar a8 si 

é and it is ready for use. Add salt enough to | churn has yet to be patented that will prove 
ae have it always in the bottom of your jar, as | superior to it. 
5 many people spoil a whole dairy by using} I do not wish to encroach on your time, 

id rennet. ; =a ae i - | % ; ranci, a = ac but would like to ask a question: _Is it pos. 
ea [AE sares's Wie) in Praise Farmer. sible for one ignorant of all practical knowl- | 

ra LIQUID FOR COLORING THE HAIR BLack. | Cdge on the subject, to successfully under- 
a —- management of a few bee-hivi 

i Alex. Reed, of Pittsburg, Pa., having seen mae ae “Ol Gick ame — 
it it stated in the Scientific American, in an-| | ki bef a 7 a 

i swer to a correspondent, that we were not | &Ts We never kept any ee Ne 
f iy acquainted with any liquid tiat would color | trouble in hiving them!” And, really, the 

‘4 the hair black, and not stain the skin, gives | delicious honey on the tea table almost per- 
; { the following as a receipt that will do it:—| snaded me to invest a few dollars; but now 

8 “Take one part of bay rum, three parts of T hear that the bees are all winter-killed. I 
_ olive oil, and one part of good brandy, by h a deal fe cub ~ a 
* measure, and wash the hair with this mix- | 287° Tea & great pope 
i ture every morning. In ashort time the use | yetdoubt my ability to keep a few swarms. 

73 of it will make the hair a beautiful black | Can you give me any advice or comfort in 

4 without injuring it in the least.” this doubt—and so oblige a well pleased 
i‘ i We know that pure olive oil and good | subscriber to your paper. LOk: 

4 brandy in equal parts, make an excellent hair le 
wt wash, but never have known it to color the} In reply to the above inquiry abont bees, 

pa hair. The above mixture may color the] we would say that they are animals with 
Bat hair, but we would not infer from its nature | which we are not very well acquainted; and 
=: : that it would. There can be no doubt, of it for the reason that we were never on good: 

rs i being a tonic of much superior character to F liest. childhood . 
He many that are sold at an extravagant price. | te". From our earliest childhood they 

9.7 The articles must be mixed in a bottle and | always seemed dixposel to travel clear out 
cel always shaken well before they are applied. ' of their way to sting us; and we have adopt- | 

ea 
ase 

‘ie =i
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ed the same course in relation to them that Hon? =P two kicren or ke of the vine and 

we have with persons who carry cureless | Tolls them between his thumb and fingers, 

aggressive stings, as far as possible we keep me echatecen dey ane end ponte oc 

clear of them—never refusing their honey, | jointed at both ends. Next is a machine 
however, when we know it is genuine, the-| Which flattens and gutters the heads of ten 

proof of which is to get it in the comb.| thousand needles in an hour. Observe the 

Yankees, in their ingenuity, have invented a | little gutters at the head of your needle. 
power of patent honey, but we have not yet | Next comes the punching of the eyes, and 
heard of any cantrivance for making the the bey was Soe ty Ponohes Sah shousand. 

comb, though we think some ingenious fel- hardly keep pace with him. The sine 

low will one of these days beat the bees all | follows, which is running a fine wire through 
hollow at their own trade, except, perhaps, | a dozen, perhaps, of these twin needles. 

in quality and flavor. A woman, with a little anvil before her, 

But, seriously, the bee is on the whole the ales between the heads, and agen ee: 

most interesting of all the minor animals, cade ded ate ro women ier aaa 
and teaches us many a practical and moral} end, A. poor needle, you will say. But 
lesson, We would commend his acquaint-| the hardening comes next. They are héat- 
ance to all who can naturally live on good | ¢d in batches, in a furnace, and when red 

terms with him. In a country like this, oe are thrown into a pan e cold infer 
abounding in flowers, their range is more aaa oa Bacal ng as 

than ample, and the sweet product of their | on a hot metal plate. The polishing still re- 
labors great. Our friend J. 0. K., and all} mains to be done. On a very coarse cloth, 

others who would manage them successfully, | needles are spread to the number of forty or 

should buy the “American Bee Keeper’s fifty thousand. Emery dust is strewed over 

Manual,” at a cost of about six shillings. It set = Ee epanes oan hee gee 

contains the accumulated ‘wisdom snd specu- | same kind, thrown into a sort of wash pot 
lations of ages on the subject. to roll to and fro for twelve hours or more. 

Eps. Farmer. | They come out dry enough, but after rin- 
age sing in clean hot water, and tossing in saw- 

MAKING A NEEDLE. dust, they look as bright as can be, and are 

I wonder if any little girl who may read ee eae ae - this, ever thought how many people are at | imagine, is quite a work by itself. 
work all the time in making the things which Sea 
she every day uses. What can be more| Sronz Cxmenr.—A cement of three parts 
common, and you may think, more simple, | fine coal ashes, one of red lead, three of sand, 
than a needle ? Yet, if you do not know it, | and two of chalk, (by weight,) made into a 
I can tell you that it takes 2 great many per- | putty with oil, is excellent for filling up the 
ans za anakoie needle, and a Boe scat of | exposed joints of stones, brick, &. It be- 
ime too. us ‘6 a peep into the nee- | comes as hard as marble. 

dle factory. In going oe the premises we ae ee : 
must pass hither and thither, and walk into | IN Sierra on the west coast of Africa, 
the next street and back again, and take a large deposits of malleable native iron exist 

drive toa mill in order to see the whole pro- | im a state of great purity. This iron does 
cess. We find one chamber of the shops is | 20t contain a trace of carbon, and it is dis- 

hang around with coils of bright wire, of all | tinguished from that which is called meteoric 
thicknesses, from the stout kinds used for | 702 by the absence of nickel in it, 

codfish hooks, to that of thetinniest cambric} 4 yay may think well, and yet not act 
ia paren balers a re wisely. The power to see what is right is 

of shears; fixed in the wall. A bundle has Va erae ome tn el of gat . 

been cut off; the bits need straightening, | more with a little a ade than a Tan of 
pe Sov dget came. of a eee poole. ute inferior will, with much. And strength of 

: x urnace, anc | will is generally acquired by struggling with 
then taken out and rolled backward and for- | gitiiculties in early lite. 
ward on a tackle, untill the wires are a ee gt eee 
straight. This process is called “ rubbing] Do nor contract habits in youth which 
straight.” We saw a mill for grinding nee- | cannot be tolerated in old age. If you have 
dies. We go down into the basement, and | no mercy on yourself, have at feast a little 
find a needle pointer seated on his bench. | for your friends.
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i tates, doubts, asks questions, but comes to no 
M I SC EL L A N E 0 U 8. re She then invites the party to par- |) 

‘ SSS” take of 8 repast of cakes and kirsch wasser, | 
s POCAMONTAS. which is prepared for them on the balcony. 

; BY HORACE RUBLER. Indeed, this entertainment, with the strong 
Suggested by Suldy’s uaaralpiress tod to the Wi water of the cherry, forms a prominent tea- 

: in Slate Historical Bockety. ture in the proceedings of the right. 
L — And having regaled themselves for some 
, “Hor oye, like stars of twilight fair; time, during which and through the window 
; oe Hates tay = cee il she has made use of all the witchery of wo- || ; Sut all things else about ber drawn ‘ V ‘y of } 
4 From May-time and the cheerful dawn.” man’s art, she feigns a desire to get rid of |) 
4 A glad, bright eye that seems to watch and follow, them, and will sometimes call her parents to || 
. Through the blue ocean of the summer air, accomplish this object. The youths, how- || 

me oee tore See rere ever, are not to be put of, for, according to | 
- A sweet young fnen that never learned to shun the custom of the country, they have come || 
; he kisses of the amorous winds and sun. here for the express purpose of compelling |) 

And dark hair garlanded with freshest flowers, her, on hat night, there and then, to make | 
; Cullet from the dewy glades of forests old, up her mind, and to declare the object of her || 

Jgvely a ihe bright wreath bung round the towers choice. 
; wr aetr coasts co eed ee a At length, after a farther parley, her heart | 
: Woven in a bright ‘and many-tinted chain, is touched, or at least she pretends it is, by || 
} met Lace it crea ak sa ants the favored swain. _After certain prelimina- 

GOT tise stare Srowediand oalllceyen forest Kies, ries between the girl and her parents, her | 
Powhatan, Nature in the wilds had wrought her lover is admitted through the window, 

: By sweet degeees and kindest nonrishing, where the afliance is signed and sealed, but Free, un dleeted movements, native grace : : M i 
Were hes, such as befit « princely race. not delivered, in presence of both father and | 

mother. By consent of all parties, the cere-_ || 
; She had not blanche? into 2 sickly whiteness, mony is not to extend beyond a couple of || 

Garin ated nucentamatbaeene: ais tiie trtetinees hours, when, after a second jollification with |] 
; pit the gnrulttzn eAnoon's het Weis kirseh 7, they all: pelire <th8 happy 

Sai erator Reueahal trounce ae mun to bless his stars, but the rejected to |) 
te ee console themselves with the hope that at the | 

The van 1a! band of Fa ion had not blighted, next tournament of lovemaking they may || 

| ocean suooced better. In general, the gis de- | 
Thocachiac«f appr ene dae cision is taken in good part by all, and is re- | 

: Her lithe sv:.ne form, for she was ever near garded as decisive. | 
To Nature, and her kindly voice coula hear, [‘leathland’s Switzerland. i 

oe | 
; | And dwelling thus within the august presence Ts Grape Cunruxe anv Wing Maxine || 

As ng ne Pata aes ed tagne | FIRMLY ESTABLISHED AMONG 8 ?—This ques- | 
: From the bvizht world around her. Silently tion was put to a distinguished vine-grower | 

| Tits freshness, freetom, and wilt grace had grown in Cincinatti, R. Bueanan, Esq., more to 
} Ripe ee, Seeeeet hee, at Neepme ber ee. satisfy some of our friends than to clear up 

aa SWISS COURTING. any donbt of our own. The following is 
sere his reply: “Iam happy to be able to say 

When a girl has artived at a marriageable| that, in the West at least, I consider the 
age, the yousg men of the village assemble] vineyard culture of the Grape firmly estab- 
by con-ent on a given bight at the gallery of| lished. It is also increasing with great ra- 
the chalet in which the fiir one resides.| pidity all over the West and Southwest. 
This creates vo manner of surprise in the] The sale of grape-cuttings in Cincinnati last 
minds of her parents, who not only wink at] spring amounted to over 2,000,000, and of 
the practice, but are never better pleased | stocks 300,000 I sold from iny own vineyard 

| than when {he charms of their daughter at-] 140,000 cuttings. This looks like progress. 
| tract the greviest numberof admirers, Their] The demand for the wine tully equals the 
: arrival is soon announced by sundry taps at] supply, but the hard times ot last year cansed 
! the different windows. After the family in} an accumulation of the stocks of sparkling 

the house hes been reased and dressed (for}| Catawba (the most expensive of our vines) 
the seeue usually takes place at midnight,| which will take another to diminish, Tre 

: when they have all retired to rest.) the win-] peat to you in all candor my opinion, that 
dow of the room prepared for the oceasion,} the vine culture as now established is a 
in which the girl is first alone, is opened.| branch of national agriculture that eanvot 
Then the yarley commeuces, of rather a] retrograde. It has al-o the sympathy of the 
boisterous deseription ; exch man in turn] moral part of the community, who believe 
urges his suit with all the el quence and art] that the spread of the wine will diminish in- 
of which he is possessed, The fair one hesi-! temperance.” (Horticulturist. 

ee, ee
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For the Farmer.) voices of angels, with sweet and hopeful tho? | 
ANGEL VOICBS OF THE PAST. sometimes mpelanctoly melody. Recollections; 

“That heart, methinks, that throng the twilight haze of reflection, | 
Were of strange mould witch kept no che:tshed print like a galaxy of brilliants, forming a bright 

Of earlier. happier Himes, hen ae fresh bow of promise for the future, are drawn all, 

Grit oredetel ie a) ree from the scenes and companionship of child-| 
No transient sadness, when a dream, a glimpse hood, youth and middle years. Old associ-/ 
Of fancy touched past joys.” Hrtovse | ations hallow the vista of past life, and Mem- 
The eternity of the pa:t is as uncircum- | ory may revel in an atmosphere redolent with 

scribed asthatof the futare—our conceptions | the perfumes of cherished pleasures, Time 
of it are as vagueand unsatisfactory; but, in} burys up many sorrows, and the waters of 

its wider sense, to us it is only a kingdom of | Lethe repose silently above the pride, pas- 
causes, or a land peopled with ideal and | sion, rivalry, worldly ambition and envy 
ghostly shadows, — lis entities are all visiona- | that embitter present moments as they pass; 
ry, and its realities dreamy and phantasma- | still these are alive within us, though dead 
gorial, Ideal nothings conmingle with the | to the past—for Memory, true to her ritual, 
heroic shadows of its mystic regions, und the | binds most closely to the sympathies those 
volatile creations of faney breathe and move | records of goodness which argue the immor- 
with the stateliness and pride of conscious | tality of virtue. Folly and its register fade 
existence. The mind eannot distingnish be- | from her canvass, and selfishness itselfdies 
tween them; for whatever we may learn | out with the animal existence of which it is 
from history of the past, fiction dwells even | a propensity. She preserves the charming 
in the province of history, and f:lsehood tnay | Imes of life’s purest joys and graces, and age 
often wear the setnblance of trath in regard | gives her pictures more and more the facina- 
to its events and characters withont its con- | tions of youth. Her infancy had its downy |} 
tradiction. The Past has three domains— | couches, its excess of parental caresses, its || 
tufinite, medial, and diminutive. The frst | luxury of anticipated wants and toys; Child- 
embraces all time past; the second, its histo- | hood—that rosy lawn between the cradle 
ry; the third, only individnal lift. The first | and the school-house—was a pastime among 
engulplis these latter subdivisions, and ex- | velvet meads, without briar or bramble—its 
tends beyoud where thoughe is lost tn its} prattle was. the echo of truant rills, its 
boldest adventures; the second is an exten- | laughter the warbling of birds in springtime 
sive field, ample for study, and filled with de- | —its every dew-drop was peopled with rain- 
tails and experiences which are brought down | bows— 
to the last—the realin of Memory. “Its every pathway led to flowers.” 

From the wide past thought brlugs us ony | Youth dwelt among problems whose mystery 
subliviest reverence for the eternal TAM, | was the magic and the spell that bound the 
whose existence has known no beginning, | growing intellect in apprenticeship to the 
and at whose deeree the great cosiios of the | life-long work of investigation and study. 
universe stood fath in its bewildering | There were visionary things, ernde facts, and 
grandeur; from the past of history we derive | doubtful qualities, over which the mind had 
lessons replete with the intere-ts of life; | not yet established its supremacy by subtle 
from Memory come aur aids to freeast, ony | reasonings. Questions arose that would not 
tangible kuowledze, our sy:mpathie: and onr | brook ancestral answers; perplexities were 
longings. Retieetion broods over the events | battled with for glorious triumphs. — Its 
of past life, like a pilgrim am: ng sepalchres | achievements were liurels to be worn in after 
and ruins—now worshipping soe relic as an | years—to bear the grindsire’s rehearsal, and 
idol of holier qualities and paying trThute at | to ease a new. thrill of life to quicken the 
the shrine of a sweet remembrance; and | pul-es of the old man as he published his 
again doing penance for the atonement ot | epitaph from the brink of the grave. Youth 
sone transgression, or oai-sion of ¢nty re- | iad merged into manhood ; the poetry and 
called in bitterness. Move cheerfh! stil! than j true zest of life had begun. There was @ 
this, it clothes its seenes only in the liveliest | deeper pathos in the songs of bires, a. more 
drapery of imagination, In rel ction we | bewitching power in the waning blush of 
eannot go back beyond the pals of Memory, | evening, the growing stillness of twilight, 
for itis she who brings to jute ocut notes | ond the stellar beanty of the midnight. sky, 
and references to be compare | wil the oc- | The serene calmness of the azure vault erept 
enrrences of tie present, and to be woven | into his soul with the bliss of peace for a 
into the web of character. The great past | moment, and the. gave place to that “msa- 
is so tar beyond our comprelon-iou that it | tiable longing.” “The stars sang together” 
fills ns with awe; the past of fi-tory exeites | the prai-es of God’s handiwork, aud_ he 
our wonder and amizement; Lui iis the | bowed in the presence of selitude. The 
past of fife upon whigh we meditate in our | splendor of the lurid “day king” quickened 
suber moods, and trom which tere come | bin to the duties and re-ponsibilities of lite; 
stenting wently upon the sont the silverye! Natnro’s symmetry, parity and order tmeht 

)
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him the Beer rene of the beautiful—from | pulses, all blend in one sublime hope for the 
Nature, also, he had learned that still more | future. Wierd boughs may droop in mourn- 
fervent love for “the responsive beating | ing o’er the ve of a friend whose heart 

heart.”— was light, Be wes response was joyous, 
“Those fond sensations, those enchanting wiles, yesterday; but a star looks down upon the 

Ren eer: blue-eyed myrtle that enrobes the mound, | 
ss x - i and chants to it the lays of immortality. | 

The silly girl that used to hold long tete-a- | Hush} Angels whisper from the past of || tetes with dolls, and broken china Tanged in Memory—the dear ones whisper—“We shall \ 
groups upon imaginary tables for imaginary | oot again! We know in whom we trust || 
viands and guests, while he was running riot | __ the future is eternal!” gigas (1) 
among more invigorating sports, had grown Ee eet 2 ak ea i 
a coy and blushing maiden. In his youth OUR LITTLE BRTOHER THAT DIED. i 
she was the fairy confident who placed her} , ena / 
soft little hand in his, and laughed away ihe in fae ee | 

a roa eed ahavcr ake ee Ney, ie livion have trickled through the deeayed and | 
obaiati aii ‘aid 'antrthi sisal Phas he | broken wall, producing blackened mould | 

could not frown upon her ; for then her spark- on culne ae hangs a zone of Sones {| 
ling eye would hide itself behind its drooping | 14% 0! te shadowy angel's work. Tis | li - ih faithful copyist first plied \ screen, and her little cherry lip would pout his unpraotised brush, and is rough indeed 
so reproachfully! Ah, the little maiden had | eee ee ee ee ue a teh | 
a dreamy judgment, too, deep hidden in i ps the hill: vat the heart ia a tetorns’ 

er caine ser oe fee ee to those neglected tenements, and, burnish- | 

was not the vacant language of thoughtless- agen hires ae sepia stractures 
ness, but the matin of May-day. Tow full Ore childhood gant wae sid thes | 

of playfulness, ern 9 et BOW, eee as ao had two besthes and one darling 
Gg piety Rue. oe one thie. cacle sister, and I the youngest of them all, ard | 

bloom of womanhood; bouyancy had be- oa apores were aon ae oan mown hay, | 
come a statelier grace, and the thoughtful 7 aaa ise eo /- Poe ane Fee | 
eye had learned to express that deeper Jan- a South BEE ae ay ; aes aie ts ee | 

sea hips —— ee duce frowningly and a chill wind blew one evening, | 
bréathe ‘the antec! of pee and brother (that was next older than me) | 

i 4 rose not on the morrow morn to join ou 
When Memory has grown old, her coral merriment, and in low sad tones they fingers paint most vividly these fondest checked my songs of glee. f 

scenes of this world’s drama. To cheer the/ ‘4 tall thin man come oft, and with noise | aged matron and the gray haired sire she | toss tread entered the mysterious room, and | brings this rapturous reverie. Gaunt Penury when one day he staid a long, long time, I | 

may threat, and stare with ghastly eye-balls, | to9 tole sottly into the forbidden precincts, | 
but he cannot fright away tho bliss of glow- | where my mother’s sobs and my father’s | 
ing memories. The world may grow a heart-wrnng sighs, told the sad event that | stranger, and its avarice and pride drink up was passing, | 

the waters of hnman affinity; Death may| “When next I entered that strange room, | have robbed the hearth-stone one by one of it was filled with stranger faces, and two 
its dear familiar faces—old companions may beings of unwonted beauty stood at the head | 
have fled, and the present may be drear and ofa pone! T liao ‘newer ‘eiuse Sean’ tee 

lonely ; but age lives on the past, and holds persons of such unearthly beauty, and it has 
converse with brighter circles than throng} been a matter of conjecture with me if they | 
this bustling moment now: A hundred to-| wore not celestial beings, visible only to the | days may pass for nothing over the absent hure vision of childhood.’ They lifted me up | 
mind of age; but its yesterdays were—O, | +, Jook at my brother, but it was not the | 
how happy! and the skies of early years | prother of my play-days, and I did not know ‘| 
were—O, how sereneand cloudless! Fluctu- him, he was so pale, and cold and still 
ations and reverses, of business and of care} A'nother brother bears his name and 
—depressions of hope—dark hours of de- again we are four; but our mother’s tears 
spondency, are not recalled in lasting sorrow. will flow, and our father heaves a sigh, and 
Complacently the smile illumes the tarrowed we all opesk sof: id low when Lee name 
brow, and beams from the sunken eye— the our Tittle brothor iat died Lizz. 
Past had its “bright hours only.” The ret- [Drew's Rural Intelligencer. 
rospect of a virtuous life burys its regrets +00 
among jewels—pure, holy, eternal! Arbbi-| Tr mas been ascertained that happiness is& 

: tion, hovor, love, the passions and the im- {compound of which avarice is no ingredient. 
re
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RECORD OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS, 

At MADISON, Wisconsin, Latitude 43° 05? North, Longitude 129 127 West. Altitude, 892 Feet — 

above the Level of the Sea. APRIL, 1856. ‘ 

DAILY. TAM. 2 P.M, 9 P.M. | | 

; |ales |s alow |S Jeles Sala 

sbsee 2e8 eal | ee lad || fee 28 PES REMARKS. 

Bl ce |e |sf2| 22) 5| 28213315] 82/23] 
5 B< |2| ESF 12515153" | 85 B| SSF | 8° 2a 

Fe [RRO feo fe peo fo le le 4° | 8a 

THs [39 /2SE] 0 148] 4S] 10 [HM] 5 By 10 | 41.66 RainedfomOP. M. all aight — 

2 mia | 5S.| 10 [41] 58.| 10 }36] 48.) 10 | 89.88 
3 | 28.95|88] 4W.| 10 |40} 1 W. 8T| 2 W.| 10 | 88.16 ' 

4} 29.19|87; 3W.| 8 |46] LW.] 5 |82] 25.) 0 87.83 

5 i |S 88.| 2 ]48/18E| 0 [40,88E) 5 | 42 
6] 05 |42|18.E] 6 [55] 2E} § 38] QN.| 8 | 44 
7 | 9:9 |8| 1H] 8 |et|28E) 5 |44] 2E) 5 | 49.99 

ws | 99 [44] 88] 8 66) 48. 10 ) 68 51.66 
9 | 29.97|44] 48] 0 |53/3S.w.| 5 |47| 2W.| 8 grag First thunder storm, ¢ spr. of rain. 

ao | 2973]39/8SE.| 8 [52] JE] 0 (88/88. 5 143.16 
if | 98:95 |40/18.R] 10 [52] 1B] 0 [50] 1} 10 | 47-38 
33 | 98.98]40] 4B] 8 |92] 4B] 0 136) SN} 0 | 30:83 | Repeated showers of rain & thunder. 

8 29 8 Blea Q |47|28. 21a PS bs § go-to Copious warm rain during night. 

1s | 28.03 |52)48.Ej 6 [56] 45.] 5 |50/55.W.| 5 | 52.93 ip Rometadateresre ct 
16 | 29:1 |50] sWw.| 5 |62| 8W.| 2 |50] 2 W.| 0 | 58.66) Balmy and fair. 
i | 2.98] 48|23.W.| 0 [64] 6W.] 8 48) 8 W.) 5 | 36 $d Lake freed of ice, 

3s | 9.2 |41] 8W.| 8 |49] BW.) 8 [41] 2N.] 8 143 
19 | 29.29]39(3N-E.] 2 |55] 8N.] 0 43.95 
2 | 29:33)46)1NE.] 0 |58] 1 W.] © 138 0 | 46.33 
H | son1|4o] 2] 0 [6] 1B] oO fae] 1E) 0) 48.66 | Ath Lake fr'd of tee, 

so | 28:30] 44] 1W.] 9 | 63/18.W.| 2 | 50 55, 
% | 98.88150] 18] 0 |69|3SW.| 5 | 51 70 | Thunder st. and heavy R. at 10P M. 

o% | 291|48] 18 | 5 |6|2NW.. 4 52) LE] 6 | 54.50 
% | 912\57] 8H] § |63| LE] 10 |60) 4B) 8 | 62.2 
% | 20° Jon] 38] 20 [52/18 ) 19 )6))28 E) 18 58 | Repeated copious showers. 

7 | oles; 38] 8 jet} 481 4/55) 48.) 6 159.98 
% | 28.95/43] 48] 5 [dT] 48.) 4 [or] 2S. | 5 158.16 
99 | 29:13|/49] 18] 4 |58 ee | 3 |epore 8 } 53.88 : 

39 | 29:00|50| 4E.| 9 [54] 4B] 10 |50) 4B] 20 [50 ‘Th’nd’r storm & RB’ during night. 

Torat, AMOUNT OF RAIN during the month, 234 inches. 

FRESH FRUIT IN HERMETICALLY SEALED | should be taken. We have used them our- 

Cams, selves, and know their quality. So have 

Public attention was very generally called } Scores of our friends. Mr Godey, of the 

to this subject last year by Arthur, Burn- Lady’s Book, good anthority, as every one 

ham & Oo., of Philadelphia, manufacturers knows, thus speaks on the subject: ‘ 

of “Arthur's Patent Self-Sealing Cans and There were a variety of Self-Sealing 

Jars,” and large numbers of families all over | Cans offered to the public last year, and 

the country were induced to try experi- there will, in all probability, be ge 

menta, not only with Arthur’s Cans, but | number during the coming season. ot one 

with a variety of other cans offered to their | that we have seen bears any, SOMMpSTADD, 

notice, Arthur's Can, which is the sim-}!" On estimation, with ‘Arthur's ; and our 

plest in construction and the easiest to use, advice to allis, to try no other can or jar 

is moreover the only one that we have ever next year. This one will _ certain! ly keep 

seen with a single exception, that is con- fruit precisely in the condition, in which it 

structed on right scientific principles. In | is sealed up, is simple in construction, and 

the exception referred to, the can itself is | ©aSY of use, and cannot, we believe, be 

in all respects less desirable, and few would equalled, far less excelled, by any vessel got 

have any hesitation in choosing, between | UP for the purpose of keeping fruit in a fresh 

them, Arthur's can is entirely open at the condition by hermetical sealing. : 

top, with a channel around the month, | Fruits put up in hermetinaly sealed ves- 

filled with cement. It is sealed by heating) sels are, as all who have use them know, 

the lid and pressing it into this cement, in every respect superior to those put up in 

which is done ina moment. The cement the old fashioned way. The process is, 

| is in the channel when the canis sold, The | moreover , easier and cheaper, No house- 

cans sustain no injury in opening, and may keeper who has once tried the new method, 

be used year after year. They are made of | will ever go back to ‘he old. 7 

tin ; and also of fire-proof earthern ware. We have presented this matter a little 

‘We have thus particularly referred to this | prominently, because it is one which almost 

can, that our readers may know how to every body has an interest. In calling at- 

distinguish it from all others. It is with- | tention toso admirable an invention, we 

out doubt, the best yet offered to the public, | but serve the common, good. 

and in an article of this kind only the best [Philadelphia Merchant.
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: i >? : We intend to make the Wisconsin Farner 

{ E D ITOR S TABL E. emphatically what its name purports to be, ; 

—$——S— = F=== | before we are done. if life and strength are t 

; } (Close of the Halt Yoar— spared us, Such was our purpose when wo ; 

; This number closes the first half year of | sok hold of it, andthe flattering encourage- ; 

: the Wisconstx Farmek,' under the new ad-| ment thus far received has only strengthened 1 
ministration. Perhaps a word in relation to] that determination. When we can put t 

: its progress, prespect and aspirations, ay | 25.000 copies of it—perheps weekly—into ‘ 

not be deemed inappropriate; and first in | the houses and hands of our most sterling ] 

this behalt, we would tender our hearty | population, and have it meet with a welcome, 
thanks to the Press of the State and West, | we shall feel that we have an acquaintance 

and to our numerous local agents, for the} worth prizing, and a position where we can 
many kind notices and attentions we have } pe useful if we would. 

received at their hands, We feel under 00} yfay the continued exertions of our kind 

small -weight of ‘obligation, and hope in the friends, and our own unremitting exertions | 

! progress of events to be able in some sinall | ty constantly improve and perfect the Farm- | ! 

degree to repay the kindness. ; ER, hasten the “good time coming,” for which 
t Our highest ambition on’ undertaking the | \¢ are willing to “wait a little longer.” If 

lication of the Faxaer, was to make it Sari WOE doulinuet toc lat | | 
oe aT onr good friends will continue to labor as 

; acceptable and useful os that numerous class | pealously for us, during the remaining as 

: in our young but thriving State, for whom it} thrcugh the first half of the year, we will be 
: is more particularly intended. In this ob- | among the inost grateful, and under the most 
f ject, judging from our. circulation, we have weighty obligations | 
; succeeded beyond our most sanguine ex- : 7 | 
: pectations. Notwithstanding the irregulari- | Our State Legislation.— 

ties of the Farmer, in being received by its Since the issue of our April number, the 

subscribers in former years, and the many | State Legislature, after a session of almost 

fears expressed to us,. by letter and other-| three months, have adjourned over till Sep- 

! wise, at the commencement of this -yolume, | tember, when we may look for avother turn 

of a continuance of the same evil—a fear so | of about six weeks, making altogether almost | 

strong as to induce many to decline sub-| half a year’s legislation. Certainly a pretty |) 

scribing, and especially, pre-paying, until | liberal amount fer a young State, costing in |} 

: they saw whether we were going to be|the aggregate not Jess than $160,000 to |} 

prompt and reliable—notwithstanding all | $150,000. Now in the vay of legitimate, | 
this, we are happy in being able to say, that | necessary legislation, what is the probable i 

our subscription list has gone up Hatneube! amount of benefit to be derived from it by \| 

ly, beyond our expectations; and it is stil] | the masses of the people? Out of probably | 

constantly increasing with every mail, We | 500 bills tlt will be introduced and most of ||; 
made our mark for a circulation of 8,000 the | them passed, not 50 of them relate to nrat- | 

present year, and published an edition ac-| ters of general interest, and out of that 50 

cordingly ; with the continued friendly aids | not ten will be pasved into better laws than i 
of the press, and our many other good | those they supersede, Out of the 450 local | 
friends, we shall find readers enough for the | and buncombe bills that make up the balance, 
whole edition. We have at present plenty | it is safe to assume that at Jeast one ball of 

of back numbers for those who may wish to|' them are individual or sectional projecis, 

commence with the new series, and that we | wholly uncalled for by the masses, and often 

may not be short, we propose to enlarge the | dictated by the purest, selfishness. Three- 
edition with the next number, and take sub- | fourths of the whole 450 bills ought to be | 

scriptions for half a year, for half the terms | disposed of by the various County boards of | 
. stated on the inside of the cover, when pre- | Supervisors, and never be heard of in the 

ferred. Let agents remember this, and add | State Legislature; and if there is not ample 

to their lists accordingly. general laws for that purpose already, tl ose 

, We aly the result of our humble Jabors | ure the ones that onghit to be first enacted, 

; during this year, will so far establish us| Many of the acts are for the allowance and 

among our numercus patrons as to remove | settlement of small aeeounts of irom one to 

} all fears of irregularity in the future; and | ten dollars against the State for some trivial 
further, succeed in establishing in the minds | ~ervice, and in their adjustment going thro’ 

of all, that a well conducted home agricul- | all the clumsy fornis of legislation —of being 
tural journal, containing as it will the pro- | read their three several tiwes, considered in 

‘ ceedings of the State Agricultural Society, | committee of the whole, referred to standing 

and of the County Societies, together with | and select committee-—leing printed, en- 
all the interesting local information, is of | grossed, enrolled, and finally passed, after 

much more value to our people, than one | having gone through with all this rigmarole 

from out of the State, specially from the | in both branches of the Legislature. Now, 
far east. nothing further remains but to be signed by 

et a EN 
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the respective presiding officers, and by his + that the said committee exert themselves in 
Excellency the Governor, except the print-| getting members of the society, and that 
ing with all the paraphernalia of head and they also enlist the assessors of each town 
tail. of official heading and certifying, making | whilst performing their official daties in the 
several folios of perfectly needless work, ex- | same work. 
cept to benefit the printer. By the timethe} As the constitution and proceedings of the 
foregoing proceedure is gone fone with, | Society thus far, together with the new law 
the little bill appropriating four shillings and | granting aid to county societies, are all pub- 
six pence to Peter Snooks, for scaring the | lished in the late numbers of the Farmer, it 
birds out of the Oapitol Park, is settled, | occurred to us that the members of the com- 
although the operation has cost the State at | mittee and the assessors might at the same 
least $50.00. time get us lots of additional subscribers, as 

Such is the economy and wisdom of much | all those who become members of the Socie- 
legislation. It can easily bo demonstrated | ty will like to have its published proceedings 
that every moment during onr ordinary Leg- | for reference, and we shall make it a puint 

islative session costs the State on an average | to publish ail its doings, premium list, awards 
$3.00 per minute, while in session. We | of premiums, &o. 
have often wondered how dull, stupid men We send specimen copies to all the mem- 
could while away a half hour in a speech of | bers of the committee, to use in canvassing 
no earthly account, at an expense to the | for us, and hope to reap good returns for 
State of at least $100, yet nothing is more} them. Shall we be disappointed? Our 
frequent than to hear young whitfets and old | friend Marrs, of Verona, has got us twice 
graunies thus wasting timeand money. But | 88 many subscribers as any other man in the 
when all is said, we have but to confess that | county. If we had as good a friend in each 
we know of no remedy for such evils except | town, what a list we should soon have; but 

in a higher standard of human wisdom, may | unluckily there are not many such men. 
be of honesty. They are fruits of slow | The Conservator— 1 

growth, and we do not expect to see them Is the name of a new paper from the 
ripen mature and perfect in a day or genera- | Northern portion of the State, published by 
tion. Still, let us labor and act in the right } Harrison Rgep, at Neenah and Menasha— 

direction, at each recurring election, and properly but one town, but bearing two 
aim as far as possible to select men for legis- | names—at the foot of luke Winnebago, on 
lators of real sound business views and hab- | Fox River. From the number before us we 
its—inen who do not seek office, or aim to | should judge that Mr. Rexp has lost none 
live in idleness on the industry of others. | of his tact in publising a good paper siuce 
Elect as legislators thatclass of men that you | he retired from the Milwaukes Sentinel s 
would trast with your own private business | dozen years ago. May he meet with good 
and money, and none other. Regard not the success, and abundant support for his new 
party catch-words of demagogues——they | paper. We fully endorse every word of the 

have fooled the world already too long—but following, which we copy from the first 
exercise your sound common sense in all} number: j 
Ee the sar as in Lane matters, and cee ae Eaves Toe is nothing tes ont 
when you do that we shall hear less com- | tes more to the advantage of a village than & wel 
plaiut about public stealing, and long-winded, {nied an well woniacted.seweyapr” 1s he bomo 
Wastetul Legislative sessions—sessions that | mleation, and the index of the business an | charactor of 

Waste from fifteen to twenty thousand dol- | in?yrers thst does the biting of demagigues—the 
lars upon worthless newspapers, public doc- maciine by which corrupt and designing men seek to es- 
uments, and needless printing, that nobody | tblish themselves in place and power; but a press whic 
reads, yet begrudges the smallest pittance Srulitient and moral principle for sincere honest pur- 
appropriated to the interests of agriculture. | pose, Industry, tact, character and somo ability are 
In conclusion we would say that all we wish reg atcod ee ee eebeiee cee Se eavtadsiam 
is, that such legislators had to derive their Gecen. JE trom peceniary Wemtine: 890 ee nt 
living from the fruits of their own labors, in- Ppt yes a che ons iba areas ta he 

stead of the hard toil “a sweat ot the tarm- family rei and let the Dosinese, men, hebdesaly coe 
ers, whose interests they seem to consider | ™unicate fully and frequently throu, toe 
beneath their notice. Dat enough for the con en ee ‘i eral arn a 

present. Premium Lists for State Fair— 
Dane County Agricultural Society. — We have plenty of extra copies of the 

It will be seen by reference to the pro- | April number of the Farmer, containing the 
ceedings of this society at their last meeting, | Premium List, and we will forward them to 
on page 234 of the May nuinber, that the | any who may wish them. We hope all the 

| Secretary was instructed to furnish each of | friends of agriculture and utilitariau progress 
the members of the General Committee with | will be making their calculations to add all { 

& copy of the constitution of the society, and ! in their power to the attractiveness of the 

Seen ee ee oe Reena te eRe es Sn ee ne eee 
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exhibition. Fairs are necessarily made up ) The Improved Little Giant Corn and Gob Mill. 
of individual contributions, hence it is the] | The advertisement of W. A. Gray, for 
duty of all who can to contribute as much as|this excellent machine, will be found on 
it is their privilege to repay the labors of|another page. We have before us the ac- 
others. Swords are beaten into plow-shares, | count of two trials of the capacity of differ- 
and spears into pruning hooks, in part at ent machines for grinding, at both of which 
least, in our age and country; let us carry the improved Little Giant took the pre- 
on the good work until it is as nearly so as|mium. One trial was made at Cincinnati 
human nature will admit of. Itis a goodly|in February last, between four _machines 
thing, sociably, for the people of a State or/and a committee of seven, comprising such 
county to occasionally come together, and{menas Gov. Wnricnt, H. L. Errsworrn, 
make each other’s acquaintance. of Indianna; §. D. Harris of the Ohio 

Cultivator, and Orm Sait, of Gulena, 
’ Prices of Produce. — awarded a silver service worth $250.00 to 

The decline in produce from last fall | the Little Giant. In the Cincinnati Columbian 
and early winter prices, is very great, and|of May 8th, appeared the account of a 
bids fair to be greater, permanently for the | contest at Paris, Ky., which we copy: 
present, so far as human ken can reach. If| «phe nndersigned, selected a Committee of Judges 
the coming crops should be abundant, the | of the Bourbon County Agricultural Society, to deter- 
vast area sowed and planted, under the im- | mine ay eee one es Gentry tee | 
pulse of long continued and remarkably high | Scott £1 Hedges, of Cincinati, named the “ Little Giant,” 

prices, would pile up an amount of grain for jandot Mess Dougan, Smith Co. of Zanenilie. the fall market that might carry prices still | Ofsaid mills in Paris, Ky., on the 6th and 6th days of 
lower. Still, some unlooked for turn in af- | March, 1856. : 

fairs may oot, to Uphold prices above ot | pate a Chet 210 eplaion, und 24 
expectations. With an average crop, Wis-|eter—the Young America, 43; busbels of meal at an 
consin will have 10,000,000 bushels of wheat |**sisfetraft of190 Ds, snrough selves No. 
to sell. Whata pity that it cannot be floured |4 and No. 6. The quantity of cobs left nthe No, 4 
at home, and the bran and shorts retained te | stive mee sentio ny =e Zone Apverice of eat by tbe 
feed our too often half starved stock, (during | tains inenee thee tet at ihe oe ee 
eight months of the year,) and to go back to | mills are of equal diameter, (twenty inches,) the grind- 

our own soil again, which, will ereTong ery | af surten he ue ia Sapo tbe fo 
pecavi for renee it. ee, flouring mill is and = examination « of f the coustraction - the zills 
amine of wealth to the country; may the = ae ean 
multiply and prosper. Ta eae fenee tet tie tome See ee Eee 
Prices of Wool— Hedges the two silver goblets.’ Sieaday Geuetiee 

Wool seems to promise pretty well, es-| woolen Factory— 
pespecially the better qualities. The uni- At Beaver Dam, Dodge Co., in this 
form high prices of cloth, do not look like @| State, is located one of the most extensive 
decline, but rather to an improvement in| Woolen Factories in the West, and from the 
prices. Good grades of three-fourths Meri-| uniform fair dealing of its proprietors, 
no ought to be worth, if clean and put up| Messrs, Srewarr & Co., they have acquired 
right, about 40 cents here athome, although |an unbounded confidence among their nu- 
may be a little less will have to be taken.|merons customers. Read their advertise- 
As prices now stand, good qualities of wool | ment, farmers, you who have fine weol that 
will pay better than grain raising; and for | you wish made into cloth of the right sort, 
all emergencies in a country like this, they | for your own use, and then, if not conveni- 
should go hand in hand, with all farmers | ent to go personally with your own product, 
properly situated to attend to them. send it with plain, full directions, and it will 
Agricultural Warehouse — return to you in the shape desired. We 

We omitted last month to call attention | Were at their factory a short time since—* 
to the advertisement of Samuugt R. Fox, |S8w their carding machines and spindles 
which will also be found in this number. | doing their busy work, and heard the “rat- 
His catalogueis complete—comprising every- | tling of the loom,” until we almost thought 
thing usually wanted by a farmer—and his | °Urselves transported to the “spindle city.” 
prices are on the “live and let live” principle. | State University—Class in Agricultural Chemistry — 
Among the many new blocks in course of} Dr. E. S. Carr, Professor of Chemistry 
erection in this city is one by Mr. Fox--the |and Natural History in the University of 
dimensions of which are to be 26 by 100 feet | Wisconsin, is just commencing a course of |] | 
on the ground, four stories high besides the | lectures on Agricultural Chemistry, and the 
basement. It is to be built of stone and | application of science to the useful arts—to 
brick, and finished in the most convenient |be continued through the summer term. 
oe to accommodate the growing business | These lectures will be delivered at the labo- 
of an enterprising merchant. ratory of the University, and are open to all
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| smnber of deuatibe rainy increasing its| neatly Seeanteasand cance a hy : 

| Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods Store — are generally adopted by the ‘bons - ee S 

Mr. R. F. Powsns has recently aad wecines alone are worth the price of the * 

an extetaive Ginn of Bering Gscde'at hi agazine to any lady who takes pride i ie 

store on Washington Avenue, Madison. His er ° t 

| oat will be found in this number of the SeBeealimoses es Leese Tees t 

| " eo and anything not enumerated there- Offers for sale a lot of choice farmi Mg 

= lands, located in Dune Oouite—-aleo a fide "4 
jen: > Milita rm in Milwauk See hi * 
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| IMPROVED Ahan 1.00 yards por week, We have threo Carding 

| LITTLE GIANT CARDING ROLLS, * 
and can do that work in short notice. ‘Custom Cloth 

. D at all seasons of the year. 
| pre Teed etenreturn the same quality of cloth as the wool 

OS a __—— See sent “All letters of in uiry as to the particulars will be 
aa Se promptly answered. Woo! may be sent to us by Rail- 

ou By a Mad, and Cloth will be returned In the same manner if 
oS Esa. uired. G. L. STEWART & CO. 

aes oS "Baavax Das, Wis, June, 2m. : 
Se 7s eee 

aa cLhLoTHING. 

CORN AND COB MILL. pa ee 3 
PATENTED MAY 167m, 1854 Have Meceiy? i % See xpress, 

TPE LITTLE GIANT, tanafactured by Scorn d THE SPRING AND SUMMER 
Hixnors, of Cincinnati, Ohio, bas been extensively 

{ntroduced and tested during the past year, and has inva- FASHIONS, 
riably given the most unqualified extisfaction, as was = 

proved bys trial at Cincinnat! on the 2a of February NBW STYLE 
‘. A nittee compe of Goy. Weert, Hon. . 

HL. Fuswontn, of Indiana, Gol. 8. D, Harms ‘of the FRENOH AND AMERIOAN 
Ohio Cultéoutor, Wu. Doaxe Wuson, of the lowa Far- 
mor, Capt. Ont Sutra, of Galen, Uinots, Mr. Moos, CASSIMERE 8, 
fKy., sod Mr. Baxwiss, of Mo. awarded a prize ¢ its aoc: ae 

$250 Sliver Plate to the Little Glant, for FRENCH PLAIDS—SILK MIXED. 
DOING MORE WORK AND GRINDING FINER BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS 

than any of the contestants on the ground. Black Doeskins, 

It is not confined to the grinding of Corn in the Ear OF BVEZY QUALITY. 
alone, but may be used to grind Hominy and fine Meal BROADCLOTHS, OF EVERY COLOR AND 

from Shelled Corn ; so that any person possessing one of DESCRIPTION 

caeee eae arecee Vestinge=-a Ecautiful Assortment. 
NYOLL, TAME AND LAEOR ime GENTS. ORAYATS 

of going to mill, It is also simple and easily set up. No : 
of one oo ae Ip required to, Tun it, and in can be man | #24 Furnishing Goods too mumarons to mention—al of 
“eth fel oc having purchased the Exclusive = ie M. FRIEND & BROS. 
Right of Bale in this Suate, of James B. Chusdick of Bt, | _No. 9, King Street, Mapisox, Sune, 1856. th 
Louls, Mo., is prepared to farnish them to farmers and eae 

pe ren acids gaKo0—will grind to 10 _J. §, FILLMORE, 
plete, $53.00, whit grind 15 bush one horse. No. 8 Com- LAND, REAL ESTATE, 
one horse, No. 4 Complete wshels of feed per hour with > 7 

er hour with two horses, | will grind 0 bushels of feed Bei ts 
FORK SALE by W. A. Gr . 

waukee, to whou) all orders ay. No. 24 rn COLLECTION AGENCY. 
must be addre. No. 2 Juneau Block, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Mrtwavnes, June 1956. 1 W. A. GRAY. é 

ee Mortgages Bought, Loans Negotiated, Real 

IAC RANA... Estate sold at reasonable rates, Col- 

Salers Se lections and Remittances 
m OF THE Ae. : 

DODGE COUNT ry NURSERY, |— ATTENDED TO PROMPTLY. 

BEAVER DAM, ’ aT 

Wholesale and Retail DealePODGE O0., WIB. FARMING LANDS 
Trees, Shrabs, ae = FOR SALE! 

(SAN Communications pr/#2t Seeds, &e. eR tly Attended to._geg | (PUHE following valuable Tracts of Land, situated in the 
————_____" “ "T’County of DANE, are offered for sal, ‘Title indix 

Gosia rp eb tiolion, Section, Town, Range, Acres, 
WOOL! WOOL! staoswWa, 8 iz 40 

SWarofSEqr 20 8 12 40 
100.000 FOuXRs 0F WOOL WANTED atthe | EbfofSE gr 81 9 12 80 

| Fanunn’s Factony in Beaver Dam, Wis. [SW qr ofS iar 81 9 12 40 
to muhufacture into Cassimers, Sutinetts, Tweeds, all | NWqrofNEqr 6 8 13 40 
wool Fiaunels, or cotton warp Fliaunels two yards wide | Qsaukee County—W 3 of the W 34 of 3 W % Section 
for sheets, pixin or twilied, or in exehange for 4, Town 10, ange 2, ee ‘gat ne 

. : : : 4 ‘he above tracts com} some of the best is 

CASH AND CLOTHS. Hines siumties tor haraiteg pprpeees: (Wor terme: apply v P ‘We have now more than 6,000 yards of the above Cloths | to JouN 8. FILLMORE, 
= pene a nearly Le? auperioe ail wool Horse ALSO 

ankets. ‘¢ wish to Say that three years we ur- rived In Wisconsin, with uachinery to make, Waclen A VALUABLE FARM 
loths. We were deturmined to make only pure In the town of Granville, seven miles from Milwaukee 

hurd tanisted, servicaile Govds for the wool grower, at | near the Lisbon Pla: k Road, containing 80 acres of ae 
Jess cost to ita thon the poor stuff brought from the | twenty acres of Thnber, with a good Frame House, ati 
Eat, made of little wool, mach old rags, flax and cotton, | one of the best Barns in the country. 100 Frult Trees, & 
(the latter being the best part.) Good Well and Cistern. The land 1s of supertor eallty, 

As to our suecess, we have only to refer to those who | and under a high state of cultivation: in fact, here 

have patronized us, and the unprecedented Increased de- | everything about it to make a home comfurtable. 
mand for our goods; so that we have greatly enlarged | Brice—@4,500. Apply to 
our capacity te manufacture clots, Ore Faciory is now JOHN 8. FILLMORE. 
the largest in this State, and we are now making more | Minwavxas, June, 1856. tt. 

eR a ao a ee 

|
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WISCONSIN FARMER, 
AND 

NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. a 
DEVOTED TO AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, MECHANIO ARTS AND EDUCATION. 
a _ : 
VOL. VIII. MADISON, WIS., JULY, 1856. NO. 7. 3 
SS .::.— LLL — — —— : 

SUGGESTIONS FOR JULY. July, especially all the earlier part of the 
“Tx mother lark that is brooding month, is still a good time for breaking, but * 

ant Sn aaepa net wonky glitter perhaps the declining prices of produce will 
With swarms of fairy things. rather curb the desire for enlarging fields. 

wife the teehoralies bine seve. ae Still every farmer should keep ry that 
Tae ae ee caer eee or. he may stock down his fields already culti- a 
pe setae bier eure vated to grass; for every farmer will become 3 
The light and the life of Summer more and more conscious of the indispensable “ 
ee io Taylor, | necessity of the cultivated grasses, both for s 

A . hay and feed. The wild grasses of this July is not a month presenting so many ews ; 
ome duties as some of the earlier or later country do well for a beginning, but they are t 
months. Still it furnishes plenty of subjects SPpOr dependenes fox Roou per anens Bese % 4 ‘ ing. It is high time our farmers began to : for attention and labor. We noticed a world Sade the th a tice of 3s 
of weeds in some cornfields that we lately SPIES 08, SOBOET) AN Deagog) OF | # Proper 

= oats rotation of crops. The careless crop upon 
passed. This, as we have before said, is the zi 3 

3 : crop system will not long answer our pur- Sy worst possible policy, as every weed that aes Event oe fine acile will eienndociin “ 
goes to seed this year, will furnish seed for a| POS" . ove ii ° : 
hundred or a thousand next; besides greatly under:it. . es checking the growth ané@ product of the The thus far too comiaon notion that ma- ‘ 
corn, Every one whe possibly can, should | Ure 18 @ useless article, will soon be aban- e 
brush through his fields some of the hot, doned, and it will be found here as elsewhere, : 
wilting days of this month, and make clean that all manure accumulating about a farm % 

work of it, before the seeds areripe. Olean| is but a part, and an all-important part of 
fields praise the owner, whilst weedy ones the soil—one that must be returned to it ; 
reproach him. In this connection we would | Tegularly and carefully, or impoverishment Pe 
advise all to carefully inspect all the corners| Necessarily and certainly follows. 
and by places about their fields and build-| As much haying as possible should be 
ings, in search of thistles, burdocks, and| done before the wheat harvest. Allcultiva- es 
other more outlandish weeds, that are always | ted grass should of course be cut at just the zi 
crowding in. No such thing should be al-| proper stage of ripeness, and much marsh © 
lowed to get a foot hold. A single ripe| hay is vastly improved by being cut early, $ 
thistle will scatter its downy seeds over hun-| especially if of a tough and wiery nature, s 
dreds of acres. So much for weeds; they| Marsh hay should not be allowed to bleach - 
are the bane of the farm and garden, and| too long in the sun and rain, but by the time e 
accumulate faster even that a usurer’s in-| it is handsomely wilted, it should be put up 2; 
terest. Oareful watch should be kept when | in neat snug cocks of 100 to 150 Ibs. each, is 
grass seed brought from other countries is| and allowed to stand for a week, in which H. 
sown. It often contains the most noxious case it undergoes a kind of fermentation that §: 
weeds, and not unfrequently Canada thistles.| causes it to keep well in the mow or stack € 
These fruitful western soils will rapidly mul-| afterwards. More than half of the marsh - 
tiply all those eastern evils when once they} hay heats and half spoils in the stack for : 
get afoot-hold. Therefore let all watch and| Want of this precaution. 
work and be on their guard, that our wool] Four quarts of salt to each load, scattered 3 
may be without burs, and our oats and hay] in and about the more central portions of 3 
without thistles as long as possible. the mow or stack, is a valuable investment. g
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Those who will take this precaution, and|the nuisance of grown and spoiled wheat. 
stack it nice to shed the rain, will find it a} It will save money and help our general rep- 
great improvement and one that will be am- | utation as a wheat growing State. Of what 

ply shown by the condition of the stock that | use is it to raise large fields of grain, unless 
is kept upon it. itis well harvested and saved? All grain 

Before the issue of our next number har-| should be cut as early as it will do, as the 
yest with all its extra labors and hurry will | berry is usually more plump, and the straw 
be upon you. Are you planning to be all| great deal better. Oat straw early and 

ready for it when it comes? Have you got| Nicely saved, is half as good as marsh hay, 

all your necessary help engaged, and thet of] for any kind of stock—especially if it is not 

the right kind? And the best help you can { threshed too clean. : 

have, if your fields are smooth and of the| Loek carefully after the newly plantei 

right kind, is a good reaper. _It will travel orchard and garden during these hot, dry 

7 over your fields with a business like expedi- months of summer. Unless your trees are 

}] tion, that makes harvesting as easy a matter | well mulched, and watered even, if it is very 

as any other part of farm work. We gleaned | dry, they will be found not unfrequently to 

our fields last year with a horse-rake afcer | wilt and die. Then the worms and othe 

they were cleared of the shocks, and found vermin, keep a constant eye on them ; a net 

it a profitable investment of labor. of worms will completely defoliate a tree in 

The stacking of grain as it should be 1s a| & day or two. 

matter that very few understand. Two| Those who rise at four o'clock in the 

objects are requisite—the first to have it shed | morning and labor a couple of hours in the 

rain well, and the next to have the stacks so | garden, even ladies, will find it a more de 

4| placed as to be convenient to thresh. Both | lightful season than any other in the day— 

1) ‘ofthese matters require nice workmanship | season replete with charms of various kinds, 

and calculation. which must be enjoyed to be fully appreci- 

Stacks should be placed in twos or fours, | ated. 
so that the sheaves from all of them can be} Then the results of such systematic ani 

pitched conveniently to the platform of the regular labor, in the way of weeding ani 

machine, which needs just space enough be-| mellowing the soil, of watering, staking 

tween them to occupy a central position. If| and fixing, will be found to be surprising 

any new beginner is at a loss to know how | Garden vegetables, shrubbery and fruit tres, 

to best place his stacks, in conformity with require as much attention as children, ani 

the above suggestion, let him talk and advise | will show a good bringing up as readily. 

with some more experienced thresher, or | There is this difference, however, the om 

farmer, and he will find it will pay him well | thrives best from the frequent application 0! 

{| for the trouble. The trouble of moving the | dirty water, whilst clean water is most coi 

machine often, or of twice handling the | genial to the other. 

sheaves, is accompanied with no small ad-| Two hours thus daily spent, or even ox 

ditional expense and waste. hour, will work miracles in the way of a fix: 

Stacking is not usually done with as much garden—praising and paying for all the labor 

care as should be used, especially considering | twice over at least, besides all the health pre- 

- the severe, driving storms that often occur, | moting influences, and natural poetic inspirs- 

even in the early fall months. It is very | tions of the occasion. Altogether, it is * 

common to see something green about the | profitable investment, and we advise all wh’ 

tops of the stacks after the fall rains. Our} can to try it. A barrel, near the back door, 

experience has taught us that it is a good | kept full of suds and slop water, to be ofte: 

plan to top out the stacks with marsh hay, applied, is the thing for all the world for 

which, by the way, is almost as good as | every kind of vegetable. The best remedy 

shingles tcshed rain. On the other hand, it | against bugs and worms is to kill thew. 

is almost impossible to make them water | wherever they can be found. 

proof with bundles, especially after they During this warm season of the year, it 8 

have been blown about by the wind. Farm-| of the first importance to preserve goo! 
ers, try the marsh hay covering, and avoid | health, and to do this it is highly essential
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to keep as cool as possible. To begin work! For the Farmer. 

early and to work late, taking a good long Ree eee 
nooning in the middle of the day, during} “Of all months in the calendar I wonder if 
which time it is not well to keep hired men | there’s any which the farmer’s wife would 
wagging at some small chores, for fear they | so gladly overleap as this, with its haying 
will not earn their wages ; but as far as pos- | and harvesting,” exclaimed Mrs. Manning, as 
sible let them lay in the shade and rest.— | she threw herself into an easy chair in her 

Then when the regular work does again | cozy little parlor. 
commence, every man will feel fresh to pitch | | Her young city visitor looked up with as- 
into it with a will, and do good justice to all. | tonishment at this expression. “Why, cousin 

We know some men who deem themselves | Ellie, how prettily I live here. I didn’t 
good managers, who always make it a point | know that I should like the country so well. 
to keep hired help wagging from four o’clock | ?’m no epicure, but what a breakfast you 
in the morning till nine at night, and with-| had this morning! You must have an ex- 
out much care either as to their meals or | cellent cook.” 

* | comforts. This they consider economy; but| Mrs M. laughed heartily, but only said that 
we differ with them in opinion. We believe | breakfasts in the country can be delicious— : 
thetrue way to treat help of all kinds is as we | but they don’t come on the table by the aid 
would wish our own sons and daughters used | of invisible hands. She didn’t tell how two 
in a similar case, and that it will usually be | hours earlier an equally troublesome but more 
appreciated even by the lowest. We recom-| hearty breakfast was prepared. } 

mend to all to try the system of kindness, and| ‘How beautiful it is now!” exclaimed the 
it is safe to conclude, that those who do not | visitor, as she sat in the vine draped porch 
appreciate it, are not desirable help to keep | —the moving zephyr rustling the leaves and 
longer than we are obliged to. blossoms, and playing with her curls as she 
eS bent over her embroidery. Looking up, 

OALIFOBNIA--NORTHERLY WINDS. “How I love. to watch the mowers in the 
Northerly winds are a peculiar feature of field !—how prettily their white sleeves and 

the spring and summer seasons of California, | straw hats look! how graeefully and easily 
me ae sath ee They low oe they swing the scythe in concert with each 
temperature rapidly, bringing in heavy fogs other! how lightly the rakers draw together 
onthe land from the sea. From the rapid the fallen hay, top it over, and pile it up so 

reduction which they cause in the tempera- prettily! What pleasant work it must be! 

ture, in the course of half an hour the ther- | How deliciously sweet the air! [I’ve a mind 
soap wal aren fall en oF Aion sleartes. to run down and enjoy it with them.” 
ese winds dry up the moisture of the . . . 

ground with aromlsetal rapidity. They at- ae aun; ee = 
‘| tenuate the air to such a degree that frosts | Willie and James—‘“it will be such fun? 

are easily induced late into the summer} ‘And then we'll go over to the orchard . 
months, When the traveler is caught on} and get some apples. The Harvest apple 

oy nec! We, ae plains of ene conney, and Red June are already ripe, and there are 
is wh ‘enders . 

skin very dry; the eyes, the nose, and the Blaney of Antwerps in the raspberry patch.” 
ears aro unpleasantly affected, and in the ‘Mother, can’t we take a basket of lunch 
whole system is produced a most unpleasant | for cousin and us—down under the great 

feeling. elm? Give us cream and sugar, mother, for 

A Gaaax Aurenax Wau. —A new Arte: | Cpe A RT! x —A ~ ‘ 5 ay. 
| sian well has recently been opened near San ee Se) and — the sun 

Jose, California. The pipe is two feet in | STOWS hot go over by the brookin the shade. 

circumference, and the water flows up | There are beautiful flowers over there—now 
through it to eight feet above the surface. | be sure and keep cousin Annie away till the 

eee poe ee — oe with a | second dinner bell rings! 
1s & mue distant on a . , *. 

calm evening. “tt sence forth a thousand Agee ee ae A 
gallons per minute. Artesian wells are de- | *¥2y to duty again,” said Mrs. M. to herself; 
signed to be the great fertilizers of Cali-| “six hearty harvesters to cook for and a 

fornia, large family besides. My hands are needed. 
ee ee awe iy LET Se eee ae 

| 

|
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cei WB We a rs 

We can’t get too much, for they area hungry | miserably inefficient farmer’s wife, I’m be- 

group—both great and small—thanks to ginning to think.” 

fresh air and plenty of exercise. Butif hay- “No you wouldn’t. You onlyneed a little 

ing and harvesting would only come in cool | training and a mind and heart to enter into 

weather—it’s trying for Mistress and maid, |the spirit of the occupations that will de- | 

these great bakings, and boilings, and fryings volve upon yeu. Besides, young Mr. B. is | 

—over the hot stove. And then there’s so]one of the progressive farmers. Farm life is | 

much else to be done in this mid-summer | already divested of much of the drudgery of 

weather; extra care is needed to keep the |former times—and the time is fast coming 

whole house cool and neat. In pantry, cel- | when, for women especially, its burdens will | 

ler and kitchen, the careful housewife’s|be far lighter, so that even you need not || 

active presence is constantly needed. Ohil- | shrink from it as from a life of toil.” | 

dren require extra care—heated, and dusty “How, cousin Ellie?” | 

and fretful with out door play, they comein| “Ah, I'll tell you that another time—now \ 

to be washed and cooled, and rested, and |we must haste with the supper.” i 

i then are impatient to be out again. And Ers. || 

little is there in the influence of July’s sultry} Wavxzsna, Wis. | 

air to promote brisk activity. ee 

Bet one masta sp to coats, actin Exmuomnae Yin, Ooms ra | 
. prompt, is the motto now. Two dinners ger, near Monongahela City, Washington 

over, half an afternoon’s work to clear up—| county, informs us that about the first of I 

the great ironing not yet commenced, and | May he sowed 1 8-4 bushels of corn (broad- | 

here it is Wednesday. An early hearty sup- | cast) on one acre of es intending to cut | 

per is to be prepared ere oneis half rested.” it up for fodder. ding in tho summer | 

“Dear me! cousin Ellie, what are you do- that it was growing sbout as rapidly as his | 
‘ ” corn planted and worked in the usual man- 

ing?” asked Annie who, tired of making bo-|ner, he coneluded to leave it to mature. | 

guets and garlands in the porch, and listen-| When the time for harvesting arrived, he 
ing to the birds, and frolicking with the found it to yield 150 bushels of ears of good 

children, found her way to the housekeeper’s cent and 5 tons of fodder. He says that he | 
” had besides about 80 bushels of nubbins, not | 

back “sanctum.” — the a — could 
“ i r, Annie.” ways be anticipa' sowing broadcast, 

— . —. P who? What kina |¥° aes no aaa why corn intended for feed- 

Pee) Sm, = ing purposes should not be planted in this 

of suppers do you get here #” way or in drills, (which would be more sci- 
“Never mind; go back to the parlor. To-jentific.) It would not do, however, to rely 

day you are in ecstacies with country life— | upon this kind of planting for seed, as we 

to-morrow I'll begin to educate you for a think there is no doubt but it would degen- 
a erate in its 0: ity. We sup how- 

farmer's wife. You must be up by four ever, that no ‘con could be lanai 
o'clock ; no tarrying to sentimentalize over |this mode, except when a wet eaaon 15 
the glories of sunrise—or bird melody, or | last summer would Bade or when the Jand 

dew-spangled lawn and flowers. You may could be properly irrigated. c 

enjoy them at odd moments if you find any [Western Agriculturist. 

in kitchen and dining room.” Fe eng ee 
Tue Ion of raz Wortp.—The annul 

“Why, Ellie, you didn’t get dinner for all | production of crude iron throughout the 
those people?” bey cena’ ie F000, 000 ae of 

“Qertainly. furnish them with 4 is Gt. Britain produces 3,000,000, France 

and feathers ; 9a don’t coon ra 750,000, Prussia, Austria, Belgium and Rus 
agar y sia about 250,000 each, Sweden 150,000, the 

on air? United States 750,000, &c. 

“J didn’t suppose anything about it—only ee ae 

that they added to the picturesqueness of the}, ANtiqury or Cow Tarx.—Koh! koh! 

landscape. Well, I change my mind. I koh!” cjaculates the milkmaid when «he 
. calls the cow. It is somewhat remarkable 

shan’t set my cap for that spruce young far-| ¢},¢ the Persians, more than two thousand 
mer who politely brought me over from the years ago, used the very same word for the 

station last night. I should make a most! same purpose—to call their “moolies.” ~~
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THE FOREST TREBS OF WISCONSIN, shaped and uncouth. It is therefore seldom 
BY 1, A. LAPHAM. used as an ornamental] tree alone. When 

No. 80.—Juglans cinerea, of Linnmus— | Planted with other trees it gives interest by 
Butternut. White Walnut.—The Butternut | CoUtrast to the whole, The wood is very 
is far less common in the woods of this State | @urable and may be advantageously em- 
than the Black Walnut, next to be noticed, ployed for posts, rails, sills, shingles, and oth- 

and its wood is less valuable. It has how-| & things that are to be exposed to the 

|] ever some very desirable qualities, rendering | “e#ther- 3 
it worthy of attention. It is useful on ac- We give above (figure 30,) a leaf and the 
count of the medicinal virtues of the bark; fruit, both reduced to one-fourth the natural 

and the sap affords an inferior kind of sugar. | 5!7°: g A 
The nuts should be gathered for pickling in| _N0- 81.—Juglans nigra, of Linnwus—the 
the last week of June; and for winter use in | Black Walnut.—This very common, well 
September. This is the appropriate and known, and valuable tree abounds in the 

agreeable business of the boys, who can thus | ©astern parts of Wisconsin, or in those por- 
supply themselves and their friends with lux- tions of the State that are “heavily timbered.” 

uries at the same time that they are having Large numbers are annually cut into logs, 
a “fine time” in the woods, ‘Tho nuts are and used for cabinet-work, and for theinside i 

much esteemed, and command a good price work of houses. Like the Butternut the i 

in the shops. wood of this tree is durable, and may be used 
for posts, rails, &c. Fence posts are known 
to have retained their strength for twenty- 
five years. The nuts are usually deemed in- ; 
ferior in delicacy of taste to the Butternut. 

j As an object of beauty for the adornment . 
of our houses, public grounds, streets, &c., 

this tree cannot be too highly esteemed. On ‘ 
this point no one is better authority than 
the late lamented Downing, who says :— 
“When fall grown it is scarcely inferior in 5 
the boldness of its ramifications, or the am- 
plitude of its head to the Oak or the Chest- ‘ 

ed nut; and what it lacks in spirited outline 
when compared with those trees, is fully 

_ compensated, in our estimation, by its su- : 

sean pee = perb and heavy masses of foliage, which 

= catch and throw off the broad lights and 

= shadows in the finest manner. When the ' 
Black-walnut stands alone or on a deep fer- 

ween tile soil, it becomes a truly majestic tree; ; 

Bieea LF and its lower branches often sweep the 

Be” ie ground in a pleasing curve, which gives ad- q 

ditional beauty to its whole expression. It 

Lee ES is admirably adapted to extensive lawns, 
eae z parks and plantations where there is no want 

j of room for the attainment of its full size and | 

fair proportions. Its rapid growth and um- j 

. brageous foliage also recommend it for pub- ; 

\ lic streets and avenues.” ‘ 

The flowers expand in May, but the fruit § 

2. JUGLANS CINEREA-BUTTERNUT. WHITE | is not ripe until October. Young trees may g 

WALNUT. be transplanted from the woods, or they may 

‘The forms assumed by the Butternut tree | be grown readily from the seed. 

are usually not those of beauty, being ill-! No. 32.—Carya alba, of Nuttall—Shag
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Bark Hickory—The Hickories were first| fruit of the full size, and a leaf reduced to 
separated from the Walnuts, and a new genus | One half the natural size. 

established to receive them by Mr. Nuttall. 
Formerly tuey were all included in the old 
genus Juglans ; but the least examination of “A 

the outer covering of the seeds or nuts will MN, ( 

show the propriety of the new nomenclature. S$ eu f Z 

In the Walnuts it is undivided and remains wy, Z 

attached to the nut, while in the Hickories My i i 

it is divided into four valves, and falls away ¥ jf 
when ripe. . f Fo ty 

The Shag-bark Hickory may be readily oe a Zt ton fe 

distinguished from the other Wisconsin spe- “a 7 if 
cies by the loose, scaly exterior bark. It is aren 

one of our most valuable trees; especially 
for fuel, for which purpose it is not exceeded WE 

in value by any other. As the result of yw we 

careful experiment, it is found to yield twice We 

as much heat per cord as the Red Maple, , i 

White Birch, Butternut, and Pine; and one 

half more than the Sugar Maple, Beech, Red 

Oak, Pin Oak, andElm. The great strength 

and elasticity of the wood make it desirable 
; for a great variety of purposes. 

The Hickory is also . very fine ornamental 

tree, that should be much more often seen 
about our houses and public grounds. The 
difficulty of transplanting it, is probably the tua desde eee 
principal reason why it is not more often puri iintiital Gantt call a Ja ae 
used for such purposes. It grows very rap- ar % e eo ae 

idly from the seed, and one could very soon There are four other species of Hickory 
obtain a supply by planting at the places found in the neighboring States, but not yet 

where the trees are to grow. The flowcrs detected in Wisconsin, They are 
are out in May, and the nuts are ripe in Oc-| _1st. @. suleata, Nutt.—Thick Shell-Bark 

tober. Hickory, found in Ohio. It resembles the 

No. 83.—Caya glabra, of Torrey—Pig- @. alba. } 
Nut Hickory—This very common species} 24. @. tomentosa, Nutt.—the Mockernut, 

of Hickory was described by Michaux, under} 0F Great Ohio Walnut, which is found in 
the name of Juglans porcina, but the spe-} Ohio and in Illinois; 
cific name glabra, having already been given} 8d. C. amara, Nutt.—Bitter-Nut, known 
to this tree by Dr. Muhlenberg of Pennsy]- | as its name implies, by the bitterness of the 
vania, must, in accordance with the just rule | nut, by its thin shell, &e.—found alsoin Ohio 
adopted among authors, be restored to it.} and Illinois; and 

While it falls but little behind thelastspecies{ 4th. (. oliveiformis—the Pecan-Nut— 

in value as fue], it possesses some qualities | which is found in the southern part of Ili- 
in which it is the most useful of the two. | nois. 

Both are quite abundant in our State, not Sg ee te ees 
only in the thickly wooded districts, but ex-|_ A@#cunturE is the appropriate employ- 
SE Maes supe? Locant h ment of declining years; for it may be pur- 

g into the “openings,” forming what) sued to the very end of life. Not so with 
are often known as “Hickory groves.” Like | the occupations of professional men, for they 
the common Hickory-nut, the flowers appear | will find that when the strength of their days 
in May, and the nuts ripen in October. 45 gone by, that younger and stouter rivals 

The following fi fi will hasten their descent, as they are travel- 
g figure (figure 33,) shows the | ing the downward slope of hostile rivalry.
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CARE AND STUDY IN FARMING. to be forgotten. Every farmer should have . 

There is hardly an occupation among men | ® abiding consciousness of the dignity of an 
in which the extremes of careful and of care- his profession. He should set before him an e 

Jess management are more widely separated elevated ideal of the capacities and possible 

than in the profession of Agriculture ; and as developments of agriculture, and should ; 

a natural result, the labors of agriculturists strive to realize in the results of his own : 

meet with every grade of varying success labors, more and more successful embodi- 4 

from failure to fortune. ments of his ideal. Thestudy of agriculture, 

If the lack of activity and enterprise which embracing as it really does, the wide range i 
marks thousands of farming districts, in al- of soils, grasses, plants, trees, fruits and 
most every part of the country, were sud- flowers, affords a scope for the exercise of 
denly transferred toa commercial city, and judgment, taste and skill, hardly inferior to : 

made to pervade it from beginning to end, the great field of Art—if indeed agriculture, f 

mien of, business would bo compelled in ona) Wee ereat aim is the development icf ns, : 
year to shut their doors and put an end to ture, can be exceeded in comprehensiveness 4 

their vocations! Bankers, brokers, trades-| PY 8" whose province is to idealize and im- ot 

men and dealers would be driven into bank- | Hate it. 4 
ruptey, and a financial panic would ensue. Agricultare summons more sciences to its 

If any single manufacturing er mercantile | #4 than any other common pursuit. Its “4 

business should receive theshock of so much | Toots extend into almost every field of learn- 3 

mismanagement—or of what is often worse, | ing. _ It levies a simultaneous tax upon +, 

the neglect of management—as agriculture is | Chemistry, geology, mineralogy, botany, me- § 

continually experiencing, i¢ could not live a teorology, and upon all the arts and sciences 4 

year. This isnota statement ventured with- | that blend with these. It is therefore most a 

out knowledge. It is based upon the founda- successfully pursued only when diligently and ES 

tion not only of our own personal observa- deeply studied. Theories of practice, with- a 

tion, but upon the experience and the| Ut practice itself, are rife everywhere, and 

statements of hundreds of competent wit-| in almost every profession. But agriculture, % 

nesses all over the country. as it is pursued bya majority of farmers, isa | * 

The business of manufacturing and of| 27actce without theory. Yet nothing but a 
Gdn 4s carsiod on Wit aki onrefuinese, | Tene xesenrolt into, physical ews “will de 2 
and economy; for they who engage in it velop its fall capacities, which as yet are F 7 

know that they must be shrewd and cautious only meagerly measured and understood. ss 

orthey will fail and be ruined. The busi-|. 4 man may plant corn in the spring, and eS 
ness of cultivating the soil, as a general rule | i#, due season gather the crop into his barn, “e 

and which admits too few exceptions, is con- without having ever read_a book, or even 

ducted in a manner so loosely, uneconomic- knowing the alphabet. Yet knowledge— 

aly, and even indolently, that Nature which and such knowledge as can be conveniently 

fords the materials of agriculture, though imparted only by books—is necessary to an d 

it is really richer than Art on which manu- | intelligent understanding of the various influ- E 

fuctures chiefly rely, will not yield her fruits | €nces of atmosphere, sunlight, rain and soil, 4 
with so great abundance, or so rapid in- which operate to cause growth. Many ; 

crease. things may be done ignorantly and yet suc- : 

The true farmer is—not a nobleman, but | cessfully. % 
what is better, a noble man. He is a man Carefulness of cultivation will do much, 4 

not only of honesty and integrity, but of in-| but it will not compensate for want of in- |} 

dustry and enterprise. He is a man of formation and intelligence. What then must “a 

sagacity, and so of prudence ; of observation, | be the results, in such a comprehensive oc- “gy 

and so of experience. cupation as the cultivation of the earth, of a 

But a aise ae can be counted which | careless practice without knowledge ! a 

| represent such farmers? When an artist! The two great lacks in agriculture, as it is <4 
paints the picture, or a story-teller sketches | ordinarily Saeed are er a zs 

fees of a farmer, does he bring out | ¢ion and carefulnes. But the most pressing | T te 

@ idea of such a man? The habits and] and immediate deficiency is tho latter, the he 

Pe of a large class of farmers would remedy of which cannot be too strongly en- ‘ E 

ford almost exhaustless resources of carica- | forced upon the attention of farmers and cul- be 

eee for the pencil and the pen. A tivators everywhere. Heedfulness may take e 

= good-natured brown faced man smoking | a sure step towards success; negligence walks tog 

a pipe, or rolling a cider barrel, or feeding a | slip-shod to poverty. [Independent. ; 
Shanghai, or cutting name and date upon a ? re ERE ee , 7 
tortoise, or fatting a pig! a 
_ But the pursuit of agriculture has in it an Tart words make no friends: a spoonful of if 

inherent nobility rehigh should be impressed honey will catch more flies than a gallon of i 

upon the minds of all who engage init, never ' vinegar. ie
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. STATISTICAL FACTS IN AGRICULTURE. | they cannot be had, but when not needed, 
The Indian Corn crop for the year 1855, | they seem abundant. Machinery will pro- 

; was six hundred millions of bushels, which, | 4%¢¢ 40 equilibrium, and thus by its certain- 
at sixty cents, gives us the sum of three hun- ey give'us ‘a greater’ certainty in 
dred and sixty millions of dollars, exceeding : 
by more than one hundred millions the value| _., Ve find that but five thousand pounds of I 

; of the wheat, and by about two hundred | Sik cocoons were produced; we hope, not- | 
millions the cotton crop. withstanding former failures, that this cul- | 

: The Indian Corn crop is of the highest | t"e may be extended, until our own country 
worth in a domestic point of view, while in | © Supply herself with this luxury, which, | 
a foreign aspect the cotton, although less in | 0m the universality of its use, rises almost 
actual value, is the most beneficial. to the dignity of a necessity. We have in || 

Our immense consumption of foreign silks, eae sree country, ciate saayeoe well | 
a hard: ; ” | adapted to this production, while the care of || 

: a may bareete ees ee the eee tee = interesting, light en } 
: ti js aks are. | PPO le employment for farmer’s wives and | 

oa cence neers ewe | etait 
moteness from the European markets, the| The day will come when the foreign de- 

: bulky nature of the cereal productions, and | mand for our cotton will be diminished, by 
the productiveness of Western Europe, debar | Teason of the production of that article in 
us in a measure from the advantages of Eu- | Southern Europe and Western Aas then we 

ro) markets. shall be unable to pay for imported silks in 
2 Yet, although we thus extol the cotton | the quantities by which we now consume 

; crop, We must not be understood as dispar- | them, and then, if we can supply the want of 
; aging our cereal products—they are of our | these beantiful fabrics by home production, 
a necessities—they embrace the elements of| We shall be able in a great measure to com- 

e life, and in their importance do not give} Pensate for the loss of our foreign cotton 
. Bene to the results of our cotton fields. A | market. [W. D., in the Working Farmer. 

ort corn crop is felt in every department NEFITS OF AGRICULTURAL FAIRS. 
of our country—since men and animals must ae Ce eae = 
then be sustained in part by the other grains,| Every thing from the lips or pen of Daniel 

, ane thus we are involved in the exigencies | Webster still continues to be read with in- 
. of a famine. terest. The following is an extract from an 

We learn from a statement made by Mr. | address of his, delivered at the annual fair of 
Mechi, that one horse consumes as much food | the Norfolk Agricultural Society, at Dedham, 
as would sustain eight men. In oureountry | Mass., in the year 1849: 

P we find that the value of the oats, hay, fod- “The principle of association—the practice 
: der and postage forthe Jeu SSH) | of bringing men fgets bent onthe ane | rj rs | general end, uniting their intellectual an 

Tigpa of dollars, their physical efforts to that purpose is a | 
. of re amount devoted to the sup- great improvement in the present age. We rset in | eg negro! mito Ve} turies ago. It began in the corporations o! 

: dependent upon us! _ | the old world. It began in the professional 
id eae turning a great deal of attention | associations of the world—in the legal, the 

= a 45 ee 2 the use of steam in farming, | medical, and the theological. But. it was 
; it is to be hoped that the timeis at hand | Jong in'that country and in this, before the 

fn tee th ay oe attained, and our heavy | principle of combination came to be acted 
: _ wor! an performed by machinery, to | ypon in the great system of Agriculture— 
- Sarecaya ; ae ao saree pee of this devour-| hefore it was brought to that A paeuIE life 

4 * 2 which is the main pursuit of life—before ag- 
: " The a ae come, we doubt not, though | riculturists were brought to act in unison. 

‘ it may be deferred, when the forces of nature | And the reason isobvious. In the city, com- 
now unemployed, will exert their highest en- | munities strive together. The merchants 

' ergies for man’s welfare. and ship owners can come together at the 
& That man mustearn his bread by the sweat | sound of a bell. The mechanics, generally, 

of his brow, we know; yet we believe that] living in populous places, may do the same. 
. Providence has so constituted him, that the | They have the opportunity of interchanging 
i elements shall be his servants, and that the | sentiments every hour, and what one knows, 
i intellect will be so strengthened as to enable | all know, and what is the experience of one, 

i: him more completely to bring them under | all soon become acquainted with. But the 
ee subjection. One of our greatest wants in| agricultural population is scattered over all 
e: this country, is that of farm laborers; men | the fields of the country. Their labors and 
Er are scarce—when we want them the most,' their toils are, in some degree, isolated. 

a a
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7 They are in the midst of the hills and the | AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS OF THE PA- 
. atlas and in the recesses of every solitary TENT OFFICE. ie 

si forest. There is no ‘Change’ for them to! We are glad to learn from the following, 
| assemble upon at noon. There are no coffee- | that the National Intelligencer, published at 

houses, there are no Atheneums for them to | Washington, is waking up on the subject of 
ee} meet at in the evening and converse on their agriculture: 

Ht interest. ‘It will be recollected that a seed estab- ; 
- i “Tt has, therefore, become essential to the | Jishment in London about a year ago pre- 

; i best interests of the farmers of the common- | sented to the Patent Office twenty-six varie- é 
ir wealth, that these annual fairs should be es- | ties of turnip seed, with the understanding 

; tablished, and that they should be universal- | that they should be cultivated in every State 
1 i ye And, as His Excellency, the | and Territory of the Union, with a view of , 
Ll vernor, has remarked, it is not so much obtaining accurate reports of the results of 

a on account of what is to be learned by the | the experiments. Numerous reports have 

i most eloquent discourse in the public houses, | been already received, from which we learn ‘ 
Li or at these establishments, as from the meet- | that the success of each variety has been i 

} ing of men together who have the same gen- | variable in different localities, and often in : 
. | eral object, who wish for improvement in| the same locality. In some instances com- ; 
; | the same general pursuits of life that they plaints have been made that theseeds would “ 

may converse with one another—that they | not germinate, while other accounts from 7" 
| may compare with each other their experi- | the same localities state that all the desired 

i ence, and that they may keep up a constant | results were fully realized. It is believed t 
HI communication. It is in this point of view, | that the mass of testimony thus received will E 

7 that these annual fairs are of importance. be amply sufficient to indicate the applica- i 
“Why, gentlemen, ovary man obtains a | bility of each variety to the peculiar locality 2 

. very great portion of all that he knows in | in which success has attended its culture. A a 
i this world, by conversation. Conversation, | fayorable report in a single instance is always 

intercourse with other minds is the general | deemed sufficient to prove what ninety-nine 
source of most of our knowledge. Books do | failures might to some minds seem to dis- # 

something, but every man has not the oppor- | prove, the ninety-nine showing nothing more : 
: tunity to read. It is conversation that im- | than that in such instances the right means d 
: | Peres. If any one of us here to-day,|had not been used, or that injury to the , 
: learned, or unlearned, should deduct what he | seeds had occurred by means of heat, drouth, & 
f has learned by conversation from what he &., either before or aftersowing, or that the 

knows, he would find but little left, and that | soil was sterile and could not produce, or too M, 
: little not of the most valuable kind. Itis| rank and fertile, and therefore developed 

conversation—it is the meeting of men face | tops instead of roots. 
to face, and talking over what they have} ‘The same establishment has recently pre- 

i common in interest—it is this intercourse | sented to to the Patent Office, in sufficient 
il that makes men sharp, intelligent, ready to quantity, 80 varieties of cabbage seeds, which a 

communicate to others, and ready to receive | have been distributed with the same object. 
: | intimations from them, and ready to act upon | Another house in the same line of business 
a those only which they receive by this oral | at Paris has presented five varieties of peas, 

communication. one thousand pints each, to be appropriated : 

| “Therefore if there were not a thing ex-|in like manner; and a honse at Hamburg : 
hibited—if there were not a good pair of | has presented a quantity of the seeds of each 

; steers, nor a fine horse, nor likely cow inthe | of the varieties of grass now cultivated in ‘ 

whole country, if there be society—if there | Europe. To appreciate the value of these s 
be ladies, wives and daughters—if there be | investigations it is only necessary for us to f 

those connected with the tillage of land, I| reflect upon the great extent of country . 
say that these annual meetings are highly | throughout which the experiments are to be “ 

important to progress in the art to which extended, and the strong probability that in >. 
they refer. I come hereas a poor farmer, | each section will be developed to perfection ‘. 
to meet with other better farmers, ready to | the precise variety of cereal or other vegeta- Fy 
receive from them any intimations their ex- | ble to which it is peculiarly adapted 5 oe é 

: perience may have taught, and desirous only | thus the best crop in each locality wail } 
of suggesting something for their reflection | perpetuate its kind. nia ps a 
which now or hereafter may draw their at-| The public interest in these operations is 

| tention, and draw it usefully to something in | manifested by the vastly increasing corres- 
the agricultural art.” pondence of the office with individuals in all 

gel te eeegeeges parts of the country, not less than by the 

Tue toiling millions who dig up riches | very marked favor so uniformly oem ‘ 

from the ground, are the true benefactors of | toward it by the newspaper press. ‘ 
the world. correspondence, however, will no doubt soon ; 

= i 
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abate when it is known that this distribution | applicable also to Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, 
of seeds, cuttings, &c., isto be made through | and the southern part of Wisconsin. He 
the members of Congress and agricultural } plants in the first week in May and harvests 
societies, at least until more ample means }in the first week of November, making the 
shall be provided for the prosecution of the | hills four feet apart, and having three stalks 
beneficent purposes in view. in each hill. His estimated yield of dried 

When it is remembered that according to | shelled corn is one hundred bushels to the 
the census tables of 1850 the number of the } acre, sixty pounds to the bushel. This corn, | 
“free male population” of the United States | it is added, is not only prolific, but will also | 
over fifteen years of age then engaged in ag- | bring a few cents per bushel more than the | 
ricultural employments was 2,400,588, while | yellow, because of the purity and whiteness | 
those engaged in all other pursuits were but | of the bread made from its meal, and also |, 
2,871,183, and that almost the entire slave | because it is one of the varieties from which |! 
population is similarly employed, it will not | starch is made with great facility. | 
appear an unreasonable suggestion that this =P th Trigg Sa aetna dra exit 
important branch of industry should be ar- ee | 
dently cherished by the Government. But] The Placerville (Cal.) American gives an | 
this is not the strongest light in which the | account of a peculiar lake on the east side of || 
argument may be presented. Agriculture is | Bear River Valley. It is an immense pool || 
the basis of al prosperity and the sole crea- | or spring, rather than a lake, a little over i 
tor of wealth. In every other pursuit men | one hundred yards in length along the base || 
toil for the means of purchasing the products | of the mountain, and nearly the same in || 
of agriculture, and their happiness and wel- | width, but extending in one place undera |! 
fare are dependent npon the prolific yield of | shelving rock that nearly touches the surface || 
the generous soil. In fostering agriculture | of the water for many yards. That itisan || 
we are therefore ministering to the welfare | immense spring issuing from the mountain, || 
ofall. This is measurably true of every use- | is apparent from the fact that any floating i 
ful occupation, but it is eminently so with | substance thrown under the shelving rock, \! 
respect to agriculture and to the pastoral and | is immediately brought outward to the op- i) 
other occupations that are intimately con-| posite bank. There is no visible outlet to || 
nected with it. the waters except that the margin is little || 

Little has hitherto been done in a direct | else than rock with innumerable fissures i 
manner by our government in this behalf; | traversing it in every direction, and through \ 
but, if the people shall only will it, much | which, though with no apparent current at i 

* may henceforth bedone. Increased and im- | the surface, the water undonbtedly escapes. | 
proved products may soen be developed in| The surface of the rocks at the edge of the | 
every State of the Union by theint-oduction | water, and for several inches above and be- || 
of new varieties of animals and plants, while | low, is coated thick with a substance closely i 
every discovery adapted to promote these | resembling sulphur, but without its proper- | 
objects may be made available to all to whom | ties, being uninflammable. Not a living fish I 
it may prove advantageous. is to be seen in its waters, but digging into \ 

Inpran Corn.—Mr. W. F. M. Army, an in- | and breaking up a kind of soft scoria or vol- i 
telligent agriculturist at Bloomington, Mc-| canie mud nearly hardened into stone, that \| 
Lean county, Illinois, has communicated to | makes a portion of the bank, great numbers || 
the Patent Office the results of some very | of fish, from two to six inches in length are | 
ample tests made by him of certain varieties | found embedded therein, and perfectly pet- 
of ie eae appears from this communica- | rified. 
tion an m the accompanying specimens, TE aang ge ape 
that the “Wyandot Prolific Corn,” of which LAED SBP Sea | 
we have recently made mention, does not,| "A short time since a paragraph was pub- | 
in that locality at least, realize the hopes | lished in a number of our papers, in which 
heretofore entertained of it, but indicates a| it was stated that lard was an antidote for 
tendency to degenerate into the common | that terrible poison, strychnine. B, Keith, 
gourd-seed corn, The writer expresses the | M. D., ot this city, in a communication to 
opinion, however, that it will do very well | the Eclectical Medical Journal, states that he 
in a more southern latitude. The soil upon | has been experimenting, in order to verify or 
which these tests were made is very fertile, | disprove the correctness of the lard antidote. 
requiring no artificial nutriment or stimulus. | He nie upon a strong and healthy dog, 

The same writer, several years ago, pro-| to which he administered 8 ounces of lard, 
cured in Tennessee seeds of the “Tennessée | and five minutes after one grain of strych- 
Flour Corn,” which he cultivated with great | nine. In six hours after taking this small 
success in Western Virginia for a time, and | quantity of strychnine the poor dog breathed 
then took with him to his present home, and | his last. This experiment proves conclu- 
has propagated it extensively in that region | sively that lard is not an antidote to this 
with equal success. He thinks thatit is as frightful poison. [Scientific American. 

7
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| GUTTA PERCHA. ato ne country is of recent date, the uses 

| This substance, which, within a few years, | 0" ich it are applied are many and im- ia 

| has become so well known, is azodeeed: from | Portant. ‘4 Hho mane cu het 

| a tree called the Isonandra Gutta, belonging ze eee, poe eh ae af ee, 7 5 

| tothe natural order Sapotacew. This tree in the formation of handles ty «es, wore 

| grows to a great height, but its wood is use- possess, when cold, great tonghness, and a x 

| jess forindustrial purposes, and is prized only ecriain cearee ee Sexier nes quantity 4 

| for the peeuliar substance which it exudes. imported into Europe ‘a th Dae a Se 

| These trees abound on the islands of the In- Oe tie — = - o eo ennsnd. 

| dian Archipelago, but gutta percha was un- Th i naar oe to Geeroy ae Sopp y: 

| known in Europe till 1848, when Dr. W. [+ © re ne a gathering it, oe stad the 

| Montnomerie called attention to it in a letter fates eee su ee ne ae once jopes of 

| othe Bengal Medical Board. In. April of | “ure supnly from the same seine. Caste 
| the same year, specimens of the gum were economy should be used in its production. 

| ee as Recaps by De: D. Alunida, and] ue, merod peactions. by he Pere oe 
i presented to the Royal Academy of Arts at obtaining: indies suet by id online i 

| London. It did not attract particular atten- aafeat fn the, Darks, OWE) FACETS 5 

i tion at first, and the receipt was merely ac- Son > ee thy i glk Alin oe 

| kmowledged by that body. A gold medal] ,), ere Same ps ae shi a” ry = al 

i was soon after awarded, however, to Dr.| 10) Of ene losing telegraphic wire when é 

i Montgomerie for the same service. placed under water, so as to protect it from : 

I! Th thod which th aed loy i destroying agents. Its great strength and rg 

| acing ice Sanne anned near durability render it almost indestructible, i 

i\ see ce fall pow anal dead aioe ae ebout and make it an article of the most vital im- ie 

| 
‘ ier is 

the trunk, by removing the bark, at intervals portance, Whee connected. with, the aut 7a ' 

| of about twelve to eighteen inches, and then} A series of interesting experiments was 

| ee Th canis made at the Birmingham (England) Water- 

{ bailed; ini ordi a ton th ti rt works, to test the strength of gutta percha, 

| a ed, a be = aeic @ watery parti- | and with a view to its applicability for the s 

| ae ih Ae . ara ms conveyance of water. The Pee were a 

| en the article is in its first sta e | made upon tubes three-fourths of an inch in % 

\| color is of a grayish white. It is usually of ed the rickeie of the gutta percha a 

\| areddish hue, however, which is owing to | being one-eighth of an inch. These were a 

\| o ones of the bark which are mixed with | attached to the iron-main, and subjected to i 

a oar ee a eee oe vetng fh tha lost Oana 
i : i ; d by | months without being in the least damaged. 

| foreign matter, but by the process of boiling | The pressure of 337 pounds to the square 

\| iil the gutta percha is quite soft, and then | inch was then applied, but to the astonish- 

I| senting 1, te SOE be sou ment of all, the tubes were still unbant It 

i} y picking them out. en new, it is | was then propesed to use 500 pounds pres- 

\| greasy to the touch and possesses a peculiar | sure, but it was found that the lever of the ; 

\ leathery smell. It dissolves in boiling spirits | valve would not bear this weight. The 

i poe ‘and in naphtha and coal-tar. | highest power of the hydraulic pumps could : 

| en purified for manufacture, gutta per- |} not burst the tubes. 

cha possesses a reddish brown color. Its| It is found to be a useful auxiliary in the 

eens propery; hovers is — art of surgery. By its plasticity and power 

of softening to a plastic state, in hot water; | of retaini h: iven to it when coo! 

but when Rou Sasa ie toughness and it te Bae SE aipartant in cases ah : 

| rigidity. Its specific gravity is 9791—being | fractured bones, taking the place of wooden e 

somewhat lighter than water. It closely re- | splints and bandages, and imparting an ease 7 

| sembles India rubber in its chemical compo-| and comfort which was unknown with the &; 

\ rang hes pore saree GE Bee prone old appendages. It de useful in eee) fee e 

ies, the principal of which is its want of] and cottons, as it amalgamates re ily wit 4 

| elasticity. Its ductility is such, ata temper- | colors. z a ‘ } 

\ anne eres Me Bal, thst may pp exianes Daring the few years that Ms subsea a 

| A sheets or drawn into threads. | has been in use, it has acquired a fame al- 

\ It is a powerful negative electric, and is used | most unprecedented in articles of modern 

i for insulating positive surfaces, or developing | invention and manufacture. To what uses 

i quantities of electricity, in place of the glass | and purposes it may hereafter be applied 

| ogee Dewooden svline se or howls un remains to be seen, for it is now in = or 

a thin sheet of gutta percha wound arounc’ | cy. Perhaps, by experiment, it may be foun 

it, gives a copious supply of electric fluid for a possess "nalities which will adapt it to ; 

experiment. other and various uses, and become an almost ‘ 

| Although the introduction of this article indispensable article for numberless uses. é
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4 The purposes to which it has already been | been turnips, which I cut with a root cutter. applied, have been greatly multiplied since | The grass seed sown with the turnips came the discovery of the new processes of vulcan- up very even, and was, when small, just 
ization by the Messrs. Rider and Morphy, of |shaded enough to preserve the roots in a 
New York, \liereby the elasticity of India | vigorous state, and when I last saw the grass rubber, the harshness of ivory, or an inter- | before the snow fell, I thought it looked the 4 mediate quality may be produced. A series best, and bid the fairest for a good crop the F of experiments, conducted by the govern- | next season, of any that I have ever had. I 
ment, showed that their vulcanized goods | think land seeded in this way, far better than possess such qualities of superiority as to | to stock down in the spring with oats, which recommend tlem for a greater number of | I finda very exhausting crop. 
uses in the Navy. In the season of 1854, I found, toward the 

——_—___++e+_____ last of June, that I had a small portion of 
CULTURE OF ROOTS. mowing land, which was so bound out, that 

ee at tee : there was no promise of a crop of hay; not 
Mr. Brown—Agreeably with my promise, | even to be worth mowing. I plowed up I will endeavor to give a concise account of ninety-two square rods of this land, and 
my method of raising root crops, and the spread on it twelve loads of compost manure, 
uses to which I have applied them. And | about the 12th day of July. On the 25th 
perhaps it may be as well to give you my | day of July, “wet or dry,” I sowed my turnip manner of sowing and cultivating the turnip seed; and harvested from that field three 
crop, which TI adopted last season, although | hundred bushels of turnips. I mixed my T have for many years raised a considerable grass seed with the turnip seed as above 
amount of that crop, fora farmer with a] stated. Last haying season, I cut the finest moderate quantity of arable land, which will crop of herds grass on the same land, that I 
be the case, usually, in the hilly regions of | have ever had from any method of stocking ! New Hampshire. In the spring of 1855, 1] down. The quantity of turnip seed sown by 
manured well one acre and five eights of | me is at the rate of one pound to anacre. I 
ground, and planted the same with cord; at | have now gone into a greater length than I 

. my first hoeing, I sowed my turnip seed intended; but it is at your election to use as broad-cast, after having toe lightly be- | much of the above as you may think proper, 
Sarees. sity Sur LOWS. e time of sowing | and in such a manner as you inay please. was sometime during the first week of July. Jos1an Bennerr. In the fall I harvested from that field one Wesrmoretanp, N. H.. 1856. 
hundred and nine bushels of the soundest reeRS, 
corn I have seen for many years; and quite Remarxs.—Mr. Bennett presented some late, just before the ground froze, I gathered | very large and fine cattle at the nationai ex- in my turnip crop from the one and five- | nibition last fall, and imputed their superi- eights acres, which measured, as I stored | ority mainly to their being fed on roots. We 
them away in my cellar, two hundred and | aro glad he has given his testimony in favor 7 twenty-six bushels. I had also two cart-| of roots as profitable feed for neat stock. ; loads of extra pumpkins on the same land. [New England Farmer. : Thad another small spot of ground measuring OO 

: seventy-one square rods, which I sewed to JUICE OF THE WATER-MELON. 
wheat; that Tharp sometime in the fore ig: a ; part of August, which when threshed, meas- | A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer b ured ten bushels of good wheat. Immedi- | presents the following method of using ws- 
ately after the wheat was cut I turned under | ter-melons: Ps q the stubble, and after smoothing the ground, | “I endeavor, every year, to raise a good 

- I mixed turnip seed with my grass seed, and | water-melon patch. They are a healthy and 
sowed broad-cast. I cowed this small field | delightful fruit, I think. I cultivate the 

4 on the fifteenth of August. I gave this piece | icing variety; plant eaily in May, and again 
of land a sprinkling of ashes at the time of | towards the end of the month, so that they 

. sowing my last seed, and harvested from it | may come in succession. When they com- 
F seventy-four bushels of turnips, of the best | mence eae, we commence cutting, and 

quality that I ever saw, and they have been | use them freely during the hot weather. 
} so considered by others who have had them | When the weather becomes cool in Septem- 

for table use. My kind of turnip is the flat | ber, we haul a quantity of them to the house, 
English. The principal use which I have | split them open, with a spoon scrape out the 
made of my turnip crop, has been feed for pulps in a cullender, and strain the water in- 

= my cattle; I think much of the crop for that | to vessels. We boil it in an iron vessel, then 
i urpose. I consider it a greatsaving of fod- | put in apples or peaches, like making apple- 3 A and have had some very fine stock | butter, and boil slowly until the fruit is well 
; which I have exhibited at various fairs, and | cooked, then spice to taste, and you have 
7 nearly all the extra keeping of the same has! something that most people will prefer to 

; 
—
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3 
apple-butter or any kind of preserves. Or | by evaporation, and the youn; s roots i 
the syrup may be Boiled without fruit, down | will find their food at hand for gar In 
to molasses, which will be found to be as! ofter life, much of their neurishment is de- : 
fine as any sugar-house molasses. We have | rived from the air and water; and the | 
made in a fall as much as ten gallons of tke | heavier portions of the manure they will | 
apple-butter, if I may so call it; and mo- | have time to seize upon, before it washes be- ‘ 
lasses which has kept in fine condition until | low their reach. For several years, I have 
May.” TS prt aug pate eect used she sod and sabe plow, and ruu it a 

a 7% foot deep, for my hoed crops; but upon a 
a ee stiff clay, which had been plowed but five or | 

The editor of the Sumpter Watchman | six inches before, I should deem such an 
says: “A friend is troubled with a large | operation dangerous. A deep soil is desira- 
number of ground moles, which infest his | ble everywhere, but it must be deepened 
fields, producing more destruction to his} gradually, unless bountifully manured. In 
corn, both before and after making its ap- | our rocky soil, it is often impossible to plow o 
pearance above the ground,” and calls for a} more than eight inches, though I believe it | 3 
remedy or preventive for their ravages. is well established that a granite subsoil, — 

The mole is a much slandered and abused | taken even from the bottom of a well, will 5 
little animal, for, instead of being the thief | become fertile merely by exposure to the air, 4 
and marauder it is represented, it is really | 5° that on such soils, we have little danger ¥ 
incapable of performing such mischief. Na- | to apprehend from deep cultivation. § 
ture has not endowed it with the capacity. [Henry F. Frenon, in N. E. Farmer. % 
It has no ‘grinders, and cannot masticate ~-—+e-ee+—______ i 
corn. Its food is the worm and grub, and OHIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 4 
we venture to say, if the friend of the Watch- a P 
man destroys the mole, his cornfield will} Aninstitution has been incorporated under 
suffer more than ever before. The mole | the above name, and put into successful op- 
burrows through the ground, and the field | eration at Cleveland, Ohio. Its design is to ¥ 
mice and rats follow in his tracks, and con- | place within the reach of farmers, both old s 
sume whatever suits their voracious appe- | and young, the means of acquiring a thor- £ 
tites. Let the gentleman who complains of | ough and practical acquaintance with all > 
moles get some ratsbane, and exterminate | those branches of science which have direct 4 
these vermin, and assist the moles to destroy | relations to agriculture. : 

tee grubs, and he will no longer complain of | The plan of instruction consists in daily ‘8 
their eating his corn. a ; lectures, which embrace all the departments 
_ Should any one be sceptical upon this sub- | of agricultural science; chemistry in its ap- 
oa him catch a mole and examine his | plications to soils, manures, &c.; anatomy 
teeth, and then he will be satisfied that he | and physiology, with reference tothe feeding 
must look elsewhere for his enemy. and breeding of stock; geology, mineralogy 

Sgt STE eRe Mert airs and botany; natural philosophy, rural archi- 3 
SPOS tecture, draining and farm-boak keeping, snd 

The depth of plowing is a question which | the political economy and history of agricul- ; 
must depend on many circumstances. [| ture, are included in the plan. Harvey 3 
plow all my own land from eight to twelve Rrog, President, and Tuomas Brown, editor 
inches deep. Much of it is sandy, and I | of the Ohio Farmer, Seoretary. : 
manure it heavily. ‘Lhe deeper such land is tosis ee oer “5 
plowed, the better it will stand the drought, | A Doe’s Jew’s Harp.—A brace of Paddies ti 
because the roots will strike nhe deeper, and | having landed in Boston, from the Emerald a 
on light soils, however much the manure | Isle, went to a tavern and called for dinner. a 
may be diffused, the roots of the plant are | The landlord informed them that he had no “g 
sure to pursue and find it. On my heavy | victuals prepared but apple dumplings, which bs 
clay soil, in turning over the sod after haying | were soaring nee beforethem. One says ts 
—say once in half a dozen years—to exter- | to the other, “What kind of meat is this? I i 
minate the bad grasses and briars, which | never saw the like in Ireland.” ‘“Arrah, by rs 
spring up after a few years, I am suspicious | my howl geald the other, “but I’ll soon be § 
that I fav usually plowed deeper than is | afther finding out if it be poison or not,” A 
profitable, In my next experiment, for | and threw one of the dumplings under the 
which I am preparing a large compost heap | table to a large dog, who instantly seized it. s 
of night soil and swamp mud, I propose to | The heat of it severely burning the dog’s "3 
run the plow to the depth of about eight | mouth, the animal began to whine and howl, 4 
inches, apply the compost, harrow it well, |and paw his mouth with his fore foot, : 
and sow my seed in August, or early in Sep- | making a great noise. “Ah, and surely it’s Bs 
tember. On such land, which has a strong | a dog’s Jew’s harp; only hear how swately , a 
atlinity for ammonia, there will be little loss | he plays!” : a 

i :
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THE BEST PRODUCE. oe 

We often talk of the staple productions of ees Bsa 
different countries, and of what is best or BY DR. W. H. BRISBANE. 

most successful in certain regions. Some Ornate with dress of richest hie, | 

regions produce timber, some stock, some Yellow and green, pink, red, and blue, | 
cattle, some minerals, some corn, some hay, Arena spreads her prairie wide, | 
some wheat. Then again, some are adapted In all her beauty and her pride, 
to mechanical uses and produce the fabrics 

; of the loom, anvil and mill. Each country Her erystal waters gently flow, 

produces something peculiar to itself, and for And gentle zephyrs sweetly blow; | 

which it is noted, as one corn, one mahoga- Her flowerets gorgeous bud and bloom, 
By, one hem, mae rice, one gold and one Ato somnt hs atc wath 36h perfume, } 

our, wool or cloth. Her green clad hills around her rise, 
But of all the productions of any or all Bathing their summits in the skies; | 

countries, one stands pre-eminent; one rises Her rocky cliffs like castles seem, i] 

above all in importance, in value, in dignity. ‘When evening stars upon them gleam. | 

Itis Men. The country that produces the z | 

best men is the best country. ‘Theland that| jer rn enect apiteta moon, . 
grows the noblest human crop is the richest Her dew-drops too as brilliant are 
and most honored. It is well to grow a fine ‘As diamond gem or twinkling star. | 

i crop of wheat, corn, cotton or hemp—a fine | 

' stock of hogs, horses or cattle ; but infinitely No fairer spot on earth's domain } | 

better to produce a rich harvest of noble, ‘Than is Arena’s flowery plain; | 

' brave and good men and women. The Can mortals ‘neath cerulean dome | 

farmers who produce good crops do well; Stare Delgtion meveeter, Soveler meme? | | 
4 but those who produce good families do far WATER-PROOF GARMENTS. 1 i 

better. Whet honor to the country is equal — EB 
; to the production of great and good men?| M. Payen, the celebrated chemist, in one | | 

What has America ever done equal to the | of his lectures on “Ohemistry, as applied to || 

rare of her noble sons and daughters ? | Manufactures,” which he is now delivering || | 

hat are her mills, telegraphs, roads, cities, }at the Conservatory of Arts and Trades, { 

wide harvest fields and rich plantations, | gives the following very simple method of | 

: compared to her great and worthy men and | rendering any species of tissue water-proof | 

women? Farmers, raise whatever you may, | without the assistance of caoutchouc or gutts ll 

your last, noblest, grandest production is in percha. Dissolve two pounds and a half of | | 

your homes. Your children, in whose souls alum in four gallows of water; dissolve also |i) 

you are to plant the seeds of immortal virtue | in a separate vessel, the same weight of ace- | 

; and ever-growing thought, whom you are to | tate of lead in the same quantity of water. | 

; cultivate better than your corn or cattle, are, } When both are thoroughly dissolved mix the 

* or should be your first care. They are to oan ee eae the TEBE of | 

honor or curse you. You are to live in| lead resulting from this mixture has been | 

e them. Ifyou ‘ere them noble minds and | precipitated to the bottom of the vessel un- | 

virtues, a generous and intelligent care and | der the form of a powder, pour off the solu: 

cultare, if you rear them in the light of the | tion, and plunge into it the tissue to be 

best trath, the warmth of the best principle | rendered water-proof. Wash and rub it | 

and the dews of the best religion, you may | well during a few minutes, and hang it in | | 

q expect a produce infinitely rich and glorious. | the air to dry. Twenty thousand tunics, | 

The farm that produces the best children, | added M. Payen, are now being prepared in | 

. that produces the most mind and moral | this manner for the French army by order 1 

worth, is the best farm, and most efficiently | of that government. 
4 managed. ——_—___+0+0-_____ 

‘A vood harvest of mind, of men, is the| _A¥ Ece Pur ryro 4 Prrar.—To accom | 
result of culture as much as a good stock of | Plish this seeming incredible act, requires the 

cattle, or crops of grain. While we vie with following preparation :—You must take an | 

;, each other in the productions of our farms, | ¢sg and soak it in strong vinegar ; and inthe |j 

let us not be so unwise as to forget to study | Process of time its shell will become quite 

and apply the principles of human culture. | Soft, so that it may be extended lengthways | 
[Valley Farmer. without breaking; then insert it into the 

——_—_——_+0e+___. neck of asmall bottle, and by pouring cold 

he A CONSIDERABLE quantity of cork oak | water upon it, it will re-assume its former 

acorns were imported this season by the Pa- | figure and hardness. This is really a com- 

; tent Office and istributed in the Middle and | plete curiosity, and baffles those who are not 

Southern States. These acorns are from the ee. secret to find out how it is accom- 

south of France. pli : 

;
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name of agua fortis, that is, strong water— | animals die, because they cannot endure so 
strong, sure enough, for a nodule of iron, |muchheat! A specimen of meteoric paper 
lead, or silver, dissolves in it like sugar | which fell from the sky in Courland in 1686, | 
placed in water. From the number of acids | has been examined by Ehrenburg, and found |; 
which we find in nature, and the tendency | to consist, like the red snow, of Conferva 
of many artificial substances to become sour, | and Jufusoria. Of the latter he found twen- 
it is evident that acids and sours are essen- | ty-nine species. SEE as these facts 

tial to our lifeand well being. Acids assume | are, it will perhaps seem still more incredi- 
all forms and colors; some are liquids, some | ble that the skeletons of these animals should 
gaseous, others solid. The acids of fruits, | be found in a fossil state, and actually con- 
when separated from the grosser particles | stitute nearly the whole mass of soils and 
that accompany them, are very beautiful and | rocks, several feet in thickness, and extend- 
crystalizable substances. By the ingenuity | ing over areas of many acres. Yet this too, 
of the chemist the sour of unripe apples,|has been ascertained by the same astute 
grapes, tamarinds, lemons, &c., may be crys- | Prussian naturalist. [Portland Transcript. 
talized into beautiful snow-white bodies,| A good compound microscope, costing 
which, however, when touched by the | from $10 to $15 in New York or Boston, is 
tongue, at once indicate their origin by their | one of the most interesting and instructive 

flavor. articles imaginable for an inquiring or curi- 
[Szprnovus Presse, in Scientfic American, | ous mind. It opens a new and astonishing 

+000 ______ world to the eye, and teaches a new lesson 
ANIMALOCULE----THE WONDERS OF THE | in the infinities of God’s created works—a 

MIOROSOOPE. lesson never to be forgotten. The discovery 
tan Sat thas of uncounted multitudes of animate and 

The recent astonishing discoveries of Ehr-| active life in every draught of water we 
enburg, a Prussian naturalist, have given 4) drink, is calculated to give the old-fashioned 
sible een, gocgial pak anicasiet notion that man is about the only creature 

He has described seven hundred and twenty- ae ree auton d0g so e6y Hie eee sinibe. Joe (0 ty Hiolest, 
two living species which swarm almost eve- BUSINESS AND AFFLICTION. 
rywhere, even in the fluids ot living and ‘ inati. : 
healthy animals in countlessnumbers. For- an seit aramgerrot ay on oe 

merly they were thought to be themostsim-| hers. ‘The following, which we may, under 
ple of all animals in their organization—to | the circumstances, venture to style the utile 
be in fact a little more than mere particles | om dulce, is the announcement made by a 
of matter endowed with vitality; buthe has | jotoly bereaved wife: 

discovered in them mouths, teeth, stomachs, “Died on the 1ith instant, at hisshop, No. 
muscles, nerves, glands, eyes, and organs of | 99 Greenwich street, Mr. Edward Jones, 
aeERDneHem Some of the smallest animal- | juch respected by ah who. knew and dealt 

culm are not more than the twenty-four) with him. Asa man he was amiable; as 
thousandth of an inch in diameter, and the | patter upright and moderate. His ‘isola 
thickness of the skin of their stomachs not | ware hovond all pris, ail his ‘beaver hats 
more than the fifty millionth part of an inch. rare tals ais dollars each. He has left a 

fetish ema cect monk are ee 4 5 + | to be sol eap, for the it of hi ily. 
individual ofthe Htydatnn eee increased in | F_ was snatched to the other world in the 
ten days to onemillion; on the eleventh day | prime of life, just as he had concluded an 
to four millions, and on the twelfth to six-| ¢xtensive purchase of felt, which he got so 
teen millions. In another case Ehrenburg Saiet ease : cheap that his widow can supply hats at more 
Oh EES pat ssp a reasonable rates than any house in the city. 

Gaticarst tT acerenhi cork oslolsted (hat one aaa 
billion animaleulw, such as occur in common $22 
water, would not altogether make a mass so| MaAoutNERY IN THE Human Frame.—Very 
large as a grain of sand. Ehrenburg esti- | few, even among mechanics, are aware how 
mates that five hundred millions of them do | much machinery there is in their own bodies. 
actually exist in a single drop of water. In| Not only are there hinges and joints in the 
the Alps there is sometimes found a snow of | bones, but there are valves in the veins, 4 
red color; and it has been recently ascer- | forcing pump in the heart, and other curiosi- 
tained by M. Shuttleworth that the coloring | ties. One of the muscles of the eye forms 2 
matter is composed chiefly of infusoria, with | real pulley. The bones which support the 

| some plants of the tribe of Algw. And what)| body are made precisely in that form which 
is most singular is, that when the snow had | has been calculated by mathematicians to be 
been melted for a short time, so as to be-|the strongest for pillars and supporting 

' come a little warmer than freezing point, the! columns—that of hollow cylinders, 
ii eo iene DR GYD FL erara_- | <p enAA N (SSS ESS
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A TRIP THROUGH THE NORTHWESTERN | the Trempeleau Valley, passes through some 

Counties of WISCONSIN With its Ineidents | f14 country, and no small amount that is y 
and Novelties. u 4 
— _. | exceedingly broken, and generally quite des- |) “ 

A comfortable but various ride, by rail} titute of timber. The almost interminable 5 

and river, of about 36 hours duration, via | succession of mound-like mountains, and 3 

Dunleith, took us safely through from Madi-| ink holes, occurring for miles over the : 

son to La Crosse—one of the enterprising | dividing ridge presents the most singular and 
towns of the hither Northwest, and the first | novel scenery imaginable. No one can ap- 

above Prairie du Ohien, of any considerable } preciate it without seeing it. It beggars all 

size, on the Wiseonsin side. mere description, and in our opinion will | 

La Crosse, like all other towns of rapid | much of is remain for some time unsettled. ; 

growth, presents a great deal ofroughincom-/ 41 Glare, or Clear Water, is a thriving 
pleteness of appearance., Many of the first town, just coming up, at the junction of the ‘ 

growth of buildings are small and shabby, | fan Clare and Onippewa rivers. Ithas two 4 

but in their midst, some good ones of the}; Jorable lumbering mills, which are doing 

second growth are already rising up, among] oonsiderable business; also a place called a Pe 
which is a spacious hotel, just about to be tavern, but kept ina style that would out- 

opened; and we will venture the prediction | .. ge decently bred hogs. We would lay a id 

that it will be a good time for the town, or} cer that it had not been swept out ina B 

at any rate for the traveling community, | month, and doubiful if it had been washed © 
when that thing happens. ; For what is 4} 5, year. Then, such atable!—Ob, Moses! 

town—even La Crosse—without a g00d,| Tho variety consisted of brown bread, poor 
tidy, well kept hotel, except a place to be pork, and "Vasses, accompanied with an arti- | 

shunned by all who can? The village site| (1. called coffee, but it might have been 
iselevated, beautiful, and ample in extent | ..ieq anything else with more propriety. § 
fora city, which it is undoubtedly destined However, we will not dwell on so disagreea- £ 

soon to be—judging from the apparent en-| pI. » subject; suffice it to say, that there is a 
terprise of the people, and the extent of} . now house just ready to open, which will ; 

ground staked out into lots, being probably | undoubtedly put an entirely new face on 3 
sificient fora population of at least 50,000. | things, and cannot possibly put on a worse 
The sofl of the town site is rather sandy} one, We see no reason why a smart town 

and disagreeable for streets, but with proper | wil] not at once spring up at this point, espe- 
graveling can be made very good. cially as the Chippewa is navigable for 

La Crosse is in the hands of good business | steamboats of light draught, most of the 3 

men, who will make the most of all her ad- | season. 

vantages. It already nearly or quite equals} Qhippewa Falls, twelve miles above the 
Madison in the number of its whiskey shops. | mouth of the Eau Clare, through a fine farm- ; 
The country back of La Crosse is much of it ing country, affords a large amount of water 

fine, and it is being rapidly settled. But power, having a fall of about 20 feet, of the 
some part of the way to Black River Falls, | ontire river, within a distance of one-fourth 

and especially near the latter place, the soil | of , mile—sufticient at all times to propel a ; 

becomes rather sandy, as the pinery region | hundred run of mill stones, or as many saws. 7 

is approached. Messrs, Arren & Co. already have an ex- 
Black River Falls, about 50 miles N. N. E. | tensive lumber mill at this point, employing 

of La Crosse, is quite a lumbering point, with | in all perhaps 100 men, who, with their fam- i 
an ample and fine water power for building | ilies and appendages, make quite a little vil- 

up & manufacturing city, when its time} lage, though probably but the embryo of 
comes. It is understood to have an inex-| what will one day be about so fine a water 

haustible bed of iron ore, of rich quality, and | power—especially as the country adjacent is : 
works are about to be erected for its manu-| much of it a fine farming country, which 

facture. If this project is successfully carried | with the vast amount of pine up the Chip- 

forward, it will, in connection with thelum.| pewa and its tributaries, must altogether 

bering business, soon make a lively town. | make up an amount of business to soon build 

The route from thence to Eau Clare, thro’ | up a bustling town at Chippewa.
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i Small steamers run up tothis point in high | est pine lands are not so poor but that they 

: ‘| stages of water, and doubtless some of the would grow good clover, and make good 

; ‘great railroads about being projected will | sheep farms. 

“deem it their interest to hitso promisinga| Fine clear streams of partially soft water 

; settlement. Chippewa is now what Roches- | traverse almost every valley, and are said to 

ter (N. Y.) was 40 years ago—an unsubdued | abound with speckled trout. But this last we 

wild giant in the wilderness that will erelong | thinkis a fish story, for the reason that we 

be trained to greater usefulness, and hold an | did not have the pleasure of seeing any of 

t nland city in-its palm. it strikes us as a| them, either in the streams or on the table, 

grand point for the enterprising settler, as | Some portions of the country are settling 

the lands are good, and considerable of them | with considerable rapidity, whilst others, 

: ‘yet at Government price, The surplus that and large ones, too, are a blank; and from 

a new beginner can raise, will readily sell at the vast extent of speculators’ purchases, will 

H ‘a high price, to the lumbering community. be likely to be, we think, for some time to 

; Then when winter comes, one can employ |come. The roads through this. country ar 

=. his teams in the woods, lumbering, at even | as yet few in number, but usually quite passs- 

a. greater profit than in the summer, which is ble for so new a region. 

; no small consideration toa new farmer; the| The public house accommodations are ss 

t keeping of his team, often almost idle during | yet of course of the most primitive order, 

iY the winter, is no small tax. where bare comfort is ail that is expected, 

= Some may fear that this is too far north | and more than is usually found. 

a: for profitable agriculture ; but wedon’t think | In going from Beef River Station, (as iti 

4 so. The soil is usually slightly sandy, and | miscalled, we think, as all their beef wa 

: consequently warm and early; and, as far pork, and salt at that,) to Eau Clare, we 

q as we can learn, the crops ripen and yield passed the somewhat famous town of Bridge 

‘much the same as in the southern part of the | Oreek, on the right; famous in the recent 

} State. We would recommend to the enter- | Gubernatorial election, and more recently 

: prising young man, of moderate, or even | 50, by the brilliant and glowing letter pul- 

* ample means, who would embark in farming, lished by us in the May number, and headed, 

ty or almost any other business incident to a| “The Valley of Canaan.” We regretted to 

bh new country, to look this way before he learn that the writer of so promising a leite 

r goes into the naked, timberless, and water- | was not realizing all of his fond expectation 

: less prairies further west. in the progress of his favorite Valley of (+ 

ce Northwestern Wisconsin is as a whole, the | naan. Nocwithstanding all his confidet 

ES most beautifully watered of any country we | hopes, and predictions, that a city would # 

At have ever seen, and the water is usually as | once rise up around him, with its busines 

pure as trickles down the mountains of Ver- | churches and bells, we learned, to our st | 

va mont. Itmustprove a very healthy country, | prise, that he still remains the only settle 

beyond doubt. in the town, and bids fair to be for the pre 

The general character of the country trav- ent. Alas, for human hopes and caleuls- 

a ersed thus far is variableand changing, even | ions! especially in a new country. 

ail more so than through the southern portion| We saw the tracks and traces of divers 

Hi of the State. La Crosse, Jackson, Trem- | large carmints—such as the elk, bear, wolf 

a peleau, and Chippewa counties, are usually and beaver. We were especially interested 

. a very rolling, and some portions of them bro- in the half-human works of the latter. The 

i ken and even mountainous—all of which is | way of gnawing down trees—some of them 

i the more manifest from the general lack of | at least ten inches in diameter—and, cutting 

Ss timber. Still this lack of timber, which is | them up into lengths, dragging them into 

i almost universal, is obviously the result of |the creeks, and making good substantial 

a fire; for the great abundance of grubs, or | dams of them, beats everything in the wa 

i small oak shrubs, shows that the roots are |of brute instinct we have ever seen. hh 

Pos there, and the trees soon would be, if they gnawing they take out chips as large a3 § 

ae): had half a chance. Thesoil is generally fair, | big turning gouge. Some specimens of them 

| a8 to middling, and some of it fine. The poor , | may be seen at our office. They actually 

i ia : s3 
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show more sagacity than many men we have We hope all the county fairs will not occur 
seen engaged in damming streams. Then, | at the same time, as we wish to attend as : 
their houses are quite commodions in their} ™Many of themas we can. Eps. Farmer. ; 
way—as much so as some Hoosier huts we THE APIARY. 

here seams (cdhekrois = ova ames) | The time ‘having arrived when the apiary , Giese requires some attention daily, I will name a JEFFERSON CO. AGRIOULTURAL society. | few things which I consider of much impor- 
F — tance at this season of the year, in order to A meeting of the members of the Execu-| secure success in the business, and preserve 

tive committee of the Jefferson County Agri-| the bees in a healthy, prosperous state. 7 
cultural Society was held at the “Green| Inthe first place, every hive of bees should 
Mountain House,” in Fort Atkinson, on the | be examined, as early in the spring as the 

Fon bees commence their labors, and the floors $ 3d of June, 1856. There were present, of the hives thoroughly cleaned of all filth i tus Carpenter, President; N. P. Parsons, | and particles of combs that have collected | Vice President: M. Snell, Secretary; H. H. hon them during the winter. And if any 
Wilds, Kelly Atwood, Wm. Sanborn, Giles | portions of be sane ence went oS as : ° S ‘. to rest on the bottom of the hives, the 3 ey Sip career ee TLS should be removed, or the lower part of ¥ Committee. them cut off with a sharp knife, for while in i 

On motion, the Secretary of the Society | this position they afford a most convenient 4 
was requested to make application to the! harbor for moths, where the bees. cannot $ Secretary of State for one hundred dollars, | teach them to expel them from the hive. All || Z th iated by the State for the | *e old crooked, ill-formed combs should also | ‘ Perino BPPROBFgIOd Ryne Gir be removed, to give place tonew ones. This benefit of each county agricultural society | can be accomplished by any one, without 
organized according to the provisions of a danger from the bees, in the following man- a law recently passed. | ner, ee ae a eucal of ee or en E 

. > z rags and set them on fire, and ow & sm: § On motion, Milton Snell, & DB Masters anantitey of the smoke into the hive, at the : and Wm. Sanborn were appointed a com- bottom, and at the same time rap on the q mittee to prepare a Premium List for the | sides of the hive gently with a light hammer ; next annual fair. or stick; this will soon drive the bees to the “ : 3 | top of the hive, and render them docile, On motion, All premiums of the sum “| when the combs may be cut out gently with- 
one dollar each will be paid by copies of the | ont being annoyed by the bees. Care should 
“Wisconsin Farmer” for one year. Papers | be taken not to mar or break the combs con- 
to be furnished from the 1st of Jan. next. | taining honey, as this is very liable to cause 

On motion, Justus Carpenter will act as | ys: eres as ra = es cous a . A small quantity ne salt sprin 
General paver uaa eh ae one | around the ition of the hives at this sea- on the days of the Fair, and will also ap- son, is considered beneficial to bees.’ There 4 point the superintendents of the different de- | should be as few loose boards, crevices, &c., 3 
partments. | around the ares as en as ae afford 

. : . ime | Shelter for millies. If the common hives are 
abe roma Sema ceudges ame raised on blocks at each corner, about three- ‘ of holding the Fair, &c., will be published fourths of an inch, a great many moths may 

shortly after the next meeting of the Execu-| he destroyed by taking two or three pieces 2 tive Committee, which will be on the last | of plastering lath, (or strips of board about 3 
Tuesday in August, at 10 o’clock A.M, at| the same eee cut ae — = ‘ ‘ . ” Ss on one side about’an inch apart, and an 
the “Green Mountain sine: ee | eighth of an inch deep; slide these under q Justus Canrenter, President. | the hives, on the bottom, with the notches 4 M. Swett, Secretary. down. The worms will secrete themselves - ‘ : mere . in these notches, to get out of the reach of s The foregoing proceedings show the right the bees, when the strips may be examined 
spirit in old Jefferson. The official organ-| and the worms destroyed. “This is some- 
ization of their society ensures for it a high by ae to the ae in my ; su ] ct, at | Live, which have prove: e best protection Secreto ont enki crake eat oar flovee.s Sh si ati rant it superior to any other, and the ar- 3 Curishing societies in the State, and the| rangement can be attached to almost any 
country vastly bentfitted by its operations, | form of hive in use at a trifling expense. 4 

ee ooooooooooeTlTlT==:X:_ :
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‘As the swarming season is fast at hand, I | For the Farmer. 

f will give a description of a hive of my own HARVEST HYMN. 

é devising, which I consider a great improve- BY A.J. MACKAY. 

; ment and convenience, for securing swarms sae ‘ 

that have clustered on large trees near the oe wae eee oe ives with reckless valor gave 
ends of the branches, where they cannot be For trophies Vengeance gloated o'er, 

reached when standing on a chair or stool. While eke she diga’d the foeman’s gravo; 

. The following description which I copy from Butour’s be toil more rich in spoil 

y my treatise, “The Bee-Keeper's Chart,” will | Of nobler meeds more nobly won— 

enable any one to construct one in a very | ‘Uneurs'd by carnage, blood, turmoil, i 

few minutes: i Or tears that flow for deeds we've done. 

“Take four pieces of plastering lath about 

\ four feet in length (or thin light strips st| ae Tec oa Genereetiee 
> * ee and, she doth restore 

boards of about the same size.) Tack these ‘An hundred fold; and labor's worth, i 

! together at their ends, forming a square | As thaiacnad Ginea, in urausacy pout. 

‘ frame work ; stretch a cloth over the frame | And forth we to the harvest go, 

and fasten it with small tacks, or a needle | ‘Where bending grains the zephyts wave, 

e and thread. Pieces of cord about four feet To gather that she doth bestow 

E long should then be secured to each corner | ‘To recompense the worthy brave. 

£ of the frame, and the other ends of the cords | | 

3 to a pole for a handle. This makes a light, _ Chiral Rees ee Feats | 

convenient platform to shake the bees into, He nee ane on eae eae eit 

2 when they are ous of reach, and prevents the ‘The cradle, or who best can eas 

q necessity of cutting off the branch, which is | ‘Through sweltering summer heat the test, | 

5 quite a consideration if the tree is a valuable | Of strength and courage, to be found 

j one for fruit.” | In the wide harvest of the West, 

: Last season I secured several swarms that | Where countless sheaves are to be bound. 

- clustered on a large pear tree in my garden, | 2 

: some twenty-five feet or more from the And here, Philanthropy, thy zoel, 

; ground, and it did not require more than five | - eee = eee ee ! 

; minutes time, and I had no occasion to use a | gd sion honldee ee ats pray. 

r ladder, or climb the tree. Handles of differ- | While in the harvest, be our boast j 

. ent length should be provided ready for use, | A brawny arm, a tawny brow, 

‘ and as soon as the bees are settled and quiet, | A heart that throbs in action nicst | 

raise your hive under them as near the bees To gather to the garner now. | 

fe as convenient, and let an assistant, with an- | eee | 

: other pole, give the limb a sudden jar to dis- ILLINOIS AND THE PRAIRIES. | 

: lodge the bees, then ease them down as soon zi tae Loe i 

5 as possible, and place the hive by the side of | “A wonderful country ” is. Illinois, and | 

them, being careful not to set it on them, as the States which lie around it—incompre- | 

: there is danger of destroying the queen, hensible, too, to those who have never seen | 

: which would ruin the swarm. the broad territory they cover. Great ef- i 

7 ‘As soon as the bees have all entered their forts are making by the earnest men therein || 

} new hive, which may be accelerated by to develop and unfold the wealth which lies 
i" sprinkling them gently with cold water, it buried in their soil. Vast are the prairies, | 

3 ould be removed at once to the place it is | 1° and all the worse that they are so. A | 

i; to occupy the remainder of the season, as it sprinkling of “rocks, trees and running | 

i disturbs them to change the location of their brooks” over their surfaces would make | 

B® hive after they have commenced working them abundantly richer in the elements of | 

ty and become accustomed to it. agricultural life, and save—oh, how much | 

; (EW Pome in Gon. Regt. | mas tine a | 2 and pum: | 

+ Geren GoosepErEry Wive.—To every | water! Doctor Kennicott’s Transactions is | 

. pound of fruit one quart of water; let it) 9. commendable work, highly creditable to 

4 stand three days. To every gallon of juice, | his own industry and research, and full of | 

when strained, add three pounds of common | promise to the future usefulness of the Hi- 

; loaf sugar. To every twenty quarts of liquor | n0is State Society, and as your remarks, || 

add one bottle of brandy. Hang some isin- | Mr. Editor, express all that Ihave to say on | 

; glass in a bag in the cask. When it has that subject, I have a wordortwo totheman- | 

1 stood half a year, plug it, and if the sweet- | 98ers of that useful institution. I learn that | 

t ness has gone off sufficiently, bottle it. The | they have heretofore pursued a quite mis- | 

t —-* should be quite green, though | taken policy, in docking the pay of their | 

; grown. working secretaries—the very men, in fact, | 

4 —______++002—____—_ to whose brain labor they are chiefly in- 

a Horr should never outgrow Energy. debted for the good show they make in the 

i i
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tting up of those valuable Transactions. 
SO, gentlemen managers, Ee aot do. S T 0 CK RE GI S TE R = 
If you mean to have a society useful to the} <.,. 4; nounana 

me ds and creditable to the agriculture of SEAS RESIS, BORRES. 

your Btate, you must have anofficeat your| The question is often asked, “Is Glanders 
seat of government for the depository of its| catching?” More than twenty years ago I 
papers, documents, library and Transactions, | began to have this question asked me, and ‘ 
with a living, thinking, writing, talking man | have observed it ever since with varying 
inside of it—call him secretary, or what you opinion. I have seen a glandered horse work 

| like—as the New Yorkers do at Albany, to | beside his mate three years, stalled and fed 
attend to its business, and communicate with | together, withont taking the disease. Ihave 

| the farmers of your State on all subjects ap- | geen glandered horses purchased by men who 
| pertaining to their agricultural advance-| did not believe the disease contageous, and 
| ment. And beyond this, you must pay him | in a short time have all his work horses glan- 

a salary sufficient to compensate his time and | dered. I have seen horses that I thought 
labor. Brains are not in the habit of work-| caught the infection by being hitched in a 
ing for nothing, unless there is a s9/¢ spot in| glandered stall. I have doctored glandered ' 
them. In that office should be the annual, and | horses that no doubt communicated it to my 

| other meetings of your society—the general | hostler. I have in two instances communi- 
| agricultural head-quarter of the State. Your | cated it to other horses by inoculation on the § 
| great, big State cattle shows are all very | septum, after scarifying. I am now a firm ; 

\| well, but they should be only an incident, or | believer that any horse will take the oonta- 
| high holiday of the year, showing the results | gion by inoculation in any part of the head. | f § 
| of your annual Tnbsieesy Illinois is purely |] applied it to one back part of the cars, » 

| an agricultural State, wide in territory, and| which made a rapid and large swelling, ap- : 
| probably the fourth in population and agricul- peering to affect. the membranes of the eye- F 

ural wealth in the Union; and with (agri-| lids andnose. The horse died with a broken 
| culture its leading interest, why pursue a| leg which he had broken one day previous 
| narrow, picayune policy in its development | to the experiment. I am also satistied that 

| No, that is not the way. Ifthe funds of the it is extremely dangerous to horses that have ¢ 
society are not sufficient, compel, as you can | any sores about their nose, mouth or lips, or 

| do, your Legislature to give you the means. | even in a high fevered condition of a chronic 
i} This saving at the spigot, and losing at the| character, and it would be most certain to 
i bung is no way to perfection in agriculture. | be taken by all horses having the colt dis- 
1] Try the thing, and my word for it, you will| temper, or catarrhal. fever, if exposed. I a 

| find {t paying. if . have ever considered it an imposition upon 
| (Jurrreye, in the Horticulturist. | the community to see a glandered horse from 

| —_———<eee->—____- home, or hitched at a common or publie 
I HOW TO MAKE AGRICULTURAL SOCIE- | hitching post. 

| eee eee: Are the glenders curable? This depends 

I Inan article noticing the success of the first | 8PO2 ciroumstances ; like all other diseases, : 
i exhibition of a county society in Connecti- it does assume an ineurable stage. Either 

i cut, the editor lays down the following reso- | from want of knowledge of it, or faith to try, 
H lations to be followed to make Agricultural | °T 2 correct and thorough treatment, most a 
| Societies pay: glandered horses do die. I have made it a 
\ All 1ieculutaiAweinndiiral vs matter of interest for many years to dissect 
' vee ison ns gricu ‘ura! papers among t and examine all the phenomena of the dead 

i 2 ROR SEO ake Stele Pe - patient. After examining five glandered 5 
HI 2. Publish a liberal premium list, and | heads and bodies, I am bold to say the glan- 

\ send it to all who have anything to show, | ders is nothing more nor less than cankered “ 
| with a note of solicitation to exhibit. | ulceration of the head. I have examined : 
| 3. Advertise your fair in newspapers and | those where the entire membranes, fleshy a 

\ in handbills. parts and soft bones were entirely consumed, ‘ 
i 4, Get cheap fares on the public con- | and the disease preying upon the hard bones ; 

veyances. —the inflammation extending to the brain, ‘ 
5. Engage an orator who is greater on | which causes the death of the animal. It is 

i! farming than politics, and let him know that | frequently the case where the glandered 4 
i he is to be paid for his services in coin rath- | horse’s blood is high, or by taking cold, or a 
| er than puffs, that he may take time to pre- | fever sets in, the horse soon dies with con- : 
| pare for the occasion. gestion of the brain, which is seldom recog- 

i 6. Enclose your grounds and charge a | tized by the groom. ; 
| quarter for entrance, Farmers are as willing | | I am of the opinion that glanders isa more , 

} as any other class to pay for their own en- | simple disease than is generally believed. I y 
| tertainment and instruction. ‘have known some cases cured of one and 
pS IEOR E80 cen Cer Ne, Se eee eM 
SS
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5 nee ere ie 

two years standing, by administering the| crease to the agriculturists of the West, than 

5 medicine with a syringe an Re me there has been during the past year. 

icines thus administered which are calcula’ : ; 

: to allay the inflammation and destroy the etnies a smanl Seale Be) 

canker, will with a proper medication of the| .}) the markets of the continent of Europe, 

system, overcome this disease in a shorter| during the past season, and this advance 

: time than many would expect. seems to be of a permanent nature. The 

fj [W. Prmrog, in Ohio Cultivator. | jast number of the London Farmers’ Maga- 

* > = zine, received by us, says: The wool trade 

: CHANGE OF FOOD FOR AINMALS. in Great Britain continues in a highly pros- 

[| presi ot sind sua shuld te Ee an fia ol — 
ange mently. horse long kept on * : 

j changed AT Go afested by a fover in his legs rioee bogeitier mle y sraell oot 
and feet, producing a result similar to eae ish on Hea we ~~ a ee ae 

i founder. Bhseta: corn meal, or cob meal, | "7° epee A tel angie a 

5 should never be given except in a mixed creased the duties levied. upon eae P 
* is wi wool, and the consequence has been that, in 

state with cut hay or straw. This will re- 1858" her i 83 milli f 

° quire them to eat slower and the food is) 5 >in, Ee ee ee pounds, 

5 better prepared for digestion. If given ~ ets ee gee ro 

5 alone it ferments rapidly in the stomach, eee ae ao e aoe hi h chy ald 

t produces a general fever, injures the diges- na ce oA Set eda ens We ith th 

tive powers, and finally produces a stiffness] ; a ait ane a Be wa nly 

® Shep ghous the Limbe. "When these reselia| improvement of Ii Sooliy 400 Feiner 
* : + the best varieties of wool. For it is the finer 

7 are discovered, the remedy is a change of grades which tin di a ensttt a 

3 food. Continued feeding-on oats alone, will)? is ee ay sar 7 9, SRE at 

: produce the same results as shorts, or meal, e150. th Pees Se a a will bri wor 

be and many a founder is caused by it, as by $1,50, ee 70 DED WOO, ring: 08 

2 feeding and drinking when the horse is}OW2er at 0 or 70 cents. sj 

; warm, If necessity compels a person to The prices of the two leading markets, for 

; — horse = shorts, corn meal, or cob| the several grades of American wool, are: 

: meal, a supply of salt should be added to Baw ros). (Pane 

: prevent fermentation in the stomach. Senet See eee 1 abe ee 
. iG Ot Witte esate ie Se ieee cage ie 

: woot amp ween parors. | tives x Masts gg" pass 
ie Every item of news relative to the wool i [Michigan Farmer. 

market is now looked for with eagerness by PARSNIPS FOR MILK COWS. 

i j the farmer, and as the depression in our os 

5 i wheat market is making itself felt in every) When parsnips are given to milk cows, 

Pt quarter of the State, there is, of course, the| with a little hay, in the winter season, the 

’ more interest felt in the hope that the wool| butter is found to be of as fine a color and 

5 clip may do something to relieve us from| excellent flavor as when the animals are 

: some of the embarassments of the past year.| feeding in the best pastures. As parsnips 

: The Messrs. Goodale & Co., of the Cleveland | contain 6 per cent. more mucilage than car- 

ie depot, whose advertisement will be found on | rots, the difference may be suflicient to ac- 

2 another page, observed, in their last circular, | count for the superior fattening as well as 

i that prices are much firmer than usual at butter-making quality in the parsnips. In 

: this season, and that they do not look for| the fattening of cattle, the parsnip is found 

Bi the depression which usually characterizes equal if not superior to the carrot, perform- 

Bt the months of May, June and: July; and| ing the business with as much expedition, 

> they cannot see that dealers can bring about | and affording meat of exquisite flavor, and of 

a the usual low rates, as it is well understood | highly juicy quality ; the animals eat it with 

, that the supply in market is limited. They much greediness. 

5 think as we do, that the high prices of beef, — or 

. pork and grain, have diverted the attention| SuNrLower seeds are said to be the best 

of a large portion of the farmers of the| known remedy for founder in horses. As 

F eee rom se pron eramine 3n-| soon as ascertained he is foundered, mix one 

; en! egate | 15 : 
; ene eel ee will ee | pint of the seed whole with the feed, and an 

ft: large as in the two past years. This would entire cure may be expected. 

: be so, did the farming population remain ee nee 

i stationary, but it must be remembered that Orax is frequently sought for by horses, 

fe the increase of population is very rapid, and and eaten with avidity, and, it is believed, 

‘4 that at no period was there ever a larger in-! with decided benefit to their health. 

i 
i
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HOW TO JUDGE A HORSE. A KNOWING HORSE. 

A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer,| “E. M.,” of Belchertown, writes to the 
contrary to old maxims, undertakes to judge | Amherst Express about a very intelligent 
the character of a horse by outward appear-|horse of which he is the owner. The fol- ; 
ances, and offers the following suggestions, | lowing incident, among others, illustrates the 
the result of his close observation and long | matter : 
experience: “One day last week he was Criven a few ( 
rf TF the color be light sorrel or chestnut, his | miles out of town, and on. his return, some 
feet, legs and face white, these are marks of | time in the afternoon, was fed with meal and 
kindness. If he is broad and full between | cut-feed as usual, but for his supper he had 
the eyes, he may be depended on as a horse | nothing but dry hay, whicn aid not agree 
of good sense, and capable of being trained | very well with his sense of right, after trav- 
to anything. eling twenty miles with a load through 

As respects such horses, the mere kindly | snow drifts. However, he kept his thoughts 
you treat them the better you will be treated | to himself till we were all out of the way for 
in return. Nor will horse of this descrip- | the night; then, sundering his rope in some 
tion stand a whip, if well fed. way, he passed through the cow stable, 

If you want a safe horse, avoid one that is | crossed the barn floor and the eepiage room 
dish-faced. He may be so far gentle as not|to the granary, at the further end of the 
to scare; but he will have too much go-|barn, some forty feet, where he had often : 
ahead in him to be safe with everybody. seen us get the meal for him; he there found i 

If you want a fool, but a horse of great | two bags of meal standing near the bin, tied § 
bottom, get a deep bay with not a white hair | up tight, but the top one being too heavy for 
about him. If the face is little dished, so | his purpose, he threw it aside, and after ex- i 
much the worse. Let no man ride such a|amining the other bag, which weighed be- 3 
horse that is not adept to riding—they are | tween fity and sixty pounds, he took it in 
always tricky and unsafe. If you want one |his teeth, and carried it about twenty feet, 
that will never give out, never buy a large, | to a clean spot on the barn floor. Findingit 
overgrown one. A black horse can never | difficult to untie it, he cut a hole in the side q 
stand heat, nor a white one cold. and shook out about a peck of meal, and ate 

If you want a gentle horse, get one with| what he wished; and seeing the cow (the 7 
more or less white about the head; the more | only companion he has these long winter 
the better. Many suppose that the particu- | nights) looking with a longing eye at his pile 
lar colored horses belonging to the circuses, | of meal, he took up the bag again, and car- 
shows, &c., are selected for their oddity.— | ried it about ten feet further to her manger, : 
But the selections thus made are on account |and shook out some of the meal for her. : 

of their great docility and gentleness. They were found in the morning feasting 
STMT cal ay ET together.” 
Pork TrapE or Taz Wexsr.—A late No. ere eee 

ofthe Cincinnati Price Current sums up the| How Muon Suourp a Cow Ear—Cows to 
Pork trade for 1855-6, and gives the follow- | give milk, require more food than most farm- 
ing recapitulation of totals of hogs killed in|ers imagine. §. W. Johnson, writing from 
the several States: Munich to the Country Gentleman, gives an y 

1854-5 1855-6 | interesting report of some experiments which 
ees ass eae Hep0r have been made in Bavaria, from which the 
Tennessee .---.---seseceeeee ee 14,200 62,400 | following is an extract: " 

Fmethaoe-secnsnssseeesese ane 180,4| “Our trials have confirmed the view that 
Tndlana 2200212720. bons 879/001 | cows, to give the greatest possible quantity 4 
Winns 98,201 168,504 | of milk, must daily receive and consume one- ‘ 

fe po thirtieth of their live weight in hay, or an 

Grand Totals............ 2,088,042 2,430,887 | equivalent therefor. If more food be given 

8,008,068 156 goes to the formation of flesh and fat with- ¢ 

Increase this season ..................++++ 642,84 | out occasioning a corresponding increase in : 
_, 1 addition to this increase of hogs, the ed- | the yield of milk, but if on the pitaeth less 
itor puts down 11 per cent. for increased | food be furnished, the amount and value of f 
weight last year over the previous. This|the milk will be greatly diminished.” 
increase is equal to 229,453 hogs, and the to- —_________+-0e+___—_——. 
tal increase stands as follows: Tr 1s stated that Dr. Rebman, a missiona- 

Tnerease in number...........-+.++.++++++-++++ $49,845 | ry, has verified the existence in Africa of an 
weight .................+++++.,.+- 229,458 | immense sea, without outlet, twice as large § 

Totalincrease ...,.......+.+++++++s++++++. 673,298 | a8 the Black Sea, between the equator and 

iicdaliaiiat ese ten degrees south latitude, and between the ‘ 
To Aa cows holding up their milk, | twenty-third and thirtieth meridian. It is 

feed them at the time of mailbag: designated Ukerewe, or Inner Sea. 

a
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: HORTI COU LTUR E,, | of the bark, at the incision of the stock, are 
at “1 “** | then raised a little, fig. 3, and the bud push- 

: PTE }ed downwards under the bark, fig. 4. A 
BUDDING. pees of bass, eae or other sub- 

5 2 : Ys stance, is wrapped around, covering all parts 
, The following article on budding will be bué'the bud. “The pressure should be just 

in season for those who wish to try their | sufficient to keep the inserted portion closely | 
; hand at it. “We think it is so fully illustra-| to the stock, but not such as to bruise or 
; DAH WNT Hi ia jy hi | 

Mh HI i Hh Aa | : on 
> mH | WAI Aa CAD - i 

| N ae mi Ml 
. H 7 y4 

; i ¢ ha a. 

; AWE iG Wi 
ty rt it ss | : | A | i 1H E 

= we i) 

. A : 
Naa Mi i | 

; f ie ih a 
4 HH Whit Hi AY a 

: i} Wh NW NY (AMD 
- A WTA ahit i NN 

; Wey 4 | A Oo WY ¥ | 

i Fie. 1. Fra. 8. Fig. 4. Fie. 5. | 

. ted, as tobe entirely comprehensible to every | crush the bark, fig. 5. The shoots eontain- i 

‘ one who will carefully attend to it. It is an jing AE gre os Shes s0 a i 
+ ; Linde | a8 to be rather and hard in te: 2 

: excellent mode of propagating many kinds they-‘areitisdally in thetbeet conditiow aan 

Be of fruit, and well worth the study and prac- | +16 terminal bud has formed. 

é tice of all who have taste and leisure to at-| ‘To prevent withering, the leaves must be 
# tend to it. Like all similar operations, it | immediately cut off, as they withdarw and 
e must be performed with care and skill, to | exhale rapidly the moisture from the shoot; 

succeed well, although it is a skill that any pie ae eee of = inch of the footstalks 

& one may aequire with a little pains-taking.|0f the leayes should remain, to serve as 
® : satine chojes | 2andles to the buds while inserting them, fig. 

i = einen eeneany monet ee _ 6. After being thus divested of ives, they | 
? varieties of plums upon the native or wi may be safely kept a week in.a cool damp 

stock. We have known them to come to| place, or sent hundreds of miles in damp 

if bearing in three years. Ifan actual budding | moss, or encased separately in thin oil-cloth. 

knife cannot be obtained, something else that ace by growth, the bandage cuts into the 

3 comes nearest in shape of it will answer for Cae Sagano ov aden amide 

limited operations : jmant till the following spring, when the i 
fi Budding consists in introducing the bud of | stock is cut off two inches or more above it. |} 
we one tree, with a portion of the bark and a | If cut closer, the end of the stock becomes | 
“ little adhering wood, beneath the bark of |too dry, and the bud often perishes. All | 
> another, and upon the face of the | other buds must be then removed, and all | 
‘ newly forming wood. It must the vigor of the stock or branch thrown in- i 

r | be performed while the stock is |to the remaining bud, which immediately 
i ina state of vigorous growth. | commences a rapid growth. 
p | An incision is made lengthwise | To secure a straight and erect growth, the |] 
= iv throngh the bark of the stock, | new shoot, when a few iuches long, is tied | 
b i fy and a small cut at right angles | to the remainieg stump of the stock, fig. 7. | 
be \</) at the top, the whole somewhat | By another month, no further support will | 
it o resembling the letter T, fig. 1. | be needed, and the stump may be wholly cut | 

4 Fig. 2. A bund is then taken from a | away, and the wound allowed to heal bythe 

‘ shoot of the present year’s growth, by sha- | rapid formation of new wood. 

: ving off the bark an inch oran inch and aj Buds inserted by midsummer, may be 

Fe half in length, with a small part of the wood | made to grow the same season by heading 

ad directly beneath the bud, fig.2. The edges ‘down the stock when adhesion has taken 

b ee ——— 

a
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place ; but although often atten no ad- } cut from the u) in- 

vantage has resulted from this a as | serted bud, saibat = eee eae 

the growth is comparatively feeble, and in } with the bark of the stock at the horizontal 5 

consequence of its badly matured wood often | incision, to receive the returning sap, though 

perishes the following winter. Even where strongly recommended, has been found of no. ; 

it eseapes, it does not exceed in size at the ee in practice, as the union takes place 

close of the second season the straight and | wholly between the two faces in contact. ¥ 

yigorous shoots of the spring. : The English practice of ‘taking out the 

_ The essential requisites for success in bud-}small portion of the wood cut from the 

ding, are jirst, a thrifty, rapidly growing | shoot, has been found in the climate of this 

stock, so thatthe bark will peel very freely. | country not only useless, but really detri- 

Secondly, a proper time ; not too early, when mental. Indeed, it often ‘happens that buds 

there is little cambium, or maucilaginous | of thecherr, and other trees PE bee spongy 

cornet Debra) pape bate and Bis Wyo ie growth att slow adhesion, succeed, much 

on of the bud—nor late, when | bet! i i is tak j 

the bark will not peel freely, nor co of un ie aa precept a 

quent growth sufficiently cement the bud to} in such cases assisting in the retention of 

the stock. Zhirdly, buds sufficiently ma- | of moisture until cemented to the stock. 

ture. Fourthly, a keen flat knife, for sha- When stocks are in the best conditio it 

ving off the bud, that it may lie close in con- | is unnecessary to raise the bark an farthe 

tact upon the wood of the stock. Fifthly, | that to admit the lower point of the Pads 

the application of a ligature with moderate | which, as it is pushed downwards, performs : 

een causing the bud to fit the stock | this operation in the most perfect manner. i 

losely. When the bark does not peel freely enough 

: ponte purpose, success becomes very un- 

\ certain. 

i p Budding is performed in summer, grafting 

| i in spring, and both have their advantages. 

Hi i fy Budding is a simpler operation, and more id 

Ke successfully performed by a novice. It is 

Eu dy the best means to iultiply the peach and 

rs \ WW nectarine, grafting very rarely proving suc- Zz 

1 \ NY VB cessful, It is more rapidly performed, and % 

i >" at a season not crowded with the labors of 5 

é ) (Z transplanting. It admits a repetition the : 

b SP ~ same summer, in cases of failure, the stocks 

} I S ZZ % remaining uninjured. Butin all cases thrifty 

a, d NW SS = stocks are needed, while grafting will suceeed 

| i NY on those older and less vigorous. Grafting 

oll \ ls requiaes less care subsequently, as no liga- 

hi 1 waa] PH tures need removing, nor stocks heading : 

} = “ down, and may be conveniently employed as 4 

2 Sank a remedy for failures’ in the previous year’s 

VY Mi) budding. In England, where most. fruit a 

E ‘ih | H trees do not make so rapid a growth as here, ; 

Hh) 8 j) budding is less esteemed; while from the 

MH os, moisture of the climate preserving grafts 

YY from dying, grafting becomes more success~ 

ful there. 

Fras. Kia. 6. Fie. 7. ere, a VES Spee Enating 

‘Various modifications have been proposed | Tn exon, stimnally. le touasoneIs"6 | 

for the saiyieovihetit of balding Bae is to principal hardware stores of thei OUR. i 

make the cross ent at the bottom of the long ce oe 

slit instead of at the top, as the latter is sup- |_| OHUFAS, 08 Earra Atwonps.—Last year 

posed to impede the descent of nourishment. | the Patent Office distributed seeds of this ’ 

Another is, to raise the bark all on one side valuable esculent for cultivation. Oneof the ‘ 

of the slit, making a small notch in its edge | recipients, and the only one who has made 

for the bud, this mode being supposed to | 2 public report, we see by advertisement of- 

oe the bad consequences of the mutilation ES me product af the dint So gift for 

of the wood by the knife. But these modes . Since we have seen that gentleman § 

are both itiebavantent ‘and are found to pos- | favorable report may be influenced by pecus 

sess no advantage in practice; the supposed | Mary considerations, we are disposed to at- 

evils they are intended to obviate being too tach but little weight to hisstatements, and 

small to take into account. Making asquare prefer to hear from others, whose ideas of 

ee 
oe
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: the object of the Patent) Office distribution | and parts easily from the wood, especially on 

will be more liberal. We have no idea that | the south side of the stem. They should be 

t the Government furnishes valuable seeds for | cut down at once to healthy wood. 

% the purpose of giving opportunity for the} Prars on Quince.—There are various 

; growers to make money of the produce.—| opinions on the merits of so-called dwarf 

Onur view is, that it is the duty of the recip-| pears. We are too liable, in our horticul- 

i ient to furnish free any surplus he may have | tural zeal, to push matters to extremes. It | 
é to others as he received it. i ® requires a long series of well-tried and close- 
+ [Western Agriculturist. {ly est experiments to establish a horti- : 

i et ee cultural fact. With the same treatment, a 

ze VERTARLE AMD EE OP ABE ee Bartlett will fruit as early on the pear as a 

: Vecrraste Garpex.—Thinning, hoeing, | Glout Morceau on the quince stock, and, in 
and cultivating the growing crops, are the | nine out of ten cases, the latter will excel the 

i principal routine operations. Fork the earth | former in growth. No doubt, grafting the 

between the rows of onions, carrots, and, in-| pear on the quince was at first resorted to 

3 deed, all crops that it is desirable to ee in | with a view of rendering a few of the most | 

2 active growth, and the drier the weather, | luxuriant growing varieties more productive, 

e the more ni the operation. The ad- | and their easeas iba to an indiscriminate use 

. vantage of aratiel soils will again be appa-| of the quince as a stock for the pear, without 

3 rent from the continued vigor and growth of| reference to the degree of vigor possessed by 

the plants upon them. The increased poros- | the numerous varieties. The same has hap- 

a8 of the oll eSaisnuent upon the admission | pened with roses, and budded roses are now ) 

of air to all its parts, enables it to absorb, to | condemned by many, although amateur rose 

its fallest extent, the rain-water as it falls | growers well know that many of their finest” ||: 

3 from the clouds. On the other hand, un-|sorts are never seen in their greatest perfec- |}! 

. drained lands (unless gravel or sand) cannot} tion, unless grafted on a suitable stock. |} 

a absorb an appreciable quantity of water du-| Many pears grow with great vigor even on 

Bt ring a heavy summer shower. It runs off at | quince, and unless skilfully managed during 

=) the surface to the lowest point; for this]summer, by checking growth, they will not 

¥ reason, drained lands really contain and have | fruit earlier than when on pear stock. 

¥ constantly present, more moisture than those | The most essential point in the culture of 

cs unventilated. fruit trees undoubtedly lies in summer 

tf Parsnips and beets may be transplanted to| pruning. Without this, our best treatment 

ie fill up vacancies ; these will grow readily, if| will not prove continually remunerative. 
3 dull weather can be had for their removal;| SrrawsERfies.—Clean away all the young ; 

fe if not, pick off most of their leaves, to lessen | runners, unless required for ‘increase, and 

: their evaporating surface. keep the plants distinct, and free of weeds. : 

§ Crtzry.—Young plants, at least for the} Raspperrres.—Thin out the young canes 

Py early crops, should be transplanted from the | as they grow, and cut out the old stems as 
ze ee into a ees me 3 ae soon as the fruiting season is over. 

Ain about three inches ap: an ey will re- —Pi i i 

EF move with small balls of roots ay wanted res, ee pea the oe anti 

3 for final planting. ..,|the fruit, but do not, as yet, disturb any of 
f The striped bug is frequently on hand just | ¢he Jateral, or young side shoots, from the ! 

i as young melon and cucumber plants are at} ppocent year’s growth. Thin the branches 

ie — med ‘ong stage. We have seen to one for each shoot. It is a notorious fact, 
¥ Sante ai ge. by watering the | that most of our hardy grapes are rendered 

4d P with a liquid mortar of clayey soil and | ynhealthy and unproductive through exces- 
4 cow manure, without any apparent injury to| sve cropping. 

ah the young plants. . Gnaprry.—Thinning the bunches having 
Pe Muxouine.—if possible, mulch between | already been attended to, thinning theber- |} | 
» the rows of all crops; short grass from lawns, | ries will now require attention. ng nae 

‘ refuse hay, a in fact, that | bunches may require tying up and spreading 
x will loosely cover the ground, should be em- | to allow the berries to swell. _It is difficult 
r ployed for this purpose. This will retain the | to establish definite rules as regards the ex- 

: moisture, and very effectually prevent the | act amount of fruit a vine is able to mature, ( 
e growth of weeds. Attempts have been made to form rules ac- 

b Hanpy Frurr—The results of the past| cording to the diameter of the stem. This 
} severe winter are now becoming apparent.|may be found tolerably accurate when all 
f Young fruit trees that were seemingly un-|are under similar treatment; but a well- ] 

i hurt, and commenced growth as usual, have | ripened cane, half an inch in diameter, may t 

1 produced a few sickly leaves, of a yellowish | perfect a crop of eight pounds, when a cane ‘ 

Py color, and ceased growing. Onexamination, |double the thickness, would not ripen as t 

a it will be found that the bark is discolored, many ounces. It is not the quantity or size 

ip 
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en ee ee ee 
of the shoot that is all-desirable, but its | and spread them on flat dishes to cool; boil ‘ 
quality as regards matured growth. The the syrup until thick and rich; then put the 3 
great error, in most of our horticultural ad- | fruit into glass jars; let the syrup cool and a 
yice, is a tendency to generalize upon insuf-| settle, then pour it carefully off from the sed- y 
ficient data. It is a mistake for any one to | iment over the fruit. * 
pa that what he finds good for his own +0 
guidance, under Ais system of management,| __Steirzp Bua.—J. H, Davis of Cartsville, 
will be equally sutitable to the million under | Va., says that common. ii.v viack pepper ; 

their various modes of management. Keep dusted over vines, when they are ati ed, . 

the atmosphere moist. by frequently sprink-| will destroy the striped bug. Applied in the i 
ling the house with water; this will tend to| morning, while the dew is on the vines, it : 
prevent mildew, but when it does show itself, | will not injure them. [Southern Farmer. y 

use sulphur dusted ever the house. Syringe To ee Sei oe 5 
the vines occasionally, but dashing water| ANTIDOTE For Potsons.—A correspondent . 
through a force pump on the tender foliage, | Of the London Literary Gazette, alluding to * 
is not beneficial or natural.  Ventilate ex-| the numerous cases of death from accidental ¢ 

dusively by the top, and leave them open, | Poisoning, says: “I venture to affirm there z 
to a certain ane tats day and night, If| 18 scarce even a cottage in this country that 4 

— as above, there will be no danger does not contain an invaluable, certain, im- z 

of colored grapes. “Ventilate early in mediate xomneey for such events as these— 4 

the morning, and shut up early in the even- nothing more than a dessert spoonful of made *e 

ing.” is common advice, and those who adopt mustard, mixed in a tumbler of warm water, % 

such @ course need not be surprised if their | #04 drunk immediately. It acts asan emetic, < 

fruit is deficient both in color and favor. | is always ready, and may be used with safe- bi 
The fruit will ripen earlier when the temper-| ty in any case where one is required. By es 
ature is kept hook in the absence of light. making this antidote known, you may save £ 

Vines that are treated on the short spur|™any a fellow creature from an untimely & 

pruning system, must be stopped an eye, or, at end.” e 
most, two, above the fruit bunch. Itis well Sie A a: Sa i 
to encourage all growth that is possible. Fisn wirn Leas.—The Rochester (N. Y.) bi 

Close summer pruning is sooner or later ruin- Union states that Dr. Langworth, of that es 
ous to the plant if persevered in. We con-| city, has obtained specimens of fish with t 

fess to having advocated a different course four legs from a stream of water near Fort 3 

several years ago, but experience, the best of| Defiance, in New Mexico. They are about Me 
all monitors, has taught us otherwise, and, |Seven inches long, and resemble a young ¥ 
asa celebrated writer has remarked, “of | codfish ; the legs are like those of an alliga- = 

what use is life without the hope of improve-|to.r They have been sent to Professor 
ment?” [Horticulturist. Agassiz, at Cambridge, Mass. : 

ee pee pe Ur oa Wed a Soran lla te i 
Sreirep Bues.—Mr. G.G. Negley informs| _ VINEGAR Anmat.—Hnue, in his travels in x 

wthat he gets clear of the ravages of the | China, gives a curious account of the “ Vin- ss 
Striped Bug, by dusting his vines when dry | egar Animal,” a polypus found in the Yellow : 
with the finest’ dust or sand he can obtain |Sea, which is placed in a large vessel filled % 
from the turnpike, where the limestone and | With fresh water, to which a few glasses of ¥ 
sand is ground to powder by wagon wheels. | spirits are added ; and after twenty or thirty mE 

This fine dust adheres to the leaves, and to | days this liquid is transformed into excellent * 

the stem; and the bug, having no relish for | Vinegar as clear as spring water, very strong & 
a mouthful of sand, retires. He has fol-|and of an agreeble taste. Additions of pure a 
lowed the practise for five years, and has| water without any spirit, are all that is nec- = 

never been troubled with the bug. Remem-| essary to insure ‘a perpetual supply. Like e 

ber, the dust must. be fine enough to ad-| other polypi, it propagates from a detached Ke 
here to the vines when dry. limb. The formid acid of ants and the exu- 3 

[Western Agriculturist, [dations of the slimy grub which feed on our a 
ore See ee pear leaves, contain vinegar. 3 

Pe poeoere eich Wuorz.— —_—__—_+0e+____—_ a 
e syrup boiling hot, and having picked} Tax New Jersey Geological Report states a 

fine large strawberries free from the hull, | that the ocean is Deeaaity cid rather rapidly a 
(or, if preferred, leave them and a half an| gaining on the shore. At Cape Island, the G 
inch of the stem on) pour it over them; let i : inf a 
F : . po’ em ; let | waves have gained on the beach fully a mile 
itremain until the next day; then drain it|since the Revolution, and the rise of the * 
booed boil again; return it hot to the fruit; | tide on the easterm uplands is higher than a 

let them remain for another night; then put} formerly in the opinion of the cet ob- |} * 
them into a kettle and boil gently for half| servers. i 
an hour; cut one in two; if it is done thro’ eg Be 
take them from the syrup with askimmer,! Apversrry is the first path to truth. ‘ BY 
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s EDUCATIONAL of that national sentiment of which it is the 

* | channel or vehicle, we have nothing to fear 

E Wr tes on Soe pei Semin ns for its preservation and ultimate strength of 

Ls iat CRERPRRARHE- tone. It will'adapt itself to the most con- 

The phonetic method of spelling has a few densed and powerful expression, and if the 

| recommendations that appear important, or | Matter were looked upon through the right 

Z at least worthy of some little attertion from kind of glasses, it would be found that the 

3 those who take an interest in the character condenser should be applied to forms of ez- 

; of English literature, Many have looked pression, which bear upon the choice of 

5 upon it as an improvement which must, nec- words, and not to the written language, 

* essarily, in the course’of progress, seize upon which would only affect the use of letters. 

M4 the language, and re-model it into greater The language is ever in readiness with one | 

: symmetry and brevity. It purposes to affect word to express volumes, and with the histo- | 

Pi only theswritten language, but it will affect | 7Y of that one word to electrify with feeling. | 

& that very materially, and if the intimacy be- Onur language is not after all as voluminous | 

< tween the tritten and spoken language is | 9 the German, which phoneticians regard as 

3 as close as it appears to be it cannot stop at almost a perfect model in its orthography, [ij 

} that point. We shall see the written word and this shows us plain‘y enough that the 

robbed of its stable dignity entirely, and be- | ™¢Te spelling of werds has but little to do | 

; coming only the vacillating shadow of a very with brevity. The trouble lies in the fact i 

: - capricious pronunciation. This result seems that words—more than letters—are used 

: inevitable, without any deep study into the without regard to their fitness, and small Ji 

> “new science,” as it is styled; but we are| ideas are too much elaborated. It often oc- 

a willing to investigate the subject, and point | CUS that a very worthy idea is buried alioe Hl 

4 out some of its most apparent workings. The | 8M0D8 superfinous and stupid expressions, 

# effects are not hidden, but stand forth boldly and if phoneticians were, instead, a sect of 

2 upon the page with either a good or an evil modern Laconians, they would find anam- 3 

5 purpose apparent in them, and alittle inquiry pler and more fruitful field of labor. | 

5 will show us whether the good or the evil But the histories of words—the characters 

e preponderates. with which they are stamped, and the power 

[3 ‘We have already seen our method of spell- which they derive from those characters— 

3 ing materially improved bythe forms of exist almost wholly in their written form, 

Fi abbreviation introduced by late English and their relation to the eye is of such vast 

ee orthographers, among whom our own Web- Euporenne vo ns this age of much reading 

a ster holds an eminent position, and deserves and little memorizing, that we cannot poss 

is the gratitude of all who would have their bly permit it to be destroyed, as is now Pr 

é mother tongue preserved from, not only um- posed. We do not see enough gain in the 

= brage, but corruption. But he has been experiment to counterpoise so great a loss 

cy censured, notwithstanding the acknowledged would be the written existence bac lon 

2 good he has done, by the more rabid among | 8"98° If the entire labor of learning 

ie conservators, for his innovations ; and in nu- spell were done away with, our literature 

. merous instances he retracted in obeisance would be the loser still; but it must be 7° 7 

2. to public sentiment. He did not look upon membered that English orthography willbe 

“+ convenience as supreme above both elegance full, rod complicated and difficult to learn, ! 

‘ and chastity, but labored for the preservation while written forms cannot possibly fe | 

P of these latter qualities with all the zeal of a reduced more than one-tenth. A small gan i 

é progressive taste. It is a settled conviction for so much loss. There are. too many 7 

fe with erthographers, that our language is | “STOmg connections, nice dependencies,” to 

BE gradually assuming a more permanent form, be involved and ruined for so doubtful a” 

i and becoming more unique and concise, both | advantage. But our “Reformers” are not st | 

r: in spelling and usage. ‘That is to say, it is all contented with the manner in which our } 

. incorporating itself more and more into a language adapts itself to every present crisis; 

nationality, (it has been termed a mongrel,) and becomes the intellectual pulse of the 

& and if left entirely to the modifying influence people. They are for no moderate reforms 
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and in the adoption this new science do’ not | that purity and distinctness would no longer 2 
stop to think of spoligtion, or sacrifice—the exist in our national literature, while words a 

spoliation is the poetry, history and associa- would change places, and commingle con- £ 

tions of the written word, together with | fusedly. These facts are apparent, and yet Bs 
its relation to the eye—and the sacrifice is | #8 we have said, phonography has a few rec- te 
the English Alphabet, as now used. ommendations that seem to be important. 

3 These recommendatiens are net for our * 
Let us for amoment contemplate this hagoc. - ; 5 i; 

Few, even among English scholars, weigh a Hrqacer eee ee : 
the importance and appreciate fully the aa, a Seaaaeac Se ; 
strong-drawn, beautiful, and almost unri- et ae en £ 

| yalled peculiarities of English literature. SS ee) : 
ee . “| jottings only, where time will not admit of ES 

The spoken word in many instances has a th * teletsi te haaite = 

swarm of synonyms, (synonyms of pronun- . ae a ee eee 2 
ciation,) but the written word rarely, or pets EES ae eo enn _ comet £ 
DASE Ss ae ore into ultraism will result in more injury than 5 

| oyms of signification cannot long e aan benefit. It should be restricted to manu- ‘S 
usage—except in a few instances of nouns— script, and not permitted to enter our boeks. 1, 

| but the same pronunciation will necessarily | _ It can hardly be called a new idea, for the . 
be employed to express different ideas and attempt was made to introduce it into the #, 

| relations, which can only be kept distinct by English language os long ago as the sixteenth - | ee 
the peonliarities of written words. This | Century, and it has died away and revived at & 
permanent and yet pliable property of lan-| spasmodic intervals ever since. There was e 

guage would be éntirely destroyed, in case hardly 2 scholar at that time who did not : 
| mere sounds were represented by letters, and | Pegard it as a most unprofitable device, to ae 

all traces of the origin of words would be| Pring about a motley mediocrity between X 
wiped out—thus sundering all those kindred | the student and the dolt. Bacon launched v 

| ties which now unite them into families, | it a few expressions of contempt, and the s 
| classes and. groups, and give theman interest | ania subsided. It has been attempted in x 

and inherited qualification. But the change| France several times with similar success. R 

| would not stop here. If we were perfectly The profound Jiterateur has stood up boldly ‘ 

willing to lose the derivation of words, and | to repulse the threatened outrage, and in- a 
| did not consider it of more importance to stead of permitting the written to be sacri- Fa 

possess a perfect index to their meaning than | ficed to the spoken word, he has in many in- 3 
| tethe characters which express them, we! Stances almost forgotten the latter, and o 

could not, even then, trust that language in | always consid-red it of minor importance. % 
which is transcribed and perpetuated all our Although the French language is considered Re 

knowledge, to the flexible and never estab-| More complete in itself than the English, a 
lished codes of oral discourse. The different | its written form admits of much more ab- be 

dialects of Germany tell us where her litera-| breviation to bring it down to only such £ 
ture would have been if entrusted to the | characters as represent vowel sounds and - 

| careless tongues of the ignorant; and in the | Stress. Itis this fact that renders it the most a 
legitimate gibble-gabble of the rural shires | Polished and susceptible of delicacy and Ee 

| of England we may see what would be the |imesse. There are variations of the written i 
| fate of our own in similar circumstances. | Word for every possible condition of style, 3 

| The great concession made by the learned to mood, gender, and character, and yet, these aS 

| the ignorant would be followed by others, | Variations are in a great degree independent ig 
| continually, for there could possibly be no| of pronunciation. The task of learning to i 

| point at which it could stop in its depression | spell must be perplexing to French children, ‘8 
of tone, until it reached the vulgar level of} more than to English; but who ever heard # 
commonplace talk, which is now so very|0f the youthful intellect being impaired by 4 

| far beneath it. Every little caprice of habit | the labor of acquiring the use of the alpha- # 
or affectation in speaking, must necessarily | bet, when it is known that itis in itself the i 

be followed up by a change in the use of| elementary principle of knowledge, as well as a 
the written vowel, and the result would be ! its most copious channel? AJ. M. @ 
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t IMPORTANCE OF PUNCTUATION. space of five consecutive days. This setonish. 

bas +9 oF the peri ; +,_| ing fact is confirmed by two other English 

Ey i dees De ara ke ie eee) ao ease Recvclirs who eaahred thirty inches of 
; ing ; it imparts terseness to the style; it af-| 0. & 

; ; rain in twenty four hours, and during seven 
; fords relief to the reader. Some writers : - 

. ; “| months above five hundred inches. This 
: seem to delight in long drawn sentenses.—| +. i8 rain fall is attributed to the abi | 

i. They supply the place of period with a semi-| "TT! es jetapeupl 

* colon; and, in many instances, with a sim-| Poss of the mountains which face the bay of 
£ > ? . "| Bengal, and the intervening flat swamps two 

plecomma. They appear to have an abhor. fata cans 

= ‘: is i hundred miles in extent. The district of 
, rence of capital letters. Now, this is what th % cee iuecuckp imtipd sail 

- we call inexcusable looseness in composition. | 5, 2 Reewe des aes ae = = — aa 

> Rules of punctuation are to be regarded less nae sah He data for - ae ae alls ° | 

s than a little common sense observation.— | °° aint ee ore a t Sat B = | 

ig Wenever your sentence is complete, put in| snow. secon op eReges See i a 

+ your period; and commence what you have HOW IT FEELS TO BE HANGED,, 

. next to say with a capital letter. Printers sais | 

e have orders, generally, to follow copy; but} An acquaintance of Lord Bacon, who | 

& in doing so, an excellent article is often mar-| meant to hang himself only partially, lost his | 

at red by the inattention of the writer, in not} footing, and was cut down at the last ex- | 

+ indicating his seperate sentences. Some-| tremity, having nearly paid for his curiosity | 

times we venture an editorial change. But! with his life. He declared that he felt no | 

no man can punctuate another man’s writ-| pain, and the only sensation was the fire be- | 

ing, as the writer himself can do, if he will) low his eyes, which changed first to black | 

only give it a little attention. The editor| and then to sky-blue. These colors are even 

may even mistake the precise sense, and by | a source of pleasure. A Captain Montagnac, | 

the introducing of a point, vary the signfie-| who was hanged in France during the relig- 

2 ance of the passage. We are not very fond| ous wars, and rescued from the gibbet at the 

te of the task. We prefer that those who write] intercession of Viscount Turenne, com- | 

ae for our paper should mainly prepare their| plained that having lost all pain in an in- | 

2 articles as they wish thei to appear. stant, he had been taken from a light, the 

That punctuation has much to co with the| charm of which defied all description.— | 

3 precise meaning, may be illustrated by the} Another criminal who escaped by the break- 

hd following anecdote: “An English statesman | ing of a cord said that, after a second suffer- 

a having charged an officer of the government ing, a fire appeared, and across it the most 

: with dishonesty, was required by Parlia-| beautiful avenue of trees. Henry’ VI., of | 

ment, under a heavy penalty, publicly to re- | France, sent his physician to question him, | 

ee tract the accusation in the House of Com-j| and when mention was made of pardon the | 

ie mons. At the appointed time he appeared | man answered coolly that it was not worth | 

< with a written recantation, which he read| the asking, The uniformity of the descrip- | 

4 aloud as follows: ‘I said he was dishonest, | tions renders it useless to multiply instances. 

a it is true; and Iam sorry for it’ This was} They fill pages in every book of medical jur- | 

i satisfactory; but what was the surprise of] risprudence. All agree that the uneasinessis | 

ey Parliament, the following day, to see the re-| quite momentary, and that a pleasurable | 

& cantation printed in the papers thus; ‘I said | feeling succeeds and colors’ of various hues 

= he was dishonest; it is true, and I am sorry | start up before the sight, and that, these | 

e for it!’ By a simple transposition of the| having been gazed on for a short space, the 

ns comma and semicolon, the ingenious sland-| rest is oblivion. The mind averted from the 

. erer represented himself to the comntry, not| reality of the situation, is engaged in scenes ] 

3 only as having made no recantation, but} the most remote from that which fills the | 

% even as having reiterated the charge in the] eye of the spectator—the vile rabble, the | 

pie very face of the Parliament. hideous gallows and the struggling form 

ye [Methodist Protestant. | that swings in the air. [London Review. 

3 $$$ ie eee See ee 

s Cees tae Torat ABsTINENCE Not A MopErn IxvEN- | 

re The climate of the Kahsia mountains, | t10v.—Except thou desire to hasten thy end, | 

E. which lie north-east from the Calcutta, and} take this for a general rule: that thou never 

mt are separated by the valley of the Burram- | add any artificial heat to thy body by wine 

pooter river from the Himalaya range, is re-} or spice, until thou find that time hath de- 

7 iarkable for the inordinate fall of rain—| cayed thy natural heat; and thesooner thou 

i the greatest, it is said, which has ever been dost begin to help Nature the sooner she 

4 recorded. Mr. Yule, an English gentleman, | will forsake thee, and leave the to trust alto- 

fe established the fact, that in the mae mont gether to Art. [Sir Walter Raleigh. 

Fis of August, 1841, there fell two hundred an OTe ee 

& ney tar inches of rain, or twenty-two feet, Vigilance and dry powder are the best 

i: of which twelve and a half feet fell in the! friends of struggling patriots. 
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e . | WISCONSIN FARMER. 319 : | SECs ca a I ; MECHANICAL. casting into the mould all else is useless, and 3 Pe a pares then useless,” u Re 

. “ia ill our engineers and mechanics give 
EXPERIMEN TS WITH METALS. heed to these Eee The sates of 4 

It will be remembered by many of our |™any lives are oftentimes dependent on the é readers that on the 28th of February, 1844, | Strength of a shaft, a beam or a plate of iron, g while President John Tyler with a number | the quality of which may never have been of the members of his cabin-t, and other dis-| tested; and yet we are assured, in the work : tinguished personages, were on board the | referred to, that different kinds of cast iron, .f steam frigate Princeton, a huge wrought iron when submitted to the hydrostatic pump, cannon, named the “Peacemaker,” burst, | Varied in strength from 1 to 3; that is one 
while firing a salute, killing the accomplished | kind of cast iron possessed three times the ‘ Legare, Upsher and others. This sad acci- {strength of another kind; and yet all of f dent, which created great sensation through- | these kind of irons had a respectable reputa- a out our country, resulted in condemning at|tion in the market, and this difference in 3 
the time the use of wrought-iron as a mate- | their strength never was suspected. a rial for cannon, but no satisfactory cause for ee Oris 3 the bursting of that gun has been made pub- Worp ae a aon 2 lic until now. Under the direction of Major} This trunk, recently invented by J. Mc- s Wade three bars were cut from the exploded Cracken, of Rochester, N. Y., consists in a cannon, and submitted to a breaking test— combining with a trunk the ornamental & They were each two feet long and nearly| piece of furniture known as a wardrobe. a two inches deep and broad, and were set on Everything is attached complete, to wit, te supports twenty inches apart, and the break-| doors with looking-glasses, drawers, closet te ing force was applied at the middle. With|room, &c. When set up for use it looks like & a weight of 10,800 Ibs. applied, the bar was}a substantial piece of mahogany cabinet & defective 35 of an inch. The tensible work, genteel enough for a princess; but in a strength of these bars was also tested in| the twinkling of an eye, it may be folded up 3 comparison with similar bars of “ Russia” | into the form of a trunk, and is then ready i iron and English “Low-Moor” iron, and | for transportation; the trunk, which is of R “American Bridgewater” hammered iron. | an ordinary size, constitutes the base of the we The Russian iron yielded with a force of | contrivance. 4 62,644 Ibs. to the square inch; the Low] If genius continues to progress, the time % Moor yielded with a force of 56,103 Ibs.;| will come when families emigrating West i the Bridgewater with a force of 53,913 Tbs.; | will be able to carry houses with them, fur- - while the bar of the Peacemaker only stood | nished complete, from kitchen to parlor, all * the strain of 38,495 Ibs. The strength of the | within the compass of a flour barrel. Al- 4 metal had been impaired by forging as 5 to ready has a stove been invented which uses os 6; but it was very evident that it was very lime instead of fire. Though hardly bigger i inferior metal. The strength of it ought to|than a man’s hat, it will cook a domestic ee have been tested before it Nes made into a | dinner at a moments notice. ¢ gun; if this had been done a better quality OS eine 3: might have been selected, and the unfortu- IMPROVED IMPLEMENTS. es 
nate accident described might not have tak-| We find the following quotation in an ar- 3 
en place. Great care should be exercised in | ticle headed, “Implement Makers and the z the selection of the kind of iron for the par- Royal Society of England : & 
ticular purposes designed, “But how oftenis|" “The continual development of agricul- this precaution neglected; nay it is never | tural mechanics, during the last ten or fifteen - 
thought of in too many cases. There is just years, isa fact as remarkable as itis alto- 3: ; asmuch difference in the quality of cast and gether satisfactory. It would be only idle x wrought iron as there is in that of timber—| jor a moment to question, but that this ad- $s as much difference between the strength of] vance is mainly attributable to the proceed- x the highest and lowest qualities of iron as ings of the Royal Agricultural Society of o 
between bass-wood and hickory. With re- England. Its endeavors to incite invention ny gard to the selection of materials and the| and encourage improvement have been ably i necessity of looking to their quality, Major responded to by the manufacturers; while q Wades makes some very judicious remarks. the exertions of either have been fully ap- 1 He says: preciated by the agricultural public. At Ki 

“What most demands attention at present} this present time, perhaps the greatest at- 
is the ascertaining and prescribing the con-| traction, as certainly the most interesting *%:; ditions to be exacted of the raw material, and feature, is the implement department of the a its treatment up to, and exclusive of the cast- Society’s shows.” Me ings ; for if we do not make sure of obtain-}| We think we could suggest another cause xe ing a good quality of iron at the time of its! for these improved machines, and if the Ey 
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& writer of that article will'refer to the list of ;steel; carbon) steel becomes coarse when 

= new agricultural implements patented at the | tempered in thick masses, from segregation 

& United States Patent Office, and to the list] of the particles of carbon; but no such 

= of American implements exhibited at the trouble arises with manganesian steel.’ Par- 

; World’s Fair at London, Paris, ete., he will] ties in England have lately introduced ex- 

* find the nucleus, if not the identical ma- celent wire for pianoforte strings, made of 

7 chines, which have so pleased him. ‘All| this kind of steel, as. well as for cutting in- 

& other countries combined, are now far behind | struments and other purposes. In the wire, 

5 us in agricultural implements. Our plows Dr. Jackson has found one and a half per 

= are more effective, although lighter. We| cent. of manganese, and has established the 

= have better reaping and mowing machines | fact that it resists, to a very remarkable de- e 

z than any of those known in England before | gree, the action of hydrocholoric acid. Six- 

"e the introduction of MeCormick’s. Our grain | teen years since Franklinite Iron was man- 

i: threshers and separators took the premiums, ufactured by Mr. Osborn into very hard and 

s both in France and England; while our| fine steel. This steel required tempering at 

ee small horse tools, such as root cleaners, horse | a lower heat than carbon steel. Many of 

Be hoes, cultivators, sontying, machines, etc.,|our manganesian irons might be manufac- 

% are much superior to those known in Europe; tured into steel by the simple process of fu- 

ie and with deference, we believe our sub-soil | sion, and a steel of uniform character might 

a plows and digging machines are far in ad- | be made without previous cementations with 

vance of any they have yet seen. The neces- carbon. 

sities of a new country may perhaps be the +--+ 

cause why ee aneoanice es peculiarly in- A WONDERFUL INVENTION. 

ventive. nd in no branch have they ex- pre ahs 

celled more prominently than in the La fi conn onee cht aoe rae 

struction of agricultural implements. potid a conti oi: eee aad 

& 3 {Working Sgiek “The great invention of the age is Gen. 

a! But the agricultural implements of the| Chambers’ terra-aqueous machine; it has 

4 present are probably only theclumsy pioneers | been privately submitted to committees of 

% of what will be a few years hence. Who pao pesnone of Be ee an Iam 

3 it? FE ee ly informed that it has been demon- |} 

= TT genes _ZARMER- | strated to the entire satisfaction of all the | 

i COMPOSITION AND FORMATION OF STEEL. members of both committees, that the in- 

S || set a rooms menng of ty Boston | 2's seating men af ra 
He Natural Historical Society, Dr, Jackson gave | portation. _It is represented not to have any 

& an account of some researches into the com- | wheels, and not to slide, and yet, by some 

zr position and manner of formation of differ- peculiar arrangement, will, ona graded road, 

+ ent kinds of steel. As commonly known, | make forty miles an hour. The road will be 

a steel is a combination of carbon and iron, | much wider than the rail track, but will re- 

i made by heating flat bars of pure iron in| quire no iron, and possibly cost less than a 

KS combination with charcoal. The carbon is Touble track. It will cross rivers or bays at | 

4 first converted into oxyd of carbon, and then | the rate of ten miles per hour. This is a | 

" unites with the iron as carburet. The result) short description of a machine applicable to 

= of this process is known as blistered steel, | both land and water. The inventor claims 

ee from the babbles generated by gases upon| that the same principle may be applied to 

- its surface. Shear steel consists of parallel| machines intended solely for water trans- 

ed plates of pure iron and steel welded by fol-| portation, and that the speed of some twenty 

#3 ding, and uniting the bars of blistered steel. | miles per hour may be obtained. The in- 

a Cast steel is fused in pots of the most refrac-} vention may seem too extravagant for cre- ! 

+) tory material, and differs from east iron, | dence, but as some men who have acknowl- | 

. which likewise contains carbon, in this res- | edged mechanical skill, pronounce ita valu- | 

‘ pect, ee eee eer oa ae able invention, I deem it worthy of notice.” 

ic ager egate ’ 
ecco 

3 whilst cast steel isa chemical combination] Rewarxasie WaTou.—At the French Ex- 

. of carbon and iron. position there was exhibited a watch which 

Ee From the reasearches of Berthier it is| created much interest and admiration. It 

* known that manganese will form an alloy | tells the name and day of the month, the 

ce with iron. When iron is mingled with a] equation of time, is a repeater, striking the 

aa considerable proportion of manganese, a minute as well as the hour; is a thermome- 

Fe brittle compound results; but when com-/ter of tolerable accuracy, and winds itself up 

Be bined with a very small proportion of man-| by the action ef its own movement. The 

4F ganese, a steel of very fine quality is obtain-| price of this ingenious piece of workmanship 

ee ed, which has this advantage over carbon | is 80,000 francs (over $5000.)
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For the Farmer. | the following questions through the Farmer : = 
eA 1st. How old must the plants be before 2 

Messrs. Eprrors—Inasmuch as you invite | cutting back, and how short should they be * 
none but the best talent in the State to write | cut? M 
for your paper, I feel somewhat timid about} 2d. When would it be best to transplant ES 
offering anything for publication. Still, as | into their destined places, and how far apart : 
there is much said about bark lice, I flatter | should they be set? ; 

myself that you may insert anarticleonthat| 3d, How is the best way to prepare the a 

! subject, from second or third rate talent. young plants for the winter? § 
€ Like doctoring a horse, or an Ox, every} 4th. Is there anything more hardy that : 

one has his own remedy for the lice. Ipro- will make good hedges—where can it be ‘, 

ceed thus: Take of soft soap a sufficient procured—and how and when planted? Fs 

uanity, 00 Goab the Mocs sud edd weak Wp Will some one answer these questions? 3 
—say the last from the leach—sufficient to Tewill Keep th. denwor ae 4 
thin it so that it will spread like paint; then|_..V”_sceP the teaders of the Fazmer ap- = P' ‘e paint; then s i A a i A prised of the success’or failure of my experi- a with a paint brush spread on a good coat— # i 4 é ments. Respectfully yours. me going over two or three times—and in two TE Seer is 
weeks the rains will wash off all the lice. I Newroy, M tte Co., May 10, 1856. si 
give all my trees a wash of soap and lye, in| ~ ee eae = ei 
this way, every spring. It cleans them of For the Farmer. § oe 
all moss and black scurf, and leaves the bark WHEAT AD Gee ia fe 
green and healthy—at the same time de-| Messrs, Eprrors—I saw a statement of [/ { 
stroying the eggs of all insects that may be | the origin uf chess in your April number. i 
on the trees at the time. Now, although I don’t take for granted eve- f 
Many trees have been destroyed by the rything that is published, I do agree with z 

hard winter in these parts. E.R. | the writer, and I think my investigation ex- R 
Meromen, Fond du Lac Co., June 5, ’56. tends further than his. When I was 13 or 14 eS 

We are not conscious of having made any | Y¢8"S old I heard pane old men disputing a 
such distinctions in our invitations. We ask | out chess, and one said it came from the = 
all, who feel the spirit moving in them, to | T0°ts of winter killed wheat, while the other 3 

write for the Farmer, and if we deem any declared it did not, but he couldn’t give any % 

communication undesirable to publish, the | S#tisfactory history of it. I determined to i 
writer must of course excuse us for omitting satisfy myself. Accordingly I selected an a 

it. But do not fear this; all communica- old stack bottom for the ground of my ex- ey 
tions like the above, giving practical experi- TEE es The stubble hadvbeen burnt off e 

ence, Will receive a placein our pages. This, | Previous to the building of the stack, and, e 

|| as-we have repeatedly said, is the medium luckily for me, the threshing machine saved x 
| for the farmer to spread broadcast the mite |™° the teaublence sees: —= wis ie 3 

which he may have added to the general ichass:in the meneah 3 a cama ND ee 7 ca 
| fand of knowledge. i ground, and thick, too. The suc ing S 
| YF egos SPER Sg eh ioanne fh winter was an open one; the snow blew off “ 

For the Farmer | and my wheat looked as though it never a 

| SRAGE ORANGE. would have life again. Butspring came, and 8 
Messrs. Eprrors—I am trying an experi-| with it little fine shoots, long and narrow, ba 

ment with the Osage Orange, to solve the | scattered over the ground. I found also BS 
problem whether or not it can stand our | some roots under the edge of the straw which ges 

northern winters. We are in latitude 43 | did not winter kill. That grew and had ® 
deg. 54 min. north; longitude 89 deg. 25 | very large heads of wheat, well filled. The 5 
min. west from Greenwich. former grew till about the middle of July, = 

I first soaked a pound of seed 18 days in | and headed ont full of chess. aS 
||. cold water, and planted,-May 10th, in rows} ‘Then the thought struck me, that if peo- *. 

21-2 feet apart—the seed about 6 inches | ple would cover their fields with strawin the & 
apart in'the rows, which gives me about 800 | fall, there would be no danger of wheat win- i 

rods of'plants. I now wish for answers to ter killing. I think it would be better in ay 

i 
— . s 

ae
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i 
with a good eee. it off again in the sprin; 

. 
| 

: 
small job, a ete Tt woul4 be b g,| Will it be consiste: 

as 
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; 
, and would und 

4 be but a| somethi 
nt for you 

aa 

F Next year I shall try i joubtedly pay well. | su ing on the mode of build sogpobuiay| | 

: result. 
ry it and let you know the 
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY. spoonful of salt. Mix well together, and < 

| strew over the top two ounces of grated z 

For the Farmer. | Cheese and crumbs of bread. Brown it well Be 

RECIPES FOR COOKING VEGETABLES. | on the top, in baking. It will bake in a ia 
ARLINGTON, May 23, 1856. quick oven in half an hour. It is appropriate & ; 

Messrs. Eprrors—In answer to an inquiry | t° be eaten with boiled ham, or forms a y 

of one of your readers as to the method of course by itself, after meat. ¥ 

cooking the egg-plant, I send a few direc- TSE MT a TS | ete Rei. “4 
tions for that and some other vegetables, La Orossg, May 24, 1855. a 
from an approved Receipt Book. Messrs. Powers & Sxiwwer—Permit me, r 

Respectfully, E.M.D. | a reader of your paper, to address you, as I a 
es eta take great interest in the Farmer, and more x 

Boil them in a good deal of water, a few Particularly that which relates to the Ladies, g 
minutes, to take out the bitter taste, then | Department. I wish you conld establish & 
cut in slices, and sprinkle a little salt on such an one, and thas the lady readers would 5 

them. Then fry them brown on a griddle, each) send * Recs pel o€ some sine cork s 
with only butter enough to keep them from month. I think they would ali be gratified t 
packine! with the result. I for one have long thought ¥ 

of sending you some, for the sake of having 3 

SEN ED 2a ere them to refer to in cases of emergency. re 

Take the purple kind, stew soft, take off | som46 of them are for Burns, Croup, Wash- is 
the skin, mash it with butter and sweet | ;_, 2, &e. ' : te 

herbs, grate bread over the top, and bake Tend you one for washing, and perhaps se 

till brown. will send you more, if agreeable to you. 3 
JERUSALEM ARTIOHOKE. Isubscribe myself, your most obedient and = 

igScrape them, and put them in boiling wa- | humble servant. E. Ps 
ter, with some salt. Boil large ones about FLUID FOR WASHING. a 

two hours, then take up and butter them,} Tako three pounds sal soda, and one and a 

or serve with melted butter. a half pounds of lime; pour on 14 quarts of i 
SALSIFY, OR VEGETABLE OYSTER. boiling water and stir well. Let it stand ye 

Boil till tender, then pour off the water, | 24 hours; then pour off the pure water and § 
and add a little milk, a little salt and butter. | 5ottle for use. It requires from a gill toa ts 

Another way is, to parboil it, scraping off | pint of this fluid for a washing—if the water & 
the outside, cut it in slices, dip it into beaten | is very hard, more will be required. It ren- = 

egg and fine bread crumbs, and fry itin lard. | ders the water soft, bleaches the clothes, £ 

Another way is, to make a batter uf wheat takes less soap, and does not in the least in- # 

flour, milk, eggs, and a little salt. Cut the |Jure the finest fabric. s 
salsify in slices; after it is boiled tender put ane ‘ a 
it in the butter, and drop this mixture into err = cu eee & 

hot fat by the spoonful. Cook them a light | ,, publish all useful recipes, and especially e 
brown. those sent in by our lady friends. If enough e 

MACARONI. of the right kind of material is furnished for § 
*=Mix a pint of milk, a pint of water, and a | 9 separate Ladies’ Department, we will be Fs 
teaspoonful of salt; put in two ounces of| very ready to esteblish one. We are de- 3 
macaroni, and boil till the liquor is wasted | cidedly anxious to increase the list of our a 
and the macaroni tender. Put on butter, or lady contributors, believing that a larger aid ‘% 

Pour over some gravy. Out the macaroni | from them would add greatly to the interest i 
in pieces of three or four inches. and usefulness of the Farmer. Eps. # 

MACARONI PUDDING, TO EAT WITH MEAT. <0 & 
A ‘ -| Hunrine Pupprxe—One loaf baker's : 

; Biome lets eared cf Saupe bread; half pound English currants ; four % 
in plenty of water, until it is tender. Strain | oo, ;'teacupfal brown sugar ; half a pound # 

off the water, and add a pint of milk, or | beef suet; put ina bag and boil three Foire, ie 
cream, an ounce of grated cheese, and a tea- | The bag should not be entirely filled. ¥ 

4
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RECORD OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS, 
At MADISON, Wisconsin, Latitude 43005’ North, Longitude 120127 West. Altitude, 892 Fee; 

above the Level of the Sea. MAY, 1856. 7 
et ee 

DAILY. | 7AM. 2PM. | 9 P.M. . 
; lale s lele su lal s ga 

| oa (FlFs. [32 /F les. [S22 #5, |E| 2* | REMARKS. 
2) et |e | 282/83] 5|£8e | 23 |3| Bee [es | ae 

x< & 5 | Sa |B] BS" |£° | | a8" 12°] 2 [OF 8° | 2 
IT | S.a7j50| SE] 8 [S9/SNE] 8 [3s 2N.| 10 $4.38 | Thnd'rct afternoon and evening. 
2 | 25.88/50] aw.) 8 }50| 8 W.| 8 |48| 8} 10 | 48.83! Rained all the morning. 
8 | 2.5}47| -8N.{ 8 [52] BE) 4 ]4t) 2E} 0 | a7 
4 | 20:90)/43; 8E| 8 |m| BSE] 4 /45| SE) 4 475 
5 | 29'93/44] 4] 9 |82) SE] & [46) 8E| 10 | 47.88 

Apia SEs eee eee oe ee cae s - i -1 0 47s t. 
8 | 2915/50] iW.) 6 |os|1NE] 4 [53 38 183 peated 
9 | 29:17|56) 1W.| 1|7) 1B] 8 to 62.66 

10 | 99:18] 60] 2W.} 2 [50] 1B) 0 |55) 1B] o [56.33 
ii | 2912|68| 1E] 0 |74| 28.) 0 [57/28] 8 joe 
12 | 2924) 42)2NE.| 10 |45\2Nn-E| 10 |40| 1E| 8 [82.66 Rained nearly all day. 
18 | 99/18/44] 2 E.| 10 |50/2SE.] 10 }47) 2 8.| 10.149 | Rained, nearly all day and night. 
314 | 29° |56]3S.w.| 10 |60/ 28.] $8 |55]18.W.| 0 | 57.16] Ra in morning. Cleared up at noon. 

15 | 29.8 |57| 3W.| 6 |68|2NW.| 0 |54/2NW.| 0 | 58.16 
16 | 29.:16)48| BN.] 0 |64| 2N.| 8 fos] 1N.] 0 | S466 
317 | 295 |45) I1N.| 0 |59/Q2NW,| 0 /44) 2N.| 0 ee 
18 | 94 [ST|INE| 0 |72] 1} 0 |e] 1E] 1 | 0.06 
19 | 28.97/70|18E.| 0 |§8|18.E.) 0 |73/28.E] 0 | 77 
20 | 29°15|70| 2E] 0 |7s 2ESE. | 0 |39|3ESE.} 38 | 67.33 
a1 | 29°21)60] 48.) 5/7] 28.) 2 |oo|2SE| 2 | 66 
92 | 20'1s|6s} 18] 0 |ssjesw.| 2 |73/28.W.| 5 | 76.88 : 
93 | 20°17) 79| sw.| 8 j92(2Nw.| 2 |78|8NW.| 5 / 82-5 | st & cheot lightning from12—3 N. 
2 | 29717|76| sE| 4 |89|18.E) 2 | 60 15 
25 | 29°38/55/18.W.] 271) 28] 5 |58| 8S] 8 | 61-88 |Slightrain9 P.M. Th'rst inN.W. 
26 | 29°35|58|9NWw.| § |76|8NW.; 5 |69| 2W.] 7 {63 
97 | 98.92) 60)18.W.| 0 ]72| 2E| 6 |59) SE] 8 | 64.16] Rained alittle 
23 | 23.94/63| SE) 5 (73/88.E)] 4 [53/3NE.| 4 | 61.18 
99 | 29-7 |62/18.E| 0/64] 1E| 0 |50)4NE] 4 |50° | Very cold andchilly. 
go | 99.90/47) iF | 8 |67/28E] 8 [54] 28] 5 | 57.38 
si_| 29-15 |55|38.W.|_8_|78]_8 W. |_ 1] 63/28.W.| 4 | 63.66 | Spr. of R. from 7 to 8 P.M. are enc ah aatnaS RNR a ON 
“3 B=“Extremes of Barameter indicated 23-72 on the Ist, and 90.56 on the Soth. Extremes of Temperature, 40° 
on the 12th, and 929 on the 23d. Mean Temperature for the month, 58949". Average amount of rain. 

le A ee ee 
ExpLanations.—The Barometrical indications are noted three times daily, at7 A; M., 2B. M. and 9 P, M., and 

the average pressure’ of the 24 hours marked in the column—the maximum and minimum range in each month 
being noted at the end of the table. The variations of the Thermometer are given in three distinct columns, and 
mean temperature ascertained by adding the temperature of the Zopening. thrice that of noon and night and thst 

of the next morning ee and dividiug the sum by 6. The amount of water contained in the air in the form 
of vapor is ascertained by means of an Hygnometer—au instrument founded on the fact that evaporation takes 

place ay. or slowly in proportion as the air is loaded with or free from watery vapor, and consisting of a ther- 
mometric arrangement, by which the relative humidity of the atmosphere is determined.’ ‘The foree of the wind x 
estimated by a scale from 1 to 10, in which one signifies a very light breeze, with a motion of about 2 miles per 
hour; 2 signifies a gentle breeze, with a epeed of 4 miles per hour 4, a strong wind with ¢ velocity of 2 niles jo 
hour: 6, a gale, moving at the rate of 45 miles per hour; 8, a violent gale, of 75 miles per hour; and 10, a violent [> 
hurricane, with a velocity of about 100 miles per hour. ‘In the same manner is the amount of Clondiness estimated 
by a soale, ranging from 0 to 10—0 denoting perfect clearness of sky ; 10, complete clovdines. The rain is eollectel 
ima Hain Guage, and measured by inches. |The snow is measured a3 water after being melted. 

In cases of Tornadoes, Hailstorms, Meteors, Aurora Borealis, &c., &c., the particulers attending them will be 
given in each case, and Information in reference to their appearance, time of duration, and effect, will be thankfully 
received from any part of the country, if forwarded either to the Wisconsin FARMER, orto A. Scnuz, M.D. 

To Coron Nawnxeen.—Obtain at the) has touched—that it does not in any way 
tannery a quantity of ground bark which | injure the tree, and that upon the whole, he 
soak in brass or copper over night; boil it | likes it better than lighted torches, gunpow- 
smartly in the morning, wet your things to | der, soap-suds, whale oil soap, or even the 
be colored, in alum water, put them in and | thumb and finger! A cheap and easy rem- 
give them a good boiling, some ley or soft | edy. Let the molasses “work.” 
soap added will make them much darker. (et) ; 
By using copper instead of alum youcan| Harvest Drixx.—Ten gallons of cold wa- 
a make aE fashionable color between a| ter, one gallon of molasses, one quart of f 
drab and a slate. vinegar, and one-fourth of a pound of ginger, 

T Se eee as well stirred together, make ‘a healthful and 
o Dustroy Carerritiars.—A farmer in| refreshing drink for the harvesters, with 

Massachusetts says that he has found the use | which th ill stand. thei ell—a f eff ee ae +. | ey will stand their labors w: 
of molasses very effectual in destroying cat-} thonsand times better than with rum. ... 
erpillars ; that when they are in the nest he ———__——+<0e+—# 
has smeared it over with molasses, and that} Buoxwnear should be sown by the 20th | 
none have ever escaped from it; that they | or 26th of this month—two pecks of seed per 
cannot travel over a limb where the molasses | acre. r }
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See ee anna eR a eae & 

’ every business man in the State, and nat- s 
EDITOR’S TABLE. aeatee desire all the aid possible, in rapidly » 

i | extending its circulation. Friends of Agri- * The Wisconsin Farmer for Agricultural Premiums. | oyjture, and Horticulture, and officers of be 
We are gratified to notice that many of | agricultural societies, lend us all the aid you 3 the County Aglicultural Societies are adopt- can, and we will do our best to reciprocate. : ing the Farmer for dollar premiums, This, ‘Transactions of the N. W. Fruit Grower's Asso’. * 

aside from any mere personal interest on eur This interesting document is at length % part, we consider the best of policy, and just before as, and sta perusal affords especial in- iS 
asit should be. True, many of that enter- terest. It appears that they do not intend - prising class of farmers who obtain: premi-!'¢) hold a convention the coming fall, but to s ums are already regular subscribers to the | post meet in the autumn of 1857, at Mil- * FaRMER 3, buteven in that case it will do no waukee. Thisis all right: Wisconsinshould & 
harm, as it will save them the necessity Of | have such a special good opportunity of ex- ¥ 
paying for it the coming year. But, it is hibiting to the prominent fruit culturists of & equally true that many other good farmers, the nation her progress in Horticulture. g 
from some strange apathy, carelessness, or, | ya Lope that by that time the State will Bs 
possibly, prejudice against book farming, are be able to do itself a fair degree of credit, 2 
not subscribers to any agricultural paper ; although we fear it will be found a long way a 
anal such aooidentally gettitg tt 83.4 pre-1, hind aome of tho other Western State not i 
tiumn, will be likely to read it, and thereby | uch if any older. The high compliments By become interested and permanent subscri- bestowed by eastern men, like Barry and EY 

a : others, upon our Western fruits are, to say Np 
The true scope and purpose of all agricul- | the least, highly flattering and encouraging ka tural societies is, to benefit communities by | to us, The effort on the part of nurserymen 8 

increasing their agricultural and general | to get up a combination for uniform prices Pe knowledge. Can this best be done by giving for trees, may be well enough, but we think Ess acash premium, which usually slips away | jt will not sueceed. & without being hardly felt, or by a sterling Their proposed expose of the frauds and * 
agricultural book, or periodical, which will deceptions of Tree Peddlers will be a good Re 
be likely to reinain a permanent: benefit in thing, if they can devise any effectual remedy. a 
the household, perhaps for a generation? | Many people, and especially those who are i We think the answer is obvious to every | tog wise to take and read the papers, are i 
thinking person. bound to be gulled in spite of all timely pre- bg 
True, the almighty Dollar is a fine thing | cautions on the part of others. bf 

inits place, but it would make a poor sub-{| ‘The discussiozs on frait and fruit trees are * 
stitnte for text books in schools, or for adin- | extensive and highly instructive. We shall i 
ner when we are hungry. It is about the publish some of the more interesting por- Ls 
same in agriculture—the dollar is spent, but | tions in succeeding numbers. We think it a BS 
the book or agricultural paper is not, usually, pity that these Transactions cannot be got s 
bought with it. out earlier, A year lost in this country is a 2 
Put good agricultural jou-nals in the hands | great consideration. x 

ofyour neighbors, if you would do them a Seymour & Morgan’s Improved Self-Raking Reaper. Be 
service. We hope all the agricultural socie- Those wishing to purchase these ma- at 
es in the State will concur with us in this | chines had better send in their orders with- * 
opinion; and further, we are not so modest | ont delay, as the agent, S. L. Suetpox, Esq., 2 
‘snot to say, that we hope they will adopt | informs us that he can fill buta limited num- i the Wisconsin Farmer asa prominent pre-| ber—the demand being greater than the te nium in their lists. We are the more anx- supply. fs lous for this, for the reason that we mean to | state Fair—Judges and their Compensation— Be uake the farmer just the thing that every In order to make the judges more 5 
progressive farmer in the State will find in- prompt, and certain to be on the ground and By 
dispensable for him to have, when he gets ready to serve, the Executive Committee x 
acquainted with it. adopted a rule to pay all judges who report- ¥ Publishing, as we shall, the entire pro-| ed themselves promptly at the time and * 
ceedings of the State Agricultural Society ; place specified in the Premium List, a proper if together with all the County Agricultural compensation for their services. It isto be PY 
Societies—this information alone will be in- hoped that this, together with the laudable > 
valuable to every one; but in addition we | desire to be useful, will prompt all who rea- * 
i also publish, from month of month, the | sonably can to serve; especially as the vari- & tallest possible amount of general valuable | ous yaddes have been selected with as much s information on all subjects interesting to | reference to fitness and capability as possible, i 

farmers and business men. In a word, we | and itis a difficult task under the excitement a 
mean to make our journal indispensable to! and hurry of the moment, to fill up vacan- a 

3
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Re A eee Cea ae re eee ee te 

cies, We are calculating on an excellent | J- J- Man & Son's Reaper and Mewer— 

fair, and particularly wish the aid of all the This month we insert an advertisement 

gon ‘and efficient workers throughout the | for this machine—manufactured at Michigan 

tate. We feel that the importance of the | City, Ind., by Messrs. Haskell, Barker & Al- 

subject demands it, and hope we shall not dridge. As yet it has been butlittle used in 

be disappointed in our expectations. Wis., andof its merits we have no criterion 

“Pufing"— to judge except of the testimonials it has re- 

MOPS wish to say to ‘O,'T, G.’ and all others writing | CeiVed. Last season ata trial of Reapers at 

a for new vilage, that they will hereafter, be Janesville, under the auspices of the Rock 

Serre eT cateed thet we cannot afford to do that kind omy Agricultural Society, it received the 
of business for nothing” irst premium, and other prominent farmers |, 

[New Lisbon (Adams Co.,) Republican. | of Rock County put their signatures to high 

We-.say ditto, friend Rice. Why should recommendations for this machine. Z. P. 

an editor’s time and space be occupied with- | Burdick, Esq., President of the Agricultural 

out compensation any more than any other | Committee of Rock Oo., writes to the manu- 

business man’s? In the first place, admit | facturers as follows: 

nothing into the news columns of your paper | “I was presentat the ae Rock county Wis- 

that ron cannot sanction, then if it is for the comin ne ban Oe ete 

benefit of any particular person or persons, it | the opinion that oe Reaper performed oe ok oe 

is no more than right that you should have | best of ye trial, = Ly zeoret the first pre- 

a proper compensation. Editors are human, miu. Asa Resper and! Mower comtied eee 
and like other people want pay for their ay se ‘tdmirable machines introduced into actual 

work; and, judging from our own experi- Hee ae pe, Othe 1056" SNE 
ence, they generally need all they get. It is | p46 sia wi ns | 

an erroneous idea that many otherwise sensi- We ie trails Ha jn recording the 

ble men have obtained, that paper, ink and DY e 
t + notht ? > fact that the Lake Side Water Cure is be- || 

ey aoet Beane. ginning to be duly appreciated, for the |) 

The Seventh Annual Catalogue iJ... proprietors have spared no pains to make | 

Of Lewis G. Morris is received. The | it a first class Establishment,—the first |} 

illustrations of his fine stock are admirable. | Probably in America. Their lavish expen- 
Many of the animals are models for study, | ditures and arduous toil, bestowed upon it 
and like most other models (the pictures,) are | 4¢ deserving of remuneration, and the pros- || 

probably full as perfect as the originals. He | Pect now is that it will be not only a highly |] 

proposes to sell off his entire stock, except useful institution, but a paying concern.— 

the Short Horns, at auction, on the 24th and | Te whole thing is now under the manage- 
25th of June—thus giving a preference to ment of the celebrated Doctor E. A. Kir- 

this breed over all others for a subsequent | TSEDGE, of Boston, a physician whose skill |] 

business. Notwithstanding all differences of and experience is probably unsurpassed in 

opinion, the Short Horns seem to bethe pre- | this country, both inthe old and the new 
vailing favorites with most of the fine stock | W8Y of doctoring. He has already perform- 

breeders in this country. But our farmers ed ‘some great cures at “Lake Side” and his 

must not invest too much money in very fine | #8siduous attention to his patients’ general 
stock, until they have plenty of fine cultiva- humor, &c., have endeared him to them and 

ted grasses and hay, and perfectly good shel- the visitors in a remarkable degree. The 

ter for them. They cannot stand our coarse | Place is evidently calculated for him and 
fare with out deterioration. he for the place. In addition to the baths 

common to such an_institution—there is 

ee ee in operation one of the celebrated Electro 
Will be found in the advertising depart-| Chemical baths, which are so much in use 

ment of this number, which all in want of| all over the Eastern states now, and which 

anything in the clothing or furnishing line | the Doctor declares “ will take all the non- 
would do well to notice. Their stock is ex- | sense out of a man in short order” in short 

eer selected with. care, and for sale| everything is au fait at Lake Side and the 

ae people of the Western states can have no ex- 

N. EL State Agricultural Society — cuse, hardly, for remaining sick, | E 

With the compliments of the officers of |_, The following, from the Boston Chronicle, 
the New Hampshire State Agricultural So- shows the high esteem in which the Doctor 

ciety, we have received the Transactions of | }§ held where he has long been known and 
that society for 1854. It is a good sized vol- te nee ory: ae ois hulicete 
ume, containing 400 pages of excellent mat- | w, i valcanis Smee * 

ter, prepared by the Secretary, Jasxs 0. Wes king fo on Nope of tne. Water Cur 
Apaus, The mechanical execution of the | snd humerous literature of the day. Having gone tre 
work—like that done by all State printers— | &% ear SS Pa eaaea oassi | | 

is rather inferior. orRana te of hizo, ‘that he has sent back orders to his q 

ainda i i si i tee j 
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| Boston friends to sell out his city house and country | there consult it. We therefore omit to re- : 

Eager ant hens able oe, ere publish it. It appears that old societies are : 

sition, Heras» metres ore moe rae peaken cones not entitled to the appropriation, unless they 3 

= Da omal ceverkal’ He naturally belongs to that re- | 9€@ re-organized according to the provisions E 

gon where the physicians can ‘allow Nature to do her | of the act; but it is hoped that the law will 5 

| Satis pata withoat ar of sarvingforigows | be so amended by the Legislature at. its d 
| ek for here in this strait-laced community we must | Session In September as to obviate this diffi- 

Jaugh some or die.” culty: 
£ 

Splendid Farm For Sale— : 5 2 . 

| cant Farm of one hundred ans dncaiad SRouETAEY ea ae 2 

near the city of Madison is offered for sale s ” * 

| jn this number of the Farmer. We know a ees SKINNER, Modi 

| the farm—have been all over it, seen its} ¢ _ Th cere ee fee oa ‘ 

beauties and advantages and know they are | , Beaabl t - fi on es os Con nal 5 

not over rated in the advertisement. A|‘? eo) © judge whether or not County : 
} : Zs * Agricultural Societies are duly organized, un- i 

| portion of the farm might be laid off and | 4c an act entitled “An Act for the Encour- 3 
| disposed of to good advantage in small lots ent and Promotion of Apriodiente® b 

| and leave land sufficient for an excellent | “8° h Rom OF SERS), OE S 
| . - Rac hichl Seale tegen” proved March 81, 1856, will require a copy Fe 

| | ene ea ee Saas of the articles of association to be filed in [| 2 
| neccessary to add that any one desirous of | )+ i: & 

I - . < his office, signed by the President and Secre- 3 

| pees hs iain 2 ore es Hey0ne tary of the society, and attested by the cor- : 

} soggy aren ser iom cece, ee porate seal of the society, or verified by the * 

estes 8 = oath of the President and Secretary. 4 

Wisconsin F. G. A— : - Before any order will be issued by the e 

A meeting of the Executive Committee | Secretary of Bato on the Treasurer, a state- ; 
of the Wis. Fruit Grower’s Association was | ment must be filed in_his office, certifyin ; 

held in the city of Milwaukee, on the 11th of | the amount subscribed and actually paid & 

June, for the purpose of deciding upon the | into the treasury of the society, for the sole o 

days of holding. their annual Exhibition and | yse and benefit thereof, for the year in ques- 

Convention. In view of the disastrous | tion, which statement must be attested in the Z 

effects of the past winter on the fruit trees | same manner as the articles of association, 8 

inthe State, and the present uncertainty in | and by the affidavit of the Treasurer of the F 

regard to the fruit crop of this season, it | Society. 3 

was determined to postpone such decision) — Hferewith you will find a copy of the Act ‘ 

until the 15th of July next. referred to, which please publish in connec- 2 

Strawberries — tion with this communication, in answer to ¥ 

| We take pleasure in acknowledging | your and other enquiries on the same sub- #3 

| the receipt of a superb jar of Strawberries, | ject. Respectfully, i 

| from our very kind friends, Mr. and Mrs. Joun W. Hunt, a 

| H.J. Sranry, of Whitewater. They consist- Assn’t, Sec’y of State. : 

| ed of three choice varieties, Hovey’s Seed- | sheep Shearing Festival— * 

ling, Mc Evoy’s Superior, and the Crimson The sheep shearing festival, of the e 

Cone; and all superb specimens in their way. | Wisconsin Farimer’s and Mecanic’s Club was * 

The worthy donors are among the Jucky | held at Whitewater on Wednesday, the 18th 2 

few who have labored with pains and perse- | of June. The display of stock was not very x 

yerance, as well as with taste and skill, for | large—especially of sheep and swine—but eg 

long years, to get up a fine orchard and frait | every thing on exhibition, as far as’ we z 

garden. All who have passed their charm-| noticed, would do credit to a State Fair. % 

ing place, or partaken of their divers choice | Among the bulls were some fine animals, of # 

fruits, know how well they have succeeded. | the Devon and Durham breeds, quite equal i 

They are amateurs in these things of whom | to any we have before seen in the State.— * 

the beginner, or even the advanced scholar, | The number of horses was large in propor- * 

can learn much that is desirable to know. | tion to other stock, among which there was g 

They have our thanks. some fine stallions. Two spans of matched % 

The Aproppriation to County Societies— geldings attracted much attenton—and de- i 

In answer to numerous inquiries as to | servedly so we thought—as they were un- & 

the proper form of application for the appro- exceptionable in form and no difference was z 

priation made to aid County Agricultural discernable in the marks of the horses, in : 

Societies, we publish the following letter either team. Altogether we were impressed e 

showing the requirements of the Secretary with the idea, that the vicinity of Whitewa- = 

of State before issuing an order on the Treas- | ter, Palmyra and East Troy can turn out as © a 

urer for the money. The law referred to | much good stock as any other section of the x 

was published in the April number of the Western country. Weexpected toreceive the * 

- Farmer, page 185, and all who wish can! list of premiums awarded, before this number a 

Ty 
eB e 
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es ti giciwiyds GW st sipenon opgds | tee baw eeved vile aif tye Moe ot phate a 

went to press, or we should have takennotes | or a small shell, one mile and ahalf. It is 

on the Srornce, As it is, we cannot speak of | claimed for this new weapon that it will set 

any individual exhibitors, or animals. A- | on fire a house, or a ship, at a distance of 

zon ae sheers, Ca ‘was so eee, nearly two miles. 
at there was but little chance to see how ee 

their work was done; but judging from the Stk Psysiciay’s peas 
number and shape of the fleeces that were | fe ie of a — sate owe a8. 

brought ont—not of the poor sheep that | 70 wins rules of law as applicable to physi- 

swe afterward noticed to besomewhat bloody | ©'425* ; etch 
—we should say that the shears were han- I. The medical man ‘engages, that he 

ti possesses a reasonable degree of skill, such as 
: dled by expert hands. I ae Achy fesch 

; ‘ered rnesd™ : eas possessed by the profession gen- 

F Ts the the name of a new paper from} «jy ; ; 

5 ‘Viroqua, the county seat of Bad ce Oo. It “ith oaite nha liligonbe: tcentiso tbat shall 

: is published by our former townsman, J.A.| “q]7. He engages to exercise his’ best 

: Somzrsy, and a good looking sheet it is. | judgment, but is not responsible for'a mistake 
x Viroqua is fast developing its resources and of judgment. Beyond this the defendant is 

. @ paper was needed there. not responsible. The patient himself must 

‘ Public Documents.— be responsible for all else; if he desires the 

, We have been in receipt of numerous | highest degree of skill and care, he must | 
valuable Congressional works, by favor of | secure it himself. 

A Senators Durgzr, Dopex, and Sumner, and] “IV. It is a rule of law, that a medical 

Honorables Burxenvrsr and Wz11s of the | practitioner never insures the result.” 
House, for which we return our sincere 

thanks, Iyrernat Hear or tur Eartu.—Prof. || 

. ie Silliman takes a decided position in favor of || 

; Weare informed by Hzar &Co., agents a weary that bea ab Te ‘ne | 

; for Mannx &Co’s reaper, at this place. | 750° Mass ae an aan ‘OF 4 1 eee | 
that they have disposed of a large number oh * lise Uns eblinike — xa ae 

} of these machines this season. They have a| WC? rhe Dit - a ae one hee {| 

few now on hand that they can ship to any | Pipes. {here are anes it dc : ioe 

par ae sale on sort le. nite earaer anlosees 
. 

icy a 8 

; New Merchant Tailor Establishment — fabs, and they come from the bowels of the | 

E. B. Crawrorp, long and well known | earth. The fiery. sea in the center of the | 

to the gents of Madison and vicinity as a | earth—says the Professor—boils over the |} 

: fashionable and tasty cutter, has opened a | tops of her chimmeys, and when these chim- |} 

first. class tailoring shop on King street, | neys become choked, it forces new vents, | 

where he will be glad to see all old friends | breaking out even under the sea. | 

and cone customers. His card will be found | —_—nianeeneneennieiieearemeceeiees | || 

in another place. | 

|] | serine Sheep For sate— E. B. CRAWFORD, 
: Cuarces Warraxer offers forsale a large | FASHIONABLE MERCHANT TAILOR, 

; number of fall blood Merino Sheep—part of | KING ST,, (Near Madison House,) MADISON, WIS. 

the Edgarton & McCarter flock, well known | —=————————————— 

to = fair-going people on this State. This RANDALL & JONES’ 
is a fine lot of sheep, and we hope some nice 

7 farmer or farmers will buy chen and keep PALER: DOU Bette te Ae 

themin Wisconsin. For particulars, &c., see PLANTING MACHINES. 

: advertisement in another place. J. HERVA JONES, Inventor and Proprietor of the 

| Tue New Rirve.—the peculiarities of a Patent for New ‘York, Michigan, Wisconsin, 

iS new rifle are, that ithas.a moderated groove, patency Nees ee 
4 is a foot shorter than the United States rfle, ee con land Fannin ie 

é a on speci be fired ten ines a minute, | in 1855! Twenty Aeros of San have been planted by 

ie and from this to sixteen times by an expert | one man one of them, in one day! Ichallengeany 

2 hand. It is loaded at the io. ee either. ee eer: mein Se wise vin 

at ceives the cartridge by an operation not un- ge any person Five Tiowsad Dolare ‘who ‘will pro- 

MS like the opening of a pair of scissors, and | “+e "8euperior- ater aicens aicloeer Dees oes 
Si with nearly the same facility. The small NEW MARKER. : 

; pocket pistols.are calculated to throwa Miu-| is ction qhich will eavemuch ee a 

nie ball one hundred yards ; a cavalry pistol, eating, ‘and which T will mai} free to all who purchase 
with a range of five hundred yards; a rifle aye janters, : , 

r suitable for sani with a range of a mile; | Rights and Machines forsale. See ; 

and a large gun throw a two ounce ball, | _Rocxrox, Winnebago Co. Minois. ‘Apr. tf. HL 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR AUGUST. keep the mulching carefully round them, and 

See! an increasing brightness, broad and ficet, if very dry, water them occasionally; it is 2 

asitie eet boa Nia wok dumps, better than to lose them by drought. Bud- Z 

matt i ond every wind frie ding many varieties of fruit trees, can be * 

‘The Sun comes up, and looks upon the world. jabne as well or better this month’ than the t 
Is there no burst of music to pecan. fi last. 8 es thi Tiiéet uni x 

‘The pomp and majesty of this new lord ? ast. See our remarks on this sabjeot under 

ee a eenld gapteen our horticultural head. 'g 

| ‘Must Earth bo dumb beneath the eprendors thrown | Angust is the month in ‘which to plant a % 
| Bayard Taylor. } strawberry bed; and where is the farmer, or " 

| August is pre-eminintly the harvest month, | farmer’s wife, that will not haveone? Noth- ti 

up in this northern climate, and especially |ing is easier or more desirable. Full in- % 

| this backward season. Therefore, much we! structions will be found in this number, for s 

| said Jast month on this subject will now be} selecting varieties, and’ cultivating them 3 

| in point. We see that new wheat appeared | properly. y 

| in the Chicago market on the 20th of June,| Wo advise all who havea rod or an. acre ‘ 

} from sonthern Ulinois. That seems early to| of ground that can be spared for the purpose, . 

| us northerners, especially as tho railroad | to set about it this very season; andif prop- ‘ 

i makes the distance between southern Wis-| erly attended to, probably a fine crop may 
| consin and southern Illinois seem so short. | ho gathered next June. We set a bed tho * 

i The prompt and timely gathering of the} last of April of the present year, and are z 

| wheat crop, when at just the right stage of| gotting a nice little crop from ft, even the = 

| ripeness and maturity, is a matter of the| first season, and within 60 days of planting. is 

| first. importance, both as to quantity and| Surely, this is not long to wait—who will * 

| quality. We repeat, that great painsshould | not try it? Perhaps our zeal just now isa x 

| be taken to out oats early, and to cure them | little more urgent on the subject, for the rea- 

| well, with reference to the straw for hay.| son that we are, at tho time of this writing, rs 

| This will be the more important in many|in the midst of a strawberry harvest, (in +. 

| neighborhoods this season, on acoount of the! Oleveland, Ohio,) where they are exhibited - 

dry weather, and short growth of grass.| every morning in the market, by the cart- « 

| Grass bids fair to be a light crop in some] oad, and where they are on tho tea-table Fe 

neighborhoods, and henge the more impor-| every evening—such big ones, too, and in e 

tant. to cut it close, and save it carefully.| such abundance as to make a down right # 

Mnch depends on the manner in which hay | feast, instead of a dainty taste. When will 3 

is cutandsaved, us to its value, Hay that is| the tea-tables of Wisconsin be so blessed? : 
_dleached too long in the sun and rain, is a8] We answer, next year, if our readers will an 

muoh inferior to that which is cured bright| heed our advice; for we say, in conclusion, ¥ 

_and well, as tea grounds are to bright green | that it is just as easy to raise strawberries, a 

tea.’ Half a ton of well cured hay, is worth | in abundance, as potatoes. Let us again en- ® 

more than a whole ton indifferently saved. | join all who have any nicety about them to y 

We know we are repeatiug something said} try it. Such as have the good fortune to e 

before on tho same subject; but we do it) raise more than thoy can eat, sell, or give is 

because we deem it of such high importance. | away, will find it a good’ plan to put them a 

b : Keep. a sharp eye to the weeds and thistles, | up in air tight cans, or jars, for after use, If = 

; that they don’t go to seed. Attend also to done well, they will come out 2s fresh and i 

the fruit trees, especially those recently set ;' fine next winter as when first picked. Bs 

| 

x}:
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This mode of putting up the products of | Whereas neglect and carelessness often in- t 

the orchard and garden, is one of the great | volve destruction, if well attended to, they ] 
inventions of the day, and is destined to have | are the prettiest form stock in the world, but ‘ 

a rapidly increasing importance from year | neglected, they are the worst. 1 

- to year. The process will be found fully de-| , opip THROUGH THE NORTHWESTERN 1 

: scribed on another page, and is well worth | Gounties’ of WISCONSIN—With its Incidents 
. the study and practice of every lover of and Novelties. ' 

: good eating. (contixvEp From PAGE 807.) ; 

Look well to cattle and sheep, and all] From Chippewa Falls we took a north- 

i other animals, during the hot weather; see | westerly course, through a fine, opening and , 

that they have plenty of salt, and above all, | prairie country, about 40 miles to Menomo- 1 

a plenty of water. Think how otten you | nee, or Wilson’s Mills, as itis more frequent- | ; 

1 raise the cup to your own lips, and drink the | ly called. Here is an extensive lumbering | 

‘ cooling draught; and as often as you do | establishment, situated on the Menomonee | ( 

t that, remember the poor teams that labor in | River, with a fine water power, ample, to i ; 

your fields, perhaps drawing the loads, while | all appearance, for any amount of business, \ j 

y you ride on an easy seat. Water all work- | Acres of the finest kind of pine logs float in | ‘ 

‘ ing teams at least four times a day, in hot | their pond, and the mill itself is a perfect i { 

weather; for anything less is generally in- | croncher ; having two powerful gangs, be- i} , 

human, as well as unprofitable. sides numbers of single and circular saws, | ‘ 

. Then the other creatures—give them free | cutting regularly from 60,000 to 80,000 feet | 1 

access to ample wate:, if possible. Even if | of lumber per day. i ] 

you have to pump it up, don’t be niggardly,| Adjoining the mill is a large rafting house, i ( 

i: or think the creatures drink more than they | fitted for working night and day, so that the | q 

need; they are the best judges. We think | business progresses without interruption— | { 

every man who has a considerable stock to | turning off an incredible amount of lumber. | ‘ 
pump for, should have a wind-millto doit for | The whole concern employs over 200 men | ‘ 

him. The Wxstern Wixpmm Co., at Chi-| in all its various operations. These, with || 

"| cago, offer them cheap, and warrant them | their families and appendages, serve to make \ 1 

: perfectly durable and satisfactory, or no pay. | up quite a village at Menomonee, which place, 1 

We purpose to try one, as soon as we can | on the whole, appeared decidedly neat and | J 

attend to having it putup. Their adver-|tidy—reminding us forcibly of an eastern i ; 
tisement will be found in this number. | factory corporavion. With this difference, ' 

Farmers who are tired of pumping by hand, however, that when the bell rung an army, ; 

read it; and if you should think the mill] not of red-coated, but of red-shirted men || ] 

: a good thing, try it. We are expecting to | rushed out to their meals, instead of a crowd 
: see it effect an important revolution in farm | of well dressed, tidy and sprightly girls. | 
. economy, both by raising water, grinding! This mill company are reported to be ex- } 

a coarse grain, and may be super-fine flour, up- | cellent managers, and are understood to be \ 
on many a prairie eminence, that seems to | making a great deal of money. They are || ; 

have been made on purpose for such mills. | about building a flouring mill, and already || 
7 Pare back the hoofs of your sheep, if you have a store furnished and filled with a | § 

would prevent their being lame; and if you | stock of goods, that would docredit to any | ; 

th would keep off the foot rot, don’t let them | city in the West. | 

~ run too much upon low wet land. But if; Menomonee will soon be a pretty, thriving || 
% they do get the rot, an application of finely | town; especially asit is in the hands of men | 

4 powdered blue vitriol, to the blistered parts] who have come up from the ranks, and 

i between the hoofs, and a dry pasture, will | therefore understand every rope of the ship. ; 

at soon cure them. Then, again, don’t omit to | Among other things not to be forgotten, we t 

i place tar aboutin their salt troughs. It will | found here a comfortable Inn, with a nice 1 

2 keep off the fly, and prevent the maggot in | attentive eastern Yankee for a landlord. |) | 

es the head. Worn out, dirty, starved, and sunburnt as we : 

: A little timely precaution will prevent al- | were, it was a luxury to be appreciated and 
most all difficulties, and diseases, with shoep. | long remembered. A ray of sunshine, amid 

i
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clouds and storms. The neat, clean table, | open to the sun, and blossom like the rose. ; 

presided over by the fair lady-like daughter | God speed the day! = : 
of the host, afforded an agreeable contrast to | From the forest to Hudson, some 25 miles, g 
the masculine hovels, and half-breed hotels | the country is mostly a fine rolling prairie, i 
too frequently met with. b saan with —. ae ae : 

rapidly settling. Here, as well as er i 
pie Beene Deeg aa the) pack on the road, the whole region of coun- B 

most rapidly ; and so with our stay at Me- try is beautifully and amply watered. % 
nomonee. West of us, towards Hadson, our Hindaon, on the St. Ovotr ‘ta backed fe 
point of destination, lay a dense unsettled eas pear ae _ a5 " = “A 3 
forest, 80 miles across. Owing to a broken Bechara a A i adaeed saa 
buggy and the terrible condition of the| © > “3 : eat ni = at oa ity B 
roads, we had no alternative but to take * scdbape <5 Bis eed eae 2 
Foot’s Express! The time was, in our istrict. It is a smart, thriving town, of ‘ 

earlier pioneering in the West, that this some 2,000 inhabitants. Tt has good land- ® 

would have been a luxury; but now we are | ‘SS 0? the = and boats are constantly ‘ 
inclined to regard it rather as a fabor. | COS and ee: If she aoe as she 3 
Howover, seven o’clock A. M. found us on = Ee ae the forks of the new 3 
the road. On either hand, and intermina- land grant railway, she will soon be a made > 
bly, grew the stately timber—oak, elm, bass, up city. ee railroads, like ee issues of es 

birch, maple, &c. Eight miles in, there was | lections, are‘‘mighty uncertain.” Property i 
quite a little sprinkling of tall, handsome | S°°™S to be ne rapidly, and real ‘8 
pine. Here was a single shanty, and a ane Sherr are keen S06) specuaen %4 
couple of large fellows firing at a mark, but Allin all, it is decidedly a smaré river town, % 

no sign of woman about.their cabin. A sin- one in the hands of thorough-going % 

le dress, or baby’s frock hanging on a bush, 4 ‘ fies , 
ead have geen to the wild eas a social After ce oes eae Aa ire 3 

appearance. 7. ue wires and oe coe % 

ished i satisfactorily, we dro 3 
We did not even stop'for a moment's rest, Se St. Croix to Prescot: This ie “ddottioe i 

but passed on to Holman’s, as it is called, of the fine towns, situated at the junction of # 
twelve miles further, on the Eangalle. | the st. Oroix and Mississippi, and with one e 
Here we hoped to find a resting place and a | of the finest tables of land on which to build 3 
comfortable dinner. Noon brought us to 9 town, that can be found on: either of the : 
the door of their cabin, faint and weary. Pervert About 25 feet above the level of & 
Alas, for human hopes! the landlady was 2 th streams it runs back as fine and far as , 
lasty native—decidedly brown, but not more } gouJq be wished. i 

so than the cabin; and, what was worse, | This town is already well under way, and i 
they had nothing to eat at that. jhas a business-like appearance. Its enter- a 
Twenty miles already, over a rough and | prising proprietor, Dr. Maxon, is an old Leg- ‘ 

muddy road, and under a blazing hot sun, |islative friend of ours, and an hour’s chat oa 

to which we must now add nine more before | with him was time agreeably spent. Here, 5 
dinner, was rather dubious at best. Butthe | too, they are purposing to secure the junc- % 

only remedy was to push on. We did so, | tion and crossing of the new railroad, and ES 
and about two o'clock found us at Baker’s | for aught we can see, their prospect is an a 
Station, a little tavern on the prairie, the | equal one at least with any other point. s 

other sidé of the woocs, where the active} About 25 miles up the Mississippi takes us y 

and ‘obliging landlady soon supplied our | to St. Paul, which all the world knows is a a 

needs. We hope that the next time we} great town, and just at the present, the north- % 
walk through those woods it will be upon | western focus of activity trade and specula- a 
the iron rail, and at the rate of 30 miles an | tion. We will not spend time in particular- # 
hour—a thing we confidently expect to do | izing about a town, so universally known and i 
before 1860. The shriek of the locomotive | written about. St. Anthony and Minneapo- e 

will soon supercede the howl of the wolf, | lis are also charming in their way, and the ‘ 
and under its influence this black forest will | latter place is decidedly romantic. iS 

et &
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When the railroad from St. Paul to Lake THE FOREST TREES OF WISCONSIN, i 

: Superior is built, we will venture the opinion BY 1. A. LAPHAM. ] 

; that the circuit of the Upper Mississippi and| 37 34 _Fuqus ferruginea, Aiton— 

: Lake Superior, will at once become one of) Lik iad ire shang of shy _ } 

3 the mows popular Pleasure nontes for sum-| oan Beech tree has been supposed.to be only 

mer, in America. It will unite the most de-| variety of the European Bao: int lata 

| lightful alternations of climate, with every) poignists have decided that the two are dis- 
S conceivable variety of scenery, and embrace, | tinct. Michaux describes two varieties, and ! 

withal, every kind of sporting and excite-| bakes them different species—the rite snl | 

: ment that can be desired. We predict for] 11. red. The first is nearly all sap-wood, 

it erelong, 2 popularity that Saratog, OT) which is white; the last nearly all heart- 

; Newport, never dreamed of—a popularity | yood, which is red. But these peculiarities 

* that will call its 100,000 per annum to its]... cmd to be owing to something, in the 

} cool and varied resorts, from every part of| <9) or exposure; there being no sufficient | 

the continent. , _ _ .,.. | botanical differences to enable us to distin- 

Steamboat traveling on the Mississippi is, guish the two kinds as separate species. | 

Y on the whole, s pleasant business—especially ) “The Oaks, with which this series of arti 

if you have the fortune to get into g00d | cles on our native forest trees was com- 

P boats, The regular lines of Dunleith and menced, and the Beech, belong to the first 

c Dabngue boats are all good, and some of} division of the cup-bearing Family (cupuli- 

them even fine. They are quite roomy and ‘ferew,) in which the fruit is scattered, 3 

“ neat, and the tableis usually A No. 1—well pay on acluster. Tho carpinus-and ostrye 

\ supplied with everything that could reasona- constitute another division of the same fami- 

bly be desired, and served =P) too, by those ly, having the fruit arranged in long clusters. 

clean, white-aproned boys, in a style of taste something like the hop. 

and neatness that the girls would find it] Jn our State the Beech is confined to cer- 

; hard to beat. tain districts along’ the shores of Lake Mich- 

is These boats contain among their passen-| jgan, where it is often found constituting al- 

gers and freight, everything that could be} most the entire forest. I am not informed 

: imagined. A perfeot ark, with all sorts of| in regard to the occurrence of this tree in 

i humans, cattle, and creepieg things, with} the northern part of the State. 

every kind of farm and household trap,and| Jp the spring the young Beech trees, and 

implement, that enters into human economy | the lower branches of the older ones, are cov- 

12 or necessity. The constant landings and| ered with dead leaves of the last ‘year's 

‘? leavings at every little town, the rugged and) growth. Theso old leaves remain until they 

ever changing scenery of islands and moun-| are crowded off by the young foliage of an- 

. tains, of passing boats and floating rafts, | other year. ‘Tho tops of the larger trees are 

seems to keep up a pleasant butever varying | ysually bare of dead leaves. 

excitement, that must be witnessed to be fully| In the books we may read the following 

Fe understood. To those who would spend a | directions for the cultivation of the Beech 

i pleasant week, and any surplus money, we | from the seed, that being the mode usually 

7 would say, go up the river to St. Paul, St.| adopted: “Shake the nuts from tire tree 8° 

% Anthony and Minneapolis ;.and when you they ripen, dry them in the sun, or in an 

a got tired of it, come down again. Wo will | airy shed or loft, after which they may be | 

be: warrant it to give satisfaction in all cases. mixed with sand that is perfectly dry, at the 

ey And especially do we recommend it as a| rate of three bushels of sand to.one of mast, 

4 Bridal Tour for newly married people; we} which only retains its vital properties for 

Fe doubt not it will be found to be just the| one year. Sow the seed one inch apart, in 

€ thing. If the reader has not ere this got | March, in a light rich soil, and cover them 

}* wearied, we will now excuse him. D.J.P. ens one inch; the tender young plants 

4. <= wialla He e aane ll ill appear in May, when, if the season is 

t ae aroma aoe ona dry, they should be moderately watered. In 

against mad dogs, and should therefure be | March, the next season, with a spade made | 

universally worn during “dog days.” (¢ ) very sharp for the purpose, undermine the 

ee
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roots and cut them ‘between four and five|beam, Iron-wood, Blue Beech, Water or 

jnches under the ground. After the plants|Swamp Beech, &c., &c. Some of these y 

have stood for two years, or, if in poor soil, | names are also applied to the next species. % 

three years, they ma; be transplanted, and | The bark has some resemblance to that of v 

inthree or four years removed to general | the Beech tree in its color and smoothness. : 

plantation.” The Hornbeam prefers rich damp soils, near 

Between Ghent and Antwerp, in Belgium, | swamps, on river bottoms, &. 

there were formerly if not now, very solid} Professor Emmons, in his report on the E 

and élegant hedges, made of the Beech ; and | Trees and Shrubs of. Massachusetts, a work Z 

while we are seeking for the best hedge | of great interest and value, says of this small 

plant, it might be well for some person, or | tree, that “it is of slow growth, and is sup- } 

some agricultural society, to try what can be | posed to live to a great age. The wood is ? 

done with the American Beech. The young | white, close-grained and compact, and has és 

trees are placed eight inches apart, and bent | great strength. It.is used for beetles, levers, ? 

in opposite directions, so as to cross each | and for other purposes where strength and : 

other with small apertures. They are bound | solidity are required; and it is well fitted ti 

together at the points of intersection, where | for the turner. The corresponding species s 

they soon grow together. After the young] in Europe 1s much esteemed as fuel, and in : 

plants are well established they bear the] france its charcoal is preferred to most & 

knife well, and do not. sprout up from the | others. The Hornbeam is a tree of consid- i: 

roots as vigorously as other trees. In ex-jerable beauty. Its smooth, fluted trunk is ; 

posed situations on the prairies, barriers of| an interesting object to one curious in forest © 3 

this kind ‘should be formed along the north | history; its foliage is remarkable for its soft- 5 

and north-west borders of gardens, building- | ness, and the fruit is unlike that of any other 

lots, barn-yards, &c., For such purpose the | tree. The crimson, scarlet and orange of its 

Beech will answer better than any other | autumnal colors, mingling into a rich pur- 

tree, excepting the evergreens. plish red as seen at a distance, makes it rank - 

The wood of the Beech is applied to many | in splendor almost with the Tupelo and the * 

useful purposes, and would be much more/ Scarlet Oak. It is easily cultivated and é 

used, were it not for the abundance of other | should have a corner in every collection of i 

kinds afforded by the forests of our country. | trees.” ; 

‘As an ornamental tree, the Beech is no} One of the European Species, (C. betulus, & 

great favorite, though, in its young state | Linn.,) is well adapted by its mode of growth ; 

especially, it is a handsome tree. For its | for garden hedges. 5 

density of shade, the clean and neat appear-| No. 36.—Ostrya Virginica, of Willdenow z 

ance of its bark, its bright shining leaves, its | —Iron-wood. Like the last, this small tree E 

slender and elegant branches, this tree is/ has received different names, and by some 2 

certainly worthy of the attention of the land- | the name of Iron-wood is applied to both; * 

scape gardener. We are too apt to judge of | though no two trees could well be more dis- ; 

the characteristics of a tree from its appear-|tinct. They may be known at once by the & 

ance in the dense forests, where it bas no|bark, which in the Hornbeam is smooth and 5 

room to spread, rather than when growing | gray like the Beech, but in the Jron-wed is : 

in an open space, where it conld display all | brown and rough, being much furrowed and ‘ 

its beauty, loosened. But they may bestill more readi- : 

There are two varieties of the European |ly distinguished by the fruit. The Horn- * 

Beech well worthy of cultivation in Wiscon- | beam has a naked nut concealed in the axil I 

sin. They are known-as the Purple Beech, | of a leefy scale or bract; while the Iron- 3 

and the Weeping Beech. wood has the nut covered by a kind of blad- 3 

No 35.—Carpinus Americana, of Michaux | der-like hairy sack. ; 

—Hornbeam. This is a small tree, found} The wood of both is very hard, strong and F 

abundantly almost everywhere in the Amer- | rigid, answering well for handspikes and 3 

fean forests, It has several names by which | other parposes where strength is required— 2 

it is known in different parts of the country |thus giving propriety to the name of Fron- . 

—among them are Hornbeam, Hophorn-'wood, But for the sake of distinction, it is 

Pr ee ee ea pT %
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i proper to confine this name to the species | crease of family without delay. As I work- 

now-under consideration. ed my own garden (for which I hired a land- : 

| The tree soon dies when the surrounding eee cee ead dollars per day, to 
y give me instructions,) I concluded that the 

forest trees are cleared away leaving the | object of my first experiment in early rising 

Jron-wood alone. Hence it has no value for should e the plantiis of the dippepote- 

ynamental purposes. | muses. I accor ingly rose next day at five, 

cs sae A a . | and it rained. Tho next and it rained! It 

LIVING IN THE COUNTRY. rained for two weeks! We had splendid 

: 5 meer tatoes every day for dinner. 

It is a good thing to live in the country. Oe <3 

To. escape from the prison walls of the me-| « Be dear,” said I to Mrs. Sparrowgrass, 

tropolis—the great brickery we call “the wee did sroutigct those fine potatoes 

¥ city”—and live amid blossoms and leaves, wy, said shes innocently, q routioF that 

' in shadow and sunshine, in moonlight and barker rom Long elena 

t starlight, in rain, mist, dew, hoar-frost, and | ¢, a ae os nae ded ere eed ea me 

Ei drouth, out in the open campaign, and under ake ed, aan eeice thin sire wa come a 

" the blue dome that is bounded by the hori- top. ° 

: zon only. It is a good thing to have a well ” f 

p with dripping buckets, a porch with honey drag anos pasreruy yreipunan mi I ft 

buds, and sweet bells, a hive embroidered | &° thi P th hee oh shia of 

with nimble bees, a sun-dial mossed over, something was the mad oe es 

; ivy up to the ae curtains of dimity, & ae fait did not get as many potatoes as 

- tumbler of fresh flowers in your bed-room, a in. - 
. Sparrowgrass, who is a notable house- 

on on the roof, anda dog upon the wife, caid to me one day, “Now, my dear, 

“fl af we shall soon have plenty of eggs, for I have 

ae cs ee es ae pmiayed been buying a lot of chickens.” "There they 

‘ butter and cool crisp radishes for tea; with hair i euaae Se ot 

: ideas entirely lucid respecting milk, and a widies Boe geese: sccmaslh with scant 

looseness of calculation respecting the num- hopes to the period when the Fees peeks 

: ie a a ae be — rie should announce the milk white eggs, warm- 

: when Mrs. Sparrowgrass and I moved into yd epost ae . bay, cues a ae a el 

the country we found some preconceived oes Ss nq rail Bol oa 

te notions had to be abandoned, and some de-} paq etl large combs, to which Mrs. 

f partures made from the plan we had laid | ¢ replied : Fe 8 

down nthe Ml back prior x Avenue | "Yay Inde, have een observing a 
try is early rising! with the lark—with xe but if you will venture to have a real treat, | 

i sun—while the dew is on the grass, “under fu seo! early in the morning and | 

: aoe . rs shes 

: the opening eplde of the mar, and | "Aron ed ty, obs bens ery 
with five or six o’clock in town? What ing! Then by ‘the cock that crowed in the 

: may not be done at those hours in the coun- phora? eas en Digan 2 ee ou 

R try? With the hoe, the rake, the dibble, } paving * beer eee re 

the spade, the watering-pot? To plant, ive, Mrs. B ©8B6) re 4 on a Scat 

‘ prane, drill, transplant, graft, train and ee up a a ae ai ie aapubars 

wy ereiakl ae 8. and I agreed to rise early chickens, until there was not a whole pair 

§ - memvecipies ssh ceeesibeeb ettal xn of eyes on either side of the fence. 

5 qricerth inthe bed Ul the clock struck ten: | A dog is a good thing to have in the coun- 

Le Up Jomped Richard and looked at the sky ; try. Ihave one which I raised from a pup. 

rs ©, brother Robin ! the sun's vaer high! | He is a good stout fellow, and a hearty bark- 

"4 Early rising in the country is not an in-| er and feeder. The -man of whom I bought 

r stinct; it isa sentiment and must Le cultiva- | him said he was a thorough-bred, but he be- 

by ted. gins to have a mongrel look about him. He 

a ‘A friend recommended to me to send to|is a good watch dog, though, for the moment 

a the south side of Long Island for some very he sees any suspicious looking person about 

ra: prolific potatoes—the real hippopotamus the premises, he comes right into the kitchen 

oy breed. Down went my man, and what with and gets behind the stove. First we kept 
y a 

5 

4s expense of horse-hire, tavern bills, toll gates, | him jn the house, and he ecratched all night 

and breaking a wagon, the hippopotami cost | to get out. Then we turned him out, and 

a as much apiece as pine-apples. They were | he scratched all night to get in. Then we 

fine potatoes though, with comely features, | tied him up at the back of the garden, and 
gh, y Pp : 

5 and large languishing eyes that promised in- he howled so that our neighbor shot at him ;
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twice before day break. Finally, we gave | co-laborers who understood the benefits to e 

him away, and he came back; and now he | be derived from its circulation, and promised - 

1s just recovering from a fit in which he has to put their shoulder to the wh Bi aia 2 

torn up the patch that has been sown for | to Put their shoulder to the whee =e ¥ 

our spring radishes. cure subscribers. 
. 

‘A good strong gate is a necessary article |’ “The counties through which I passed are G 

for our grrden. A good, strong, heavy gate, | rapidly settling up with enterprising and go- 

mo a icone pn eae it wal nei-| ahead kind of inhabitants from New York : 

er open nor shut. Such an one have }. aie 

The a before my fence are incommon, and New England. The soil is composed of 5 

and all the neighbors’ cows pasture there, | # yellow sandy loam, and is well adapted to ‘ 

J remarked to Mrs. §., as we stood at the | the propagation of most kinds of fruit trees, 4 

window in a June sunset, how placid and | and especially apple—the great staple fruit 

picturesque the cattle looked, as they strolled | of our State. I shall take a trip during the Fy 

about, pope ae green Bernese. Next | coming fall, through the same counties, and s 

acai A othey he Se jeft ents also visit other portions of the State. I will s 

init. The corn in the milk, the beans on see what can be dono in the way of giving tf 

the poles, the young cabbages, the tender the Farmer a circulation approximate to , 

lettuee, even the thriving shoots on my fruit | what its merits demand.” a 

trees had vanished. And there they were “Yours truly, Ja” "4 

looking quietly on the ruin they had made. anes : ‘ 

Our watch dog, too, was for gathering with 
Wor the Farmer. : ; 

them. It was too much, so I got a large ‘WHEAT AND CHESS. yi 

stick and drove them all out, except a young — . y 

heifer, which I chased all over the Hower| Eprrors Farmer—I read the communica- a 

beds, breaking down my trellises, my wood- | tion of Mr. Hatch in the April number of ? 

ee re ae 6 sey sane bens your paper, in relation to the transmutation 

jas, un! col 
- le . * : 

had to call for assistance to extricate her se oe into chess, with much interest, and 

from the sashes, and her owner has sued me hoped in your next number to get some ‘ 

for damages. I believe I shall move in | practical information on the subject. But, : 

town. [Sparrowgrass Papers. alas, in the June number, page, 257, I find f 

—_—_____++e____—_—_ the communination of Mr. D. Worthington, & 

MARQUETTE ADE Oe AND | and, to use his own quotation, I felt like the . 

— prophet, (and J was sorely vexed.) Perhaps - 

From a business letter, dated Beaver Dam, | I may not be able to throw any light on this $ 

July 6th, we make the following extracts. | subject of wheat turning to chess; bat will 4 

| If our correspondent will take the trouble | offer my proofs, and hope that practical and ; 

to note down and communicate his im- observing farmers will cast in their mite, It £ 

pressions of different localities through which | is time this subject was settled—there has § 

he may pass this fall, we doubt not they will| been enough theory—now let us have FAOTS. q 

be as interesting to the readers of the Farm- First, I willsay to Mr. Worthingtom totake : 

gE as they will be reliable; for he is a dis-} his Bible and turn to first Corinthians, 15th 

criminating, practical observer. It is unnec- | chapter, 36th and 87th verses, and he may : 

essary to add that all well wishers of the | find the proofs he asks for in Holy Writ, : 

Fanuer have our sincere thanks—and that} which reads as follows: “And that which ; 

workers, like friend G., are the back-bone— | thou sowest thou sowest not that body that ; 

the real supporters of all improvements : shall be, but bare grain. Ié may chance of é 

* ® * J left home June 25th, and| wheat or some other grain.” Now if any 3 

traveled through Marquette, Adams, ‘Wan-| one will take the trouble to sprout wheat, : 

shara and Portage counties. I saw along | and dry it thoroughly, then sprout it as be- ‘ 

my route visible marks of the ravages of} fore, then dry, which may be repeated three 

the past hard winter upon the young or- | times—some have said four or five times— ; 

chards; but the spring crops had a healthy | and afterward sow it, the product will be 

and vigorous appearance, and bid fair to} chess. Thobest method to sprout the wheat : 

yielda large profit to the farmer for the labor | is to wrap it in several folds of cloth, and ; 

bestowed. I found also a great want of the | keep it wet. I will go so far as to say that 

circulation of the Farmer, and found some! chess and timothy grass are both produced 

re 
: See
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: from wheat—and I will not dispute that fox- the longest timothy heads I eversaw. Sev- 

4 tail grass, which the gentleman alludes to, eral of them measured over eleven inches in 

may be also. But for the proofs. I will length. I will here add that I was as much 

a. here ask, why do we not find chees as plen- surprised at seeing the transmutation as 

. tifally as in winter wheat? My answer is, friend Worthington will be at seeing this 

t it does not kill out by the roots being broken communication, should you see fit to give it 

off by the up-heaving of the ground by frost. | 2 place in your columns. 

When this is the case, if life is yet left in the 8. W. Sranpaer. 

1 plant, it again takes root, and bears chess or | DopaEvitte, Wis., June 12, "56. 

. timothy. It may turn to fox-tail grass. It ~~ ~F00 MUCH LAND. 4 

is clear to my mind, for I have proved it, milearerar eth ioaid amesicanclars 

st that wheat will sprout three times, and it = culturists is a morbid desire to own aide? 

2 also clear that the first time it sprouts it will | eupy more land than they can cultivate. 

3 produce wheat every time. The change | Farming is a scientific business, and is capa- 

i takes place when it has once sprouted, or ble of being reduced to rules as precise and 

; taken root, and the roots have died or been aes ea as eaten as 
2 ose which regulate the manipulatory 
. broken off. I have produced the chess from | (occas of the fra caY oii anniek: FWashington! 

as fine samples of wheat as ever grew, by | whose discriminating powers were certainly 

the sprouting process. Another method is | of an exalted order, in one of his valuable 

; to-select good healthy wheat roots, the last | epistles to the celebrated Arthur Young, 

of March or the beginning of April, and |/S@yS-— Ny ie 

transplant them or pull them up, to set them 1 “The agriculture of this country is indeed 
ieee low; and the primary cause of its being se 

7g out again in the same place. As for the js, that instead of improving a little ground 
‘ timothy, my observation has been this: 1 | weld, we attempt too much, and doit ill. A 

sowed the Black Sea variety of spring wheat, | half, a third, or even a fourth of what we 

and the spring and summer being very dry, mangle, well wrought and properly dressed, 

at harvest time I found many wheat stools would produce more than ‘the whole, under 
our system of management. 

green and fresh, and some hadshot up heads, | Pew apothegms, uttered by the sage of 

{ but they were short and perfectly green. | Mount Vernon, are possessed of greater force 

: After cutting the wheat, and until the next j than this, even at this day, and it would be 

March, those late wheat stools kept spread- bebe? aphagttirto oa = ear a 
*. . . en: 8 

I dee Beanhy: ee mine; | manifesting any further desire to augment 

a thorough practical farmer then on a visit | their productiveness and profit, if they vould 
at my farm, concluded with me after ob- | ponder it more carefully, and act more in ac- 

Hs serving how well they had withstood the cordance with the system it suggests, The 

t winter, that they might make some choice mom ren Sere eh with hom. ui pase 
S. : . . evel 

Ht vey ee wheat. - Accordingly he entire neestend contsted of but fourteen 

1 set about taking up some of the wheat roots. | sores, Like the Roman, Oressian, he man- 

4 He was very cautious to get none but wheat | aged to admirable advantage, everything 

roots, for they were easily distinguished by within the amplitude of his profession, and 

oe” the large hollow straws with the green derived, from this limited scene of operation, 

. hots attached to them at thetime. Those a living far superior in point of comfort an 

I shoots a! : . . | respectability, to that obtained by his more 

5 hollow dry straws were the stubble of the | }ahorious neighbors, from farms, or freeholds 

ce green heads the previous harvest, and there | rather, of quadruple the extent. We may 

by was no possible chance for timothy roots to | form something like a correct conception of 

be get there, for the ground was new prairie, the aes capella Oe eet nek 

Fs first broken the previous season. 4 We care- Se ae gardeners: y What is qins hs ‘acoom- 

i fally transplanted them to a bed in the gar- | })ished ona small scale, may certainly, with 

b @en. The winter leaves soon began to fade | due care and effort, be accomplished on & 

a and dry up, as do all winter wheat leaves large one; for gardening, which is so profit- 

fl when the plant starts to grow in the pring. | #ble, is nothing but farming in or 

4s T soon saw that the new leaves were more ig [Germantown Telcerap 

>, narrow and of a deeper green than the pre-} No @reaT DEED is ever accomplished by 

' vious ones. The next change I noticed was ! consultation with too many persons. 

SS aS .
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=e “TAS EXPERIMENT. day of Julyeighteen days a oe 
According.» ...:orrie, (Magazine of Nat- pearance under the first box. : i 

ural History,) the area of the Wheat Midge This simple experiment discloses some in- % 

or ese deposited in the ears of wheat, ising aoe oe fe h ; 

leave them about the first of August and go : lemonstrates as a fact, what is ‘ 
into the ground, where it is “probable” they stated only as a probability by M. Gorrie— 
remain during the winter in the pupa state, |*bat the weevil pupss winter in the earth, 

'S Pup: . 2 : 

and become flies the next season, when the and baa ont dies the ensuing season when 
wheat is in blossom. he wheat is in blossom, to commence their . 

For the renee of testing this theory, work of destruction for the farmer, and of 

and of ascertaining what might be done to re-production for themselves. 
arrest or retard the appearance of the fly in 2. Tt shows also, that to turn over the 
the proper season, the writer devised the ground in the spring and sink the pups be- & 

following experiment : low their natural position, will proportiona- 

Having constructed two boxes, each about bly med me period of their development k 

three feet square and nine inches deep, cov- | 2 depth o ten inches retarding them in : 
ering the top with millinet, and Teavite the | this instance, eighteen days. This length | % 

bottom open to the ground, I selected a spot of time, later than its usual time of appear- 
% the field where wheat had been harvested eae youd Tender abe fly comparst ss i 

e preceding year, and where the wheat| ’*) jess—the wheat being too far a vanced | 

had been entirely destroyed by the weevil, | © be seriously damaged. “As the fly would | ‘ 
y y' ry 1 we 

and there placed the two boxes side by side find but very few heads still in blossom, but} * 

—the first box on the ground that had re- ie eggs d ae would pind to maturity 
mained undisturbed since. the harvest—the} if deposited; and in two or three years, if F 
seoond on ground that had just been turned | followed up, the weevil would disappear. z 

over ee = sede, ten inches deep. Care at, jk Poe ie ag eae eG ; 

was taken to make the boxes tight and fit geem to be, to suil-s0% peter aia 
thein closely to the ground, to allow no|¢epring. Even ordinary plowing, would, ; 
opening an. Boe relia wh the meshes} Without doubt, considerably diminish the 

ing any g) Bae ; 
of the millinet top, which were sufficiently Weert while, o the foe hand, ee wh 

coarss to abmit the light, air, and rain, and} Wh clover and leave the ground ul is- 

fine enough to sisal oa escape of the flies, turbed the ensuing s.ason, is the most effect } 

should any come ont of the ground under the ual method of securing a large imerease of : 
boxes. the fiy. seh cde | 

The boxes were set about the first of June 1B; Dazuse, in Michigan sie ; 

last. On the 12th of the same month, sure} The experiment above recorded, is one of : 

enough, the true wheat fly, the indubitable | the most valuable we have yet seen publish- é 

ee DeeEN - sppean anys the nee box—| ed relative to the wheat fly, and suggestive : 

8 h or four only, at first, but increas- | of a mode by which its ravages may be pre- 4 

ing daily till the 26th, when there were} vented. It will be recollected that last year, : 

no ee oe ie eas hae till| we suggested in the articles we published > 

y ined, as to num-| upon this pest, that it was necessary to study % 

bea ae stationary, when apparently, all] its habits before it would be known how to % 

* ‘as _ as Te several dndseds =H evade or prevent its ravages. The experi- « 

g very warm and somew at} ments of Mr. Darling not only show what , 

showery-—swarming in the clover now grown | the habits of the fly are, but also how those $ 

up thickly under the box, Coincident also | very habits may be taken advantage of to ‘ 

with their appearance in the box, they were| secure its own destruction. We hope this 5 

noticed in the adjacent clover of the field, in | experiment will induce some of our wheat F 

which they seemed to find an appropriate | growers to try it upon a large scale. z 

ee, aoe until strong enough to fly off] We would make one correction, however, ¥ 

: elds of —. _ in Mr. Darling’s article. He says he would * 

- In the meantime, the second box was care- | “subsoil” in the spring. We should say 5 

fally watched, and nothing was’ discovered “trench plow,” or what ‘will be better under- z 

Coase he to a ae of June. Supposing] stood by most of our readers, turn in. the ; 
‘is time that the spade had d stubble wit! ichi low . This i ‘ 

effectual work with che tadtyd Sveovil, this trénoli, oun an ee seale, the : 

Le Rees not noticed ee till = s 8d of July, aia has the effect of turning the top : 

my surprise, I counted nearly 150] soi into the bottom of the furrow, and cov- i 

flies, hanging torpidly, like mosquitoes, on| ering it with the soil which the plow turns > 

the under side of the millinet. Dividing the| up from the bottom of each succeeding fur- ‘ 

! four days that occurred betweenthelasttwo}row. Our readers, we are sure, will thank i 

observations, it would fix the time of their] Mr. Darling for this experiment, as fally as 

appearance under the second box, on the first! we do. {Michigan Farmer. : 
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: ANIMAL HEAT—LOSS AND SUPPLY. | perature than others, which, with a body of 

] The following is one of a series of familiar Se erin ne tabaeaie Seen 
: letters on chemistry, by Prof. Leric, which | (102°) is higher than that of an adult (99 .5°.) 

was recently published by Measrs. Fowlers ! That of birds (104° to 105 .4°) is hig!.er than 
: & Wells in pamphlet form. It contains the | ae of guadtapede ay $3 0042 or es 
. . iF 1 al Of es or amphibia, whose propertem- 

? fall phneor hy of = a supply erie {perature is from D0 os 8.6 higher than 
heat, and like me OF is ane erman | that of the medium in which they live. All 
philosopher's writings, every sentence is} animals, strictly speaking, are warm-blood- 

f pregnant with ideas. In this one article we | ed; but in those only which possess lungs is 
have the substance for a common volume— ae aaapera aS Re the pot quite independ- 

; ancl i . | ent of the surrounding medium. 

4 ae ee be apes! a pir The most Lomewerin observations prove 
5 membered, as direotly poting the 18s Ol that in all climates, in the temperate zones, 
9 health, and containing many good sugges- | a5 well as at the equator or the poles, the 
i tions which may profitably be applied in the | temperature of the body in man,and in what 
‘ raising of stock. are commonly called warm-blooded animals, 

2 The source of animal heat, its laws, and |’ invariably the same; ae Hoy cinerens 
i the influence it exerts upon the functions of ae, ap Sao aoeteee Ponti pa tee 

: the animal body, constitute a curious and} “7,0 animal body is a heated mass, which 
: highly interesting subject, All living hd ~ | bears the same relation to surrounding ob- 

tures, whose existence depends upon the | jects as any other heated mass. It receives 
absorption of oxygen, possess within al heat when the surrounding objects are 

+ selves a source of heat, independent o! ia hotter, and loses heat when they are colder 
} rounding objects. This general truth app ‘oh than itself. We know that the rapidity of 

to all animals, and extends to the ore of | cooling increases with the difference between 
: plants in the act of germination, to flower | tne temperature of the heated body and that 

; buds when developing, and to fruits during | oF the surrounding medium; that is, the 
their maturation. ai 4 only | °lder the surrounding medium the shorter 
_ In the animal body, heat is produced only | 1,4 ting required for the cooling of the heat- 
in those parts to which arterial blood, and ed body. 
with-it the oxygen absorbed in respiration, is ioe “unequal, than enue be the Iantae 

; conveyed. Hair, wool, and feathers, receive | heat in a man at Palermo, where the exter- 
$ no arterial blood, and therefore in themino 1 Fig temperature is nearly equal to that of 
7 heat is developed. The combination of a/ 41, body, and in the polar regions, where 

{ combustible substance with oxygen is, under | th external temperature is from 70 to 90 
* all circumstances, the only source of animal degrees lower! Yet, notwithstanding this 

heat. In whatever way carbon may combine | .xtremely unequal loss of heat, experience 
; with oxygen, the act of combination is 80-1 j.5. shown that the blood of the inhabitant 
; companied by the disengagement of heat. | o¢ the arctic circle has a temperature as 
; It is indifferent whether this combination | 1:0) as that of the native of the south, who 

. takes place rapidly or slowly, at a high or at | }i veg in so different a medium, 
iy a low temperature; the amount of heatliber- | pyis fact, when its true significance = 

: ated is a constant quantity. perceived, proves that the heat given off to 
2 The carbon of the food being converted | the surrounding medium is restored within 
: into carbonic acid within the body, must} the body with great rapidity. This compen- 

give ont exactly as much heat as if it had| cation must consequently take place more 
f been directly burnt in oxygen gasorin com-| rapidly in winter than in summer, at the 
; mon air; the only difference is, the produc- | pole than at the equator. 
; tion of the heat is diffused over unequal! Now, in different climates the quantity of 

times. In oxygen gas the combustion of | oxygen introduced into the system by respi- 
i. carbon is rapid, and the heat intense; in at-| ration, as has been already shown, varies 

4 mospheric air it burns slower, and for a| according to the temperature of the external 
a longer time, the temperature being Jower;| air; the quantity of inspired oxygen in- 

in the animal body the combination is still | creases with the loss of heat by external 

. more gradual, and the heat is lower in pro- | gooling, and the quantity of carbon or hy- 
; portion. drogen necessary to combine with this oxygen 

. It is obvious that the amount of heat liber- | must be increased in the same ratio. 
ated must increase or diminish with the] Jt is evident that the supply of heat lost 1 
quantity of oxygen introduced in equal times | by cooling is effected by the mutual action 

; by respiration. Those animals therefore | of the elements of the food and the inspired 
t which respire frequently, and consequently | oxygen, which combine together. To make t 
F consume much oxygen, possess a higher tem- ! yse of a familiar, but not on that account less 

Bh tego Fea ae Ee eR 
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jast illustration, the animal body acts, in} take more carbon and hydrogen in the shape j 

this respect, asa furnace, which we supply | of food than he expires as carbonic acid and 

with fuel. It signifies nothing what inter-| water; and the Esquimaux cannot expire 

mediate forms food may assume, what | more carbon and hydrogen than he takes in- H 

changes it may undergo in the body, the last !to the system as food, unless in a state of 

change is uniformly the conversion of its | disease or of starvation. Let us examine 

carbon into carbonic acid, and of its hydro- | these states a little more closely. : 

gea into water. The unassimilated nitrogen The Englishman in Jamaica perceives with 

of the food, along with the unburned or un- | regret the disappearance of his appetite, pre- 4 

oxydized carbon, is expelled in the urine or viously a source of frequently recurring en~ 

in the solid excroments. In order to keep] joyment; and he succeeds by the use of 

up in the furnace a constant temperature, we | cayenne pepper, and the most powerful stim- 

must vary the supply of fuel according to | ulants, in enabling himself to take as much * 

the external temperature, that is, according | food as he was accustomed to eat at home. 4 

to the supply of oxygen. But the whole of the carbon thus introduced 

In the animal body the food is the fuel; } into the system is not consumed ; the tem- ; 

with a proper supply of oxygen we obtain | perature of the air is too high, and the op- a 

the heat given out daring its oxidation or | pressive heat does not allow him to increase 4 

combustion. In winter, when we take ex- | the number of respirations by active exercise, ® 

ercise in a cold atmosphere, and when con-| and thus to proportion the waste to the ‘ 

sequently the amount of inspired oxygen in- | amount of food taken; disease of some kind, 4 

creases, the necessity for food containg car- | therefore, ensues. a 

bon and hydrogen increases in the same} On the other hand, England sends her ” 

ratio: and by gratifying the appetite thus | sick to southern regions, where the amount q 

excited, we obtain the most efficient pro- | of oxygen inspired is diminished in a very 5 

tection against the most piercing cold. A } large proportion. Those whose diseased di- a 

starving man is soon frozen to death. The | gestive organs have in a greater or less : 

animals of prey in tho arctic regions, as | degree lost the power of peineine the food 

every one knows, far exceed in voracity those | into the state best adapted to oxidation, and { 

of the torrid zone. therefore are less able to resist the oxidizing % 

In cold and temperate climates, the air, | influence of the atmosphere of their native 

which incessantly strives to consume the climate, obtain a great improvementin health. % 

body, urges man to laborious efforts in order | The diseased organs of digestion have pe wer ; 

to furnish the means of resistance to its | to place the diminished amount of food in = 

action, while, in hot climates, the necessity | equilibrium with the inspired oxygen, in the t 

of labor to provide food is far less urgent. mild climate; while in a colder region the 4 

Our clothing is merely aa equivalent for a | organs of respiration themselves would have ‘ 

certain amount of food. The more warmly | been consumed in furnishing the necessary ¢ 

we are clothed tho less urgent becomes the | resistance to the action of the atmospheric 

appetite for fuod, because the loss of heat by | oxygen. : » 

cooling, and consequently the amount of heat | In our climate, hepatic diseases, or those 3: 

to be supplied by the food, is diminished. arising from excess of carbon, prevail in f 

If we were to go naked, like certain savage | summer; in winter, pulmonary diseases, or ; 

tribes, or if in hunting or fishing we were | those arising from the excess of oxygen, are 4 

exposed to the same degree of cold as the | more frequent. i 

Saymoyedes, we should be able with ease to| The cooling of the body, by whatever es 

consume 10 pounds of flesh, and perhaps a | cause it may be produced, increases the a 

dozen of tallow candles into the bargain, | amount of food necessary. The mere ex- ai 

daily, as warmly clad travelers have related | posure to the open air, in a carriage or on x 

with astonishment of these people. We | the deck of a ship, by increasing radiation 4 

should then also be able to take the same | and vaporization, increases the loss of heat, _ 

quantity of brandy or train oil without bad and compels us to eat more than usual. The & 

effects, because the carbon and hydrogen of | same is true of those who are accustomed to § 

these substances would only suffice to keep drink large quantities of cold water, which 4 

up the equilibriam between the external | is given off at the temperature of the body, i 

temperature and that of our bodies. 98.5 degrees. It increases the appetite, and % 

According to the preceding expositions, | persons of weak constitution find itnecessary, x 

the quantity of food is regulated by the num- | by continued exercise, to supply to the sys- 4 

ber of respirations, by the temperature of} tem the oxygen required to restore the heat 2 

the air, and by the amount of heat given off | abstracted by the cold water. Loud and = 

to the surrounding medium. long continued speaking, the crying of in- 

No isolated fact, apparently opposed to | fants, moist air, all exert a decided and ap- ‘ 

this statement, can affect the truth of this | preciable influence on the amount of food 

nataral law. ‘Without temperate or perma- } whichis taken. - . | . 

nent injury to health, the Neapolitan cannot! We have assumed that it is especially car- y 

a z
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: '| bon and hydrogen which, by combining with | of those who have suffered starvation, the 
i oxygen. s°rvo to produce animal heat. In} muscles are shrunk and unnatarally soft, and ! 
; fact, observation proves that the hydrogen | have lost their contractility ; all those parts 
} of the food plays anot‘less important part} of the body which were capable of entering 1 

ls than the carbon, into the state of motion have served to pro- | 
8 The whole process of respiration appears | tect. the remainder of the frame from the 
1 most clearly developed, when we consider | destructive influence of the atmosphere. To- 
lt the state of a man, or other animal, totally | ward the end, the particles of the brain begin ! 

a deprived of food. to undergo the process of oxidation, and de- , 
; The first effect of starvation is the disap- | lirium, mania, and .death close the scene; 

: dearance of ‘st, and this fact cannot be/| that is to say, all resistance to the oxidizing 
; | traced either in the urine or in the scanty | power of the atmospheric oxygen ceases, and 
; faces. Its carbon and hydrogen have been | the chemical process of eremacausis, or de- 

& || given off through the skin and lungs in the | cay, commences, in which every part of the 
t form of oxidized products ; itis obvious that | body, the bones excepted, enters into combi- 
z they have served to support respiration. nation with oxygen. 
q In the case of a starving man, 32 1-20z.| The time which is required to cause death 
* of oxygen enter the system daily, and are | by starvation depends on the amount of fat 
t /} given out again in combination with a part | in the body, on the degree of exercise, as in 
: of his body. Ourrie mentions the case of an | labor, or exertion of any kind, on the tem- | 
’ individual who was unable to swallow, and | perature of the atmosphere, and finally, on | 
i whose body lost 100 lbs. weight during a| the presence or absence of water. Through | 
' month ; and, according to Martell, a fat pig, | the skin and lungs there escapes a certain 

; overwhelmed in a slip of earth, lived 160} quantity of water, and as the presence of | 
: days withont food, and was found to have | water is essential to the continuance of the 
7 diminished in weight, in that time, more | vital motions, its dissipation hastens death. | 
3 than 120 pounds, The whole history of | Cases have occurred, in which a full supply | 
} hybernating animals, and the well establish- | of water being accessible to the sufferer, 

f ed facts of the- periodical accumulation, in | death has not eccurred till after the lapse of 
various animals, of fat, which, at other peri- | twenty days. In one ease, life ‘was sustained 

: ods, entirely disappears, prove that the | in this way for the period of sixty days, | 
oxygen, in the respiratory process, consumes, | In all chronic diseases death is produced | 
without any exception, all such substances as | by the same cause, namely, the chemical | 

: are capable of entering into combination with | action of the atmosphere. When those sub- | 
; it. % combines with whatever is presented | stances are wanting, whose function in the |) 
; toit; and the deficiency of hydrogen is the | organism is to support the process of respira- |i) 
i only reason why carbonic acid is the chief | tion; when the diseased organsare incapable | 
, product; for, at the temperature ot the body, | of performing their proper function of pro- || | 
: the affinity of hydrogen for oxygen far sur- | ducing these substances; when they have || 
‘ passes that of carbon for the same element. | lost the power of transforming the food into || | 

i We know, in fact, that the graminivora | that shape in which it may, by entering into |! 
& expire a volume of carbonic acid equal to | Combination with the oxygen of the air, pro- { 
t that of the oxygen inspired, while the car- | tect the system from its influence, then, the |} 
1 nivora, the only class of animals whose food { Substance of the organs themselves, the fat | 
; contains fat, inspire more oxygen than is | Of the body, the substance of the muscles, 
i equal in volume to the carbonic acid expired. | the nerves, and the brain, are unavoidably 
§ Exact experiments have shown, that in many consumed. The true cause of death in these 
z cases only half the volume of oxygen is ex- | Cases is the respiratory process, that is, the 
: pired in the form of carbonic acid. These | action of the atmosphere. 

observations cannot be gainsayed, andarefar| A deficiency of food, and a want of power 
: more ccnvincing than those arbitrary and | to convert the food into a part of the organ- 
3 artificially produced phenomesa, sometimes | ism, are both, equally, a want of resistance; 
‘ cailed experiments; experiments which, | and this is the negative cause of the cessation 

; made as too often they are, without regard | of the vital process, The flame is extin- 
i to the necessary and natural conditions, pos- | guished, because the oil is consumed ; and it 

: sess no value, and may be entirely dispensed | is the oxygen of the air which has con- 
ff with; especially when, as in the present | sumed it. 

case, nature affurds the opportunity for ob-| In many diseases substances are produced 
; servation, and when we make a rational use } which are incapable of assimilation. By the 
4 of that opportunity. mere deprivation of food, these substances 
‘ In the progress of starvation, however, it | are removed from the body without leaving 

i is not on)y the fat which disappears, but also, | a trace behind; their elements have entere 
. by degrees, all such of the solids as are capa- | into combination with the oxygen of the air. 

. ble of being dissolved. In the wasted bodies! From the first moment that the function {fj 
f ed 8 a erg tee ee eee ot 
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i sea) RS SU a es LT ee ee H HB}| of the lungs or of the skin is interrupted or) before and after harvesting, and not a grain 
} eet, ote Tich in carbon, apnear| of chess could be found. After it was 

romana ole seeds ot he — mt threshed and cleaned np I offered a premium ! ' 
||| isabsorbed, and combines with all the sub- | of twenty-five cents for every grain of chess, |} 

stances which offer no resistance to it. In| Cockle, or rye, that could be found in the |} 
those parts of the body where the access of} whole pile. Some of our transmutationists | 

Mie of is ee ea aca said that if I would sow the same ground | ; 
Saas ee ane ‘oa Sern rat ai with wheat the next year, I would certainly | | 
appearance, or by their odor. These com- | Taise a crop of chess. _ Well, I followed their | i 
pounds contain much carbon. directions, and tle result is that I have as 

Respiration is the falling weight—the bent | fine a crop of wheat, I think, as can be found : 
spring, which keeps the clock in motion; the | in the county, just ready to harvest, and not inspirations and expirations are the strokes achead Gf chess wate be Fas 
of the pendulum which regulate it. In eur | eat a art 
ordinary time-pieces, we know with mathe-| On one side of the field we chopped and a | matical accuracy the effect produced on their | hauled off some girdled timber, and killed 5 

| rate of going, by changes in the length of | out the wheat, but the result is the same as ; 
| Zs na ore me cath tempera-/ where the hogs rooted out the wheat the 3 
| ‘ion‘ef the influence of air and temperature | PTeW!Ous Year. If it changed to anything, it : } on the health of the human body; and yet | ™st certainly have been pig-weeds, as they ¢ 
| the research into the conditions necessary | grew profusely, and to an enormous size, S 
| to keep it in the normal state, is not moru \ wherever the wheat was killed out. As I 3 
| difficult than in the case of a clock. ; have been altogether unsuccessful,thus far,in ; 

For the Farmer. | raising chess, if some of the ‘advocates of 
WHS DON'T 2a WHEAT ‘TURN TO OHESS # | ta nsmutation will, through the Farmer, 

| T commenced farming in 1841, in the State | give full directions for turning wheat to & 
| of Ohio. The first wheat I sowed I bonght| to chess, I will make the experiments care- z 
| ofa neighbor who called it clean seed, but} fully, and note the result through the same 
| on examination I found it contained quite a| medium. But until I am convinced that : 

| sprinkling of chess. He said it made no| wheat will turn to chess, I shall be very : 
| difference, as wheat would turn to chess. ‘I careful not to sow any with my wheat. My 8 

| sowed it arid the result was a tolerably good | wheat brings me twenty-five cents on every : 
| crop’ of wheat and about half as much chess, | bushel above the market price of common ‘ 

|| As T was on a new farm in the timber region, | good wheat—for seed—at home, without 3 
| Thad the advantage of a clean soil, and ro-| the trouble of hauling it off. q 
|| solved to sow wheat and nothing but wheat. z Mio Barpwiy. 4 |) Mark the result: From that time till the| _ JA0Ss0x, Adams Oo., July 8, 1856. ' 

present the result has been wheat and noth-|_ Economy is not the mean “penny wise ! 
ing but wheat. One field which I rented to | and pound foolish” policy which many sup- : 
@ neighbor, however, got pretty well pep-| pose it to be; it is the art of calculation i 

Bed va ples lor peobortiniay oak where hotmceawrer : © 0! : 
In the summer of 64 Tentered the land gmtifving them: This little pilfering temper j 

| on which T now live, and got a piece broken | o¢ a wife is despicable and odious to every : | and sowed to winter wheat; but not bonis man of sense; but there is a judicious, grace- j 
| ready to move on to it, was unable to get it | ful economy, which has no cunne tion with j 

fenced till the following epring, and the cat- Ger phn te ao ie ee i 
a and hogs kept it fed close in the fall and, vootéd trom cultivated minds, Yah aia ! in December, we had a thawy, open spell of have been well educated, fur from despising , | ~Weather, 60. that the hogs took it out,| domestic duties, will hold them in high re- 

» Almost roots and all. Besides all that, my pees Deususe they will see that the whole 
jj8eed, wheat, was badly grown; but as I could | happiness of the life is made up of the hap- 
«et, no, other clean seed, I preferred .grown a of each particular day and hour, and | 

~ J} at much of the enjoyment of these must | i seed.to foul seed. The advocates of trans-| depend upon the puuetual practice of those | ||| Mutation said that I would have a fine crop virtues Ope are more valuable than splen- | 
of chess. The wheat was examined closely ! did.- :
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i For the Farmer. | that all the old comb, whether in a tree or 
i ee hive, has nothing in it. Now for the reme- 
j Messrs. Eprrors—In your June number|dy: Put the top of your hive on with 
° “J, O. K.” asks the question, “Is it possible | screws, instead of nails, so that it may be 
t for one ignorant of all practical knowledge | easily taken off. When you wish to take 
& on the subject, to successfully undertake the | out any honey, ‘take off the top of the hive, 
? management of a few bee-hives?” I suppose | drive the bees down with tobacco smoke, 
z it matters but little to the inquirer, from |and then carefully take out one half the 
: whence the information comes, provided it | honey from the top part of the hive. The 

; is reliable. As for my experience in the } next year, turn your hive up and take outof 
3 matter, it is very limited, having had no ex- | the bottom end. In following this method, 
# perience except for the two last years. As | you will always have comb in the hive, in 

t to wintering them, I put them in my cellar, | which your bees can be hatched. 

; being careful to set the hives up two or Yours respectfully, 
three feet from the ground, and stop up the Wm. F. Onrpman. 

t places that the bees usually come out at,and| WARREN, Waushara Co., July 8, 56. 
3 then to bore two or three gimlet holes area For the Warmer. 
7 through the hive, to let in a sufficient quan- PATENT OFFICE SEEDS. 

: tity of air. The object of stopping up the} Messrs. Eprrors—I received early in April, 

i hive is to keep the bees from coming out) through the polite attention of our Repre- 
} whenever any one enters the cellar with a | sentative in Congress, from the Patent Office 

i light. A year ago last fall [had one swarm, | in Washington, a few seeds of what is called 
l that, I am sure, had not more than half! the Prickly Seeded Spinach—a variety of 

t honey enough to winter them on. I fed] the Spinacia oleracia, selected in England. 

; them clarified sugar all winter, by putting it | It is a variety sowed there in the fall for 
i on a plate and setting it under the hive. I early spring use. But I sowed these on the 

i succeeded in getting them safely through. | 5th of April; on the 4th of June they were 
5 The only serious difficulty with me, I think | served on our table. I did not take them 

; willbe, in wintering them, as they do not] from the garden as early 2s I might have 
3 seem to be very spiteful towards me, for I] gone, nor had I taken pains to press forward 
; act upon the principle of, “Let me alone, | their growth. Had I used warm manure, I 
f and I will let you alone.” The following in- | think we might have had them for use early 
t formation, which may be of some benefit to | jn May. I found them to be a very choice 

: some of my fellow farmers, was derived, a | article of greens, superior to any greens of 

t few years since, from a gentleman of the | carly spring culture I have ever eaten; and 
‘ most experience in the management of bees | | recommend them to all who desire to have 
& of any individual I ever metwith. Hesays:| » hardy, early, and excellent vegetable for ; 

ie “There are two causes why bees do not do | that season of the year when greens are par- ; 
{ well, after having been kept tor several years | ticularly acceptable. , 

in one place. The first reason is, the coun-] Through the Farmer, permit me to return 1 

¢ try gets over stocked, so that the bees can-|my thanks to our Representative O. 0. ‘ 
7 not obtain honey sufficient to winter on. | Wasnsury, and our Senator, Onartes Dur- t 

{ But the greatest cause is, the practice of put-| :ep for their attention in having me fur- 

i ting cap on the hives, from year to year,|nished with specimens of various seeds : 
; thereby lowing all the old comb to remain | during the past spring. b 
a in the hive.” Yours respectfully, g 
is He says that the bees put a new coat or Wa. Henry BrisBane. a 
} lining over ea:h cell, every spring. There-| Avewa, Wis, July 6, 1856. b 

by sult is, the ¢: Ils soon become so small that ea AL ee se oe, D 

4 they can neither deposit their honey nor lay} Wun a man stops his newspaper on ac- e 

: their eggs in them; consequently, when the | count of pecuniary foreboding, he may be is 

ps comb all gets old, the bees will soon begin | considered about as far gone as if he should a 

i. to die. I also judge this to be the case, | conclude to stop his daily bread for fear he 2 

¢ from the fact that, Ihave already noticed | should come to poverty.  [Am’n. Agr'T’st. : 
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iaieee For the Farmer For the Farmer. THE LAST SEVERE WINTER. IOWA COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
Mussrs. Eprrors—I am very sorry to re- Dopexvitie, Wis., July 3, 56 

port the loss of some 80 apple trees, some of| Mrssrs. Powers & SkINNER, i 
| which had been in bearing for three years.| Gents: On the 26th of June, uit., many 

Thave cultivated very highly, manured and | citizens of Iowa County assembled at Dodge- 
mulched thoroughly—usually planting corn | ville, and organized the Iowa County Agri- 
in the orchard—and have taken a great deal | cultural Society. Hon. H. M. Billings was 
of pleasure in seeing my trees grow; but, unanimously elected President of the said § 
alas, part of them are gone, or at least, their} society; Hon. Levi Sterling, L. W. Joiner ; 
life is gone. They were Eastern trees, andI| and Samuel Hendy, Vice Presidents, 
think that I have now learned one or two Respectfully &c., ‘ 
lessons from their loss—yirst, Eastern trees, Gero. Mrsserssnrn, ; 
especially root grafts, may go by for all me; Recording Secretary. 
secondly, good thrifty seedlings from neigh- A LESSON FROM THE BIRDS, § 
boring nurseries I think I should prefer, and STS 3 - § s A gentleman observed in a thicket of ‘ after they have a good start, graft them at bushes near his dwelling a collection of : the top. t brown thrushes, who for several days at- 5 All my cultivated Plum and Cherry trees| tracted his attention by their loud cries and 3 are also done for. I suppose they died of strange movements. At length curiosity 5 
the same complaint, namely: an over dose| Was so much excited that he determined to J of manure. My Currants and other small |S¢¢ if he could ascertain the cause of the ex- 9 
fruit are doing well. Swoalucciens, ee bushes ‘hel!foudd 3 : 2 ee as in min’ ushes, he found a 4 J Spring wheat looks very good SOME VICID- | forsale thrush, hose wing was caught in a ity. Oats, also, appear to be in a flourish-|}imb in such a way that she could not escape. ing condition. The grass on the marshes} Near by was her nest, containing several : looks fine, and we have some heavy timothy | half-grown birds. _ On retiring a little dis- ‘ 
for this State. Corn looks very well, but ees dat de a he F ii t £ 8 share hes Been zpme ml apap the Sec and | Which they gave first to the mother and then g BD BPtsRi00Py OF the, Srapesetions;, to her young; she the meanwhile cheering % extra or back copies, at the State Fair, next} them in their labor of love with a song of t 

fall? Yours, &c. = A. B. Pzasz. | gratitude. a Rosenpatg, Fond duLac Oo., July 6, 56. After watching the interesting scene until 3 i —., curiosity was satisfied, the gentleman re- # We intend to have copies of the Transac- leased the poor bird, when she flew to her tions of the State Agricultural Society at the} nest with a grateful song to her deliverer, Fair in October, and we shall be happy to and her charitable neighbors dispersed to i 
supply friend Pease and all others who may ae cn! oe wats ane = 
wish. The last winter has done severe Se = 5 sence. “ 
Pruning everywhere, and tanght many| Aw Improvement IN Oarriacrs.—An in- 5 lessons, if properly understood. We are| vention for making theconnection of the pole ‘ 

or the shafts of a carriage more safe, has ‘ Ghana ioe eae a nent" listen aabinieed mS banintad. h.oisah Giook 2 Beng eae eee S- | of vuleanized India-rubber is inserted in the y Saaes ap Frowns.— Which will you do space, which, in what is called the clip or = —smile, and make your household happy, or| shackles of the shaft, intervenes between the ® be crabbed, and make all those young ones clip-tire and the round head of the shaft, q gloomy, and the elder ones miserable? The otroagle which the connecting ball is passed. : amount of happiness you can produce is in- | The block of India-rubber holds the ball in g calculable, if you show a smiling face, a kind | its place with a firm but elastic pressure, and be heart, and speak pleasant words. Wear a entirely prevents it both from oe or be- % pleasant countenance ; dhe, beam in your] coming loosened by motion. The application a eyes, and love glow on your forehead. There] of this contrivance causes the play of the a is no joy like that which springs from a kind machinery of the carriage to be performed in 4 act or a pleasant deed; and yon feel it at| perfect silence, and by keeping the bolt in 2 night when rest, at morning when you rise, | its pisre, and preventing the nut screwed to and through the day when about one Dusi-} it from loosening by motion, obviates the ness, [Home Journal. | liability to accident. 4 
mee at rommetipeab ets farsa spe eth s bet eet tie
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: SR arp PR | SHIN DISEASES OF DOMESTIO ANIMALS. 

: STOCK REGISTER | ee ees the const 
4 ee 

is isa topic demanding the earnest at- 

: . For the Farmer. | tention of stock-breeders and farmers gen- 

: BLAOK LEG. erally. Skin diseases, produced Ra insects, | 

se Messrs, Eprrors—This peculiar disease is are by no means nncommon, An seriously | 

: ae affect the breeding and feeding qualities of 

' met with in nearly every part of our counttY. | animals. Till yeoenrtty, but little scientific 

‘ Cattle, from four months to two years old, | progress had been made in regard to the 

: if they are either fat or in a thriving condi- | natural history and treatment of these para- 

4 tion, are liable to this horrid disease. “The sites. Professor Simonds, the Veterinary 

% », 
Tnsj f the Royal English Agricultural 

‘ symptons are at once sure and terrible. The a peuagere ‘ werddl 2 here Betis 

t beginning of the Black Legis usually, but | the Conneil on this subject, from which the 

3 not always, confined to the lgs; when begin- | following statements are gleaned : 

3 ning here you first discover swelling and | All domesticated animals are more or less 

° i ; imal soon re- | aftected by peculiar parasitical insects, which 

£ | lameness in the hip. The animal soo oY ered into th oe 

| fuses its food, the eyes assume a wild or va- Taek be divided into three ee ae 

5 
e si nsects attacking the external parts of the 

3 | cant stare, the breath is hot and hurried, the body, on which they pass through the whole 

z bowels costive, and the atmosphere argund | period of their existence, as the acaré, pro- 

3 the animal becomes fetid. By rubbing the | ducing scab, magi, &e. 2. Insects which 

BE hand over tho afflicted parts a crackling pass their larve condition only on the skin, 

sound is made under the hide. A strong so- peepee ged wien So ee ae age. 

¢ lution of water and zaltpeter, given in time, figon. 3. Insects, ag  aedtractive’ to ani- 

Ne: and copioun bleeding in the neck, willsome- | mal life, lodged in the internal organs and 

‘ times cure it. H.R. cavities of the body. 

£ Sprmavare, Wis. April 14, 56. | Some’ confusion had arisen from’ giving 

‘ enna agaere fey as different names in case of lower animals to 

a FEEDING COWS DURING WINTER. diseases identical in their character; the 

- Hl Siete mange and scab in the horse and Shoop bette 

$ | Messns. Eprrors—I have a little experi- analogous to the itch or scabies in the human 

§ ence in the above line. About two years enterts It ae be more ery to = 

: ago, I bought a cow that had been wintered teat! «, ees een aenest Cee 

f Cee alien moment It is well known, both in Canada and 

5 ee > CCAS — Europe, that the scab often leads to seriou 

i visit” of an ear of corn. She gave during ten | losses. to flockmasters, by its tendency to 

‘ months, 2,800 quarts of milk, The next ea eaal the es the general condi- 

se ‘ i j the animal. Its cause was not satis 

; winter she, was put upon diet of good tim- ae . oy : 

5 othy hay, corn-stalks, rutbagas, and carrots, St eS ihe STE: ie 

aS and the next season of 10 months, she gave | acari or mites, in dirt or filth, sugar, cheese, 

4 5,060 quarts of milk—the pasture being the | flour, and most vegetable substances. He 

: same both years.. The extra feed during the found that the male and female acarus of the 

‘ winter would not exceed $10 above the a ce Lyaphente? eu _— 

Pet 
cs e of each of those ani- 

eS straw system. All who have been acquaint-| mals, the former being the, cause of the 

ie: ed with the price of butter during the last | mange, and the latter of the scab. These 

BE twelve months, will know whether I got the mites haye the power of traveling from one 

om $10 back or not. J.T, | animal to another; and the ‘scab eae of 

ae Gunton, Wis, June-26, 1856. Ee ee re ol 
: i if not_ arrested. m cal ju 

e Hy To Prevent Hoor Am us Carrie.—At | experiments, Professor Simonds “covelades 

et this season of the year, when cows are Eas that the mites belonging to one class of ani- 

fy on low and swampy groans they are liable | mals could not hgtiider the same disease 

oE to get the ground itch or lameness in the | on the bodies of another class; that the mite 

bate feet. To prevent this, take some fresh lime | which produced scab on sheep Was not caps 

pa and put each side of the bars or where they ble of producing mange on the horse. or dog. 

ale | will tread in it several times & day, taking | This conclusion, however, from ‘recent 6x- 

Bs ||| Gare to add more lime occasionally. _ For- | periments made in Germany, may bé regard- 

: | merly my cows suffered severely; since I | ed as somewhat doubtful. ? 

i | have bi lime as above, (about three years,) | The deposition of the acari on the skin of 

ie | T have not had a lame cow. the sheep and the development of the soub 

¥
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ciseanes mUEy. be traced as soll 2 :—“First, | To this gallon of solution a gallon of vegeta- 

a slight redness comes on the skin, albumin- | ble infusion may be added, made b; urin; 

ous fluid is exuded, which mats the adjoining | a gallon of bo.ling water over fan buhees of 

wou oD ged ah detinits pein is lt by forglove ae, a phone pe nee 

18 m: Cl violently attempt 0 o remain till co! when if ma: a 

scratch itself by rubbing the part againstany | off. Half a pint of it, at inbreas ofa few 

resisting object. The irritation extends to| days, should be sprinkled (from a bottle, 

ten or twelve inches. The disease makes | through a quill in the cork) on the skin at 

rapid progress. Acari had traveled over | the back and sides of the sheep. Two or 

other parts of the body. In sixteen days, | three dressings will generally be found sufti- 

fifty gr ainty Coes of oy ee yee jou set to cure the most inveterate cases of : 

at the base of the wool. Large thickened } scab. 

crusts of a white appearance were formed.| Parasitical insects often travel to other 

aeons Se ee ental; and wie, producing the Lage 

it . 4 > 8 tis jiseases as they do on the animals to 

eusned, which, on being raleed® eet num-| which they naturally belong, nevertheless 
Der 0! sc ou e at . _ Inflamma- | they frequently occasion a great amount of 

tion on the skin ensued. The itch in the | local irritation of an annoying character on 
human subject arose from the same cause;|the skin. Poultry sometimes swarm with 

tena burrpred ponents ne ce insects, especially lice and mites, which often 
pr Aah » teh be r skin. aS able Rae travel to otheranimals.. Horses may appear { 

ihe Lown more vhedathela ethan to have the mange, while the effect is simply ; 

See eee errata ft | - | an mits of easy cure by means im- 
tions. The itch-mite insinuated itself wethin | pregnated with Pian id we 
the skin, while the mites of the horse and|™ qy, Bias tatiana ecient aed : 

sheep made their attacks upon the skin.” |. 7°. es ene 1 a class of parasitical 

These minute creatures are wonderfully rN oh peas only one period of shee 

endued with the power of extracting the aver ee “pe ne eaitie ene short 

juices of the skin by their suctorial dises; of cis en Astin ese ean ra 

saheding to the wool or pat by their HPO flies. Small tumors are commonly seen on 

jets; and their trumpet-shapen apendages | the backs of the farmer's best-doing stock, 
enable them to hold themselves securely by | each containin: l 

. - oS g a small maggot, grub, or 
valves to flat surfaces. The female mite is} pot the lai te of th Loe bi fi: ‘ 

larger than the male, and isadapted to propa- eee species of this Gy decode hit eags a 

noe le ma peer |e mea tae as et | 
spac ae ces tl skin of horses, where they are hatched; be- ‘ 

Se joint action. Professor Sim- | ing licked up by the horse, and passing into 

~ een these scab-mites olin and | the stomach, and afterwards through the in- 

ae f ora days after they had been | testines as bots. The cattle gad-fly deposits 

removed from the backs of the sheep; and | its very minute egg on the skin of the ani- 
he considers that there is great risk to any mal, which, being hatched by heat, passes 

peek a Sock CONE the ground | peneath the scarf skin, and lays secure, feed- 

oe ich infected sheep had pe re-| ing on the unctuous secretions of that integ- 

moved less than two or three weeks. ument. It afterwards burrows into the skin, 

The ene oF scab is not eeneraly a simile and insinuates ios a ab ane thus re- j 

process. e cause must be thoroughly | mains secure all winter. n the spring : 

removed. viz: the destruction not only of | ditfused swellings are observed on the backs 

the mites, but their eggs also. Many of the | of cattle, which give pain on pressure, in 

proposed remedivs destroy the insects, but | consequence of inflammation. The grub lies : 

Bod theioges whioh Jo fv dag AT Fu | oproack: of mmmner, When e‘ehle fresh swarm of living creatures. Dip- @ appr of summ\ ne whi 

pings, ointinents, é&c., early, all failed, color “becomes dark, and it meee its way i 

yy not reaching the eggs. Arsenical appli- | out o its retreat. On the ground it soon 

cations are more potent; but from their | assumes the chrysalis state, escapes from its f 

virulent poisonous nature, require the great-| shell as a gad-fly, lays its eggs, and dies, 

est care inapplying. The preferbale form of The eggs again produce grubs, and the same j 

such solution is that of arseniate of potash, | wonderful cycle of changes succeeds. _It is 

blended with vegetable infusions, such as | the same with the bots of the horse. When : 

those of foxglove, henbane, dock-roots, &o, | they lost at maturity their power of attach- 

Two panes unt common AEveRIO <. fae ihe eeiael ee fo os somal 7 slipped 

ounces of carbona‘e of lime, er | their holdings, and passed out of the stomach 

in a quart of water, until dissolved, when a through the intestines to the und, when 
q > ug: gro 

: further quantity of water may be added, ! they assumed the chrysalis state and became 

ere er eee ee 
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a flies. The egg of the sheep gad-fly was de- Fer the Farmer. 

% posited about the middle or latter end of SHEEP. 

= summer. The sheep were then herded to- — 

x gether with their heads down, and violently | Mxssrs. Eprrors—I have a small flock of 

: stamping with their feet. The fly at length | sheep, amongst which are fifty-three French 

j deposited its egg in their nostrils, and the | ang 8 anish Merino ewes. About the 10th 

5 hatched grub penetrated through the inter- Ps Ish a ld t 

& mediate cavities to the frontal sinuses, when | f Tune, ult., I sheared these ewes, sold to 

' a plate of bone prevented its getting into the | me by Messrs Rosier and McAllister as thor- 

é brain, Various affections in the brain of|ough bred Merinos, which yielded me an 

: shoeh enon oh Tiree, sig, giddy, pn aggregate of 281 lbs of cleanly washed wool, 

e goggles, &c., have been erroniously ascribe _ % ats 

é to the gad-fiy, but they have a totally dif- (about : Baha. each) ore rapa gy 

£ ferent origin, viz: arising from the forma- ty lambs; and for this wool I received at 

& tion of little sacs or bladders, containing! home 411-4 cents per pound, or a little 

3 ee The mange = dogs is owing 2 short of $2 20 per fleece. 

the dog-flea; an insect that was the fruitfu * IE: : 

ze arent diseesed action of the animal’s skin, I have several objects in wer = making 

5 when it generated and passed throngh all its | this statement, three of which are: 

5 various gradations of existence. _ ist. To gratify my own vanity—lI like to 

S ago. a So rtea anise do whatever I undertake, at least, as well 

# improved management. Cleanliness, ventila- a: neighbors, aod as oe S _ = 

& tion, exercise, nutritions diet, and temper- beat this, I should like to be informed of it, 

; ance, have affected the most beneficial that I may try again. 

changes on the human race, within a com- : 4 

$ ——~ short period of time; and it is 2d. To encourage the introduction of good 

t ut reasonable to conclude that similar | Stock into the country. I have yet to find 

\ causes will produce similar results among our | that it costs any more to keep a sheep worth 

¥ domesticated animals, We have yet much twenty dollars, than one worth two dollars, 

4 to learn and to do in relation to these im-|hytT have already found the clear profit to | 
t portant matters. [Oanadian Agriculturist. be much greater—and ) 

3 si CnETOrnS 2 cured, 8d. To do justice to Messrs. Rosier and | 
very inveterat yy was! iz joro- . . 

3 ughly with soap-suds, and then rubbing McAllister, of whom I purchased this share 

£ with lard fried out of salt meat. Keep|of my stock. 

4 clean, and wash and grease every other day! I was no judge of sheep, and purchased 

¢ ast foe ar ae 2 entirely on the statement of these gentle- 

t cause of this diseases and many eS men, who were strangers to me, and who, 

E injured by want of care and cleanliness when | at my request, selected from their flock for 

5 driven in muddy weather. me, a part of the lot. 

5 ates eeeensee See It is so seldom that we meet with stran- 
: HER OaLr.— e wear astrap aroun 
& the neck; when taken from the cow, put the at ie inten ae a iiose —— 

strap around the cow’s horns. The smell of | ° us when thus in their power, that it af 

4 the calf that remains on the strap will ina fords me great pleasure to volunteer this 

; great measure prevent her fretting. If she | tribute to what, at least,sso far, seems to me 

; has been accustomed to go to her calf at/ an honorable exception, and to recommend 
‘ noon, let her be milked for a few days atthe|+ the farmers of Wisconsin the fine 

' ‘5 Ses a Cow From Suckive HErsEr. = a pg eee ect 
+ | teri er our State. ours 

e —Take a small stick of hickory wood, about a L Be 

a eighi inches long, about as thick as a man’s Aurzep L. OCasTiEMan. 

Va little finger, make it smaller in the middle Fe ar ee ee eee 

than at either end, take a sharp-pointed| Por. St. Hare, a nee Ger- 

i knife, make acut in the thin part of the cow’s | man savant, has lately delivered two lectures 

: nose, large enongh for the pin to go in tight; | on the advantages of bringing horse-flesh in- 

: grease the stick a little; the cut will soon | to use as food. He says the horse is herbiv- 

‘ get well. It is impossible for a cow to suck | erous, and no deleterious element enters into 

herself while the pin is in. She will soon| its food or structure. We understand that 
P : 

forget it, and the pin can then be removed. | the Norwegiansare great consumers of horse- 

; It is far preferable to wearing a yoke. flesh. ; [Veterinary Journal. 
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His Coror is a Red roan; calved April, | probably as fine a model of the true Short 

1850; bred by Marquis of Exeter, Burgh- | Horn as can be found in this country, and 
ley House, Stamford; imported by N. J. | well worthy of the study of those who would 
Becar and L. G. Morris, and selected by | get an ideal of the right kind fixed in their 
Mr. M. in 1852. mind’s eye. 
“Romeo” is recorded and illustrated in| We understand that Messrs. R. & O. have 

11th vol. of Coates’ Herd Bood, page 229. | a splendid herd of some fifty head of thor- 
Romeo won the first prize laurels as the | ough bred animals, and are gentlemen of 

best bull over three years old at the follow- | great enterprise in such matters. 
ing shows:—New York Staté/Show at Sar-| When will any of our wealthy and patri- 
atoga, 1863 ; American Institute, 1853; U. | otic citizens imitate theirexample? May be 
8. Agricultural Society at Boston, 1855 ; and | before Wisconsin is as old as Ohio. As yet, 
illustrated in U.S. Transactions for 1855, | our taste and spirit seem pretty much-ab- 
page 45. sorbed in a love of fast horses; and the con- 

This splendid specimen animal is now the | sequence is, that both beef and butter are 
Property of Messrs. Reber & Coutts, of Lan- | scarce and inferior, and will continue so to 
caster, Ohio, who purchased him at the re- | be until the taste for cattle breeding is more 
cent sale of Lewis G. Morris, Esq. He is! extensively cultivated. 
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§ = stocked with good fruit, of any kind; not 

“Se. even apples. We solemnly assure all tree 

; Beek planters, that there is no sort of danger, more 

| SS 3 . than there is of the world’s being over- 

8 a Sie 7 ey a stocked with good men. Extraordinary 

; ae 4 Sa Sd bE sf good things are not of spontaneous growth ; 

= os aes Pi? | and the habitual carelessness and negligence 

3 Pe ee cane Adige 2 C= of nine-tenths of mankind, is such, (though 

a te A Bs5s Pa ae eas Z\ | lamentable the fact,) that all the preaching, 

3 wees Se. ae eee "| and punching of horticultural writers, seems 

ea Se SS ee Nes.'| to fall like an idle word upon a thoughtless | 

SE et aa brain and deaf ear. We fear the world, | 

HORTICULTURE. |@* inhabitants,) has yet a great deal of |} 

é ee | PROTONS £O make in these traits of character, |} 

; THE FRUIT OROP FOR 1856. before it isnear what it should be. | 

2 All the leading kinds of fruit are bound to STRAWBERRY CULTURE. i 

# be a short crop, throughout the Northern} §rrvarion axp Sor.—A warm and shel- | 

e and Western States. Peaches are scarcely | tered situation, with a moist gravelly loam, |) 

to be heard of in those regions in the West-| is the most desirable combination of circum- | 

ern and Middle States where hitherto they| stances; but in its absence, the next best || 

i have been the most abundant. But in their} place that one may have, will answer every | 

i stead, dry branches and dead trees appear on | purpose. If too dry, the plants will need || 

§ all hands, from Wisconsin to Massachusetts— | occasional watering; if too wet, then drain- |; 

& the result of the last cold winter. Through’ age will be needed, or, in its absence, a high t 

4 Michigan, Indiana and Ohio, we noticed them | hilling system of cultivation. | 

on all sides; and hardly an instance of 8) Preparation oF Som.—This is an impor- |, 

i live tree with fruit upon it. tant matter, and unless it is done well, good | 

} The apple crop, also, bids fair to be re-| crops cannot be expected. It must be | 

£ markably short. We hardly saw a tree| plowed or spaded deep—not less than 18 to |} 

5 ‘yell loaded with fruit, in traveling @ thou-| 90 inches; and the finer it is pulverized the | 

5 sand miles. This must also be owing to the) better. If new, and ordinarily rich western || 

f winter, as the failure could hardly otherwise | soil, no manure may be needed at first; but 

be so general. Pears and plums are also| if the soil is light, it is important to spade in 

} said to be equally scarce; and eherries, which | a sufficient amount of the right kind of ma- |} 

s are now in their season, are not very abun-| nure to give it the proper tone, as it is very 

F dant nor good, if the show in the market is | difficult to apply it efficiently when the sur- 

a fair criterion. We will venture to predict | race of the ground is planted, and much de- 

that the fruit shows the coming fall will be] pends on the kind of manure used. 

meagre enough, as well as the supplies for| Jt seems to be a well established fact, that || 

use. : barn- and animal manures | 

: Nothing seems more remarkable than the} ar oo they produce enn: | 

, almost entire absence of good, well set, and) ,rowth of vines and runners, and too little of 

& well kept orchards, through all the country | trait, This fact understood, would undoubt- 

s from Wisconsin to Maine. In going one} eqly explainto many, why their vines, which 

Md route and returning another, we hardly sa| perhaps are thrifty and fine, do not bear 

a good farm orchard in the whole distance; ¢-yit, 
1 

but multitudes of miserable, scrawny, lean-| To bear fine and abundant fruit, the plant 

i ing, unpruned trees—invariably struggling] must be fed with the proper elements to 

§ in grass and weeds, and oftenshowing speci-| make it. What could: be more simple, or 

e mens of the hardest, and sourest seedling] nytnral? The strawberry, pleasant 95 it 

; fruit, at that. tastes, is found, on analysis, to be composed 

Surely none need be slarmed with the] about two-thirds of potosh, lime and salt. 

fear that the country will soon be over-] What unread person, who ever tasted of pure 

:
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potash, would believe it? yet so it is not-; will usually be the case, they ought to have 
Withstanding, as an accompanying chemical | their roots nicely puddled, which is nothing 

analysis will show almost a quarter pure} more than dipping them in thin liquid mud. 
potash, more than a quarter pure salt, and} Select young and thrifty plants instead of 3 

about one-sixth pure lime. Think of this,} old ones. In planting for garden culture, ; 
you strawberry eaters, who are afraid to| about one foot apart in the row, and the 

drink lime water. rows about two feet apart, is a fair distance. 

Instead of animal manures, where any is | But for field planting, where there is plenty 

used, apply ashes, (leache? or un.eached,) | of land, it is better to make the rows three : 
iime and salt, in about such proportions as | feet apart, so that they can be worked with 
above stated, and the results will not be| a cultivator. , 
doubtful. Work the ground level, and insert the 3 

Vantzrizs.—Hovey’s Seedling, Burr’s New | plants carefully, but firmly, in the soil; and 
Pine, McEyoy’s Superior, and the Crimson | wet them well to imbed them thoroughly. q 
Gone, are good Pistillate varieties. Unless it is very wet or moist weather, it 

The Large Early Scarlet and the Iowa, are | will be indispensable in fall planting, to cover | 
gooe Staminate varieties, and perfectly well | the plants with a thin coating of old straw, ' 
proved in this climate. sufficient to shield them from the sun, andto 

By a little inquiry, most of these varieties | keep them entirely moist. They should be ‘ 
ean be found in every neighborhood. well watered every evening, if necessary, to : 
Prantine.—The ground well prepared, | keep them thus moist. 4 

the next thing is the planting; and for fall! Any negleot in thus mulching and water- q 
Planting, we would recommend the fore part | ing, will guarautee a certain failure in fall 
ef September, in preference to a later period, | planting, unless in a remarkably wet season. 4 
that the plants may get well rooted for win-| But if the mulching and watering are prop- 7 
ter. A wet time is preferable, and if the erly attended to, for two or three weeks, 
Plants are handy by, they should be removed | they are sure to grow and root well and be | 

| With a trowel, and with a sufficient quantity ready for the winter. Plants put out early 

of earth to keep them green and growing. If} in the spring will usually thrive well with- 
the plants are brought from a distance, which | out mulching or watering. The fall set bed i 

Mee eared Adin Hike Hapilaty? Gan a oy URW et oe NE
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needs no further attention after the plants | Sulphuric Acid ........--+-++++++++ 8.15 

are well started, to grow until the approach Oblorine......--.eeeeeeeeeeeee eer, B78 

iz of winter, when it is necessary to cover Magnesia.........2-seeeeeeeeecees Trace 

i them with old soggy straw, which, as soon! 4, per cent. of Ash. 100.00 

| as it is snowed over, should be caretully trod +20 

| g down, to prevent the mice from harboring For the Farmer, 

under it. FEOIE, THEBES. 

a When spring has fairly come, and the frost Massrs. Eprrors— Wisconsin farmers have | 

4 is out, then rake off the dressing, and the had high anticipations for the last few years, ' 

plants will soon come forth. After this in fruit growing. Their prospects have been | 

nothing farther is necessary than to keep | such as would seem to warrant high expecta- 

the ground clean and mellow—being careful tions, consequently their hopes were reason- 

not to disturb it too near the plants, so deep | able, notwithstanding disappointment fol- 

as to injure the roots, which are numerous lowed. Have they expected too much, or 

andnearthe surface. And before the season | forgotten that uncertainty not only has a 

for regulating the runners, we will refer to | name in Webster, but exists with us in view 

% the subject again, and fully explain the mi- of the future? For the last six years, the 

2 nutiz of summer cultivation. farmers of Wisconsin have done much to 

Proper regard must be had to the sexes of| change the scenery of this country, by enter- 

strawberries, and in order to have it the ing into the praise-worthy business of trans- 

i better understood, we here introduce cuts | planting fruit trees. The apple, plum and 

: to fully explain it. cherry have been successfully cultivated. 

4 = Hope has seemed to warm the very heartsof 

3 a re ze the workmen; they seemed happy in antici- 

7X) ( ee ‘| pation of the golden harvest yet to come. 

Mg ( Me ory They ina measure saw the fruits of their 

Ee xy Cy / |labors, and were satisfied. Nowhere have 

aL y Se, trees flourished better for the last few years 

t ae than in this State. But, alas! the frigid 

* aa’ Rie * ae ~— _ —— frosts of 566 swept — 

a : . e land—the snows came not to cover an | 

2 i Pcicceonthe = ps ee iy — protect vegetation—and winter was winter 

; pistils, ecru rate ee Bee ee Spots eee = bringing 

i Fig. ana: sgcinkie. acti ee with it the sad effects of icy winter. Peach 

Fig. 8. A pistillate or female done trees went by the board generally, but of 

4 Th fol Sas San - them we had little to expect; many plum 

: ne following analysis of the strawberry | and cherry trees did not make a start; some 
we take from Pardee on Strawbery Culture: apple trees that had already began to leave 

Potash nes errs out, died. That was indeed a time of sour 
‘ot eRe eele ceeen steno meee eo ee * : 

Thane RCS SER LEpigg | ARS aay sald teey wen Sin ee 
; Silica... . ccs cesscecesseeesesss+ 2:68 | ened—sick of trying to raise fruit;: some 

. Perphosphate of Iron................8.65 | were for going to Kansas, others south ; some 

: a 5.85 | declared this to be no fruit country—and all 

lies... ; oe ree eee on account of the hard nip of last winter. 

i Bada ee 8) a gay Winere mee tierce oreo tee 
Organic Matter, Loss, &............-.5.99 It is true that many of our orchards show 

& —__ | the effects of the severe winter; but who 

: 39 per cent. of Ash. 100.00 | among us wild forget the worthy old motto, 

i THE FRUIT. “Try again,” and not transplant again ? Not; 

ee ea one, I most earnestly hope. Stick in the! 

f eR EB ee 8701 apple trees; “never give it up so.” Show 

Bitiggs 27 POET t° an on| yommeelves workin oe betas lines aot 
Perphosphate of Iron..........-.++. 11.15 | is a battle to be fought in November, and if 
Phosphoric Acid..............-.-+-- 8.59] we can not withstand one such charge as 

= = ee 

a
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this, where shall we be found in that great lost trees become wiser by the lesson, and 

day? Let us ever remember the motto, try transplant twofold more the coming spring. 

again! Let us select our trees from some good nur- 

Two years ago this spring I plowed and| sery in our own State, and let the Eastern 

sowed to wheat a piece of land which I in- | tree peddlers do something which will be of 

tended for an orchard; and before harrow-| more service to their country. O. P.D. 

ing the second time, I seeded it with clover.| Parmyra, Wis. ‘ 

I then set my trees, (which were native,) SS 

numbering about forty, upon this land, after FRUIT CULTURE—PIERCE COUNTY. | 

which I put to each tree about a waueel-bar- BY D. B. BAILEY. 

row load of chip manure, spreading it so as Bee rae - 
: sete The cultivation of fruit is yet in a sta! 

to cover a space of about six feet in diame- infancy; it is just beginnin, me x = Rei ue 

ter—making the treethecenter. This kept| characterits merits deserve. Probably more \ 

the wheat from the roots of the tree, and also | trees have been raised, more orchards plant- i 

caused the soil to retain its moisture. The} ed, within the past ten or twelve years than f 

trees during the summer made a fair growth. | all previous time. Within a few years : 
Twashed the trees with stron past it has received an unusual degree of at- 

Last year I washed %| tention. Plantations of all sorts, orchards, ; 

suds two or three times. The trees made a] gardens and nurseries, have jncreased in 4 

good bat not a rapid growth. Now, wheth- | number and extent to a degree quite unpre- q 

it was on account of the fall coating of| cedented; not in one section or locality, but | 

clover, or in consequence of the gradual from the extreme north to the southern lim- 
th of the trees during the summer, I its of the fruit growing region. | Horticul- i 

growth .o s > I} tural societies have been organized in all f 

am unable to say, but, whether the one or| parts, while exhibitions, and national, state 

the other, I am induced to think that the| and local conventions of fruit growers have 

seeding of the land had the effect to protect been held to discuss the merits of fruits, and 

the trees. Suffice it to say that the trees are other kindred topics, until it has become the 

FT eieatNate ee SEU geddoing eels oot eae aan enethen ove 
ee ) ng Well, | in town or country, to enjoy fine fruits, to 

excepting two that were killed—their roots | provide them for his family, and, if possible, 

being covered with water and ice during the | to cultivate the trees in his own garden. with 

winter and spring. his own hands. Hence, it is one of the 

Last spring I set out some over a hundred many eager questions asked by those who 
cs contemplate emigrating to this northern 

fine apple trees, upon a piece of land in good country—can we raise fruit? is the soil and 

condition. I planted the land to potatoes. | climate adapted to the chltivation of fruit? 

The trees grew well, all living but four I| My present purpose is to answer some of 

think. Early this spring, on examination, those questions. Although I have not time 

T found three or four that seemed badly in- co ease details, or ability to treat the 
: subject as its merits deserve, yet I will offer 

jured, but not past hopes of recovery. They | g few general remarks founded mostly onmy 

ceased to be living things, however, and | own observation and experience. 

since, five or six more have gone to the ie oe Br saying, J a _ no 
: : country in the same degree of latitude, (un- 

shades, and all T one Tah tee ial less it is Oregon,) better adapted to the cul- 

(had I notsold out) is, that next spring these | tivation of all the hardy kinds of fruit, than 

vacant places must be filled, Doth rank and | northwestern Wisconsin, or more particular, 

file, with others. Pierce county. Our winters are far less 

Lhave made some observations this spring, changable than they are further south ; after 

See ac adit alaieet invariably: the cass thay | TOvoolt weaties commis generally 
remains pretty steady until spring. It is 

where orchards have been seeded down to} no¢ subject to those frequent changes from 

grass, or where the least attention has been | freezing to thawing, which horticulturists 

given to theenriching of the soil and nursing | know to be very injurious to young trees. 

of the trees, there we find the least number | Secondly, our soil is most admirably adapted 

killed. It seems that many trees have been to the climate, also to the growing of most 
Reeed tho h in their se KaridY growth- kinds of fruit; such as every orchardist 

MIE OO} much in ; gr would select for planting his trees; a rich 

have become too tender to bear up under| Joamy soil, varying from asandy calcareous, 

the blasts of a winter like that of 1856. Let | to a clayey loam, with a due proportion of 

us not be discouraged, but let those who have | morganie substances, such as lime. potash, 

a a 
ey
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&c., that constitute a |: ortion of th rised 

ashes of the wood and DOE pit eae parsing pwnd Waele on io 

with a sandy clayey subsoil, or a mixture of | ripened He said they did a © ripe me 

sandy clay and gravel: one that will not let Massachusetts; but if The oO tat ba Wa 1d 

the water pass off too quick, or retain it too| mature here, “the Isabella : Xf ” aoa 

long. On such soils we find the greatest and | Thus much of my e: ‘jen inf hee 

most enduring vigor and fertility, the|in Pierce nai rece or oe 

healthiest and hardiest trees, and the fairest | things we know, Th h t shall = 

s and best flavored fruits. x esy?” Ifthe Da Kinds of orien 

But in discussing the horticultural merits | mentioned, have continued to eow and 
of any given locality, it is well if we can flourish for three successive years, then may 
bring experience to sustain our position ; | We not predict that trees will grow and mane 

such I shall endeavor to do, for experience Fruit, if properly planted and cared for after- 
after all is the only sure guide. Owing to wards, And furthermore I believe—and be- 

the comparative newness of our count, lieving I may as well give utterance—that 

there have as yet been but few trees aati :| fruit will yet be one of the principal pro- 

bnt such as were really alive when planted, | ductions of Pierce county. I will conclude 
= and set out in a proper manner, so far as {| this article by offering the following su 

have been able to learn, are doing well. In| tion. In carrying trees to a colder climate, 
3 the spring of 1853, I procured of Mr. F. K let it be done in the spring always, that the || 

f Phenix of the Delevan nursery, in the | growth and ripening of the trees ana be in 
southern part of this State, a lot of apple. accordance with its new climate, aoa not 

i pear, plum, and cherry trees, also quince, have a cold winter come suddenly on the 

ow and gooseberry bushes, grape vines, luxuriant growth of a warmer climate. 

Of two hundred trees, i ae ’ 

forty different ~ontnee nek Mass! at a 

eight or ten; and those were destroyed ie ae 
mostly by the gophers eating off the roots through the Farmer, or otherwise, if you 

- just below the surface of the grouud. With | know ef the experiment being tried of graft- 
the exception of ten or fifteen, they are as | ing the pear on thrifty apple seedling roo’ 

fine and thrifty alot of trees as can be found | and with what success, i i “ 

anywhere; and last season (1855) they pre- th ev eee toe eae 

sented me with a few scattering specimens of es ane ane ee 
F their fruit, as if to show their gratitude for I should like to obtain a copy of the Trans- 

t the little care ‘and attention bestowed on|0f the Wisconsin Fruit Growers Associa- | 

them. As some i i i | 

a trees are dooking dna, Sear ae pare: nn ee EF } 

x dead—such cases are not unfrequent else- — eae F 

i awa many : = finer — of pears. Willsome of our correspondents answer 

y facta jose wor! i 

f quince) all look well. Often neciotins of = na uy, ea wae a | 

plums, two or three have failed, the others ui ee eae i peat 

are doing well. The common red pie, and tained by addressing the president, Omas. 

f morello cherries flourish well, none of the | G1¥FoRD, Esq., Milwaukee. Ens. Farmer. 
faster growing varieties, such as the Harts | 
Bigarreaus, and but few of the Dukes, will How ro Bioom Oameztzas.—When = 

stand our climate as standard trees; but growth is nearly made—that is, when the 

when worked on the Mahaleb stock, there- leaves have expanded in the young shoots, 

: Sp doodng thie, tisy copm to beoumg| “2 should be withheld, so as to allow the 
guite hardy. I have both Bigarreaus and plants to flag butnot toshrivel. Thisshould : 

hte {Oar itis ehcbdlsvitoataretant| oon ee an thelere eres 
: ‘dim Meck. whiter) atid eerithout losing aheit | SMeenee cuplouslz; Alling, the, pes tire 

terminal buds. The quince is not at home or four times after the water has sunk ; only | 
t here, Currants, and berries, with th water them this once and let them flag 98 ) 

iia Sichorian aircies pcmr achat ©! before. Care is required not to allow them 

es Among my different varieties of grapes, aro sa Soe a relad Jeaves will be injared. 3 
the Clinton, Isabella and Oatawba, the two This sudden check at that period, 1 have , 

a last I give a slight protection in winter; all always found, will cause the plants to form 
Det. the Enbalix: produqed fruit lact'seceon, { Unies. bat muless bag are ts beak, Coe 
Sie. louan Pieldua.'e:quatiiguae S@lvdeaSt Th. fer nen ae cae’ amas Faire | 

; many years been engaged in the nursery it would weaken them still more. | I have 
business in Dracutt, Middlesex county, Mass. Voeat castes, by these means, to cause | 

eins on a vist ts nls comary, test, ro”| Sonoanins 20 Rios Set bakes oro || 
ee ? for three or four years. [Gardener’s Ohron. | 

)
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ees eon: east and'west. It grew larger in the direc- i 

PRACTICAL HINTS—NO. 3. sono its free movementsin the proportion Ed 

In previous numbers of the Fs we of thirteen to eleven. Itis clear, then, that : 

hava treated under the above head; of the ae exercise. It is good to sup- 4 

modes of transplanting and pruning to be i ae poncrenya shee i arortiat a 

| determined by the physiological operations ne — S oe ines aml es 

of the tree or plant. what feeble condition, as it is good for a | 

| We alluded to some curious and interest- tari aa eae oe CS cs - 

| ing analogies between vegetatble and ani- Lupin sigalg & 

mal life. The parallel can be traced still Plants not only require exercise, but they ce 

| farther, and other practical lessons can be also have their periods of rest. What the a 

| derived from it. Asin the animal econo- alternatives of day and night are to ani- a 

| my, there is necessity of free exercise of mals, summer and winter are to trees. It 5 a 

limbs and fanctions, so is it with the vege- | ™9Y be supposed that in the tropics, trees oH 

| table creation, and the winds, so often de- | STOW equally the year around. But a 

| structive inour orchards and gardens, are|it is not 0. The dry season and a 

i necessary to vigorous and healthfal growth. wet season correspond with our win- ie 

The more you confine a rose bush by train- ter and summer, not in point of time, per- a 

ing it up ona frame or wall, the slenderer haps, but in the regularity of their recur- ¥ 

it will grow for lack of free motion, and it |T0°* and in their effects upon vegetation. A 

is found that espalier peaches and other trees | The state of torpor is produced by drought a 

when closely confined, very slowly increase | ® well as by extreme cold, and trees and au 

the size of their tranks, and that the ves- plants are rested during a drought that they 4 

sels for conveying the elaborated sap down- | ™4Y ° vigorously through the season of ac- col 

ward towards the roots are apt to become| tivity. Men who have charge of hot hous- || a4 

clogged, and thus the trees be killed. There- | well understand this necessity of the a 

fore, the advantages of early ripening and plants’ nature, and producean artificial win- id 

sweetening the fruitare generally more than | ter or ry season inorder to induce early aay 

| counterbalanced by the debilitating effects |fruit. Strawberry plants may be exposed a 

} of the process. Hence we rarely see this to drought while raised in pots and the time et 

} mode of training practised. It is natural | of their bearing changed. Plants acquire a) 

1 for vines which have tendrils or rootlets by | habits. It is difficult to make ashrub blos- tee 

which to attach themselves to walls and | om in winter which is accustomed to blos- I 

. | trees, to be confined at sundry points. There som in summer, and vice versa. Peas that + 

} are also many kinds of roses which push | Come to maturity early on account of the m 

| their long limbs up through the branches of | <limate in which they are raised will con- <4 

} trees, and through the crevices of rocks. tinue early for several years, when planted S34 

These may find their natures gratified by the in a severer climate. On this account, a * 

trellis and the loop of leather. large quantity of peas are imported yearly oy 

Some curious results were produced by from France to the United States. ta 

Mr. Knight, by some experiments on young The study of vegetable physiology—of sa 

apple trees. He staked some trees firmly to | the characteristics of species—of the pro- i 

; the height of three feet from the ground, in | ¢Ss¢s of reproduction—suggests many an 

such a manner as to prevent any motion by practical points in the operations of graft- fe 

; the wind below that line, and yet not ob- ing, buddding, hybridizing &o. These top- ay 

\ stract the flow of thesap. The consequence ics we leave for the future, HF. B. a 

; ‘was, that the limbs of the trees grew | Teri te Rome et aa bint 

BE bere stan tow th potato Steet ene : 
g i festa lathe ofvexiuigags Ine, bon, Waukesha county, on the 26th ult. ee 

, The prizes were awarded as follows: “4 

’ The same experimentalist fastened a tree} James Howitt, first pri Bit 

) in such a manner that the north and south | William Lamb, sae = 
i illiam . . e) 

: winds could move it, but not those trom the’ Andrew Howit, 3d do. [Free Dem. pa 

BY
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‘ For the Farmer. ) about 4 inches apart. Spaces wider than . 

i CULTURE OF THE OFAGE ORANGE. this should be filled at the same time, by 

A Masons. Enrroxs—We noticed in the | aing op hes oe Tos Was mh ear | 
* FE. Re for July some inguiries in reference | dhere as possible, and not to break up the | 

to the culture of the Osage orange for hedg- | jittle tap root, the growth is not materially 
S ing. We have received the following com- | retarded, and all come on together. 

r munication, which was published in an} I haveseena fine hedge made on the open 

5 eastern paper, and think it will answer the prairie by turning the sod over, say 5 fur- 

4 inquiries satisfactorily. Mr. Pitkin called | TOws wide, and rah the seed anne lop of 

on usashort time since, and tells us the ae oe tus ae ‘The aa 

5 best time for planting is fall, but if more con- | was put out to freeze the winter before as 

venient, to plant in the spring. His direc- | spoken of above. The plants came up fine- 

tions were as in the communication. We | ly and required no attention, save the thin- 

: are the agents for Mr. Pitkin in this vicinity, | "8 = ailing ae vaca Be spec, or = 
. * 5 ‘is req 01 3) 

and have his seed at wholesale and retail, work to the mile. The second year, it re- 

. Respectfully Yours, quired 2 cuttings, one close to the ground in 
% Exprep, Barrows & Co. | the spring, and the other 3 inches above, 

; Janesville, July 14th, 1856. about the Ist of June. This was about one 

The following communication is from the helt cave aork coche paaae ahora 

oI pen of one of the oldest and most experi- athe mile, and 4 years from the a, was 

} enced hedge growers in the country—and | sufficient to complete it. The quantity of 

: will be of interest to those engaged in an | seed to the mile was one-half bushel. Ey- 

Er enterprise destined to work such glorious | SFY one can make their own estimate of cost. 

i results for our farmers in the west: Many persons have supposed that the plant 
: ie will not endure severe cold, It certainly has 

I procure seed in the fall. Late in No-| endured cold 35°, below zero the past 
- vember I mix it with three or four times | Winter without injury. If I was going to 

; as much fine earth and place the wholein a0 | t¢ northern part of Minnesota tolive on 

open box—which I set out on the north side | prairie farm, 1 should expect to hedge it with 

: of the house, and allow it to remain undis- | 7}, Qsage Orange. The only difficulty is the 
es! until planting time in the aes first winter, and on ground that heaves 

o e earth then is sifted out, and the seed },q1y by frost. Assure remedy for this, is 

Gy planted, being careful not to let it dry be-| to cover the ground close up, on both sides 

u fore it is covered. A friend of mine who| yith straw, inthe fall. The straw need | 

4 has raised plants for many years, and who | never be removed, as it keeps the ground 

eS planted fifty bushels last spring, says he moist, and the weeds from growing in the 

b thinks he gets enough extra plants, to PaY| commer. A better use can hardly be made 
. for the seed by freezing, over any other mode | With straw, than mulching hedges and fruit 

s of preparation. nists : 

c Seed should be procured from a responsi- i ruse s 

t ble source—as much of it is worthless; Can any one in middle or northern Wis- 

; (“+ Pitkin’s seed ” I have always found good ;) | consin give us as favorable accounts of the . 

pee lam meee’ ae bad ee on | success of the Osage Orange in their sec- 

f e part of the purchaser is often the cause | 4; sunk 

. of failure. As regards the age of seeds, I Eee ees Eos. F 

i do not care particularly about it, providing For the Farmer. 

ae it has been well mie I have had it grow WHEAT AND CHESS. 

. well three years old. : — : 

3 . On new ground where the weeds will not Mzssrs. Eprrors—I am now going to 

¢ be troublesome, a hedge can be made quite | give some jirst hand testimony with regard 

4 = aid be Fo the ae TOW, | to this “much vexed question” of wheat 

A as setting the plants. For a year in 
s growth is lost by transplanting. “But in and chess. I sowed wheat after wheat af 

this case, the earth should be made mellow fall, and consequently there were a gree! ‘ 

mi and fine, and theseed sown thickly, say 2 to.) many heads of wheat plowed in. Last 

i & the inch, which is about one bah to two] spring I marked several places where I 

ay 2 miles, as the grasshopper and other little le heads. They ma- ' 

* vermin will be sure to take their share of the ae ee __ qndad sh all 

ie Tittle tender plants. Whenthe plantsare 8] ‘ed eee a 
as inches high or too old for insects to prey up- wheat, some all chess, and some wheat an! 

i upon, they may be thinned outto a stand of! chess together. I found wheat and chess 

a 

io 

-
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heads from one root, the chess being a/| Thayer, H.J. Strain, Giles Kinney, E. F. i 

sprout from the wheat. So that there could Williams, Executive Committee. Ee 

be no mistake about it, I washed the root secicdesare See the cl pened ; 
° * a ation instructing the ecutive Com- = 

and then split them apart. The union was/| mittee to procure a Oharter at the extra = 

perfect. Where now are your theories, | session of our legislature, to convene in Sep- os 

gentlemen? Keep agitating. tember next. is 

Asner K. Haron. M. E. Coyear, Secretary. % 

P.S. Can any one inform me where the won thee acnae: ite 

Bee Keepers’ Manual can be obtained, and OHEAP HAY COVERS. ra 

ears” A. K.H. Norrnamptoy, Mass., July 9. ee 

ison, July 13th, 1856. Messrs. Eprrors—I take the liberty of & 

Seo O.M. Saxton & Co.'s andvertisement in this | Sending you the two enclosed receipts, which oe 

mamber, Eps. | if you wish, you can give a place in your “ 

DANE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. | next number. en 

Mapuox, June 28, 1856. I have used the hay covers for six years, x 

The General Committee met at the agri- and have found them of great value. I : 

caltural roomsat 10, A. M. The president, think they will generally save the whole is 

Hon. P, W. Matts, in the chair. ogee an Tee isn cag Bees ‘ 
After some discussion, in which several Yours Respectfully, E. Crank. i 

took part, it was resolved that a committee| Hay Covers.—Takea piece ormore of yd. ie: 

of three be appointed to make and publish wide unbleached cotton sheeting that can a 

apremium list for the forthcoming county be bought for 7 or 8 cents per yard and tack Ba 
fir’ the peo eae! of which: tig it up on the sunny side of the barn or board t 

chal aggregal ount of which list fence, Then prepare the following mixture, a 

hall not exceed five hundred dollars. namely :—For one gallon of linseed oil add ; 

Resolved, That the committee consist of | about two pounds of beeswax, to be simmer- it 

Messrs. White, Whittlesey and Bond. ed together, and when taken from the fire on 

Resolved, That a committee of one be ap- | add about aquart of Japan. When itis cold, ae 

pointed to report at the next meeting, the | it shohld be about the thickness of paint. = 

best lot of land of five or six acres that can | If too thin add more wax, and if too thick me 

be obtained for the exhibition, the rent of | add more oil; then paint the cloth over on 

the land and the expense of fencing and | one side only, with a common paint brush, fo 

other preparations. and after drying a day or two take it down 3 

Resolved, That W. A. White be the com- | and cut it into squares—then pick up stones :! 

mittee. of about six or eight ounces each, and get } 

Resolved, That the Secretary have 100 | the females of the family to sew one into sa 

copies of the constitution printed and dis- | each corner, and the thing is completed. It <x 

tributed to the members of the general com-| would be an improvement to enclose the * 

mittee, and that the general committee be | stones in a small bag and suspend them a ae 

Tequested to report new members at the | few inches, which would be thought very a 

meeting to be held in August. little more trouble in so good a cause. No “6 

Adjourned to meet at the same place at hemming the selvages is necessary.  Oast 4 

10, A. M. onthe second Tuesday in August. iron weights of six ounces each would cost SF 

HEB Ss on about one cent apiece, but it is doubtful a8 

~ #. Boxp, Secretary. | whether they would answer a baie parnoee at 

FARMERS’ , than stones. Every farmer sho supply on 

RS’ & MECHANIOS’ OLUB ELECTION. |1 i nolf with these covers at once, as by and PS 
At an adjourned meeting of the Farmers’ | by, he will be too busy to attend to this “e 

and Mechanics’ Club, held at Metropolitan | matter. The ee oe eceret ae a 

Hall, Whi year, by wet weather, should admonish him . 

Lox eee » July 5th, at | Of its utmost importance. There is the best $f 

lock, P. M., the following persons were | anthority for stating that the county of Wor- oy 

chosen officers for the ensuing year cester al which produces upwards of a 

John M. Clarke, President. 145,000 tons of hay annually, would have = 

William Stebbins, E. M. Rice, Vice Presi- | saved twenty thousand dollars last year if ¥ 

dents. the farmers had been supplied with these é 

W. K. Oash, Recording Secretary. covers. [Hampshire Gazette. s/ 

es ‘Congar, Corresponding Secretary. | Wacow Covers.—Take about 8 yards of < 
Sree Ona Tees Hadley Falls unbleached 5-4 sheeting which | a 

| . B. Newcomb, Chairman. Joshua’ can be bought at about 13 cents per yard ; a 

— stu Teer sree ee he 

lee Ss
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cut it into two picces and sewit firmly to- 
ee i mention | B D U C A ss I ON AL. 

becanse it is very strong and thick—then | FO 
tack it up on the sunny sideof the barn and ee pete rag posit ving 
paint it over with the same mixture as for SSE 
the hay covers stated in your paper last The following paragraphs—selected from 
week. When dry take it down and sew/|an Inangural Address delivered before the 
stones into each corner of proper weight, | Bosra of Regents of the Wisconsin State 
say about one pound or more each, and it is University, by E.5. 0 Prof £ Ohi 
completed. By throwing this simple affair | Utiversity, by E.S. Canr, Pro’ a ee 
into his wagon on leaving home in the mor- | istry and Natural History—contain many 
ning, the tarmer would be able to load up| good suggestions on the subject of education, 

his hay if he saw a shower coming, and | and not a few pleasant recommendations for 
mig! oS Lap his ae ae up the ve the study of the natural sciences. In 
ance ins' of driving off his horses at the |.) . 
top of their speed, aan perhaps not reach al address the Frofomor haseade arey 
home before he is caught in a pouring show- | logical and interesting distinction between 
er, and is obliged, the next day, to back his | inductive and deductive methods of obtaining 
oS dry is ey es nee: One | knowledge, and we hope that in making ex. 
such Instance would pay the cost of a cover i . 
which need not be over $1 25 to $150. The | Tcts We have not garbled ideas: be same cover would enable him to take his| Education, as I understand it, consists ix 

if grist to the mill on rainy days, which is a| the full and harmonious development of the 
great saving of time, assafely as if he own- | ©Dtire man, to an extent limited only by his ed a covered wagon. ©, | capacity for improvement, and the means 

] ooo for its ondeicanead! Education is thu 
Honey ann Tae Honey Bar.—The under- | the matter of a life; it commences with om 

P signed being desirous of obtaining statistics | existence and continues while we live. The | 
relative to the bee culture and production of | objects and influences around us, and the 

; honey, in Wisconsin, would respectfully re~| powers within, are the educators, and th 
quest all practical bee keepers, throughout | world the great university. The malaris, 
the State, to communicate with him by mail, | though intangible, no less exerts its siles! 
and inform him how many stocks they lost | and deadly influence upon our bodies, the 

last winter, and how many they had on hand | do customs, laws and governments, climate 
in the spring, the kind of hive nsed, together | and soil, upon the formation of characte 
with any other information they may be| and the development of the national mind. 
able to afford respecting the bee culture. As the aeveltgiishint and strengthening d y The object of the request is to obtain au-| our bodies require not only disciplinary e- 
thentic information relative to the present | ercise, but an abundant. supply of the mate 

a condition of practical bee-keeping, and let-| rial or food out of which they are formed; q 
ters addressed to the undersigned at Milwau- | so the mind, for its development, require 
kee, will receive proper attention. Editors | not mental discipline alone, (without whic, 

; of newspapers in Wisconsin may confer a|like the body, it would become enfeebled) 
favor on some of their readers by publishing | but in addition its appropriate alimen', 

f the above in their respective journals. knowledge, Henve the educational or disc- 
a L, Kenwepy. | plinary objects of a collegiate course cs! 

Milwaukee, Wis., July 1st., 1856. only be obtained by combining with it it 
eee ere struction in useful knowledge. one enh gue gun rl | Bonn, ta more ited and col P fi ai oe 5 a mon acceptation, is understood to be a pre 

; Roald « eaeened. ON FOU, ean. into the | paration for the duties and responsibilities r liquid and swabbing them out two or three Pe life. I isis tn don bend eal davel : 
: times, when they will be cleaned from all | ® ry fe consists telle . d oe 

z impurities, and can be used almost instantly, bein = ee aa ee r ef : 
as the turpentine will evaporate and leave the Geneian Th A ° are - 1 

barrels dry ; even if they are alittle moist it | BOW-edge. pa “riseiplin eer ast 
= will not prevent their going off, like water. parila th pliner Bae 

: After being washed thus there isno ‘danger re the = a ot the ne at, Sapoes, “we 
rf of rust as wheu water is used. I am an old a eee ee eee eee ee 2 : lo not confine ourselves to the method 

and experienced gunner, and have practiced | © dneG anti ith ‘we! have 
this for years. [Scientific American, | induction. Beginning with this, we 5 0S perhaps advanced only a few steps before we 

Mr. E. D. Montros, of York, Dane Oo., in- | find the two methods interchanging. Nev’ 
'-- forms us that he has taken, this season, 81| ton watches the falling apple, traces 

fleéces from his French Merino sheep weigh- | effect to its cause, and reads by the great la 
ae ing 249 lbs. Who can beat it? [Ool. Jour. ‘he has discovered an explanation of 

i.
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grand phenomena which appear in whole | and purposes of God as expressed in the nat- i 
systems of worlds. A Davy or a Faraday |ural world—while the future farmer or ta 
jaterrogates nature by his experiments, as- | manufacturer has acquired a knowledge of t 
tonishing the world with a revelation'of|the facts and principles which lie at the ox 
those great truths which transcend the | foundation of their pursuits. Who can doubt a 
highest efforts of imagination. that a knowledge of the soil we cultivate, of * 

Think of the various faculties brought into | food, and the sources from which it is ob- ' 
exercise by the process of reasoning required | tained, together with all those conditions % 

to discover any natural law, or to its right | which the plant requires for its successful : 
understanding by our own minds. What | cultivation, would make the pursuit of tarm- ie 
close observation of phenomena, what acute- | ing not only more productive, but more at- tee 
ness of discrimination in their comparison, | tractive?—or that an intimate knowledge <i 
what exercise of reason in proving their true | of the nature of those processes concerned oe 
relations to each other, and giving them their |in manufacturing operations, would enable wi 
highest expression in the form of a law! }the operator better to control and govern bss 
Such is the reading of one page only, of the | them, and to secure more advantageous : 
great Book of Nature, which opens wider | results? o 
and wider as the world rolls on. As we| To accomplish these objects, our institu- “ 
turn its leaves (and our own thoughts) from | tions should give thorough and efficient in- # 
the insensible line which binds things celes- | structions in Chemistry and its relations to ts 
tialand things terrestrial together; as we | agriculture, manufactures, the culinary and ia 
look through those pages written all over | other useful arts—Geology and Mineralogy, % 
with the old earth’s history, and follow the | and their relations to mining—Botany and * 
creative energy through realms of animal | Zoology, considered especially in reference hy 
and vegetable life, everywhere we find use | to plants and animals useful or injurious to ae 
for the same faculties, the same processes of | man. Such a course could not tail to pro- oe 
observation, the same humble receptiveness | duce an increased interest on the part of 
ofthe truth. ‘Thus it is that in studying the | students, while preparing them in the best i 
natural sciences, while the mind is disci- | manner for industrial pursuits. Human 
plined by both the logical or deductive, and | power would thus be increased, time econo- * 
the inductive methods, it is acquiring some-| mized, while the sons of industry would es 
thing better than method, feeding itself with | themselves become disciples of science. Rea 
delightful and useful knowledge, which may | One of the greatest advantages of natural Pr: 
be turned to account at every, step of after | science, is its freedom from limitations. To tp 
life. While such a course of study is the |it, none can say, “thus far canst thou go, is 
most disciplinary, it is also the most natural. | and no farther.” it 
‘The tendency of youth is to study nature. ° Studies which are full of the idea of pro- 3 

Every teacher knows how essential is the | gress are needed to counteract the influence BS 
enthusiasm of students, both to their im- | of those in which the mind restsupon exter- ; 
provement, and his own enjoyment of his }nal authority. “Truth,” says Milton, “is e 
work. To make learning pleasant as well | compared in Scripture to a streaming foun- ‘ 
as profitable, has long been Sone se 3 ee tain, if her waters flow not in perpetual * 
eratum. When I walk with students in | progression, they sicken to a muddy pool of - 
green fields and forests, and show them in | conformity and tradition.” China furnishes * 
Nature’s basement rooms how the founda-}an instructive example of a nation whose S 
tions of the earth were laid, I see in them | whole existence is a deference to authority, a 
tokens of mental animation, which are the | whose only education, a digging over the - 
strongest stimulants to my own exertion. ay, carcasses of old forms of thought. “ey 

At the same time, we have in our dealings | __The great difference between classical and <a 
with the natural world, in unfolding the | Scientific education is, that while one is pas- ats 

properties of matter, tracing the laws which | sive, relying upon and unquestionably re- i 
govern organic and aaa nature—in | ceiving everything from authority, the other & 
quickening the powers of observation and | is ¢ver questioning, active, creative, and ~~ 
research—provided the farmer, mechanic | therefore necessarily progressive. ay 
2nd manufacturer with an education suited| You may take up any branch of scientific eae 
to their needs, thus realizing the democratic | investigation, and carry it legitimately for- Pes 

idea which secures equal benefits to all classes | ward, and ere you are aware, it projects bi 
of the community. your thought out of and beyond yourself, # 

| We have already seen how the natural | your day and generation, and while dealing g 

(M@ scionces, by their method in developing and | oly with the actual, you a breathe an a 
‘strengthening the mental powers, accomplish | #tmosphere of fuirest possibilities. a 

“B one great object of education, viz: mental Sa ee or us 
discipline; and that in acquiring this disci-| |The world has two classes of individuals— § 

i pline we have learned something of the plan | those who prowl, and those who produce. —_- a 

3
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FEMALE EDUOATION. and compared together and examined by a 

Sho has fished her, edneton” a «| miroany, the depun, we cones, von 
friend. | “Finis er education?” said we, | deny the moon’s rotation, assert that the 
just as though » young lady's education was ae of its rotation in about 28 days, was 
a stocking, or rather a bonnet, and al invented to account for seeing the same face | 
was to be placed in a band-bos, to be dis-| 0° tne moon, from only one fixed point of || played to visitors, and to be worn only on the earth, and that in Europe. 

set occasions. We protest against the doing| "py ory observer of the moon has noticed up and finishing off a young lady’s education that ye place (nna yer ear ae 
with her teens, just at the time when she] °7 fico Ach ss say This is as 

begins, if ple ar es ee ee En for by allowing her to make but one rotation 
young man has just acquired at one an jon her axis, during her single revolution | 
twenty the elements of education, a 38 round the earth. But these periods are not | 
meer > Senay eal reneserte wiedy hes |@xactly, equal, for the time of the moon's | 
to his own discretion; bute young ‘ady Das) -ovolation, is subject to small irregularities, || 
done—finished—the cirele of her sciences is whereby we sometimes see a little more of | 
complete, and she is ready for any station in one of its edges than usual, either on. the | 
life that may be thrown in her way. Now eastern or western sides of her equatorial re- | 

why, in thename of common sense, may not gions, This is called the moon’s libration, | 
a woman think? and if she think, why may and is also claimed by those who dispute 
she not stndy and acquire profitable food 4 her axial rotation, as favorable to their view | 
thought? There is ~ lady > for instance, that of the question. It would be an anomaly, | 
ee Be nae by nesing Ee however, in the motions of the bodies in our i 
y Good aiivantages at an carly sae. Sue % solar system if the moon possessed no axial || now a wife and the mother of six children. Fcanlibue | dieroturalveascnite a /aiierews i 

She plays well upon the pisno, Silk ree, would eonclude it had such a motion. 'De- | 
sae Cores a a ad aoe ductions, however, must never be allowed to | 
pas hoe ihe ae a as fc her: stand for facts in science, the soul of which ; : i 
table, the vel is perfectly execrable to one |’ correct gs eceinan 
who has visited his grand mother’s pantry ; jek Os ee ane OLE 

and the coffee—Oh! cre ee ee PLASTER OF PARIS. | 
cost her nothing less than her if it S epegete 5 

reached the Grand Turks palaoe—and yet |yoown by the namo of gypou, and i large 
ee eee a ly diffused throughout the world. Its con- 

Te ee oa ei dale ies stituent parts are lime and sulphuric acid. | 
DOES THE MOON ROTATE ON ITs Axis? | When calcined it is converted into plaster of | 

aT . . _|paris. In fine powder, when mixed with 
Since we published a short article, stating | water, it becomes heated, and will harden to | 

that the commonly accepted theory of the] solid mass; it is therefore, much used for | 
moon rotating on its axis once in 28 aa, potter’s molds, images, and medalions. Its | 
was disputed in England by J. Simonds, In-|combining proportion of water is 27 per 
spector of Schools, and others, we have re-| cent., and it isits property of suddenly hard- 
ceived a number of communications with | ening when mixed with water, which makes 
diagrams to illustrate howit does rotate once } it so valuable for casting. It is a good non- 
in the time specified. All these communi-| conductor, hence it makes a peed plaster for 
cations prove exactly what their authors in-| the interior of buildings, and for the filling | 
tend they should, but they are not proper of fire-proof safes. It is applied in large 
answers to the question in dispute. By the | quantities to meadow and grass lands in a | 
moon rotating on her axis once during her} ttate of powder. The eypsum is simply | 
siderial revolution round the earth, she must | ground up in mills, and sold to the farmers 
pre-ent the same face to one fixed point of|in this state. Placed in sinks it absorbs am- 
the earth, but not the same face to every|monical vapors, and is thus a dedoizer; 
portion of the earth. It is asserted by those | therefore, it is very useful in many places in 
who dispute the axial rotation of the moon, | cities during hot weather, thus to apply it. 

that, like the ball of a governor on the steam} Qommon slaked lime is cheaper ead much 
engine, continually revolving, but not rota-| used for this purpose, but is not so good. 
ting, and showing the same face to its shaft, ———__——+oo0o+-___—. 
so the moon always shows the same face to| Wrrricisms are the condiments and Juxu- 

every part of the earth. Is thisso? That|ries with which to serve up rruru for the 
is the question. It can easily be determined | palate of Fancy. Judgment prefers that 
by observation at different points of the siiutantial elatent unatelbeted acd nata- 
earth’s surface. Whee were taken ART hol 
of the moon’s disk in England and America, Tal, because it is then most wholesome.
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MISCELLANEO US. | never throbs sympathetically with hers— 

Mey ae ie who never spends his leisure from business || 

| A COTTAGE SCENE. in the family circle, in pleasant intercourse | 

sccun! aaabukeme. with kindred spirits gathered there—forgets | 

5p tise te | the sacred marriage vow, violates the holy 

q Where £ the fair mother, with b ier cheerful wheel, 
| compact, and perjures his soul before the 

y Which, so sweet ne rehold sug for ca: Angel of the Record. He permits the finer 

. Pansod on his ltted: een oe head sensibilities of his nature to becomeso blunt- 

Nestled in throngs ca the woodbine cups ed by contact with the world as to prevent | 

Cin ey an a a Ford pa ae enjoying - ama of ™ on ; i 

{usic upon the pebbles; and the w an content and gloom envelope the 

Ww ‘mid rnal ed < 

4 wet fet ny a she veenel Oras down, higher faculties of his mind. Should death i 

ium weary enmmetee wich he et eal: enter his household, and remove from earth || 

Eaton setae ay ne ee a asap the one who gave him her affections so ] 

q o those gay insects at thelr bopeyod tail trustingly in the morn of youth, what regrets 

Te baleful ode of the ring trees would rise up from the grave to accuse tim | 

dnd brie oy : . ee in ee of neglect and cruelty, and how bitterly | 

‘Andon that young maternal brow the smile would he reflect upon the happiness he had | 

Of those affections which do purity 
a. 

3. ‘And renovate the soul—I turned me back spurned as a beggar from the door of his | 

fe By ety an ins al vi heart. Let no man forget the o saying, | 

; fs tel R 
fase = see am ge oy el x ofheaven ‘Much of our sorrow for the dead springs | 

Z And firmer combat sin, and surer rise from our neglect of the living, and many & 

i Eramaogeth tp benvee. heart is made desolate by harsh words.” ©. | 

i rae 
occ 

tg 
For the Farmer. aGE. 

HARSH WORDS. 
—— | 

oe f es But few men die of age. Almost all die | 

2 It is a souree of great pain tosee a man s0 | of disappointment, passional, mental, or bodi- | 

regardless of domestic enjoy: ment, as to em-| ly toil, or accident. The passions kill men 

a bitter the existence of his life companion by sometimes, even suddenly. ‘The common 

Ee harsh words; to cause her to shed tears over xpree ae we gee: fe ee | | 

. . . exaggeration in it; for even though notelt- 

ag =~ a: ec ee ae rd gee ped denly fatal, strong passions shorten life. 

Hy is lips inan unguarded moment. They ae, | Strong-bodied men often die young—weak 

P however, none the more pardonable because | men live longer than the strong, for the 

na uttered thoughtlessly; for they serve to | strong use their strength, and the weak have 

ES diminish the felicities of wedlock as materi- | BONS ’ Onl The eee ihe a e aa 

i i oe | selves; the former do not. As it is wi 

: rye wows re jpn, aes es | the body, so it is with the mind and temper. 

, of spptorel am tru exprensons = T- | The strong are apt to break, or, like the can- 

ness—if the heart is right—cost nothing, but | dle, to run; the weak burn out. The infe- 

h are themselves the price of incalculable en- | rior animals, which live, in general, regular 

= joyment. Where isthe man who appreciates | and temperate lives, have generally their 

: the comforts of a home, and the cheering in- ee term of Seal gare horse fives 

ip fluence of a woman’s love, who would will- an . Yea sibs giles hg the dog Hey 

4 ingly and deliberately sacrifice them both | twelve ; the rabit eight; the gainea-pig six 

; for the gratification of a moment's petulance? | or seven years. These numbers all bear ® 

ee ‘And yet, how often is this sacrifice made, a proportion 2 a time — — 

=, without fore-thought and regardless of that es to grow to its size. at man, 

. earnest and outgushing affection which wo- pe peo is one that seldom ae 

~ 
erage. He ought to live a hun 

a & man alone can bestow! The tender budsof{ years, according to this physiological law, 

:o confidence are but too frequently blasted by | for five times twenty are one Hered: but 

= indiscriminate expressions of displeasure, and instead of that he scarcely reaches, 02 the 

i ie unhappy years have widened the dark chasm a four times his growing period; se 

He between hearts alienated by the rule of one | 4; Sti oat ~ rabbit oe The 

g impulse—the utterance of one harsh Se Seabel epee enn 

s anergy me 
" reason is obvious—man is not only the most 

: word. He who does not value the virtues | irregular and the most intemperate, but the 

Ps of a warm-heartéd companion—who
se heart | most laborious and mal area of all ani-
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mals He is also the most irritable of all A TRIPDOWN East. 3 
animals; and there is reason to believe, tho’ - = 7 : 
we cannot tell what an animal secretly feels, FREER POS AT Te se x 9 sy 
= caabeae ran (pti caine — cher-| A comfortable night ride upon a lake boat % 

'm, ané nsumes 7 i is 4 

himself with the fire of his own secret reflec- seni = — a G oe eee z 
tions.” [Blackwood. . aie atispal = ne, ae Bs — wide 2 

zs awake city o! ‘icago. e ungained em- 5 
AN OSSIFIED MAN. bryo of the to be great city of the North- st 

In a quiet little village on the Western Re- west. “ 
ky ae Ohio, Ee ae who, phys- By dint of good luck, and some little ex- ie 

iologically considered, is certainly one of the ‘ i i ‘i $ 
wonders of the world. His joints are com- proto = ae AS GEL : 
pletely ossified, (turned to bone,) and he is the gauntlet of noisy coachmen, and hotel < 

not capable of making the slightest move- | Sharks, without the loss of anything more i 
ment, except alternately openingandshutting | than a reasonable fee, for a ride to the de- % 
two ee of his ete ah His body is | pot of the Southern Railroad. eS 
as rigid as iron, and it couldn’t be bent back- i me ivi ‘ 
ward or forward, without breaking some of | ; —— wu oc eee ee oe e his bones. This singular process of ossifica- ized regulations, so that the passing travel- ¥ 

tion has been going on in his system for | ler can feel safe, and be decently used by 
poo than twenty years. He is now about | paying for it? eS 

forty-six years old, and has not had the use| At six o'clock, A. M.. fli - + 
of his limbs so that he could walk since he | press train “—. ee os te 
was nineteen. Ossification commenced first | 154 and plain, th z Lape i 
in his ankle joints, gradually extending itself yea baer ee ee o Tlinols a 
through his system until he w's entirely | #8 8000 passed, and Indiana with its rich M4 

helpless. At first he moved about by lifting | lands and fine farms, next spreads its beau- i 
Eset with his ae io — about | tiful panorama to the eye, appearing and £ 

|| twenty-one years ol e lost the use of his | gj i i 2 
|| arms and was left entirely helpless; since Senppenings nia) Sietaonehentaicus saan :. 
| that time he has been entirely under his Betas : ae : 3 
|| mother’s care, and she watches over him A few stops and starts at its thriving vil- a 
|| with an anxiety that only a mother can feel. | lages and Indiana is no more. f 

| js a ee years ae he became| Michigan now takes up the line of march, 4 
entirely m some unknown cai i i iat ics endneinadanictersiiuteseiAt eheun bin but a ses pean of the scene. ; 

thintyihe suffered greatly from the toothache, DET SB BOOTEE BN babies Say, SL DOr : 
and finally he had them nearly all extracted, | Chance alittle more shabby in the appear- 5 
A ot or two afterward, his finger and toe | ance of its villages. & 
nails all came off, and were supplied by oth-} White Pigeon affords a hasty scrambling ‘ 
ers growing out from his fingers and toes at | chance for a poorish dinner, eaten under a = 
right angles, and presenting the appearance ane honel - + 
ofhorns. What is stiil more singular with | C°"S*5* 4PPrenension of being lef shy the * 
regard to his nails, if the end of the nail is | CS, 28 the locomotive keeps a constant i 

cut off it will bleed freely. hooting and tooting, seemingly to disquiet ¥. 
boon ES puden oad 8 ube ae and alarm all untraveled passengers as much ¥ 

© nt time. He has been visit- ible. a 
ed by a great number of scientifi at DOT : “ 
all wo of tha seid choad ae Dinner over, another whisk takes us out & 

give any plausible reason of the cause of his | °f Michigan, and lands us in Toledo, Ohio, 4 
transformation from flesh to bone. Singular | @ thriving and civil modern town; another =a 
as it may appear, although his jaw bone is | and better dinner eaten, and we are again 2 
firmly set in his head, he not only talks free- | on the road to Claveland a 
ly but-fiuently converses with his friends and : % 
those who visit him, on all ordinary topics} The country traversed between these s 
of the day, and he shows himself well in- | points is much of it heavy timbered, and as % 
eed a bie! good mind. He is piers a whole, appears newer and wilder than . 

ane 8] an i ‘ 

itseoms probable he will live for rites Years AN beet sl ar barea a 
come. zi a 

[Hux1zr, in Prescott Transcript. Cleveland is reached at seven o'clock, P. Be 
Pk. M., and thus, in less than a day, on the = 

Arrgotions must be led—not driven. wings of steam, we have sped over five " 

a
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= hundred miles, and in and through five diffe-; New Yorkis the greatest focus of agri- 

. rent states. Not long since, this would have cultural literature in America. The exten- 

seemed miraculous, but now itis an every | sive publishing house of ©. M. Saxton & Co. 

. day affair. turns out nearly a hundred agricultural, hor- 

q The Forest City as Cleveland is called, is ticultural and other kindred works all of the 

H a beautifal town. It has a shabby shank|Choicest kind. Among periodicals, The 

‘ end about the river and Jake; but Superior | American Agriculturist, The Plow, Loom 

is as capacious and fine a business street as and Anvil, The Working Farmer, The Sci- 

*r can be found inthe west. Then Euelid st. entific American, issue weekly and monthly 

: and in fact all the upper part of the city | from the press. They are among the ster- 

eS on both sides of the riverand its surround- | ling works of the country, and indispensible 

a ings—where is there a more charming | t© those who would be well read in their 

place? Itis the fairest gem of a rich young line of knowledge. We shall refer more 

; State, and already abounds in the choicest | Particularly to some of them hereafter, and 
fruits, and an abundance of all that makes | their able editorial corps, for whose many 

. life pleasant and happy. civilities we feel largely indebted. 

. Onr friend Brown of the Ohio Farmer gave The Orystal Palace is a stupendous but at | 

- us a hearty welcome to his neat and pleasant pent ane building, except 9 few speci- 

e sanctum, and we found him just what we teat Laslasink or statuary——mere 

had anticipated from a prior reading of the pes and remnants of its former splendor. | 

M Farmer—a gentleman of the true stamp, at a pity thata nation as utilitarian as | 

4 and heartily devoted to hishigh and noble America, should not take hold of so fine an } 

ie calling. The Ohio Farmer, considering its | PPortunity for collecting and making up a 

e high character and central national position, aren national museum of everything rare 

; ought to have a circulation of 25,000 at and curious, but more especially _ useful 
Neat things, here under one roof—a place where 

: arate . _ | the student of invention, of art, of skill in || 
r But good bye to ©., with its strawberries < aia?) 

BS and cream, and good friends. Another six cree beg rs % ~ oe Progr: 

‘ hundred miles ride, of a little over twenty ued. ae = se et we, aoe 

r ‘ y main: 

by peter eid ar ~~ sf ee where the engineer, the farmer, the user of 

withstanding all the sins tis ieoplat the a — is geo aan pee ery 
Y an e wn compariso 

S: rail road wars; Like most conscientious peo- = qeealigeat maa tase he ae, 

c ple, we did not ‘ike to loose our dinner 0D | quctsof the soil, cereal, vegetable, textile and 

r. en aks —, patel ae metallic, in their native state, may be com- 

if esi Pact eaianea eta Gasimiad pared and studied—where the fabrics of the 

5 Well, New York is x great town indeed, — athe ee eee Snr xing, 
j > ) 

r in all things , however viewed, both in ex- eee ee iS Telia Le me 

tent, magnificence, activity, trade and com- | 4) and the curious, could all come as often 

A “hee ly a million people of all kinds, i Aare neh mgd nto 
: ere near: » | post up their stock of information. 

: from the highest to the lowest, swarm and| What could be more interesting or usefal 

c jostle a a day head fre a few | as a school for grown up children. It would 

q acres 0! and contrive by manner | infinitely more than pay the cost, which 

of shifts and turns to live, under a most un- | would hardly be Geuey aides to = whole 

ye natural pressure; but we suppose it is noth- } nation. 

ing when one isused toit. We doubt,how-| The Orystal Palace ought to be adopted 

ever, if the brown stone palaces of the Fifth | as the great and permanent show room of 

= ‘ avenue, afford theirinmates any greater|the American people; it is just right for 

x pleasure than the neat log cottage of the} the purpose, and the. purpose is just right 

F great west, or whether any more useful cit- | for the times. 

a, izens will be raised in them. To escape the turmoil and hazard of a 
a 
bs a 

el 

7 * 
5
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Fourth of July in New York, which from pecially agreeable. The worthy Secretary i 

some past experience we consider as danger- has labored for a long series of years to awa- & 

ous as a regular siege ; in company with one ken a proper interest in his great State to i 

of the best of traveling friencs, we slipped | its leading interest, Agriculture. How well % 

down to Boston, to see how things were/| he has succeeded is a matter of history. - i 

down among the Puritans on such occa- Their State Fairs have been among the most ; 

sions. successful in the country, and their State 4 

Boston, as usual, was neat as a parlor, and | Agricultural building, just completed, at an +) 

up and dressed for the occasion. A display | expense of about $50,000, with the exten- x 

of the military—a pretty well spiced Free sive and various museum of implements, & 

Soil oration at Tremont Temple—a few pat- seeds and products, being collected in its rs 

riotic airs, winding up with Hail Columbia, | spacious halls under the care and manage- ne 

sung by a choir of several hundred pretty ment of Mr. Johnson, is a great credit to the < 

school girls dressed in white—a procession State and to him, A few years hence, and os 

| march to Old Fanuel Hall, and a good duck- | it will be one of the most interesting collec- tf 

| ing in a shower by the way; succeeded by a | tions for the practical man in the nation. ee 

splendid dinner and patriotic toasts in abun-| Another of the time honored and unos- oa] 

dance, in theold cradle of liberty ; where the | tentatious workers who has made his mark es 

patriots from the days of the revolution | upon the Agricultural face of the Empire iy 

down to the present, look down from their State, is near at hand, in the person of Lu- ie 

canvass height, surmounted by the granite | ther Tucker, Esq., the indefatigable editor ea 

face and towering form of Webster, in the and publisher of the Country Gentleman # 

act of vindicating Massachusetts against and Cultivator. His labors have been long, s 

Hayne, made up the programme for the day. | varied and useful, and to all appearances still s 

Aballoon ascension on the Common in the continue as persevering as ever. He holds $ 

evening, witnessed by perbaps forty acres of to the doctrine that to make a good paper, a 

| people in solid mass, followed by a pyro-} one needs to give the subject their thorough F e 

technic display of artificial lightning on a and ceaseless attention. 4 

liberal scale, wound up thé oceasion in good| The Country Gentleman is an ample proof A 

old New England style. of the correctness, both of his theory and fs 

The Fourth over, one of the next most practice. We have beena reader of it from : 

IM) attractive points to an agriculturist, was the its commencement, and mean to be till one s 

| extensive agricultural warehouse of Nourse, | °F the other of us comes to a conclusion, ; 

| Mason & Co., at Quincy Hall—a perfect mu- and that day, we hope, is yet afar off. ‘ 

seum in itself, being almost as large as a Well, we are again faced towards home, : 

western eighty acre lot, and well filled with | and this long rambling screed must come to 3 

everything that could be thought of, from a|anend. Perhaps it were better that it had 7 

reaper and mower to & Shanghai weather | not had a beginning; but we felt that we « 

yane; andall of the finest model. Their | hardly ought to take such aturn about, and j 

machinery is on almost every farm in Amer-| among so many of our senior brother labor- ‘ 

ica, and needs no praise from us. The same | ers in the great Agricultural vineyard, with- Be 

hall is the sanctum of the New England } out at least a passing notice; and the space ‘ 

Farmer, that most sterling of American that we can allot to such an article admits ‘ 

farm journals. Its worthy editor, the Hon. | of nothing more. Sometime when more at 4 

Simon Brown, was at his post and made onr | leisure, we shall be happy to pursue many & . 

stay of an hour or so both agreeable and | lead which now we only had time to enter q 

profitable. The New England Farmer is | upon, to prosecute many an agreeable ac- Z 

worthy of a wide circulation threughout all | quaintance now only begun. 3 

the Northern and Western States. ‘Alas for the present, it always finds us in 

Albany was the next point of interest on | a hurry—the future is the only period that i 

our journey. A call on the ‘American men- | promises large—may 
some of its hopeful an- G 

tor of Agriculture, the Hon. B. P. Johnson, | ticipations be realized. 
4 

Secretary of the State Agricultural Society, ‘As the rapidly rolling wheels speed us on ; 

at the new Agricultural buildings was es- from stage to stage and from state to state, 5 

a a aa er ai
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% sve cannot but perceive that we are hasten-|the field every hourin the day, and ‘unless 

| ing from an old toa new country. It re-|he were looking for something with cunning 

minds usof a period some twenty years ago, | sharpness he would not see them. Uponthe 

: when but a grown up boy, with a new wed | approach of a person within eight or ten feet 

, traveling partner, and a stout heart for a/| of them, they either conceal themselves un- 

fortune, we bade farewell to the homes and | der the leaves, or drop on the ground and 

a friends of our childhood, and faced towards | over themselves in the dirt. And yet by 

, the far off, and then almost unknown west; | approaching them stealthily, I have seen 

i impelled by what, or whither, we knew | them, times out of number, hanging in clus- 

a * not, but trusting to our lucky star, which, | ters from the potato tops, like bees in warm 

a thanks to Providence, guided us aright, and | weatheror beforeswarming. When theyare 

t after a four weeks voyage by canal and lake, | once on the potatoes in such numbers, the 

; instead of two days, as at the present, we | crop is an entire failure. They seem tohave 

: landed amid the wild forests of our then new | quite a choice of certain varieties. The | 

territory. Great indeed have been the|more succulent the top the more numer- | 

changes in the modes of travel as well as in| ous the fly. I raised one variety of potato || 

the condition of our chosen country. We | that was never disturbed when in the vicin- || 

7 have struck some hard though humble blows | ity of the Pink eye or Meshaanock, and it || 

3 to forward its progress, and hope to many |never rotted when so situated. But the | 

; more before our labors close. same kind when I tried them entirely by | 

: °**+——ro the Farmer |themselves were attacked without mercy f 

} ; POTATO ROT. and rotted entirely. They were what are 

i Mussrs. Eprrors—The June Farmer did | sometimes called cow horns. | 

; notreach me and I didnot see yoursuggestion| Of the habits of the fly I have observed | 

, as to farnishing a line onthe subject of pota-| that from the 20th to the last of July, the | 

to rot for the July No., or I should perhaps | « frst crop” make their appearance—these | 

- have complied—but it is time enough yet. |do no damage to thepotato. They are quite | 

x I would have communicated, for publica- | few, only leaving a few spots on the leaves | 

tion, some years ago, the result of my obser-|—ecasionally a dead leaf. These, I think, 

RY vations upon the potato disease, had it not| deposit an egg in the ground, from the fact 

zi been that there were so many theories pub-| that those which follow make their appear- 

; lished, and before the world before I found| ance of full size, and in vast numbers. The 

i out satisfactorily the real cause, that I)‘ Second crop” attack the potato from the 

t, thought any new statements would be set|16th to the 24th of August (Ihave never 

; down as worthless, along with all the others. | known them earlier or later.) When they 

i I presume that I had read more than a score | come in great numbers, the potato tops of an 

e of reasons assigned, without any apparent’ entire piece will be all killed in four days— 

P doubt on the part of those who assigned |thisIhave seen. I have driven them from 

: them, for the rof, and every one of them|a single stalk, and marked it, so as to make | 

; purely conjectural—not one of the writers | no mistake, when as yet not a leaf had be- | 

having watched the potato carefully through | gun to wither, and they had only eaten thro’ 

: the process of decay. the cuticle for the space of three quarters of 

& My observations and experiments were | an inch lengthwise, and eighteen inches from 

be i made in the State of New York, from the the ground,—in two days the stalk was dead 

& year 1844 to ’48 inclusive. from the wounded place to the ground—the 

; Let 120 then state first distinctly that the | cuticle loose, easily rubbed off with the fin- 

- cause of therot is a sly much resembling in| 8°*— 1 three days the stalk completely dead 

. size, color, and form what is called in South- | and the leaves withered and black. It was 

he cra Wisoonsin “the chineh bug,” (whioh, by | Perfectly plain that the decay spread from 

He §; the way, is a fly and nos. bug.) The pota- the place where the flies had bitten it, for I 

i ( to fly, however, different from the other, watched the progress, looking at if a num- 

‘ does not make its appearancetill fully grown ber of times each day. The dates above 

r and it is very shy. One might passthrough mentioned answer to Western New York—I 

: ; a
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did not observe them here last year till their | bark of plants answer in the vegetable the 4 

work was done. same office as the respiratory organs in the ES 
Inever succeeded in effecting any good|snimal economy, is not more than half the 

— Eine Then, at the | truth—they also act as the excrementary Ds 
appearance of the fly, I took slaked lime } ducts. = 

ina ea - ee it on each of re Another fact will contribute somewhat 3 
rows, while the dew was 01 mit i : . x 

ae rows. I thus limed theless ana one wane a ee ae we bs 3 tatoes are ripe before the fly assails them, zh 
then continued the process on other rows] the tops are as hastily killed as any, but the * 

with unleached ashes. There were forty | potato is not affected. There is at least one ts 
rows, about ten rods long—one half of which | variety, (a small early white,) that never rot- : 
were thus dressed. This operation I repeat-| teq in Western New York, during the seven ei 

ed every third day, as long as I could see} years that the rot prevailed there. This ' @ 
any of the flies, The result was that the flies, | hotato when planted at the ordinary season, BR 

not so numerous as they are Some seasons, | has always attained its full growth by the os 
worked on those that were without the lime| piadle of August, and generally before. I =" 

or ashes, and left those that were dressed | saw many acres of them from 1848 to 1850, é 
almost entirely alone—and I had in the fall | iy never knew of the least particle of rotin es 
four rows of potatoes nearly all sound, and} , single potato. fs 

four rows alternate nearly all rotten, clear * - cine f: 
through the piece. The undressed, indeed, Ss eae Lie — re ee s 

pip tend to write at half this length, but I am ¢ 
were not worth digging. logist. Y¥. teak * APS. 4h 

The next year I planted a patch of pota- Bae ee sae ad aon i 
toes some distance from any others, and got P. 8.—I ought to state that T communica- i 
half a dozen barrels of lime standing in it| ‘ed my observations to a number of persons, ‘ 
ready—intending to lime the whole of them, who also pursued similar investigations with : 

so-as to determine whether the fly would eat | Similar success. A.P.J. ¥ 
them in spite of the lime when they could} Prarr Summr Farm, July, 1856. ye 
getno other. But I was compelled to be Rae a See a 
absent a week “just at the nick of time.”| [pray Breav.—The following recipe for ‘ 
No flies when I left—when I returned the| making Indian bread was handed us by a 
tops were all dead. I prepared for them | Young lady at Oconomowoc. From the : 

again the next year, but I watched for the | nature of its ingredients as well asthe high si 

fly—did not see any—used no lime—had encomiums of those who have used it, we ‘ 

| sound potatoes. No doubt mowing off the | deem it worthy of trial by every housewife 
| tops, just at the right time, would save the | in Wisconsin. = 

| crop. Ingredients—Two quarts of sweet milk, >» 

Some of your readers are probably so sci- eight cups of Indian meal, four cups of z 

entific that they will be unwilling to allow} flour, one cup of molasses, one teaspoonful e 

i the above facts to be sufficient to establish |of saleratus and one of salt; bake three “ 
| the cause of the ros. To any of that class let | pours ina slow oven. HF. te 

me suggest, that the tops being killed—the eee : 

office of which being to carry off all the im-} A Recipe ror Mewpive Ontwa—From 4 
pure matter taken up by the fibrous roots—!an English almanac we cut a recipe for 4 

or the refuse of the absorption, which is|mending china, long time since, and the = 
carbon, or carbonic acid; this matter must |0PPortunity having occurred for trying, we yy 

as 7 z found it admirable, the fracture scarcely be- “ 
remain in the root—and chiefly in those|ing visible after the article was repaired. 3 
nearest the tops. The potato being unripe, | [t is made: Take a very thick solution of i 
and consequently growing vigorously, the | gum arabic in water, and stir into it plaster ; 

effect cannot be otherwise than deleterious. | of rhe haon ae me peo ae < 
; aste. it with a bru: e 1 

Tesbe utopen were, ont of ~ yes eee tered cies uaa stick them together. In Bi 

sound, 2 great proportion of impurity might | three days the article cannot again be bro- “ 
still be carried off. And let it be remem-| ken in the same place, The whiteness of . 
bered that the notion that the leaves and | the cement renders it doubly valuable. é 
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a ’ Janesville Aaricultural Warehouse & Seed Store— 

: E D ITOR S TABL E . The establishment ot a general Agricul- 

The Crops—Wheat and Wool Market. ml Yi aren a Se ee oe 
a mm su, 

F The new wheat crop is being rapidly | plied with all desirable farm implements and 

i harvested and beginning to come into market. | seeds of every variety, has long been a cry- 

All present appearances are that the yield|ing need. Exprep Barrows & Co. have 

& will be a fair one, andthe quality good ; per- | now such an establishment, as we are glad 

. haps if favorably secured, ratherextra. This, | to notice and inform our readers. We visit- 

: taken in connection with the prospects of a | ed it a few weeks since and found that their 

oF peeps fair price, a eee all e ware-rooms contained nearly everything re- 

74 fearful forebodings on the subject, will prob- quired by the enterprising western farmer. 

= ably sustain the agricultural interests of the |In a letter recently received from them they 

i: West, without faltering. s say: “We have just received large invoices | 

4 - We hear more or less complaint about the | of goods from the east, of everything in our || 

chinch bug, the blight, &c., but are not led |line, which gives us a stock three times as || 

. to believe that the damage is, on the whole, large ‘as when you were here.” See their |) 

3 very extensive. Still, we think it well for | advertisement on the second page of the 

observant farmers to be on the lookout for | cover. | 

ee against these yearly increasing | py netics — ii 

4 The little j " 5 A friend cat Green Bay, Wis., adds by | 

ie felt cheng ae a ae ote one way of postscript to a business létter,hisim- | 

ie should operate as a caution on all prudent pressions of the phonetic mode of spelling, in|) 

: menand women. That other coveted eighty ee Neat? : 5 | 

) acres of land, which by the way, is not prob- ‘Don't have anything to do with humbugs | 

' ably needed, had better be let alone; and —especially the phonetic humbug, which is | 

; that other silk dress, though “a love of a |S° wonderfully to ‘draw upon you the grati- |) 

: thing,” had better not be bought—at any tude of nations yet to be.” Those nations | 

a rate not on credit, unless it is absolutely will take care of their own orthography, and | 

needed. 
Se be more pollged to you iE you on seem | 

Good winter wheat sold in town to-d: em through the pages of yom ve vadai. | 

e Gain 3s) be 4180 por badhal, aad Ge | OES a Ee 
: Gary ED gage The cextaiahy is not bed. | iota DOS en ey oie a eee 
; When farmers can get these prices, we think of phonetios and fiddle-faddle of that sort. | 

eS ae 
y chall inno. 2 cure the pole-evil in horses is to cut their 

ui x Wool ponte to be rather holding back, for 5 ede ce eee 7“ Pelee | 

fl ee ee ee ee eee eam es | 
cs: depending on quality, except a few peteszt difference of opinion; but we believe the | 

: fleeces at 30 cts. The whole lot would have thing has been y I 

; averaged full two cents per pound more if it | Madison Plow Factory.— | 

at ma ae better prepared for the market. This establishment was consumed by | 

zi a price, ee a a fire about two months since; but the enter- || 

a. 2 3 especially | prising proprietors, Messrs. Brines & Oar- 

F as the prices of woolen goods seem firm, and | yn, immediately set about rebuilding in & 

5 some qualities rising. We quote from the substantial manner, of stone. here now |; 

a ne of the New York Tribune of | about poe to move into their new shop, || 

a o : : a and with the increased facilities for doing || 

a Saetitk inl peteats sees noo. ae good epee they pee able to accommodate || 

. ces remain firm. e quote ustomers 01 rt notice. | 

e the sabe tien 80 ip BOStr coftuisoa to Eas = 2 4 perigee: 

eo and Gbi0 e240 fie'sdpar extca. Pulled'w0ol | og eee ye any Teaectnicg | 
is also in steady request, and the stock of old This splendid magazine is always ahead | 

hi a is almost exhausted ; prices are firmly main- CARE ame: The August number is recely ed, 

7 tained. Foreign is in moderate demand and like all of its predecessors, is abrelas 

e and the » its enterprising publisher and to American 

5 rates are lower. . ; 5 
genius. This No. contains two steel en- 

By To oa __ | gravings—one a colored fashion plate; 100 

rs e wish to keep a file of all Wisconsin pases, 47 engravings, and 64 contributions. || 

: . papers, and therefore request that our ex-) Now is a good time to subscribe. Terms— 

fe changes send to us regularly to enable us to|1 copy one year, $3; 2 copies, $5; 6 copies, 

a make our bound volumes the more complete. |$10. Address L. A. Gopey, Philadelphia. 
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County Agricultural Societies. — To & 

We wish the Secretaries of the vari ° The followin icati t 
County Agricultural Societies, aia te fsa soo sed eet thee bl ane tiuer® 5 
kindred associations, throughout the State, Wheat a1 aon be ieee ts ‘ 
ae porn us of the times and places of ee obs re YTS 
olding their respective fai i i ane 5 

publish as large a list of then, a aor ie “One Onsen e eo eee 3 
the September number, for the information cAtnhabete A Ste Pore 4 
s howe who may wish to attend. “Phonotopy”—R. E. W. = 

emium Lists.— School Beoks.— a 

We hope all societies i i i fav i i Doreen ie mating up their a ey favor of the agents we havereceived a 
| ee ae ‘arMer for | the following School Beoks for inspection. th 

- ep ae ms, alk oe ee think with | We have not found time to look them thro’, Z 

s e ssible premium to| nor are we sufficiently acquainted with th . 
= a stew in money, as we have before | science of teaching ee Rae eaiea 2 
ae Sauna manislios nes water pues upon oe of pe different series: S 

e : o ;_ | From E. B. 3 for A. 8. - 3 SD) Seteieys ates es| Tee ee, || 
BO) se ep fete oe ore cot oo) ER Renae, 10 i rookfield’s First Book in Co * *s 

an be so delicate abauks Pen dee ati versity Arithmetic Intellectual Now Seboa era : 

for premiums? . 
} It ought not to be forgotten that the true ey EB ¥: a wer ot bs 

mission of such societies is to enlighten and re aaa list of this pi i E 
benefit tke people—not merely ie putting aes . ie ar Mek i es 
another dollar into thei 79th" page, which frien at é 
a the best ae Seas bie le Seaesties will Ge Sr 

nds. How can it be done so well, as in eee é : From M. T. t 
pan - sont agricultural papers, or ‘E Pinney, Now fork, rad 8 CP Griggs & Con Chie ¥ 

IBM) Messrs. Cook & Belden “Einar ertanie: ote : | ee ng ies’ ler, e 

{ Of Gold and Silver notoriety, we regard Qotceit Primary aad Intermediate Gc i 
oe to the entire confidence of nas ae eran ‘has Book ef Botany, Waring’ Hlemeats : 

. culture, s ** 

Lac steel watches and all kinds | Hitehcock's Geology. tricep ocr lant sro seuiea we Z 
ae eee on of silver or gold ras pleased tu see introduced into every school in ~ 

3 . One ve i i- 2 is 
ty in the composition ofa Sn any The Home Magazine— : 

| —this firm possesses in an eminent degree. Edited by T. S. Arruur and Vireinta 2 
| If they dispose of an article as genuine, re-|F.Townsexp. Who, that is familiar with ; 

| mark it—itis so. We have been acquainted these names, (and what American over the 
is the reputation they enjoyed in Western | #8¢ of ten years is not?) needs any further : 

| few York, and predict for them similar suc- | #ssurance of the literary worth of any maga- % 
cess in this section. Their present stock is | Zine than that it is edited by two such au- 2 

ample and well selected. See adv. thors? But this is not ali—theyare assisted * 

Orops i Maiidesdta— by a good corps of correspondents, and the “” 

| Dav L. Kzva, of Rochester, Minne- August number, which is before us, contains t 

sota, at thagnd of. business loteee ties twenty-seven illustrations. Terms—$2 a si 

| ‘This is fine growing weather and the cops year; four copies,$5. AddressT.S. Arthur tj 

| Tok well. Fall and Spring wheat is very & Co., 103 Walnut St., Philadelphia. < 

JB) Promising; oats, corm and potatoes like- CM Baten So ‘ 
| wise.” In_our advertising columns, offer a 4 

IB) sens aes, ie cane || Ff Ren wet b erything in the line. They are % 

B) secretions tants oe | uenerzane ae anty || | | . ck 01 in every fami 
wan a ite comet OE Ea Rud ed and Wis-| and school “istrict library in thy State bs 

wally Tobai an i re have for- | They are worth all the yellow-covered liter- x 

decals as cre pond ir prices are | ature that ever was or will be published to 3 

er eanes eae oan em in New York | the end of time. The ghee wit notice that : 
| Meee eir stock is immense. | they offer to send any or all of them by mail, 5 

visiting Milwaukee and wishing acticles of tre iz ina d iz postage free, to any part of the U. 8., making & 

Heat te Srey look through | them just as cheap to the far resident of ‘ 
é ment before buying. Seetheir | Wisconsin, or Minnesota, as to the dweller * 

| card in our advertising columns. lin the city of New York’ : 
2 ait 

a Pa ~ es sitet ue ‘
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| a ‘We are personally acquainted with these | we feel fally warranted in assuring our read- 

: gentlemen, and feel a particular pleasure in | ers that he will always be found dealing in 

recommending them as prompt and reliable | the best. of everythiug of its kind, and none 

t men, who can always be depended upon. other. He has been extensively engaged in 

‘ We esteem it just as safe to send them money introducing valuable machinery into the 

for books by mail, (registering the letters,) State, for many years, at‘d so far as we have 

as to step into their store, to select in per- | ever heard, giving universal satisfaction. 

e son. Our strawberry illustretions, in this 

5: numberfare copied from a new work jnst| | AMERIcAN Ixsrirure Fam.—-The 28th 

blished by them, entitled “The Complete Annual Fair of the American Institute will 

: Wanna) for the Cultivation of the Strawber- | be held at the Crystal Palace, beginning 

ne ry.” It also treats on and illustrates the | Sept. 22, and continuing till Oct 25. New 

cuitivation of the Raspberry, and Blackberry. | dies have been procured for the gold, silver 

Price of the mail edition, 50cts. It is worth | and bronze medals. The gold medal will be 

; five times that sum to any unpracticed per- | double the present size, and will be awarded 

: son about to embark in such culture. See it | only to the best machinery, and other arti- 

H in their advertised list, and send for it by |¢les of bigh merit. The silver medal will 
F mail. also be enlarged. . The ae muse = a 

The Western Farm Journal.— new feature. The new ies wi e ready 

Hy This is a new weekly agricultural jour- for exhibition during a Aare Ee i of 

ie . nal, published at Louisville, Ky, under the premiums is announced for grain, Sonn, 
if : * : fruits, flowers, vegetables and dairy produc- 

a auspices of their recently org@pized State | |; F asiAisifies tobe a ai 

a Agricultural Society, and edited by Wm. D. Hons. | om oe spared pe 

; GauiacneEr, one of the most noted and ex- | D°Mmously, as i pear. 

| perienced among American agriculturists— | Bmps Poisonep BY Parntep Caces.—It is 

i : and, withal, a Poet and Literateur of well | not safe to keep birds in painted wire cages, 

a established fame. We enjoyed the pleasure | especially in warm weather. The paint 

: ofa brief acquaintance with Mr. G. during a | softens in the heat, the birds are apt to nib- 

8 short visit with which he favored our town | ble it, and to get poisoned. This is a fact, 

y last season. We do not hesitate to predict | and tnose having valuable birds in such 

be for the Western Farm Journal a popular and | cages should remove them. 

q useful career under his management. The : 

i first numbers received, are fine specimens in Rice Men.—The Boston papers publish 

ef all respects. Subscription price, $2 per an- the annual list of the rich men of Boston 

! num. It is issued from the same office with | taxed over $6,000 per annum. Well, we 

a the Commercial Review, which, by the way, | have not near so many richmen. They beat 
fi is also one of the cleanest and most tasty pa- | US on that, but we'll bet a hundred acres of 

. pers upon our whole exchange list. rich Wisconsin wheat land to a rod of Mass- 

60. Bet & Oo . achnsetts rock, that if they try it on and 

fe Wa ws, fis dirouch the Haul publish a list of their poor men, Boston 

; e were recently through the Earn’ | alone will beat all Wisconsin ten times over. 
) ture and Upholstery establishment of this : 

re : We have not their riches, thank God, but 

: enterprising firm, and were surprised at the | thank God a great deal more we have no 

: amount of business they weredoing. Furni- . gr 
og . ; such list of poor as they can muster. 

s° ture of every kind, from the richest styles to [Milwaukee News. . 

Bi the commonest qualities, seemed to be going : ' 

4 off to city and country customers at arapid| Drrgor1ons ror Restorme Persons Ap- 

; rate, and at prices that struck us as decided- | parENTLY Drownep.—The following direo- 

; ly low. Their rapid and remarkable success | tions for restoring persons apparently 

a arises from the fact of their being men who | drowned, which were issued by the Massa- 

a attend to their owh business and spare no | chusetts Humane Society, are of general in- 

8 pe to please. They employ a large num- | terest, and may be of great service at. this 

oe tes r of workmen, and are contributing mate- | season, when deaths from drowning are 80 

é rially to the prosperity of Madison. Those | frequent.“ Convey the body to the nearest 

oa of our citizens who feel an interest in the | house, with head raised. Strip and rub dry. 

A: growth of our city and county should pat-| Wrap in blankets. Inflate the lungs by 

Se ronize these enterprising home establish- | closing the nostrils with the thumb and fin- 

B ments. ger, and blowing into the mouth forcibly, 

a ‘We Would Call Attenton then pressing with hand on the chest. Again 

. To the advertisement of W. D. Bacos, | blow in the mouth and press on the chest, 

es Esq., oqent for the celebrated Rail Road|and so on for ten minutes, or until he 

4 Horse Power, Thresher and Winnewer, of | breathes. Keep the body warm, extremities 

4 Bs Wheeler Melick & Oo., together with various | also. Continue rubbing—do not give up 48 

ha other articles valuable to the farmer. From | long as there is any chance of success.” 

i our long personal acquainrance with Mr. B., [N. E. Farmer. 
F 
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AND | : 

NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. || | 

DEVOTED TO AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, MECHANIC ARTS AND EDUCATION. | | ua 

SSS SSA 3 

VOL. VIII. MADISON, WIS., SEPTEMBER, 1856. NO. 9 | | 

SUGGESTIONS FOR SEPTEMBER. fire, and the newly plastered rooms to be } & 
- _ “Whate’er the wanton spring, . kept from freezing by extra stoves and fires, i| ; 

Hae! comeytoeetysetemnysemcer swine [824 probably frozen and spoiled at las. | ~ 
Either in pastu: ar mgs, Tea] at is the way a of the work isdone | ‘ 

ae, play an ge als for foe in this new country, and not unfrequently in | | : 
Feed on ther.” Ford and Decker. | «14 ones; but it is none the better economy | 2 

F September is the initiatory month of| for that. | x 
autumn, though often in this western coun-| We say then to all who have any building | * 
try, as mild and pleasant as summer. Still | work to be done, to drive it as early andhard | ; 
its fair appearances, and lingering smiles do| as possible, while the season is suitable; by | : 
not change the fact that summer is actually | so doing about one half of the expense will | Bi 
past, and that winter, though yet remote, is| often be saved, besides having a much better _ | tA 
actually again approaching; and sooner than | job when done. As to details and particu- 4s 
it is desired, by some of us at least—perhaps| lars in farm building, we shall refer to it zt 
before we are prepared for it—will again be/ from time to time, as one of the all impor- | ¥ 
upon us. tant subjects that cannot well be exhausted. | : 
We allude to this matter, at this time and] The farm stock needs looking after this ¥ 

thus early, for the purpose of calling atten-| month; and more especially the milch cows | ¥ 
tion to the condition of the farm buildings, | of those who have no tame grass pastures. | ” 
and fixtures generally about the premises ;/The wild grass begins early to dry upand | 5 

|| for the reason that September and October| suffer from the frost, and cows will be found | q 
| are the only remaining months of the year, | to shrink rapidly in their milk without extra | 

in which it is proper, or profitable, to rig| feed. We have also been led to believe that | : 
| anything of the kind. the acorns they pick up and eat so voracious- | 4 

Building of any kind done in November, | ly in the openings and timber, tend to dry | sj 
usually costs fifty per cent. more than in| them up still more speedily. | | 

May, June or September, and often one hun-/ The fall crop of butter is poor at the best > 
dred per cent. more, when done in Decem-| with us, and accounts for its usual scarcity ® 
ber instead of the proper season. These are| and high price. We repeat what we have # 
admitted facts, that everybody knows who! frequently said before: we must have more i 
has had any experience; and yet how many| cultivated grass and clover, or cease to think ‘S 
men there are, who will allow the pleasant| of doing much with good stock or dairies. ia 
balmy days of September, and Indian Sum-/ The thing is impussible. True, the wild s 

mer even, to pass away, while their work! grass is tolerably good for a while, but at G 

lingers, through mere negligence or lack of| the best for not over four months of the . 
energy, till the wintry winds begin to whis-| year; leaving eight months of foddering. 2 
per in tones not to be misunderstoed. The consequence is—everything on the farm ig 

Then at last they get in a great hurry,|iseaten up clean, coarse grain and all, and * 
when it is too late—when everybody else| the stock often comes out poor at that. No, 2 
is drove, and no help can be obtained, for| gentlemen, such kinds of stock farming will : 
love or money. Then you will see them|not pay. You must either cultivate the 3 

digging post holes in the frozen ground, or| tame grasses, or give up keeping any but ab- 
shoveling their lumber out of the snow; or, | Solutely necessary stock, or lose money. So a 
if it is a hoase under construction, then the] it looks to us. s 
mortar is to be thawed out by the kitchen] Harvest your crops in good season, and | i 

ee 
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a: take special care to select some of the finest | it, that it is all right; and in saying thus 

= and earliest, for your next year’s seed. Do| much for it, we would not wish to be under- 

. | not put it off for the present, and finally neg- stood as desirous to “puff” this eompany 

: | lect it entirely; and next spring be seen in- ahead of others. We merely speak of it | 

} quiring round among your neighbors for seed | thus favorably, because we know it to be | 

4 corn, and perhaps taking it ont of the bin at | true. For aught we know the Milwaukee 

a last, and running the risk of its coming up at | Mutual is another just as safe and good com- 

5S all. How many of you did it last spring?— | pany; but still we are not as familiarly ac- 

m * and how did you fare in consequence of it? | quainted with its business. Doubtless there | 

& hE Learn from experience at least. are other good companies about the State, | 

ae Then the potatoes—if you would not have | about which people well informed can judge | 

y them rot, dig them early, before the fall rains | for themselves. But we say emphatically to | 

i set in; and store them in dry cool shape all, insure and ina good company. Then 

WW for winter; it is the best preventive we when you burn, (and the most careful do | 

t know of. 
sometimes) you will find your policy much | 

: Thresh your wheat as early as cireum- | more substantial help than your neighbors’ | 

t stances will permit, particularly that portion left-handed sympathy. | 

oo} that you wish to sell; so that you will be Have you a lightning rod upon your 1 

: i ready for a high price in the market if it oc- | house, and barn? If not, have a good one | 

Be curs. Much depends on being ready for | put up the first opportunity. Mind you, a I 

oP j lucky strikes, instead of coming in half an good one, if you can find it. Many of those i 

: hour too late, as easy men are apt to. One | hawked about the country for sale, are not 

a word more on this head; when you can get worth taking as a gift; they are so light and | 

BS a good price for your wheat, or other pro- | imperfectly made—often being so badly fit- | 

i ducts you have to sell, take it; for ten to | ted in the screw joints—that they will not 

: one, if you wait for a little more, you will | hold together for six months, even though 

P not do as well. they arenot struck; and if they werestruck | 

Be The waste incident to keeping grain on with any considerable force, where would 

qi hand, the hazard of fire and otherwise, the they be then, at the moment of need? | 

4 interest on the money you perhaps owe, and| Inselecting, look for good sized rods, of | 

es the chances for a decline, all taken together, not less than half an inch in diameter, well | 

a make more difference than any but very jointed together, and tipped with a good | 

} careful men think for. We repeat, when | copper point, well plated with silver. In | 

. you have a good fair price offered for any- | Telation to putting up, read directions ins | 

3 thing you wish to sell, take it; and pay former number of the Farmer, on the sub- | 

3 oS your debts if you owe any. (And who | ject. 
| 

j . don’t?) 
Those who sow winter wheat, will of .| 

‘ee e Then the straw, attend to that; and stack | course be attending to it early in this month | 

Ae it well in a convenient place for feeding and |—the earlier the better. During the first | 

: | use during the winter. Leave none ‘of it | seven to ten years of the early settlement of | 

a seattered, either to waste, or as a trail to | Wisconsin, winter wheat was almost uni- | 

oe take the prairie fires to your stack-yard or formly sowed, and with almost uniform sue- 

Ba buildings. 
cess. After that, two or three years of par- 

ag Insure your farm buildings the first good tial failure seemed to discourage almost eve- 

a opportunity, if you have not already ; but | rybody ; since which time, no one hardly | 

S bo careful what company you insure in. If| seems to sow winter wheat at all. True, | | 

t ;” youre not already posted on the subject, | our winters are usually open, and many ft B 

e i ‘and satisfied with some good company with | the prairie aspects bleak; still we incline to 

; i! ‘which you are acquainted, we would recom- | believe that the raising of winter wheat 

es! -end the Madison Mutnal, as one we know | ought not to be given up so easily. We 

a to be perfectly good and safe, in all respects, | have always been of the opinion, that if it 

He being familiar with its business and officers, | was gotten in with the same care that it is 

a and character generally. We say unhesi- | by good eastern farmers, having due regard 

[ : tatingly to any who may wish to insure in‘ to depth, by drilling in, or in some other 

i — 
: 
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effectual way, that in all reasonably sheltered | young sons and daughters are growing up | 
places, good crops would almost uniformly | rapidly around you, and ought to see some- 
be raised. thing of the world and itsinhabitants. You, z 
We hope that the better class of farmers, | too, are as rapidly growing old; don’t, in BS 

those who take pains with what they do, will| your eager pursuit of wealth, forget it; but 
give the subject farther trial; we intend for} remember that unless you enjoy some of *, 
one to do so. Aside from the superior mar-| these privileges, and spend some of your || * 

| ket value of the crop, it is also a material | money as you go, thatyou arecheatingyour- || * 
| advantage, in the way of dividing the labor} selves. These growing up children will * 

of putting in the wheat crop, between fall} soon fo.low us to our graves; let us eare for : 
and spring. Every one who has had experi-| them now, that they may mourn for us then. “3 

|| ence, knows how short the springs are for Further, we are none of us too old or wise i i 
| all the work that crowds upon them, and| to learn ten times as much at any good fair z 

how often it results in late sowing, which as| as it costs to attend it. We say then to all 
often results in a poor, blighted crop. who can, to make their calculations now in 3 

| & Sheep turned early into stubble fields, will| season, to be on hand. Calculate among r 
| ‘| do much in the way of killing out the weeds | other things, for some one to take care of the 3 

| and leaving the land clean for a next year’s baby, and smaller children, so that the wife A 
| || crop. They are the best scavengers that can | can 89, ifshe wishes. The change of scene YS 

|| be had on a farm, and every well established and circumstance, the friendly meetings, the ie 
| farmer ought to have a flock of them, for|sights and novelties, are as great a luxury i 

| || this reason alone, if for no other. But we/| and benefit to her, as to any of the male gen- s 
i || shall say more on this head in another place. | der, beyond dispute. 5 
| I In connection with fall wheat, a good op-} In conclusion we wonld say, we hope to : 
| \| portunity is afforded for sowing grass seed, | meet you all there, and make no doubt but & 
| i for those who prefer the fall to the spring. | we shall have a special good time of it. ; ‘ 

I See the remarks of E. W. Edgerton, Esq., on ——_——++e+_______ | 3 
| | that subject, in the April No. EFFECTS OF CLEANLINESS. | § 
| i Finally, we would have all recollect that} Count Rumford, the .selebrated practical | 

| September has but 30 days—Sundays and all | Philosopher, whose writings have been of | i A S, x greater value to mankind than the abstruse 
| told—and that it has a world of duties, more speculations of a host of metaphysicians, thus ; Bm || than we can think of, or find space to point | describes the advantages of cleanliness: ~ | } 

| | out; meet them manfully and seasonably—| “With what care and attention do the | : 
| | don’t begrudge to hire the necessary help,| feathered race wash themselves, and put + 
| } now, while the days are long and favorable, a purse = bk oe Eee py ; 

| | a val a a TROP “ a by beng yo Among the beasts of the field, we find that : 
| HT acacia! your Work. “nen, 4gain, We | those which are the most cleanly are gener- 3 

|| Want you to get through in season for a lei-| ally the most gay and cheerful, or are dis- | a 
| || sure week, about the first of October, to at-| tinguished by a certain air of ana and |! # 

[BB | tend the State and County Fairs. Yes Gen-| contentment, and singing birds are always || 3 
WB | tlemen, we want you to take a holiday then, Baers Se ee Leda s 

i and a few dollars with it, and Jour WIVES | that it extends even to his moral ces raree | is I and children, and attend the Fairs. Virtue never dwelt long with filth; nor do |} 3 
| I Not particularly on our account, but main- teste ‘there ever Was & person scrupulous- | 4 

| ly on your own. They are by far the best. | io aacie Ge cleanliness who was 's/con- || é 
| and most useful holidays, in America; and : ca $ 

| better than all the Saints’ days in the cal- EBA Scotch farmer named Craig, says 
endar. he prevents the potato disease by planting i To all you hard working farmers, and/ several varieties together. He thinks the : 
farmers’ wives, who stick to your homes the ceca - ae be ay See to || g 

whole year round—remote from large towns | tion tthe! . aiady.itn ~ am a toe | 2 
and novelties —we say, turn out; it is your| plants being too closely bred, or in other | cs Privilege—it is your duty todo it. Your| words by sub-breeding. ; 

ce eee | ?
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A FARM COTTAGE. i 

The above beautiful plan for a cottage; farm and village establishments, with econo- } 

) house, is taken from a work recently pub-| my and taste. Its illustrationsare beautiful, ( 
lished by D. Appleton & Co., of New York, | but we can hardly do them justice on our K 

) entitled “Village and Farm Cottages,” and| common power press. We shall insert such 
designed by Cleveland & Backus Brothers, ' of the plans, frem time to time, as seem best 

wr adapted to our wants, But we would ad- ‘3 
| vise all who are purposing to build, to get 2 

t | a copy of the work, and study it. It will 
| z a great deal more than pay. The price is 

12x15 L— $2. It can be ordered postage free, by 

| BH mail, from the publishers, if not found in : 

ais the book stores. - 
c ] 1416 The before mentioned firms of archi- 

| re tects, are men who understand their busi- 

| E = ness, toa nicety. They lithograph all the x 
| OR | working plans, to their different models of 2 

es houses, and buildings; and consequently a 

| x BS can furnish them by mail or otherwise, ic 
k perfectly correot, and very cheap, to mas x 

| oa ter builders, and others in need of them. 4 
Address Wm. Backus & Co., Masonic 

A Temple, Chicago. Those proposing to 'S 
erect churches, and expensive houses, will ba 

[mst stony Pran. ] also find them very competent men, to de- 4 
of N. Y., and Wim, Backus & Co., of Chica-| sign estimate, or manage the same. Wesay # 
g0, Architects. It is one of the finest works | thus much of them, merely as a tribute to 5 
of the kind we have ever seen, and contains | their fine plans and professional skill, which $ 

\@| Some twenty-five different plans, of neat,|we hardly think is surpassed in America. * 
| tasty, and cheap houses—every way adapted} Expranation.—The stairs, starting just % 

to a new country like this, where people are | back of the parlor-door, on the right side of 7 
not yet able to build expensive houses. the hall, land on a platform, six feet above “a 

It also abounds in excellent suggestions | the floor, from which they return over the ES 
upon the subject of building, and fitting up| bedroom closet. At the rear of the landing, ny 

i aaa emreeraanrtatiiec= mga estore scepter cee
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: ; | a partition crosses the hall, with a door at| THE FOREST TREES OF WISCCNSIN, | 

8 | the side of the staircase. The cellar flight, BY I. A. LAPHAM, | 

# | starting in the back hall, goes down under! Wo, 37.—Betula papyracea, ot Aiton— 

. | the main stairs, that part of it beyond the | Qanoe Birch, or Paper Birch. These names | 

BE || Platform being ineased. The back porch is | indicate the uses to which the bark of this | 

i open, and the wood-room is beyond it, with species of the Birch family is applied. It is | 

; kitchen-pantry, and other conveniences. used extensively by the aborigines, and by | 

5: i 7 ' Ne the fur traders, for making their light and | 

mn © / elegant canoes; and when peeled offin thin | 

ie | /\|\ 2 a 7X layers, it is a substitute for paper. This | 

B x = 2 i bark is also used for many other purposes of 

es | = 2 ornament and utility; the white man makes 

¥ | use of it for the roof of his rade building, | 

a ° Hi erected at the time of the first settlement of || } 

: mT the country, and it is found to be effective 

S: ii ° in keeping off the rain, as well as the heat in 

es ° summer and the cold in winter. } 

a 
With the Indians it constitutes an impor- | 

“i | tant material in the construction not only of 

3 | = his means of transportation on the water, 

i. 2: but of his wigwam and various untensils, 

Sir John Richardson observes that it “is an 

E | 
invaluable tree to the population of Ruperts, 

BS = ae Land; its bark is indispensable for the con- 

BG [sxconp STORY PLAN. | struction of their canoes, and also serves for 

Be In the second story, the ‘stairs land over the covering of tents, in localities where the 

ee the partition between the parlor and bed- skins of large animals are scarce, Neatly 

i a | room. There are two pantries between the sewed and ornamented with porcupine 

5 chambers at the right of the hall—one for quills, it is moulded into baskets, bags, dishes, | 

BE | each, There isa small one also in the back plates, and drinking vessels: in short, it is 

# | chamber beyond the stairs. There is alarge | the material of which most of the light and | 

' || Goset in the hall for bedding, etc. and a easily transported lionsehold furniture of the 

= | small onein theleft-hand chamber. Ifneed- | Orees is formed. The wood serves for pad- 

o fal, this room may be divided in the center, dles, the frame work of snow-shoes, sledges, 

ie and a portion of the hall closet devoted to|&c- . In the spring the sap forms a pleasant 

; if the front half, The chimneys are of brick, sweet drink, from which a syrup mey be 

Be and topped out with the same. The small manufactured by boiling.” 

A dormer-windows in the roof are intended for | . The Oanoe Birch does not extend south 

os ventilation as much as for light. But they into Illinois, but in the opposite direction it 

ne are decorative features also. The window is found as far as the 69th degree of north 

eax caps are of plank, supported on simple brack- latitude. But it attains its greatest perfec- 

a ets. The front gable window has a flower tion about the shores of Lake Superior, 

ae ee balcony. The verandah is solid and plain, where the bark is used by the Chippewas 

Me and is so finished as to showits construction. for most of the purposes above indicated. 

£ Sawn brackets of solid plank adorn the gable The following from Mr. Longfellow’s Hia- 

t s cornices, while the extended rafters are watha, may interest some of the readers of 

> made to show along the eaves. the Farmer: 

EB This is well fitted for a corner house, the SS ee eee, 

He a fronts, seen in the engraving, showing onthe aod nels the roots he cutit, 

= two streets. In any event, the lot on which Down ery 

as it ssands should be of good size. No alter- ee 

ha ation should be attempted unadvisedly. Striped it from the trank unbrokea! 
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With this he made a canoe, which ;gin and on the islands of the Mississippi 
| Te tiers cother are river. It is one of the most abundant trees : 

Like a yellow water lily.” along the principal rivers of the west. Itis 3 
| No, 88—Betula excelsa, of Aiton—Yel-| the first to take possession of the looso sand % 

| low Birch. This tree is found in the north- | bars when left dry by the retiring waters, 4 

| ernand central portions of the State, though | and hence it is often called “Sand-bar Wil- a 
| much Jess common than the last, and its | low.” It is to the light feathery foliage of 6 
| bark has none of the more this abundant tree that the upper Mississippi # 

| useful qualities of that owes much of its beauty. The roots do not if 
species. It may be known seem to penetrate the soi! in such numbers ; 
by the sweet or aromatic as to prevent the wear of the rapid current if 

| taste of the young twigs, E of the river. The wood is used as fuel on ‘ 
| and by the bark, which is i board the steamboats now so numerous on * 

| mee rough, of a yellow- the great Father of Waters, but does not ¢ 
| ish color, and does not seem to possess much value. is 
| peel off in thin layers. The figure represents a leaf, the capsule ee 
Emerson says of this tree, when mature, and also after it is open, show- 3 

that “it has not often been ing the cottony seeds. ‘ 
cultivated for ornament, No. 40.— Populus tremuloides, of Michaux es 

but it has great beauty. —aAspen. This tree is small and more curi- v 

In traveling, we some- ous than useful; the curiosity about it con- fe 

times see it on the edge sisting in the constant tremulous motion of ts 
of a wood, with itsabun- the leaves, which are set on slender, flattish | * 

dant soft, green, often petioles, so as to be moved by the gentlest | 

drooping foliage, between ‘ | breath of wind—as some rascally poet says, | ’ 

masses of which is seen Wiikulcn cae meter f j “ 

the gleam of the light } The soft light wood of the Aspen has too j 

bronze trunk with its sil- little strength to be of any utility. The tree 
ver and pearly lustre— is usually found bordering the woodlands 

showing what might be y and in small patches along the margin of | 

its effect if introduced in ) the prairies. It is quite an abundant treein = | 

ornamental woods. The Wisconsin, never however attaining any con- | ‘ 

wood of this tree is ap- ‘ \ | siderable size. The wood may be used as 

plied to numerous uses. fuel where no better can be obtained, and z 

Bending readily, it is par- the ashes are said to afford an unusual qnan- ? 

ticularly adapted to the / tity of, potash. % 
making of the posts and No. 41—Populus grandidentata, of Mich- § 

lars of chairs. It is used ee aux—the Large-toothed Aspen. This pop- | 
for the staves of small lar takes its name from the coarseness of the . 

and inferior casks, for teeth of the large roundish-ovate leaves, by : 

boot-trees and for joists / which it is readily distinguished from the § 

and bedsteads. It is val- yf last. It grows in the same localities and is y 
uble as fuel.” often confounded with it by careless observ- & 

99. SALIX FLUVIATILIS—RIVER WILLOW. | ers; but the slightest comparison of the § 

No. 39.—Saliz fluviatilis, of Nuttall— | leaves will show the difference between the 

| the River Willow. This species of Willow | two. Like that, its wood is light, soft, and 3 

is the only one that here assumes the size | easily broken. It is used for fuel, but is of 
and importance of a tree. It was first de- | inferior quality ; when dry it burns rapidly, : 
scribed and distinguished from the long | but affords little heat. This species of Pop- 
leaved Willow, (S. longifolia, Muhl.,) in the | lar attains the greatest size—and is used for 4 

frst volume sf his North American Sylva. | rails, timber, &c. It is said to be more du- ; 
It is often only a low shrub along the mar- ! rable than the other kinds of Poplar.
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: No. 42.—-Populus arigulata, of Aiton— | wants its vigorous! growth, and gros’ size; 

e Angled Cottonwood. This is the common | and the leaves aremuch smaller and narrow- 

£ Cottonwood of the Mississippi river and its }er. Like most of the Poplarr, the ‘wood pos- | 

: tributaries, but as this name has been ap- | sesses_ very little value in the arts of life. 

he plied to other sorts of Poplar, it loses its dis- | The figure represents a leaf of the natural 

fi tinctive signification. The cottony down | 51ze. 

a F accompanies the seed of all the Poplars, but 

44 perhaps more abundantly in this than the | 

+ others. The seeds are very numerous, and . | 

\ é are floated down the rivers, mixing with the | 

y E sediment that covers the banks and bars, so | 

FS that these places when left bare by the fall " 

¢ of the waters, are soon covered with a 

a2 growth of young Cottonwood. The seeds 

5 are so durable, when thus deposited, that 

: when brought up from great depths they ‘ 

= still possess the power of germinating. 
im 

3 There are other kinds of Poplar with an- 

‘ gular stems, but they are distinguished from | 

; the present species by having resinous and 

aromatic buds, like the Balsam Poplar, and 

ae the Balm of Gilead Poplar, while the buds 
ee of this species are destitute of aromatic | 

Be gum. The wood is soft, white, and has but 

ce little value; though it is used with other ji 

e wood by steamboats on the Mississippi river. 

ei The angled Cottonwood does not appear to 

a extend up the Mississippi river beyond Lake 1 

f | Pepin. 

e No. 48.—Populus Candicans, of Aiton— ! 

i Balm of Gilead Poplar. This is a favorite 

‘ ornamental tree, both on account of its 

é beauty as a tree, and of the fragrance of its 

¥ opening buds in the spring, from which it de- / 

5 rives its common name. It grows naturally 

{ Re along the margin of lakes and rivers in Wis- } 

aah consin, whence it may be obtained and trans- 

‘< planted to the place it is intended to adorn. 

.. It is very hardy, and will continue to grow, 

mi under very bad treatment—an essential qual- * 

3 ity in most cases! The large leaves give it 

ie a coarse appearance to the eye, but cause a 

Pye very dense shade. It is of rapid growth— 

es and should be more often seen in the streets 

% of our cities and villages. 

4 No. 44.—Populus balsamea, of Linnswus | 

a —Balsam Poplar. Milwaukee is just on the $ 

southern limits of this tree; only afewsmall | 44 poPULUs BALSAMEA—BALSAM POPLAR. 

yy specimens having been observed on thelake} The Willows and.Poplars are classed to- 

oe and river banks near that city. Itis more] gether in the same natural family, called 

at abundant in the northern portions of the | galicacee. 

: i State. It resembles the last species in the} Wo, 45.—Platanus occidentalis, of Lin- 

i iB agreesble odor of the buds in the spring, but | pous—Syeamore. At the east this tree, | 

¢ 

Ba (eee 

a
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with its white bark and broad leaves, is|the dairy-maid. The gardener first caught 

called Button-wood, while at the west it is| sight of the runaway, and hastening after it, 
almost universally known as the Sycamore. | Prained bis ane in ca aeat out of the : 

. . nol ut of e 

Its proper name, however, is the American | house again fora fortnight. _ The cook found, 4 
| or Western Plane Tree. when she came back from pursuing the pig, 5 

In Europe a species of Maple is called Syc-| that the linen she had left by the fire had 4 

| amore, and the use of the same name here fallen: ne oe was bur) a ae dairymaid Z 
| for a very different tree is apt to lead to| baving, in her haste, neglected to tie up one ‘ 

confusion. ‘The sduth part of, Wisconsin is of her cows, the cow had kicked a colt that a 
| oe was in the same stable, and broken its leg. F 

the extreme northern limit of the Sycamore. | The gardener’s loss of time was worth twenty i 
It attains its greatest dimensions in the val-{ crowns, to say nothing of the pain to be suf- 
ley of the Ohioriver. The low bottom lands|fered. The linen which was burned, and a 
of that stream, annually overflowed with ee cols, wane wap epalled, ae aoe % 

2 ‘2 , Wi 1S 

{ water, appear to be the BEOpsr, habitat of! of Goiie alwne Bs well ta hick? Sebble: : 
this tree. _Until the discovery of the im-| plague and vexation, for the want of a latch ; 
mense coniferous trees of California and Or- | which would not have cost threepence.” 

| egon, the Sycamore was regarded as the} _M.Say’s story is one of the many examples e 
| largest tree in the United States, attaining a of the truth of the old proverb: “For want j 

! | circumference of forty-seven feet. of a nail the shoe was lost, for want of a 
bs ‘ shoe the horse was lost, for want of a horse . 

The wood is used for cabinet work; the} the man was lost. é 
grain is irregular, giving it a fine appearance ——_—__——+0-o->-——__—__—_ 5 
when polished. It would be much more Tae CELE Se a wer, 
extensively used for this purpose, but for the| About three weeks ago acompany of poor : 

} abundance and cheapness of other more es-| Street children started for the West, under i 
] teemed kinds. It is becoming a very com- she tins ef the Ouilogen ae eagieets 
j eir destination was Racine, Wisconsin, an 

— shade tree along the streets of the east-|in that place and vicinity they have been > 
ern cities and towns, and appears to be much | provided with the best of homes. On the > 

admired. The growth is rapid; it bears|cars and steamboats, and wherever they ‘ 

transplanting well; and for supplying the | stopped, they attracted much attention and 
prairie lands with fuel, shade, &c., in the | U0 Dany iene ana others met 
shortest time, it is said to be inferion only to| them at the depot, and invited them to their i 
the Locust. As the Sycamore is not attacked | houses for refreshments. They afterwards 
by the borer, it may be deemed the most | assembled in one of the churches, and Messrs. * 
valuable of the two for this purpose. It meg and eeaank ihe baa: lsat chien im 

may be propagated by sowing the seed in| Cbarge entertained a considerable audience 
* - until the time of departure, receiving as they “ 

the spring, or by cuttings, The very young | jeft a handsome donation in money. ‘ 
seedlings should be protected from the heat/ Tho liberal hospitality of the people of : 
of the sun. Racine deserves a particular acknowledge- z 

Se ment. When the party arrived there, they i 
HOW MUCH DEFENDS ON 4 LATCHET. | found all their wants had been anticipated 
Our farmer friends should remember a| by a committee of ladies, throngs whose y 

quotation, which we find here from M. Say, | efforts a large house was in re liness for : 
showing how much depends on a Jatchet: _| their occupation—carpeted and amply sup- 

“Being in the country, I had an example | Plied with beds and provisions. Every one ; 
of one of those small losses which a family is seemed interested in the welfare of the New $ 
exposed to through negligence. For the| York children. Clergymen addressed their 5 
want of latchet of emall value, the wicket | People in their behalf; children called to see ‘ 
of a barn-yard leading to the fields was often | them and invite them to the chloe reg ‘ 
left open. Every one who went through |!” 8 very short time they were all distrib- < 
drew the door to; but as there was nothing | Uted in good families, and there were many 4 
to fasten the door with, it was always left applicants for a boy or a girl that could not ‘ 

— gs meiepens open and sometimes | be supplied. EN. ¥. Herald. ; 
shut. cocks and h and the sr thks Wan i * 
chickens, got out and were lt One day a Tg jell righty, Nam Seek hes males k 
fine pig got out and ran off to the woods; tudes of poor, and often worse than orphan Q 

and after the pig ran all the people about | children—swarming in her streets, and starv- % 
| the place—the gardener, and the cook, and ing and freezing for want of the barest com- ‘ 

Ne aN ee ee SS 3 
nA 3 
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§ 35 
& forts of life. Nobody will own them, and} center to receive the corn; in less than a 

2 few care for them. When they enter astore, | Week, in ordinary cases, if the corn does not 

2 an office, or a hotel, to beg, they are hustled fall out, you can pinch it out with the finger 
3 s nail ; and weeks, and sometimes months will 

& out as roughly asso many pigs. We have | nacs'away, before you will be reminded that 
2 often seen it, and had our humanity moved | you had a corn, when you can repeat the 

Hs by the sight. process, Corns like consumption, are never 

: > 4 Transplanted to the great and free West, ures Hath aay 9 inicietiny pontpaned cr 

; is changed; eek 4 ¢ oil and soaking softens and loosens the 

f ; | = fea oe nea: Oe aren i corn, while the buckskin protects it from 

+ oo ieved of the burden. ¢ oe pressure, which makes it, perhaps, to be 

ti ere and coming up a new crop of theives| pushed out by the undergrowth of those 

ae and prostitutes, they are adopted into quiet, | parts. [Hall’s Journal of Health. 

Se industrious and happy families—sent to Trewin Wor ee ev Gey eee: 

; school, taught to work, and well clothed and A SUITABLE SHRUB FOR HEDGES. 

Ae fed. A few years pass away, and they are “eas : 

Fe the young men and women upon the active h ce Po at ae ee perp at eh 

: stage of life—as likely to be Governors and anit ie ee es es . cae ° 

* Congressmen, or their wives, as those born Ue ad a 
+ Soe a i : . | my passage up the Mississippi from Dunleith 

, upon the soil, with a silver spoon in their 2 = fees 

|| Se oe meson sme en i a 3 of the Barberry, ashrub growing w mm. 
; We repeat, it is all right. Every healthy ead . 

: child of ten years old, that is sent to this Canada to Virginia, and which I thought 
’ State, is worth at least $500 to the State, would bea suitable shrab for hedges, on your 

for the reason that it has cost that sum to | va and fertile hancen 

es raise him or her up to that age. From that Whilst traveling through your State and 

Re time he or she is able to earn a living, and | the State of Ilinois, I noticed in several 

ci in a short time to earn a surplus to enrich | places, that the industrious farmer had, in 
td the State. | conseq:1ence of the scarcity of fencing mate- 

. 7 ‘We shonld think a city as Dough-facey as rial, undertaken to form ahedge of the Osage 

F New York, and as deeply involved in the| Orange, a great part of which had been 

i Slave trade, would send such children South, | Killed by the severe cold of our past winter ; 

ne and sell them for a fair value. They are no | and not seeing any that had become so ma- 

st better, and many of them not much whiter, | tured as to answer the purpose for which it 

BS than thousands that are annually sent from | Was intended, I could not help but think 

Ae Virginia to a Southern market. If Slavery | that it must prove a failure—principally on 
* is such a humane and divine institution, we | 2ccount of its being a native of a more south- 

: don’t see what there would be wrong in it. | ern climate—it would not endure our cold . 

ie They are worth at least $500 each to Wis-| Winter, and could any shrub be Seve 

\ consin, and we hope they will be brought | indigenous to our northern climate, it 

: here at the rate of a thousand a year, until | Would take its place. It would prove an in- 
aa every childless household in the land has at estimable blessing to the western farmer. 

; least one to take the place of a pet lap dog, | This, I think, may bo found in the Barberry 

if or kitten. Send them on. Eps, |—as it isa tough, hardy shrub, growing on 
3 a ee rich land from six to ten feet high, about 

Bie CORNS. : 
, a pee the right hight for fence, without the neces- 

|| etatiwoh ont: tanin itmieninl areas eeu a Ganieonteees.||E 
> makes it take a deeper root, as cutting a ee 
~ weed elf.at'tho surfaoo;! Who worst kind ofthe) WOU Seem Simoseampomeaen 

lB corns are controlable as follows: Soak the | duirrel to get through it. 
et. feet in quite warm water for a halfan hour} Whilst visiting my father’s garden, in Vt., 

f iq er going to bed, then rub on meso some two weeks since, I examined some of 5 
; with your finger, some common sweet oi z 

Hf i Do this every night, and every morning re- the ae Stas _ the berries ha 5 

ie peat the rubbing in of oil with the finger;} V¢Te P' Sonse Swelve yeats since, ft & 
ea bind on the toe during the day two or three} Whilst beholding them, I was forcibly struck . 
gee thicknesses of buckskin, with a hole in the' with their peculiar adaptation for hedging ; 

ie 

i
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about eight feet in hight, and covered with] RELATIONS oF THE EAST, AND WEST. 
prickles—beautifel in appearance, and de- We are indebted to Hon. Simon Brown j tested by all manner of four-footed beasts—| for a copy of the Agricultural Report of not inclined to spread, but thickening up Massachusetts, for 1855; and among other 3 from the roots something like the currant, | interesting articles, we tind an elaborate ad- ; only somewhat thicker—bearing a beautiful | dress, delivered before the Franklin Society, red berry in the fall, and never known to by the Hon. GeorgeS. Bontwell, (we believe, f winter-kill. an Ex-Governor of the Bay State,) under the j Its fruit is acid, and makes a beautiful feb-| above title, and wholly devoted to the easy rifage drink for invalids; also a good kind | task, of showing that on the whole, the West of preserves for the table. The bark is used|is no great of a country, and rather inferior for coloring a beautiful yellow, and it is also | in its products, and people, to New England. ued as a remedy for jaundice. It grows| We would like to quote whole pages for ‘ rapidly on good soil, and I think in four or | the edification of western readers, if our five years would be sufficiently matured to space would permit; but suffice it for the form a good hedge. present to say, that he assumes the West, The only objection I have heard presex ted | from Ohio to the Rocky Mountains, to be so i s8 yet, (beside the vulgar error of supposing | level and monotonous a country, as to be itto be injurious to wheat,) is its liability of nearly destitute of all grandeur, boldness, or ‘ greading from birds eating the berry and beauty of scenery, and consequently barren : depositing the seeds over the land. in its productions, of all the higher grades of & But, from several bunches of the bushes intellect, taste, or fancy—so fertile in soil as ‘ Which bear fall every year, in the garden | to beget indolence and barbarism, at least in : shove referred te,not a single instance of the | two or three generations. Further, he goes 5 kind has happened during the twelve years | on to show, satisfactorily, that this barbaric tiey have been there. Along by the sea | idleness has already so far taken possession : shore where it grows wild, it does not grow | of theinhabitants, that notwithstanding their Z © thrifty, and seems more in¢lined to spread | rich soil and level country, the States of = tan on richer ground and farther from the | Massachusetts and Vermont average almost sult water. twice as large a product, to each person, as 
With these few hints I close, hoping that | the States of Ohio, Illinois, and Wisconsin. fany one has tried it, and found it not suit-| Now this would be all very fine, and log- : ible, or if any one can present any suitable | ical, and conclusive in support of his theory, ; rasons why it should not be tried, that they | if it were only correct; but, unluckily for : vill make them known through your truly | his cause, it is not; and what is worse, it 2 valuable periodical. hardly seems possible that so learned and a Yours &., H. W. Leacu, M.D, | experienced a man, as he evidently is, and * Norwion, Conn., June 19 1856. as an Ex-Governor a P apoutaie : _ a aan o> as Massachusetts ought to be, co ve ’ hb fy epee a ee unknowingly committed so great a blunder, H 

Pret menss MONE After enumerating every item of income ‘ ee etoecahis, atid Lara, enchanted, in the old States, he simply takes up the ; Te ou tece ith ease eee | same class of items in the new States, with- 4 Animage of Friendship to place on the shrine. out saying gver a word about another class ; ! nee Sots scelvte whoseed soma befece bee of labor, and product, which in every new evap; the Sone arent; country must and does engross a large share ' po porteees icoadlers tteraaeag te of the labor and productive industry of the x J i population—to wit: the erection of houses £ apnea eticesefsidedandioass= 1 | and buildings of all sorte, froma the pelane to R a little god, upon roses reclining, the log-cabin, the pig-pen and hen-coop ; the : re » a 5 a x Dp pena tanta etenty ae clearing and breaking of lands, and ditching : She joyfully flew to her shrine in the grove; and fencing the same; the planting of or- 3 ‘Fazewell,” said the sculptor, “you're not the frst maiden chards, the making of roads and public con- § Whe came but for Friendship and took away Love.” | veniences of every kind. z
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¢ These all urge themselves, first and fore-) thing of the subject, by our own actual ex- 

most, upon the attention of the settler in the perience. 

2 country; and it is not too much to assume, We think we know this much, at least, 

es that at least one half of the time, of the | that Wisconsin in the first ten years of its |/% 

2 whole population, is employed in thus ma- | infancy, without capital, without machinery, 

H i king up the country, as one may say, for the | without work-shops, without common roads, || 

4 first five years; and at least one-fourth for |and without a mile of railroad, has produced |) 

P the next ten years; while in the old States, larger results of labor, in proportion to its | 

: ' it is notorious, that there is little or nothing population, than Vermont or Massachusetts, || 

; z of the kind to be doae. in their ripe maturity, with their surplus | 

he Farther it may be urged, that at least one- | capital and jmmensities of labor saving ma- || 

5 : tenth of the population, in Wisconsin and | chinery, in every city, village and hamlet, | 

a Illinois in 1850, were new-comers, who had | with a net-work of completed railroads to | 

; ' but just arrived in the State during the year, stimulate production, and enhance to theut- || 

and were counted in, but had had time to | most the values of their products. | 

2 raise or produce nothing. Well, if this was the fact in the green tree, |, 

ft Again, a large amount of our population what may it bein the dry? Wisconsin in 

ok were foreign born, and many of them recent | the six years that have elapsed since the ta- || 

ne importations—thrown almost naked, and | king of the census of 1850, has doubled in | 

wholly inexperienced, into an entirely new population, has begun and completed more 

country, without the accumulated capital of | than 500 miles of railroad, which is now in || 

an old State to set them to werk. operation and earning on an average, from || 

‘ When all these matters are taken into ac-|15 to 20 per cent. net.  Besidee 500 miles | 

1% 5 count, and proper allowances made for the |more under contract, and rapidly advancing i 

is almost uniform poverty, and want of capital | to completion. \ 

8 with which to work to advantage, on the| She has in that time redeemed a wild | 

; i part of the settlers in an entirely new coun- | country larger than Vermont, or Massachu- | 

a4 try; together with the thousands of inevita- | setts, from the savage and the wilderness, — 

ble delays, and losses, incident to such a|and made it up into fine productive farms, 

‘ transition state of things. Andwhen proper | sparkling all over with villages and young 

7: credit is given for the vast amount of labor | cities. Her wheat crop has arisen from 8 

; bestowed upon permanent, but not immedi- | little over four millions of bushels in 1850, 

Pi ately productive improvements, we think we | to at least twelve millions the present year; | 

13 are justified by facts, in concluding that the | and many others of her productions have in- | 

Pe value of the productive industry of Wiseon- | creased in nearly the same ratio. 

ie tin, instead of being only $40, is at least| Her real estate, on account of the labor | 
at equivalent to $100 per capita, as compared | bestowed upon it, and upon her railroads 

ae upon a fair and just basis, between a similar | and public works, has advanced from its 

: class of inhabitants, in Vermont and Massa- | then estimated value of forty-two millions 

4 chusetts. to at least two hnndred millions of dollars— 

5 If these conclusions are correct, and we | all of which we think will be justified, and 

Et believe they are, it certainly very materially ] probably more too, by the rapidly approach- 

— changes the aspect of our friend’s argument jing national census of 1860. Wait, my wor- 

hed in favor of the always rough, and now worn|thy friend, and see how that will compare 

bt out hills of New England, and would still] Wisconsin and Vermont, or Illinois and 

cs seem to warrant the young and enter-} Massachusetts, either in population or ratio 

" prising but poor man, or the rich one if he | of individual production. 

a chooses to look west for an improvement of| Against such progress here in the West, 

i his fortune. we will see by the same census, that Ver- 

My We speak the more confidently on this} mont, and may be Massachusetts, has stood | 

ve matter, for the reason that we have spent) still, or perhaps retrograded, in everything | 

' b over twenty years of our life on a good Ver-| but intellect and sterling merit. Each re- 

: Bi . mont farm; and abont the same amount in | curring census will exhibit similar compara- 

ae Wisconsin; hence we think we know some-! tive facts, that cannot be argued away, even 

: De a i | 
Fh 
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by the subtle logic of New England. Facts| who would be highly intellectual, to stay in 

that prove conclusively the correctness of] New England, from generation to genera- 
|| the poet’s prediction, tion. 

imi “Westward the Star of Empire takes its way.” ee ae ee 

| Railroads are breaking down the bariers| ae er Sacra ! 
| of distance, until two days time takes us}, 42 the year 301, the cold was eae | 
| from Madison to Boston; consequently eve- ce the Blsok Bes “was frozen | 

tybody becomes traveler, and more especial-| J, 401, the Pontus Sea, and the sea be- 
| ly those who are not quite suited at home. | tween Constantinople and Scutari in Turkey, 
| And when the farmer of New England were pied frozen Ate 8S de 
| coming West, perhaps on a mere pleasure ex- ¢ Vanube was frozen over in 462, so 

i cursion, or to visit a friend, and sees our firie ae ‘aad soe nee. in 
tich lands, spreading out on all sides, at 765, and the snow drifted to the depth of ‘ 

TB moderate prices, and sees withal, how readi- | 50 feet. 
a ly labor-saving machinery is applies to per-| Carriages crossed the Adriatic Sea, or 
| form the most arduous toil—how a man and | Gulf of Venice, in 859, and in 860 the cold 

was so intense that cattle froze to death in : 
JB 2sPan of horses often does the work of ten their stalls. The Mediterranean Sea was so 
| | ordinary men—ther, friend Boutwell, he is thickly frozen over, that it was passable for 
| in particular need of a copy of your address | carriages and horses, and merchandise was ‘ 
] in his pocket, for reference, to keep him| transported across it on the ice. 
| from falling in love with the West—espe- ees This bial the ee u Italy, ‘ 
i cially as he further reflects how fast these tame ghia ceakal"eontataag it ecaleh een ’ 
i lands will rise in value, compared with the split with a loud report. : 
|| receding prices of the East. 1216. The river Po was frozen to the 
I No gentlemen, friends and brethren of| depth of 16 feet. _ : 

PB Ser Bests tis tani or coming West], 1294 |The Mediterranean was agai fo : i is founded on natural principles. In this killed by ts P p 
| age of railroads, population seeks its level,} 1289. This year the snow was so deep in 

| as naturally as water, and gravitates towards | Austria that the houses were entirely buried 
| itsinterest. Stay the Niagara, or stop the | beneath it, and many persons perished. 
| tides from coming into Boston harbor; but| 1292. The Rhine was frozen over, and 
j ’ the snow is represented as being of an enor- | don’t be so fool-hardy as to try to stop the mous depth. : 

most enterprising of your sons, and themost| 1393, The Baltre Sea was frozen over so 
| | beautiful of your danghters, from coming| as to be passable for six weeks. 

West, by mere Fourth of July orations, or aes All the rivers in Italy were frozen ‘ 

| aes puiradrenses, : 1349, 1892, and 1408. The Baltic Sea \ 
pon the point of idleness and intellectual was frozen over in each of these years. 9 

degeneracy, assumed in consequence of the} 1384. The Rhine and Gulf of Venice a 
flatness and fertility of the western country, | were frozen over. iy 
we shall not now dwell, further than tosay,| 1428, 1426, 1459. In each of these years 
that so far as our observation has thus far is tp rene from Lubec to Prussia was per- 

gone, we can testify, that we have never 1690. oo The sea between Constantinople 
known a more industrious community, as @| and Iskodar was passable on the ice. 9 
whole, than those in which we have lived] 1670. The cold was intense throughout ‘4 
in Wisconsin; and, as to intellect, we ee fee ie int q JB Siac aly conceded ty tho who) 181, Teo the ols eo intene |) | 
come among us, that we are tolerably cute," 1690. Scotland this year was visited with 
in all every-day affairs, at least, and if we do| an awfal snow storm, which lasted thirteen g 
not prove as eminent in scholarship and| days and nights, during which time nine- i 

| belles lettres by the time we are as old in| tenths of the ape na a to death, } 

Jf stamens Vermont sod Aanaconets,|andany shepherds shee res, || 
why then we will concede this point in| tackeq men and women, owing to the in- a 
favor of New England, and endorse our] tense cold and hunger. a 

| friend Boutwell’s advice to all young men! 1729 and 1730. In one of these years an- 3
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i other snow storm visited Scotland, in which | _A young lady went to her window in her 

about twenty thousand sheep and many night clothes to look at something in the 

: shepherds were lost—“by a single day’s | street, leaning her unprotected aris on the 

j snow.” stone window-sill, which was damp and cold. 

: z 1776. This year the Danube was frozen | She became an invalid, and will remain so 

Te over five feet thick below Vienna. for life. 

Het Scotland was the scene of another terrible| Sir Thomas Colby being in a profuse sweat 

; snow-storm in 1794, which is the most ex-| one night, happened to remember that he 

¥ traordinary one of which thereis any record. | had left the key of his wine cellar on the 

pt In one single night snow fell to the depth of | parlor table, and, fearing his servants might 

eight or ten feet, and in some places the | improve the inadvertence and drink some of 

‘ most lofty trees were entirely covered. By | his wine, he left his bed, walked down stairs, 

fs this one night's storm seventeen shepherds the sweating process was checked, from 

$ = lost their lives, and thousands of sheep, be- | which he died in a few days, leaving six 

4 sides other animals, were destroyed. One | millions of dollars in English funds. His ill- 

14 farmer alone lost fourteen hundred sheep. | ness was so brief and violent that he had no 

Le: | After the storm had somewhat ceased. opportunity to make his will, and his im- 

g there were found collected together (by its | mense property was divided among five or 

% violence) in one spot, the dead bodies of two | six day laborers who were his nearest rela- 

. . men, one woman, forty-five dogs, three | tives. 

'e horses, nine black cattle, one hundred and| The great practical lesson which we wish 

‘ eighty hares, and one thousand eight hun-| to impress upon the mind of the reader is 

‘1 dred and forty sheep. this: When you are perspiring freely keep 

: The above contains the most remarkable | in motion until you get to a fire, or to 

: accounts of severe weather in the old world; | some place where youare fectly sheltered 

i ‘ané some of them could hardly be believed | from any draft of air whatever. 

} were they not well authenticated by the a | [Hall’s Journal of Health. 

+ tories of the times. They contrast strange! SS 

: with the weather of fo: times there, nen | THE POIRON STRYCHNINE. 

: of the present, in the new world, untilthe) This drag, which “has lately become % 

last cold winter. ela for SES the lives of a 

4 “CHECKED PERSPIRATION. ings—as in the case of the infamous Dr. 

. = | pf ard si aa Palmer, recently executed in England—is 

j There are two kinds of perspiration, sensi- | most deadly organic poison. A dog has 

a: ble and insensible. When we see drops of | been killed with the sixth part of a grain of 

} | water on the surface of the body as the re-| it, and a human being with less. When in- 

oe | sult of exercise, or subsidence of fever, that | troduced into the stomach it acts with fear- 

| is sensible perspiration, perspiration recog-| fal energy, causing lock-jaw immediately, 

re | nized by the sense of sight. But when per- violent spasms, and death in a few minutes. 

by | spiration is so gentle that it cannot be de- | It is odorless, but so intensely bitter as tobe 

PA tected in the shape of water-drops, when no | perceptible to the taste when one part is di- 

at moisture can be felt, when it is known to us | luted in a million parts of water. The com- 

t & only by a certain softness of the skin, that is | position of strychnia is carbon 44, hydrogen 

hes insensible perspiration, and is so gentle that | 25, oxygen 4, nitrogen 2 equivalents. Itis 

es it may be checked to a very considerable ex- | colorless, and forms soluble crystalizable 

Be tent without special injury. But to use pop- | salts. It is an alkaline base, and is extract- 

3 | ular language which cannot be mistaken, | ed principally from the strychnos nuz vomica. 

f | when a man is sweating freely, and it issud- | The tree from which it is obtained is of 

ee | denly checked, and the sweat is not brought | moderate size, and grows in several parts of 

me || out again in a very few moments, sudden | the East Indies and the island of Ceylon. Its 

tat /| and painfal sickness is a very certain result. | fruits are large orange-colored berries, the 

| What, then, checks perspiration? A draft | pulp of which is the favorite of many birds. 

ee of air while we are at rest, after exercise, or | The seeds contain the deadly poison. They 

Be | | getting the clothing wet and remaining at | are flat and round, about an inch in diame- 

iS rest while itis so. Getting out of a warm | ter, and gray in color. These seeds were 

1 , | bed and going to an open door or window, | used as a medicine, and asa poison, by the 

S | has been the death of multitudes. Hindoos, long before they were known it 

{ bE | A lady heard the cry of fire at midnight ; | Europe. Many of the natives ot Hindostan 

a it was bitter cold; it was so near, the flames | often use it as people use opium. They com 

ah illuminated her chamber. She left the bed, | mence with taking the eighth of anuta day, 

1 ie) hoisted the window, the cold chilled her in | and gradually increase their allowance toa 

eit a moment, From that hour until her death, | entire nut, which would be about 20 grains. 

ie: a quarter of a century later, she never saw a | If they eat it directly before or after food, 

ge well day. no unpleasant effects are produced; but if 

i? 7,
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ee) ce eae | | from the culture of sheep, even if it were an 
j STOCK REGISTER. expense, instead of a profit, to him. 

THE CULTURE OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS. COMMON SHEEP—GESTATION—LAMBS, &C. 
aa 8. The common sheep, which we find in 

| — nearly every portion of the United States, is 
J 1. In America, we cultivate the Sheep | a mixed, degenerated, and very inferior ani- 
4 only for the fleece, and the flesh, In addi-| mal; the wool coarse and scanty, and in- 

tion to these, the milk of these animals, and | clined to shed off every spring, like hair; || 
j also their skins, are objects of much impor- / the flesh hard and dry, and with a tastelike |) 

tance, in certain quarters of the globe.| wool, In the mountainous regions of the 
4 There is probably no animal whose value is | Middle States, the flesh is better than the 

4 comparable to the sheep, that can be sup-| average; and, in midsummer, is sometimes 
Bie ported at so little cost. There is hardly any | fat and juicy. Besides these sheep, which 
% = kind of ordinary weed that they will not | constitute an immense majority of the sheep || 

browse on; and judiciously used, a moderate | of the country, there are three distinct races | 
ge sized flock might almost pay fur their keep | in addition, and yery numerous grade sheep, 
4 on an extensive farm, by the value of their | made of these three races, crossed on each 

services in destroying weeds, and keeping | other, and on the common sheep of the 
the plantation clean. They are extremely | country. All sheep bear their young five 

i fond of the tender and bitter weeds, and | calendar months, as is commonly said more 
a slightly aromatic seeds, of that pest, the Rag | accurately 21 weeks, with a margin of one || 

; weed ; they devour the blossom of the Span- | week on either side. By the way, this want || 
ish needle; they are fond of the tender | of positive uniformity, in the period of gesta- | 
shoots of briers, and will trim up the white | tion, is a very curious thing, and applies to | 

E blossom weed of our meadows, the iron | every creature that bears young, hitherto || 
ee | ‘weed of our pastures, and even the common | carefully observed by man, from his own 
: | burr that isso hateful to nice farmers. The | species downward. Asa general fact, ewes 

/ iullen, the dog-fennel, the thistle, and I may | have young but once a year; if, however, 
R add the red clover, are the only things they | they a not give suck to their young, they || 
is seem to avoid, as far as possible.. In large | will bear twice. Ordinarily, they have one || 

portions of our country, winter small grain | lamb at a birth; ‘it is very rare for the fine || 
is sown after corn, during the three autumn | wooled sheep to exceed one; the common | 

es months ; in which case, a flock of lamba, or | sheep, and the coarser wooled sheep, gener- 
} | even of grown sheep, of the small, fine wooled | ally, frequently produce twins; I have 
; ||  Yarieties, grazing the cornfield before it is) known three lambs at one birth very often, | 

i || plowed for the winter grain, is a luxury to| and occasionally four. The fine wooled | 
be the sheep, a benefit to the ground, and in| sheep do not shed their wool, and are much 
13 many ways an economy to the farmer. paRer lived aban other vars They live 

e UNTER tteen years, under favorable circumstances, 
ie } 3 —, - eee a nee oo oe which 5 at least one-third more than the | 
i . The most natural condivion, perhaps, | average lite of other sheep; and the gradual | 
fa of the sheep, in its state of domestication, is F thei: ; ei 

§ * a loss of their front teeth, by which some tol: 
na || on thin and elevated and cheap lands. But erable idea may be obtained of the age of 

b: | its culture is simpleand remunerative, under | 5.00) occurs de ch Nater/in lifewiththen | 
oes | all circumstances in which it has been found 2 ae ; is | fee than with other varieties. In the middle 
ee to exist. The wonderful applications of States, lambs ought to come during about 60 | 

1 || machinery, and. skilled labor, to the prepa- days, commencing, as well as we can deter- 
Pe ration of various preductions of the earth, mine, immediately after the vernal equinox. 

Pt which come in competition with wool, espe- | they are ek tender at birth, and in- 
5 cially to cotton, have materially changed the 74 an _ Bee , attention at that period is fatal. 

ni commercial aspect of all these matters; but eacieaats <-ccow Solantuet Aasee 
on I have no idéa of going far in that direction. | ™® BEST VARIETIES—How ’ 5. sag 
ba: Sheep are for all conditions of man, and for eo seo eee 
bs nearly every region of the globe. They are} 4. Afew words about each of the most 
® for the poorest of all who till the soil; they | important varieties: They are commucny 

1 + are capable of being expanded into enormous | spoken of as fine wooled, middle wooled, an 
By || wealth. The mountain, the prairie, the pas- | leng wooled, which suits well enough for 
1g || ture, the heath, the down, the wold, the for- | general description. The Spanish er 

oa i est, the park, the lawn, the meadow, even {commonly called Merino, but iietinemaber 
ah || the grain field; in every place the’ sheep | in its native country by various names, an 
3) finds a home, where man bas taken the first | into varions classes, is the common ancestor 

as step towards civilization. I confess, I do not | of all the fine wooled sheep in this er 
=. understand how any one who resides in the | The German, commonly called Saxon, is © resd 

i country, on property of his own, can consent | @ Very carefully cultivated noe of e 
‘er to do without the pleasure to be derived | Spanish sheep; the French, chiefly, if no! 
Fo j 
zt
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entirely Rambouillet, are another of the same HORSE SHOEING. 
general description. At present these three her 
varieties differ a good deal; but I speak of | Howmany horses, valuable horses in many 
them together. Tuken altogether, this is the | respects, are- spoiled by having defective 

| most important variety of sheep that exists. | fore-feet. The general defect in the fore- 
|| Its flesh is purer, finer and swetter; its fleece, | feet is called “pinched,” or contracted fect. 4 

though not as abundant as some, is very far | This makes the animal tender forward, liable ; 
| superior to all others; its lite longer; its | to fall when gving down hill, and conse- 

| || keep cheaper in proportion to its products; quently unsafe. 
| | the cost of a moderate flock of them, ona} When the forward feet of the horse are ] 

i | moderate estate, is hardly perceptible, if they | defective, his usefulness on the road is much 5 
||| are properly used, and the products, in the | impaired; and in fact there is no comfort or 

| way of fleece and flesh, by no means unim- | safety in using such a horse. 2 

if Pete ae eee ech I Sie . single] What causes tender fect? The most com- . 

| ber of hairs in a ceal ince eral ‘ea quan fess toate, uae amproper ; 
| count the number of curls in the seperate cate (Ge pe eur a Misekorcite Ia at 

hair : ihe latter ee you the felting proper- | knows how to shoe a horse properly. How 
| ty of t 4 ak 3 5 2 jormet its fineness 48 | frequently do boys and apprentices, as soon 
| compared with other samples. After that, [5 they can drive a nail, undertake to set 

| oe sheep that has most skin on his body, | shoes without any knowledge of the anato- | : 
| a oe oe Le is the sheep you | my of the horse's feet, or any of that inborn ’ 
} os a ff you will observe, you will see | philosophy which teaches a man to look at 

| Ween ce a ee in both Tespects, AMON | the reason of the thing. Itisa shame and : 
| sheep of the same blood and size. an outrage upen the rights of horses to have : 
| COTSWOLDS AND SOUTHDOWNS. such a state of things. 

| 5. Batorell Dishley, and Comvaid, a It is also a lamentable fact, that not one 
one an ie same thing, just as if we said | man in a hundred knows when his horse i: 

| Colling, Teeswater, Durham; Bakewell is a} well shod. Commonly, a man jean ia 
| man, Dishley his residence, Cotswold the | horse to the blacksmith shop, lets the work : 
ij sheep. Oxfordshire sheep and Leicester- | be done, and then goes off with his horse, 
i shire sheep are so far the same thing as Cots- | satisyied, because he has shoes on his feet. : 
im” wold, as Saxon and French Merino are the Th t fi 2 
|| same as Spanish sheep; indeed, more 80. | 4 ee ort ees nnlts:in 
'MM| Southdown sheep, called with us middle ae ea) the shoes are too 
|BB| wooled, as all those I have just named are | © ‘ hi ahs oan 8 poree Pavel est Se 
| called long wooled, are, like the Cotswold, a a te rele fe a one MeN ? a him to 
\ Seen yan of foe both varieties are eae cee aoe deck she sien . peculiar to England. The black-faced, blaek- Ps é aes 
| legged variety, with but little wool, and that lee coe with bots of ae dnenfisient, 

| of moderate fineness, were found originally ae ee ne ne ith ch soy all é 
| chiefly on the downs, or open plains, such | ; Se isl aye I reds it s ie halfan q 
'M@) a3 Salisbury Plain, in the south of England, tn T ha She 2 ee es aaa 
| and hence their name; the large, white vari- each hi at h = 7 eee — 4 
| ety, with very long and very coarse wool, |; Bee rs Hg Mer es ave tee Shanes ‘ 

sited for combing and pulling, bat utterly | )1°°)° Setter support it ill it i, reasona- 
| unfit for carding, were found originally on | °9> Spo ee LT Ae 4 

those wolds, or lofty, open regions, forming} The second fault is, shoes are made con- 
part of the Chiltern hills, in Central Eng- | cave instead of convex. When a horse sets 
land, and hence their name, too, Cotswold. | down his foot, if it can, it will spread a lit- 3 

] Both of these varieties of sheep, are without | tle. This arrangement was made to save : 
I horns, are very thrifty, grow large, get ex- | the animal from pounding a solid foot on the : 

tremely fat, and are jine to sell. The flesh| ground. The foot of a horse has layers or 4 
of the Southdown is considered better than | springs, as it were, init; and the shoe should 

| that ot the Cotswold; the fleece of the latter | be made accordingly. If the heel of the q 
is double at least—sometimes triple that of shoe Gs in, hoy oe the horse’s heel . 

BP Secrest sr Ge king ania an [nous buts bound Shen" that 
are prolific, unless they are permitted to get | cramps the foot, and after a while it results 
too fat, which they are apttodo. As across | in pinched feet. : 
Upon our common sheep, they increase the} A forward foot shoe should be made with 

; carcase, and make most singular mixtures of | the heel of it slightly convex to let the heel : 
‘ Wool. It is far better to keep them pure, or | spread naturally when the horse puts his 
‘s, cross them only together. [Ohio Farmer. | foot down. [Maine Farmer. ; 

ror s-|
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MNRISIe se Sen is ki wecne dd oot Bee ol Re 

: . - time of growing an orchard. All who wish, 

“=. can find good trees here in our own State 

Ta x nurseries ; numbers of the best of which, we 

fo ied io » shall always be advertising. 

Beier ee. Perhaps our eastern friends will think us 

He ig : eee Ad mo unnecessarily severe on their trees imported || 

' Een : me PRs West; and on that head we would say, “a |) 

; Le han dane! hes Ba burnt child dreads the fire.” We on ob- | 

p VERON MN aed Baa = =e tained towards 2,000 trees from the Roches- | 

f . Bee —s RY pa / Tig ter nurseries, in the last two years, for our | 

§ See es | OW" planting; and our instruction has inva- \ 

; é ii S = riably been for them to send their best, (and || 

5 HORTICULTURE. if they did, we pity those who had the 

‘ | worst.) and we have planted and taken as i 

. e We think the year of 1856, as a whole, | good care of them as we knew how. Nev- || 

: bids fair to be memorable among fruit grow-| ertheless, we have not over one third of | 
ers and gardeners, as the most unfavorable | them now alive. But they have verified the 

i in its character and effects upon those im-| old saying, that there is nogreatloss without _ 

4 portant occupations, of any that has ever|some small gain; for the dead ones have || 

been experienced by the inhabitants of the | farnished us with plenty of bean and pea | 

new States of the West. poles, which is quite a convenience on the | 

: What of the fruit trees and shrubbery the prairie. We have often felt particularly \| 

} winter did not kill outright, or of the vege-| rich, (over the left,) when picking peas off i 

a tables and bulbs it did not freeze and destroy, | from Imported French Poles, on quince | 

Bs the long protracted, inveterate and scorching | stock, at four and six shillings apiece. | 

: drouth of summer seems determined tocom-| Qne main cause of our losing many of our | 

‘ plete and finish. trees, we ascribed to the extraordinary wis- 1} 

= Those who planted orchards last spring, | dom and goo‘ness of dealers, in sending us_| 

e and the year before, and the number must} varieties we did not order—a practice, by } 

: have been many, we fear have met with that | the way, that we should not good-naturedly i 
success, that will not especially prompttheir | stand again. if 

courage to renewed effort. But all such This cheat reminds us of a circumstance i 
ub S: must bear in mind that such an extraordina- akin that occurred to an acquaintance of | 

= ry year will not probably again occur right ours, last spring. He sent $25 to a certain | 

; z off, perhaps not oe newly Penta oes Discorea Batatas Prrxcx of humbugs, for $5 

i will grow to maturity, and may be ae eee worth of Batatas, and the balance in some- 

es “Try again!” is the motto ; and keep trying. thing else; but received the full $25 worth 

A’, ‘When a tree dies ont, on sc pice mide of Battatases, (worth about their weight in 

a new, and better, and hardier one, if you can. ground nnts,) with the explanation that he | 

tA This policy persevered in, will soon get You| 104 not the other articles, but took it for 

ES anorehard, and a good one too. granted that he would want the full amonnt | 

nS Plant as many western grown apple trees | 5, Battatases, Was not that coolish ? | 

tat of approved kinds as you please, and as ++ 

‘ many standard hardy pears as you need,| VITALITY OF Sreps.—Parsnip, rhubarb | 

ey ss 4s A and other thin scaly seeds keep for one year. | 
Fi (with a few additional to die,) and as few Carrot, cress, ochra, gumbo, onions, peas, | 

E French imported fancy dwarfs, and rapid peppers, and small herbs in general, for two | 

at growing sweet cherries, as you are willing to | years. | 

$7 see die out, root and branch. ane cee plant, mpl lettuce, mus- ti 

Ri Don’t be fooled by humbug tree peddlers, | tard, parsley, for three years. | 

4 from eastern nurseries of high-sounding| ,, CADbage,canliiower, corm, radish, = | 
: t a names; but abounding in small, crooked, | “Beet, celery, cucumber, melon, squash, for 

eee stunted, moss covered, rootless trees, unless | from five to ten years. 
a you have a fancy for the thing, and are will-| _ To preserve seeds they must be kept cool 

+ ing to stand the loss of your money and without being kept damp. 
BY (a ial oak ce le 

s ane :
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i | THE LAWTON PLACCECRRY. 

im a 
IB| The Seacor (or Lawton) Mammoth Black-|six and even eight quarts, and the canes are 

i | berry, of which the above cut is a represen- | uniformly full of large perfect fruit in differ- | 
4 tation, is being extensively and successfully | efit exposures and locations. | ji 
i | cultivated throughout the Eastern States,} The fruit is of regular, large size, oval | 

| and is spoken of in high terms by those who | shape, handsome. and superior flavor,sothat | 
| are acquainted with it. It is a native of| our best pomologists, after a trial of several | 4 
| New Jersey, and has proved to be both! years, do not hesitate to pronounce it “the : 
| hardy and productive throughout New Eng- | greatest acquisition.” It is quite certain it ; 
| land. We see no reason why they should | has not deteriorated in the last eight or ten : 

|B 20t do well in Wisconsin, and mean for one | years, and it proves to be entirely hardy. z 
| to give them a trial; and shall do so with CULTIVATION. 7 

| | the fullest confidence of success. “The blackberry rejoicés in a moist, loamy ; 
We have no prejudice against color, and| soil, but will grow well in higher exposures, E 

| shall enjoy a dish of big fine blackberries | and is rather benefitted by alittle shadeand |- q 
IZ (when we get them,) just as highly as an} cool northern aspect. When thus favored, j 

| equal quantity of strawberries. We extract | it will prolong its period of bearing from 4 
| | the following description, and remaks on| four to six weeks. Usual good garden soil j 
{ cultivation, from Pardee’s new work on|is favorable for the blackberry, and it will ; 

|§| Strawberry Culture, just published by C. M.| bear being made pretty rich with manures § 
|| Saxton & Co,, 14 Fulton St., New York.: | after the first year, and especially with muck 

“The characteristics of it are a hardy, vig-| or woods’-mould. It should be transplanted : 
|| orous growth, the canes are often an inch in | as early in the spring as possible, or in the 

diameter, and eight to twelve feet long, cov- | fall, and especial care should be taken of its 4 
ered with laterals well loaded with fruit ; so | fibrous roots and its whole general culture J 3 

_|ff| that a single stalk will produce from four to! the first year, and then it will grow, pro- i
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duce fruit, and propagate itself rapidly. | 1816, he took some of them with him to 

The canes which come up one season will] Washington, gave them the name of the 

bear fruit the next and then die in the au-| Catawba grape, and disseminated them 

tumn, and the dead branches must be care-| among his friends in Maryland. From this 

fully removed early every spring, in order to | source itis probable they fell into the pos- 

make room for the new ones to take their| session of Mrs. Schell, from whom Major 

place, and this beautiful process of repro-| Adlum obtained them, and made wine of 

duction thus goes on; so that a single plant | them in 1822. In 1822, he sent the vines, 

set out in a good free soil will send up two, | with some of the wine, to Mr. Longworth, 

three, or four plants, and those will increase | of Vincinnati.” [Western Agriculturist. 

to a score or more the following season, if —___—_+eo+____—_ 
carefully pruned and kept clean. HOW TO PRODUCE LARGE FRUIT. 

The ends of the canes should be shortened} A correspondent of the Gardener’s Ga- 
ahont one quarter, early in the spring, when | zette says that by a very simple and easy 

the old decayed ones are removed, and if} process, fruits of many kinds may be raised 

the laterals are too long clip them also. | ghout one third larger than is usually the 

They usually require no support. case, and of greatly improved quality. The 

TRANSPLANTING. secret consists in supporting the fruits so 

“Particular care, we think, is needed in that they shall not be allowed to hang the 

transplanting the blackberry. Itshould not whole weight upon the stalk, or twist about 

be attempted late in the spring, otherwise a in the wind. The Gazette states that when 

great share of the plants will hardly survive the fruit is allowed to hang naturally upon 
the process. Mulching and watering are the stalk, the increasing weight strains the 

often useful and even necessary when trans- | Stem or twig, and thus lessens the quantity 
planting. of nutritious food flowing to the fruit. _The 

It is well to set the plants four or five feet | fruit may be supported either by tying it to 

apart, in rows that are eight or ten feet dis- a branch with a piece of matting or by en- 

tant, and they will soon cover the ground, closing it in a small net. "lowers, such as 

and thus 500 plants will set an acre. Some dahlias or peonies, may also be rendered 

large growers in the vicinity of New York | uch larger by the aduption of this system. 
have readily contracted their entire crop for "MANAGEMENT OF ROSES. _ | 

the season at 25 cents to 37} cents per quart. — . 

We have given a large space to this variety, Mr. Rivers, the celebrated Rose culturist, 

not only because it is new, but because we makes the following practical remarks on 

believe it to be worthy of exteusive cultiva- gcowing the rose. “Those who admire the 

tion by the public, both as amateurs and for | Queen of Flowers, should protit by his expe- 

the market.” See advertisement, p. 482. | rience :— 

—______0+0+_______ 4| “It is deplorable to observe how soon and 

ORIGIN OF 7 et a how certainly roses (unless under very fa- 

On the authority of Mr. Mosher, Presideat vorable circumstances) deteriorate, when 

ofthe American Wine-Growers’ Association | left to themselves, or to the culture generally 

of Cincinnati, who appears to have investi- bestowed on them, and to mark how unlike 

gated the subject very thoroughly, the origin the beauteous objects first planted, a few 

of the Catawba grape is now referred two | years of neglect makes them, Now, the 

Buncombe county, North Carolina. They | Temedy fur this great evil being so simple, 
were first found at Murraysville, near Flat and within the reach of all, surely we may 

Rock, (at present the residence of Mr. Blake, | Pect to see it generally adopted ; and for 

of New York, but at that time owned by the guidance of those about to adopt such 

Mr. Murray, the father of Wm. Murray, very treatment, 1 may repeat that no renewal of 

well known to all who ever visited the Lime- | the soil or chunge of site is necessary, but 

stone Springs in Spartanburg District, and that careful taking up, well wanuring, and 

at present living near Catoo-a Springs, Gu.) careful re-planting at this, the proper season, 

In 1802, Mr. Murray says, the grapes were |! all that is requisite. Plants neglected, 

growing in great abundance at his father’s and that have been stationary for a number 

farm. For the latter history and propaga- | of years, may experience some check on such 

tion of this grape, we quote from the com- transplanting; but when iv becomes annual, 

munication of Mr. Mosher to the Western the very reverse is the case, and increased 

Horticultural Review : luxuriance the invariable result. - Where 

“In 1807, Gen. Davy, @ Senator in Con- | Pegging down the shoots, so as to cover the 

gress, then living at Rocky Mount, on the } euure bed or borders is practiced (and an 

Oatawba river, South Carolina, in the bounds admirable practice it is) this treatment will 

of the Catawba nation of Indians, transplant- | 20t apply ; but two or three inches of good 

ed sume of these grapes to his re-idence; rotten manure, over the entire bed, in au- 

and sometime between the years 1807 and | tumn, will auswer the same purpose. 

| oo
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THE FASTOLF RASPBERRY. to be very carefully done, so as to preserve 

“This fine variety originated at Fastolf| all the fibrous roots, together with the ad- 
Castle, near Yarmonth, England, where it| vantage of favorable soil, for it to succeed 

attained a high reputation, which it has| well. They will continue in bearing some { 
nobly sustained in this country. five or six years, but will not be in perfes- ‘ 

a tion, ordinarily, until the third year after 
| iy planting. 
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F cy See RED ANTWERP. 
hy Pee et “This variety has long been the standard 

f Ree ene pe sort, both in this country and Europe, and 7 
, oA aeittee is a very fine fruit. So many spurious sorts 

| ty Bae ae Ye) ‘ are now sold under this name, that it is diffi- 
| i Toned aS cult to obtain the genuine, in many places. 

OEE ie The Common Red Antwerp is smaller and ; 
—_- round; while the true is large, regularly 

THE FASTOLF. long conicaj, dull red, with a rich sweet 
| “Tt is not quite so hard fora market fruit flavor. 

as the Antwerp, but it is rather soft, and of] “The canes are of good strength when well 
rich high flavor, and the fruit is very large. cultivated, and the fruit ripens early in July. 
of a bright purplish-red, and is a large| It also requires winter protection. 
bearer. It requires protection in winter. “The raspberry is used in a variety of 

“The question of winter protection is a} ways, viz: for the hand, the table. pies, 
difficult and important one. The ordinary | tarts, jelly, jam, ices, syrups, brandy, wine, 
custom is to leave them exposed in the gar- | and vinegar. 
den to the severity of winter, and, as aconse-| “The profits of production are very large ; 
quence, the Fastolf, Franconia, and True| often, in the vicinity of New York, selling 
Antwerps, are rendered almost worthless. | for from $500 to $600 per acre. From Mil- 
Even in Kentucky, those choice varieties re- | ton, Ulster County, N. Y., it is said $10,000 
quire winter protection. The easiest way is worth is sent every year to New York mar- 

to bend the canes down and cover them| Ket. The usual price is about one shilling 
slightly with earth. Some tie them up in a| Per pint. 

withe of straw, or evergreen boughs, but} New Tzsr yor THE STRAWBEEEY.—At a | 
these are not always sufficient. late meeting of Strawberry tasters, amateurs, 

“We have sometimes taken up the plants in| a decision as to the best variety not having 
the fall, and buried them in sand, and on the} been agreed upon, it was proposed to leave 
earliest opening of spring set them out with| the question to the birds. A careful watch 
care, and‘in this way have raised extraor-| was set, and it was discovered that the 
dinary crops; but we have not proved this rogues gave a preference to Burr’s New Pine, 

last process so fully as to incur the responsi-| and we are not sure but they have good rea- 

bility of recommending it. It would require! sons for their preference. [Horticulturist. ' 
cle a arsine ary Pia bed ens AS Aer oo
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i STRAWBERRY CULTURE AGAIN. For the Farmer. 

i In making up the last number, a section in wae ee | 

a: relation to the proportion and mode of Messrs. Eprrors—In the June number 

; planting staminate and pistillate plants was | of the Farmer, on page 257, an article ap- 

4 omitted, and as it is very important we here | pears over the signature of D. Worthington, 

i fF insert it: which should have set this question forever 

“A few staminates will fertilize many | rest, at least among scientific men. But 

oe pistillates; and to prevent the intermixture i see in the July number that twosmall guns 

ee of the two sorts by runners, they may be | have opened their batteries, (pages 321, 322,) 

Ne planted in alternate strips, as indicated in the and as big guns will take no notice of them, 

a following diagram, S representing staminate they must be met by small ones. The first 

a and P pistillate varieties. has mounted his upon’an old stack bottom. 

th rikr (acrresr 6° £Prr This selection, in my opinion, is absolutely 

PPPP 8 “PPPP 8 PPPP necessary to experiment upon, in order to 

bi PPPP peer cs | PPer sustain such an absurd idea as winter killed 

% pPpPpp es #PPPP ps BE PPPr wheat producing chess. We might as well 

PPERIS O Meee Sool PPPP | contend that the white oak grows from the 

Ve PEEP Ee ee cheer) | Stl copemeamicemane Decsusegpor wal 
> PPPP 8 PPPP 8 PPPP grow on the same soil, and one follows the 

perp 8° PPPP  s _ PPPpp | destruction of the other. 

Those who have planted beds will need to | _ The communication of page 522 says that \ 

Da be very careful to keep the plants moist un- the author, at the writing of his article, is | 

:. til they are rooted, and well started. We 41 years of age, “and therefore his experi- | 

H suggested in the last number, that a thin | ence should, in this number of years, go 

rs covering of eld hay or straw, would be found | 8°me way toward ‘settling the question,” 

a! to be a great help in this matter. and ao = pe ie soe 

fi After once rooted, the principal requisite Se ae geen ee he | 

a : for success in the eau of these beds, ae eee ee if care cay. | 

F is ultivation, keeping the runners ? : ‘ 

pa — st —— ——- em precisely thing to do with settling the question, I have 

: the caibo an weeds: at vt = nee * age 2 ee cor- 

E Ci ee ae Weaassts respondent. ave also industriously ex- 

a i are Feat ere poral green —™ TT eat te duoc ua 

Pier to decay on the soi eat e trees. In| a whole comm' i 

ie every Ses pear, plum, and cherry, which | lieved in the changing of wheat to chess, 

re os is prematurely cast, there exists a minutein- | and so on down to timothy, herd-grass and 
tote sect which eats its way out in time, and be- plue-grass, and the result was that all those 

f ; ; ae eaeectens ree on nee 7 e who experimented, and sought for the truth, 

ee your domestic animals, or dispose of them in renounced the absurd notion of transmuta- 

f : some way which will secure you against the | tion, and went to work like men, cleaning 

i results which must necessarily ensue from | their wheat and their fields from the foul in- 

ae at teat ce hardh the = = in the a : a en siren 

Be till the fruit is gathered, afford a ro- | carried wheat to mill and market—ins 
| tection post ath m9. by Se ot chess mixed with a little wheat. 

er wormy fruit that produces them. The result of my own experience is, that 

+ ——$——_—_+<0e+—____—_. wheat winter-killed will turn to nothing else 

j a Daurias, as they advance in growth, | but its mother earth. I have seen whole 

a. should be tied to neat rods, for the branches | stools dead and dry, occupying their places 

hia are very brittle—sudden gusts of wind will | where they had grown the preceding fall, 

a break them, and their beauty is destroyed | and those that had a spear left alive, were 

Pate. for the season. If they have a moderate | weak and puny, and generally taken by rust 

{ E pruning, the flowers will be more largely de- | in harvest time. If chess is the production 

May veloped in size and color. of abused wheat, why not sow it and culti- 

at [Michigan Farmer. | vate it well, and thereby reinstate it to its 

- my - OE
E 
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former purity. This would be the result; For the Farmer. 

| just as certain as wheat would produce ee 
| chess, chess would produce wheat. But} Messrs. Eprrors—The discussion as to 

this is all false, and the notion of wheat | the origin of chess has fairly commenced in 

turning to chess by being winter-killed, and | the Wisconsin Farmer. A vexed question, 

then those dead chess roots (for they do die | indeed, and I do not wonder that you mani- 

after the seed ripens, just as wheat and corn | fested some “impatience in your remarks up- 

roots do,) producing herd-grass, is a foul | on Mr. H.’s communication inthe April No.” 

| slander upon creation and its great Author, | I do not purpose at this time to enter into 

| who said that “every seed shall produce its | any discussion of the subject, because it isa 

kind.” very unfruitful source of speculation, and 

Chess is of that class of vegetation that | may be settled in a better, and much more 

does not produce seeds in the same year in| satisfactory manner, than by conflbually 
which it germinates, but stands over winter, | writing communications that give the re- 

then heads ont, and ripens; and the roots die | sults of experiments which can have no 
—just as do the roots of mullen, coltstail, | place in scientific testimony. It is very easy 
oats, wheat, rye, and many other plants.|to assert that the roots of winter-killed 

Thence it is that we never see chess mature | wheat produce chess, and “nothiag but chess,” 

with spring wheat if the soil is well culti-| but it will be found upon trial, to be much 

vated. It is a well settled point in my mind | more difficult to prove it. For my part, I 

|| || that any close observer, whose mind is not | am perfectly satisfied that chess can never 

iI too much prejudiced, may soon set himself | be produced from wheat, or any other grain, 

| right on this subject, by planting a drill of| orplant. Now let those who believe other- 

| wheat and one of chess beside it, and be sure | wise, demonstrate it by scientific experi- 

ij that he does not mix his seeds; and then | ments, and have the benefit of the following: 

| | closely watch their appearance in the pro-| “Wyear Tursinc to Cuxss.—Quite a 

| | gress of their growth. The blade of the | number of the correspondents of the Michi- 

IMB |) chess has a fine beard or down on the under | gan Farmer, have been considerably exer- 

side and edges, about the sixteenth of an cised upon this subject during the past ae 
| | inch long, whilst that of the wheat is smooth. and rule ee pa article ap Ee last 
| oti any 3+) number, from Mr. Wm. Anderson of Ann 

| The blades must be held towards the sun, in| Arbor, that the believers in transmutation 

| aclear day, to detect the difference by the | have been unable to find any one among the - 

unassisted eye. disbelievers who would offer a reward of 

There are many men who say they can e. ey ee tne on and will produce 
change a plant of wheat to that of chess. If bas ee on eee a: ee - - 

is ze i és the anti-chess gentleman know that 

1} any one should wish to test this magic skill, | heat will not turn to chess, where is the 
let him first be sure that the magician does | risk of offering small premiums to test and 

not operate on chess. I have often thought | settle this dispute? But they appear un- 

- this error was persisted in for a kind of| Willing to prove. eee a 

oe CCS coca an pee troversy; but this question having been 
farming; for I am very certain that those|thoronghly discussed in our paper, com- 

|| who believe that wheat grows chess always | mencing more than twenty years since, and 

carry to mill, or market, or sow bushels of continued for years, we gave it a very care- 

it, whilst those who do not believe it, only fal examination, and came to the conclusion 

arts, Ido not expect to convince | 7 °° did a multitude of farmers who read 
aes PI A °° | that discussion, that wheat could not be ' 
any of the old heads who persist in this| made to turn to chess. _In that discussion, 
error of transmutation; their doom is sealed. | one writer, a very worthy man, stated that 
But for the benefit ofthe proud young lord | he could produce chess from wheat without 

of the soil, Ihave written. I have spent 21 difficulty. In answer to this our worthy 

Fan tny sine tne | ae me a 
Yours truly, J. Britts. | to a reward of $50, if he would do what he 

Panos, July 4, 1856. believed himself able to do so easily—pro- 
qayges se SS duce chess from wheat. Col. Chapin of On- 

Experience is the fool’s despised friend. _' tario, also offered a reward of $50, to any
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cae who would Stoo ne prodigy. It is! JOTTINGS FROM SOUTHERN WISCONSIN. 

sufficient to say tl rew: were . 

never claimed, mieags ae efforts were| . Be TE Awe Shat the counties|of Re- | 
made to produce the feat necessary to obtain | °iM@, Kenosha and Walworth _Were among 

them. Following these examples, andin an- the richest of our favored Wisconsin, but 

swer to the call of Mr. Anderson, we offer a | were not prepared to find this section quite 

reward of $50, to Mr. A., or to any one else, | so Paradisiacal as we did on visiting ita 
who will produce to us ocular demonstration | .hort time since. The soil is unsurpassed in 
that he has grown chess from wheat. If the aa _ ee e 

believers in transmutation will set them- | £rtility—woodland is liberally distributed | 
selves to work to prove it, by endeavoring to | through the prairie, and the whole by living | | 
effect the transmutation, they will ere long| streams. This portion of the State has been 

change their views, or at least convince | settled by intelligent, enterprising, industri- || | 

themselves thatit cannot be proved.” ous farmers for nearly twenty years, and 
{Country Gentleman, June 10 1856. hare de of i eof | | 

: Ht S 2 ey have made of it one vast garden—ex. | 

oe chance for the transmutation be-| cepting an occasional spot which has fallen 
lievers, and let them prove “their faith by | into the possession of some slack farmer, or 

their works.” Yours, &c., M.T. B. speculator. 

aaxentamn, July 12, 1858. Racine city, like the other Wisconsin lake. 

In relation to the chess question, we would | shore towns, is high, healthy, with com- 

say, that it seems to us to have been pretty manding beauty of surrounding scenery; and 

well theorized in the last few numbers of] the inhabitants have added to the naturally 
the Farmer; and all back up their theories | attractive features of the locality, until it is 
with more or less facts, although, singular justly entitled to its Lard won name of | 

enough, those facts very materially contra- | “Belle of the Lakes.” 
dict each other. On the whole, it does not| In the office of H. 8. Duranp we saw a | 
strike us as a very profitable disoussion, to | Carefully prepared statement of the amount 
be carried on without system, between iso-| Of manufacturing done in this city during |) | 

lated individuals, to any considerable extent. | the last year. In the aggregate it amounted | | 

We are in receipt of new communications on | t© upwards of one million dollars. This is | 

the subject almost every day, and all of| Pretty good for a town of ten thousand in- | 

about the same stripe, eliciting no new facts. | habitants; but the proprietors of the differ- | 

Now we would suggest, as this has been | ©Dt establishments are adding largely to 

so long a tedious and open quection, that their business the present year. Among the | 

some agricultural society take the thing in most prominent in the list of products were 

hand, and institute a series of carefal experi- those of A. P. Dickey, manufacturer of steam 

ments, the results of which would be concln- | engines and boilers, mill work and all kinds 

sive to all reasonable men on the subject. of machinery; and J. I. Casz, who makes 

It would not take many years to test the the threshing machines and tread powers so | 

matter fairly, nor would it necessarily cost inuch used by westernfarmers. The article | 

much money. Why would it not pay? and of leather, and over-shoes, amounted to | 

which among our enterprising agricultural | #bout eighty thousand dollars. | 

societies will take the matter in charge? We found time to call on Dr. P. R. Hor, ! 

We will be happy to publish the results of and wish we had spare time to tell our read- ! 

such an investigation; but we shall hardly | &S what the Doctor is doing for the ad- 

find room for a great many more individual | V@ucement of science and the good of man- || 

communications on the subject at present. kindin general. He has the most extensive 

Ens. Faruer, | Collection of birds, insects and reptiles ever 

oes Se0)S gen ae made in onelocality. Hehasdevotedmuch || 

Leon Burren —Twelve eggs, 6 lemons, | attention to the natural history of Wiscon- 
2pounds white sugar,2 oz. butter. Rub | sin, and the State would do well to reward 

et capsid storey seat me him for his labors, and give him liberal en- 

of the lemons; Stee . ae with the bat- couragement for the further prosecution of 

ter and sugar over a slow fire, then stir in the good work. The readers of the Farmer 

the whites and it isready foruse. Set away |may have occasion to know more of him 
untileold. It makes a very nice sauce. hereafter. 

Lee een ea eect MRE a ER nals nc ce Re ey 
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| Kenosha, ten miles from Racine, is equal- | pleted, are to pass through and intersect at 4 
ly fortunate in its location, and the inhabi- | this place. oe 

tants have decorated their grounds with | Walworth has set a good example for oth- + 

trees and shrubbery—which adds more than | ercounties to follow, in establishing a county aa 
costly mansions to the beauty of a city—un- | poor-house and farm, as also in securing for Ae 

til it is a real “love of a place.” The public | it a competent superintendent. The reason ab 

schools, under the management of Mr. J. | why most establishments of this kind fail to ie 
|| G. Mc Kuxprey, the present Principal, are | accomplish the sought-for object, is owing eater 

|| well kept, and the city is about erecting | to the bad management of superintendents. i A 

capacious houses, which will enable him to | Is 1t reasonable to suppose that a man who ry 
make them second to no public schools in | cannot manage successfully his own affairs aoe 
the State. will do better for the public? Se 

| Within the last year the business portion} Delevan, on the line of the Racine and Pa 

|| of Kenosha has been improved very much, | Missi-sippi railroad, is soon to have a news- ok 
and several large blocks are now being erect- | paper, and “knowing the past we judge of Ey 
ed. We visited Mr. Canoon, the pie-plant | the future,” one that the inhabitants may b3 a 

man, the ever-green man, the Clinton Grape | proud of—for Messrs. Baker & Dory will oy 
man, the seedling gooseberry man. Who, | make a first class family journal. The Deaf rage 
that has tasted good fruit grown in Wiscon- | and Dumb Institute at this place was estab- ie 

sin, does not know, ‘at least by reputation, | lished and supported by the bounty of the 2 2 

Mr. Canoon? We should like to tell the | State, and is free to all deaf mutes residing ee 
| sights we here saw, but have not the space. | within the limits of the State between on 

Could every reader of the Farmer visit his | the ages of 10 and 80 years. The building ‘ees 
garden, it would do more to create a taste | occupies an elevated and healthy site, and is eR: 

for horticultural matters than reading all the | capable of accommodating about 40 pupils. DSH 

best books on the subject. A taste / for Mr. | There is an annual vacation’ from the last 3 2 
©. not only discusses the beauties of different | Wednesday of June to the first Wednesday Kees 

| varieties, but gives his visitors ample oppor- | of September, and it was during this time— ae ; 
tunity to test for themselves. i the 8th of August—that we were there. 3, Fe 

| The Water Cure of Dr. H. T. Sxexey is 8| persons desiri ‘ag to place a pupil in the tke 

favorite resort for invalids. The Doctor has | school, should address the Principal, J. S. we 
made it so by his speedy cures, good accom- Orriogr, acquainting him with the name, 2 

| modations and moderate charges. age and residence of the mute. a 

By favor of Mr. Moran of the Eagle) “The Racine and Mississippi railroad is be- ze 
Foundry, we had an opportunity to accom-| ing pushed forward with a great degree of it 
pany him through the farming country west energy. It is now completed to Allen’s a 

of Kenosha—and such acountry! Pleasant | Grove, and the iron horse will soon quenc 2 a 
Prairie, Liberty ‘Prairie, and the country | nis thirst from Rock River, at Beloit. Pass- ik a 

| contiguous, combine beauty of scenery, fer- | ing through so fine a portion of Wisconsin, 83 
| tility of soil and a high degree of cultivation | this road must be a paying concern, not on!y ea! 

rarely equalled; but we cannot dwell, 3 / to the stock-holders, but a great benefit to ae 
| time is short and we must pass on. the inhabitants along the line. p= 

| To Geneva the cars on the Central Road eee = 
are pow running. The crystal lake at this Soe es 

| place adds greatly to the otherwise favored] In answer to the inquiffy of our friend J. G., ie 
locality. Being so convenient to Chicago, | of Rutland, in relation to stump machines, ‘tae 
Geneva would doubtless be thronged with | we would say, that we saw one of Willis’ en 
Pleasure and health seekers if the hotel ac- | famous machines, when down East, not long wig 
commodations were a Jittle better. ago, which is understood to surpass every- Sa 

Elkhorn, the county seat, is the geograph- | thing of the kind ever yot invented. It was cat 
ical center of Walworth county, and is fast | not in action, but from appearances, we 3 i, 

beooming a railroad center, for the Racine | should think it all that it is represented. It #4 
and Mississippi, the Wisconsin Central and | is said to pull up the hugest stumps with ee . 
the Milwaukee and Beloit roads, when com- | perfect ease, and to be very simple and easy a 

ws 
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; to work—only requiring a horse, or yoke of | challenge, we would publish a statement | | 

, cattle, and two men, to manage it efficiently | of what ten of our own sheep sheared, the J) 

These machines complete for working, | present season, although we had not hith- 1 

i cost from $75 to $200, depending on the | erto deemed it sufficiently remarkable, to say | 

; size; and one is sufficient for a township. | anything in particular about it. | 

: We mean to have one on exhibition at our} We would further say, that this same ten | 

; State Fair, and actually working, if there | Sheep were wintered promiscuously among [| 

. are any stumps in the diggings. In conclu-| # flock of almost a thousand; and on the | 

i sion we quote the longuage of a correspond- whole, pretty poorly kept. We have many 7) 

; ent of the Worcester Spy, who saw one in | More among the flock that sheared almost | 

‘ operation : as heavy fleeces; but we merely select ten | 

: ; “Twelve stumps were ousted in forty- to match friend Wheelock’s. We doubt not | 

A eight minutes, by the watch; some small, | but these same sheep would have sheared | 

3 some large, and others, perfect monsters in | 20 per cent. heavier fleeces, if they had been 

a size and ugliness. One in particular, when | especially well kept. The list is as follows: 

Be thrown up, reminded us of the side ofa house, gj . 

iD under whose shade a couple of families might ath att oer ae sheared 9 pounds | 

: be cooled, these sunny days. It presented a| 1 twovearold Spanish 2 “8 

2 mass of roots fifteen feet in diameter, and|} {oct ee 

5 stray roots shooting out many feet futher, }1 6) ee < Gwother' 7 H 

; One horse of common size on theend of the |} yeurling | <. we || t oi 

* lever, took the draft, with great ease, and | 1-3; Spanish aac eau & cae i 

: whether it were one hundred or five hun- i sch | 

; | dred tons purchase, I am unable to determine. _ : fs hich, , except the ast flees, ‘we 

i, The power seemed prodigious, and. even | 20! for 4 cents per pound, and that for 38. 

frighiful. We wish it. Willis very much | Wisconsin will here rest her case, as against 

% snecess. His ‘stump oratory’ is peculiar; | Michigan and Pennsylvania, until something 

AY wwe understand he never fails in what he at-| new turns up. Eps. | 

= tempts—the stumps ‘are bound to come 2? piesa ae | 

A and if yesterday was a fair display of his ARME LEAN WHEAT! | 

: ‘walking into’ stumps, we had rather enjoy it | me Be Cees ar } 

2. than a ‘Jim Crow,’ or evenacircus. This ‘As the new crop of our State will soon 3) 

: improved Stump Paller we rank among the | begin to come into market, we desire to re 

a: elements of civilization; it makes the rough | mind farmers of the restrictions passed at the 

ei places smooth; it has a moral power; it | Milwaukee Corn Exchange, last spring, and 

ie heaves us on towards the millenium.” | which will be adhered to, in future trans- | 

5 _—_—____—_+00+___—_- | actions. They are as follows: 

rhe MICHIGAN VS. PENNSYLVANIA. | rae That hereafter the members of 7 

i R. F. Jouxaroxe, eats Seeing in the Far- | the Corn Exchange will make that differ 7 

st: mer for the present month, a report of the | ai h - peecss eleerand ay ae ! 

9 shearing of Merino sheep, owned by John 8. | * ae nee coy a th oe f ae 

# Goe, of Fayette county, Penn., I thought I eee ee et, and the/reputation. of MS 

4 would give you an account of mine, although bone a a. aes ill 1. 

= on a limited scale. ee, ee entacu aes 

a One Spanish buck’s fleece, 18 pounds, § ounces, washed. ers of wheat, insist that the benefits of clea) 
z wea Spanish a eee: 6 fonnds’S ounces, ‘washed, wheat and the losses of unclean wheat, shall 

s 3 eset hance ers “ eal they properly belong, upon the 

3 o2 fae eee i 
a is 1m , Jeune a eats Resolved, That we pledge ourselves indi- 

a ne polis Sees e Saree vidually and collectively to faithfully labor 

aA i Sct ies pos | aie errs contemplated in these res0- 

t ego mite oe eglen gy Dis “ lutions, by always encouraging honest dealers 

Sy MWe 8 oe Pci tls Min Se < by high prices, and discouraging the reverse 

be Eight of the ewes raised lambs and one with the proper deductions. 

fs lost one. If any one has a flock of Spanish} Farmers as well as dealers, will find their 

a: Merinos that will beat them, I would Tike to|account in cleaning their wheat before 

: hear from them through the Farmer. bringing it to market. [Mil. Sentinel. 

; Yours, J. L. WaeEiook. ei 

Sarem, Washtenaw Oo., Mich. We copy the above notice, and hope that 
ee ; its admonition will be heeded by all farmers, 

x. # — mai onition y 

Da i rn wil a - aad nena and also by all buyers throughout the State. 

i farmer; and in reply to Mr. Wheelock’s " 4 farmer who carries dirty wheat to mar 

sa: 
& 
:
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| ket, disgraces himself; and a buyer who] man in the world.” My own observation S. 
|| buys it, aids and abets in disgracing the | verifies the saying. A just discrimination is oa 
1 State. We hope that furmers will have | appropriate, and profitable; but a confirmed # 
|| more pride hereafter, and feel that they | fault-tinder isa nuisance everywhere-—a mere she: 

| are each directly interested, in building up a | sieve, that allows everything to escape it but et 
| high character for Wisconsin. The effect of | the dirt. Go, then, with a disposition to be ae 
| .a high and well established character for pleased with what is reasonable ; even tho’ ae 
| honesty of deal, and superiority as farmers, | you may have seen the like, slightly excelled 3s 
| will raise the value of real estate five times | in York State or the old country. ey 
| a Raa ng by selling dirt,} J, oom I would advise all who con- Se 

ig ais . ._ | Sistently can, to go any way; the people, ee 
| _ - tho pinto ciate “serie os aa sights and scenes that you will see, will in- ‘ 3 

fe hens aeons ci ae es = ; ALAR evitably be a rare treat. Then again, we oS 
Se ee ry" ia ough the State | must have a pride in oar State Fairs, as they Se 

pt such regulations as will be effi- | are visited by many of the most enterprising, Bat = a — ——— like fra from other States, and as States, now days, a 
ao i ee i a x eevee ‘eat | are judged somewhat by the show they make ee 

| eat rene Ee a esi eee on such occasions; it is always highly im- Dee 
iietihai ta oe t, eve | portant in this point of view, that such dis- uy 

] pays. td plays be well attended—not only by gentle- eae 
. For the Farmer, | men but by ladies. Yes, I say ladies! not of “ 

THE COMING STATE FAIR. | the “paper shoe and wasp waist style” ex- irae 
Eps. Farmer, Geytremen—I wish to sug- | actly, but of the sterling, the enterprising, r i 

gest a few ideas to my fellow farmers and | the useful—those who labor, and those who eS 
| business men, in relation to the forth coming | think. Come out, one and all, to this great ae 
| State Fair. | mass meeting of the friends of labor, toil he 

And firstly, gentlemen, I would ask if you | and usefulness. Don’t let there be a lack of ae 
|, have thought the matter over and concluded | 25,000 present, because you stay away. ; Ps 
| toattend? And have you talked with your | A Farner, ie 

less enterprising neighbor about it, and ad-| wholikes to meet his brothers and sisters at are 
vised him to go? and farther, have you de- | the Fairs. of 

| termined to take something along for exhi- Salis ‘ oa 
bition; or have you yet realized that Fairs| _ We approve of the foregoing adviee and Be 
are wholly made up of what individuals take timely exhortation, believing, ee, a oe 
to them for exhibition? Such, kind reader, | Fairs are the great and true holidays of the age 
is the fact, and appeals to you, perhaps, with American people ; we think everybody who Me 
as much propriety and force, as to any one | C®% cheats him or herself, by not attending oF 
alse, them. People must recollect that it is a i! 

Then look up your choice an‘mals, imple- ees ty aa son — rae a isto ae 
ments or productions, and put them in trim keep posted oo theme ver ere 3 =H 
for the occasion; for the time is drawing —nothing surer. fae Se 
near to hand. Don’t be so proudas to hold} to Farren Fow1s.—Fowls may be fat- = 
back, because perchance you may fear you | jened in four or five days by the following Be 
have not the very best thing in the world. | process: Set some rice over the fire with ie 

If you can do well, never mind though others | skimmed milk, asmuch only as will serve ‘ee 
may beat you; a comparison will show you | %€ day. Let it boil till the rice is swelled Roe 

where you are, and put you in the way of out eee serena) Of mae eae a » 'Y °F | fowls four or five times a day in pans, and ra 
Progress, give them as much each time as will fill A 

But above all, don’t go with yourhandsin | them. Great care must be taken that they ree 
your pockets, merely to look on and find | 2ave nothing sour given them, as that pre- = fealt with: others Somebody: hes said that vents their fattening. Give them clean ae 

: a y sal water or milk from rice to drink. By this 149 
“the gossip and critic, when tracked home, | method the fiesh will have a clear white- Se 
is usually the most inefficient and worthless | ness. ue 

ee ooo an Bi 
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ED U Cc ATE ON A L, | mtter?” I answer, so far you have done 
———______ | well; but if this is all_yon have done, you 

For the Farmer. | have only begun this work—you have only 
OUR COMMON SCHOOLS. furnished some means to aid you, in the cul- 

Messrs. Eprrors—This subject may be| tivation of what? Not of plants; not of | 

considered foreign to the kind of matter | fruits or grains; but of immortal minds, 
which should fill the columns of an agricul- | Which are ever to be affected by the instruc- | 
tural journal; nevertheless it isa topic that | tion that youshall impart. Serious thought, | 
has a claim upon the individual interests of | that mind, eternal mind, is thus to be affect- | 
the farmer. Upon the common sehool to- | €¢—that the impressions here made are to 
gether with the home circle, (which should | have their influence through ages! What | 
be in unison with each other,) does the far- | have schools and home instruction to do in | 
mer—do the masses depend for their early | thiscase? I repeat, that I believe our hap- 

education, both moral and intellectual; and | Piness or misery depends upon these. If 
as the common schools and home influence, | there is one point upon which all should be | 
so are the people e@ucated—and upon the | United, it is in this God-like mission of edu- 

right education of the people depends our | ating the people. | 

health and prosperity as a nation. Icontend| Parents, itis your duty to know thatyour | 

that there is but little hope for permanency children are being educated aright; that | 

in any of the anticipated reforms of the day, | their minds are being led out in the right | 
save in the great panacea for moral and in-| direction. There is one great secret in the | 
tellectual error—the proper education of the | Progtess of a school, even after a qualified | 

young. The American youth must be edu- | teacher has been engaged, and this comprises | 

cated—educated morally as well as scientific- | 0 absolute duty of parents, which is the 
ally—instructed in the knowledge of truth, frequent visitation of their schools. The 

or ours, as a nation, will be a hopeless con- | presence of parents in our schools, not only 

dition. Bowie knives, rifles, nor gutta per- | gives to the teacher and scholars a lively in- 
cha canes will not educate this people. | terest, but affords the opportunity of judging 
Minds, active, energetic, persevering minds correctly of the merits or demerits of the 

all alive to the work in our homes and com: school. Let all parents visit their schools 

mon schools, are the means by and through | often. Parents, see to it that your children 
which we may hope for victory. This is | are educated. You are responsible; and do 
our only hope; our common schools may | away this brawling about your teachers and 

truly be said to be the hope of our country, | school without any just cause—before you 

and in our country I yet hope for thorough | have visited your teacher and school. But 
and efficient public schools. How is a/ it is generally the case that the greatest fault 
change to be effected? The condition of our | finders are those who visit schools the least. 

schools must be revolutionized—there is one | Visit your schools, and after thorough inves- 
thing which will effect this work of making | tigation, if you find the instructor incompe- 

the common schools to meet the wants of | tent, give him a fair dismissal, without much 
the people. School officers nor school teach- | talk or ceremony, and not take up with the 

ers can work this change. Zhe interest of | 0ld idea, “We had better keep him for the 
parents is demanded ; undivided, divested of | term is near its close;” but discharge him 
all speculative motives, having in it a feeling | forthwith, for it is far better to have no 
of deep moral responsibility, one that con- | School than an unsatisfactory one. Nothing 

tains in itself the elements of union, capable’ is gained in a district by frequent conversa- 
of ridding the possessor of all prejudice or | tion upon the faults of a teacher ; but rather 

sectarianism. let your actions be in accordance with your 
“But,” inquires an individual, ‘what more | duty. If you have a good teacher, give him 

can we do? We have furnished the means | your hearty support and encouragement, and 

to defray all expenses, built a convenient | a fair compensation. Respect him; make 
school-house, hired at least a supposed-to-be | him glad wit! your presence in the school- 
qualified teacher, and sent our children to|room. Let every parent visit his school. 
school. What more should we do in this! I repeat ic, it is your privilege, your duty;
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don’t let the next month pass before you For the Farmer. Se: 
have visited your school. You may be busy, POMS FETS. ae; 
you may have work that is calling your at-| The unniversal opinion seems to be that = 
tention, but not louder than do your schools | woman forms society, and holds the balance > 
this day, for your presence and interest. | ot power in all civilized countries, and that ie 
Although within this State are many good | she alone is responsible for the good and ill. =e 
school-houses, good teachers, and | If we take up a paper or periodical, what- ; 3 

schools, yet there are very many districts in | ever its leading object, somewhere on its ye 
a miserable condition in respect to schouls. | pages will be found something on “woman’s as 
There are many buildings called schvol- | intluence,” “woman’s sphere,” &c. In all oy 

houses and used as such, that would disgrace she is called upon to act her part in the va- Son 
arespectable farm yard, under the title of Jrious characters of daughter, sister, wife, Nei 

swinecote. and mether, after the most improved and i ae 
there is no better index to the character of | enlarged patterns of Christianity. The in- eg 
a people than their school-houses. If the | fidel asks of woman quite as much as the a 
inhabitants are able, and can possibly build a| Christian writer—perhaps a little more. ae 
convenient and comfortable school-house, | But each in turn, seem to forget that in all ied 
snd still continue to wear time out with a| these various relations of life, God plainly Se 
little, old, leaky, 16 by 20 hut, as a place for | intimated that man is to be the support, pro- ies 
the culture of the ever living principle in | tector and counselor—not alone, is woman as) 
man; then, I say, look ont for superstition | responsible in the sight of God for those Pes 
and ignorance. Ifit were my business to | home influences, that make the heart in after rood 
travel through a country, and study the } jife cling to the memories of the paternal Fi = 
character of its people in respect to their hearthstone, and for those principles and ne 
noral and intellectual progress, I should | precepts that mold all the future. SESH 
deem it the first thing necessary, to acquaint Has not man a mission at his own fire- a 
nyself with the condition of its common | side? While woman is exhorted constantly cae 
schools; to view the conveniences for their | to wear a cheerful smile, and speuk in gen- 3 
support. Let each parent think of school- | tJo tones, acting out firmly those principles oe 
houses, of teachers, and more than all, think | yf truth which are always beautitul, hasman ays 

of that young child of tender years, whose | 15 corresponding example to stand by its . 
mind may be moulded almost at will, who is dad Pee 

booking to you for instruction; and as you} Womans sphere is wide enough, and I co 
Prize the welfare of that innocent one, you | would not have it made larger till man in oe 

will not hesitate to furnish all the necessa- | },;, lordly strenght offers a more sure arm of eH 
ties for its education and happiness, As the support. M a 
first step, let every district that is not fur- Mixygaroris, Aug., 1856. as 
tished with a good school-house, prepare to ee ed 
nise a tax sufficient, at the next annual| “THERE are two things,” says a recent ies 
school meeting, to build one. 0. P.D. writer who has evidently studied ba oe he 
Patarrra, Wis. Aug. 1856. dias & woman, however thoroughly she a 

ee’ aes may forgive them, never forgets—uneglect omens 
QuanpestixE Covrtsuips.—On this sub-| and unkindness; and when once there have re 

ject a certain writer discourses in these | cast their shadows across the bright eager ie 
strong terms. There may be exceptional | gladness with which she yields up her whole ea 
tases—one in ten or a hundred—but in the | seul as a thank-offering to him she loves, 5 
main he is right: “Clandestine courtships | man, with his stronger, sterner nature, can oe 
are not only dishonorable, bat a base fraud | no more bring back the delicacy and fresh- Ea 
on the contidence of parents. They are in | ness of that young affection, than be can re- aay 
every way discreditable, because, howe.er | store to the peach the bloom which his care- Soy 
pure or sincere, the cuncealment implies 2 | less fingers have defuced. The love may a8 
doubt of the integrity of one of the parties. | still exist in its full reality, but the bright ay 
Either the man is ashamed of the woman, or | halo of early romance which surrounded b SS 

the enema je sahanied of the weno one | it has been dispelled, never more to return.” a 
or both wish to deceive a confiding parent SS ee = sh 
or good mare guardian; but lukede atin| BELtes are poetically termed “Butterflies ae 
aay way, or in any light, it is disreputable.” | of the animal kingdom.” ; ea 
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H re ae | 
i. Ss r connected himself with my congregation— | 

i] MISCELLANEOUS. and I do not think a man could be found of 

3 Tle) hrs he 8 > eee all who ever tenanted our Prep, who | 

tJ CHEBRFULNESS. could set up a column of type. leave the \| 

—— reader to make his own comments, only re- | 

BY A. J. MACKAY. marking that it cannot be accidental, nor || 

2 A lively fancy dwelt a while | the explanation that the employment, keeps I 

¢ ithin a muddy brain, em ignorant 0: revailing vices andimmo- || 

i | See remees Gie Eherk a ants jae EROCRISO! Leg aessnt i 

> That soon had fled agains | ralities, nor yet that young printers are re- 
f For gloom ad gathered through long years | moved from the large masses where corrup- |i 

: Its stupor o'er the mind, ‘tions engender and spread. In all these re- | | 
; And toil and care had smothered there eet . ee if 

t ‘All sentiment refined. | spects this class are much exposed. It is evi- | 

i The heart had known no throb of mirth, dent, we think, that the employment has || 

: To a et ann?” jan elevating tendency, and is favorable to || | 

Z | The fancy bright was born.of dearth, | intellectual and moral improvement. i 

ris! early at its birth, i 

‘ | pervand gloom was darker left behind. | True asGospel can make it. The art of | 
uf | printing, in itself, is an honest calling ; i 

bg A sunbeam lighted up a rill | hence all printers are not only honest and |i 
7 That trickled from its source— * D : < y i 

. A limpid spring on woodland hill— intelligent but upright and generous. The | 
Ss It shimmered on its course, , best men of our nation are graduates of the | 

3 Throng sete snd wate vue ant mew | press, and) printers; as. a) class, make the i 

/ ; with smiles more eight, threw back thelight | best of citizens, and (the intelligent ladies | 

ro) c es glancing. = i] 
s The ow ne ie grew deep and = RY | say) the best of husbands.—[Ex. on | 

4 til its i— j ere err H 

5 The ‘mead and hile on either side | A DEAR KISS. i 

= ’d with statelier pride, j ‘ sia SAREE 

i Knd flowers their fragrance ne'er denied, | A curious trial was recently held at Mid- || 

{ To cheer it while advancing. | lesex Sessions, in England. Thomas Saver- | 

a And onward flowing to the sea— land, the prosecutor, stated, that on the day 

3 | on ee ie after @hristmas he was in the tap room 

tf | Seat te ier Atk a where the defendant, Caroline Newton, and | 

of | Te wild swan — Sta placid breast, her sister, who am oe oe Bice 

7 Audiol Sie ges ene? Sere were present. The latter jokingly observed | 
; shes hel 5 : 

; seein amnesia pen! that she had promised her sweet-heart that | 

And tall trees bathed their shadows near jo man should kiss her while absent. It | 

$ . See eee eae pat aes: being holiday time, Saverland considered | 

: } As sweeping. on ite strong er, | this a challange, and caught hold of her and | 
e ocean urn it there, css os 

i Where sunshine ever toys with shade. Se batavdaes ae eo oes \ 
4 ke, s , ; 

Me b| & NN ee ee re seen | Would like as little of that kind of fan as he | 

ae | ‘And hopefal watch a mother kept | pleased. Saverland told her, if she was | 

‘2 H many a dreamy hour had flows. | angry he would kiss her also; hethen tried , 

7 the enild con its ea make joe 2 ae : he then tried 

. Like music on the mother’s ear, ito do it, and they fell to the ground. On | 
=; And after years of cheer bespoke ' rising, the woman struck him; he again tried | 

4 For in that youth mind was wrought j bo eies Hier, sd tn ie oe ee of he | 
4 \ ‘The virtue earnest prayer had bought, | Nose, which she spit out of hermouth. The 

a: | srl asta noo one anit | action was brought to recover damages, for | 

st Fir eck at apieaon ps the loss of the nose. | The defendant said ke 

: Fron heaven, and sped its journey there. | had no business to kiss her; if she wanted | 

a | eS kissing she had a husband to kiss her, a bet- 

ie | JET TRIBUTES ZO SEUEESES: | ter looking man than ever the prosecutor | 

Z i ‘The chaplain of the New Hampshire Pen-| was. The jury without hesitation acquitted | 

* itentiary, who has olliciated in that capaci- | her; and the chairman said, that ifany man — 

ty for a number of years, pays the follow- | attempted to kiss a woman against her will, | 

rt ing compliment to Journeyman Printers: | she had a right to bite off his nose if she had 

He | “T have the Seppe to number among ; 2 fancy for so doing. | 

. my personal friends, many printers, but, | ee I | 

| thongh it may seem to imply either a lack | A Tax on Brarvs.—A bill has been pre- | 

i of ability on the part of the minister, or the | sented to the legislature of Tennessee, levy- | 

we want of the qualities that are necessary in | ing a tax of five dollars upon every gentle- | 

order to apreciate good preaching on the | man who wears a monstache, anda fine of | 

i other part, 1 will relate the fact that I have | five dollars upon bachelors over thirty years 

R never succeeded well with that class. For | of age, for the pepoe of raising money to 

\, the nine long years, and with all the induce- \ increase the school fund. This will prove to 

- ments offered, not one of that trade has! be rather a close shave. [Exchange. 
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| For the Farmer. | The lands along the line of the Central 
l ee ey Le Oe: | Rail Road were granted to the company by is 

Few of us, in Wisconsin, realize the fact) Congress, and they are now offered for sale S 
that twenty-four hours suffices to pass over | at moderate prices and on very favorable ae 
the Illinois Central Rail Road from the bor-| terms, Great inducements are held out to a 
ders of this State to Cairo, at the southern | persons wishing to find a home in the West, re 
extreme of Illinois, where the soil and cli-| and who do not wish to be deprived of all a 
mate are suited to the growth of a dense and} the advantages of modern improvements i 

| rank vegetation, not to be found in our State.| and of society. Fuel and lumber are sup- oa 
| Ipassed one day there early in July, and| plied at the numerous stations at moderate oe 
| was struck with the magnificence of the for-| prices—the fuel from coal mines directly on 2 
| est trees—sycamores and cotton-woods 18or}the line of the road; the lumber mostly 3 

20 feet in circumference being very common. | trom the pine forests of northern Wisconsin. 4 ‘ 
Other trees have similar gigantic dimensions, | The Osage Orange is found to answer well, 33 
their trunks often completely enveloped by| and to be the best material tor fencing the ah 

| the running vines—the scarlet trumpet flow-| open prairies—and many farmers have al- ca 
! er, the ampelopris, the ivy, or the grape] ready planted hedges, though but few of ae 

vine. A leaf of the gymnoclandus, or coffee | them are sufficiently advanced to be of much ire 
| tree, measured three feet nine inches in| service. For further information in regard Bh 

length; and one of the sycamore, sixteen | to these lands, application may be made to iz be 
inches in width. The cypress tree adorns| Mr. John Wilson, Land Commissioner, Ill. fe 
the woods with its light and delicate foliage ; | Central Rail Road, Chicago. LAL, oan 
the pecannut tree is quite common, as well oT ee Ey aT TT Bene 
as a number of other trees not found in Wis- pore CouEsen. 2 
consin; but I looked in vain for the one-| Sidney Smith, in his work on moral phi- “SH 
seeded honey locust, said to grow here. On loss peas in fe wese 0! alas ee ae 
the bottom lands where the city is built, skaepén ey Reta es . aieak aca of be 

(protected from the high waters of the Ohio} talent is lost in the world for the want of a pe 
and Mississippi rivers by a levee,) no carpet | little courage. Every day sends to the grave EE 
of grass is spread ; butrank and coarse weeds, | a number of obscure men, who have only re- ee 
already higher than one’s head, exclude all Rosinefl in) chesney fon ate Ge ae ig 
other plants from the waste greunds. In- efi and who if they could be induced to ee 
dian corn, which, at Milwaukee two days begin, would in all probability, have gone eo 
before, was scarcely knee high, was here| great lengths in the career of fame. The pe 
twice the hight of the fences, already tasseled | fact is, that to do anything in this world oH 
out, and with ears nearly ready for the| Worth doing, we must not stand back shiv- aaa! 

table. ering, and thinking of the cold and the dan- xe 
athe : |ger, but jump in and scramble through as 2S Cairo is undoubtedly destined soon to be- well as we can. It will not do to be perpet- a 

come a very important center of trade and| ually calculating tasks, and adjusting nice 8 
travel. The steamboats bring adaily throng} chances; it did very well before the flood, A 
of southern people seeking covler climes on | Where a man could consult his friends upon iia 
the Great Lakes at the north. The several ft intended ree for a hundred and Poe 

J wlroads already in progress of construction | a4, y eae Ce Se ee) oe Ses f an | > see sae terwards; but at present, a man waits and vie 
will soon connect it with Texas, Louisiana, | doubts and hesitates and consults his brother, Se 

¥@ Alabama, Georgia and South Carolina, and | and his uncle, and particular friends, till one aa 
| will concentrate at Cairo a very large/ ‘ine day he finds that he is sixty years of Seti 
1 smount of business which will find its way | ge; that he has lost so much time in con- | aa \ : sulting his first cousin and particular friends, an ifm over, the Central Rail Road to the north.| that he has no more time to follow their a | Already the people of Milwaukee are luxuri- | advice.” ya 
| ating on roast beef brought from the rich! Oe a 

 srassy plains of Texas—and this is only the} Those who, without knowing us, think ae Cees : aa evil of us, do us no harm; it is not us they oy | beginning ofa commercial and social inter- attack, it is the phantom of their own imag- se 
Course that is destined to increase to a very ination; they have first built a man of straw Rei 
considerable extent, as time rolls on. and then waged war on him. E 7 

J a
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(@~ STATE FAIR. gt dance of water from a 40 fect well, for the ee 9 
The State Fair, to be held in Milwaukee entire farm stock, besides an overplus to 

on the 8th 9th and 10th of Oct., bids fair to | Water the garden? F 
very much exceed any similar display ever Then next in order is expected one of if 

made in the State. The spacious and fine | those famous giant stump-pullers, of which | 
grounds at the Cold Spring Course, where it you will read in another place in this num- | 

is to be held, afford the most ample facilities ber; actually engaged in extracting stumps, || 

for such an occasion; not only for the dis- o rapidly and easily as a dentist, and with- | 
play of animals and articles, but for com- out hurting half as bad. Then the whole | 

; family of reapers and mowers, will pe fully 
fortably accommodating any amount of ; = . 

: .| represented, with their near kindred, the || 
company; for the sporting of any number of aaa dw gid ae aaiol | 

fine horses, carriages and ladies. Now all Perea nd eh ee Pens 
OS «, | bordered by ample picket guards of the plow ] 

this is necessary for a good show. True, it : 
= + ae : fraternity, the great prototype of all. | 
is a little out from the heart of the city, but 

: That all of our best manufacturers and | 
the nearest good accommodations that could ; : 
Mg eR gS h hal dealers are intending to be well represented, | | 

uae oa eae ennon sae than half} ¥¢ are glad to hear; all possible pains will || 

as far out as the Ohicago fair grounds last | 4 taken to exhibit their fine specimens of | | 
year. workmanship to the best possible advantage, | 

The show of fine and good horses, may be | and to award to each its fall meed of praise. || ! 
expected to exceed anything of the kind ever Then the Ladies’ Department, what may |i 

ead ei ain the Badger State, and consider - | we expect to see in that? Something wor- | 

ing the spacious opportunity there will be of| thy of it, no doubt; something inclining to || 

exercising them, they cannot well fail of | the useful, as well as the fanciful and orna- | 
being a decidedly attractive feature; worth | mental. Certainly the female portion of 

more of itself alone, than the entire cost und | community ought to make some show, be- 

trouble of attending the Fair. sides mere skirt diameter, on these great 

The large number of choice specimens of | State occasions. 

neat stock, recently brought into the State,|_ May the weather be auspicious, the com- |} 

will, with what were previously owned | pany large, and the entertainment ampleand | 

among our enterprising stock-breeders, serve | profttable. 

to make up a fine show in this department BE CAREFUL OF SMALL THINGS. | 

Sie ere he ee oe rs - ae! Irving, in his “Lifeot Washington,” dwells | 
animals—sheep, fat pigs, and Shanghais, wil") on the particularity with which the great |) 
serve to fill up the animal picture complete. | hero attended to the minutest affairs. The | 

The display of agricultural and labor-sav- | Father of his Country, as his correspondence || 

ing machines and implements, will constitute, and account books show, was “careful of 
to th Vattraction fe f th small things,” as well as great, not disdain- =. 

many, the most attractive feature of the | in¢to scrutinize the most petty expenses of im 
exhibition; especially as it is expected to be | his household ;- and this even while acting as 
very ample, and to include some leading ma- | Chief Magistrate of the first Republic in the | 

chines never yet exhibited among us. world. ‘The example of Washington, inthis || 
A her thi 1 . | respect, might teach an instructive lesson te J 

mong other things, a completely €quip- | those who scorn what they call “petty de- 1 
ped self-regulating Wind-Mill, set up and in | tails.” There are thousands of such indi- t 

operation—pumping water, shelling and viduals in every community. We all know 

grinding cort, cutting straw and wood, wore or Jess ubout them, Yet no man ever - 

ick hi shi aisles ‘See made a fortune, or rose to greatness in any ) 
picking up chips, washing dishes, &c., Sc.) jepartment, without being “caretul of small f 
Its inventor claims it as being the twin sister | things.” {Rural New Yorker. . 

of the steam engine, especially when the SS } 
. * A discovery has been lately made in the 

a os = ae is certainly almost all Mammoth Cave, Ky., of a new passage two ; 

the time in Wisconsin. miles in length, Thismakes the cave eleven I 

What prairie farmer would not go a hun-| miles in length. | a 

dred miles (by railroad) to see a live wind-| A diamond has been found on theshore of I 
mil] in motion, capable of pumping an abun-! Lake Superior. a 

Dn psn aeeriea ee eee ee ee eee
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{ j hy | DANE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. | I q GR OT I f i} a Turspay, Ang. 1%, 1856. ‘DAM f S A l LTT Al SOCIETY, 1] < The Executive Committee met at ten | REGULATIONS | : SAI = eae | AND ae | o'clock. Hfon. A. A. Huyrixeron was cho-| Eset ot een d = | : | sen Chairman, r | For the First Annual Fair, to be held in Madizon, 2 | The premium list was adopted in part and Thursday and Friday, October 2d and 3d, 1856. j a | referred back to the committee to complete i) Gon aeEeS. cc iI +8 and publish. W. Marrs, Preside | a | Resolved, That a committee of five be| Hon. te T es ee oy | appointed to select location and make the| WA. Wises *) Ve Pecadents z | Ss gements for the Exhibition. I p's zi eat i| ae 
| Recessary arrangements | N. P. Spavtpie, 5 | Ng Messrs. White, Powers, Montrose, Bur-| H. F. Boxp, Secretar7. i fst | dick and Curtiss were appointed such com- | D. J. Powers, Treasurer. x | mittee. H. F. BOND, Sec’y. | REGULATIONS. if > iD | % : 

! 2 2 will be iseen by the stove era The Exhibition will commence at 10 A. || “Ee | and the accompany 0g — List of said yr ond‘all animals and articles must be on “ee | Society that it will hold a “Fair on the 2d) the ground before that time. | ory | and 3a days of October, at Madison, em-| The Committees to award Premiums will | ee | bracing a variety of attractions. We ex-| be announced at 2 o'clock P. M, of the first | Us | pect, if the weather is favorable, to see one| day, and suitable books supplied them in || ae ! he fi x the kind h 4 ._| Which to enter the awards. { "Be | &f the finest things of the kind that has ev-) "There will be a Plowing Match in the at- ag | er been got up in this State. Dane county | ternoon of the first day. | aes must contain nearly 50,000 inhabitants, 10,- | There wil} be an Address delivered at 10 | st {00 of whom at least ought to be on hand/ o'clock A. Mi. of the second day; after eS on such an appropriate occasion. Full that | nce ae ersten ee j es, si sh, S nder. uy number have attended circuses at the same aelich Gill be mat in books or periodi a | ' a 
Place during this season, and what have pertaining to agriculture and its kindred arts. au they now to show for it, except the recol-|" In the afternoon of the last day, there | ee lection of a good laugh? will be a general parade of Premium ani- | | Pee 

Stock dS ibi- 4 
Rouse up, ye enterprising men and women | male, and a Stock Sale to close the Exhibi oe 

of Dane county! Plan and determine what) The Executive Committee will award | | = you will exhibit, and be putting it in trim| such Premiums to the best Plowmen asthey | te for the occasion. Let us see what can be may deem expedient. _ ae done in our fine county, and whether we De et be supplied on the ground |, as é - + neigh. | Without charge. 
ne 

have any reason to remain behind onr neigh Members of the Society, and all who may * bors. The Premium List of about $500, to-| become such at the time of the Fair by the | es gether with a laudable ambition, we doubt payment of one dollar to the Secretary, will | 23 not will prompt all to do their share. be furnished with a member's ticket, which | pea In the same connection, we would appeal zo admit them and their families upon the | | ae 'o the farmers and: business men of' other a ves times during the continuance | ea 
counties to attend their respective Fairs. Single tickets, ten cents each, admitting ms Itis one of the most pleasant and profitable | one person, will be in readiness at the Trea- _—{ = Ways in which you can spend a day, or even | surer’s office on the Show Grounds. | ee twoof them. ., Eps. Exhibitors will have a ticket to admit lt Sh Tisai their hired man, but not transferable. Pri- | shed Wasutne CLornre—-A Hiwr.—Mrs. L.| vate carriages, 50 cents——each passenger | | Py W., of Erie, Pa., says:—“I send you the/| therein, 10 cents, if a following for your housekeeper’s depart-| Entries may be made by communicating H “= ment ; 1 have tried it the last four of five | with the Secretary, by mail or otherwise, | aah years; ‘Whoever will soak clothes from | designating the articles or animals,and the | a twenty to thirty-six hours before washing | name of the exhibitor. 1} SS thern, ‘will find that they can do without} All animals and articles must be entered |, ee iq Patent washing fluids, &c., and save nearly | in the name of the owner. i| ee if ‘ithe wear of clothes by rubbing, too.) The Judges shall i all cases withhold {4 see The clothes may be boiled without pobring | Premiums where the animals or articles are | are + any more than to rinse the loosened} not worthy, even thongh there be no com- || ra dirt,’ ' petition. | | aes a Se ee eam ers: | +
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418 WISCONSIN FARMER. 
esl ee ee eee rate _ Se ek eet Oar Ue nee eee 

Articles and animals removed from the Farw axp Garpex Propvors. 
! ground before the close of the Exhibition, Best sample@f Winter Wheat, 1 bushel, ............ 82 
+ (except by permission of the President.) — ne ae GO eeeeeeeeeesseeeceseeeeeree IT 

eaunot recive a Premium even tho’ awarded. |"8q go PGS ag 8 88 vet 2 See eee Sasseeeesresceceee eee, 
| LIST OF PREMIUMS. 21 do Sf ae es | oa Best do Broom Corn, .-.....ssevevecsssevevceced 

, | Dorwams. Best do Potatoos, unmixed, «..0...-.-.<.csese0.. 8 
| Mott Bal over'9 yours WAAS&Etaocoh...-.0s-0-5-481 Beat Jae Rede ie a eee 

| “ “ under? “ %  sececccceeesoccccccsscces BS do tedaterce Dees eae 
7 a Cow over 3 * i Seashnvonnes athas=tecnate/ © do do Beets, ‘5 CeO NEO 

Helfer under 8 yrs. 2... seseeeeeseeeesees 2] do six Cabbages, 2.20200000 20D Sets, 
| Dryoxs. ~ Ee Baka abee vaccine abccicceeee ieeen, 

Best Ball over two yours OM, -.....+..-.-..------+- #5) do bushel of Flat Tamipe 000027. Sewn 
iS Gowore, Se) eee |e eames at carer ee 

| Sunder #6 Honea ceieeeees 8 MISCELLANEOUS. 
4a Graprs anp Natives. . [Pag es aes. teteeerseesetes 

| Best Ballover’ years olf ----.----1-0+----+--02; $4] dg. do, Photograph, Lo scssssicdiudae ccceed 
1 CowewerS.6 LISI Bf g 80. Cooking Stove, »---..--2-n-sencereeoeeecsees 8 oN Sader © LIIITIITIITIITI Tg | Beoond best do” yon ed 

| Worxrxe OXEn. Frorr—Aperrs. ~ 

| mest Wake eh aie, 720.6 .-.-5-20 on. oe ee ee ee 
| Becond best yoke, | ..........--eeeececseeereeeeeeeee BD] ga aE 9 crn actoriecamsereseearsicnssecencrs, t 

Most yoke of steers, ....5.0..<...schoss..s005.-0500 WW nose rceetevees sete eet ovoeessses I 
WOR Beat FOES, sles sce MSS cp ona cckense, | Second best Fok 1 Pears. 

| Horses. Best and largest varlety of Pears, .................. 8 
Best Stallion that hus stood in the County for mares the 24 do GO wonesrswornceresnsss coccsescccoss I 

| gamoepaberemes neers Wl Pious. 
Third best do... wieivrsrssressees +. Diploma, | Best and largest variety of Plams, ..................% 

ee a eee ren ete Se ORS ree te at nceaeae eeyeit 

“ Brood Mare with foal at foot, 0-2... ss. Mxtoxs. 
Gecond best Go. dO. GO. wasocos-ccccseconec.. 2] Best show of Melonsa, ...-.......4..--+.-c0-2s002- @ 
Beeb veme Oe ee soessatiree rere S 2d do do. ............4-2-4-20----- Diplom 

Best yearllag colt, ©... 00sccveecs NTA Fara Iurrements, 
Jacks anp Murs. = Synge, RT aes eager 

Best Jack, ......0-.2cccceeeeceeceeseceeseeseeeeees $B] GO Horse rake, .......+.--sseeresereseeeeeseear d 
@ Pate Of MIG, -<..5cccceccoespescneccsnengabess B] Oe a setesesecseeeeseetecsrecseseseesees | 

RD IIE nap cnccbs--esshoss seas ccsecat ees: 
Sneer—Sranisu Merivo anp Trem Grapzs.| 40 Wagon harness, .......-....+..++seeeeeeeeeeee 5] 80 GWU wasnt vecsveecveeseeeeneeseresense } 

ae HRN NGS Vip al) eget aN re iss rcs 
Wik Wee, 0 As ee... 8) Se Seegien  S 
O08 oennenanoense-ooose-pecrp cas enetrmcsy Et ae Se a 

Best pen of Lambs, 8 or over, .......-+.-+-+-++-+--- 2] do Doz. wire Brooms manufactnied in'the county, ! S” Ge. de. dovemiiic, (2k tT Sheep rack, es 

Sureer—Frexcn MERuxo aNp THEIR GRADES, sa Micot arming epee teens * 
Sieh Wee $o inet oc seas cor TO Farw Macunery. 

DBO nan enn egg nn ne cnn ose enncecenossceaces, 8] Best Mexne Dower, Swen) S$... 5.0.0.1... 2. 8 
Best Ewe, ..---.00---- esses eeeeeseeesseseenagee ees B do do APOE oo ces occ cackcnacseeeee S 

Best pen Lam! SOP OVE, oo... c cc cece co Ppoe std Anette tenet ewan ee ceeareenneeeeet 
Mme. Meee |. eel its SRA corte cea 

utes 5 do Gorn Shellery v2.2... .cieecengeensesnesee b 
ugk Varierins oF SuEEp. RAMU Ge nsec eee 

Disk Batre rere soe-crienem- cet a ee eaten ot 
. sear is eentitaed ts Datry axp Hovsgnorp Propvors 

2d 00  ismig es 1 Lave Borrer. ® 
Sao” aa ES aan secant ate gy aa ee a 

Swix. Onnese. 
Best Boar over 1 year old, ...................000-5 Beat three Cheeses,.............seceseceeeseeeeess & 
pt ee "he SE SCL On HA SOR WEEE, eae 
Bilas fae ee ee Breap. 

Pei ad ae as ee cs into Sele ae he Bet BO BE Gage TET] carn Brea erase | 
Best Meianeias var re ie Co ; 

stb Best Whotity isssh os sn asviesencsnsen eter? 
Best lot of Fowls of Foreign Breed, «......-+.-...+. $2] 2d ae eccee capita eee" 
of Sake a
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| WISCONSIN FARMER. 419 | te 
no ee ee age W , aeenanitonrs ater Se ae a eT P Po at ofSagues Doors and Bhiads, 000111... 3] CALUMET 00. AGRICULTURAL SooIETY, | 

Beat ee Woolen Biot i | _ A County Agricultural Society was organ- : do BbaWh an aagereceesesttecteceeeceeceeceseees 4 | ized in Calumet county, on the 8th day of : 
Oo tage Cat henna ot te Series | July last. Delegates from most of the towns we 

Bost ample of Gotings 2000000000070 $] im the county were present. A Constitution : s wre oats and Buses se tcecceeseernsneeeses 2 was adopted, and the following persons were = 
do Single Buggy, .......00220..00. III 2 | elected officers: : 
ae Sag Gavviags Hideneses OL 8] George A. Jenkins, President. a Oe HOB ED ess RAL, et ieeee gd William Fowler, ) 
Pee iG as rare ai3 CLUE Diploma | James Christy, (¢ Vice Presidents. $i Best lot of Guns, 0000000000000... 3} “HELO. Hobart, § vi do ig ge and Painting, 222200211 x B. Peel, Recording Secretary. = 

ADIEs’ DEPARTMENT. - J. Potter, Corresponding Secre: Ee oF a zee gee ale Carpeting, ........... # \ Calvin Merill, Treasurer. i o do do Malinory of Home manufscture,/..1!.11| Wm. F, Watrous, ) uy 2 2 meee se a ee : . i do _do Gentleman's Shirt, .222.022.0.2200002 4 . D. Fowler, Executive Committe. a do JXdo Honsehold Linen, ..... 1] Claus Oesan, tes 
Articles not enumerated in the above lists| Lemuel Goodell, ie may receive premiums, at the discretion of +0 hes the Executive Committee. BLOOD STOOK. eS +e 

— t FISTULA—POLL EVIL. JE seems impossible to make some people Pea 
: ape understand what is meant by the expression, 2 tage te lering ane for he) EBs at Rt Ea ae s 

ries as to the cure of this malignant disease, a0 _ pena the idea that any farmer, by : oar Abktetwaniber® 1 | judicious selections, has reared a herd of a Fistula ead poll e vil: ate both usually cattle that inherits the principal traits of the iz 
caused by a bruise, the former frequently by aris ke looted a besin rae . axe the improper tightness of the top of the ey langh at the idea of Keeping the very sent lame, or collar; the latter by receiving a| Dest for breeders—and will tell you how a ae How on the top of the head or neck. ‘The chance animal of their own has excelled the ee 
result is, that pipes are formed which dis- | herds denominated “blood stock.” oF charge a glutinous matter very offensive, and Ang yet sen you sak pass Telisnce they, , eis keep the animal in a low and almost worth- | C@2 Dave on the progeny of chance animals, 5 iss condition. Serge ee ee eee m4 5 oitiical 3 same yy in succession, “9 
cn fo oure whi antes Pay ankatans, it therefore they are confident of success in a 
thoroughly done, I will warrant not to fail, oe ae calves. ly the doctrine of th Fe4 
bentehows: advocates of “blood stock” ‘They breed si Cleanse the sore with soapsnds thoroughly, | ® tis aaa oe = 4 take-a goose quill or aisootage peal sal ieee. fom pie bas, and cast off the aie ani- ‘4 

ttee sprout and sound the pipe or pipes, find- fer ee ee =e oe a co. be. ing their direction and depth; take some | fr, ee ) and a confident that by Pe Sif paper, roll it up in horn shape about pursuing this course, they are on the right 34 the size of a goose quill; fill with arseni road to perfection, however long that road oe 
double over the cha insert the pipe aa may prove. — = et push or drive it to the bottom: serve all the | _ Still there is another class of farmers, who | Pipes in the same manner, and you will see | profess to think that. the most promiscuous . 
to further issue of matter until the diseased intercourse between the males and females Oh 
portion breaks loose and comes out. Now | of catue, will tend to produce better dairy i tdjust your harness se as not to rub the part | Cows and better working oxen, than can be sta athoted, and set your beast at work if you | produced by any kind of selection. ot Wish, but do not over-heat him,and noharm| These farmers inquire what is meant by = 
will result- After it breaks loose which will | “blood stock.” They would prefer to buy =f be in from three to six weeks, cleanse it one | from the most promiscuous herds of cattle, 3H day with soapsuds, and the uext with a wash | because they occasionally find an extraor- oy composed of a teaspoonful of white vitriol, | dinary cow that yields more than the aver- at one do, burnt copperas, one do. burat alum, | age of blood stock. If one in fifty is found ue aioe i ‘aveuelang in sane Bins of rain} excel the average of select stock, they ? ter. Oil the sore well after washing. | seem to think they have proved their case, a This will prevent the formation of any new | and are ready for judgment. Fe ']| Pipes, and cause the sore to heal rapidly. [Mass. Plowman. af 

*
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A ie eg sea oot ee 

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.) _ 9 T=rvitex for t 
| _ Fonr different processes for the preserva- il 

For the Farmer. | tion of milk have been described in the Lon- J! 

DOMESTIC RECIPES. | don Chemist. They are as follows: i i 

1st. Toe Process or M. Marsrv.—This | 

xu . “ ripe gee 23 —. | process preserves the milk without addition | li 

zsses, Eprrors—I send herewith direc- | of any substance whatever. It consists es- || 

tions for making a very pleasant and cooling | sentially in the exposure of metallic bottles, | 

. drink, which may prove acceptable to some \ each containing about a quart of milk, to 7% 

who have not an abundant supply of genuine | Steam raised to the temperature of 212° F. 
“Adam’s Ale.” I send also directions for | These bottles were filled with leaden tubes, || I 

making two.puddings, to grace the harvest | by means of which they were vertically sus- | 

ewe Reena Br gm , | pended in the steam from a chest filled with | 

tables which will soon decorate farmers | milk, so that there was constantly a layer of |i | 

halls. In haste, E.M.D. | milk above the extremities of the leaden | 
tubes. After having received sufficient heat, | 

eee g | the bottles and their contents were suffered | | 

1 oz. tartaric acid, 1 1b. white sugar, 1-2 | to cool, and when cooled, the leaden tubes | 

pint water. Let them get blood warm. | were carefully closed under the surface of i 

Beat the white of one egg and one teaspoon- | the milk to prevent the admission of air. A | 

fal of flour together; stir these into the Psa of milk thus prepared, which had been 7m: 

other mixture, and let it come toaboil. To oe eal months, was found unalterel ij 

a tumbler two thirds full of water, put one | 45 5, i ost Be rete z= 
5 P E . Bexaerr.—This meth- | 

omls Lai a aprge = and 4 | 94 differs from that of M. Mabbra in the at- | 
little soda, Stir, and drink. dition of a few drops of solution of carbonate | 

SUET PUDDING. of sods fo the milk beige st is subjected to | 
the boiling temperature. _ In this process the i 

mhree ann itty i is one ee edad milk may be kept in glass bottles Sal | i 

maolasegs, one)cup of Des! ‘Suet, chopped tine, | must be carefully corked. After the weak | 
alittle salt, one cup of milk and a half tea-| alkaline solution has been added, the whole | 

spoonful of soda. Stir well togerher, and | is heated in water gradually raised to the 

|| poll four anda half or five hours, ina tin | temperature of 212° F., and afterwards | | 

pudding pan. slowly cooled. A bottle of milk thus pre- | 

: pared was perfectly sweet and fresh after i! 
BAKED CORN MEAL PUDDING. having been kept ten weeks. i 

10 teaspoonfuls of co:n meal, one quart of $d.) Mobue's- Procrse.— Bir. Moore re | 

boiling milk, one cup of molasses, a little | moves from the milk its cnnstituent water, { 

salt and butter. Stir all well together, and | retaining its component elements. The cov- 

just as it goes into the hot oven, put in a dition in which butter, caseine, &c., are pre- i 

‘cupful of cold water or milk. “Bake three- served is such that when the paste comes to 

fourths of an hour. be again united with water the milk re-s> | 

These are both good puddings, no mistake. sumes its original appearance and flavor. | 

It larger puddings are wanted, double the ae Sree See te weal { 
; : a applications of carefully regulated heat, an | 

quantity of the ingredients. by the cay of a substance which he has 
aan’ . f but~ | discover M. Fadelike has succeded in re 

__Ruimer Care Sie co, les oft owing rom he mle ase gf ooo 
one pint flour, one teaspoonful soda, two do. ents which, as _he believes, ciuse it to le 

cream of tartar, Divide the milk, and dis- | COMPOS, and are also injurious to health. ij) 

solve the cream of tartar and soda separate- Sugar and a small quantity of gum si | 
ly, then pour them together. canth are then added to the residue, whi 1 

2 is then ultimately solidified by the prolonged | 

Goon Onackers—I have used the fol- action of a constantly varied temperature. | 

lowing recipe for making crackers for for- This preparation does not require to be e 

ty years, and consider it superior :—One cluded from the air. 
int of warm water set as a@sponge over Nishi Metts de | 

Fight, half pound of butter, and the same Orga TaRTaR Caxe.—Half a eS i 

amount of good lard, rubbed into the flour ; butter, two of sugar, three of flour, | 

knead hard, roll thin and cut with common | 88° two teaspoonfals of cream tartar, °° Bi) 
tin eutter. They should be baked assoon as do. of soda dissolved in one teacup of milk, 

* , y one tablespoonful of flavoring. Stir together 

made: quickly and bake in a quick oven.
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Yee EEE ta a fo aie oe te 3 

| 1 Oraner Pupprxc.—Grate the yellow] LAND OFFICES OF WISCONSIN AND MiN- : 
i part of the rind, and squeeze the Juice of MESOTA 3 

| + twolarge oranges. Stir together to a cream. ; ; . 
B® halfa pound of butter, and half a pound of feed ee a ae ce a . 

|| powdered white sugar, and add a wineglass of| publish the followin Tet of the land offi : 
ff mixed wine and brandy. Beat very light, | in Wisconsin, and Miaheaota Most of tees " | six eggs, and stir them gradually into the elmer “giet A » | cee ae y , are now temporarily closed to give certain mixture. Put it into a buttered dish with a| paz i : = LS aecaglierles: <anoniaawhicheles atno-e \| Railroad Companies, time to select lands 
a Be, y a border of! eranted them by the general government. : 
[| puffpaste neatly notched. Bake it half an| ‘The Mineral Point, and Stevens Point offices 5 hour, and when cool grate white sugar over | and may be some Ceiegs are open " ret Ni} it. id fc 

i! You may add td the mixture a Naples bis- a As Homo an good aud safe is nd agents, ey, | i cuit, or two fingre biscuits. ted. e@ Wo Say thal we: KnOW 0! C so, many, 
= Shoat: sualadis that we would not find it convenient to par- a8 

| To Preserve Gooseserntes—Take fall | ticularize. oe 
grown gooseberries before they are ripe, Land Offices and Officers in Wisconsin: a 

| pick them, and put them into wide mouthed MINERAL POINT. 4 
| bales, cork them gently with new soft | Register, Jool C. Squires. Receiver, Henry Plowman. * 

|| corks, and put themin an oven, from which | p,.;, sittin Ke Eset tamak yy  sipta-tread hse Wash ‘drawn; ee thadeatand Register, Cyrus K. Lori. Receiver, Theodore Rodolf bs 

till they have shrank nearly a quarter; then | Pesister, John A. Bryan. Keceiver, B. H. Mooers, sty : Saree WILLOW RIVER. De | take them out and beat the corks in tight, | Register, John 0. Hening. _ Recetver, Otis Hoyt. ! nae 
cut them off level and rosin them down STEVEN'S POINT, . close. Keep them ina dry place. Register, Abraham Brawley. _Roceiver, A. G. Ellis, 1 €; 

————__+0ee+_____ Land Offices and Officers in Minnesota : te 
| Mince Pues—Meat, finely chopped, 5 | T;3 Fvutmurox, Register, Stillwater. tue 

Ibs., good apples 7 Ibs., sugar 3 Ibs., raisins Oe ee ork Rapids. 
2 Ibs., currant jelly 1 lb., butter 4 oz., mace | W- H. Woop, Receiver, oe, 

} or cinnamon i oz. When this is prepared | 3: ute, egeeiag Minnesnolis. 3 
i ae a as = two-thirds the usual quanti- hep Punurs, Register, Red Wing. x 

ty o , and one third of salt pork very | € GRatas, Receiver, a es 
| finely chopped ; also of which should be L ate ete 2 

rubbed in the flour, and wet with cold wa- | Mason Bexxerr, Register, Brownsville. be 
ter. Bake in a slow oven one hour. oe MA eee 7) +00 oo e 

| THE LAST SHILLING. ep hg : 
| BY CHARLES DIBDIN. ‘ After a careful watch of our large ex- oa 
logtka noche eee change list of the papers of the State, and ae 

wy ia sailitng pecduent rs aula? an especial request in the last number of the ey i Ths es eee relate, Farmer that secretaries and officers of Coun- e 
| Whether faney or magic "twas played me a freak, ty Agricultural Societies would inform us © «. 
| ABE fas soomed ae fe 2 Alling, ‘ iE when and where their Fairs would be held, es 
1 “ ¢ por conn ng to speek, that we might publish a list of them for thi Z ‘Pay attention to me, thy last shilling: ; a ee 2 | . y E ol = o 2 nena . those wishing to attend, we no 

|  “Lwas once the last coin of the lawa sad limb, ave, up to the moment of going to pres: ba | Whi 2 7 : . press, | oT a? length, bro io fastiog th ae ahim, | Sweceeded in getting up only the following § x 
{ ne paid me to buy him a halter. *} meager list. We feel rather small when we ak 

‘ack Tar, all his rhino but me at an end, campare it with the lists of other Western 2 With a pleasureso hearty and willing, 5 Thongh s hungry himself, to a poor distressed friend, States. Don’t our people understand the ee 
i rindreds, and gaye his last shilling. ’ | importance of duly advertising such mat- " 

“Twas the wife of his messmate, whose glistening eye | t°™S especially when it can be done gratis? He 
| She changed me or brealus her cd eRcheard ay, | Gelemben ee eee Oct and 8. = | _ And at parting with tears she bedewed men” Golumbia “" Wyocena, “ 1 * 3. he | Butlive other ssenes known, rlot leading the way, Dodges Sis “Horitan Ot eas |g: Bi alo w 7 ea | Where rakee in their rovels the piper & pay, Walworth © — Elkhorn, Sept. 10 * 11. * | Have spurned me, their best friend and ladtshilting, Hey ee cre “24 85, +4 } innebago, shkos! “94 95 “26, ze ical : é 9, > 2 eet j a See ec oe ee bail, | Waukesha “ Oconomowoc, Sept. 17, 18, a 

| When ry little history thou offerest for sale;  SEWTEA <= oes aa a - 
H Never Aactenie =| is ee bale ean Door Kxoxs.—To secure the paint around Ss 

H rine, grateful, thy dictates falling ee eee slanting, place a Piece of nee Hy i i hoard t any heart:—thus men counsel refuse, | board with a hole cut to encircle them, vee lecture comes from the last shilling. i i Nah a slit to slip on. 3 

+ 
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pte tee a ee eames, Tae PA 2s ig Be a 

R? : 7 } est style, for about one half the price that | 

EDITOR’S T AB L E > serials can get it done a seen | 

aif NG GREG Gh fe he We shall always aim to have plenty of 
t Fee a ae back numbers to fill up sets, for those vo 

\ We trust our readers will see some im-| wish to have them bound; and hope that 
provement in the mechanical appearance of | gj) will see their interest in doing so. 
the present number of the Farmer; result-| Twenty volumes of the Wisconsin Far- 

‘ ing from the fact of our having got onto anew er, uniformly bound, with neatly lettered 

é and fine working power press, every way | hacks, standing up side by side in 1876, will 
: just right for the purpose. Hereafter if we { not look bad in any man’s library, nor be 
- are behind the best of our neighbors in ap-| worth less than cost. We recently bought 
é pearance, east or west, or promptitude, our|» fall set of The Cultivator, from 1835, 
¢ friends will let us know. It is ourintention | and deemed it a valuable treasure from the | 

i hereafter, to mail regularly on the 20th of | father of Agricultural Periodical literature, | 
the preceeding month, as many of our sub- | and of a past age. 
scribers live remote, and on slow weekly 
mall routes. To Mees sitiash iepailet 

Thode livin : ose furnishing articles for publication, Hi} 

4 too soon. volte hoe dae ace a in tho Farmer, are requested to forwani 

; 0, until the first of the month arrives, them as early as the 10th of the preceding 
e “Wp tacve bats nahin the Winet aiale are month at the latest, and earlier if possible. 

4 rang-ments, for the finest order of eae It is a longer job to get out 7500 books a | 

4 lishment heresfter, and think we shall show | #8 Pages all complete, bound, covered, faim | kg. . med, and mailed, than every person imag- | 
@ progress from number to number, that | ‘"**? Ly : \ 

iS will redeem sll the promises il by ines. Hence all will see the importance of | 

y us, and more too. Weare themore prompt- being on hand, if fbr would tare us do | 

¢ ed to this course, from finding our efforts in | likewise. oe Pai Wg Se aain y oth | 
; the past so well appreciated. The large | OU¢ 0? the 20th ct e preceeding mon | 

. number of county Agricultural society that hereafter, invariably. 
i are adopting the Farmer as premiums, (all | Calumet Co. Agricultural Society,— 
4 of whom have our thanks,) a gratifying evi- Cuzron, Calumet Co., Wis., | 

5 dence of the fact. We shall take especial August 14, 1856. | 
. pains to make it worthy of the favor thus) Eps. Farwer, GentTLEMEN— We have or | 

4 shown it. ganized a County Agriculnural Society in i | 

¢ Back Numbers, and Binding. this county, and at the meeting they passel | 

‘ We would say to those new subscribers | resolutions to have me act as agent to pr- | 

A who do not receive the January number, that | cure subscribers to the Wssconsix Faas: 
cf. we are temporarily out of them, but shal\| Please send me some specimen copies, andit 

have plenty before the close of the year, and | you have any show cards or Prospectus 

6 will forward them to all who have not re-| send some. Address F. J. Curtiss, Chilton, 

3 ceived them. Further permit us to say, that | Calumet Oo., Wis. Yours in haste, 
: ol resent eubeertbecs will find it their true F. J. Curmss. 

‘ polic; ave the entire back numbers for is A 
i the eae as ihe volume will contain the only |__ The Calumet County Agricultural Society 

continuous published proceedings of the State | have our hearty thanks, for the efficient and 

- Agricultural Society ; and further, we shall judicious manner they have taken to increast 

$ furnish a neat Pictorial Frontispiece, Title | the circulation of the Farmer in their cou 

Page and Index, for binding—making this | ty. What could be sounder or wiser polity 
i number of the Farr the first in a series | for an oo society, that means todo 

: (to be continued, we doubt not, for a genera- good and to attain to high success, ane 

i tion,) of volumes, containing the most valu- | labor first of all to circulate substantial an 

; able agricultural, scientific, and general use- | appropriate reading matter among the cm 

1 fal knowledge, that can be gleaned and em- | munity, such as agricultural journals 30! 

; bodied from all and ample sources, from | books? 
month to month, and from year toyear. A| Yet strange to say, there are plenty of 

a few years hence, and who, among the intel- | societies that don’t dare to distribute them, 

ligent, will not want such a work perfect | even as premiums, through fear that some 

from the beginning, for reference. We wish | body would rather have a dollar in a shap? 
. to be distinctly understood, as intending to | that they can eat, drink or spend it, span 

so get up the Farmer as to make it a per- | a periodical or book, that will stand by a” 
manent Library Book, from year to year, as | instruct and benefit them, and their families 

: much as a mere periodical for monthly read- | and friends, for years. A good farm journsl 
ing. We shall be binding 1,000 copies for | is the seed of usefulness, from which thor | 
ourselves at the close of the year, and in| sands of lasting benefits will arise; while § 
the same lot can bind for others in the neat- | round dollar is merely a ripened fruit, thay
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js devoured in a moment and vanishes for-| better situated in any respect for the busi- 

| ever. | ness, than at least a dozen towns in our own in’ 

| How many other societies in the State, | State. This trade will constantly and rapid- ae 

will adopt the good example set by our ly increase ; why should not our own enter- 

friends of Oalumet county, and appoint their | prising mechanics, and capitalists, dip into ~ 
most active and thorough man to canvass for it? It is a well established fact, that no : 

the Famer? We hope the number will be| !egitimate business pays better. y } 
largely increased, when the fact comes to be To any competent parties who will start Gad 

better understood and appreciated, namely :| 00d establishment at Madison, (and there ; 

That we are publishing the Farsmr, more|i8 no better location in the West,) we are ‘ 

for the purpose of sipciving a first class ag- authorized by our best men, to offer an am- gt 

ricultural journal in a substantial form, for ple capital to back, and sustain them in the ‘ 

ourfarmers and business men, than with any undertaking. Where are the men who Spe 

|| view or expectation of making money out know how, and would make a fortuue? wa 

|| of it. It is much better for our farmers to have | ssi 

Our friend Curriss has our thanks for their Reapers made at home, where they can | | an 

the prompt and efficient manner in which rely upon a warrant, and where they can be | ci 
he proposes to enter upon the task. May so much more easily repaired. an 

success attend us all in good works. Eps. | View of the Ohio State Fair for 1856— | ta 

Bec ackadtes end Skantfactunérs.— | _ Weare indepted to some Ohio friend, | | aS 

‘We see by an article in the Whitewater for a view of their forthcoming State Fair | | Rate 

|| Gazette, that our friends, Messrs. Wrvorns-| to beheld at Cleveland from the 23 to the || Ser 

|| ver & Deworr, have manufactured 3000 of | 26th of September. It was probably taken | | mae 

|| their unsurpassed Premium Plows the past | by some clairvoyant, who can see into the 1 te 
i eat and some 200 tons of various castings. | Ae But be that as it may itis a splen- { fei 

|| Such a business, so well done, and so rapidly , id picture, and can hardly be surpassed ex- | | “aod 

| built up, is a credit to them, and to the | cept by the reality. We attended afairon | : 

|| State. Their work is their highest praise | the same grounds four years ago, and have | | 3 

| Gin neightors “Miles Brinises'& °C a | seldom been more highly interested. Ohio || . 

| sits weoka akabinie gridcellin abi oi: ds of | BLOW the Banner Agricultural State and || es 

| Pies ti Rreeene Sa mee Bs a | will be, until some one further west, takes |! a 

be J C { eS 

\ spark of fire reduced their whole estate aes nub o Ber 2 her fair this fall, || a 

|| ment to a pile of ashes in a few Taomontal rligerny be tier gS itog her cen Ae 
| taniitienicntie.thesriiave-cexnin-aiih $+] and hope to meet as many Wisconsin friends | | eh 

| 7 y have again arlsen—) there as possible. It will bea splended show | Ee 
greatly enlarged and improved, with a fine | 5¢ ; F ee | F 

| stone building, and capable of turning ont | nothing extraordinary prevents. | hd 

| any amount of Plows, &c., for the fall busi-| 4 New Field for se el ee 4 

| ness. We think their burning will make A few days since, we received a call | ™ 

their fortune in the end. from a gentleman from Caracoas, South | x 

More recently, our friends, O. ©. Buox & America; native born and bred and of || t 
| Co, manufaet: sree end dealers in Furniture. Spanish origin and a downright gentleman, } a 

| tare passed through the same fie ordeal. | Ut and out. He ealled to subseribe for the | ‘ 

| A similarly unlucky spark, dropped perhaps F aa ata snares ey better he 5 eer 1] oS 

by some stupid tobacco smoker, lighted the | 22° Pas tot bwe Jats Oa (| al 

flames, and in about 30 minutes reduced | COM*SNE for South America; we think ii of 
about $15,000 worth of valuable furniture, we shall soon advertise for a 1000 active gn 

stock, buildings, &c., to dust and blackened young men to go there and canvass for us, ey 

ruins. Thus pass away, in a moment, the in which case none need apply,that are adict- ti 

results of the labor and toil of ind and ed to fillibustering. Who among our Agrioul- \| 2 

economy for years. But such men vill find tural brethren, can boast of alarger cireula- {| ie 

friends, and are sure of success in the end. tion in South America’ Hi pa 
They are again open in good shape for busi-| Watermellons— | | 34) 

ness, with a splendid stock of Furniture. We are indebted to our friend B. C. i ine 

_ We hope to see specimens of all our lead-| Cuvrcn, of Wyoming, for an extra feast of eae 

ing manufactures, at the State and County! very extra watermellons, consisting of two | “ 

Fairs this Fall. yarieties—the Ice pa and the aoe a 

Sprout. They are very large and of se 
Reapers.— ° ‘ 

. + unsurpassed quality, especially the first.— | en 

: Sl ae renal sk why mitts is of those men ae does what || Pa 

Reapers? Probably she has bought 2,000) "° °° Y°" oe 
| the cepa at an expense of $300,000—| We are Indebted a 

7 one of wiih, perhaps, were made in a To to the Hon. Oxas. Durxxex for val- fe 

neighboring inland city, (Rockford, Il.,) no‘ uable Public Documents. 5 

ae ee ee Se en 3 

ti 
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anteaies ments.— Fe: A. B. VANCOTT’S 

| e insert several new advertisements! J EW E ty || 
this month; to all of which we call especial y te eae deat | 

attention. In relation to our advertisements 3 sin Lwanke: | 
a East Wat: Wisconsin i 

generally, we wish to have it understood, aaa Wiser Eat a . i 

that we do not at any time intend or wish pas old and well tried establishment is as newas | 

to advertise anything unleas we believe it to| A ever, in its fall tide of prosperity. | The stock of | 

be first rate, and what we represent it, and Goede MeN an eetnand dediabierper ore 
| -withal something of general interest to our | ons of all ages, sexesand conditions. e {| 

|| Teaders. Bogus articles and patent humbuge, | The Ser ane ee et i 
= : 2 2 ; 6 western market. New Goods of our ownimpor- 

_ will find no favor with us if we know it, | tation and manufacture, which will be sold aes ae | 

| however well they may pay; we want that at the lowest New York Jobbing prices. | 

1! distinctly understood. Jewelers, Merchants and Peddlers, will do well to eal! | 

| | Fine Carriages— : peforo going bat ord fal aorement of WATCHES | ent 0} Ss, |i 
{| Birp Brorners, of this city, have just | fom ee eter eee | 

i z : cate eee 3 q VELBY of every kind of the most fashionable pat- || 
\ turned out a splendid family coach, for Ex-| terns Also—MASONIC JEWELS and REGALIAS of || 

i Governor Farwett. It Is one of the finest ] our own manufacture. Watch Glasses and Materiels; | 

| things of the kind that has ever been got up also, Watch Maker's Tools, of every variety. ' ij 

|; in the West, we will venture to say. It is a neeeeee ras thankful for past favors, and requests || 

|; in every way creditable to them, and none MILWAUKEE, Sept. 1, 1856. tf. | 

|, too cont ae 12 worthy owner, Paice) SS i 

|| $1,000, Bird Brothers are doing themselves * 
|; and the State great credit, by their splendid Notice To Stock Breeders. 

| and substantial specimens of carriages. re SALE—The very Superior Imported Durbam ] 
ee ee amen enceeemememenees | A Tull “ROTHERSTHOEPE, ¢ 3 years old, (9% || 

E A. H.B., vol. 2 p. 225,) bred by Geo. Falkner, Esq. | 
City Crockery Store. Rothersthorpe, Northamptonshire. England. Also s | 

j pure bred DURHAM BULL CALF, sired by Imported 
|! Wo, 156 Bast Water Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, | “Rothersthorpe"—Dam, Imported Diana,”also bred by 
1} M. G. ELMORE & CO., "| Mr. Falkner, (See A. H. B., vol. 2 p.359,) e 

||)  Jmportersand Wholesaleand Retott, The above animals are of a rich red color, with a ttle || 

j sp Sasl hace fisheries pe a eek: white, and descended from some of the best herds in | 

| ui Howse Focaatag Week Gate. England. 
1j ‘Manufacturers of Looking Glaseee. 7"For Price, Pedigree, orto view the animals, sp 

HE Subsertber having recently established a house o> meee, JOMN. P. ROE, | 
| for the sale of the above Goods in this olty, respect- MusxeGo, Waukesha Oo.. Wis., Sept, 1, 1856. tt | 

|| fully solicit a call from buyers. We have the Largest | ———-———— ee eee 

| | Sood ode tad oa soa Goods, and will sell} gy eet reat | 
Lower ‘tof = Cun cstet" cretofore been sold in thisor| Nursery §tock For Sale. | 

CROCKERY.—Onur assortment is rpassed—hay- 
|| ing recently received of our own raperteaen err 90,000 22 ee i= 
|| Stoek, T&R: Boots's maanfacture and the newest pat- cn eg ae er treey geet | 
1} rns. 5 r thousan sf uck- 

|| ““GHINA—Rich, White, Gilt end D tse Setlen eee eee ee 
|| Dinner Sets—varying in price from Pegace’ 7% 84 | 10,000 Acacia, (three ‘Hiomed for hedges) fine plant | 
| CLASS A teae trator, both Dat and (Premed, | TT meer, 2 come Bre ee 
| | among which may be Jound the Mew Diamond: Qoeds, '| C= azietion,tn quantity, from $5 te-$2 per 200. 
|! “KAMPS—Both Hanging and Stand—for Oil, Cam-| _ The above, will be, lifted sboat the ist of Nov., or | 
i mene and Fisid now “destens. cariler if desire, delivered at the Railroad Depot, in | 
| x SES.From the chi atertown or Whitewater, if in | 

|| - Best Hrench Plate. vom the cheapest to the | Wore oud be sent ta early. an ia! 
GAS FIXTURES.—The la - dard Trees ; 

{i netfus, celebrated canenceere ees ee ch gat sp Btanteel Zameen Arp te ns tea tee 
|| terns, as high as $150 a Chandelier. eens, and large varieties of Ornamental Shrubs, Roset, 
|| TABLE CUTLERY.—Silver Plated, Brittania, Jap- Toe Root Grafts will be for sale during winter snd 
| | anned snd Planished Tin Wares, Im fact, a complete | spring—securely packed for transportation, ae sire | 

i sig festa the Goods usually kept in a first class] Please call and examine, or address 

i FANCY GOODS.—We have a Stock f Cee |i 
| prising the “Temple of ay nich we cnet Cost, ee ee oe ~ i 

|| having vongtt them to get possessfon Co | 
} occn| us, and wanti ‘the 

1] iets ectmceeee tee cere FRUIT TREES. | 
j M. G. ELMORE & CO. 
\| Muwavgce, Wis., Sept. 1,1856. tf. A CHOICE Collection of Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Vines. 

Diop, ene ee re ea eae Shs arrears Plants, Roses, Dahlias, Evergreens, &c., Cultivated 
| LANSING BONNEL. and for Sale by A. @. Haxroro, at his Nursery, Wauke- 

H 89 & 91 East Water Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, A le | 7 pple, Pear, Plum and Cherry Trees, G1 ‘Vines, 

i aes MANUFACTURER OF Currants, Gooseberries. Raspberries and Btraniberricsin 

| TT ‘elebrated King of Stoves.and Forest Oak, (two | variety. Pie Plant and Asparagus Roots. Houghton’s 
| of the best Stoves ever made.) Also, every varlety | Seedling Gooseberry—-Antwerps and Franconia Raspber- 
i of — Parlor Stove. dinners Stock, jn any quan- ries, in quantity for market Planting. 

‘ ity. for A K ROSE! Chin: 

| | Seales anv Epratt's Self Sealing on eee | petua: “Many beet pets ech 
| a fresh state Fruits and V les. 27" Careful selections of Fruits Or- 

anes ofall te ‘Gove articies Wwill'be sent ob ghard and Garden, willbe Fed a mito wes 
| t "s. G HANFORD, 

| TLWAUKEE, Sept. 1, 1356, tL |°SWavssua, Wis, Sept. 1, 1866. 8m. | 
ae ee ee eS er ere 
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VOL. VIII. MADISON, WIS., OCTOBER, 1856. NO. 10. oe 
si 

SUGGESTIONS FOR OCTOBER. cleaner, for being left until the wet and cold abe. ae Spring may: wots cite boa season sets in, or may be until the ground is Fy ‘ 
But Autumn with its mellow hue, frozen. In a word, can anything be done as ce 

| ste len, Bosh prt te reas well out of season asin? No! one and all ay 
at cools the brow an fe ane reply, and some perhaps are ready to say, iY : Ory eeabeeae and rele = 2 this all before. Very likely, gen- i 

October may ordinarily be considered the | tlemen, we supposed you knew it; but the yg 
last comfortable month, for most kinds of| question is, do you heed it ? re 
out-door operations, in our latitude and cli- Reader, if you are a farmer, stop reading stead i mate; hence it is liable to have a great deal| eyen for a few moments, and look mentally rsa | of business crowded upon it, among farmers, | around your premises, and see if allis in rn | gardeners.and builders. Therefore, itis well order, and in season; and if anything is 3 | for those who would be wise, and close up| dragging, ask yourself if you had not better a | the campaign in good shape, on the first of put on more help and push ahead, even if it “ | this month, to take a careful survey of all’ costs a little extra effort and money. Ifyou 4 | their operations, and as far as possible, to| area mechanic, it is all the same; look over a | systematically arrange their plans in such a your work and your jobs, and see it you |} hn || manner as not to fuil or be behind hand, in| have more on your hands than you can do; | res || anything of material importance. Remem-| and :f so, don’t make new promises only to eo | ber that what has got to be done, can usual-| be broken, (an altogether too common thing,) ch ly be done in season considerably cheaper, | but drive ahead while the season is favora- | oe || and always a great deal better than after the} ble, work early and late, rather than be m4 

| proper time is past. Of this fact ti:ore can| caught unprepared by winter. se 
| be no doubt to any one who will reflect back And, gentle reader, if you are a lady and Bey 

for a moment upon his own experience. To] 9 housekeeper, improve the earliest opportu- a4 
help those who may be slow of tiought, we nity to examine your home establishment, eu | will suggest a few instances. Is plowing] to seo if all the requisite provisions are being a | done any easier after the hot Spring days| made for a winter siege and blockade. Re- 24 | haveset in, and teams are languid and weak, | member you have got a little army on your ‘ = | and everybody in ahurry? Are weeds sub-/ hands, to clothe and feed, until they ean ‘ey | dued any easier, after they have got a week again be turned out to grass, in the Spring. Hi 
or two the start, or, perchance, after they| See if your lord (if you have one) is thought- red have gone to seed, and paved the way foran| fully and seasonably stowing away in the an increase of a thousand per cent. the ensuing] cellar, all the requisite vegetables for a win- g is 
year? Is grain harvested any easier or| ter supply, while they are in the marketand ia cheaper, after it has stood over time, and|can be obtained. Direct him to provide fe 4 
lodged and crinkled down, and withal got so| potatoes of some known variety, and good os 

Tipe as to spoil the straw for fodder, and to! quality, at whatever price, instead of dealing se canse a loss of perhaps one-fourth of the| in mongrel mixed varieties, often so poor as a grain by shrinkage and shelling? Is _corn| not to be worth cooking. a 
any better for having stood in the field until] 4 good potato is a good thing, but a poor oe | all the birds.of heaven, and beasts of the| one is poor indeed—-that’s certain. Then a field have prowled upon it, and levied and| the turnips, the beets, the carrots, the Rue collected their tax, of perhaps one half the squashes, the pumpkins, the onions, the cab- sj 

} crop? Do potatoes dig any easier or’ bages, and many other things, too numerous % SSS eet ag 
wad
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7 to mention; see that each and all ef these better than to follow the simple dictates of 

| 7 are in their proper places, and duly secured | Nature, and common sense, without anything 

: for keeping and use. When the cellar is | like ample ideas of our modern refinement 

- duly stored with all the requisites, then see and gentility. Their ignorance was certain- 

oH that it is carefully banked and secured, | ly their own fault, instead of ours. 

H against that burglarious old raseal who has} We drop the subject of housekeeping for 

so long and so often entered people’s cellars, | the present, by advising the good lady, after 

f merely to do mischief; shut him out effect- | she has gone through with her own brood, if 

- ually, and in season. Next, look around the | she has any garments left, that have any 

&; house, and see if the chinks and air holesare | more wear in them, to give them to her 

€ all stopped, if the windows and doors are | poorer neighbors, instead of cutting them in- 

- tight and secure from rattling, when the | to carpet rags; recollect that the first Chris- 

e wind blows. If all these things are not | tian duties are charity and benevolence, and 

i right, urge the matter until they are Sized ; | not rag carpets ; and while you are onthe | 

; a strip of list that costs nothing, and a cent’s sabject, it might be well enough to look over | 

worth of tacks, will often stop an open crack | your own surplus wearing apparel, and if 

; in a door or window, and keep out cold and | perchance you have some dress too small for 

damp enough in a single winter, to save ten | a hoop, or too much soiled for your own 

dollars worth of wood, and perhaps a fit of| wear, ask yourself, sometime when a gen- 

<i sickness, and a Doctor’s, if not a Sexton’s | erous streak comes over you, if it would not | 

E bill, into the bargain. A house is peculiarly | be better to give it to some poor sister (who, 

a woman’s kingdom—whether made of logs | mayhap, has not had a new dress in a year,) 

or out stone—and if she understands how to | than to let it longer cumber your closet, or | 

4 reign in it properly, she will insist on hav-| bureau? Such generosity would be inarvel- | | 

> ing all its minutiw kept in order. That’s so! | ous we know, but still we don’t think there || i 

; : The next thing in order is the wardrobe, would be anything wicked in it, especially if | 

*n embracing all that little variety of articles | none of your fashionable acquaintances found 

=! that fashion and humanity need, from the | it out. i 

¥ crown of the head to the sole of the foot.| Fatt Prowrxe.—Amid the other details — 

4 ‘And the woman who has a number of little | of fall work, few things are more important | 

é soldiers to equip, with perhaps not very am- | to those who mean to farm well, than fall | 

“ ple appropriations for the purpo.c, has no| plowing. One great trouble in our farming, || 

i easy or idle task upon her hands. Making| is the fact that we do not till our lands 

ey up new for the big ones, and cutting down| enough. Oneshallow plowing inthe Spring, 

a old for the little ones, is the orderof the day, | with many a balk and dodge not plowed | 

i (and often of the evening.) Then the stock- | at all, is too often considered sufficient; but 

z ings and shoes—what a lot it takes for a lot | what right has any one to expect & good 

“ offeet! In the days when our good old-| crop from such tillage. If it is obtained, it 

Bs fashioned mother spun and knit, it was not | is the result of accident. Yes, gentlemen, 

so much of a mystery where they came from ; | such of you as would raise good crops from | 

; but, alas and alack, for the little boys and | vear to year, irrespective of drouth or wet 

Sy girls, and men too, of the present day—how | seasons, must till your land thoroughly and 

‘ seldom they see a good warm woolen stock- deep, while your teams are vigorous and 

ie. ing, such as graced the feet of our boyhood, | healthy in the fall. Speed the plow over 

‘ when mothers and grand mothers knit; stubble and corn-hill, and not only over but 

when eleven brothers and sisters, filed right | under them—the deeper the better. Yes, 

- and left of us, in a good old-fashioned Ver- the deeper the better, even here among the 

mont family circle, and all well shod by a rich soils of the West, except, perhaps, in 

mother’s busy needles, after the household | some extraordinary instances. Turn up the 

4 labors of the day were done; but that was furrows as deep and ridgy as possible this 

before female health, and vigor, and indus- | fall, and let them frost-slack through the 

try, became ungenteel, or Patriarchal fami-| winter. Keep everything off that can tramp 

Bs lies went so entirely out of fashion. Our | in the least, if there is any clay or marl in 

ancestors, poor home-spun souls, knew no its composition. | Let it stand in that shape, 

be gt eo alte ean ee eS
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and when spring comes we will tell you, be fatted, should be started as early as you 

what further to do with it, to be almost sure | have the feed to do it with; cold weather is 
of a good crop of wheat, oats, corn, or any-| a poor season to stall feed profitably, and 

thing else that will grow in this country, | equally so for pork making, with ordinary 
Plow all you possibly can in the fall, for the | western accommodations. Wintering old 
purpose of lightening your labor in the| creatures is usually more unprofitable as 

spring, Which at the best is always short} compared with younger ones, than people 
with us, after the fields are dry enough to | ordinarily imagine. 2 d 
plow; besides, the additional consideration}  Riactso ur.—Perhaps we said enough in 
that teams are usually in the worst possible | the last number about putting buildings rand 
plight, to do any considerable amount of | fixtures in order for winter, to render it un- 

work. Mares are or should be in foal, and | Decessary to again refer to it; but itis a sub- 
ought not to be over-worked. Therefore, | ject of so much importance, and so large a 
speed the plow every leisure moment this| Proportion of people are so slack in such 
fall—not only to save time in thespring, nor | Matters, that another jog on the subject, we 
merely to pulverize the soil with frost, (which | Presume, will not be labor wholly thrown 
by the way is an all important thing,) but | #W8Y- Plan to have a good warm shelter 

last though not least, to destroy the insects for every creature you undertake to keep, 
and vermin that have gone into winter | °ld or young, two or four footed; if you can- 
quarters. Doubtless Jate fall plowing will | 20¢ buile good permanent and substantial 

be found to be our best protection against | nes, build such as you can; a rail pen, with 
the increase of all such pests, in this new apile of straw thrown over and around it, 
country. See article in this number on deep isa much better shelter for pigs than none; 

plowing as a preventive of drouth. and any kind ofa rude but close hovel, is 
Drrourve is an other occupation, that can much better for all kinds of cattle, young 

be well attended to this month, by those who | and old, than an open shed, or may be no 
have over wet marsh hay lands. ut the | shelter at all. 
ditches this fall before it is too cold, and as} Think of all these things, which relate to 
the frost begins to come out in the spring, | the comfort of God’s creatures, ye Christian 

sow op the ,red-top or timothy seed, and | men and women, especially all those of you 

hatchel it well with a sharp toothed drag, | who claim to be kind hearted and humane, 
and we will warrant you a double quantity | and to love God’s creatures before they are 

of grass, and of twice as good quality as the} cooked ; and when the bleak winds of next 
best wild grass that grows, by the second | winter are again howling around you, and 

year. We are aware that this subject has| the cold nights setting in, you will not be 
not yet attracted much notice among our | grieved at seeing any poor creature, that de- 
farmers, but it will soon force itself upon’ pends upon you, without a shelter and abed, 
our attention, when we come to calculate | as warm and comfortable for it, as your own 
closer upon the profits of stock growing, and | js for you. But such of you as do not heed 
dairying. We have had quite an amount of| our repeated admonitions on the subject, 
light ditch cut, during the present season, on | and let your creatures go into uncomfortable 

very wet marsh, and have been surprised at | winter quarters, will recollect that it is not 
the rapid disappearance of the surface water. | our fault. It is an undoubted fact, that 
Land that we could not drive oxen upon last | many creatures actually froze to death last 

year to draw off the hay, is now almost dry | winter for want of adequate shelter; may it 
enough to plow; we have cut enough addi- | never occur again in this Christian country, 
tional hay on it this season, to nearly pay for | so long as there is even straw and poles 
the ditches. Ditching in all such cases, will } enough, with which to make hovels, if noth- 
certainly pay largely and quickly. ing better. We leave this subject now and 

Stock, &c.—Sort your cattle, sheep and | until the November number, when we will 
other creatures early, and determine which | again ask you if you have rigged gooé shel- 
you will winter, which you will fatten, and | ter for all of God’s creatures around you, 
which you will sell as they are; then act up | fit and suitable for their convenience and 
to your determination. Those that are to! comfort. 
reece re rec acne ma ee ee 
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For the Farmer. | lining over each cell, every spring. The re- 

MANAGEMENT OF BEES. sult is, the cells soon become so small that 

Masses. Eprrors—Under this head, in they can neither deposit their honey nor lay 

her for As Mr, Wa. F.C their eggs in them; consequently, when the 

YORE. Samher gust, rt, WM. ¥.VHIP-| comb all gets-old, the bees will soon begin 

MN communicates whatis doubtless intend- | to die. I also judge this to be the case,” &e. 

ed to be an answer to the following ques-| These two points admitted, and the busi- 
eee ? : 
tion: ‘Is it possible for one ignorant of all | ness of bee keeping might well be given up 

practical knowledge on the subject, to SUC} 44 onoe, But, fortunately for us all, Mr. O. 

cessfully undertake mp management oe included, these “old wives’ fables” have long 

few bee hives?” The question does not) ino heen e: xploded. In the language of 

seem to me to be very definitely answered. | another, I confess that I find it difficult to 
The writer gives us his “Limited experience,” repress a smile, when the owner of a fow 

which amounts to nothing; because, by his | hives, in a district where as many hundreds 

own showing, he knows next to nothing on might be made to prosper, gravely imputes 

the subject, and besides, we are left very | pis ill success to the fact that too many bees 

much in doubt as to the result even of these | are kept in his vicinity. Travelers tell us 

limited experiments. . So far as he states it, | that in Russia and Hungary, apiaries are not 

Ihave no particular objection to make to} unfreqnent, numbering from 2,000 to 5,000 

his “winter management ;” but if Mr. C., or | solonies, Need we fear then, that any dis- 

anybody else expects to succeed with bees trict of this country will be very speedily 

by “acting upon the principle of ‘Let mé| overstocked. 

alone and I will let you alone,” he is certain AY 

eae : But, “the cells soon become so small! 

to meet with disappointment. Let your gar- tnihaon is said, by one of the most exten- | 

den alone, and hope for a good supply of sive bee keepers in this country: “J once 

vegetables; let your sheep, your cattla, your compared with other dees those’ af a coisa 

farm alone, and hope for profitable results; more than fifteen years old, and foun iene 

but of this you may be positive, that if you perceptible difference.” S | 

bey neglect your bees, they will “run om 4” I would caution all new-beginners against | 

and if you seek for the cause of ai failure, adopting the remedy recommended by Mr. 

except from consequences which can be}, Tosay the least, it is worse than the 

py directly to neglect, you will certainly | disease. After twenty years experience, I 

seek in vain. 
- i 

5 ; have never seen a hive of dscanfs/ or where 

I yonld certainly advise J. e K. to om, the cells were too small; anc Tam confident 

cceke me management of a ‘tow bees.” | this evil, like that of over-stocking, is imag- 

nee keeping, can be made, not oaly interest-| inary, I have no doubt vat many a first 

ing, but very profitable. But if he expects | pate stock has been ruined by attempts to 

to succeed, he must know the condition of | yan, ge old comb for new. 

his hives, and study the instinets of the Bee.| J, company with another individual, I 

There is no one science more inviting than | },.7¢ commenced anapiary in thiscity. We 

this. : ~;, | now have twenty-cighthives. We design to 

But the most important part of Mr. ©.’s| have 500. If Mr. ©., or any other of your 

communication—the one calculated to do| readers who are interested in this subject, 

the most harm—is yet unnoticed. I refer} sould pass this way, they are respectfully 

to the information derived from a gentleman | ;,vited to call. We hae no “axe to grind,” 

‘who says: no “patent to sell;” butifI can be the means 

“There are two causes why bees do not do | of imparting any information which shall be 

well, after having been kept for several | of service, it will be a cheerful contribution. 
years in one place. The first reason is, the gi Kcaraan 

‘country gets over stocked, so that the bees ese gs] 

cannot obtain honey safficient to winter on. Muwavxgg, Aug. 8, 1856. 

a a cpg gyn Ne grag A Foor in high station is like a man on 

thereby owine the old comb to remain in | the top of a meuntain—everybody appears 

the hive.” small to him, and he appears small to every- 

“He says that the bees put a new coat or | Lody. | 
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DESIGN FOR A VILLAGE OR CITY HOUSE. 
Having presented several neat and cheap ; get up a small cheap house, not costing over : 

designs for farm and cottage houses, and| $1,000 to $1,200, all complete. . wishing to meet all views, tastes, and cir-| The bay window feature in front, will be : 
cumstances, we now offer an appropriate de-| found to add greatly to its beauty; and the ; 
sign for our young rising villages and cities; | recess between them might easily be tempo- t 
all of which are more or less disfigured by | rarily enclosed for a winter entrance, and the es 
unsightly structures, projected and built by |room that is marked H, for a hall, be turned ¥ 
men who know nothing about their business, |into a sleeping room, which is much more a 
or about the fitness of things. comfortable for a family bed-room and :: 
Pit id api nursery in cold weather, than going up stairs, i 

| ' nx nen I me i ‘ a 

mmc — ‘3 E 4 “ ; ‘ 4 fo x12 xia i = , < 3 i on 3 Es + 
[SEcoND FLoor PLAN. ] H \ 4 The chamber is divided into four neat par- bats 

Soe one lor sleeping rooms, each with a closet ex- a . a cepting one. Such sheds and extra append- 2 [¥msr story PLAN. ] ages can be added in the rear, as taste or ian This plan is not an expensive one to carry convenience may dictate. ¥ out, but neat and tasty inside, and modestly! We are indebted for the illustrations, to ti 
elegant outside. It could be greatly im-) Was, Backus & Co., of Chicago, Architects a 
Prvoed to be sure, by enlarging enough to|and authors of the popular work entitled . admit of a center front hall; but that would «Village and Farm Cottages,” previously 3 defeat the purpose of the design, which is to referred to by us. Ss 

| 
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‘i THE CONIFEROUS TREES OF WISCONSIN, No. 48.—Pinus mitis, of Michaux—Yel- 

ey low Pine. This tree is common about Green 
; = = aT Bay, and on the blufis of the Lower Wiscon- 

; No. 46.—Pinus Banksiana, of Lambert—| sin river, which may be regarded as the 
Grey Scrub Pine. The dells of the Wiscon- southern geographical limits of the species 

a re —— a in this State. A few trees were recently 
is ari 0 , which ex! 2 ; : 

thence farther towards the north pole than ules =D er ee aes coer 
ae e, ten miles west of Madison. But at 

any other tree. It may be distinguished by | #14 South this troe is abundant. It is valu- 
the slightly curved cones with pointless ble ee anber mbes duke but inferior to 

; scales: the short rigid spreading leaves, ar- oe eee PS re S 
: basi the White Pine, and far less common. The 

Rg ranged in pairs in the sheaths, not more M : 
than about an inch in length. The tree is a oye end Yellow, spplied to the | 

: only from ten to twenty feet in hight, andis Pines, hares peterence cae a 28 cee 
of little or no value, except perhaps tor orna- ‘wood: ee ena re, eon eee 
mental purposes. ent species most resembles, it may be known 

; by the leaves, which are more soft and slen- 

ED der, and are channelled; the scales of the 

ed: Bones, slightly enldtged at the end, and tip- | 
io ped with a minute weak prickly point. | 

BAAS No. 49.—Pinus strobus, of Linneus— | 

SRA White Pine. This is the common Pine tree ) 

. AOA from which most of the lumber is manufac- 
yo cms tured in the central and northern portions 

4 iN of Wisconsin, to supply the southern part of 

. i <Q, the State, Illinois, &. It is undoubtedly 
a x) Kev) the most valuable tree for this purpose in 

‘3 ) Qe our forests, The southern limits may be re- 
ns — Si garded as on a line extending from the She- 

i a) TS boygan river to the north end of Lake Win- 
SNe nebago, thence to the falls of the several 

Ki larger rivers to the St. Croix. There arealso 

f 48. PINUS BANKSIANA—GREY SCRUB PINE. | pineries on the head waters of the Lemon- | 

G Figure 46 represents a cone and the leaves wier, and of the Baraboo. 

Hs of the natural size. The White Pine is easily distinguished 

P No. 47.—Pinus resinosa, of Aiton—Red | from all the others by having five leaves to- 
; Pine. This is a large tree,the barksmooth- | gether in each sheath; and by the long 
2 er than in the White Pine, the leaves more slender cones. Trees have been measured 

ty rigid, and the cones shorter and more solid. | over two hundred feet in hight, and in Wis- 

. The leaves are in pairs each one half round, | consin they tower high above all the other 
s starting from long sheaths at the base. The | trees of the forest. 

be cones often grow in bunches, areegg-shaped| As there appears to be some confusion 
4 about two inches long, their scales without | and uncertainty among lumbermen about 

es points are widened in the middle. The | the different kinds of Pine trees, I have giv- | 

:! leaves are five or six inches in length. By | en above the peculiar characters by which | 

i these characteristics the true Red Pine | they may be distinguished one from another. 

i which is often called by other names may | It is possible, but not very probable, that 

be distinguished. Itis a very valuable tree, | there may be other species in the pineries, at 

; often found growing with the other species | present unknown to me, as I have never 

of Pine, on the dry sandy ridges in the | penetrated far into that part of the State. 
a: northern and central portions of the State.| No. 50.—-Abies balsame, of Marshall— 

: It takes its name of Red Pine from the color | Balsam Fir. This very fine tree is found only 

f ot the bark, which has a deeper red than | in the northern part ef the State, extending 

b any other species. south in the vicinity of Lake Michigan only 

; ae SS
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as far as the Manitewoc river. The Firand|tree. The wood also is valuable when it # 

Sprnee trees are separated from the Pinesin | can be found of sufficient size. In Wiscon- : 
the manner of growth of the leaves, which | sin it is confined to a few of the most north- ; 
are scattered singly on the branches instead | ern counties. The roots are long, slender 
of being collected into bunches of from two | and flexible, and are used by the Indians as ‘ 
to five from the same base. The resin of the thread, with which to sew together the bark Bs 

present species is known as Canada Balsam, maaan: z 

2 a Se sl act lately No, 53,—Abies nigra, of Poiret—Black i 
Sele ee ened aoe tne ee Spruce. This is a dense, sombre looking re 

transparency to various objects under ex- < xe & ie #2 
ae tree, with blackish bark, hence properly é 

See: A Black Spruce. For ornamental pur- = 
: This tree is used only for ornamental pur- nem Sh a 1 by re ‘ss 

poses, not attaining sufficient size to be of diab epoul EGR yIU ae nce so eae er 
much value for the ordinary purposes of | °VeTSTeeDs weak parichy. peers ne BURRS Ses 
timber, &e. it possesses a peculiar value. It is found a 

Mr. Downing recommends it as one of the only in thenorthern part of the Btate, where cs 
most ornamental of our native evergreens, | it is not ey abundaut. But it forms a a 
and especially for planting near the house. |!@tg¢ proportion of the forests of some of ve 
When standing singly, it forms a perfect pyr- the Eastern States. The timber is valuable, a 

amid of fine dark green foliage, thirty or being used for yard-arms, keels, &c., of ves- og 
forty feet high, regularly clothed from the | sels; knees are made of the larger roots and = 

bottom to the top. However small the}® portion ofthe trunk. The wood is said to ¥ 
plants may be, still they are interesting, as | be equal in many respects to the best species : 

they display the same symmetry as full | of pine. i 
grown trees. The cones are oval and are placed near, 3 

No. 51.—Abies Canadensis, of Michaux— | but not on the ends of the branchlets. ‘a 
Hemlock. This tree does not extend north} No. 54—Larix Americana, of Michaux— 2 

of latitude 49°, and south of Manitowoc in|Tamarac. In some States this tree is often xp 
latitude 44°. Tne bark possesses more value | called Hackmatack, which is probably only & 

than any other part of the Hemlock, and | a corruption of the name by which it is now - 
large quantities are annually stripped off for|almost universally known. It is more or Ge 

| the use of the tanner. The young boughs|less common throughout the whole State, es 
are used to supply a soft bed for surveyors | though rare in the south-western counties. i. 
and others exposed to the hardships of a|It prefers wet grounds, which are not com- pt 

“Tife in the woods.” mon in that part of the State. ” 

| The wood is much less valuable than Pine,| The wood is very strong and durable, well » “ 
though yen Scie eT] flooring, &c. It rage for posts, rails, poles, railroad ties, 6 

isa very elegant ‘ighly ornamental tree, | &c., &c, £ 
with long, gracefully drooping branches, and| Foreign writers usually call this the Amer- , 

light tufted foli Larch, to d h it from the E : ight foliage. ican Larch, to distinguish it from the Euro- Bd 
The Hemlock is said to be but little in-|pean species known by that name. That . 

jured by the pruning knife, and therefore | tree is of larger growth, and is much es- he 

makes a good hedge plant. By being plant- | teemed as a timber tree. It is also far su- a8s 
ed in double or tripple rows, it forms in a|perior to the Tamarac as an ornamental of 
few years an impenetrable evergreen wall, | tree, the leaves being longer, and the beau- vd 

which would be invaluable for shelter from | tiful red cones of much larger size. ft 

from the north-west winds of winter. No. 55.—Thuja occidentalis, of Linnaeus es 
| No. 52.—Abiez alba, of Michaux—White | American Arbor Vite. This very com- a 

Spruce. A light, pretty species, with small | mon evergreen tree is usually called White 
ovate pendulous cones, placed on the ex-| Cedar, a name that more properly belongs Gs 
tremities of the branchlets. The foliage is;to another tree found farther south, but re 

| of a light bluish-green tint, contrasting finely | which does not occur in Wisconsin. Itusu- Z 
with the darker color of the next kind.! ally prefers wet grounds, and isfound on the ; 
Hence it makes a very valuable ornamental | borders of Tamarac swamps, &c. Steep side ts 
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] | hills, especially if wet, are often ornamented | 7" Soe eee re ae apaera i ak A 

by this fine tree. The wood is durable, and — 5 i 

often used for fence posts, railroad ties, &c., [The following estimates and calculations 

where it is said to last two or three times as | in reference to starting a home in the West, 

long as most other kinds of wood. It isa | Were handed us by a friend. They seem so 

very valuable hedge plant, and especially for practical, and so near what many wish to 

high screens to protect gardens, &c., from | know, that we deem them worthy of publi- 

the cold winds. cation. Eps.] 

No. 56.—Juniperus Virginiana, of Lin-| Dzax Sm: In compliance with your re- 

newus—Red Cedar. The Red Cedar grows | quest I make a little computation of the out- 

on the borders of small lakes and rivers, but | lay required in Southern Wisconsin to buy a 

not very abundantly in the southern parts of | farm of 100 acres, and also the expense of 

the State. At the north it is said to be more | stocking and starting the same, in a proper 

common. While most of the Junipers are | manner for a home, and for profitable culti- 
low and scraggy bushes, this one attains the | vation. 

dignity of a tree. The excellent qualities of | A farm of one hundred acres of medium | 

the Red Cedar make us regret that it is not | quality of land, partially improved, with 50 || 

more common with us. The wood is strong | ®¢Tes plowed and fenced, with acomfortable || 

and very durable, consequently suited for cheap house and stable, and not near enoygh | 

railroad ties, and for other purposes where | t0 2 large town for a fancy value, could be 

wood is exposed to the dampness of the bought for $16 peracre, cash - - $1,600 

ground. A good substantial low-priced horse 

Like several other evergreens, it has been | €8™, including harness and wagonat 360 

recommended as a hedge plant and for | Plow, drag, cultivator, and small tools | 

screons against winds. The branches ex-|tostart with, - - - - - - -,- 160 

tend horizontally from near the ground, thus | 5 cows at $30 per Weed, = 

rendering the protection more complete. Other animals, including pigs, poul- 

The regret expressed by Mr. Downing that | tty, &., BO, aa erat 

the fine evergreen trees, both of this country Household furniture, stove, &c., usual- 

and of Europe, which composed the Pine and ly necessary to be purcuased by those 

Fir tribes had not at the time he wrote re- | Wo come from a distance, - - - 100 
ceived more of the attention of planters, Incidentals, accidentals, and expenses 

would now in some degree be spared; for that cannot be foreseen or enumerated, 100 

through the iafluence of his own publica- | Making anaggregate amount of - $2,500 
tions increased attention has been given to| The above estimate I consider a sufficient 

the subject. He pleads eloquently for them : expenditure for any economical farmer and 

“Jt is indescribable how much they add to | family, with which to commence in a com- 

the beauty of a country residence in winter. fortable condition, in any of the medium 

At that season when, during three or four counties of the State. 

months the landscape is bleak and covered | _ If one’s means are moderate, one half of 

with snow, these noble trees, properly inter- | that sum can be made to answer every pur- 
mingled with the groups in view from the | Pose, by going to the newer portion of the 
window, or those surrounding the house, | State, and purchasing as good but cheaper 
give an appearance of verdure and life to land—by substituting a yoke of oxen forthe 

the scene, which cheats winter of half its | horses and harness, and starting with 8 cows 

dreariness. In exposed quarters, also, and instead of 5, &c., &e. q 

in all windy and bleak situations, groups of The first estimate will situate a farmer 

evergreens form the most effectual shelterat | Well, in almost any of the rural districts, 
all seasons of the year, while many of them where school, social and business privileges 

have the great additional recommendation | °4? all be enjoyed, and a Rail Road Station 

of growing upon the most meagre soils.” be reached within a convenient distance for 

pee ate eg ee ee: market purposes. 

Begin life with but little show; you may| A word farther as to what an industrious 

increase it afterward. man can do on such a farm with average 

eee ee iar Pe eee eee pao
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crops and prices. With 50 acres under the | THE MONEY OR COMMERCIAL VALUE OF : 
plow, as follows: 80 acres in wheat, with | a 
an average yield of 20 bushels per acre— | A very curious and original article is the : 
making 600 bushels, which ought usually to | following: : 
bring $1 per bushel, - - - - - $600] In case of the idiot, we have the body 
10 acros of oats, at 40 bushels per acre, alone distinct form the mind. What has he 5 
400 bushels, at 80cts per bu, - - ° 120/008 What is he worth? | Pi sral sad = a interest invested in his body, that is, his 
: oa ot corn, 240 poakel at ee, 96 | food, clothes, ete., with interest on their cost, ‘ 

potatoes, 200 at 25cts, 50 will overreach $1,000 by the time he is ee 
2 “ garden and miscellaneouscrops, 50 | twenty-one. The average cost, with inter- fs 
Calves raised and growth ofthe stock, 40 | oa of auing any aS ite age of twen- d ¢ : y-one, will equa! 00—this is invested— * core poss (as the horses should i“ | —_ is the investment worth?’ It will cost RS 

MA) Sea Sey art ses 100 per year to support him. ay 
Advance in the value of the farm, per To This body add aos in what an r# 
acre, say $3 per annum, which is a jestregn inary ee has the person’s value 4 dow cetimateh * " | been raised. He can now earn, suppose $300 * 
a aT good farming land, 300 | per year, that equals $400 above the value of Making an aggregate of - - - - $1,296! the idiot, which is to be set down to the & From which, (if the farmer has no sons to | credit of mind. vs 

assist him,) deduct, the wages of a good farm| | Now add education, perfecting him from = 
hand for 6 months at $15 per mo. $90 birth to maturity, and what can he earn? es 
For horse shoeing and repairs, - - 10 is =“ Be =a soo Tg to allow? That 
For keeping teams, stock, &c., and a ee we nosed meruiaial- . 4 : 9 . lowed; and how highly must we rate the : 5 
grains for family use,say - - - - 300 | expense of education? It could not overgo 
For cost of seed, -.-(/- - - - 80 | $700, which therefore yields 100 per cent. ‘ 
Unlooked for items, - - - - - 116 peopl maualy. Couns the oo < growth and & 

2 - . . . . @xgg | Sustenance of body as part of the expense of 5 ower eat = $596 education, but this should never be acon a a 
ving 2 balance of, - - - - - $700| clear distinction chould always be made be- * a we Sloss ot the year, with the land only | tween the expenses to be charged to the 

alf under tillage. i a vi would stat 1 tare dowednod-anr stare tence || 3 
diese th Ohi: Pe and the like; but | case of the credits, for at once some very ¢ oS ee poultry, =, against | practical truths would be thus exhibited. $ 
Aeat a d thrifty ars on a 6 wile 1s a pru- ip caeaey ns eoulowing table will present ss , 

In conclusion I would say, that_ perhaps | poay. costs up to 21 ae he ee ‘t 
Ihave omitted some items, but I believe “After that, ces test's scc coc $100 per year. a 
the computation is sufficiently correct, and | Md, costs np te 21 years, -..........- 000° ; 
shows a good fair reward for Wisconsin | Education, costs up to 31 years, 200. too & S farming. . * Gains after that, ....°°7* 020220222277" 1000 « i F i we sms oF MowRES TFSTARS 2.1 | it gee mead et esmedeted | 

A trial of Mowing Machines was had at|®¢vanced years; but the educated "man = 
Hempstead Branch, on the 80th of June. | STOWS more valuable = years increeee, 20 ‘i We are advised by John Harold, Esq., Sec- that if he begin life with earning a sum 
retary of the Society, under whose direction | Wich represents the interest of $10,000, he a 
the trial was had, ee nine machines were | Will find his income to double quite as soon B 
on the ground, and the trial took place in | ® if his capital were gold. 4 

paging tbe gap cage 4 pean cert aden sr Ae ' ere being cui machine. e a certainty given for an uncertain- oe 
committee, after at deliberation, report, | ty, and, merely fo: illustration, they may be 4 Burrell’s Machine, entered by Mayhall, has | exchanged for any other to please any cav- a 
the lightest draft, but not doing as good iller, but any fair test of the trath will prove e 
work; that Manny’s Improved has the | that education will pay more than 100 per S 
preference for cleanness of cutting and best | Cent. upon its cost. i 

adapted for farm use; Whitenack’s Jersey} It would appear, then, that any man who : . Machine cut equally clean, but had no lifting | would reckon up his investments must, to Z 
SRparstas 5 Weeke’s Patent cut next best; | what he has in lands, cattle, implements, q len’s Patent doing good work, but not as | etc., add at least $1,000 for every mature i convenient to move about as Manny’s. child he has raised, and if he has added to 3 

5 es % 
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‘ the child a good education, he has changed | sists, 1st, in the number of its healthy, able- 

t this otherwise unprofitable investment ito | bodied citizens, 2d, in the association of 

} a fortune of not less than $10,000. Now| mind with the body, and 8d, the thorough 

ei every principle of commercial policy, or of | education of each mind. 

political economy, would dictate that we| But the novel train of thought we have 

should add a little to any investment, if we | been following out has brought to light and 

can thereby save the whole, and much more | illustrated several truths, which indeed the 

3 readily should we do it if we can turn the | logical mind would immediately infer. 

a whole into the-most profitable of all invest- of a farmer should raise stock and give it 

> ments ; and what investment is there which | to his neighbors, his farm would grow poorer | 

will pay, as well as brain, mind, and educa- and theirs richer. But the human brain is | 

a tion combined do? the most expensive stock that can be raised. | 

:% Let us apply this idea to the State of New A single brain is the concentrated essence of 

: York: It is ich in more than a million of | much land; itis very easily transported, and | 
: children. Suppose the amount already in- | its possession is very desirable. The transfer | 

vested in them to equal $500 each, the sum of any able-bodied person from one section i} 

i total would be $500,000,000. To change this to another is a transfer of so much property | 
j vast sum into a paying investment, it is only | #s is invested in him. If uneducated, he is 

*. necessary to give each a good education; |a thousand dollars drained from one and | 

4 when suppose their increased value to be poured into the other. Emigration must, | 

s only $500 per year, their collective value | therefore, impoverish one as much as immi- 
vi would represent the interest on a capital of | gration enriches the other. If the persons 

. more than $7,000,000,000. Would not the | moving are educated, so much the worse for 
‘ taxable wealth of the State be increased by | the one and better for the other. \| 

fa every farthing of such an amount, however| The West, therefore, must become rich, i| 

i : astounding it may seem? Whence comes | not so much from the richness of its soil and 

C the taxable wealth of the State? Is it not | productiveness in cereal grains, as from the | 

% from the developed resources of nature? | direct wealth in the commodious form of || 

By Let every person be well educated, and the | ready grown brains poured gratuitously into || 

- mind of man has not conceived, and cannot |itslap. If a State receive 100,000 inhabi- i 

i conceive, of the result. Educated minds | tants by immigration, itis the same as re- 

¥ sow each other with fruitful seed, and more | ceiving $100,000,000 in the best possible | 

3 than twice the number of ideas will be pro-| form. (In a new country, muscles are worth | 

‘ duced by two minds that can be by one| more in proportion than in an old section.) | | 

: alone. Let every one be well educated, and | So far as this emigration is from the East, it _ 

i all must work, all will be willing te work, | is the loser, and its only resource is to draw : 
“ for drudgery will be reduced to its minimum, | wealth in some form elsewhere, the most 

and one or two;hours’ labor per day will | commodious and advantageous form is im- 

hab give evérybody more comforts than aay one | migration. It is with a country as with an 

af now enjoys, and of course there will be | individual; no one can rapidly become rich | 

2 plenty of time for mental cultivation and | by the development of its own resources, but 

f converse. if it can by any means gather the riches of | 

f Thus it is seen that the expression “the | ™any countries, it rises correspondingly in | 
+ wealth of a State consists in its citizens,” is | the scale of wealth. 
i literally as well as figuratively correct. Great Britain would, ere this, have been 
F More than three millions is the number of | completely impoverished, if she had not by 
. our population, invested in whom will be | commerce tolled all the nations of the earth, | 

e Sato more than three thousand millions of | nd, by enslaving whole tribes, poured out 
ie dollars, a greater sum than all the other their life-blood on her shores, and thus re- 

= “valuation” of the State, and, if properly fertilized a soil constantly exhausted ye 

: treated, an admirable investment. This | rich brains transferred to our inviting land. : 
: property is not merely personal—it belongs | Thus has Jonathan insidiously drawn from 

; also to the public; and in the health and his imperious father John, who cut him off 

/ life of each person every other citizen has an | Without a cent, his fullinheritance, and even 
, interest. A death ere old age is a public | in boyhood became very rich, compared with 

loss, to be sure like the drop in the ocean, those who raise their own labor, while other 
yet it is one of the elements of public pros- nations, who have been Featenn their trea- 

Fé perity. If the person, however, can not or | sures In the most lavish manner upon us, 
o will not return as much as he consumed, his | Wonder at our unprecedented prosperity. 
i death is a commercial profit to community. With this idea in mind compare the South 
5 We have thus reached three important | and North, and our reason for the greater 

xf conclusions, all of which, collectively, may, | wealth of the latter will at once beseen, and 

t however, be counted as one, viz: of the Southern States it will be seen bi 

: The wealth and prosperity of a State con- ' those which raise the labor, even if they 

: \
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it, must be Somperalively poor, while slaves] Thus does a consideration of man in a j 
can be imported at half the cost of raising | commercial aspect lead us through a train ‘ 
them; the wealth of a country receiving | of thought none the less correct, because new P 
them will correspondingly rise, but when | and interesting, to conclusions none the less : 
that resource fails, some other means must | to be received, because they startle us by 
be taken to gather wealth—gather is the | their magnitude and their immediate, prac- : 
eye to wealth. Produce is an old fogy | tical, and personal application. : 
a ee conservative, Christian, but a slow [Hunt’s Merchant’s Magazine. : 
cou. —— : 

The facts of immigration exhibited during oe AGE NE Ee : 
| the past year are of great commercial im-| “Everything seems to be drying up,” is By 
| portance to our whole country, while those | the remark of many a farmer about these x 
| of emigration are of iapreceasated impor-| days. “Grass, barley, oats, potatoes and a 

tance to the financial interests of the State. | corn, are suffering much for want of rain.” 34 
| The immigration into New York during the | It is too trae—they are “suffering much,” <a 

) past year is nearly 200,000 fewer than dn- | especially late-sown barley and oats. Unless 8 
| ring the preceding year. If these persons | we have rain, the straw will be short and <i 
| should be valued at only $500 each, the total | the product a meagre one. But it is useless oy 
| in which our country has suffered is not less | to talk of this; we would rather offer some ett 
\| than. $100,000,000. ° Immediate measures | hints on the best means of escaping the effect yal 
\| should be taken to correct an evil of such|of these “dry spells”—these weeks and So 

| magnitude, extraordinary provisions should | months when little or no rain falls upon the e 
| be made for the comfort of immigrants who | parched and thirsty earth. It is not a new <1 
1} | land on our shores, and to re-induce the cur- | subject with us—but its importance will ex- Pa 
I] | rent of wealth which has been stayed by the | cuse repeated reference “line upon line, and 
i] well-meant, but evil-working, operations of | precept upon precept.” * 
{| the past year or two. One of the most effectual preventives of x 
} There also should be established through- | the effects of dry weather upon the crops és 

| out our land evening schools, and every | a,fresh and mellow state of the soil in which “ 
\| means to turn this great material basis of | they are growing. To attain this perfectly, St 
1} wealth into the richest investment possible. | there is but one way—frequent stirring and a 
\| All history will show that the material | cultivation—but it can be greatly promoted Set 
| and the mental prosperity of nations, their | by a proper preparation of the ground be- * 

activity and position in respect to influence, | fore the crop is sown or planted upon it. If os 
| has corresponded with immigration. The | land is deeply plowed and thoroughly pul- z 

Assyrians, the Greeks, the Romans, the Eng- | verized, and at the same time prepared, 
| lish, and still more ourselves, are examples | either by the nature of the subsoil or under or 

of this truth, which arises from two roots. | draining, for the ready passing off of all sur- = 
First, immigration is the most profitable | plus water, it will remain for a long time in as 
mode of gathering wealth; and second, the|a moist and mellow state. But shallow & 

| mingling of blood, derived from various | plowed land, or that with a retentive subsoil 2 
sources, enriches the products. Again, the | at a short distance below the surface, is al- v 

| the burning of powder, the sinking of ships, | ways found to become comparatively sterile , 

| the demolishing of forts, the ravaging of| under the influence of dry weather. A 2 
| cities, the provisioning and clothingan army, | heavy rain falls, completely saturating the . 
| are not the chief expenses of a war. No, | mellow portion of the surface soil, making it * 

but the amount of property in brains de- | too wet for the favorable growth of plants z 
stroyed is also to be counted, and it will be | at first, but the surplus water has no outlet, = 
found the most important item. Every per- | through underdrains or a porous subsoil, it 
son killed in the Crimean war is to be | must pass away by evaporation, and the sur- ‘ 

counted as a thousand dollars destroyed. It | face becomes, baked and hard under the pro- * 
is also to be considered that a man cannot be | cess. Whereas, had the soil been deep and ke 
replaced in a moment—brain is a product of | mellow a larger portion of moisture would " 
manufacture requiring years for its perfec- | have been retained; the surplus would have es 

as and the whole world will suffer from | readily pet off and the earth have been - 

the loss experienced in any war. - | left in the condition most favorable to rapid os 
In every view which we can take, it will regstation. te 

be seen that man is a composite quantity, e effects of deep and shallow tillage up- a 
body and mind being the compounds; the | on the moisture of the soil is readily observ- ‘ 
body being the engine, the mind the en- | able by every farmer. We have had occa- t 
gineer; the body a machine, the mind the |sion to notice it since commencing this 
superintendent; both are required for execu- | article. Taking up the hoe as an interlude ‘ 
tion—the engine must be good, the engineer | to the pen, we found in spots where the plow / 
well informed, in order that the greatest had but just skimmed the surface, that the : 

profit may be rendered by both, or either. “soil was baked and dry at least six inches is 

=A. 8 Gases ee ee 
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deep (as far as we dug among the stones.) For the Farmer, 

while not three feet distant, where well| EXHIBITION OF TROTTING AND ROAD 
plowed, - two inches nee it was male and HORSES. 1855. 

fresh. Passing through the corn-field we = . ; 

found the hills near stone-heaps or stumps wes oe ae 7 hsying 

were wilted, and almost burned up by the|™&¢e any provision tor publishing t e Trans- 

heat, while those on the open and well- actions of the State Agricultural Society, it 

plowed space around were fresh and vigor- has been deemed advisable by the Society to 

ous. The fineness of the soil also has con-| publish all its more important proceedings 

siderable influence; anything like Iumps,|;, the Wisconsin Farmer; thereby layi 

however small, will not retain moisture like th * % yy 8 | 
that well-pulverized and deep. This may em early and extensively before the public, | 

be frequently noticed on head-lands where | and at the same time placing them where 

ra soil is always in aaa from the more | they wi:l be longest preserved and most con- | 

quent passage of the plow, &c. venient as a record for future reference. 

Some years since in preparing a piece of] Tye exhibition of Trotting and Road 
ground for the crop, a portion of it was thor- : eet co 

ougly subsoiled so that the whole soil was Horses, which gave such universal satisfac- 
stirred to the depth of eighteen inches and | tion not only to spectators but exhibitors, 

made fine and mellow. The remainder had | will form the subject of this communication, 

i ann this day | from the fact that a similar one will form 

sais ab po Se ie d eae one great feature in the coming Fair of 1856, 

scarcely telt by the crops where it was deep- _ — it ——- * — of 
ly tilled. In a greater or less degree, this is | each should be separate and distinct, as they 

pane os eee a 4 soils, aoaeore® may each be needed for reference at any 

conclusively that subsoiling is not for one | tj 3 

year—that its effects will continue for many oe ior Bye et earn ave : is 

years. It has been found, we would remark, PIRATES 20. Rea eee aE aoe 

that plowing ten inches in depth, or even Horses, the Executive Committee had two 

eight, upon a porous subsoil, would act very objects in view; one was to encourage the | 

Se) in preventing the effects of|raising of a class of horses valuable for sll \| 

a the business purposes of life—one which 

sane Savas oe should command the highest market price 

must do. The sei] must be kept clean and fox please, oF iDEKy Augie eee mane. 

mellow by frequent cultivation, which all make the public performance of each horse 

farmers and gardeners know is very benefi-| the test of his merit, and thus do away with 

cial in this respect. It is true that the evap-| the too prevalent complaints of partiality, 

Cee shai = the greatest from &| so freely (and too often unjustly) ascribed to 

Se iecanee wildly eee a y aes a that portion of the public who act as judges 

the sources which supply it. There is little} ¢ our State fairs. To accomplish these 
or no dew upon the beaten path, while the | ends, the Executive Committee arranged all 

grass at its side drips with wet. The fresh | other classes of horses about as usual, and 

turned earth receives a much larger supply | classed the Trotting and Road Horses, with 
than that upon which a hard crust has form- | 4), . oh a. it 

ed—it penetrates farther, and hence passes © peerage: OF ani Rg SOBER ET 

off more slowly. Of light. showers this is would perhaps be as well to state that the 
also true. Hence the more mellow the soil | trial took place on the Oold Spring Course, 

the = it. a Hees of rain when | which was leased expressly for this trial for 

covered with growing plants. one day, and is one mile in circuit. A rain 

Deep and thorough tillage is the best pre-| of a days duration had only partially 
ventive of the effects of drouth—and the best | 3,5 * 
preparation for growing profitable cops, dried off, and competent judges were of the 

whatever be the character of the soil or aon renee seconds better time i 
weather. [Rural New Yorker. | have been made in every instance, had the 

———_——_+++e+—____—. course been in perfectly good condition. 

Fase Happrvzss.—False happiness is like} As it was, the record shows that Wisconsin 

pple gel mgs ol Ae re bp ae amt en gee 
—but when it is brought to the touch we ce avis greta ae nee 
find the lightness and ae and feel the loss, |@udable pride as to the quality of their 

[Pope. ' wheat, both of which, after being fairly 

Oc eo a ae 
Da 
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tested, stand Number 1. in market value. WHY IS SUGAR SO DEAR? i 

Premium List or 1855. Trorrine AND The following extract from the N. Y. * 
Roap Horszs. Journal of Commerce, explains the reason . 

best Ti Stallion which has been kept i For popes ration Sta roa each aa ea dart why sugar and molasses are so dear, and still 

first prominm,...............ss+se++eeeeeee++ $100.00 | OD the rise at that. It appears that the crop 

$a do do. 2000 IIIUIIIIITIITINITLET a800 J of sugar in Louisiana, (which, by the way, es 
For these premiums the following horses |is about nine-tenths of the whole amount ; 

paid entrance, and trotted in the time an-/grown in the United States,) was over four 
nexed. (Entrance for all premiums in this | times as much in the year of 1853 as it is ex- gy 

class, 10 per cent.)— pected to be the present year. Add to this i 
Owner's Name. Horse's Name. Time. Premium. | the immense increase of consumption in that 5 

min. sec, * * * . 
©. J. Bullock, North America, 2.50, $100.00 | time, and the matter is fully explained. At 4 
D.J. Wood Yankee Bill, ' 2.57 50.00 Tee 
scnaeala Sdapkatan: 2.59, 95,00 | least three-fourths of the sweets we use for Sa 

od Davis, rT ROL, "<= | the coming year, must be imported from Cu- 7 

For the best Trotting Stallion 5 years old or under, | ba and elsewhere. 822,000,000 pounds of * 

29 Ne SPTing of 1855, « premium of ....--.------ #2509 |Sugar to be consumed in a singly year, is not Be 
Bd do do IIE 10,00 /a small lot; about 30 Ibs. to each man, wo- se 

For these premiums the entries were made | an and child in the land. saying nothing a 

as follows : x a about some 40,000,000 lbs. of maple sugar, ~ 
Quae's Memebs , Homele ame: an ee remin™m ‘not reckoned into the account. Surely a ; 

{ROE Dergenben, il 1800 nation whose inhabitants use up luxuries at “| 
Wm. L. Utley, Green Mt. Boy, 8.19 10.00 | this rate, especially when we include the tea 
0. E. Huntley, Black Weazel 8.27 — is a ; 

Geo. Nickerson, James Bird, 3.80 | ——J|and coffee that it takes to go with the sugar, = 

Ae Gest ‘Foeng Beaudwint Aen —~ | can hardly be considered poor livers or pau- ee 

For the best pair of Trotting Horses or Mares owned _| pers. We see no prospect of sugars being oo 

ad bent do Prominin Of --vvctii Soo | any cheaper for the next year at least. It 
84 do do Se a ee strikes us as more likely to be higher: 7 

f = ao ae jeceua mash wets Jawanded Sst seThe-New York sugar market is at present & 
BOW s.° aes eats in an anomalous condition, the threatened 2 

Ist,0. HL Porter & Co, pair, _ Smin. ae. 797950.00 scarcity and prevailing high prices having of 
2d, 8. B. J. Davis, do 8min. 80 sec. 95,00 |caused an accumulation of sugars here, to e 
24, E. Kinney, do 2min. 87 sec. 15.00 | the value of nearly $9,000,000, according to |} os 

It is de Mr. Kinney to state that he had} present rates. The following comparison ‘ 

a fine and fast pair of matched horses, which shown the ces of peer oe Hand ot ae x “f 
. : inst., 1n contrast Wl! ie con on 0! ie i were driven by a person unused to them, in| aathat af the cane tite last year: a 

consequence of the owner being ill; they thas. Pe, 2 
i r Ist Ai 1855... ..89,649 2,345 “a 

th ihe Siate,e premium of se-s-oe.----s--t.-7 42500| ‘The principal markets from which sup- . e 
BA best do v.----eesessesectesesesseseesesesees 18.00 plies are usually drawn, are now compara- 3 

do do eee iiiiies ccs: 1000 tively drained, but thé high prices ruling 4 
Entries for the above premiums were | here must continue to attract such stock as . 

made as follows: can be reached before another crop is re- ote 
Owner's Name. Horse's Name. Time, Premium. coined, ae follgmees table shows = at i 

in. Sec. mate o! @ Loujsiana sugar crop for the i 
eaten Saya” Ze — 800 | present year, upon which the apprehensions B.: 
Gilbert Dutcher, Catawba, 2,56 10.00 | ef scarcity are chiefly based : a 
Caspar Rouse, ' Brown Bob, st Baganeadel 5 

The performance of the different horses as Crop Oe prciccisc 1: cis ae eee a 

above is copied from the record made at the 36s /YBEEL Lc 5 isco. cece. <-deBece ss 18R, 008 = 

time, by the judges and time keepers, and} With the high natural advantages for the 
can be relied upon as correct. cultivation of the cane enjoyed in ee con “S 

Very respectfully yours, &c.. try, it is a matter of regret that our advance tna 
a ea oes ASN, in this particular has not veen more decided, a 

Sec State ‘Ag’ Soci that the improvement of our resources might 2 
‘ y g'l. Society. {be in some degree commensurate with our a 

Starz Ao’r. Rooms, Madison. increasing demands. A failure in the crop =) 

eee eer a a *. 
ss
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. of the United States is invariably followed For the Farmer. 
‘ by an undue advance in Ouban sugars, ad- SMUT IN WHEAT. 

F vantage being taken of our dependence, and Sy 
- the comparative monopoly enjoyed. Messrs. Powers & Skrinner—As there has 

1 The N. O. Orescent of the 30th ult., pub- | been much said about smutty wheat, many 
; lishes a statement respecting the sugar crop | causes assigned, and many preventives used 

: “from one of our most intelligent planters,” | py different individuals, and none as yet sat- 
H of which the following is an extract: isfa I + Ghovesiantitt 

‘The consumption of foreign sugar for the | factory to me, I propose to set the scientific 
f year ending the 30th of June, 1856, cannot | World to speculating on this subject, by 
3 be known until the publication of “The Re-| stating one or two circumstances that have 

port of Commerce and Navigation” is made| come under my observation. A year ago 

; in December next. The consumption of for-|iast fall, two individuals in this vicinity 
Q eign sugar in the United States in 1855, was ef a ¢ 

440,000,000 of pounds. - Of domestic sugar, sowed wheat taken from the same bin, both 

‘ crop of 1854, 382,000,000 of pounds. Tota:|sowing their wheat the same day; their 
. commune of 1854 and 1855, 822,000,000 | lands were very much alike, being only half 

s o porn. z a mile apart. Neither used any preventive, 
; iit np tin or ace ear er chs eon. nor was there any smut in the seed. Now, 
a ous year, the import and consumption of mark the result: In one field the wheat 

my foreign sugar would have been 559,000,000 | was the smuttiest I ever saw, while in the 

i “ porate. Taking as asa bee of > salon: other there was none to be found. Will not 
< tion of the consumption in and 1857, Jenti i atid Sentiting product in ths Until States - _— our — men speculate a little 

{ of 100,000,000 of pounds, the quantity to be | "P° a 
imported in 1856 and 1857 would be 722,-| I will now state another case, as related 

he 000,000 of pounds. to me by a neighbor of mine, who says, he 

5 s oa fee United consamption of Sorgen. once knew a field of wheat of 80 acres, 
i; of the ; 
§ 440,000,000. If an import of 729,000,000 ig | Where, when the owner had sown all but 

required in 1856-'57, it will exceed the im- | four acres, there came up @ very heavy rain; 
ports of 1854-'55, 832,000,000, or 75 percent. | the remaining four acres were sown imme- | 
more will be required from abroad than | diately after it had done raining, and drag- 

heretofore. ged in while the ground was very wet. My 
__ It is assumed that the crop of nea made |informant helped harvest the wheat, and 

inthe United States, in 1856, will not ex-|..,5 that the four acres were at least one 
ceed 100,000,000 of pounds. Owing to the 

< diseased condition of the sugar cane of Lou-| half smut, while there was no smut to be 
he isiana, pee fallen from near 500,000,- | found on the rest of the field. 

d 000 of pounds in 1853 to 250,000,000 in u 
1855; and no well informed person can Now I.ssk, whe} could hove heen done 2 
think the crop of 1856 will go over the esti- that wheat, to prevent its smutting? I 
mate of 100,000,009.’ should like to hear more upon this subject. 

Introducing the above, the N..O. Orescent | I think the cause assigned by your Waupaca 

‘. says: correspondent could not have been the cause 
- In making up estimates, the quantity of tito: in these two instances. 
3 sugar that will be produced this season must, Yours respectfall 

! in our view, be considered as about one pe, Me 
twenty-sixth of the production of the world, Wa. F. Copman, 

: that is considering this season’s yield to reach | Warren, Waushara Oo., Sept. 1, ’66. 
a one hundred thousand hhds. of one thou- tor 
. sand pounds each. The production of the) Tux Live or Perpzrvat Frosr.—-The 
1 ne for ee Se as ae aaa heat does not ascend as we rise above the 

million two hun and ninety thousan ie - 
tons; allowing fifty thousand tons as the carts te api diee pat desreenes caP 

j crop of Louisiana. ‘The consumption of the |‘y until beyond the regions of the atmos- 
, world for this year we place at 1,380,000 | Phere, in void, it is estimated that the cold 

: ton3; production, 1,290,000 tons; leaving a|is about 70° below zero. The line of per- 
¢ deficiency of 90,000 tons. petual frost at the equator is 15,000 feet alti- 

: Tue common trinkets of literature are |*de; at 18,000 feet between the tropics; | 
§ constantly changing their form, but its dia- | and 9,000 to 4,000 feet between the latitudes 
i monds are never out of fashion. of 40 deg. and 59 min, 

.
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e For the Farmer, LIMING ees AND DRAG. eae See a 

a . Messrs. Eprrors—If you think the follow- P 
A year ago last spring, we had occasion to | ing worthy of a place in your valuable jour- : wash our seed wheat; and before sowing nal, you are at liberty to publish it. Mr. 

we limed it. But at length we got out of | Horace Clemans says, (April No., 1855, page : lime, and being in a hurry tofinish up before 100,) “I am satisfied that chess produces ‘ 
astorm, we continued sowing the wet wheat chess, the same as wheat produces wheat. 3 

without lime; and to cap the climax, it also I am satisfied that chess can be produced in : soon net to rain, and ao.” until | no other way.” : 

ie ioootaan eae Sate, pes ' Others are of the same opinion, as seen in ’ 

along, and at once advised us to desist from | 7°"" ae page os ani goaun in! your z ee until the groun@ and wheat were remarks on the subject in the April No., p. be 
a uring us to a cértainty, that we 160: “We hope to live long enough to see * 

; ee ala faa ry thing but smut, if a cea eq | that eternally vexed question of Wheat vs. 7 
eer aoadl a3 daigest the ground when it Chess settled conclusively; but we do not eA y 2 S 
was wet. Hadit been convenient, we should came to unless Me cates Methusaleh.” oS at once haveatediated= but we donslnded on The long vexed question is settled. Here is . 
the whole #8'go ahead; ani aid 20, comple. the proof, which I take from the Le Roy &. 

Gazet i “, ) ting the field in its wet condition. te, 55.7% ~ a, pas = 
-AVILION, ; k 

For the purpose of. knowing how the ex-| ¢. B, Tuompsoy, Esq., eee “i 
periment would result, we stuck a stake be- Will wheat turn to chess? Perhaps : 
tween the dry dragged and limed wheat, | wheat and chéss will grow on the same stalk. Sy 

and the wet unlimed and wet dragged is - en og ~ my a in . <a ; ‘is possessi ear eat, on which is 3 
mest eeing it for granted aroma 0 a well-defined stalk of chess. The chess to 
our neighbors’ prophecy, that the one side | stalk comes ont about one-third the way S 
would be good wheat, and the other smut. | from tha bottom of the head and contains ¥ 
But to our rise, as the field yw and | eleven complete grains of chess. I advance i ut surprise, gre’ 5 3 ripened, we could see no difference what- eee = es eae é 
ever, in the appearance or result of the crop. | S16 We tacts. e “Te 
Whereupon we concluded that our neigh-| I think the person who epee to hatch £ 

| bors, though ustally. pretty reliable, were | # Shanghai chick from a crow’s egg when | 4 
sometimes mistaken, and that although it | wheat would produce chess, had better com- | eg 
is doubtless a bad plan to work wet soil, | mence the operation. i 
yet it will not always destroyacrop. Eps. A. Scunscrrmer. 

=e ES 2S ll st ———_——_+-00+ 43 “4 
DODGING AND DOING. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN THE WEST. FS 

aging i rt of universal application. | The Ohio Agricultural College is perma- 4 
It Dalene ‘politics: as an eit of seat nently established at Cleveland, and its course 4 
and necessity. Dodging will try to escape | of instruction embraces whatever relates to a 
just responsibility ; Doing will go to work | animals, vegetables, land or labor. Chemis- 3 
and lift the load. Dodging will contrive to | try, comparative anatomy and physiology, * 
draw its neck out of every poke; Doing will | with special referéhce to feeding and breed- “xd 
walk up to the rack and face the music. | ing otek eee mineralogy ; bot- a 
Dodging will hide property or change resi~| any, descriptive an Bhysicieical natural a 
dence to escape the just-taxes which should | philosophy; agricultural mechanics; farm a 
be equally borne; Doing will be willing to | implements; meteorology; elements of en- 4 
be taxed for the securities of home, law, | gineering and land surveying; rural archi- wt 
government, andschools. Doing reminds us | tecture; landscape sarden anes draining and 2 
of a man always upright, always honest, al- | farm book-keeping ; politi economy ; his- 4 
ways straightforward in spect allt in act; | tory of agricalture, and general principle of s 
Dodging reminds us of the poet who says: laws relating to contracts, and especially to a 

“Bere lies old Dodge, who dodged all good the acquisition, possession and alienation of " 
In trying to dodge the evil; real estate. A Commercial and Agricultur- 4 

But in all his dodging, dodge which way he would, | al canes has also been opened in the Hall = 
j He could not dodge the d—1.” of the Mechanics’ Institute at Chicago. us 
a _ 34 
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STOCK REGISTER. operations are located, as well as to ‘thé 

"| whole West. Our only regret is, that Wis- SHORT HORNED COW—“QUINOE.” consin had not been the chosen field of their 
age Ga r labors, and .we regret it the more, for the This splendid animal, represented in the reason that there seems so little spirit among 

opposite cut, is the Property of the Ohio! co» more wealthy citizens for such highly Farming and Stock Breeding, Company, in-| (editable and useful enterprises. As yet, : tended for the Company’s farm in Butler we don’t know of an effort for anything of : 
|| County, Towa. the kind in our State, worthy of mentioning i Red and white; bred by Jas. Dun, pur- —or above an individual two-penny enter- chased of R. G. Dun, of Madison Co., Ohio; prise. “The same thing cannot be said of ¥ calved May, 1858; got by Prince Albert, Michigan, Ilinois, or Towa. How long <i 854—dam, young Priscilla, by White Comet, | shail it. be said of Wisconsin? and whose e 1093; gr. dam, Pricilla, by Gratz, 11,5425) fault isit? Is it because the love of speeu- i gr. gr. dam, .Young’ Caroline, by imported | Jation, and inordinate per cents, and Profits, ‘J Symmetry, 5,482; gr, gr. gr. dam, imported among our wealthy men close their eyes to . Oaroline, by Dashwood, 3,566 ; gr. gr. gt-gr. | all considerations of permanent utility, and ‘ dam, Fanny, by Stockstry; gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. healthy progress, in actual, sound State 5 dam by Senaton, 1,427 ; gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr.| growth and wealth? These are matters : dam, by Whitefoot; gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. worthy of consideration and reflection, as ; | dam, Rosina, by Aid-de-camp, 722. laying at the foundation of our greatness as 

| PEDIGREE OF PRINCE ALBERT. a State. S Calved April 15, 1850; got by Shelby, "SPANISH MERINO ‘SHEEP. i 
9625 dam, White 5 by. imported Iragan, The Merino, though the native of a warm 1042; gr. dam, Duchess, by imported Lord | si:mate becomes readily inured to the great- || Althorp, 659; 2d gr. dam, Victoria, (begot- | ‘ost extramos of cold, flourishing as far north z || ten in England,) by Ossodly: 3d gr. dam, | as Sweden, without degenerating in fleece or ; | imported Princess, by Edmund, 1,954; 4th| form. It is a patient, poets animal, bearing ; j 

| || gr. dam, Selina, by Grazier, 1085; 5th gr. munch. Jubaeer ee 
\| dam, Favorite, by Northamp' = — ciousness of appetite,” ascribed to it by Eng- : | Quince has been bred-to, and is about to | lish writers. Accurately conducted experi- } calve, to imported Colonel, 350, got by} ments have'shown that it consumes a little é Lansdowne, 9,277, dam, Nelly, by Prince Sng Large of hay Peete Som , i ‘ : i ny i Leicester consumes from three ‘and'a n | co 5,854, &e., &e., vide English Herd half to four; and the common wooled Amer- | = ican sheep would not probably fall short of S | Tae Onto Faruaxe anp Stoox Berpixe oe ‘cae pian one aoa a vee & 

Compa, shove referred to, is an associa- is short grained and of good flavor, when * tion of gentlemen in Ohio, who have stood killed at a proper age; and weighs from ten 3 Prominent as breeders of fine animals, and | to fourteen pounds to the quarter. It is re- ha | farmers of the first class, both | for efficiency | markable for its: longevity, retaining its | and taste, for some years past. They have | teeth and continuing to breed two or three i \| purchased a large tract of the rich land of — longer than the common sheep, and at a P 4 east half a dozen: yeats longer than the im- A Towa, and under thesuperintendence of such | proved English breeds ; ‘but ‘it ‘should be s men as Dr, Spraauz, Secretary of the Ohio remarked in connection with this fact, that Px State Board of Agriculture, and: others of| it is correspondingly ‘slow in arriving at ma- kindred ability, they are fitting it up into a ae It does aan He fall growth - thorough-going scientific and systematic | before three “ aaonaase i At a farm, and stocking it with the choicest ani- bt managed Bock, ray peraed " a | mals of our own and other countries. The. Merino is a _ Le breeder than : Under such fa: ble auspii rdly | any other fine-wooled'sheep, and m: experi- i HSA 7 ence goes to show that its lente, wines Rew- ’ 
see how it can fail to pay them a fair remu- . ® : ly dropped, are hardier than the Bakewell, neration for their outlays, and to be of im- and equally so with the high bred South fs mense benefit to the State in which their | Down’ The ewe is not so good a nurse, = 

or
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: however, as the latter, and will not usually| ‘The cattle were divided into three classes: 

3 do fall justice to more than one jamb. | 1st. Those calved previous to July Ist, 1854. 

A Eighty or ninety Re cent. is about the or-|2d. Those calved between July ist, 1854, 

: dinary number of lambs usually reared, tho’ | and July Ist, 1855. 8d. Those calved after 

$ it often reaches one hundred per cent. in | July Ist, 1855, and over 6 months old. | 

| carefully managed or small flocks. Mr. Towneley’s Bull—Master Butterfly— | 

; We have already adverted to the cross|as upon former occasions, Was first here, 

4 between the Merino and the native sheep. | taking the prize, yalue thirty pounds, equal i 

on the introduction of the Saxon family of |to $150; Mr. Ambler’s Grand Turk, being | 

Ff e Merinos, they were universally engrafted |9a. As both these were at the Carlisle | 

“| ‘on the parent stock, and the cross was con-| show, last year, I need say no more about | 

A tinued until the Spanish blood was nearly | them; as for the other aged bulls, the less | 

“ bred out. When the admixture took place | said the better. 

* with judiciously selected Saxons, it resulted | Mr. Fawkes, who took 2d prize last year, 

5 not unfavorably for certain purposes. But | with his bull John O’Groat, nearly 2 years 

‘ unfortunately, these instances of judicious | old, (sold after the show for 200 guineas.) 

; -erossing were rare. Our country was flood- | took 1st prize this year, with his young bull, | 

7 ed by eager speculators, with the feeblest | General Bosquet, a nice looking young ani- 

} and least hardy Merinos of Germany. Fine-| mal, but not quite so fine to the touch as I || 

i ness of wool during the period of this strange | could wish. tr Barrowby, of Dishforth, | 

4 excitement, was made the only test of ex-| took 2d prize in this class; calf only tolera- 

2 cellence, no matter how scanty ite quantity, | ble. 
| 

ag no matter how diminutive or miserable the} Mr, Ambler took the prize for the best | 

carcass. Rowen such views, the hold- | pull calf over 6 and under 12 months old, i| 

, ers of most of. our Merino flocks Eee with his calf Napoleon, got by Baron Warla- | 

these over-delicate Saxons, and the couse-| by, a good calf, but a little detective about I 

: eee was as might have been foreseen— | the rump. i) 

rs eir flocks were ruined. STRIP: d’'were ‘aloo itivided into three | 

ay [Sheep Husbandry. | classes, = are Mr. Towneley won the || 

fi —_—____——_+2-o->____——. ist, an prizes, with his cows an | 

3 ROE AL ee ae Tes ash - | Duches 2d, and Blanche 6th, after which, in || 

ee a this class, there was nothing worth looking | 

" The following interesting letter, from Mr.{at. Among the 2d class, or 2 year olds, Mr. || 

‘ Alexander, will explain itself: Towneley’s Victoria was Ist, and Mr. Strat- \ 

: Lonpow, July 21st, 1856. ton’s Marcia 8d was 2d; these two were | 

ne Eprror Onto Faruer—Dear Sir: Having | VeTy tolerable heifers ; the others in this | 

left home for this country about the begin- class were inferior. i) 

ie ning of this month, with the intention of} Among the yearlings, Mr. Booth’s “Queen | 

ee spending some three weeks in looking about | of the May,” was Ist; a remaccay nice \ 

eh me, I had scarcely expected to see anything, | heifer, by Crown Prince; dam, by ‘arbin- | 

(go soon at least,) worth writing about. 1) ger; the 2d prize was given to Mr. Green- | 

was, however, most fortunate, in being in| fell’s Battine, by the Duke of Richmond; 8 \ 

' time for the Show of the Royal Agricultural nice heifer, but rather hard, or, as we should 

Society, of England, which wss held this |say in Kentucky, a bad handler. i 

* pa at Chelmsford, about 80 miles from| ©The number of Shorthorns exhibited this || 

, ndon, which gave me an opportunity of| year, at the Royal Society’s Show, was 78, 

seeing, in one day, most, if not all, the fine | which I believe to be considerably less than 

, stock, in the cattle way, now to be found in | usual, and if we look at the shape and quali- 

England. In the beginning, I may say, that | ty of the stock, generally, there isa most de- 

= I consider the show of Shorthorns a very in- | cided falling off in this show as compared to | 

% ferior one, and if you will come over to the | those of former years. But how can it be | 

i first Fair of the Kentucky State Agricul-) otherwise? Exhausted by the constant de- 

; tural Society, to be held at Paris, this year, | mand first from America, then from France | 

; I will guarantee, (should matters be arrang-)and the continent of Europe, and more re | 

‘ ed in a manner touaive satisfaction to the | cently from Australia, the Shorthorns have, 

z port, and the breeders generally,) a much | within the last four years, diminished most | 

er exhibition of this sort of stock. wonderfully in numbers. And as most peo” | 

5. You may think me presumptuous in thus|ple who come here for stock, desire to get | 

. early predicting success: to our Society, but | the best, the number of good ones left is 

H if we fail, it will not be for want ‘of the | very small, compared to the whole number. | 

14 means of success, so far as Shorthorns are So great is the demand from France, and | 

3 concerned, as at present, fine cattle of this | Australia, just now, that prices which were 

A breed are far more numerous with us, than a last year, are now fifty per cent. higher. 

5 jn this country. bought then the Ist prize cow of the
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Royal Society’s Show, at Gloucester, for 200 | fore the thousands who always attend such 

ineas, and the Ist prize yearling heifer, at | collections of the rural population, is a just A 
toe year’s show, at Carlisle, for the same | and wise policy towards themselves. Yet 
price; now they ask 500 guineas for the 1st | we have no more doubt of this, than we | . 

| prize cow, and 300 or 400 guineas for the | have of the existence of Agricultural So- 
| 2d, and for the rest in proportion, if thef | cieties. | 

can be had at all. No other State in the West has so many a 
' You may think cows high at these prices, | railroads as Ohio, and perhaps the experi- «|| 

but bulls are higher; Master Butterfly has | ence of no other has been so great with Ag- |} : 
{ been sold to go to Australia for the unprece- | ricultural Fairs, and all the circumstances | : 
; dented price for this country of 1200 guineas, | that attend them. The practice in that iil & 

equal to $6,000.. Mr. Ambler sold a young | State would therefore seem to be one upon | | | ¢ 
: bull for 200 guineas, and could, immediately | which her sister States might rely with || § 

after have got 50 guineas more. Mr. Fawkes | much confidence, in reference to the same | $ 
sold a yearling for 120 guineas, and a Mr.| matters. Wishing to understand exactly | 
Bate one for the same price, both quite sec- | what was customary there, we a short time ¥ 
ond rate ; and Mr. Towneley sold a calf by | ago addressed a letter to a prominent officer pi 
Master Butterfly, which I consider quite 3d | of the State Board of Agriculture of Ohio, | & 
rate, for 800 guineas, but blood will tell. | making. particular inquiry upon the subject. | | # 

In conclusion, I must tell you, that other | The following is the main Brey ot his reply : n 
stock are also selling high, as for instance,| _ “The success of your State Fairs, you may ¥ 
150 guineas for a South Down ram, sold to | depend, will hang upon the. contingency of os 
go to France, and other things of the like. | carrying stock and other articles for exhibi- = 
Could we get such prices in the West, we tion free of charge. The simple fact is, they 
should soon be remunerated for our outlay | cannot be kept up without free transport— r 
in our purchases here, but till foreigners be- that is, free transport of things intended for |! ~ 
come buyers which they might possibly do | exhibition, and which shall not be sold at || 
now with advantage, we cannot expect it. | the Fairs, or on their way to or from the ee 

I expect to be at home at the time fixed: |Same. {| § 
for my sale, viz: 8d of September, when I | “Our railroads make large profits by cr || # 
hope you can come and see me. The sale | "Ying people at half fare—some companies | @ will go on whether I am at home or not, and | having realized $10,000 over and above the || = 
my brother will be glad to see you, in case | Usual profits in the same length of time. As j 
any accident should prevent my returning | near as we can learn, the extra profits on a 

Te |$10,000 daring ‘Fair Mer, The beneats || Should I find anything worth writing | >4°' STING a Ate GEA «820 DenSi ES t 
about, in looking at things hare, I will write | aroma between the Tutipad, ees ih ve you again, ‘Yours truly, | and the farming interests; but in so far as | : 

R. Arrongson Avexanper, | ‘irect pecuniary gain is concerned, the for- | 
i A mer have the largest share of the advantage. |! ; [Ohio Farmer. a me é 3 5 | = Sou ‘For 1855, the railroad companies here || i 

RAILROADS AND AGRICULTURAL EXHI- | attempted to institute anew order of things, | 
BITIONS. | by resolving to charge half freight upon 

mi are IS " stock and articles; but at the eleventh hour, | =e } In some States of the Union, Railroad | discovering that no Fair would be held, they a 
Companies are very liberal during theseason | came forward in special convention, and de- # 
of Agricultural exhibitions, carrying visitors | Jared that they could not afford od tp part |} ‘ 
for half price, and live stock, farm proces, company with the customary annud® gath- > 
agricultural machinery, and other things in- ering—promptly restoring the necessary reg- 

tended to be placed regularly upon show at | yations, and acting that year with greater [| + 
the Fairs, altogether free of charge. This, | }iberality than ever before—all their em- Ho 
though praise-worthy on their par, we have ployees seconding their efforts, at the time | bs 
never doubted was even a greater advantage | of the Fair, and thus doing away with the < 
fo them than to the great interest which it | usual prejudice against railroads, and against || 
is their desire thus to promote. traveling to large gatherings. | | a In some sections, however, where com-| “This,” concludes the writer, “is a very *) 
mercial perceptions havenot been quickened gratitying state of things, and will do the | * 
by much experience, or where a pre-deter- | railroad companies and our enterprise great | ds 
mined dullness rules because it has made up | good during the coming Fair.” | | * 

.| its mind to do so, it is hard to convince the |“ The true policy of both parties, we have || 2 
railroad companies that a liberal policy to- | not a doubt, is that which is pursued in Ohio. | | i wards the several classes of persons inter- | [t js liberal to the farming and manufactur- ‘ 
ested in getting up agricultural fairs, and | ing classes, and, since it pays better than : 
exhibiting live stock, field crops, improved | the opposite policy, of course just to the rail- ‘ 
machinery, domestic manufactures, etc., be- ! road companies, [Western Farm Journal. 3 
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sau practice—by taking a common cheap brade 

= : to twist them with. An active hand will 

ea b make enough in this way, and wind it all 

iy = naar into balls ready for use, fora whole orchard 

Atlan 2. o= in ashorttime. But in this treatment, cau- 

fa i-4 is Re oh fehl | tion mnst be observed to have and keep an 

Ee : TES cage orchard enclosed, entirely safe from the in- 

Gerace. ALT] ee @G= | trasion of all browsing animals; as the hay, 

Se aan ad ear] Bee. |e straw, would only be a certain bribe or 

Cee ee eae / BF | bait to ensure the destruction of the trees. 

SS Se Then again, in mulching, if the straw is 

i= too dry or abundant, it will make a harbor 

H Oo ne i Cw. URE. for mice, who will bark and spoil the tree 

_________________— | before spring. All these matters must be 

FALL PLANTING. properly thought of and heeded; or the 

We are led to believe, after a full consid- | money had better not be invested in the 

eration of all the pros and cons on the sub- tree in the outset. Here we cannot omit to 

ject, that tree planting may be as safely | repeat what we have often betore said, that 

Gone in autumn as in the spring, in all com-| unless men make up their minds to select |} 

mon cases—especially if done early enough | and plant trees well, and then and thereafter, 

to enable a tree or shrub to become well | to take such care of them as they ought, 

and naturally imbedded in the soil, by the they had better let them alone in the out- 

action of rain and time. But in all cases of | set, and save all the expense and mortifica- | 

fall planting, we deem it indispensably es- | tion of loss and failure. 

sential to raise a mound around the tree,; The main and only reason why we rec- 

from six to twelve inches in hight, and from ommend fall planting, with its obviously ad- 

three to four feet broad; and in making this | ditional labor, is to economise in time, as 

mound, care must be observed, not to take | every one who has had any experience || 

the earth so near the tree as to leave a low | knows how short the spring planting season || 

circle around it, to allow the surface water is, and how much we all fail of accomplish- || 

to settle around the roots, and freeze or | ing what we intend, during its brief period. 

drown out the tree. We believe this is the | We intend to plant extensively this fall, of 

most common cause of failure in fall planting. | both fruit and ornamental trees, and if we |) 

As a specific direction, we would say, materially fail of the success which we hope | 

plant as early as the middle of October; and | and expect, we will duly apprise our readers || 

leave the ground around the tree level, asin of the fact. As bearing on the same sub- || 

spring planting, for two or three weeks, un- | ject, we subjoin the following articles from |} 

til the rains usually occurring at that season | the Horticulturist : | 

of the year, have fallen upon and settled the} “Pranrmve Trexs.—Those who intend to | 

ground; then go before it freezes, and put plant in the fall should immediately attend | 

up the mound for winter. Be sure and not so S oe preparation of the Frovnd and 

fail to do this, because you leave it in the selgoting the trots. Wee ee hswened 
, hee : ter, a better estimate can be made of the gen- 

first instance. To omit this mounding pre- | eral habit and health of a plant before the 

caution, might very possibly cost you half| fall of the leaves. It may be ais 

your trees. A liberal mulching of long caution beginners against the prevailing 

horse manure, all over the mound for four error of selecting the largest trees. Medium 

or five feet in diameter, would also be a wise Sede’ opmnovap Seitis been aes 
oe + | easier handled, less liable to casualties in 

great additional protection, and render it | transportation, and grow faster than those 

next to impossible for even tender roots to| that have been drawn up = weak, and 

be killed. Next, as a protection against unshapely in nursery rows. Old trees have 

rabbits and cold weather, it is extremely ie roots, and ce must necessarily be 

well to wind the body closely with a hay or | Pruned Pani aetmetine: steer 2g 

straw rope. These ropes may be made with | ation, in order to secure a healthy start. So 
great rapidity, bya boy even, after a little | that there is nothing gained in the way of 

SSS eee —————————
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size. Even should they live, it is only an | least from the severity of the past winter. 
eking out a miserable existence for two or |] have an orchard of about one hundred : three years; meanwhile the smaller tree far acs 
aes it both in health and hight. trees, and oS any, Se Eventy-fve varieticn, : “The question as to whether autumn or | Some of which are all entirely killed. I had 
spring planting is most suecessful, has often | 3 trees of Early Sweot Boughs, all killed; 3 
been asad: The arguments are Roxbury Russetts all killed; 8 English Rus- 
autumn planting are based upon the well- setts, all killed; 4 Tallman Sweeting, all in- 
known fact that the roots and branches may jared: 1G: Btbctine’intured* 8 Seck- f 
be separately excited to growth. This is |/ 2 ee rey : 
well exemplified in the rooting of slips or | 20-furthers, all uninjured; 1 each of Van- : 
cuttings. To favor root formation the cut- | dervere, Swaar, Northern Spy, Yellow Bell- 
tings are placed in soil kept warmer than| flower and Black Gillfower, uninjured. | 
ee eirmoandinestierepbers: a the tall pe Rambo, Fall Pippin, Rhode Island Green- 3 oF rene renee isn, the fOmaion ng, Baldwin, Espn Spinenbg,Belinont, |] dormant; when spring arrives, the balance | Summer Kose and Domino are not killed ; = 
of the tree being in agreatmeasurerestored, | but they sre all badly damaged—some of 2 
growth commences vigorously, and the plant | them so much that I consider them worth- s 
beoemes pebiiched pend able to bear up| jess. I have some seedling trees none of "5 
A i tacna deme gobble lanl | Which aremuchinjured, Ithink it would be ¥ 
should be proceeded with immediately after | @ good plan to raise seedling trees, and we Z 
the leaves have fallen ; if delayed beyond | shall get some good apples; and such as are ; 
October success will be less certain. worthless can be changed by top grafting. ; 

“Holes should be made six or eight feet in Good ones can be let alone; and the first Ps diameter and fourteen to eighteen inches z eine . deep. In clayey subsoils, breadth should be | T@te ones can be disseminated by grafting ; considered of more importance than depth. | from them, thereby increasing hardy varie- 
A portion of well pulverized soil ahiould be | ties, Last year I had about twenty-tive 

Its poor economy fopay a coupe uf dollars [wel aople; this year there wil be |] for a tree and then begrudge a shilling fos | Something more than half as many. “ 
planting it.” Peaches might as well be left out of the rl 
eee the Farmer, | list, unless some men are willing to bestow 

THE PEAR GRAFTED ON APPLE STOOK. [a great deal of labor on them. I have ex- a 
Mxsars, Eprrors—in answer to the ques- | Petimented with them some, and have satis- 

tion, “Can the pear be successfully grafted | fied myself of the amount of protection they ‘ 
on apple seedlings?” I would say that I| need. I have a small tree that is very full of 7 
haye seen several trees in Ohio that were | peaches this year, although most of my peach, "4 
grown on apple tree stocks, and were good | trees are quite dead. Domanor. 
growers and first rate bearers. I hayea| Rustooy, Sept 3, 1856. a 
tree here that I grafted on an apple stock, in —— : q 
the spring of 1851, that has grown well. In| We wish those who have lost trees du- ; 
the spring of 1855 it blossomed quite full, | ring the past severely testing year, would, in = : 
and I think it would have borne pears this | conformity with the suggestion of our friend, ’ 
year if the past winter had been an ordinary | forward to us lists of the kinds that have +4 
one; but as it was, my tree came out minus | died most, that we may be able to make up 5 4 
fruit spurs and small branches. It has how- | the safest possible lists for purchase and Be 
ever put out new shoots, and is making fair | planting hereafter. If people will take 4 
progress in forming a new head. I have a| pains to do this, the facts learned from it os 
pear tree growing on a wild thorn, that was | will be highly important. Ens. “i 
entirely uninjured by the winter. It has not +00 iS) 
grown as fast as the other, asI have not| Srrawszrrims.—-The Cincinnati Valley a 
pruned nor taken much care of it. They are | Farmer rejoices greatly over the strawberry 4 
of the Barlett variety. business of this season, and says, in June: 4 

I wish to suggest to fruit growers who | “Mr. Culbertson, alone, is now bringing into * 
have different varieties of apple trees, to | market daily one hundred bushels of straw- 3 
note the varieties that have suffered the! berries.” (Horticulturist. > 
ee EE ee eee = aa 3
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| BUFFINGTON’S EARLY. GOLDEN SWEET. 

; AP PLES—TWO CHOICE VARIETIES. 

BUFFINGTON’S EARLY. | GOLDEN SWEET. 

Pe This is a very pleasant apple, ripe from A fine sweet apple, ripe last of August; 

: the middle to the last of August; medium medium to large size; rouncish to conical 
size, oblate, slightly ribbed; skin smooth, shape. Pale yellow, always fair, as a rich 

pale yellowlsl-white with binsh'in ‘the bun: | *eTeesble (sweet, Tree, Sue, irregular 
Flesh very tender, delicate sub-acid. Suc- grower while young; spreading top, very 

ceeding the Yellow Harvest apple, and quite | productive; excellent for baking. 
| a ce 

: as good. | TOMATOES. 

Tree rather slow grower, with open head; | Tomavoud should dlaim'a%l 
. : large share of 

oe said to be but moderately productive. TWO | attention this season. They are a most 

; aarti we planted an this ce healthy vegetable, and an excellent substi- 
mee a eee ar eatlira ea tute for fruit in seasons of scarcity like the 

ic = ie past’| present. They areso cheaply and abundant- 

Se bat uninjured. ly raised, and so easily preserved, that eve- 

i Vor the Farmer. |?Y family should secure a large ‘supply of 
ve BRINKLE’S ORANGE RASPBERRY. them. 

| There are a variety of preserving cans now 
Of several varieties of Raspberries fruited | . Sen 8 x 

this summer, none- have pleased me ret zt a Se o ae canbe ae 

than the “Orange.” This is one of ‘Dr. Bete Man, Seamer eet rea gees aud care 
ns Brinkle’s seedlings, beautifal to look at, and properly arranged for the business, several 

of excellent flavor. It is as large a the Ln ee a eerie ey eee 
“Franconia,” but more conical, orange color: persons. The only requisites to be observed 

pikeliecea Ghadod date atie ok saaiekbes are—to scald the fruit in a large kettle until 

ry : ; the air is entirely expelled from the body of 
pine-apple flavor. The canes are light col-| 5+. place the cans in a large flat of 

ored, vigorous, and exceedingly productive, | 5 4: ‘ . er 
continuing in bearing sbont #i ae boiling water and fill immediately with the 

It is hardy at Philadelphia, weds tractsied | nee eta | 
ated, but will require protection here. re: | Dung Pott close dow, Te stir yee 

ee AGH 7 perfectly exclude the air, and set the can 

: W. Wi + G. HANFORD. | away in a cool, dry place in the cellar. 

SURAT Ee: [Valley Farmer. 
eg a 
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e LONGEVITY OF THE PEAR-TREE. A CURIOUS QUESTION. 

We found growing in an orchard in West} It is a singular illustration of the inexact- 
Flanders a variety of pear under the name | ness of agricultural knowledge, that the ques- 
of Poire de Froment, (Wheat Pear,) doubt- | tion how many seeds there are in the pound . 
less the descendant of a variety known| of our commonly cultivated field plants, 
among the Romans as the Pyras hordeana, | should still remain to be answered. It is 
the fruit of which ripened about the same | plain that the answer will not necessarily 
time as barley. This majestic tree has two affect farm practice; for the quantity of 
upright, parallel stems, is 12 feet in circum- | seed which it is proper to sow per acre, is a i 
ference, and 45 feet high. In 1854 it pro- | matter to be determined by experience, not 
duced 15 sacks of pears. The bark is deeply | by argument apart from trial; and yet sure- : 
rent in many places, indicating that the tree | ly it is most desirable to compare the number 
is of great age. The farmer, himself 85 | of seeds we ordinarily sow with that of the 
years old, told me that his grandfather, who | plants we raise. 1. in ordinary practice, 3 

died 60 years ago at the age of 92, had fre- | 1,200,000 seeds of wheat are sown on every A 
quently told him that in his early days he | 40,000 superficial feet, or what is more ex- v3 
had measured it, and that it was then 60 feet | traordinary, fifteen to eighteen million seeds is 
in circumference. It is supposed that this | of flax are scattered on the same extent, 4 

| tree is about 250 years old. It is still far | about three to every inch of land, it is sure- a 
from being worn out, having produced in ly well to let the farmer know it. He knows 7 
1854 15 sacks, as above stated, and in 1855 very well he does not raise so many plants % 

it yielded 6 sacks, and it isagain pushing ter- | as this—and struck, as he must be, by the “ 
minal shoots 6 inches long. Of another Ya- | enormous disproportion between the means a 

riety Engrn by, the name of .Mansuette, an | he uses and the results he gets, he will in- : 
ee ki en pee ou Mansuette of quire into its causes. E 

uhamel is a table pear,) there is a tree’) “The turnip seed emplo: acre, num- 
which is not less than 200 years old, and it} hors from 600,000 to THOR ODA scooting to ‘ 

|} ae popdaete as the one already mention- | the kind and quantity adopted; this, if the 
|| ed. Its branches, loaded with fruit, hang | rows are two feet apart, is twe or three doz- 

down like those of a weeping willow, These | on seeds per foot of row, where a single % 
two trees, as well as several other large | plant alone is to begrown. No doubt noth- . 
trees, presented the appearance of having ing like so many generally come up, but then ai 
been grafted at two, three, and four feet high. | there is a great destruction by the hoe, which cr 
To keep them in good condition, all the care | 53) explain much of the discrepancy in this 
which they receive merely consists in pru- | caso, What, however, becomes of the 18,- 
ning off overy two or three years useless 000,000 seeds of flax which are commonly— ‘ 
shoots tending to cause confusion, in spread-| o¢ the 6,000,000 seeds of oats which are 
ing. well decomposed manure over the | sometimes sown per acre? There is no de- 5 

| ground before winter, and in applying every | struction by the hoe in either instance here. 
|| Year at that season two or three casks of| 4 single ear of oats may contain 100 grains fe 

| liquid night soil, without disturbing the turf —a single plant will generally include half a 4 
over the roots, excepting perhaps for two or dozen ears, but if 6,000,000 should yield as 

three feet round the trank. much as this implies, they would produce 4 
These two instances, and others that | 109 loads of grain. Instead of 600 seeds 2 

might be given, prove that the pear-tree, | apiece, they yield but half a dozen each to 
when its constitution is strong and hardy, produce an ‘ordinary crop of oats. It is 
can sustain for a long period the severities of plain that five-sixths of the seed, or of the 

|| our climates, and that it can, in a good soil, plants that they produce, are killed in the : 
and with careful treatment, attain the age of | cultivation of the crop; and the proportion 

|| 800 years. It is in the conditions of soil | i, vastly greater than this in the case of oth- a 
| ancy pointed out, and more especially in | 4, plants. What is the ordinary seeding of i 

ground sloping to the west, that this result | the clover crop? Eight pounds of red clo- He may be obtained. There is no doubt that | Jo. four of white clover, and four of trefoil 3 
among the modern varieties which have may be sown—that is at least 6,000,000 a 
been obtained in the present century by the | .ooqs per acre—a seed on every inch of lend 
system of Van Mons, there are several sorts | hut instead of 144 are there generally half 

of excellent dessert pears, ripening in long . dozen plants on every square foot of the " i ne Bees % which roe. ate 8S | clover field? 4 
ong as the Poire de Froment, or the Man- Th. - far +] 

’ i ere are about 25,000 seeds of sainfoin “ suette. [Gardener's Chronicle, (London). in a pound of ‘rough’ seed, as it is called, z 
Tae water that flows from a spring does | and it weighs some 20.pounds per bushel ; 7 

not sone in winter. So those sentiments | four bnshels in an ordinary seeding, end they 3 
of friendship which flow from the heart can- contain 2,000,000 seeds, or 50 per square a 
not be frozen in adversity. foot of land. This is the number, too, of M 

a“ ea =~} ~~ SS rr
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seeds in an ordinary seeding of vetches. It | flitting joyously over his vegetable garden 

is manifest that in both these cases there is |in the spring or early summer,, apparently 

an enormous destraction either of young | leading a life of mere harmless pleasure, 

a or seed; and these are the two great | would, no donbt, reprove them for wanton- 

visions under which the causes of this | ly destroying such spre Mee ee 

anomaly must be classed: faults of seed and | and yet, ifthe truth were known, this pretty 

sowing, and faults of cultivation. We are | and much to be pitied insect is the parent 
enabled by the assistance of Messrs. Rendle, | of all those nauseous smelling green and 

of Plymouth, to i before them the follow- | black spotted worms that later in the season 

ing answers to the question—how many | destroy his parsley, celery parsnips and car- 

seeds to the pound? rots. Yet by merely crushing HS Dae 

No. of seeds. No. of Ibs. | fly at one blow early in the sont P fore it 
Whos Name. —— a has deposited its eggs, he would spared 

aaa asm 45 tog | the vexation of either seeing his plants de- 
a ae in ps me seed ene ay Having the 

Dok pe cht Nabe Ose <a isagreeable task of picking off, one by one, || 

Seen 2222 Spo 48to50 |some hundreds of caterpillars later in the 
Taruip, eee eet oo 50056 | season. This fact will be more apparent 

“ ence Sy. 233°000 « when I state how incredibly fast some in- 

Caen ane Drumhead,). 128,000 56 | sects multiply, especially in the warmer cli- 
Chaves Bemnhent Berver a -- ee 5010.56 | mate of the south, where there is little frost 
ee ee 39 to 62 to Setey vegetable life, and ag oa 

ye Grass, (Perennial,)....... to28 | eral generations in one season. ir. JO 

ne fae ge q . #98| Garhble, of Tallahasse, Fla., assisted by my- 
[Scotch Paper. self, dissected a female ball-worm moth or 

ope ee miller (an insect which in the ear 

DESTROYING PERNICIOUS INSECTS, are de mre destructive to poten.) ee 

Sale é liscove: a mass of eggs, which when 
7 Glover, the distinguished entemologist counted, amounted, at the ease calculation, 

connected with the Agricultural Department | to five hundred, duly hatched, for the first 
of the Patent Office, has lately furnished the | generation, say one-half males, the rest 

National Agricultural Society with a most | females; the second generation, if undis- 

interesting essay on destructive insécts and | turbed, would amount to 125,000, and the 
birds; and he enjoins our farmers to stud: third be almost incalculable. 

‘ Y| “Now, these mother flies are not very nu- 
their habits, He says; merous early in the season, owing to the 

“A close study of the habits and trans- | birds devouring them, the ri; of winter, 

formations of any one of the pernicious in- | and various bie necddeiitat’ onloes and if 

sects, (ball worm, wheat midge, caterpillar, | practical means were found to destroy them 
&e.,) by the practical. and intelligent farmer, |as early in the spr as possible, the im- 
would prove not only a source of great plea- | mense ravi of the third and fourth gene- 
sure, as leading him to a keener sense ef the rations might | be prevented. In one female 
Dbesuteous and wonderful works of nature, | (eceticus) case or hangworm, so destructive 
ag exemplified in the — transforma- | to the shade trees, I counted nearly eight 
tions insects undergo, fore they assume | hundred although the eer was 
the perfect fiy state, but also a source of but aiiall, “Now wore all th cases taken 

great profit, as by experimenting upon them | from every infected tree in the winter, when 
in all the stages of their existence, he might | they can most easily be seen, owing to the 

eR discover some practical method | fall of the leaf, and then immediately burned, 
y which their extermination could be ef- | the trees would be comparatively free the 

fected. Indeed, it is absolutely necessary | next season; and by following this plan for 
that a farmer should be able to recognize the | one or two years more, the work growing 

insects that destroy his crops, in all their ersnally less and less, the insect might 

various and wonderful transformatiors, be- ly be exterminated, inasmuch as the fe- 

fore any effectual remedy can be applied; as | male never leaves her case, but forms her 
in one stage of their life they may be suffered | nest of eggs inside; and yet these noxious 

to live and enjoy themselves, nay, even some- | pests are suffered year by year to increase, 

times be protected, while in another stage | when so little trouble would destroy them. 
we persecute and destroy them by every | Other insects again have other habits, which, 

means in our power. For example, the | if fally known, would likewise lead to their 
beautiful butterfly of the papelio asterais. | destruction.” 
Any humane and kind-hearted farmer, un- ———___+9+9————_. 
versed in entomology, who should see his| Potrrenxss is the offspring of generosity 

children chasing or killing the beautiful | and modesty. It belongs to the frank heart 

Dlack and yellow spotted butterfly that was ' and not to the studied head. | 

a a a aN ea a ee
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For the Farmer. SEEDING OF WEEDS. 
KEEP OFF THE RABBITS. ee — One of the most fertile sources of the con- 5 Eps. Farmer—Trees of all kinds have | tinuation of weeds is that of constantly al- 

their enemies, one of the greatest of which, | lowing them to seed on the land. Now, the 
was the extreme cold of last winter, as thou- Seno ented ie nich may sete from : R : 5 e ered from the followii 

sands have perished a Wisconsin by the table obearretiees made upon a few eo wintry wand; especially those) imported | their common species : | from the Eastern States. It is a difficult is 5 Number of Number of : 
matter to protect fruit trees from the win- | “°™™°" “#™® ee ge rn : ee 3 ‘ 
ter’s chilling blasts, or from the summer’s Groundsel............180 by ee Ta 
drouth ; but from thenocturnal depredations | Chickweed.-.000//°°50 by 100 = 500 
of the rabbit it can be done. I have used Sampo. ee iy ie = ont E 
the precautionary measure for twelve years | Granchy 1177-7" 109 Lice cee aa a in Wisconsin, with snecess, except in one | §isckMustard...... 200 Beit Se nz 7 
case, which was at the beginning of last win- Chivers... ee ee ee Bt 
ter, after the first fall of snow; the downy | Musk Thistle aed Z dbo 3190 “i 
rogues took advantage uf my neglect. They | Too! Parsley....... 900 bed Soi f 4 
nibbled some of the larger trees, and.cut the — Pats : eae y 2 = me & 
leading ate lateral shoots trom at least two | dtow,it is noblikely that each indtviddal 2 thousand of one year old apple grafts. They plant would always perfect the quantities of : also exercised themselves on the Plum, Pear, | seeds above tabulated; but the list gives a : 
&. I set to work immediately after finding Lal accurate notion of the numerous seeds there were too many hungry visitors, and | Which might be perfected under circum- : 
used the very simple composition, which moe Le nn saistegtnae che 
put an end to their depredations. The arti-| tant practical. fact that, allowing for ns ; 
cles used are merely flour of sulphur with | casualties to which seeds are constantly lia- i any kind of common oil, mixed well to- | ble, yet enough would be left, where seeding 
gether, so as toformathick paint. A paint |i8 allowed but for a single year, to give i 
brush is used the same as for common paint- oa he ee ones ae ene a 
ing, The method adopted with me is mere- | hefore ee are ripe. 7 
ly to touch the fence about every five or six [Life Illustrated. 
feet the length of it with the brush, about ae 
one foot from the ground. The number | Assn 7 eae See ay me ‘ 
stitha are aléo palnted in the nursery rows. | i< airs and inguiitive, en well sy ieborions The invaders have so great a dislike for sul-| jot us be simple and frugal in our habits; 
phur, that in its presence’ they will have no | avoid useless expenditures ; leave fine dress, 
communication with you or your trees. and fast horses, and showy dwellings to 2 
Farmers setting out orchards would save soe Nes ae such. Pees 

their fruit trees from rabbits, by using laths health il tnbetantigl talib Ee rare Bk 
sawn in two and pointed at one end, inserted tunities, for self-improvement, for long . 
into the ground near each tree, and painted ite and real iidepetidenca: farming is the 
with the composition. They should be thus | best business in the world. (Ex. 1 
placed about the end of September, or the is ms 3 
beginning of October, and painted afresh in ee rhin, eter eae atone a 
January. miles of fences, at a prime cost of $115,000,- - 
If they are troublesome after the above ig | 000, and at a yearly expense for repairs, &c., 

properly done, they must be a different spe- of $7,680,000—of which sum Gen. Worth- ‘ 
cies of rabbit from that I am acquainted | Sugton calculates: that at least, one-third. or ; rae " 560, ight be saved by laws prohibit- with. This will effectually check their dep- ing domestic animals, and especially hogs 3 
redations. Yours truly, and sheep, from running at large. 

Joun Hann. + 0+0+ ‘ 
Manson Norssry, Sept. 19, °56. Beware how you address younelf ia a t 

. n wort 
| Horticulture, as a pursuit, is not only in- eter pat Jato the foal Sate dropped? it is 
| teresting, but refining to the mind. impossible to recall it. , og ee . 

_
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CORRESPONDENCE OF THE FARMER. AGRIOULTURAL EDUCATION. 

Wavxeena, Sept. 8, 1856. Towa Crry, Sept. 6, 1856. 

Dear Sirs—I returned on Saturday from | Eps. Fare, Geytiemen—Will you / 

athree weeks’ trip up the Mississippi, thro’ please inform me where is the best Agricul- 

the counties of Pierce and St. Uroix, Wis., | tural School, where a young man 18 years 

and thence to Stillwater, St. Paul, St. An- | old, wishing to be a scientific farmer, can at- ! 

| thony, Minneapolis, and back home, and | tend with the prospect of the greatest bene- 

|| now, after just examining your September | fit, and much oblige 

| No., (the best number of the Farmer ever Yours respectfully, 

issued,) I wish to give you a few notes of D. Epson Surra. 

. }| my observation. 
i — 

{ The largest and best field of Dent Corn I er ae vee * 

|| have seen this season, I saw four miles south | page 447 of this number. There is not in 
| of Stillwater, in Minnesota. The corn crop, | Wisconsin, Iowa, or Minnesota, as we are 

H | both Dent and Yellow Flint, is better in| aware, a single institution or school, in | 

| Minnesota and Northern Wisconsin, than in | hich its principles or practice is taught. Is 

Iowa, Northern Illinois, or Southern Wis- | not this a singular fact?, Every other trade 
: | men and profession is considered worthy of espe- 

a | The other crops, of wheat, oats, potatoes, | cial instruction; but Farming, by the mass, 

tobacco, melons, beans, onions, &c., are | js considered so simple an operation as not 

¢ equal, and in many locations superior, to the | to need any systematic or scientific training 

same productions in this latitude. and many even scout the idea of an Agricul- 

% ‘ Isaw at Minneapolis a mammoth bunch of tural paper, in which what little people do 

ay mammoth grapes, a native variety, and of | know, is told apd circulated among the 

fe delicious flavor. I shall know more of that | masses, deeming it so much sheer conceit | 

‘5 grape vine when 1 go up in November. and downright humbug. But a better day 

I wish you could make it in your way to is dawning upon the free, enterprising States | 

: go up and attend some of the ‘Agricultural | of the West, and we expect soon to see Ag- | 

Conventions this fall. It would pay yon, | ricultural and Manual Schools, as common | 

and gratify your reading farmer friends to and popular, and more so, than for the edu- | 

: see the result of your visit in the Farmer. cation of any other class of business men. | 

is Yours truly, T. D. Proms. In conclusion, let us suppose all our young 

" : Se farmers in the West put through a certain 

We wish our friend Proms would more | course of study, and demonstration, calcula- 

frequently favor us, and the readers of the | ted to Jearn them the right foundation prin- 

: Fanuer, with notes and observations, on the, ciples of their profession; what amount of 

arson and widely extended districts thro’ | gifference would it not make in the appear- 

te: which he is constantly traveling. His dis- | ance and products of agriculture in our gen- 

te criminating judgment, and fair unbiased | eration? Who can tell? Epa; 

mind, would usually lead him to the right fu sere Se 

|| conclusions on all he saw, and make his com- Isancration.—According to a table of 

| munications instructive and valuable to that Seca Cane eee Sate eed | 

; oe clase nt ee Who are contem- 105,707 had argde Mor atasdient in the 

plating changes of location, or who have | United States. Of these, 8,000 were des- 

curiosity to compare the notes of different | tined for the New England States ; 3,000 to 

localities. the Slave States; 10,000 to Wisconsin, 89,- 

5 . 948 for New York. The cash means of the 

Mr. P.’s observations only go to prove | whole were $5,398,369.54. 
what all our northwestern neighbors claim, oc 

: and what we are much inclined to believe ; = ac a remark Themaiston es habe 
i js :’ | preferred marrying his daughter to a 

3 perineal her | Coe puenone 2 Tncked wealth, ieee dhen one who 

2 and Mianesota are just as good regions in all | ja¢ked sense. Had all fathers been of the 

: respects, for settlement and farming, as the | sama opinion, what a lot of fools the world 

regions south of them. Eps. | would have been spared. 

eee
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WHEAT AND onEss. "| Fanuur surely is, must be blind to his own f 
: —— ‘ interests. But the trath must be known— Mxssrs. Eprrors—Not having received = “mow everything,” (nothing) and 

the July number of the Farmer, I thought I glory in it; é. e. most of them do. Some of 
would drop youa line on the subjeot and | them are awake and up and doing; andif a 
have you send me one. They were moving farmer succeeds in his avocation, an earth | | the post-office about that time, and in the | scrateher will say, “he is a lucky man.” : 

conten cere pom beds elec, (08 io = But I crave pardon, Messrs. Editors, for x it some other way, so thatI did not receive i ‘ 2 ali 8 i ; ; . thus digressing from my business; for it 
ieanpe ious Gmc will be deemed nothing but impudent for a Tam somewhat amused to see what inge- lad yet in his teens to talk thus to some of 
nuity some of your patrons manifest in their the aforesaid wise men. But to my busi- 
zeal to make wheat turn to chess. If they | ness: I would inquire if you could inform a will show as much zeal in studying the na- me through the medium of the Farmer of ‘ 
tare and character of chess, they will ascer- | the whereabouts of the Angust number, as I % 
tain that it would be as reasonable and: pos- have not received 1t at all as yet, and I can- s 
sible to raise wool from a Berkshire pig, 88 | not hardly do without it. The September . 
e oS pice eon eo chess, | Le they il number came to hand earlier than usual. 45 examine their early sowed wheat in the fall, | The reason is seen in the contents, which ; 
Oe we oe Teta abound as usual in all sorts of usefal and : 

Ales = pe: a ’ | entertaining knowledge. If you will please 
mhile the chess leaves are harsh and jagged, | inform me throngh the Oct. No. of the price 7 with a purplish color about the joints, that |of single copies, you will confer a great 
isentirely dissimilar to the wheat—as much favor, for I would not break my set for $5, 
# as the sheep and pig. as I wish to bind them. Pardon the length 5 They have also overlooked the fact that of my letter and this intrusion, 
flax has also a chess that grows with it that | while I remain, yours &c., 
is as troublesome as the wheat chess, j D. Rurenser. : Query—Does that turn by winter-killing? | — 

Yours truly, M. Foxon. | We would say to our young friend, that ' 
Fr, Arxiyson, Wis., Aug. 25, °56. | his communication is very acceptable; altho’ 
Tat Se ee SOM ee [ve think it perhaps gives us rather more 
a PEAR OR REEE: credit than we are entitled to. We are * 

Gevava, Wis., Sept.7, 1856. | doubly well pleased to find boys and young ; 
Eps. Farmer, Gewrs:—Being somewhat | men interested in agricultural matters, and 

interested in agricu!ture, and the improve- | agricultural journals. We do not consider 4 nent thereof, and believing the Farmer ca-|that there has been anything like a begin- 3 
pable of producing much good, in the ad- |ning even of appreciation in these matters 
Yancement of the science of agriculture and | till within the present generation. When 
its kindred sister arts, and being a subscri-| we go back to our own childhood, 25 to 80 
ber thereto, I entertain a great regard for | years ago, in good old New England; we 
its welfare although I am not a farmer my-j|can hardly recollect even to have seen an : 
self now, being only a young day laborer | improved agricultural implement or machine ; ambitious to become one; therefore my | that would not now be laughed at. Many h 
reading for the past few years has been | a day we have reaped in our father’s fields, | pe sgriculture, and the Faxuer being a cheap | with the old fashioned sickle, side by side ‘ tad instructive source from which to derive | with a half dozen men, before the cradle , 
‘weful information, I have read every num-| came fairly into use. In fact, many of the 4 
ber as it has come to kand with great de-| Fathers of those days doubted whether the ! 
light, it abounding in solid facts, not shallow | cradle was a real improvement on the sickle. 3 
theories ; and I think that the farmer who Reapers had never been dreamed of then. 4 
thinks he cannot afford to pay the nominal | The plows were made of wood, and covered 
sum of $1 per year for an instructive and | with plats of iron, nailed on where they 
entertaining agricultural paper, such as the!came most to wear. The hoes and axes a 

i 
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neues sane ite ic tat a eet 

were made at the blacksmith shop, and the | tion to the business of the House. From | 

brooms of Birch and Hemlock. Such a | this, he returns to his own home, to become | 

thing as an Agricultural Paper we never the center of a eve and the favorite of | 

cawr_-not oven a number. of one—dill. many, |COmmeeD who, finding that they have at | 
last obtained the right material, begin to | 

years after. How can we expect men who | work it up in proper shape, and lank fae ia 

were children in such a school, except they | ward to the day when, ae accomplished, 

are naturally enterprising, to come fully in- | they may “enjoy the triumph and partake | 

to modern ways, and be posted up with | the gale.” After this the steps are easy. — 

these fast times? If we can only succeed Prominent offices oe cooprerl, high at j 
si iaapiing the risini aration with are run for; possibly a translation to ‘ash- | 

aS ee . eeereee ington comes next, or a post of honor | 
due appreciation of sound and scientific ag- | abroad. Or, finally, when the partisan spirit | 

ricultural knowledge, even though all their | is hot enough and the inducements held out | 

older fathers do not come into modern ways, = BtCgne DONE there is sane eee | 
Reet of committees, an uproar of county newspa- | 

pie ne ite oa pyr a ig ? | pers, a close packing of delegates, and the | 

and ‘that we have not, labored woe. in | cliques present the astonished nation with a 

vain. Eps. | a regular candidate for the Presidency! We 

Ter gS Fares Sea TE have had enongh of candidates manufactured | 
POLITICIANS ARE MADE. in this way. | 

It is really ludicrous to think how promi- Once in power, such men reflect back | 

nent political leaders are manufactured. On what they can thee on those who have ele | 

a close examination very few are found tobe | vated them. The committee men, the ed- | 

men of genius, few are men of talent—they itors, the delegates who have pushed them | 

do not possess original minds—they have no along during this long period, call for their | 

resources of education, no creative power— | Teward, and the proud, and rich, and pomp- | 
they are lay figures, clothed by the good na- ous old fellows who have condescended to | 

ture of the public with official robes, which |Join in this last move, rp eee advice, | 

do not fit them and are very soon in tatters. | 4T¢ ready to enter the Oabinet, or go abroai, | 

Let us see how the thing is done. or fill the oustom-houses and post-offices. | 

We begin, then, by observing that some We thus perceive how the abuses of our | 

young man has early abandoned an unprofit- | government are perpetuated by this routine 

able employment, given up some mechanical | of cliques, of nominations, and of elections. | 

para or, having pat his hand to the plow | We see plainly enough that there is not the | 

as looked back. He wishes to get his liv- | slightest hopes of our return to a more re 

ing in some other way. He enters the office | publican, a more virtuous, and a more pros- 

of some pettifogger, perhaps, and takes small | perous state of things, uiless we break up, 

cases in the Justices’ Court. Although ad- | root and branch, the whole ene which 

mitted to practice, he finds that he is likely | this country is managed and betrayed. And 

to “live without causes and die without | the whole of this machinery is worked by * 

effects.” He then mingles with the pay very few persons, and millions of ae | 

meetings, gets placed ee freemen become their tools, [N. Y. Herald. | 

seeks to become a village Hampden. +0605 —____— 

a few years of struggling, after having been COURSE OF ILL-GOTTEN WEALTH. | 

a delegate to a half a dozen conventions, af- — 

ter agreeing to go for some one else’s nom-| There is such a curse goes with ill-gotten 

ination, upon the condition that his own is | estate, that he who leaves such a one to his 

to follow, he is sent to the Assembly, ex- | child, doth but cheat and deceive him— 

tends his acquaintance, and learns what is| makes him believe that he has left him 

the value of being with the ins, and the dis- | wealth, but has withal put such a canker in 

advantage of being with theouts, He sends | the bowels of it, that it is sure to eat it out. 

documents home to the leading farmers, or | Would to God it were as generally laid to 

pushes through some little bill for a new | heart, as it seems to be generally taken n0- 

turnpike a or LL an alteration ina | tice of! Then surely parénts would not ac- 

town line, and soon finds himself ready to | count it a reasonable motive to unjust deal- 

run for Oongress. Here the tactics of the | ing, that they may thereby provide for their 

agieant are met with the ascendant power | children; for this is not a way of providing 

of committees. Any lawyer may get to the | for them ; nay, it is the way to despoil them 

Assembly; but a seat in Oongress leads to | of whatever a have lawful gathered for 

general fame, and it is the gift of those who | them ; the least mite of unla gain being 

will not part with it for a trifle. Oncethere, | of the nature of leaven, which sours the 

he makes a bold push for position, either by | whole lump, bringing down curses = 

ready declamation or usually by close atten- ! a man possesseth. [Whole Duty of Man.
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| ters—yes, and the very “hired girls.” are || 
J MISCELLANEOUS. ear ciently way and sve, wen 
- THE MOWERS. g Tings, flounces, and furbelows —— 
in —— so that if you meet one in the street, it is 
ft BY WILLIAM ALLINGHAM. difficult to tell her “position,”—only, as it | 

| ‘Where mountains round a lonely dale happens, a true lady never dresses In that || 
8 Our cottage roof inclose, flimsy, flaring, tawdry manner. Onutupon | 
| Ceres Bee chante eas all these follies, girls. ‘What if you should not . 

| an ee at rai etl sleep, ieppat to see ee _ seem ates col a 
i cheer!l ® no our calico dress, that y: 

A‘gyteewed, end ua be sweats in, quite as long, to within the 
| ‘The fog dvawa up the tagudtati olde sixteenth of an inch, as Miss Would-be’s 
i | ‘Rad Seattored hake by flake, over the way, which sweeps about an eighth 
| Tyas Shien: pt bine above. grows wide, of 8 yard on the ground—nor your flowing | 

| Gay ann lights ofes thashillocks creep; sleeves quite as deep—nor your puff combs |} ; 
B Log itr golten reethers, exactly the pattern of hers—nor yous hooped | + 
i AWe bos taetlaie togeter skirts quite as spreading, &c.? at of it? : 
1 i ‘i sui ics ata Z ‘bu Do you think the Union would be Seal eee j 
1 i 6 fo stirs St Rive, we EhOw, Or would it postpone your mu esi + 

a sare ae eee union with some “unexceptionable” young 

| de lover andthe Borin Soop coleman! [ 
| — ase of livery feather Dear me, indeed! What now? How } } 
| A sey be-ewecp, a pecrineeween, offended you seem! ‘Why you never tho’t | 

Senn suet Tt of such a thing in your whole lifer" Plesse | : 
| ‘The noontide brings its welcome rest, ardon. Of course you never did! ut 

ner sa then, dear girls, there are many ignorant, / 
; i ‘The thrieking hone we ply; old-fashioned, but well-meaning people, who 
; i Wibiie Bite the bepok from pteap,t2 steep, are apt to think, when they see such a dis- |! j ng the purple heather— : a {i 
| A soythe-sweep, and a scythe-sweep, play of white hands, arms, and bosoms, an | 
| ‘We mow the dale together. so much affectation, simpering and flutter- | | 
| For dial, see, our shadows turn; ing, and such a hubbub, and so many “‘oh’s” |} ‘ 
| Low lies the sel mee: ! and “ah’s,” &c., that young ladies really are | | 
; i aa eee rae wena ce | afraid their excessive charms and attractions | | | 

| ‘To-mocsaws ky aay lang oe weeps il not a eiooyeret an suns | : 
@ 7m when just a little coolness and patience, mod- 
| | Caen aeaian wakinoe esty and a few other rare qualities, would || 

| cg omen Atheneum. | bring all these things ene a ory | 
| HE: 2 and in a proper manner. e truth is, our 

| | a Paiute young ladies drive all nea reer: | 
| . What has become of all the modest, quiet, | sible men, who are fit to be husbands, far : 

home-loving young ladies we used to see in| away ftom them. No matter whether they 
1 old times, and read of now occasionally? |have a fortune or not, they wish a wife to : 

The sweet, kind sister, and respectful daugh- | possess plain common sense, and true inde- 
|| ter, who shared her mother’s cares and a pendence; and moreover, they desire your | / 
1M) tics, and was once the pride and ornament minds to be, sufficiently free from folly and 

| of the family circle? Always dressed ac-| prejudice to give them a sincere and true | 
cording to her position and occupation, con- | affection. : 
scious of being beloved and usefulshe was} Do young women ever seriously think : 

| calm, self-possessed, graceful, and could|about their destiny and position in the |+ 
| receive her friends without flurry, or spol: world—for what purpose they were created | | 

) gies, er blushes, because she was found en-|and designed? Do they study the laws of f 
| gaged in some useful employment. Now-a-| Physiology, and endeavor to render them- 
| days most of girls, especially those who 0c-) selves capable to adorn the most. beautiful ; 

cupy what is called.a “position in society,” | and nln office on earth—that of wife and q 
| take pains to have it understood that “Ma| mother? Then do not consider yourselves | | 

keeps a hired girl, and we take music les-| mere waxen dolls, or parti-colored butter- ‘ 
sons,” &c., and they are generally dressed| flies, or walking show cases, any longer. : 

: for'calls and promenading, and spend the| How many of you have ever heard of the : 
| rest of the time among fine muslins and advice once given by a very sensible, but # 

: zephyrs, as their very white, smooth, ringed antiquated i. bachelor? Speaking of a 
fingers abundantly testify. lady’s truest attractions, he says—‘*Whose ‘ 
Nor is this loc confined to the large| adorning, let it not be that oatward adorn- ‘ 

| cities, or to the wealthy, but all our little nest plaiting the hair, and of wearing of 
country villages, and even farmers’ daugh-! gold, or of putting on of apparel; but let it 

a a
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be the hidden man of the heart, in that) One of the curiosities of the place is a | 
which is not corruptible, even the ornament | monument of a seu captain who is still liy- | 
of a meek and quiet spirit, which is, in the|ing. The old gentleman brought with hin | 
sight of Gop, of great price.” Uirra. | from Italy a piece of marble and an artist. | 

[Moore’s Rural New Yorker. | On aniving at home, he - his nen atwork | 
Spe eee cutting his piece of marble into a fac-simile | 

ee ee of himself in the act of taking an observa- 
People who have not been to Greenwood | tion of the sun with a quadrant, The suc- | 

|| for two or three years, will be surprised, | cess of the artist was complete. The eccen- 

when next they visit that metropolis of the | tric captain bought a lot in Greenwood, had | 

dead, at the great improvements that have |a suitable pedestal made, and placed his 

been made in all parts of it. marble ae upon is thus building. his own | 

The grounds now inclade an area ofnear-| Monument. He frequently visits his grave, | 
ly six funitrell acres, all of which is under | 20d is fond of exhibiting the statne to his 

the minute supervision of gardeners. Green- friends. | 
wood Cemetery is eee the best kept| There are drawbacks to the pleasure ofan — 
park in the United States. The lawnsarein | afternoon visit to Greenwood. Thefunerals | 
the finest condition—smooth and well de- | stream in, in an almost continuous proces- | 
fined, with a special provision against injury | sion. There is a part of the Cemetery ap- 

to the borders. The original forest flour- | propriated to single graves, where space | 
ishes in more than its original luxuriance, | enough for an interment can be bought for | 
and thousands of beautiful trees have been | tendollars. On this broad field, over which — 
planted, and are now of some years’ growth. | the green mounds are advancing in line, like 
The weeping willows of Greenwood are of | a creeping army, burials are always occur- 
remarkable beauty. The profusion of young | ring, and they are conducted with a hideous 
evergreens is also an agreeable and very ap- | disregard to decorum. This is the way the 
propriate feature. But in no part of the | thing isdone: Half a dozen carri halt 
grounds has more striking na at the edge of the great sloping field. The 
been made than in the vicinity of the ponds | coffin, which has been carried in one of 

|| and lakes. The company have, ata great | them, is taken under the arm of a man who 
outlay, dug deep wells and placed a powerful | is in his shirt-sleeves, and is conveyed by 
steam engine in the grounds, for the purpose | him across the field to the grave, which has 
of supplying the fountains, which in turn | just been dug. He carries it fast, and pre- 
keep the lakes filled. By this means four | cisely as he would carry a log of wood. The 

} hundred gallons of water per minute can be | people get out of the carriage, and scamper 
procured. These fountains and brimming | over the ground in indecent haste, a /a flock 
lakes, surrounded as they are by willows | of half-flying geese. The grave is reached, 
trailing their branches in the water, are per- | and the people ‘gather in a dense mob about 
haps the most attractive feature of the Oem- | it, looking over each other’s shoulders, the | 

etery. j bereaved mother bending over the grave, 

The lot-owners have done their part also. | choking tears into it. In an instant, without 
A large number of monuments, it is true, are |@ Word or any pretense of ceremonial, the | 
pretentious and vulgar, and three of the | ropes are adjusted, the little coffin goes rat- 
showiest record the names, respectively, of | thing down, the ropes are jerked from under 
a celebrated female tobacconist, a world-re- | it and drawn up, and the heavy shoyelfuls | 
nowned advertiser of sarsaparilla, and a fall thump, thump, thump, upon the lid; the | 
rosperous keeper of a stall in Washington | people looking on in momentary silence, | 

Market, But, as a set-off to this, the visitor | the mother still gazing down into the grave, | 
sees, with pride and pleasure, that the best | taining tears upon the sand that is burying | 
maonuments, those of most originality and |S? av hopes, and ending a long anguish 
taste, were erected by admiring comrads and | With a blinding paroxysm of grief. A little | 
a grateful public to the memory of firemen, | W8Y off, in the hearing of this mother, is 4 | 

pilots and captains, who lost their own lives | 8ToUP of drivers, talking, laughing, soufiling. 

in rescuing infants and women from the fire in a minute or two the scene is over; the | 

or from the flood. Such monuments as| burial party leave the grave; the mother 
these honor the community that erect them; | Waits till the last shovelful is heaped upon | 
and if the brainless millionaire overtops | the mound, and then sabre away dow. | 
them with his tasteless heaps of polished | the hill to her carriage. This was an Irish | 

marble—what could more impressively show | funeral. It seems to us that a human body | 
the folly of ostentatious expenditure? A | Should not be put into the ground quite 1% 
gorgeous tomb in Greenwood seems to us to | this manner. Those who go to Greenwood 
reduce Mrs. Finecut to a more emphatic in- aka visitors had better go in the He 
significance than a fF pee mansion could, | ing- They will not be likely at that time 
while the lady rustled in satin and crinoline, ! Witness sach sights as these. [Life 1. 

Lace cag a ae ee a
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| IDLENESS. single brick were every day taken out of an 

| There is a’ fault we all condemn in the old wall, or a single wheel out of a watch, 

| young, and too often indulge in without re- ad its place supplied by another. The 
morse ourselves. That fault is idleness. ly, therefore, requires constant supplies, 
‘There is a busy idleness, which sometimes | t every period ot its life, of all those things 

| blinds us to its nature—we seem, to our. of which its several parts are built up. 

‘selves, and to others, to be occupied, but ~—purigs OF A MOTHER. 
{ ae is the result of it all? What Hannah TTS OE, ae 

More calls “a quiet and dull frittering avay| She should be firm, gentle, kind, always 
| 1) of time,” whether it be in “unprofitablesmall | ready to attend to her child. She should 
| talk, or in constant idle reading, or saunter-| never laugh at him—at what he does that is 

| ing over some useless piece of work,” is | cunning—never allow him to think of his 
surely not “redeeming the time;” and yet | looks, except to be neat and clean in all his 
how many days and hours are thus unprofit- | habits. She should teach him to obey a 

| ably wasted, and neither ourselves nor oth- | look—to respect those older than himself; , 
‘ers benefitted. All women who have much | she should never make a command, without ‘ 

| leisure are liable to this fault; and besides | seeing that it is performed in the right man- ‘ 
| its own sinfalness, for surely waste of time |ner. Never speak of the child’s faults or i 
| isa sin, it encourages a weak, unenergetic | foibles, or repeat his remarks before him. 
| frame of mind, and is apt to produce either | It isa sure way to spoil a child. Never re- 
| apathetic content in trifling occupation, or a| prove a child when excited, nor let your 
| restless desire tor excitement or amusement, | voice be raised when correcting. Strive to ; 
| to help on the weary time these trifles can-| inspire love, not dread—respect, not fear. 

not kill; and those who have their time en-| Remember you are training and educating a : 
tirely at their own disposal, with perhaps no | soul for eternity. Teach your children to 
definite duty to occupy them, should guard | wait upon themselves, to put away a thing 
resolutely against waste of time; make du-| when done with it. But do not forget that 

ties for yourselves ; fix hours for yourdiffer-| you were once a child. The griefs of the . 
ent occupations; do with your might, what- | little ones are too often neglected; they are 
soever your hands find to do; and carefully, | great for them. Bear patiently with them, 
conscientiously ascertain which of your em-| and never, in any way, rouse their anger, if 5 
ployments is not worth all this care; have a| it can be avoided. Teach a child to be use- ‘ 
motive, a reason for all you do, and frequent- | fal whenever opportunity may offer. 
ly examine yourselves as to what you are [Western Farm Journal. 5 
doing ; and surely you will find time too ooops 
precious to be either squandered, or frittered, HEALTH. 

or idled eee wisi 3 Heaven never granted a richer boon than 
| ¥ WH DIE DAILY. health; and without it, all other blessings 
\ —_ are comparatively valueless. Yet it is often 

The bodies of animals are continually un-| lightly esteemed and carelessly thrown - 
dergoing a series of invisible changes of sub- | away, and never fully appreciated until it is 

| stance, of which they are entirely uncon-| gone. I have seen the mistress of asplendid 
|| scions. We look at our hand to-day, as we | mansion, surrounded by every luxury which 

write, and we fancy it is the same in sub-| wealth could command, lying upon her 
| stance as it was yesterday, or last year—as | couch, pale and miserable, fretful and un- 

| || it was ten years ago. The form of each fin-| happy. Within her reach were the most 
| || ger, of each nail, is the same. Scars made | delicate viands and exquisite fruits, yet she 
| in our infancy are still there. Nothing is| could partake of none. Health was no i 

altered or obliterated; and yet it is not the | longer hers. She had parted with it for the 
same hand. It has been renewed over and | sake of gratifying her vanity, by wearing 

| over again since the me of our youth. The | thin shoes, to display the beauty of her foot, i 
| skin, and flesh, and bone, have been fre-| and now, when consumption was preying 4 

quently removed and replaced. And so itis, | upon her, she repented her folly, but it was . 
| more or less, with our whole body. The | too late; and though she would ‘willingly 7 
| arms and limbs that sustained us in our| give all that she possessed, the priceless 
| schoolboy struggles are long since consigned | treasure could not be recalled. ‘ 

| to the dust, and have, perhaps, lived over) The thin, ghastly-looking gentleman, who i 
| again more than once in plant, or flower, or | reclines in his luxurious easy chair, with his _ 
| animal. In from three to five years, the en- | gouty foot upon a pillow, sighs and ‘ ee ears, the en- | gouty foot upon a pillow, sig) groans 
| n ly is taken out and built in again} jin anguish, and thinks of the many weary ’ 

a] with new materials. A continued activity | nights of pain, when the bed of down and 
al prevails among the living agencies to which | the silken covering could bring him no re- 4 

this hidden work is committed. Every day | pose. How he envies the plow-boy, who 
asmall part is carried away; just as if a! whistles on the green fields, whose step is 

Speiuinenieeteaem cite eeepc ee og ee 
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elastic, and whose heart is light and gay at PLASTER. 
mm while his sleep is sound and refresh- A correspondent propounids a series of 

What is wealth to the invalid but. bitter | Mestions relative to plaster or gypsum, 
mockery which can yield no happiness? ny Ho ae ee 
Then prize the rich boon of health, ye who me ‘ow does plaster operate, to be of 

possess it, and eee hearts in gratitude Soe, ‘all: 
to God, even though yout lot be one of pov- laster operates beneficially on certain 
erty and toil. crops, because of its chemical powers to dis- 

gi ce Ee ese as solve and set free certain elements, necessa- 
WOMAN. oe oo aie of the crops to | 

oe reat BEL Ae which it is applied. ‘or instance, plaster 

of the moasuremonts of tho progress of na. | as been found by actual experiment to ab- 
tions: exactly as civilization advances does aetna, and thus toatit free) recdeting 
Linares eee eae this valuable element into a state in’which 

woman with man is a natural fact; but the = sind tons banedoaaly op tale 8 ee 
two spheres, the male and female, are so in- ing the ammonia which is brought down || 
comparably cistinct, that the equality lies in | 28 the atmosphere by rain or heavy d | 

there being a female equivalent to every | and its, offeots ate: ehedefire "more esally 
male attribute, and that female equivalent perceptible where it has been applied oe | 

femedasthe world becomes wiser. Inaea' [cgy woeuens and Tain hen fllenieinediately 
san; Ia renee atowon pesielamoee, ies. Sy. bemaelalts cigs: | 
is inferior to woman. ‘The domestic sphere | that plaster does not benefit. But plaster ic 
is feminine; the political sphere is mascu-| peonliarly beneficial to clover and peas, as 
line. Man is adapted by nature for contin-| the ashes of these plants are found'to contain | 
uous labor of one kind; woman is liable to| . large proportion of sulphates, and plaster | 

periodical eens: The 0 ee is itself a sulphate of lime. | 
are alike important and indispensable, but aii | 
they cannot be compared. It is foolish to : ys are rs see eas A | 
compare the two sexes for the purpose of i srt = waa the 1 ae ae a | 
ascertaining the superior; when one is in-|™U° ton tb fe hie an cee | 
dispensable to the other, where lies the su- When 2 the th Sa had 
pera7e Even if a man has astronger} yy, ue roller pee She dandy oon ‘a 
ead, it will not make him superior, intel- Sear ee ere Be nice, 

lectual is not superior to moral character. ver, it may be app lied in the spring 9s soon | aS __ | a8 vegetation has fairly started. The prac- 
A Prorvae or Lire —In yonth we sévii to | tice of the farmers in-this State is to sow it 

be climbing up a hill, on whose top eternal | 0" their wheat inthe spring. We see it 
sunshine seems to rest. How eagerly we | Stated, however, that very beneficial effects 
ant to attain the summit! Bat when we | t0 the wheat crop have been found to follow 

lave attained it how different the prospect | the supination of a heavy dose of plaster in 
on the other side! We sigh as we contem- | the fall; and this is not improbable, when 
late the dreary waste before us, and look | We consider that the snow which falls du- 

Back with a wistfal eye upon the flowery | Ting the winter, contains a large amount of 
path we have passed, but may never more | #mmonia, which the plaster would fix and 
retrace. Life is a portentious cloud, fraught | Tender available to the crop, instead of leav- 
with thunder, storm and rain; but religion, | ing it to be dissipated again into the atmos- 
like the streaming sunshine, will clothe it | Phere, as the snow melted; and'a fall sup- 
with light as with a garment, and fringe its | Ply of ammonia is of the utmost conse- 
shadowy skirts with gold. | quence to the growth of wheat. 

a ae ee 5. How much is required for an acre? 
For Mornzrs Evzs.—Mothers: who en-| ‘We have known it to be applied in quan- 

courage their daughters in superficial accom- | tities equal to four bushels to the acre. The 
plishments and bold display, are often pre- | general gee however, is to sow it at the 
paring for them a lifetime of chagrin and | F@% of a bushel to a bushel and a half per 

x acre. [Michigan Farmer. 
misery. On the other hand, when they are anes 
trained at home, by precept and example, in| Michigan plaster of an excellent quality 
retiring, industrious, studious, virtuous hab-| can be obtained in all our principal Lake 
its, they are prepared to be useful and happy | shore towns, at.a low price. Wehopesome 

thronghont life. of our farmers upon light soils will try it. 
antag Se ea tn 2 salle RS See SEAR ee
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For the Farmer. | through is preferable. Let it reuiain spread | SAVING SEED CORN. 
a = thin on the floor, until warm weather the 

Messrs. Epitors—In fulfillment of my | next spring. . { 
promise, I send you, in brief, my views in| Follow this rule faithfilly, and you will Hi 
relation to the proper manner of saving | never have poor seed corn. Never trustto | 

seed corn. The attention of the farmers of} buy your seed corn in the spring, when | 
this State has been called to this subject this | wanted. If you are not growing the corn h 

| year, by reason of the great loss sustained in | that suits you, go early in the fall and buy it. | 
|| the failure of seed’ to germinate; and all | An observance of this rule by the farmers of : 

think it has been from: want of proper care | this State last fall, would have added one 1 
in selecting and preserving seed. Let us| third to their present crop, and saved them \} ; 
examine the process of growth, or germin- | thousands:of dollars in labor. The whole '| ; 
ation in a good sound seed: first, moisture | subject is one that we can profitably study, | 
is absorbed; this dilutes the phosphates in | and at some future time 1 shall again call | ‘ 

j the chit, and thus prepares the first supply | your attention toit. © Davin Winutias. \ ’ 
ef food for the young germ.. In this process | Sprrxerietp, Sept. 18, 1856. | 
diastase is developed, which in turn attacks | a Eee naa 
the starch, changing it to sugar, and the | a area Bee pay rescks ranean i eS 

| | gluten and albumen, changing them to{ | A mecting and Exhibition of I'ruits of this ij ; 
| | starch, and also developes more phosphates | Association willbe held st Whitewater on | ’ 

j| —all eombining to afford a continuous and Wednesday and Thursday, the 24th and 25th 4 

| healthful supply of food to the young germ. | Of September, 1856. 
| Now we will compare with it the process of All members and others interested in | : 

| growth in s poor seed : the first glance will Fruit Growing, are respectfully requested to | ; 
|| detect a far greater absorption of water attend, and bring with them their froita, for i| j 
|| than in the goodseed. Now, gently remove the purpose of examination, eomparison and fi 

| || the hulls, slightly raise the chit, and we shall discussion. : | 
| find it, in part, or totally, detached from | “ G. TANFORD, sie i| ‘ 

: 5 -C. BRAYTON, } Ex. Com. } : 
| the rest of the grain—thus affording a feeble I.J. STARIN, i 
| supply of food to the young germ; or if ee ee, ' 

| entirely detached, none at all. We shall| The Farmers and Mechanics’ Club also 
farther notice a rapid softening of the kernel. hold their Fair at the same time and place, : 
The diastase being apparently so far diluted and altogether it must make one of the most : 

by the excess of water, as to disqualify it | interesting exhibitions of the season. The ! 
|| from any farther chemical action and general | C!tb has purchased and titted mBTesperene i| ' 

|| decomposition rapidly ensues. From this | 94 neat grounds, and is, all in all, an — | 
|| we see,that medium seed may produce a prising institution—bound to prosper highly, {| 3 

| comparatively healthy growth, when the and greatly benefit that central portion of | | { 
season is favorable—that is, warm and the State. Success to each of them. Eps. { ; 
moderately dry. The loosening of the chit Pan neat ee eae eens i 

|| from the rest of the kernel—the breaking FARMER'S SCALES. | : 
= of the whole texture of the kernel, 0| Messrs. Eprrors—I noticed in a number ; | that it will absorb water too rapidly for 8} oF the Farmer, ofan early date, (the May or 

|} favorable germination—is clearly traceable to Fane number, I think,) a communidation : 

Bi se eet — ov from one of your correspondents, making in- 
it ge pat clear] at the ee Yailure of quiries for a class of Scales, (not in general : 
| reese oS ge use,) of less draught, and leas expense, than ; 

g 2 the ordinary Hay Seales. I would say to § 
From the foregoing I deduce the following | your cortespondent, and the farmers of Wis- j 

‘rule to preserve seed corn: Select your | consin generally, that I design to be at the 4 
corn when well mature, (not later than | State Fair with Scales of the class called for ; 
October.) Place it in a dry room—one that by your correspondent. These Scales are i 

| the pipe from family cooking-stove passes | from the “Forest City Scale Works,” at 
Sane eee : 

‘ : 
i i
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Cleveland, Ohio. They are of two tons DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

dranght, with a platform five feet by six, | 

and may be erected substantially like the 
os To Preserve Burrer a Lone Tase.—The 

Hay Seales, or set on the floor of a building |igt—e Dr. Anderson recommended for pre- 

like a Warehouse Scale. They will cost] serving butter a composition of salt, 2 parts; 

about nincty dollars. saltpetre 1 part; sugar 1 part; one ounce of 

. this mixture to a pound of butter. It seems 
A.B, Murgn. 

Arrierox, Wis. Sent. 20, °56. that butter thus treated will keep sweet for 

Phe: a See eds ot a lengthened period, but that for the first 

For the Farmer. fortnight it does not taste well. 

i coal a “Succorasn,” says Mr. Beecher, “is a 

Eps. Faruer, Gentiemen—Noticing in- liquid compromise between corn and beans. 

quiries in the Watertown Chronicle about It is pores whee aaAayDE is that * corn 

the best remedy for the bite of a rattlesnake, a to ° sage hing fi a a tee 

I thought it would be well to lay my own | vof represents the evanishing point of both 

experience before the mumerous readers of | beans and corn, towards a mystic vegetable 

the Farmer. I was bitten in my foot last union in some happier sphere. But to be 

May, while engaged in the field, at adistance perfects there should always be 8 hierephan- 

of about forty rods from the house. I im- tio bis of pork presiding over the nuptials, 

ediately scraped the bite with ar knife, ae Ee es eerie mediately : 
; Preszrvine Eags.—The North-Western 

then walked to the house, and applied salt! rermer has tried the following method of 

and the yolk of an egg, which relieved the | preserving eggs, and recommends it. It is 

pain very much. I bound a bandage around simple, and undoubtedly efficacious. ‘You 

my leg and kept it wet with cold water, and ae ce AN aie on 
a bottom with eggs; then pour 

although it swelled very mach below the boiling water upon them, sufficient to give 

bandage, it did not swell at all above it. 1) tem a thorough wetting, permitting the 

think it isa cure. L. P.Frxog. | water to pass off through the sieve. Take 

Eps, Iowa, Aug. 25, 1856. them out and dry them; then pack them in 

on bran, the small ends down; and your eggs 

Save Your Baoox-—Abont. oon of | will keep forever. 
ears ago, We were evtertained at the house 

ira friend with 4 g00d, old fashioned din-| , To Maxs Tomato Fics.—Select perfectly 

ner of eggs aud bacon. We complimented ripe and sound fruit, and having procured 8 

| our host on the superior quality of his bacon, | 12° with a wide mouth, deposit a layer of 
and were curious to inquire thé way to like tinely pulverized brown sugar on the bottom, 

success in the preparation of a dainty article and then a layer of tomatoes; and so on al- 

of diet, though one that is better fitted for ternately, until the jar is filled to the top. 

| the palate of an epicure than for the stomach Then take a quantity of sugar in proportion 
of a dyspeptic. To our surprise we were in- to the size of the jar, and diseolve it in pure 

formed that that portion of our meal was waters er it in, and having covered the 3 

cooked eight months before. Upon asking top with a layer of sugar, press the whole 

for an explanation, he stated that it was his firmly and closely down. | By this operation 

practice to slice and fry his bacon, immedi- space will be ned for more, and the 

ately upon its being cured, and then pack it Pilea te may be repeated until the jar is 

down in its own fat. When occasion came led to the entire extent of its capacity. 

for using it, the slices slightly refried, had all | Place » thin stratum of sugar on top, and set 
the freshness and flavor of new bacon, just bank e quantity of dissolved sugar ap- 
repared. By this precaution, our friend | Plied, Should be just sufficient to moisten, 

| Bed always succeeded in “saving his bacon,” not dissolve, that between the strata or 

fresh and sweet throngh the hottest of layers of fruit. This is a simple method, but 

ounther: [N. Eng. Enquirer. effectual, and the figs are excellent. 

——_———__+ oo It is said that rats may be expelled from 

Baxzp Tomatozs.—Tomatoes peeled.and | cellars and granaries, simply by scattering 8 

baked on a flat dish, as we bake apples, or| few stalks and leaves of mullen in. their 

even baked without peeling, and when done ree nA affords, shererores & very easy 

| seasoned with salt, butter and pepper, is, We cl and seach nore economical and ea 
zs : : , 

think, the most luscious way of preparing| troublesome than gunpowder, “rat exter- 
this excellent fruit. [Exchange. ! minator,” cate, or traps. | 

a
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EDITOR Ss TABLE. We expect to have the Halladay Self-Regu- eh 
pena Ww Hotoma as Jeng sing eM that we spoke a in the last 

We aro assured that every arrangement | that sll’ who have an awakened interest tn is 
is being made to have the most interesting | these great labor-saving machines, can form aa and popular State Fair ever yet held in Wis- | an opinion for themselves, We deem ita 4 
consin. The grounds are being amply and | matter of so much importance, that we shall cays 
beautifully fitted up, and every provision is | incur considerable expense. to put the thing es being made for the comfort and convenience | jn actual operation, oh 
ofithuse who attend. Weshall also have on exhibition Daniels’ =e The Railroad Companies have uniformly MMantoun Self Sh ani Se nate antes % 
agreed to carry passengers at half-price, and bl of atten aca of Mi ae Ww ie hot we animals and articles for exhibition yree; ex- Th, ee shading th ; y ae es NY. a 
cept the La Crosse & Milwaukee Company, ee Fair last fall It _ pe ite aie pak es 
which proposes to charge*haltf-price on‘ani- beibetlinao€shelkind iat ae 
mals and articles. Many can avoid this, ee y We Lave Tako 4 —— ue ‘ . . pains to get it all the eee 
however, by taking the Watertown Road, way from New England, on ean show dee which is able to see its interest in going in +i to our peoplaat the Fair. az 

' for the liberal policy. (We hope all compa- POOR * ae eo 
nies will soon learn that they owe the people |. We also expect to have one of Morris 2 
some obligations for the special privileges Improved Chain Pumps, capable of drawing Ms 
they enjoy, and can well afturd to be liberal | W@ter from deep wells, without leakage or ae 
once a year—especially as that liberality | Waste of power. It is said to be a wonder- se 

; usually pays them a large extra profit; in | ful improvement. 2h es 
: fact, judicious liberality always pays best to| We still expect one of Willis’ Stuap Mas pas all parties.) chines, but do not know certain. Se 

A Worp ro Trost wHo ATTEND WITH | Ofice at the State Fair— ee 
Tuer own Tzams.—Gentlemen, let us sug- We shall have an office on the State S 
gest to such of you as have good comfortable | Fair Grounds, where we shall be happy to ¥ 
teams, with which you can attend, to rig up| see all our friends, and particularly those +e 
the requisite seats and conveniences for! who wish to subscribe for the Farmer. We ee 
carrying passengers to and from the Fuir | shall also have a full assortment of Agricul- : = 
grounds, during the exhibition. As the| tural and Horticultural Books for sale at tS 
crowd will undoubtedly be very large, and |New York prices. These books are just Fee the grounds some little ways from the hotels | such as every farmer ought to buy. Those 728 

: and boarding-houses, it will necessarily re- wishing to 1-ake purchases will do well to ee 
quire a large number of teams to carry and | Jook our stock over befure buying. ‘ bs 

, bring; and for the good accommodations of Biandere ia Binding — Se 
the company, itis highly importaut to have We bavel ae 1 laints fi ral * a, 

: au ample provision of this kind; not ouly bout © iat iH ah Lindi ape Bet tosh we 
that people may come and go, but that they Ra We te eee eng, Senteniber ad x eet . No. We regret that they occurred, and ¢ may be able te do it ata fai: price, and with- Hingegteedtan xk tan for the ta ay 
out feeling gouged. Now a dime is price ie Nein nce Conede Tok ene Sueure. ot , enough, for carrying or bringing, with any | !! having defective numbers, will at all “pags 

) 1 ed eo ing, with any | times on notifyin, us, receive perfect 4 common conveyance; aud we hope those olikaatesiete 5 ve nt re t he ee = 
’ who charge more, will get nothing to do. Pee) OS SRPERE, A Enene- 4 

A good common team, with an active gen- | J22¥ary Numbers.— Joel ee 
| tlemanly driver, can make from $15 to $30 We would repeat what we said in the Tea ‘periday at that price; and that ought to sat- | last number,(which some do not seem tohave “ag 
: isfy uny man who has any conscience. We | read, as they continue ‘to inquire by letter,) ag 4 hope to see any quantity of good teams on | that we are just now out of January num- Lag 

the ground, duly placarded in conspicuous } bers. Having to reprint a new edition, to ted 
: letters}; to , carry: or bring for A Duce. | s¢pply our large list of subscribers, we have te ty 
; Such) placarding’ saves all questioning, or | Rot yet got them done, but shall: in season Bes 

C misunderstanding abaut prices, and'is the} for binding, and no mistake. None. need | ree 
fair thing between all parties..| Any persons | fear. eal 1 Wishing to visit the Fair with their: teams, | The Best Kinds of Domestic Fowls.— a 

: can easily pay all expense-in this way, and | Numbers of our readers are inquiring of aos} 
r make lots of money besides: us as to the best kinds of fowls, for actual Wiogid r Country Livery men, und farmers with | family use, devoid of faney or spectlation. fs z good) teams, be ou hand foran open ield and | It is @ subject with which we are not very ee 3 fairicompetition. | Competition is the life of | well acquainted. In fact, we are at some % y - Dbusisigss, ‘andthe, only; practicable check: loss:in determining for ourselves, what kinds ae) Upomextertion, among the great variety presented, and —e | 
= 

~ 2 
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boasted of, we will select to stock a snug | of the Society. Active, intelligent men, all 

establishment we have recently rigged. through the State, should become corres- 

The main merit we would wish, for our|ponding members of the Society. It costs 

town residence, is good layers; as we hard- | nothing, and enables them to be useful in 

} ly suppose it would pay to undertake the gathering 2 historie facts of our various 

raising of many chicks, if any, within close | localities. e shall be happy to propose 

enclosures. Then again, we would like a|any who wish us to do so, 

good variety forthe farm, that are both lay- | wankesha Oo. Fair.— 

ers.and setters; and would say as to our We had tho pleasure of attending this 

A own views, that we don’t consider extraor-| exhibition, on the 18th of September, at 

. dinary size any merit, unless coupled with Oconomowoc. The day was rather iinake 

other advantageous characteristics. and windy, but not so much so asto prevent 

Who will tell us whieh among the Patents | 9 goodly attendance. Waukesha is one of 

: are best, merely as layers; or in the double | the old settled counties of the State, with 

capacity of laying and reproducing? or if} much more than a proportion of our best 
any are better than the old fashioned native farmers, and having had an organization for 

stock? years, as might be expected, they are well 

Pee State Historical Society— trained; and to get up a good fair is no great 

The second Annual Report of this high- | effort for them. 

ly flourishing Society is published, and we|. The show of animals was fair, generally, 

are indebted to its worthy Secretary, L. C. |and ia some departments good. Wedid not 

. Draper, Esq., for a copy. Mechanically it |see any considerable number of horses, wor- 

aj is a fair specimen of a book, except the bind- |thy of note, excepting several spans for all 

ing, which is ordinary State style, a mere | work, at the Plowing Match. 

; paper cover, like the primers we got in our] Among the cattle, there was rather a 

, school days, except there used to be pictures small show of thorough breeds, or good 

’ onthem. But the contents are the main|grades, The herd of Messrs. Dousman and 

re thing, and they are varied and interesting— | Lewis, of Waterville, exceeded any other 

A comprising many valuable sketches, narra-jlot. Their bull was a particularly fine ani- 

roe, tives, and incidents of early history, together ; mal. Among grades, the most conspicuous 

f with reports of the proceedings of the | wasa four year old steer, raised and exhibi- 

Society. ted by B. RB. Hinkley, Esq., of Summit. He 

The remarkable zeal and peculiar abilities |18 one of the finest models we ever saw ; 

fi of Mr. D., as its chief actuary, are becoming stands five feet, three inches high at the 

- matters of such universal and just notoriety shoulder, girts seven feet five inches, and 

Be as hardly to needa reference from us, All | measures the same length; though in only 

who are familiar with the history and pro- ordinarily good condition, he weighed but a 

ne gress of the Society, know how much of its little short of 2,000 pounds. His color is 

a Enecess and prosperity is due to him. Wor- |light red, with handsome horns, partaking 
ee thy as the object is admitted by all to be, | more of the Devon than the Durham style. 

yet how few in this fast age can be found, | We doubt if he has a match in the State. If 

willing to forego money making and speca- jhe can be well matched in size and appoat- 

: lation, to devote their time and talents to ,ance, we will pay $200 for the pair, and 

such labor. Lucky is it for Wisconsin, and have beyond a doubt, the premium catule of 

the West, that there is one, and he so emi- |the Northwest. Who's got his matet 

iat: nently fit. Heillustrates how sure any wor- There was # large and fine show of Sheep 

“ae thy project is of suocess, if it has even one |—nearly forty pens in all—though wholly 

thoroughly devoted mind to work for it. confined to Spanish and French, with the 

The Picture ome is becoming a highly at- | exception of one Southdown. (Waukeshais 

tractive feature already, embracing many | much the greatest Sheep Oounty in the State, 

“4 fine portraits of our most eminent citizens, | we think.) Among the finest on exhibition 

: as well as many connected with our early | were those of Messers. Edgerton, Dousman 

history. The Library already exooeds 3,000 | and Lewis, of Waterville; Jencks, of Oco- 

volumes, besides great numbers of pamphlets, | nomowoc, and Robb, of Rebbsville, (or 

and is rapidly increasing. In addition to all} North Prairie Station.) Mr. Robb’s are, 

of which, Mr, D. has madea large collection |some of them, thorough bred French, from 

of curiosities in the way of ancient coins, |the Patterson stock. Onein particular, was 

autegraph letters, and other things too nu-|an immense specimen of a sheep—equalling 

merous to mention. the largest of the coarse-wools, and with a 

. ‘The -whole will well repay examination to | fine silky fleece, 
any one visiting Madison ; ‘and to any one| Messrs. Dousman and Lewis exhibited a 

not acquainted, we would say, that it will|done up fleece, shorn from one of their 

‘ give us pleasure to introduce them at any |sheep, which came as near the “Golden ’ j 

time, either to Mr. Draper, or to the rooms Fleece” we read of, as anything we have: ' 

4
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often seen. They have a large number of | the present year, on purpose for agricultural : * : 
splendid sheep on exhibition, of Spanish | premiums. We shall have them neatly ke 
Merino stock—heavy shearers, and in tieeee, | bound by the first of December—in muslin, =! 
as fineassilk, Mr. Lewis is right from the | with lettered backs, at $1 percopy. -Wehad ae 
sheep country of Vermont, and if he don’t | much rather farnish them as a general thing, iy 

4 ol know a thing or two about his business, we | as far as they will go. than the current 'vol- =F 
are mistaken, that’s all. Most of these fine | ume of the next year. And inasmuch as it sf 
Waukesha Ovunty sheep will be at the State | will contain much of the proceedings of the 23 
Fair, and afford all who wish, a chance to| County and State Agricultural Societies, a 
see them. and perhaps their only printed or permanent Mei 

The show of other animals was decidedly | record, as well as a good record of our agri- re 
small, and nothing special. The same may | cultural and business interests in general— = 
be said of Agricultural Implements and Ma- | and, withal, the first volume of the series— gee 
chinery, The Frait Show was confined al-| we think as many as possible, will do better Vrs 
most wholly to Apples, and not very large | to commence with this year, and go on reg- Pi 
at that, for so old a county. Messrs, Han- | ularly hereafter. .We will warrant the vol- ~ oe 
ford, Rathbun and Peffer, were the principal | ume to be as neat in its appearauce as any ree 
exhibitors ; and in the list of the latter were | of our State-made books that have yet ap- be 
several fine specimiens of seedlings—large, | peared. Still we will leave this matter aoe 

good HATOR, and handsome. Mr. P. also had | wholly to the option of Societies. i 
some fine specimens of grapes, and among a f We ser hing pend eg i oul | a ee came |] 
with frait, as large fe largo. Curiies Sees, County Herald thinks we have not, as yet air 
and oetignte, and heansiful. It was ea pees sufficiently treated on the fine section’ of 255) 

hove gentlemen are evidently nice expert | COUntrY embraced in hia region of the State, ie 
mentalists, and are doubtless doing much to ae pete ok tapas ne maea es a sAA 

Bs out putas ae sige, peebaeaye we shall plead as our excuse, that we look neighborhoods, e are indel to Mr. : T 3 

Hanford for never ne specimens ot ape | Manly or euh rtilnan teat om load pox |] 
aa an this ba tose Me ;mmede he oneEPe calities; and while we have constantly urged Bk 

5 We saw several fine lots of Mercer and| ‘he enterprising, from all quarters of the a 
M k Z , State, to coutribute to the columns of the ie 
aes hae x potewoes; bot dow 2 eae ve Farmer, we confess, with regret, that com- “peg 
tise , eee Se" | munications from the Western portions of a 

fh . he State have been peculiarly scanty— Ra The Ladies’ Show (as well as the show of | “ ; - y - ae 
ladies,) was fair, especially in the Bread De- te ercee oa o ee aatl sent ei es ae 
partment, several loaves of which looked Sumenereeay ihe esate ee eS ene P i 
good enough to eat. Then the quilts, worst- : : oo 

od york and leser fixings were about 25) cer on our part eanvenable we to get mp |] 
| But we must conclude, not for want of | ® end, cheap, and sooepiable deans fe a ‘ es 

material, but fur want of space ; but cannot a Jo Ee ae ae Be the tear ag “2h 

do.so without a word about, the Plowing, will work for les than nothing, we ane ™ which,-as a whole, was excellent—especially Bs Saas WS, 
that done by the plowman of E. W. Edger-| 'V@ hope and. trust that our labors will be a 

ton, Esi te pee us as hard to beat, Se! duly appreciated, and our faults Jeniently a8 
Then tthe ‘Address, by our friend "J. RB, | treated by an indulgent public. Our friend thd 

Bates, Han of cetteran Con es decidedly | o> a teadablavaad plot paper sath aa ||| | a 
Ticesal Gas cad : Swe cane cult it is to always suit everybody, eepecially eB 
to hear the award ‘of premiums. yy in this intelligent age, when every one isa ara 

good judge, and critic, on all common mat- cowed 
ane ee ee ters. If we suceeed in making the Farmer Fake 

We are under many obligations to the} as good an agricultural journal as the Herald at 
numerous county Agricultural Societies that | is a newspaper, we shall be content. al 
have adopted the Farmer for premiums. ; Tho State Geological Report will soon be iM 
We shall aim to deserve the compliment. | before us, and will undoubtedly furnish abun- ants) 
Tf, percauce, any persons having it award. | dant material for extracts and comments et 
ed as a premium, already take it, we will in | upon Western matters, | #30 

all such cases supply any one of Saxton’s| “By the way, when isthe Grant County sey 
coe, books, of equal value, instead, with! Fair to be held? If possible, we should be ig 

i SEE r h to attend and make tl naintan i 
' We have printed about 1000 extra copies, | ree ease “told Great” ae . = . 

: ee 
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Beardiess Barley. — ) Patent-Office Seéds.— | 

We recently received several heads of We hope to hear from all who haveany- 

this novel kind of barley, from Mr. J. W.|thing important to communi¢ate-as to the 

Brrces, of West Macedon, N. Y., who repre-jresult of their experiments with Patent 

sents it-as having come from some portion of | Officeseeds. We already learn from a num- 

Asia, He further claims that it does re-| ber, that the Spanish Spring Wheat rusted 

markably well in our climate. The speci- | badly. We are sorry, as it was 'so hand- 

mens received by us, are long, handsome, |some and white, we hoped it might prove 

i good sized heads, with never a beard upon susceptible of ‘advantageous cultivation 

them; the advantage of which every one | among us. 

ean appreciate who has ever worked among | our Milwaukee Advertisers.— 

the‘oldtashioned goat bearded’ barley. Those attending the'State Fair’ at’ Mil- 
Mr. B. offers to send specimen head to |wankee will have a fine opportunity to ex- 

any one addressing him and enclosing | amine the stocks of goods advertised in the 

stamp to pre-pay the letter, and any addi-|Fyrwer. Tt will be found on enquiry that 
tional ones he may order at three centseach, | we are advertising none but the first clase 

until his stock, which is not large, is ex-| honses in their various lines of business. 
hausted. We shall exhibit the heads above} “For instance, H. J. Nazro & Co., as deal- 

mentioned atthe State, and Dane County | ors in Hardware, Stoves Iron, Agricnltural 

i Fairs. They may also be seen at the State | [mplements and Tools, and everything else 

Agricultural Rooms. in that line’ of trade, on a scale so stupendous 

Onur Exchanges— and at the same time so reasonable in prices 

The first number of the twelfth volume | as to make every Wisconsin man proud of 

of the Scientific American comes to hand, | such an establishment, and wholly satisfied 

looking if possible better than ever. It is | with their deal. It is the best mercantile 

certainly the most sterling thing of its kind | establishment of the kind in the Northwest, 

that comes to our table; so rich in illustra-|and we know by actual observation that 

tions of everything interesting in the mechan- | they sell as low as goods can be sold by any 

ieal or scientific world; and what is so in-|other house. This they are enabled to do 

teresting now-a-days, as our progress in those | from the fact of being large wholesale im- 

great departments of human advancement? | porters of all staple goods, and having no in- 

Every intelligent man in the country | termediate profits to pay. 

onght to take, ee Scientific Amer- | pry Goods.— 

ican, if he would be post up in the Pat- inses wantin etre es 
: * g anything in this line, 

a ree a eee isthe | ill find a splendid stock at Jacksox & Lux- 
Oe eno canes - | ron’s, or the Bee Hive. They claim to be 

ie aN oe — 88 | unsurpassed in extent and variety, or in 

ee ee prices. We hope our lady friends will look 
The Prescott Transcript— them up. See advertisements) of both the 

Comes to us enlarged and improved, | above establishments on the last page of the 
and is among the best papers of the State. | cover. 

Its editors and proprietors, Messrs. YOUNG | phe Bstablishment— 

& Ginss, are enterprising men, and are Of M. G. Exone & Co., 156 East Wa- 

bound to prosper. Prescott is one of the) ter Street, Mil., has one of thefinest displays 
best towns in the Northwest, and in one of | o¢ Crockery and Glass Ware in the wile 

the best regions of couutry. Success to the | West, and we have been able to make bar- 

new country and its pioneer editors. gains with them to our entire satisfaction. 

Dane Go. Fair.— Read their advertisement and give them 8 
Every arrangement is being made for a | call, those of you who wish to buy. 

ie ee - a Frigdo pe held on the 2d Sewetry. 
and 3d of October. We hope to see a ae 5 5 " 

turn out from our own, and as many et fa two leading establishments of Mil- 
| enterprising from other counties as possible. | V8U<¢° and the West will be found adver- 

Hn 86 Be Se oe SEE thr 
Will deliver the Address at the State | have not got no one need ‘wish. They are | 

| Agricultnral Fair. on nearly opposite corners on East Water | 

‘Travelling Threshing Machines. — and Wisconsin Streets, and their establish- | 

A ‘correspondent wishes us to ask, if| ments are well worth seeing, ont of curiosity 

F there is any of this kind of machine now in | even, if one does not buy. But we would 

use, and ifso how they work? Wesnppose!like to know who can help it if they have 

that kind is meant, that threshes in the field | any money to spend. 

j and distributes the straw as it goes. We| We hope those in from the country at the 

have not seen one in several years. Fair, or at any other time, will visit the | | 

ee 
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| || foregoing. sterling establishments. They | The Card of Messrs, Carpenter, Noyes & Co,— Bee: 
|| will find there is no gammon in our repre- Real Estate and Loan Agents, will be eS 

| sentations abont them. Not a bit. fonnd among our advertisements. They are +54 
1 a wankesha Oo. Farn— active business men. £ 

; The Farm advertised for sale by J. 8. | 22con's Madison Mercantite College,— 9 
Firuwors, Esq., in this number, is worthy Advertised in this No., is now in full ts 
the notice of those who would like a good | Course of business and open for the reception a 
location 4nd a good farm in one of the old- of students. See advertisement. Fe 

est and best counties in the State, at an un- | The River Bank Nurseries, Rochester, N. ¥.— ai 
precedentedly low price—$18 and a fraction Are also advertised in this No. Vide Ps ie 
per acre—not what the building originally | Wholesale Price List, &e. , 
cost. Itis a farm that we have personally | ks 3 
known for sixteen years, and did not sup- 7 
pose it could’be bought for twice the money. A FIVE DOLLAR LIBRARY, ie, 
It certainly must be cheaper than wild, na- FOR FARMERS! ay i 
ked prairies in Iowa, 100 miles from a Rail- | The American Farm Book, ...........+...+..+++ $1.00 “om 
road, at $10 and $15 per acre. Diseases of Domestic Animals, ............+.-..2. 15 Hee 

Brown's Field Book of Manures, .............-.-. 1% + 
Cahoon’s Seedling Pie-Plant, &o.— "he'Btable Book,-.:.--2....--.cc-cecevseeesecess 160 e 

__ _ See his advertisement, certificates, &c., | Nash’s Progressive Farmer, -....-.e--eceeee-e+ 700 rye 
and if you are not satisfied at that, call and | Stevens’ Land Drainer, ............--.--.--.+--- "00 “7 
see a specimen of Pie Plant in our office. It] This Library is arranged with a view to aupoiying the “ #émuinds us forcibly of the Gig antec’ Wash ee without needless a 

ingionia, or big Pine tree of California, and sie least thle muagh af sm Agrioaltaral Library, should its 
bears the same relation to common. Pie | bein the hands of every Farmer in America. vee 

: : ’ 2 bei ar deseriptive Catalogue of Agricultural Books will : 
Plants. Neither Mr. Canoon nor his arti- | besent to any, ypersnns, who will favor us with their ad- he 
cles need any especial commendation from | dress. pe ATONE tok a se 
any one inthis State. He is an institution a! cd) Me Mo Pulten Steet: Mow York. : 
eee us, and everybody already knows it.} Oct, 11856, Im. : 
‘hat’s a fact. eed ¥ 

| I AME NOW RECEIVING : Lumber— =a 
See the advertisement of W. A. P. Mor- tot eee ey Sa i = 

ms. They do say he undersells his neigh-| S$ TOCK OF LUMBER, +e 
bors considerably, the trath of which every Consisting of oo 
one can ascertain for himself. FLOORING, WIDE AND NARROW, aS 

Agricultural Books.— Seasoned—Joists of all Lengths and ae 
We continue to call the attention of all | Sizes, Furnishing Lumber, (Kiln Dried by Bais 

who read, to the splendid lists of books ad- Bulkley’s Celebrated Patent Process.) a 

vertised by O. M. Saxton & Co. They in-| A. NO. 1 SHINGLES, SUPERB LATH, oe 
elude everything in the line of Agriculture, | (Dry,) a Splendid Lot of Clear, Dry S34 
Horticulture and the useful aits, and are uni- | Pickets, Timber, and, in fuct, Everything in my Line. ay 

formly cheap. We intend to keep a full HAVING PURCHASED a 
stock of them on hand, far sale, hereafter, at | at the lowest rates, being near the Depot, thereby oy 

New York prices. Meantime any who can | saving great expense in hauling, and having no. partner oe 

order easier direct from the publishers, can resehiesiorm to asa paeaay 3 cet ae se tDe ce 
al a > dl cand LOWEST PRICES. tS. 

ways do so by mail. free of postage, and | 4p porsons purchasing Lumber, will find ft to thelr in- pa 
He anything of the kind at N. Y. prices. | terest to give me ag call | before  barchasing elsowhere. ase 

‘he farmers, reading men. and school dis- N. AP. S. 3 Eg 

tricts of Wisconsin and the West, should in-| ywanrsox, eon. Baa a aera Eee a 

vest many thonsands in these books, during | ————— 22 

the present fall and winter. How could it - <4 
possibly be better invested? We certainly F ruit Trees, “ied 
don’t know. A CHOICE Collection of Trees, Shrubs and Plants, ae 09 

f for sale at the NEENAH NURSERY. comprising reg 
‘The Madison Nursery— Apple, Pear, Plum. Cherry, Quince, Grape Vines, Goose- * 7 

Is a nico.establishment, and.one where Cee Cee eet cnaaaeen cee ee 
\ everything offered for sale is choice and Boge whet a nivedbBerr ia patdel mf 
| good. Onur Friend Mr Hano isa neat prac- omens ents, Pajnion and iS eneny oe. varnse- Ba 

} tical. nurseryman and gardener, (from the OD Bea ae eee oe a8 
ol , ; 50,000 thrifty yearling Apple Stocks, at $5 per 1000. ech 

ld Country,) and seems fully to understand ai his busi All passing hi Bait 10,000 Canada Plum Stocks, one year old, prime, at $3; sah 
is business, All passing his estiblishment, | “her 4900. 1000 Locust planta, at $10 per 1000 nes 

on the great highway leading north-east | pgorders enclosing the money promptly attended to. pig 
from the city, would do well to call and ex- THOMAS COOKE. Oa 
amine his stock. Nugwxan, Winnebago Co,, Wis, Oct 1, '68. Im. Lage 
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: | FOR SAL, MADISON NURSERY, 
ft "i i 

Hi CAH OOH § SEEDLING Pi PLAT NORTH END OF WASHINGTON AVENUE, 
| | soso BY JORN HAND, 
j | Gooseberrics, WY 2 eters ls Patrons and the Public at reaton- ; { ae : a TTR Ts able e following varieties o i lj CURRANTS, GRAPE VINES, BULBS, |,¥} Ornamental Shrabbery, ee consisting" In pact ot | 
;-—— !UBBERY, TUBERS, £0. &0.77777~” | Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Grape Vine, Large Eng- SULRURBERY, TUBERS, £0, £0. itd and Honghton’s Seoating’ Gooadberres! Black, Red ! 

Sess ~.,| and White Grape Currants: Fastolfand White Antwerp 1 B. E:GAWCON'S Seedling Pie Plant. | Length’ of | Raspberries ; Siberian Crab, Radford'’s Giant, Myatte } f » Siock 26 inches, and circumference 4 inches— | Vietoria and Mammoth Ehubacb, or Pie Plant; Giant ; . Weight, 83 pounds. ’ Circumference of the Leaf 22| Asparagus; elght varieties of ‘choice Strawberries: 
feet. Product of one root at one cutting, forty-eight | Dwarf and Climing Roses in great eres all kinds P pounds. 1 will seourely pack in boxes, and furward ac- | Ornamental Shrubbery sulted to the elimate, among 

cording to directions. Ten Roots for $5; Five Roots for | which will be found large well furnished planta; also s 
$3; One Root fer $1; by the Hundred, fur $40. good variety of Herbaceous Plants—Bulbous Reots, &c. Gash, in all cases, to be sent with the order. pp The above are all grown fa ee They all stood 

6 Seve! of last inter thou! jury. TESTIMONIALS: All ondaee Promptly attended to, aad delivered ifroniet From the American Institute Preceedéngs, Aug. 6, | oartage within the limits of the city. ; ‘A. D. 1856 -— Mapisox, Oct. 1, 1856. 9m. 
Mauxotu P'rx-Praxt.—Selon Robinson exhibited 3 | ————————————— p stalk of Cahoon’s Mammeth Seedling Bhabarb, grown WHOLESALE PRICE LIST OF THE at Kenosha, Wisconsin, that excited considerable curi- 

osity. It was ont of a box sent to the Tribune Office RIVER BANK NURS ERIES, fer distribution, and some of it on trial was foundas rich ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
and tender as that ef smaller growta. It is supposed to 000 Ay one year old,........... $20.00 per 1,000. be the mest productive variety grown for culinary pur- Foote Behe sen Fears Slane cape e poses, and should be in every market garden, and then, | 100,000 ape se ites cee ee ee Possibly, it would be grown in such abundance that it | 9h:000 Cherries 1. old, $1200 perso; 10000 * 
could be purchased by people in ordinary cireum- aan be a a ae «140.00 * —y. Y. wart Pears, 1 yr. 1800 “ 160.00 : ress svc dams 10,000." twe'yra, 95.00 “ 95000 Association for the Exhittion of the Industry 15,000 Stand. Pears. 1 yr. 16.00“ 160.00 ofall Nations, New Yorx, July 4, 1854. 8,000 “ twoyrs, 2.00 “ 250.00 * B. P. Canoon, Esq.—Dear Sir—This is to omy. it | 20,000 Peaches, lycar,§ 10.00 « 8.00 © f Sremene of your Beedling Pie Plant areon exhibition | 5,000 Apeloots « 1200 “ 10000 © > ‘at the Crystal Palace, and deserving of special approba- | 10,000 Plums, “ 20.00 “ 180.60 4 tion fer mammoth size and excellence of quality. They | 5,000 Grapes,2 years, 10.00 “ 100.00 “ are pasate any Jecectan of the kindonexhibition.| go90 “ i ae 800 « H.00 ‘ours, Truly, 000 Quinees 1 yr. 15.00“ 130.00 P. T, BARNUM, President. S000 Garrants, 17%, “100 «= enbo 

‘900 8 “ . “ Maxworn Pm Praxs.—B. P. Cahoon, Kenosha, Wis,| $00 Geoseberriee, 2yr. 1590 BOOS has just sent us three Pie Plant lesfstalks that outgo| 5,000 Raspberries, 1 yr., 5.00 “ 40.00 « anything we have ever seen of the kind before; as after STOCKS. 
performing the long journey from their place of growth 
in what manner we are not informed—the three stalks | jyyfqyy -PLr® Seccnes # 77 old, ......$4.30 per 1.000. weigh eleven and a quarter pounds.—W. ¥. Tribune, 0,000 Pear, Wes espera: got 

. eld, 22.2.4 “ To the Cincinnati Horticultural Society :-— Cir eae cat lease ont ‘ ate, et gH 4 tour shroagh Wisconsin, I called upon | £80,000 Osage Orange, © 000218008 ir. B. P. Cahoon, of enos! who a remarkable variety of Seedling Rhubarb. Lexamined his plantation eaten: ai Spee pears ete erry Sees eee enc nod te swsnteetel peopertles Save | Cr tue howe’ ere taken: botnet te es ae eee ‘nol Ove Li ww Victor Saw gro’ ‘Ong- side of his Seedling, eubject to the same treatinent-roil | thelr sending me a list of articles needed. identical—wonld not weigh one-fourth as much as the | _P.S.—I will also receive and fill orders for sue Cahoen Seedling. I can, through your Soclety recom- | Grafts, packed and delivered at the Railroad Depot, mv nd the plant to the uotice of amateurs and cultivators | from charge, for $7 per thousand, in quantities of from asthe best plant known. His stalks for market would | one to two hundred thousand of the best varieties. mensure from three to four inches wide, two or tbree| §#%-Workmanship done in the best manner by expe- inches thick, and two feet long, and so tender that many | rienced hands. GEO. CHERRY, Proprietor. Jeaves l saw broke down with their own weight. It is Office, 106 State Street, Rochester, N. Y. achauce seedling, originated by Mr. Cahoon, from the| Ocr, 1, 1856. 2m_ ; seed given him at Chicago, and was the only lant from j === = 
e seed that was wotth cuitivation. 

Rospectfully, Yours, JULIUS BRACE, CARPENTER, NOYES & Co.,: 
See eee ten REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS, oats, counted on one root Fifts-fve stats, of which the aoa 
Ingest was two feet in length from root to an Would ghteluitinchesormure. Theotlerswereofal| - Money Brokers, See aoee en inches in le meth, = an oS MADISON, - - - - - - - - WISCONSIN. 

ameter, though the average woul twenty inches 
long and tourer more in ences This zoot was | Will buy and sell Real Estate, invest Money and nego- 
not an unusual one, aud was only en average of those | tlate Loans for non-residents and others, Day — 
which have stood three years and are allowed a fair | collect Rents, locate Land Warrants, buy and sell the ; chance. Bir. C. showed us a stalk preserved in spirits, | Same on commission, examine and perfect Titles, insure 
which is five and a half inches wike. by twenty-seven | Life and ae in responsible Companies, &c., &e. long.—Prairie Farmer, for September, 1855. 8.D. AGRE NOT Ee 

B. P. CAHOON, ROLLA A’LAW. 
Kenosna, Wis., Oct. 1, 1836. 2m Mapwon, Oct. 1, 1856, th 
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NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR: 2 
DEVOTED TO AGRIOULTURE, HORTIOULTURE, MECHANIC ARTS AND EDUCATION. iH pi: 

| VOL. VIII. MADISON, WIS., NOVEMBER, 1856,.° NO, 11, oe 
; ae===®q®®@a*@uaqQnaeaQnQanQanaanan9ana[eee_e_ ea 
| SUGGESTIONS FOR NOVEMBER. to pay largely for the outlay. ‘Tt ‘fs a’ fact EY 

| Septet aks ty rea; | Wo he Uh in told ent we do not ges” |) |e Tay gentle ‘wind aud thy fairsnany muon, erally raise more thatt half to two-thirds "of | ‘a 
‘gad leave thee wild and ead! a = of anything in nae a ; ; (4g 
For ever. in thy color'd shades to stray ; standing ‘thé virgin “richness ‘of ‘otir’ sdif. ed 
Auf rvdeed agente sp cree aban Poms, |Some may think this’a wild stiteiont but ‘A ce 
November is. the last of the Autwunn | nevertheless we know iit is'true, as a general" ee 

months, not only by the almanac, but usual+ Tale, of all our crope. ; <r 
ly infact. Thougtrusnally interspersed with} For instance, take wheat, our leading Crop, . = 
some pleasant: weather, but more generally! and as an average all throngh the State, one en 
rough, cold and stormy ; presenting at’ best'| yéar with another, we do not exceed 16 <<) 
but a poor chance for doing up many kinds/ bushels to the acre. | Still, who,doubts that | ie 

of outdoor work, that should have been‘doné | ‘good thorough tillage, and the drilling in of we 
during. the ‘more mild and genial “Indian | clean seed in a sufficient quantity, and nice- 
Summer” days of October. But we will| ly rolling the ground to finish up, would just es 
take it for granted, that everybody has got) as‘ uniformly grow 25 bushels to the acre. 24 
each department of his farm work along i] ‘Then as to corn, the same may be said. “34 
season, so that nothing now remains to be| Our richest lands, if well coated with ma-.- ay 
done, but what is adapted to the season, and nure, and thé whole worked thoroughly and, % < 
can be managed to advantage, even though | deeply into'the soil, and the corn planted of “ 
it is a little cold and bleak. good seed, and thoroughly and well tilled |. s 
For instanee, it is an excellent time to| all through to the harvest; allowing no ; 3 

prosecute fall plowing, until the ground act-| weeds to grow over two inches high, will ia 
ually ‘freezes. Recollect that every acre| yield 75 to 80 bushels, just as surely as the = 
Well plowed in the fall, may prove worth | present shabby system of tillage yields from j es: 
five ‘dollars to next year’s crops; besides! 30 to 40 bushels per acre. The same may “xh 

saving time inthe Spring.  “Speedthe plow” | be said of every other ‘crop, through the ode 
then, as long)as possible, and as as deep as} whole list of farm and garden products, ex- ||’ ag 
practicable. And when the plow will not cept weeds, which Séem to have a knack of “|[ ae 
*peed any longer; for’ want of field room, or} growing on ‘their own hook. | It is as true” ye 
on account of frost, then speed the manure} here as elsewhere, and now as ever before, ” cha 
out of the yard, and away from all the ont-| that manure is tlie farmer’s best capital; and“ i ba 
buildings, slick: and clean, before'the. new} it should be husbanded accordingly, no tis- see 
crops of hay and weed seeds are scattered} take about it. A 

| among it. When the mauure is all ont, and the yatds # ee 
If you have any newly seeded grass lands,| cleanand tidy for’ ‘the new straw bed for the oy 4 

put a good coat of manure upon them if you! cattle, then. turn your attention to’ the cut- 2 
Possibly can. You will find it doubling the} ting and preparing of wood for winter; it is a) 
Produet of'hay the first year, if‘put on the} much easier cutting up, down timber, and : ; i 
fall betore.. ‘There is no greater mistake} piling up: all the litter and’ brush, before” |]! + oy 
that Western farmers have fallen’ into, than] there is any Snow in’ the ‘way, than ‘after. c ie 
that nianute is‘no particular dbjéct, ordiia*}Cut and pile'the wood now; ‘and when the F a 
tily, upon our'rich new'lands. ~ Tts appliea~| snow ¢omes you can han! it tight dlong with” as 
tion to all hoed‘crops,(except beans perhaps,)| out delay or unpleasantnéss,” The beauty of ee 

4 and to grass lands, ‘will invariably bé found! all work is taking it by the foretop; and tho! x a =e ‘ 4 Rae a eee eee —H-- aa 
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unpleagantry and loss Gomes from being be- | the outside door, is that rigged with listing, 
hind hand. and a light easy latch, so that it will open _ 

If the cellar is riot already sufficiently | and shut. without noise? Then about ‘the 
banked up, and also the fruit trees,it is time | seats and benches. inside—are~they-easy, 
they were. Then if you have buried pota- | tidy and neat? If so, all right; but if not, 
toes, see that it isso well done, that they | see that they are all put so before using. | 
will not freeze, norheat either—one extreme} The setting-up of the stove in such a man- I 
being almost as bad as the’ other, and both | ner as to best warm the room, and at the 
difficult to avoid, for the reason that some | same time not roast the little boys and girls 
winters are so much colder than others. that sit next to it, is quite a desideratum. | 

Burying potatoes, strikes us as at best a | Then again, if the room is as low in the ceil- | 
poor way of keeping them; but many can | ing as many we have seen, we would urge 
do no better.atfirst. In doing it,care should | the indispensable importance of some species 
be taken not to put them so. low in the | of ventilation up through it. It is far better 
ground as to cause the water during after | than dropping the top sash of the windows, | 
storms to settle around and dampen them. | as that lets in the gusty, cold winds from | 
A good coating of straw under, around and | without. | 
about them, before putting onthe dirt, isone | When the house isin order, the next thing 
of the best safeguards from moisture, and | is the teacher; and the importance of having 
from cold. A raised bank of earth will a good one all understand—but what consti- 
take the frost through almost any depth; | tutes a good one may be a matter of more | 
but an inner and ample lining of straw con- | difference of opinion, and one that we will | 
tains so much air as to make it a poor con- | not stop to discuss. If you would have a ! 
ductor, and consequently it intercepts the | good school, after all the aforesaid provisions 

frost. are made, there is still one more important It 
Care must be takenin burying turnips, not | thing to be attended. to, and that is to fre- 

to put them in too large heaps, as they are | quently visit the school, and encourage the } 
much inclined to heat, and spoil. They are | scholars and teacher, by showing them that | 
much inclined to sweat, and consequently | you take a lively interest in their welfare | 
when they are covered, they should have|and progress. This is the most essential | 
air-holes left in the top of the covering. | thing of all; and we would ask our kind | | 

These can be filled with a wisp of straw, un-|| readers, male and female, how many of you || J! 
til right cold weather, when more covering | are doing it? We fear not a large number, || | 
can be put on. Many bury turnips in long | judging from our past observation. | 

Tanges, instead of round piles. Onthe whole! Jn conclusion on this subject, we would 
we think it the best way. They are much | say to all who have children in school, to 

more difficult to keep than carrots or beets, | keep a careful eye tothe matter; and instead 
and are not worth near as much when / of listening to mean, idle rumors’ about’ the 
kept. Still, whatever root crops you have, | school or teacher; to visit it personally and 
take good care to secure them well. often, and form your own opinion as to its 

District Schools, among other things, are | merits and management. That is the only 
usually starting off about this season of the | right way. As to text books, don’t believe 
year, and call for special attention. Ifyou| more than half that agents claim as the | 

are a district officer, ask yourself if you are | merits of their respective publications. | 

doing your whole duty as thoroughly as you | School Book making, like everything else, 
know how. Have you carefully inspected | has become a trade and speculation, and is 

the school-house in all its cepartments, to | drove about as hard as the Patent Medicine 
ascertain whether it is in a fit condition for | business. It isa silly trick of some teachers 
winter use? Are the windows not only all | to be eternally shifting books, seemingly and | 
mended but tight and carefully cased to keep | merely for the sake of something new. When H 

them from rattling, or letting in the cold? | necessary, nothing could be more proper; | 
Is the building well banked outside, and a | but when the result of a whim, or to aid the | 
good large platform at the door on which to | booksellers, it is, to say the least, highly 
stamp off the dirt before entering? Then | reprehensible. By and by, we will again | 
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‘ ask our readers, if they have visited the, ly as desolate and wild as it well could be- |} oa 
‘ school during the winter, and hope they will | A belt of heavy mixed timber stretches west- | fix 

|| be able to answer in the affirmative. | ward towards Hudson, tor 26 miles, and 20 } 
| Ore CAST Pinter TT setae ae ON St | of it withont a house. é | a 
| AWAY AMONG THE TALL TIMBER. | Such is the situation and surronndings of |! BH 

SMisare. Eprrors—Perhaps a few facts in | his gigantic lumber manufactory—this de- Sal 
| relation tertliis remste/dornes' of our new] VOO™ of forests. _Hence to support so many ae 

Btate and its business, may not be uninter- men and the requisite teams, they are com- | 3 

esting toseme of your readers.. Menomonee pelled Into farming. Slt their’ ere | i ae 
is better known hereabouts as Wilson’s Mills. aon Enokily tee — — ay - a. j . oe 
It is probably the locality of the largestlum-| “™™7& country on the east side of the | 41 
bering establishment in the State—situated | t™eam, and they are tirning, alarge tract of | < 

| onthe Mawotiones ec Rea Oédat River, a it into well tilled fields. Their various build- Sa 
| large and powerful mill stream about the|’?& offices, stores, boarding-houses, shops, Bt Illi sige Gf Bock River aboverthea Orawfish, with &e., &., constitute a little town of theirown, || A 
| 8 fall of at least. sixteen feet, that operates perfect in all its parts, and to all appearance | ae 

the extensive mills of Knapp, Stout & Co., | @dependent of all outsiders. | ext (called Wilson’s Mills.) ; The whole establishment Presents a strik- | i % 
I) ‘These zaatls"rak Go. Cotupicte emngs ‘afl 3S illustration of the power of mind and oe 

saws, that eut up ontire logs one after an- muscle over matter, when well and perse- ae 
other, with a speed and power thatis sur- veringly directed. Here these men, humble o 

} prising, besides single upright saw’, ¢ircu: and comparatively poor, commenced their 3 

|) lars and rotaries without numbet—alto-|1#>ors some ten years since, without any { a 
} gether employing a force of nearly three Bre gm te intone the beaver— 1 * 3 
{| hundred men, in all the various departments | * ? 2 ‘ i te 
| of the business, The big old pines of many Their first product was a smal] cheap mill, {| eg 
i centuries growth quail before their anited of no pretentions; but it was the entering |} ae 

| action, and fly like chaff before the wind. wedge and the root from whence all the | ne 
| JB! The establishment resembles one vast bee | "et havesprang. Each succeeding year hes) co | i hive, excepting the fact that the, Jes have added to their wealth, strength and capabil- | a 

i | on red instead of yellow jackets Some are ity, until now perhaps they stand foremost, Hi 54 

| kanling in logs, some are sawing; soine slit-| 224 are the largest manafacturing Sompany. 1+ a 
| ting, some carrying ‘away and dthers erib- | the State, of any kind, sending infinities | e 

bing up for rafting.’ Every one seems to ‘of lumber in all'its shapes, to thousands of 4}! Ba 
know his place and move in it, like clock ree - oe = no salle | = 
work. Altogether they ave some 80,000 ze UO, ey 

feet Fisch be aap a ithe aggregate | *° the profits of a great, well directed "and | = 
some 20,000,000 feet per year. This vast usefal business. How different the employ- be 
amount gives some vague idea of the im-| Ment of those who seize upon therongh for- ar 
mense business done by this company, and | &*ts and turn them to such a useful account, i i 
when the reader considers that all of these| #24 those who sieze upen the ripened har- ie 

| results are effected away in the solitudes of] ¥¢*t and turn its golden grain to liquid fire. | Re 
| a new country, far from settlements and Surely they will have a very different ac-}} ‘ 
| supplies of any kind, except pine forests and count to settle in the great High Court. of | 

1 tumbling waters, he is necessarily the more | Sal judgment. | : | aateaest: Bat, better than all, this whole concern is’ || Re 
| Menomonee is situated on the road from | carried on without whiskey, or liquor ofany {| Wee 
| the mouth of the Eau Olare to Hndson, be-|kind—it not being suffered on the premises, | ae 

ing about 25 miles from the former and 50| The cofisequence, as might naturally be sup- | ae 
from the latter place. On this road, which | posed, is that quiet and good order prevails i ae 
appears to be almost the only one in this| without interruption. ‘The laborer saves his } zt 
region of country, there is now and then a money, and pettifoggers and small beer off- | i 3 

ze Scattering settler; otherwise the country on} cers have nothing to do, Ht ca 
= all hands is almost @ blank, and near-| A mile and a’half below is Gilbert's Mills {i 4 
Ee eee na Oman. eC noe Been eae ee aeeTe eevee! i att
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and a few miles above is Northrop’s'Camp. teinicegerd regard tosertai kinds of destructiv® 

The latter is entirely alone in the Std insects. The Hessian fly and the weevil ' oe potwitho| pursue the whest crop, The wireworm, and 
and the former, about the same, | the grub make their choice among the crops 

; standing their recent. celebrity as popwlous | of the, farmer, and deultsply ‘rapidly With a | 
: | places, judging from their votes. | succession of what they have ¢tiosen.” | 

oe Doubtless a Railroad will ere long »vind eer ee robs eae ees if 
i¥® : ol Se .: -' mit of a heavier a ication et manure than | / its snake-like. curvatures through these shady thaw Bisa stewed Seanlnea taut ad i 

. vales and Sunday-like, solitudes, peopling | uit of abundance of manure. Corn, beets, || 
i them with axive site, and inspiring all with) and turnips are of this class; likewise grass 

BF anew order of being. % for neue wud pasttre, pith eet plana ; i| 
i avd cs iss, 9,56, | Whose value depends mainly on the quantity || 

ae Pecroorse: Dann 0. WiasRert ie | of green growth. | But the erops Gramalle: Hi 
| ROTATION OF OROPS. grain, such as’ barley, 'wheat und rye, may 

] A proper rotation of crops is very difficult | pene meee St See ba ae | 

f to obtain, and of high cape to the | rain sg a evstneieeoes | 
iy farmer. A rotation adapted to one section | Fa nure should be ppplied nee ets oe | 

: be entirely injadicious for another. It‘ j SE i 4 ma 7 . 4 mediatély benefitted by a larger application, | 
~ should be perresleey adapted tebe! ma Gariventl ‘oats will derive‘1iore benefit from || os where it is employ d, 0. as to.suit the soil, | 7 cure. less decaydd nthan‘-wheat require. ° || 

- the climate and the market. As these will A field heavily manured in the «pring with || 
» vary in different localities, the farmer should tanure made in the barnayard during.the. || 

. exercise his judgment in arranging the rota-| winter, will produce a larger crop of corner | 
ss | tion so as to secure the best means of en- oats, and- the next season yield as large a || 

’ riching the farm, and take that course which | yop of spring wheat, as it would had the | 
“ will yield the most profitable returns for his | manure been piled in the yard throngh one 
ee labor. To obtain these results, the. first | 4 | Ms _ : rst | sommer 1 then spread on the field:for | ia! a upon which rotations are based | wheat, ‘The manure should always be:put i 

as shoald be broaght into the’ account. on the field as soon as may be atter breaking i a. One principle never to be overlooked is, | up’ the sward, thatsit may be thoroughly || 
2 that every plant!lexhausts certain constit-! spread and mixed with the soil.’ This item 
cm uents of the soil un which it grows. Every | is of no little importance, for, by leaving i 
7° plant obtains a part of its support from the | fresh inanure in, bunchés, unmixed with the 
4 | soil and a part from the atmosphere; and | suil, it yields little benefit to the plants, and || 

; hence every crop diminishes the fertility of | by increasing the drought, it bas diminished 
at | the soil where the plant is removed from | instead of increased the crop. i j 

= the field. But if allowed to remain on the! Farming, wisely conducted, is a continued 
ist soil they enrich it, for all that they abstract | succession of exhaustion and replenishing. 

from the sgil, with all they draw from the| The best method of replenishing the land || | 
F atmosphere, is given back again; and hence | shoutd, in all rotations, be regarded as the | 

7 the noted fertility of lands on which the ac- | leading object. The crop whieh brings the. || 
} | emmulated succession of vegetables have de- | 10st money is not always the best. Not a \| 

i cayed during many years. But on the farm, | few look only to immediate profit, and their || 
st the crop is generally removed, and hence | management of the soil perfectly harmonizes || 
th the necessity of making a return by manar- | with this one idea. Future fertility isdisre- | 

ee ing, to prevent sterility, By constantly | garded; everything possible-is taken from | 
. erepping thé most fertile fields will become | che field, and nothing returned to, it—noth- | 

; unpreduetive and barren. In this way,| ing done to restore its wasted energies— || | 
most lands ‘beeome unprofitable in a al nothing'to eheck ‘the progress of exhaustion. | | 

ty. years. Again: Differest plants donot take |'If the farm, when new; wastich'and fertile, || 
; from the soil the same elements; and hence |i soon, becomes barren and sterile, and the \| 
; a suecession of the same crop must soon de- | mirgaided occupant is ready to.abandon the ||| 
b prive the soil of certain parts which are es- | desolation which hisimprovidence has spread || 

sential to its growth, and it must languish, | around him, and seek more fertile lands in | 
; while some other crop, requiring different | a néw' country: = z \| 

food, would flourish Juxariantly. | That these evils may all be avoided is cer- | | 
i Nor should the farmer overlook the fact | tain, if arotation of cropping can be secured, i 

that some plants favor the growth of certain } waich shall afford asnificient change in the 
kinds of weeds more than others; che:s and | draft made.by the, plantsyon. the: different 
cockle flourish with wheat. Weeds peculiar | elements of fertility in the soil,,.and which 
to a particular crop multiply greatly when | shall return to the soil as great a proportion 

. that crop is raised on the same land for! of organic matter‘in manure as is taken from_ 
many successive years. The same is also'it. Of late years, is lias beén' proved by 
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: thany skillfal farmers, that by the applica-' will produce more. than its former abun-- ne 
tion’ of manures produced on'the farm only, | dance. The same field may be oar 3 
there has been a constant increase of fertility. | cropped, and yet. constantly enriched witl . 

In forming 4, rotation, a number of par- | the refuse of its own productions. Let at 
li ticulars should be carefully considered :—1. | farmers pertorm their part faithfully, and rs 
| To exhaust the soil the least that can be done. | there will be no worn-out lands as Jong as 4 

- 2. Restore back ‘to’ the soil as mach mannre | the world stands, pid 
| as en 8. sced that course which [Tenn. Farmer and Mechanic. hs: 

. Ht will best, prepare the tield for a fature erop. eC te rad } 4, Prevent, as far.as possible, the.growth e | NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. Se 
me weeds and the increase of insects, 5. Adapt} Jy the last number of the Maine Farmer Le 

a {T the application of manure to the respective | we find the following: rip! 
\| requirements of the different crops which We are glad occasionally to hear from se 

i are to follow. 6. Select the several crops | the different sections of the: nation in regard ae 
Pelt 80, as to adapt them to-soil, climate und | to the necessity of having a department of | ~ 
At yy market. “ .o | agrienlture connected with our government | fe | For a three years’ course, the following is | af Washington. ’ It is a disgtace to us, as a | o) 
rr | found to do well:—First_ year—Corn, well | nation, that we have nothing nearer to it rz 

| manared. “Second year—Wheat. Third | than what is appended to the Patent-Office. ayes 
{| yeur—Clover. At a recent “(iuano Convention,” held at es 

si ~ This rotation brings rotnd a return of the | Washington, variousplans were recommend- 
#1) | samé-erop 80 freqhently, that! there will'be | ed for inducing the Peruvian Government a 

aa } danger of exhausting instead of increasing | to change their system of trade in regard to | | eas 
, | the erate of the soil, A more extended | the article of guano, so that it may be made | 4a) 

i | rotation, like the following, would be prefer- | te come. to the consumer. It seems that as |} ie 
oH | able First year—Oorn, oats and roots, with | at present managed, a few make a monopoly ae 

il | plenty of manure. Second year—Barley, or | of it, and charge most exorbitantly for it, i 
i | Peas,or both, Third year—Wheat. Fourth | when delivered in the United States. iG 
il || year—Clover, for two or three years. In the course of the discussion, which we 3 

; i | It is needless to furnish specific examples | find reported in the American Farmer, Mr. ie 
jes Hl ofrotation. The ee above laid down | Calvert made.the following remarks. They a 
nat will enable the cultivator to vary the crops | are just, and speak the opinion and senti- ag 
ee | for rotation as eircumstances aa The| ments of very many who have considered 4 ig 

dl | more the subject is examined, the more| the necessity of a department of agricul- cy 
il | deeply interesting will its investigation and | ture: oe | | application appear. A rotation, the same as} What we most want, is a Cabinet Minis- ‘nl 

tl given above, has tripled the products of | ter, presiding over a departinent of Agricul- m. 
il | inany farms; and some, which were exhaust | ture. Nobody had ever attempted to offer pu 

| | ed and: abandoned, it has restored to fertili- | any but unconstitutional objections to such aA 
aH ty rivalling the rich. districts of virgin soil. | a measure,‘and all such objections were to vg 

ei) Let the farmer carefully examine the subject | be repudiated. Congress ought not to be a 
, | of rotation, exercise his judgment in its | the sole arbiter of what is and is net consti- a 
, practical application, and he will guide his | tutional. “When Congress wanted: to do s 

|| operations with precision and with increased anything, they never troubled themselves as wags, 
|| BE] Profit. to whether it was constitatjonal or net. "a 
ll That the farms will not now prodncesuch | “He would like to-know where the con- a 
ail abundant crops of wheat as they were ac-| stitutionality of getting California, Frorida, 3 

| castomed to yield, has ef late become the | &e,, could be found. Then there was Den- bos nH] common complaint of agriculturists in the | mark and the Sonnd dues; nobody rises,in ied 
ees || Northern and’ Eastert States. ‘This ‘com- | Congress to question the constitutionality of Bes 
‘| [|| plaint is well founded—it isthe language of | coercion in that ease. But the moment ag- ay 

|| fact. . While the Brent inass. consider: this} riculture asks anything, there are constitu- 234 
rat | fact mysterions ani inexplicable, it.is one of | tional scruples in the way; it cannot be oh 

| | tlis most obvious things in the world, It is| done, Now, it,is.high time that this thing oe 
1] the natural result of the negligent method of | be stopped, Congressmen. are . righttully Ta 

hora] farming that has done’it:’” The fields have | not our masters, but our servants, and if oot 
ute} been cropped without being ‘replenished, till | farmers éhoose they can make them 80 i a 

| they are exhausted... There,is no more ie really. ‘We hear now-a-days’s great deal “ef 
iii | Peet this complaint than there would be | about ‘platforms ;’ itis high :time to have an i 

inthe case Of the man who should complain | agricultural platform. . Farmers do not want oh 
that ‘his team would not ‘work while he neg- ffice for themselves, ba. they shanld take v8y 
leetedito ifeed them, Feed ee ‘care to give no office ticians until ia 
jy and fully, and it will work. Feed the tield they pledge themselves to ase us what we set 

A ~ and subject it to a judicions rotation, and it! want. Under the combined influence of : a 

ee
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city life and commercial pursuits, the nation| | What is the natural result of such a stu- 

is beginning to wane, and nothing can re-| pidity and negligence in governmental 
store it but a restoration to the agricultural | smirse It is as natural as anything else, 
community of its proper we ght in the policy that Nish idl a incipled 
and legislation of the country. In the coun- | 4+ mere se oumugane anemia 

\| try we have no ‘isms, no unhealthy agita-| men contrive to control the primary meet- 
|| tions, and on the rural population must rest | ings, and wriggle their way into office, 
|| our final hopes of national security. Not-| against the manifest judgment and good 
j withstanding all this, the interests of every sense of the better but careless portion of 
| other class are consulted and eared for, and ity. In this way men oft t i 
|| the farmer alone is put off with ‘unconstitu-; COMMUDY. 17 Sen OR eni ges | 1n- 
i} tional scruples.’ ” to offiee and have the handling of the prop- 

| ‘We are glad to see that the agricultural | erty, eharacter, and liberties even, of the 
| papers are taking up this subject. We hope | whole community, whom individuals would 

they will discuss it at large. If it is uncon- | not trust with a single dollar. It is suffi- 
stitutional that our government should take | cient that they are nominated; they must 
thought for the agricultural and mechanical | ) 5, 1, te, | Mi an tb think 
interests of this great nation, let us make it | © we the party vote. se wo 
constitutional. But’ it is not unconstitu-| it better for the State to sink than the party. 
tional. Mr. Calvert says, “Farmers do not } But, what nonsense! and what is the natur- 
want office for themselves.” We incline to | al result of it? Why, simply that we see 
the opinion that he is right. The farmers | 4; legislatures made up of mere dema- | 
are undoubtedly a very modest class, too d.ddle profesional h t 
much so, we fear, for the true interests of | S°S7S And idle professional men, Who act- 
the country. Whether they want offices or | Ually have no business to do athome—where 
not, we cannot see why they should not | together they spend their time and the peo- 

| — a ee pod er that | ple’s money from month to month, in mere 
classes sho represented in the gov-| igo ne en 

‘| ernment. It any class is to be excluded, the dog rolling) pase lonal and iswindiing 
| farmers are the very last'on whom the ex- | !@ws, that are usually but a curse to com- 
{| clusion should fall, and the mechanics next. | munity. . Thousands on thousands are spent || 

Massachusetts, New York, Virginia, and, | on worthless printing, in worthless debating || 
| perhaps, a Btate i the earn heve | and in divers worthless steals and wastes. 

farmers of wo) intelligence, high honor, . : | wheel grace one ialleat legislation, And what of all the money that is spent 

would attend to the nation’s wants, and not | g0e8 for the good of the farmer who pays 
be spitting froth and cold lead at each other. | most of it in taxes. Mighty little, indeed. spitting ghty fivile, 
The farmers do not want oie ; that is true i If a bill is got up by some farmer, or friend 
but the country wants their service; an: when ber halls of legislation. are fille aon of the farmer, that happens to be of the 

all classes, and not from one—when farmers, body, to appropriate a few hundreds or thou- 
mechanics, manufacturers, merchants,"d sands to any agricultural enterprise, there is 
tere ieciaess mare maplensety in| a perfect howl at once raised over it, and it 
jue proportion, are sen! make and exe-| i; branded d 

cute the lawe—then the laws will be better steal Bedee whocaat ek - =— | 
| made and better enforced, and. we shall at | ay Wr ganne siheer aie 

least have more decency in our halls of leg- thing go where-it will escape their pockets, 
islation. [Plow, Loom and Anvil. | or fail to subserve some party end. Now, 

— bls this is true, and every observant man knows 
We think many of the suggestions in the| jt. Even here in our own State, we have 

foregoing article apply well to our latitude, | been continually robbed as a people, ever 
) as well as to the East. Politics is made too | since we had a government, and very little 

much a trade with us, and political leaders, | has been done, and that grudgingly, for the 
| too, often turn demagogues, The people at | promotion of the great agricultural interests 
| large, and. especially the farmers, are too | of the State. But the remedy, as we saidin 

much inclined to think that they’have little | the outsét, lies in the hands of the people at 
or no interest in political matters, except | large, and in the farming and roral districts. 

| merely to vote at elections, and often hardly | If they would fully wake up to a sense of 
| that. This is a grand mistake for acommn- | their interests, and attend to them by nom- 
7 nity of at least three-fourths farmers, repre- | inating and electing good sound, safe men to 

senting as they do almost the entire interest | office, and no other, despite all party. names 
: and wealth of the country. and clap-trap humbugs, and set their faces 

erate tinea rate -- oie eee dae ised) ie eee a L
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Sir igcass gl alee ellie RR ck tesla aI Si Daa Mestad pe gE 4 , like flints against loafers and irresponsible | and melons in some yards had only the bare a 
whiskey drinking Idlers, never allowing] Vines and fruit left; turnips were entirely Bs 
them to be elected to office, any more than | dostroyed; other root crops were eaten off . ‘ 
they would take them in as business part-| Close to the ground. But the farmers oe 
ners, how soon would the whole difficulty | Seemed no way discouraged—on every hand ix 

: be cured. Then we would see short sessions where a farm won commenced, fencing, q 
of Legislatures, groggeries and gambling building and plowing were going forward. a 

| holes shut up for want of custom, simple and}-4 great portion of the land,on the east side er 
| intelligent laws enacted, and low taxes, and /®f the Mississippi between these two places, Se 

these desirable things will never be seen till'|18 owned by speculators, who are waiting to as 
then. Eps, {have it enhanced in value by the improve- Rs 

Scapa sana ee Raetaeniatoataaas ments of the hardy settler, who has to push ay 
THE LABORING MAN. on many weary miles across these fine fertile a 

. BY CLARA AUGUSTA. openings and prairies, remote from market rue 
Blost be the lab'ring man, and back from the river. It does seem too va 
Ouieeeioatcae lene bad that so much beautiful land should be e 
oe en S barren land! unoccupied, while the legal owner, like a ae 
And make the desert bleom— greedy spider, sits idly in a corner of his far he 

; Toran tral mas wompy eam” -|stretching web, watching the toil of others <i 
‘Through te sorrow here in life's short span, to'fatten upon it. on 

God ki lab’ eae po a Pee is hee _I never knew before what a luxury wild it 
; |  dimbrowoed eet fruit pe = 4 “ year has — very Fie 

é‘ ao lane grest. e have e varieties of plums, ay 
Best te) Bis Brave true heart, : growing spontaneously, that any fruit grower a 
Andina otfewalit gold can produce, and also grapes, though smaller , 

ee ee in size. Onur Catawba grapes produced a a ‘The feremost form in Liberty's proud > 45 Earnest rear God pe the labting 2 man! few clusters this year, though only two years a 
<8 8 8 ee Ee frorh the slip, and wholly unprotected du- Be 

The brave, strong sons of truth, ring the winter. M. igs 
Oe ene Mowvzarouss, Sept. 30, 1856. ae 
Abroad by every gale. eee “1 ‘Their faith and trust in Heaven, For the Farmer. aa 

mya the soos se one THE IMMENSE CONSUMPTION OF WOOD. a 

Through REO vay po Messrs, Eprrors—In past numbers of your =a 
; My prayer shall be, God bless the lab'ring man! paper the subject of the consumption and |], 4 
. a For the Farmer, | 2nd supply of wood, has been discussed, and Bs: 

FROM MINNESOTA. it is one of great importance to land owners ae 
Musses Eptrons— Though Mi ta, has | deserving their prompt and earnest con- oe 

many rich blessings ‘oe ete mere ° sideration, as the land is the only foundation = 
rain and abundance of grasshoppers have from which it can be produced. And it se 

Yery much shortened our hitherto abundant | W"!d seem to be a positive duty of every 4 crops in some parts of the Territory. reflecting and inventive mind, to exert his ia 

The last of August a small party of us took ee ee aR 
a trip forty miles up the river, to Monticello eee ony artist i sag 5 ny we 
—a few miles above St. Anthony, Wemet| - HAs 90s eine «SABER AY ca9 the hoppers making their way down arise in reading and weighing the following =i 

the river, hundreds of them starting up at ee from the Chicago Democrat: mee 
every step of the horses, and the wheels oie oan Ee otal hae cet te 
crashing scores at every revolution. . It was | presented a thorough and able report on the hh 
really a sad sight in the fields—the corn was | working of the road under his supervision. m8 
stripped of every leaf, as also were the pota- | From this it appears that the cost of fuel on 4 
toes, and looked as if they had passed thro’|the New York and Erie—which runa for — 4 
& very hard winter; stumps of cabbaga a of its en cbogn oh Sekt woe = Te 

° : 5 —is 88- nD + x looked asif beheaded with a knife; squashes tenn per mile. .No leas than 10,083 cords oe 
ee 

aH 
ie
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ia of wood were cons duri 2 th =| -oFey. i akelag SERA es A a [ TOU Re ea the at a ihe oa 
i \. Pate} the’ nutiber of cords consumed during thelwude bulk would average 700 feet, if | 
i the year will amount to°120,384, or a pile | the mow is 12 or 15' feet deep, but if only 5 | | peters S-cer cetera 

“havoc made in our forests by that insatiable ae eames, 
ay devourer, the locomotive, and how long will ee 
a ' || it'take to shave the country as clean as a | F4IR OF THE FARMERS AND MECHANIC's | 

¢) state-prison conviet’s poll ? No wonder that Club, snd of the Wis, Frnit Growers! Association 
ee: ” — - eae mia as to pn We had the pleasure of attending'the con- | 

: Vile ood payee should ae ye Joint: Faits of the above associations, on 
j ||| |-oftemtah aa ebGnomieel aed seer Thursday the 25th of Sept., and were highly 

1 | ttite for thie wood burning furnace, in an ap- | interested in what we then_apd there saw. 4 — adapted to coal. Several such have | The new Fair Grounds, just north of the en- | 
e _ a vet eee have | terprising village (almost city) of Whitewa- | 

; i ha eee oe tatekie- ter, are ample—containing ‘about twelve i 

ia niscndinapentchevkiattiee | St a, 4 calbt Gnd wnt aidistect sckahisins aa closed with a high fence.:.» Around the | 
eS A ras cia sheet, dries seat er whole, like 4 circular border, is:a driving 

a i sively is the question. DeSrGe! | eetey of peas. e-naile tn trent, high, by | a. E cae “+ | the way, is afine feature in Fair:‘Gronnds, if | 
p TO ASOERTAIN| THE WEIGHT OF HAY BY | properly used—for showing, horses, or for | 

o ( SET well regulated faney riding, and driving. | 3 aaeaenenes ees going tee Near the centre of the. circle; a tasty, sub- | 

. seat ater araaetan hte anal and ry ig ore wor, 
ae, aton!! In ‘a work, published,some years n eroded yy Epes} Pee ccasical | 
a: } ago, we think the’ Lider sant 268 cubical | Hall; and, all. in all, the entire:getting up | 
oe i feet of hay in a mow, which had become | of the grounds and fixtures, reflect the high- 

Be |] “ae sare Low, weigha smshing pe | oe cort ped thee entering. and per | 
: than 112 Iba tocthe onti ao me cone severing projectors. Whitewater is emi- | 

ae eompreneiin thal Se eae 140 to 180 | Bently lacky in having a few thorough and | 

; Tag and ten old 200 Tbs.” Or from 270 | good workers for public wprojests of this | 
482 cuble feet will ‘indke & ton. kind. Messrs. Starin, and) Newcomb, and | 

a aw : : ’ | | - wnt bare had Se Renee pis their estimable ladies, are ainong the most 
ie years gS RG they iE itowing Waray eminent of this lesb; and Whatsoever they 

i ; Which we" intended for markets For | Ubdgrtuke is sure; &¥ept for reasons beyond 
a several years’ we sold hay from this building, | hnman control,» +» é | 

Bd: 1] both weighing and measuring the quantity | . The display of animals and articles was | 
c sold, till at last we came to.the conclusion | large, varied and good; embracing numbers | 
A FES unnecessary. a of fine horses. Their trotting speed was | 
a6 : vg 4 ah Bnscar one heer aad tested on the course, at 9 o'clock A.M. We | 
ag vendnes, and, so at we hava learned,’ the did not ‘witness it; but the time made speaks | 
ae \|| purchasers were well. satisfied. It, appears | well for the horses. The track lacks about 

5 to soply well i Ae Brnathiyy ABU; gleat 50 rods of a mile, and being new, was not | 
| er, OF & mi of the two. ‘ake a i . i 

a, ‘mow of from 12 ‘to 15 teet in depth, and a saaek. e be used. The time 

“which has' ‘been filled with’ huy,’ as it'was | 5 9. Ss forge | 
i ||| _Starre from the field nod has been: ying til eens Gana o ietnsd arenas. || 
i pring, and measure the length breadth und | p. Wintermilte, Mate, ..secsccs-ceceerssssSmy ATCO | 

| igh ‘a feet—mnultiply.ithem ,to gat the Cx bam eee ate | 
i} oo! eet Leia penne xe done Pg Hale Bitek Wensel,..-..0.-...-.-..2- 2m, ST see. 
|| BARseeh the breadth 20 foot, and the height |The show of cattle waa ood j Suibracing 
]] perteet a8 Sines 20\aneke, 800, snultiplied | Dagmadis; Devons and \Graides,° “Among the 

j {| ae ‘equals 12,800. cubie feet, which being | 5 aS ee | H ||| iakvided by 700, tbe number of feet thet make irit dass were the ‘bulls ‘of H. D. 'Cénverse | 
; | eon 96 apes will gross 157 tons. fand T) Like. |" Mesere."R. Armstrong, 0. P. 
H 4| .The, top of the mow, say about one-third, “Dow;/anid others, 'thowed good Durhams. | 

|
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| | Mr. Wilds had a good Devon bull, There j often’ neglected by those exhibiting fruit. 1 5 
were also several pairs of handsome working | H. Weed, Esq., of Lima, exhibited a small | } st 

| | atte. Messrs. J. M. Converse, A. F. Rich- | but choice lot of Winter apples, Also Mr. | j : 
| mond and J. Thayer showed some specimens | H. Beebe, and A. B. Pratt, of Racine. But | | - 

| of blooded and grade steers. Aaron. King | the most attractive article, was a choice lot | i pe 
and others, showed excellent cows and splen- | of grapes, of the Isabella, Catawba and Olia- {| Ae8 
did calves ; we had no time to examine the | ton varieties, grown by Henry Russell, on | | 3, 
stock as carefully as we could have wished, | the shore of Geneva Lake, in Wal. county. | i 

The sheep were fair in amount, and of | They were as fine as need be, and eatre- | | a 
| more than average good quality, TheSpan-|markably well, as a goodly company can |} ite 

‘ish’ Merino bucks of Mr. H. Hemmingway | testify, who partook of the same sort, ay» | ly 

‘and Elisha Williams, stood pre-eminent im | desert, after a good dinner that day, at the || a 
that class. The French! Merino buck of 8. | hospitable board of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Starin. | we 

| B. Newcomb was a fine animal, and took the | Pears and Peaches were wholly wanting {| ae 
| vréemium. Mr. H.E. Coon and Mr. O. P.| at the show. , We had almost forgotten to iI eS 

} | Dow had decidedly good sheep of the same } mention that there were two applesonexhi- | ei 
| class, B.B. Trnsatuan had a handsome lot, | bition of lust year’s growth; one of thema | | ro 

| embracing.a buck, and ewes and lambs, of | Red Romanite; the other we did not know. | | “ 
| Spanish Merino. There were also many| “But we mustclose for want of space, altho’ | | ee 

| other good specimens, more than we have | there are still many things we would liketo {| 9. + 
| space to.particularize. refer to. Sufficeit tosaythattheenterprise |! 9 

The show of hogs was nothing extraordin- | so far shown by the F.&M. Club, and the |: et 
ary, although there were some good speci- | Wis. F/G. Association, arehighly creditable {| > 
mens. The same of chickens. We noticed | to all concerned, and promise along career |! 
none except a fine cuop of Shanghais, shown | of usefulness. P. ii is 

| by Dr. Riddell of Palinyra. sainasiinGaabeniak eae same eiiie. . (1 2 
| The’ vegetable kingdom we found no time ; wen r i a 

i to examine; but understood it was “big.” We see in the western papers, notices of | | ay 
z : @ newly invented plow, which promises to |} 12g 

~The Mechanical and Manufacturing de-| he very valuable acquisition, if what is | | aid 
partment was creditably sustained, and fore- | said of it be pprrect. Mr. E.. Asnort, for- St 
moat’ in this list were Messrs. Winchester | mer editor of the Valley Farmer at St. |} od 

| & De Wolf, with their fine plows and various aplasceyrives sa Want Dene: nee : ie | | ad 
farm implements ; also a good looking lotof to witness the Jhet exneciuental aa eet | ie 

cook stoves, manufactnred at their estab- | new prairie plough, the first. of which has ei 
lishment, “by an enterprising firm recently | just been finished at the Eagle foundry. in |} “i 

from the East. Their work appeared equal | this city. Mr. Jesse Frye, its inventor and | eS 

| té anything imported. We hope they will vatlae, ols es dipped: sypbatio, and } ot 

Inget with the success such an enterprise de- biinself in the frau fat af fiventors. The | “Ay 
i mands, Stoves should not be imported from plow of which we speak is styled “Anad- | "Se 

the East, any longer than is actually neces- | jnstable anti-friction carriage plow;” and || Br 
| sary. when we say that with tat ares attached || . : 

Tar Ws. Frurr Growers’ Association z it, aaa a Sete wile ane 1 a 
| : . ve inches thick was rapidly turned in the || eg 

mnake a good show in. the 2d story of the | 1 eer Kind of praitie cod and that too in |) 5 
| Hall, for this uncommon barren season. Ap- ground that had been beat down hy cattle, | att 

ples were the predominant feature, and emm-| and dried by the summer's dronth, unti! it | | é “4 
| Braved # fair range of varieties; mostly late | was as hard and as dry as ground can be, |) 9 *,_ 
| autumn and winter, Mr. A. G: Hanford, of + 9 mos not os ‘us eeravngant i a 

- * 5 ott : when we le it one’ o! e.. inyen- S 

| ‘Waukepe, had.geing, thirty varieties. of AP” | tions of the age. Moree in this trial, | t 4 + 
| ples, labelled trae to name, also some choice | the driver of the team and the inventor of | | a 
| specimens ef (Grapes, from the vineyard of | the plow, both heavy men, rode at their || ' 

| | Mr:\Smiley Shepherd, ‘of Hennepin, Illinois. | ea%é on a seat Prepared for the purpose,and §) 

| Mr TE. J; Statin, also, hail'an extensive and | Placed over the Plough. Ttappears.avery |) * 4 
City “bas all properly labelled, paar machine, €asily Suet an nob || jag 

good variety of apples, an Pees Ss Tiablé to get out of repair. An ordinary || 2 
which by the way is an important thing, too ' plow-man can ride at his ease,managethe | | 

- Sareea CRASS SS RON 5 
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per ms said ent cea A se- | Plow,” invented by Mr. Jesse Frye, is an im- it number of the best mechanies and scien- | portant improvement on an low now ii tific men of this city, all, withont a dissent- a and will do more work with leas owt ing voice, pronounced themselves wonder- | than any plow with which we are ac- fully pleased at this success, and considered quainted. 
that it would save at least 75 per cent. of| We need only add, that since the above the power usually employed in breaking | noticed trial of the plow was made, it has 

| “Bhat with team of four holon they oval | earn ete several other tral, and in cases has su ; e exact easier break four acres per day of prairie, | amount of the power saved cannot be ascer- oe ered could oS wake with an nine tained except by the use of the dynamome- ing team of twelve oxen. me of | ter. 
ine mene bartiiee about this plow are: ; To see two or three horses breaking prai- It is supported ‘on 8 carriage which | rie with a plow cutting twenty-six inches— runs on four wheels. This carriage takes | the plowman seated comfortably on a seat ne ae weight of i Blom, leaving. nothing ated os plow—ha,ing the team and the dragged on the ground. It also over- | plow at his perfect control—is a gratifyii comes ae a land ide friction—the share ae wondertil sight even in these days ‘of : being irmly in its position by its at- | progress. 
tachment to the frame.of the earriage, can- mise +000 not ee upon the ana mide. aha =n FALL PLOWING. the plow is out of the ground, a boy twelve| . ... oie . 
years old can move it all about the lot, a ER - all Plowing may be 
feat not easily performed by two men with 1. In autumn, the team having become in- an ordinary breaking plow. ns a ured to work through the summer, is more Second—The mold-board is composed of | vigorous and better prepared for labor than anti-firiction rollers, which are arranged in | inthe spring, and other farm work is less the most scientific manner, 80 as to lift the | pressing in its demands upon the time and turf and tarn it over, with the least possible attention than in that bustling period. Let 
resistance, thus overcoming nearly all the | 91) the plowing be done which is possible in ene ng _.. i the fall, and = the spring work would give @ believe Mr. Frye perfected an im- | abundant loyment to the farmer and his provement in the plow which is of immense teams, in "aeiee manure, cross-plowing, importance to the farmers of our country, cultivating, harrowing, &c. 
and as the principle is equally ee to} 2. Inthe fall, low, moist lands are gener- ' plowing all kinds of land, we pre: ict a great | ally in better condition for plowing than in 
change in the manner ot performing this | the spring time. We say generally, for this ; hitherto laborious but necessary part of farm | season low, moist lands are decidedly moist, labor. We learn from Mr. Aa that he will | at present.’ Still, we cannot hope for an: | visit several of the fairs this fall. better state very early next year, and it 

We add to the above the following from | plowed as they should be, wet lands . will the Illinois Farmer : suffer very little from water through the ! “On the 16th of August there was a pub- | Winter, _ ‘ ‘ lic trial of this plow on the cape Bottom | 8. Stiff, heavy soils, plowed in autumn, ! Seg at Wit fe called « ’s Ferry.’ unten, by ac ” water ana ep 
: e trial was made on what is called ‘s more therough disintegration—clays are pul- ground,’ the ompliont oe of Spence verized and crumbled, and heavy joams and could be found in the whole prairie. The | hard pan lands are acted npon in a like man- | plow was put into the aay about three | ner and with like benefit. ; o'clock and was drawn by four horses. It} 4. Heavy, coarse swards, fall of rank ! did the work well, cutting some twenty-six ish and cette Paes subdued by inches. The ground was, of course, baked | plowing in the fall—their roots are more ot It was Ferd work forthe horses; but | apt to die ont) ae ee igs 

was conceded by good farmers present, | again than when plowed i a the spring. le that eight yoke of cattle would not = turf is better prepared, by its more advanced aoe a poe plow, ones tie ome state os decay, any pune ot hp reps whieh, 
wi which was cut by the Adjustal may be sown or plan’ pon 
Plow, with anything like the ease with which 5. Fall plowing disturbs the “wintet ar- 

ee a a eee adnger named prt present was organized into a meeting, and | pests, and also their eggs andlarvm. Thisis 

« Beste Wt ‘rm of is stling SAMEERA neh se La ae t @ sense of this meeting | sideration, es ly on fested wi that the “Adjustable Anti-Friction Carriage ! the wire-worm. 
ri li ts ri tly * 00d IE Tat frat Caw orls ud dalatye —eeaeaeaaaoaeaoeoaoaoaoaoaaaoaaaaeeeeeeeeeeee_ 
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The principal objections to fall plowing] the middle about two and a half feet in t 
are these ; width, and arched over sufficiently to sustain ot 

1. The loss of that fresh friable condition | any pressure that may ever be expected to +? 
readily permeable to air and moisture, and | be put upon it. When it is thus dug and te 

‘the consolidation of the soil by long ex-| arched, or bricked, it is ready for the cement, 
posure to changing and stormy weather. | which should be carefully put on at three : 
‘This, on soils of a light character, is 8 very | coatings, Good hydraulic cement, well put S 
serious oljentian to plowing in autumn. on, will make a permanent water-tight i> 

2. The loss of vegetable matter and the } lining for the cistern, which is cheap. and j 
gases of the same while in a state of decay, | not easily displaced. oy 
is another disadvantage. The latter is but The next important matter is the filter. ae 

| asmall loss, if the work is done late in the | Pure water cannot well be obtained in all 
|| fall, but often, on hill sides, a large part of | seasons of the year without a filter. . There at 
|| the soluble and floating organic matter is} are many modes of filtering cistern water. ae 

washed away by the heavy rains of winter | One is to dig a small cistern six or eight feet ae 
and early spring time. The soil is also con- | deep, near the, main one, and fit a filter in , 
solidated by the same influences. Heavy | the bottom of this, having first connected it ye 

|| swards thus situated would sustain less in-| with the main cistern by lead pipe. The oa 
jury than light swards or stubble Jands. orifice of the passage to the main cistern is oe 
" The advantages and ised vantages of this | first protected by bricks or stones. These ae 
practice may be appropriately followed by | are covered with a strong coarse woolen e; 
brief directions for performing the work : | cloth. Upon this is placed a layer of pow- : 

1. Do it in the best manner. . | dered charcoal ; _on this a layer of gravel; or 
2. Throw up low lands in narrow beds | another cloth similar to the first; then char- 5 

and cut cross furrows and draitis sufficient to | coal and gravel again. The more of these 3 
carry off at once all the surface water. This | layers the more perfect the filter. The ia 
will obviate gne great objection to fall plow- | must be so-placed that all the water shall 

ing. pass through them. The filter in all cisterns he 
8. Plow deep and narrow furrows—such | is made in*the same way. ee 

will best secure the action of the ameliora-| Another arrangement is to make two cis- y 
ting influences of frost upon the soil. A | terns of equal depth, one much larger than ms 
rough broken surface is better than a smooth | the other, and eonnect them at the bottom x 
one for this purpose. [Rural New-Yorker. | with E lead ay Tay up a brick arch a 

a areal tent ee as around the orifice of the passage in the large “2a 
membie pa ripe uses roared cistern, about two feet beh aaa make the ey 

In a previous nnmber we have spoken of | filter in this, Let the water from the roof i 
pure water as essential to health. We re-| into this cistern. The main body of the wa- ne 
gard rain water as pure, fit foruse. Howto | ter being in the large cistern, it will filter 3 
get it and keep it is the question now before | slowly, and the water will have time to set- gel 
ws. Todo this, cisterns must be made in | tle all it will, before going through the filter. es 
the ground. The size of cisterns may de-| There is prebably no better plan for good re 

ae the amount of water wanted. | water than this. The only objection to this —4 
They may vary from five to twenty feet in| plan, is that if the filter needs repairing or 4 
diameter, Aes from ten to twenty-five in| replenishing, the water must all be taken out ra 
depth. A deep cistern will keep the water | to do it. * 
cooler, and probably better. From sixteen |* Still another plan, is to make a large and a 
to twenty feet is a good depth. | We are of} 4 small cistern, the large one half the depth ag 
the opinion that excellent water can always | ofthe small one. Make the filter in the a 
be kept in cisterns of that depth. From six | large one as in the last named Re In this a 
to nine feet is a good width for ordinary fam-| the water filters quicker, without time to, . “te 
ily purposes. . They should be dug round, | settle; but the filter can be repaired without 3 
and with the utmost regularity, be perpen-| the loss of the water in the small one. Oe 
dicular, the bottom smooth, and a little hol-| Some divide the filtering cistern with a ay 
lowed in the middle, to facilitate the process | brick wall, and place a filter in this, and an- + 
of cleansing, and give greater permanency to | other at the aperture as above, making two nee 
the coat of cement. A permanent clay soil| filters. This doubtless will give excellent = 

is generally solid enough when well dug,and| water. Whatever plan is adopted, care 2 
the sides. well smoothed and cemented, to} should be taken to do it well. Tet all the i 
make a lasting cistern; but it is always best | work be done well, and of good material 3) 
to brick over the bottom and sides. This! and there can be no doubt of securing good mt 
gives the most reliable permanency if the | water. [Valley Farmer. st 
bricks are properly laid. It prevents any Ga eT 2 
water pressure from bursting in, and makes} Lanor drives away three of our most in- ae 
a 80lid basis forthe cement. . The top should | veterate enemies, viz: ennui, vice and pov- os 
be arched over with brick, leaveng a hole in ' erty. : 5 

= 4 
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: SONG OF THE AUTUMN LEAVES. | “I will state why I think hy corte girls : 
are yet to prove ‘the hope this country. || B- 

; J signe poe ara Théwduigh it towns and oe are becom 
* ee aprmatn Sen cules Seca so universally unhealthy, and so almost uni- |) > 

, Weave cuseped tue Red eGtieare’ | versally ektaghipint: Rolish, and fishiona- | if 
: Through Susmmners ike risers; ble, that ‘meriare almost in despair of getting {| 

, ts Darning Risk | wives'who sre not invalids, and providing |, 
is ‘An have fleaked the Baruh with b Deanty | them with what they demand‘ atter they | 
} When the moon wee je Hhesty. | have married them. “Unless a young man || 
p> “We have listened to the warbling | has the fortune (good or bad) to be the in- || 

es Pe fiesh oh le vheritor of wealth, he’ must' spend the best |} We murmures ‘an écho ‘ °, * sha } . When by. rovening. zephyrs stirred ; | bloom‘of his youth a acquiring robes | 
And when ‘the heavens were weeping,’ | start ‘upon,’ as péople are expected to begin | 

% Euliastetosmeneee i no qt! Bs eveti in high places would || 
B ‘Then played it o'er again, i go to the cbintry for their choice, if'they |! 

¢ “Our coming brought new lustie | met there equal réfinement with intelligence. i| 
c ‘To.many 4 drooping eye— | Women are preparing to take a noble stand |; 

Veer A sonlignt i history, and they earinot do it in igno- | 
MES We are falling now on grave mounds, rance. : i 

? Where beautoous forms are ids |__*Town girls’ have thé advantage of more i 
: They do won ay ae eS highly polished’ inanners' and voce? accom- | 
5 ative i plishments ;' but country girls eee \| 

/ + 4 een eee more to recommend them as rivals ‘of their || 

ie "ish Cer irs foudield Hawley td ecm, beat 5 - : na hours; uséhold knowledge, ‘economy, ; 
a Wie aad ne lnper stay (and consequently beauty,) simplicity, affec- || 

j We have felt the of Autuma, ‘| tion, and freshness of impulse and thought, I 
. ee Ree carie 50 | When they have cultivated minds, they have || 

ae: COUNTRY GIRLS. more chance in theit favor for good sense I 
vs TT hig ¢ and real ability, because so much of their || 

s Mura Victoxta Futter, in the Ohio Cul- | time is: not demanded by the frivolities of || 
oan in a sisterly way, thus talks to coun- | sostadg: The aide eso Fereigraoots- | 
of Bo , PY lishments could easily-be caught by such a 

i ~The furmer’s daughters, are soon to be iTnind from a very little contact» ith ‘the | : the lite as well as the pride of this country | world, ’ 198A 1 
if me See wore wach no sess of would ot speak au though ot frist’ | 

yet and can show. 1 seek not to Hatter thems were deficient in education. Many | 
for before they can become this, they will ae and talented itil may Hy 

ei ae to aa an earnest ou of one creme be found among them ; ‘but'I would seek ‘to I 
— kinds. There are ‘some who deprecate their | awaken'the ambition of all to become that || 
aot condition, and:some who have a false pride —_ and favored class‘which they ought | 

init, because they demand more considera- | to be, if they will but unite! refined caltnre |] 
i tion than they merit. A want of intelli- | with their other most excellent’ graces.” | 

, gence upon all the subjects of the day and] «4 sweet conutry hone) with roses and || 

4 of x refined education, is no more excusable honeysuekles trained to dlimb over it, with |! 
F in'a country than in-s town-bred girl, in| pond taste, intelligence, and beauty within, | 

ae me, seve * ean and new POR. ‘toil enotigh. to’ insure health, = Jeieure 1 
Ea oa rls raged ‘intance ) books 

bi cannot be tent away from home to hondne, | ooo dinewrh, waa Goleveliibe cena |! 
2: schools; but men of superior,-minds_ and.) with peace, plenty, and Jove, is surely one of ) 

knowledge of the world, would rather have | the paradises which beaven has left’ for the I 
oe for wives, women well and properly educa- attainment of mian:'? i | 
me ted at home. And this education can be sees baci | 

x liad whenever the desire isnot wantung.. Aj |The N. Y. Stare Ag. Connex wasyiat-s 
¥ taste for reading dees Wonders; and an recent, meeting of the! Board ‘of Trustees: lo- 
i earnest thirst after knowledge is almost cer- | cated at Ovid. | The farm selected: contains 
i tain to attain a sweet draught from the| 670 acres, and extends ee 
i ‘Pierian Spring.” There isa ‘farmer's daugh-.| Ovid’ to Soneeai hake. «Its a beautiful Joca- 

ter’ in this very room in which I am writing | tion, ths ees of soil; and:is well 
i —a beautiful; refined and intelligent woman, | caleul: vfor; the institution—as we learn 
4 in whose girlhood books were not so plenty | from a correspondent whose article (on that 
Hi as now, and who obtgined Ler fine education | and other Senéca Oo,::topies) ‘is necessarily 
¥ under difficulties which would have discour- | deferred. “At the samiemesting, Hon: Sam} 
i aged any but one who had a true love for | Cheever was elected President of the Col- 
i study. lege. {Rural New Yorker. 
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: THE WONDERS or tbia!EUBBER. 1 ameter, ae so strong that a man weighing | 

| ate ..itwo hundred pounds can press his whole ~ 

i} nabh ion ache A aes bi Joie | retght on one of them,~and not break it. | 

(it ofa i Sard a ae rt | 
| Goods,” into-which the: ra enters’ most | : mH i a| 

largely. There is in New-York a eompany | material They, are Ben. elegant seis { | 

- galled the Beacon’ Datu ‘Company, which is |“ muERE: [Boston Journal. i 1h) 

devoted to the manafacture of thix class of) apie i ears rr ; 

goods, By a process that originated with | SHORT CHAFTER OM SEEDS. | 

> Mr. Chaffee, coal tar is mixed with the rab-! | True, a seed isa seed: but itis a good | 

|, ber, and the compound makes one: of the | deal nore than a seed. It is a history, and _ | 
| most solid, elastic, and elegant articles that | jg is ready for another history. A whole 

|| can be found in the market. “It resembles | summer is‘wrapped up inthat pea, A whole 

|| polished stone, ixias black as coal, needs n0} summer wrought to form that bean. A 

|| finish, and bas of itself as-hard and exquisite | whole summer spent its time about that ear 

{| a polish as itvis possible tor: any metal to }of corn. It came’ forth small as a neeille. 

| eur. ‘There seems to be no end to the arti- | [t stood tremulous'and yellow for weeks, it 
|| eles into which it canbe made. Canes of | waxed apace in June, it rustled in July, it ” | 

|| theimost elegant form and appearance are | stood up -the: noblest of all the grasses'in | 
|| constructed vatof it, and.are ae as $0. "August, with d mahy-ftinged band of flowers | , 

|| muh steel; while.they have all the elasticity jon its lap, and with little baby ear ar its |, 

| of whalebone. Cabinet work, inlaid, and | breast, with silken hair banging down un- | 
|, mosaic, ornamental to the parlor anc the | combed yet tntangled, and spotted and pow- 

|| chamber; spectacle bows and glasses for | dered with pollen. This is the time to wan- | 

| the eye are made so light as to be no annoy- | der in the corn! You are hidden at six | 

| ance, while their elastic character causes steps. It is a pet forest. People ride past. | 
| them t6 sit firm to ‘the head; opera-glasses, [an ‘wagons Toll within a few rods of you, | 

castors, sand-stands, ink-stands, brushes for | and yoware unseeing and unseen. The wind | 
| the hair, that cannut, be harmed by hot wa- | comes in gentle puffs, and sets all the pliant | | 

| ter, tape lines, pen-holders, pencil-cases, | sword leaves a-quake. “Little birds that do: 

cigar-cases, government boxes for the army /not know thut you ‘are there, flyin und | 

| and navy, government buttuns, and an end-| alight within’ hand reach, but ata glance, | 

| less variety ‘of articles, are thus made,. and | seeing their mistake, fly as if the tasval was 

| thearticlesare of the most elegant character $)) hot and burned their feet! We see all that | 

| syringes ofa novel formandcharacter ; ma- jin those barrels of Tuscarora corn, in that ”} 

| chines for oiling cars and engines, ou a new | white flit corn, and in ‘that yard-long ear | 

|! principle, indicate that this new use of rub- | of yellow flint. [H: W. Beecher. | 

ber is to work a complete revolution in the a wee } 

arts and manufactures. Sch : Hanyvzstixe Turnirs.—Pulling turnips; 

| But one of the greatest applicationsof this | a44 cutting off the tops by hand and knite, 
new rubber manufacture i3 the new tele-] which is almost the universal practice | 

graph wire that is made from it. It, needs | among American farmers, is about as far be- ' 

| no poles, as it is laid on the ground, It | hind the age of improved husbandry as dig- | 

i] needs no covering; a trench of a few inches ging up the land with a hoe, instead of 

| is dug; the rubber telegraph wire is put in | plowing. In England, turnips are generally ij 

| and covered up; the wire is enclosed with | hlanted in drills; at pulling time, the laborer 
| the rubber; no; dampness: can affect it;, no passes along the row, with a light, sharp 

| storm, can render the wires inoperative ; NO} hoe, with which “he dextrously cuts off the 

insect sever; ne rust correde. It would 4p-| tops, throwing them by the same motion in- 

| pear fabulous if we should state the miles of'| 4, the hollow between the rows. _ Another 

| wire that have already been engaged, and person follows with another hoe, waich he | 

the goods cannot be maile fast enough to | strikes below the bulb, so as to cut off the | 

paces the demand. | tap root, throwing the turnips of two rows | | 

i Tho government ‘of the United States is| together, ready to gather aod earry to the | 

| now: the best eustomer of the Beacon Dam } pile or cart for storage. Sometimes one 

| Company, The call,for the navy and army hand performs both operations of topping | 

button is immense; the article up slogans and digging, but two work'to the best 'ad- | 

the naval button has on it the motto, “Don’t \ vantage. | 

give up the’ship.” And so ie are these Prrevgeh 013 Sx evened & 20 , 

ce Ont ars if camiaee > on es ’ Tar Counrry is both the philosopher's 
oak plan! pressure applied, it can i a . 

| piskeclsag into the;plank, and will come out garden, and im 1S ee he sade aod. * 

nuharmed; and the goyernment shaving- | cmtémplates the spowery wistom an good 

boxes, which are about three inches in di- | ness Of 'God.— Wm. Penn. 
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SIT UPRIGHT. T 

“Sit upright! sit upright, my son !* said STOCK REGISTER. 
a Jady to her son, George, who had formed IMPORTED FRENOH MERINOS. 
& wretched habit of bending whenever he sr 
sat down to read. His mother had told him Mr. J.R. Page was at the farm of the 
that he could not breathe right unless he | [llinois. Breeding Association, at Summit, 
~ spake But oe no es pe ee Cook County, in May last, and took the 

e would, in spite o ‘is mother conld say. ji 
WBit upright, Master George!” oried is es A wt a ee Pee maaeeee chad 

teacher, as George bent over his copy book Po! PEA ee ote Sa Eas, 
at school. “Ifyou don’t sit upright, like |@,” and ewes No, 2 and 5, selected from the 
Master Charles, you will ruin your health, | celebrated. flock of Monsieur Ougnot, of 
au possibly sia of raat i ngs obo Seine and Oire in France, and purchased for 

r George. He did no! iat 
want to die, and he felt alarmed. So after = eae en eee 

- school he said to his teacher :— meee 43 
“ Please, sir, explain to me how bending There are still a few fall blood yearling 

over when I sit can canse me to have the | rams and a few ram lambs for sale out of 
‘ consumption f” 4 i this buck and imported ewes. Address 8. 

“That I will, George,” replied his teacher, | Gogk, care of Hon. John Wentworth of 
with a cordial smile. “There is an element | (y Ilinoi Boe dateay or 
in the air called oxygen, which is necessary | “"2°98% aes yetusemento 
to make your blood circulate, and to hale it | Sargent Cook. 
purify itself by throwing off what is called TTT ees et a 
its carbon. When you stoop you cannot| Inreresrise 10 Bankers axp Woon 

take in a sufficient quantity of air to accom- | Growzrs.—While this country is receiving 

plish these purposes ; hence, the blood be-|iarge shipments of gold from California, tt 
comes bad, and the air cells in your lungs ill be tarot tuterest! to’ all to EA 
inflame. The cough comes on. Next the |W) be # matter ob interes os oy. | 
lungs ulcerate, and then you die. Give the something of the products of that “mine of 
lungs room to inspire plenty of air, and you j untold wealth,” Australia. Over $100,000,- ' ngs o inspire plenty y 
will not be injured by study. Do you un-|000 worth of gold has been realized in that 

! derstand the matter now, George!” country during this year, without much in- 
: “T think I do, sir, and I will try to sit up x! 2 2 
; hereafter,” said George. terfering with other products of that coun- 

——* ecm sca ae a try; indeed, the wool crops are better than 
sas ,|ever, and the recent sales in England exhib- , 

' These are not best perhaps on sma.l farms, | ited ‘atm market. Some of the Australian 
vie TT abi ae ps sore, of sheep owners: were attending the sales of * 

: val . -In the ie shame tbe 
London, thive several forins of portable-en- their clips ‘in London, and there ae, 

gines are advertised. A good engine of five whose flocks numbered 60,000 head, ‘giving 
horse power can be furnished for $500, or | & clip of 300,000 lbs. of wool in the grease, 

i $100 for one-horse power.* The engine is} which brought 15d.—say 80 cents, being a 

placed on a track, drawn to the place where | value of $90,000 for a clip, of which half is 
i it is needed, the band wheel is connected rofit. » Sueh property, with so certain and 

i with the machinery to be driven, the boiler | P' > | 

is filled with water, and the fire lighted, |Tegular a marxet as London, where wool is | 
One-fourth of a cord of dry wood, hard and | free, is better than gold digging, even in a | 

= — will drive a ase enginé | profitable gold country. | 
. change. —————_+00e 
| aa Tr Deore so Fu eo says 

—. wo very sows, and nine 

The ambrotype, as it is called, has sud-| 1: last week. ‘They died from eating salt, 
denly come into great favor with the public. a : 

It gives a positive picture, like the photo- which was put in a sheep trough. One sow 

graph, not a negative, like the daguerreo- | cost me forty dollars; and as these sows 

type. Taken on glass, and in a shorter time | were of pure blood, I had engaged some of 
than when the chemical is spread upon sil-| tno pigs at twenty dollars a pair.” 5 

ver, the lines seem sharper and more deli- [Ohio Farmer. 

cate; and backed whee tote so oasis | : * 

jcture does not require to be so carefully nar aa i 

Feld with taice i the light, inorder to! Kxowsmpar directs practice, yet practice 
be visible from al) points. ~ | increases knowledge. eons 

ee
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: | For the Farmer. | wool than the Spanish Merinos, to pay for 

HN | | ee the difference in the quality of the wool, and 

; | Yor, Sept. 20, 1856. in the food consumed by these large sheep | 
i} Messrs. Eprrors—tIn your magazineof the | more than common sizes. We know by i| 

z +} present month [ notice an article from the | observation that Mr. M. has an excellent || 

i | Michigan Farmer, by J. L. Wheelock, giving | stock of Freuch sheep. Eps. | | 

i t) the clip of ten of his Merino sheep, weigh- |» ee oe | 

a ') ing TL pounds, and your answer to his chal ‘THB FOOT BOT, 

. i | lenge, giving the weight of ten fleeces from} A.B. Dickenson, of Stéubercounty, New | 
|| your sheep, weighing 80 pounds. York, delivered an address some two years 

on 3 To show that Wisconsin is hard to beat, I $e rhe, Sag | 
, will give an account of the weight of the hevebde’e Ope th aie See ata i 
y fleeces of afew of mine. I have a few Meri- | foul in the feet ttle: fe waid, “| have | 

y | nos, from the tleck of J. D. Patterson, of | had some. jence for'twenty-five years, || - 
4 Westfield, N.Y... They are mostly a cross |'with what ceen 4 ope of the 

|| of French and Spanish... The clip from the | most Jnjurione Sistas ta: eattley-and mots | 
| Jot, (81,) weighed “249 Ibs, and ‘sold, with Siccntenenseni, ay 

& | about an equal quantity af coasse:wool at $4! yon with one of twenty-f eyes sopera- || 
- || gents per pound. The fleeees could all have en ee ee pd will: Se in |, 

ae | been increased by good care and keeping, | which the disease) was “most . ant, || 
Hi 1 will give the weight of ten fleeces, to | which was in 1850. p Porclaan iH that I 

ae }} match yours—all from ewes mostly having’ faster aie han 30,000 sheep, and, not i 
‘ t i than 1,000 head of cattle upon farm: | 
= | early lambs: Darin 1 peuabirhi "season: Ries |f 

* No. 2—% French, 3 Spanish,...........s-+e+1Ibs, 6oz. rer ee 5 wore aise im || 
me: i «6° @ Fall Bléed,...<-cs.seccce-c-.seccccce-s8L&. oe | Oe ee ye ee pecorrs WIC | 
_ 1 ESS Toomer a Pipeety herte =) > the rot, and» cats » they! en “this de- || 

a> \]J (= «as Seon ea all the way fromObio'to sell ine their sheep, 
l] [ae st) eee CS pee: phis-acoount, My remedy is 

e “905% © Mo © ..ns. 0s... -.-- Sim 1Sege So ae ar teesa> emer 

: jj Naga Pw coeur iociitbe son | Simple and<plain, aud my cure equally-sure. | 
ae Dap «© ow TUTTI tonbe. soe: | Efemepd three’ eornered field, and at the | 
. B “ Total, ....4..0.-0eereesseeeces sees eees SRM IbE, Sy pointed corner | make ‘adane.- this lane, 1} 

ee 1 have a ewe } French, which at 27/ or neck of the field, T set 8 trongh twelve i| 

i, ;| months old had sheared (at two clips,) 26 feos ting, waive inches deep, of the same |; 
Fe Ibs. of wool, and had a lamb four months | Width, aa I aa someone ine, 

4 js A substantially, fi out, then cover the 7 E | old. I have also the oe as certificate east Siti boards. so {that only one 

4 ; from iy shearer of last year: sheep or steer can go through the lane ata 
; | - York, May 12, 1855. | time. In a trough I ay 50 or 100-ponnds || 

: | T have this day sheared for E. D. Montrose, | of blue vitrol, fill and keep it ax fall ea 1] 
i \ 4 yearling Merino ewes, which sheared a8 / 93 jt should be, coveriug the liquid over | 
mt follows: 124, 123, 144, 93 Ibs. | with straw, and set the sheep or cattle || 

i! i J. W. Botox. | marching through. By leading a tame ox? | 
Me i| Some other State will have to next give | the rest will-follow. goss Uiegiiet dog, | 

: || im its evidence of wool-growing faculty. will start pen through, and onéman,* || | 
\! E. D. Moxrnose, | With a well trained oe, will drive through- i| 

i | | lS pee in Pe ey, This sie ileal thes |) 
vp Ht The shearing of our friend Mowrrose’s | disease. Tt will make or hoofs, or || 

1 | | sheep is certainly extraordinary, and highly | P°™ See goiter: off ah, x _— 
* || creditable to him and to the State. He POULTRY_THE BEST LAYERS. | 
‘ j| Seems to beat the rest Of us all to smash: M Eprrors—Noticing articles | 
. | | but when it is recollected that his sheep até | journal on the relative walseG cestaie ioeds | 
{ { | of the large Patterson French Merino stock, | of fowls for laying, permlt me to endorse | 

Hy | §nstead of the Spanish Merino, it makes no | recent uae oy the “Brooklyn* Hen | 
i small difference. Coop,” as to the qualities of the Black Span- 

Fi The main point we prided ourselves upon ee Leghorn fowls. have kept them 
™ the uncommon yield for Spanish Merino. ee ae ree ee i was J . - | other varieties, but find none to equal them 
. Well bred French sheep, we suppose, ought | in the quamuty or size of eggs—rarely evin- 
: to yield at least one half more weight of! cing a desire to set—in fact none of my Leg- 

; oak <
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horns have ever shown that desire. nee he understood the anatomy or the physiolo- aS 
| Spring I confined three hens and one cock of | gy of the animal ym well enough, or the i 

| | the following named varieties, each quartern | modus operandi of salt, when taken into the 
| in a seperate enclosure, and for 72 days kept | stomach, to, explain all the phenomena con- aad 

| an accurate account of their performances, | nected with this theory, or to confute all 7 
i| | whieh was as tollows, beginning Feb. 17and | the arguments which may be brotght up rs 
| | endirg April 39th: againstit; but, with him, experience was pS 

| | Leghorns laid 122 eggs—no desire to set. | worth all the theories that could be brought iw 
i Spanish do 103 do do do ' in conflict with it. He believed that salt, we 
| Bk Polands, 88 do do do ! stimulated the stomach beyond what nature &: 

i Geld do 66 do do do | required ; that it produced an unnatural <4 
{| | Grey Dorkias, 65—all setting April 15. | thirst, and caused the animal to drink more 2 
| Cochin Chiaas, 43 do do March 13. | water and take more food than the stomach 3 
i You have here the merits of the above | could properly digest, and this would neces- Tr 

| fowls as layers, as far as my experience goes. | sarily produce disease and premature death a 
} | Of course the great severity of the weather|in any animal. He referred to man ina =i 

| | at that time must be taken into considera-| savage state, as an instance of longevity ea 
if tion. . {R. W.P. in Country Gentleman. | over civilized life, when the body was not 4 
| Se ee eT oe eae with coddiments and highly sea- aa 
| eee ees | Soned victuals. Nothing wears the system ee 

{| Having occasion to call at a livery stable, | wore than over-excitement, or taxing the ite 
i not long since in ——, my attention was | Powers of nature beyond a certain limit. oe 
| | called to some fine looking horses, belonging He said the difference between a salted and “8 

i | to the proprietor, who is aman of more | #2 unsalted te Peete - the oat 
1 than ordinaryexperience in the m: ment | Perspiration. In the one, the salt will ooze f 

li | of Sie cet Tee cure of thames dieeaees out through the pores of the skin, and will he 
i | to which they are incident. I asked him | Often settle and dry on the hair, causing a a 

| | how it happened that his horses were in | Poughnessin its texture ; whereas, from a i 
| such good Might, and looked so much better | horse that eats no salt, the sweat will issue ing 
| than other peoples? “Ah!” said he, ‘there through the skin, as clear and as pure as 2 

| isa secret about that which I cannot tell| §Pring water, and leave the hair and skin = 
i| every one; and if I should, they will not| Soft, and in a healthy condition; and the ES 
|| follow my directions, and so I may as well fact that nature has diffused the article a 

{| || keep it to myself; but as I hate not yet ob- | #bundantly through the earth, is no more x 
\| | taineda patent, I will tell you, and then you proof that it was designed for the use of an- wey 

| | can act as you see proper. I will premise imals, than that men should resort to grog- s 
L || by saying ‘that I am not able to keep my shops because they are scattered with a . 

i horses and other stock in as bad condition | Plentifal hand over the country. If this og 
| || as some other folks do—it is too exes: was not an argumentum ad hominem, it was. of 
| || [have found out a cheaper plan, and it hap- | Cer" tainly presenting the subject in a light 34 
| | pens to be a much better one.” This ex- that I was not exactly prepared for, and 1 at 
| | cited my curiosity, and made me more anx- | #sked permission to reflect upon it a while. a 

{| ious to oa his secret. He then told me| _ Logieianstell us that there are two kindy os 
| that the whole of his secret consisted sim-| f reasoning—one they call @ priori, and a 
i || ply in this, that he gave his horses no salt, the other a posteriori: one is reasoning from a 
i and that he believed the use of it was dele- | cause to effect, the other from effect to . 

| terious to all animals. His horses, he as- | Cause. The latter is the kind of reasoning ad 

sured me, not only kept in goodorder with- | to be used in A ome case. Here we a 
out it, but they were freer from disease than | 8° the effect of itmpon animals—it sub- oa 

| they used to be, when he gave them as 1auch | jects them to disease, if we allow facts to a 
salt as they wanted. speak ; and it is our business to find out the a 

at This was new doctrine to me, and I could | cause. It is not enough to say that salt is 4 
| not receive it withont more evidence of ite | g004, because it has been aoe used, and is ‘= 
| orthodoxy. . I began to reason the case with | Universally believed to be advantageous to 4 

| | him; I told him that it was the commonly animals. If facts are found te contradict “4 

| received opinion that salt was strengthening universal practice, then we must conclude : 

| to animals—that it stimulated the stomach, | that universal practice is wrong. 5 
assisted digestion, and gave tone to the| This is a matter which I do not believe . 
whole aystem : that nature interided that it | can be fully and satisfactorily praved by any ’ 
should answer some valuable purpose, or | course of reasoning—it must be ascertained ‘oe 

| why would it have been so widely diftused | by actual experiment. Let no one say that od 

throughout all parts of the earth? it is useless to make the experiment. I 7 

‘He said these were the populor argu- | think a great deal depends upon it. a 

ments in its favor, and he did not know that [Tenn. Farmer and Mechanic. Eh 
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ca For the Farmer. 

7 TREE PLANTING. 

‘ “=P } ae Messrs. Eprrors—In the last number of 

5 Wes e ry the Farmer I find an article in favor of || 
ie OR REG), | transplanting fruit trees in the fall. I think 

SS tee yt) gi, | it is beneficial to take the trees upin the fall, || 

Cee TY Sy of as Oe but I would prefer to bury them in a slant- } 

OREN A = eid ing position, so that the body and part of 

ae ae Peis = are the top are covered, and plant, them out in | 

yee ON eg my emeengciese) | the spring. It seems to me that the south 

#2 RS 4 uot arith: E | and south-west winds are more drying in |! 

OR TICU LT U RE Wisconsin than anywhere else in the United || 

H *| States. We know that when any limb or \ 

a ae es — | body of a tree shrinks to a certain extent it || 

ro lng sen fe = subaaged will die off, and I think it isin consequence |! 

= vo MikOsDERDIED SOFIE BET T-| of the destruction 6f its sap vessels. For || 

. should beshielded fom mice, rabbits, this reason, when-trees are plantedin the || 

sheep and other animale, "It is)a great apa fall, particular care should be taken to keep \| 
take to leave orchards unfenced, and liable the roots secure from frost during the win- | 

RPP Tapped, brow eet ant . ap ars ier, and to protect the body of the tree from | 

es injured, snd often wholly destroyer’) 44,4 drying winds. I never plant my trees 

+ er deeper than the cultivated and pulverized || 

Se aa ae aan eee A a earth, and when this is not sufficiently deep | 

eel ee a Sue en 2 I supply the deficiency with a little mound | 
covered for the winter. Raspberry bushes acoustic tea CAME treo sopaedoes Sdiamip \ 

at ot _ inthe apme HAT snC950 Pes soil, butno standing water. Mulchingisthe | 
ing taken in all cases not to bend them so very best-way to keep trees in a good grow- } 

pry < ee: cant aad ing condition, Round the body of atreefor | 

| a flbaces! a an a adores with any | * distance of fiye or six inches the ground I 

= oe Pe Z Pah This onetian A should be compact, and high enough so that | 

oe itted i] it is too | W2e™ the snow melts around the body no | 

ee mega en Rae eae crevices will be formed. It seems mice love i 

ey and the grotmanare over thestrawber-|® 42k sheltered place in which to take their | 
s a ial other tender vegetables and meals. The great botanist Linneus said that 

% Pat our roots and vegetables all the seat of life in a plant was the pith, (me- \ 

‘well. into ome most articles of this kind duila ;) later botanists deny the assertion, || 
| 3 i é | 

keep the better for being mainly excluded we bay om sea Seater e | 

| fees Bi oe | TEE &e. for table | sound a tree will live without the pith; but | gin ; ; | 

na oe eee whet the Yrist'ts destroyed the'ttes witl-die. || 

cane that they are not kept so warm as But by denying the necessity of the pith, it \\ 

: to grow, sit nearly spoils them for cooking. was perhaps overlooked that the bust has its | 
> | 

Look well to the seeds and roots that are cellular texture, (tella cellulosa,) and those | 

kept for next.year’s planting; that they are pores re we see so plainly in cutting \ 

not nibbled by mice, or otherwise destroy- | 8¢ross the grain, serves, in my opinion, a5 

ed. Saving seeds seasonably and well, is a pith for every year’s growth. These pores 

matter of much importance to those who are, sigs saga laphag ese Panes 

would know what they are doing. Look up Se ee pie a eee e eae > 

the garden tors cet ti a a Pat | ofthe ast. "When we ake off the foliage of ‘ ; 

Don’t neglect this, from thinking it a trifling | * mb towards the end of the growing sea- 
thing. It will save you much expense and | °° 6° early that it is not prepared for win- 

yexation on the opening of Spring. ter, and too late to torm new leaves, the limb 

eae
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will surely die. In this country leaves do] Trees established in the ground, with 

not fall off from young trees early, and some | sound roots and neck, will recover from a 
kinds keep on growing until December. light injury, such as received in transplant- 

Notwithstanding this, I have taken up|ing. As to the selection of trees, there is a 
apple trees about the middle of October, af-| great diversity ot opinion; some say root- 

ter I had taken off the foliage, and buried | grafted, some high grafted—some say bud- 

them up and planted them in the spring as | ded in the root, some Bigh ‘up; and’T don't 
soon as the frost. was out of the ground, and | know all what; but fitmers Well kriow by 
with the exception of the Roxbury Russett, | this time that every one‘ praises the highest | 
every one did well, The foliage has to be | what he himself has to sell; ‘and Iwouldad- | 
taken off, for a tree with the foliage on out} vise farmers to ascertain for themselves 
of the ground will in a short time dry to such | whether the tree vender has the ability and 
an extent as todie. The starting point for | honesty to sell you the kinds of trees that 

the next year’s growth is evidently the bust | you desire, and when you plant them out 
with the pores below it, and when these | you can see for yourselves that the trees have 

parts are fully perfected, I think it danger-| sound bodies and a good last year’s growth. 
ous to expose the tree to the shrinking pro- | Such trees, raised in your own neighborhood, 
cess by extreme dry and cold winds; but to| are the kind you ought to buy; never mind 
take them up in the fall before a severe frost | the manner in which they are gotten up, for 
comes over them, I think, is highly benefi-| if your neighbor got them so far by proper 

cial. To understand this more plainly we | care, you can surely get them further. 

have to consider that the growing process! The first cost of trees is small in compari- 
of a tree is carried on by three different | son with the expense of afterwards caring 
Kinds of results—vasa jibroso, vasa spiralia, | for them and rearing them properly. A 
and vasa medularia. The foliage in the day | great many people seem not to be aware of 
time evaporates, and in the night absorbs| the fact that money is nothing else than 
moisture ; the foliage, connected with the stored labor, and that when a man has not 
vessels, draws up the sap in the same way | Jabor enough to pay for trees, he will hard- 
that water runs through a syphon or the] ly have labor to spare in rearing them. It 

|} pipe ofa pump. This circulation is acceler-| seems to be a natural disposition in men to 
| ated by the motion of the tree, by contrac-| care most for that which costs most. A 
|| tion and expansion, caused by cold and heat, genuine article is not so easily gotten as a 

and by capillary attraction. The sap drawn | spurious one. 

up through the wood, (alburnwm,) united in} past year, winter and summer both were 

the foliage with oxygen, nitrogen and car-| hard on trees, and some folks are talking 
|| bon, in such proportion as is necessary for| about getting discouraged in raising fruit. 
|| the growth of the tree, and then prepared | Why did they not get discouraged a few 
|| descends through the inner bark and that] years ago in raising wheat, potatoes, and al- 

Part of the bust-which forms the bark, and | most everything else? We have even this 
forms the’new part of the tree. year some kinds of apples in some localities, 
When late in the fall the foliage is yet vig- | and good ones, too. .An orchard and gar- 

orous, as it generally is with young and cul-| den ought not to be on low frosty ground, 
tivated trees, when the sap ison a warm | ang experience testifies that there is but little 
day drawn up in abundance, and then to-| benefit to be derived from having many ya- 
wards evening is suddenly driven back by | rieties. In order to raise fruit it is not only 
severe frost, perhaps too watery and unpre- necessary that we understand it, but that we 
pared, then the bust gets destroyed; which | act according to our knowledge with eare 
is seen by its brown color. The injury is} and attention. To prepare for an orchard 
not generally observed: until the following | we have generally more time in the fall than 
spring, when & warm dry air begins tostim-|in the spring, and the roads are generally 
ulate the growing process, and I thiak that | better. * 
thenis the time that people are deceived by | oro _____ 
orypiaies that the warm southwest rato Little things make up the sum of our exis- ‘Of the treea. tence, as moments make up days and years.
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i SORGHO SUORE, OR CHINESE SUGAR CANE. | every case the cane was greedily sorted out, 

cd Eprrors or Wisconsix Farmer : and entirely consumed, no portion being 

Gents :—As you invite articles from cor- left—while, as is well known, there is a 

5 | respondents upon almost every subject con- large waste to corn fodder. The plant 

; nected with the agriculture of Wisconsin, I| grows from six to ten feet high, and whether 

: have thought your readers might be willing | sown broadcast, drilled in, or planted in the 

i to read the results of my experience in cul-| usual manner, cannot, if it grows at all, fail 

i tivating this new plant. Through the kind-| of a heavy yield of very superior feed. If 

f ness of Hon. Cxas. Durkee I received a| an acre would yield ten tons, even, it would 

& small package of seed of the Sorgho Sucre: | be preferable to hay, being at least equally 

x from the Botanical Gardens at Washington, | nourishing, and requiring but very little la- 

N cetyl ee am een was | bor in the cultivation. 

7 it was a joke, as the possibility of sugar is it li 

4 a cane maturing in this State had never en- nao S Pel * never see 

fs covd. my mind. Willing, however, te test | attention for its saccharine product. Were 

% ae es at the time i) planting corn, 1| an gore of the stalks crushed between rollers 

s P e cane seed, and in the same man-| at the proper stage—and the juice collect- 

a ee mre, bores. much faith in| oq and boiled down, I hazard little in saying 

2 sori e ae ii i Ser aged that every cultivator would receive for his 

me eae Te ia a yim trouble several hundred weight of crystalized 

é thick. It all came up, however, finely; er bere! on hwo of syrup, and. p sufi 

a which cannot be said of corn this season. ean e aateriot left for several barrels of | 

3 t Very little attention was given it. It was ee artilante ae mont be — 1 

; Se cn ted ticlial &. GT shhh 1a i ee ene eee eee eee 

4 corn crop along side of which it was plant- sneer lowe te dormant process 

+ 
eat: article analagous to cider; or it may be fur- 

4 ed. The growth was very thrifty ; but ow- | ther concentrated and converted into alco- 

; ing to thick planting and no thinning out, |},.0), ‘The seed are also of much value as an | 

i only a part of it matured seed. Had it re- | article of food. There i = waste to an, 

5 ceived even respectful attention, I doubt not | ,o:tion of the plant. He Me 7 

f, om afk woaid bade Keakedl GitgudVipmsd. |e Gone a yg | 

B So much, then, for the experiment. It : es aware that it will not do to be a } 

{ shows this fact, which may be new to many, sanguine at the result of ong an iemC yeas | 

ii that this variety of sugar cane will mature success. Yet, as thisis'a new and nerthern | 

, and ripen in tha climate of Wisconsin, altho’ | Plant rowing thriftily in Washington, Il | 

i) the season, on the whole, has been unfavor- nois and Wisconsin—the only places where 

ss able to corn. a trial has been made that I am aware of— 

t After planting I saw an article in the Na- and as it is something the western farming 

1 tional Intelligencer, from a gentleman in Illi- community need, filling a very important 

; neis, giving the result of his experience upen place, if successful, I have written this to 

: about one-fourth of an acre of the “Sorgho,” induce as many as possible to try it the 

‘ which, with my own subsequent observa- coming year, for the sake of enlarging the 

t tion, Jeads me to think it may yet become a general experience. We have three months 

" very important addition to the crops of our of tropical heat most seasons; and if this 

: farmers. As an article of fodder, it will variety of the sugar cane will mature, it is 

} rank equal, if not superior to anything we worthy of a trial on a larger scale. I know 

: now have. The stalks are very heavy, rich of no natural cause why it may not succeed, 

: ahd juicy; and, after growing the plant, I and have much faith that is may yet become 

: am prepared to believe his statement, that it | °f value to our agriculturists. 

f will cut 25 tons per acre. I have several] A scientific description of the plant may 

3 times fed it out, both in a green and dry be found by referring to the Patent Office 

: state, to cattle, horses and hogs. For the | Report for 1854, page 219, to which atten- 

sake of testing their instincts and prefer- | tion is invited. As to practical results, we 

ences, I mixed it in with corn-stalks. Ini shall soon doubtless hear from*many States,
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as seed was probably widely distributed last Jit all right to vote for any scoundrel or 

winter. Should you meet with anything | spendthritt loafer, if he gets the party nom- nt 

important on the subject, you will oblige |ination. A man to handle the entire money i 

one of your readers, at least, by publishing | of the State, whom they would not trust to ; 

it. Respectfully, Yours, H.A.T. | handle twenty-five cents of their own private = 
Manison, Wis., Oct. 18, 1856. means. > 

x acts Warkine. We hope to live to see such folly ont- 

FRUIT STEALING. * | grown, especially by men who make any Ra 

Jaye pretentions to common sense or honesty, and ‘ 

— epaoes Dur eho, aelon. an think we shall if we do not die pretty soon. ct 
apple season just past, I presume many of a ‘ 

“_., |Our people are getting some pretty thorough . 
your readers had reason to regret that civil- ical th, ‘ll * 

| ization has not progressed enough to permit practical lessons, now-a-days, that will not i. 
: A * ~_|be wholly thrown away, except upon the x3 

fruit to ripen, and permit the owner to enjoy | | -newny ionorant. i ¥ 

the produce ofhis labor. It is a great dis- Our et to all in the i of voting ea 

Bence 60s thst ees ees n is per-lis to go for none but honest, industrious and cs 
oma to practice “border ruffiianism,” so useful men—such 28 you are not afraid to ea 

as fruits are concerned. ey 
: - trast with your own money, and for such be 

me are ne & better sides Mets 80/80/80 id go tothe death. Such a course would ¥ 
neighbor’s granary, and steal wheat for tin sat Houddet and oftetal L otto a 

his own use, than to steal melons and apples, itis” and’ attee'a ‘little to working’ for'a us 

| — the = = om be rae up. living & By 

any of the Eastern States make it a ee iy 

| State’s Prison offence to steal a bee-hive, ay — —— = are — Tal 

| simply because it is something that cannot ey ee eae 3 

| be locked up. Why should not growing| EXTRACT FROM PROCEEDINGS OF THE : 

| fruit have the same protection? We might| 4™*rcaz Fomological Society at Rochester. 5 
-hope that it would some day, if we cou‘d GRAPES. A r a3 

see any prospects of a majority of the mem- E oe Tenet Cae aed Far hes = 

bers of our various State Legislatures being | Teacy 00 U1 se dere Chadian S 

| anything bit such persons as have failed for | Nowning Pe tend it one of the best, Se 

the want of ability and energy in everything |hardy, and ripening well. Dr. Brinckle a 

| they have undertaken, and at last turned|thought it a first-rate ees eS 

| their attention to office-seeking, and are | Grant had found it perfectly hardy, aie 2 

| bound to pass such laws and no others as are ee shear is an a: 

| likely to catch the rabble vote and re-elect ca "Tt was added to the list of those a4 

or promote them. that “ promise well.” ch 
- Farmers, go to election and vote only for} A. Saul proposed the Rebecca—it was pro- & 

such persons as aré honest and capable, and | nounced Se ree partly of ee os 
know enough to get a living without office- ee oes fectl Nay hee aad ees 

seeking. I think a man should have some ee grower a Wimatt Giated that it be 
other qualification for office besides the mere | had endured three winters, with a portion oa 

fact that he wants it and does not know |of intensely severe weather, uninjured. It wa 

enough to get a living without it. we eg as octane — 4 

A Frorr Growzr. r. Grant proposed the To Kalon. $2 
Prince and Hovey could hardly distinguish ee 

ye Bao 1886. it from Catawba, and therefore range not s4 

We fully endorse the sentiments and ad- eoetue to recommend, a 0. rhe ‘eg 

vice in the foregoing Teter, and hope the 26 ast gus dene ape om f 
time is not far distant when the interests of | either that or Isabella. Dr. Grant said it sd 
Agriculture and Horticulture will be consid-|was wholly different from the Catan, } 
ered worth protecting and encouraging, and|being “nearly black” in color. A. 4 

when men will be selected as artfully to {said it was “black,” and a = 
take charge of our public as our private in- ene ie ethene f nocteg tem Tea- 3 
terests. Yet how many thereare who think | hella, and O. Downing as ripening at the x 

J "+ 
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. same time as the Catawba. It was left for] of premiums, in the most condensed form 
further examination. possible. This much we think we may tres- 

Graham grape, of Philadelphia. R. Buist | ,..5 upon onr general readers, considerin, 
recommended this, being a pure native sort, P 1 i a ‘ eg 
while several other of thenew Pennsylvania |W" Very large list of subscribers in Dane 
kinds were from the exotic species, or vitis | County. 
vinifera. PREMIUMS AWARDED. 

| Union Village—the character of this was | .Zhorough-bred Durham and Devon Cattle. 
Cara much the same as that of the | Best durham bull over two years old, 

| bella, but a little earlier. It was com- Sewell Nye, $5. 
mended as promising well. Best durham bull under two years, 

Concord. O. Downing had fruited it and . Reuben Boyes, $3 
found it about 10 days earlier than the Isa- | Best bull calf, 
bella—Ool. Frost of Schuyler county, about Stephen Bush Trans. State Ag. Soc’y. 

| six days before Isabella—W. Reid of New | Best durham cow, over 3 years old, 
| Jersey had found it a week earlier, and had W. A. White, $4 

formed a more favorable opinion of it than | Best durham heifer, under 3 years old, 
| seeing it at Boston. H. E, Hooker of Ro- Stephen Bush, $2 
| chester said that on his grounds it was not | Best devon cow over 8 years old, si 

ae es ripened about the Best devon heifer under 3 years old, 

| A fact med stated by —— Hanford of In- E, Di Moutrpee, 2 
| diana showing the importance of a dry bot- Grade and Working Cattle, 

tom for grapes. On a porous soil, vines had | Devon and Hereford bull, 
| withstood 31° below zero, but on impervi- W. P. Bentley, $3 
| ous subsoil they were killed. Best cow over 3 years old, 

sespras Boa ok pe lot Norton Emmons, $3 

| TEE SAE ROME PORNEE- 24 W. A, White $2 — . it 2 

Our County Fairs are going off bravely on | Best cow over 2 years old, $2 
| all hands this fall, and showing conclusively | , 5. is White, 
| that abundance of materials exist among us W. A. White Diploma. 

for the most successful and useful exhibi- | Grade heifer, , 
tions, when the people are only thoroughly John Jackson, Dip. 

| awakened on the subject and their resources a ce Yee Bey $2 
| called out. Unluckily they have somany|/oq « a “we ss 

of them come together that we have found a R. Hiestand, $1 
| it impossible to attend but part of them, _| © yearlings, . 
| The Dane County Fair, held onthe 24 and | pest woskine exon.” a 
| 8d of Oct., was a fine thing in its way, and JR. Pierce, Dip. 

| much exceeded the most. sanguine expecta- Horses, Jacks, and Mules. 
| tions of those who got it up, inall important | Best stallion,—Isaac Gregory, $10 

respects. It being the first undertheorgan-|2d  “ Jas. M. Gill, 5 
| ization of the Society, and many of the best ag % 1 oan cagells, Cod . 

workers being strangers to each other, eve-| «Su thee i Beer . 
rything did not go quite as harmoniously as fet brood mare, J. V. Cairnes, 15 
may be expected after more experience—al- | 2 Sy, M. Wolf, yf 2 

| though all seemed well pleased, and satisfied, | Bat Pa" $yrold celts, PM Pritchard, 3 
| with the movenient of things, and all went| « ae ee Jas. Hogking, I 
| home determined to come back next year, | Best pr mules, R. Waterman, 3 

| with more and better articles forexhibition,| “ Sucking mule, _—D. Palmer, Dip. || 
So may it be. If the Fanwezr circulated Sheep—Spanish Merino and Grades. | 

| mainly in the county of Dane, we should | Best Spanish buck, A. Cooper, $ 
feel at liberty, and find pleasure in enlarging |"%x ug) e OMPRM é 
upon many things, well deserving it; but}/od“ ““« = « D. J. Powers, 1 

|| Under the cironmstances, and with the report | Best French buck, ED. ‘Montrose, 5 
|| ofthe State Fair crowding upon us, our nu- ay “ grade ewe, ae F bashes : 

merous friends in Dane must for the present |od « «" « = «’ J. Seeley, . 2 
: | excuse us, with a mere report of the award| “ pen 3 lambs, E. D: Montrose, 2 

a
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| Swine and Poultry. The Committee find on the ground a fine dis- +2 
‘| 1st Prem. Suffolk boar, W. A. White, 2] play of the following articles, viz: Parsneps, AE 
! oq ie “ J.B. Hart, 1 | Winter radishes, Cauliflowers, Egg plants, Cataw- ‘ 

lst sow W. A. White, 1} ba and Clinton grapes, Buckwheat and Barley. S 
| “ou “and pigs, _B. R. Colvin, 3 | We also notice a stalk of the Sorgho suere, or 4 
| “6 Ciisiagons fowls, J. Zink, 2} Chinese sugar cane, fully ripe, from the garden + 
|| 24“ coop chickens — W. A. White, 1) of ip A. Tenny, a This ens it is Spore 

: will compete with the cane of the tropics, in the : 
| Farming Implements & Machinery. roduction of sugar and molasses. ee ie 
|| 1st. Premium Farm Wagon,—T. Hurfurth, $2. s s re i 
| “Fanning Mill, (Dickey’s)S. R. Fox, 2 Articles Manufactured in the County. 4 
| and“ (Ela’s) D. J. Powers, 1 | Ist Prem. Double harness, T.Chynoweth, $2 5 

|| 1st “ Horse Rake,—S. R. Fox, ijaa a Nie J.S. Puller, 1 5 
“Ox Yoke,—Tibbits & Gordon, 1[{ist ‘“ single “ T.Chynoweth, 1 > 
“ Thermometer churn,—S. R. Fox, 1 “ breaking plow, Whiting & Haley, 2 f: 

| “ Grain cradle, (Grand de Tour)—Fox, 1 ““stubble =“ saietonst 2 ors 
“Largest lot of Farm Tools,—Fox, 5 “ cast steel saw arbor W. Skinner, Dip. x 

“Corn sheller (Whittimore & Co.) Fox, 1 “ Gilt sign on glass, J.S. Webster, 1 = 
“Seed Planter—S. R. Fox, 1 “ Bureau, 0.€.Buck&Co 1 ay 

“ Straw and Corn Stalk cutter, “ Brooms, Bowen&Ch, 1 se 
(R. Daniels,)}—D. J. Powers, 1 “ 2 skeleton monuments, A. Abbott, Dip. Pe 

“  Self-raking Reaper & Mower, “ease chemicals, _ H. C. Lee & Co, “ Be 
(Seymour & Morgan) “ Basque, Mrs. N. E. Cobligh, and cE 

“P.M. Pritchard, 3 . Miss I, Osgood, 1 oy 
““ Hand-raking Reaper & Mower “ Waist, fe eu eae Oe 1 2 

(P. H. Manny)—A. C. Davis, 2 Dairy and Household Products, oa 
“* Thresher & Separator (H. A. Pitts) 1st Prem. Butter, W. W. Mead, $2 4 

A. ©. Davis. 2) 04a “ A. B. Devoe, 1 ty 
“« Breaking plow, (Winchester & De Ist  “* Cheese, R. Waterman, 7 Les 

Wolf, S.R. Fox, 2/oq “ aw” J. Seeley, - a 
“Stubble plow, “ §8.R. Fox, 2] 1st “« Bread, Spr. wh’t 8. H. Cowles, 1 “ 
“Cross plow (Grand de Tour) Fox, 2 “ “ winter “ “ “ 1 ts 

The Judges would also make creditable men- Ore. eons treat ee if 
tion of the following tools exhibited from diffe- “* Crackers, senor BES Dip. 5 
rent manufacturers by S, R. Fox,—notcompeting | The committee call attention to three cheeses Ea 
for premiums: not manufactured in the coun ofsred by Bow- — 

Gordon's Straw and Stalk cutter, en & Church, and recommend a diploma, oa 

Felton’s Portable grist mill, Plowing Mach. oe 

Corn and cob crusher, Star Mill, Ist Prem. (Plow manufactured by Billings cn 
Nest of measures, & Carman) = Joseph Fox, $3 aa 
Self-acting cheese press, 2d ‘ W. A. White, 2 oF 
Meat cutter and stuffer, Ladies’ Department. <a 

Bose See Ist Prem. Carpet and rug, A. Fiddler, $1 ta 
| ike Sad hes : « Preockings, Mra Whiting) <5 

See ae ain: 2 “ Millinery, R.F. Powers, = 1 i 
eee “ Dress making, Mrs. Cobligh, a t 

| Scrapers, | “ Gent’s shirt, Mrs. H. Whiting, 1 “he 
| Potatoe digger, “ Plain tufted worst- Sy 

Subsoil and other plows, aie Mrs. Kilgore, 1 ae 5 i: es 
ores hee, Gelade sik ad “Dress manfd. Mra W. W. Mead, .50 af 
TURIDS OOH, PUAN ROOK, Be. “ Embroidery, Mrs. Harris, 1 a: 

Farm ani Garden Products & Fruit. ‘ a. Mee Mowers; of 1 2 
Ist. Prem. forspring wheat, W. A. White, $2 Miscellaneous. i 
2d i es st J. A. Paine, 1| 1st Prem. Photographs, Johnson & Fuller, $2 t a 
Ast “Oats, J. Rutherford, 2 ‘*  Ambrotypes, s . 2 Pf 
2d “ ad J.H. B. Matts, 1 ‘“ Daguerreotypes, “ % 2 ES 
Ist “ Sand lake potatoes, J“ R. Heistand, 2 “© Drawings in India Ink, us 
2a “ Potatoes, J.S. Frary, 1 C. T, Flowers, Dip. = 

Ist “« Seed corn, J. French. 1 “ Plane irons, I. Eaton, = coe 
“ Carrots, Graville & Hall, 1 “« Bird cages, J. H. Foote, es be 
“ Beets, J. R. Heistand, 1 “ Best specimens of Wines & 
“ Cabbage, Graville & Hall, .50 Brandies, J. HE. Foote, a i 
“ Onions, J. French, -50 “ Brushes, etc, Wright &Paine, “ a 
“* Squashes, H. Turville, -50 “ Pianos, ete, C. T. Flowers,  “ Re 
“ Apples, J. French, 8 “ Variety musical 4 
“ Pears, J.G.Kanouse, 2 instruments, D. Holt, & Sa 
“« Melons, H. Turville, 1 4bestoil paintings, A. F. Johnson, “ a 

2d = 9 J. H. B. Matts, Dip. “ Books & stat. D. 8. Durrie, * + 

ah 
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s “ China ware, —_D. C. Poole, Dip|_A Fearrur Sozye me a Sonoor-Room.— 
bs “ Binding &, Maul &Grimm, “ | The Cleveland Herald has an article stating 

‘ “ Clothing, —___ Merrill & Co, $2] that great havoc has been committed by 
, a ae one Co. Dip| dogs among flocks of sheep in different 
‘ “oR ae & shoe re ol . B ee go | Parts of the State. One farmer had 90 kill- 

cs a Table eae 8 RF oe jurgess, pip | © in one night another lost an entire flock 
4 “ Saddles. % T. Chynoweth, 2 | of 80, and so on: The following incident is 

e: “ Pastelle drawing, Mary Rice,’ ree to have occurred in the township of 
, “ Monech. “ Mrs.£. Abbott, “ | Urange. 
5 “ Cottage chair, J. W. Hunt, < A middle-sized savage dog belonging to 
t m Safes, Adams & Wilson, “ | Mr. Honeywell, rushed into the school-house 
i Cook Stove, “| among the children, biting them right and 
: aun ae, Oak, I Bonnell, $3 | left. One little girl was dragged all around 
yf 8 « ae tap) Adams & Lae 1| the school-house by the brute, and six chil- 
? é Gridiro ears 1 Baan, iP} dren were bitten. One little girl had a 
P @ Lightning wea A Box « | large pene of flesh taken from her hip. 

rf P W. ATTS. Presi ait The children sought refuge under the 

HF. Born, Secretary. | A eenteceme een oe 
i Py agra catty ge nein club to the relief of the children, and killed 
: all entitled to Premiums can obtain them bycall-| the animal. The dog, according to the 

‘3 ing at our office. statement of the wife of the owner, had 
pe D. J. Powers, Cor. Sec. and Treasurer. en tied ep ese the we and spring | 

iH ee of course, use it was a dangerous ani- 
jj More tHan A Matou.—A Scotch farmer | Mal. ee wes the ree ee hes | 

of celebrated in his neighborhood for his im- | #mong the bitten. Mr. A.M. Lloyd, from || 
* mense strength and skill in the athletic ex- | Whom we get the facts, was at the Spot soon | 
p ercises, very frequently had the pleasure of ater the connenence, and’ the pomenvere | 
$ fighting people whocame to try if they could | cleaning the school-house, and scrul bing 

iM settle him or not. Lord D—, a great the benches, fearing that the dog may || 
ra pugilistic amateur, had come from London ae been mad. As the animal re ee | 

on purpose to fight the athletic Scott. The | 0f course it cannot be known whether it | 
i latter was be in an enclosure er atittle was mad, or only naturally savage. The | 
+ distance from his house, when the noble children were under treatment, but of 
} lord arrived. Hig lordship tied his horse to | course their friends will sutfer under fearful 
Y : sy sulranianiend the ae Sains, apprehensions for a long time. 
; ave & great of talk about you, a ent Tae, 
i and I have come a long way to see sah Hanrrs.—Like flakes of snow that fall un- 

“Ff one of us is the best wrestler.” TheScotch- | perceived upon the earth, the seeming un- aH man, Without answering, seized the noble- ampireanl events ae life snopes one another. 
$ man by the middle of the body, pitched him | As the snow gathers together, so are our 

s over the hedge, and then set a eesice habits formed,” No single flake’ that is d- 
t is lordshi himself fai to tl ile aces ible change ; 

picked up, “well,” oe Le farmer, en no iupla anton eccatant howbwen it aay os: 
Fs you anything more to say to me?” : “No,” | hibit, a man’s character; but as the tempest 

& replied his lordship, “but perhaps you'd be | hurls the avalanche down the mountains, 
i 80 good as to throw me my horse.” and overwhelms the inhabitant and his 
: ——$—$$$$—coe-—____ habitation, so passion, acting upon the ele- 
: * To Preserve Smart Frourrs Wirnovt | ments of mischief, which pernicious habits 
J Covetee. ees raspberries, black- | have brought together by Enpersopuple 2 
- berries, cherries and peaches can be pre- | Cumulation, may overthrow the edifice o 
( served in this manner: Lay the ripe fait trath and virtue.—Jeremy Bentham, 
. in broad dishes, and pies over it the eae cor nee Oe are heer er 
H same quantity of sugar used in cooking it.| A Ropz-Maxme Maournx has been in- 
: Set it in the sun o~ in a moderately heated | vented by Mr. A. Woodwortk, which is des- 
} oven, until the juice forms a thick syrup | tined, doubtless, to work an entire revolution 

with the sugar. Pack the fruitin tumblers, | in the process of manufacturing. It occu- 
‘ and pour the syrup over it. Paste writing | pies a space not ercoerting ea) feet in seney 
j paper over the pecs. and set them in a|and manufactures rope three-fourths of an 
: cool, dry place. Peaches must be pared | inch in diameter, at a rapidrate. Itis com- 

and split, and cherries pitted. Preserve in | plicated in mechanism, and when in motion 
=. ora cliyaan ~ fruit retains much | presents the greatest simplicity of revolu- 

vor and healthfulness | tions and counter-revolutions that can be 
; than when cooked. conceived of. [Tenn. Farmer & Mechanic. 
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E D U @ A Ty I O N A my In the third paragraph the writer says: i 

| _.__ | “We do not see enough gain in the experi- : 

| ve Gwin. —_ to counterpoise so great a loss as would : 

ALPHABETS. e the written existence of our language. : 

ares : We suppose to be meant its present written 
In the first Alphabets it would seem* that ow ah awieie be easily sup- * 

each part of the spoken language, each ele~ plied to the curious, the same as is now the 

mental sound, was always represented by | o1q orthography of the earlier English wri- 
particular character and by that one only.| ta5 Farther alon g we find: “But it must f 

In the Greek Alphabet it appears that the |}. remembered that English orthography ‘ 

spelling followed every change made in the | yin) be fully as complicated aad difficult to : 
pronunciation of words for the sake of eu-|).5.5 while written forms cannot possibly Zz 

phony. But this close relation of spelling | ;,, eed more than onetesth.”,. Ibis not ie 

to articulate sounds is lost sight ofin the | intended by the reform, as we understand it, 

English Alphabet. We do not have enough | +4 condense the written language, although e 

letters, and we make Poor use of what we | this follows as the result of dropping all & 

dohave, Any candid person, in view of the combinations and silent letters. The state- * 
condition of our orthography, must admit, | wont contained in the first clause of this 3 

with the Edingurgh Encyclopedia, that the | gootation is inconsistent with the facts. It “ 

English Alphabet is “both redundant and | ;, claimed upon the authority of various ex- s 

defective.” Hence follows great labor in| periments that under the new orthography & 

| learning to spell and read, which isprobably | the labor of learning to spell almost ceases— 

i| rendered no more pleasant or profitable by | that the pupil will learn to read the common _ 

| being placed upon the young. print in less time by first learning phono- J 

| By the phonetic movement it is intended | typy—and that he will learn to read phono- . 

| to remedy the ovils, by revising the Alpha- | typy in one-fifth of the time required by the 

| bet so that each elemental sound shall have | old Alphabet. zs 

| a separate character, according to the old] In the fourth paragraph is the following : a 

method. In the new Alphabet three letters | “But the same pronunciation will necessari- © . 

of the old, c, z, and g, are rejected. To the | ly be employed to express different ideas and a 

remainder are added twenty others, which | relations, which can only be kept distinct by $ 

in the printed Alphabet bear a general re- | the peculiarities of the written words.” «. 

semblance to the old letters. Thescriptlet-} The Romans sometimes meant by the 9 

ters of the new Alphabet are the simplest | word mice, “friendly,” and sometimes sy 

geometrical lines and dots. The reform in| «fiend,” yet we presume they had no diffi- 4 

printing is termed Phonotypy; that in| culty in determining in a given case the 4 

writing, Phonography. meaning intended. The English editor of Pe 

With these facts before us, let us briefly | Latin works often assists the tyro by placing é 

examine a few points in an article by A.J. M., | a point over the adverbamice. Such a plan 3 

commencing on page 316 of the Farmer. | might be resorted to in phonetic printing, a 

In reply to the first paragraph we would! to distinguish the different meanings of ‘ 

say, that the object of the proposed reform | words of the same pronunciation. + 

is to restore the intimate connection between | “All traces of the origin (derivation) of ‘ 

the written and spoken language. Passing | words would be wiped out.” We believe 3 

over for the present the effeet of this in the | that philologists consider the pronunciation Re 

written language, we fail to see that the con- | of words—better represented phonetically— " 

sequences would be otherwise than benefi- | and their signification as much surer indica- 7% 

cial to the spoken language. But few of our | tions of their connections than are their pres- a 

words have an unsettled pronunciation. As | ent written forms. i) 

the phoneti> Alphabet would always plainly | As the different dialects of the “roral : 

represent the approved pronunciation, it| shires of England” are chiefly traces of dif- a 

would seem that its Adoption would be fol- | ferent languages which enter into the com- as 

lowed by a much nearer approach to correct- | position of the English, they are of no evi- 4 

ness and uniformity in this particular. dence that a more perfect Alphabet would e 
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occasion diversities of speech among us at | The question is whether uniformity is desi- 

present. It is not supposed that the lan-|rable. Is it practicable? This is a subject 
guage of the educated man now-a-days be-| worthy the consideration of every parent— 

trays his birth place, nor is it at all probable | of every citizen—and the discussion upon 

: that phoneticians wish to take the standard | this ,point should come through a careful 

} of pronunciation from him and entrust it to | and unselfish investigation. Thata uniform- 

; “the careless tongues of the ignorant.” ty is desirable, even throughout the State, I 
Again, the Greek and Latin languages | firmly believe as yet; but its practica- 

clasely approached a phonetic representa- | bility without change of law, is doubtful. 
tion, yet we do not find evidence of “capri-|In another number I will endeavor to give 

1 cious changes” in them. This is better than | some reasons why uniformity is desirable. 
mere conjecture as a proof that no greater 0. F. D. 

eae ieainan as tented wooonae, ; Unitormity in school books undoubtedly 

bf the old: is desirable, as far as the nature of things 

A desire to not occupy too much valuable os ee oe ee eS ee —— 
space forbids our writing any further, though people will never think just alike on such a 4 

we think that all the conclusions of A.J. a. | “ect, any more than on the subject and 
inst the spelling reforin may be Shown to text-books of religious faith. We don’t 

be an unfounded es thibenbticed. PKs,’ | ne lestalaMon'oan well’sbe aed tomnsko 
pos tas a aeaens teas ates: people think alike on this subject more than 

For the Farmer. | any other. Ens. 
UNIFORMITY OF TEXT BOOKS. . Se ee ee 2 

t Is a uniformity of text books in our eom-| property destroyed by fire every ne 
mon schools desirable, and if so, is it practi- Pisted Beaten is without precedence in any 
cable under our now existing school law? | other country in the roila? According to 
These are questions that present themselves |the record of the Journal of Oommerce, in 

i to the minds of many interested in the cause wich » only puter ice fires where ne 

” of education. They are also undoubtedly fot She fi #10000, ,phe number OF dire } § ss from the first of ae to the first of Sep- 
i used as foundation for argument in favor of| tember, was 258, involving a loss of $12, 

—or in order to carry on sume speculative | 054,000. In the same months of 1855, the 

motive. It is possible that some firm of | #mount of property destroyed by fires where 
publishers and their agents might declare in the - ee ean one exceeded $10,000, was 
favor of uniformity—preach day and night Pied a ee 

to convince the people of its utility, andstill) pporgormye Derep Frurr From Worns. 
: have no other motive than that of gain—|—Place it in a tin steamer, and set it over a 

the beginning of which they would anxious- | kettle of boiling water; then cover it close- 
i ly look for in the introduction of their par-|1y with several folds of flannel or cotton, to 
; ticular beoks, and the exclusion of all others | P7event the escape of steam. It should re- 

from our schools. Others, perhaps, not ate until thoroughly heated, when it can 
; s — e put into cotton or linen bags, tied up 

having full hope of gaining a perfect monop- | tightly, and hung ina cool place. Twiee in 
oly in the book market, and forcing into | the season, say in May and July, will be 
our schools such works as they publish (and eutioient. This method is warranted to be 

for no other reason than that they publish |"" 4 7 other way is, to set the fruit in a mod- |. 
them,) advocate non-uniformity im text) rately heated oven, until it is thoroughly 
books, and fix up a plausible reason if possi-| hot. “Oare must be taken or it will be 
ble, or one that will make a fair appearance. | scorched. 

I do not suppose this to be the case with all Fslica Saeteen neeege ous v 

book agents and peddlers, but on the con- ra Gamer. ann, ENR, ate Teanee 

nis Dip 8 a oma eager ee kettle torwithen six inane Of the top with 
in the welfare of our schools. water, and covering with chaff. The first 

But we have nothing in particular to do/| rat gets in and makes an outcry because he 

with book agents in the matter of determin-| cannot get out, and the rest coming to see 

ing whether we will have uniformity or not. what the matter is, share the same fate. 
Es ang Ni
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Dr. AITCHESON ALEXANDER’S SALE OF FAOTS, FANCIES, (?) AND A MORAL. : 

Bhosy Hert Sauer cnt ate Every one in the least observant of rural ‘ 
The Annual sale of Short-horns and im- | afiairs, knows, that the rearing of inferior 

proved Sheep took place on the 3d of Sep- | animals generally meets but a sorry return, § 

tember, according to previous announce- | whether in meats, wool, dairy products, or 

ment. labor, or in that legitimate gratification * 
There was a large collection of people | which the owner may well feel when driv- 

present from Ohio, Missouri and from the | ing a beautiful span of horses, or werking a 
stock growing counties of Kentucky. The | good pair of oxen, or showing his herds and : 
number was variously estimated at from five | flocks to a friend. The growers of high- 
to eight hundred, but we should think even | bred animals, with iglecdta management, 
the lowest number rather over estimated. | are sure to be better paid; and they are ap- * 
Owing to the short crops this season, the | proaching a result, which, however favora- #3 

| prices paid for stock so fine as that sold, did | ble it may be to themselves, will benefit the et 

not reach our expectations. Some of the } country atill more. That generous rivalry 3: 
animals which descended directly from the | existing between the farmers of Ohio and a; 
choicest blood of England sold at fair prices, | Kentucky, as to who shall have the best oa 
but others were bid off at much below | stock, will be worth more millions to the es 
their real value. country than they have yet bred fine ani- Bs 

The entire amount of sales was $10,095. | mals. And every successful breeder may 

—Twenty young bulls, from 8 to 20 months | well enjoy the cietink that he is benefit- * 
old, were sold for $5,605, ranging from $125 | ting his own region more than himself. To “f 
to $805 each. Thirteen heifers, from eight | gain wealth by impoverishing others might 3 

months to two years old, sold for $3,665, | satisfy baser minds: to gain it in a way a3 
ranging from $125 to $600 each. About| that is conducive to the general wealth, 
thirty Cotswold and Southdown bucks and | would better satisfy a liberal mind; and 
ewes, all from imported stock, were sold for | this, we undertake to say, every honorable A 
$835, ranging from $10 to $80 each. Mr. | and successful breeder of improved stock is 

Charles Semple, and Mr. A Lowell, and | doing. If he is doing well for himself he is . 
Mr. Harvey Lambe, of Missouri, bought | doing better for the community ; and every 
some of the finest animals. The young bull | generous man will wish him success. These = 
“ Patrick,” whose name, with the consent | are facts. % 
of Mr. Alexander, was changed to ‘‘ Wood-| It is now pretty generally believed, that J 
ford Prince,” by Grand Duke, was sold to|by selecting pure bloods for parents, by 4 

|| Messrs. J. & A. Allen, of Fayette Co., Ky., | pairing them judiciously, and by attending BS: 
for $805. Gen. L. Deshay, of Harrison Co., | rationally to the natural wants of the pa- | xf 
bought “Mary Ann,” a heifer two years old, | rents and their young, you may succeed to a 
for $600. a degree that in other times would have ; 
ae ite been deemed miraculous, in rearing fine ani- #4 

: OHIO STATE FAIR. mals, making them perfect in form, moder- ae 

‘A letter will be found in another column | #te in the consumption of food, mild in dis- 3 
from an excellent judge of stock, briefly re- | Position, docile, nial lian () almost human. : 
viewing the very successful exhibition of | Some have supposed that if the human race et 
our western neighbors week before last. | W°T® guided more by reason, and less by : 
We see it stated that the receipts amounted passion—that if they were to exercise about 5 
to $17,000—an extraordinary sum, but, if half as much discretion for a similar object, . 
correct, only showing what can be effected | #8 the skillful breeder of one Ee 7 x 
by a little general and united effort, togeth- his vocation, there would be a wonde: 
erwith an accessible location. The weather | improvement—that symmetry beauty, per- 3 
was by no means in its favor. The number fection of form, and the corresponding intel- * 
of entries was quite large—there being of lectual forms would be more common, and is 

cattle for the Short-horn sweepstakes 109— thet man would, more readily comprehend ty 
total of Short-horns 121, of Herefords 4, of | "4 seek the true end of his being— would 4 

|| Ayrshire 4, of Devons 52, of Oxen and become more prudent, wiser, more elevated f ‘4 

Steers 17, of Fat Cattle 20, of Stock Cattle |i2 his aspirations Almost divine. | Set + 
and Milch Cows 10, Total entry of Horses these notions down for no more than they | k 

of jacks and mules 22, of sheep 129, and of | Te Worth, if they are fancies, “ 
swine 58. But who would not regret that the race ‘ 
SRI a should deteriorate for the lack of a moiety 5 

Cuurnixe.—In churning butter, if small | of that good sense employed by the cattle | +i 
granules of butter appear which do not | grower, TT traittiie the young to a sound 3 
“gather,” throw in a lump of butter and it | and healthy physical condition, by suitable > 

|| will form a nucleus and the butter will | modes of dress, by food, convenient to the # 
| “come.” age, by plenty of romping recreations, by | a 

. ! j ' 

.
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B melt avai pape sexes, by riding horse- DISCLOSURES OF A LIQUOR DEALER. 
oH ni oul ents, or out- 7 
A fae’ enue oats oo aca) led to| . Mr. Delavan, president of the New York 
a these remarks, so far as they relate to the | State Temperance Society, in his recent ad- 

a human species, by an eloquent passage from dress in the capitol in Albany, dwelt mainly 
y Dr. Oville Dewey, ahiek we give below, | °2 the now prevalent adulteration of liquors. 

) and in which the attentive reader will find| Within a few weeks, he said, it has be- 
} our moral’ come to my knowledge, that'a person whose 

3 “T must add a word upon our modes of conscience revolted at his employment in a 
a! dress. With a climate twice as trying as large liquor establishment, has left it for a 
ry that of England, we are, on this point,|™ore innocent and creditable business. He 
} t twice as acta: ‘Whether there is actual | Stated that it now took only ten—some say 

| violence done to the form in the absurd at-| four gallons of pure whisky—to make a bar- 
A) tempt to make it genteel, I will not under- rel of the whisky of commerce. To these 
ie take to decide; but certainty the bust of an | ®Te added rain water, camphene and arsenic ; 

fs English woman shows that it never was, the latter to restore the bead destroyed by 
4 and never cozld have been, subjected to| Water- 

Fe those awful processes of girting, which must| He stated also, that brandy made to imi- 
oe have been applied in many cases to produce | tate the real French brandy, and of the most 

Hi what we see among us. At any rate the| poisonous character, was sold at $4 per gal- 
4 fearful prevalence of consumption in our | lon, costing only 22 cents. That all kinds of 
ca country is an admonition of our duty on| wines were imitated so closely that the best 

a} this sntject of dress, that ought not to be | judges could not discriminate; costing but 
i i disregarded. And especially in a country |@ trifle, and sold at prices to suit customers. 

Be. where no limits are set to fashionable imi-}| The higher the standing of the customer, 
og tation—where a man is very liable to mis- and the more particular as to his wines, the 

ve take upon the door-step his domestic for his | higher the price, to satisfy him as to quality. 
ee wife or daughter—this is a subject that |The most cclebrated European dealers were 

oe comes home to every family, whether low | given, as to the source of supply ; and Enro- 

M or high, and comes, too, in the most palpa-| pean dealers, be it known, are not much be- 

fg’ ble forms of interest—in the suffering and | hind, but much in advance of the American 
ie expense of sickness, and in the bitterness of| trader, in their adulterations. 

; bereavement. 2 He quotes an advertisement from a chem- 
. “ But consumption and death are not the|ist in New York, who is “now prepared to 

e only alarming forms in which the subject of| furnish the flavorings for every kind of li- 
4 female health presents itself. Let any one | quor.” 
- look at the women of America, and, with SS a ae ea 
a all their far-famed delicacy and beauty, let] Svocess prompts to exertion, and habit 
2 him tell me what he thinks of them, as the | facilitates success. Habit also gives prompt- 

ee mothers of future generations. What are|ness, and the soul of dispatch is decision. 
ara the prospects of the national constitution] One may write a book or make a picture, 

! and health, as they are to be read in the| while another is deliberating about a plant 
i thousands of pale tases and slender forms, | or a title-page. The more we do, the more 
i unfit for the duties of maternity, which we|wecan do. If we go forward with spirit 
k see aroundus? Let any one ge with this | and confidence, we shall succeed. The best 
A oa to their nurseries, and he will see | are idle half the time, and he who does noth- 

ie e beginning of things to come, Let him | ing renders himself incapable of doing any- 
ci : go to the schools, and he will turn over | thing, while capavity is invigorated by occa- 

, another leaf in the book of pooeey: Oh! | sions of necessity. Our expenditure of in- 
for a sight, at home, of the beautiful groups same wealth makes us rich, and we 

; of children that are constantly seen in| acquire ideas by imparting them. 
: England, with their rosy cheeks and robust Md nse pw pie ee ce 

! frames!” [Plow, Loom and Anvil. BreAxrast Disu.—Take one egg and beat 
‘ Tue Wauat Onop oF ,.Francg.—The an-|it up; add 3 teaspoonful of salt, pour in about 
: nual crop of wheat in France is estimated at two-thirds of a pint of water, then slice 
| 198,000,000 bushels, which leaves a surplus, | 80™* bread, dip it in, and fry ina little but- 

: after supplying the home market, of five or |ter. Serve warm, and you will find it an 
six million bushels for export.’ Lost. year |¢xcellent dish. 

; the crop in France was so short that no a ae err ae 

; French wheat was exported, but on thecon-| The gold fields of Australia ara yielding 
trary, several million bushels imported.— | at the rate of nearly $100,000,000 per annum 
This year the orgp is again estimated to be|and the produce of the first 3 months of 1856 
from fourteen to twenty-eight million bush-|is nearly double that of the first three 
els short. [Hunt's = Magazine. | monthsof1855—being nearly 700,000 ounces.
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THE STATE FAIR. stock. In fact, numbers actually drove 3 

The State Fair came off on the 8th, 9th and home again, thereby materially diminishing y 

10th of October, and on the whole was a| the display. We don’t pretend to say whose # 
pretty good thing of the kind, exceeding in fault it was, but this much we do say, that 

many respects what its most sanguine friends State Fairs cannot be successfully held with- ea 

expected, and falling short in some other out the atinost liberality on the part of Rail- 

particulars considerably of what could have road companies. Farmers will not take ‘ 

been wished. their fine stock to Fairs at any considerable 

The distance of the grounds from the city expense, simply for the sake of showing i. a 

| was rather a damper upon many of the conu- and the same of other things. Railroad : 

try people in reference to going, and equal- gees Taust understand that nobody has =F 
| ly so upon the turning out of city people, @ greater interest in the rapid and healthy 3 

only 8 small number of whom visited the coyehomene Ge ee = 3 

grounds at all, except on the afternoon of anid: thats liberal policy in?etiese acetters 1s Fs 
ey ; Ss : by far the most profitable to them in the “4 

the trotting match. Still, all in all, there s = 
Lae number of people: visited the long run, and not a very long run either. Ea 

grounds sp dering the circumstan These public shows areaffairs that don’t pay = 

probably not less than 15,000 during the everybody, exoet ue ee rea a 

three days, and perhaps 20,000. The weath- ee cue a ee ae, 2 

er was on the whole remarkably fine, altho’ Sa et is papas aa pe eT A cS 
the dustibouatterenivaliaky troubishome ibe we say that we dnn’t think we are asking 

fore the cl y too much of Railroad or Steamboat Compa- in 

| arene . nes : nies, once a year to carry articles to Fairs * 

| The spirit and enthusiasm manifested on | free, and passengers at Lalf price and with = 
| all hands in agricultural enterprises was de-| the best possible accommodations at that. , 

cidedly flattering. We heard no one grum- | we think they owe that much to the public, - 

| ble about the low price of wheat; but all) a5 9 fair exchange for a thousand special fa- * 

ic ay apr pene pleased age a yors granted them by Legislatures and other- 4 

fs eet 2 a ee ., a a wise, and ‘that they also owe it to their own a 
cheerfulness and gi are, bustle and | ¢-ue interests. es 

arti, “a anor’ _ ware me We believe it is an almost universal prac- al 

eae ae imen of Western people, | tice in other States, and know it must be s 

a J ceenee pelea arg civil | here, ur Fairs will dwindle down to mere ys 

Qnc ounging, e did not see but one or | horse races and bull fights, and agricultural ; 

re peer on Paha eee — wa “ ere will om still, and Railroad earn- “ 
? + | ings will notincrease. na 

That portion of community who drink liquor fr eats OF ANIMALS AND ARTIOLES. : 

and Lager don’t take much interest in agri-| We had intended to publish a complete 4 

cultural shows. (They probably patronized | jist of all the entries in its proper order, but % 

, i ‘Y | the moment we need it, and too late to get 3 

class have their amusements.) The show of | it for this number. It will probably appear 3 

animals and articles was good, though not 50 | in the néxt. The following is a synopsis of iy 

gle ae. ws _ have) _ the _ features in the cattle, horse and Ht 
not arisen 4 sheep departments : “f 

the freight on the Railroads: The Agricul- OATTLE. iy 

tural Society supposed they had made a re-| Durnams.—This class embraced upwards f 

liable arrangement with R. R. Companies to | of sixty head, and many of them very fine. ti 

carry stock and articles free; but on the | The bulls of Messrs. Paddock, Knight, Rowe, ' 

eleventh hour at night, and after it was too | Ewing, and others, were ameng the best, f 
late to remedy, it was discovered that a|and could hardly avoid premiums. The $ 

{ misunderstanding existed between the Soci- } same may be said of many of the cows and * 

| ||° ety and Company, which greatly disappoint- heifers. We would like to refer to many of a 

| ed many who had arranged to take in their | them individually, and mean hereafter to do ; f 
af 

——— = — — ; 

ae
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: so, when time and space permits. N After 5 ovember 1 i 

: i Dzvons.—The show of this kind of stock | Office in Madison. The Diplonae weit be 

' was also large, embracing over sixty head, handsomely framed, and subject to the lle 

; and remarkably good. The herds of the Se ee ee i 

Messrs- Caprons, of McHenr: al y Oo., Ill., and ass A, No. 1—Dvurnam ©. 

| of Mr. H. W. Washburn, of Oteeso Co, N. [Be Sart ae and SS aint $15 

| Y., were preeminently fine ; though not bet- 8d doo Se Howe: Maskove = ce been ag 

: | ter than numbers of individual animals sao as BSieanean ati ae nia 0 | 

e owned. by the people of our own state. Mr Sioa heb Wi St a Hosendalyes01 212 i 

P. S. Oarver of Delevan, Mr. Eldred of Elk. | %beet 0%, 8 De MAEM ATT 8 

horn; Mr. Rogers, of Burlington; and Mr. Ba best dy A Perry, Troy Petcasammiteee ae 

Harvey Durkee, and Bond, of Kenosha, ex- Bests yr heer DH hii Neeser ee? 3 

|) ite some of the bet Bade 0 @ Hvng, Ea Grange ne. T 
| there were some good crosses, and also of | Best 1 yr ol Helfer, 88 Rogers, Batlington, 0020.2! ? 

natives and grades, to which we cannot now Se heen as Dian MA es fief sor 5 

refer. The entire entries of cattle exceeded Beet here 9 Togas ooo 3 

rn head, and of sheep about the Bort bull cal BAC Bal Gay Bat oy, 00000 5 
sunita: PME nc ci csciscso ge cinemncegt 

| HORSES. Class A, No. 2—Drvons. 

The show in this department was tolerably Bi best >. O Ede, Bikhor PS Oyen, Deere, $18 

large, there being something over 100 in all, Bi best do, Bond Kenosha 0ST 8 
aoe ee A Best 2 yr old bull, 8 8 Rogers, Burlington, ......... 5 

” ays cam, an fae as could be wished. Bett or: 87h nad pret, Mi Dekies Seas S 

struck us that the mere “ fast horses” pre-|8i best do’ do 8 8 Roger sesinieteaictaes ae SR ington... 

ponderated too largely over those of ae Ba beet do, guy gi pence enon 3 

; usefulness. Utility should be our first ob- Best ball calf, Bree he oye 

ject instead of fancy. The horse seems to Harerons, : 

be the idol of many men, and they often Best 1 yr oid bull, A H Medbury, Eagle,............ $7 

show it quite too plainly on such occasions. Class A. No. 6—Crosszs or Bioop Carrie. 

‘The Black Hawk stock soomed to, predomi-|Bat Gul vO Pnom Paryrestetc hens. t 
nate among the fancies. Best 197 Feat ce 1 pi. Sakon, i$ 

We hope to have engravings farnished us, | 8.2 9.2 Will Laker venesscceson 5 
by the enterprising owners of some of the fine | *4 peri dnih MaDend’, Wantebisn ack 2-iss = 8 

horses and cattle for publication in subse- Ditto dlacretionary, J de Layton, o2-20-00000-. 2 

quent numbers, when we can speak at length une A, No. 7—Nativg anp Grape. 

— a 
Seen io sp saomeeney, | RE ar ged Pe ta Git 10 

LEMENTS HINER’ sam nee 

We will refer to more at our leisure, that Bost Soi yn, 3 Rearaly White, Madison, .": ou 

we may do the subject better justice than Segpie cae a win Watnsty casi. 

wre now find opportunity. We doem it one | Dubs pat benpestipeen di Gaiied 
= te — interests in all exhibitions of] ,...¢ Dis A, No, 8—Wouxrsa OxEN, 

b ind, n shall not omit in the end to Pe TB Seales Mit Boron, erie £2 

do it fall justice. The same also of the | PetJ°ks "yr thom 1 Rewson, Oak Greaiy.<2.” 10 
Sichetacinis ahiladecpaaats weet aa One rb % 

The list Dairy Halls. Z ‘oreign Stock—Dvxrnams. 
see of premiums awarded We give | Best bull, 8 yrs old and eeu 2 

: ow in full. Doubtlesssome mistakesmay Dey eet 

ave occurred in names, and may be ite: Best bi ian 8 

any of which we shall be Seer to ibloct diteet a ares iene 

when apprised of them, 2d hee ia rH as Ais ees aoe 

walehiercineaerkuemenl non Bet bul cd ar Sears eereaens ee 

ANNUAL STATE FAIR, Eoboot doy HW Web sccccsscsce 
Held in Milwaukee, Oct. 8th, 9th, and 10th, 1856. rehinet eddie eee es Dg 
[These premiums wi Best heifer, 2 Ber cere eae. 

offi rams il be pln ole he Ra eet 
+. “| Br irartn eBlog ast Watee Bi ea fsmiem of, sau highly recommended froma 

—$ $$$ $e
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Broop Horsxs. 2 cvres highly commended, E Ward, Jefferson. } 
fat shee] wson, ET 

Class A, No. 11.—( None! ) Bo ford eratoowts, TR Cath oy css t 
lo rat 

Moreax ap peace Hie Honrszs. 24 do, 8 grade ewes do, paar oe 3 i 
jass A,—No. 12. Class A No. 17—Fren' P : ; 

Best Black Hawk stallion, J Gale, Merton,......... $20 ot ce SUREE AND) THES 
Best Black Hawk stallion, 8 yra,S Whitman,....... 10 lege * 
2d best do, 5 yrs, T Marshall, Oak Grove, .......... 15 French. 

Bese Morgan do, FM Wheeler ENCE ae | a he ee 
F Tr stallion, G Padoct, Mil,commented for p. of 5 | sa oa Bose, North Pratyle, ,....-+---+------007 0% : 
pecan rere geet ae | Be ere ee ee 
Do, D8 Lone matte §7ct See pe oueees 2d best buck lamb, F M Jenks, Summit, ......-.-... 8 : 

Black Hawk and’ St Lawrence colt, EH Keith, © Set penoteves Sele positing or <= 38 
| Hartford, Ohio—good horse. 4 do ET Cogswell, orien 5 “a 

pen of ewes, 1'yr, F MJenks, ...0.s00ccceecs. 7 
| Olass A, aes 13.—Oarniace Horses AND} “(Two full blood imported bucks, and 3 ewes, by White g 

(ORSES POR ALL WORK. and Jennings, Gaines, N. Y., are commended to special t 

| Best matched \ car. horses, J © Starkweather, Mil... $25 | otlee.) ; 
est do, lercter, Mil. 33.4 5<sanscooson; <0 Cross * 

peomeee teal ee E Tros,...-..%...10 ia ence eet ante Bs 14, $5 s) 
Stevens, Dam, ..... omy PROONONs « 

2d best do, fi Chase, Mil. Se eee 8 Se 3 4 
t pall . st do ewe do, SAME .........--eeeeeeeeeceee eens BF ‘ 

Bes ase seanateied bosses eee Rohn 45 | 24 best do, F D Weld, Greenfield, -°0°0.000000. 8 - 

$2 best do, PM Perking, Burlington) :...--s sc... 10 | Sa best cross back, yam, memes’ ssc. ono-- + 7 * 
Best stallion, 4 years old, for all work, Zclipee, W 8 t Spanish cross. 1_yr. J N Cadbey, Merton, ...... 7 

ripen Padoeete ne a 2d dest do, J Gale, Merton, ..........-...0---2---05 5 2 

2a bet do, JW Rowe Mei et 18 | Fr. and Span. buck lamb, worthy of mention, J Gale. % 

t do, old, W G Benedick, Madison,....... . 10 = is " 

24 best do. OF Wilcox, ee to Olesya ee % 
Sesct eiallta 3 yn, (all wrocks)ds Wollsky Waukesha; 7 | sent DRCeM xem Bidsemenway /Whitewster--- 19 
Bost stallion,2 yrs (al work.) J Wylish, ‘Wonkeshey § | 24 doT C Dousmnan, Ottawa, .....-..- -e-ceesiesee 7 

Bay colt, 3 yrs, A J Cole, Waukesha, ..........-... Dip 8d do R T Graves, Rondolph, ..........---.---000-. 5 > 

kishore, tired by Nacgara, wae entered improper- | Bett buck 4 yx, ‘TO Donsman,.-.....-..-+-+---+=0049 a 
Fearne OT get aot ‘comevander tho ob- | 2 best BO Cogswell, Brookfield, ----..0....2020.00. 8 
sifattos of the judges tll tho premiums had been award- ] BestPen buck lambs, T C Dousman, ....-.-.--.-.-.- 5 ; 

| ba, clidceride he world ave takan the fret prremetunt — | a0 Destidd, Ehidibameniweag © -+-—--->-----+-<7-0-----2 8 : 
Shanes" Notes Bd best do, C A Lewis, Ottawa 1.0.0.0. 2 

| Best pen ewes 2 yrs, same, ........sscssccseceeeses 10 i 
| Class A, No. 14.—Mazes anp Corts. eo eee ee 7 = 

| Best brood mare and foal, A W Wright, Waukesha, $10 | Be Bee cee ; 
| oe rood ae te ee pee ee eg 1 

Hest mare, 3 yrs, JH Rogers, Moy «-------+++----17- JB ig eoN agen coon ok oe ocaces caches e a 
Ma ae. 9 gen CH Larkin: Miluscses<- > is<--01+- 4 Heat pstiatiowis seibs, 1 © Doumiismy io¢20.<0.10- . “ 

| Beat do, lyr, N'A Walker, .-.....ccccscceeeseeeeee 5 ae be een abe Comets ee : 
| Se or peeiamebaes a 2 Sad an Ree to es : ¥ 

24 best colt, 1 yr, E Trowbridge, Greenfield, .--..... 8 ee ay a a 
| Best Morgan stallion colt 2 yrs, (ais) ‘AP Lyman Class A, No. 22.—Swrnz. a 

| Re a ee Ni Sh le erie ela ames 4 
| pao eae Seen n't 5 24 best do, H Beckwourth, Oak Creek, .....------. 7 ‘a 

| Sea oe Gemetsliaicy sol 3 | nce cet ener ep a eeeeae te 
Best going colt 2 yrs LTeimbor, MA Gs) cil 8 See ee err ekenemmamie ct crs nf 

0, chard, Wauwstosa,............. 5] Best breeding sow and pigs, L P Potter, Wauwatosa, j 
2 rood hares and foals, D Merril Brookfield, Fine Suffolk saw and ries Garaterawen se) 3 

| Class A, No. 12.—Jaoxs anp Mutes. f , No. 12. ‘ - aa 
Best span of mules, T C Dousman, Ottawa,.......-. Dip Troramye & Roan Honses; Taran on Sraep, 3 Distance 1 mile—A.t Srattions. % 
Sheep—Lona Woor, Mipprz Woot, Lerozs- Time, ; 

Sen gece aerate een Billy MeGrackan, 0.0 MeCracken, J des gees ; 

South Downs. Green 0 Boy, W. Be Utley, noncooeeeeeeeeeeeeseee 287 Re 
Be ok, 

prem! . 
. 

Best buck, evar 3c 3 & Layton, MiL-.------+ 0] joagara.d Gully ...on-.-a+--eeeconnnseesseee 288 
8d do,_Z B Wakeman, Boloit,.-.-..........00000c. 5 Yankee Bill, RE Jones, ........+-0- 20+ 20-sesee ee 25S ya 

Best do, Xr eames so ippereeeccceseeoons 8 Seppe, 95 divided. between, te teat, a 
Best pen of 8 buck lambs, A P Lyman,...........0.. 5 — i 4 

: do. do owes, (Sa e aeeeremenr Five Year Olds. 4 
do do ewe lambs same ....................--+- 5 | Black Weazel, J H Hall, .......-0+0++ seeveneese+ 8,07 § 

24 Dest pen 8 ewes, S'S Rogers, Burlington .......... 7 | (Complaint was made that this horse had not been r 
saat apt for = atock horse at required, and premium was t Leicester. cl f 

Best back 9.77 ¢nd.ovee. 3 F Layton; MIL... $19 | Black Har, Ketehum & Linsley, «.............. 818 “ 

84 Go E Ward efeoon, SII nore i 
Best buck yr dF Layton, MHL IT Mares and Geldings. 
at cart, nee 5} Ch mare, Lady Worthley, A Prondfit, ............ 2.46 4 

Ete, Mae's. ace then hlsbiosees eenaseosdde : Be an 8 Mor } 

Do's Boe an FX Gr Ont ar peta, $15 peace q 
yrs, L Rawson, do,.............--+ 10 Rossiter, 0 W Dimmick, ............ 4 

ee oma uke Rath ealety esakat ool HIE: yee premium, $10, _ a 

doy sameeren. scssssscsessuscsssssees 5 | Bem Bolt, to wagon, E Goodrich, ..........+.. +006 905 | 

4 
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Class O, No. #2.—Mawuractosss ormmR | 2% best combination bank locks, Schumacher & 
a NPR, Wiles oo neon cases ese ads 

TEAN DomEario. Silver plated door piates, bacecseraes 
‘Best piece of satinet,G H Stewart, Beaver Dam, Siieet pics dare Dineon ees eee 

Diploma and ..............-ses+s2sseeesse $5 | 2d best iron safes, J. Hollenbach, Mil, ......ccsce. 2 
||. gc498, do, eassimers and sheep'sgray, same, '.<.°° Dip | Cigars, H Fischerdick, Mil, « eae 

91 yde white falled@annel, wool from Bagerton & Hair work, J If Link, Mil, ........s0eeccceesceeee 2 
| Paddock, WBarke, Mil, Dip, and............) 5 | Piano fortes, (Brown & Allen's) TB Mason, Mil, Dip 

Black eee 3 gor P| Bestytiane, tusnaticd In Wiseonsin, C Solomon, 
4 al ly 5 enincesse cscs O hg once cccvccccncesscspescecesesccccscccccs 10 

Best pair of blankets, J Dawson, ison, .......... 3 | Ornamental. k, H auto: 
1 Ibs sorted-yarn,Keuhn, Each &:Co., Dip. and.... 2 Long thaw Dawarm adem ren 5 
Class ©, No. $3—Parwrines, Amnroryres, | Fancy cand send, i. Goonies suis ae 

DaGueRREOTYPES AND PHorogRapus. dale pbs eee de W Russell, Mil, .......... Dip 
Qil painting, Fowler & Horn, Mil... 2.0... amen ath pet eo aae mi ise 
Painting, water colony Mie Tohisoay ii. 8 Plocesoes seg Sen bandinga iT Hecwene, Mil... 
Sd best do, G Rowden, WAV. <n-0--stcrge-eneceass2ss. 19} Porte mee hake Go ie See ye oe f Do, worthy ofmotice: R C Garter, Ii —_ rte: johnson, Mil, ........-.000. 5 ‘ 

Best crayon drawing. ’Mlse Jobason, MIL... :.<-.adé0! 8 fet ee aS ae With 9. Dyakers, JS 
$4 do Hr TE Giarks Kenosha Sorc nt Semele ane Bien Teena ie : 
Best daguerreotype, H 8 Brown, Mil. 2..2.0220.202. 5 | Sbek ire ee = 

do plain photographs, same, .................... 5 site Dalene ye Pease, Fulton, ......... Dip : suet enol Psd earsise ren F Lalor Babee ae nwa secsesessecegtecee = ; 

“Ba heat daguersaotypes Tolaion & Fuller, Madioon, & | Beseae aan a Beenie Le pyoeeneeens 
Fone Gee, ip. recommended. Rosewood oe noe paren espa 
Bes Ambroispes. Ford snd Sealey, ML... $ Coe dean eect ee a ee cs Dip 

p BUONO eine age alii ake 0 Ue Ce 
Best colored photagraphe Johnson & Palic, Madison, ve ee MB, wosseeneneessesseoeers 8 ‘ 
‘So: Howlerte Hote, Mil, -...-.. 5 -ccinseus$s'8 | Maile mented I Mebapoe eT 

Class C, No. 34. Booxsinpine, &o. abe tn ee ee Hactne, oven q 
Best plain and ornamedtal printing, © Holt, eeeaeat sek eras ems 7 Snare ee 

Janesville, .........cereesesee--+seeeeeee+ Dip | Stationary top de, same, nee e os aS eae 
Superior specimens do, Starr & Son, Mil. ........... 5 Mixiiest cntlage tama; 22a 2 

Best bookbinding, C 8 Boynton, Racine, Dip. and... 3 Horsepower eqalizer, model, @ Weley, Hochester, tan 
Sroves, Ouruery AND 8) onorable mention, *--~................ ES, pes 4 Hea Ware. Lot pine Inmber and shingles, Mabbetis & Hisesd; .. : 
eee ey a Inaproyed spiral spring for wagons, C B Wakeman, 
Best pasion dosent ct IIL 3 | Qhaln pump, H Boatweil, Bacine, eae 
Best cooking stove, Hi W Goodrich & Go,........... 5 | Leather tanned in 12 days, E N Ely, Whitewater, ... 2 : 
24 do parlor do, same, .....-...--.-.-.2sccs0cs-.2. 8 | Snglish trefoil grass. H Stacy, Palmyra, ........ Boat hall ? Portable farnace, H W Good: 0 Soe ele Let YOON ie cise Iona: : Stal anweeee e rich & Co., ......... Bp 

Samples of Roliow “ware: caine, <2202--722.222221.. 8 | Bertable oven, meritorioug) 70 
Bost Argentine ware, Blair & Persons, ......11!.11 5 | Coffee urms, do. : 

Best plated ware, H W Goodrich & Co, .-...00e.--. 5 Teens ab sag er a ancy al Dip : le ¥ 8 0.5 : 
Misceiianzous anp DiscRerioxary. meritorions, eevee hence Class G, No, 86, Keisey’s rainwater filter, J E Cheney & Co., Roch- 

Mouse furnishti is, G L Davis, Mil, Dip and Top buggy, Mather & Thora, Mil, 22020202777. BB Heer Dio, ne en | eet remeneRy AME ie csr 7 
Ee ee Bord & Falrbanks, oe laa Pip Boll wading, S Gilbert, Horicon, honorable men- ” 

Portable steam engine, Menzel & Stone, Mil, Dip Tmprovemenl in window blinds, ssme,:. ... 1 
BUG vee ee cone veescovecees sere sere -seeeee> 10 | Thimble skeins, D Head, Ke pegsescacks a 

Mathematical instruments, E Frank, Mil, Dip and 3 Feather flowers, Mise Pitznam, Mil, ae 
Sted birds, BC Springer, Mil. -.0--.<-1-..-..... 2 | Homemade rosewood book case, Noyes, Flertz- f 
Garving:in wood, ee Wine ceeeek heim & Co., More ee Dy . 
Fon bees capeens trae, Galanin & WD onion? Dip Fee llarenlese, oltzln Bary, wvt-aseeseene nee 3 

ete ce oe ess. | Boynton's pat. Ven furnace, .. 
Best tton safos Benner & Bruno, Mi, Dip and... 5 Metropolitan Gooking eGo teas be 
Best lock, secepeccsccsccnseesecese s+... Dip | Register and Ventilators, ................ 
Shingle maching 2 A aber, Gar HV. 8 | scttooley’s patent Refrigerators, .. ee ate 
Peckham’s cauldron furnace, L ee lee Store ventilators, d22 ust Syndicate oem 
Fulrbank’s seales, same, <-7--.ese-c.-'-scccscs<- Dip | Patent Felloe unachine, ¥. Adama, Ambersi, Masa, Dip 

oedieeanger pil a ana a Fox & Crosby, Mil. Dip | Washing machine, K A Otvis, Waukesha, : bi , 
Specimen of Work, taney table, 35 McGrath, Dip | 2 best feather work, Mrs IF Clark, se? 0202007,, UR 
Inala nk drawings Me SAW Blaise OO} 4 | Hat and bonnet press... - sees scoot ' 

3s, pistols and fishing Gardiner, "Dip | Best case clothing, W'W Sherman, Mil, ...."""j 3 
Men rershact, Griswold & Bircham, acing Dip | Iron fence and gate, Bayley & Greendade, iii, Bes ; 

do ‘kip skins,same, °.cc0i0 12552, c0Ulsoiasicic (8 | Worsted work, Mr Kuss, 2202000220 8 E 
Assortment dom. manufac’d boots, Atkins & Stecle, a ea - 
Lefer Gia ea hata et PB Class D, No. 87.—€rorr. t Greene oe rr chines iccci 3 | Bostvarlety apples, D Matthews, Burlington, .... $19 
Gases or Hoop Boy wo? | Ado Move Speen tenet ct 

I Potatoe digger, $1; meat cutter $1; sausage Bost 10 varieties do, A 8 Putney, doy <4t-0.00.00000. § 
sere teh O00 s80 ad Cel, B00} senso 8 30 ot A Van Vleck dy ooo ce cece IIE & et RE iieies See eecwccccccecvcce , 

Pressed Brick. Basleyy Watkins fe Conoco Dip | Reon Meee Tatts. doy -coseeeseeses 8 
Spoke machine, Baow d& Williams, ....i..<-.... Dip | Best shor winter do, 8 Pettibone, Mill, 20.02.1127 x 

ariety of ladies bennéts, G O'Dea, Janesville, ... Dip | 2d do, OS Rathbone Pes parciey See 1a ‘ Beater work fame OA Battles, nuses-.eed ee aide Mma 
| s Bowers, do ........+.s+eeeeeeeeeeee» 21 Best show autumn do, M Spears, 5 Sa WP % ee |
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24 do, D Matthews, ......-.sseesssssseserere002+-+ T! The following ara the officers elect, for the Dido, 06 Bathibome: 06.5 .50 520 5c5 <1... ones ss 
Best and greatest variety pears, J Bell, Wauwatosa 7} year 1857 : 

Bentand greatest variety Gepos,@'B Peioy, 0177 | President—R. “T, Seymour. 
0 . PUM, BO, <2. onss cncseskassa see Vice Presidents.—Seymour: Brooks, N. L. 

do "ao preserved retin 'doy == o.02-sc0 7! g| Gaston and J. R. Minne 
ieee ke CRG . Board of Managers.—S. B Edwards, Hi- 
ee pom Cros ES ee Sen ate 

STO] r Iswe! iam e] avy ahommeberrie Sct ah Se | Williams, T. W. Mill and HJ. Starin, 
The seventh annual fair of the Walworth ee 

Oo. Agricultural’ Society,..was held on the, ee ee een 
society’s grounds, near the village of Elk-} The Society for this county was re-organ- 
horn, on the 10th and 11th days of Sept.| ised this year, and their recent fair shows 
The weather was not very favorable, but! that the farmers appreciate industrial exhi- 
this did not seem to abate the ardor of the! pitions when properly gotten up. A lease 
farmers of Walworth a great deal, for they | for fifty years has been given to the society, 
turned out, with their wives, their sons and | of g piece of ground at Union Grove, on | 

: their daughters, and brought with them] which they held their Annual Fair, Septem- |} 
materials to make a good representation of | per 24th and 25th. The location is rather |] 
the indastrial pursuits of this county. The} pad one to draw a large crowd; as there | 
display of stock was the best we have seen | is no large town, and no attraction aside |! 

; at any county fair this year, while, in other] from the fair, unless it be an extrémely fine 
7 respects the show was good. The Messrs, country—and every farmer in Racine county | 

Brooks, of East Troy, bronght from their} gan see this without leaving home. Not- || 
extensive stock of full bloods a good show withstanding, there was quite a concourse |} 
of what Wisconsin can do in the line of of people both days. There is, at present, || 
Short Horns. E, Depuy, and D, Burgett of! no hotel within two miles, and but for the | 
the same place; A. M. Perry, of Troy; J. open doors of the many farm houses around, || 
P. West, 8. G. West, and H. H. Curtis, of | some would have found pretty scunty aceom- \| 
La Fayette; H. Cross, O. G. Ewing and J.| modation. As for ourselves, we shared the || 
Fernly, La Grange ; W. Bell, Joseph Rector, | pounteous hospitality offered at Rev. J. S. it 
Walworth, and many others from different Emery’s, while it was our good fortune to i 

= parts of the county, had fine blooded stock, | stop at Union Grove. j | 
. David Williams, of Geneva, had a two year| Tror the first real fair, this was very suc- 

old, short horn bull, possessing as many fine | cessful, but every man promised to do bet- | 
points as we ever saw combined in one ani-| ter next year. Premiums weré offered for H 
mal, which drew the firt preminm in this} the best cultivated farnis, This isan excels |? 
class. The first premium for the best Devon | lent plan—but we think the premium should 
Ball, was. taken by a fine animal owned by | be a little more than eight dollars, beside di- 
Orville Eldred. We should like to go on in| ploma, for the most systematic and well ar- || 
this department and enumerate more, as we }1anged farm. J. Russel, jr., received ‘the || saw so many animals worthy of high praise, | Pfemium for the best cultivated farm; J..0. || 
but space will not permit, and those who | Bennett, the second do.; and §, 0. Bennett, || 
wish a perfect list must look to the loeal pac | the first, for the best. reclaimed thirty acres 
pers, in which it was published entire. Of| f marsh. The premium on field crops were 
horses there were about 180 entries. as follows : 

The annual address was delivered by| Peet Piere of Indian Speer ses eee 
Hon. J. R. Doolittle, and was pronounced ar 4 « f Spring Wheat,J. 0. Bennet, Dip, & 5 00 
one of the best efforts of this talented and| Best “Oats, Joseph ecaseye ed & 30 favorite orator. oe Bee ee ke wats a 

The society is now in ‘a flourishiug condi- eae eae St Dip. #400 
tion. It has ten acres of land fenced and| Of cattle thero-was a good show. Horses 

fitted up, and having good workers to back | were not so plenty. One, ' however, a 
it Up, must continue to prosper. draught stallion, owned by J. S. Jones © |
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seemed ‘to be’ well built’ for strength and) “In tit riding’ match, seven’ competitors 
service. Of faney horses there was a mea-,| appeared; Misses’ Miles, ‘Cronk, St. John, | Rae ott a Noggle, Van Gelder; and Heild. The ri- || er may. ‘ ding was excellent throughout, and at:times | Of farm implements manufactured in the | 116 liveliest interest was excited. To ladies county, Racine probably had the best show | over 17 years of age, the first premium of | of any county in the State, J. I. Case, re- | $20 was awarded to Miss Miles; the second, || | ceived the first premium on threshing ma- ee ome inneh@endiauenntt we | D2] : - =e are e firs! mi 01 0 485 {| chines: Ela & Oo, on fanning mills; H. Peaye hes 24, $15, to. Miss Bt! John; the. ‘ 
Mitchell, best plow;. Orson Phelps, best 8d, $10, to Miss Ni 3. the 4th, $5, to 
harrow ;' O.'S. Northrup, horse ‘rake; " F.| Miss Van Gelder; nee ‘discretionary pre- 
Terbush, best churn—an excellent pattern, | mium,of $3,.to Miss Heil.” ()2oi00001 
that séemed to, take. the attention ofthe} ‘Nothing occurred, at any time, to detract 
ladies; Ela &.,,0o.,::. best’ extension top a an of a 
Carrengonss Pee Bee Se The :display of cattle was’ good-horves 

= ea pow Paes : He PY | also—and we wish that our eee al-' 
George ‘Hely, of Rocliester, in this, county, low us to Enumeraté, but as’ we cannot do we have seen at several fairs—at all of the ‘exhibitors’ justice, we wwill Meh one ‘ 

| which, it:has received the highest enconiums eee: Eldred, Barrows & Co,, from their 
| of the judges and threshing matliine men. extensive agricultural: warehouse) made a 

|, We think it ar excellent machine, and as large'display, comprising almost every thing 
|, soon'as We can get an engraving of it, shall in' the’ line of’ farming’ uterlails that ‘any 
| give a full description of its, working. ; western farmer is apt to need. ‘ 

| The address, by N. IL. Dale, #farmer-boy, The fruit, department was extensive; be- 
|| was terse and practical,‘and we’ shall ‘take low is the report of judges im this:division. || occasion to'copy from it'for the pages of the |'« g, Hanford, show of grapés\'Tst preti;’2 00 

Farmer, hereafter. < vo WJ. Pe Diekson, AS AEN SORT UGS 
| The officers of. this society. deserve great |} A. Kinney, largest and best varieties 
|| praise, for the manner they have filled ‘the te . Tene ae oa pred : ip 

| Positions etitrustéd to them,” satiy Mrs, Williston, gooseberrits, 1st prem.,’2'00 
| ROCK COUNTY FAIR. “Your ottimitteo would make honorable,” 

sri: 3 (nized | Mention ‘of the ‘fruit''exhibited, which’ was | Rock has the oldest and best organized raised‘ out of ‘our county, and ‘therefore 
| Society in the state. , They own. ten; acres | conld not! come into competition with our 

| of land in the southern part of! the city of }own; among which was a large show of 
| Janesville, have it well fenced, good lialls ae eet of au cent the | 
j| erected, and fitted up with all ‘the Conveni- THs is peeentea™ by p B sphut dine Oe ' 
I ened that is necessary for the display of arti- | Beloit’ also.a good show of; apples, presented 
|| cles on exhibition, to, the. best :advantage. by H: J. Starin, ‘of, Whitewater, and xaloed, : 
\| There were several features: inthis fair, | by hin at that place. Mr. 8. also prvseuts ; 
Ht aside from the mere display of, agricultural ee aes gi nee neh Nal 

prods; witch helped’ th draw, ths) Jatee,| maaths, - MUOMRASAN bad tikes Sette” crowd they had, and some of these, were, of good grapes. All of which is respectfully’ important features of themselyes,,,. The trial} submitted: TOP AO Srantomya Ob'n,” "6 
| of fire:engines; in»such a city‘as Sanesville, |) We are indebted to Mr,'Spanlding for a 

gives’ the» different’ ‘comipiinies ‘a sttong im- | fine Tot of apples selected, from those he,had.. 
petus to try to excell; not only’ when on dis-|on exhibition, after the judges: had made © 

play, but, to’ keep them. well, organized for.| their examinations, i i 
time of need.., The ladies. riding match was'| Altogether, the fair was ‘decidedly a good 
just. right—there’ was ‘no’ racing, and the'}‘one. “Alin all; it was the best, county, fair, , 
whole thing’ was'manag adutirably. The we have seen in Wisconsin, and we have at- 
Premitins were given, tot to those, who | tended, quite a number this year; but-we 
rodg the fastest, but, the.,bes¢.,. The Janes- | must respectfully submit our opinion—as the’ ’ 

ville Gazette, of October 4th; gives the pre- | officers, in their report, challenged the state 
miums awarded, as follows: fair to beat them—that it was not guite up . a cA emma RS et
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to the state fair, neither in the number of an she Teena See hed people on to feel 
ry 1 icles and animals ex- 6 Want o} mani ire, Which at once 
‘ i ied hea” . Ae been, we should | °@used the scientific men of aces to seek 

| e 2 some substance from which an extensive 
| have blamed Rock county, for in that case | production of paper could be had; but an- 

: she would not have done her duty to the | terior to the year 1751, no attempt was at- 
? | rest of the state, by making her mark in the | tended with decided success. M. Gverraxp, i} 

‘ | general show. The wish of every Wiscon- He oor at te opined the EAETOADY 

p | oo peepee, de =~ ea neee Daan long series of experiments, and displayed to 
4 | flourishing, not only in his own county, but, | the world new specimens of paper from the 
¢ | also, throughout the remainder of the State. | barks of trees, the tendrils of the vine, 
: THE MANUFAGTORE OF PaPER. _| straw, wood, &e. Soon afler this, a work 
i aa f on the nature of plants, was printed on pa- 
a No manufacture has ever received more | per Tiaanthotared from the marsh-mallow, 
4 attention from mankind than that of paper. | and partly from the bark of what is termed 
i We find that it was commenced at a period | the lime tree. The panes made from the 

rE | almost immemorial, and consequently it| former was of a medium quality, and of a 
i | cannot, with justice, be accredited to any ie color; that obtained from the 

£ particular nation. - ime tree was coarse, and of a brown hue; 
*, | In the Pharaonic periods, we meet with | but both were suitable for printing and wri- 
, | papyri—the name given to written scrolls | ting. It appears that severa! years were 
- —and this is no doubt the nearest we can | spent, and yet the new manufacture had not 

re approach its true origin. China, as well as | arrived at a degree of perfection to warrant 
oe Greece, Italy and Germany claim the disco- | its extensive use. A rivalry at once sar 
ue vey, of manufacturing paper, from cotton | up between the French and Germans, an 
e and linen, This, however, is involved in | we find them striving to surpass each other 
4 obscurity, as most of the improvements | in quality and production. 

4 were anterior to the year 1498. Duringthe| The following is a list of substances that 
i year 1558, a great advancement was made | were experimented with—also the results 

at in this manufacture, in France and Holland, | attending the inventions: From nettles, a 
Vs ; from which countries England and other | dark green was obtained ; from hops a dark 
ij | mations received their supplies ; and from | brown; from mosses, a dusky green; from 
$4 | this date to the present, an unceasing im- | reeds, a light green; from the bark of the 
: | provement has taken place, which is likely | willow, a reddish brown; from the wood of 
i to continue. bi the hazel nut tree, a pulp as white as the or- 

oe The art of paper making has received the | dinary white paper now in use was ob- 
i attention of every country, and among these | tained; from the poplar tree, it was of a 
‘ | our own stands pre-eminent. It is now |darker shade, and suitable tor wrapping 

By | well known, that at the present time, more | paper; from the elm and osier trees it was 
gt | paper is manufactured in the United States | of the same color as of the poplar; from the 

$ than any other country; and it has been | eaves of the burdock, and those of the this- 
i stated that the product exceeds that of all | tle, a green and white spotted paper was the 
- other countries together. This is attested | result. Thus it will be seen, that at this 

|: by the immense number of newspapers, and | early period, a number of plants, and barks 
; millions of books yearly printed, and stands | of trees, had been experimented with, and 
4 as a noble monument to the intelligence and | that these experiments were successful to a 
i industry of the people. The demand has| certain extent, in producing a great de- 
; become so great that we have recently be- | sideratum. 
: gun to experience the want of proper sub-| The following remarks, by SouazFrEx, 
M stances from which to manufacture. But| the German experimenter are deserving of 
1 when this want was first felt, the inventors | attention; = show that when a substance 

of our country were soon experimenting, | had been obtained possessing the necessary 
: and ere long this demand will be satisfied. | fibre and color for the production of a suita- 
{ They are now making investigations among | ble pulp, that the chemical processes were 
; the numerous substances which nature af- | detrimental to both color and fibre—in some 
, fords, and already we see the beneficial re- | instances totally destroying both. It was, 

sults arising therefrom. then, the chemical action which was the 
A As paper is an article of extensive use, | main hindrance to the successful termina- 
t for literary, domestic and commereial pur-| tion of the experiments, These are the 

poses, its manufacture will ever brove pte remarks referred to :—“ The boiling of rene 
fitable and extensive. The improvenfents | table substances, or the wood itself, in alki- 
will now be given; from the earliest records, | line solutions, with a view to soften them, 
which have a made in the productjon of | and facilitate their conversion into pulp, is 

this useful. article, of no service; as, notwithstanding such
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treatment for several hours, they not only | pearance, but on adding rags, became finer 
ee ie eee Te one a wae aaa rte. He alto use she stalks ae pine 

low cas oug! C mn formerly | cal which, when reduced to a 3 
white. Even eS in pure water eh ficteses per. a 
fects the color of vegetables. According pee most beautiful paper 
“Though lime water, if employed for} was prepared from the leafy husk of the 

macerating vegetables, that are to be made | maize, in a mill near Remini, in Italy. 
into paper without rags, facilitates the de- | Scuarrrer also made experiments with this, 
composition of the former, plants of tender} but they were not successful. He then 
fibre, which are naturally soft and pliant, turned his attention to the catkins of the 

Sra tobe resuosl if < heareine: int ail Coad aalic atmeee Moreh ree lent quality of paper. © pulp pre- 
those of a hard nature, lime is indispensably pared frog Ses capes’ wa esi formed 
necessary, into sheets, est 0! 1e seer 

3 eee made Hom cote when ep were also experimented with, but were too 
in the manner similar to that exercised on | e: ive to warrant further progression, 
ae rags, za clear ad dntaile. Tt was in-| , 5 arley same proved the masa profitable 
ven! in Greece, and a few years an we the est amount of paper mate- 
formed a very extensive branch af the te: eee Tabane in per- 
vant trade. The product of this plant can- | fecting the mannfacture from this substance. 
not be valued too much for paper making. | He could not produce a white paper, how- 
At this cane ee she Zoneud, is are a ovet, without adding the twentieth part of 
course may be e cotton of | linen rags. 

the, South, where there is, and ever will be,} Patents have been granted in the United 
a aenestible Pini or ee eon for ths manufacture of paper out of 

y - | straw and hemp. 
factures of the North, who state it to be isti | Seas et Naw ab |e Dave om cre he inp nd 
stitute yet offered among the vegetable ma- riods to. Te ear 1796; from which ae a 
terials. The bark is the part of the plant x H ae talitohs wand new era commences in the manufacture. 

; . The Government of England has granted 
The pith of the thistle, was employed and | nore patents for inventions relating to pa- 

experimented with by the indefatigable 2 eae aper making, than ya! pee 

pe mie fits bark, and He Be viGon These will be dul othe at the stripped the stalk of its bark, and extracte stlate tt 
= spongy pith; it eS then put in the eepropyaye on gy [the PTC 
mill in its sappy state, and in a short time a FEMALE é 
clear and durable paper was afforded. The Seo 
— on the cotton thistle has been used Dean Swift Proponed to ee female poms 
with success, and leave eyery lady to rate her own charms. 

The Society for the encouragement of the | He said the tax would be cheerfully paid 
Arts, in the ‘year 1788, conferred a silver | and very profinreies. 
medal on a French manufacturer, for the| . Fontenelle thus daintily compliments the 

poceeeos of forty-four quires of paper som ben he compares meh sman aoe 
m the bark of the sallow-tree. About| the latter serve to point. out ours, the 

six hundred weight of the raw material was | former to make us forget. them. 
required to produce that quantity of paper.| The standards of beauty in woman vary 
The paper produced from this was not equal | With those of taste. Socrates called beauty 
to that produced from rags ; but it vas then a short-lived tyranny; Plato, a pevelcence 
remarked, that it “seemed likely to answer | nature; Theophrastus, a silent cheat; The- 
some valuable purposes, hereafter, when the | ocritus, a delightful prejudice; Oarneades, a 
mode of working raw vegetable material | Solitary kingdom; nt Aristotle affirmed 
—_ be ones nl iy ‘ t > | that it was pation: den all thé letters of re- 

t ‘an early peri inhabitants of | commendation in the w 
Nanghs, in Japan, manufactured paper from| With the Modern Greeks, and other na- 
Hemp. It was macerated in lime water, | tions on the shores of the Mediteranean, cor- | 
bet and. then prepared. for paper. In| pulency is the perfection of form of women ; 
San ‘8 peer itis mentioned that | and these'very attributes which disgust the 
i e tmhaterial of the stalks can be made Western European, form the attractions of 

Se. Beecieton cxartnah ODN bp| aa elas ant of his comis yomen, ‘ e iment 0) shape of his co om 
vines; but they required to be one that Rubens, vinckia pictures, fake wo 
eight hours in the engine before they be-| much in a vulgar and odious plumpness; 
came ‘fibrous or pulpy, sufficiently to be| when his master was desirous to represent 
formed into paper. It was of s brown ap-! the “beautiful,” he had no idea of beauty See ee als ge ae eo) en eee
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7 ’ Schooland University lands o her than the Ave hundred | YT POR’ S TAB L E. 

eter The le expenses incident to the sale of | — = = imate expenses inc! : - 
ae eilinp uaa evenoeed lands aforesaid shall be first 5 Othe. dnagens aoe hall w ae ao 

Bese othe due and all of the purchase money ly devoted to Fairs, and occupied most of 
ar a jac oi I part of the School fund of ait time in attending a ae i pee aa 

this State, ant aalbe safest thew e uses, designs, | which occupation we have fou this Bete, an‘ shall be’ subject to the samo Uses, sign, |p ation we have found much 
regulati laws. All laws by or under the ene and iritellesttal profit, 

ssidor Seeman oy the United Sates tines et of hard work and cree bea i 

inet cece ren Oates i ir, in'all its details, labor f the aforesaid granting act gre: satthol ip a fake Tat ; 

i siete ain ee 4 patie # like getting up a large party, be swamp and overflowed lands. voirchace {#04 Pains, ke getting up a lange party, 
Sec. 8. Twenty-five per cent. Ree reaiao tparchase |r nly hore $0. er a world of die 
a CSR ee ac De ee ee things to be arranged, 1 on the paid inthe county treasury ot Mont maerEe SS ere cau s 
sales may have been made, ant uy regenrer 2°” tepur t very bod co ates 
gn the receipt of snch money shall ive his receipt there ee ee a ey pots bd prod 

Trocaate aad digtinet aed seceras lst ofall the lands | for, and when at length grergthing | P- 
sold in each township in said Pom lee ag, aforesaid, one posed to be ready, and th compas den 

Sf which shail be Bled in the office of the Clerk ofthe to assemble with their animals of which shall be filed in the office of the Clerk of the with their animals an _ 
County Board of Gunervisors of such county, and the oth | GW many a Found to be wrong, oF 

er shall be filed in the office of the Secretary i" lisehing altapetewoulions ash : 
ized town in stich county ethe eon saat mk cia wl sting ide chee 

ee nae ee ea Eeeseate tate pay to}selves the object one 
the teaser of suet town fs propor‘ te share there- | tanded slight. How many are wronge 
the treasurer of such town Its proportionate share there Jed sig pe nag sxererenens is 
of, the same being the twenty-Ave er cen bite partial jndaen.d generally by 
subnay, realieed tr the sale of Weode thetdin.” ‘And rach a eee 
town shall proceed to the reclamation of quch Iapds by eo 
draining the same with all convinient speed. aA | cape gre positions by thei. superior 
saaaey nok pasd to the town Soeuine wc 68 Tae aYicessis Seite (athe tts fort) "How 
within two years after the receipt thereof by the county nee, Cane mee 
treasurer, shall be by_such county treasurer palinto the | many — , \d the same shall form a constitu ing, and are zeady to ins 
ney ct oak: fund, and shall bo managed as provided 2 be on cs mgt net tine, ih 

id fund, H t Py er Jn relation te th ‘the protection of School oe Uni Sisyordy yan meat with plenty of peop a 
versity lands, are hereby extended and made app! nora Ee eter ace aes 

| || “to the’ewamp and overflowed lands in this act mentione ies cominapinabiaamsan seis 
8 5 s 0 2 Seton Ai ined tidotaitent “with GF repugnant to pretenuions'in their presenbe; but unforta 

i. Seer et orto roland State) ly when the time comes that there is Sra mute sencice rome ately when the time mes, thet, the 
s peo- 

=o stan ig fepeate aes packs etc ni a most invariably scarce and nowhere more than three seed and twenty acres each. oe P a ms 
Sec.12. This act immediately after its pases 2 pall bell to be found. ; gatas 

printed by the State Printer, and when so pi ware Poors ead among Hee t 

rer Aer vein NriLLLAM Ara tend fairs, and rather grudgingly pay their 
(Ge MeARTHOI. dmission, have much of a realizing sense of 
ee ah nt of hard work and vexation that Lt, Goy. and President of the Senate. | the amount of a mek bod resaton. A 

ed October 11, 1856. tiga to beers he 

RARER crv r anioatcn — That there is much that goes wrong on wee 
: ; occasions, all sensible people know ani ine InvENTOR AS WELL AS Artist—The a era aeeeee jee ccm can : 

rence correspondent of the Newark Dai ly eis in tha ating, wp male ent of 
Advertiser, under date of Sept. 5th, says :— By ee sereend Ganaty anes we ° 
i coun! sts, whom Mechan- Bt YR eae 
Du teymmen, Lowers, Whi in |no doubt; in fact we expec ih and ics have never forgiven for his success in ee ee eal tichee lubes ie tt to the os 
Art, is about to appease her with a ee toot, shel ability. 

renal ae te Gee ann roe In fartherance of such improvement, we 
Petter, iad tieapee ie i mark oes uld suggest the holding of a conyention better, and cheaper. This instrument, ori- wor Te ne telitundndine: 
ginally invented to faciliate his cee om a “oo senokoner a ess doth pee 

th semcan nl seeeeasamn ties, hos oe friends of agriculture as are inclined 
=a henge ae pace aan to second the movement, some time during 
papier i pele tenia th Kitchen, ‘The the coming winter, for the purpose of arran- 
waneionee s ae a chi e for | ging such features of policy and aaa 
nade eon with ‘e 1 t | ment, as will conduce to the good of su: producing it,in great numbers with the leas pate Se oe ei anines a out 

— en ted itwilts pete onekt oe fairs will not all come on the ae day, 
t i ttendance into ee nang f all} thereby utterly precluding the ai 

ee more itiea one of them, on the part of those parties. 

eee Ne eee Steines ee eee ns eae 
|_|
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| who would like to see as many such displays | Swamp Land.— 
in the different localities as possible. Some- We, this month, publish the law regu- 

y thing might also be done, in the way of de- | lating the sale and pre-emption of swamp 
t vising some mode of appointing judges for | lands, for the benefit of those it may concern, 

hs the principle departments, who would ex- Petes 
change with neighboring counties, thereby 7 = 1 ; promoting good fellowship and general in- ass ‘e recently had the pleasure of a call 

. terest, and at the same time removo all rea- | m Prof. Nasu, of the Plow, Loom and 
sonable grounds of partiality and suspicion. sari ee happy ie got an gat ing 

j It strikes us that these and many other kin- | #2¢ P! losophic a writer, here in the ne 
dred things might be effected, that would do | West, He seemed equally well pleased with 

iq much in the way of putting our various so-| OUr fine country and its show at the State 
: cieties upon a firm, harmonious and agree- | Fait. He expressed some surprise at not 
i able footing. What say the friends of agri-| Seeing anybody drunk; all very natural to 
i culture on the subject? We hope we may be sure, for an eastern man, who cannot well 
x hear from such as take an interest in the | 8% Tid of the idea that a new country neces- 
¢ matter, that we may have an early under-| @tily contains a half wild population. : 
Fy standing on the subject, and do whatever we| Those who want a sterling eastern agri- 

re do in season. cultural paper, cannot fail to Peete wich 
by : rons the Plow, Loom and Anvil, published in N. ee The material for Fairs, in our own State, | y gt $3,00 per annum, with a liberal dis- 
& during the nat season has been about| count to clubs. It abounds in excellent orig- 
of as poor as will’generally be the case. In the | inal articles of the most sterling character. {| ; first place, we have no truit, except a few 
f apples, to show, and vegetables as a general | Dred— ¥ 
‘ thing, are ea poor. Then the animals We are indebted ghee D. S. Durrie, 
3 are ordinarily in poor condition, on account | Esq., to ie patletiers, Phillips & Sampson, 
aa of the dry season and short feed, and the| for a copy ef Dred. 

te people themselves don’t feel very rich, when| As was anticipated, it proves a very read- = taking balf for wheat that they have got for | able and captivating story, with a moral 
o the last two years. All these circumstances | hardly behind Uncle Tom's Cabin, which in 

have rendered it rather an unpropitious sea- | Our estimation, is as high praise as could | ¥ son for such public shows. Still, notwith- | Well be bestowed upon any work of the kind. 
hay standing all these discouragements, they | Mrs. Stowe is one of the best writers of the 
iy have usually come fully up to the peoples’ | age—whose name and works will live as long 
2 expectations, and given good proof of what _ the human heart has warm sympathies | 
i can be done hereafter uncer favorable cir-| for the oppressed, ani that we trust, will be | 
} cumstances and good management. longer mas negro slavery will endure, heath- | 

; One of the greatest pleasures to us in at- | &™S? 80! ciscouraping as the jmsietit aepect | 
‘ tending mel arises Soa the satisfaction of | #® te the ier ‘te is first — ty 

oe meeting so choice and sterling a class of the Sey ae Poke ip + rare = f 
sy people, equally removed from the two ex-| 7° ee bn pee ve y ie 

{ tremes of snobby codfish aristocracy and Soak oe omy Pr) eeeneny 
} loaferly insolence. The first are too nice to Mi hoa lie frail 
; mix much in such every-day utilitarian mat-| _ hig urrie. Wall ibe: Happy ‘Fo ae ith tera, and the latter take little interest AOE | eres oe CUmpae ae eRe ane arena F well regulated people, where whiskey shops | ;, D'e” but with many things in the boo 
f and beer saloons are so scarce.’ Hence the Tine, nok so deed ful: 
- very cream of all really good society such | To Contributors— _ 
H as rests on a real foundation, instead of con- We are under the necessity of leaving 
. ceit and vanity, is there as fully represented | out several articles that we have received 
; as we ever find it in any other place. Per- | for publication, for want of room. The fair 
f haps we would have to make a little abate-| season will soon be over, and relieve us 
| prac en oe somewhat at that order of literature. 

. Bui us rc 
: that such will not often be the case. Instead | C=rter Potatoos— 

of the jockey and the blackleg, let us court We received a peck of these fine pota- : the company of the sterling farmer, mechan- | toes of Mr. Abernethy, who stated that he 
ic, merchant and business man, with their | had raised two hundred bushels the present 

: Wiyes and children. Yes, the children.— | season, and would probably advertise most i Who enjoy fairs more itighly than they, or | of them for sale, for seed. “They are one of 
: . derive more benefit from them? Butwe must | the mest: popular Eastern varieties, and drop this subject of fairs, however congenial | might be substituted to the advantage of 

it may be to our feelings, to be resumed ten ait farmer who now raises mongrels of 
again from time to time, as opportunity offers, ' ten different kinds upon each balf acre. 

eee ———————— rt
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a le rR ar 6 Fe le oe 

MORGAN HORSES. H. B. MERRILL & Co.,, | 
. . (SvocEssoRs To conss & MEREEL.) A Premium Essay on the Origin, “WV OUD zespsetully inform the gentlemen of Maat. 

son and vicinity, that they have now } History, and Characteristics of this remarkable thee Spring Stoo ot tha fllowing ue comprising | 
. | every Variety and Quality of goods for men’s ware, viz: AMERICAN BREED OF HORSES. | °Vo"y Variety and Quality of Conia: ||| 

Tracing the Pedigree from the original Justin Mor- | Of the mnst'approved and reliable summerstyles, mana- | | 
en aes oan seen ene Deane, factured expressly for this Establishinent, | jown to the present time, t HATS, CAPS, AND STRAW GOODS, | 

: WITH NUMEROUS PORTRAITS. Of the latest styles. Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers, of every | | 
To which are added variety. | 

| HINTS FOR BREEDING, ‘BREAKING, paca : Serer, exiaeaata nna ere is | = = g in of Glov | AND GENERAL USE AND MANAGEMENT Ties, Adjustments, Stocks, Canes, Suspenders, Under || 
OF HORSES, Garments, &c, i with practical directions for {raining them for Exhibition Our Tailoring Department | at Agricultural Fairs. Is now managed by an experienced New York City Cnt- |! 

BY D. C. LYNSLEY, Mrppiesvrr, Vr. teal and we warrant ey, ptcle mee pndet his super- 
ion to give perfect and entire sat ion. : a ae preceteen pein Me rates torener oar easablishnosds ihe 

: Agricultural book publishers, 140 Fulton st., N. Y. Great Depot | Sa ee Ef ee aes Wear, and by studying earefully en ma be at eal ae ae ee of oe raed and wing sien 
I larkets every ninety days, we hope to merit the contin- GREAT BARGAIN! |siiscsrpatictirer “7 "=? | F FOR SALE!! F27-All goods shown cheerfully, represented fatty, |) 

ARM and submitted to the purchaser's and ju en! 

HE FINE FARM OR SA Rit Jydete, ON ets A ue a CO | E NE EM col ol e east Jy of east 3y " f. ‘0 3, Farnontiy’s Bioox, Mapisox. Wis, 1 7 = section a west 3g S poset x“ seaton 3 and peteee Sa | 
south-east 3¢ of north-west 3¢ section 24, town 7, north | 

if ‘° 15 east, said to contain 300 acres, and generally W ER 'UR E. | 
Saewn an ee Keane Waras @ aoe Ox lk, a a LAKE SIDE AT. Cc a tention of all persons in want of a great, bargain, pay. NEAR | 
ing investment, and desirous of becuming possessers o 
a remunerating tract of land, is called to this notes: we DESON, | The tsabatziber has directions to sell oe ae a THE CAPITAL OF WISCONSIN. | 
tioned splendid property, at s great sacrifice. It is situ- | 

| ated in the fertile county of Waukesha, within an easy A HOME || 
distance of the Milwaukee & Mississippi R. It. Depot, at iH Waukesha, and is one of the fastest improving portions J J i | of the State, and will be sold for 8.000. For particulars, {| &e., apply to J. 8. FILLMORE, Bae eee | 

No. 2, Juneau Block. T= PROPRIETORS have the pleasure to announce || ——- a Perttat hay. have scoured the serviees of Doctor B.A, | 
os 0! ston, the eminen' iclan ant COLORED popular lecturer upon the principles of Hydropathy, to PHOTOGRA PFE S!! | iske charge of the Institution, ‘The reputation of this 

. distinguished practitioner, Who was the first Amerlean to 
| E IT remembered, that Johnson & Fuller have been | S40Pt the Hydropathie treatment, and who showed suc | Biieraricdty he Waonann Stata Agricultural Se | gmmendatle az in hs afore to obtain 8 Choong 

clety, the HIGHEST PREMIUM alo art by visiting the principal Hydropathic institu- 
tions of this country and Europe, is, they trust, a suffi- for the best pictures produced in the State; and we have | cient guarantee that the invalids:who resort hither will only to say tothose who wish Colored Photographs. or | be properly and thoroughly treated. | any other style of portrat, to “Just walk right up to the | “Di: KIPTREDGE almmisters the celebrated “Elec- || a 's office,” and be taken. tro Chemicsl Baths,” so beneficial in cases vf chronie dis- ‘hose having old meee of deceased friends, | ease, and in extracting mercurial and other mineral | which in time mney. entirely, disappear or fade out, by |.poisons from the system, and ho will denmionstrate by ex- : sending them to Johnson & Fuller, with a description of periments to any one ‘curious in such matters, the effieaey the color of the hair, eyes and general complexion, may | of this wonderfal remedy. 

. have them coppiet. Jarge size, and colored in a styleto al- The ‘Institution is capable ef accommedating One most equal life itself. Hundred guests—isfarnished in a superior manner in all Also, ivory miniatures, dentate painted from old | its oa, suited to the purpese fer which it was pictures, . A. JOHNSON. | constructed. It is situated om the South shore ef the J. 8. FULLER. beautiful Lake Monona, sppesite in full view ef the City 
SSS |} of Maison, and sufficiently removed from the public 

SEACOR OR LAWTON Soutien ee ee 
| Oar a ee rc | matey Nateeet da amines Site WS pet ree : xcellent ig am Toom pro) | ‘HE Un ed would inform the public, that ‘he wish ‘conv ' Olren- "Dietiaeres Semsinet cookers Odaretapiar ee magia, ee 

ee tee for sale, about the firstof October next, ‘Address E. A. KITTREDGE, M.D. 

io doubt of thete geuuincnces’" They are undosbeediy Sate tote Ea a oe ne doubt of their genuineness. are undoul 
the best Blackberry J the worldcombining all the de- obi Ms So dehyiow aalT - tondnon yO sat rable qualities of size, fine flavor, prolific bearing, | po |. great hardiness and Easy Cultivation, “We shall be able  Daguerrean Gallery, fb farnish them individually, or by the dozen. Powers’ e ery; 
Price—60 cents each, or ge per dozen. Lappin’s New Block, Janesville, Wis. 
‘We will forward them, securely packed by mail, to AGUERREOTYPES taken in the best style of the those sending orders enclosing the a Di abr taken if preferred. Instruction JAMES L. TOWNSEND. | given in tho art and Hoek aor sale G Camsrmnes, Dane Co.. Wis., Sept. 1, 1856. tt March, 1856 ly J. E. POWERS. 
a a eS ar
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FuURNITORE: a | COOK..& BELDEN, 1 

| g ‘St! S| 
|| Fee 0. ©. BUCK: & COs af 
| $ ai call aR costa al MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN i 

eat i Ls <f Cabinet and Upholstery. fie 

| : Rn Rooms on Washington Avenue, East of tho American x4 
} ' mesct ‘ Hotel, and on Morris Street, near the Court House, % 

iat Capital House Block, Madison, Wis., € Madison; Wis. a 
i "Have constantly on hand's complete Assortment of | FX "BEP constantly on hand everything wanted in the } | : rnishing Vine. ‘Buying all our Goods in the x 
{ Watches, Jewelry, Easterit market: we cin of coureeiell cheaper than estab- o 

elit PURE SILVER AND PLATED WARE, | !!shments purchasing of Western Jobbers. 

j J. RARE BNODS, CLOCKS, £0. ofall inde ser at algae ao Malry Exseiior, : | All Goods warranted\as re; ited or money refanded. | . . eeat: ‘ 
ft Bilver Work bought at Sar store is engraved free “| Hoek eadites Ge, ee 7 Seen salt a 

. oT eee poorer. 7 rebated and Warnes | SOFAS, CHAIRS, CENTRE-TABLES BEDSTEADS a 
Mapisox, August, 1856. LOUNGES, WARDROBES, BUREAUX, : 
eee ee SIRE BOARDS LOOKING 7 

——— ‘GLASSES, £0, €C. % 
sit & Together with innumerable articles too sma, and BU- q 

1856. | MILWAUKEE (1856, ieee to aiaition, and too use to be overlooked We a] 
are now prepared to supply orders at wholesale as wel f 

Ss T aise pee E, a9 retail te ee | ‘Countzy ‘merchants will take 4 

| Wholesale and Retail Dealer.in Stoves, Tin | Look Satta ee oe Hee sa, Washington Avenue, ‘ j 
\ and Japanned Ware, and Agent for eS acinnan! # 

j 5 : t iLE ? 
| Herring’s Champion Safes, Reena : 
I FAIRBANK’S PATENT SCALES, Mapison; Augnst 1, 1856. tf. t 

| WAREHOUSE TRUCKS, a ee * 
| Cistern sind Well Pumps, Corn Shellers, Clothes, Horse tS 
| Castings, Flat Iron Heaters, Charcoal Furnaces, Robin- 4 

| son's Patent Double-Acting Downward Draft Gridiron, Boston Boot and Shoe 4 
| "fe. &e, Also Manufacturers of STORE. : 
|| Tin, Sheet Iron, Copper & Zinc Ware, Magnificent Stock and New Arrangements. ' 4 
| sos WorReE . Fee purchased the magnificent, stock of Boots hte 

| Of every! description done at short notice, and on the and Shoes of Willis, Neil & Co., Lam now prepared ng 
i most reasonable terms. ivotfer to the people of Siadison and vicinity, an exten- i 

' sive assortment of custom. msde work, frou. Ve MORRIS STREET, NEAR CAPITAL HOUSE, MADISON, WIS. | Monnfetuter in the East, and at Eastern Prices, My om 
N:B.—Goods sold st Milwaukee prices, adding trans- | motto is, “Low Prices; Stnall Profits, and Quick Sales. aj 

| portation: ‘Terms Cash. Hoe the dale, Mines and ae, rt cs = na 
| % , Aug. 1, 1856. ‘tf. 01 aitel uskins an ppers, of, evel ie' ; | Manisox, Wis., Aug. 1, 18 eee | ae Boe quailty Bee ae coal taahe ; 

| SEE t8- Oe a nee For — ent! ane Boys = een paye 5 
almost everythtng worn or ‘cal for; ‘every style an os NEW JEWELRY STORE. ‘ariety of Boots. Congres “Gaur Oajord, French my 

p a fersey Ties—und & great variety of Boots ai es i 
| LOOMIS & HOES, which, for style, quality nud ptiod; Gaundt fall to please oa 
| No. 201, East Water Street, Martin’s Block, everybody. 4 
| MILWAUKEE, WIS, ‘At Curtis’ ‘old Stand, Near the Capital House. “ 

; D. M. BURWELL. ~ WHOLESALE AND HETAT, DEALERS, AND. | ois) is, Ang. 856.2 ’ 2 
| Importers of Fine Watches, | === : 

JE TAMONDS, SILVER WARE, : j “4 nt Re Ea Madison Plow Factory, s 
EF oa ni Ds. ' , ee ) 4B Oe SOSD=| BILLINGS A CARMAN. || aa RE NOW MANUFACTURING at their Plow Fac- a GLASS, REGULATORS, £0. A tor, al sizg of Crossing and Breaking Plow ofthe res 

ine foods. chea} mater! anf workmanlike manner. Te- S ; 

SN ey | cok  parsicularattontion of Farmers to thelr Bard. a 
any hotse West of New' York. ened Plovs whieh, for cheapness. and. durability; a8 not ray 

._ Repairing, &c., Done to Order. aga acaba large lot of Cast Steel im 
LL. LOOMIS. , J. H. HOES. | Plows, and we feel confident that their equal cannot be a 
Mi.wauxxe, May 1, 1858. _ tf | found east of West for strength, durability, Nghtaess of st 

SSS ee aah, pon Feplanise to sharpen, or perfection of work. a 
~ Ries -- - -. - . - ,nscne | Wee p on hand, Corn.and Shovel\Plows, and ‘va- ie 

MENDOTA... NURSERY rious other Agricultural, Tools in our line. a 
1, ee Aegis pease ‘ 4 We would also cali goss, attention to our Breakin; a 

AMILE, AND.A HALE WEST OF THE [psapibiee vasa chonaentban any-plows ofthe kind a 
“(STATE UNIVERSITY. {A-TIBBITS & GORDON ‘are the on! ta oe , TREES; SHRUGS, VINES C., xc. | 4? os, een SE A is 

: H.F.BOND. | (©, H, BILLINGS - SH. CARMAN. bag 
Manion, Wis., Aug. 1856. tf Mapiwox, : ie 

—_ = $$$ f " : ing
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: Bead <3 ee ee MADISON NURSERY, 
“ CHROOT § SEEDLING Pk PLWAT NORTH END OF WASHINGTON AVENUE, 

. BY JOHN HAND, ANTS Ohare vinke pores, | Wgetstteae Pan Sere CURRANTS, GRAPE VINES, BULBS, sad Orminenat Srey 7, as consign ert i 
e = 

4 SHRUBBERY, TUBERS, £0, &0. lstrand Honghton's Seedling: Goostentng; Bred, ti com | Rapa ce haha he eee P. CAHO@N’S Seedling Pic Plant. Length o! 5 's Gian : B. Stock 264nches, and circumference 48 tnekes— | Vicwons and’ Mammoth Rhubarb, or Plo Plant, Giant 3 Weight, 83¢ pounds. ' Cireumference of the Leaf 22 Asparagus; eight varieties of ‘choice Strawberries ; Y Sect.” Prided of oow'jeet at one catting, forty-eight | Dwarf and aetay noe in great Yarlety; all kinds of | ; Pounds. | I will securely pack in boxes, and forward ac- | Ornamental Sheal suited to the climate, smong | i" cording to directions. Ten Rovts for $5; Five Roots for | which will be found large well furnished plants; also a ; $8; One Root for $1; by the Hundred’ for $40. good variety of Herbaceous Plants—Bulbons Roots, &o. {| ‘ Cash, in all cases, to be sent with the order. Lineertel cee aes eeaaeee They all stood se thou . y TESTIMONIALS: All orders promptly attended to, and delivered free of | \ From the American Institute Proceedings, Aug. 5, | cartage within the Hisits of thecity, | x A. D, 1856 :— Mavtwox, Oct. 1, 1856. 2m. | P 
eee EE Maxaorst Pre-Piawt—Solon Robinson exhibited a | === FY stalk of Cahoon's Mammoth Seedling Rhubarb, grown: WHOLESALE PRICE LIST OF THE at Kenosha, Wisconsin, that excited considerable curi- . osity. It was ont of a box sent to the Tribune Office RIVER BANK NURS ERIES, Ce for distribution, and some of 1t on trial was found as rich ROCHESTER, N, ¥. : and tender as thot of smaller growta. It is supposed to | 990,000 Apples, one year old,........... $20.00 per 1,000. be the most productive variety grown for enlinary pur- | 100,000 EO pM es kg SDT i Poses, and should be in every market garden, and then, teres es pans is Hither ecn es H Possibly, it would be grown in such abundance that it | $0000 Cherries, 1yr. old, $1300 perito; Ion00 a could be purchased by people in ordinary eireum-| 10/000 rere 1600" 4" 4000 Fe —W. ¥. Tri 000 Dwarf Pears, 1 yr. 18.00 “ 160.00 « ; cerns ff me tones ee twoyr, 95.00 « granu Ft Association for the Exhittion of the Industry } 16,000 Stand. Pears. 1 yr. 16.00 160.00 = ofall Nations, New Yorx, July 4, 1854. $000“ twoyrs, 23.00 « 95000 « y B. P. Canoox, Eeg—Dear Nir—This is to certify that | 20,000 Peaches, 1 year,” 1060 S000 : seGimens of your Seedling Pie Plant areon exhibition | 5,000 Apricots 7a"? 1200 100.00 © at the Crystal Palace, and deserving of special approba- | 10,000 Flom, ne 20.00 “ 180.00 « pon for inammoth size and excellence of quality. ‘They | "5.000 Grapes, 2 years, 10.00 “ | 10000 « : are superior to any production of the kind on exhibition. | 3,000 me “1 year, 2% “ 75.00 “ 

; 01 al 1000 Quinces i yr., 5.00% 75000 i ere girls» ot, BARNUM, President, oon Carrants, dyn, leaes Vie gape rH « “ : Maxworn Pie Piaxt_—B. P. Cahoon, Kenosha, Wis, | $00 Gooseberins, gyn. 10°) moo } has just sent us three Pie Plant Jeaf stalks that outgo| 5,000 Raspberries, 1 yr., 5.00  « 40.00 « a) anything we have ever seen of the kind before; as after STOCKS ‘ performing the long journey from their place ef growth * {2 what manner we are not informed the ther als | un! APE! Seelags, 2.7, ....$450 per 1.0m, ten weigh eleven and a quarter pounds—N. ¥. Tribune. $00 Be LT anton leone 16.00 ae To the Cincinnat! Horticultural Society :— e000 Cherry. AIF 8S oes ‘ 4 Helag on a tour chrongh Wisconsin, I called upon 80,000 Osage Orange, “ = |..." "7) 5.00 * 
; Mr. B. P. 2 of Kenosha, who has s remarkable | “Y'wouid sey to, toes ak Ste. betes j Taken s pegtling Rhubarb. Tezamined his plantation | »,2,"7°Ud say te Sf taduooeients WEES tae $ of about 9,000 plants, and its wonderful properties have of the aboye are taken, both ae to tee eas rics, on r not been overrated. “The Victoria I saw growing along. | $1,157 se; ding me a list of articles needed. = { side of his Seedling, subject to the same treatment—soil | ‘elr sen 4 5 identical —would not weigh one-fourth as much as the | P.8—I -will also receive and fill orders for = mead Re gien fo ebwouchsetn ene age goon | Grok dale Rand tpt Pas ts the beseplant Kowa, Mioatatba ae eee ars | am charg, for $7 Rer thoneand, tn quantities hi jneasure from three to four inches wide, two or three 2 Workmanship done in the best manner by expe- 4 inches thick, and two feet long, and so tender that many | rienced bande ae CHERRY, Proprietor. leaves Isaw broke down with their own weight. It is Office, 106 State Street, Bochester, N. ¥. 
| achavoe seedling, originated by Mr. Cahoon, from the | Oct. 1, 1856, 2m” 
: Sane Terpenn cheb oattivations ny Plant 

bs was wi 
7 { 1. Respectfully, Yours, JULIUS BRACE. CARPENTER, NOYES & Co., } Se REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS, inact es Preece ec moments ch the i a> ) was oO Toot 

. - sane “inches r mote Token weein| Money Brokers; ’ Sizes down to ae iavenae aetin ea cena MADISON, - - - = - - - + WISCONSIN. Ting and foarer mere ig Aeeatenee ae fone iL bay and sl Real Hata, nea! Money and nogo- , sen bare ata aad, was only an average of those | tiate for eee Rey Dy |) SER Sede Teche et |e seni ets and eden See eee F. wed us a sparing which is five and s half inches wike by twenty sever | Life and Property tn responsible Companies, &o, long.— Prairie Farmer, for September, 1855. : GEUEL NOTEs, B. P. CAHOON. ROLLA A. LAW. Kunosna, Wis, Oct. 1, 1856. 2m Manmox, Oct. 1, 1956. tf _ SSS 
ee
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mi) el i Ton Nee a= Re hose eo 33 

| Annual Report A. B. VAN COTT’S 4 

on aes JEWELRY STORE!! * 
MADISON MUTUAL NORTH-EAST CORNER OF ity 

INSURANCE COMP. ANY, | Bast Water and Wisconsin Streets, Milwaukee. % j 
| —— : 

iH FOR THE YEAR 1856. | rps old and well tried establishment is as new as z 
Joes TOTAL amount of Property In- | ever, in its full tide of prosperity. The stock of : 

sured todate,...:+0...ceers--..-., 81874284 00 | Goods is new and cholee, and the prices so fuvorable as ig 
Total amount of Premium Notes received,.. 21,500 00 | to make the place a favorite and desirable resort for per- oa 

do do — Cash Premiums received..... 11,454 00 | 80S of all ages, sexesand conditions. * 
| rt) annimber of Policies issued, “sce genset soThe Stock isthe largest and most desirable ever brought 4 

‘otal amount of Premiums received to date, the western market. New our own impor- =H 
I do do Losses and Expenses paid to date, 9,871 48 | tation and manufacture, which will be cold to the trade } 

——_ att it Ie » 

| Balance In favor ofthe Coy Jan, 1, 1856... $25085 24 |" seyctor, Merchants and Peddlers will do well to eal 4 
| ‘There are no outstanding liabilities against the Com- 1 pany, and no asenemento favo ever been made upon ths | Block ay be funds fal scariment of WATCHES: % 

he Oompany has been in success operation five | SEM NLT of eee pa ae er eioeatio ee a evel of the le 
| years, paid ‘ail legitimate claims and demands promptly, | terns, Also—MASONIC JEWELS and TEGALIAB of : 

| peepee? Ni report shows, has accumulated a hand- oes on _mennmetnesd oe Glasses and Materials; 4 
al a ers of every variety. i 

| epee at Senet sntee sige Dass The proprietor 1s thankful for past favors, and requests ° aa 
Fire, will readily appreciate the advantages which this |* S7ntinuance of them, a 
Company aiordseeno risks are taken acon, ang other | MIEWAUKur, Sept.1, 1856, tf tae 
description of property.’ The business of the Company | ———————_—_— aR 
will be strictly confined to this particular class of risks, . f avolalig all property in eltes and exposed parts of il: Notice To Stock Breeders. ®t 

es, ani y pursuing, without dev: jon, the pradent Ao system adopted and witch has thas far proved eminently Re ee meer ute eaet ce arian ae 
successful, the Directors hope to continue the prosperity ae, ee yous ee, ‘ 
of the Company, and to offer to farmers and others | A- 1B. vol. 2 p. 225.) bred by Geo. Falkner, Tisq., a | wishing Insurance, a safe and reliable Company in which rere jacthannptoeatiiee: England. Also a Ai 

| to Insure their Property against poe eee eee LL cere wet ES coe 7, 
“ ersthorpe”—] imported “) og im LOSS OR DAMAGE BY FIRE,|MrFalkner, Geo A. H-B., vol? p.350) mi a 

5 e The above animals are of arich red color, with a little 13 
BF. HOPKING a See EAN, President, | White, and descended from some of the best herds in ( 
L. J. FARWELL, Treas'r, D. J. POWEES, V. Pree. Gos Sushi, a tat ie eS “ 

Z €2-For Price, Pedigree, orto view the animals, a 

EW nord BLS WARRANTED te, pce wa Co.. Wis, peer eee aot a4 ~HOYT,  'W.N. SEYMOUR, H. A. TENNEY, » Wis., : E : 

inet See Ree ee i . G , F. , Wa. 0. W . hae 
©. €. OLIN, Generat Agent. | Nursery Stock For Sale. I 

Sees ____—_ | 20,000 sr cans ce tr ie . meee ' size, embracing 25 of the best varieties ¥ 
—true'to name. Price, $30 per thousand 10,000 Buck- % DS. DURRIE, [ain inia, iicstntya Ra tei J 

OW) Acacia, (three thorned for hedges,) fine plants, 44 
y very hardy, 2 years, price $5 per 1,000. Pie Plant,three | x 

BOOKS AND STATIONERY, | ¥eq varicticein quantity, from §3 to $95 per 100. : 
BLANK BOOKS, WALL PAPER f y ° The above ‘will be lifted about the Ist of Nov., or Z 

» AND FANCY GOODS, |: earlier if desired; delivered at the Railroad Depot, in « 
BRUEN’S BLOCK, MADISON, WISCONSIN. | Watertown or Whitewater, if in large quantity. a 

BOOK BINDERY ‘Orders should be sent in early. Ty 
Standard Trees of Apples, &c., in quantity; also 3 

CONNECTED WET TEC eae Deets st Garden. Fruit of ‘all ina ie ‘Ever. : 
ni of Ornament iru! a 

Book Bindings i Root ‘Gata wat be for sale aS a ae " 
DONE AT THIS OFFICE, |*Ping—securely pac for transportation, any time. a 

*| Please call and examine, or address ae 
MAGAZINES, MUSIC AND J. C. PLUMB & 00. 2 

Miscellaneous Books Bonnd on Reasonable Terms. | _"4X# Mus Nursery, Wis, Sept 1, 1806. 8m. q 
Blank ks Manu: tw i. Th, See ae =) pees eC s nen Soke Towmeesoaz | FRUIT TREES. i 

Sipnen Win Meet __| . oBon ooops frat Tos rab, Yi 4 jant ias. Evergreens, &c., Cultivat a 
E. B. CRAWFORD, and for Sale by A. G. Haxronp, at his Nursery, Wauke- vig 

FASHIONABLE MERCHANT. TAILOR, |" ‘Apple, Pear, Plum and Cherry Trees, Grape Vines, A 
KING ST, NEAR THE MADISON HOUSE, | Currants, Gooseberries. Raspberries and Strawberries in £ 

Madison, Wisconsin, farlety. ( Ple Plant and Asparagus Roots, | Houghton’s “a Reediing Gooseberry “Ante Franconia Raspber- ‘4 
SSS | is, in quantity for marker planting. Xe Et 

ROSES.—Hybrid China, Prairie, Moss, Hybrid Per- a 
Suffolk Piss, petual, &. Many beautifull sorts—come of them superb. “a 

OF PURE BLOOD---FOR SALE BY Ea Carefal selections of Fruits suitable for the Or- oa 
‘A.@.HANFORD, | chard and Garden, will be made by the proprietor whem as 

Wavxzena, Wis, a desired. ‘A. @. HANFORD, 3 
cect Wavxusna, Wis, Sept. 1, 1856. 8m, * 

a RRR eee ee reer eee be
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Spire tacctnds AGRICULTURAL TOOLS, 
OF ALL DESORIPTIONS, CAN BE FOUND AT 

WAREHOUSE. THE OLD AND WELL KNOWN LSTAB- or LISHMENT OF 
SAMUEL R. FOX. TIBBITS & GORDON. GAMCEL R. FOX, at his General Hardware Establish- | rrvirg Proprietors being ever ready at the command of | ment, Morris Street, Madison, keeps constansly on T their Customers, to order from Manufacturers an hand a large stock of Grand de Tour, Whitewater and | Tools or Implements required, or to act as agents tor 

eee bryan bed thafiliowing Gentese unr ume: CROSS, BREAKING & CORN PLOWS, em are" unr ied’ BERD DRILL 6 Broad Ca - 
»» He tor. 7 wer—warranted ; ery’s Patent RAIN 3 nth Gorn Bea ee Tunery’s Patent’ GARDEN SEED =e cartons patterns, Railroad & ‘ = < HORSE POWER THRESHER, Garden Wheel Barrovs,Road Serapers, i re Ss ORN PLANTER: Chain Pumpsecith Wood:and Iron: Curbeand — | Burthils CORN’ PLANTER, Tubbing, Patent and Common Ox Yokes, Grind Stones'| ‘ Wright's Celebrated CORN CULTIVATOR |. and Hangings, Thermometer Chiu Well Wheelsand Pecklinin’s “Self” Srapente uit) ‘EETH, 

Buckets, Whiftetrece and “Neck- Yoken Post “Augers, Billlhg’s & Carman’s B @ PLOWs, 
Ss ee f a “ o CAST STERL fe ‘mong wy ! ? J “ - Joice's “Starr” CORN '& COB CRUSHER. Sonthern & . HAYING AND HARVESTING TOOLS Boston CORN SHELLER, Straw, Feed, and: Vegetable . atsmenl Cutters, Grant's Celebrated Fanning Mills, Boston Fan. | 50 Dosen Beardsley’s Cast’ Btecl ‘Grass Scythes ning Mifls. Ox’ Yokes full frlmymed, Woods do: Bows, || Ss Mee ee « Staples end Rings, Double and Single Whitiletrees, Iron 50“ North Wayne; “ “ “ wetges, Beetle Rings, Drag Tecth, Weggon Neck Yokes, | { 10 “ ” Beardstey’s Silver “ Grain - Sledges and Hammers, Ames’ Shovels and penta, Grain || 50 Seythe Snaths various patterns, Scoops, Well Wheels’ and Buckets, Wheel Barrews— . | | || 1,000'Superior and Hakes | | every article, in fact, hich a farmer needs, They: are | | oe eee also provered Ito reeélve onders from merchantador: Hay | } 's dle: and arvest Tools, us follows: [| | ops qemuans fesain 1Ceaaice. One Handron Woe SVE ‘cist, ana Geran’ teak i| 100 Pinney & Lawson's Grain Gradles. Grass Scythes, Twenty-five doz, Silver, Cast, and | BO doz. two tina May Forks. German Grain Scythes—One hundred doz. ' | Be “_ smeotioc Site = i Pinney & Lamson's 1, 2 &'8:Snathes, i 20 “ ‘long and D handled Manure Forks, Five hundred imi ie Oe i { 50 “ riveted Hoes, Grain Cradies—Two hundred doz. Bey: i ; |} 200 Oxford Solid Shank Cast Steel Hoes. & Straw Forks—Five lmndred dozen Tay | 20 “ Tattl’sNo®S 5 "4 ee Rakes of excellent finish—One hundred Solid i Confident of my abitity to please, I solicit an examina- | | Head Hocs—One hundred Rivited eae &e. | tion of these goods before you purehase. The above Goods are of very superior quality and finish, 

ne “OTIBBITS GORDON have also on hand, to: suppl ee N hay and, ew: ae ee MoclsBirect.» | fy dissed, Pier hundred assorted sizea Lake Huron || SSS SS ee Grindstones—Three bubdeed ss commor sist’ | | * : . « Three hundre Common || Madison Steam Planing Mill, | avinastones a! Whsteale or Rotatl, i i AND ‘LL581TS & GORDON, | a : Man1son, Feb. 1856. ‘ cece | | z tetrad eg Of | SASH, DOOR AND BLIND cc 
| coneec on wees ORY | DOUOLE ACTING FORCE 8 LIFT PIMP. | e . Ly ul ( i | CORNER OF WILSON & LIVINGSTON STREETS, p : fc |} i ‘ World Challenged to ior. 1] | | NORTHEAST SIDE OF TOWN, NEAR THE ae at i " oe dpa nace i | ins 1 01 how in nse whi ' {1 GAS WORKS—MADISON, WI8, J fy ghapaee Gotta Sra of Water, mate ete | 

|| MADISON SLEAM PLANING Mont Ueahratls oracle baown Peegthey, \ i] suameaaa MINING, STEAM ENGINES, MILLING, OR FOR i| | T= ABOVE ESTABLISHMENT was erected last DOMESTIC USE, { ij Spring, althoach laboring under many difficulties, | as every variety of them, whether Cistorn, Well, Engine, | i by the delay, of ma. »inery and other eauses, and we are | Mine or Rallrosd Pump can'be chanzed in a minute to | oy prepered a ra eee een ane on ae ‘be usedas a perfect. ee } notice. We will havo on hand for Spring business One ~ || thousind well seasoned Doors, ranging fren 2. 6646.6. te FIRE ENGINE. | |  20KiR., 1g & 196 7¢im. thich, two and four panels, , In places wwhiete late quantities of Water sro required ; * was in a short space of time, its capacity een ant Pare Rane at sisge: Sor. ey heyené: Winton, satisfactorily tested as dozens of letters will proveyfrom | | orders filled on short notice, “We also maka acest noe, | the ee Sa oe eperintandents in New Work | ety of Mouldings ranging in price from fifty cents per | Sr4'¢}, whlch letters assert = re molt powerfal hundred feet in length to ten dollars per hundred. feet. Railroad Station Pam; We keep a large assortment of Newells & Banisters con: ‘ poe | stantly on hand, “Farmer's will please notice, Planing | Ver before invented und used in that State, y a a _— oy ne a is x ties ye rate | The subscribers having become Agents for the sale of n oan lone hysteal strength, and 4 great say- a ; ing of time and lsber. "Bat Covering Planed at a | RIGHTS T0 MANUFACTURE OR VEND in all the great ecomomy to the building publie, Please notice by ee this give’ 6 Tae ea ‘fhe at- our Bills, found in all the public places of the eity. ene pa ee i pain: 
Persons wishing articles in our line, can do as well'as (Horough investigation of the merits of this Pump; Sam- at Milwaukee or a A_ liberal discount made to |} ples of which can be scen at their store in Madison, and / i Wholesile trade. STEVENS & DONNEL, ‘ny Information given in regard to them. ‘ } Mapusox, Wis, Juné, 36. th fan. TIBBITS & GORDON. i
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. IMPROVED é ‘2 
| Faculty. LITTLE GIANT ; 

J. H. LATHROP, LL. D., Chancellor, and Profossor of sig 
Ethics, Civil ieee Political Economy. & £3 

DANIEL READ, ED Soateooon of Mental Philoso- pa = j 
Logi ietoric anc terature. at ee oA 

i s0nN WwW. STERLING, A. M., Professor of Mathemat- Korero SS 3 
t } tes, Natural Philosophy and Astronomy, Px % as 
| EZRA 8. CARR, M. 1, Professor of Chemistry and ) 2 pee a Nosed + 

Natural History. a gee a a 
|| OM. CONOVER, A. M, Professor of Ancient Lan- Sas fe he 

| guages, and Literature, BAe — ee : 
| J.P, FUCHS, M. D.. Professor of Modern Languages, (ei eee % 

| and Lecturer on Poysoloer- = rou 

AUGUSTUS L BMITY, A.B Tatar., j CORN AND COB mELL.”|| | ‘ 
Terms,—Begin: 1 ‘ “a 

|| 1,—Third Wednesday of September. iontitpyets oli wes as. od “a 
|| First Wednesday of January. (PRE LIRTLE GIANT, manufactured by Scorr & s 

8—Fourth Wednesiay of April, and continue through Hxpexs, of Cincinnati, Ohio, has been extensively 
| thirteen weeks eneh. Introduced and tested during the past year, and has inva- ” | ; ig the past y || Commencxarexr:—Fourth Wednesday of July. ably given the ‘most unqualified satisfaction, as was 

| OHARGES—In Advance. proved by trial ot Cinclanati on the 29d of February a 
{ mmittée compesed Wrient, # u 
| Turron Fer, per term of thirteen weeks, $4,00 | H. L. Exsworrn, of Indiana, Col, 8. D. ee ob the a 

Roos Rent, do do. 8,00 | Ohio Oultivator, Wa. Duan Wirson, of the lowa Fare a oat || Woon, (winter terms,) do, (maximum,) 7,00 | mer, Capt. Oxis Sarr, of Galena, Llinois, Mr. Moore, re i] Boarp, ix Hatt, do do 25,00 | of Ky., and Mr, Banwise, of Mo., awarded a prize of hm 
| Wasuinc, do do 5,00 | $250 Silver Piste to the Little Giant, for e oth 
| ir Ob the last three charges, drawback will beallowed. | Do rv wope WORK AND GRINDING FINER ns 

re ‘ NG J fe. A tr fe Ne ] 

| | : eae BEPARTMENT. than uny of the contestants on the ground. } as 
i} Prorrssor Reap will cive a course of profession] in- | _It 4s not confined ‘to the grinding of Corn in the Ear Re 

| | struction in the Art of Teaching, beginning on the third } alone, but may be used to grind Hominy and fine Meal Cr 
{| | Wodnesday of May, running through the Summer term, | from Shelled Corn; so that any person poseessing one of Re 

| AGRICULTURAL DEP.ARTMENT. eises Mills. can sivehts , 
i] | Pnoresson Cann wil deliver a course of Lectures on | CLL, TIME AXD LABOR : 
i | jeultural Chemistry, and the Application of Science | of going to mill, It is also stm s Bs | r —— oing to mill, Itis also simple and easily set up. Ne a 

LB eee ie Caters | eect aati ictata a | ; 
{ j J. Hf, LATHROP, Cuancetion. ‘The undersigned, having purchased | ‘ | | * signed, Z he Exelust % | | Madison, April, 1. tf, Right of Sale in this State, oe Tames i: Chasaick of be | 4 
i | | Se Louls, Mo., is prepared to furnish them to farmers and ae} 

= aa jealers. 3 1 LA OROSE and MILWAUKEE R. R. pupriseraNa. 2 Complete, $45,00—will grind 8 to 10 5 
ushels of feed per hour, with t No. - oe | [| G80. H.GREEN sco, |iosigineinanstietirns Shion : | . aaah fe one Horse. No, 4 Complete will grind 20 bushels of fe ar i | PRODUCH AGENTS &' COMMISSTON | por boar vith tool. Ce ea ee ot feed. ss i | MERCHANTS. FOR SALE by W. A. Geax, No. 94 Spring St, Mik 7 | | . waukee, to whoa all orders must be addeecscd. & | TLL attend to the sale of all kinds of Conntry Pro- W. 3 ry ~ A. GRAY, Z 

| dnee, and obtain the highest market prices. MinwAuKes, June 1856, ly. it Ls 
1 \| es promptly pues oceans respectfaly {¢ = | a 

ice oppos Crosse waukee De- WHITEWATER © ‘a 
|| pot, Rliwsakes Wis., Feb.,1856. tf. =z a 
1 ee el Sea oe TAC 2 i Shoes PLOW FACTORY, | ‘ 

i nein eee ae Foundry and Machine Shop. | 4 
i || Wave Heccived by American Express,| WINCHESTER & DeWOLF, ' ¢ 

I i THE SPRING .AND SUMMER PROPRIETORS. a 
i AVING enlarged onr Shop, and mage num sail 
{| | FASHIO NS, Hl sencdents Sotto ossess anperior facillities fordoing | | vo 

| ier work promptly und satisfactorily. A few more of our im: |} a | i| NEW STYLE proved stee} and cast Plows, on hand and for sale. | 
| | || FRENOHW AND AWE RTO AW | sibindse! Gusts madeto one. Bvery description ot || | i 
1 | CASSIME - TERESHING MACHINES. | g 

' MERES repaired on short notice. jen, | = 
| i FRENCH PLAIDS—SILK Aen Our plows are for sale by S. E. FOX, Mailison, Wis, i t iia 
i] { sei ee L. A. WINCHESTER, Wa, DeWOLF. || a LO) cent nese OAS A || 

| *2 | (OF EVERY QUALIry. 4 INGRAHAM GOULD, | 2 
| BROADCLOTHS, OF EVERY COLOR AND Buopanecom/os ran | ’ 
| DESCRIPTION. oe 

| | vata cc Assortment. DODGE COUNTY NURSERY, ee 
} a ‘Ss i = 

| |] | ena welche mors BEAVER DAM, DODGE CO., WIS. = 
| Which will be Sold cheer or auuerous to mention—all of | Wholesale and Fetail Dealer in Fruit and Ornamental “ 

7 M. FRIEND & BROS. Penh Sea een eee oe. =H 
0. 9, King Street, Mapisox, Tune, 1856, #2 ~—F A] Communications promptly Attended to. gy | a 

nee een ee ‘a
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re . 
5 BACON'S NURSERY STOCK 

i MADISON FOR SALE. 
| 49,000 Apple stocks, 2 years old at $5 per 1000. 

, | 5.0 Mozzard Cherry do, 1 year old at $8 per 1000. 
i f . KP | 000 Horse Chestnuts, 1'yr- old, at $20 pr. 1000 or $2,50 
. j 7 \ per 100. 

‘ | } f { J | | 1,000 American Mountain Ash, 2 yr’s old, at $3 per 100, 
: f } Apple scions of leading varieties st $5 per 1000, 
- bY | Pear and Plum scions at $3 per 100 

P og Address, STICKNEY & LOVELAND, 
i Comer of Mifflin and Pinckney Streets, 5 Renita Sia ee 2 ee 

; WIADINGN, © = = = ~. WESOONSIN. | — Wasa xara a 
i '? . 
t . Branches Boone neat cots Oncenat 0° | NEW MILLINERY STORE. 

E UNDERS: res] ly announces that a 
Y Tt. eaget Eis ney Ouluige Macho coemictel, the NO. 4, WASHINGTON AVENUE, 

‘ School opened for the reception of Pupils, and all neces- | MLADISON, - = = = = WISCONSIN. 
4 sary arrangements made for giving & more compreben- See 

My sive snd thorough course of Commercial Instruetion than AS just returned from the East, with s full 
Pr can be ob! ‘in any other school in the Western coun- assortment of MILLINERY GOODS, I take plea- 

rf try—and equal in every respect to the course of instrue- || Sure in cones, the attention of the Ladies to my newly 
> as en in my old and established College in Cincin- | Selected Stock of 

a: a Bonnets, Ribbons, Flowers, 
* The course of Instruction embraces Book Keeping by | ang 1 3 DOUBLE ENTRY. ns adapted to every a ing bY | and e general acsortment of Fancy Goods, among whieh 
yi Traks aud Oumineees; Onesenetiel Osicalatwanires |) 2? SEANTITLAS, plain and fancy SHAWLS, and 

FS manship, Lectures on Commercial Law, the Science of SILKS AND, CASHMERES, 
ee Accounts, Customs of Merchants, and other Commercial | together with an elegant ot of Dress Goods, Also 
a Topics. ‘The plan adopted in teaching combines Prac- YANKEE NOTIONS, 
ee tice with Theory, and thus qualifies the student at once | in great variety, aLLof which I invite you to call and see, 

a for the active duties of the Counting Room, R. F. POWERS. 
ae Students may enter at any time that best suits their | yfamisox, Wis, June, ‘6. tf. . : 

ie convenience. A course can be completed in from siv. to | __— = =z Sete ad 
a. ten weeks, though the time is unlimited. eo www 

Ss Yor a fall Course of fnstrnction ae City Crockery Store. 
et [For farther particulars, address No. 156 East Water Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

i B.S. BACON, Principal. M, G. ELMORE & CO., 
es. Mapisox, Wis, Oct, 1, 1856. tf. Importers and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in China, 

fe a ees Glass eon — pemee, Sette 
3 « louse Furnishing Wares, an: 

y ANI] RE LE&OY’S "Manufacturers of Looking Gtasses. 
+, \HE Subscribers having recently established a house i NU BS ERLE S , | Dreriecirincatore Goods in ths cy, repect 
HS ANG Roe se © FRA e ‘ally solicit a m._ buyers. e have Largest 

: ee Btere, the Latgest Stock, the Finest Goods, and will sell 
. Me ANDRE LEROY, Member of the principal Hor- | Lower than Goods have heretofore been sold in this or 
‘. ticultural and Agricultural Societies of Europe and | the ora market. 

America, and lately promoted by the Krench Emperor |, CROCKERY.—Our assortment is unsurpassed—hav- 
; to the rank of Knight of the Legion of Honor, for the |'ing recently received of our own Tppetation, a large 
j | best es products = hil ited at ine Werte Fair held oe T. & R. Boote’s manufacture and the newest pat- 
: in Paris, begs leave to inform his friends and the public, | terns. 
f that he has just published his New Catalogue for 1856, | _ CIIINA.—Rich, White, Gilt and Decorated, Tes and 

being more extensive and complete thaa that of any simn- | Dinner Sete— varying in price from $8 to $200, 
i ilar establi-hment on the continent, It contains the | GLASS.—A large varivty, both Cut and Pressed, 
t ‘ices of all the Fruit, Ornamental and Evergreen Trees, — er be found the New Diamond Goods, Elrabs, Roses, Camellics, Stocks, Seedlings, &c, &o, | LAMPS.—Bot Hanging and Stanc—for Ol, Cari- 

with the necessary information for importing the same. | Phene and Fluid. new destens. 
i He is experienced in putting up, orders for America, | __ LOOKING-GLASSES.—From the cheapest to the 
4 and the superior qualities of his Plants have been two | Best French Plate. 
A well appreciated during s period of 10 years, to require | GAS FIXTURES.—The largest assortment of Cor- 

yn farther comment. nelius, celebrated manufacture. Some very rich pat- 

{ ‘The Catalogue ean be obtained free of charge, on ap- | terns, as high as $150 a Chandelier. 
5 plication to the undersigned Agent, who willalso receive | TABLE CUTLERY.—Silver aed Reiitanle, Jap- 
¢ ‘and forward the orders. Mr. A. Leroy is happy in being | anned and Planished Tin Wares, In a complete 
i able to state that his nurseries were not reed by the | assortment of all the Goods usually kept in a first class 
¢ inundation which so recently devastated a portion of Crockery Store. 

i; the district in which they are situated. FANCY GOODS.—We have a Stock formerly com- 
i ‘ANDRE LEROY. Angers, France. pilsing the “Temple of Fancy,” which we offer At Cost, 
( F. A. BRUGUIERE, Sole Agent, ving bought them to get possession of the Store now 
4 188, Pearl Stueet. New York. | occupied by us, and wanting the room now occupied by 

"i OcrowER, 1, 1856. 8m. then! for the Crockery Trade. 
: | y none 
i ILWAUKEE, ly 
; A RARE CHANCE! es 

A FARM IN WAUKESHA OOUNTY LANSING BONNEL, 
H FOR SALE. 89 & 91 East Water Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
| A FARM of 300 acres, in the town of Delafield. situ- MANUFACTURER OF 

ated on that Splendid Road from Waukesha to Del- ete Celebrated King of Stoves and Forest Oak, (two 
afield. It has a good House and Barn, and is otherwise of the best Stovesever made.) Also, every 
under good improvements, and will be sold for $4,000 on | of Box and Parlor Stove. Tinners Stock, in any quan- 
easy terms. It lies within one hour's ride of M. & M. & | tity. Agent for the sale of Herring’s Safes, Fairbanks 

M. & W Eailroads. It is knownas the “Kellogg Farm.” | Scales, an’ Spratt's Self Cans, for preserving in 
For particulars inquire of a fresh state Fruits and V les. 

J. 8, FILLMORE. (2 Circulars of all the above articles will be seat on 
No.2 Juneau Biock, Milwaukee, Wis. | appucation to me. 

Ocrozuzs 1, 1856. tf WAUKEE, Sept.1, 1856. tf 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR DECEMBER. is carousing inside, and spending his last a 

8ce Winter comes, to rale the varied year, shilling, with that most despicable of all hu- 4 
See ee eee sat Pela tole man beings,the liquor seller. Buthumane men . { 

Decemser is the closing month of the moust still continue to see such sights, and % 

year, and if not so well adapted to out-door horses to suffer, until the world is at least £ 
employment as some other seasons, it never- half civilized, which we think will hardly be 4 

theless has plenty of duties important to be| 1" the present century. an 

attended to. The severity of our climate Are your stacks all secured from the ma- rl 

renders a constant watchfulness necessary rauding and waste of starving cattle, and is Se. 

to guard against damage. A fifty-cent ther- your straw in a condition to be made useful ? nel 

mometer huugin thecellar, will always indi-|Let the creatures pick it over for a luneh Ei 
cate the frost point, and tell of approaching during the day, then make them a bed of a 

danger. it at night: and when unfit for this use, then ‘: 

Tho experienced farmer need not be told | incorporate it in the manure heap; or, if me 

how important it is to bestow good and time- | ©iteumstances require it, put it through your a 

ly attention upon stock, and sll sorts of ani-| Straw-cutter in the first instance, and after E: 

mals, at the opening of winter. Neglect in| ™mixing it with meal, bran, or roots eut fine, a 

the outset will prove a nach greater damage, | feed it in this shape to anything, and it will is 

than at the last end of the winter; as mueh| not hurtit. Above all don’t allow it to lay vi 

worse as aman who gets lame at the outset| in an unsightly pile, somewhere in the way, a 

of a journey, will find it harder to perform it until plewing time, and then undertake to : 

than if he had kept well until near the close. burn it. When we see the straw of a farm “3 

Look well, then, to all yonr creatures in sea-| thus burning, we always conclude that the 2 

son. Recollect that a nice warm stable is place is already under mortgage, er soon 3 

the very best blanket for a horse; and that will be; at any, Tate, it cannot long escape & 

a thorough currying-and ‘brushing, night and that worst kind of mortgage—an impover- “d 

morning, and a clean and ample bed tosleep ished soil. “2 

on, is better than an additional peck of oats. Look well to the wood pile, at your earli- 3 

When, perchance, you come home, through | est convenience; and see that the stock is gy 

the storm and cold, and your good horse is| ample for the whole year to come, and not i 

splashed all over with mud and water, think only ample but nicely cut up and piled for a 

not that your whole daty is done when heis|summer. Recollect that every cord yon uh 

hitched in the stable and fed with hay and| have to cut in the summer will cost you at a 

} oats; but see to it that he is rubbed and|least a dollar; besides, who ever saw a a 

cleaned, before the sweat fairly cools on him sharp ax to chop with in summer? When s 

; —otherwize he will take cold, and become} You are a little tired with chopping, step zy 

prematurely old and worthless. The horse} across the lot for a few moments, and see if af 

isthe noblest of animals, and the man who| the rabbits or mice are gnawing your apple ae 

neglects or abuses him is the greatest brute} or other trees; and if so, take prompt % 3 

of the two. precautions to prevent it. It may easily be 4 

- We have often pitied the drunkard’s horse, | done, even in winter, in a dozen ways, some “4 

almost as much as the drunkard’s wife and| of which will readily suggest themselves to 3 
children, subjected as he is, to stand tied to| any one who has read the Farmer for the ; 
some bleak, cold post, through the long, lone | last year. a 

hours of a winter’s night, whilst his master! Look well to the plants, vines, vegetables a 

SS eee “4 
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and roots that have been covered for winter. ; merchants and mechanics—even if you can 
; See that no swine get their snouts nigh | not pay them, settle them up, and know how 

them, and that no animals browse the trees} you stand. Those who neglect to do this 
for what will it avail towards an orchard, | from year to year, will always find their out- 
when the young twigs grow six inches each standing debts larger than they expect, and be 
year and are bitten off cight? Have astiarp | very apt to think they are cheated; and they 
eye to everything about your premises—out- j will be more than lucky if they escape law 
side and in, Have the lantern handy for! suits and bickeringsin the end. We have long 
any emergency, st amomeat’s votice. Then | been of the opinion that a law rendering an 

if “Old Broad” gets loose, and hooks “‘Line- account uneolleetable if it lay over a year 
back,” it will not take half an hoar to arrest | unsettled, or unsued, would be a blessing to 
the mischief. Be the last to retire at night, | community, simply because it would compel 
and not until you have scen all the fires care-| all to make frequent settlements, and save 
fully secured, and where the ashes were put | nine-tenths of the law suits and misunder- 
that were taken up during the day. (Many | standings that now arise. Tow many men 
people, especially easy kinds of folks, think |let the golden opportunities go by, when 
there is no danger in putting them in a band- j they have plenty of time, and leave all their 
box, and setting them under the bed.) Few | business matters lingering along; perhaps 
seem to know that millions are annually de- their title deeds unrecorded, perhaps a note: 
stroyed, and usually the property of the | omitted to be taken up whenypaid, perhaps 
poor, by the careless handling of ashes. Alla receipt omitted to be passed when asettle- 
safely secured, and the doors fastened, and | ment is made, or perhaps their names put on 

; the careful man can retire with a conscious-| another's paper, without any knowledge of 
ness of all duties done, and if he has a clear | their circumstances or indemnifying security 
conscience, can sleep well till the cock crows}—when, in the midst of all this neglect, 
for morning; and he can arise refreshed and | Death, that great settler of all accounts, 
cheerful for the duties of the coming day- | steps in, without warning or ceremony, and 
And he who would perform those duties | closes the scene. Now comes a job for the 
well, should arise early during the short administrators; what might have been done 
days of winter. “One hour in the morning | in a moment during the lifetime of the de- 
is worth two at night.” ceased, and for little or no expense, is now 

All, doubtless, recollect. what we said in | perhaps the labor of days, or weeks, for those 
the last number about visiting the district | who do not understand all the circumstances 
schools. Let us hope it is being heeded, and | in the case; and of untold expense. Wid- 
the schools are the first care of all—whether|ows and orphans are robbed and cheated, 
our own children attend them or not. The/and estates go to wreck, and all for the 
miltiors of children in our common schools, | want of a little promptitude’ and attention 
will soon be the masters and mistresses of | to one’s own affairs. This is no fancy pic- 

: all we are striving so hard to gain—and the | ture, but true of thousands of cases occur- 
nurses of such of us as live to old age. Let/ring every day, as our Probate Courts can 
us then look well to their training. The|all attest. 

most ragged boy we meet, may yet be our} In concluslon then, we would say to all, 

son-in-law or brother; our master or ser-| whether in large or small business, to keep 
vant. Let us then despise no one we meet, | it as snug as possible, and settle everything 

but labor to elevate and improve every | that can be settled, at the close of each year, 
child of the human family. without fail. Then when the new year 

The close of the year suggests another im- | dawns upon you, you can meet your friends 
portant duty, which none should neglect, io a smile, and open new books, and start 
and that is the settlement and squaring up| anew the yearly race with joy—especially if 
of allaccounts and demands, between your-| you have not forgotten to subscribe anew 
self and your neighbors. This is a duty that | for the Farmer, for 1857, and to induce your 
none should neglect, however limited their | neighbors to do the same. We deem it par- 

business. “Short accounts make long) ticularly important to mention this fact—in- 
friends.” Look up your accounts with the | asmuch as this No. closes the Vol. for 1856.
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ENGLISH COTTAGE. ae 

The above is a beautiful specimen of a) large class of individuals in every country, Ls 

cottage of the English style, originally pub-| who prefer a plain square house because it oa 

lished in Downing’s Rural Architecture. | is more economical, and because they have aa 

Wishing to see them occasionally adorning little feeling for architectural, or, indeed, oe 

some of our beautiful valley landscapes, we| any other species of beauty. But besides 7 

present the plan forimitation, The interior such, there will always be found some men a 

admits of a convenient and tasty arrange- of finer natures, who have a sympathetic f 

ment, and tho exterior, when embellished appreciation of the beautiful in nature and a 

with a proper surrounding of trees and art. Among these, the classical scholar and ee 

shrubbery, cannot well be excelled. gentleman may, from associa:ion and a love a 

The plan may by some be thought too of antiquity, prefer a villain the Grecian or i 

labored and costly for this new country; Roman style. He who hasa passionate love +h 
; : ~ + 

bat xs we promised in the outset to furnish for pictures, and especially fine landscapes, cat 

some more expensive plans, and having thus will, perhaps, very naturally, prefer the a 
far presented mainly cheap ones, we wind the modern Italian style for a country resi- ei 

up the volume with this neat design. dence. The wealthy proprietor, either from of 

We shall carry our architectural articles the romantic and chivalrous associations 4 

through the next volume, and embrace a connected with the baronical castle, or from oa 

wide range of subjects, and with more and desire to display his own resources, may in- ‘ ; 
better embellishments than during the past dulge his fancy in erscting a castellated ag 

year. Our hope is to diffuse a better taste dwelling. The gentleman who wishes to # 

through community at large on this subject, realize the beau ideal of a gennine old Eng- 4 

and we have faith to believe it can after a lish country residence, with its various in- Fh 

while be done. In the language of Down- ternal comers ec i put cree my I 
Ss . ois establish himself in a Tudor villa or man- Bs 
ee “A blind partiality for any one style sion; and the lover of nature and rural life, 8 

in building is detrimental to the progress of| who, with more limited means, takes equal 4 
improvement, both in taste and comfort.| interest in the beauty of his grounds or gar- “ai 

The variety of means, habits and local feel-| den (however small) and his house—who is Be: 
ings, will naturally cause “many widely dif- bouk a admirer of thes Rind of beauty call- =f 

= s ., ._|cd the picturesque, an as a lively perce] > 

ferent tastes to arise among us; and it 1s) tion of the effect of a happy agaptetion of : 
only by the means of a number of distinct| puildings to the landscape—such a person a 

styles, that this diversity of tastes can be| will very naturally make choise of the rural ¥ 

‘5 accommodated. There will always be al cottage style.” . 

= eee eee eee eee om br 
Be 
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rg ‘WISCONSIN—ITS CONDITION, PROSPECTS, &c. | mon, or that I au spont otberaneD you 
Ba i on the subject of politics—I shall do neither, 

An Address delivered, aerks ae aoe of This is aaaihe Tor party feeling or party 
the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, : btrude itecle On thi : 

in Milwaukee, Oct. 10th, 1856. excitement to obtrude itself. On this holi- 
i ie 2 ? day occasion we should remember only that 
5 BY HON. A. CONSTANTINE BALRY. we are neighbors aud tellow citizens, and 

— devote the time to the legitimate purposes 
j Mr. Presient, Lapies AND GENTLEMEN: | for which we are assembled. 

—I appear before you to-day in answer to} Mr. President, and Fellow Citizens, we 
; an invitation from the Executive Committee | live in an age of stirring and thrilling events 
ts of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. | an age of excitement, of discovery, of pro- 

; And while I feel deeply grateful for this ex-| gress, of reform; an age in which is devel- 
; pression of their partiality, I also feel that I| oped,.and now are in process of development, 

: am unworthy of the honor conferred upon | the results of long-operating causes. The 
} me. This feeling arises from a conscious-| thought and labor of hundreds of years are 

, ness of my inability to meet fully the de-| concentrating in the movements and changes 
H mand of the ocession, in the discussion of | of this noon of the nineteenth century. You 
3 those topics which shall be adapted to the/ do not need to be told that nothing comes 
f time, the place, and the audience who listen | to maturity at once, but only by a progres- 

to me. Once a farmer-boy—initiated into | sive dopalenments The grain which we 
vd the art and mysteries of farm-life, and now | commit to the bosom of the earth, is not by 
£ a farmer on a very small scale; yet a quar-|one great effort of vegetative power, im- 
k ter of a century devoted to professional duty, | mediately returned to us in waving fields of 
: and the thought and study attendant upon | yellow corn. Through the quickening pow- 
3 the same, have measurably drawn my mind | er of the soil, and under the influence of sun, 

away from subjects which only are adapted | and rain, and dew, there must first be germ- 
ry to occasions like this. I have but little fa-| ination, then growth, or simple organization, 
} miliarity with them, Still, I have ever|/then bud and flower, and then matured 

sf strongly sympathized with the working-| fruit, ere we can thrust in the sickle, and 
t man of wiatever trade or occupation. Ire-|reap the ripened harvest. So it is in the 

‘ spect and honor him, however humble his| animal kingdom—no being starts at once 
: birth or position—I extend the hand of bro- | jnto life in the full maturity and vigor of all 
i therly friesdship and regard to him. I like its powers. Whether man or animal, there 

; the look of that face made brown by daily|are the same gradual processes, the same 

: exposure, and those hands hardened by dai-| progressive development, as in the vegetable 
ly toil, equally with the pale brow that is} world. Even the earth, which we inhabit, 

; seamed by thought, and the inky fingers | owes its original formation, and its present 

that guide the mighty pen, or manipulate |condition and aspects, to processes and 
the printers’ type. I read here the signs | changes which required willions of years, if 

: and proofs of true nobility ; for labor is no-| not of ages, for their completion. 

{ ble—it is manly to work to earn the bread| The same law of gradual and progressive 
; that we eat, and the. comfortable homes in| development, or growth, governs also with 

which we live, and the clothing we wear, | respect of the intellectual and moral condi- 
and the sweet sleep which refreshes us by {tion of the human family. Slowly, and at 
honest toil—by the sweat of the face, and | times by almost imperceptible degrees, this 

; the sweat of the brain. And for six thou-| condition has been improved by the increas- 
t sand years God has been confirming the|ing means, and the constantly adapting 
H truth of this a an ordination of his, that! agencies of mental and spiritual enlighten- 

‘ the idler, the drone, the sponge, shall not|mentand culture. The race has not sudden- 
; eat well, nor sleep well, nor feel well—in |}y sprung up, but has grown, through succes- 
{ short, that he who is too lazy to work, has | sive periods of developement, to its present 

f no right to live! ei stature. It has passed the age of its infancy, 
i If, then, from my sympathies with the la-| and in some measure has put away its child- 

boring-man, and from the little thought and |ish things. Discovery has succeeded disco- 

reflection I have been able to bestow, I may| very. New light has been constantly pour- 

: be able to draw something that shall add in |ing from the fall ocean of infinite wisdom 

some small degree, to the interest and profit | into the souls of men. New, and more glo- 
of this annual occasion, it is all I can pro- | rious dispensations of grace and mercy have 
mise to do. It was the manifestation of | succeeded each other; ancient mysteries 
friendly feeling that brought me here, and|have been cleared away—the old and worn 
I may trust that the same feeling will kind-| out rubbish of church and state swept from 
ly and charitably overlook all that is want-|the path of progress, and sublimer and 

ing or inappropriate in my remarks to day. | more enrapturing truths revealed to the hu- 
Do not think, however, from what I have | man heart and understanding. 

said, that 1am going to preach you a ser-" Wesee, too, how that human governments 
fe ee Te ee eee
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are the result of development—the offspring! As an example and evidence of the change 

of growth. The American Revolution, and| which a few years only have wrought 

consequent American Freedom and Repub-| throughout the length and breadth of our 

licanism, came as the natural and inevitable | new state, with a few exceptions, look out 

ek alg fel hehe sg tems pe: of location, its sta’ ess plac 
that, the full corn in the ear. ‘And when eloen ia BeaieaeaE ana eeu aeee. 

rola lop af eg geen be goede rere , i st} and commerce, and its busy and enterpriz- 

was come. So, then, the American Consti-| ing population. Within a very brief space, 

tution and Union, and our free Democratic | here has sprung up from the bosom of the 

‘Government, were not born of a night, and | wilderness, by lake and river, a city of nigh 

matured in a day, but were the results of a) fifty thousand souls—full of activity, enter- 

song series of progressive development, con-| prise, prosperity, and the comforts and ele- 

trolled by infinite wisdom and goodness—| gancies of life. And for this, it has not 

results necessitated by the very position | been indebted to the investment of rich cap- 

to which the American people had attained. | jtal, and the magic charm of money from 

“ With such a people as the settlers, and re- abroad. They who have builded this city, 

volutionists of this country, with their poli- | who own its plesant homes, who have crea- 

tical culture and experience, their knowledge | ted for it its business aie prosperity, and 

of the nature and ends of government, and | have shaped for it a glorious destiny ‘jn the 

their education, and religious temper, colo- | future, possessed little else, many of them, 

nial dependence was an impossibility, and] save the capital with which God had fur- 

this free government a simple necessity— | nished them—the strong arm, the courage- 
the natural fruit of a natural growth. The} ous heart, the enterprising spirit. This 

boy had grown to be a man, and if the ob- | capital they invested to the best advantage; 

SS eee eee ae ae one 
b m a free suit, s and went to work; and while they trus 

oe Une peu oe pm oe = i inte in God, they kept their powder dry. Here, 

ever since; ‘though ety will hike it, that pee =a ‘a ve Ee remy - wee aks 
¢ 25 sh me i +0 it, vations and labors; the future results, wo 

pie a coe loosely on him at the pre-| predict, will be glorious indeed. : 
way: 

= 

Not only in the departments to which IT So threughout our state, men’ like these 
have briefly alluded, but in all others—in have wrought amid hardships and privation. 

the department of art and science, of philo- —forsaking the comforts and refinements of 

sophy and religion, the law of growth and eastern homes, for the dangers and expo- 

of progressive development, prevails and go- | SUres of frontier life, until the wilderness 
. * has blossomed with the fruits of their toil, 

verns. The steamboat, the railroad, the : 
power press, the telegraph, the daily news- and these once western wilds are vocal 

paper, the threshing machine, the reaper, with songs of joy. 
and the baby jumper,—all are the results of| _In 2 commonwealth thus settled and im- 
the operation of this law. Dror) full of enterprise and prosperity, full 

This law, too, has had something to do | of busy industry and increasing wealth— 

with the settlement and growth, of the | pressing continually onward, in its upward 

mighty valley of the Mississippi. Under its | 2nd prosperous way, and concerning itself in 
see, vast aoa have been wrought | all great ineasures and Sa eee 

and are taking place continually. Look out, | We are met together today. At the close 

over this broad western land, and behold it} of a frnitfal season, with the Sokers of di- 

inhabited, where but a few years ago the vine goodness lying thickly around us, we 

wild deer stalked, the ferocious wolf areal: have inet together to congratulate each 

ed, and ene wid Indian roamed the savage | Other, i me wie each other in the neod te, 

monarch ofall. From the rugged shores and tions of the soil, and the creations of our in- 

the mountains and valleys of New England vention and skill, to celebrate this our an- 

—from the proud old Empire State—from nnal harvest home, with festive sports and 

the egy enchant | ol ke gooay od ohleg Got tbe 33 the seas and from far o' ‘ather- | View of this goodly Jand whic! as 
lane,” we have come to people the solitudes | queathed to us for an inheritance, and of 

Beyond che great a : Zl srects hare ie pleasant homes a wah me dwell, and 

een swept away, the rich mould of the|the prosperity which attends us in our 

prairie turned by the busy plow, towns and | every calling, ‘and our increasing means and 

_ builded, railroads constructed, a large | facilities for improvement and erage 
and prosperous commerce established, and | may we not, J say, in view of all these ri 
the foundations of wealth and greatness blessings, consider the command addressed 

laid deep and strong. to us:— ‘Go NOME TO THY FRIENDS, AND 

PaSiarae Mn US > WMS.) es tS
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Tei THEM NOW Great THINGS THE LoxD| around us; see them in the developed re- 
MATH DONE For THEE!” sources of the State—in our productive , 

A learned and distinguished gentlemen of | farms and their improvements—in our nu- 
Mas-achusetts, Ex-Gov. Bontwell, has re- | inerons and thriving towns, villages and cit- 
cently undertaken to disparage the west, and | ies—it. our hundreds of miles of railroad al- 
to give ita bad name, by instituting anin-| ready completed—in the number of our 
vidions comparison between it and the east. | newspapers, and in the general prosperity 
Ina long and labored address he attempt: | which reigns within our borders. We are 
to prove that this great Valley of the Mis- | notso indolent and thriftless a people after 
sissippi, and particularly the north-west, ix | all, and the tendencies to barbarisin are yet 
altogether “flat, stale and unprofitable.’— | to appear, 
The surface of the country is level and mo- But even here, we coneede, very much 
notonous—the soil destitute of proper eulti- | remains to be done, by way of developing 
vation, and therefore unproductive—the | the Agricultural resources of the State. im- 
people indolent and t:rittless—the general | proving our system of farming, and eleva- 
condition of things far from hopeful or prom- | ting a, most honorable occupation from the 
i-ing—in fine, the country and its inhabi-| comparatively low place which it has hith- 

| tants are interior, impoverished, unfruithtl, | erto becn essigned. Not 2 few have already 
with a tendency to absolute barbarism. He | learned to their great advantage, and to the 
means of course, compared with the people | credit of our State, that improvements may 
and the econutry east, and as proof of what | be made in the art of Agriculture as well as 
he asserts, he introduces figures to show that | in others; aud that the discoveries of the 
Massachusetts and Vermont far eclipse Ohio. | age and the Cevelopments of science, are 
Illinois and Wisconsin in the amount of | furnishing agencies and means for the pro- 
their prodnets, not beeanse they havea more | motion ot its interests. But there is still 
fruitful soil and accessible surface, or a gen-| room and need for other and greater im- 
eral condition of things more favorable to} provements, So faras the many are con- 
agricultural success; but because we with | cerned, only a part of asimall portion of the 
all our advantages of surface, soil and cli- | science of Agriculture is known; and men 
ate, lack the intelligence, enterprize, in- | are slow to apply new truths, and to make 
dustry, energy and skill of the people of] u-e of new and wisely adapted means in the 
New England. Now [ am far from wishing | cultivation of the soil, and the general man- 
to disparage the two States bronght forward | agement of the fuum. They hold fest. old 
in the comparison, I am frank to confess | modes and practices, and with all the light 
that they beat us in growing granite and | they now have make slow progress. 
trap—that their hills are superior to onr We are fare from supposing that mere 
own—that their mountains are mazgniticent | eek keowledge wil vender men good farm 
and sublime—that they abound in bold and ers; but we do contend that it is absolutely 
gorgeous scenery, sud posses many enchant. | essential, for the successful prosceuticn of 
ing spotsamidst green hills, by dasiing wa- | Ure ba-iness of Agriculture, that the nature 
terfall, in mountain gorge and villey nook, | Of the materials with which we have to 
Neither do we “eny to tham * fair women | deal—ihe eapabilities and Aeficienices of the 
and brave men.” and we humble ourselves | Various soils—their adaptation to the various 
before the mighty and mejestic spirits te | crops to be grown, and how they should be 
which they have given birth, We concede | cultivated with reference to the most abun- 

them superior educational advantages, and | daut yield—together with the proper rota- 
we honor the Jand that grows Yankee {tion of crops—the right application as to 
schoolinasters! Butin broad rivers, in bean- | time, place and quantity of appropriate ma- 

tiful lakes, in sunny slopes, in towering bluffs, | wares, should all be carefully studied and 
in deep and dark ravines, in mighty forests. | well understood, 
in prairie undulation and mouné—in almost | Agriculiural societies and fairs, and our 
every variety of natural scenery, as well ‘as; agricultural journals, are aiding largely in 
in tertility and productiveness of soil, we j the work of improvement to which I have 
ean “beat them all holiew.”. Some of the | refered. The exhibition which we have 
grandest and most inspiring scenery upon | here witnessed—the tine display of farm 
which my eyes ever rested, is found in the | preduce and of stock, from the rich fields of 

| north-west, and no man with 2 particle of Wiseonsin—the oceasion furnished for ecm- 
soul, ever stepped upon onr broae, rolling | bining the experiences of hundreds in the 
prairies, without being awed by their sal-|-everal departments of their one pursuit, 
ema grindenr—withont having a broader | and for mutual advice, counsel, instrnetion 

] Scope given to his thoughts—withont feeling | ad Cneourngement,—all are ealeulated to 
the area of his freedom enlarged. And then | incite to improvement, to awaken a spirit of | 

| as to the enterprise, activity, industry, pro- healthful competition, and to lend on to 
| gressiveness and intelligence of our poople-— | prosperity and wealth beyond what can now 
J wok oat upon the evidenses of then al] be conceived. 
_ ae =e f ees. | i: sae tM che |
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But more aids are required than these can | ity and wealth, with the oldest States in the 

supply. Jtis particularly needed that the | Union. 
profession of agriculture be made one of the | ‘There can be no better time than the pres- 

learned professions. It is a very great mis-| ent, for securing the desiderata of which I 

take, “that there is less talent required for a) have been spenking. A portion of the pro- 

thorough knowledge of the science of agri- | seeds of the Swamp Lands, when sold, might 
culture than of other pursuits, or that Jess | he cet aside asa fund for the endowment of 

time or attention are necessary; and the | yy Agricultural College, and the purchase of 
very erroneous opinion that every man mey | junds for a Model Farm. These ean be ob- 
sneceed in the occupation of farming with- | tained far more cheaply now than at some 

out retlection or experience, has re-ulted in| suture period. And when once such n school 
injury only. It ought to be understood, | with its modle farm, has been established on 

‘that no man can be a farmer by instinet— | 4 permanent basis, the most important re- 

any more than he can be a lawyer or a phy-| cuits are sure to follow. “ Agriculture is 

| sician by instinct. suddenly raised from its aba:ement, and 
Le needs to be educated—he requires all} placed on equal ground with any other pur- 

the help that can possibly be furnisiied him. | suit, by becoming a part of a@ liberal ednea- 

The business of agriculture has been consid- | tion, “Ht, tue, has at last its students. The 

. ered degrading, because those engaged in it | professor, equal_to his task, extracts light 

have been cSitent with alow standard ; and | trom every kindred science. Lis theories 

farmers, even, have helped to bring it inte | may be tested by experiment on the adjacent 

| disrepute, not only throagh a lack of self: | farin, Thus, too, every invention and every 

improvement, but by devoting the genius, | improvement of this fruitgul age, connected 

talent and energies of their sons to others, | with rural economy, may pass the crucible of 

| and as conceived, more respectable callings. | actual experiment ; every quacker$ exposed, 

They have thus voluntarily conceded that | und real utility ascertained ; every seed and 

the pre-requisites for eminence in other pur- | every plant gathered from distant nations, 

suits were not essential to the profession of | cultivated ; every animal, in every variety 

agriculture—that with no talent, genius or| bred; and the youth of Wisconsin, eye-wit- 

skill, a man might be a farmer, but he] nesses of all, to adopt or reject as the result 

would not answer fur any other trade or | recommends, and thus rapidly to ciftuse tho 

profession, advantages throngh every part of the State. 

No good and snfficient reasons ean be Without some advantages of this kind, the 

urged why ayricalture should not be taught | M0-t valuable improvements are confined for 

as a branch of learning in our eommmon | yerrs to particular neighborhoods. It is too 

schonls—none why in these schools it shanld | hazardous fer individaws, warred Dy. fre- 
not have its competént instructors, its libra- | quent impositions or frequent ilures, to en- 
ries, its apparatus and éabinets. Ab least | counter the cost and consequent risk of ma- 
there should be an agricultural departinent | king experizents.” These considerations ' 

in our high schools, xcademies, colleres and | plead Joudly for agricultural schools—they 
universities, where our young men who de- | knock at the door of the Capitol, and with 

sign following the profession of farming may | CHPEESt Pe tition address those who have in 

be suitably educated fur their high and dig- | cliirge the interets of the State. 

nified calling. But there are other considerations beyond 

Some few States have gone nobly forwerd | these more important still, and which should 

in the discharge of their duty with reference | move every true man to exrnest, unyielding 

to the long neglected profession of agrical- | efforts on the behalf of the long neglected, 

ture. Maine took the lend in this great | long abased interest, of agriculture. Place 

work, and established its schools principally | it ou a level with other and) krit dred inter- 

devoted to scientific and practical in-trnc- | ests—let the same generous provision be 

tion in farming. Conneeticut, [ think, has | made for its atvancennt and elevation—let 

an agricaltural school—so has Massachu- | the same legislative aid be extended it, and 

cetts and New Yerk, and if Loaiistake not, | let it have its bountifell; supplied and wisely 

professorships of agriculture in several of | adapted means and facilities, and the results 

their colleges, And shall Wisconsin, though | in a moral point of view could hardly be 

among the last to be admitted to. the sister | computed Lecarse of their magnitude. Tho 

hood ‘of States, be the last, intellizent. aud | Profession of Agriculture, returned to its 

progrissive as sheis, to uudertake so inpor- | original position 2nd rank, “ ennobled by the 

tant, so noble a work? No—she will not be | fostering hand of govermment,” is at ence 

Dehind—she has the will and the means re- | shorn of all that now renders is repulsive, 

qnisite, and will move forward to cispute, | aud made attractive at d dignitied with learn- 

through the porvisions she shall male, and | jag, adorned with science and philosophy, 

the agencies she shall putinto operation, the | vigorous aud healthful because ot improve- 

pahu of agricultural interest, Unrift, prosper-! inents, iti :vites and wins, aud an influence 

ee See
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goes out trom it to water and make green INDUSTRY OF MASSACHUSETTS, 
¥ oa parted and desert-places of the world. | Mechanical Ingenuity, the secret of her progress. 

ther professions now crowded because con- i i 
sidered more honorable, would be relieved of ep odenied to ae Suen eehose 
their burthening excess of numbers, and | 227° We could not quite make out, for a 
there would be less hungering and thirsting | Copy of a volume under the first part of the 
for office—less of scrambling on the part of | above title, exhibiting in full, the various in- 
pean starving puplleants gor the aoe of | dustrial pursuits of that state. The number 

the enemy.’ @ dram-shop and the cor- i i 
tiers of the streets would cal forth their ot ee re nosey athe 

} myriads to walk regenerated upon the face amoant of capital, and the value of the re- 
i of God's green earth, and with the strong | spective products. 

hands God has given them to earn anhonest| It is an instructing record of a remarkable 
i living by the sweat of their brow. state, and shows an aggregate, that is truly 

! Tcannot close ry remarks without call- surprising. ti 
ing attention to the general diffusion of com- Th ld. B 2 i 
petence and of the means ot prosperity eee. State is ‘becoming a perfect 

Ff throghout our borders, and to our duty with | bee hive of manufactures. Whilst its popu- 
respect of the same. It isa happy thought, | lation has increased only 34 per cent. in ten 

¢ that amidst all the changes by reason of ad- years, from 1845 to 1855, the value of her 
‘ versity and misfortune, there is but iittle | industrial products have increased 138 pei : real and incurable wretchedness in our ~ | dears area I * ; midst. The meaps of employment lie all cent.; and the capital invested in said busi- 

: around the unfu.tunate. With the millions | "€ss has more than doubled. These facts 
of unoccupied acres still left, waiting to re- | furnish much material for reflection, and af- 
ward the hand of patientindustry with com- | ford ample study for the statesman, econo- 

Be) fort and wealth—a thousand avenues open | mist or philosopher, to know and compre- ‘ to enterprise, business and competency— hend thee: fl : id + 
i here is a common tund for every man’s exi- =e iu pro Cae ara r appl MPO tess at 10; 
i gencivs, and the invitation to all is, “ come | duction and wealth, 

i" up and possess.” Already, by God’s bless-| The entire result, is probably based upon 
. ing, we are not only feeding ourselves with | one simple fact, merely the thorough and 
{ the abundance we possess, and feeding the | efficient employment of time; not of a part 

: poor we have among us, and feeding Ver- f th io bat of all h E 
| mont and Massachusetts, but are helping to oF tae peor pre oue See eos 
; feed the world! Contrivanees for comfort |™en and children, It may be truly said, 

meet us at every door we enter. Every | that Massachusetts tolerates no idlers in any 
where the table is spread, and the cup is| walk of life. Her wealthier men, work in 
i Sean ee some vocation, as well as the middle and 

f ness, to elegance, to luxury, to profusion — ones oa ep pemon Pe employ 
. Such is one of the peculiarities of our social | ™e™4 or visible means of support, is at once 

condition. considered a doubttul character, and watch- 
sow OE this enretle state of good for- | ed and distrusted. 

tune shall continue, is left fur us to deter- ‘ 
mine. If we grow neglectful of our highest dle “loafers, hanging oe onan, al 

ji interests because of the greatness of our na-| Yes, and small towns; pitching horse 
i tional prosperity,that prosperity shallsudden- | shoes, running horses, talking slang, and 
4 lycome to anend. We must carefully guard | drinking whiskey swill; or in larger towns, 
{ against the encroachments of Juxury, and | patronising billiard saloons, ten pin alleys, 
4 beware how we contribute to the corrup- a = is is e tions of our age by giving up ourselves to and one horse t! eatres, (in western style) 

amfsements or merely sensual pleasures. To | 8°@ 4 class, almost, or quite unknown among 
press onward to still higher attainments, and | them. Every body has their calling, and 
a still higher position—to do more and to| every hamlet its bell, to regulate the mo- 
be more to-day than yesterday, to-morrow | tions of all like a machine. 
than to-day—this is what gives character to : : re - * a people, and under the advantages of their This systematic and uniform industry is 
social condition as enduring as the everlast-| the first great point. The next thing is, 
ing hills, their extensive and universal application of 

The old Conneoticat Oharter, which was the best labor saving machinery in the world, 

deposited in the trunk of the Charter Oak,|‘® almost every avocation. These, com- has been enclosed in a frame of wood of the | bined, produce the wonderful results we see, 
tree which preserved it 169 years ago. in their industrial report. The value o¢ 
a ee ee ee ee SS ——————————————e
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their productions averages over $1,200 to| mechanic puts, not a new song into his ye 

each hand employed in their growth or fab- | mouth, but a new and improved tool, or os 

rication, and on a capital of less than $500 | machine into his hands. He plods over the 4 

to each person. And it must be remem- | same country road, at a ruinons rate in time x 

bered, that probably one half of these labor- | and money, until the engineer lays the rail, 4 

ers are females, What other part of the | and the mechanic puts on, not the ‘ Morgan,’ & 

world can show as large results on their la- | or ‘Black Hawk,’ but the ron Horse. And * 

bor? None we trow. how the snorting of that horse wakes up the & 

The value of their boots and shoes, annu- | country it traverses to a new life and being. % 

ally made, is $37,480,923, almost one half | The granite rocks, and mountain forest, are 4 
more than her cotton goods, the next larg- | turned to gold; the wilderness is populated 4 

i est item, $26,140,538. Next, her woollen | and remote countries brought nigh together. Rs 

goods swell up to over $12,105,514. Her The hitherto quiet hamlets and valleys, + 

; leather, amounts to about the same sum, | clang with the mastc of machinery, the idle § 

Her alcohol, liquor, and beer, $3,509,667, | and unemployed tind work through all ses- B 

only falls a trifle short of the cost of her | sons, and money flows in weekly or month= 3 

bread, $3,592,609, (that is almost equal to ly currents, where little was seen before. a 

some parts of the west, where it takes two Machinery is the right bower to human in- a 

bbls. of whiskey to one of flour). The value | dustry, and the two coupled judiciously to- ai 

of her milk, $755,887, only slightly exceeds gether, either in agriculture or the arts, are Wh 

1 the value of her ice, $639,100. Her tin bound to achieve the greatest of human tri- ts 

ware, amounts to $1,451,240. Her glue and umphs, We shall again refer to the impor- q rs 

gum, to $532,650. Ter combs, to $557,422. | tance of machinery and the mechanic, and S 

Her whips, to $505,500. Her straw bon- endeavor to show, what we fully believe, 3 

nets, hats, and braid, to $4,905,553. Thus, that the inventor is the true architect of this e 

the straw of Massachusetts, amounts to al- wonderful age; and the greatest among Re 

most half as much as the wheat crop of | men, when rated by the results of his labors. I 

Wisconsin. Her whole annual product, ag- | Massachusetts proves it, and every thing in _ 

gregates up to a fraction less than $300,000, | the country proves it, The engineer and fy 

000, thus making her yearly earnings, a good | inventive mechanic, has become the great 3 

deal more in amount, than the entire pro- | man of the age, and the lawyer, the doctor, } 

perty of Wisconsin put together. And the | and the mere old fashioned professional man, 4 

great bulk of this, earned by 245,908 men, |is comparatively, going into the shade. i 3 

women, and children, with the aid of $490 | Such as do not see it, read not the signs of 4 

capital, each, in machinery, and tools to | the times aright. 3 

work with. Thus wonderful are the results | sgpicuLTURAL BUREAU AT WASHINGTON. * 

of systematic labor; especially when second- = . ay 
ed by labor saving machinery. ; We learn, says the Country Gentleman, yy 
Masichasctie ealdarably wiore tha rom one who has recently visited this de- a 

‘estiesyradiee snag y more than | paryment of the Patent Office, that it is ee 
doubled the products of her industry in ten | gradually gaining in usefulness and impor- ¥ 

years; nor is she flagging in her course; | tance to the interests of the agricultural pub- ug 

no doubt each recurring decade, will witness ie on sppropeietion of #1000 be al- 2 

. ¢. a a fesen Tess, * 

—_ tea ee JENS See of | and Z further ‘eppropriation of $70,000 will = 

er industry, for that is impracticable, but | be asked for befure the close of the session, x 
by the development of new enterprises, to | making in all the sum of $100,000 for the a 

employ it more profitably, and intinities of TARR e30 nao ion ded f " 

new muchingry to expedite every proce. |, AWD $20000 are to. be, expended fo ‘ 
a brings to light an important fact, English turnip seed has recently arrived at : 2 

hat every body does not yet understand. | New York, and is now probably in the pro- E 
Simply, that the inventive ingenuity of the | cess of being distributed. The Bureau re- oP 
age, is its most remarkable characteristic, | ceived at the same time four hundred bush- a 

and the true secret of all our rapid and won- els of peas, and seven hundred pounds of a 

derful progress. early York cabbage seed. @ 

Man tills the soil j or ne One thousand bushels of wheathave been > 

e soil just as of old, until the! ordered from the Mediteranean. In distrib- a 
= as "
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uting this wheat, especial reference will be | and level many beautiful dwellings to ashes, 
had to experiments in cross-fonnd -tion, by| Were those weather changes governed by 
which it is thought new and valuable varie- | immmutabie laws, and were we well xequaint- 
ties of wheat may be obtained. ed with these, we might adopt special 

Dr, Parker, U.S. Commissioner to China, | means to meet special ends, and provide 
has had $1,000 placed at his disposal for the | against the coming drouth, the floods, and 
purchase of seed. the hurricane. Iitherto, the weather has 

Mr. W. T. Dennis has been commissioned | been considered fickle as the human temper, 
to visit every State in the Union, report up- | and if it is governed by fixed laws, the 
on its grasses, and procure seed for distribu- | whole world Jieth nearly in gross dark- 
tion. when seed has been procured, experi- | ness respecting them. The sky may be 
ments will be instituted with a view of as-| cloudless to-day, and to-morrow, yea, in a 
certaining what grasses are most permanent, | few hours, the lightning and the tempest 
most prolific, and most nutritious for stock, ! may come, and no man living can predict 
in every district or county in the Union, | the event with certainty. 

: Dr. ©. T. Jackson, is permanently engaged | The astronomer has watched the motions 
in chemical experiments of considerable val- | of the distant planets, has weighed them in 
ue. Ly one set of experiments, Dr. Jackson | a balance, and can tell the exact period 
has proved that oil, worth about seventy-| when the moon, after a Jong interval, will 
five cents per gallon, can be extracted from | hide the sun’s rays from the earth by day; 
cotton seed, leaving a cake worth two or| and also when the excentric comet, after 
three cents per pound. long journeys in unseen regions of space, 

Experiments of much promise are projec- | Will revisit our system again, but he cannot 
ted, among which are those by which the| positively tell the particular atmospheric 
amount of phosphate in the worn out soils | changes that will occur to-morrow in the 
of the east, as compared with the virgin| city where he dwells; and yet a correct 

; soils of the west, are to be determined. knowledge of coming atmospheric changes 
These are some of the chief operations at | would be most usetul to all men. 

present being carried on or projected by the | _ Can such information ever be obtained? 
Agricultural Bureau, under the direction of | Not unless such phenomena are governed 

Dr. D. J. Brown. They certainly promise | by fixed Jaws. Well, when we consider 
iinportaut results to the agricultural frater-| that the planets roll, and the tides flow by 

nity. inuuutable decrees, can any person doubt 
————+00e+—______ that the weather is governed by fixed law? 

THE WEATHSR AND ITs SIGNS. That such laws do existjno ong in his senses 

There is no subject of more importance, |" ap andithet they will y et be disco- 
press gana vered, we have as dite doubt, and it is a 

and yet there is none with which men of | 1 si } i ; : : ot shame that so little lias been dune to dis- scivuee, and others, are so superficially ac- | > Tes har wastarkyh ii ver. thi 
quaiuted, as that indicated in the above cap- | OVE" them, Woe are glad, however, that oa ma Somer ie os pea Unes and here a 

T! eatof sur es Fintan | Promise of moze, arious stations have an aand theta te amet | lye etn oe ong 
lihiedine. tha Maniceie. and ie aie for taking meteorological observations, aud 
breeze,—huw many amingled associations of | tll the leading natious of Europe have also 

pleasure and grief are connected with there. | entered Bn he ate cet oe sue cat Our enjoymeuts a are Britons it gations, Such observations extending over 

may be said, are ‘dependent apodiieee apa eae ene globe, and for a number pratinns Onecare MLAs wt eck P| of years continuously, will no doubt lead to 
7 ; 0 Watele We call Che weather. | astonishing results. Ajready by private en- 
Sometimes, as in 1854, the clouds will re- | terprise and keen observation, Prof. Espy 

fuse their refreshing showers for a long pe-| aud Mr. W. ©. Redfield, of this city, have 
ried, aud over extensive tracts of country | made valuable discoveries relating to gules, 
the grass withers, and the lowing kine per- | aud for navigators, regarding the rotary pro- 
ish for want of the water brooks, and then | gressive course of tornadoes, which’ have 
famine comes and desolates many once hap-| proven to be of grexnt benetit, by teaching 
py homes. Sometimes, again, the clouds | sexmen how to withdraw from their power. 
will pour down their torrents for long pe- | The spots observed on the sun’s disk take 
riods, and the floods will come and sweep | place at regular intervals, and these, Sir Win. 
resistiess over broad lands, carrying the ! ilershel asserts, affects the weather on our 
erops of the farmer from his fields, and his globe to Such a degree, 1s to reguizte Ure 

flocks from the vales. Again, the hurricane | very price of wheat. Lieut. Maury has 
will sometimes come on swift wings, bear | dore much to reduce the weather changes 
ing destruction in its pathway: and if ac-]on ihe ocean to a science. Itis believed by 
companied with red bolts of Jightning, may | fla. bols and other eminent Philosephers, 

i consume well filled barns and store houses t hat the sun is the seuree of naguetisur as
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2 well as heat, and the vibrations of the mag- , next their persons during the whole year x 

y net -re to our globe, as the beating of the | By every consideration, protect the extrem- Es 

Z pulse to the human system. ities well, Jt is an ignorant barbarism = 

l In an article in the last number of the | which allows a child to have bare arms, and ¥ 

y “North British Review,” believed to be | legs and teet, even in summer, The cirenla- S 

l written by Sir David Brew-ter, he says, | tion should be invited to the extremities ; * 

; © Had Hipparchas and Ptolemy made their | warmth does that; cold repels it, It is at 'S 

: observations, and had they also been made | the hands and feet we begin to die. Those ® 

} by their contemporaries and successors in | Who Lave cold hands and jeet are never ‘% 

: different parts of the world, we might now | well. Plenty of warmth, plenty of sub- Rt 

3 be predicting the weather with as much cer- | stantial food and ripe fruits, plenty of sleep, ¥ 

. tainty as we do the planetary motions.” | aad plenty of joyous out-door exercise, would z 

t The great number of meteorological obser- | seve millions of children annually. 4 

7 vations now being made in various parts of (Hatls’ N.Y. Journal of Health. * 

the world, inspire us with a hope that such Se OO Ore j 

; a result will ret be aeeainntstied! Walhail| ‘#72 A teploanoN oe ce aesesee q 
. every effort that is made to rednee “the | Observing people move slow—their heads i 
L weather and its changes” to a positive sci- | move alternately from side to side, while 
L ence, because as we have already stated, | they occasionally stop and turn round. Care- * 

such knowledge will be most useful and im- | ful” persons lift their feet high and place a 

r portant to all men. [Scientific American. | them down flat and firm. Sometimes they a 
: TSS eee stoop down, pick up some little obstruction, ' a 
; eee and place it quietly by the side of the way. f 

; There are as many children die in cities Calculating persons generally walk with A 

} 4) asin the country, and half the children born | their hands in their pockets, and their heads ae 

; do not reach ten years. Such a result could slightly inclined. Modest persons generally pe 

: never have been intended by the wise and | step soltly tor fear of being observed. Tim- 3] 

kind Maker of us all. A difterent result | id persons often step off trom the sidewalk Bi 

} must be. brought about by the exercise of | 0” weeting another, and always go round a Fe 

the reason which is implanted in all parents, | stone instead of stepping over it. Wide ‘2 

; and which, if properly cultivated and prac- | awake persons “toe out,” and have along 5 

? tised in the light of our time, would soon | swing with their arms, while their hands * 
; work a wonderful change in infantile mor- | shake about miscellaneously, Careless per- ‘s 

tality. sons are forever stubbirg their toes. Lazy 4 

1. Children should sleep in separate beds, | persons scrape about loorely with their heels, Bi 
: on mattresses of straw, or shucks of corn. and are first on one side of the walk and a 

, 2. Require them to go to bed at a regular | then on the other, Very strong minded os 
; early hour, and let them have the fullest | persons have their tess direetly in, front of a 
; | amount of sleep they can take, allowing | them, and have a kind of stamp movement, # 
: }| them in ne ease to be waked up. Unstable persons walk fast and slow by Aa 

8. Except. a rag beside the bed, there |turus. Venturons persons try all roads, fre- q 
should be no carpet on the floor of their | quently climb fences, instead of going thro’ a 
chamber, no bed or window curtains, no the gate, and never tet down a bar. One- 4 

clothing of any description hanging about, | ides persons are very seltish, aud “toe in.? Fi 
no furniture beyond a dressing table and a | Cross persons are apt to hit their knees te- = 
ew chairs, no standing fluids except a glass | gether. Good-natured persons susp their a 

of water, and nothing at all in the way of thamband finger every few steps. Fun-lov- Be 

food, or plants, or flowers. In short, a}ing -persons have a kindot jig movement. 2 

chamber should be the cleanest, dryest, Ab-ent minded persons often take the wrong a 
coolest, lightest. and most barren room in | road, and sometimes tind themselves up to = 
the house, in order to secure the utimost pu- their knees in a mud puddle, although the 

rity of air possible. sidewalks are excellent. — Diguified men 2 
4, Make it your study to keep your chil- | move slow and erect. Fast persons cut b 

dren out of doors every hour possible, from | cross the corner, kiek every dog they mcet, ‘s 
breakfast until sundown, for every five min- | Knock down litde children, run aginst the 5] 

utes so spent in joyous play incresses the | ladies, and hit every twelfth man’s ribs with § 
probability of a henlthful old age. their elbows. Very neat men oceasionally 

5. Let them eat at regalar hours, and no- | stop to wipe the dust from their boots— ij 
thing between meals; cating thus, never | their hands hang by their sides. — Very po- 4 
stint them; Jet thei partake of plain sub- | lite persons are sometimes seen bowing in ‘ 
stantial food, until fully satisfied. Muli- | their course to black servant girls aud black si 
tndes of children are starved into dyspepsia. | stumps. [selecied. 
The lust meal of the day should be at Jexst ea j 
two hours before retiring. Bowing ceremonies, formal compliments j 

| G. Dress children warily, woollen flannel | aud stiif civilities, du not pass for politeness, ; 

1 j
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Ss T O C K RE G z S TE E R remarkable transitions of temperature—the % 
ee eee Soe ee ron a becomes so heated that the aniinals are 

RAM EULL “pon” | almost constantly in prespiration, «nd on be- k 
2 ULE DON ing taken out to perform work are immedi- a 

Don (12,707) is described in Vol. 11 of the | ately chilled ; and colds and conghs soon ‘ 

English Herd Book as calved 31st of July prodigs their ultimate and inevitable re- 2 
1852, and white in color. The opposite ianether want, and a very great one, is : 

illustration gives a very accurate ides of his! windows. Dark stables are undoubtedly in- x 
appearance. His sire was “The Lord of| jurious,—if they were not, the necessity that a 

Eryholme,” (12,205,) whose portrait is in will at times arise for light to render aid to 4 

Vol. 10 of the English Herd Book, roan in| Smimals that may get cast or injured, periods 3 
color, bred by A. L. Maynard, Marton-le- cana . See ea in this respect. : & 

Moor, Ripon, in England. - | Again, proper and thorough ventilation ‘ 
His dam was Apricot, described in Vol. | should, in the construction, be one of the 

11 of the English Herd Book as roan in col- ee objects song a gos 'be neeeeet: ‘ 
cia in| ty for a circulation of air in his house, 3 

or aoa are poet ~— a where breathing is the only thing that de- e 
England, and got by Third Duke of York) sroys the purty of the atmosphere,—how a 
(10.166.) Annie by the Fourth Duke of| much more necessary is it in the home of ™ 
Northumberland, (2,649.) Anna by Short) the horse, where the emanations from the 7 
Tail, (2,621.) Acomb by Belvedere, (1,706,)| surface of the body, the manure, and the 4 
&e., &e. urine, all mingle with it and taintit. & 

Don is also described in Vol. II of the a ee comtonianls quater ee ¥ 
American Herd Book, was bred by Noel J. quantity of good food, and that at regular : 
Becar and purchased by Hon. John Went-| intervals, devolves upon the keeper. For 
worth for the Illinois Breeding Association, | many years experiments have been in prog- 

at Summit, Cook Co., Illinois. See adver- eae ri ths pornos of accortaliing the ts 
* § 1 kinds best adapted to the wants of the ani- 4 
Sssmentiot Bargent Cook. = we Ls mal at this period of the year. Persons dif- a 
WINTER CARE OF ANIMALS—HORSES. ter mie the relative value of many articles, ig 

an .._.| yet all agree that variety is essential. Oats % 
We advert to this subject thus early for} are not the only food that will fit a horse a 

the reasons that, many spare moments may | fo, jabor or the road—roots are oftentimes “ 
be at the disposal of tue farmer ere the) uch superior. Carrots are perhaps the x 
snows and frosts of winter come Upon UB,} 5. in this class, and are noted both for 7 
and becanse the habitations of domestic 8n-| their action upon’ the internal organization s 

imals should be fully and comfortably pre-| snd in an improved external appearance. A bi 
pared for their reception long ere necessity loose, mellow hide is observable in all ani- a 
compels them and us to seek a shelter. |imals where this root formsa portion of their a 

Thefiret eee the ee er food. In this connection it may be proper a 
of horses is a good stal Be . re cholce Of) to say, that every barn should have ahay or 4 
situation, and there is a choice, is an impor-| straw cutter, and that the instrument should ‘i 
tant item. A high and dry spot, or one| be kept in daily use. Every method by vg 
that will admit of drainage, 13 as necessary | which the digestion can be improved, ought 4 
for this purpose as for the house of the far-) +4 be resorted to, for the stomach is the i 
Ble pais sould, be dry. Damp, 8ta-| crest furnisher of motive power, and should ; 

les are productive of as many evils as damp | the steam go down, locomotion is impeded * 
houses,—in fact many of the most violent] 5, brought to a full stop. g 
diseases to which the horse is subject wre of- Regularity in feeding is a thing that must = 
ten attributable to this one defect. Shelter | not be overlooked if we aim at dooing every % 

from cold and bleak winds is another desid-| thing in our power fur our stock. Every ? 
eratum which should receive attention. Sta-| s -n¢r can recall in his own experience nu- 3 
bles should also be easy of access—here, | merous times when he : 
however, the farmer consults his own com- “Moodily has listened lon, 3 

fort, and on this point it is unnecessary to ‘To beer the dinner local 
dilate. oes and knows, however tired previous to the 4 

The second necessity is that the stable] welcome sound, with what alacrity has been 4 
should be of good size. Not unfrequently|Jaid down the shovel and the hoe,” and “ 
horses are crowded into spacs sosmall as to] the most direct course taken for the well % 
be not only extremely uncomfortable for} spread board. Animals possess some hu- Fc 
them, but highly injurous to their health. | manity in their composition, and if it can ; 
Stables thus'crowded undergo sudden and! be discovered nowhere else, it is readily 4
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found in the stomach. Oncemore we would | It chen ore roo a to eight colar seat 
repeat, feed and water regularly. to feed a dog. e have seen it estimated 
arise cloantiness of the hese is indispensi- | that dogs in New England cost upwards of 
ble to the preservation of his health, Sia- | $1,033,040 annually, This money applied 
Dles with every appliance fur comfort, food | in aid of Common Schools we think would 
in abundance and of the very best descrip- | be much better used. 
tion—if every want be supplied—without | Then, as to the matter of taste, we must 
“is ops and his oe ae Sen | se 8 ne ra ; oe ie an 2 he 

y kept so, it is of no avail. In addition | some thy sa pleasure jook 2 " 
i Dias extol appearance, there is | The majority are ungainly, dirty, sueaking, 
Lut little doubt that the friction caused in | cross and ferocious-looking objects, which 
the process of cleaning is promotive of the | ae ae ee ond dreads . enenunl Er 
well-being of the animal. The hair of the | One of the strangest things in the world to 
well cleaned horse is soft and oily, and @on- | us, is that any respectable inan can wish to 
sequently it better fits him to withstand the | have one of these short-legged, big-bellied, 

; cold rains so frequent during witer and early | snub-nosed, sore-eyed, cross, dirty things 
: spring. The annointing matter is conferred | trotting along at his heels, as his chosen 

; through the agency of the skin, and this se- | companion, and ready to snap at every man, 
cretory process is donbtless angmented by | Woman or child he meets. We lave no- 
good grooming. In the horse thatis seldom ticed that some of the ugliest and meanest 
or never groomed the hair stands in all di-| looking dogs are most beloved by their 

ee _ cone ae it ~ ae ek on cena delightful thing a red-eyed, cross in addition he has a Aull and sickly look. | at a deligt -eyed, eros 
: Sooner or later mange will manifest itself in | poodle is, in a woman’s lap, especially when 

an animal thus cared for, and the sympathy | she informs you that this “love of a thing’ 
; of the outer with the inner organization, | shares her bed every night! How pleasant 

will rapidly affect the entire system. it is to see a troop of dogs following their 
Each department of the animal economy | masters into church on the Sabbath, and 

es ee Oa ee ee and attention, and must, if we expect the ; 
eatin arnee to be! benefitted. Tet care- | mount the pulpit stairs in Sermon time, and, 
lessness infringe upon the wants, in any one | to close the scene, to have the sexton chase 
particular, and the detriment of all will be ates a oP and down ihe aisles to spel 
the result. Temperance, purity of the at- ee Lt ee oa : ace des ae ae a 2 
mosphere, quantity and quality of food, in oe 'y and interest of theservice 7 a 
fact everything that will redound to the ani- | 2 P: easant DE des to have a cog ane cue 

mal fort, i: thy of the closest seruti- | upon you from a house as you ride past. 
ny ace of Ravweat horses. does chee horse good to hace him frightened 

[ool Grower, | in that way, and it does your own patience 
—_——+00-e-+ —_____. good to be irritated in that particular man- 

ABOUT KEEPING DOGS. ner. Nothing can be more delightful than 
We can conceive of special cases when it | °°. visiting a neighbor, to have his dog at- 

i a tack you as you enter the premises, or growl 
ay ee ee Buca apnea se knock at his deer tis a every third man in the community should very ‘warm’ and agreeable Belesiis=t4t 

Bareies ugly a lying sboutihis houee, or makes you think your neighbor an amiable following at his heels, is more than we can snd hospitable mans ‘and makes you want to 
explain. Some farmers say that a dogis Soa again! ’ y 

useful to drive off a neighbor's trespassing) On the whole, the more we pursue this cattle and to protect their lambs and poultry. sdliteat Mie thors intarsstad "dol we become 
But good fences are better than dogsto keep i 7 If we hear of any mad dogs running 

off cattle, and lambs and poultry kept near | shout the streeta, we shall surely buy a cur 
ena by strange of some sort; we desire to see several cases dogs, Some of the best farmers of our ac- of h ydrophobia. [Rural Ameri 

quaintance do not keep dogs, and have no a oe eee 
trouble of this kind with their crops and| Gaxezr 1n Cows.—Garget is a trouble- 

their flocks. f some complaint. It affects the udder, and 
Mechanics, doctors, lawyers, editors and | produces a morbid action of the entire sys- 

all sorts of people keep dogs, sometimes, not | tem, but more particularly of the secretory 
because they are useful, but because they | and latescent grands. If taken in time, com- 

like dogs and will have them. Well, there’s | mon linseed oil rubbed carefully over the 
no disputing about tastes; and if any one | teats and udder, will effect a perfect cure. 
wishes to keep a saucy cur, we have no pow- | As a preventive, a few doses of saltpetre per 
eror desire to prevent his doing so. The} month, administered in dough or mush, a 
economy of the thing is worth looking at. ' tablespoonful at a time, is highly valuable. 
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. For the Farmer. ) preserved in a state of health by attentionto 4 

Se SESS feeding alone, we have this consolation, that |, k 

j The horse in a state of nature, and even in |it is only by working him unfairly and cruel- q 
| his domesticated state, under good manage-|ly that we injure the stomach when it is * 
|| ment, has a moderate and very delicate ap- | properly supplied with feod; and by work- = 

|| petite, and is very nice in his choice of both |ing a horse with moderation and treating ; 
food and water. But a horse by over-feed- | him in every respect with kindness, we are : 
ing has been known to acquire a voracious |not only doing onr duty as Christians, but 5 
and depraved appetite, aud eat from thirty | promoting our interests as horse proprietors, 4 

1] to forty pounds of hay in a day, and drink | The state of the bowels has more to do with $ 
four pails of water at a time—that is, from|the digestive functions than is commonly ¥ 

| twelve to sixteen gallons, With such aload |supposed: not so much perhaps as in the % 

in his stomach and bowels, what can be ex-| human body, but in a sufficient degree to 

pected but an abridgment of the animal’s | require attention. 
life and services to one-third of the period to} In the usual way of feeding and treating 3 

which they might have been extended under | horses, no attention is paid to the state of ‘ 
proper management? And his labor during | the stomach when they are put to work, but g 
this skort period is often interrupted by | frequently they are put into a buggy or te 

sickness. Besides this, we are to consider |coach, or ridden off ata rapid rate, with # 
the loss of muscular power that must result ee stomachs loaded with food. The con- o 
from such immoderate feeding. Also the |sequence of this has often been gripes, in- % 

loss of spirit or energy, rendering a horse | tlammation of the bowels, and even sndden . 

sluggish, sleepy, and unwilling to work jdeath. In the simple and economical mode i 
The blood, too, gradnally becomes impover- | of feeding, the horse is always ready for his 

ished and full of humors, as it is termed— | work—digestion goes on rapidly, every par- b 

the bowels loaded with worms, and the sl of nutriment that is contained in the ‘ 

passages with viscid or acrimonious mucus, |fuod is extracted by the stomach without ' 
causing wheezing and difficult breathing. | any injurious exertion, and is converted into ¥ 

The animal becomes mangy, farosed, greasy | pure blood; but when the stomach is load- bi 

; and consumptive. Many horses have been | ed, as in the other case, even with good food, 4 
thrown down merely from the sluggishness | digestion is always imperfect, and performed * 
and weakness occasioned by loaded bowels, | with difficulty, and when the hay is bad, as : 
and whenever the gripes, colic, or fret, ter-|it often is, the consequence is still worse. < 
minates in inflammation of the bowels, and |The stomach, by such management, is sure a 

|| death as it often does, we are sure to find|to become, in time, more or less dsseased, " 

the stomach or bowels, or both, in a loaded |and when this happens, a foundation is laid 
state. for many diseases, such as broken wind, i 

Again, the stomach is often injured, both | chronic cough, colic, worms, &e. J. S. » 
as a muscular and as a nervous organ, by| Muitwatxer, Nov. 15, 1856. 3 
immoderate work, and by exposure to cold "KEEP MORE STOCK. “ 
and wet, at a time when the strength of the ls cece 5 # 

| body is exhausted by exertion, and the skin Ps Srowing: 33 ea becoming “eng aa i 
is in a perspiring state. Therefore, avten- ae is find, oe thee ie realign qe the 3 
tion to feeding alone, is not sufficient to pre- light,” as the Quakers say, the truth of i 
serve the health of the siomach, except in|the Scotch maxim, “No cattle no manure, 3 

respeet to animals that are designed for food. |NO manure no corn.” So long as our gene- q 
And even thousands of such animals are lost |7°US alluvial soils gave crops without stint, ¥ 
from improper feeding. and con: & cot the farmer only set down the cost of feeding - 

| pega ae Bs sequent Con- | 4 pair of three year olds against the small z 
stipation of the lungs and other internal jsum for which he sold them; counting as d 
parts. The same may be observed of cattle, nothing the mannre they made, which alone a 

) especially yearlings which are poorly kept | prevented the deterioration of his soil. But % 
during the winter, and put suddenly into all die is changed now: tire ar al = s 
rich pastures in the spring. =a this ne - een than fitty : oi a x 

| But though the horse’ ead, and such 1s t st searcity on the farm, ; 
ut, though the horse’s stomach cannot be | that the soil is fast deteriorating, except 4 

—! \ # | z
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r. among those thinking farmers who have | fever will set in, which will hasten labor 

bought as many lean kine as they have sold | apins. The great difficulty exists in its not 
fat ores. These men have sold Jarge crops] being detected in due time. A cow fre- 

of corn, and fed it al! to their animals, thus | quently is ailing, not ruminating as usual; 

realizing stall fed prices in their sales, over | the milk not given freely, and she, scarcely 

and above the grain in that extra nitrogen- } able to stand long enough to have it drawn, 

ous manure nade from corn fed cattle. But in the hurry and bustle of milking, she 
——____—__+0 o> _—____—_ is turned out unnoticed and unattended, 

PUERPERAL, OR MILK FEVER IN COWS. oe she should be milked from three to 
} This di a onan both in | ve times a day during her illness. A cow 

2 prevalence and fatality. A few years ago ae comes to her milk before calving, 
7 its ocenrrence was so rare, that it was not should be milked regularly, and thus fever 

a investigated, neither was it then so fatal. | "°F be prevented. 

: It is now so common on the Western Re-| _Dairymen should be careful and watch 

serve, or Northern Ohio, that the dairy men their cows for one week before and one 

o begin to fear sad havoc amongst their cows. week after calving, which is always attended 

re I will give my opinion of it:— with more or less febril symptoms. The 

: It is evident that all who keep cows have | disease occurs more frequently in fat and 

im been striving for the best milkers, and ém- well kept cows; their systems being more 

3 proving for that purpose, and have so im- disposed to the ready yielding to the influ- 

ie proved in quantity that it is now s common | €nce that generates the milk. I have al- 

f yield to get from twenty to thirty-five qaarts | W9ys found those patients to have large and 
f a day. This enormous flow of milk over- well filled udders before parturition. I have 

] taxes the system at a time when the animal | Never known & poor milker, or one who 

‘ is under the influence of reproductive ex- | 4ve poor milk, die of milk fever. I have 

ny citement. And another reason is, it is of | never known but two recover after they 

" common occurrence to have a cow go from | Were unable to rise without help. At this 

} one to twenty days over the usual time. stage of the disease, the system becomes so 

a This is indicative of a high and plethoric | inactive and dormant that medicine fails to 

» condition of the system, which retards the produce a change of symptoms ; and the fi- 

% maturing of the fetus, and keeps back the | brile symptoms increase until convulsions 

development or flow of the milk which is | S"pervene, which soon terminate in death. 

; necessary to the natural and easy parturition. | |. I will not attempt to prescribe at this 
: ‘Another reason is, it has become a general | time, but only insist on a close attention to 

: practice to stable cows up to the time of the symptoms, which undoubtedly exist two 
calving, and when turned out they are or three days; as simple fever, for example, 

more }jable to take cold by lying on the | Which is easily treated, by giving cathartics 
ground, and the hot sun likewise affects | and febrifuges, drawing the milk every three 

; them, and thus they are liable to fever and | 0T four hours, under this plan of treatment, 

: inflaination, and the cows that are good the anima) will, in a few days, recover. A 
milkers and give a great quantity, are more | COW that does recover from a reabsorption 

liable to a reabsorption of the milk, A|0f milk is seldom worth keeping, as she 
flush of feed after parturition is apt to pro- would be liable to have it again the next 

duce reabsorption of milk ; much excitement | Year. All such cows should be fatted imme- 

and worrying about the calf is a’so apt to diately, and disposed of, and thus avoid the 

. create fever. risk next season. 

] : The first symptom of puerperal fever is, (Pierce, in Veterinary Journal. 

4 the animal does not yield her mllk readily ; ———_\_+oro>—_____- 

i it will come slow, and the quantity is small.| _Mcrraiy.—In consequence of the exten- 

: The nose or muzzieis dry; the eyes are dim; | sion of the murrain among cattle in Poland, 

the ears droop; she hangs her head; moves |a sanitary committee of twelve members, 

: with difficuliy; moans, and lays down to | one of whom is a veterinary surgeon of em- 

rise no more. The first symptoms generally | inence, has been appointed to each of the 

noticed, is the difficulty with which she five governments. They are ordered to 

rises, or inability to getup. The fever soon adopt the most active measures to investi- 

becomes general, or sympathetic. The sud- | gate causes, and to apply remedies. 

den transfer of aecumu!ated action, at or [Daily Press. 

near the time of parturition, must cause a —_—______++0e+___ 

great constitutional liability to local inflam-| Tye temperature of the valley of Sacra- 

ation. If an abcess form in the udder it | mento, California, during the day in summer, | 
should be speedily punctured, and this may rs = y | 

occur before or after parturition; if betore, | ™™8°s from 102° to 120°, Fah., in the shade. 

the womb will not be likely to be the seat | Pretty hot for such a Paradise as it is repre- 
of inflamation, but the udder; or, a general | sented to be! SJ 
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> |] f TWO SOUTH DOWN BUCK LAMBS. { 

; The above cut"represents the portraits of sheep receive hay three times, itis not a : 

7 two South Down buck lambs, raised by the | matter of much importance with which feed- : 

; Illinois Breeding Association, Summit, Cook | ing the grain is given, only that the practice . 

, Co., IMlinois, from their imported buck “Bun- | be uniform. 

: ker Hill” and imported ewes. There are| It is also highly essential that there be 

; | stilla few full blood yearling rams, aad a| regularity preserved in the amount fed. The 

: few ram lambs for salé out of this buck and| consumption of hay will, it is true, depend || 

5 imported ewes. Address S. Cook, care of|much upon the weather. The keener the 3 

: Hon. John Wentworth of Chicago, Ilinois.| cold, the more sheep will eat. In many ; 

’ See advertisement of Sargent Cook. places a light daily foddering would suffice; | : h 

' REGULARITY IW FEEDING SHEEP. in others a light foddering placed in the de- j | 

: — pository racks onee in two days would an- 
: If there is one rule which may be consid-|gwer the purpose. In the South much ||} § 

“ ered more imperative than any other in| would depend upon the amount of grass ob- || ” 7 

A sheep husbandry, it is that the utmost regn-| tained. In the steady cold weather of the | i 

; larity be preserved in feeding. First, there | North, the shepherd readily learns to deter- | 
q should be regularity as to the times of feed-| mine about how much hay will be consumed ‘ 

2 ing. However abundantly provided for, | before the next foddering time. And this is 3 } 

when a flock is foddered sometimes at one | the amount which should, asnear as may be, } ; 
hour and sometimes at another—sometimes | he regularly fed. In feeding grain or roots +t ’ 

: three times = day and sometimes twice—| there is no difficulty in preserving entire reg- f 

k some days grain and — days none—they ularity, and it is vastly more imp-rtant than 2 

: cannot be made to thrive. They will do far | in feeding hay. Of the latter a sheep will F. 

- better on inferior keep, if fed with strict) not over eat and surfeititself. Of the former x 
2 regularity. Ina climate where they require | jt will. And if not fed grain to the point of ; 

) hay three times a day, the best times for! surfeiting, but still over-plenteously, it will 
4 feeding are about sunrise in the morning, at} expect a like amount at the next feeding, a 

noon, and an hour before dark at night. | and failing to receive it, will pine for it and ; 

Unlike cattle and horses, sheep do not eat| manifest uneasiness. The effect of such ir- 4 
: well in the dark, and therefore they should | regularity on the stomach and system of any 4 

| have time to consume their feed before night | animal is bad—and the sheep suffers more t 

: sets in. Noon is the common time for feed- | from it than any other animal. The shep- ¢ 

= ing grain or roots, and is the best time if [herd should be required to measure grain out i 
ut two fodderings of hay are given, If the ' to sheep in all instances, [Randall. j 

= tHe ‘ 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OW BLOOD. found at this time—they are both small, be- ||| 
saga i ing about 14 hands high, very closely form- 

Milwankee, Oct. 10,1856. | ed, appear to have suflicient endurance and 
The committee appointed to report upon | good action, but not a sufficient size for sty]- 

| the following classes of horses exhibited for | ish carriage horses. A majority of the com- 

premiams “at the late state fair, would re-| mittee awarded the Ist premium’ to-Mrs: ||) 
| spectfully report as follows: Wheeler, and the second premium to Mr. 

{ Ist. Best blood stallions, four years old | Qhase, but in the opinion of your committee 
hid over, having been kept for stock the |there is but little choice between the two 
past season in this state. The committee to | horses, Mr, Wheeler’s horse is a beantiful 

require satisfactory proof of pedigree. chestnut, the other a rich dark bay, and to, 
Qnd. Morgan Horses, For the best stal- those partial to Morgan horses, we woul@,; 

| lion, kept for stock the past season in this | say, that there are no purer horses of that. 
| state, 4 years old and over. breed to be found, judging from the pedigree 

$d. Black Hawk Horses. The best stal- | exhibited by the Sanete. 
. k the past season, inthis} There was a very large exhibition of 
ou oe up bate ahd se ~ “ Black Hawk ” horses, some of which were 
sate F Bde gat splendid specimens of that nape | 

4th, Carriage Horses, For, the and | equal to any that have ever been produc 
second best pair matched carriage horses, | This isa peculiar race of horses, They are 

| also for the best and second best single | (with eae sy exceptions) of a dark chest- 

horse; all to be exhibited in harness. nut or black color, rather undersized, being 
5th. Horses for all work. For the best 15 hands high, and weighing about 1000 Ibs. 

: all <)krot They are generally marked by goed style 
and second best stallion for 4 works, KePt| and action; they are kind to handle and 
for stock the past season, within this state, | drive, have plenty of spirits, and though all 

4 years old and over. oe Lee ee A, are noted for remarkable 
d best mares, 4 years old | speed. e following horses were among 

aoe cae aero the best exhibited, “ Bucephalus,” by John 
geht) Soctranadihed Gale, of Merton, in, Waukesha County. 

Best and second best pair of matched | ty,’ is a black horse, 7 years old. Except 
horses for all work. in size, he is a perfect model of this breed. 

The only horses among the first class | He can trot a mile in about 2m. 57sec. to 

(blood stallions) exhibited to your committee | harness. This horse has been us crtenenrely 

were two, one of which was an excellent six anes eae ae -~ Black oer 
red by E. H. Ball& y in this e. We have seen his 

year old bay horse ente: v7 see stock, consisting of colts between one and 
Co. of East Troy. The other was exhibited | two years old, and generally have thought 

by ©. I. Bullock, Esq. of Sauk City, and is 5 | it was promising, and particularly so, where 

years old, bright bay, and in nearly all re- | he has been bred with good mares. Mr 
horse, being 1G hands high. T. Marshall of Oak Grove, in Dodge county, 

spects a good ere nanes 8") | also exhibited. a large ane very excellent 
with good limbs, fine action and style, but |iorse of the same stock. This horse has 
the committee feel compelled by their in-) good action, fine proportions and style, plen- 
structions to withhold from both of these | ty of length to _ neck, cert the aeons 

; that th to a proper size of any of this family 6! 
horses premiums, for the f that they were | ROHS exhibited, We know nothing of his 
was no satisfactory proof, that they were) .o0k bot should judge, that his colts will 
thorough bred horses, and there was noth-| prove good. Mr. 8. Cotton, Esq. of Racine, 
ing in their appearance to unerringly indi-| exhibited a beautifal chestnut “ Black 

cate it. In justice, however, we would say Hawk.” This is a oe an ae 
bh a well | prove a permanent benefit at portion o! 

that they sre se od feet our state, as such a horse cannot fail to be 
calculated ee ee ere or liberally patronised. He trotted at the 
sess the requisites of good carriage horses. | State Fairin 1855, one mile, in the vicinity 

There were but two Morgan Horses exhi-| of 3 minutes, and moved in good style. 

bited—one by F. M. Wheeler, Esq. of Spring- | Geo. Paddock, Esq., of Milwaukee exhibited 

vale, in Fond-du-Lac County; the other, by | 24 year old (same breed) of great_promise. 
: Ch of Milwaukee. Both of He is a dark grey or black roan, of fair size. 

Horace = Eq. aes He has more style than is often found, even 
these horses, judging from their pedigree are | among that peculiar bree? of horses, a very 
probably as pure blood Morgans as can be! strongly formed animal, and when he ma- 

i 5! kebeet "> eae Re ee ee
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| tures, will compare favorably with the best, Wankesha county, but as they were awarded 4 
horses of this kind, in thestate. D,§. Foote, | the first premium at the state fair in 1855, 
of Merton, also exhibited 2 beautitul chest-| they were of course shut out of competition 

| gut colt, four years old of the same family, | again. f 
He was brought bofore us too late tocom-| John Frazer, of East Troy, exhibited a Q 

| pete for the premiam, but is certainly an ex- j splendid gray mare of all work (the only : 
celicnt colt. He is a fast trotter, and is the exhibited), The committee awarded } * 
worthy of the attention of those who feel an | Mr. Frazer the first premium withont, hesita- - ; 
interest in the improvement of, our horses, }tion, This is probably one of the finest , a 
O._A, Lewis, Esq., of Ottawa, also exhibited | mares in the state. There were but two. : 
a good “Black Hawk” horse 6 years old, | geldings over 4 years old exhibited, one was: |]: 
also a good trotter, and showing all the pe- | shown by Talmadge Stevens, Esq., of Beaver i 
culiarities of that stock of horses, and po-|Dam, the other, by Enoch Chase, of Milwau- 
sessing style and action rarely to be seen. |kee. The first. premium was awarded to . 

The only 3 year old “ Black Hawk,” ex-| Mr, Stevens, and the second premium to Mr. a 
hibised, was by Santel Whitman Esq. He}|Chase. Mr, Stevens’ horse, isa good road- ij 
is a very fine colt, well broke to harness, |ster, but small, he is, however, a good pat 1 
and a good trotter, with fine appearance|tern, The exhibition of stallions of all wor! 4 
and carriage. The display of ‘Black | was extensive, and probably a better lot of 
Hawks” was really splendid. The Com- | horses has never been seen together in this, © 
mittee awarded the first premium to John jor any other western state. The 1st premi- a 
Gale, of Merton, and the second premiuin|um was awarded to a bright bay stallion, ‘ 
to T. Marshall, Esq., of Oak Grove. The|‘ Young Eclipse,” 9 years old, owned by ii 
1st premium on 3 year olds was awarded | Walter S, Gurner, Chicago, but which stood 
to Santel Whitman, Esq., there being no|for mares the past season in Kenosha. 3 
competitors, and his colt well deserving this | This horse is full.16 hands high, with black : 
mark of approbation. iain, tail and legs, and is a perfect horse in ; 

John QO. Starkweather, Esq., of Milwaukee, | all respects—he is docile, has a large nostril, } 
exhibited a pair of bright bay geldings, under | full eye, small and beautiful ears, long eurv- 
the class of carriage horses. They were/ed neck, high withers, deep shoulders, ! 
awarded the 1st premium ; they are perfect-| broad chest, short back, long hip, full stifle, 
ly matched in size, color and movement; | fine and strong limbs, and is strong, active, 
they are both 16 1-2 hands high, and excel | and spirited, his noble pride seemed to dis- j 
in nearly all the qualifications of carriage | dain the earth as he trod upon it. When es 
horses. They are very docile and fleet tra- |such horses can be obtained, every lover of 5 

|| velers, and make a splendid appearance. |good, stock may well ask, “Why' will our 
The, 2nd premium on matched carriage | farmers breed from small inferior and ugly 
horses, was awarded to O. M. Porter, Esq.|stock?”, Every admirer of horses, knows a 
of Milwaukee. These horses are deserving | that size is essential to style, beauty, strength “ 
of something fhore than a passing notice.|and durability. Good ‘size and style com- ; 
They are well matched in color, travel well | bined, as in this case, gine all that is desira- 2 
together, carry themselves finely, and as a|blein ahorse. That this horse overshadow- a 
pair of matched carriage horses are seldom |ed every thing exhibited at the fair, as a 
surpassed. Christopher M, Graw, of John’s- |stallion, none who saw him hesitate to say. i 

| town, Rock County, exhibited a very beau-|He was awarded the first premium by com- 
tifal pair of matched carriage horses, 5|mon consent. The 2d premium was award- 
years old, bright bay color, fine size, and a|ed.to J. W. Rhodes, Esq., of Kenosha, oa, a 3 
superior. pair of colts. H. D.. Eighuce of| four year old stallion of dark bay color, very : 
Mt. Pleasant, Racine, county, also, exhibited |Jarge size, good style and action, and fully i 

|a pair,of finely formed, carriage, horses. | developed, although but a coltin age, This : 
They are light horses, but well peu very | horse will, beyond donbt, prove a very val- ' ; 
fast trotters, and as a pair of roadsters, were|uable stock horse. Among the horses ex- " 

" the best team exhibited, but the committee | hibited was a very dark bay or brown four ' 
, | decided against them as carriage horses, on| year old colt, owned by Z. P. Hasbrook, of 4 

account of size. Rock county, which we would recommend 3 
; As matched horses. of all work, A Shultz, | to the citizens of that county as a very excel- i 
: of Watertown, exhibited a pair of five year lent horse. He is of the Tippo Sultan stock, " 
; | old black colts, to which was awarded the |and must prove of great service to the stock § 
i Ist premium. Mr. Pliney M. Perkins;of| growers of Rock county, where he stands, a 

Bennington, was awarded the 2nd premium |R. S, Fish, of Lisbon, in Waukesha County, } 
‘ | Upon apair of dun horses 6 years old, exhi- | through a misunderstanding, entered an ex- ' 
: bited.in the same class—these are both val-| cellent Black Hawk famong the stallions for ; 
, uable teams either as roadsters or draught |all work, and therefore had no chance to i 
i horses. The best pair of horses of all work | compete for a premium. We “say this as a r 
= were exhibited by Robt. Thir, of Vernon, in'| matter of. ‘justice toMr. Fish. The premiums | 4 
—_— 7 
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> on 8 year old stallions of all work were ac- them the noblest forms of this semi-human 

corded as follows: 1st premium to W. G. being—the paragon of domestic brutes. 

; Benedict ot Madison, on a very fine black] There is scarcely a subject in the concerns 

colt, and the 2d. premium to ©. T. Wilcox, of | and business pursuits of life, that is of great- 

, Janesville, on a “St. Patrick’s” colt of bay | er interest or more importance than the im- 

‘ color and handsome appearance. provement of the breeds of horses. The 

i The best 3 year old stallion of all work, | horse is the noblest animal that was ever 

; shown, is owned by A. J. Cole, Esq., of | reduced to human subjection. In the peace- 

Waukesha county. Ie was sired by Niag- ful pursuits of agriculture, he is man’s pa- 

i ara, a bright bay color, but he was not ex- tient servant and drudge. When not sub- 

$y hibited until after the premiums were award- dued to the hardships of labor, he becomes 

B ed; otherwise he would have received the almost an ante a friend and companion. 

ne premium. His instinct and courage have frequently 

i! The first premium on 2 year old stallions |saved his master from imminent danger. 

ee of all work was awarded to James Hylish of | He is made an instrument of pleasure and 

vi Lisbon, in Waukesha county, on 3 splendid | recreation, at once gentle, lively, and secure. 

ng bay colt, and the second premium was In war he snuffs the battle-tainted breeze 

be awarded to J.P. Lapham, on a very good | from afar, and “His neck with thunder 

, . brown colt. clothed and long-resounding pace,” he rush- ~ 

th In awarding premiums, the committee | es with almost human knowledge, and often 

uly 4 have deemed it their duty to be entirely im- with more than human daring, to where the 

hi partial, and have decided matters according | fight rages the thickest, courting the danger 

"4 to their best judgment. Many, of course, as that meets him, and mingling the terrible 

oe in all competitions for excellence, must be | music of his voice with the noise and shock 

ae disappointed. In eeveral instances they | of the contending host. The favorite steeds 

i found it very close work to decide between of the greatest conquerors have come down 

s two horses, contending for the same prize, | to us borne on the same breath of fame.— 

} : where the two were so nearly equa! as to | The ancient mythology endowed him with 

M3 make it difficult in the extreme to decide wings and made him the means by which 

4 between them. In those cascs, a majority | the poet was conveyed on the loftiest flights 

¥ of the committee settled the question. of his sublime muse. Pegasus, the steed of 

t In concluding this report of our action the poetic muse, is handed down to us in the 

3 upon this matter committed to us, we deem | same legends that. made Parnassus its cho- 

i; a few general observations not ont of place. | sen seat, and Helicon the sacred waters in 

: The stock grower should raise good | which it bathed. So closely were the first 

e norses. At a trifle Jess expense, the use civilized soldiers of Greece identified by fear 

| of a thorough bred stallion may be obtained. | and superstition with the coursers which 

The subsequent expense of raising acolt of | they bestrode, that they were deemed the 

ey superior blood, of noble size, and the best | same terrific being, and the te comes 

ay appearance, is no greater than that of grow- | pictured to us, with the body 5f the horse, 

£ ing stock of inferior blood and quality. At | presenting in front a gigantic human head 

f the age of 4 or 5 years, a thorough bred colt | and breast. One of the most delightful ex- 

} is worth from $250 to $500 for sale—for use, | amples of all-sacrificing patriotism—of self 

: he is kind docile and intelligent—has beau- denial that laid down life itself on the altar 

5 ty, speed and bottom ; for the road, the turf, | of country, was that of Marcus Curtius, who 

z or the field, is every way what men wish to | rode his gallant steed into a prepared pile 

: have. He lives longer, will endure greater where they died together, in obedience to 

3 hardships, and is far more profitable. The | to the oracle which demanded his destruc- 

: horse of interior blood is difficult to break, | tion as the price of his country’s safety.— 

is slow of motion, is easily injured by labor, With the devotion that would ‘not in death 

. is short lived, and after a few years of labor | be separated from the friend and master of 

J rapidly declines in usefulness and profit. his life, the gallant steed needed neither 

é ‘These considerations should be impera- whip nor spur—nothing but the guidance 

tive in dictating the breeding of stock. It|of the patriot’s voice and rein—to plunge 

{ costs very little, if any, more to breed a | into certain destruction. The Hindoo wid- 

, blooded beast, and it is many times more | ow, who immolates herself upon the burning 

valuable when bred. In any other channel | pile that consumes the last remains of the 

of business, considerations ‘and facts like | man she loved, is scarcely more instructive 

: these would conclusively decide the action with its lesson of rare and noble virtue than 

of a man of good sense. In this alone, such the horse of Marcus Curtius. 

facts seem unavailing with large classes of| Caligula, in the wantonness of his tyran- 

stock growers. They will still breed | ny and caprice, set up his favorite horse in 

“plugs,” scrubs, nags aud ponies, of ill ap- | the Roman Capitol, crowned him with his 

pearance and littie value, when no more | own imperial coronet, and demanded for 

care and no more expense would produce ! him the same honors that were paid him-
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self. The voice of history proclaims that THE FIRST SNOW STORM. 

the noble steed was far more worthy of such =o ka ckereraee ‘ 

homage than the cruel and bloody tyrant — 

whom he served. Riera tee! ret | 
an antnenic soon is Bee ten of a Bee baw Ret the flakes are lying by 

terible shipwreck on the coast of Southern Vhere the lv aves of late were dying, 

Africa, where a horse rushed repeatedly in- Coe went sighing 

to the raging surf, which no human power Now a wintry chy ewer 

could brave, and resened many persons from mae sequium fur the pia i 

the broken wreck and tempestuous sea. Gis the Sie ee eet 

It is related in the life of General Marion To ae gg breathing, 

thata sergeant of his brigade owned a noble ‘On the locnst and the vine, : 

animal, in which hatred of a red coat vied cow es E 

with that cherished by the sternest patriot Bee the white Makes lightly fall— 

of the Revolution. The crimson badge of As if to ‘mind ns of the hours 

the oppressors of our fathers almost crazed Sena aah tome 

him—as he saw them arrayed in ranks ; 

against him, he became frantic and blood- Inthe Tr ih cine bivwing 

thirsty—he rushed among hem, trampled ‘Through the branches long and bare 

them beneath his feet, tore them with his be eviews se ae : 

teeth, and nothing but their total destrac- Siceptex tathelcdeenrmlombed; 

tion would appease his terrible wrath. Nemithe sky thas now fe eer us 

He whose labors tend to the improvement Bresties Eee aiae meth dead oe { 

of this noble race, deserves well of the com- rr ' 

munity as its benefactor. Your Committee RAISING LOPPED HORNS. : . 

trust that among the labors of the State Ag-| 4 short time ago a correspondent in— 
ricultural Society, that which is most highly | | seq j 

rized and appreciated will be that which quired if there was any known method of 
P 4 pee 543 raising lopped horns. We accidentally came 
results in the bettering of the condition and | Won ‘the following communication in th 

quality of the horses of the State. ‘Att c iti ie oe 1852 : Th Pe . 

Respectfully submitted. any Sere = 7 er eee 
‘Aworew Prounerr, Ch’n, says: “The horns of steers can be raised 

2 ? 2 without the least damage to sete growth, 

ae Sree. (the most. convenient time to do it is when 
WINTERING COWS. . s 

—— they are keptin the stable) by taking two 

At arecent Farmers’ Club meeting in New | small pulleys; place one of them directly 

York, a member made the following sugges- | over the front edge of the manger, high 

tions in reference to the wintering of cows: | enongh to be out of the way of the horns— 

“Tf I were to have cows wintered just. to | the other at any place yon wish, so that the 

my likeing, they should be fed on corn ‘stalks, | weight will hang out of the way ; pass acord 

and if profit were consulted these, by all | throngh them with a loop at one end, to 

means, should first ran through a stalk cutter. slip over a button on the end of the horn; 

This in my estimation, is a saving of at least | at the other end attach a weight of from two 

one-fourth their value. My method of feed- | to four pounds, This should be put on every 

) ing is to give each animal a bushel basket night when the steers are in the stable, and 

fail of chopped stalks; they will not eat taken off in the morning when turned ont. 

them clean, but to save all, throw what || have never known this operation, when 

. they leavein the mangers to my colts, who faithfully performed, to tail of raising one or 

y soon dispose of thei, and without a remain- both of the horns to any desired position, in 

F der. Those cows which are in milk, are | from two to six weeks time. Our success 

: fed a slop of buckwheat bran, night and | has beer such that we consider the lopping 

) morning; those not yet come in are given of one or both of the horns no serious ob- 

two or three ears of corn at each feeding | jection, provided they are otherwise in good 

. until they begin to spring bag, when they | shape.” : 

. are fed once a day, the same as the cows ee ee ae 

} which are milked. In this way cows may| A srrrot terperance man, whose wife 

> be kept in a thriving condition, and I be- had fainted after having a broken arm set, 

L leive a greater yield of milk and butter can | went to the Coctor, and in a slow and meas- 

be obtained than from any other mode of ured tone, asked him if on his conscience as 

. feeding.” a Christian phygewn in wonld be in ay 

L ————_——_+ooe+—_____—_ manner cn!pable when a lady fainted to hol 

3 A punsrer at the point of death, being the camphor hottle to her nose. “The deuce 

. advised to eat a piece of pullet, ieclined, take your doubss, sir,” said the doctor, in a ' 

- saying that he feared it might “Zay on his | age, “in a case like this, one scruple of cam- | 

—' stomach.” phor is worth twenty scraplesof conscience.” . 

adore eee ee ee eee ee eee nd
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<a: spent in this way, will pay immensely better 

=. than when spent at some tobacco smoking 
| er country store, or bar room. 

AZ oN ce a: Those who cultivate house plants, need 
LER not be told how much pains taking and care get Ne; eae, — 10} Pr is 

SUAS ee abe Bc) an ag is necessary, to keep them thrifty, and un- 

ae eo se coerce Byes frost bitten, during our severe winters, and 
tee SN uf Oe ce Pe especially in common, open, cold houses, 

Rs Besa pea =< Beet Z | We have seldom seen house plants in fami- 
& Eee es a. ce lies where there were young children, pro- 
2S USS Riée.'| bably for the reason that the latter require 
ae he A so much attention as to leave little oy none 
H oO RT I C U L 7 a; R E. for the former. But when parents lack 

8000 SS } children, for pets, we think house plants are 
The main employments of Ilorticulture | the next most appropriate article. Infin- 

at this season, are to protect tender articles | itely ahead of dirty lap dogs, which, by the 
from the severity of the weather, and all, | way we consider the most disgusting appen- 
from injury of every kind. It isa season of | dage we ever yet saw to a lady ; not even 

suspension in growth, or progress of any | excepting a brainless, whiskered, moustach- 
kind, till the opening of spring, hence, the | ed and Culogne scented dandy. Either aro 

only important thing is to pass this crisis in | sickish enough, but of the two puppies, give 

safety, and come out in good order for the | a3 the latter. Plants should not be over- 

new c-mpaign; and to all those who are not | watered, as they are more likely to freeze, 

already fully posted on the subject, we | but should bo enabled to catch every possi- 
would say, that this is the season of all oth- | ble ray of sun shine, and as much fresh air, 
ers, during the Jong leisure evenings of win- | during right warm days, as possible. 

ter, to more carefully study the various Seeds with hard shells, and all sorts of 

subjects embraced under the head of Iorti- | stoves, or pits of fruit, intended to be plant- 

culture. If you have not a good treatise on | ed in the spring, should be slightly covered 
practical gardening, buy it without delay. | with moist, or even wet earth, in situations 

ae Fessenden’s American Kitchen Gardener, | where they will freeze and thaw, once or | 

costs only 50 cents, all the way from N. Y. | twice during the winter. 

postage and all. See C. M. Saxon, &c. ad- Loenst seed, however, do better to be 

vertisement, in the October number. Any | scalded with hot water, before being planted. 

man who don’t already understand it, can} Dahlias, to bo wintered safely, should be 
learn $50 worth from it in a single year; | packed in fino dry sand, and placed in the 
for the reason that he can learn enough to | cellar, where they will not be over warm, 

enable him to have a good garden, which is | nor where they can possibly chill ‘to freez- 
easily worth the above mentioned sum to] ing. They are a tender article, and without 

any family over and above all cust. such nice care, might just as well be thrown 

When the garden lesson is well under-| away at the outset. 
stood, and taught and explained to the older} — Fruit trees should not be wrenched about 
children, then take up some good treatise on | by clothes lines, or otherwise, when frozen, 

orchard planting and cultivation ; Downing, | itis very apt to crack and spoil them. Cattle 

Allen, Elliot, or almost any one yon please. | rabbing against them is apt to injure and 

: Begin it at the beginning, even the prefyce | destroy them in like manner. 

will not hurt you, Read it carefully, and} Cabbages may be kept fresh and green, all 

dwell particularly on the more important ; winter, by being buried in dry earth, heads 

parts. It will be found a useful study, and | down, or by being packed in casks, in shorts, 
when spring comes, and it soon will, you | or bran, or any thing else, to mainly exclude 
will find it as much easier to go forwards the air. The same with turnips and:most 

* with those important pursuits, for the study | other vegetables, when too much exposed 
-you have given them, as to read and spell ; to the air, and the light, they undergo rapid 

| after learning how, Your winter evenings, | changes, and usually for the worse, for culi- 
rd 
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nary purposes. A little attention to these j dorfer, Keswick Codlin, Hubbardson None- i 
\}] matters would vastly pay the labor. Pump- | such, Fameuse, one injured. Early Straw- if 
| kins even, may be kept all tho winter, by | berry, one injured. Porter, uninjured. ii 
| being oxcluded from the air and moisture. | One Canada Reinette, and one Porter, a 

i] Tho lovers of pumpkin pies, will find this | doubtful, although yet alive, but the bark is ij 

] last, an important matter. And last, though | cracked and blackened. Of pears and #3 

{| not least—vho has gone into the raising of | Qnince, I have the Belle Lucrative, a splen- i Z 

| winter water melons? We have eaten them | did grower, quite unharmed, the wh. Doy- ij 

i afcer the middle of December, that were de- | enne, badly injured. Bartlett, Duchess j 

| cidedly good, although perhaps, lacking a | d’Angonleme, Louise Bonne de Jersey, and i 

little tho fine tlavor of early antumn ripening. | Eastern Beurre—all dead. Of Cherries,— i 

TT For tho Farmer, | the black Tartarian, yellow Spanish, Napo- i 
THS LAST WINTER'S EFFECTS ON leon Bigareau, Burr's Seedling, are dead. : 

i OREAEDS Knigh’t early black is the only survivor. : 
k In conformity with the wish expressed in And now, in conclusion, permit me to ask 

the October number of the Farmer, to hear! for some information. I am raising a bell i 

from those that have lost fruit trees, during | calf, but having read so much of persons be- 

{ the past winter, I hasten to contribute my | ing gored to death by bulls, when infuriated, = 

}] mito ot experience. I concur with you as|T am undecided what course to purstie, & 
to the importance of setting out orchards of | whether gentleness or severe treatment be 

4] such kinds only as will suit the climate best, | most efficacious in subduingthem. Would 4 

|]. or perfect such fruit a3 will pay us for our] jt be too ernel to chain the animal by the ‘ 
labor; but, comparing the list of your cor-| nose ring to the post, when he became 4 
respondent “ Daminor” with my own, I see | naruly? 4g 

‘that we have no safe criterion to go by, un- Another question: what is the name of % 

Jess a majority of cases will warrant you in| the bug I enclose? I find them in the : 
making up an opinion. But, in forming} spring, on my apple trees—sometimes a do- a 

q] such an opinion, consideration should be} zen of them on a single tree, but this is the iB 
: given to the fact, whether the trees were | first one I have found, as late as October. a 
4} obtained in eastern or western nurseries. Respectfully yours, A. Hv Kummel, “a 
{ ‘Your correspondent does notstate this. My] Sharon, Wis., Oct. 14, 1856. oi 
j trees were obtained from Rochester, N. Y. Tpar 7 3) 
f and set out three years ago last spring. As to the best mode of training Bulls, st 

| My injured trees, of which some appeared | VW should be governed by circumstances. +3 
hopeless cases, are all doing well, owing to | Some are naturally mild and gentle, others, ist 

{| the severe pruning they received, most of wild and savage. But one of the patent is 
them were headed down to within three | imgs, or snaps for tho nostril, is necessary i 

|] fect ofthe ground. Ihave seen hundreds of for all bulls. The halter from the horns can & 

ji trees in this neighborhood that might have be passed through it when special care is ne- 3 

‘been saved by a timely and severe applica- | °&SS4"Y) or the snap can be taken out of the . Ft 

tion of the knife and saw, but, which were | 20s¢ in an instant. a 
permitted to push forth leaves more than These snaps cost but a trifle, and can be 3 
they could support, and thus wither and die found at any good hardware, or agricultural ii 

4] inch by inch. Here is a comparison: store, advertised in the farmer. i 

Denstens Orne My Own. We will be able to tell you all about the ee 
8 oarly am. bonghs,all killed | 1 injured, 2 dead name, genus, and habits of the enclosed bug, ta 
Stereo asics “sd. [Peet in the January number, Eps. BA 
BSeek-no-furthers, 1 dead, 1 uninjured, —_.____ Sikke MBet Sn Laacee. i 

JERE Rye [Eth re [onr vowel foreard, an remon i the pie “4 
Rene oe ey a pi mania ucets which steers it. The vessel could not ad- ia 
* “berg. badly damaged. |r, I. Greening, uninj. vance without the winds, and without the a 1 Raldwin dea, t unin}, seve er. J By [2 Esopus Spitz, badly inj. | Pilot it would be lost. & 

Besides these, I have red Astrachan,| Deogrr soon becomes the torture of him a 
Maiden Blush, Gravenstein, Winesap, Bors-' who gives ita place in his heart. * i 
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WESTERN BEAUTY. , { 

The eut here given repre- i 
sents the “Western Beauty,” a Sy r : i UE a 

raised from the seed by Mr. wy ey ‘ 
: Geo. Branon, of Pewaukee Wye’ 

: Lake. We have received il 
other fine specimens from peg ‘| Ga \ 
him which will be given in Aw N \ 
the January number. { fj qe HN y \ | 

DESORIPTION. { ae \ e } j i 
Medium or large in size Ne ee / 

roundish ovate shape; apex bee NS i uf ; 

narrow, striped with bright a N i 7 i; 
red, on white yellowish a ! ve y 

ground—a nearly uniform q ce 

shade of fine red to the sun, uf aye 

faintly clouded with white a P38 
over the red; cavity slightly LB SS iis 
russity ; stem three-quarters . 

of an inch long, set in a small cavity ; calyx) have borne full crops of fruit thls season, 
and basin small; filesh white, tender. jaicy, | while grafted fruit has been almost an entire 

with a fine sub-acid and agreeable rich flavor. | failure, with the exceptions of a few shelter- 
Prime, from late autamn until spring. Trec | ed situations. As I am somewhat acquaint- 

an upright and handsome grower. ed with differently located orehards in this 
a Se ee neighborhood, I will mention a few sorts 

HARDY VARIETIES OF APPLE TREES. | ‘&t mostly failed here: Baldwin, (top and 
Say i root grafted,) Roxbury Russet, ditto; Eso- 

Messrs. Eprrors—aAccording to your| pus Spitzenburg, (in exposed places; ) R. I. 
wishes, expressed in the October number, I| Greening, (in exposed places and root graft- 
herewith send you a few answers to some|eq;) Early Bough, ditto; Fall Sweeting, 
suggestions, which I have observed and ex- | ditto; Black Gill-flower, ditto, &. As no 
perienced during the past season, on fruit) one can come to ajust conclusion without 

trees, &c., and if you think them of any ser-| j nowing the situation and also whether the 
vice to your readers, you can insert them. | 1anq is rich, or much cultivated, I will men- 

“Duminor” of Rubicon, suggests to fat | tion a few orchards that have been planted 
growers to name the different kinds of apple eight or ten years. My own, planted nine 
trees that have suffered the least the past years ago, with some twenty leading varie- 

season and winter. By this I don’t think | 4:0, of both grafted fruit and seedlings, is 

} we can come to any safe conclusion. I find | situated with a small hill upen the south, 
that it is almost as much in the location and | .14 descending to the north and west, ex- 
treatment of an orchard as it is in the varie- posed partly to the northwest winds ‘that 

i ties—with a few exceptions. Orchards that pass down Pewaukee Lake, some seven 
have been highly cultivated, and been most- miles, and only broken bythe DPS 
ly exposed to the north and northwest winds, | which encloses it. I lost two varietes— 

and are grafted fruit, have suffered most—| Roxbury Russet and Baldwin. All my oth- 
while others exposed to the east and south- er sorts have recovered, At my neighbor's, 

east winds have mostly escaped, no matter (T. L. Clark's) one-half mile west, on very 

what varielies they were. high ground, subject to the same exposure, 
; There is also another exception, and that | from an orchard of 100 trees, mostly seed- 

is that there is a difference between root and | lings, only one died, and that from the 

top grafts. Top grafts and seedlings have | effects of the borer. Mine and this orchard 
not suffered as much as root grafts, although | were cultivated with hoed crops. One still 

i exposed to the same extent; and seedlings | further west, at Osage Branch, with 100
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trees, 70 of which are seedlings and % 

80 grafts 8 of the grafts were killed, { “ 

10 badly injured. Seedlings on the ij 

same exposure not hurt. So it seems if 

that no perfect calculation can be Yl 

nade by observing these results, i 

though sometimes safe conclusions “3 

may be arrived at. I might cite " 

other examples if it were neces- a 

sary. G.P.P. iP 
Pewavxes, Wis., Nov. 15, 56. 4g is 

BEVAN’S FAVORITE. ia 

This fruit, of which the outlines t 

are here given, is very handsome \ 

and excellent; ripe last of August, 3 

and with care may be kept in good 4 

eating condition two or three weeks after] You could hardly believe that the trees had 

gathering. Rather above the medium size, made all their growth, and were most of 4 

roundish, flattened, slightly conical. Broad | them raixed from seed, since T came to Oal- x 
brilliant red ate reli ‘a. Flest itornia, Feb. 1, 1854. The crop from this 

—_ stripes on yellow ground. Flesh | orchard, is now (July 18, 1856.) going to 
firm; of an agreeable sub-acid flavor, be-| market, and we expect will amount to be- : 

coming nearly sweet when over ripe. Tree, | tween ten and twenty thousand dollars.’ 

fair upright grower and endured the pest The eee of that ree. — calle on 4 

7 init a me within a few days, con! rms hese state- if 

ee, aoe aces ments, and reports that the crops and prices 4 

FRUIT GROWING IN THE PACIFIC. fully realized all anticipations.” a 

BIG STORY: After alluding to many successful experi- a 

Extract from Col. Wilder's Address, before| ments in different countries, in producing | 
the American Pomological Society, at |W varieties, Col. Wilder makes this just ie 

Rochester. ' remark: 4 
—— “These are triumphs, worthy of the high- a 

“By the reports from individual fruit-| est ambition, conquests which leave no i 

growers, and from associations, it appears | wounds on the heart ot memory, no stain on ia 

that some varieties of the pear succeed | the wing of time. He who only adds one ¥] 

equally well in the extreme south part of really valuable variety to our list of fruits, if 

our Union, as well as the north. A gentle-| is a public benefuctor. I had rather be the 

man from Oregon territory, recently inform-| man who planted that umbrageous tree, # 

ed me, that settlers there, had already pro- | from whose bending branches, future gene- z 

vided themselves with extensive orchards, | rations shall pluck the luscious fruit, when pe 

and from which, they gather fruit of great | [am sleeping beneath the clods of the valley, 7a 

size and excellence. He also makes a simi-|than he who has conquered armies. I 4 

lar report in relation to Washington territory, | would prefer the honor of introducing the 28 

and instances among others, an orchard of | Baldwin apple, the Seekel pear, Hovey’s % 

one hundred acres, which is now yielding a | Seedling strawberry, aye, or the Black Tart- BY 

large annual income to its proprietor.” arian cherry from the Crimea, to the prond- ot 

“Another communication from an officer | est victory which has been won upon that 2% 

of this society in California, assures me of blood stained soil. si 

the great progress in our cause in that state,| _The following remarks on the importance a 

and pledges a full report of its Horticultural | of drainage are eminently worthy of at- Bb 

Exhibition for our transactions. One of my | tention : a 

neighbors who went to Culifornia in 1854,] “The importance of thorough draining, ee 

and now residing in Napa city, writes: | and perfect preparation of the soil, have not i 

Such is the rapid growth of vegetation in | received the consideration they deserve; es- a4 

that district, that apple trees, from seed | pecially where its silicious character does of 
planted in the spring of 1853, and budded | not furnish a ready, natural conductor to su- a 

the ene eee) yielded frait in the autumn | perflaous moisture. Thorough draining lies +3 

of 1855.’ “He says, ‘I wish you could take] at the foundation of all successful cultiva- oa] 

a look at our peach orchard, loaded with| tion. In cold, wet, undrained grounds, ia 

three to four thousand baskets of fruit.) the disease of treas co.nmences at the root, ta 

al, is 
:
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} which absorbs injurious substances, and the |SHIPMENT DIRECT, FROM CHICAGO TO 
tree ceases properly to elaborate its nutri- | Hiverpool, anew era dawning for Weste:n Farmers, 
tious matter. Wherever there isan excess! «4 great and original experiment has been 

i of water, and consequently, too low a tem- successfully realized within the last few 
\ perature, aud the soil a5 ie properly drain- days, which cannot fail to have a consider- 
| ed and thoronghly worked, the vital ener-| abje influence in the expansion of the trade 
i gies of the plant a ene impaired, and its | between Great Britain and the Far West of 

}}| functions deranged. America—an experiment, we do not hesitate 
| YELLOW LOOCUST-GRAFTING SEEDLING |t? say, only inferior to the introduction of 
| TREES. steam as a connecting link between Europe, 
i —_—_ and the New World. This experiment will 
i Messrs. Eprrors—In the March Number | saye hereafter the transhipment of grain 

| of the Farmer I find a letter from A. G.] grown in the immense districts abniting on 

Hanford of Waukesha, by which he informs | the great American Takes, by eae dere 
: s - Now | Will be a large saving of expense, but, wha 

i the readers of your pepe that the Yellow is hardly of tos Pa oocanee the article will 
| Locust is the valuable kind, while the Black | pe brought to the British market in a much 
| Locust is nearly worthless as timber. Now | higher state of perfection than it has hither- 
1 will friend Handfurd have the goodness to | to been, : é 

inform us through the Farmer how we may The Dean Richmond, S rakish-schooner, 
k tho Wellow: frei thio ‘Black that we of 880 tons register, is now in the Liver pool 

i ao x ©| docks; her length is 145 feet, beam 26 feet, 
may procure the seed of it instead of com-| depth of hold 12 feet. She draws 9 1-2 feet 

| paratively worthless varieties, If so he will] vf water. This clipper schooner, has just 
i oblige a friend. eoneloned a Ae supcesstth ura ACross 

| allie ‘2 ;_ | the Atlantic, bringing direct from ‘the port 
4 ae wey wie ems eae sexier of Chicago, on Lake Michigan, in the State 

ence, please inform me through the Farmer of Illinois, without breaking bulk 400 tons 
| whioh is the best way to engraft a young] of grain, which she has delivered from the 

| seedling apple orchard of one season’s stan- | ships side exactly as she received it. A di- 

}] ding or shall it be left alone until it begins | "eet voyage like this, which saves tranship- 
ment at Buffalo and New York rust, it is ] to bear. A. A. Hunnanp. : " i 

| : ve clear, pour into England produce of the 
| Springvalo Oct. 8, 1856. North-Western States of the Union by the 

Saiainae Soe as oiL,T way of the St. Lawrence at a price which 
j ee een aoe fail to add to the trade oon wealth 

Wheat has yielded very well, and farmers | of both countries. 
are highly gratified wit. the wheat raising] The rapid rise of Chicago, the port of de- 

| in this new country thus far. Oats has | parture of the Dean Richmond, is a signifi- 
turned out fifty to seventy-five bushels to| cant proof of the teeming agricultural re- 
the acre, and of very superior quality. Corn | sources of that portion of the United States. 
promises to bring from seventy-five to one- | In 1882 it contained only 250 inhabitants ; 

| hundred bushels to the acre, on Jand which | is now contains 104,000. The shipment of 
was in cultivation last year, and twenty-five | grain from this place Jast year alone amount- 
to fifty on the sod. Potatoes—we dare not | ed to two millions and fourth of quarters— 
tell how many loads of this Irish Juxury will | the largest which as ever been despatched 
be prodaced to the acre, suflice it to say | froma single port in any part of the world; 
that Nebraska will be the paradise of the | while the exports of pork were 77,000 bar- 

i O'Finnegans. The soil of this territory may | rels; and of beef, 56,000 barrels. The canals 
. | be cqualled —it never can be surpassed. | will not at present admit of the passage of 

] here @ poor man may grow rich as x tiller | larger vessels, but even as tegards this fea- 
| of tho soil, while he would scarce eke out | ture the futare is hopeful; for a moderate 

| an existence as a furmer in the east, expenditure of capital would admit vesrels |, 
i [Omaha City News. | of three times the tonnage of the Dean Rich- 
| ——————_+-+e.______ mone, and with the inducements thus of- 
| A Wonp to Bors.—Boys, did yon think | fered there cannot be a doubt the improy- 
|} that this great world, all its wealth and woe, | ment will be made. 
| with all its mines and mountains, its oceans, | In point of time and cheapness this new 
|] seas and rivers, steamboats and ships, rail- | route, bronght into play, will compete very 
| roads and steam printing presses, and mag- | successfully with the New York or the Black | 

J] netic telegraphs will soon be given over to |Sea routes, by both of which large quanti- 
}| .the boys of the present age? Believe it, | ties of grain and flour reach this country. 
4 and Jook abroad npon the inheritance. and | The Dean Richmond, we are informed by 

get ready to enter upon your duties, [Ex. | her owner, has made the entire passage in 

ee eS Gn sSSaS even pe eg see
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j sixty days, which includes 1,500 miles of in- | redeem tho time, and select. their farms in i 

land waiter; but she had a detention in the | this beautiful, healihy region without delay. a 

St. Lawrence, which is not likely to occur | It will be the garden of the State.” 4 

again, The canal and ship dues are most} The La Crosse Road, from Portge to St. 

moderate, while there are no port, ligi-t or | Croix, through the Land Grant District, will 

pilotage dues on the inland seas of America. | cross this fine region of country and speed- 4 

The number of hands through which | jly open it to settlement and cultivation. 4 

the goods pass in the interior transit to | Thera will be a rush of immigration thither ; 

New York, tor transhipment across the At- | early next season. It would be difficult to is 

lantic, adds largely to the cost of freight and | find, anywhere, a more healthful, more fer- i : 
commission, and to the manifest deteriora- | tile, or inore attractive country. q 

tion of the goods items of expenditure which [Mil. Sentinel j 

will be avoided by the direct course which cen iz 

the Dean Richmond has traversed. The AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS. ig 

great commercial results which cannot’ fail 2 aa er ‘: ii 

to flow from this novel experiment, have The following valuable statistics, which f 

made the Dean Richmond an o'ject of con- | ¥° take from Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine, 
siderable interest in the port ot Liverpool; | 5'¥° the nearest attainable approximation to 
but the time is not distant when this novelty the number of acres cultivated in each crop: j 

will cease; for the class of vessels which | Zend actually Cultivat d én the scocmit Crops of the é 

will rush into the trade are exactly those par an’ i cee 

which can be cheaply ‘and readily supplied.” | Indian Corn.......+-.0++seeenagere -++81,0' 0,000 a 
— Meadow erp artive, exclusive Of hy er0e, 2.000.109 | Fe 

Let us hope that the timo is not far dis-]  Have..--:---:eesecessetees = onto ie < 

tant when trips direct, will be made to a large Mn a eee he T0000 | 

extent not only of ovr products to them, but COUOD «.ncsasere oveeegeobanmans tenance RCMRORO i 

of theirs to us. At present, the western ee ce eran aepgee vane 4 
farmer pay so many and such Jarge profits } Irish Pwaves...00000 III 100.000 4 

to sharpers, shippers, and middle men, that | Sweet Pointoes......-.-..----cescrrses ae i” 

he has nothing left for himself. The extrav- Tan rar nih 0 ao 1 ‘“ 

agant wealth that is building so many fine | Sear ......----s0c00++seeererererrette st 409,070 iD 

palaces in New York, Philadelphia, and Bos- | Bwles---c verve kone E 
ton, rightfully belongs, in part at least, to Weripiiccccseccnosoe eetsccocaccesges<> ROOM he 

the toiling millions ot the great west. May beg spas terete eee an : 

| the day be hastened when they will be en- Gareean OC ee eee ane aE one sore || s 
abled to enjoy a larger and more just reward Ml Seek <n AuEiy scents: ee 18 4 

[}| | eonneoendaber: Eps. | Tnproved but not in actual euitivation....1T347 (00 | Z 
| GOOD LANDS IN NORTHWESTERN WIS. ‘To'al improved lande.........--+-+-- 11382614 | o 

| | The Stevens Point Pinery of the 24th inst., PRICES OF WHEAT IN ENGLAND. be 

j upon the authority of experienced woods- ay cere i ‘ | ae 

men, thus describes some of the yet unset- By the official return of prices in tho | & 

‘|] > tled and undeveloped potions of our State, | $7!" markets of England, for the week end- | he 

lying between the Wisconsn and Misissippi | ing Sept, 20, it appears that the average 2 
| Rivers: * price of wheat for the six weeks was 69s. “a 

| © ©The most experienced woodsman in Wis- | 74. 60. What is important to observe is, ys 

i consin, says Clarke county contains more that on the 6th of Sept. the price advanced, . 

| ffrst-rate land than any county in the State. | 1" consequence of the alarm ocearioned by 4] 

i 1t is 56 miles west of this veliiage:—a good | * few days of unpromising weather, to 72s. i ay 

it! road is now opened from Stevens Point to 24., and on the 20th, the cate of the last Te- | y 4 

j the County Seat. Another will be opened | rn, it had fullen to G4s. 5d. Since this | a 

~ Gn a few days from the villiage of Eanj laine. last date, to the 8d inst., the changes in the ia 

it 12 miles above this, to Town 16 Range 2 markets of the kingdom had been inconsid- ‘3 

| west, in the same county, erable. Tt is to be borne in mind that the | Be 

| “The county N. W. of Stevens Point, above prices per quarter are based on a j He 

1] strtching across the head waters of Black weight of 480 pounds, or 8 bushels at 60. | oy 

and Chippeway Rivers, is the finest in Wis- pounds, In the quotation of the prices of ' "hd 

consin.—Thoso who have travelled over it | Wheat in the Liverpool and other British, | a 

(and they are maney) represent it as slterna- markets, the bushel is taken at a weight of | a 

Sa Nn Meee reel 72 pounds. ay 
waterd with limpid, erystal brooks, a deep mitiatablis } “3 

1] @doam ait. and ele it Marte, Oak, ae Tt appears to be an established fact, that | . 

and Butternut—the latter in great abun- | beth England and ¥ranco are considerably | | i: 

dance. As yet but little of itis bonght— short of an adequate supply of breadstuffs. | i: 

| i but it will not remain long.—Settlers shou'd ! Their own journals estimate the deficiency | a 

= eee ‘ 
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in both countries, at not less than 50,000,000 | mittee, were carried out most satisfactorily 

* bushels. That such a defect, must after a ey anor! pea General Superin- 
3 ‘ S . 

= teat atoc a Dae! =r = A fine exhibition of dairy produce was ex- 
SS P pected froin this excellent dairy district, but 

the present low ebb, seems to us almost cer-| it far exceeded the expectations of the most 
tain. That prices here in Wisconsin are re-| sanguine, St. Lawrence county has for the 

markably depressed, by various causes, seems | firet time appeared as a competitor, and has 
quite certain. Among the canses, the high cece meres with the most triumphant 
prices, in many instances, of inland railroad The ony cheeses exhibited by Nelson Fry, 

freight, and the uniformly high rates on the | of Governeur, St. Lawrence county, received 

lakes, coupled with the stringent and cramp- | the first prize of its class, and was pro- 
ed condition of the currency of the State, are | nounced by the judges as the best exhibition 
the most prominent. they had ever seen, for its evenness of qual- 

| We shall look for better prices next | ity and its superiority of mannfacture. 

Spring, and unless there is a material im- The machinery department—steam en- 
gines and machines for farm use were in 

provement on the present low rates (50 and large numbers, and better adapted to the 

60 cents for wleat at Madison.) we shall | wants of the farmer than any ever exhibi- 
hold on, even though we do thereby feed | ted in the state ; but we have not time or 

! some rats during the winter. We had much | space to particularize. fi ae Joe of ne 
rather feed four-legged rats, whose legiti- commitiees, when publis ed, will show the 

ed value of these articles. 
mate and natural business it is to steal, than The receipts of the exhibition were up- 

: certain two-legged scamps, who delight in| wards of $8,000, and had the weather been 
plundering furmers out of their hard earn- | favorable, would doubtless have equalled 

ings. Others need not follow our example, | those of last year. 
unless they deem it wise. Eps. The address by Hon. Mr. Jessup of Penn- 

ee pee sylvania, was a very able one, and its publi- 
SIXTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR, cation will add to the reputation of its dis- 

of the New Youk St-te Agricutural Seciety. tinguished author. 

This society has jast closed its Sixteenth (Jour. of State Agricultural Society. 
Annual Fair, and the exhibition taken as a [ee 
whole, has probably never been excelled ; [ea aa 
some of the departments were decidedly in A most curious and interesting discovery 
advance of any previous exhibition, The| has just been made at Laugres, in France, 
arrangements were satisfactory; the grounds | which we have no doubt will cause a search- 
admirably adapted to the purpose. The| ing scientific inquiry as to the material and 
weather on the day previous, and the first | properties of the perpetual burning Jamps, 
two days of the exhibition, was the most | said to have been in use by the ancicnts.— 
unfavorable ever experienced at any exbibi- | Workmen were recently excavating for a 
tion of the society, and prevented thousands | foundation for a new building in a debris, 
from being present, who would otherwise | evidently the remains of Gallo-Roman erec- 
have gladly attended. From Canada alone, | tion, when they caine to the roof of an un- 

; we were assured by the President of the | der ground sort of cave, which time had ren- 
Agricultural association of Canada West, | dered almost of metallic hardness. An open- 
that 10,000 visitors probably were prevented | ing was, however, effected, when one of the 
from attending. The two last days of the} workmen instantly exclaimed that there was 
fair were pleasant, and the farmers, with} light at the bottom ofthe cavern. The par- 
their wives aud daughters, from the coun- | ties present entered when they found a bron- 
ties accessible, thronged the grounds, The | zed sepulchral lamp of remarkable work- 
numbers on Thursday were e-timated at 20, | manship suspended from the roof by chains 
000, and above the same number on Friday; | of the same metal. It was entirely filled 
aud had the weather been favorable the | with a combustible snbstance, which did 
four days, it is confidently believed that at | not appear to have diminished, although the 
least 50,000 people would have been present. | probability is the combnstion has been go- 

The arrangements made by the local com-| ing on for ages. This discovery will, we 
mittee at Watertown were the best ever had | trust, throw some light on a question which 
for our State Fair, and enabled the exhibi-| has caused so many disputes emong learned 
tors, notwithstanding the very stormy wea- | antiquaries, although it is stated that one 

ther, to preserve their articles uninjured. was discovered at Viterbo, in 1850, from 
The good order upon the show gronnds| which, however, no fresh information was 

and the arrangements of the Executive Com- * afforded on the subject. 
Sc OSES ae aera PETERS TEEPONE NO PE te a ee 
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E D U Cc ix 7 I O N A cL therefore no proficient in either, or his own. 3 

2 *| We once yew an old lawyer, who, when a s 

——_— —————— — | new stndent presented himself, put Black- a 

LEARN EVERYTHING, BUT KNOW NOTHING. stone into the young man’s hands.“ Read |} e 

It may be said emphatically, that this is that for a year,” he was accustomed to say, } i 

ae yi ally, that this is| cand then Ill give you something else.”— ; 

= see nee ae Jearn ere We To spend a year over @ single treatise, com- | & 

ny eat Tks Me tel ot veaieariee ie prised in but four volumes, seemed, at first, |] i 

the aiucation of the future wives and moth- | > oe hela . ane Te and? De ais 2 
°. quick reader, hat generally nished the 

ee xevally eS book ina month, But the preceptor was 
Ee ei aoeiens fh Beit : 

struct their pupils in everything, from as ver on be ae eee 
f 

i 1 te - : : i 

renee area sag of Progr | 7 Porbae the youth had. been fori : 
not considered tobe making any advances | nate enough to T itioe wid remember the ab- t 

a ae eae ane rae = ee sees distinction se om _ famous trial. 

seen? + at, even ii e , the old lawyer was sure ‘ 

Goria, and Tetin, cote werk sod |p hin up, in Se minutes on set ing 
the art of composition and the art of making ce lant seeea his pee — hers . 

a curtesy, physiology and painting, algebra | and noted, and analyzed, for perhaps. couple } 

one aang oe all of months more. Then he returned to the : 

their conventionalities. As a consequence, ees ben Se eae ta ali ee : 

the rising generation of young females ex- advocate soon caught him again. When 

resem pate Dera Bev Blackstone was finished at. last, is was finish- 

date Sate invariably forget to-day what of, 88 1 Wee me 1 ee, ee ee ‘ 

h tanght yesterday. Undertaking was fixed for ever in the stndent’s mind.— : 

a wes nee nD th ae Rat ice nine He could look back mentally over the four 

nothing: cui caliat 2 aie . veld volumes, as a spectator gazes from a moun- § 

noting. sficially. And what is true of tain-top over a wide champaign country : 

7 cure is i y- f bya, thougl spread beneath him, and map out the whole 

eae (ABS ea epee 2 abate we ate | without a single omission or blunder. He 

Gad fom, atin so grenade | hats tog cv othe brah | 
. ally to attempt to teach too much. The pop- The old Jawyer’s plan of teaching law is i 

= ae malen Aha die mere mtadies a’ pupil the only correct plan of teaching anything. 3 

has the better must be his education, is rad- Boys or girls, educated on a similarly Se 

ically wrong: and yet instructors, who oor sy’ net pics Net are a They } 

% . talking about, when they talk at all. ey 

Kany Sle i rd maka hho | ave aera Siin of mid 200 a 
. : . ideas with it. hey undertake to write, 

Sh ee ae oat they write sensibly and correctly. If they 

| seasoitlh eehiclyds ee a ered Tan converse, they speak to the point. If they ; 

be it from the Ledger to say that a child | °° called, in the duties of life, to decide in é 

| eal ee in eae - EC aahy ee mise! coubipation of aioe s 

‘ : : . >| they think accurately, because they know < 

| ee or gmEtOryeS sont nec- | immediately where to look for the keystone % 

| i Ae ae < a thet ear chiLizen of the problem. ‘The vast field of knowl- ; 

ee ee oe ores kimteneael Senllex (One coil Giataten Bae 3 
| thoronghly, before they are carried forward they hold the clue to it in a disciplined ; 

to others of less importance, or instructed gid aud 3 caeciy O atudy properly. he 3 

. +0 wat are merely accomplishments. We is never dificult to recognize such persons, “ 

| wae ERaE ae an Be cuites andl five minutes’ conversation. They q 

pacsreyy iz ara ane eon has a | 2° distinguishable at a glance, from those ; 

ae finished eating Sera aa a imperfectly educated mr mn — : 

= - | sex, who, to use a simile o’ ling- a 

ie spalcomon Ean wor og sh ok, eon ewnngey oats ff 
the boy who has mastered one thing thor- clocks that have be eee prematurely. Ki 

oughly, whether it be the mathematics, the ee hiladelphia Ledger. q 

humanities, or the idioms and structure of| Tue same gale that nips the puny and de- 1 

his native tongue, stands a better chance to | generate, develops the courage and hardi- ; 

succeed in life, than he who can conjugate | ness of the strong ; and as in the physical, i 

in a dozen languages, dead or living, ‘and is! so is it with the moral being. % 
a 
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A SHORT STORY, peared, and after suffering months of-unteld 
WITH A PRETTY GOOD MORAL, agony he ee his splendid mansion for the 

fits “narrow i ivi 
We must work. Many who have been | Poor fdlow! atin, Sean 

fortunate in business and having early ac- | ing else to do. 
quired wealth, have retired from the active! ‘Ten ty, was hie weber Tene 
pursuits of life, to tind what they cull ease, |. 14, trieft toed t ak HS ee or Rone tt lt 
have found instead, an accumulation a of Kicasele eH ve ee ee Ot abhi ve ATTY 
cares and evil, real and imaginary, which | 444) ‘lying his hy RPE oak oe setae. rt]! 
they never supposed to be connected with aj 7. 7 ak ue tle bas Frade oi h hoemneking. |: ' 
life of idleness. There, for instance, is our ihe eae i a th aie, was almost ander ‘| 
old friend Coffee, for many years one of the | 5 ¢, 4 ached = h od or aie and he 
firm of Coffee, Rice & Co., wholesale grocers beat it ee 8 Tay C fk rom his leather 
in South street. Cotive commenced business be ae ae: aia D b. aa whirl rapidly 
in early life, and being enterprising and-en- | ee toa et ‘ helt ay i was as often 
ergetic, and “as busy as a bee,” the business nae wi i qatar 8 sels h commandment, 
prospered and the firm became. widely asd hi rt he away from his wax ends 
known for their suecessful trading, Atter ht ae hie 2, Sn vio Eee some of 
Cofize had been in business for about twenty uae neh ee roves... 1rue, Lapeione was 
years, he concladed that he would retire | Mt Be gheloy paren AOOIEL he was 
from active life and spend the rest of his ah an ee Md 1: ae fi ittle garden patch 
days (he was only forty-tive) in some seclu- Tae ae saa while send hour or two 
ded spot, where the fluctuations of the flour ob seme ety hh, Ste es for his table 
market, or the rise and full of pork and mo- |, PrPArInE blmse t y out-dour exerciso 
lasses, would disturb his quiet soul no longer. | The - i fai hi easpatsort - ve trade. 
He would not be an anchorite, no, not he. |) 1 rs aba > a a ‘dy perfect model Of & | wo- 
He loved good living and good society too | pai ae and in ee while the eight 

well for that. He would build him a man- ae Poe were hearty and robust, 
sion in the country, far away from the noisy ee shan i Lanai old enogst to work in the 
sounds and noisome smells of South street. chore Bi h oe f fancied, as he saw 
He would provide ample accommodations wale ta re 5 ee his neighbor, that it 
for friends who might come to partake of a ne Te as rich and tojtake ihe 
his good cheer, and he would lead a pleasant Nl sights cleans he had sighed when 
easy life. Such were his plans. Bat alas, hile be ae e he along in his carriage, 
poor Coffee! while thou wast acquainted wet nee ones ours a day hammering 
with all the ins and outs of trade, thou wast | 7 ">the ut when at length he saw 
ignorant of thine own self. oe han hich carmen the righ adlles, 

The perterlip wi olved, the ata for | 2 ba eet tho cnsinon 
a house selecied, me due eime sm aplendis ment more to be desired ire great riches 
mansion was built. It was the most elegant . . < m 

| mansion in all those parts, The manor rus- And that’s the meral of thisstory. [Selecs, 
tics gazed with astonishment on the evi- = OF J 
dences of wealth it displayed, the country MEEPES eedesta ey ae 
storekeeper congratulated himself upon the| Returning from Philadelphia, after an ab- 
robable acquisition of a customer, the vil-|sence of several months, absorbed in the 
= doctor calculated on an additional pa- | newly found delights of home, he failed-to 
tient, while the poor parson rejoiced in his| inquire the fate of a certain wooden: box, 
heart that there was some probability of| which, before his departure he had. en- 
having his small salary increased by the lib- | trusted to the care of a relative, with the 
erality of a retired merchant. For the first | strictest injunctions as to itseafety. At last, 
months everything went on admirably. Cof- | on interrogation, this treasure was produced, 
fee had enough to keep him at work in'ar- | the dearly prized deposit of all his drawings, 
ranging matters around the new place, and | more cherished than a casket of rarest jew- 
getting everything in proper order for per-| els!’ It was opened, and what was Audu- 
manent use. But when all this was accom-|bon’s dismay to perceive the misfortune 
lished time hung heavily on his hands. | which had befallen it, A pair of Norway 

There was nothing to keep him employed— | rats having taken possession and appropri- 
for all the work on his place was done by | ated it, had reared there a whole party. A 
hired hands, and as he was determined to be | few gnawed bits of paper were the only re- 
free from all care, he even employed a man | mains of what a few months before had 
as everseer over the whole. The sum total | been a thousand marvellous representations 
of Coffee’s daily occupation was eating, | of the curious inhabitants of the air! The 
drinking and sleeping, with a little reading | shock of such a calamity was too much, even 
and an occasional ride. It was not long be- | for the fortitude of Audubon. Like un elec- 

| fore symptoms of dyspepsia and of gout ap- ' tric stroke, it thrilled his whole nervous sys- 

ce OIE
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tem, and for some time caused the entire 1 % 
prostration of his physical powers. A burn- ME C H AN i C A L. - 4 
ing heat rushed through his brain on the |} = _ ] £ 
discovery—the discovery of the entire wreck | AMERICAN IMPROVEMENTS ADOPTED Iv : 
of the results of all his efforts and his pa- ENGLAND. ? ‘ 
tience! For nights he could not sleep, and iopetiena aces ; ‘ 

] days were passed with listless apathy, till| . The following Appears in the “ North Bri- > 
at length invigoration of mind and frame | tS! Agriculturalist,” and affords satisfactory ¥ 
gradually under kindly influences, returned, | P700f thst some of our “cute” American in- . 
[fe ence again took up his pencil, his note | Yeations are practically appreciated abroad: |] s 
book, and his gun, and weut forth to the} “The manufacture of small-arms, recently 3 
woods. Then consoling himself with the | established by the Government at Enfield i : 
reflection thas he could make much better | Lock, by means never before used in this h 
drawings than before, he persevered untir- | country, and in no other, except the United K 
ingly for three whole years, until his portfo- | States, and to a limited extent in Russia, ! k 
lio was replenished! [Memoirs of Audubon, bos begat to Ase. character of consid- & 

[SSS eee erable interest, as affording the daily exhi- it 
OITIES BXTRAORDINARY. bition on a large scale of tie applicadiea of f 

Baluimore is the “Monumental City,” | ™#chinery to processes of the most delicate |} f 
from the great battle monument, and several | kind. Though the scheme is as yet only |} . | 
others of note within its limits. partially developed, it has already attracted |} 2 

Boston is the “Classic City, or Athens of the attention of several Continental Govern- i 
America, from its acknowledged preemi-|™e2ts. An immense quantity of valuable p 
nence in the literary and fine-arts pursuits, | Mchinery has been imported from America, # 

Cincinnati is the “Qaeen City,” so chris- | #ud is now in constant operation in various a 
tened when it was the undisputed commer- | PFcesses connected with the military gan 
cial metropolis of the west; but I believe | manufacture. The whole establishment is 
Chicago now sets up rival claims to that under the immediate control and supervision " 
distinction. of Colonel Dickson, of the Royal Artillery; 4 

Cleveland, O., is the “Forest City.” from | aud the first engineer is Mr. Burton, an in- ‘ 
the peculiary rural aspect of its streets, telligent American gentleman, formerly ‘a 
squares, and private grounds, which makes Master Armourer of the Government small § 
it one of the most delighttnl cities ia the | rms factory, of the United States. At pre- ie 
United States. sent, abont 430 men and boys are employed 

Hartford, Ot., is the “Charter Oak City,” |02 the different operations, but when the 
from the famous Charter Oak of colonial | Works are complete, the numbers will pro- ; 

history. bably be doubled, of whom, three-fourths Er 

Louisville, Ky., is the ‘ Falls City,” from | Will be comparatively unskilled laborers. a 
the falls of the Ohio at chat point. The whole of the plans when fully brought s] 

Montpelier, Vt., is the ‘Green Mountain | into operation, it is contemplated, will turn ¢ 
City,” being the capital of the Green Moun- | 0ut in a perfect state, ready for use, some 50, J 
tain State. 000 rifles a year, or about 1,000 a week. : 
New Haven, Ct. is the “Elm City,” | Into all the various details of the manufac- 

I believe from the profusion of elm-tree or- | ture we cannot, of course, enter; but besides 2% 
naments in its streets. the rapidity with which they are performed, a 
New Orleans is the “ Cresent City,” from | far exceeding the capacity of any amount of M 

the half moon shape which the river once hand labor, two. other results have been at- * 
presented at that point, But the filling out | tained of the greatest importance inva trade % 
from the city has. materially changed the | 80 peculiar as this, where a great national 4 ae emergency might at any time create on a i 
New York is the “Empire City,” or the | @ sudden an iramense demand for the. arti- i 

great commercial emporium of the New| cle manufactured. The one is, that this ma- & 
World. chinery, gnided by young men and boys ta- a 

Philadelphia is the “Quaker City,” from {ken from the plow tail, or any other of the ‘ 
its broad-brimmed founders. humbler occupations of life, ‘is capable of 3 

Pittsburgh, Pa., is the “Iron City,” from | executing work until now performed by ¥ 
its immense iron trade and manatfacturies, | skilled operatives, specially trained to it, and * 
It is also emphatically the “Smoky City.” | by necessity with far more marvellous aceu- i 

Rochester is called: the “ Flour City,’ ow- | racy than was ever achieved by hand labor, i 
ing to the number of its flouring mills— | however superior, Little boys not more # 
some of which are said to be the largest in | than fourteen years of age, for example, are . 
the world. charged with the management of two, and 

+++ sometimes three different machines per- : 
Virrve is a rock from which rebound all | forming simultaneously the same operation, ’ the arrows shot against it. Another result on which much stress is laid j 
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is, that every conceivable part of a musket, {that the machines which give shape and 
from all the small component portions of | finish to the bayonet and the stock are pro- 
the lock upwards, is manufactured with | pelled by the same engine which communi- 

* such unerring precision that it will fit with | Cates motion to the mechanism which makes 
surprising exactitude the place destined fur | the lock, and so on through the whole series 
it, not in a single musket alone, but in every of results, 
other constructed in the establishment. All — aS Sb one 
the respective materials are exact counter- meEAT OY eee oe eae 
parts of each other; every barrel adapts eee 
itself to every stock, every bayonet to every; The corn and eob mills were represented 
barrel, and so on. by the “Little Giant,” (which seems ubi- 

Touching the quality of the materials and | quitous), the “Star” and “Excelsior Young 
work, at every single stage of its progress America,” and an interesting contest took 
it undergoes a rigid examination, by which | place for the set of silver tea service which 
any defect is at once detected, and every | had been placed at the disposal of the socie- 
minute article is made exactly to correspond | ty, by James B. Chadwick, of your city, to 
with an unchangeable guage. The very | be awarded to the best Mill. The commit- 
tools used are manufactured on the premises | tee determined upon twenty revolutions 
and also by machinery in many instances. each for the mills, when they performed as 
Although, ‘however, all the rolling stock | follows: The Little Giant ground one and 
used at Enfield, was imported from the Uni- three-tourth bushels, the Star less than 
ted States, a very considerable portion of | three-fourths of one bushel, and the Exelsior 
the fine tools, with their fixings, employed | Young America seven-eighths of one bushel 
in the machines, were made in this country, | Of meal in the time. The committee unani- 
by highly skilled artizans. The machinery | mously decided in favor of the Little Giant, 
for making gunstocks is an exception, for it | and awarded the silver service accordingly. 
was specially and wholly fabricated in Mas- a ee Oe 
sachasetts, and is of the most ingenious and —— poe BAWANG OER: 
efficient description. This department of — 7 
the factory contains twenty-three machines,| Prvngy, Younes & Co., Milwaukee, Wis., 
which perform sixteen distinct operations on | exhibit, in operation, one of their portable 
the stock. A piece of walnut wood roughly | saw mills. It attracts greatattention. The 
sawn into the shape of a gun stock, is sub- | saw employed is a circular une, and the ar- 
mitted to these manifold processes, which | rangement is such that it cuts both forward 
round it, scope out the bed for the barrel, do | and back. The setting of the log, after each 
all the intricate manipulations required for | cut, is done by mechanism, so that the ma- 
reception of the mechanism of the lock and | chine is self-acting in nearly all respects. 
its appendages, and indeed, every other i:n- | We are told that logs can be placed on the 
aginable thing towards its completion, with | carriage, and rapidly cut up into boards 
the most consummate neatness and accuracy. | without labor on the part of the attendant, 
Perhaps the most interesting and ingenious | except to carry away the lumber. It is said 
of all the machines in this department is, | that these machines will cut from 2000 to 
that by which the entire lock is let into the | 2500 feet of siding per hour. This is great 
stock—a work involving much time and la-| speed. The machine is simple, easily taken 
bor when performed by hand. By this ma-| apart and set up, occupies little space. Price 
chine a lock can be completely let into the | $1000 and upwards, according to size. 
stock in about three minutes. Indeed the [Scien'ific American. 
whole proces of making and perfecting the oe ' 
stock oe not occupy more than half an} Travetinc Stream Ratroap.—Our for- 
hour, and the only hand labor employed | eign English cotemporaries are loud in their 
upon it, is that which causes the frictiop of | praises of the steam carriage of Jas. Boydell, 
a little sand paper along its surface, after its | of London, for drawing heavy loads over 
removal from the last machine. Col. Dick- | bad roads, for plowing, and for many other 
son says that they are able to make in this | purposes. it has detached parts of flat rails 
way 200 stocks a day, at a cost of little | on its wheels, and as these turn, the rails 
more than Is. a piece, whereas, an expert | form bearings which prevent the wheels 
workman, single-handed, would not be able | sinking into the soft soil. It is stated to 
to make more than eight or nine in a week, | have been very successful in plowing. The 
at a cost of 12s, 6d.a piece. The interest | farmers on our prairies, who are anxious to 
inspired by this large accumulation of ma- | get steam plows, will derive some informa- 
chinery and its results, is enhanced by the | tion respecting the nature of this tramway 
reflection, that the whole of its complex op- | steam engine by examining an engraving of 
erations are performed simultaneously, and | such a carriage, illustrated on page 353, vol. 

| derive their motion from a common source; ! 3, of the Scientific American. 
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BERDAN’S AUTOMATIC OVEN. establishment for 50 cents per barrel of flour £ 

An experiment i oo ing tro, wis ume, Te ine oLcupeiag bead | 
teint ure it the pronto [Set month andaccordng thee fa. |] , 9 - ‘ 
and all the varied economies and perfections bread will be fi ae Rh rotate Reed % 
arising from manufacturing on a large scale. cents, and will get into the hands of consu- 
Mr. I. Bedan, well known as an inventor of | mers fur 12 1-2 cents, while only about 2 1-4 2 

Tange and elegant Sliding known as Gntea | RUNG, f8 HOw Hrogurable fo, ike sum, | - an iewed in this lig © experiment 
ae ‘a aaa poktin, 2 ree (eee comes interesting, not merely as a new form fe 

formly superior character, and in quantities bab perros ir ee oe L 

euistens) fo supply all ae real bakers who | sands with whom the relative price and nu- f 
Tie ook or bo woker nigh cuaae ne value of a loaf is almost a question of a 
and by the contraction and expansion of al” ren i f the . ¥ 
— metulic strip inside, connected witli the eee hee constden eon rR ; 
lamper in the chimney, a perfectly uniform r ¢ 

temperature is maintained in its interior. rear to the ote of tee og oven upon ; 
the oven is twenty-eight feet in length. | the character of tl h p ut hae x OE ii 
A steam engine in constant operation out- baad token ye i a to the val peace 
side gives motion to ingeniously arranged | 0" th fe : i ae Ones, a Ya hs: 
machinery, by which almost every operation boli = int a a en om us val ; 
is performed with more dispatch and perfec- | °& ak > toe . 5 ae ae 2 ee be 
tion than hand labor is capable of. In the ocd be an ti Noes on ae f a 
interior of the oven sixteen cars, or flat plat- | S@V°¢ by & ak b na ag i — " 
forms, slowly descend, and an equal number | “ent tried in baking in air tight retorts rise, all loaded with bread. The cars each | $tf0sly illustrates this point. Equal quan- 4 measure three by five fect. A car loaded | tities of similar dough were placed in tight 4 
with dough is drawn in at the top, and in retorts, one ten inches higher than the other i 

twenty minutes afterward discharged at the | 824 8 pipe opened which put them in com- : 
bottom and dumped into a basket. After | MUnication. The whole being placed in an 2 
waiting thirty seconds to be loaded, it again | °¥@" for a sufficient time, the lower half was a 
enters the oven with cold dough, to be in its | fd eles loet . 1-2 per cent of oars 2 
turn expelled at the top, all by self-acting Oa aa an Ale ere oe oe : 
mechanism, Doors are provided, also self- | $#¢d 16 per conte missing fraction hon 1 
acting, by which the openings are tightly | 18, sec belts cs ae : 
stopped, except at the moment a car is en- | 24 Of the retorts. ; 
tering or emerging; and as there are never TEAM PLOWS. 
two Soca open at the same time, there will reat 
never be a draught through the heated inte-| The Charleston Mass., Advertiser has beon y 
rior, but all the alcoholic or other valuable | sent to us marked, in order to call our at- s 
exhalations from the loaves will be retained, | tention to an article in it, describing a steam it 
and, a3 experiments seem to indicate, with | plow stated to have been invented in the | 2 
eee advantage to the quality of the pro-| month of February last, by George Rumrell, | t 
uct. an American gentleman who ee Tesidad #4 
Machinery previously invented by others | fur some years in Peru, and who made a ¥ 

{s availed of, for mixing and kneeding the | Contract with Messrs. Hettinger and Cook, 3 
dough, and for stamping and catting out the | of that place, to construct it. It is a loco- ij 
shapes in the manutacture of crackers, | WOtive or traction steam plow, designed for § 
though the bread is kneeded by hand. The | ten horse power, with two cylinders of five g 
yeast is produced by steam heat, kept in| inch bore, each, and twenty inch stroke. It a 
oak tanks, at any temperature desired, and | is intended to run six ploughs in a gang and 4 
in case, despite these precautions, a tank | and turn over six farrows, measuring four a 
should become in the slightest degree too | feet wide altogether. It is to be steered so % 
sour, it is subsequently made available in | 4S to turn in a very small space, and is well ay 
producing soda biscuits, for which purpose | adapted for the light soil of Peru, where it 3 
considerable acidity is necessary. is to be used, Te oun oe is the Bow: f 

The baking business, as usually conducted | 78 O1 Sugar cane Held’s, which are very lev- | ‘ 
conducted on a very small scale, requires | ©! and the bagasse, or dry sugar cane stalks, i 
a very liberal profit to pay expences. With | 8F@ to be used as fuel. It will weigh four & 
the facilities described, the manutacture of | 2S, carrying its own water. 
bread has been contracted for by an expe-|__ We hope it will prove very successful ; ; 3 
rienced baker, who will take charge of the ' but the Advertiser is in error in stating that 4 

a eu A Se a I eee ee
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| it is the first of its kind invented—that is, a 

ocomotv fod tao after her MiscyL Ae 
‘ave been two kinds of steam plows con- 

structed and tried in En; cast one having THE DEWDROF AND THE DIAMOND. 

: sinonery ae fed at one Pa of the BY CHARLES MACKAY. 

to be plowed, ant ragging the plows as wi 

through the soil by ropes passing over pul- ele Se eased hes 

deys ortho fel pas - docoeiot ie eran, as salllng 0 ae 

vu; e fields and dragging its plows. « * , ; 

Our opinion is i most pee he loco- sect gem the rz Morisey 

motive traction plow; no other ind is suit- « fleets of priceless w 

able for agricultural purposes. A number aS Taman 

of very successful experiments were made Ae exgitas Beauty's brow, 

in England last month, at Chelmsford, at “Antheard ibe words that Folly spoke 

Hownslow, and Hanworth, with Boydell’s «, Repeated from the highway. 

steam locomotive ee against horses, a ae ry epihcng 

plowing the same field, and the London En- ‘While 1 am trodden in the dast— 

gineer states that the cost of steam plowing ‘Unseen, unknown of any.” 

is not over ene-fifth that of horses. If this Hush! Envy, hush! the true of heart 

is so, then a great revolution in plowing is es sriteoat repsine 

at hand and oer | Saviels on = woe Mie cnccubendeatining! +? 
prairies, may in aving ir ‘The dew exhaling in the sun 

prairies, omreslized, and an efficient. prai- inal fue fominen’s opinion, 
rie steam plow provided for them. In glory and dominion! 

Heenan eo ant naa —————— Ol —C— 

LARGEST FLOURING MILLS IN THE WORLD.
 THE BRIDAL WINE OOP. 

wash A THRILLIN 4 

The Richmond (Va.) Enquirer says :— SCART EE 

“We notice that the extensive addition| “Pledge with wine—pledge!” cried the 

which is now in course of erection, by | young ‘and thoughtless Harvey Wood; 

Messrs. Warwick & Barksdale, to their al-| “pledge with wine” ran through the crowd. 

ready mammoth flouring mills in this city, is) |The beautiful bride grew pale—the deci- 

progressing finely. The foundation of this |sive hour had come. She pressed her white 

new edifice is stone, sixteen feet thick; the hands together, and the leaves of the bridal 

brick wall averages five feet in thickness wreath trembled on her brow; her breath 

from the foundation. The length of the became quicker, and her heart beat wilder. 

building is one hundred and ninety feet, its “Yes, Masion, lay aside your scruples for 

breadth ninety-five feet. When completed this once,” said the judge, in a low tone, 

it will be eleven stories high. The cust of |going toward his daughter ; “the company 

the addition, with machinery, and every- expect it. Do not seriously infringe upon 

paee ee] its yperation, will not fall | the rules of etiquette ; in your home, act as 

\ far short of $200,000. . These mills will con- | you please, but in mine, for this once, please 

stitute, collectively, the largest flouring es- | me.” Every eye was turned toward the 

tablishment in the world.” bridal pair.” Marion’s principles were well 

—_— oc known. Henry had been a convivialist, bat 

_ PERPETUAL Mortox.—We have eae ot late his friends noticed the change in his 

inquiries respecting a prize said to be offered | manners, the difference in his habits, and 

by the British Government to the person |that night they watched to see, as they 

who first discovers perpetual motion. No|sneeringly said, if he was tied down by a 

such reward has been offered—and if it were woman’s opinion so soon. Pouring out a 

offered it never could be obtained for such a | brimming beaker, they held it, with tempt- 

discovery will never be made. A perpetual ing smiles, toward Marion, She was very 

motion is a machine which has an inherent ales though more composed, and her hand 

power, to set and maintain itselfin motien | shook not, as she gracefully accepted the ° 

—a mechanical impossibility. crystal tempter, and raised it to her lips. 

oo —_——__ But scarcely had she done so, when every 

‘Tux humble, meek, merciful, just, pious | hand was arrested by her piercing exclams- 

and devout souls are oe of one re-|tion of “Oh! how horrible!” 

Jigion; and when death has taken off the| “What is it?” eried one and all, thronging 

mask, they will know one another, though | together, for she slowly carried the glass at 

the divers livery they wear makes them | arm’s length, and was fixedly regarding it as 

strangers here. [Pike. | thongh it were some hideous object. 

emer oe tt “Wait!” she answered, while an inspiring 

Too much sensibility creates unhappiness ; | jight shone from her dark eyes; ttwait, and 

490 much insensibility creates crime. I will tell you. I see,” she slowly added, 

ee a ee ee ee
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ponding ore jeweled finger at the sparkling; that the bridegroom hid his face in his { } 

iquid, “a sight that beggars all description, hands, and was weeping: ii 

| and yet listen, I will paint it for you, if I ‘Dead !” she repeated again, her lips quiv- +i 

can. It is a lonely spot; tall mountains, | ering faster, and her voice more broken; ; 

crowned with verdare, rise in awful sublimi- | “and they scoop bia a grave, and there, | fi 

ty around; a river runs through, and bright without a shroud, they lay him down in the ' & 

towers grow to the water’s edge. There is | reeking earth. The only son of a proud 5 

a thick, warm mist, that the sun seeks in | father, idolized bruther ot a fond sister, nnd if 

vain to pierce. ‘Trees, lofty and beautiful, | he sleeps to-day in that distant country, * 

wave to the airy motion of the birds; but | with no stone to mark the spot. There he 

there—a group of Indians gather; they flit | lies—my father’s son—my own twin brother! ! : 

w and tro with something like sorrow upon | —a victim to this deadly poison. Father!” |} . o 

their dark brows; and in the midst lies a| she exclaimed, turning’ suddenly, while the | | . ‘ 

manly form—but his dark cheeks grow | tears ran down her beautiful cheeks, “father, } 

deattily, his eyes wild with the fatal fire of | shall 1 drink now v = ; 

féver. One friend stands beside him—nay, The form of the old judge; was convulsed it 

\I-shonld say kneels—for see, he is pillowing| with agony. He raised not his bead, but in E 
that poor head on his breast. . |a smothered voice faltered: “No, no, my . § 

“Genius in ruins—oh! the high, holy-| child, in God’s name—no}” 

looking brow, why should death mark it?} She lifted the oblet, and letting it fall ‘ 

And he sv young! Look, how he throws | suddenly to the Moan it/ was dashed to a G 

back the curls! “See him ¢lasp his hands! | thousand pieces, Many a tearful eye wateh- 1 

Hear his thrilling shrieks for life! mark how | ed her movement, and instantaneously every gE 

he clutches at the form of his companion, | wine-glass was transferred to the marble on ig 

imploring to besaved! Oh! hear him cali | which it had been prepared. Then, as she, 

piteonsly his father’s name—see him twine | looked at the fragments of crystal, she turned. | i ! 

his fingers together, as he shrieks for his sis- | to the company, saying: “Let no friend 4 

ter—his only sister, the twin of his soul— | hereafter, who loves me, tempt me to peril }; ; " 

weeping for him in his distant native land. | my soul for wine. No firmer are the ever- : J 

“See!” she exclaimed, while the bridal | lasting hills than my resolve, God. helping i 

party shrank back, the untasted wine trem- | me, never to touch or taste that. deadly, poi- ' # 

bling in their grasp, and the judge fell, over- | son. And he to whom I have given my if 

powgred upon his seat; “see, his arms are hand—who watched over my brother’s form | 

ifted to heaven—he prays, how wildly, for | in that last, solemn hour, and buried the * 

mercy! but fever rushes through his veins. |r wanderer in that land of gold, will, 1 

The friend beside him is weeping; awe- | trust, sustain me in that resolve. Will you i 

stricken, the dark men move silently away, | not, my husband ?” 1-it @ 

leaving the living and the dying together.” His glistening eye, his, sad, sweet, smile,, ani 

|. There was a hush in that princely parlor, | was her answer. The judge left the room, ; { 

broken only by what seemed a sob from | and when, an hour after, he returned, and in , { 

some manly bosom. The bride stood yet | more subdued manner took partin the en-, || | ; 

upright, with quivering lip, and tears steal- | tertainment of the bridal guests, no one could ; 4/ 

ing to the outward edge of her lashes. Her | fuil to see that he too had determined to 

beautiful arm had lost its extension, and the | banish the enemy at once and forever from Pe 

glass; with itslittle troubled red waves, came | his princely héme. Those who were present . 

slowly toward the Fang ofher vision, She |at the wedding can neyer forget, the im- ! 

spoke again; every lip was mute. Her | pression so solemnly made. Many, from f 

yoice was faint and low, yet awfally distinct. that hour, forswore the social glass. [Select. 4 

She still fixed her sorrowful glance upon the 2 tg a 2 

wine cup: « STRUGGLES OF THE GREAT. : 5 i 

“It is evening now; the great, white) There is a milder and serener form of poy!y 4 

moon is coming up, and its beams lay gently | verty, the nurse of manly energy, and heago is}, 4 
vpon his forehead. He moves not—his eyes | yen climbing thoughts, attended by Loyeioi 4 

are set in their sockets—dim are their | and Faith, and Hope, around whose STARRY, 4 

piercing glances—in vain his friends whisper | the mountain breezes blow, and from wh0s oq Ee 

the name of father and sister—death—and | countenances all the virtues gather sp . ‘ 

no soft hand, no gentle voice to soothe him. | Look around you, upon the distingnished p4di a 

His head sinks back! One convulsive shud- | men that in every department of bigs suilg in, % 

der—he is dead.” and control the times, and what, iF, 4, : 

A groan ran through the assembly; so | original and early fortune? | ih EY 4 

vivid was her description, so unearthly was | a general rule, rocked and dan c 00 4 

her look, so inspired her manner, that what wealth? No. Such men emerge, ipom, 4 

she described seemed actually to have taken | homes of decent competence, DZa 3 

place then and there. They noticed, also, | poverty. Necessity aharpene ie CREAR od] ;
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ot juice ; the 40 gals. 1 qrt. gave 8 gals. thick | the syrup into sugar for export, as one of 
syrup. the staples of our favored clime. 

I carefully measured an eighth of an acre, Rionarp Perers, 
having the best canes and the best stand;| AmTLanra, Georgia, Sept. 26, 1856.” 
another eighth having the poorest canesand| Such are some of the statements in rela- 

we poorest stand. The result I give below; | tion to this new (we hope not Discorea Bat- : 
e scenes ence — ws a tatus article.) We intend to obtain s lot of i 
Yield of jnice See een the seed to furnish to such of our friends as 

Yield pare from = ae work well for the Farmer and wish it, ‘ 
re Of BYTOP..-- e008 ceceeve ees ee 

POOREST EIGHTH OF AN ACRE, WOOL MARKET. 4 

Field cfSyrap trom it0 gal Jolces----c asx eat |New Your, Oct. 25—Domestic Fleece \ gal : 
Este Per acre OF Oyu no. so-s0++. 0+ AS gal. 4 Wool continues in active demand. We no- : 

; Weight vf julee. pressed oui...2200.2221.a8%¢ Ibs, | tiee further sales of 50,000 Ibs. extra Ohio 
Wiceata ol crater ARES «cc occcccenest ae The and Michigan fleeces at 52}c.; 20,000 los. 

Weight of crushed cane dried in suas..... off ibe | ™edium No, 1 at A7do, 3 20,000 Ibs. No. 1 i 
Obtaining such unlooked for success with aa to ed 19, ar eo Toe hal? | 

i a ¥ ” 7 re 

ihe ea Sagar Cane, I concluded to try | blood Ohio at 474c., 6 mos. and small sales 

From a “new ground,” planted 8 by 3. oe ee ‘Obie Wael i hy rd 
one etalk to a hill, a week beyond the roas- market at 54¢., 6 mos. Pulled Woot in i 

ting-ear stage, [ selected 80 stalks : fair request at 424n46c. for super and extra 4 
Weight of Oe te eos ae Ho Uountry. Sules 15,000 Ibs. at these rates. | 

Os iad une ee the Boston, Oct. 25.—The market for fleeces 
ee cris and pulled Wool is very am, and pr pe 

seetteeseeeesee cosseeseeese 6 DI ces have been realized. The sales of the 
oe fe peccllae disagreeable ies bere Hoon SIG Ibs.,-at prices in [7 

> J - he range of quoted rates. 
The following tests were made at the Saray dcee Welnaee ana < 500 eee 3 

mill, by Dr. Robert Battey, of Rome, Ga.,a} Am. full blood,..............--49a52 
graduate of the Philadelphia Cullege of} Am $ blood,.................-43a47 ’ 

Pharmacy : Am } blood,..........++0++---41a48 i 
ae ee ceceencaaaeeel os Com to} blood,........+..-+---85a40 ; 

* Regenerator nae Western Mixed..............,-32a40 “ “ ‘Ori aay : Ssesas 
‘Themometer “een ite Palled, extra.......2-eceseeee. 450525 
accbaroretsr i. yceauiee ae iitG soyge | DO SMPSEADE Se soo ooo aaah 
The jnice should be placed in the boilers} py’ ein ae ee “92u80 ; 

immediately after being pressed out, then : eee Mee ‘ 
Doiled slowly, until the green scum ceases} The above prices for wool show that the 

to rise; then stir in a tea-spyonfal of air | prices being paid by western buyers are alto- 
slacked lime to five gallons of jnice ; contin- gether below what they could afford to pay. 
ue skimming and boiling until the syrup If lok a th ion sail 
thickens and hangs down in flakes on the ~~ specs oe coe aes ‘ 
rim of the dipper. nus freight and fair profit, wool growing | 

I have made the clearest of syrnp by sim- | would be the best business, altogether, that : 
ply Poilipg endl skimming, without lime or|could be done at present. We are of the j 

other clarifiers. opinion that wool will bring the best price | 
The Tins is pean to neniegtiee & poteiga of any leading agricultural product for the 

of the acid in the jaice, the true proportion - 
must be determined by well conducted ex- mart wien eee veins ues 
periments. . . 

_ 4 Eaas.—The French practical philosopher 
The cost of making the syrup in upper . 

Georgia, in my opinion, will not exceei ee orany encore onto ares meet : 
to fifteen cents per gallon. This I shall be ead tile secret of making hens 1a: Yas ev- fi 
able to test anoeies season, by planting and ery day in the year, re feed. them on 
working up fifty ucres of the cane. horseflesh, and ottaines his suply of twenty- | 

I am satisfied that this plant will enable tive or thirty = aa amma the are 
rey eames and planter. fa the, Sonthern | hacks of the city. His henery, a few miles 
tates to make at home all the syrap re-|{ 4 Paris, has furnished about forty thous- 

quired tor family use, and I believe that our Side esa a ae yielding on pole 
chemists will soon teach us how to convert ' etor for seven days the round sum of $5,000,
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} or $260,000 year. Mons. de Sora employs _ For the Farmer. 

about one hundred persons, mostly females, SAVING A OHOKED ANIMAL, 

' and his entire expences are about $75,000 4} Mussrs, Epirors—Believing that my ex- 

| year, leaving him the handsome balance of | periment on a choked animal may benefit 

$185,090 profit. He never allows a hen to | some of your readers, I will give it to you, 

set, and all his chickens are hatched by | and if you think best you are at liberty to 
steam. The eggs are arranged upon shelves, | give it to the public. “On the Ist of Febru- 

\ aud covered with blankets ; and each mor-| ary last, a two year old steer of mine got 

/| ning a swarm of chickens are taken to the | choked with a small turnip, which came to 

nursery. [Albany Register. | a stand about half way down his neck, and 
: - ee Se after trying various remedies without any 
i WRITERS FOR THE PRESS. good “ene 2 — = Sy onthe, being 

i Many practical farmers, who have been | fully satisiie hat he could live but a very 
| taught in the best schools, that of experience, short time, as he was already badly Lloated. 

| i —decline to write for the press because So with the assistance of two neighbors, 
| : they haye not received the education of who kept his head and feet still, I proceeded 

| scholars, and do not write in a smooth and | With a sharp knife to openhis neck, on the 

elegant style. if they were solicited to con- left side, by @ lengtliwise cut, nearly three 

Sy ; inches in length, and took the turnip out, 
tribute to the columns. of literary papers, ick seimiadi ii h > 

| : where style often pees for more than | Whic oe imm a = ief to the suffering |, 

! : thonght, this might be a legitimate excuse. animal. I then abe the wound with i 

i Bat writers for the agricultural press need | Water and proceeded to sew up the swallow- 
‘ only two things, neither of which is depen- | 28 P'P% having peeroer e provided ‘8 out 

| dent upon the graces of mere literature : 1st, ting or Dasieg needle, with brown linen 
} Something to say; and 2d, A few clear, thread doubled. The cat in the pipe ‘was 

' plain ene in which to say it. about two and a half inches long, which I 

If onrraral friends will bear those two | “loved with six or seven stitches. 1 then 
i points in mind, they may write to us as of- closed the wound by sewing the hide in the 

‘|| ten as they have a leisure half hour, and we | awe, mannety and; washed off with ‘brine, 
will stand all consequences. Nay, we solic- | 294 85 soon as that had dried off rabbed on 

‘|| it, them to do so. We dure,them to write |S0me Mustang Liniment, and then fastened 
» i1| us out of patience, if they: think they can. | %St™P of cloth about his neck, to protect 

} We challenge them to put more interesting the sore against the intense cold. He im- 

||| facts ina brief communication than we can mediately ate a peck 2 bran wet with warm 
_ |] publish. We defy them to write in language water, and with a ae care soon:be- 
. a 80 plain that we caanot understand it. Let | 89> to thrive; but after about eighteen days 

19 us see, now, which one of them will take Pe aren eal to ecetth the is fpod 

a craps er Aeeorlonrnel, This did not long continue so, but after a few 

; ‘e freely endorse the above article, and | days it began to heai and soon closed. He 
would commend it to the attention of our | is now sound, sleek and fat. I think that if 

patrons and farmer friends. The more you | 1 had waxed the thread with shoemaker’s 

write for the Farmer the better, so that you sales a by re a oa os ane 

treat, on subjets you understand and of prac- Itis mplbelio£ thabithelelare ofaccaesin | 
tical utility. Ifthe style is not quite so pol- | which this operation and no other will save 

. ished, no matter, we can fix that part. life—especially when cattle are so choked 

Don’t be outof patience if you do not ap- that they would die before the usual reme- 

pear at once, remember that in making up a dies yom asec, bie 2 meals ange es wip 

paper, many articles even good ones have wae Sonal Scinrstandaee ie Sane, 

to be omitted. All communications should | lying directly on or against the swallowing 

be sent in as soon as the first of the previ-| pipe. It is possible that if I had cut the 

ous month, to-be sure-of appearing in the right ae of ne nee tron take found 

ensuing number. We hope and expect that none. ot eens eae ode ty 
our list of correspondents will be largely in- Pian saa ont at hee Sey sigaee 

creased in tke coming year. Those who| Wuirp Hops are said to grow abundantly 
would appear in the Jan. Number have no | in the neighborhood of Corner and Glenco, 

time to lose. [Evs. | Iowa. They bave all the properties of the 

ip sels —ncegetfl hav isids 4 cultivated plant, and grows much more plen- 

Is Evaxanp, out of fifty millions acres tifully. A considerable trade is being car- 

!| cultivated, ten millionsare annually sowed to | Tied on by the settlers of that region in 

i wheat, this article of commerce, 

600.28 3o sua fnporodi aye nove) Wh NN ee
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RECORD of METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS, | can have access to it, and plenty of meat of 

‘At Madison, Wisconsin, Latitude 43° 5’ North, | some kind, and you will always have plenty 

| Loagitude 12012’ West. Altitude, 892 Feet|of eggs and chickens. It is always best to 

above the Level of the Sea. JUNE, 1856. change the males every spring, and not let 

pra.sonvg,«.p. | them breed “in and in,” and you will have 

—————eeeeeeee——— | healthy fowls. I think it best to reserve 

ers | 2 | the black fowls for wintering—they are 

$)23 |2)| 28 |Eea more hardy than the white. I have raised 
2 32 8) 83 Sse REMARKS. twelve different breeds, and find a cross be- 

E|Bz2 |&|ss Eee tween the native and the Dorking the best 

Sea |e) ss [R8° for all purposes. | 

A |2 \3 = Yours truly, H. E. Srory. 

Ty) 29,14 | 73 aoe ee. oft 
2 | 29.09 iol 28. | Thunderstorm é& slight R. | RECORD of METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS. 

8 | 29.02 | 73 Bs. \"™ & Lightning, no BR. PIR JOLY, 1335. 
| 0 i Siar aed ee 

5 | 29.11 | 79 tw. a 
6 | 29.14 | 77 iW. 3 [sl.le3 
7 | 29.05 | 69 2N.W Ea |Sl|8| €s 
8 | 29.04 | T4 1W. sede & aS 

see] 8) ay SIEELEIBL Ge | emus 
A . We 2 & 

11| 99. | 75 48." | rhunderstorma& R.6pm.|°|a3 |e] a] 33 

BiB 18] ESF suena Pa 3} 29. | 5 a t Rain. 3 = és 

14} 29. 7} 62 saw _1a (SIRI Ee eae oi 
15 | 29. 8 | 69 1W. T | 29.95 | 69 | 67 | 2S.W. 
16 | 29. 4} 70 2S.W. | Rain all night 2] 29.14] 81| 80/28. | sam.srt rain, 10 pan. vivid ’ 

Bleele) [ir i Salule| ite lacisiaeae an 
: E 4| 29.18 | 74 1N. eet 

19 | 29.13 | 77 1SE 5 [aout 79 | 79 |1N.W ere 
20 | 29.14 | 76 18.E. 6) 99.14, 72] | SNE. 
21 | 29.20 | S4 [2% | 2oat | 76 63 /2E. 
22 | 29.26 | so 38.W.|4 p.m. Thanderstorm in| 8 / 29.10 | 80 | 67 | 2S.E. 3 
23 | 29.20 | 83 2k. {S.W. slight rain. | 9 | 30.15 | 79] 65) 18. Rained this afternoon. 

24] 29. 8 | 63 2.N.W | Th’storm, very copious R. | 10 | 29.09 | 78|72| 18. | Rained during night 
25 | 29.10 | 75 LS. | sit. show’ me Nght'g SE | 11 | 98.07 | TL | 67 28.E.| Repeated showers of Rain 
26 | 29.15 | oo 2S.E. | very bay r. frm to 9am. | 12 | 28.90 | 73 | 63) Snnw this day. . 

27 | 29. 6 | 80 18. rep't'dshow'rsdur'g day | 13 | 29.03 | 79 | 70 |1S.W 
328 | 3.88 | ot 4S.W. | Rain'd cop. during night | 14 | 29.4 | 74) 69) 1 W 
29 | 28.87 | 7 1wW. 15 | 29.15 | 8t | 75 | 3S.E. | 
80 | 29.19 | 69 QW. 16 | 29.12 | 86 | 72| 48. | quite a tempest has been ra- 

Extremes of Barometer, maximum 29.30, minimum 23.80. | 17.) 29.16 } 77 | 63|38.W.| ging during the night. 
“ % Thermometer, “  96degs. “ 58 degs. | 18 3s 3 a ee ae 

‘Average Temp. during the month, — 78 degs. fo eee eats weather is deligh! 

Total amount of rain — 8 1-4. 21 | 29.49 | 75 | 64 | 4N.W 
The weather has been warm and peat during the | 22 | 29.38 | 74] 66|1S. | Rained this afternoon sev- 

month. The heat is much mitigated by the cool breezes | 23 | 29.37 | 82 | 71] 28.E. eral times. 

which arise at 10 9 m. and last till 6 p.m. 24 | 20,98 | 84) 71} 1S 

N.B.—The Hygnometrical Observations had not been | 35 | 35-25 | $3 eos 

taken thismonth, gg, 272018] 5 [6511 SW. | lt. noon, In'g it pmr. at. 

BEST BREED OF FOWLS. SSeic is saw Spm and + che cnet 
rte a0 |g017 | 60 | 28.W. 

Granp Sprivas, Nov. 6, 1856. | 31 | 29.18 | 77 | 62| 28. 

Messrs. Eprrors—I notice in your Octo- | Extremes of Barom, maximum —~ $9.45. min. am. 
ber number, an inquiry, for the best kind of Ke ‘Temperate jt Ede : ee 

fowls, for actual family use. As I have had See main 38 < 

considerable experience in breeding towls, 1} qne weather during the month has been remarkably 
think T can safely say that the Dorking | pleasant. The days warm and breezy, the nights cool 

is the best fowl to buy, and the best to cook | #4 clear. No general sickness, 
ofany. They are of good size, and are fair 
cae "ae Ketan Vind ommeand ai Goat aan ote ead oe aes 
native fowl makes still better setters, but a P ye . 

me ” which we have no hesitation in recommend 
cross between the Dorking and common foul | 55 as infallible: 
makes the best layers, and the best article For aed sickness—stay at home. 

of food. The Malay fowl, so common in{ Yor drankenness— drink cold water. | 
Wisconsin, is a poor layer—coarse meated| Foy health—take “ Ayer’s Pills.” iy 

| —and will eat four times its worthin six] o> accidents—keep out of danger. 

months after it is hatched. Hens should} for Coughs and Colds, take oheey Peo- 

{ ly in a paths from the time of hatching, | tora}. e 

properly ted. +o —___—_ 
| i. : . : . 

{ \ As to fondling which is of even more im-| Gryriz worps will soften the hearts of 

poreree an breeds; there should always | those whose consciences have long been 

corn, or grain of some kind, where they | seared by crime and deep affliction. = P 
a a 7 

)
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RECORD of METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS. 2 Samer aes: EDITOR’S TABLE. SSS es fe =" “ps 4 jzlSl | To Our Readers—Close of the Volume.— 
= sts | £ =° This number of the Farmer brings toa £) i/e/elsts ices: close the current volume, and clears the way £| BE) s |S] 225 for the commencement of another year. *|38//slig Our readers will doubtless remember how [3 ixle | much we promised at the outset, and are 7) 2905 | 81 [Saw | Aheavy storm Inst n't, brov | HOW able to judge how well or ill we have 

2 3 ss 59) 2 W. us a soaking shower, performed. We hope we have carned 
cleo oe |W. Gate through the twelve successive numbers of 
5 | 29.27 | 74| 03 [2S ‘ the volume, in as good shape, and in as good 
6 | 29.22 | 75 | 65 | 2x.W. | Breezy season, as any of our neighbors. By our 
é m3, | [EN enlargement from 82 to 48 pages, we have 
2 20-20 | z | $1 oe Wind very high. given to we eaiers, one half eee reading 

. va esl saa 3 ce matter, than any other original dollar agri- HS | 181: olmmmeme eetoees neat pene ergy noon soa cle 7 of a Ss aa country ; besides neatly covering, stitching, 
15 | 29.25 | 72 | BT] 18.W. | Dense Fog this morning, binding and trimming, so that they are at 36 | 2926 | 75 | 58 a8E. tae can all times meeay to en without scents, 

~ re 4 scissors, or fin, ers, ear open the leaves, 
ET i e | 3 Ww. ue? geod or needle and ilifeaa to stich them together. 20 | 29.10 1 7% | 61 1g These facts we mention not to boast, but 
[Sm a a that all may fully understand that we give 23 | 29.16 2! 61 2Ww. them at least fitty per cent. more fur their B| Bas eee | seme mao = money than most of eur neighbors; and this 

6 23/6 56)28.) we do for the formerly avowed purpose of $2 (29-20) 21 / SU) 1S. | Rained slightly lastnight. | extending the circulation of a good home 
. za.is| 68 56 ed agricultural paper, as widely as possible. 22 | 2am0 | [33 2 at eee it eee us no sompenseion 

" = whatever for our labors, except a hope, an sao ay ae ar geass consciousness, of duing good. This we are 
neers - Teun 70 ns aware, would to many seem a poor compen- 
Average Amount of Rain, = 1.58” sation, and we shvuld also consider it the 

—————10e-—____ saine, if our bread, or bank notes, depended 
For the Farmer. | for payment on it; but luckily they do not. Mrynesora, Sept. 16, 1856. What we ask in return for these absolutely . Messrs. Eprrors—Oan you or any of | unpaid-fur jabors. on our part, is the hearty your readers uive any information respect- | and thorongh co-operation of our friends and 

ing the English Hedge Thorn seed, as | readers, everywhere, in extending our circu- have got some sent from the Old Country | Jation. ’ Our subscription list, for the current this summer ? ‘ year has been large, considering all the cir- I wish to know the time and manner of | cumstances under which we started—prob- planting. The directions from the Old | ably larger than any other western agricul- Country ar, to bury them for one year, then | tural journal; bat still it has not been half sow them in drills the next spring, and in| what’ it ought to be the coming year. In 
one year they are ready for transplanting if Many districts, even in our own State, we well cared for the first surnmer. have had few, and in some instances, no 

Z Witttam Ecxrss. sub-cribers; whilst in many of our best ag- Onartriztp, Fillmore Co., Minn. ricultural neighborhoods, we have had but 
Who can answer the foregoing question? | scanty lists. Still, in now and then an in- ——_——_——_~~-ee,_____ stance, when we have happened to meet 
Buoxwneat Oaxes.—One  bnekwheat | with thorough and good workers, we have 

cake “ differeth from another in glory,” yet | had reason to be proud as well as thankful 
not oneina thousand ismade right. Yet, of | for the lists they have rolled us up. If this all things, it is the easiest to cook, if the | were the proper place, we should like to 
meal is made rightly. To every three bush- | mention some of these special and good els of buckwheat add one of good heavy | working friends. May it not be our good. oats ; grind them together as if they were | fortune to find more of the same kind? 
only buckwheat ; thus yon will have cakes | Give us one good hearty worker in each always light and always brown, to say noth- | locality—one that: is not too lazy, too proud, 
ing of the greater digestibility, and the | or tov timid to ubsvlutely ask and urge his lightening of spirits, which are equally cer-| neighbors to take the Farwer—and how 

tain. soon would our edition run up from eight to 
are inet et Segre) Ae SOS ee eee —————————Or—r—rrOoaoaoaEeaoaoe
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twenty thousand per month. Twenty thou- cee eee roe ar eo 

sand, among an agricultural and business We wonld say to our friends, that we 

population of six hundred thousand in oar are making arrangements to avail our- , 

own State, would only be one copy to thirty | .e1ves of a choice collection of rareand val- 
persons. Is that not a sinall enough circt-| jable seeds, of various descriptions, embra- 

Jation for a good home agricultural journal, | Ging divers fruit and ornamental trees and 

detailing every important fact, from month | shrubs, rare garden vegetables, select flowers 
to month, and publishing all the more im-| ayq plants, The most desirable of every- 

portant proceedings of our County and State thing, not ordinarily within the reach of 

‘Agricultural Societies, and duing it, withal, | people, especially in a new country, These 

at the lowest possible cost? We will leave| we ‘are intending expressly to distribute, 
the question fur our friends and the public} pratis, among the working friends of the j 

to answer. Farmer. We are prompted to this by a 

This number will contain our Prospectus, | two-fuld purpose, the first of which is, to 

setting forth more fully our course and pur- | induce thorough action among our friends, 

poses for the next year, and from which it] who, by the way, will almost always work 

' Will be seen that the Januray number for |a little better for a motive; and the last, 

1857 will soon be issued. Will not our|though not the least, is to disseminate as 

friends take the subject at once in hand, and | widely as possible, the means of progress and 

urge us up good large lists of subscribers; | usefulness, among the great masses of the j 

not only all of those of the present year, but| people. We believe that $500, distributed 4 

hosts of new ones in addition, and forward | annually as presents by us, in choice seeds 

them as soon as may be, that we may beable | and cuttings, among our 20,000 readers, and 

to furin some conjecture how Jarge an edi-| going as they invariably will, into the hands 

tion to print, to meet the demand, and there-|of the most enterprising in every neighbor- 

by save the necessity that we are now sub- | hood, will be of more real sterling benefit to 

jected to, of setting up and re-printing the | the State and people than nine-tenths of the 4 

January No. of the present year, at_a large legislation that they annually get, at a cust | 

extra expense. Yes, friends of the Farmer, | of $100,000 per annum. 

and of Wisconsin progress, hurry in your! Simultaneously with the distribution of 

lists; work as hard for us for a month | ll such articles, we shall publish the fullest 
come as we shall have to for the entire year, | instructions as to the proper modes of plant- 

to get you out an acceptable paper ; and we | ing and cultivation. ; 

will be satisfied with the results. Will you} feantime, between this and the first of i 

do it? i - February, we would like to have our friends 
During the winter and spring, we shall suggest to us any particular kinds that they ’ 

avail ourselves of many choice articles, in| would prefer, and we will be on the lookout 

the way of rare seeds from the Patent Office| f+ them. We have made arrangements 
and elsewhere, of Agricultural and Patent| with the Patent Office Department, and with 

Office Reports, and other choice books, for| the best seed dealers in New York, Boston 

the purpose of distribution among those] and Philadelphia, to furnish us at the shortest 
friends who labor for us—not intending that | notice, with everything desirable, in Amer- 

any shall go unrewarded for their invaluable | gg or Europe. We wish it expressly wmder 

service to us. stood, however, that we do not wish to be : 

Postmasters, editors, and all who have| troubled with dealing in, or furnishing any- 

labored for us during the past year, have our | body with anything of the sort, except to sub- 

hearty thanks; and may rest assured that] scribers, and active working friends of the 
their kindnesses are fully appreciated, and| Furmer, This much we say, for the reason 

will at all times be requited, as opportunity | that we are not regular seed dealers, 

presents. With these rather incoherent re- | and we don’t intend to be, except within 

marks, we submit the closing number of this| the circle of our friends. 

volumes, and its interest, to our and ae : 

friends, and shi ‘ientl; nfidi New Book:.— 
eae their ae pla rcs Gray’s Manual of the Botany of the 

Northern United States. Second edition, 

Smithsonian Institate— + 8 Vo. 1856. All persons at ali interested in : 
We are also in receipt for the State Agri-| the study of our native plants, will be glad 

cultural Society of the 8th Vol. of theSmith- | to learn that this long-looked-for work is at } 
sonian Contributions to Knowledge. Like | Jast out much improved, extended so as to 
its predecessors it is a noble Volume, made | include the plants of Kentucky and Virgin- 

up of the most valuable scientific and philo-|ia ; and i lustrated with fourteen beantitul 

sophical material, on excellent paper, and to| plates representing the genera of the lower 

all appearance every way worthy of the So-| and more obscure orders. Itis a work that 

ciety from which it eminates. no botanist can do without. d 

pase sis Steen Wk Fae oie ee spel A ee
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Binding the Parmer.— School Books—an Omission — 

We are happy to apprise our friends, that By an oversight the advertisement of 
we have made arrangements for binding the} A. 8. Barnes & Co., of New York, was 
Farmer, in the most neat and substantial | omitted in the October Number of the Far- 
style, in embossed muslin covers, with gilt | mzz—but this omission we are glad to learn 
lettered and ornamental backs. Our covers} has not materially retarded the introduction 
are made expressly for the job, in New York. | of their popular series of schvol books, as it 
Our price will be three shillings per volume, | is steadily gaining ground with teachers and 
in lots of 10 and over; and 40 cents for sin-| friends of education in this State. The ad- 

' gle copies, which is not more than half what | vertisement will be found in the Proper 
any ordinary binders will charge for similar | place this month—to the recommendations 

binding. accompanying which we would call the at- 
We have gone into this arrangement, be-| tention of those who may not have had an . 

cause we have a large quantity we wish to| opportunity of examining the series. 
bind for ourselves, and because we wish to; We have received a new class book of 
furnish every possible inducement to our| Chemistry from these enterprising publish- 
subscribers, to preserve their copies of the|ers, Messrs. Barns & Oo., which from a 
Farmer, in a permanent and useful form. | hasty perusal we think is more comprehen- 
They will make a decidedly neat-lookingand | sive and explicit, and better adapted to the 
readable book; and when bound will be| use of schools, than any book on this im- 
valued by every one at more than they have} portant study, now before the public—John 
a ie asa A. Porter is its author. 

© way will be, to make them np in| madison Female Seminary.— 
snug packages, and send them in, by the See advertisement of this institution, re- 
Members of the Legislature. Wecan usually’ cently established in this city, by Josera 
have them bound at once, so as to be return-| Picxarp, A.M. He has the reputation of 
ed in the same way, the first opportunity. {being a thorongh-going and atle teacher, 

We urge all to try it, this season, and see| and we understand is giving high satisfac- 
if they are not well pleased with the result.) tion, Those wishing to have their daughters 
Any who may have missing or injured copies, | well educated, in a pleasant and quiet school, 
can usually have them replaced by us, with-| can hardly do better than to patronize this 
out charge, as we have plenty of odd copies | deservedly popular institution. Mr. P.isa 
of most of the mumbers. Send them in,| brother of the founder and eminently suc- 
gentlemen, and let us make you a book. cessful Principal of the Eetiue eoeceeny 

; —one of the most popular schools in the 
Machin, end Motable Articles x! Aste Fate, «| West, We predict that the Madison Famale We shall refer extensively to these Semi il . : ; minary will not be less so, after it has had 
matters in the forthcoming January No., Hine fo fence keowd 
and should have done so before now, but| me § " 
for the large amount of other Agricultural Arthur's Home Magazine— 
Society material, that has necessarily crowd-| _ _Comes to us with its accustomed promp- 
ed our paper. The greatest characteristic| titude and attractions. Mrss TowNsenp is 
of this age, as we have before said, isits me-| to commence an original Novellette in the 

chanical ingenuity, in the department of in-| January number which can hardly fail of 
vention. In this respect, Wisconsin is not| being a rich treat to the lovers of such read- 
a whit bebind the rest of her neighbors,|ing- |The work will hereafter contain a 
which among other things, we will conclu-| beautiful colored steel fashion plate in each 
sively show, when we get the subject in| number, and inall is one of the most reada- 
hand. In fature numbers we shall dwell| ble of the monthlies in the line of light lit- 
largely upon the mechanical development, | erature, and decidedly cheap at $2 per year. 
in all its important bearings upon agricul-] A new volume commences with January. 
ture, progress and wealth. Addres T. 8. Arthur & Co., Philadelphia. 

Jtesee Andre Le Roy & Co— 
ae publish in this No. the address of See the advertisement of this old and 
the Hon. A. 0. Baury at the State Fair, It| Well known establishment. All wishing to 
is an able and sensible document, and “will| import direct, the articles in their line of 

be read with especial interest by the farmers] ‘tade cannot do better than to patronize 
of the State who had not the good fortune| them. 
to hear it addressed, IME * . 

We add eight extra pages to this No. to We are indebted to some friend of the 
make room for the large amount of State! above initials for several valuable Vermont 
Agricultural matter that it is desirable to} State Documents for which he has our 
publish, to properly close the subject, with| thanks. If we knew his address we would 
the volume. reciprocate such favors with pleasure. 

ee 
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Premiums on Field Orops— | tions how to raise them. Also a quantity of Large 

Strate Acricurrurar Rooms, Seat Biel Dede en eho » and all other 
Maprson, Nov. 10, 1856. | EF Allonders | to rece}xe prompt attention. shoal be 

i i ry fi accompanied with the money. Gro. P. FER. Those intending to compete on field Cr ODS | er auane, Wise Doo. 1.18060 th 
for the premiums offered by the State Agri- | ——~““ > > 9 
cultural Society, for 1856, will not forget to ’ Sy 
forward the necessary statements on the AYER S$ CH ERRY PECTORAL, 

: subject, by the 1st of December, to this ~ ae the rapid cure of Coughs, 
., Zz. loarseness, Bronchitis, office. D. J. Powsrs, Act. See’y. S GS x Whooping! Conchs, Asthma and 

Eee 
> y) Consumption, is universally 
a, kode ee remedy cen 

= yet discovered for every vaiiety | MADISIN FEMALE SEMINARY. | Geet cg o . Fee isthe f its usefulness and so 
JOSEPH C. PIOKARD. A. M,, Parscrrat. “(ating le By\ ™ seneeio8 J: cates, 

MISS CLEMENTINE P. EMMONS, Assocra1e. Sinn FF sree ean o oe 
With other Teachers in the several departments of | riety known, who have b. baa pe ape 

Instruction. ‘even sete he i By ita use... When To Loupe Tees and Misses this Institution offers | Once tried its superiority over every other medicine of educational lactlities of the highest order. its kind is too apparent to escape observation, and Lrcrtazs in connection with studies pursned will be | Where its virtues ave known, the pablie no longer hesi- given from time to time, by persons of eminent shiiey- tate what antidote to employ for the distressing and 
Lisrary.—There are now about one thousand yol- dangerous affections of the pulmonary argans w ' 

tums, for the use of which the pupils pay a smallaum, | Gsnerons, sections of the pulmonary argans ee 
A Tracins' Crass will be organized during the third | So Tnect ait attacks of iseese upon tie Laman oe term, and such instruction given as is best adapted to fit | (Tone, are arrested, and thus are saved many tho 

‘Teachers for their work. every year from a premature grave. No family | . 
TERMS BEGIN: be without it, and those who do neglect to prot } 

1. Third Wednesday of September. themselves with a remedy which wards off this ' 
2. First Monday of January. ous class of diseases will have eause to deplore it whem | 

8. Fourth Wednesday of April, and continue thirteen | it is toolate. Proofs of the surprising efficacy of the 
weeks each. Cherry Pectoral need not be given to the American 

os eople,—they have living proofs in every neig 
See et ee ee But’ ttiose who wish tovread the statements of these 

In za and Classical Department—Drawing inclu- | whose whole health has been restored and whose lives ded—$i gers have been saved by its use, will find them in my Amer- For farther information srply to ican Almanac, which the agents below named have te 
J.C. PICKARD, Principal. | furnish gratis to every one. 

Mavison, Wis., Dec. 1, 1856. tf. Prepared by Dr. J ‘C. AYER, Lowell, Mass,--and sold 
|? COLWELL & 00., and WEIGHT & PAINE, Madi- ~ | son, and Drngwists every where. 

FROIT TREES ‘J. H. REED & co” Chicago, Wholesale Agensts, AND Dee. 1, 1856. 8m. 

FARM AND GARDEN SEEDS, WGN ia 
FOR SALE. ee 

ee UNDERSIGNED offers for sale choice lot of pas CELEBRATED Fruit and Stock Farm is now 
“ Fruit Trees, among them 3,000 Apple trees, of good for sale, in whole or in lots, to suit purchasers. size and hardy leading varieties, at from 18 to 25. cents—| Weenonah is situated in the towns of Summit and Dela- 1,000 Pear trees, from 4 to 8 feet standards, hardy sorts, | field, in Waukesha County. It contains about 840 acres among them 400 winter Nellis—a lot of Flemish Beauty, | of choice land, in sight of the Milwaukee & Watertown 

&¢.—at from 50to 75 cents. 800 Plums, from 4 to 8 feet, | Railroad. It commands a view of three of the most 
hardy sorts Purple Favorite, Duane’s Purple, Lambert, | beautiful lakes in both towns, with nearly a mile of Lake ' 
Columbia, &c. 100 dozen Gooseberry plants, from 2 to| front. It is one of the most beautiful farins in the whole 
4 Jour old, hardy sorts—Houghton's Seedling, White | State, adjoins the Nashotal Mission, and is within roach Smith's, Roaring Lion, Yellow Sulfar, White Amber, é&e. | of several Saw and Flouring Mills.’ On the farm are $2 per dozen. ' 500 dozen Raspberries, White and Red | about 500 Fruit Trees (Apples, Plums, Peaches and Antwerps—at 25 cents per dozen. Strawberry <plants— | Cherries.) of superior quality; it is known as the best Burrs Now Pine, Meavoy's Superior, Hovey’s Seedling, | Fruit Farm in the State. There isa good dwelling and and Early Searlet—25 to 60 eents per dozen. 1000 Mam-| out houses—good Barn, Stable, Ice-House—good Fish moth Cahoon's Seedling Pio Plant, at 50 cents. 800 Vic-| Pond, &c.. &c. It is offered with or without the Stock, toria, at 50 cents. among which are a flock of 200 of the finest French and G&arrs—Isabella, one year, 25 cents; two years and|Spanisty Merino Skeep in the State, carefully selected upwards, 50 cents.’ Vermont Seedling, very fine and | and cost from $19 to $500 each, a good many lrorses, eat 
hardy sort—stood our last winter without protection—| tle, &e. It is 95 miles from Milwaukee ; 2U0 acres under 25 to50 cents, cullivation. This farm is capable of being divided into 
Nore.—As all the above mentioned trees, &e., have | farms of from 210 to 80 acres each, to suit purchasers, 

been raised here, and been tested through our severe ute each division an abundant supply of water, seasons Without protection, I consider them just what is! Timber, and Highway conveniences. 
‘wahted for the West. For particulars xpply to J. 8. FILLMORE, 

FARM SEEDS. No. 2, Juneau Block, Milwaukee, Wis, 

200 bushels Golden Drop Spring Wheat, at $2 perbush, | _Dee- 1, 1856. ti. 
125 bushels Poland Oats, -..........+-+.--. $ do ee gaa a cae cad ol ae 

te Scotch do; ..........eeesseeee io Agricul otice. 
20 bushels King Phillip’s Seed Com, at 75 cents per peck: age ee 
A sinall lot of Skin and Beardless Barley, of which f will pe Annnal Meeting of the Wisconsin State Agricul: 

sand samples to any one enclosing two 3 cent postage tural Society, will be held in their room in Bruen’s 
PS. Block in the city of Madison, on Wednesday, the 8d day 

GARDEN SEEDS. of December next, at 8 o’cock P.M. at which times 
I tate & choice collection of Water Melon Seeds, of| President, Treasurer, and three members of the Exeeu- 

se will send to any one for 25 cents, a package of | tive Committee, will be elected. 
tHeditferent  varlotie berpoly ; Orange Rind, lee Gream, | " Madison, Nov. 8, 1856. GEO. 0. TIFFANY, 
South American, hite Spanish, Mexi-|  gg¥Friends ure throught the State please 7 can, Cubs, Valparaiso and: Mounvain Sprout, with dices, Pla ai - ¥ 

Gera ee eee 
a eee
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"Madison Agricultural | AGRICULTURAL TOOLS, 
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS, CAN BE FOUND AT WAREHOUSE. THE OLD AND WELL KNOWN BSTAB- 

or LISHMENT OF 
SAMUEL R. FOX. TIBBITS & GORDON. 

AMUBL R. FOX, at his General Hardware Establish- choas bak ate al the ner S ment, Mew Stree, Madison, kropeconstansly on | "T her ebritom being aver ready a: the command of 
hand a large stock of Grand de Tour, Whitewater and | Tools or Implements required, or go act as agents for Janesville Patentees, in Introducing or Seti They have 
CROSS, BREAKING & CORN PLOWS, | arnoura" uncivallet SEED Bit Brod Ss 

Outtivators, Harrows, Caltioater and Harrow | Sower—warranted; Emery’s Patent DRILL; 
Teeth, re taal teens nae tenrys Patent GARDEN SEED atau.’ curious pattern, Railroad & “ “ HORSE POWER THRESHER, 
Garden Wheel. Road Sorapers, e * CORN PLANTER: Chain Pumpe woth Tron > | Burnbilt's + CORN PLANTER, Tudlung, Patent andl Wright's Colebrated CORN CULTIY ATOR, 

and Hangit rn Peckham's “Self Sharpening” % ‘ERTH, 
Augers, Billing’s & Carman's BREAKING PLOWS; Buckets, Posi ve iw CROSS "Ya 

ioeey tae f : ee. “ 5 COR SE STEED on ihert i Pee , Joice’s “Starr” CORN & COB CRUSIIER. Sonthern & | HAYING AND HARVESTING TOOLS Boston CORN SHELLER, Straw, red id Vegetable 
may be found “ ‘Cutters, Grant's Celebrated Fanning Mille, Roston . 20 Dosen Beardsley's Cast Btsel Grass Beytbea ging Mills, Ox Yokes full trimmed) Waods do», Bows, oe he ee ee * Staples and Rings, Double and Single Whitletrées, Iron 
BO“ ‘North W: « “ “ . Wi Beetle Rings, Drag Teeth, Waggon Neck Yokes, 30 “> Geardsieys ‘Sliver © Grain’ /® Sleds and Hamniers, Ames’ Shovels aad Spades, Gratin 
wo Baan, niioes patierna, Seoups, Well Wheels and Buckets, Wheel Barrows— uncon Heel eke every article, in fact, which s farmer needs, They are s" ‘* Horse & . also rear to recelve orders from merchants for Hay: 
‘150 Morgan's Grain Cradles, ae ae eet eer ee nome i 150 GranddeTour“ — “ One Hundred Silyer, Cast, and German Steel .' [i] » 
100. Pinney & Lawson's Grain Cradles, Oe tials Geel eas Ft 50 doz two tine Hay Forks, one . Thee Gs 2 & undred =A i 50 “three tine Straw “ . Pilea uadred . mages; 7-7 a 
et ee ate esas Grain Cradles—Two hundea #. . 
Wes Schrssia maak One Bim ako ane eee “ . , ay 
Confident of my ability te please, T eullelt an examina- Bete ight iva ae, ten o sews good beter you Puree ye a Deualsty , * y ety 

orvia Steet TIBBITS & IN have also on hand, to supplys ||]. | spot See eee early demand, Five hundred assorted sizes Lake Hn", SS | Grindatonee “Three hundred HL 
Madison Steam Planing Mill, Ortadatonee at Whole or Br scout? 

aaa Mapwon, Feb. 1856. me “+ 
a SR oes | gd oe 

SASH, DOOR AND BLIND | >= 

MANURACTORY, | DMMIE ANG FEE LIT POD . CORNER OF WILSON & LIVINGSTON STREETS, | ©" : 
‘The World. ed to Produce its Superior. NORTHEAST SIDE OF TOWN, NEAR THE ease eT eerie 

GAB WORKS—MADISON,WIB. “Tivtarec Conlive Sram of Water, ake tho 
SLEAM PLANING ere veer eee ' MADISON'AUR aes MINING, STEAM ENGINES, MILLING, OR FOR 
A I 5 ‘nian, ve wi 
by teeta or machinery a iachaanen, and we are Stine oF Railroad Pom oun be changed in a minute te 
ow prepared to manufacture extensively, and on short | be used asa perfect “ Rotice. “We will have on haud or Spring'business One FIRE ENGINE. thousand well seasoned Doors, ranging from 2. 648. 6. to 
2.1047, 1g & 136 3¢in. thich, two and four pannels. Ts Bae eee ae eatay Vashon ne 

ALSO—Sash of all sizes for Font Thousand Windows, | {Santen issted sa dauens at iota etit nreee bee 
Pemons rushing arficles not on hand cau have thelr | the most eminent Railroad Superintendents in New York 
orders filled on notice. | We also maka a great vari- | State which letters assert that it is the most powerful ety of Mouldings —ranging in priee from fifty centa per | Stat wil hundred feet in length to ten dollars per hundred feet. Railroad Station. Pamp ‘We keep a large assortment of Newells & Bunisters con- Melee 2 coon ta tiks Bicta. 
stantly on hand. Farmer's will please notice, Planing | ever before + 
and Sowing — . pe and at 6 meee chesper rate | The subscribers having become Agents for the sale of 
than can jone sical strength, ‘& great sav- Rae sees MANUFACTURE OR VEND inal the Sra ieee ant Dance em corereag Pinel at a | eter ie tite tive acl Ny Invite the at- 
om dpc pecan he: nptice By | tention of Steam Suv or Grist MUL Propriators, Miners, our Bills, found in all the public places of the city. Pal Siren pa gd abr y bbe ay Yor, = 

Persons wishing articles in our line, do as well ’ aorough investigation of the merits of this Pump; Sam- at Milwaaken or Chieage, A’ Hersh discomnemate to | plorerrhios ent be accu at thet store fe Matin ead 
Wholesale trade. STEVENS & DONNEL. Say etarpaeton yee 3s neg oe Cele ache! 
Mapuwox, Wis, June, 56. tf. jan. .
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